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World Series Free on 3 Webs
Washington Bur.,

Washington

WITH AN "OPEN MIND"
GEORGE

By

W.

Baseball Classic on Sustaining Basis
Over Trio of Networks Ford Said
to be Out $100,000

Pro-Havana Parley

McNINCH GOES TO FCC

MEHRTENS

RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington When Frank Ramsey
McNinch officially takes over his new

—

duties as chairman of the FCC today,
the oath being scheduled for noon,
he will carry
with him the
same policies

insofar as

i

— Philip

secretary

acting

—

RADIO DAILY
of

Siling,

F.

the

Havana

Preparatory Group, announces that
matters relating to broadcasting
in
connection with the coming
Havana radio conference will be
discussed Oct. 8 in a meeting at
Room 7355, New Post Office Bldg.,
at 10 a.m. Broadcast phases of the
International Radio Conference will
be considered. James A. Baldwin,

NAB managing

RKO TO GIVE PREVIEWS
FOR RADIO SPONSORS

director, will attend.

plicable,

Los Angeles

ComAl-

mission.

though having had no

exp eri ence

tion

with the raindustry
dio
Frank McNincli

before, McNinch will immediately go to work
in an effort to reorganize and assist
{Continued on Page 3)

Co-Op Sponsors Set
For Jessel Program

12

Under the co-operative sponsorship
of 12 companies, "30 Minutes in Hollywood" will make its debut over a
coast-to-coast Mutual network of 29
stations Oct. 10 at 6-6:30 p.m.
Program, emanating from KHJ, will fea3)
( Continued on Page

WCBS,

Springfield,

Affiliates
Springfield,

—

111.

WCBS

this

Coincident with

week became

affili-

Local Newsrecl Tieup
Minneapolis — WTCN and the
Minneapolis and
St. Paul are issuing a newsreel
devoted to Twin Cities news.
Reels will be plugged over the
of

and shown in the World
which supply cameraman

equipment,

radio

the

relations

For Madame" today.

RADIO DAILY

organizers
are
giving their immediate attention to
Augusta,
radio marine and radio telegrapher
Oct. 31
Joins
organizing, with no national scale
broadcast organization activity planWRDW, Augusta, Ga., will join the
ned for the near future, spokesman
CBS
network as a supplementary
for the union stated yesterday.
Station is a full
station on Oct. 31.
First station to be 100 per cent ortime clear channel outlet operating
ganized under American Communion 1,500 kes with 250 watts daytime,
cations Ass'n, CIO unit, is WJW,
100 watts at night.
Akron. Inquiries from other stations
Augusta Broadcasting Co. is the
are said to have come in.

WRDW.

Ga.

CBS on

owner of WRDW. J. E. Reynolds is
CIO expressed concern over status manager. Network rate will be $125
The 100- per hour. This makes the third CBS
of WJW before the FCC.

KATE SMITH PREMIERE

TAKES B'WAY SPOTLIGHT
Broadway's first radio show premiere to be staged as a gala "first
night", with a studio audience of
Who's Who, klieg lights, silk hats,
ermine and even a lobby broadcast
conducted by an independent station
having no connection with the show
aired

in the playhouse, took place
night with the start of Kate
station in Georgia.
WMAZ, Macon, Smith's new CBS series for General
and WGST. Atlanta, are the other Foods. The pre-broadcast airing of
arriving celebrities at CBS Radio
two.

(Continued on Page S)

Justice Black Will Talk
Over 3 Networks Tonight

last

(.Continued on

Resume

AFM

Parleys

Justice Hugo Black
Key station negotiations were recompleted plans with NBC, sumed yesterday by the AFM, which
Mutual to use their entire conferred early in the day with WOR
facilities tonight at 9:30-10 to answer mostly while Fred Weber, general
the Ku Klux Klan charges that have manager
of
Mutual Broadcasting
recently cropped up all over the System sat in as a "conveyor" for
country. Setting of the speech caused Mutual. WOR was represented by
confusion throughout the networks A. J. McCosker and Ted Streibert.
late yesterday afternoon.
CBS can- Later in the day NBC and CBS ex(Continucd on Page 2)

while

Stephen

Wells of WTCN edits the film and
Charles Irving is commentator.

(Continued on Page 2)

Seven Applications Granted
By FCC for Radio Facsimile

Sieberling

Page 2)

Rubber Co.

Placing Spot

Campaign

Cleveland— Sieberling Rubber Co.
has

disked

dramatized spot anbe placed on 200 stafall and winter advertising
Spots were written and
by Guild Productions, loproducing firm.

nouncements
tions in a

campaign.
produced
cal radio

16
to

Connory

to

Carry On

— Congressman

Boston

Connery,

who swept

Lawrence

to victory

in

the special election in the seventh

Lawyers Advocate Ban

On

Broadcasting Trials

theaters,

and

its

'

{Continued on Page 3)

station

— CIO

of

Supreme Court

111.

ated with the Illinois State Journal.
Sunday's issue of the Journal devoted a special section to the station,

World theaters

BEING DEFERRED BY CIO
Washington Bureau.

Plans were completed on the recent
here of Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, but it was requested that announcement be withheld in hope that
visit

With Paper yesterday
CBS and

boost in power to 250 watts, unlimited,

E

Washington

— With

to broadcast the World Series baseball games on a sustaining basis.

inauguradepart- a last minute deal would sell the
ment, RKO will preview its impor- series to a sponsor.
Arrangements made with the basetant pictures for sponsors and producers of radio shows interested in ball "czar" are said to be satisfactory to the webs as to monetary anusing screen talent on the air.
(Continued on Page 3)
Initial preview will be the "Music

that

he so ably
exercised
at
the Federal

Power

RADIO DAILY

West Coast Bureau.

they are ap-

Combined NBC, CBS and Mutual
networks are going ahead with plans

Kansas City

—A

ban on broadcasting of court trials was advocated at
yesterday's session of the American
Bar Ass'n convention here. Barring
of photographers also was suggested.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington

—

Interest in radio facthe next major step in
broadcasting is becoming keener, it
is revealed by the FCC, which has
already granted seven applications,
two of them within the past month.

simile

as

(.Continued on

Page 3)

Massachusetts
after

his

district,

election

that

announced
he would

carry out the program of his late
brother,

One of
was a

William

P.

Connery,

the issues in this
bill

for

a sweeping

Jr.

program
investi-

gation of the radio industry.

2
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Phone

tivities. Airing was tied together for
Contrasting Flood Scene
Reconstruction in Charleston and single half-hour listen by means of
Southeast Missouri since the Ohio instantaneous recordings at various
River flood, providing a vivid con- spots.
trast to the flood broadcasts of last

winter, was the subject of a special
airing recently by KMOX, St. Louis
Show was handled by Public Affairs
Director
Jerry Hoekstra, Gordon
Sherman, engineer, Harry W. Flannery, commentator, and Marvin E.
Mueller, who visited towns in that
section, describing reconstruction ac-

WJR,

Detroit,

will

give

listeners

chance to speak their minds on
anything from Europe to poetic inspiration in a new Saturday night
a

Takes B'way

Justice Black Will Talk
Spotlight
Over 3 Networks Tonight

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

St.

1)

was celed the last half -hour of the Campbell Soup Co. program scheduled to

At the conclusion of the show,
be heard at that time, while NBCSmith was showered with
Red network canceled "True Story
flowers and congratulations.
From the society register were Hour". NBC-Blue and Mutual both
Donald F. Haggerty, Marjory Stod- had sustainings listed. Fred Shawn,
Washington NBC announcer, will indard, Nancy and Marshall Sewall,
Jane Hall, Ann Curie, Mrs. and Miss troduce Black.
WMCA will feed a transcribed verCobina Wright, Col. and Mrs. Monroe
sion of the speech to the Inter-City
Neville
Hopkins,
Lt.
and
Mrs.
Cameron Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. network at midnight.
Richard May, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bacon, Huntington Watts, Rita Hor- WPEN-WRAX Cancel Discharges
ton, William H. Hutton, Mr. and
Philadelphia— WPEN and WRAX,
Mrs. Edward Kohl, Electra Waggoner after a conference before the NaBowman, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. tional Labor Relations Board, agreed
Byrne, Summer W. Taylor, Fairfax to revoke all discharges of their ten
Burgher, Lady Suzanne Wilkins and veteran announcers, all members of
Fay Devereaux Keith.
the American Guild of Radio AnFrom radio Mr. and Mrs. Hugh K. nouncers & Producers. Guild had
Boice, D'Artega, Cynthia Drew, Mr. complained to NLRB that the anand Mrs. W. B. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. nouncers were locked out by the
Jack Robbins, Jack Alicoate, Don stations because of union memberMersereau, Dan Walker, Allyn Marsh, ship. Reason for the discharge was
Edwin K. Cohan.
given by the stations as incompetenRalph Starr Butler, Charles Mor- cy and was to be effective today.
timer, and Morton Campbell were John Iraci, new head of the station
present for General Foods. Clarence said the Guild had no foundation
Eldridge, L. M. Brockway, George for claiming they were discharged
Pryson, and Bill Stuhler of Young for union membership.
& Rubicam were also in the house.
A review of the program will be
Weekly Availability Sheets
found on page 5.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, is putting
out a handsomely printed weekly isMittendorf Marries
Chicago
Manager E. S. Mitten- sue of complete availability data.
dorf of WIND, Gary, and Virginia Sheet lists entire program schedule
Benoit, a performer on the same sta- Mondays through Sundays and goes
tion,
surprised associates by an- to all agencies, station representanouncing that they were married tives, and all national buyers of
and leaving for a honeymoon in radio time.
Florida.
They will be gone about
three weeks.
"AP at the Front"
Miss

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Sept. 30)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

1633/4 163

Tel

163

25y2

25V4

251/2

251/4

25l/4

251/4

Radio

14y4

13%

Hi/4

Electric

45%
22%
10%
14%

445/8

445/8

21%

21

9%

10

14'/2

14l/2

36

35%

35%

Crosley

Gen.

Close

North American

RCA Common
Warner

Stewart

Radio

Zenith

1/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine

Corp

1514

15'A

1514

—

Chg.

+

+
+

—
—
+
—
+

V4

OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

Bid

Stromberg Carlson

11%

10V4

AFM Parleys

Resume

(Continued from Page

1)

again talked to the AFM
committee. Understood that CBS is
all set to sign an agreement, but
that NBC is holding out. Both sides
expect an early pact will be negoecutives

tiated.

WHK

Morning Live Show
Cleveland — Cleveland gets a new
talent show, the first early morning
program of its kind. To get away
from the use of transcriptions and
present a new idea, Standard Drug
Co. has conceived "Standard Drug
Varieties", to be heard on
each

WHK

week-day

A

morning.

half-hour
show, it will use a number of regular
features, as well as guest artists,
selected amateurs and semi-professionals.
Annabelle Jackson, pianist,
will appear on the program daily,
and there will also be a hymn sing
lasting four minutes.

NBC special events will stage an
"Associated Press at the Front" program over the NBC-Blue web tonight.
WREC
7-7:30 p.m. Program will go aroundamateur golf championship tourna- the-world. Pick ups will come from
ment, starting Oct. 5 and running Geneva, Madrid, Shanghai, Tokyo,
AP
through Oct. 9. Programs will be fed San Francisco and New York.
correspondents will report the days
to CBS.

WREC

A

WNEW

10

TO

11

A M.

TO

7:30

Private

Secretary,"
Adele
Secretarial
Service for

Artists, has moved to
quarters at 8 West 49th Street.

Radio

new

AL

DONAHUE
and

his

Opening at

orchestra

the Rainbow Room

Oct. 6th
P.

M.

script writer for J. Walter
the Coast to honeymoon

for

left

MARJORIE WHITE.
JOHN SHEPARD 3rd, president of

with

bride,

his

STEVE HANNAGAN, who is now on the Coast,
try to fly to New York for Sunday night's
opening broadcast of the Gruen show.

will

CHARLES

A. VALLEE, Rudy's dad,
Europe aboard the Normandie.

IRVING

REIS,

director

Workshop, arrives
the Manhattan.

from

HARRIET PARSONS

of

Europe

sails

the

Columbia

today

arrives today

today

aboard

from Europe

aboard the Roma.

"Hobby Lobby" Adds 4
Hudson has added WLAL, WCOC,
KOH and WDBJ to its CBS "Hobby
Lobby" network as of Oct. 6, the
starting date. Program will be heard
7:15-7:45 p.m. with repeat 10:30 p.m.
Brooke, Smith & French, Detroit, is
the agency.

Notre

WLW
tire

Dame on

WLW

Line

line will broadcast the enNotre Dame football scheduled

a sustaining feature over WLW,
WHN, WBAL, WFIL and KQV. Same

as

stations will carry the Kellogg Co.
Football Jamboree one-half hour before play-by-play descriptions begin.

Red Barber and James Leonard

will

do the nine games.

Mutual's Third Birthday
Mutual Broadcasting System celebrates its third birthday tomorrow.

For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

DRAGONETTE

JESSICA

Palmolive

in their particular areas.

FEATURE
6

JERRY FAULKNER,
Thompson,

—

news

Purcell's

1250 Kc.

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, RCA consulting
engineer, goes to New Brunswick on Monday to
address the New Jersey Press Ass'n at their
16th annual conclave.
DR.

to Originate Golf Meet
Memphis
will
originate
play-by-play description of women's

Adele Purcell Moves

"Make-Believe Ballroom"

his

flew to the Coast after last
He will appear Sunday night
Chase & Sanborn hour, and remain to
own program for a possible 13 weeks.

broadcast.

the

—

"My

MARTIN BLOCK'S

Gome

and

RUDY VALLEE
night's

on
do

for

Theater No. 2 in West 45th
conducted by WNEW.

1937

half-hour airing, 10:45-11:15. Duncan
the Yankee
Colonial networks, has been visiting ProviMoore is in charge of the broadcasts, and
dence and New York, and returns to New
titled "Radio Soap Box."
Haven tomorrow for the Yale-Maine game.

Kate Smith Premiere

Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338.
7-6337,
Wisconsin
7-6336,
1501

HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postofnce at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

What They Think

cominG

1,

BEAUTY

BOX THEATRE
of the air

Every

W

A

b—

Wednesday
B

C

—

Night,

Nine -Thirty

EST.

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

WEDNESDAY • OCT. 6th
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Things Are

McNINCH GOES TO FCC

Gallup, N. M.

— Every

five

Humming

at

WORLD

KAWrV

miles ior 75 miles east

and west

of

KAWN

1)

formation of new policies for
the Commission.
He states that he definitely is not
going to his post with a personnel
ax to grind, but that he will maintain an open mind and will to the
best of his ability reorganize and
straighten out any difficulties which
may exist within the commission at
the present time. Considered a libin the

KAWN

program on the phone .... All roads paved now, Denver to Los Angeles,
KAWN has just taken RNA news, NBC
which means plenty tourists
Thesaurus, and landed 26 new local accounts in a week .... First Saturday
each month has been established as "dollar day", urging clients to tie in
A
newspaper and windows, with accounts not on air also getting benefit.
series of all-night shows is being run for DXrs .... Also running from midnight tonight until 7 a.m. tomorrow without interruption to tell the world
.

eral in the political light, McNinch,
when he took over the position as

about

of the Power Commission, devoted three months to study of his
post and it is his intention to apply
the same methods with the FCC.
A native of Chester, S. C, Frank
McNinch began his career as a lawyer. He studied law at the Universi-

this country.

D. E. Bennett

is

manager

of the

.

.

station.

111.

(Continued from Page 1)
personalities, equipment and future plans, with more than two pages
of pictures.
includes Harold L.
Staff of
Dewing, president; Leslie Pefferle,
vice-president; John J. Corrigan, program director; Carl Jefry, commercial
manager; Don Burricher, chief engineer; Herbert Reynolds, technician;
Dick Ashenfelter, assistant engineer.
Also on studio and business roster

WCBS

but with the federal govern-

ment as well.
The new FCC chairman looks upon
radio as a utility, to be maintained
The
in the interest of the public.

Granted
For Radio Facsimile

7 Applications

With Paper

its

later became
mayor of Charlotte and after serving his term was reelected again in
His political record has been
1917.
essentially clean not only in his
state

Springfield.

Affiliates

ty of North Carolina,

ON SUSTAINING BASIS
(Continued from Page 1)

and play-by-play and betweeninning commentators are being set
by the networks, with probable official announcement being made today of the respective lineups as to
gle,

broadcasting details.
Unconfirmed report

is

that the ser-

Henry Ford $100,000,
which sum was forfeited when he
ies

costs

still

suddenly asked to be released from
his option. This amount is the same
that Landis sought from potential

Ford sponsored the

sponsors.
for three

head

WCBS,

SERIES TO AIR

here,

has set up signs reading "Tune in 1500", and the Santa Fe Super
Chief which goes through here turns on the radio when 75 miles away,
with the station broadcasting to the train and telling the passengers about
the country they are passing through. It gets many waves from the car
windows .... The elaborate FJ Rancho hotel, nearing completion, installs
broadcasts from any of the 100
remote line to PBX board, and
telephones in all rooms and apartments by simply putting the speaker or

WITH AITOPEN MIND"
(Continued from Page

3

RADIO DAILY

consecutive years.
scheduled for Oct.
contestants being two New
teams, Giants and Yankees.

game

is

series
First

the

6,

York

(Continued from Page 1)

Newspapers

are particularly concerned about the development, which
they consider a threat to their industry.

Edward McHugh
Edward McHugh,
er,

resume his broadcast from

will

New York

WHO, Des

New

to
York
the Gospel Sing-

within the next ten days.

and WGH, Program, sponsored by Procter &
Newport News, are the most recent Gamble, has been emanating
from
Moines,

stations to obtain facsimile permits.
Under a new rule, the broadcasts
are permitted after midnight on an
experimental basis. Other stations
with
licenses
are
and

Chicago.

Ruth Danner Parties
Alfred H. Morton, NBC manager
W9XAF
to
time
FCC has been charged from
are Owen Balch, "Spizz" Singer, W9XAG,
Milwaukee
Journal; of owned and operated stations, threw
time, both on Capitol Hill and in of- David Meyer, Gerry Stokes, Bertha W7XBD,
Portland,
Ore.,
Journal; a party in the Rockefeller Center
ficial Washington, with playing into Proska, Gladys Parker, Bill and Dor- W2XR,
Radio Pictures Inc., Long Luncheon Club yesterday for Ruth
the hands of monopolies. McNinch, othy Nelms, Louise Langley, George Island City, N. Y., and W1XMX, Danner, his secretary, and her colleagues. Miss Danner is resigning to
when confronted with this question, Henry, Mary L. Dilley and others.
Yankee Network, Quincy, Mass.
join the Carnegie Corp.
declared that he had no knowledge
of such practices, but if they did exTwo
New
Series
Nationwide Organizing
ist he would soon see that it was
A new weekly variety show, fea-

WMCA

Being Deferred by CIO

stopped.

turing artists from the Jewish stage
and a weekly news dramatization of
Jewish events, produced and narmy" broadcast corporations, on which watt Akron station has been given rated in English, starts over
a hearing involving two attorneys extension of time to file exceptions
on Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.
is set for Oct. 5.
to granting of application to Summit
A series in cooperation with the
In order to cause no talk about the Radio Corp. for a new 1.000-watt
New York City school system, depropriety of holding two govern- Akron station.
signed to interest teachers and stument posts at one time, McNinch has
dents of civics and modern history,
Power Commission 12
his
resigned
Sponsors Set
starts same day.
chairmanship to devote himself to
posin
now
is
he
says
For
He
Jessel
FCC.
the
Football on
session of sufficient data concerning
(Continued from Page 1)
Pittsburgh Plenty of football will
all FCC branches to take over the
ture George Jessel, Norma Talmadge, be aired by
starting Saturday,
new post intelligently.
McNinch stated that while his ef- Tommy Tucker's orchestra, Amy Ar- under sponsorship.
Schedule inRedstars.
and
guest
forts for the most part in the begin- nell, vocalist
cludes a pre-game 45-minute jamagency.
Crawboree featuring Bob Newhall as emning would center chiefly upon the field-Johnstone is the
broadcast division, he would never- ford Clothes will sponsor in New cee, the Quadrangle Quartet, Red
theless study closely functions of both York.
Barber and the Collegians Orchestra.
telephone and telegraph divisions.
Red Barber and Jimmy Leonard will
Prior to 1917 when he first entered to him on the Commission it was announce the games, which will be
public life McNinch was steadily declined.
followed by a resume of the day's
McNinch is a soft-spoken man and scores.
building up his private law practice.
He had at that time no political am- lives quietly at home where he
Today although still a good spends most of his leisure time tendr
bitions.
Democrat, he has filled with a clean ing his garden. On work days he is
record every government post to in his office promptly at 8:30 every
which he has been appointed. He morning and works until usually afIN
has been chairman of the Federal ter 5. He is a member of the PresPower Commission since his appoint- byterian Church, the Knights of
ment by President Hoover in 1930. Pythias, and a Mason as well as be6:30-7 P.M. EST
SUNDAY
The first time a position was offered longing to the Junior Order of
of his first tasks will be the
probing of charges concerning "dum-

One

(Continued from Page 1)

WMCA

Co-Op

Program

—

Dear Friends:

You

KQV

KQV

barry Mckinley

GOODMAN

AL

are

cordially

"attend"

to

my

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS INC.

—

PRESENTS

—

Mayor of Charlotte,
few years
died.
later he married again, this time to
Huldah Groome, the sister of his
first wife, and they have two chil-

his

"amkrica's ideal woman's procram"

AVENUE

NEW YORK

election as

Mrs.

"Good Morning Neighbor!"
250 PARK

WABC-CBS Network

CITY
I

dren.

McNinch

A

GRIFFIN
"TIME TO SHINE"
MONDAY

7-7:30 P.M. EST

WEAF-NBC Network

return

to

Your

LUCKY STRIKE
HIT PARADE
for

my

seventh

CBS

Saturday,

at 7

P.

M.

series,

Sincerely,

over

October 2nd,

P.S.T.

ROMANTIC RHYTHM

United American Mechanics.
He was married in 1905 to Mary
Groome of Greensboro, N. C. They
had three children. Shortly before

invited

.

4
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FRANK
day

Wednes-

at 10:30 p.m.

Lou Martin's Music Makers

will

again be in the new fall revue opening Oct. 11 at Leon & Eddie's.

•
to

Volker.

A

one-hour Sunday Swing Show,

11:30-12:30 noon, using
will be introduced by

live

talent,

WNEW

on

Sunday.
Paul Whiteman, who concluded a
run in Fort Worth this week, has
added Marian Manners, singer, and
the Three Bad Habits (Mickey Germano, Willy Rafford and Johnny
Huebner) for his tour.

The Original Dixieland Jazzband,
minus J. Russel Robinson, pianist,
and Harry Barth, bass fiddle player,
has returned to New York to fill engagements, after 13 weeks at the Fort
Worth Frontier Fiesta.

•

•
sell

Jack

Napoleon"

("Little

Music industry) Robbins' decision

of the

out his interests in all his firms will be followed by a year's world

—

which he'll join Walter Wanger in flicker producing. He goes
a few days to complete the deal.
.D'Artega was signed yesterday
to conduct the Tim and Irene MBShow for Admiracion. using his Jell-O
crew and starting Oct. 17. He flies west next week for the Ruth Ettingcruise

west

Jack Betzner's orchestra at Starlight Terrace, Essex House, Newark,
will soon have a WOR wire. Chic
Briner has been signed as vocalist
and will form a quartet with Jack
Schwartz, Chic Forsyth and Jack

alter

in

.

.

.Bert Block succeeds Eddy Rogers into the Rainbow
weeks .... Margaret McCrae rushes to the Coast to wed
Harry Simone, CBS conductor fhere .... Columbia flickers are talking to
Lanny Ross to be "love-interest" in "Freshman Follies". .. .James Melton
is being talked about for the lead in Grace Moore's next picture ... .Robert

Lionel Sfander audition.

.

.

three

in

Grill

Emmet Dolan goes
the

Al Jolson

the

Versailles

MGM

to

WOR

with

affiliation

Nov.

1

a conductor

as
.

.

.

.

.

...

Alan Roberts severs

show Tuesday .... Val
next week .... Mickey

Ernie leaves

Alpert

is

Riviera to open at

the

set

for

Busse

Harry

and

Kogen

have collaborated on a ditty, "Farewell, My Love," which Busse will
introduce over NBC on Sunday night
from Chez Paree, Chicago.

a commercial

on

closing at Ben Marden's place in four weeks.

.

.

—

—

•

•
a

mouth

•

is

said to be working out a deal for 13 half-hour

Richard Himber will be heard in

presentations of the late George Gershwin's "Porgy

CBS

Frances Langford. recently signed

sustaining series starting Oct.

from the Essex House.

15

getting 2 G's

Erno Rapee, conductor of the Radio
City Music Hall symphony orchestra,
on Oct. 10 starts his series of seven
symphony broadcasts devoted to the
works of Sibelius. They will be presented during the "Music Hall of the
Air" concerts heard on Sundays at
12:30 p.m. over NBC-Blue.

KMAC, was

Downs

—

is

now doing

the script for

Ernest
"You Bet Your Life.".
Tubb and his partner, Merwyn Buffhave gone out West to
ington,
.

.

Phoenix, Ariz., for radio work.

Welmore Simpson is
KTSA.

the

new word-

slinger over

is
now the new
columnist-editor for the San
Antonio Sunday Express.
Ted Eckman is a new spieler at

Frank Torrance

radio

KTSA.

its

today

on

.

WMCA's Wheatie

former radio

H.", is reported

editor

to 9

of

show.

...

"Varsity

beginning Oct.
the

8 via

Show" has
NBC-Blue ....

Brooklyn Times-Union,

is

with

George Lottman now while Dave's successor, Tim Marks is with Eaile
Ferris. .. ."Radio Newsreel" won't have a studio audience but the press
will be admitted .... "Silver Theater" debuting Sunday has invited 500
Los Angeles couples to be their guests at the show who have filed
intentions to wed in the past week .... "Where the Golden Apples Grow"

—

show

for

her bracelet.

It

Mary

was a

a

•

•

gold "10 per cent".

Clair Shadwell, the old Shepherd, director of the

home

WIP program

James Allen,
tor,

own

adds his

direc-

efforts to the sta-

program schedule as the Top
Hat, interviewing stars of the legitimate attractions in their dressing
rooms.
WIP also plans to air portions of plays from the Forrest and
Chestnut Theaters.

tion's

Honey Stewart, formerly a member of the Stewart Sisters, just returned from European engagements,
is
the newest singer on the WIP
talent staff.

WCAU

Doris Havens,
staff organwalked to the altar Saturday.

Happy Valley Boys start
schedule of broadcasts on
Drug Products.

in the country.

a

new

WCAU

for

John S. K. Hammann, sales manager of KYW, has been appointed
to
the banquet committee of the
Poor Richard Club.
Jack Barry, airing the Temple
football games on WIP in the interests of the Atlantic Refining Co.,
also grabs off the sponsor's sport
shots on WFIL and the entire Quaker
State network.

LOS ANGELES

Pickford

WBT,

Charlotte, Musical Clock, might well be called the Good Shepherd
in light of recent benefactions bestowed through the medium of
his show.... Last week a blind Gastonia, N. C, youth wrote Shad
asking him to buy him a radio to brighten up what apparently was
a pretty drab existence ... .Shad read the plea and stated that he
regretted that he was unable to buy one. Within five minutes a
call came through from a man in Charlotte offering a set. A few
mornings previous, a young married woman called asking for a
home for her younger brother. Again Shad read the plea and
again, it was answered. A man said he'd take the boy out to his

mother's

Phillips, in private life Mrs.
R.
Rosenbaum, wife of

president, is back again with
the Philadelphia Orchestra as harp-

last night

and Buddy Rogers but the deal fell
through ... Benny Davis is sending out a unit minus himself with Johnny
Woods starring. ... Wini Shaw's agent gave her a charm the other day
originally set for

PHILADELPHIA
Edna
Samuel
WFIL's

.

her warbling .... Kay and Buddy Arnold do their

time on the air from 8

Bratton,

two more years on "H.

for

operetta.

in

Medical Arts Hospital recently.
Reason tonsilectomy.
K.ONO Notes: Announcer George

the

David

was

"Speedblenders" Ted and Bill are
back on KMAC nightly except Sundays and Thursdays.
Chief Announcer Tony Bessan, also
of

song

for

and Bess"

presented by Phillips Holmes and Jean Muir on the Vallee

SAN ANTONIO

program director

1000th

switched

weekly

but will assist meanwhile in the reorganization
of
the
department.
Wesley I. Nunn is advertising manager.
W. E. Blodgett becomes assistant to the manager in connection
with the shifts.

ist,

screen.

Henry Ford

C.

ist.

•
•
• Mayor William F. Wiight of Rensselaer is having his
phone number changed so that he can get some sleep. .His number,
and
it appears, is often confused with that of an Albany station
music fans call the mayor in the wee hours of the morning to
"please play Willie Farmer's recording of 'Alligator Crawl' or Cab
Calloway's scatin'" ... .Herbert Lateau, announcing his first special
eveyit for KARK, Little Rock, opened his mouth to begin the show
when a light bug bent on exploring uncharted passages and places
flew in where eloquence flowed out. Herb kept going until the
first comma, which he converted into a "period" but to no use
the bug kept right on going down with Lateau suffering until the
close of the show ... .FLASH! Herbert Lateau has applied for a
patent on a

McKEE, head of Homer
Chicago ad agency head,
has been appointed assistant manager of the advertising department
of Standard Oil of Indiana, succeeding N. H. Reed, who retires Jan. 1
R.

McKee,

his

Lum and Abner on

Frank Fay replaces

—

Henry

ROBERT

and

executives, have
been added to the Seattle office of
J. Walter Thompson Co. The branch
office has taken additional space.

debut as orchestra
set for

DENNY

P.

SHIREY, account

B.

is

1937

AGENCIES

MUSIC
MURRAY'S
LYN
leader on CBS

1,

"Reunion

the

of

KNX

States"

returns

next Sunday at 2:30-3 in a
salute to I-o-way, which state has
contributed heavily to the California
population. Broadcast from the Holto

lywood Women's Club, and Arthur
Shank returns as master of ceremonies.

Jimmy Vandiveers' KHJ-Don Lee
"Meet Some People" has switched to
a new groove on Wednesday nights
at 8:15.
Hal Styles, conductor of
"Help Thy Neighbor," was Jimmy's
first interviewee on the new schedule.
Dick Lane,

Penner
been

in

set

who appeared

RKO's "New
for

a

Penner on the
Malt Sunday.

similar
initialer

with Joe

Faces," has
role
for

with

Coco

Friday, October

-A,

1.

1937
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and
CotMnenk
Reviews
VAOtykan*
CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM

KATE SMITH HOUR

EDDIE CANTOR

General Foods Corp.
WABC-CBS Network.
Thursdays, 8-9 p.m.

Texas Corp.
WABC-CBS, Wednesdays,
8:30-9 p.m.

Buchanan Co.
TEXACO PROGRAM GETS BIG LIFT
CLASS VARIETY PRODUCTION BOUND WITH RETURN OF CANTOR TO LINEUP.
TO CLICK AT A PACE LIKE THIS.
After sliding along for the sumKate Smith returns to the CBS air mer months, the Texaco program
absence of three came back into its own in a big way
lanes after an
months, bringing with her a typical Wednesday night with the return of
Ted Collins production that holds Eddie Cantor and the shifting of
the interest throughout via the me- period from Sunday to Wednesday.
dium of its top-notch entertainment. The shift, incidentally, was wisely
Permanent company comprises Kate made. There was no sense in trySmith, Ted Collins, Jack Miller and ing to buck the Chase & Sanborn
orchestra, Henny Youngman and Ted Hour, which has a lot of fans who
In the
Straeter and his mixed chorus. Guest also want to hear Cantor.
stars on the opening program were new spot, he will command a much
Tallulah Bankhead and Henry Fonda, bigger listening total and Chase &
in a radio version of "Camille," ex- Sanborn will be helped likewise.
First show of the new fall series
cellently presented with the help of
a narrator and a fine supporting cast. got off to a fast start, with plenty

Young

&

Rubicam

Inc.

—

Selection of the romantic French play
and the two leads seemed like a good
bet, considering the fact that to a
great extent the program is aimed
at the womenfolk, and yet there was
ample fare for all members of the
household.
Surprise array of sports talent was
in
by Joe Williams,
marshalled
Scripps-Howard sports editor, the
Parade of the Champions holding
Barney Ross, Lou Ambers, Fred
Aposteli, Harry Jeffra, Glenn Cunningham, Sam Romani, Lou Gehrig,
Charlie Kurtzinger, Ralph Guldahl
and Francis Low, running the gamut
of boxing, track, golf, horse racing,

game

of pep, excellent comedy, good music
and holiday spirit in the general proceedings.
Cantor was in top form,

and so were Jimmy Wallington,
Jacques Renard, Deanna
Durbin,
Pinky Tomlin and Saymore Saymore
(Helen Troy). The repartee between
Cantor and Wallington had snap and
comedy click to it. Miss Durbin displayed her unusual voice and technique in an aria of generous length,
Tomlin and Saymore came in for
amusing comic love interest, and
Renard had his musicians on their
toes.

The commercials were hardly no-

Andre Kostelanetz

with

down cake flour were worked in by
Miss Smith early in the program
and later Andre Baruch took the
Calumet baking powder comreins.
mercials were heard toward the close
and in both cases the selling was
handled with silk gloves, rather than
laying it on with a heavy hand. Band
turned in a nice job, both on its
own as well in handling the incidental music for the sketch and subbackgrounds.
sequent
Youngman
coming on in the final quarter was
in good form and garnered many
laughs with gag material that was
above the average.

Noel Coward
Noel Coward,

who

guested on the
Parade" with Mark

NBC-Red "Hit
Warnow on Wednesday

night, sound-

ed as though he could

be a very

interesting radio personality, although

he was badly misguided in the choice
of interview material for this one-

And

the cigaret endorsement
that he had to deliver didn't help him

shot.

any

either.

NIEW

REFINED COMMENTATING
COMBINATION.

MAKE NJCE TION PLUS WORDS FROM SPONSOR.

Some time back, Eddy Duchin
stated that swing was passe but he
with An- failed to mention what
would redre Kostelanetz conducting, Deems place it. This
new show for ElizaTaylor as commentator and John beth Arden cosmetics
with Duchin's
Charles Thomas as the initial guest music, plus the
two unannounced
star,
delivered an excellent show vocals by Stanley
Worth, was just
Wednesday night. Kostelanetz is a another routine musical
show sandtrained hand when it comes to sym- wiching a few
commercials.
phonic musicianship with pop apDuchin announced his own selecpeal, and he provided a smart and tions, starting
with "The Loveliness
colorful background for this initial of You", which
was distinguished by
program. His Tchaikowsky overture Duchin's piano-pounding
and reed
to "Romeo and Juliet," adapted along instrumentation.
A waltz from the
the lines of the "digest" magazines "Vagabond King"
was followed by
that are in current vogue, was par- a medley of
pop tunes after which
ticularly interesting.
Miss Arden was introduced to the
John Charles Thomas started his audience. She spoke well
of Duchin's
vocal group with the much mauled music and added
that she, too, had
"Largo al Factotum," which he put something to offer
the public in the
over in much finer style than most way of youthfulness—
and cosmetics.
others who attempt the Figaro piece. She faltered
once or twice in her
Some musical comedy stuff, "Little little recitation.
Duchin's
ivoryGirl. Goodbye," and "Home on the tickling of
"My Blue Heaven" deRange'' with a suitable string ac- serves mention. After
a
companiment were his other num- femme took the spotlightrhumba, a
and told
bers, both well done.
about a free book to those purchasDeems Taylor has just the right ing E. A.'s product at
your local
Chesterfield's

new

series,

amount of class into his commentat- store. In its entirety, the
show went
ing, and the commercials were suit- along smoothly
in standard fashion.

Cavalcade of America"
Du Pont resumed its CBS dramati-

JflHCWjf a\HIEaVD

TODAY
"Varsity

Show,"

NBC-

Pontiac,

Blue, 8-8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCT.
CBS

(except

WABC),

9:30-

10 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCT.

3

Broadway,"

General
Foods
(Diamond Crystal Shaker Salt), NBCBlue, 3-3:30 p.m.
"Silver Theater," International Silver, CBS, 5-5:30 p.m.
Bakers' Broadcast, with Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hilliard and Feg Murray, NBC-Blue, 7:30-8 p.m.
General
Motors
Concerts,
Erno
Rapee, John B. Kennedy, NBC-Blue,
8-9 p.m.
Tyrone Power, dramatic series, John
H. Woodbury Inc., NBC-Blue, 9-9:30
p.m.
"Time of Your Life," with Sheila
Barrett
and
Rines
orchestra,
Joe
Gruen Watch, NBC-Red, 5:30-6 p.m.
Jack Benny, Gen. Foods (Jell-O),
NBC-Red, 7-7:30 p.m.
Metropolitan Opera Auditions, Sherwin-Williams, NBC-Blue, 5-5:30 p.m.
Phil Baker and Oscar Bradley orchestra, Gulf Oil, CBS, 7:30-8 p.m.
Joe Penner and Jimmy Grier orchestra, Cocomalt, CBS, 6:30-7 p.m.
Kellogg Co., "Singing Lady," Mutual 5-5:30 p.m.

MONDAY, OCT.

4

Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, Lehn
(Lysol). CBS. 4:45-5 p.m.

Baume Bengue newscast, Thomas
Leeming & Co., WABC, 7:55-8 a.m.
"We, the People," with Mark War-

now

2

"Saturday Night Serenade," with
Mary Eastman, Bill Perry, Gustav
Haenschen orchestra, Pet Milk Sales

"On

8-8:30 p.m.

Warwick & Legler
Newell Emmett Co.
OPPONENT OF SWING ATTEMPTS RESMART MUSIC. GOOD SINGING AND FCRM WITHOUT DECIDED INNOVACecil,

ably subdued.

ticed.

Corp.,

WJZ-NBC-Blue, Wednesdays,

9-9:30 p.m.

Not the

ing" and "It Was So Beautiful", selling them strongly in her usual inimitable style. Credits for Swans-

with Eddy Duchin Orchestra
Elizabeth Arden

John Charles Thomas, Deems Taylor
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfields)
WABC-CBS, Wednesdays.

fishing, etc.

least was the return to
the ether of Miss Smith's voice. She
offered several songs, including "My
Cabin of Dreams", "That Old Feel-

"MUSIC OF ROMANCE"

Orchestra.

& Fink

and Gabriel Heatter,
(Sanka coffee), CBS,

orchestra

General Foods
7:30-8 p.m.

Commentator, Gen. Foods (Minute
Tapioca), 12-12:15 p.m., Mon., Wed.,
Fri.

"Follow the Moon," returns for
Pebeco, Mon. through Fri., 5-5:15
p.m.
"Life of Mary Sothern," Lehn &
Fink (Hinds), CBS, 5:15-5:30 p.m.;
also
Line, disks.
Carson Robison Buckaroos, Muster-

WLW

ole,

4:15

NBC-Blue, Mon., Wed.,
p.m.
Also Mutual and

Fri.,

Foods

General

(Minute

Tapioca),

Mary Margaret McBride, CBS, Mon.,
Wed.,

Fri.,

12-12:15 noon.

TUESDAY, OCT.

known

episodes in

ers can point with pride.

It is

purely

educational.
Plugs are also along
the same lines. Commercial time on
this

bi'oadcast

told

phane plant being

of a new cellobuilt at Clinton.

Ia.

4-

WLW

Line.

zations of "little

American history" last Wednesday
8-8:30 p.m. The life of Edwin Booth,
the actor, was the first subject. Program traced Booth's life from childhood to a mature adult, and closed
with Booth receiving the "medal of
Hamlet" and being declared the
greatest Hamlet of all time. Production and script were excellent.
This
is one program to which broadcast-

Briefly
Alan Roberts. WOR tenor, has a
mighty pleasing voice and a nice
style

5

in

putting over songs.

Lever Bros, program, CBS, 8-8:30
p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCT.
"Hobby Lobby," Hudson
CBS, 7:15-7:45 p.m.
Emerson Drug Co., Sid
NBC-Blue. 8:30-8:45 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCT.

6

Motors.
Skolsky,
7

Bing Crosby returns
Hall,

NBC-Red,

to Kraft
10 p.m.

FRIDAY OCT.
Lambert

Lisa Sergio, femme announcer for
the H. Leopold Spitalny musical
program over NBC-Blue, is a pleasant contrast to the stream of male
announcers. She does a slick job, too.

Music

8

Pharmacal.

"Grand CenNBC-Blue, 8-8:30 p.m.

George Griffin, baritone, caught
again Thursday noon on NBC-Blue,

Jack Haley program, General Foods
(Log Cabin Syrup), NBC-Red, 8:30-

warbled "My Cabin of Dreams" and
"The Loveliness of You" in a way
that was very pleasing to the ear.
There ought to be more and better

9 p.m.

spots for such satisfying singers.

tral

Station,"

SATURDAY, OCT.

9

Friday. October

RADIO DAILY:
STATION-STUDIO
and

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

Al Span to Hollywood
For "Beetle" Broadcasts
West Coast Bureau,

NEW PATENT/

Lightweight Remote Rigs
Build by Maurice Crain

Radio and Television

RADIO DAILY

announcers. The mikemen claim he
has saved their lives with the three
remote rigs he has built and put into

chiefly

through a special loudspeaker, he can
hear what is being said in the studio
and also cut in to the Baker microphone. Span will devise new apparatus for the series, which bows in on
Sunday, Oct. 3, 7:30-8 p.m., over
WABC-Columbia network.

Los Angeles

— Use

RADIO DAILY
of public address

systems, along with short wave sets,
sound trucks, etc., is fast gaining
ground as one of the leading advertising mediums, according to General Manager T. Regan of Community
Broadcasters Studios. Many different
kinds of events, festivals, parades,

club meetings,

etc.,

making use

are

sound equipment now.

of

KINY Gets

Amplifier

— KINY

Juneau, Alaska
ceived its type 110

has

re-

A

Western Electric program amplifier and installation is expected to be completed next
week. Present coverage, which inconsistent reception in Seattle, 1100 miles away, is expected
About 65
to be greatly increased.
per cent of the population of the
territory now receive programs from

cludes

RCA.

RCA.

—

Vacuum

—

2,094,233 — Radio

Drake,

Boonton

—
—

Frederick

Receiver.

Township,

mesne assignments,

to

N.

J.,

assignor,

H.
by

RCA.

Walter van
Multirange Receiver.
Roberts, Princeton, N. J., assignor to RCA.
Sidney B.
2,094,333
Radio Beacon System.
Smith, Chelmsford, England, assignor to RCA.
Apparatus.
Discharge
Electric
2,094,351
Thomas Draper, Millington, and Richard C.
2,094,245

B.

—

—

—

—
—
—

events

surrounding

in

portable

Technical
R.

C.

staff

Stinson,

on

Dedicates Transmitter
Atlanta—WATL formally dedicated

new Western

Electric Transmitter

with a one-hour show in which the
entire staff participated. Music was
by Harry Hearn's Henry Grady Hotel
ork, with specialties by Ruth Lock-

Evelyn Lee, Ken
Keese and Earl Landis.

W5XG.
station,
this consists of

technical

Woody

Woodford,
Frank Parrish, and

supervisor,
Bridges,

E.
Elliott
J.

Equipment

for

New

WAPI

WMAS

Don

to

Don

Steele

Colonial net control
the father of an 8-pound

Steele,

operator,

is

II

Formerly

I

S

—

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET

244-250

New York

City

Tel.

Circle

6-5470-1

AMCDirAM
AMtKILAN

TWO WAY COMMUNICATION
List

Price

$15
per
station
Inter-'phones, office to office, studio to
studio, factory, house to garage, remote
controls and hundreds of other uses. Positive in operation.
Simple to install. Modin appearance. Any number of 'phones
on same line.

ern

Microphone Division

finished.

samples

Instantaneous Recording

upon

CONQUEST PORTABLE
RADIO RECEIVER and

PLAYBACK COMBINATION
A

superior

unit

that

speeds

.

.

Sound

Systems

Write

or

call

*
for

Presto
Rebooklet D.

TERMINAL CORPORATION
80

CORTLANDT

ST.,

N.

Y.

.

radio broadcasts and recorded programs.
A playback that recreates every note, every word,
with a clarity beyond belief.
.
.
A microphone attachment that permits off-stage voices blending with
recorded music ... or its use as
an efficient public address system.
A flip of the switch and you have
33 1/3 or 78 r.p.m. for discs up
radio
to 17 inches diameter . .
... or phonograph and microphone.
.

Orchestras and radio artists are quick to
recoonize the advantages our organization
offers!
The most complete stocks, plus
rapid service.

corders.

the

sales of talent, time or transcriptions
bringing your product
into the prospect's office
with
.
high fidelity reproduction of both

...

EQUIPMENT
Operadio

Ltd.
U.S.A.

Calif.,

.

WE FURNISH
Electrical

Etc.

New

for Studio and Remotes
Write for Catalogue
MICROPHONE CO., INC.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dynamics

WMAS

PUBLIC ADDRESS
AND

—

ROSS,

Also

424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

request

•

MCI

Dynamic, Velocity,

.

daughter.

«

MICROPHONE

Transmitter

hart, Ellis Williams,

Daughter

—

Mont.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.

Springfield, Mass. Work is about
control board, completed on the new
transnew mikes, transmitters and an mitter house, but it will be a few
weeks before the new tower can be
amplifier increasing volume by 50
started, as the steel has not yet arper cent are among the $10,000 worth rived. Al Martin, station manager,
of equipment items recently added says there will be no formal opening of the new studio until the tower
by WAPI.
is

Enlarges Area

Broadcasting
range of KGVO, 1,000-watter has
been greatly increased by its new
program amplifier, a recent survey
shows.

Maersch,

technicians.

Birmingham — A new

WATL

territory

where no telephone or power lines
Truck also contains
are available.

WBAP's

remote rigs weigh

Repairs

—

ville stage.

KGVO
Missoula,

—

2,094,475
Collapsible Antenna for Vehicles.
Paul J. Schwarzhaupt, Scotia, N. Y., assignor
to General Electric Co.
Arrangement for Ampli2,094,477
Circuit
fying and/or Frequency Transformation of Electrical
Oscillations.
Bernardus D.H. Tellegen,
Gerrit de Vries, and Cornells Jan Bakker, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to N. V. Phillips' Gloeilampenfabrieken.

—

taneous showing of 15- to 20-minute
televised variety shows in the circuit's 300 theaters before the end of
the year. First cinepalace to broach
the experiment will be the gigantic
Odeon, a black granite landmark now
rising on the site of the Alhambra,
formerly London's best-known vaude-

New

operation.

only 16^4 pounds and are built in a
small suitcase. Old rigs weighed 35
pounds.

—

WBAP Mobile Unit
Tele in London Cinemas
WBAP has put into
Ft. Worth
Oscar Deutsch, head of
London
the Odeon $75,000,000 cinema circuit, service a half-ton truck to house
mobile transmitter
station's
intends to meet the television ghost the
station
may Broadcast
so
half way, and announces the simul- KNED

New

KINY.

its

2,094,101
Electronic
Tube System.
Harold F. Elliott, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to RCA.
2,094,113
Wave Transmission.
Herman A.
Affel, Ridgewood, N. J., assignor to American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
2,094,168— Antenna System. Henry C. Forbes,
Chicago, III., assignor to General Motors Corp.
2,094,189— Image Suppression System, Wladimar J. Polydoroff, Wilmette, III., assignor to
Johnson Laboratories.
Kenneth
2,094,231
Radio Receiving System.
A. Chittick, Haddonfield,
N. J., assignor to

Hitchcock and Bernard E. Lenehan, Bloomfield,
N. J., assignors to Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.
Vernon
Radio Receiving System.
2,094,360
D.
Landon, East Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
2,094,379 Control for Electric Vacuum Discharge Apparatus.
Moritz Schenkel, Berlin Charlottenburg, Germany, assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Arthur
2,094,388
Electric
Control System.
M. linger, Forest Hills, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Device.
Heinrich
2,094,450 Gas Discharge
Geffecken and Hans Richter, Leipzig CI, Germany, assignors, by mesne assignments to RCA.
2,094,470
Multirange Function Tube. Walter
van B. Roberts, Princeton, N. J., assignor to

—

P.A. Systems Gaining
West Coast Bureau,

—
—

Vernon D.
2,094,073 Tone Control System.
London, Collingswood, N. J., assignor to RCA.
George
2,094,092
Radio Receiving System.
Collingswood,
assignor
to
L.
Beers,
N.
J.,

—

Ind.
Maurice Crain,
chief engineer, is a hero to

Muncie,

WLBC

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY. Attorney
Washington, D. C.

involvements
for the Phil Baker program, inspired

RCA.

IMPROVEMENTS

Radio and Television

—Sound

by the voice of "Beetle,"
Baker's famous off-stage stooge, will
bring Al Span, Columbia special engineer, to Hollywood to handle special equipment for the stunt. "Beetle"
is set by an off-stage mike, where,

DEVICES
and

Activities in

Latest Technical Developments and

Los Angeles

NEW

1937

1.

C.

WORTHY

of

the

splendid

modern transcrip-

tions! Eliminate surface noise with this

shadowgraphed

needle,

preferred

by

100%
leading

broadcast stations.

PLAYBACK NEEDLES
STEEL CUTTING NEEDLES
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San TcaMtica

.

.

KSFO Items: John Cattalano, staff
musician, father of an 8-pound boy
Sam Hayes, newscaster on for
.

.

.

newspaper modestly presents

200 unsolicited testimonials

of

name

went over

KSFO

to
for Associated Oil.

Chicago,

III.

hear nothing but favorable comments about RADIO DAILY from
Chicago radio people ...
feel that
RADIO DAILY is rapidly becoming a
potent influence in the profession."

".

.

I

.

I

KNX

Al Hollender.

KOH

and

A new 13-week dramatic series
based on Browning's famous poem,
"The Ring and the Book," debuted
Tuesday, originating here under direction of J. C. Morgan, production
head of KSFO, and aired over the
entire

CBS

ARTISTS CUPPING SERVICE
New York City
"

consider RADIO DAILY well
gotten up, the printing and paper excellent and the reading matter interesting to readers in the radio busi-

Lucy Cuddy

Pacific net.

has adapted the
prose for radio.

of Betty Fowler.

.

poem

poetic

into

McGreevy,

Jane

has a new juvenile sketch, Helen Sawyer, Jack Moyes, Tom Hol"Down Story Book Lane," featuring land, Ivan Green, John Cuthbertson
Mary Lou Laing, who not only and Bob Anderson were in the iniwrites the show and acts as nar- tial frame.
rator, but turned out the theme song

WJJD

i

"Morning

as well.
I

What with football coming up
NBC is dropping its Saturday broadcasts of Club Matinee, which has
Ransom Sherman as emcee.
Marion Jordan (Molly of Fibber
and Molly) has cancelled all personal appearances until she is well.
She did her broadcast last Monday
from a wheel chair.
Fort Pearson, Chicago NBC announcer, has been picked to assist
Bill Stern in the NBC reports of
Notre Dame's football games this sea-

|

!

-

:

!

.

I

starring

Robert Roth.

Bob Bence and Bill Davison, now
being heard 10:45-11:15 a.m. Monday
through Friday. The twelve new Mutual-Don Lee northwest have affiliates "taken on" the show.
NBChatter:

Ned Tolinger

ing a new mustache
Kreindler, NBC violinist,
.

Hollywood

.

.

sport-

KGVO

Sarah

moving to
her husband and

Missoula,

with
daughter in October
Besides
being made a newly-appointed director in the S. F. Press Club, Lloyd
Yoder, new mgr. of NBC headquar.

son.

.

Montana

.

"... Here

is

our subscription order for

RADIO DAILY which have been
I

ters here, was recently elected president of the S. F. Intercollegiate

McDonald Carey to play male lead
NBC's new serial "Painted Rock" Alumni

in

program

.

ness.

KFRC's

Merrymakers,"

variety-musical

j

\

what

WJJD

WGN

Dick Barrie and wife Anita Boyer,
who sings with his orchestra, are
vacationing with home folks here
while band takes a rest. They go
next to Claridge Hotel, Memphis.
Roy Knapp, drummer in WLS
Studio orchestra, and Inez ChesterMrs.
ton are bride and grooming.
Knapp worked on the air under the

to

America with "Newstime,"

Poetic

his Concert

as

RADIO DAILY.

Radioland thinks of

broadcast from here Tuesday night,
Melodies, the
the third program he's done here in
Singing Morin sisters and Stutterer
as many weeks. Bob Garrard, who
Charlie Wilson are mapping out a
spouts the news for KSFO, assisted
tour of theaters.
him again.
Les Tremayne, "First Nighter"
Gloria Thompson, who did producleading man, is bursting forth in
song tonight. Like Don Ameche, his tion at KLS, Oakland, severed conTremayne has been nections with the studio. She has
predecessor,
moved her juvenile variety show,
taking a lot of singing lessons.
"King Kiddies' Kourt", to a 2 p.m.
Announcer Gene Rouse's trick Saturday spot on KROW.
voiced character "Wilbert," used on
After several months of experiCampana's "Vanity Fair" last Monmenting with "Memory Lane" as a
day, may be spotted regularly.
daytime feature, NBC listened to the
Virginia Le Rae, soprano, who has demands of the serial's followers and
conbeen in South America doing
gave it a night-time spot, Mondays.
certs, will try for a radio comeback
Ernie Smith, sportcaster, miked the
under the name May Levia
Stanford-Santa Clara football game
Rae. Henry Weber will use her with
from Palo Alto on Saturday, which
orchestra.
of

daily

.

FULTON, Franklyn McCor- Bank

mack

own

Radio's

series of

a

JACK

7

RADIO DAILY

ing awaiting

Association.

an inspiration

to

hold-

tell

how much we like your paper.
'The bright thought has not yet
rived, so we are sending our order

which has Lenore Kingston as head-

Don Allen, long-time I. Magnin's
Others in cast are Betty Lou
"Hollywood
Reporter,"
shifts
to
Gerson, Ray Johnson, Sharon GrainHowe & Co. to sell hand lotion over
ger and Willard Waterman.
KPO. Magnin has taken on Ira

liner.

you
arto-

|

FORT WORTH

'

Blue,

!

Faces"

sportcaster,

in

a

"Names and

gether with check rather than miss

show.

any more

i

After Helen Civelli switched from
Merle H. Tucker, radio director of
Fort Worth Frontier Fiesta, has gone doing radio work to regular reportto Amarillo, where he will be sta- ing on the "S. F. News," her story
tion coordinator for KGNC for two on the history of radio entitled "Out
From there, he goes to of Thin Air," was published in the
months.
KROD, El Paso, as general manager. paper in six parts.
KLS, Oakland, has started a
Jack Henry, staff engineer for Gulf
program, produced
studios at Fiesta, now in Los Angeles "Hobby Club"
to install equipment for new CBS and directed by Wellington Morse.
station.

Raymond Le

Pere,

organist

for

,
e
Kirkman
boap abigning r\u.
Oil
puppet show at the Fiesta durThe CBS-Kirkman soap program
ing past three months, returns to
WFAA, Dallas, as staff organist and on CBS, Mondays through Fridays,
I

•

Salici

librarian.

'2:15-2:30 p.m., signs off Oct. 29.

issues."

A.

J.

Mosby,
Manager.

.

.

.

fast.

RADIO DAILY
It

is

seven months old.

It is

growing

already has the confidence of a great progres-

sive industry.

Watch RADIO DAILY.

..

8

Friday, October

RADIO DAILY

NED WAYBURN,

BERT FROHMAN,

on

(WOR,

Revue." Oct. 3

JUDGE JEREMIAH

Oct. 3

KSL,

MAHONEY,

T.

KDYL,

"PARTON HOWELL,

"Stardust fected

8-8:30 p.m.).

on "Public Service Forum",

(WOV,

Oct.

10

4-4:30 p.m.).

Salt

Lake

news
City,

editor of
has per-

world

wide "news time
chart." coinciding with the 24 meridian lines of a small world atlas, and
showing corresponding periods for
each hour of a.m. and p.m. in Mouna

BEATRICE LILLIE, on Bing Cros- tain Time figures. It enables quick
by Kraft Music Hall, Oct. 7 (NBC- translation of the time in any part
Red. 10 p.m.).
of the world into local time.
RICHARD ARLEN, on Bakers'
Broadcast, Oct. 3 (NBC-Blue, 7:30
Arthur J. Mosby, manager of
p.m.)
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has arranged
BARBARA KENT, added to Lux to air the 10 football games of MonTheater "Copperhead," Oct. 4 (CBS, tana State University.
9 p.m.).

ITURBI,

on

telanetz
p.m.)

program,

Oct.

KosJanet Ross, director of the Style
(CBS, 9 and Shopping programs on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, did such a good job

6

ABE LYMAN,

on Jack Benny
(NBC-Red, 7 p.m.).
MAURICE EVANS in "The Harp,"
by Arch Oboler, on "Sunday Night
Partv." Oct. 3 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
WILLIAM GASTON, on "FNT"
proeram. today (WBIL, 2:15 p.m.).
pro-

3

CONSTANCE

BENNETT,

interOct. 3

viewed by George Fischer,
(NBC-Blue. 9:30 p.m.).
DR. WILLIAM LYON PHELPS, on
"Heinz Magazine of the Air," Oct. 8
'CBS,

11 a.m.).

ALLEN PRESCOTT.

same proeram, Oct.

6.

FRAZIER HUNT,
Oct. 4

with Dr. Dafoe.
(CBS, 4:45 p.m.).

REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD
BYRD, on "Hobby Lobby",

Oct.

E.

A

Texas

& M.

coach, on Dick Fishell program, tonight (WMCA, 6:30 p.m.).

football

Radio Names' Film

to

Open

Paramount
Please,"
film with a batch of radio names including Mary Livingstone, Fibber
Way,

"This

McGee and Molly (Jim and Marian
Jordan) Buddy Rogers, Betty Grable
,

J.

R.

POPPELE

new medium

will

have radio

lis-

teners tuned to their local stations
24 hours a day instead of the six
hours as it is today. The front
page of the morning newspaper

who

care
Today 80 per cent
to receive it.
of the population within a 25 mile
radius
of
a large metropolitan
center do not see a paper until
evening. It may even be that facwill be here before teles rrile
vision.
For facsimile one needs
only to attach a small device
for
to the present receiver, but
will

be available

to all

;

television
is

an

necessary."

entirely

new

receiver

City:

General

Mills,

Isliam will direct.

WBIL, New
(Ivory

Soap),

York: Procter & Gamble
"Giuseppe Loffredo's Sketch

Book".

WSIX,

"The Final Edi-

Nashville:

WDNC, Durham, N. C: Nehi Bottling
Co., Big Five; Coca-Cola Bottling Co., all
major sports events, from Durham Armory
Auditorium
Philco, Huntley Stockton Hill,

news program, is now a
nightly feature; Bob Shadoin edits
the news and Harold Russey gives
it over the air.
Harry C. Krone,

tion,"

late

.

.

;

sports.

.

formerly of St. Louis, has been apKOMA, Oklahoma City: Lee & Perrin
Sauce,
announcements;
Alka Seltzer, anpointed commercial manager.
nouncements; White King, announcements.
Marguerite Wisheart, formerly of
.

WGBF

and

now

member

WEAO,

.

.

Evansville, is
the sales force

with Bud Foster, C. F. HeisWalter Rolfe. Bernice Butler
here.
Bill Brundige, announcer
and Lola Alexander as his associand program director, has joined
ates.
WAVE, Louisville, as announcer.
Porter Smith of Bradenton, Fla.,
Patricia Ryan, who opened last
former salesman here, spent several
night at the Rainbow Grill and also
days as a visitor in Nashville.
has a Saturday morjiing program on
Joe Calloway Jr., announcer, out for
NBC, is standing by for a call from
a month because of health, is back at
She was screen-tested
his post.
Joe M. Walters is the Hollywood.
new engineer at the transmitter, suc- by Warners and reports are that the
a

.

of

rector,
ter.

.

.

.

You-Know? "

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ceeding George Terhune.
Harold
Russey succeeds Bill Brundige as
.

Tommy

Hoxie. in a mailing piece

announcing the

affiliation

of

KSLM, program

director.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KVSO, and Bob Duran from KFJZ.
are recent additions to the announcing staff of KOMA, Oklahoma City.

KDYL,

City:
Doug
chief announcer
at CJOR, Vancouver, and later at
KLO, Ogden. is now on the staff of
Harriet Page, heart-talk
KDYL.

Salt

.

Lake

who was

Gourley,

.

.

Clair Shudwell. maestro of the
'Musical Clock" at WBT, Charlotte,
has become song leader for a local

YMCA

class.

WXYZ.

Mrs. Lee Allman
of "The Green Hornet" cast is the
mother of an eight-pound boy.
Alvin Schaub, engineer, will wed
Mary Zientek. his Traverse City
schooldays sweetheart, next month.
Detroit:

.

of

.

.

Jessica Dragonette will sing a batch
request numbers for her final

broadcast
Palmolive
night over CBS.

"The Vaga-

.

.

station's

.

hit.

Robert Maguire, Yankee Network
editor, has arranged for complete scores and highlights of Con-

news

leading
school
football
be given over WICC,
Bridgeport, starting Saturday, with
Kenneth Rapieff at the mike.

necticut's

games

to

.

WMF J

history.

in

Buccaneer

WALA,

Mobile:

With

Station

Pape supervising the
Bill
Al
receiving activities and with
Treadway at the mike, station consistently scooped the papers with

Owner

obtaining rights to air all
(local high school) games.

Al Knapp, technical man at WGY.
Schenectady, recently married Jean
Johns.

municipal election returns. .. .Hubert
"Pinky" Grant returns from vacaEtta Flinn home
married
tion
with tales of the Main Stem ....
Frank "Butch Smutch" Lesquin, cub
miker, assigned to publicity.

—

WNDC, Durham, N. C: Al Harding,
newlywed, is back on the job. .Kay
.

.

is

a

.

editor,

will

.

conduct

a new quarter-hour Wednesday program, giving sidelights on authors
and interviews with local literary
Carl E. Haymond, president of
.Bob Love, pianist, also
enthusiasts
KMO, Tacoma, Wash., which joined
program.
also

made

WMFJ. Daytona Beach. Fla.: Ed
Sims, commercial manager and sports
announcer, is now local correspondPress .... Ray
Transradio
ent
for
Clancy, former Daytona Beach RecKSL, Salt Lake City: Bob Edwards reation Director, has joined the stawinds up his current "Movie-time on tion as announcer and continuity
the Air" this Saturday ... .Ir ma Bit- writer ... .Webster Ellenwood, chief
ner will produce a series for Paris engineer, is on a combination vacaE. tion and tour of duty aboard ZJ.S.S.
Co. store, signed through W.
.Gene Halliday, mu- Dickerson as operator, on trip to
Featherstone
sical director, is collaborating on the Panama
sports
Opposition
to
most ambitious musical campaign in broadcasting was again overcome by
.

Wednesday Lee, continuity

Don Lee network this week,
president of the new Mutual

test

.

Salem, Ore., with Mutual system, bonds." well-known trio including
headlines his notice an "Announce- Harold Goodman, Dean Upson and
ment of Progress."
Curt Poulton, are back for an indefJack Harris, elected a
inite run.
Ralph Mash burn as "Horseshoe v.p. of Ass'n of Radio News Editors
Bill", bass-baritone and guitarist, is and Writers at the Chicago convenbeing sponsored for a year's run over tion, is carrying his title very ably.
KARK, Little Rock, by Whyte Feed
Velma Dean, former vocalist here
Mills.
and at WGN, now with the Wagon
Wheel night club in an exec capacity.
John Hughes, formerly of KTUL;
Walter Beck, formerly at KTSA and

definite run.

"The next big thing in radio, I
This
believe, will be facsimile.

Lake

'

terviews during vacations that she
has been assigned to work regularly
with Ed Schaughency on "What-Do-

and Rufe Davis, opens Oct. 6 at the editor, is handling "Friends O'Mine"
Criterion on Broadway for an in- for Albers Bros. Milling Co.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

Don

Seattle.

.

6

fCBS. 7:15 p.m.).

HOMER NORTON,

pinch-hitting for Lynn Morrow and
Ed Schaughency on the sidewalk in-

Salt

through Wesco Adv. Agency; Plymouth
dramas, will comprise a ETs,
Motor, 26 spots, through
Stirling Getchell;
new sponsored program over KOL, Chevrolet, ETs, through J.Campbell-Ewald.

three-act

.

Andre

JOSE

gram. Oct.

Signed by Stations

on "Big Brother"

Bob Emery's "Rainbow House",
(WOR-Mutual, 9-10 a.m.).
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NEW BUSINESS

*

* C<>a$t-ta-Coa$t

1.

set for a

.

Greetings from Radio Daily
Oct.

lerry Kruger

Norman Weiser
Oct. 2

.

Monday

Martha Attwood
Rosemarie Brancato

north-

KINY, Juneau. Alaska: Wilson K.
west network of 11 stations in WashBud) Foster, sports announcer, arington and Oregon, formed to bring
rived Sunday from Seattle with
the two networks to that region.
bride, after a three-week trip in the
Harry Mullen, tenor, and a 14- States .... Robert E. Barringer has
piece orchestra, along with news and taken up his duties as program di-

1

Curtis Arnall

Roy Shield
Barton Yarborough

I

Oct. 3

Gertrude Berg
Cliff

Hall

Lu Carrothers
Vincent Sorey

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW
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FIVE CENTS

CBS-Canadian Hookup
Toledo

ON TELEVISION PROGRESS
By DAVID SARNOFF
DURING my five weeks abroad,

I

studied the latest developments of

While interest

television in Europe.
is

shown everywhere

in

this

American and Canadian Networks Join
in Commercial Broadcast for

Stuck

DAVID SARNOFF REPORTS

new

branch of the radio art, greater progress has been made in England than
elsewhere in Europe.
Nevertheless, the experience to
date with television in England, has
only served to emphasize the formidable nature of the problems which
must be solved before a satisfactory
service of television to the public can
be rendered, and a new industry

—

Desmond

Connie

of

WSPD believes a new low in
parade broadcasting was reached

International Silver

during the Centennial Celebration
here. Connie was doing a smooth
job of describing the various floats
and features, when a jam occurred,
bringing the parade to a dead
stop with a long line of the city's
garbage trucks right in front of
his mike. "And what can you describe about a garbage truck?"

ESTABLISH

asks Connie.

is often asked:
"Is
of the United States
in television?" I shall try to answer
this question by stating the facts as

SEEN BY FRANK McNINCH

in

I

have now observed them on both

sides of the Atlantic.
British Broadcasting Corp. has been
operating its television transmitter,

Focated at Alexandria Palace in London, for about a year. The range of
this transmitter is more than 25 miles
and covers all of London and its im(Continued on Page 3)

CBS,

NBC Key

Near

AFM

Stations

and

CBS

RADIO DAILY
Washington

is

Roi

nothing with-

FCC

Group

See-America-First

Concentrating on Radio
The See America First Committee,
an organization founded to exploit
domestic travel, will concentrate on
radio for the first time effective im-

Woolley Rejoins

NBC

WWJ

MID-WESTERN GROUP

KTSA

.

.

.

World

in

outlet,

moved

New

—

into

Studios

commercials on the wire to

KTSA, local CBS
its new studios in

the Gunter Hotel yesterday and start-

34.

Com-

(Continued on Page 3)

CBS Washington~Staff

Week

ed broadcasting an enlarged schedStarts on 40-Hour
ule of locally produced programs.
CBS and Hearst Radio engineers
First confirmation that CBS is incollaborated in mapping out the tending to adopt the
40-hour week
modern new equipment.
for the entire staff of its stations,
including
office
personnel,
comes
from WJSV, the CBS-owned Washington outlet. A. D. (Jess) Willard
Jr.,
manager of the station, an(Continued on Page 6)
Series on the Cuff

THE WEEK

*

{Continued on Page 6)

LINE ORGANIZES

Coast Stations

American Tobacco Co. (Roi Tan
cigar) has taken a 26-week contract
The WLW Line Saturday took on
on six CBS Pacific coast stations for
a
sports
program which begins added significance as a threat to
today,
11:15-11:30
p.m.
Herschel become a fourth major network
Deutsch, radio director of Lawrence when it was learned that a midC. Gumbinner Agency and now on western group has been organized.
Composed of WIND, WJJD, WLW
(Continued on Page 3)
WSAI, WXYZ, KWK and WHB, new'
group brings total stations carrying
San Antonio

will probably

WLW

Tan Cigar Campaign

On CBS

on Page 8)

Easton C. Woolley, former manager
be
concluded today, according to Joseph of WWJ, Detroit, has re-joined the
N. Weber, president of the AFM, NBC station relations department.
who intimated that but one item re- Woolley resigned from NBC a couple
mained to be ironed out between of years ago to join
from which
the AFM and NBC. While the AFM post he left early this year.
does not want to commit itself unless both NBC and CBS network key
stations are signed, it is understood
that CBS has virtually closed a pact
of

1936.

Correspondent

Staff

—There

(Continv.ed

$2,045,825,

MEHRTENS

IV.

in the
that will not stand the
light of publicity, said Frank R. McNinch on Saturday in his first press
(Continued on Page 3)

Agreement

Negotiations with the key stations

NBC

By GEORGE

ing Corp. joined hands yesterday in
carrying the first commercial program to be aired over the combined
facilities of both networks.
Sponsor
is
International Silver Co., which
premiered the "Silver Theater" show
from Hollywood at 5-5:30 p.m. CBCCBS program will continue through
the fall and winter.

time sales for September toan increase of 11.1
per cent over the same month last
year, previously the highest September in the network's history.
Cumulative billings for the first nine
Combined networks have 79 stamonths of this year are $20,792,782, tions in the hook up; 31 CBC stations
up 33.7 per cent over the same period
(Continued on Page 8)

NO OCCASION EOR PROBE

The question

NEW HIGH

CBS

taled

soundly established.

England ahead

By Howard J. London
CBS and the Canadian Broadcast-

CBS SEPTEMBER SALES

IN

I

Al

*

If

By M. H. SHAPIRO

Sim Spots

—

Buenos Aires Sun spot activity,
including
echoes,
fadings
and
other
interferences,
stopped all
radio communication here for an
hour Thursday noon.
Local stations could neither send nor receive messages. Interchange with
near-by Argentine stations, as well
as with stations' in other parts of
the world,

was

impossible.

THERE

being only one Henry Ford,
the World Series will not be heard
as a commercial on the major networks and such stations as desire not
to displace their commercials will
probably not go to the trouble of
airing the classic ... as a showmanship and matter of prestige proposition, many outlets will seek to "get
with"
NBC, CBS and Mutual
have made their arrangements to
.

.

.

agement regulation,

in its brochure
anent policies for the current year.
American Guild of Radio Announcers & Producers will hold a
convention in New York on Friday
of this week.
takes on a
special executive producer in Arthur
Samuels, effective Oct. 11.
E. K.
Jett appointed acting FCC chief engineer to succeed T. A. M. Craven,
recently appointed with Frank Mc.

.

.

.

.

WOR

.

.

.

Ninch to the FCC membership.
.
available affiliates.
Lucky Strike account gets the first
U. S. Chamber of Commerce went break in the Warner Bros.-Lord &
on record as being opposed to man(.Continued on Page 2)
offer the series as a sustaining to all
.

.

.

Look

Still

Looking

.

.

.

—

Chicago Look Magazine, which
has "Streamlined Revue" on almost a score of stations locally
and wants a suitable idea for a
network show, has the Schwimmer

&

Scott

agency here

still

looking

a show. A
number of ideas have been submitted, but none has been accepted yet
for

the right kind of

.

2

Monday. October

RADIO DAILY

THE WEEK

*

——

.

.

.

World

—

Vol. 2, No.

Mon., Oct.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

High

161

162

.

253/4

253/4

131/4

13V4

131/4

443/8

North American

21

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

433/4
21

443/8

1/2

9%

93/4

97/8

143/4

141/2

143/4

341/8

341/s

341/s

21

.

.

WGAR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NAB Names Members
Of Three Committees

162

25%

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
RCA $5 Pfd. B

1/2

Chg.

Close

Artists,

the CBS artists bureau, expands
to include management of various
types of producers and writers in
order to bolster a new policy of program building, and eventually television perhaps.
The AFRA opens
its Chicago chapter, and later in the
week an agreement was worked out
whereby members of the AFRA may
exchange their cards with the affiliated organizations at a cut-rate, with
such affiliates as Screen Actors Guild,
American Association of Musical Artists, and of course, Actors Equity.
joined the CBS network
over two-thirds of the membership of
the IRNA hastened to fill out and
mail back the questionnaires to Ernst
& Ernst, accountants handling the
this fast action is highly
job
gratifying to the IRNA special advisory committee which has worked
hard to iron out the
situation
throughout the week the network
key stations and Mutual representative met with the AFM, on different
.

(Saturday, Oct. 2)

Tel

Columbia

AFM

FINANCIAL
—
&

.

.

*

l<

cominc

and a deadlock resulted at
later on they got together again and it appears that a
.

settlement

.

is

.

in the bag.

.

.

in the way of a long term
for
time was made
when General Foods for Jello, signed
for 144 additional weeks for the Jack

Record

Benny show on NBC-Red.

Chevcampaign bursts out anew
with 200 stations to be used for two
weeks on special announcement on
.

.

.

rolet spot

1938 models.

NBC

AFA

holds district
in Providence, Oct. 3-5.
.
.
to give a five-day week for the
.

.

.

.

New York

rest of its

+
—

1/4

—

NAB

of the
in future, and the 193738 engineering committee, are as fol-

+

—

I/4
l/g

lows:

Committee

of district

chairmen cre-

James W. Baldwin after months of
consideration by the board of direcRadio Announc- tors and appointed by President John

its first annual
convention at the Hotel Taft on FriMore than 200 members repday.
resenting 25 chapters attended.
Meeting agreed to continue its
labor activities under the same policy.
A committee of seven was appointed to keep in touch with other
labor organizations and report anything of vital importance.
producer, was
Roger Bower,

Elmer:
Clair McCollough, WGAL, representing Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Delaware; Edwin W. Craig. WSM, representing Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee;
Fred W. Borton,
WQAM, representing North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida; Glenn

.

society
in

and other

soup and

fish.

.

NAT BRUSIL0FF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New York's Own Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
CD

LUCIO VILLEGAS,

celebrities arriving
.

.

CI 6-2200

Clarence Leich,

WGBF;

Pan-American

resents.

LUTHER REID

of the CBS press department
Washington over the week-end.
HARRY MAIZLISH, general manager of KFWB,
Los Angeles, flew East over the week-end in
connection with Mutual's show for Clariol.
IRENE RICH left the coast following her
Sunday show to appear in St. Louis and Philafor

left

in the interests of her sponsor, Welch's
Grape Juice. She comes to New York for her
next three shows and will do the fourth from

delphia

Chicago, returning to the coast Nov.

They are taking

night.

Announcers Are Picked
For World Series Airing

JAMES W. BALDWIN,
National

the

RUBINOFF

of the World
which begin Wednesday at
Yankee Stadium are Tom Manning,
"Red" Barber, Warren Brown and
George Hicks for NBC; France Laux,
Bill Dyer, Paul Douglas for CBS;
Dave Driscoll, Bob Elson, Johnny
O'Hara for Mutual.
NBC will air the games over both
the Red and Blue webs. Broadcasts
will begin at 1:15 p.m. on weekdays, 1:45 on Sundays.
First two
games will be aired from the Stadium, next three from the Polo
Grounds, then, if necessary back to
the Stadium for the final games.

Wyoming,

Association

Broadcasters,

of

goes to Milwaukee for a
18 to 23.

WGAR

R.

E.

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

CLARK

GETTS, INC.

H.

has

personal

CLEM MCCARTHY, NBC
goes

Pittsburgh

to

to

air

sports commentator,
the Rolling Rock

activities.

cruise

of

WINS

returns

today from

South America.

to

DR. FREEDER WEISSMANN, conductor and
today
aboard
the
Santa
composer,
arrives
Barbara from South America with his bride.

ROSWELL COCHRAN,

vice-president

Mc-

of

Cann-Erickson, arrives from California tomorrow
aboard the Santa Rosa with MRS. COCHRAN.
MRS. PAUL WHITEMAN arrives tomorrow
from Fort Worth, where she spent the summer
with her husband.

JOSEPH

WEBER,

N.

president

of

today or early
for Denver where he will attend the
plans

to

leave

late

the

AFM,

tomorrow

AFL con-

vention.

JACK GILLETTE, who arrived from Cleveland
to join
selling

CRA
CRA

on Friday,

left

today on field

WALDORF-ASTORIA

trip

bands.

the People" Opening Bill
"We, the People," which returns to
the air Oct. 7 for Sanka coffee on
CBS with Mark Warnow's Orchestra
and Gabriel Heatter, will have on its
first program, besides Helen Hayes
as guest star, Lowell R. Hollingshead
of the "lost battalion"; David F.
Masters, on snores; Omero C. Catan,
first at public functions; Robert Longfield, librarian, and H. A. Robertson,
whose Idaho farm is gradually dis-

"We,

appearing.

Carroll,

Iowa,

Dakota, Philip J. Meyer, KFYR; Oklahoma, William C. Gillespie, KTUL
Pennsylvania, Clair McCollough, WGAL
Rhode Island, John J. Boyle,
South Carolina, C. Richard Shafto, WIS
South Dakota, Joseph Henkin, KSOO
Tennessee, Edwin W. Craig, WSM; Texas, O. L. Taylor, KGNC; Utah, Earle J.

the
to-

four-week vacation.
managing director of

appearance Oct.

a

to air the play-

Series

WMMN,

a

7.

JOE HILLER, CRA's Pittsburgh representative,
was in New York last week to confer with
Stan Zucker, general manager of CRA.

.

—

Indiana,

president of

Radio Productions, left the coast for New York
on Friday to set deals for various programs for
the group of South American stations he rep-

.

KWYO.
Engineering committee: Paul Loyet,
trate the highlights of "Behind the Luther L. Hill, KRNT; Kansas, Don WHO, chairman; L. A. Benson, WIL;
Searle, WIBW; Louisiana, John C. Mc- L. S. Bookwalter, KOIN; E. K. Cohan,
News," with Paul Sullivan of WLW Cormack,
KWKH; Maine, Thompson L.
as commentator, being sponsored by Guernsey, WLBZ; Maryland, Edwin M. CBS; Gerald W. Cooke, WBAL; J. H.
DeWitt Jr., WSM; John E. Fetzer,
Liberty Magazine over WLW, WHN Spence, WBAL; Michigan, John E. Fetz- WKZO; E. L. Gove, WHK; C. W. Horn,
WKZO; Minnesota, W. C. Bridges, NBC; Porter Houston, WCBM; Carl
and WXYZ starting tomorrow at er,
WEBC; Mississippi, W. P. Harris, Meyers, WGN; John M. Sherman,
9:30 p.m.
WJDX; Missouri, Lester E. Cox, KGBX; WTCN.
Montana, Ed Craney, KGIR; Nebraska,
John
J. Gillin Jr., WOW; New Jersey,
(3Alfred J. McCosker, WOR; New York,
Harold E. Smith, WOKO; North CaroMRS. MARTIN JOHNSON
lina, Richard H. Mason, WPTF; North

BROADWAY

HARRY CUMMINGS, manager of the Jacksonoffice of Craig & Hollingbery, Inc., is in

gone to Detroit for today's meeting of Michigan
broadcasters in the Book-Cadillac Hotel with
a view to forming a state organization.

.

AGRAP

illus-

pub-

Real Hollywood opening in connection with Kate Smith Hour for General Foods, with the Kleig lights,

.

WOR

Coleman WATL; Idaho, C. G. Phillips,
KIDO; Illinois, Glenn Snyder, WLS;

WGN

director of
Friday for home.

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN leave
coast for New York following their show

.

Snyder, WLS, representing Wisconsin,
Michigan,
Indiana,
Illinois;
W. C.
Bridges, WEBC, representing North DaJackie Heller Taking Rest
kota, South Dakota, Minnesota, WyomChicago
On advice of doctors,
ing; Lester Cox, KGBX, representing
Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas; Eu- Jackie Heller has given up his Colgene P. O'Fallon, KFEL, representing lege Inn job and departed for Pittselected secretary and treasurer of Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texburgh to visit his mother before gothe Guild, succeeding Carl Schullin- as; Earl J. Glade, KSL, representing
ing to Bermuda for a fortnight's
California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona.
ger who has resigned from CBS to
State committee: Arkansas, John A. rest before opening Nov. 4 at Loew's
join Lord & Thomas as a producer. England, KFPW; California, Harrison
State, N. Y.
Next
session will be called Holliway, KFI; Colorado, Eugene P.
O'Fallon, KFEL; Connecticut, Franklin
within the next three months.
M. Doolittle, WDRC; District of Colum- Glade, KSL; Virginia, C. T. Cucy,
bia, William B. Dolph, WOL; Florida, F. WRVA;
Washington,
Louis
Wasmer,
W. Borton, WQAM; Georgia, Maurice C. KHQ; West Virginia, O. J. Kelchner,

Dramatized Comments

last

town.

SYLVIA PRESS

American Guild of
ers & Producers held

1697

town

left

organization
CBS-ACA labor case is referred to
Washington after a hearing at the
NLRB.
Supreme Court Justice
Black gives radio the nod as the best
bet for answering his attackers.

RADIO DAILY
Announcers picked
Washington
Personnel of two
committees which will act in behalf by-play description

Meets

Short dramatic vignettes will

FRANK SCHREIBER,
licity,

ville

.

commitment

meet

gomg

and

1)

occasions,
the start

Washington Bureau,

l/
8

ated according to Managing Director

AGRAP
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I
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1)

mediate vicinity. The system employed is known abroad as the Marconi E.M.I. Television System which
is fundamentally based on the RCA
Television System first developed in
the RCA Laboratories in the United
States. Under an exchange of patent
licenses, this British company may
use RCA patents in England and in
turn, RCA and its American licensees
may use British Patents in the United
States.

Each

therefore in a position

side is
to benefit from developments and improvements made by the other.

For nearly one year

BBC

has been

broadcasting television programs to
the public on a regular daily schedule of one hour in the afternoon and
one hour in the evening.

Some

fifteen British

Radio Manu-

radio.

The range

of

ACTON E

the

RCA

During the half-hour, methods of
during the course of the program.
trapping flies were described and the listeners were asked to phone in their
results.
It is estimated that over
1,400 flies met their fate during the 30
minutes and many other kinds of insects were doomed. The winner of the
contest gave her toll as twenty-seven flies, two crickets, one moth and one
grasshopper.

Roi

Tan Cigar Campaign

On CBS

Coast Stations

needles

(Continued from Page

any Station technician; for most
America's broadcast units rely on
these brilliant playback and steel cutting

needles.
Samples on request.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO.,
Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City

for Probe
Seen by Frank McNinch
(Continued from Page

1)

conference since taking oath as FCC
chairman. McNinch declared he was
be bought by Deutsch while he is in not on the commission to investigate
the west.
anybody or anything, and would
make only such investigations as aptransmitter atop the Empire State pear necessary.
Building now operated by the NBC
The new chairman said he would
from its television studios in the do everything in his power to stop
RCA Building in New York City, is trafficking in licenses. He stated
approximately the same as that of that he favored regulation rather
the BBC station in London. The tele- than strangulation of radio. Regardvision
receivers
installed
in
the ing the newspaper-radio issue, Croshomes of our experts, who have been ley matter and other items that have
carrying on field tests during the been in headlines, he said he would
past year, are likewise of the same give them careful thought and exorder of performance as those in use pects to be familiar with the probin England.
lems by the time Congress convenes

S.

Paley,

CBS

who returned from abroad

again.

McNinch would not comment on
the proposed government station, but
said he believed in forbidding monopoly when not in the public interest.
No changes in personnel are
planned at present, he stated.

tem, Yankee Network and Colonial
network.
It
is known that the network is
dickering for new outlets in the west
in an effort to go coast-to-coast on
or about Jan. 1, 1938. Stations in St.
Paul, Denver and on the west coast
are known to have been approached,
but network is withholding announcements for the present. However the
fact that

commercial commitments on
created web have ex-

newly

the

ceeded

expectations indicates that

all

network will waste no time

in establishing a nation-wide chain.

Network began functioning early
last

April with

and

WFIL

WLW, WHN, KQV

comprising the wire with
was
WBAL added last week.
placed in an unexpectedly strong
position by being selected the New

York

outlet,

WHN

and possibly the key

Jack Griffith Joins
Chicago

— Jack

Griffith,

Ray Block in New Series
Ray Block, musical director, starts
a new CBS series Thursday at 10:30
a.m.
called 'The Instrumentalists"
and designed to focus attention on
potential talent.

VCA
formerly

president of United States Sound &
Recording Corp. and recently with
Warner Bros., has joined the sales
department of Van Cronkhite Associates Inc. VCA sales force is being
increased under the direction of M.
H. (Pete) Peterson, executive vicepresident.

AND

BUCKAROOS
SPONSORED BY

MUSTEROLE AND ZEMO

week,

ation.

MUTUAL NETWORK
MONDAY—WEDNESDAY— FRIDAY
AT

sta-

tion of the wire.

CARSON ROBISON
HIS

to

Broadcasting Sys-

State

president,
last

1)

programs are also sent

New York

No Occasion

1)

100% shadowgraphed
Ask
of

(Continued from Page

mercial

the coast, placed the account. Supplementary spot programs will also

voiced opinions similar to those of
David Sarnoff on the television situtranscription

MID-WESTERN GROUP

flies

William
television

LINE ORGANIZES

KIDW, Lamar, Colo., managed by Sherrill Ellsworth, tried a novel stunt
An anduring a recent half-hour program that met with huge success.
nouncement was made at the beginning of the program to the effect that
ten pounds of sugar would be awarded to the person who killed the most

facturers have been offering television receiving sets to the public at
prices ranging between $200 and $500
each. At the Olympia Radio show
which I visited while in London, all
the manufacturers exhibited their
latest television sets and the BBC
The major problem of television, in
arranged special programs so that the
public could view the actual opera- both countries, is to provide a protions of television while visiting the gram for the home that will meet
radio show. From a technical stand- public requirements and maintain
point the results were highly satisfac- public interest.
To place television on a commertory. The public filled the television
booths and showed great interest. cial basis in the United States, it is
But while hundreds of thousands of necessary to establish a sufficient
ordinary broadcast receivers were number of sending stations, that must
sold during the show the public be interconnected and able to furnish
bought less than 100 television re- a regular service at least to the population residing within the principal
ceivers in total.
During one year's operation of a market areas of our country. The
erection of such stations, the provipublic television service in England,
sion
of
necessary interconnecting
less than 2,000 receivers in all have
been sold to the trade and less than facilities, and the establishment of a
regular program service that would
1,000 are actually in the hands of the
meet public requirements and hold
public. There is but one television
public interest, call for vast financial
transmitter in London, and I was informed that it will probably be two expenditures before any returns can
reasonably expected.
years more before a second trans- be
I firmly believe in the American
mitter is erected in any other part of
System of private enterprise, rather
England.
than Government subsidy; of free
The foregoing represents the presradio to the home, rather than license
ent status of television in England
fees paid to the Government by owndespite the fact that geographically
ers of receiving sets; and I have no
its problem is simple compared with
doubt, that in due time, we shall find
the vast area to be served by a telepractical answers to the practical
vision service in the United States.
problems that now beset the difficult
Also it is to be noted that in England
road of the pioneer in television. The
the costs of erecting a television staroad calls for faith and perseverance
tion, the establishment of a special
as well as ingenuity and enterprise
organization, and the furnishing of
but it is a road that holds great
television programs, have been paid
by the Government out of license promise for the public, for artists and
performers, and for the radio indusfees paid by the public annually for
try.
the privilege of listening or seeing

by

WLW

One for Crazy Stunt Sponsors

DAVID SARNOFF REPORTS

ON TELEVISION PROGRESS

3
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RADIO DAILY

AGENCIES
YOUNG

&

RUBICAM

ACTIVITIES

has been ap-

pointed to handle the advertising of
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (tea) in the
U. S. and territorial possessions starting Jan. 1.
J. O. YOUNG Advertising Agency,
Kansas City, has waxed two 30-

minute programs of its "Little White
House" series, featuring Russell Morrison as the Golden Voice, for use
by savings and loan associations.
There will be 30 episodes.

WALTER THOMPSON, Chicago,
readying a one-hour all-star presentation for Chicago Community
Fund, over WBBM, Oct. 16. Buckingham Gunn is handling it for the
agency.
J.

is

SAVINGTON

CRAMPTON,

pro-

ducer for William Esty agency of
the Jack Oakie program, and Oakie
himself threw a party at the Vendome in Hollywood following the
airing

initial

of

ERWIN,

WASEY

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Oct.

& CO. and Frank

Presbrey & Co. are negotiating a
merger. Charlie Presbrey, president
of the latter agency, stated that there
may be an announcement concerning the deal in a week.

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

•

•

go as

•

for

Maxin agency

WDSU, New

Oct.

will resign to

Also that Grace Mack,

4.

6V2 years, has resigned.

.

known

.Fred Tracy,

.

to

"FNT" in the early days of radio, is making a comeback via WBIL
.... From WJAS, Pittsburgh, comes word that the Wilkins Amateur Hour,
which debuted a year ago with the presentation of 15 sets of twins competing, repeated the stunt yesterday with Brian McDonald as emcee.
fans as

•

•

Sunday.

•

.

Woodbury show

final

.Instead of attending an opening

.

we go

Here Shep

at the "repeat" airing.

to the

Ben

Fields,

Grauer and Del Casino go thru their paces with half-hearts. Especially Del, who is celebrating his 25th natal day tonite
.James Melton
and D'Artega discuss respective closings at NBC.
.

.

Orleans:

Philco

.

C:

Washington, D.

Silver.

Stores,

sta-

WMAQ,

Knitting,
Chicago:
Utica
announcements, through John Thomas Miller;
Pacquin Laboratories, "Eddie and Albert,"
ETs, through William Esty.

WGN,
Plate),

Chicago:
Oneida
"Silver
Serenade,"

Ltd.

ETs,

(Tudor
through

BBDO.

WQXR:
Pedlar

&

Pinoleum, ETs,
Ryan.

2

weeks, through

WOAI,

San Antonio: Calif. Syrup of Figs,
through Thompson-Koch; Gold Dust,
Sterling
Products
through BBDO;
(Anacin), ETs; Seven-Up San Antonio Co.
(5-up), sports program, through Pitluk Adannouncements,
Plymouth,
vertising
Co.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Buick, announcements, through Campbell-Ewald.

ETs,
ETs,

;

WOR:
olis,

Oct. 5: Keystone Broadcasting Co., New
Castle, Pa.
CP for new station. 1250 kc,
250 watts, daytime.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. CP to increase power to 5 KW. 850 kc, daytime.
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va. CP to change
frequency and increase power to 1390 kc,
500 watts, unlimited.
Oct.
Pacific
7
Acceptance Corp., San
Diego.
CP for new station. 1200 kc, 100
watts, daytime.
Smith, Keller & Cole, San Diego.
CP for
new station. 1200 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. Auth. to transfer control of corp. 1220 kc, 1 KW., 5 KW.
LS., shares time.
Lillian E. Kieffer, Brooklyn.
CP for new
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, specified.
Woodside, L. I. Mod. of license
to 1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., speci:

WWRL,
Paul

•

•

•

Monday

— Talk

debuted the night previous.
Legionnaires vacated

when

they'll

around town concerns

A

seemed

lull

to

have

itself

be "discovered" .... Ted Husing

is

with

that

around wondering
busy answering the phone
sit

Harry Salter relates that his

Hudson Motor, "Hobby Lobby," to debut
Einstein for the first program
and have the
fiddling
and possibly play "The Bee."

shows

fallen all over since the

Al Roth and Willie Farmer

about his Saturday pigskin airing.

new show

Oct. 6, attempted to get Prof.

Prof talk about his

Hobby

—

mysteries,

Oneida

Milwaukee: Gamble
breaks, through BBDO.

Rap-in-Wax Paper Co., MinneapW. I. Tracy Inc., N. Y., par-

through

ticipations; Refrigeration &
Institute, Chicago, through

Associates, Chicago, ETs;
(cold
remedy),
oratories

through Lucky

Air Conditioning
James R. Lunke

Schoonmaker LabN.

Caldwell,

Bowman &

Co.,

WPTF Opening

N.

Y.,

J.,

ETs.

Earlier

C—

WPTF today moves
Raleigh, N.
its sign-on hour to 6:30 a.m. to
take care of increasingly heavy commercial schedule.
up

•

•

Wednesday .... To

top

off

its

summer

series of hotel "man-in-

KDAL, Duluth, the process was switched and three bell boys
were interviewed, eliciting their frank opinions regarding the city, people,

the-lobby" at

the climate as a hay-fever refuge,

etc

Another picture preview,

"Life

Begins at College," with the Ritz Bros, and Tony Martin.

LS., unlimited.

WEED,

Rocky Mt., N. C. CP to change
increase power and hours of operation to 1240 kc, 500 watts, unlimited.
Richmond.
CP for inOct. 8:
crease in power to 50
1110 kc, unlim-

WRVA,

•

odor of "Uncle Ben's" establishment out of the clothes but we can't
tie the darn-fangled bow so we take a cab to a dress shoppe for this
purpose.
.At the broadcast, which draws celebrities galore, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Robbins ask us to be their guest at the Versailles, which is
followed by supper at Guy Lombardo's opening at the Roosevelt Grill.
Here every music publisher is present toting every unoccupied "Major
Plug" as their guests. Martin Block, a minor plug, is distinguished
by his presence but he does more to sell records than anyone.
.

•

F.

Chase Taylor
C. E. Piautz

WELI, New

Oct. 9:
to 930
limited.

kc,

250

new

Miller,

station.

•
• Friday .... Hear that Louis Sobol will succeed Dan Walker on
News .... Andy Love, NBCoast continuity censor, who wears high-

soled

and

the sight of the relics so

unnerved the shoemaker

that the

re-

sewing

machine broke down.

TOTAL EXPENSE

75c for taxi to have bow-tie knotted.

AUDITOR'S REMARKS
cause

it

930

Mod.

Haven.

watts

500

watts,

Pittsfield,

kc,

250

of lie

LS.,

un-

Mass.

CP

watts,

day-

time.

GUEST-ING
AMOS

ANDY, repeat appearance on Lanny Ross-Packard program, Oct. 12 (NBC-Red, 9:30 p.m.).
'N'

BOB BURNS, first of pinch-hitting
guest stars while Burns and Allen
vacation, Grape Nuts program, Oct.
11

(NBC-Red,

8 p.m.).

KAY PARSONS,

on "20 Years Ago
and Today," today (WOR, 8 p.m.).
LOUISE MASSEY and her WESTERNERS, on Al Pearce broadcast, to9 p.m.).

CLAIRE SHERMAN, on

Theatre
Matinee, Oct. 12 (CBS, 3 p.m.).

NINO MARTINI on Chesterfield
program, Oct. 13 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
JACK HALEY, on "Show Boat"
fifth anniversary show, Oct. 7 (NBCRed, 9 p.m.)

STOOPNAGLE

on Schaefer Revue, Oct.

and BUDD,
7

(WEAF,

7:30 p.m.)

FOGHORN CLANCY,
ducer, on Col. Jack
today (CBS, 3 p.m.).

rodeo pro-

Major program,

.

buttoned shoes, went out during the other lunch hour to have them

October 4

KW.

ited.

COL.
"Dress" is essential for the Kate Smith pre• Thursday
miere show so we get the "tux" out of hock and attempt to get the

•

new

frequency,

morrow (CBS,

the

Greetings from Radio Daily

1500 kc,

M. M. Valentine, Laredo, Tex.
CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts

—

•

Brooklyn.
CP for
100 watts, specified.

Gollhofer,

J.

station.

Lawrence K.

• • • Tuesday ... .Picture previews and club openings for the
With Columnist Marcus Griffin to the Yumari—each of
fall begin.
us trying to sneak a scoop under the other's beak but no dice. Later
to the "This Way, Please" flicker with Mary Livingstone, Fibber
McGee and Molly, Buddy Rogers and Rufe Davis ... .Bobby Feldman then drags us to the Paradise opening in time to see Mack
Davis of CBS, Ted Lewis, Milton Pickman, Barry Wood, Lennie Hayton, Harry Rosenthal, Sam Coslow and Tin Pan Alley because there's
a CBS wire there ... .From there Bobby decides on viewing Cab
Calloway at the Cotton Club where only part of the show is caught
and then to Dave's for a morning repasse where Russ Morgan, Lee
Wiley, Bert Lebhar, Mickey Alpert and so many music boys gab.

—

fl

KW.,

1

for

WTMJ,
tion

to

fied.

disks.

WJSV,

1460 kc, unlimited.
Cleveland.
CP to increase power
5 KW. LS., 1450 kc, unlimited.

WGAR,

1st.

CP

KW.

er to 50

ending Oct.

Saturday .... Hear that CBSalesman Bob Wilson

director of radio for

being with CBS

after

— Week

—

BUSINESS

CP

WJSV,

for

NEW

4: KSTP, St. Paul.
to increase
to 50
1460 be, unlimited.
Washington.
to increase pow-

KW.

power

new campus
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c

r» c«

&
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failed to strangle you!

Request denied— it wasn't a good job be-

WHN, K Y W Sign With ACA
American

Communications

Ass'n,

the ARTA, last Saturday
announced that contracts calling for
40-hour five-day week, time and onehalf for overtime and increase in
pay for the technicians of stations
and
have been signed.
Contract calls for a review of all projected dismissals and also specified
that seven holidays per year would
be permitted.
Mervyn Rathbone, president of
ACA, said contracts with stations
and WFIL will be signed
within the next week.

formerly

WHN

WCAU

KYW

—
I.

Monday, October
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CACIC PECJDNALITIEJ
One

•

of a Series of Who's

FORD
in

Motor Co.

WJZ-NBC-Blue, Fridays, 9-9:30
p.m. (initial program aired 8-8:30
p.m.)

At

19,

McManus, John & Adams Inc.
FRESH AND BREEZY CAMPUS AIRING
PROVIDING GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
AND BOOSTING COLLEGE.
Taking up more or less where it
left off last season,

sity

BILLINGS

—

—

the Pontiac "Var-

Therefore, when advertising was
thrown into show business, via radio. Ford
Billings had the background and training to
step into a responsible position in the radio
industry.
His first radio venture was as manager of
WTIC. Hartford, for three years. Made manatraining.

Show" produced by Henry Sou-

and benefits the colleges visited each
week. Jumping to a new spot each
week should provide ample variety
and different flavor to keep the program from getting too standardized,
and the new emcee, Paul Dumont,
sounds like he is going to make a
solid hit in the way he handles the
show.

came from University

Alabama. Acting as announcer
and stooge for Dumont was Bill Hudof

dleston, with a thick Georgia accent
that was a treat in itself. Besides the
singing by a group of some 200 students, a fair amount of amusing

comedy was worked in, and the whole
affair had a graceful southern swing
that made it easy to take.

Prepared early
for radio career

in

life

ger of WGR, Buffalo, Billings was working on
a plan fo consolidate Buffalo radio stations
when he was called to Cincinnati as director
of broadcasting for WLW.
He also took over

management and operation of WSAI and W8XAL for the same company.
He left WLW to join Radio Advertising Inc. as secretary in charge of station relations and with this company made radio history by purchasing
$4,200,000 worth of radio time on one two-months trip.
In 1931 Billings
introduced transcriptions and national advertising (General Motors of Canada) over 31 Dominion stations.
When NRA Inc. went into receivership, Hearst Radio's west coast official went to KSTP, St. Paul, as sales manager.
From there he was called
to Pittsburgh by Hearst Radio to manage WCAE.
After a year in Pittsburgh,
Billings was dispatched to Los Angeles to build the nucleus for Hearst Radio
activities on the coast and to form the Cal. Radio System with the Hearst

and McClatchy

stations.

"Hollywood Hotel"
Ken Murray and Oswald entered James Meighan, Louis

"Hollywod Hotel' cast on CBS
last Friday night, on the occasion of
and
third
birthday,
the
show's
brought along the same brand of
comedy they had been dispensing on
their own recent Campbell tomato
juice program. Fans who liked them
on the other show will find them
the

Hector, Irene

Tedrow and others, under direction
of James Church, handled the many
long and some short speeches of

with Thomas on Mondays and Fridays.

Thomas himself did
cient

stint

of

his usual

commentating.

MUSIC

*

BILLINGS, director of Hearst Radio on the West Coast and manof the California Radio System, is one of those rare persons who
early life prepared perfectly for the work he was later to follow.
Billings was managing acts and acting as musical director for the
Following
Messrs. Schubert show business.
the World War, during which he served with
the AEF, he became assistant manager of a
Cleveland insurance company and later vicepresident of a Pittsburgh insurance concern
business training.
At Wittenberg College,
Iowa State and Columbia University, he had
majored in electrical engineering
technical

vaine returns as a refreshing half
hour that gives plenty of enjoyment

Initial airing

in the Industry.

FORD
ager

"VARSITY SHOW"
Pontiac

Who

effi-

Inci-

BENNY GOODMAN

and ork, appearing at the Hippodrome, Baltimore, will feature the
"Hippodrome of the Air" today. Program will not permit a studio audience for this time.

WBAL

Morton Gould, who conducts a
couple of programs on WOR-Mutual,
has been appointed director of the
Educational Music Department of
Mills Music Co.
Third series of the Composers'
Forum-Laboratory, of which Ashley
Pettis is director, will be inaugurated
Wednesday evening in the Federal
Theater of Music, 254 West 54th St.,
with an orchestral program by Roy
Harris, American composer. Concerts
are sponsored by the government to
give an opportunity to native composers. Pettis also will be interviewed
by Martha Deane over WOR at 3
p.m. Wednesday.

Guy Lombardo introduced Henry
"Fare

Busse's

Thee

Well"

on

his

Bond Bread program yesterday over
CBS, and predicts

will

it

be a

hit.

Branion, Elges Join Rambeau
Clark Branion, former newspaperman and publicist, at one time connected with WXYZ and on the sales
staff of WJR, Detroit, has been added
to the sales force of William G. Rambeau Co.
After spending several

weeks

visiting the

Rambeau

stations,
of-

he will be assigned to the Detroit
fice.

Myron A. Elges, formerly with
dentally he quoted an advance Washington dispatch on what Justice Black Transamerican, and also an ex-newswould say in his radio talk later paperman and advertising executive,
that night
while practically all has joined the Rambeau sales staff
other newscasters were still telling in New York.
equally entertaining here, although "Silver Serenade"
radio listeners that no hint was obNew fall weekly series of the One- tainable as to what Black would
they were merely slid in like a sepaIncrease Nov. 16
rate act instead of being worked into ida Community Ltd. transcribed "Sil- say.
New Britain, Conn.
Increase in
the program as a whole. Anyway, ver Serenade," which started Friday
to 1 kw. day and
Program sponsor is Sun Oil Co., power by
should
help
comedy
feature
a steady
at 10:15-10:30 a.m. over WOR, had with Roche, Wiliams & Cunnyngham 520 watts night, on 1380 kc, becomes
the show. Because of the Justice Beatrice Fairfax of "Advice to the Inc., Philadelphia, as the agency.
effective Nov. 16.
Black radio talk, this "Hotel" pro- Lovelorn" fame as first guest, telling
gram was cut to a half hour, omit- about some of the problems that are
ting the movie preview until next submitted to her by readers, and
Vernon Duke to Television
week, but Frances Langford, Jerry some of her answers. It was interestDenver Promotion was given VerCooper and Anne Jamison were each ing, particularly for the femmes. non Duke,
transmission station
able to get in a song or two, and Peggy Tudor, emcee of the program, engineer, when he was transferred
to
there was a brief interview by Lou- conducted the interview.
Musical New York where he will work in the
ella Parsons with Warren William. portion of the program was of good
television lab and broadcasting diviquality. Edgar Guest, Emily Post and sion of NBC.
Angelo Patri are among guest artists
"Back to Methuselah"
on future disks. Geyer, Cornell &
George Bernard Shaw's cycle drama, Newell, Inc., is the agency.

Shaw with

exceptional facility considering the weightiness of the work
and the length of the show.

—

WNBC

—

WNBC

—

"Back

Methuselah," presented over
at 8:30-9:45 p.m. ThursThorgersen with Thomas
day, was a generous banquet for the
A sports note was injected into the
growing list of higher radio drama
listeners. The topnotch cast, which Lowell Thomas news-comment proincluded Peggy Wood, Helen Claire, gram over NBC-Blue starting last
Friday night when Ed Thorgersen,
to

NBC-Blue

sports

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

Voice

of

Appalachians"
.

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

commentator

for

sults.

An ex-miker

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

25th

Fox Movie-

tone News, joined Thomas for an
interpolated spiel embracing both
views and predictions of football re-

KOA

ORCHESTRA

WEEK

SPONSORED BY GENERAL MILLS

himself, Thorger-

sen was right at home on the program and did a snappy job, getting
in a lot of stuff in the few minutes
allotted to him. He will be heard

Send
3

HOURS DAILY

for

New

16-County Program Survey

2:30-5:30 P.M.

SYRACUSE NEW YORK
,

6
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STATIONS Or AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

touting Kathryn
GLUSKIN
LUD
Ray, vocalist on his CBS Pacific

Coast "On the Air" program, as destined for radio stardom.
The transcribed "David Harum"
heard on KFI Mondays through Fridays at 9:30 a.m. has grabbed off an
audience in prompt fashion, according to

KFI

reports.
polo at Victor

Night

McLaglen's

Stadium has folded and George Irwin and Bob LeMond, who handled

KEHE

broadcast, are looking for
another novelty.
Carroll Borland, leading woman of
the KFI serial, "Children of the
Snake," was married recently to
Verne Barton, Hollywood newspaper-

the

man.

Sam Baiter, new sports newscaster
on KNX, will cover his Tuesday and
Saturday assignment under three different headings. News will be classified under "Winners of the Week,"
"Close Shaves in Sports" and "Epics
in Sports."

Lew Crosby, KFI announcer, auditioned himself into the spot as announcer for Lum and Abner programs over KFI.

560 Kilocijcles— 1000 Watts

FRED W. BORTON, President and General Manager
NORMAN MacKAY, Commercial Manager
WQAM,

Bridgeport, Conn.

— WICC's

"First

Florida's

pioneer

broadcasting

station,

owned and

is

operated

Miami

by

Broadcasting Co., and first went on the air in 1921. On the air 17 hours daily
a complete schedule of Columbia network and local commercial and sustaining
programs.
with 50 watts power, the station rapidly grew
Originally operating as
until today it is nationally recognized as one of the outstanding stations of the South,
serving a quarter of a million listeners in its primary coverage.
Offices and studios are located in the two uppermost floors of the Postal Building
Transmitter building, housing twin 1,000 watt transmitters, with
in downtown Miami.
with

WFAW

an emergency power plant, and the 230-foot vertical radiator, are located on the shore
Two mobile short-wave units are employed, each always
of Biscayne Bay at 14th St.
ready for instant duty.
subscribes to both United Press and Transradio Press news services,
In its long record of public
with a news broadcast schedule unequalled in Florida.
service,
has many times been responsible for the saving of lives and property
during tropical hurricanes. Dozens of CBS network programs have been originated by
the station, and the stars of the entertainment world are heard locally over
during the winter season.
among the leading 25
A recent survey by "Sales Management" showed
stations of the U. S. preferred by national advertisers, with a greater number of comserves the richest retail market
mercial programs than any other Florida station.
It
in the state and during the winter season broadcasts to what is perhaps the wealthiest
audience in the world.
Due to the cosmopolitan audience of
many national
advertisers include it in their budgets although not using so-called "Southern" stations.
Fred W. Borton, founder of the station, is president and general manager; W. W.
Luce is vice-president and treasurer; Fred Mizer, station manager; Norman MacKay,
director of programs and
advertising;
Hazel McGuire, production supervisor, and
Ralph Nulsen, chief engineer.

WQAM

WQAM

WQAM

WQAM

WQAM,

Offender" Series
On Full Colonial Web CBS,

'First

1

WQAM—Miami, Florida

is

NBC Key

Near

AFM

Stations

CBS Washington

Agreement

Offender Series," crime series pre(Continued from Page 1)
sented Sundays at 3 p.m., has been
placed over the entire Colonial net- with the musicians union. Station
and other large stations such
work of 13 stations. Cast includes
on the Mutual web are also
Jeanne Poli, Ray McGrath, Carl as
Goodman, Arthur Hoyt and Sher- expected to be signed shortly, preliminary talks having been held last
man Reilly.
week.
President Weber of the AFM was
Another Hobby Program
"Hobbies for Everybody," authored scheduled to be in Denver today atof
by Ruth Lampland and conducted by tending the American Federation
Syd Hayden, starts Thursday at 5- Labor convention, but expects now
to leave late tonight or early to5:15 p.m. over WNYC.
morrow morning. Upon closing of

WOR
WGN

Starts

Staff

on 40-Hour

(Continued from Page

Week

1)

late last week that effective
the station's entire staff would

nounced

today
go on a 40-hour week.

ment
in

Federation of Radio
Artists local here reports signing
additional performers this week

60

bringing membership hereabouts to
more than 300.
With the folding of the German

program on WCFL, Karl Berg moves
to

Deutsche Liderstunde on
and WGES.
Driskill Wolfe is a new tenor at
the

WCBD

WAAF, weekdays

WAAF

at 1:45 p.m.

has a new one
"Quickies" featuring music,

called

news,

—

drama and comedy an
hour-sized show packed into 15 minutes every Sunday at 2 p.m.
Peggy Goertz of WBBM accountnotes,

style

ing department and R. S. Gardinier
of staff of Sales
married Oct. 22.

Management

to get

Hank Winston has left WBBM's
Winston and Sutton piano duo for
Oriental theater orchestra. A. C. Bliss

has taken his place in the combo.
Lynn Brandt, NBC announcer, and
Janis Herrington of Rockford were
married Tuesday with the groom's
father reading the ceremony.

WROK

is

Little

Establishing

Theater of the Air

WROK

is starting a
Rockford, 111.—
Theater of the Air movement,
with about two dozen would-be pro-

Little

ducers, script writers, sound effects
players already auditioned.
The organization will soon begin

men and

Announce- presenting 15- and 30-minute shows
order was under the name of the WROK Playwith CBS policy of doing ers. Talent will be drawn from 20

said that this

line

AMERICAN

new

everything possible for the welfare communities in the
of the employees of the network. area.
Other CBS stations expected to be

WROK

listening

are WABC, WEEI, WCCO,
WBT, KMOX, KNX, WBBM, WAPI
affected

W. C. Fields Still In
Reports that W. C. Fields would
drop radio entirely are denied by J.
not work last Saturday.
the network key station deal, Weber
At NBC the skeleton-staff -on-Sat- Walter Thompson agency, represent"Good Deeds Court"
await urday order is still in effect. Present ing Standard Brands, on whose Chase
"Court of Good Deeds" is a new said that the next move would
the Oct. 14, convening of the AFM indications point to a five-day week & Sanborn Hour the comedian has
series starting Wednesday at 3:45
Executive Board and the IRNA Spe- for all, with time off for those who been appearing. Fields' contract perp.m. over WBNX.
mits him to remain off the air whencial Advisory Committee, which will work on Saturdays.
ever he is busy in pictures, the agencoincide with the meeting of the
cy points out.
WalNAB
membership
here
the
at
Action
Service
Dolph to Aid on Census

and

—

Cincinnati

dorf-Astoria.

Lee

Goldsmith.

WCKY program director, was on
his way by auto to Columbus on
Saturday to see the Ohio StateAn emergency
Purdue game.
arose

at

the

studio

cate

requiring his

There was no
Goldsmith except

return.

way

to lo-

by

radio.

Elmer Baughman and Mary Jane
Dunphy. on the WCKY "Household Hour" at 11 a.m.. made
known that Goldsmith was requested to call the station immedihe
minutes
later
ately.
Five
phoned from Morrow. O., 30 miles

He had been listening to
the "Household Hour" on his auto
radio.
In another hour he was
studios.
back at the
away.

WCKY

and

WKRC. WABC

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
W. B. Dolph, manager
of WOL, has accepted an invitation
of John D. Biggers, Administrator of
the Census of Partial Employment,
Unemployment and Occupations, to

Washington

Whiteman

for

Coconut Grove

Whiteman will open New
Eve at the Coconut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Booking was made through Rock- serve
Paul

Year's

employees did

in

—

programs weekly

six

to Intercity net-

work, three featuring Eugene Jelesnick and orchestra from the Hotel
a radio advisory capacity Taft, with Dorothy Daniels vocaliz-

well-O'Keefe through arrangement during the progress of the unemwith CRA, which has Whiteman un- ployed census. Dolph will serve as
the point of contact between the under contract.
employment census organization and
the radio industry in the arrangeOne-Shot
ment of time for nationally known
Swift's
Swift & Co. took a one time shot speakers.
last Saturday morning, 8-8: 15 with
WIBA Adds Sunday Time
repeat at 10 a.m. over 60 NBC-Red
Madison, Wis. WIBA has added an
network stations. Program was an

NBC

—

directed to its dealers. hour to its Sunday schedule, which
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, placed now starts at 7 a.m. Station is on the
air 17 hours daily.
the account.
institutional

WELI Feeds 6 to Intercity
New Haven— WELI is now feeding

ing,

and three featuring the Worthy
with Vera Cruse as song-

Hills band,
stress.

AL DONAHUE
and

his

orchestra

Opening at the Rainbow Room
Oct. 6th
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

The RADIO industry
marches on * Every
day there

changes *

Keep up with
read

of

NEWS,

important
sidelights,

lots

is

the parade

RADIO DAILY

REGULARLY

*

*

:

8

:

:
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CBS And CBC Hookup
On Commercial Show
(Continued from Page

from Halifax

CBS

stations

CBS
CBC

wood.

Silver's

A.

(Continued from Page

1)

The

Canadian advertising agents,
Toronto.

Ltd.,

CBC

stations cost the sponsor only $675 for the time. Network
rates for the half-hour ranged from
$36 to $7.20.
31

JIM AMECHE,

Mondays through Fridays,
winning offers a combination of helpful hints
his radio spurs in "Jack Armstrong," for the home and diversified enterwhich returned to the air last week, tainment under the the guidance of
Mrs. Carol Laurence. Entertainment
on NBC-Red.
is supplied by "The Melody Men", a
count.
WOAl, San Antonio: Joyce Wil- vocal quartet; Captain Ozie and the
Marconi Estate Small
liams is a recent addition to the pub- Colorado Rangers, and Les Weelans,
brother of the more minutes,

famous Don Ameche,

is

Within the past few months Ameri- licity
Pat Flaherty, sports
staff
can advertising has shown a definite commentator, is kept busy with writinterest in the possibilities of Canaing, producing and broadcasting three
dian radio. Standards Brands last 15-minute sports programs.
months took a 37 CBC network for
an hour show. Wednesdays, 9-10 p.m.
WQXR's first sponsor to sign daily
Program is a live show keyed from
Montreal and split into two half- for a full year, Martinson's Coffee,
hours.
Chase & Sanborn coffee and has started its second year on the
Magic baking powder are plugged. station, placed through Albert FrankGuenther Law. Caruso Restaurants
J. Walter Thompson placed the acand Buckingham Hotel also have
count.
Procter & Gamble the top network signed for announcements.
.

.

NBC

stations,
all of its

Virgil

Smith

pianist.

.

advertising in this country is going
KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., has ininto the Canadian market heavily.
This fall the sponsor added the stalled two additional INS machines.

Montreal and Toronto

1)

mediately. Time will be purchased
on all three national networks at intervals and James W. Girard, chairman, will speak. First two airings
have already been set, one, tomorrow
at 6:45-7 p.m. over the Mutual network, and on Oct. 26 over the NBCRed network at 6: 15-6: 30 p.m. Jay
Lewis Associates handling the ac-

is

Drenne & Co.

J.

Group
Concentrating on Radio

Vancouver and 48
from Boston to Holly-

in the deal.

1937

4,

See-America-First

to

not acting as agents
Entire CBC
lineup was arranged by International
for the

;:

is

news

editor.

WTCN, Minneapolis: Laurent Dumont, announcer, weds Mary Fredericks, and they'll motor to North
Shore on honeymoon. .. .Ann Ginn,
director of women's activities, on job
again after long illness. .. .Norman
Carlisle, continuity chief, back from
vacation.

WBT, Charlotte: Jane Bartlett,
vocalist-violinist, is the mother of
a nine-pound boy.... J. Kelly Smith,
g.m. of Radio Sales, spent a few
days here with Bill Schudt, g.m. of
Howard Meighan of
York and Merle Jones of Chicago are
the two salesmen who will visit here

Estate of the late Senator Marconi,
publicized as having been worth as
much as 25 million, will not exceed
$150,000, even before taxes, legal fees,
etc., it was revealed last week by
David Sarnoff, RCA president, in a
statement made at the request of
Marconi's family.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION,
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AND

MARCH

3, 1933.
published daily
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays al
York, N. Y. for October 1, 1937.

OF "RADIO DAILY,"
except

New

State of

County

New York
New York

of

)
J

ss.

New Before me, a notary public, in and for the
WBT
CFCF and CRCT, to most
State and County aforesaid, personally ap
network shows.
KWK, St. Louis, tomorrow and
peared Marvin Kirsch, who, having been duly
Weed & Co. which recently added Wednesday will broadcast the local
sworn according to law, deposes and say?
that he is the Business Manager of RADIO
a number of Canadian stations to social set's Veiled Prophet "mardi periodically.
DAILY and that the following is, to
its rep list for the first time, has had gras" celebration, a brilliant annual
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
excellent results in" selling the sta- affair witnessed by about 300,000.
Brill,
statement
of
the
ownership, management,
field
WLW, Cincinnati: John
circulation, etc., of the aforesaid publication
tions to P. & G. Oxydol with record- Program will be fed to Mutual.
engineer, and Walter Lanier, sports for the
date shown in the above caption, re-

ings of the NBC live show, "Ma Perkins" is receiving the strongest pro-

motion in Canadian. Chipso with
"Houseboat Hannah" disks comes
next. Other P. & G. products being
advertised are Ivory soap bar, Drene.
P. & G. naphtha and Kirk's soap, a

Canadian item.
Products and American
Home Products are other American
sponsors going into the north country.
Sterling

Lever Bros, are placing spot programs direct frm England.

.

W. Gordon Swan celebrated
on WBZ-WBZA

anniversary

14th
staff;

.

dealers.
I.

J.

Fox "Fur Trappers" returned

to WEEI Sunday afternoon, with a
cast including Eleanor Steber, Frank

Sherry, Fur Trappers Chorus, Four
Rhythm Boys, Josh Cree, emcee,

and ork, all under direction
Guest stars also.

of Rakov.

ONE MINUTE
INFECVICW
TED COLLINS
"Radio

more than

stars

on public favor.
thing
year,

is

need something
keep their hold

talent to

variety.

And

that

After

some-

the

first

a program becomes monotonous and the listeners turn to

other features, unless the
revitalized

show

is

each season with the

introduction of

some novel

feature."

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

by the Act of August
amended by the Act of March
quired

bodied in section 537, Postal

Inc. has been
chartered to carry on the business of
broadcasting musical and other entertainment to restaurants and cafes
by wire. Principals are Ralph L.

WNEW's

"Make-Believe Ballroom," WCFL here has launched a
"Make-Believe Night Club" with Eddie Chase in charge.
of

24,

1924,

a«

3, 1933, em
Laws and Regu-

on the reverse of

printed

lations,
to wit

form,

this

That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi
1.

ness manager are
Publisher, John

W. Alicoate, 1501 BroadYork. N. Y.
Editor, Don Carle
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.;
Managing Editor, none; Business Manager,
Marvin Kirsch, 1501 Broadway, New York,

New

way,

;

Gillette,

N. Y.

That the owner

2.

Make-Believe Night Club
Chicago— Drafted along the lines

Broadcasting Music by Wire

manager.
Wallace begins his second Marsh and Gayle M. Shiffler, with
year as WEEI newscaster with a new headquarters in the National Buildsponsor, H. P. Hood & Sons, milk ing.
traffic

Neil

.

E.

Toledo — Phonoflash

BOSTON
now

announcer, are recent daddies.
Shudt, sports editor of Jimmy James in "Four Stars ToTroy Evening Record, will be spon- night" will begin a new series Oct.
sored over WOKO, Albany, by Hos- 4.
Doc Schneider and His Texans
are now on the staff here.
ier Trojan Ice Cream Co.
Charles Dameron, vocalist and emEdgar
Designed to appeal to the house- cee, has bought a farm.
and
announcer,
Sprague,
wife, a new variety show. "The Morn- Arthur
Home-Makers'
Hour,"
was Samuel C. (Uncle Sammy) Fuller
ing
launched at KLZ in Denver last have joined the station from KDKA,
week. The program, aired for 45 Pittsburgh.

Roy

CORPORATION,

is:

RADIO DAILY

New
Broadway,
Broad
York, N. Y.; John W.
way, New York, N. Y. Donald M. Mersereau,
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Marvin Kirsch, 1501 Broadway, New York,
Chester B. Bahn, 1501 Broadway,
N. Y.
New York, N. Y. Charles A. Alicoate, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
1501

Alicoate, 1501
;

;

;

holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
18 Years with Maj. Bowes
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are
Bessie Mack, assistant to Major None.
Edward Bowes, today celebrates her
4.
That the two paragraphs next above,
18th year of service with Major. She giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
Back
security
holders, if any, contain not
and
Three Funsters
started working for him in 1919 at only the list of stockholders and securityThe "Three Little Funsters" (Bill the Capitol Theater, before Bowes holders as they appear upon the books of the
company but also, in cases where the stockHanson, Vincent Howard and Jim was commissioned a Major.

Brennan), back from film work and
personal appearances on the coast,
"Modern Diogenes" on
resumed on
at 2 p.m. yester"The Modern Diogenes," series of
day for Sachs Furniture.
comment pertaining to an analysis

WBNX

WMCA

"Sunset Corners" Opens
Des Moines— WHO's "Sunset Cor-

of the personalities in social, civic
and political life, will start Oct. 8 at

4:15 p.m. over

WBNX.

ners Frolic," known for six years as
Jules Verne Series
the "Iowa Barn Dance," opened the
Federal Theater radio division will
new season Saturday in the 4,500series over the
Cast totals present a Jules Verne
seat Shrine Auditorium.
Sunday nights
on
Line
to
WLL
more than 100.
starting the middle of this month.

WHN

Scott

and Lapore

Ashley Buck will

direct.

Shifted

"Cavalcade's" Third Year
Alfred Scott and Frank Lepore of
"Cavalcade of America," sponsored
the NBC press department have been
transferred to other positions. Scott by DuPont, celebrates its third year
Broadcast will be
is in sound effects, Lepore is a corre- on the air Oct. 6.
heard at 8-8:30 p.m.
spondent in audience mail.

or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any

holder

other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
also that the said two paracting, is given
agraphs contain statement embracing affiant's
full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other
than of a bona fide owner; and this affiant
has no reason to believe that any other per
son, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock,
bonds, or other securities than as so stated by
him.
5.
That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown above is 2641.
;

MARVIN KIRSCH,

Manager.

Business

Sworn
30th day

My

to and subscribed
of September, 1937.

(Seal)
commission expires

before

me

this

Louis Fishman.

March

30,

1938.
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Music Rules Are Adopted
On
looking
|p....AND
LISTENING

WCAU ENDS LONG

FIGHT

IN

Long standing controversy between

RADIO

season

1937-38

the

enters

of

commercial programs without a single

new

star

want

to

out—unless you

stands

that

count leanette MacDonald and
Hugh S. Johnson, who have
their debut in sponsored series.

General

made

standbys who again top
Smith, Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, Phil Baker Joe Penner, the General Motors and the Ford hours, Frank
Crumit, Andre Kostelanetz; not forgetting
Major Bowes, Rudy Vallee, Bums and
Allen, Chase & Sanborn hour. Lux Thelist

ater,

old

the

It's

the

—Kate

Al Jolson, Bing Crosby,

The Thursday night

battle is

on again,

with Kate Smith entrenched in the east
and Rudy Vallee temporarily utilizing
reinforcements on the west coast, and
many dialers going dizzy trying to hear
two good programs simultaneously.

Looking over

and

activities

results

of

year's state fairs, it. is noted that
the airing of programs from exhibition
buildings, midways and other parts of the
and
fairgrounds jumped considerably
there was a corresponding increase in
attendance at the fairs.
this

—

One

medium

advertising
is

why

reason

radio
for

the

is

many

best

products

that the constant hearing of the

WCAU,

Philadelphia, and the AFM,
was adjusted through the
medium of an impartial mediator at
a conference held here at the offices
of Sol A. Rosenblatt, attorney. Rosenblatt himself, did not take part
in the conference.
It was decided
after an all-day meeting that
is to employ a house band of 16 men
at a weekly scale of $45 a man,
with the understanding that this is
mutually satisfactory until final ad-

Local

77,

WCAU

(Continucd on Page

name

Is

Reported by

—D.

C. G.

Opie Read Cut Off
Chicago

—Opie

and

author

Chicago

WJJD

Executive

terminated
tion's

raconteur,

over

broadcast

Read,

rules

for

Club

violating

his

the

sta-

prohibiting derogatory

a race
Read's spicy stories gave
execs some jitters, with
station
many listeners complaining.
remarks

fore that.

to

(Negro).

Be-

Approximately

100

publishers or their
representatives conferred three hours
yesterday at an open industry hearing at the Federal Trade Commission, adopting a series of trade practice rules which are expected to

with official FTC
within next several weeks.

meet

approval

At hear-

ing's conclusion, George McCorkle,
director of FTC trade practice conferences, who presided, told RADIO
DAILY: "We had a most excellent
(Continued on Page 3)

JOBAT THE

QUICK

FCC

Must
Program

Own

Don

—

On

$100,000 Year's Deal

—

Lagendorf United
San Francisco
Bakeries Inc., one of the best known
users of radio time on the coast and
for the past five years sponsor of
Rush Hughes on NBC, has signed a
(Continued on Page 3)

Mich. Association Formed;
James F. Hopkins, President
— Michigan Broadcasters AsWDGY Official Station
For Minneapolis Schools
Minneapolis

— For

the

first

time in

was organized here yesterJames F. Hopkins, WJBK, Dewas elected president; John

sociation

day.

from the
abruptly

—

Washington
music

popular

EXPECT McNINCH TO DO

Detroit

veteran

had

men under Arthur

—

—

his

Orchestra
Rodzinski
has been completely organized and
started rehearsals yesterday. Pierre
Monteux will direct the premiere
broadcast Nov. 13, and Arturo
Toscanini will use the men for his
series starting Christmas night.
92

LUNCH

F.

Staff Correspondent

Philadelphia
With the recently
established New York office justifying itself by amassing the recordGeneral Foods yesterday revealed
making time sales of $194,000 for the that, despite rumors to the contrary,
month ended Sept. 25, WFIL reports the present "Show Boat" set-up will
the biggest month's business in its
not be permanently dropped after
history, a jump of 476 per cent over
Nov. 4 when the M-G-M show reany other 30-day period, according
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
places it on the NBC-Red network.
to
Donald Withycomb, g.m. Jack
Washington— That Frank R. McOfficial confirmation of switch was
(Continued on Page 3)
Ninch, new FCC chairman, will put
made by J. K. Evans, v.p. of General things in order at the FCC and replans
that
present
Foods,
who
stated
Create
Says Tele
turn to his Federal Power Commis(Continued on Page 2)
sion chairmanship early next year is
Technique
the view in local circles as he delved
Lee Signs Lagendorf into his new duties over the week
New Brunswick, N. J. Television

—

field. Gen. Johnson has just lost
amateur standing as male runner-up.

RADIO DAILY

New NBC Symphony

of

MILTON

By

Starts

WFIL MAY USE "SHOW BOAT"

must develop its own program techof an article eventually makes persons
so familiar with it that they ask for it by nique, and the ultimate characteristics
and uncon- of such programs should be "sponname, both consciously
taneity" in other words, television
sciously.
must capture images of the world
The best acting voice in radio is that in action declared Dr. Alfred N.
while the tops non- Goldsmith, RCA technical consultant,
of John Barrymore
(Continued on Page 3)
professionally is President Roosevelt. By
an interesting coincidence, Ethel Barrymore and Mrs. Roosevelt lead the feminine

NBC Symphony

3)

Biggest Month's Biz

et al.

Federal Trade Commission Approval of
Fair Practice Regulations Is
Expected in Several Weeks

troit,

been directly tied Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo, vicein with the Minneapolis School Sys- president, and Howard Loeb, WFDF,
tem in a plan whereby WDGY be- Flint, secretary-treasurer. Directors
comes the official radio station for named were Art Shawd, WXYZ, Dethe Minneapolis Board of Education troit; Owen Uridge, WJR, Detroit;
and the Central Council of Parent- Roy Radner, WIBM, Jackson, and
Teachers of Minneapolis. A micro- William Scripps, WWJ, Detroit.
The following stations were repphone has been installed in the office
history, radio has

(Continued on

Page

2)

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Brewing Co.

Falstaff

On
Falstaff

NBC

17

Brewing

Stations
St.

Co.,

Louis,

through Gardner Adv. Co., has signed
a 52-week contract for 17 stations on
a split NBC-Red web in the midProgram, entitled "Public
west.
Hero No. 1," will begin Oct. 18, 10:3011

p.m.

Sports in Foreign
—WDAS adopts

a

Philadelphia

new

policy

results

in

shortly,

special

interest

tionalities.

"man on

languages

foreign

well as English

when
to

As a
the

giving sports

as

they are of

particular

na-

reverse stunt, a

street"

in

Yiddish

from the Jewish section of the city
will

be translated

into

English.

Tuesday, October
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I

You (Chappell and Co.)
Afraid To Dream (Miller Music Inc.)
My Cabin Of Dreams (Irving Berlin Inc.)

HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March

Time

I

Forget

Many Memories

So

(Shapiro, Bernstein Inc.)

You and I Know (Robbins Music Corp.).
One Rose (Shapiro. Bernstein Inc.)
Ycu Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music
.

1879.

And Mine (Robbins Music Corp.)
Know Now (Remick Music Corp.)
Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music

.

Corp.)

My

Heart (E. B.
Goodbye. Jonah (Robbins
Stop. You're Breaking My
It's The Natural Thing To

(Monday, Oct. 4)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
North

l/

9%

9%

9'/2

14%
34%

143,

21

RCA Common
Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

....

'/4

21

Union

Radio

.

1

%

Asked

Bid

10%

Atlantic Refining
Atlantic Refining

Adds

to

11%

Sked

yesterday announced the addition of two broadfootball schedule. WBEN,
casts to
and
will carry
WGY,
a play-by-play description of the
Colgate-Tulane game Oct. 16. There
may not
is a possibility that
be available, with station now athas
tempting to clear time.
its

WHAM

WSYR

WSYR

WOR

Chicago University-Princeton game on the same
date.
N. W. Ayer & Son has the

been

Official Station

For Minneapolis Schools
(Continued from Page

of

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

director of pubBoard of Education.

for the
200 radio sets have been set
up in the high schools and grammar
schools of the city.
At 8:30 every
licity

morning, except Saturday, bulletins,
special school events, notices and instructions to teachers and principals
will be broadcast for 10 minutes.

On Tuesdays and

George W. Young,
manager of

is

ward

Shurick,

P.

owner and

WDGY.

general

Ed-

general

assistant

account.

WNEW

News Program

"Deadline," a new type of news
broadcast presented by George Clark,
city editor of the Daily Mirror, and

Dave Charney,

reporter, under direction of Charles Martin, starts tomorrow at 8:45 p.m. on
It
also will be heard Wednesdays and
Fridays.

WNEW.

Victor Ratner
Victor Ratner,
tion

Radio
Newsfeatures

director,

yesterday.

A

on Sick

CBS

was on the
slight

List

promo-

sales

sick

cold.

Available to only one radio
station in each city

Every Good Son of Erin
Should Hear

Details on Request

BAILEY AXTON

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

Slesinger,
Inc.
New York

Avenue

Sing

by

A

WEE

BUNCH OF SHAMROCKS
Wednesday, Oct. 6th
NBC-Blue

12:15 P.M.

list

another arriving

New

arrives

in

New

York

to

audition

from
for

Hollywood today

York.

yesterday

after

home

of Zeke,

four

a

left

month

stay,

New
to

Hollywood.

in

she'll

She arrives
meet the Stream-

MYRON

KIRK, head of Ruthrauff & Ryan
department, returns to New York this

week from the Coast.
JOSEPH N. WEBER,

president of the AFM,
leaves late this afternoon with MRS. WEBER
AFL
convention
in
Denver.
the
DAN SEYMOUR, emcee of the Camel "Swing
School", flew to Baltimore last night to join
Benny Goodman, who is playing an engagement
in that city.
CHARLES C. CALEY, commercial manager of
WMBD, Peoria, is in town.
for

Expect McNinch To Do
Quick Job at the FCC
(Continued from Page 1)

May Use "Show Boat"
On Another Network
call

for only

1)

This view is strengthened by
end.
the letter written recently to McNinch by President Roosevelt, who
said in part:
"I earnestly hope you may be able
to

complete your assignment within

so that you may reyour post as chairman of
the Federal Power Commission."
be-

a

few months

temporary shelving of turn

the Captain Henry set-up. It is
lieved that sponsor may present the
show over another network, or hold
it, pending success or failure of the

to

WMT

Staff

Additions

la.— Ed Updegraff,
new show.
formerly chief engineer at KFJB in
Louis K. Sidney, general director Marshaltown, and WOC, has been
engineering staff
of the M-G-M show, arrives in Hol- added to the
lywood today and will immediately by Charles D. Quentin, technical
Hariet
confer with studio, sponsor and Ben- supervisor for the station.
ton & Bowles, agency in charge of Sokol has been added to the mailing
General Foods, on policies to be em- room staff and will act as hostess.

Cedar

Rapids,

WMT

New

John

Recording Machines

West Coast Bureau,

—

manager, arranged the broadcasts.

New

public

en route to the Coast.

liner

Fridays at 2 p.m.
of the Central
Council of Parent-Teachers will talk
for 15 minutes. The first of the series ployed.
begins today.

and friends

officials

week-end

the

Chicago today where

radio

16
16
15

(Continued from Paye

Thomas Buckston,

over

return to their
in

is

to

EDITH MANNERS, mother
York

17
17

Co.)

1)

set to carry the

Represented

Corp.)

Music Corp.)
Heart (Famous Music Corp.)
Do (Select Music Co.)

114— % Over

1%

'/4

WDGY

%

33%
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp
15% 15% 15% +
Nat.

4

4

%
%
%

NBC

of

flew

new program.
LOUIS K. SIDNEY

from

%
3

13%
43%

25

44%

American

—
—
+
—
—
14%—
33% —
25

13%
43%
20%

25
\3Vi

Marks Music

Hollywood
a

Chg.

161% 161%

162'/2

Tel.

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

Close

of

18

I

Tears In

director

Europe.

FRANCIA WHITE

20
20

Yours

FINANCIAL

MORGAN,

T.

LEWIS TITTERTON
today from

37
34
30
30
29
29
29
28
27
26
25
25
24
22
21

Whispers In The Dark (Famous Music Corp.)
So Rare (Robbins Music Corp.)
Harbor Lights (Mario Music Co.)

all

DAILY,

Times Played

Saw You (Santly Bros.-Joy Inc.)
Have You Got Any Castles, Baby (Harms Inc.)

First

communications
RADIO
to
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338.
Wisconsin
7-6337,
7-6336,

Address

Publisher

Selection

going

and

relations

That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
Remember Me (Witmark and Son)
Moon Got In My Eyes (Select Music Co.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
snd Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
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CLAYLAND

1937

for
NBC, arrives today aboard the
He de France from Europe with MRS. MORGAN.
PAUL W. KESTEN, vice-president of CBS.
arrives today from Europe on the He de France.

RADIO DAILY.

feature in

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH

cominc

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Oct. 2, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

5.

RADIO DAILY

Universal MicroLos Angeles
phone Co., Inglewood, is starting
quantity production on the new 1938
model professional recording machine.
A new development will be
an adjustable, illuminated microscope
with .006 inch spaced hair lines,
mounted on a slide bar assembly to
move with the cutting head and permitting full view of cutting action
throughout. The new machine also
includes a playback pickup mount
incorporated in the main assembly
of the recorder, together with wiper
bars.
The company manufactures
five portable and stationary types of
instantaneous and wax recorders.

Recommends

License
RADIO DAILY
Washington — FCC Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg has recommended

WSMB

Inc.,
granting of authority to
New Orleans, to build a new station
on 1500 kc, 250 watts day, 100 watts

Up

is
confined to the Salem Hospital,
Salem. He has suspended business
activities until he has recovered sufficiently to return to his office.

KCKN

Games
Kan—KCKN

Gets 12

Kansas

will air
City,
the entire 1937 schedule of 12 local
high school football games under exclusive Goldman Jewelry sponsorship. Ralph Nelson and Owen Balch
will be at the mike.

Richard Anderson Resigns
Anderson has resigned
from the NBC station relations department because of ill health.
Richard

WSMB

Washington Bureau,

night.

Hatch Laid

B.

—

Boston John B. Hatch of John B.
Hatch Associates, radio program firm,

BLUE

BAYOU

A Deep
1619

South Song

BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

N.Y.

Tuesday. October

1937

5,

NBC

MUSIC RULES ADOPTED

AT FTC CONFERENCE
1)

The set
conference, well-attended.
of rules adopted seemed to satisfy
The rules
all those participating."
now will be presented for formal
FTC approval which McCorkle forecast would be announced in "several
weeks."
those attending were John
G. Payne and J. V. McKee, representing Music Publishers Protective

Among

Tele Preview for Business Execs

provide a television preview Thursday of what may be
expected during the formal demonstration at the 34th Annual Business
Show, to be held the week of Oct. 18 at the Port of Authority Building.
Pres. Lenox R. Lohr will have as his guests business executives of corporations which will be represented at the business show.
For the first time in history of such exhibitions in this country, tele will
be used in a manner which will show typical examples of the business
show's 1,500 devices and appliances for increasing operating efficiency.

NBC

(Continued from Page

3

RADIO DAILY
will

WCAU

Ends Long Fight
Says Tele Must Create
With Musicians' Union Own Program Technique
i

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

justment of the present negotiations in a talk before the New Jersey Press
between the broadcasters and the Ass'n here yesterday.
Summary of the rules follows:
AFM
Executive Committee.
"Television networks of stations
Artrade practice to bribe by
1. Unfair
rangements
were
also concluded on comparable to those existing in sound
leaders,
orchestra
etc.,
money,"
"push
broadcasting," said Dr. Goldsmith,
etc., to play copyrighted sheet music in the question of sustaining and comfollowing cases: (A) Without knowledge mercial programs.
However, none "must await the development of
and consent of employer of orchestras, but members of Local 77 will be em- either the co-axial cable or autoetc., (B) Where inducement will restrict
matic radio relay stations. Meanfree and full use of such songs for profit ployed.
and where inducement may lessen comArbitration proceedings closed a while, if public service should be
petition or create a monopoly.
long fight between WCAU and Local inaugurated, individual stations can
2. Unfair practice for any member of
WCAU has been employing no use local talent, films and traveling
industry to lease or make a sale for use 77.
of resale or fix prices tending to lessen musicians
since
controversy units."
the
competition or create a monopoly.
Dr. Goldsmith said more than
Herbert
Syme
acted as
started.
M.
trade practice to discrimi3. Unfair
$10,000,000 had already been spent
present
impartial
mediator
and
those
different
purbetween
nate in price
curchases of goods of like grade except: in behalf of WCAU were Dr. Leon on television experiments, and
rent research appropriations may
(A) When goods involved are sold for Levy and Isaac D. Levy.
any
within
resale
or
consumption
use,
total between one and two million
place under the jurisdiction of U. S.;
dollars a year.
(B) Nothing in rule 3, shall prevent
Biz
New York presents problems in
differentials which make due allowance Biggest Month's
for differences in the cost of manufactelevision
transmission
that
are
Reported
Is
Nothing
in
(C)
delivery;
ture, sale or
unique, Dr. Goldsmith stated, berule 3, shall prevent persons from selectcause of the effect of tall steel strucing their own customers; (D) Nothing
(Continued from Page 1)
tures on the ultra-short radio waves
shall prevent price changes from time
directs
sales
manager,
WFIL
Stewart,
to time when made in response to
employed in the new art, but he
the New York office, which signed
changing conditions.
said that communities in northern
eight
4. Unfair for any member of industry
accounts,
national
spot
15
to pay commission or compensation ex- Mutual programs and four
Line New Jersey are in direct air line
cept for services rendered in connection
with the antenna on the Empire State
14 NBC comAss'n.

by WFIL

FORM STATE ASSOCIATION
resented

(Continued from Page 1)
at
the meeting:

WKZO

Muskegon;

WKBZ,

Kalamazoo;

,

WELL, Battle Creek; WIBM, Jackson; WFDF, Flint; WBCM, Bay City;
WEXL, Royal Oak; WJR, WWJ,
WXYZ, WMBC and WJBK, Detroit.
W.

James

managing
was present.

Baldwin,

NAB,

rector of

also

di-

Don Lee Signs Lagendorf

On

$100,000 Year's Deal
(Continued from Page

Mutual

1)

Don

Lee
network for a year, with option on
a second year, with time and talent
with

contract

-

aggregating about $100,000, according
to Wilbur Eickelberg, manager of

KFRC.

Phantom

"The

Program,

KFRC

Pilot", will originate at
here
and go over 18 stations. Commercial
airing starts Oct. 18, running Monday

through Friday, and program will be
sustaining until Oct. 15.

WCCO

Pure Oil Football on
Minneapolis Football previews and
reviews will be aired over WCCO in
two weekly broadcasts sponsored by
Pure Oil Co.
Both shows under
guidance of Charlie Johnson, Min-

—

Star

neapolis

sports

and

editor,

Vernal "Babe" LeVoir, former AilAmerican Minnesota football star.

WLW

with sale or purchase of goods.
5. Unfair to pay or contract for pay-

advertising or promotion unless such payment is available on proportionately equal terms to other customers.
6. Unfair to discriminate in favor of
one purchaser against another by furnishing any services connected with
processing, etc., not accorded all other
purchasers.
discriminate in price in
7. Unfair to
any respect contrary to section 2 of the
Clayton Act.

ment

of

"Motion pictures in going in for
mass production to turn out musical
offerings, are to blame for inferior
music rather than song-plugging,"
Arthur M. Fishbein, independent,
declared today as a witness
music publishers hearing.

at F.T.C.

Ed Robinson Set
West Coast Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

— Edward

G. Robinson
signed by Ruthrauff &
Ryan agency for the Lifebuoy-Rinso
dramatic series with Al Jolson. Claire
Trevor will play feminine leads.
First tabloid vehicle is "Today," by
Arthur
Caesar,
Edward Holden,

Los Angeles

is

definitely

Courtney

Ryley

Cooper

and

Arch

Obeler.

A
CLASS
BY ITSELF
IN

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

accounts, exclusive of
mercials. WFIL also is key for the
16 stations of the regional Quaker

network.

Stations Increasing
"Better Music"

Quota

Public appetite for "better music"
has been tremendously increased by
radio, according to a survey and
compilation by M. M. Beard published in the last issue of "Pick-Ups,"
Western Electric house organ.
A questionnaire sent to over 200
stations brought out the information
that fan mail shows an increasing
popularity of programs devoted to
good music. Ratio of classical and
semi-classical music, as against jazz
and dance, has increased on 92 per
cent of the stations. Average time
being devoted by stations to better
music is 35 per cent, with late afternoon or early evening as the favorite
hours for this type of music, and
81.8 per cent of the stations indicated
that they planned to increase their
'"better

Some

music" programs

in

Bldg.

Charles L. Allen, executive secreof the press association, said
newspapers must learn to use television as a supplement for their sertary

"an age of
competition in eye appeal."

terrific

Highest Quality Recording

Rachmcm

Joins

KOIL

Omaha — Jake Rachman,
and screen-radio

critic for

Bee-News

WMCA

joined the

WMCA

sales staff.

~k

before Hearst acquired the sheet, has
joined KOIL and will do his "Around
the Town" column on the air.

Most expensive modern

in-

stantaneous recording equip-

ment.
*k

Expert Electrical Tranwax recording

scription

Personnel

and

(graduate

licensed engineers).

REMOTE CONTROL

by

permanent

lines

OFF THE AIR

by

special

filtered

antennae

STUDIO
broadcast

with 60 x30' double ceiling
studio

Dynamic

micro-

phones.

weed

e

company

IWP!0S70TI0N\

Ernest B. Foote Joins
Ernest B. Foote, formerly with
World Broadcasting System, has

by

attained

columnist

32,000,000 listeners

the article states.

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

He termed coming

vices in future.
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V/rtfyKM* Jleviews
GENERAL MOTORS
CONCERTS

METROPOLITAN OPERA

General Motors Corp.
WJZ— NBC-Blue, Sunday, 8-9 p.m.

Sherwin-Williams Co.

Campbell-Ewald Co.

NEW

SERIES

AUDITIONS

Inc.

SHOWS GREAT PROMISE

or whatever the case may be. Opening the concert series, originating on
the stage of Carnegie Hall before an
audience of 3,000, was a popular variety of operatic and lighter selections.
Missing were the chimes at
the opening and closing of the program, while a newcomer was heard
in John B. Kennedy, who started a
series of talks entitled "Parade of
Scientific Progress" heard about the
middle of the program. Also missing at this point was the "tuning up"
of the orchestra after its intermission.
Erno Rapee conducts the symphony
orchestra for G.M. for the third year

and

his

ideal

man

versatility makes
for the spot.

him an

Six of the eight signed artists were
heard on the first show, either in
talks or song.
From Carnegie Hall,

came

Maria

Jeritza,

Viennese

so-

prano; Donald Dickson, Metropolitan
Opera baritone, and Joseph
These
Schmidt, European tenor.
three were heard as soloists and in
duets. From Hollywood came Helen
Jepson,, soprano, in Schubert's "Serenade," and prior to this, Grace

Moore spoke from her home at Lake
Cal. Attempt was made
to pick up other members of the
company via short-wave. First attempt to pick up Richard Tauber
from Birmingham, England, fell
through, but was successful later, as
Tauber was heard, but not too strongly. Plan to have Irna Sack and Jussi
Bjoerling speak from Stockholm, was
passed up due to inability of the two
to be near a mike. Thus a very interesting and smooth moving program was provided. Rapee played
two Wagnerian selections including
"Tristan
and
"Liebestod"
from
Isolde", "Love Duet" from Act III
of Gounod's "Faust" and "Rumanian
Rhapsody No. 1 in A Major" by
Georges Enesco. Pickup from Carnegie Hall, as usual, was perfect.
Milton Cross was again the commentator and G. M. made a slight
its

institutional type

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS, INC.

— PRESENTS —

A

COM PR EH KNSI VK LIBRARY OF CONTINUITY"
PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

250

"TIME OF YOUR LIFE"
Gruen Watches

p.m.

Young & Rubicam Inc.
Sun. 5-5:30 p.m.
Cecil, Warwick & Legler Inc.
NEW DRAMATIC SERIES HAS SHAKY
OFFICIAL
AUDITIONS FOR OPERA START BUT OFFERS GOOD ENTERTAINASPIRANTS MAKES GOOD VOCAL EN-

ing an audition is that they be "ready
for the opera"; in other words, have
a repertoire of operas in various
languages under their belt, apart
from a good voice and dramatic abil-

estimated that some 800
be heard, from which
number about 60 will be chosen to
be heard during the next 26 weeks,
and those voted the best each week
will be eligible for the semi finals
ity.

It

singers

is

will

etc.

Friendly attitude of the auditions

committee and the fact that many

more or less known
Edward Johnson, general manager

of the singers are
to

of the Met, gives the entertainment

WEAF, NBC-Red Network,

Sundays,

5:30-6 p.m.

McCann-Erickson

GOOD MUSIC AND SKETCH BUT UNWARRANTED ATTEMPT AT COMEDY

MENT.
PROVES FUTILE.
Following the successful pattern
Sheila Barrett, mimic, took honors
employed by Lux Radio Theater dur- in this show with her presentation
ing the past few years, the Silver of "Experience," a sketch of
BroadTheater presents dramatic show with way backstage life. Often a guest
screen names featured in the lead- star on various shows in which she
ing roles. Initial attempt starred Ros- was called on to mimic many
stars,
alind Russell and Jimmy Stewart in she came into her own right as an
the first of a four-part serialization actress of ability on this series.
entitled
"First Love," by Grover
Aided by the music of Joe Rines'
Jones, and though both principals crew with their offerings of novel
slipped up on the lines a few times, instrumentations of pop tunes, such
they managed to give good perform- as "You Can't Have Everything," a
ances.
Both are relatively new to medley from "Hit The Deck", "Big
radio, and may have suffered a little Apple,"
"That Old Feeling" and
on the first airing from mike fright. "Bambolina," this program didn't lag
Story is about a girl who goes to a moment outside of the attempt at
Hollywood to make good, and meets comedy between Rines and Graham
a publicity man who takes her in tow. McNamee, the show's emcee and
Nothing very original.
commercial booster. McNamee and
Conrad Nagel assumed a similar Rines did a bit where the straightrole to that of Cecil B. DeMille on man (Graham) rebels and wants the
the Lux show, even to plugging the laughs but the comic (Rines) steals
sponsor's products whenever the op- his thunder on every punch-line.
portunity
presented
itself.
Felix This routine has been used on the
Mills handled the musical portion of air time and again and instead of
the show ably while John Conte took improving with age, it proved bore-

commercials, which, some.
Rines'
music was supplemented
lengthy in spots, did
not materially interfere with the with the grand vocals by Roy CampHeard Sunday, were Hardesty John- presentation. The cast included, in bells' singers. The ample plugs were
son, 38-year old tenor, heard two addition to Miss Russell and Stewart, handled in good taste denoting the
years ago but trying again; Virginia Cy Kendall, Clayton Post, Wilfred class article sold.
Mauret, former ballerina, now an Hari and Mary Lansing.
excellent coloratura soprano, and Jess
Walter, baritone, who has had a
varied career.
General Foods (Minute Tapioca)
Sherwin - Williams credits were
WABC-CBS, Mon., Wed. and Fri.,
wielded with a deft hand, using the
12-12: 15 noon.
Pet Milk Sales Co.
a less formal and tense atmosphere
than expected when singers are in
a spot so important to their career.

care

of

though a

the
bit

MARY MARGARET
McBRIDE

"SATURDAY NIGHT
SERENADE"

phrase.

WCAU-CBS,

Arrowhead,

deviation from

SILVER THEATER

WJZ— NBC-Blue,

Third season of the Met. Opera
Eight internationally famous op- Auditions
of the Air proved a much
eratic and concert singers have been
smoother show than ever, carrying
garnered for a permanent group on evenly throughout and providing
which will sing for the General Mo- fine vocal timber backed by an
tors Concerts, making it possible to
equally fine orchestra conducted by
present a more varied and entertain- Wilfred Pelletier.
As distinguished
ing type of program, such as an all- from
amateur entertainment, the
Viennese night, Wagner, Neapolitan primary qualifications of those seek-

1937

and Comments*

Internatioyial Silver
CBS-WABC, Sundays, 5-5:30

WITH PERMANENT ALL-STAR OPERATIC
TERTAINMENT.
AND CONCERT COMPANY.

5,

JACK BENNY
General

Foods

WEAF— NBC-Red,
7:30

(Jell-O)

Sundays,

Saturdays, 9:30-10 p.m.

Gardner Advertising Co.
7-

p.m.

& Rubicam

Young

Inc.

COMMENTATOR "MARTHA DEANE" IN
IS MINUTES OF HER TYPICAL HOMEY

GOOD MUSICAL PROGRAM. USING TALK.
In this new CBS network program,
SAME CAST AS LAST SEASON. OUGHT
Mary Margaret McBride, who has
TO BUILD LARGE FOLLOWING.
been holding forth in long stretches
Program made up of old and new over WOR-Mutual under the name

Young & Rubicam Inc.
RADIO'S TOP COMEDIAN RETURNS IN
light musical numbers plus the pop- of Martha Deane, offers a mere quarFINE FORM FOLLOWING VACATION.
The ace wit of the airwaves got ular hits of the day is never a miss ter-hour of the same style of incesback into harness Sunday night with on radio. And when the talent line- sant commentating about one thing
a program that was easily the best of up reads Bill Perry, the Serenaders, and another, with a particular eye
the week-end comedy shows. With a Mary Eastman and Gus Haenschen's to working in the sponsored product.
sheaf of gags and quips inspired by
his European vacation, Benny clicked
along to a high score of laughs and
general merriment.
Supporting the comedy star were
his regular airmates, Mary Livingstone, Kenny Baker, Don Wilson,
Andy Devine and Phil Harris and
his orchestra, with Abe Lyman dropping in for good measure. Every-

orchestra,

it

can't miss.

Last Saturday's opener Helen
Marshall substituted for Mary Eastman, who was ill. Miss Marshall did
an excellent job with "Italian Street
Song," Cyril Scott's "Lullaby" and
"Whispers in the Dark," a duet with
Bill Perry.
She deserves a permanent spot in radio.

"Cuban Pete" as played by the orwas beyond compare. Other
numbers on the program were "Can
of advertising on its concerts, taking
" 'Cause My Baby
a moment to mention the new Buick I Forget You,"
and Oldsmobile models about to be Says It's So" and "Where or When"
body was up

to snuff.

chestra

sung by the Serenaders.
Program has no competition on the
opposition networks, so it ought to
better than receive a good rating.
Show is not
heard on WABC.

In her intimate, friendly manner,
she interests and sells at the same
time, making the commercials pracpainless.

tically

trouble catching
the goods.

Should have no
on and delivering

FROM

3c TO 9c A DAY WILL PROVIDE A REGULAR INCOME OF
$10U A MONTH FOR YOUR DEPENDENTS IF YOU DIE WITHIN

THE NEXT

5

YEARS.

shown. General Motors has a great
cast selected and acquired their exclusive radio services. The concerts
this

ever.

season

should

be

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

BEekman 3-0375
ST.,

NEW YORK
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BAKERS' BROADCAST

"ON BROADWAY"

With Feg Murray, Ozzie Nelson and

General Foods

(Diamond Crystal

Harriet Hilliard

Standard Brands
network,
Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m.
J. Walter Thompson

WJZ— NBC-Blue

salt)

WJZ-NBC

Blue, Sundays,
3-3:30 p.m.

Benton
SCRIPT

SHOW

&

Bowles

BUILT

HOLLYWOOD

Inc.

AROUND BROAD-

FACTS PLUS WAY FIGURES OPENS LARGE FIELD
OFFERINGS FOR INTERESTING DRAMATIZATIONS.
MAKE ENTERTAING SHOW.
With little talent expense, sponsor
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra, to- has a good script show here. Cast of
gether with Harriet Hilliard, returned about six, an announcer and organ,
to the air last Sunday without their for background music, is all the talcohort of the past few seasons, Bob ent overhead needed for this series.
Ripley.
Sunday's debut was written around
Instead Feg Murray, creator of the syndicated newspaper a Broadway newspaper
columnist
feature, "Seeing Stars," took over (John Brown) who writes a column

UNIQUE

TOPNOTCH

MUSICAL

—

the job of telling strange facts only
Murray's are confined to the members of the film capital.
Murray
presented a dramatization of Richard
Arlen's break into the movies, and
had Arlen on hand to say a few
words to the radio audience. As an
additional guest, Murray had Walt

Disney tell a few facts and figures
about Mickey Mouse.
Nelson and Miss Hilliard took care
of the musical portion of the show
in topnotch style as they began their
fifth year on the networks for the

same

Program was well
and showed no signs of

sponsor.

produced
being an

initial airing.

JOE PENNER

W

Cocomalt
ABC-CBS, Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m.

Young & Rubicam
COMIC AIDED BY STOOGES DELIGHTS
CUSTOMARY FANS. MUSICAL PORTION SHORT AND SWEET.
Joe Penner returned to the airlanes with Jimmy Grier's orchestra

and Gene Austin's vocals, plus a new
songstress, Julie Gibson, and several
stooges that combined to make a
fast-moving and funny show. However, Penner's material was much
better on this debut of the new season than most of last year's.
In
fact, he sounded like the Joe Penner
who rose to overnight stardom via
the Vallee chores.
Grier's music

was not

in

abundance

show, but what little there
was offered proved well worth lis-

on

this

to, and the same applies to
Austin's yodeling vocals. Miss
Gibson replaced last season's Joy
Hodges, also gave a good account
of herself. She has a cute style.
"Godfrey" and
Lionel
Stander,
"Ginsberg" were back with the show,
also a "plumber" stooge who was
responsible for a good portion of the
laughs.
Jackson Wheeler is the announcer.

tening

Gene

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
Now

Available for food
accounts

WCOP

BOSTON

"HOLLYWOOD
PLAYHOUSE"
John H. Woodbury Inc.
WJZ—NBC-Blue, Sundays,

PHIL BAKER
Gulf Oil Co.
Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m.

W ABC-CBS,

Young & Rubicam
FRESH AND ENTERTAINING COMEDY
Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
OFFERED IN NEW SERIES PLUS A
ANOTHER DRAMATIC SERIES WITH TY- LITTLE
RONE POWER AS THE LEAD TURNS IN LAUGHS. MUSIC AND PLENTY OF
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE.
Returning for the fall semester
The up and coming screen star,
Phil Baker had his old
sidekicks
Tyrone Power, and Margaret Sullavan teamed together last Sunday for Oscar Bradley's music, Harry (Bottle) McNaughton and
"Beetle," along
a dramatization of "Her Cardboard
Lover." It was Woodbury's premiere with a new singer, Al Garr and
Patsy
Kelly of the movies to set
of the new series of which Tyrone
Power will be the permanent male the pace on a fast-moving show
Baker has discarded last year's
lead.
While show has been done on the "Great American Editor" for his
air many times before, it still can present "Great American Trouper."
Bradley's music was pleasing
draw an audience if the right names
in
are in the cast.
These two screen "With A Song In My Heart," and
9-9:30 p.m.

under the name Mr. Manhattan. He
becomes involved with a Park
Avenuite, Gloria Banner, and loses
his job.
His secretary, Marcia Gray
(Alice Thorpe) takes over the col- stars are "right" names, both having Al Garr, a newcomer
to the airumn and does a good job. Brooks good mike personalities. Entire pro- lanes, did elegantly with delivering
in the meantime is living in a squalid duction was well handled.
"I Know Now."
Also returning with
rooming house.
Miss Gray finds
Darryl Zanuck, vice-president in Baker, was Artie Auerbach,
a top
Brooks, they marry, and column be- charge of production for 20th Cen- dialect comedian.
Patsy Kelly, one
comes Mr. and Mrs. Manhattan.
tury-Fox, introduced Power to the of the screen's funny women,
bowed
Program is somewhat like "The radio audience.
in on this show as a
permanent memCourt of Human Relations," but that
ber and delivered a good line,
though
Brown and Thorpe give
is no slur.
her material could have
been much
"Headlines
and
By-Lines"
the script the sincerity which makes
better.
A satire on "Dead End" was
Bob Trout started off this sus- funny. The tune
or breaks a script show of this type.
"Merry-Go-Round
Jean Paul King read the commer- taining on CBS Sunday at 10:30-11 Broke Down" was used for
Baker's
p.m. with last minute news from the vocalization
cials.
of the commercial. All
Press Radio Bureau plus a few sideall, this program was
much better
lights and anecdotes on Ed Howe, than
former Baker shows, and Baker
"Vallee Varieties"
sage
of
Potato
Hill,
who
died
Sundidn't play the accordion,
Rudy Vallee presented Hildegarde,
though he
day. Trout also told about being on did plug
sophisticated singer of songs, as feaSam Goldwyn, his picture
the
same
plane
with
Mrs.
Roosevelt boss.
tured guest on his Varieties last
last week as she was coming east
alHildegarde,
Thursday
night.
though not a newcomer to American for speaking engagement.
Pierre Bedard did a straight comdialers, brought a fresh personality
ROBISON'S
before the mike that has a place on mentator chore. The "affair Black"
the airwaves. Introducing two new was likened to the French "Dreyfus
Musterole Co.
songs to the listeners for the first case." Bedard showed the parallel
WOR-Mutual. Mon., Wed., Friday
between
the
present
Hugo
Black
contime, she did fine work, and un1:15-1:30 p.m.; also WHN-WLW Line
doubtedly cinched herself another troversy and the French scandal of
same days, 11:30-11:45 a.m.
some
years
ago.
Bedard's
voice
does
crack at the show. Other guests inErwin-Wasey & Co.
not
have
the
clearness
of
his
two
cluded
Muir and Phillips
Jean
VERY PLEASING PROGRAM OF COWcolleagues.
Holmes in "Where Golden Apples
Kaltenborn, taking the last 10 BOY SONGS AND INSTRUMENTALS.
Grow"; Stroud Twins, who proved
Dispensed in amiable fashion, with
minutes, gave some very interesting
to be much more at home in their
second appearance on this show, and first hand information and comments Carson Robison as a genial but never
obtrusive emcee, these songs of the
as a result gave an improved per- on the fall of the French franc and
formance; Oliver Wakefield, Tommy the Spanish civil war. He has just open spaces and their instrumental
returned from the continent. Sino- accompaniment make thoroughly
Riggs and his "Betty Lou."
Japanese conflict was also com- pleasant entertainment. Frank Novak
mented upon by the dean of radio and his one-man band, and Bill, John
"The Hayriders"
and Pearl Mitchell are the other
commentators.
Typical of the informal and jolly
Program comes at a time when members of the Robison gang, which
hillbilly
entertainments that Zeke
is about as good an outfit of
its type
Manners and his gang have been pre- listeners are anxious to hear the last as there is
on the air.
minute news and a few comments
senting over local stations for some
Opening
show started off with
on the "week in review."
time, this new NBC-Blue program
"Cowboy Blues," followed by "I'm
which made its debut Friday at 1!. 'i0Leaving on That Blue River Train,"
3 p.m. is a generally lively and enter"A Summer on a Texas Trail" soloed
taining half-hour for those who like Briefly
Pearl,
and a novelty, "Just
the rustic. Zeke is emcee, and he has
A cheery morning program which by
Whistle."
the advantage of good surrounding made its debut this week on a Montalent including the Kidoodlers, the day-to-Friday
basis,
coming from
novelty quartet; Lucille and Lanny, Cincinnati to WHN at 7:45-8 a.m., is
likeable song and patter team, Elton "The Merrymakers", sponsored by
TECHNIQUE
Britt, yodeler; "Giggling Gab" Drake, Pinex.
It's a hillbilly troupe, with
vocalist, and Ezra Hetherington, an- both the boys and the girls being
America's distinguished school of
broadcasting for
singers,
actors,
other singer. Mountain music, har- right handy on harmonious mounwriters,
speakers,
announcers.
mony, and interludes of comedy, tain music, both vocal and instruWestern
Electric
Recordings
in
our
which was more friendly than origi- mental. They are lively without bestudios
programs taken off the air
Georoe Marshall Durante, Dir.
nal, rotated in the routine.
Howard ing too noisy for an early morning
R.K.0. Bldn., Radio City, New York
Claney handled the announcements. show.
.

m

CARSON
BUCKAROOS

sxj^mq
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GILMAN
to San Diego for
DON
a few days to check-up on KFSD,
off

NBC

outlet in the

Border City with

powerful Mexican competition close-

•

•

•

show with B. A. Rolfe switches from its Friday spot
week .... Adela Rogers St. John is completing a script

Ripley's

vice-president also
The
by.
slated to talk to the San Diego Ad

to

Saturday

to

star

Club on Wednesday.

agencies are reported set

Virginia Lindsay, secretary to Hal
Rorke, CBS director of West Coast
publicity, has resigned to join the
Helen Ferguson agency radio department.
KFAC has a new six-times-weekly
half-hour program for LeRoy Gordon
Beauty Salon, with Robert Swan,
J. Newton Yates, Mary Alice Kirk
and Sam Kalani Koki and the roll-

own .... Deal

NBC

call.

Ina Claire on the

Interesting

quirks

in

the

daily

of a sponsor after Oct. 10,
contract with White King soap
expires.
Tom Gibson, radio writer and producer, is asking the courts to assess
damages of $160,000 against KFAC,
and for a permanent injunction restraining that station from using the
title or basic idea of "Captains Courageous."
John Heistand has left the official

search

when

go
announcing staff of KFI-KECA
strictly commercial. With the Vallee
program, Olsen and Johnson and the
Mar-O-Oil show in the bag, Heistand
free-lance around for other
will
Harrison Holliway, general
clients.
manager of the twin stations, has
upped Chet Huntley from a part-time
berth to full-time status, and set Fred
Gwynne, now on KIEV, for the former chores of Huntley. Lew Crosby
remains on the staff, Holliway announces, in addition to handling the
to

new Tyrone Power- Woodbury series.
Marvyn Adams, NBC engineer in
San Francisco, who jaunted 10,000
miles to the South Seas to "engineer"
the NBC description of the eclipse,
is in town and more thrilled by Hol-

lywood.

Eugene Bloodgood's "Pronounce It
Please" returns to KFI after a lapse
of two weeks due to confusion of
changeover
schedules incident to
from Daylight to Standard time in
the East. Now heard Friday evenings.

"Joe Miller's Opera House" went
on KECA for the first time Friday.
Brain child of John Boylan, KFIKECA writer, and Don Clark, producer, with a cast consisting of
Charlie Lung and Beatrice Benaderet.

Lieb, Loyola coach,

is

going

to discuss football teams, players and
games with Ken Frogley in a new
series of "Man to Man" broadcasts

over KNX and CBS Pacific Coast
each Tuesday.
Syd Dixon, newly-made NBC coast
salesmanager, is off on a northern
business garnering trip.

to

air,

with audition

set

ior

week.... Four

next

sponsor the Yacht Club Boys on a show

of their

Buddy Clark to appear on Bill Bacher's show with
M-G-M stars for Maxwell House Coffee .... Joe Marsala and his vocalist,
Adele Girade, will be wed before 1938 makes its debut .... Loretta Lee
replaces Gertrude Niesen on the Olsen and Johnson show on the coast
Substitution is tentatively set for three weeks but may
for Richfield Gas.
result in a permanent stay for the sub
Ed Wynn's air return is "up
in the air" because of his show rehearsals.
However, on its opening,

Wynn

will

on

is

AMPA

of the

ior

return utilizing

Darde, "the Duse

news are utilized by Don Clark for
a new program on KECA which he
calls "Ho, Hum."
Gus Edwards' "Schooldays of the
Air" becomes another program in

Tom

this

of

a new character

airlanes .... Valentino

the

for

song," will appear at the weekly luncheon meeting

(Assoc. of Motion Picture Advertisers) in Sardi's on Thursday.

5,
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BLAINE has
BOB
York to handle

headed for New
publicity for sister Joan Blaine and tenor Cyril Pitts.
Formerly operated a publicity service here.
Smiling Ed McConnell, recovered
from pneumonia and a motor accident, was back on the Acme White
Lead show Sunday.
Herman Knapp, Roger Pryor's
drummer, and Betty Campbell, his
press agent, are honeymooning.
Morey Amsterdam, NBC emcee, is
back from a visit to Hollywood with
his wife Mabel Todd.
Aunt Sallie (Bennie Dickson) of

WJJD

is

in a hospital at Springfield

with a broken arm, result of a motor
accident.

• • • "Ten O'Clock," a three-act drama by Ronald Dawson,
drama director for WOL, Washington, and C. M. Roach of that city,
is being tried out in N. Y. by the Little Theater players ... .Darrell
Martin, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette's radio editor who on every ''Mother's
Day" replaces his photo in the column with that of his mother, is

... Al Sothoron, manager of the Milwaukee Brewers ball club, is confined to the sick-bed
but that didn't prevent him from coaching his team during the
final game of a play-off series. He asked for a radio and telephone,
listened to Alan Hale, WISN, sportscaster, describe the various
plays and then phoned the dugout with the instructions and replacements. The team won and Al thinks Hale is the most ac-

celebrating his mater's 75th birthday today

.

—

—

—

curate guy in the business now.

•

•

•

Goodman on

Harry Salter follows Al

the

"Hit

Parade" Nov.

weeks .... Block and Sully go to Boston for a week's vaudeDeal for them to go on
ville and then return here for a possible air show.
the Wayne King show fell through .... Maxine, whose records are selling
faster than they are being pressed, will record a series with the Mills
Brothers .... Harry Conn's own show will be aired via CBS for 13 weeks
pending sponsorship .... Johnny Green has been set to write the music
Mac Ross of L. Wolfe Gilbert's firm
for "Broadway Melody of 1939".
leaves today for a permanent stay in Denver .... Russell Dorr and Suzanne
.Fred Norman is looking for a singer to go on the Tim
are leaving CBS.
13 for seven

.

.

.

.

.

and Irene series via MBS .... James Saphier leaves N. Y. in about four
weeks to concentrate on coast affairs .... Ernest Cutting of NBC is interested in Val Irving .... Doris Fisher, Claire Sherman and Jean Travers
auditioned at the Paradise yesterday afternoon .... Harry Lenetska and
Mervyn Rosenthal have dissolved their agency firm. .. .Irving Sherman

and Bea Francis have joined
contract

with

the

network shows

Room

Jan.

12

Rogers-Peet

for

— and

the

Harry Bestry

people,

Gabriel

Erwin-Wasey .... Ruby
will also

office ....

Because

Heatter lost

Newman

goes

out

into the

of

his

on three

Rainbow

supply the dance music at the wedding of

FDR's son, John.

Louise Massey and her Westerners on the Al Pearce
will convert the whole program into western entertainment .... Bill Quarton, commercial manager for WMT, Cedar
Rapids, had Col. Art Goebel, skywrite the station's call-letters
10,000 feet above the city while a two-way communication was
carried by short-wave between Benne Alter, announcer on the
ground and Goebel in the plane.... Ken Keese, program director

•

•

•

show tonight

down at WATL, Atlanta, goes in for alliteration in a big way on
program titles ... .For example: "Curtain Calls," "Rhumba Rhythm,"
"Tea Time Tunes" and "Motoring Mike," to mention just a few.

Ethel Reid Winser, who reviews
books on WIND, is busy these days
getting ready for daughter Sybil's
wedding.
Rita Clifford and William Klein
of WIND are back from European
tours.

WJJD

has the S.R.O. sign out Sat-

urday afternoons, following sale of
Musical Score Board.
Pat Flanagan has been bought by
Tidewater Oil to give grid scores on
WBBM. Jim Crusinberry will prepare material.
Frank Rand, CBS publicist, who
went to Tulsa for the Barnsdall show
premiere is back from a tour of the
southwest.

John

&

Blair, head of John Blair
Co., stations reps, is on an eastern

swing.

Wayne King has picked Ed

Allen
handle his announcements while
he is at the Palmer House.
Art Kemp, east coast rep for CBS
west coast net, and Paul Wilson of
Radio Sales, Inc. here, entrained for
a tour of western stations.
Monte Randall's forum "Montparnasse," the mid-western counterpart
of the American Town Meeting of
the Air, will return to WCFL with
an additional 15 minutes to make it
a 45 minute Saturday night show,
to

starting Oct.

9.

The Hoosier Hotshots are back in
town on Alkaseltzer programs after
touring three state fairs and 14
county fairs during summer months.
Willard Waterman, NBC actor, got
tired of commuting 120 miles a day
from Kenosha, and has moved into
town.
Bill Ray, NBC press chief, is back
from a week's swing.
Dave Rose, NBC pianist, arranger
and ork leader, departs this week
for a new job with Paramount in
Hollywood.
Walter Blaufuss, leader of NBC
Breakfast Club and Farm and Home
Hour orchestras, is taking an enforced rest on a farm in Iowa by
doctor's orders.
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CCCHE$TCA§
MUSIC

MANN HOLINER

has taken a lease
on the office suite formerly occupied
by Rockwell-O'Keefe at 8949 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, the "Sunset strip"
location favored by the motion picBRADLEY'S ork, just con- ture agencies, and will open the Lennen & Michell Hollywood office withtracted for the third time with
in a few days.
Phil Baker on CBS, may go into a
L. E. POSTHLEWAITE of the raswank New York Hotel as soon as
dio department of J. O. Young AdBaker and the program return

OSCAR

On

the desks of Exec-

east.

Shows

will

Co., Kansas City, left last
for Los Angeles to attend the
convention of the U. S. Building &
Loan
League and audition
the
his band play a
on Martin Block's agency's disk series, "Little White

emanate from Hollywood vertising

for three months.

week

Merle Pitt and
return engagement
WNEW "Make-Believe Ballroom"
day at 6:30 p.m.

to-

McCoy and

RAY

SULLIVAN,

Ruthrauff

&

Ryan account executive on Cocomalt,
went to Hollywood to catch the ini-

"Sugar Blue"
gang, making a first appearance in
the west at the Palomar, is picked
up on a CBS network hookup nightly
at 10:45. Also have Larry Kent from
his

the Wilshire Bowl at midnight, except Monday, for late dialers.
"Little Tenderfoot" and "On the
Wide Open Plains", new songs with
words by Johnny Lange and music

licity at N. W.
confined to his

Ayer & Son, N.

home because

Y., is

of

$50,

$25

$10

ill-

Hal Kemp celebrated his
year as a bandleader with his

LOUIS TAPPE, director of continuity for Schillin Advertising Corp.,
has taken over the entire program
and production department due to the
resignation of Lewis Reid.
Pearl
Greenwald, who served as secretary
to Tappe when he was at WHN, has
rejoined him in the same capacity.

Mickey Alpert.

program

CBS rangements

of

find

a

copy

Radio Daily,

for

where there

is

power there

the desire

buying

for Jacques

is

to be well

informed.

Radio Daily has never

had the desire to be the
biggest

of anything.

--Friends, books, work,

Renard and

last Friday.

.

.

in

general things that

.

Whiteman, currently touring westward, is booked for the San Francisco

others.

count most

show

Oct. 31 -Nov. 6, then starts
at Drake Hotel, Chicago,
Nov. 19
Emil Velazco opens Oct.
10 at Show Boat, St. Louis, for six
weeks
Johnny Hamp plays the
Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Oct 28

auto

industry you will

invariably

—

Robert Emmett Dolan, who is California bound. Glover's arrangejnents
CRA Bookings: Lew Diamond and have been featured by Richard Himork get the fall and winter season at ber, Benny Goodman, Tommy DorCovenant Club, Chicago
Paul sey, Freddie Rich and scores of
Chesterfield

in this

Foley is handling the department during Keeley's absence.

Joe Glover is finally winning recognition for the "forgotten man" of
radio the arranger.
Glover, who
for the past 13 weeks has been responsible for the melodic conceptions
on the "Saturday Night Party" program, has won the attention of west
twelfth coast maestros and will do the ar-

nights at 8:30.

affairs

Tom

ness.

by Fred Stryker, have been bought
by Monogram Pictures for "Danger for the Riviera rostrum, has proValley", musical western.
gressed over this period from one
Norman Spencer's new KFWB pro- network broadcast a week to his current daily schedule. The band feagram, "Can You Write a Song?",
tures a trio of vocalists on the air
offers non-professional tunesmiths an
stints, Lois Kay, Lou
Valero and
opportunity to win
or
each week. Original numbers will
be aired each Monday by Leon Leonardi and his orchestra, with a vocal
staff of Verna Osborne, Lee Sweetland, Leonie Le Doux and Robert
Lea available to warble the accompanying lyrics. On the air Monday

and men of

House."

Los Angeles' Paramount Theater is
tial airing of the new Joe Penner
on an orgy of name band bookings,
series last Sunday.
Hal Kemp plays the house the week
STEPHEN R. WILHELM has
of October 14, with Phil Harris and
crew following on October 21, and opened his own advertising offices
in
the Majestic Theater Building,
Rudy Vallee set for October 28.
San Antonio. Others connected with
Emery Deutsch and his orchestra the radio agency include Thomas G.
Conroy and Mrs. Nita Butler. Wilclose at the Rainbow Room tonight
and leave immediately for an eight- helm was formerly connected with
week stay at the Book-Cadillac, De- Payne's Radio Advertising Division.
JOE KEELEY, head of radio pubtroit.

Clyde

utives

in

life

are

open

east to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blue Barron, now at the Southern
Tavern, Cleveland, is CRA's first
1939 booking set to play Gypsy

—

Village, Louisville,
1939, for a month.

starting

Jan.

Ben Marden's Riviera,
fourth month on

celebrating
the coast-to-

week.
The Alpert
band, which was formed especially

coasters

next

be

to

dressed

De(SEZ
CUSTOM CLOTHES

is

great

a

It's

feeling

really

1,

Mickey Alpert, whose orchestra is
heard nightly via WOR-Mutual from
his

f&ANK

.

t- yr yr -w
46 WEST 48 ST.

NEW YORK
•
BR yant 9 9746

well
at

measured by quality,

all

Fine imported materials
smartly tailored
will
give you
times.

that feeling.

know.

been

We

some

best

We

have

dressing
of the

known Ra-

dio,
Stage and
Screen
artists

for

years.

priced
up

Suits

$65 00

not quantity.

..

.

8
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PHILADELPHIA
director

Donald

as

starts a new
gressive educational policy.
and
Jay Faraghan of
g.m.,

WTEL

additions

staff.

WMAS,

at

WILLIAM

DOUDNA, who

L.

re- Williams, Brian Elliott, Jack FitzThe patrick and Charles Inglis at the

signed as radio editor of
Wisconsin State Journal, Madison, mike.
Wis., several months ago to join

Alfred Hubbs has joined the WIP
band under Clarence Fuhr- WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., has reman, while Sylvia Ostroff is the new turned to Madison and is again being
heard over WIBA daily, except
night receptionist.
Ed Robinson has resigned from Sunday.
the WDAS announcing staff to enter

will

Mass.,

Morton

B.

manager

Havey,

Springfield.

Bob Feldman,

WMAS

sports broadcaster,
on vacation.

is

salesman and
in

New York

Ernie Andrews and his band are
Driscoll and Jerry Danzig
being picked up by
from the
celebrate the first year of their WORHotel Kimball three nights a week.
Mutual "Let's Visit" program tonight
F. Turner Cooke, program director;
by visiting New York's oldest hotel
the Cosmopolitan on Chambers St. Warren M. Greenwood, chief announcer, and Georgie A. Baker, staff
of
pianist have formed a new trio and
Herbert
Anderson
is back on the
ap
WICC (Bridgeport) schedules after are airing over WMAS.

studio

private business.

Springfield,

middle-aisle it Dec. 4 with John
Costello of that city, former vocalist

Roy

are the latWFIL's technical

to

WSPR,

ag-

WHAT

La Plante from
est

Alta Russell of the team of Lloyd
and Alta. hillbillies, who air over

was named WFIL's new

Withycomb,

1937

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Margaret Shaffer, present head of
production,
educational

5,

WABI, Bangor,

Dave

WMAS

Me., has been
pointed city editor of the Bangor
Howard S. Keefe, special events
Unit
Ripley
Speer Joins
Commercial. He will continue to be a northern vacation tour.
man is back at his WSPR job after
Charles Speer, for the past nine associated with the station as superWOPI, Bristol: Barnes H. Nash, re- a week in New York.
years associated with the CBS con- visor of news broadcasting.
cently with WHIS as production man
Irma Serra,
song stylist,
tinuity department, resigned yesterJohnny McAllister, (Dad Briarhop- and announcer, has joined here in a auditions with the NBC in Boston.
day to join the Robert Ripley prosimilar capacity
Brown Mule
duction unit headed by Douglas per) of WBT, Charlotte, has gone on
the air for Zenith Radio, thrice program is the first commercial piped

WSPR

.

Storer.

weekly, with Clarence Etters at the by

WOPI

.

.

BIRMINGHAM

and WHIS, Bluefield.

WBRC

piano.

Wilbur Evans Signed

will

jump from

1,000

to

Joe W. Seacrest and Reginald B.
5,000 watts within
a few weeks,
Matthew
McEniry is handling Martin, Central States Broadcasting Manager John Connolly reports.
officials back from Washington.
Co.
"Ansiver Man," combining quiz and
Engineer Jeff Bayne of
is
Kellogg's bought all the Nebraska
man-on-street features, over KLZ,
honeymooning with Grace King of
Denver. Show comes from a Denver home games available for sponsor- station's singing staff.
theater.
Norbourne Smith is the ship, over KFAB.
Bill Young, former
manstooge, with 7-Up sponsor.
WJSV, Washington: Station of- ager, has a new daughter.
Allen McCartee has taken over
WLBC, Muncie: Latest WLBC man ficials appear before the FCC today
Betty Caine, Ray Johnson
to present data anent application for the gridiron mike of WAPI, while
to succumb to the mustachio at indie
Betty Caine and Ray station is Ottis Roush, chief an- increase to 50,000 watts and new B. C. McCoy will handle the job
Chicago
Hugh Conover, for WBRC.
Johnson, both of "Tale of Today," nouncer
Don Russell, local, sales, transmitter site
were married late last week.
staff announcer, won the competition
is handling the Second Annual BiJoe King has joined the announcfor assignment to the new Continent- ing staff of WAPI.
cycle Circus for Optomists Club

Wilbur Evans, baritone, has been
signed as regular soloist to appear
MacDonald on
Jeanette
opposite
Vick's series over CBS on Sundays.
Evans was signed after appearing
as guest on the program last Sunday.

WBRC

WBRC

Wed

—

.

.

.

.

.

Ken

GUEST-ING
JUDY GARLAND,
program

Oct. 12

<

on Ben Bernie

NBC-Blue,

ERIC BLORE. on
program,

Oct.

7

Elza

9 p.m.).

Schallert
11:15

(NBC-Blue,

p.m.)

.

.

.

newcomer

Williams,

.

WLBC

to

announcing staff, is now handling
the "Morning Bulletin Board"
Henry "Harpo" Marks, announcer,
has been selected to handle the
"News for Women Only"
Bill
Craig, commercial manager, has finally bought house, and staff now
anticipates
ye old fashion house
.

.

.

.

.

.

Baking program,

al

the

News"

"Women Make

Jess Willard, station
manager, isn't the only winner of
golf trophies; Harry Butcher, CBS
v.p. here, has won the handsome silver platter offered by National Press
Club, while Larry Elliott, chief announcer, copped the Variety Club
prize, a folding bar.
.

.

.

.

ART GENTRY. DORIS FISHER

and FOUR
Matinee Oct.

STARS,
(CBS,

14

Jimmy
started

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
O.

HANSON

B.

outdoor television
experimental.
After eight years of continuous research and experiment in cooperation with the engineering staff of
RCA. we feel that we are ready to
"All

work

will

be

the

attack

by

sented

many

our

of

strictly

intricate
field

contributions

problems pre-

television.

The

we have made

to the new art, both in matters of
practice and apparatus, will be of
are steadconsiderable help.
ily improving the quality of our

We

images; sometimes
progress
that

it

we can

is

will

rapid.

we
But

feel that

we

our

realize

be a long time before

deliver pictures of outdoor
that will meet the home

events
entertainment requirements."

.

.

.

announcing audition

took

and

recently

3 p.m.).

.

.

Theater engineer,

on

.

.

won

a wager
weatherman,
has
remote broadcasts

Fidler,
series of

from the Muncie

.

.

.

airport.

WHEB, Portsmouth. N. H., will air
the inauguration of Dr. Fred Englehardt as ninth president of the U. of
New Hampshire on Saturday at 2:30
p.m. from the campus in Durham,
N. H. The Governor and many other
notables will be on hand.
KLZ, Denver:
announcer,

staff

Matthew McEniry,
is

the father of a

KSO

in a unique tieup with Tritheaters
and
The
Des
Moines Register, which has been Tuning Reagan's movie success story

States

every

Sunday.

Broadcast

brought

mike and included a phone call from Reagan in
Hollywood and part of the movie
Brothers have sound track. Ken Brown, IBS special

LEFTY GOMEZ, on Kate Smith
program, Thursday (CBS, 8 p.m.).
warming party
Don Burton,
The four Shanks
WALTER R. OKESON. interviewed owner, and the Missus visited friends been
added to the staff of
Maurice Crain, chief
by Eddie Dooley, Oct. 14 (CBS, 6:30 in Kokomo
Toledo, where they will be
engineer,
is
making
some
readjustp.m.)
ments to equipment
C. X. Castle, as the "Kings of Strings."
.

by

WSPD,
known

Iowa

celebrities to the

events chief, handled the broadcast.

Gerald K. Hughes, formerly in the
and sales promotion deBob," a new feature on station partments of Remington Rand Inc.,
WRBL, is becoming one of the most New York, has been appointed sales
popular programs on the station. promotion manager of General ShavRemington
Standing at one of the busiest sec- er Corp., a division of
Hughes
Rand, Bridgeport. Conn.
tions qf Columbus, Bill Doughtery
supervised most of the details in
and Bob Mims, announcers, ad lib
connection with Remington Rand
and interview people in a special
radio programs.
Sunday afternoon fifteen - minute
show.

"Columbus

Chats

The Springfield

with

(Mass.)

Bill

and publicity

Chamber

of Commerce has voted to broadcast
a series of dramatic sketches depicting historical and institutional facts
and
about the city over
WSPR, local stations.

Schuepbach Jr. of the
WMAS
sales staff weds Catherine Lipske of
the Washington Post on Oct. 11 ...
Peter D. Smythe from KVOD has
Ralph R. Sherman has joined the
joined the sales staff, succeeding Fred engineering staff at WKBN, Youngstown, having formerly been a radio
C. Mueller, who went to KVOR
Norbourne Smith of KFXJ has been operator on an ocean liner out of
added to the production department. New York.
girl

.

.

.

.

C.

J.

...After years of negotiation, KLZ
Opening of "Love Is on the Air,"
has convinced Rocky Mountain Conference football officials they should featuring Dutch Reagan, former Des
permit football game broadcasts, and Moines radio sports announcer, for
six games have been set (five spon- its world premiere at the Paramount
with Warren Theater in Des Moines, was broadcast
sored by Kellogg)

WCAO,

Baltimore,

claims

the

oldest daily Radio Clock program
in the country. It's been operating

steadily since 1922.
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September Billings Off
KOAM, PITTSBURG, KAN.

KOAM.
NBC

member

Chicago — "Romance

Pittsburg, Kan.,

will

network on Oct.

11

join
as a

group.
the Pittsburg
Broadcasting Corp. and operates on
790 kcs with 1,000 watts. Network
Station

the

of

southwest

owned by

is

of

Helen

Trent" (Edna Wallace Hopper) celebrates its
l.OOOth broadcast on
Friday over CBS with special
hoopla.
Both Virginia Clark, who
plays title role, and Blair Walliser,
who handles production, have been
with the show since it began.

ON OCT.

JOINS NBC
the

l.OOOth Airing

CBS Shows Gain But NBC and Mutual A re
Under Same Month Last Year —
Cumulative Total is Ahead
NBC
ICE

rate will be $120.

SHOW RETURNING
ON 28 NBC STATIONS

Fizdale Taking Over
Taplinger Business

National Ice Advertising, Chicago,
will return its "Homemaker's Exchange" program to the air Nov. 30
over 28 NBC-Red network stations,
Clairol,
Inc.
(hair shampoo), Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:30-11:45
a.m. with repeat at 12:45 p.m. Donathrough Transamerican, will begin a
new series of broadcasts over the hue & Coe is the agency.
California Radio System on Oct. 8,

Named

Maxon

(Continued on Page 2)

Sponsoring
Pensacola Auto Show
Is

BBC

Will Short Wave
2 Hours Daily to

Montreal

— WCOA

billings last

per cent and

month

per cent,
respectively, as compared with September, 1936. CBS was the only network to report an increase for the
12.5

month.

T

Tom Fizdale, Chicago publicity
man, returns here tomorrow from
the Middle West to gradually take
over the business of Robert S. Taplinger, who has completed plans to
go with Warner Bros, as national 8:30-9 p.m. Series, titled "Let's Go Robert
C. Wilson
press representative for film, radio Hollywood," is set for 52 weeks, with
Radio Director
and other interests. Taplinger will William Rankin Agency placing the
make his headquarters in Hollywood, business
through
Transamerican.
arriving there by Nov. 1. Fizdale will Show will originate from KFWB and
Robert C. Wilson Jr., formerly CBS
give his own name to the Taplinger will be heard over KEHE, KM J, sales representative in New York
(Continued on Page 2)
organization, effective Oct. 18, the
and Philadelphia territory, has been

WCOA

and Mutual

fell off 1.2

CBC

— Arrangements have

been

NBC

combined receipts were

$2,-

with the Red billing $2,057,513
and the Blue $793,068.
The Blue
revenue fell off $100,000 as compared
with the same month a year ago.
Mutual bookings for September
850,581,

(Continued on

Page 3)

ATM AND KEY STATIONS
E

Talks between the AFM and the
appointed radio director of Maxon
Inc.
He has taken up his new duties key stations relative to an adjustwith headquarters at the New York ment and new contract to coincide
with the forthcoming agreement with
offices.
the
Independent
Radio
Network
Affiliates are still being continued.
Utica Mills Starting
It
was expected that negotiations
would be concluded yesterday after10-Week Spot
noon, but at a late hour last night,
nothing definite had been set as a
Utica Mills, through John Thomas

will spon- completed
Pensacola. Fla.
whereby, starting this
sor Pensacola*s annual auto show this week, British Broadcasting Corp. will
year, Nov. 5-7. marking what is be- send via short wave two hours of
lieved to be the first time a radio programs daily, 2-4 p.m. EST, to
station has acted as outright sponsor Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
At Miller, this week is starting a 10for such a show. Elaborate prepara- least an hour of the programs will week series of
spot announcements
tions are being made to top all pre(Continued on Page 3)
on 19 stations in the east and midvious events, according to R. R.
(Continued on Page 2)
Powell,
advertising
manager
of
WCOA. Show will be held at the
RCA executive offices are operating
San Carlos Hotel.
with a skeleton staff on Saturdays
Governor Earle of Pennsylvania
and will remain on this schedule for will talk over 28 CBS stations under
Joins
an indefinite period. Plan was ap- sponsorship of Penna. Publicity ComBoston Rudy Hrank. former sales- proved by General Harbord, chair- mission on Sunday at 10-10:15 p.m.
man at WELI, New Haven, has been man of the board. The RCA-Camden Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh, placed
appointed sales manager of
plant is on a five-day week.
the business.

Campaign

RCA

Reduces Hours

CIO
In

Penna. CBS One-Shot

WORL

Hrank

(Continued on

—

WORL

Still

Interested

Despite repeated setbacks suffered

by the CIO insofar as radio

Radio listeners

in the

New

York

area starting today will have

to

choose between baseball and more
baseball

World

for

Series.

terday had

the

duration

Seven

made arrangements

play-by-play, while
will

the

stations yes-

devote their afternoons

tions

of

interpolate

to

to the series

the

other sta-

bulletins.

Western Broadcasters Back
Departmentalizing of NAB
KOL-Mutual
Delayed

Affiliation

Until

January

Denver — Strong
and its plan

NAB

backing of the
for departmental-

setup is forthcoming from
majority of the broadcasters in the
Reports that KOL, Seattle, was to West who are also endeavoring to
move up its CBS departure date to get out as large an attendance as
Oct. 10 with KIRO becoming the possible for the NAB meeting to be
CBS affiliate immediately, were de- held in New York on Oct. 12. Northnied yesterday by Herbert V. Aker- west broadcasters met on Saturday
(Continucd on

Page

3)

izing

its

(Continued on

Page 2)

activities

concerned,

are

the organization is
still definitely interested in a national
campaign via radio, it was learned
yesterday. Attempts to go network
(Continued on

Choice

2)

Campaign Via Radio

here.

Little

Page

Page

3)

"1

N il A S
Louisville

in

Now

— WH AS

is

Plant
now

en-

sconced in its new studios costing
about $500,000.
Barry Bingham,
associate publisher of the CourierJournal, which owns the station,
and Credo Harris, manager since
its

inception

15

years ago. spoke

at the dedication ceremonies.
tion

is

now a

50.000-watter,

Sta-

with

application in for 500,000 watts.
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Western Station Men
Transamerican Placing
Back New NAB Setup
Clairol Inc. Campaign
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

COmiFlG

G0MG

and

1)

Portland under the guidance of KFBK, KERN, KYA and KWG.
Talent includes Leon Leonardi and
Price 5 Cts. Tom Symons Jr., while another meetWed.. Oct. 6, 1937
Vol. 2, No. 68
ing scheduled for this city had to his orchestra, Owen Crump, comPublisher be passed up due to the inability of mentator,
and Paul Keast, tenor.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
many Western radio men to arrive Network is expected to be expanded
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
here yesterday in time from Portland coast-to-coast
within
another
six
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH
It was thought by Gene O'Fallon of weeks.
A beauty and personality contest
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays KFEL. and an NAB member of the
will be run in conjunction with the
and Holidays at 1S01 Broadway, New York, board of directors, that the broad
!*. Y., by Radio Daily Corp.
J. W. Alicoate.
casters by meeting here could also radio series, the winner to be picked
president and Publisher; Donald M. Mersertalk to Pres. Jos. N. Weber of the after thirteen weeks and given a piceau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
test and contract by Warner
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. AFM who was expected here to at- ture
Editor
Associate
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro,
tend the American Federation of Bros.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of Labor convention. However, Weber
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order. was held in New York due to conRADIO ferences with network key station Fizdale Taking
to
communications
all
Address
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. men. Ed Craney of KGIR was also
Taplinger Business
7-6338.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,
Holly- in favor of a preliminary meeting
Cable address: Filmday, New York.
in

:

:

:

:

:

Over

Calif.— Ralph Wilk,
Phone Granite 6607.

wood,
Blvd.

Hollywood

6425

Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

by the regional broadcasters.
In a letter sent to all broadcasters
O'Fallon pointed out that every radio
station should be represented at the

NAB

meeting

no amount

since

of

FINANCIAL
Oct.

5)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am.

Tel.

CBST

A

6

Tel.

High

Low

Close

1613.1

157V2

1581/4

13

12l/2

43
203 8

403 8

9'A

8%

193/s
9'/8

—
—
—
—
—
— Us
— %

14

123 4

123 4

-

32 1/2

31

31 1/4

243/4

24

CBS B
Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

North American

RCA Common

DTA
DTA

First
tt;

24
24

24
24
12'/2
403,4

19' 8

R
1'4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

.

15

15

15

.

21/4

2'/4

2'/4

l'/4

l'/4

P/4

—

15,g

21/4

- %
Asked

Bid

dustry.

Inasmuch

103/8

113/8

as the

AFM

Key

Stations

Continue Negotiations
(Continued from Page

whole.

Also,

was

it

1)

undecided

whether President Jos. N. Weber of
the AFM would leave for Denver
or remain in town.

WOR

status is also unsettled, due to the fact that Chicago
and Los Angeles key outlets affiliated
with Mutual must agree upon a contract accordingly.

Station

Roesler Joins McGillvra
Chicago George Roeslei. formerly
head of Roesler-Howard, station reps,
has joined the local office of Joseph
Hershey McGillvra. succeeding Harlan Oakes, who went to San Fran-

—

cisco.

will not deal

with the broadcasters individually
O'Fallon stated in his letter that they
must accept the fact of dealing with
the AFM as a group. In closing, the
O'Fallon letter said: "If you expect
to have anything to say about how
many musicians will be put on your
payroll, you can't sit home while the
."
negotiations are on.

property of Warners.
Taplinger office, considered one of
the most successful of its kind in the
country, has such accounts as Guy
Lombardo, Kate Smith. Eddie Cantor,

.

New

WJDX

—

by

Herb Morrison

WJDX.

—

to

WOR

Morrison,
who
George Besse, head of the Chicago
scored the scoop on the Hindenburg
Extend Football Period
office, was taken to the hospital for
disaster, getting the only recording
observation as a result of a motor
has extended its Saturday
of it, has left WLS to join
in
accident.
night football results roundup, origthe east.
inally a 15-minute program, to a full
hour. 8-9.
Richard Brooks, Mel

Chicago

Herb

WNEW

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER

$ 149°°
FOR ONIY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

•

JESTERS

appearance Oct.

go

to

7,

set

Bridgeport for
by NBC Artists

VET BOSWELL

JOHN
Good

Will

Passaic

BERT
during

New

in

is

York from Toronto
conductor of WMCA's
be guest speaker at

ANTHONY,

J

Hour,

will

Masonic Club on Oct. 14.
SALTER returns from European tour
which he set dates for Lee Elliott's

orchestra.

JAMES R. ANCELL. former president of Yale,
now NBC educational director, sails today for
Europe on the Queen Mary with MRS. ANGELL.
GEORGE BURNS AND GRACIE ALLEN expected in New York next Monday on vacation
from

Hollywood.

TOM FIZDALE
row

from

Chicago
interests of Robert

New

arrives in
to take
S.

York

over the
Taplinger Inc.

tomorpublicity

MACK CORDON

and HARRY REVEL, songhave left the west coast for
York on a vacation of about two weeks.

writing

aces,

New
HARRY
who

is

MAIZLISH
now visiting

west

the

of

KFWB.

New

in

Los Angeles,
York, returns to

tomorrow

coast

night.
FRED BIRNBACH. secretary of
yesterday on a bus ness trip to
:

CHARLES
Radio

dated

CREEN,

E.

Artists,

the AFM, left
Minneapolis.
president of Consolileaves
today
for
the

Coast.

DAVIDSON TAYLOR, newly-appointed
tor

of

York

the
after

CBS music
month's

a

division,
visit

back

is

direcin

New

abroad.

Utica Mills Starting
10-Week Spot Campaign

N. Y.

games

Pitt's

WNEW

will carry the World Series
starting today at 1:15 p.m.,

on a feed from CBS.

Drug Trades 1-Hour Show

—

Chicago Consolidated Drug Trade
Products has bought an hour, six
days weekly, for "Lone Trail Opry"
on WGN, starting Oct. 11. Col. Tex
Thompson will emcee.
Benson &
Dahl is the agency.

Majestic Does

Own

Washington Bureau,

Washington

—

Production
RADIO DAILY

Majestic Radio & TeleCorp. has been handling its
production and laboratory opera-

vision

own

tion since last

December,

it

was

First in local

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

".

.

.

The

ORCHESTRA

real

highlight

of

the

BEN GROSS

accounts

Chicago

WGES
{In the heart of Chicago)

re-

vealed yesterday in the corporation's
annual report to the SEC. The work
includes research activities previously
done by Case Electric Corp., Chicago.
Majestic reported no subsidiaries,
listing Davega Stores Corp. of N. Y.
as parent company.

afternoon."

will

in

WNEW

1)

WOR

Wright and Douglas Arthur
handle the mike, with Merle
orchestra in the background.

World Series on

(Continued from Page

Utica knit underwear is the
west.
James Stirton has been appointed plug.
Stations are WEBC, WGBI,
general manager of the New York WBNS,
WCSH, WWL, WBAL,
offices of James L. Saphier, effective WCCO. WEEI. KYW, WTAM. KFH,
Oct. 15, on which date Stirton resigns WMAQ, WHAS, WJR, WGY, WFBL,
from the NBC Artists Service. He WHAM, KDKA and WLBZ.

has been associated with NBC for
the past eight years.
Saphier stated that he is enlarging
his organization's scope and is opening a Hollywood office coincidental
with the expansion of the New York
office.
He will take up permanent
residence in Hollywood at the end
Television Cyclopedia
A new book called Television Cy- of this month. Among the artists
clopedia, designed to clarify techni- represented by the Saphier offices
are: Loretta Lee, Barry McKinley,
cal terms, authored by Alfred T.
Buddy Clark. George Fischer, Harry
Witts, has been published by D. Van
Nostrand Co. It gives the "inside" Salter and others.
on words like telecine, iconoscope,
Art Gentry Signed
raster, multipactor, etc., in 150 pages
of concise definitions.
Columbia Artists has signed Art
Gentry as staff soloist of CBS. Gentry,
member of the Eton Boys quartet,
Announcers at
will continue to be heard with that
Jackson. Miss. Dick Altman, formerly with KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark., group.
Angelo Patri, also under contract
has joined the WJDX announcing
to Columbia Artists, has been set by
staff to handle sports and outside
Mack Davis for three magazine
events.
articles in Women's Day.
Jack Simpson, formerly of NBC
in Chicago, also was recently added
.

AFM and

exclusive

TASTYEAST
personal
Service.

1

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

1)

1

Pfrl

Pfrl

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

(Continued from Page
to
be the

name

help or be entrusted
to anyone in the face of so serious
a situation as a potential strike or Phil Spitalny, Benny Goodman, Bing
stoppage of electrical transcriptions, Crosby, Andre Kostelanetz, Burns
phonograph records, network pro- and Allen and many others. He startgrams or other possible AFM avenue ed his organization in 1935 after beNet of threat. O'Fallon in his letter also ing with CBS press department since
Chg. pointed out that Managing Director its inception.
3%
Price involved in the deal is said
James W. Baldwin stated at the outset, when he first took office, that to be $22,000.
l'/4
the NAB should be departmentalized
31/g
as a means of strengthening the in
Stirton Joining Saphier
proxies could

(Tuesday,

latter

I

3

HOURS DAILY

2:30-5:30 P.M.
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NEW PCOeCAMS-ICCA/

SEPTEMBER BILLINGS
ARE UNDER LAST YEAR

Early Morning Quiz
(Continued from Page

daily program over KFRO, Longwere $119,210, a dollar loss of $17,000 view, Tex., that has aroused much
against a year ago.
interest in East Texas is the regular
Despite last month's losses, cumu- "Top o' the Morning Program." This
lative billings for the nine months program is presented daily at 7-7:30
are well above last year. NBC is a.m. except Sunday. At approximately
up 18.9 per cent with $28,291,115. 7: 15 each morning the interesting
Mutual revenue is $1,299,147, an in- "Question lor the Day" is answered.
crease of 5.7 per cent over the same Typical questions used for a week
period in '36.
Monday "What is the most
are:
valuable patent ever issued?"; Tuesday "Just how strong is the Rock
Still Interested
"What
of Gibraltar?"; Wednesday
famous author produced his stories
In
in much the same manner in which

—

—

CIO

—

Campaign Via Radio
(Continued from Page

1)

York, Washington and Boston
have all met with failure, mainly
because of NBC and CBS policies
stating that the networks will not
permit sponsored series which in any
way concern controversial subjects.
Also included in the rules is a regulation which states that time will
not be sold to any but a recognized
Rules are flexible,
political party.
could
organization
the
however;
legally attempt to break them in
generally
also
is
It
Washington.
in

New

known

that

anti-labor

propaganda

has been allowed on commercial programs now on the networks, therefore giving labor bodies an additional weapon with which to force
the issue should that become a necessity.

On Oct. 11 leaders of the various
divisions of the CIO are scheduled
meet with John L. Lewis and
submit reports on activities to date.
Included in the reports will be a
to

of all radio activities of
the organization during the past season. Radio as a medium of reaching
the people is still expected to become
a reality with the CIO. However any
action to be taken to force national
networks to accept CIO money will
not happen immediately, but will be
discussed after the sessions next

summary

week.

Enlarging Studios
Studios, now known as
International Production Studios, is
enlarging its quarters at 33 West 60th
St., installing complete facilities for

Fototone

any type of theatrical and commerInternational Production
cial work.
Studios will specialize

in

recording

and transcriptions.
Star

WRR,

Program Renewals
Dallas,

renewed Star
Bulletin Board."
airing the show

has

Radio's "Morning
Station has been
since June, 1936.

has renewed "Good Morning Neighbor."

CJCA

IVES'
"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"

WMCA
Mon.

M.

sell."

the

to

—

Institute,"

par-

woman's

program over
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla. Long waiting list for this Wednesday half-hour
program may be traced to a studio
party, wherein sponsors provide ap-

—

propriate gifts for the audience such
as flowers from a florist, fashion hints

from

a dept. store, ice cream from a
dairy, groceries from a grocer. Announcer and pianist on program are
the hosts, and comments of the
guests are aired.

—

a dock?"; Friday "If a German
paid the equivalent of one cent in our
money, what color would the stamp
be?", and Saturday "If there are
off

"Household

ticipating

Henry Ford produces automobiles?";
Thursday "Why can't a person fall

Air Listener Calls

KFOX, Long

Beach, Cal., resumes
popular "Phone In Folks" feature,
in which listeners, phoning in request
numbers, can hear their own voices
17,000 policemen in New York City,
back through the radio. Hal
how many Canadian Mounted Police coming
Nichols is at receiving end of teleare there in all Canada?"
phone, and special amplifying equipment puts complete, two-way con"Solve-It" Series
versation on the air.
WOAI, San Antonio, is airing a
new series of Sunday afternoon
Real Estate Sales by Radio
mystery stories, for which listeners
Rush of participating sponsors is
are asked to provide solutions, with
3 weekly prizes. Stories are written reported by WCOP, Boston, for its
and produced by Production Manager "Real Estate Clinic of the Air." Show
Lew Valentine, with Milam Finance gives New England real estate operaCorp. sponsoring.
tors chance to air homes and lots for
Another new series with the sta- sale or rental. Letters prove broadtion,
sponsored by Seven-Up San casts as property sales medium.
Antonio Co., features football scoring contest, with listeners invited to
"Pocket Size" Program
guess final scores of games 3 days
Pocket size publications find a
before they are played.
Football
commentating by Pat Flaherty, sta- counterpart on the airwaves in
tion sports man, makes up portion of WMCA's "The Voice of the Editor",
a five-minute daily talk on current
this broadcast.
topics.
Program is sponsored by
"Your Life", a pocket mag, with
Prizes for Early Risers
editor Douglas Lurton featured in
"Early to Rise" can win a prize in broadcasts.
a sleep-chaser broadcast in Miami
over WQAM. Scores of nationally
Banking Service Feature
advertised products will go as prizes
to 6 a.m. risers who correctly name
What real banking service can
titles of musical numbers played in mean to everyday folk is
the subthis full-hour program and tell what ject of a new 15-minute
program
they like best about the show. First going over WGL, Fort Wayne, under
choice of prizes goes for best list and sponsorship of the Lincoln National
statement submitted at end of week, Bank & Trust Co. Title is "Money
and so on down the line.
Talks."
its

—

WOAI

KOL-Mutual Affiliation
BBC WilfShort Wav«T
Delayed Until January
2 Hours Daily to CBC
(Continued from Page 1)
berg, CBS vice-president in charge of
station relations.
Akerberg said, "CBS has a contract with
that does not expire
until Dec. 31, 1937.
have made
no plans for an earlier switchover
date."
KIRO is signed to be the CBS Se-

KOL

We

affiliate on Jan.
expiration date of the

attle

1.

(Continued from Page

rebroadcast

Air Japanese Boycott Talk
World Peaceways Forum will disUntil the cuss "An Economic Boycott of Japan"

WQXR

CBS

in Hospital

Mildred Missic, secretary
Taplinger, is in the
minor operation.

to

hospital

Robert
for

a

Inventors' Parley
Paris— Seventh International Congress of Radio Inventors will be held
10-15 at the Sorbonne.

June

contest being sponsored by Sobol Bros. 15 weekly awards
for best prognostications on nation's
grid scores. For details, stop off at any
Sobol Bros. Gas Station ... or tune in
the Sobol Sports Review at 6:30.

Saturday... Yale Bulldog greets Penn Quakers
Sponsor Socony,
!

Agent Getchell and

WMCA

Station
invite you to tune in.
Incidentally, all of the Yale games are
exclubeing broadcast over
sively in New York.

WMCA

Noteworthy among
eres

is

the

this

weeks premi-

SEVEN O'CLOCK REVIEW

presented by Madison Personal Loan.
Talent includes Brusiloff's 14-piece
orch., Jane Clifton, Bob Parker, Jack
Eigen and Guest Stars. Sponsor made
radio debut last Feb. with spot announcements. Upped time to 5, then 15
minute periods as adv. began clicking.

Agency copy-writers and radio-scriptors have been spotted among contestants in BARNEY'S new quiz-bee, titled

"you don't say!".
Come up to our studios at 9

some

night

and test your skill pronouncing such words
as ennui, assignor, fracas, inveigle.
There's a Benrus wrist watch in it for
you ... if you win.

Frankie Basch and Martin Starr.
Street Interview' Team, are

WMCA

stirring up
passers-by

plenty of lather asking
question of the day!

THE

1)

by CBC over its
nationwide hookup. The service is
being provided by BBC without
charge to CBC.
be

on Saturday at 9:30-10
contract, over
cannot become affiliated with p.m.
Speakers will
be Norman
because CBS contracts forbid Thomas, John Nevin Sayre and Dr
J. Max Weis.
association with any other webs.

KOL
MBS

Mildred Missic

thru' Fri., 11:15 to 11:45 A.

"There's nothing she can't

Partying the Audience
They must come early for tickets

A

1)

Lefty Gomez

on
over our mike next
nite as guest of Dick Fishell.

above question

Monday

will give his "slants"
(

?)

!

4
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AMECHE, after a three-week
DON
vacation, returns next Sunday as
emcee of the Chase & Sanborn Hour
over NBC-Red.
Harold J. Sax, formerly sound efsupervisor at Radio City, becomes head of NBC sound effects department here. Post newly created

fects

by Don Gilman.
Volney James

IT'S a

• Now thai the big shows have made
semester, many changes are taking place in the
•
.

.

•

.

.Foremost

is

Robbins Empire,

that firm set to publish

is waxing at AssociCinema for the Rulo account.
Joe Thompson and Myron Dutton,

ated

Miller.

managership

the general

MGMusic

Leo

of

Music

Feist

fall

the industry.

of

Bregman, former right-hand

elevation of Jack

the
to

affiliates

the

for

the

in

Co.,

with

and separate from Robbins &

exclusively

.Robbins will continue with 20th Century-Fox publications (which

..

NBC

a 20-year deal) and other picture companies ... This lift for Bregman
makes him one of the foremost music men in the world today .... Then,

little

closely on the heels of the

producers, have rented a cozy
bungalow of 14 rooms on Grace
Avenue.
Johnny Marvin, vocal guitarist, and

Milton Slosser, electric organist,

who

recently teamed for a new KFI 15minute program, have been signed
staff
as permanent

KFI-KECA

artists.

intended

bride's

Saturday

at

the

William Rose

of

spots

and

shows

Park Central,
the Meroff

KEHE

succeeding Lewis TeeGarden, who
only recently had been upped to that
berth but now leaves the station.
Essary had been connected with the
Allied Advertising Agency.
Ted Turner, wax impresario, has
taken on a sideline in the management of young Ken Sexton, Oklahoma heavyweight.
Grace Gibson, head of the transcription department of 2GB, Sydney,
Australia, and manager for Australia
American Radio Transcription
of
Agencies, sails for vacation home on
the next trip of the Monterey.
Radio Programs Division of Walter
Biddick Co. reports the sale of 39
episodes of "Blair of the Mounties"
to United Broadcasting Sales Ltd.,
Calgary, Alberta.
Emil Baffa, conductor of the Exposition Park Concerts on KEHE
Sundays, has been made a staff
organist at that station.
David Elton, producer of NBC's
"Woman's Magazine of the Air" from
San Francisco, has been transferred
to NBC here in a general production
capacity.
The transcribed "Modern Miracles,"
5-minute disks for Chicago Engineering Corp., on air conditioning, have
been doing such a good job on
that the program has been stretched

KNX

minutes, Sundays.

CBS .... Another

on

crew .... Big news
band booking

will

shift

.

from abroad, states "that the depression has

MANAGEMENT
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

this

who'll

wed

Irving Mills'

is

unit

.

India so badly that snakes

hit

there haven't a pit to hiss in now."

—

—

• • • What is said to be the first and perhaps the last
broadcast o{ the marriage of negro slaves was carried by WEST,
Charlotte, Sunday via remote .... Announcer Chas. Crutchfield got
Engineer Ralph Painter and 2,000 feet of wire and headed for the
wedding site where they plugged in on a four-party telephone line.
From a bush, Charlie described the wedding and let the listeners
hear the solemn words.... In honor of Major Bowes' show coming
to western Montana through the CBS wire to KGVO, Missoula.
Arthur J. Mosby, station manager, has arranged a big parade in
which Chrysler dealers will participate via a parade of floats, etc.

•

•

•

Though

the season

the throes of auditioning

works now

in the

— script

is

in

full

swing now. agencies are

still

in

new shows .... Blackett-Sample-Hummert have two
shows and looking for a name act.
Tomorrow
.

Charles-Dean

show
line.

.

for

.

Street will
set

for

the

news

Main
revert to a policy of vaudeville with Buddy Rogers and band
.Ted Powell will
opening show, followed by Leon Belasco.

.Refreshing

is

the

that

the

Criterion

Theater on

.

wed Ruth Greely

in

five

weeks.

At present Ruth

the

the

in

Chi

Is On" .... Abe Lyman will undoubtedly continue
band on this coming lack Benny program .... Ed Fox,
owner of the Grand Terrace in Chi, now visiting N. Y., was victimized by
.How come
the robbery of $10,000 worth of jewelry from his home.
Bailey Axton is good enough to get more sustaining time yet hasn't a
commercial? He was to get his big break via "Show Boat", for which he
Al Roth's time on
was optioned but then the entire program is to fold
Mistake on the )oe Penner
NBC being switched from Mon. nites to Wed
review yesterday agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan not Young & Rubicam.

company

of

"The Show

hollering about his

.

.

.

.

It's

Wesley hospital.
Glenn Plummer, secretary

mander

E.

McDonald

F.

to

Jr.,

Com-

dent of Zenith Radio, is back at her
desk after six weeks in hospital due
to operation. She is wife of Evans
Plummer, west coast rep of Radio
Guide.
Jackie Jackman of KWK, St. Louis,
visiting at

WLS

studios.
Bill Thall of the Novelodeons quar-

tet and Mrs. have a new daughter.
Robert Lunn of WSM staff, Nashville,
around town visiting local studios.

WLS

has obtained exclusive rights

Food and Better
Housekeeping show from Coliseum,

to broadcasting the

Oct. 9-17.

Reinhold Schmidt, basso of the
Continental quartet, had his new car
completely wrecked in a crash with
a jallopy driven by school boy. Escaped without serious injury. Continentals are starting out on a tour of
theaters Oct. 19. They are heard regularly on Carnation Contented hour.

Jack Hurdle will produce the
"Aunt Jenny Peabody" dramatic program which F. & F. Cough Drops will
present over CBS starting Oct. 18,
three times weekly.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert is the agency.

NEW ORLEANS
Jimmie Wilson was selected to narrate and announce for the Red Cross
giant meeting at Gulfport, Miss.

Irving J. Vidacovich, whose hair
has earned him the name of Pinky,
is stepping out in front of the band
at Chez Paree to sing and emcee
and getting over with both.

Cummings,

H. A.

WWL

auditor,

publicity about

Hisses"

.

.

.Isn't it

coming to U. S., her records were the second
France? .... Another sign-off tomorrow is Bess
Johnson, actress, who was "Lady Esther" on the Wayne King show.
.WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.,
She comes here for featured work
found itself in a spot last Sat. when it was scheduled to air the
Auburn-Tulane game but couldn't because of a gulf storm
Knowing that WBRC, Birmingham, was airing the Ala.-Sewanee battle,
a deal was made to carry the event to WSFA via AT&T lines.
sellers

in

.

.

is

ill.

Prima

reopened his Shim
week, with his own
orchestra coming back from Baton

Leon

Sham Club
Rouge

last

for the occasions.

Shirley is on the Melody
Lane program here, and the Wilson
Irene

sisters,

on the

after

vacationing,

are

back

air.

RADIO ARTISTS!
Contacts!

• • • Wonder why there's so much fuss and
Simone Simon singing in her next flicker, "Love and
that before

at

presi-

.

—

—

office.

Mother and daughter are

born.

is

of the
his first

.

—

—

charge

.

starring

is

in

.

oi British American Productions auditions a musical variety
an important sponsor .... Harry Hershfield leaves his Hollywood
chores next month to return here for air work .... And so on down the

B.

biggest

"The Dream Singer"

for

the

of

bride-to-be

sister,

week

the

of

all

and concentrate on the
Understood that the Calloways and Ellingtons, among
to another large office
Bob Goldstein, just returned

business.

others,

be given

Sonia Merofl, Benny's

is

decision to disband his colored

known

RALPH KIRBERY

Margaret McCrae leaves

that

that Doris Fisher will

trio.

First change in personnel at
since Murray Grabhorn became general manager of the station is the
announced appointment of Howard
Essary, formerly on the production
staff of KHJ, as production manager,

to 15

report here

wed. comes word

the Coast to

flicker

Elaine Dahl, discovery of Bing and
Larry Crosby, now being featured on
a new KFWB program. Musical accompaniment by Don Holland "Tune-

smiths"

is

1937

Ed Voynow's. Ed

at

Edward Petry

local

debuts

their

girl

vice-president

A REPORTER WITH A CONSCIENCE!

6,

Appointments
Correspondence!
Telephone Messages!
We handle these details for you.
Miss Purcell at BRyant 9-2319.

Call

.

MY

PRIVATE SECRETARY

Secretarial Service for
8

West 49th

St.,

Radio
N.

Y.

Artists

C.

Wednesday, October

1937
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AGENCIES
MILTON

H.

SCHWARTZ,

GUEST-ING
for sev-

en years on Lord & Thomas copy
Chicago, has been appointed
staff,
head of Frigidaire account and will
make his headquarters in Dayton,
H. G. Little, who
O., immediately.
formerly headed the Frigidaire account, recently moved to Chi as vicepresident of the agency.
WARD H. WEBB, formerly with
Russel Comer Agency, Kansas City,
has joined radio sales department of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, under
Ros Metzger.
MR. and MRS. R. M. DAVIS of
Mace Adv. Agency, Peoria, in Chicago for Keystone broadcast on WLS
Saturday.

JOHN CLARK SIMS

is

now

asso-

with the Benjamin Eshleman
He will
Co., Philadelphia agency.
handle financial accounts.

&

COLE

new

for
limited.

A. Barnett, Greenwood, S. C. CP for
station.
1370 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
Floyd A. Parton, San Jose.
CP for new
station.
1170 kc, 250 watts, daytime.

W.

new

Oct.

Colonial

26:

CP

Savannah.

COLUMBUS
Bud Sweeney, who formerly broadand results
and WJAY, Cleveland,
is now doing the same over WHKC,
his program titled, "Finding Footcast football predictions

WHK

ball Facts for Fans."

Jerome Reeves has joined the program department of WBNS, and
Cochran has stepped

publicity department.
John Neblett,

WBNS

new

for

Broadcasters,
Inc.,
station.
1310 kc,

100 watts, unlimited.
Seaboard Broadcasting Corp., Savannah.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
CP for
Oct. 27: City of Seattle, Seattle.
coastal harbor station.
2522 kc, 200 watts,
unlimited.
Oct. 28: J. T. Griff en,
CP for new station. 880

on Chase &
(NBC-Red, 8

Fort Smith, Ark.
kc, 1 KW. LS.,

gen, Tex.
CP for new station. 1200 kc,
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
Tom Olsen, Port Angeles, Wash. CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 250 watts, daytime.

Radio

Club, Inc., Anchorage,
Alaska.
CP for new experimental station.
3492, 6425 kc, 175 watts.
Colonial Broadcasting Corp., Norfolk.
CP
for new station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Pinellas Broadcasting Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla.
CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
WJBL, Decatur, 111. Autli. to transfer
control of corp. from Charles R. Cook to
Decatur Newspapers, Inc.
127
share9
V-

common

Hour,"

stock.

on "Broadway

tonight

(WHN,

hand

analyst, on

Strickland program, Oct. 9

Glenna

(WNEW,

11 a.m.).

DALE

CARNEGIE,

Lobby," Oct.

13

on "Hobby
(CBS, 7:15 p.m.).

PAULINE LORD, MICHAEL LORING and ROSE BLANE, on Hammerstein Music Hall", Oct. 8; EARL
LARIMORE, on same show, following week (CBS, 8 p.m.).

El Paso.
CP for increase in powhours of operation.
1350 kc, 500

KTSM,
and

er

watts, unlimited.
Oct. 29: Valley

Publishing

Harlin-

Co.,

NEW
WMCA:
Kingway

BUSINESS

Sobol

Press,

Herbert's

Bros.
Service
Stations;
Inc.; Socony- Vacuum Oil;
Stores;
Kings County

Jewelry
Communist Party;

Madison Personal Loan;
Macfadden Publications, Inc.; Fabian Operating

Corp.

WMT-KRNT

into the

by
is now being sponsored
Cussins & Fearn in a daily stint.
street",

Network):

Sterling

Products, "Young Widder Jones," through
Thompson-Koch
agency;
KRNT, Lydia
of

Experience,"

through

WHO, Des Moines: Campbell Cereal
(Malt-O-Meal), "Rube Appleberry," through
Adv'g Co., Chicago; Brown
& Williamson (tobacco), Saturday football.
Mitchell-Faust

KPVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo.: Philco,
news, through Artophone Corp. of St. Louis;
Skelly
Oil,
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago; Chevrolet, Campbell-Ewald
National Oats, spots.

WBRC,
Dr.
of

"man on the

(Iowa

Birmingham: Lydia E. Pinkham;
Syrup Pepsin; General Mills

Caldwell's

Minneapolis;

Roi

Tan

Cigars;

Ironized

Yeast.

WHB,
ETs;

Kansas

Chevrolet,

City:
Stewart Warner,
"Musical Moments."

SEATTLE

RICHMOND

Lucy, general manager of
Leta Watson, for several years with
WRVA, has created two new execu- KOMO-KJR, is now traffic manager
tive positions, Public Relations Di- at KIRO.
rector and Business Manager, and
Grant Merrill, recently with
appointed Walter Bishop and Barron KOMO-KJR, has gone to Hollywood.
Howard to fill them.
Vic Hurley is the new head of the
Robert Mitchell, director of public
continuity department at KOMOrelations at WMBG, has returned
KJR.
from a business trip to Chicago.
C.

T.

Hcd Gordon Signed
Artist-Sponsor Tieup
Hal Gordon, selected as the tenor
In a new mail piece being sent out
on Tim and Irene's WOR-Mutual by KCKN, artist and sponsor are
program after a competitive audition both pictured in a layout noising the
in which 20 tenors tried out, makes station's excellent results with airing
his first appearance on the show of "Your Neighborhood Reporter."
Oct. 17. NBC Artist Service set the Pix of comely Reporter Virginia
deal.
Wallace and Sponsor Frank Butler
of Butler Music Store lend personal
air of authenticity, as copy stresses
applause for Virginia, who goes on

er the musical direction of

MARK WARN0W
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

10-10:45 P.M.

EASTERN TIME

OVER THE RED NETWORK OF THE

in "Butler's Brevities."

Tell Production Story

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

A

new
WOAI, San
Greetings from Radio Daily
October 6

Cork O'Keefe
Charles Pearson

four-page
folder
from
Antonio, illustrates with
pix outstanding examples of station
production, plus general information
on station's business. Issued simultaneously is a piece showing in cartoon form the results of survey conducted by satisfied WOAI client.

MARK WARNOW

EXCLUSIVELY

8

p.m.)

MARKA,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Anchorage

GUY ROBERTSON,
Melody

daytime.

Pinkham, "Voice
Erwin-Wasey.

sell.

Tommy

10

INC.,

the Montag Stove Works, Portland.
H. B. LeQUATTE, president of L.
H. LeQuatte Inc., is on the editorial
advisory board of the new pocketsize magazine, Sales Scrap Book, pubLeague of
Salesmen's
lished
by
America Inc. in the interests of men

over

George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal.
station.
1440 kc, 500 watts, un-

Oct. 25:

CP

Portland, Ore., is planning a new
campaign for the new Montag Comfort Master, air conditioning unit of

who

Sanborn Hour, Oct.
p.m.)

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

ciated

MAC WILKINS

ACTIVITIES

F. C. C.

MIRIAM HOPKINS,

by COLUMBIA ARTISTS, INC.

—

.
.

6

¥
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One

•

of a Series of Who's

Who

1937

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

•

in the Industry.

6,

JOSEPH LOPEZ
JOSEPH

LOPEZ,

station supervisor of

WICC.

RICHARD HIMBER

Bridgeport. Conn., entered

House

department of WNAC. Boston, alter
graduation with high honors as a concert baritone irom the New
England Conservatory ol Music. Returning irom war service with the YD
division, severely ill, he defeated doctor's diagnosis of never using his voice again by
successful study and concert appearances in
the Boston area. By a proverbial last minute
substitution. Lopez became an announcer
connected with WBZA and WNAC in Boston
from 1926 to 1931. As chief announcer, his
varied routines included the broadcasting of
operas, ball games, symphonic programs and
network shows, continuing his concert work
throughout New England.
In 1931 he was assigned a manager of
radio

the

EXECUTIVES

EVERYWHERE
TELL US....

the

in

iield

sales

by Lou Diamond of Paramount Pictures for a three-reel musical short to be made at the Paramount-Astoria studios during the
week of October 17. In addition to
orchestra, Himber will present
Allen, baritone; the Adrian
Rollini Trio, novelty instrumentalists,
and Himber's newest singing protege,
18 year old Peg Newton, who will
make her professional debut as a
songstress in this picture.

his

Stuart

Fred Robbins. Frances E. Fishman
and Robert H. Calvert have resigned
jrom Radio Orchestra Corp., it is
announced by Norman E. Campbell,
general manager.

Fooled the doctors on
his return from war..
and educational programs, increasing of power and CBS affiliation, to a point where, as a basic
member of the NBC-Blue network, WICC holds an enviable position in

THEY KEEP.

of

service

When Lou Breese and his French
Casino orchestra play at the National Horse Show, Madison Square Garden, Nov. 3-10. military music will
be supplanted by modern tempoed
rhythms.

the radio field.

widely known throughout the WICC coverage area as the "Memory
Song Man" for the production of a three-year-old series of commercial
program featuring old-time melodies and for his varied air and theatrical
productions and appearances.
Statistics:
Lives in Fairfield, Conn.; married, six feet tall, gray-black
hair, brown eyes; likes fishing, swimming, bowling; known to a thousand
Connecticut friends as "Joe."

He

UP WITH

WHAT'S

.

.

is

.

IN

Kenneth V.

RADIO

.

.

Curtis,

.

WEEI

a

RADIO DAILY
FIRST THING

EVERY

MORNING...

Zerlina Nash, vocalist on the

control

is

Lloyd

eloped last
Hansuld, singer

player,

whose

artist

former
with CBS,

Gallup,

now

WEEI
in

WHB

week with

staff,

The Blue Danube String is now aland guitar ternating with Jeno Bartal's orcheswas fea- tra in the Georgian Room of the Ho-

hillbilly unit

WHB
KMBC

sales is confined
a bad cold.

to

town

an- pital since undergoing an emergency
for appendectomy early in September, is
back with the Texas Rangers.

The staff at WEEI presented Roy
Marks, sales manager, with a beautiful Seth Thomas clock on learning
that he had been secretly married a
few months ago. Mrs. Marks is the
former Mary Ann Nelson.
Mildred Carlson has added a new
account, Elizabeth's Lima Beans, to
her Home Forum on WBZ-WBZA.
Bill Cunningham will broadcast his
regular Friday program over WNAC
and Yankee network on Oct. 15
from WBAL, Baltimore, where he
will be on the eve of the HarvardNavy game, which he will cover
next day.
Edward B. Hall has a new commercial series on WBZ-WBZA, "What
it
Takes to Get the News."
Charles Phelan, sales manager at
Yankee network, has bought another

increase.
A. L. Frasier,
back from vacation,
Marquard finally takes

WDAF

George

Halley,

technician,

Sammy Kay will play at the Senior
Karlton Prom. Lehigh University, Bethlehem,

and
his.

KMBC

director
of national program
returns
to Chicago today after a brief visit
here.
E.

*

Pa., Oct. 22.

sales,

Ivan Flannery has been signed by
weekly football
to handle

KCMO

broadcasts.
Bob Davis,
announcer, has
sponsored
specialty
developed
a
along the order of Edgar Bergen

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
HUGH STUDEBAKER

KCKN

and Charlie McCarthy.

dummy

Little

He

calls his

Johnny Walker.

"On

the air, drama has been
entirely shorn of the obtrusive per-

and what rean almost pure dramatic

sonality of the actor

mains

is

radio the play's the
of the audience isn't diverted or distracted by
the appearance, gestures or mannerisms of the actor, but is wholly
distillate.

thing.

INDIANAPOLIS
Ben Wilbur, newly acquired
announcer

at

WFBM,

joins

the

staff
list

newlyweds Saturday, when he reWBZ's Arthur Feldman off on vaca- turns to Columbus to be married to
tion motor trip to Washington and Lillian Ziegfeld, cousin of the late
Chicago and back to Boston. Keyes Flo Ziegfeld.

*

Norris, violinist.

The Biltmore Boys have left the
Larry Sherwood, KCMO station Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo,
of WBZ
manager, is back from Washington, where they were heard over the
his home with
after attending the FCC hearing on NBC network, on Sept. 30, making
his station's application for a power way for Lang Thompson's orchestra.

few days.
Gordon B. "Babe" Norris

racehorse.

*

his orchestra
three
mornings
Bridgeport. Ditto

tured at
some years ago. They tel Piccadilly. It is featured after
are now honeymooning in Chicago.
the regular dance sessions, and plays
Paul Sells,
entertainer who the latest in Continental music exAccident Insurance Co. each Sunday
has
been
confined
Research
Hosto
at 6:45, over WBZ-WBZA.
clusively.

Frank
nouncer

BY READING

Bobby

KANSAS CITY

engaged to Elizabeth
Meader of Lynn.
Edward B. Hall's "The News Behind Tomorrow's Headlines" is now
being presented by North American
engineer,

.

heard

being

weekly on WICC,

BOSTON

WHAT.

Andy Jacobson and
are

.

and his Essex
have been

signed

the southern Connecticut outlet for the Yankee
web, WICC effecting in his career a continued
successful growth of the station including
construction of new studios and transmitter,

advancement

Orchestra

of

Jack Stilwell, WIRE announcer,
Perrin will take over the special
leaves for Chicago to join WLS.
events assignment.
Morris Hicks, WIRE sport-slants
Don Stanier of the WBZ transmitter staff at Millis has returned announcer, returned to the air after
a month's vacation.
from a two-week cruise.

absorbed
plot

and

obviously
at best,

In

The attention

by the play itself,
characters. There is
artificial

stage set

its

no

that,

can create only an imper-

Instead the
transported in
imagination to the place and time
in which the story is laid."
fect illusion of reality.

radio listeners

are

Wednesday, October
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"ZION VARIETY SHOW"
Zion

WMCA.

National

Mondays, 7:30-8 p.m.

Adi^ertiser's Broadcasting Co.

Ireene Wicker in

"KELLOGG SINGING LADY"
Kellogg Co.
WOR-Mutual. Sundays. 5-5:30 p.m.

N. W. Ayer & Son
DRAMATIZATION FOR
MUSIC PLAYS MAKE DELIGHTFUL ENPROVES ENTERTERTAINMENT FOR YOUNG AND OLD.
TAINING. EDUCATIONAL.
Back on the air with her musical

MUSIC

JEWISH

7

RADIO DAILY

AND

CLIENTELE

plays after a summer recess, Ireene
Wicker presents a charming halfhour of entertainment that will appeal to the older folks as well as to
the youngsters for whom it is primarily intended.
Miss Wicker and her accompanist.
Milton Rettenberg. supply the music,
when the plays are not based on
operas or other standard compositions, and among the works to be
incorporated in the new series are
"II Trovatore", "Aida", "Martha" and
"Oberon", in addition to original
English.
Parts of the dramatization dealt music plays like "Sleeping Beauty",
in
Wonderland",
"Snow
with a shooting in Palestine last "Alice
week and Rabbi Stephen Wise*s com- White", etc.
Initial airing dealt with the life
Actor
ment regarding the action.
impersonating the Rabbi wasn't a of composer Verdi, with dramatizaHowever, the tions of the youth's struggles in order
bit like the original.
one who attempted Justice Hugo to realize his musical career.
Program
very
efficiently
was
Black delivering his radio answer
the other night was so good that for handled from the acting and proa time it was believed that a record- duction standpoint.
ing of that address was being used.
Then a bit dealing with the kosher "Magic Key of
butcher's strike in town helped to
Sunday's 2-3 p.m. program for the
get the commercial into the picture. RCA family of affiliates, on the NBCOutstanding feature of the show was Blue network has added another
Bobby Miller's singing of "Let's Sing stunt in the way of international
Again." Another vocalist was Anna broadcasts, a series of two-way conFarber, who did something called versations between American and
"When I'm 17." As a whole, the show foreign news commentators. First
was good and should sell the prod- one last Sunday was held between
uct due to its concentrated appeal.
Linton Wells, local commentator and

Zion National, kosher butchers of
Y., debuted a half-hour musical
and dramatized program with the
idea in mind to appeal to their prospective customers only but at the
same time delivered a show for the
mixed population of the vicinity.
Outside of a few solos by Bobby Miller. 14-year old cantor, who was assisted by a choir in Hebrew, and Gertrude Bullman's offering, the show
leaned toward the Hebraic situation
in the world, and was performed in
N.

—

RCA"

author,
Birchall,

who

interviewed Fred
European correspondent

T.

"LIFE OF
Lehn

MARY SOT HERN"

&

Fink

Hinds)
Mondays through

W ABC-CBS.

(

Fri-

birthday

There is always a gay and festive
half hour to be had on WOV and
other stations at 1:30-2 p.m. on Sun
days, when "Music in Many Moods"
is presented by Julio Occhiboi's 25piece orchestra, with Amelia Sanan-

together.

the

This talented pianist on Saturday
afternoon presented the first of a
series of four recitals over WQXR,
explaining his numbers as he went
along. His first program was devoted
to tracing the influence of the dance

possibility of a
near future.

N.

Y.

WLW

WLW

Many

dras, soprano: Nicholas Consentino,
tenor, and a male chorus, much along
the lines
of
the
French-flavored

"Manhattan

Merry-go-Round"

NBC. Though

talent lineup

is

on
wholly
always

Italian,
program contents
have general appeal for music lovers

of all classes.

for

Times.

—

in

He

the part of Alice.

discussed the present condition of guest star policy previously emBroadway legitimate theater and ployed. New series is still musical,
made some sound observations: then but also has Jack Eigen and his
commented upon the recent new "Broadway Newsreel" as a permaplays. The social, economic and ar- nent feature. Helen Morgan was the
tistic as well as entertainment as- featured guest on the initial airing.
pects of the drama will come in for Program was handled well and was
his
consideration,
and his talks superior to previous attempts. Show
should prove engrossing and helpful is under the sponsorship of Madison
to stage followers. But his delivery Personal Loan and is heard Sundays.
needs a little pep.
9:30-10 p.m.
the

CLYDE BARRIE
CBS
Thursday

6:15

P.M.

to

celebrants
of
preceding
week reveals the perfect-dictioned
(WLW
David Ross holding forth with Russian accents in addition to his spot
Surprising
multi-vox
ENTERTAINING SERIAL OF SMALL as emcee.
TOWN GIRL WHO MAKES GOOD IN serves him well in comedy roles of
Russian doctor and squeak-voiced
HOLLYWOOD.
Baby
Sonja.
plus
some
lesser
Produced by Don Becker and for entries, but brighter lines would
some time a popular feature in the have made him more impressive.
territory, this daytime serial Show,
filling
difficult
8:30-9 p.m.
went network this week on CBS as schedule, offers good-feller hilarity
well as the
Line and should
background, with some occasional
thereby attract a goodly share of ap
greetings, and good music from Fredpreciative fans.
die Rich ork and chorus. Four Eton
Story, not particularly different Boys and Ruth Carhart.
Phil Cook
from the usual run of serials, is about said hello by way of shaking hands
a girl from a small town and her on his birthday, and this type of
budding success in Hollywood, with guesting may be permanent feature.
the accompanying conflict in decidGood angle was opening of birthing between her simple hometown day book to read names of
the famfriends and her career.
ous sharing birth-dates with bornCast, which was brought to New
ons
among the listeners.
This
York to carry on the episodes, is uni- seemed a natural for some brief
formly good.
biog drama, but names only went
into the microphone, including Lord
Nelson and Groucho. On the whole,
"Music in
Moods"
program sounded like a throw-

WHN

days. 5:15-5:30 p.m.: also
Line). 4:15-4:30 p.m.
William Esty & Co.

The show caught last Sunday
Topic was the started
with an aria by Miss SananEuropean war in the dras,
by the orchestra in
RCA Communications "Dancefollowed
of the Little Fauns," then
pickup was perfect and the talk was
Consentino in a lament titled "One
highly interesting.
Hidden Tear" from a Donizetti
Milton Cross and Howard Claney
opera, a number by the chorus, a
handled the mike, the former as emsymphonic selection by the orchestra,
on music of the past, winding up cee and the latter on the credits. a duet by the vocal stars and finally
with a composition of his own. It Frank Black and symphony orchestra a medley of Italian martial
airs.
was interestingly done and very en- was heard as usual, with the guests
Sponsor is G. Ceribelli & Co.
tertaining for lovers of piano stuff. including John Charles Thomas, in
two groups of songs. Jolly Coburn (Brioschi). and other stations getting
orchestra and the Tune Twisters, and the program are WRAX. WAAB.
The announceof course Danielle Darrieux. foreign WSPR and WELL
"Alice in Wonderland"
movie star, who talked and sang a ments, in English, are very efficiently
Columbia Workshops presentation song on her radio debut here.
handled by Charles Perry.
of "Alice in Wonderland" over CBS
at 8-8:30 p.m.
Sunday was strictly
kid stuff, with the added disadvan- John Gassner
A serious student of the theater, "Nat Brusiloff Presents—"
tage of being tough to put over beNat Brusiloff on WMCA last SunJohn
Gassner, critic and lecturer, made
cause in a fantasy of this kind so
much depends on visual values in- a fair start in the first of his series day resumed his former WOR series
stead of just sound.
Helen Claire titled "The Week in the Theater" entitled "Nat Brusiloff Presents
did as well as limitations permitted over WQXR at 5:45-6 p.m. Saturday. and added a few new features to the

Bernard Gabriel

"Your Birthday Party"
Sundays initial CBS salute

"Al Barrie' s Mellydrammers"
the
Burlesquing
oldtime
melodramas, these presentations by Al
Barrie on WNYC. Saturdays at 5:305:45 p.m., contain more than a few
chuckles. They are different, for one
thing. Barrie writes, produces, acts
and sings pop songs in the shows.
Last Saturday's episode concerned a
spat between hero Jack Dalton and
his wife Nancy, over the latter's
mother, thereby giving villian Percival Worthington a chance to step in.
but Jack returns at the crucial

moment.
Briefly
Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe and his news
about the Dionne Quintuplets returned to CBS Monday at 4:45 p.m.
for a thrice-weekly stint on behalf
of Lehn & Fink <Lysol>.
It
is a
welcome program, especially for
mothers, due not only to the wide
interest in the doings of the Quins
but also because of the down-toearth appeal of Dr. Dafoe's remarks.

Another of the popular serials.
"Follow the Moon." resumed activity Monday at 5-5: 15 over CBS. with
Nick Dawson and Elsie Hitz carrying on in the principal roles for Lehn
& Fink's Pebeco.
General tone of
this week's first installment was very
much along the lines of the previous
episodes.

AL

n

OX A II

and

his

I

I

orchestra

Opening at the Rainbow Room

TO \ Kali

I

For Fall and fainter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

8
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Janet Baird, NBC interviewer, still
in bed following a tonsil and nasal

STATIONS Cr AMERICA

operation.

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

KYA

KPO

Sherdeman, NBC H'wood producer,
and Kim Britenstin, of the HixonO'Donnell agency, also came along.
broadcasts from Seattle next
week and Portland the following

Show

stanza.

Lee Strahorn is now producing the
"Bughouse Rhythm" scripts for MaeJack Meakin's

TC

show.

Joe

Thompson, NBC Hollywood writer,
has been doing them and using the
mailman, but arrangement has been
awkward.
Ralph A. Brunton, g.m. of KJBSKQW, left Thursday night for Washington to attend hearings on application

PHILADELPHIA
Hal Simonds of WFIL is the sports
commentator on the new "Friday
Night Quarterback" football fore-

Radio Stations

will air the

plete cast broadcast for Richfield Oil
from the War Memorial
via
Opera House Wednesday night. Ted

for

increase

in

power

for

WSAR—Fall
1,450

WDAS adds Agnes Tolle from the
Adelphia Hotel to its remote wire
list.
This is the only harp program

River, Mass.

Kc— .1,000

Walts

in

WILLIAM

WELCH. Owner and Manager

venture as little more than a plaything.
Today, the station is a 1,000-watter
Yankee networks.

WSAR

tions.
affiliated

with

the

Mutual,

and

Colonial

Music Bldg. at 102 South Main St.,
Fall River, consist of five rooms on the fifth floor and seven rooms on the fourth
The
floor, including a large broadcasting studio, business offices and control room.
transmitter is on the west shore of the Taunton River in the town of South Somerset.
Motto of the station, like the motto of Fall River, is "We'll Try." Among the
station's outstanding features is one of the oldest independent news services in the
history of radio, conducted by Jack Fitzgibbons.
Foreign language programs also play
an important part on the WSAR schedule, with French, Italian, Portuguese and other
studios,

on

features

the

located

in

the

Academy

of

list.

Francis

director,
as

well

J.

special

as

McLaughlin Jr. handles
and Philomena J.

events,

been

has

named by

the

Williams,

the newest addiannouncing staff.
former WIP an-

nouncer and baritone singer, is now
heard over the inter-city network
over WIP.

The Happy Valley Boys
are adding two

new

faces;

of

WCAU

Sary Jane

and Sunbonnet Sue.
Fred Ford, WCAU sport announcer,
returns to the air after a long

ill-

ness.

WDAS

has a

new

programs with his
Ramblers every Sunday.
Fred Weber of WFIL is preparing

a

of

new

Irish

series

of

poet -philosopher

programs.

Ruth Schooler, secretary to NBC
Studio Manager John Swallow, has
announced her engagement to Larry COMMERCIAL staff of WBTM,
Wright, musician.
Danville. Va., rounded up no less
Dick Bertrandias, assistant radio than 20 new accounts in the past
editor "Post-Enquirer" in Oakland, month, which wasn't a bad showing,
goes into the NBC publicity office according to John M. Croft of Piedshortly. Opening came as a result of mont Broadcasting Corp. Among the
switch promotions at the NBC offices big firms were American Chicle,
here.
Phileo radios. Atlantic Refining, Dr.
Gordon Brown, with KJBS for Pepper and others.
several years as the "Night Owl,"
has started in KYA's technical deOlaf Soward, news commentator of
partment as an operator.
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., has reKarl Baron, new KYA announcer, sumed his "Crossroads of History"
marries Gwendolyn Sasso next Sun- for the second year under same spon-

KSFO

Alun

is

WCAU

Pat Stanton of

Infant daughter of Jack and Kay
Proctor, publicity and marital partners, died the day following birth.

Electrical Appliance Society to write
and produce a series of ET dramas,
part of a $40,000 campaign to be run
this month in the interest of selling
new high fidelity radios. All outlets
here are contributing time. J. C.
prod, mgr., preparing
Morgan,

Harry Marble
tion to the

series
Irish

compositions.

day.

the City.

Stoney McLinn, sport director of
T.
WIP, inaugurates a new series of
weekly "Football Rally Broadcasts."
WSAR, owned by Doughty b Welch Electric Co., Fall River, is the third oldest William Klayss starts a new series
station in New England and one of the pioneer stations of the entire country. of organ programs over WDAS from
It
was founded Sept. 21, 1921, by William T. Welch, who is the present owner the Carman Theater by remote.
and manager.
Stan Lee Broza, WCAU program
in the little back
room director, will
Its first license was for 50 watts, with studio located
take active charge of
of the Doughty & Welch Electric Co. headquarters, and Welch looked upon the new stations new
Thursday weekly audi-

then he goes to New York
Josephine Y. Welch is program
for NAB meet.
production and public relations work
Orpheum
the
set
for
Muse
Clarence
Mauretti is the office chief.
week of Oct. 13. Will feature "Sleepy
his
of
Time Down South" and others

KQW,

1937

cast.

music of Carvel
Craig and ork who began an engagement at Sweet's ballroom in
Oakland on Thursday.
Olsen and Johnson and their com-

stro

S.

6.

OMAHA
one studio audience show a night
Jettabee Ann Hopkins, who has
Gordon Wilcox, former
(Bos- been writing, directing and acting
ton) man, has joined as announcer the role of "Jerry" in the series of
Alison Tripp is a continuity staff skits called the "Jangles" sketches
.

.

.

WHDH

.

.

.

has joined WOW's staff. She will
revive the series when tests for the
role of "Jack" are completed.
Gus Van, formerly of Van and
Nino Rinaldo's ork from New York
Schenck, and Nino Rinaldo's ork and Gus Van, who has just completed
have opened at Chez Paree, Omaha. an engagement at the Chicago Theater, Chicago, opened Friday night at
the Chez Paree.
A trial "man of the street" broad- John K. Chapel,
announcer,
cast, aired by KLZ in Denver from and Mrs. Chapel are back from a
"Five Points," in the heart of Den- European tour.
sor.
ver's Harlem, proved such a success
Gaylord James Avery, formerly of
that the program has been scheduled KABR at Aberdeen, S. D., has joined
as an announcer.
Leo Poulette, announcer at WHAM, as a regular Thursday night feature.
"Easy Song Fest," sponsored by
Rochester and known to air audi- The program reunited a team that
Outfitting
ences as Don Harris, shifts to WIND, was a favorite of Denver audiences Union
Co.
and Easy
several seasons ago Matthew Mc- Washer Co., started yesterday over
Gary, Ind., about Oct. 15.
Eniry, announcer, and Larry Robar, WOW, airing from the Omaha Theaemcee.
ter,
with Eddie Forrester, theater
addition.

WOW

WOW

—

Wilmar Simpson, former announcmanager, as director. A different
at KTSA, San Antonio, is now
"Ceiling
Zero,"
the
stage
and musical organization will be preband
in the Gunter
Blake's
with
Tom
Under direction of Producer Reiscreen hit, will be the next radio sented each week.
Hotel there.
land Quinn, KYA has launched a
adaptation in which Tyrone Power
new series of programs called "Cur"Stump Me," which returned to the will appear for Woodbury's, next
tain 7:45," a sequel to Quinn's successTWO WAY COMMUNICATION
Sunday over NBC-Blue.
ful series of last spring entitled "The air in its sixth year last week over
List
WISN, Milwaukee, under Elmer and
Little Show."
Price
in mail
Ira Blue, NBC commentator and Woody, set an all-time record
Slim Eberhardt, cowboy singer, has
initial
show.
the
response
to
became
father
the other
sportsman,
a
been added to the staff of WAAW,
night just as he went on the air.
Omaha.
per
station
WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.: S. G.

KSFO

er

them.

$15

Persons, president, has accepted the
1

,

state
hraties

Champions of Harmony"

Elmer

.

.

.

Earl Caton, formerly of

WA1M

and WOPI. is now doing duty
as announcer here.

Sponsored by General Mills

|

j

WMCA

2:30-5:30 Daily
j

WRBY,

ACTON E

NAB chairmanships
by NAB prexy John

district

tendered him

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD
|

and

Waterbury: Dave Halpern,
manager, has inaugurated a policy of

transcription

needles

100% shadowgraphed
Ask

any Station technician
for most
America's broadcast units rely on
these brilliant playback and steel cutting
needles.
Samples on request.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell. Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO.. Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
of

;

Inter-'phones, office to office, studio to
studio, factory, house to garage, remote
controls and hundreds of other uses. Positive in operation.
Simple to install. Modern in appearance. Any number of 'phones

on same

line.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

Ltd.
U.S.A.

Serving the Better Interests of Commercial Radio and Television
VOL.

2.
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320 Stations Air Series
On
looking
tp....AND
LISTENING

IN

48 CITIES SPONSORING

GEORGE JESSEL SERIES

"Thirty Minutes in Hollywood",
Radio is pay- the George Jessel and Norma Taling a big price madge series which starts Sunday for
in more ways than cash for the privilege a period of 26 weeks over 72 Mutual
has lined up commercial
of using film "names" as guest stars or stations,
sponsorship in 48 cities to date, acas steady program attractions.
Inc.,
In addition to the regular commercials cording to Redfield-Johnstone
on these shows, it now seems to have agency handling the show. The probecome necessary to drag in a certain gram will originate on the coast,
amount of plugging for the star's pictures with Tommy Tucker's orchestra and
past, present or future, and sometimes Amy Arnell included in the talent.

Record Audience Hears Opening Game in
Annual Baseball Classic Many
Commercial Shows Edged Out

—

COSTLY TALENT

—

all

What

Howard
went

Zile,

WCBD

engineer,

sleep at the

top of station's 400-foot vertical radiator reto

cently after long hours of testing.
A safety belt kept him out of obit

columns.

three.

Not only

that,

but the

men who make

movies have become radio publicity
conscious, so the artists they have under
contract must go in for a certain amount
of brss-plugging as well, even though
the

Arrangers Plan Guild;
Seek Hookup With AFRA ROSENTHAL WILL HEAD

A new group, tentatively called
mean
of these men often
ARTISTS
the Arrangers' Guild, is now being
a radio audience.
organized with 14 charter members
is a bad practice, cheapening allIt
around, and should not be allowed to already enrolled under the leaderLawrence W. Lowman, vice-presiship of Joe Glover, musical arranger dent of CBS, yesterday announced
go too far.
for numerous radio and film con- the appointment of Herbert I. Rosen(Continued on Page 3)
thal as general manager of Columbia Artists Inc.
Rosenthal, associOne reaOF
ated with the program department
of Time" Shifts
son why
of CBS for the past seven years and
there is so much boiler-plate similarity
Earlier Spot
among the orchestras on the air these
assistant director of program opera(Continued on Page 2)
days is because 80 per cent of the band
"March of Time," which switches
leaders are too busy trying to be comedians to pay enough attention to music. to NBC-Blue from CBS next MonLet's hope Leo Reisman, Al Roth, Eddie day, has obtained an earlier period, Using 22 Stations
Duchin, Andre Kostelanetz, Erno Rapee 8:30-9 p.m., instead of the 9-9:30
Series
In Royal
and at least a few others are able to p.m. originally set.
hold out against the yen to stooge.
the

names

nothing

CHARACTER

OUT

"March
To

on NBC

Toy

10 Stations for Rit

—

At

least

22

(Continued on Page 3)

BUREAU NBC AGAIN TO AIR OPERA

CBS

to

believed to have been one
daytime audiences of
the year tuned in on the World
Series, heard on combined NBC Red
and Blue networks, CBS and Mutual,
as well as every available unaffiliated station that could arrange a pickup. Between the three coast-to-coast
webs, it is estimated that approximately 320 stations discarded more
than three hours of commercial prois

of the largest

Oh, Ripley!

stations,

CBS and

all

DIRECT FROM MET STAGE
NBC

will

air

direct

broadcasts

from the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House every Saturday for the
seventh consecutive year this season,
it was learned yesterday by RADIO
DAILY. Although a sponsor has not
yet been lined up, it is known that
NBC is already approaching prospective clients, with RCA standing by
to assume costs should the network
(Continued on

WNEW Rate

Page

3)

Increase

Chicago Rit Products (dyes) has NBC affiliates with the exception of
Scheduled Next Month
OPPORTUNITY Why doesn't some started one-minute transcriptions on WOR, will be used in the Royal Toy
enterprising
indi- 10
stations through Earle Ludgin Co. campaign which starts Oct. 18,
WBO Broadcasting Corp., owners
vidual organize a business of supplying
Inc. agency.
RCA made the trans- coincident with extensive newspaper of WNEW, will increase station's
small independent stations with different
criptions.
Stations are WSB, WSM, and magazine coverage, making it
New rate
rates effective Nov. 15.
weekly units of talent, travelling around
WFAA-WBAP, WOAI, KPRC, WBT, one of the biggest campaigns ever card is not as yet available, but
on a circuit basis in much the same
WAPI, WMC,
and KWKH.
{Continued on Page 2)
fashion as theaters used to get vaudehike is expected to be fairly large
ville in the good old days?
as station is at present approximateIt looks like a big field from here.
ly 80 per cent commercial, operating
on a 24-hour-a-day basis.
D. C. G.

WWL

—

Flexible
When

Eddie Cantor first went on
the air, his theme song was "I
love to spend this hour with you."

On changing

to a half-hour prohe revised the line to "I
love to spend each Sunday with
you." Now it's "I love to spend
each Wednesday with you." So
long as he never switches to the
one three-syllable night, Saturday,
his theme melody is safe.

gram,

Urges Launching Television
Without Awaiting Perfection
—

Upper Montclair, N. J. The sooner American television goes on a
regular program basis, with television sets made available to the pubNumber of intercollegiate football lic, regardless how crude and no
games to be sponsored by Kellogg matter what the obstacles may be, the
Co. in the east, midwest, Rocky sooner this country will realize pracMountain region and south will ex- tical television.
So says Allen B.
ceed 80, against 65 previously an- Du Mont, head of the Allen B. Du
nounced.
A "Saturday Afternoon Mont Laboratories, a pioneer in the
Football Jamboree," which will im- cathode-ray tube field, following his

Kellogg Football Lineup
Increased to 80 Games

(Continucd on Page 3)

(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Kraft Drops "Ilress"
West Coast Bur..

RADIO DAILY

—

Los Angeles Kraft Music Hall,
with Bing Crosby, Bob Burns and

Johnny Scott

Trotter's

orchestra, is

discontinuing the traditional "dress"

rehearsal

season.

as

an

Neither

experiment
will

guest

this

stars

in the same order on the
as at rehearsal. Idea is to
promote more spontaneity.

appear
air

—
Thursday, October

RADIO DAILY
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Plug Songs Into Hits
Atlanta

and

—A local

Clifford Stodghill

songwriting triumvirate

—

utilizing

smart showmanship system
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

Close

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

Tel.

.

159>/2 157'/4

)59V4

24%
24

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric
North American

...

12'/8

11%

43V4

40'/4

20%

19V4

RCA Common
Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

24%

24
24

9'/2

8 34

13Vg

12%

32%

31

24
12

Chg.

Corp

1

—

+
+
9% +
13
-f
32S/8 +

Vi

43V4

2V?

20%

13/„

15

15

2%

15

2%

2%

3/q

Vi
13/8

—

%

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

10%

Stromberg Carlson

Columbia

to

Head

AFRA

Bureau

Artists

Asked

11%

Radiomarine Net Soars
profit of Radiomarine Corp.,
subsidiary, jumped 154 per cent
in August, totaling $45,333, against
Gross for
$17,821 in August, 1936.
eight months was $859,005, against
$672,693 last year.

Net

RCA

GOMG

—

charge.

The appointment does not

affect

AFRA

bers now in Actors Equity or Screen
Actors Guild desiring membership in

Davis, who still continues as AFRA as well. Frank Gillmore of
of the radio division in the Equity was on the stage, with Jimmy
N. Y. Artists Bureau.
Wallington, of the national board,
also present.

WPA

Series
Latimer Handling
Edward Latimer, veteran stage and
radio actor and former program director of WBNF, has been assigned
Federal Theater
to direct the
Radio Division's oldest series,
"Pioneers of Science," now in its

WPA

BRINKLEY, who among other things
the
two-hour "Morning Clock" on
Olean, N. Y., was in New York yesterday on one leg of a flying vacation tour
around the country, visiting other stations.
RUSS

handles

WHDL,

EARL FERRIS was expected to leave Hollywood last night for New York, with a stopover
Chicago to open a

in

local

office

of

Feature Service with Roger Douleans
Norval Burch remaining on the

and

Radio
charge

his
in

staff.

JOSEPH S. BELL, NBC actor-producer, who
been resting at Santa Barbara for several
weeks, is in Hollywood now for a few days

has

Coast Meeting
Is Attended by 600

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
(Continued from Paye 1)
Los Angeles At a meting of
tions during the past two years, asMonday night in the El Capitan Theasumes his new assignment Jan. 1.
Appointment of Rosenthal com- ter, 600 actors, announcers, writers and
assorted radioites heard a report by
pletes an extensive reorganization of
Carleton KaDell, president, and Northe CBS Artists Bureau, the eastern
man Field, executive secretary, coverdivision now being designated as
ing progress made to date by the new
Columbia Artists Inc. of
York,
organization and contractual workwhile the west coast operations have
ing arrangement with the parent
been grouped in the newly organinterchange
of
regarding
ized Columbia Management Inc. of membership cards and differential
California, with W. Arthur Rush in in initiation and dues for those mem-

+
Mack
+ % head

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine
Majestic

Rosenthal

AAAA

(Wednesday, Oct. 6)

High

I.

and

for

New

FINANCIAL
'—
~~

H.

COminG

Harris, Irving Melsher

WATL, have developed a

landing songs in the hit class, provided
the numbers have merit. They land publishers by popularizing a song over
the air to such an extent that publishers take an interest.
Latest of their
successful exploits is "Roses in the Rain", recently published by Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., New York.
Any songs which, on being introduced over WATL, do not bring in
enough telephone calls, cards and letters to show that they are liked by
the public, are quickly discarded by the trio. Newspaper and other tieups
are promoted on the songs that attract a following.
Harris and Melsher
are now concentrating on a new novelty ballad, "The Little Country Store".

Price 5 Cts.

:

:

—Remus

the facilities of

before

returning

to

New

York.

CEORCE MARSHALL DURANTE

of the School
of Radio Technique left yesterday morning for
Lee, Mass., to attend the funeral of his father

who

died suddenly.

MARCHESE CIULIO MARCONI,
to

pioneer,

radio

late

study with

RCA

GINA CIGNA,
also

arrives

ROMANI

from

arrives
here.

today

son

of

from

Metropolitan Opera
Europe today with

soprano,

ROMANO

and ROSARIO SCALERO.

ROBERT

FLINC. Standard Radio represenhas left Chicago fcr a tour of stations,
covering Ohio, east to New York State.

tative,

BARNEY McDEVITT leaves Saturday for the
to handle publicity there for RockwellO'Keefe offices.
Just returned from road with
Casa Loma orchestra.
coast

MARY JANE WALSH, who starts on Mutual's
new Barbasol program shortly, left for Boston last night to join cast of "I'd Rather Be
Right," George M. Cohan show.
JOSEPH
finally

left

N.

WEBER,

for

Denver

president of the AFM,
night to attend the

last

AFL convention.

B'way Openings on Mutual
Bide Dudley on Oct. 11 will start to
review the Broadway openings over
the coast to coast Mutual network,
12:30-12:35 a.m.

Dudley

will air only

Using 22 Stations
In Royal Toy Series

on nights when a new show opens.
Broadcast will give the Hollywood

(Continued from Paijc

1)

His first
second year over WHN.
used for the promotion of a game,
show, "The Life of Galileo", will be story scouts their first accounts of the
called "Alley-Oop."
A prize conheard today at 6 p.m. Latimer re- new shows. Dudley has reviewed
test also is being mapped out.
Reiss
placed Ashley Buck, who has been over 3,000 plays during his newsAdvertising is the agency.
assigned to direct the Federal The- paper and radio days.
ater Radio Division's Jules Verne
hook-up on
series over the
New Standard Radio Sales
Kaltenborn Book Sells Big
Sundays.
New sales by Standard Radio the
"Kaltenborn Edits the News", book
past week include the "Pop Supple- by the CBS commentator, has gone
WPA's Femme Narrator
ment" to WBAX,
and WFDF. into a second edition of 100,000 copies,
One of the few femme narrators WBAP bought complete library of according to the publishers, Modern
effects,
45
in
all.
WIND, Age Books Inc.
to be heard on the radio will appear sound
Saturday night at 6:15-6:45 over KDLR, WJJD and WPAY bought
in the WPA Federal Theater the "Sons of the Pioneers", and KSEI,
"Music of the Spheres"
Radio Division's "History in Action" the children's program, "Once Upon
series.
She is Ellen Emery, stage a Time". KDAL bought Kay Kyser
Poetry and music of the out-ofand radio actress, who will narrate and the King's Men, while Post doors will form the basis of a new
in
the
dramatization devoted to Parisien, France, bought the Organ program, "Music of the Spheres",
Victoria Woodhull, American suf- Treasures feature.
starting Oct. 13 at 3:45-4 p.m. over

WLW

WMBD

Frank Baker Upped
Chicago

— Frank

at

WLS

Baker has been

to head the continuity departWLS. succeeding Bill
at

upped

ment

Meredith,

who

joined

NBC

continuity

staff recently.

WHN

Betty Worth Signed
Betty Worth, radio actress, has fragette.
signed for a series of transcriptions
with Schillin Advert'g Corp.

"Ranger" Mail Record

WQXR.

Hickman's Birthday Present
Norman Nesbitt to Calif.
Baltimore — Last week, WFBR's
Spokane — Norman Nesbitt (Don Henry Hickman was given a surprise

Norman) announcer, producer and
Ranger", serial on continuity man for several years
WOR, has set a new mail record for with KHQ-KGA here, leaves about
the station, drawing 78,000 pieces of Oct. 15 to enter radio work in Calimail in five days in response to an fornia.
"The

,

Lone

offer.

WNEW

NOW AVAILABLE
"The Man
Nothing

WCOP

the Lobby"

in

like

it

on the air
BOSTON

the

Europe

WNEW

LEE GRANT
AND

Program Board

previous
policy of department heads jointly
acting as program board, it was
learned yesterday when it became
known that Martin Block has dropped
duties of program director to concentrate on his sponsored shows over
will revert to

the station.

birthday party after station sign-off.
When presents were opened, five
heavy, bulky packages turned out to
be as many five gallon cans of Tydol
Hickman is Tydol's "Ingasoline.
quiring Reporter" in Baltimore.

its

Master of Ceremonies

c

WMCA
General

Fox-Fabian

Mills

Amateur

Hour

Sports

Parade

Professional

Parade

WEEK

26th

DON KERR
Fox-Fabian

ORCHESTRA

HIS

3

HOURS DAILY

W

2:30-5:30 P.M.

Thursday, October

WORLD

7,

1937
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NEW PC€GCAM$-I DEAX

SERIES CARRIED

URGES STARTING TELE
EVEN IN CRUDE FORM

BY ABOUT 320 STATIONS
Visits
(Continued from Page

1)

to

Gridiron dope from coaches,
terviewed in their homes, is the

grams, since none was in a position
to pass up the series as long as a
competing outlet in its area sent out
play-by-play
classic
baseball
the
description and other commentary

WMT-KSO-KMA,

matter.

fireside.

of stations and net gave
the listeners equal choice on their
favorite announcers and commen-

Radio School Courses

Coaches
in-

new

Net stations
airing Wednesday
nights.
Hope is that Iowa college
mentors will talk more freely by the
inspiration

of

Iowa

Choice

tators.

NBC Again

to Air

Opera

Direct from Metropolitan
(Continued from Page
fail

As

Unusual People Broadcast

in

A telephone info girl, a Chinese
witness of the Far Eastern horrors,
and a chap who guides the destinies
of 5,000 clocks featured debut of new
program over WLS, Chicago, calling
unusual people to the microphone
under title "Folks Worth Knowing."

to-coast features in the past, and it
is believed will follow same network
hook-up again this season.

Maternity Ward Airings
The Vox Pop program variety enters the maternity ward of Presbyexclusive contract with NBC, giving
terian Hospital in Charlotte.
Metropolitan Opera has signed an

that network the exclusive broadcasting rights for an undetermined
number of years. Agreement became effective for the first time on
Dec. 25, 1931, and has been an annual feature of the NBC web every
Broadcast as a susseason since.
taining feature for first few years,
program was sold to American Tobacco Co. for 1933-34 and 1934-35
seasons, with RCA taking over the
sponsorship last year.

Arrangers Plan Guild;
Seek Hookup With AFRA

Queson Baby feature the interviews,
with Bill Bivens of WBT asking the
various Mammas what Papas think
tions

)f the offspring, plans for Junior's
'uture, etc.
Head nurse will advise

cerns.

Guild, at present in the for-

baby problems

of the Air this

(Continued f om Page 1)
return from abroad and

an
both classroom and
inspection of television progress in
studio offerings over Station WSUI.
England and on the continent.
Courses include literature, history of
Du Mont says there has been too
romance, languages, short-story writmuch loose talk about television in
ing, speech, etc.
Complete listing
this country, whereas in England they
now out in booklet form.
have gone ahead and started television
broadcasts,
thereby learning
semester

recent

airs

sale series of Cherry and Webb's
specialty store.
Model garbed in
style of year represented, was on
stage, and words of song hits were
put on screen for entire theater audience to participate.

more

in

six

than

tivity

learn in six

months

of practical ac-

the

S.

more years

experiments.

only

way

U.

to

He

liable

is

believes

that

to questions about technique, programs, service areas, networks and
economics is to bring television out
of the laboratory and make a real
try.

Some

10,000

television

sets

WMCA

Monday through Friday
under title "FashDon Kerr is emcee

NIOTBCIS

at 12:30-12:45 p.m.

in

Swing."
Strickland

Glenna

is

fashion

expert.

mative stages, will attempt to
"Man of the Hour"
ate with the AFRA as soon as posNegotiations are under way
sible.
has started a new daily
for a charter, and Glover, speaking series at 11:45 a.m. presenting short
for the Guild, states that the organ- biog sketch of leading personality in
ization will in no way conflict with news of day under the title "Man
the jurisdictional power of the AFM. of the Hour."
Justice Black and
Leading arrangers from all phases Chiang Kai Shek were among the
of radio have been approached and first.
are being signed to the new guild.

Notice

is

Hereby Given That

THE HEALTHCASTER

affili-

Is

Fully Protected By Copyright

WMCA

demands are as fol"Telephone" Questions
Credit announcements on all
Listeners are asked to phone in
network shows; credit announcements on all recordings; program their answers to questions given over
the radio in the new street broadcredits on all radio, musical film
casts of WIDW, Lamar, Colorado.
and stage productions.
Most nearly correct answer gets free
theater
ticket.
Typical
question,
First draft of

lows:

Kellogg Football Lineup
Increased to 80 Games

A new

program idea utilizing the news technigue
forecasting of health in the headlines has
been sold to one sponsor in four markets. This
program has been fully tested and results have
proved to be phenomenal. Rights are available
for select sponsorship on an attractive basis in
other territories. This program is copyrighted and
fully protected. Any infringement or use of this
idea, plan or procedure, without the consent of
the owners will be prosecuted to the fullest extent
of the law.

and

asked at opening of program, might
be:

"How many

seats

are

in

the

Pioneer Theater?"

Musical "Visit"
(Continued from Page 1)
mediately precede the sustaining
A "Let's Visit" airing, in which
broadcasts of Notre Dame's games, the musical preferences of listeners
will be one of the highlights of the in homes fancifully called on are
Kellogg football program.
N. W. played into the microphone, is being
planned by WBRY, Waterbury.
Ayer & Son Inc. is the agency.

have

already been sold in England, ac"S.S. Santa"
cording to Du Mont. Average price
Christmas broadcasts open over now is $350, but will be reduced to
KDYL, Salt Lake City, with novelty $200 shortly. He said the range of
offering for Zion's Cooperative Mer- the London BBC transmitter is 100
cantile Institution.
Kid show pre- miles.
Du Mont also declared the BBC has
sents mythical trips to Santa Claus
Land, with "Captain Kandy" (Al proved there is no absolute need for
Priddy)
officiating.
Child
talent, special co-axial cables for transmisstunts, music, and free gift offer from sion of programs from pi?kup source
store are featured in this 13-week to remote television transmitter and
Saturday airing.
to associated stations of a network.

"Fashion in Swing"

over

the

get the right answers

during
caught
will be

woman's page of the air, featuring style and fashion hints interspersed with swing music, is aired

to

of laboratory

is

A

and
1)

on

nothers

broadcast, and when Papa
in the corridors, he, too,
asked to speak.

ion
(Continued from Page

Iowa College

Questions and answers on "Things
Worth Knowing," both coming from
Novelty Group Sing
two announcers, form the basis of a
Community singing of bygone hits,
new show on KFVS, Cape Girardeau,
Mo. Virginia Bahn and T. E. Brewer aired from Loew's State Theater in
conveyed anniversary
are at the mike, and spot commer- Providence,
spirit to WPRO listeners in birthday
cials are injected.

1)

to land sponsor in time.
past six years, opening

broadcast will probably be the Christmas
Day presentation of "Haensel and
Gretel," with a weekly three-hour
period each succeeding Saturday being utilized over the NBC, Red network. Broadcasts have been coastthe

"Things Worth Knowing"

U. of

For

full

information Address

RAYMOND SPECTOR
1270 SIXTH

NEW YORK

AVENUE
Telephone:

Circle

7-7677

CITY

—

—

Thursday, October

RADIO DAILY:

GLEJT-IN6
HILDA BURKE, Met

ACTIVITIES

opera sopra-

SET FOR HEARING

on "Your Hit Parade," Oct. 16
(CBS, 10 p.m.)
DOLORES DEL RIO, GEORGE

no,

Mittelle

CP

and SIG

RUMANN,

•

•

Chrysler, in addition to

a 15-minute vocal network program.
Despite the adverse

America",

cade of
8 p.m.).

"Caval13
(CBS,

Oct.

NINO MARTINI, Andre Kostelanetz program, Oct. 13 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

WILBUR

EVANS,

"Open House",

on
baritone,
Oct. 10 (CBS, 7 p.m.).

LINTON WELLS,
tator Forum", Oct. 10
9:30 p.m.).

on

"Commen-

(WOR-Mutual,

and MAXINE
Swing
"Sunday

BUNNY BERIGAN
SULLIVAN,

on

(WNEW,

Concert", Oct. 10

JUNE
Power

LANG,

opposite
"Ceiling Zero",

in

(NBC-Blue,

11

a.m.).

Tyrone
Oct.

10

and NBC Minon "National Barn Dance",
Oct. 9 (NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).
OSCAR STRAUS, guest conductor
on General Motors Hour, Oct. 10
(NBC-Blue, 8 p.m.).

THOMAS BECK,

lead in the Shir-

Temple picture, "Heidi," to be on
WHN "Movie Club," Friday, 8-9 p.m.
Beck was set by 20th Century Fox.
FRED MacMURRAY in "The General Died at Dawn", on Lux Radio
ley

(CBS,

Theater, Oct. 18

9 p.m.).

BUBBLES RICARDO and EDNA
BLANCHE, on Raleigh-Kool cigaret
program, Friday 10 p.m., NBC-Blue.
Talent is trapeze artist and snake
charmer, respectively.

KOMA

Owners Sued

Oklahoma City— Dr. G.

A. Nichols,

real estate dealer, has been awarded
a $7,392 judgment against four radio

companies which

at

one time operated

KOMA.

The station at that time
was known as KFJF, but upon its
sale, plant was moved, thus, accordto Dr.
contract.

Nichols,

KOMA

is

breaching

his

now owned by

the Hearst interests.

for

bout, Buick will

plans

Schmeling-Louis fight

—

to air the

Blacked Sample-Hummert

when

finally

a European

establish

will

it

Expo beginning

Jan.

been signed

appear

to

Bob Carmichael, son
of the

in

the

Wynn

Ed

in

office

Kay and Don "Popl

24.... Arthur

for

London
the

to

Conte on Campbell Show

heard 8-8:30 p.m. over NBC, Red
network.

is

Tannen have

kofl"

musical, "Hooray for What".

racing commissioner this month .... George Lottman

is

.

.

October

7

Ohman

Ann

Pickard

Marjorie Carroll

Guila

Adams

Anniston, Ala.
kc, 100 watts,

opening Miami

.

.

Allen, will

—

Myron Fox,

KDYL

special events man, was announcing
through the station's shortwave mobile
unit. .. .Everything was going smoothly, the horses stepping high,
Fox's words winging into the ether .... Suddenly the shortwave signals went dead. Studio ops were on the private loop and program
director was on the central exchange- —with sponsors of the show
probably thinking of getting on the phone.
.However a frantic
search for the trouble was instituted by the mobile op and the
trouble was discovered: A horse had backed into the truck's antenna,
diverting r.f. from a'.r to the ground.

•

•

•

the State Fair horseshow

.

new

Co., Fayetteville,
station.
1340 kc, 250

CP

CP

Broadcasting

new

for

Co.,

1310

station.

CP

Huffman,

F.

new

for

Wisconsin Rapids.
kc, 250 watts,

580

station.

unlimited.

APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
lames

CP

for

F.

Hurley,

new

station.

1500

W.

Va. Broadcasting Corp., Wheeling.
station.
1310 kc, 100 watts,

for new
limited.

KNOW,
license

Austin, Tex.

Hearst

to

watts,

the

KaDell,

Wen

announcers auditioning

Radio

WACO,

Waco, Tex. Vol. assignment of
Hearst Radio, Inc. 1420 kc, 100

to

watts,

unlimited.

W. Va. Broadcasting Corp.,
CP for new station. 1500 kc,
watts

LS.,

wordslinging spot on the Edward G.
show which debuts on CBS Oct. 19

the

Rcbinson-Claire Trevor, Lever Bros,
following the

Al Jolson show which continues as

is.

.

.

KTSA, San
license

KW.,

Antonio.
Vol. assignment of
Hearst Radio Inc.
550 kc, 1
LS., unlimited.

to

KW.

5

COMING EVENTS
Oct. 12: National Ass'n of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.

weeks,

will

Go Hollyvia MBS for

sponsor a beauty and personality contest with a weekly

WB

"Have You Met Mrs. Jones," Rodgers
Cohan show, is reported as
.Eddie Cantor show may not come east Nov. 3 as expected
their best.
but later. .. .Gregory Coleman will wed his assistant on "Talent Scout"
mag .... "Charles Duval" who opened at the Cafe Martin last nite with
his band
is Nick Kenny's songwriting and fiddling brother, Charles ....
Chsrtes Day of (he Eton Boys married Betty Robertson of the Gae Foster
girls yesterday .... The reason none of the execs at Rockwell-O'Keefe and
ether offices failed to answer their phones yesterday
was that they were
out to the ball game!

winner getting a

and Hart tune

in the

screen-t=st

Sam

.

.

Broadcasting

con-

Paul.

St.

21-22: American Ass'n of AdverAgencies Pdcific Coast Convention,
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.
Oct.

tising

.

Oct. 27-30: Annual meeting of Associaof National Advertisers, The Home-

tion

Hot Springs. Va.

stead,

."Let's

wood," KFWB's show going commercial and coast-to-coast
six

Charleston.
100 watts,

unlimited.

Ted Osborne and Gayne Whitman are

Niles,
for

un-

unlimited.

license

250

CP

Vol. assignment of
Inc. 1500 kc, 100

Oct. 16: Educational
ference called by KSTP,

CBS .... Carlton

Salisbury, N. C.
kc, 100 watts,

Jr.,

daytime.

.

• • © Richard Himber succeeds Harry Salter who succeeds Al
Goodman on Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" Dec. 25 via CBS. Himber has a
new gal vocalist, Alice Marion, who'll be heard from the Essex House via

Odessa, Tex.
kc, 100 watts,

daytime.

.

.Walter Tetley, stooge for Fred
due to expansion in business.
appear with the comic in the flicker, "Sally, Irene and Mary" ....
Jimmy P. Davis is peddling a daily column by Phil Baker to newspapers
similar to Walter 0'K3efe's and Ken M array's .... As theme for tho MGM's
show for Maxwell Coffee the roar of a lion will be used.
offices

.

Harris-George M.

.

—

—

Nov.

Inter-American

I:

Radio

Confer-

ence, Havana.

Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

Feb.
1938:
International Telecom1,
munications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,
Cairo,

Egypt.

4-5:

Oct.

America

Advertising

Biltmore

district

Hotel,

Federation
of
convention,
Providence
Providence.

29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov.

O • • A pair of new pants was sacrificed Sunday afternoon
by Ray Cox, news editor for WMT, Cedar Rapids all for the sake
of a news beat. Cox, with a news camera in hand, was a spectator
at the American Legion Air Show. When Jim Christman took to the
air to thrill the crowd and lost control of the plane which killed
him instantly at the far end of the field, Cox started over a picket
fence, causing a considerable portion of the rear part of his pants
to be left behind. He reached the crash and obtained a roll of good
shots and a complete story. Everything was forgotten till the story
was flashed by radio throughout the middle-west, scooping all
newspapers and stations by several hours. After the excitement had
died, down, Ray's face turned red!

—

Greetings from Radio Daily

Noble,
1420

Young People's Ass'n for the Propagation
of the Gospel, Philadelphia, Pa.
for new
station.
1220 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.

William
Detroit

a Chesterfield exec, marries Evelyn Sloan, daughter

of

N. C.
CP for
watts, daytime.

Odessa

does take place ....

handle shows abroad .... lames Melton has been signed

.

John Conte yesterday was named
replace Ronald Drake as anto
nouncer on the Burns and Allen
broadcasts, effective Oct. 10. Program
is sponsored by Campbell Soup, and

Phil

hunting

CBS is auditioning talent now....
comment regarding the airing of the Louis Braddock
continue to sponsor leading sport shows and have made

GENE ARNOLD

ing

is

9 p.m.).

strels,

Former

Major Bowes show,

its

on "Hollywood Hotel", Oct. 15 (CBS,

PONT, on

station.

Cumberland Broadcasting

•

9 p.m.).

LAMMONT DU

Franklin

new

for

daytime.

SANDERS, PETER LORRE, GREG-

ORY RATOFF

C C.

f»

it

1937

7,

June
gress

10-15:
of

Seventh

Radio

Con-

International

Inventors,

Sorbonne,

the

Paris.

Annuities have saved

from being

a

many

a

headline!-

breadliner.

INSURANCE
80

JOHN

/-

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
ST.,

NEW YORK
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M

VI

I

One

•

I

H MALI

tl

of a Series of Who's

Who

l

it!

in the Industry.

•

ARTHUR HULL HAYES

ALL
DON
the

MARTIN,

recently added to
announcing staff at KMPC,
is something of a television expert
also. During his two years as chief
announcer at KXBY, Kansas City, he
had charge of television broadcasts

over the sister station, W9XAL.
It took an ambidextrous dial-tuner
to catch all the worthwhile and new
ones last Sunday. Benny and Baker
and Penner, Tyrone Power, the new
"Silver Theater," Feg Murray, and
the Vallee emceeing with his protegewho-made-good, Charlie McCarthy.
Kay Van Riper, writer-producerstar of "English Coronets," will do
"Three for an Evening" at the Beaux
Arts Theater, opening Oct. 18. John
Gibson, Forrest Barnes and Gale Gordon will be seen in support of Miss
Van Riper, and Gilbert von Klatt,
producer, is sponsoring and exploiting the stage production.
George Foster, formerly chief an-

through school, Arthur Hull Hayes, eastern sales manager of
Columbia's Radio Sales, couldn't decide between advertising and the
show business as a life work. He was an accomplished magician
personal friend of the great Houdini and Thurston but he was also
studying and enjoying advertising at the
University of Detroit, where he graduated with
a Ph.B. degree in 1926.
Successive jobs with H. K. McCann, the

—

News, and Campbell-Ewald put Hayes

Detroit

definitely

was made New York manager a
a year

little

Jim Fleming

WHP

editor at KFWB, joins the
staff as a feature writer.
NBC moves the "Gilmore Circus"

news
Rorke

the

KFWB

with

this
to
week's airing, utilizing the new studio theater specially built to recongestion and presently
lieve
lot

Arthur Q. Bryan may have to write
NBC
Hayride"
scripts
his
"Louisiana
housing the Packard and Woodbury
around Amos Rees and Earle Ellis programs. At the same time, Johnny
for several weeks to come. Both are
Murray's "Sunset at Nine" reverses
still in a critical condition as a rethe process and moves from KFWB to
sult of their recent auto smashup.
NBC in a mad scramble to find stage
Phil Baker will broadcast from the
room for all the Sunday audience

KEHE

hitting

weeks'

radio
wood office for the first time since it veteran and long foreman of
the old
was established. The moniker will "Arizona Wranglers,"
returns
to

air via

An
tele.

B.

HATCH ASSOCIATES

agency serving a N.

E.

with a

the

new program

Mondays.

a worshipful admirer

BUSINESS

ESSO
Va.,
sales

dealers of Roanoke
are sponsoring heavy

Mass.

Call Letters Assigned
Rock Springs, Wyo. — KVRS

associated

resentatives.

H. Wilson Co. has

moved

to expanded quarters on the
floor of 75 East Wacker Drive.

15th

Mel Merkley has gone to Minneagroundwork for Fred

polis to lay the

Waring's visit there next week. Following week he opens at Palace
here.
of NBC production
the author of "Last Public

Don Thompson
staff

is

Appearance"

Oct.

in

issue

16

of

Liberty magazine.
Bill Green of NBC press department goes to Tom Fizdale office.

WNEW
"Hymn

"Hymn

Sings"

starting

series

WNEW.

Sings"

constitute
tonight at

a

new

9

over

Choirs from various Protes-

tant Churches and short talks by religious leaders will be presented.

—

weekly contests with a new prize
each week and a cumulative buildup to tenth week when Grand Prize,
1938 Chevrolet Master Town Sedan,
will be awarded. First contest starts
October 1st. Newspaper ads, radio
spot announcements, handbills and
station posters will be used. Cam-

TONIGHT AT
Arthur Gutman

Some RIDE!
WOR
WOR
A

Wait!

is

like a bicycle.

is

like a racing bicycle.

big one.

Built for you.

19 hours of each day

it

purrs up

to the doors of almost 4 million

radio homes. These last six
months 170 people who sell things
hopped aboard. Some pan! $370
for a J^-hr.

evening

ride.

Others

shot the works and spun around

AND

HIS

25

PIECE

ORCHESTRA

"SAY IT WITH MUSIC"
will

be the call letters of the new Wyoming Broadcast Co. station here, according to notice from FCC.

in

promotion effort. Ten
campaign is based on ten

in

clien-

Specializing in radio broad-

cast advertising.
(Send for booklet)
Boylston Street,
581
Boston,
Commonwealth 0466

KEHE

the

WCAZ, Carthage, 111., has appointed
H. K. Conover Co., Chicago, its rep-

is

NEW

Local
County,

to

Phoenix.

preference to magic.

studio theater next Sunday
paign is by Houck & Co., Advertising,
shows.
under an arrangement made by CBS,
Norman Frankel is AcWillett Brown and Van Newkirk, Roanoke.
which the net is in hopes of making newly appointed to
count Executive.
a special events
permanent.
Understood that NBC berth with Don
Lee, are back from
also has a bid in, both webs being
quick once-over of the newly
a
in something of a jam over multiadded stations in the Northwest.
plicity of Sunday shows.
James R. Fouch, President of Uni8!
Earle Ferris, bossman of Radio Fea- versal
Microphone Co., is back at his
ture Service Inc., is in town for a
desk after a month vacationing.
week or two looking over his HollySheriff Loyal Underwood,

JOHN

KOY

station

Howard

The same show also has been taken
by WCAG in Carthage, Illinois, for over
a like period.

transferred

Chose advertising in

nouncer at WGP in Atlantic City,
shortly now.
has been added to the technical staff
KIDW. Lamar, Colo.: Chevrolet "Musical
Johnny Mercer and Dick Whiting,
Moments," Gardner Nursery, disks.
at KFWB, Los Angeles.
tunesmith, will do a guest turn with
Berna Deane offers a cycle of pop- Ted Fio Rito from the Beverly WilWOV, New York: Hudson Canadian Fur
ular songs in her new KFI pro- shire over CBS Pacific Coast at 10: 15- Co., concert gems.
gram each Wednesday at 4: 15 p.m., 10:45 on Sunday night.
with piano accompaniment by Nell
KMOX, St. Louis: Dennison Mfg. Co.,
Jack Benny and Burns and Allen
Larson.
tossed a party at Sardi's to give Jack Procter & Gamble.
Wesley Turtalotte, KFI-KECA staff Haley a big send-off on the eve of his
KDYL, Salt Lake City: Wander Co.,
organist, has a quarter hour program stepping out with a network show of "Orphan Annie," through Blackett-Samplemoved
up
to
The
"eve"
was
Hummert;
W. T. Grant Co.; National Dolon KECA which he calls "Silhouette his own.
Segue" because he segues from one Monday night because Burns and lar Stores.
four
number into another without benefit Allen left Tuesday on their
WHO, Des Moines: Wander Co.; F. & F.
Wednesdays at weeks' vacation. Haley starts selling Laboratories,
of announcements.
through Blackett-Sample-HumLog Cabin syrup for Benton & mert; Chicago Engineering Works, through
7:45 p.m.
James R. Lunke & Associates; Brown &
Mertens and Price Inc. reports the Bowles this Saturday.
Jack Sayres has been made assis- Williamson Tobacco, through BBDO.
Lane's Kitchen,"
sale of "Martha
home economics program with news- tant to Hal Rorke, CBS publicity dipaper column adjunct, to the Harris- rector, and Charles Benson, formerly Roanoke ESSO Dealers' Contests
burg, Pa. Telegraph, operating
in that city, on a 52 weeks contract.

Bob

taking over

Kennedy, a member of
sales staff for several years, has

been

over

very

is

Charles

WLS

lives in

just "Earle Ferris Inc."

a swing

commercial spots on WGN
while he broadcasts the world series
for Mutual in New York.

Rye. where a four-year-old son
his feats in the realm of magic.

become

home from

is

stations.

Elson's

later.

Tcday he
of

of

—

—

SCHREIBER,

licist, is

John Blair

into the field of advertising.
But he was still interested in the show busiquite possibly for that very reason
ness, and
was intrigued with the possibilities of radio
as an advertising medium. A year after joining Campbell-Ewald, he was instrumental in
a radio department in that
establishing
agency, and worked closely in its development for nearly four years. Hayes came to
New York late in 1933, joined CBS as salesman for Radio Sales in January, 1934, and

pretiy

WGN pubback from South America.
Bernie Perlman, formerly an attorney with a firm handling theatrical clients, has joined the W. Biggie
Levin office.

FRANK

WOR-MBS NETWORK

for a full

hour evening at #925.

And a lot of those riders came
home each day with their pockets
full

of the nicest things.

Some ride!

_WOR

6
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"Spotlight on Youth"
Launched Monday at 8-8:30

p.m.

RADIO DAILY

"HOBBY LOBBY"
Hudson Motor Car Co.

WABC-CBS,
7:

Wednesdaijs,

15-7:45 p.m.

Brooke, Smith

&

French

Inc.

Tuesday, also to be directed and
produced by Donald Macfarlane and
Charles Crumpton, respectively. Same
duo did the Ibsen series, hailed as
having been highly successful.

NOVELTY PROGRAM FEATURING PERSONS INDULGING IN UNUSUAL HOB- "Watch the Fun Go By"
Last Tuesday was "Western Night"
BIES WILL CLICK IF HANDLED PROPERLY.

Lish" also were in great form, and
Carl Hoff had the orchestra on its
toes, while Pearce piloted the proceedings and did his customary lowpressure salesman bit in fine style.
Ken Roberts is the show's announcer.

over WNEW, with Commissioner of
Correction Edward L. Mulrooney as
the

first

guest

speaker,

this

new

weekly presented under supervision
of W. P. Ainsworth of World Peaceways is very well handled. It shows,
via dramatization, how young boys
fall into a life of crime and how
difficult it is for them to break away
from a "gang" once they are in;
and offers advice and suggestions on

World Series

Best job of play-by-play descripNationwide premiere last night of for the Al Pearce program on CBS,
of the
"Hobby Lobby" had Richard Byrd with Louise Massey and Her West- tion of the opening game
erners as the guest attraction. It was World Series was done by the
as featured guest, a university proa highly entertaining show, helped triumvirate including Dave Driscoll,
fessor who played tunes on musical
considerably by the two periods of Bob Elson and Johnny O'Hara, for
bones, a worm-caller, a debunker of
singing by Miss Massey and her WOR-Mutual. Their account was by
proverbs and an old gentleman who
group, who can certainly make the far the most "descriptive", giving a
aided underprivileged children.
Program was interesting and held ballads of the open spaces pleasing lively word picture and catching the
to the ear. Arlene Harris and "Tizzie mood and excitement of the game.
diverting the interest of youth to
attention. Low part of program was
Byrd lobbying for his hobby world
more desirable channels. Ted Cott
peace. If program can keep the undirected the players who took part
the
of
usual hobbies coming, success
in the dramatized sequences.
show is half completed. Show of this
type needs and is a natural for plenty
of exploitation and publicity. SendBriefly
ing one press ticket to each newsSuccess Stories
Merchandising Service
Guest appearances of Ben Bernie
paper is a step in the wrong direction.
Coleman,
manager of
Maurice
A booklet of "success stories," fea- and Frank Fay, on the Packard Hour
Result: the press seats were empty.
"Hobby Lobby," originated by Dave WATL, Atlanta, has contracted for turing, by months, the sales successes and Rinso-Lifebuoy programs, reElman, has been running on WOR a merchandising service. Initial job of its clients, has just been printed spectively, were reminders that both
as a sustainer for the past several was the distribution of 55,000 copies by WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. Calen- are standout entertainers on their
months. There are more plugs for of a promotion piece to all white dar arrangement offers chance to il- own. Bernie as a laugh-getter, apart
Elman during the half hour than for homes as well as to every principal lustrate seasonal usage of station. from his band, has proven himself
retail store in Greater Atlanta.
General mgr. Floyd Williams has on more than one occasion, but in
Hudson motor cars.
The promotional material tells signatured the booklet.
Harry Salter and his orchestra
the case of Packard's Hollywood
provide the musical support to the about all of the facilities and services
Mardi Gras, (Tues. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Greater
Station,
and
of
the
New
show and it was the usual Salter
NBC-Red) he followed such guests
Halftone Folders
Announcement of this new
Russell Pratt WATL.
good.
performance
as the Marx brothers and Amos 'n'
sent
merchandising
service
was
to
A neat, compelling promotion lay- Andy, and there was no dearth of
does the commercials. Program origadvertising
agencies out is a folder from WOAI, San laughs. On the Jolson program
inates in the Mutual Playhouse atop principal
halftone (Tues. CBS 8:30-9 p.m. Fay's maspreading
fine
Antonio,
the Amsterdam Theater. Guest on throughout the country.
closeups of 15 programs before the terial was readily discernible and a
next week's show will be Dale Carstation's microphone, with captions reminder that he is always a potenSchool Mailing
negie.
A letter to all schools, colleges, explaining stunt and sponsor. In- tial program on his own.
and Parent-Teacher Ass'ns in its area serted is cartoon story of an adverOscar Wilde Cycle
has been mailed by WBIG, Greens- tiser who "proved our own contenRadio Division of the WPA Federal boro, N. C. Piece calls attention to tions."
Rudy Vallee, as guest emcee on
Theater played the first of its Oscar American School of the Air going
Sunday night's Chase & Sanborn
Wilde cycle on Tuesday 9-10 p.m., to station through CBS, and offers
Hour over NBC-Red, was as much at
Dressed-Up Circularizing
on WQXR, and scheduled each week manuals to those wishing to study
home as if he had been piloting his
at the same time until four have through the course.
Uniformed carriers of the Crumb- own show. He handled things very
been heard. For the first offering
Station also has printed complete ley Distributing Service have dis- smoothly.
"The Importance of Being Earnest" national gridiron schedules, with ad- tributed 55,000 four-page tabloid cirproved an excellent example of vertising. Station's own copy stresses culars, stressing new hourly news
Wilde's repertoire of wit and epig- radio sports coverage.
The dramatizations of old songs,
broadcasts of WATL, Atlanta.
rammatic wares. Sparkling dialog of
scripted by Ethel Park Richardson
the farce was just as entertaining
and presented Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
CITY
CITY
as though recently written, although
over WJZ-NBC Blue, are swell heart
philosophizer
recent
Kan.
Bobby
Ketchum,
KSL
Carl
Smith,
U.
of
hokum, but of
It's
interest stuff.
as stated at the outset of the prorecently
gram, it would have been a sacrilege journalism graduate, is a new mem- and early bird broadcaster,
the down to earth and disarming
celebrated his third year on the air variety that hits a responsive chord.
ber of the WHB continuity staff.
to attempt to bring the play up to
C. E. McBride, veteran K. C. Star and his birthday on same day.
date, even though written at the
Last Sunday's dramatized song dealt
Earl J. Glade, managing director with a little old lady rocking alone
turn of the century. Thus all pre- sports editor, goes before the WDAF
mike for the second year on behalf of KSL, recently addressed the State in a rocking chair. Cast was exceltense at modernism as to production
of Roi Tan cigars. Fred Weingarth, Teachers Institute, also the Advertislent, also incidental music and vocalwas done away with.
ing Club.
Cast was on its toes and did ample sports announcer, assists him.
izing.
Some 500 members of American
Al Priddy, KDYL announcer, takjustice to the radio version of the
Radio
the
Relay
League
meet
in
ing piano lessons.
play. As a matter of fact not a few
Municipal Auditorium here Oct. 9-10.
Floyd Farr of Farm and Home
tricks could be gleaned by present
Short and Sweet
Jack
Grogan,
Les
Jarvies
and
a
Hour has been asked to judge a cattle
day radio script writers from Wilde's

—

*

PRCMCTICN

*

—

KANSAS

clever

WHB

artists will play show.
"Lady Winde- company of
scheduled for next a series of stage shows in six local
theaters in connection with the sponsored campaign of Bentley Clothing

construction.

mere's Fan,"

is

SALT LAKE

Alice Remsen's 10th
Alice Remsen, NBC singer, will
celebrate her tenth radio anni-

versary Oct. 18.
She made her
debut in 1927 as soloist on the
Stromberg-Carlson Hour over WJZ.

Co.

Salt

LINCOLN

KFAB-KFOR

studios, reaching for
"names," are going after newspapermen, with John Bentley, Journal
sports editor, signed to air six nights

Cab Advertising
Yellow Cabs of Jamestown, N. Y.,
will be equipped with special racks weekly for Clark's Clothes.
Link Lyman, Nebraska's line coach,
to carry message of WJTN. Each cab
gets different angle, with whole group goes on KFOR nightly for Standard
completing story.

Oil.

Lake City

— Frank

Austin,

shunting between KDYL studio and
the Arena, found he had only 30
seconds to get on the air. Just
as he got near the rink with his
mike. Bronco Nagurski shot out of
his corner like an aeroplane and
pinned his opponent to the mat.
It
was a third fall, and broadcast
was over. Austin got in exactly
23 words.

Thursday, October

1937
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RADIO DAILY:

AGENCIES

STATIONS CF AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

WARREN KRAFT,

of Erwin, Wasey & Co., has been
visiting Salt Lake City, contacting
in the interests of the new

KDYL—Salt

KDYL

S. S.

WMCA

FOX,

INC., Chicago, re-

cently was appointed to handle advertising for Bunte Bros., candy manufacturers. Homer McKee is president of agency, and J. D. Driscoll is
vice-president.

FELIX
the new

STREYCKMANS

B.

ESTABLISHED

GUY BOLAN
London

of J.

office

heads

stopping

off

with Chicago folks on

way back

to

New York from visit to
DICK MARVIN, radio

director of

Walter Thompson's in Chicago,
has been named chairman of entertainment committee of Federated Advertising Club of Chicago.
L.

'way back

in

May,

1922,

originally a

Besides NBC-Red network, the station utilizes the services of
Transcription Library, the World Broadcasting System and Transradio.

KDYL

BETE's advertising

employs

NBC

US...

THAT THEIR
INVESTMENT
OF $5

A

YEAR

IN

.

.

Thesaurus

permanent

staff of 36, is on the air daily from 6:00 a.m. to 1 a.m.
contemplates an entire new outlay of equipment, transmitter,
transmitter housing, studios, auditorium and offices for which architectural and technical
p!ans have been drawn up and a tentative date in the Spring of 1938 set for the move.
The station is represented by John Blair & Co.
a

of the next day; at present

Greenfield, Mass.

ATHERTON W. HOBLER, Benton
& Bowles president, has arrived in
Hollywood to look over the local
situation and sit in on huddles over
the M-G-M-Maxwell House show
coming up.

© CCTi ESTKAS- MUSIC

SPITALNY's all-girl "Hour
of Charm" orchestra celebrates a
"QUOTES"
double anniversary Monday over
"Radio artists, especially comedians, NBC-Red at 9:30 p.m. It will be the
have made frequent use of the ex- third anniversary of the band's for-

PHIL

currently taking a college course in
journalism, he is an excellent musical
arranger, and assists his dad on these
chores.

pression, 'I'm broadcasting for the mation and the start of a second
Victor Bay, who has signed a new
referring to all listeners away year under the present sponsor.
from New York as simple-minded
year's contract with CBS, has taken
folk less sophisticated and more easily
over the office formally used by
entertained than New York's so-called
Nat Brusiloff is presenting a daily Harry Simeone. He starts a series
blase radio dialers. New York City, 7-7:15 p.m. show over
in ad- of concerts known as "Essays in Mumore than the rest of the U. S., could dition to his half -hour Sunday night sic' over CBS on Oct. 14. Hollace
be referred to as 'the sticks' as far show.
With him on his week-day Shaw will be his soloist.
as radio fare is concerned. Through programs are Bob Parker, tenor; Jane
regular listening to all types of pro- Clifton, blues singer; Jack Eigen,
grams, those living in what we call chatterer, and Don Kerr as emcee.
Mark Warnow's theme song on his
'the sticks' now have a keener sense
Consolidate Edison program over WJZ
of radio values than New Yorkers,
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. is "Midnight in
where people divide their time among
Rockwell-O'Keefe orchestra book- Manhattan," written by his brother,
many different forms of amusement." ings: Don Bestor's starts Nov. 24 Raymond Scott.
sticks,'

WMCA

Nelson.

WRITE

southern Idaho.

agency has moved to larger quarters
at Newell and Bernardson Streets,

— Ozzie

RADIO FOLK

KDYL

On Sept. 1, 1932, KDYL became affiliated with NBC and its popularity has steadily
increased until today, according to a recent survey, in the majority of Salt Lake City's
radio-equipped homes most listeners prefer KDYL's programs.
The population coverage
includes Utah's metropolitan area as well as the rich agricultural regions of the state and

Hollywood.

J.

CHANNING

the era of broadcasting's infancy,

in

semi-experimental station with a power of 100 watts.
But, growmoved from its location atop the Newhouse
Hotel, and under the managership of S. S. Fox, who became president of KDYL in 1925,
its popularity grew so rapidly that in 1927 the power was increased to 1000 watts and
A year later,
the station became a member of the original coast-to-coast net of CBS.
the station moved from a single suite of offices in the new Ezra Thompson Building, to
occupy the entire sixth floor and the transmitter was moved from the building's roof to
a carefully selected site five miles south of the city.

was

Walter Thompis

and Gen. Mgr.
HARRIS, Program Director
JOHN M. BALDWIN, Chief Engineer

ing up as radio itself grew, the station soon

publicity department of H.
W. Kastor & Sons agency, Chicago.
son's

Lake City

Pres.

R. T.

sales.

HOMER McKEE

Radio Stations

1290 Kilocycles— 1000 Watts

Albers Bros. Milling Co. series.
C. A. KRACHT has joined the sales
staff of Schillin Advertising Corp. He
formerly was with WHN,
and

CBS

S.

representative

Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati
Rand Wilde opens Dec. 3 at Chase
Bernie
Cummins concludes his
Hotel, St. Louis
Ross MacLean
replaces Frank Bessinger at New WOR series from the Bowman Room
Yorker Hotel on Oct. 15
Ben of the Biltmore next Thursday, after
Pollack opens Oct. 30 at Nicollet Ho- a three-month run. He will go on a
likes, his habits, his way of talking.
tel, Minneapolis
Bob Chester tour on one-nighters, prior to reThen sit down and write the show opened yesterday at Van Cleve Hotel, turning to the Edgewater Beach Hojust as though you were that chartel, Chicago.
Dayton, O.
acter and the things you do on paper
at
.

.

.

"To do a good job of writing script,
you must first know the type of character about which you are writing.
Know that character's likes and dis-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RADIO DAILY
IS

THE REST

DUSINESS

. .

INSURANCE
THEY HAVE
IN

ALWAYS

KNOWING...

.

.

are really the things you think you

Emil Coleman has returned to the
would do in real life. If you do that,
Tommy Tucker's band, which has
you shouldn't have much trouble." been signed for the George Jessel Iridium Room of the St. Regis for his
Norris Goff.
show to be heard on Mutual this fall, third season. The orchestral arrangements will, as usual, revolve around
will do a series of recordings for
his piano playing. He will be heard
Standard Radio. Band is now on CBS

WHAT'S

.

WHAT

...

.

—

SECRETARY AVAILABLE

— Executive Ability — Correspond— Publicity — Advertising and Ex-

Rapid

ence

ploitation.

Write

Box

DAILY, 1501 Broadway,

A-111

New

RADIO

York City.

as a sustaining.

over NBC.

A Goodman
I

is

IN

making a practice

Oscar Bradley, who has the ork of directing all his Hit Parade reon the Phil Baker series, is hopeful hearsals from the control room, where
that his son John will follow in his he can get a perfect hearing of the
musical footsteps. Although John is balance.

*

RADIO

.

.

.

RADIO DAILY

Thursday, October

* Cbovt-ta-Caasi &

production department's season of dramatics is "Mrs.
O'Brien's Boarding House", by Mrs.
R. P. Gruber, with Wright Esser

8

SAN FRANCISCO
MBS

Smith.
Herb Allen
did the narration. Starting Oct. 18,
Langendorf sponsors it over 18 sta-

and

Marjorie

tions.

Jack Dolph, assistant to the CBS
Pacific Coast Operations Vice-President, here checking up on the construction of new studios atop the
Palace Hotel.
Lee Strahorn. besides taking over
production of Jack Meakin's "Bughouse Rhythm" show, also does
Jack's "Musical New Letter," and
Lawrence L. Cross' "Crosscuts from
the Log O'Day."
Carl Kroenke. Earl Lee and Leo
Cleary. NBC actors, stooged in the
recent Olsen-Johnson show produced

on

First

1937

LOUIS

ST.

In the opening sketch "The Phantom Pilot," which started sustaining
Monday on the coast
net, the
leading parts were taken by Howard
Duff, Jack Edwards, Stanley Farrar

7.

KWK

directing.

ALISSA KERR, newspaper column- soloist of NBC
Sunday at 7:30
ist, offers a short series on "How
to Open a
Shop" over NBC-Red network.
starting Thursday,
2:45 p.m.

Oct.

at

14,

Fireside Recitals on
to
p.m. over the Red

WEW
its

plans to add several members
including a program di-

staff,

rector.

Harry Cool, tenor, and the Harmonettes are doing a new sponsored
"Whimsy at Large," an original show on KMOX. Carol Gay and Ben
radio drama by Ranald MacDougall, Feld's orchestra have a new sustainNBC employee, will be presented ing, "Carol Gay Presents".
Oct. 13 at 9-9:30 p.m. over NBC,
A Catholic catechism radio contest,
Blue network.
believed to be the first of its kind,
was conducted Sunday on
in
conjunction with parochial schools.
Joe Cleary, announcer at St. Bon"Sons of the Prairie", sponsored by
aventure College, is now working on Flexoglass, is now airing on KMOX,
the office staff of WHDL, Olean, with Pappy Cheshire in charge.
N. Y., helping out while vacations
Kathryn Turney Garten, KSD comare under way.
.nentator, flew here from Detroit yes-

2:30-

Earnest Mitchel, former film actor,
has joined WWJ, Detroit, as actorproducer.

WEW

"The Ave Maria Hour," directed by
Charles LaTorre, will deviate from
its customary religious theme next
Sunday by doing a dramatization of
Christopher Columbus, whose anniversary is Oct. 12. Program airs over
and a hookup.

WMCA

here.

Wilbur Eickelburg, KFRC's manager, did a Reno-lopement with Sybil
Leonard, local business woman.
Ernest Jefferson and George McElwain of the NBC technical department, went along with Olsen and
Johnson, Richfield Oil comics, to
monitor both the Seattle and Portland broadcasts.
Van Fleming, NBC producer, hobbling around on a cane which takes
weight off a sprained ankle.

ALBANY
Mary

columnist,

program for
Wool Co. over

1^-nvnute

a

starts

radio

O'Neill,

American

WOKO.

Rock
Bryan Madden

will

an-

nounce.

Gene O'Haire has been renewed
more sportscasting by Kentucky
Klub over WGY, Schenectady, with
Chester Vedder announcing.
Roy Schudt. Troy sports writer, is

for

doing a sponsored turn over

WABY.

terday to air a description of the
Veiled Prophet Ball.
Bedford, Mass., has
started sponsored airings of "The
Corl Weeks, young announcer and Count of Monte Cristo," radio dradramatic director formerly at WSUN, matization of the Dumas novel tranSt. Petersburg, has joined the an- scribed in
130 episodes by Earnshaw
Lionel Ricau is writing and pronouncing staff of WXYZ, Detroit.
Radio Productions. Charles Michel- ducing a new
show, sponsored
son of Earnshaw's New York office by Pepsi-Cola, titled "Adventures of
Capt. McBryde!"
Jerry Diamond has been placed in ret the deal.
charge of sales of Speedy-Q Sound
State Broadcasting Co. of Gretna,
Effect Records for the Charles MichLa., has amended its petition to the
The new "Follow the Moon" series, FCC, now requesting permission to
elson office.
inhich stars Elsie Hitz and Nick Daw- build and operate a station for 103
son from Monday to Friday at 5 p.m. watts night and 250 day on 1370.
Scotty Rose, vocalist, who hails over CBS, will be the first radio
Henry Dupre isn't taking a vacafrom Columbus, has opened a series program to place its script action in tion, but is starting a new series on
over WPAY, Portsmouth, O. He will the center of the Sino-J apanese war.
instead.
Period, titled "Lulu
remain for at least eight weeks.
Nick Dawson, playing the role of and Uncle Henry," will emanate from
Clay Bannister, which he created the acquarium.
commercial is "Dick- and made one of radio's most popuA new
lar dramatic figures, and Elsie Hitz,
ason's Holsom Bakers," ET series
as the newly married Mrs. Bayinister, sponsored by Crawford (furriers) of
being aired daily under a contract
will continue their honeymoon trip Manchester and Boston.
This is an
signed by Earl Dickason to run for
in the Far East in the story.
amateur program for children up
at least six months.
to 14 and is one of the most popular
programs ever put on this station.
A new weekly feature, "The Magic A big costume party will be featured
Helen Marshall celebrates completion of her first year as soprano Circle," starts Sunday over WFEA, Hallowe'en in the ballroom of the
Carpenter Hotel in Manchester.

WNBH, New

NEW ORLEANS
WWL

WWL

WPAY

'

Plan Book PubHshed
KSL. Salt Lake Citv. has published
edition of its R^dio Broadcasting.
Book, edited bv Lennox Murdock
with aid from Tommy Axelson, pre-

,

first

sents radio plans and typical promotions for all types of sponsors. The
service is free.

NIEW

JflHCWJf aVUIEaVD

SUNDAY, OCT.

CNE MINI JTF
INTfDVIfW

12 noon.

NAT BRUSILOFF

program,

George Jessel program. "30 Minutes
Hollywood," Mutual, 6-6:30 p.m.

in

MONDAY.
F.

"The presenta'ion of popular
music is as i--ooriant as classic
presentations. You just can't play
a tune in 'sw'.ng'. 'jam' and other

mediums

individual
stylists'
methods.
The music offered in
this fashion is beyond either recognition er true interpretation of
the con-posers' theme. My idea is
simple and 'u-idamental.
All
I

want
it's

to

of

do

wri'ten.

is

to

AnM

play music as
something

that's

being done in radio.
You might call this idea of mine
a 'ba-k to the original' movement.

"March

CBS

3:30-3:45

Life

14
of Time," Time Inc.
magazines), transfers

SATURDAY, OCT.

Carborundum

Co.

(Time
from

16

19

THURSDAY. OCT.
Watch

Co.,

.

.

.

University football broadcasts for
Atlantic Refining last Saturday.

21

CBS, 7:15

p.m.

24
Radio Newsreel, Cummer Products,
3-3:30
NBC-Red.
p.m.
4:30-5
Lutheran
Hour,
Mutual,
p.m.

CBS,

program,

9-

SUNDAY, OCT.

NBC-Blue. 9-9:30 p.m.

to

with

NBC-Blue,

TUESDAY, OCT.

Elgin

p.m.

program.

Orche:tra,

Emily Post, Florida Ci rus, CBS,
Tue. and Thur., 10:15-10:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCT.

7:30-8.

29

Mary Jane Walsh and orMutual, 8-8:15 p.m.

Barbasol,

SUNDAY, OCT.
Modern
Food
Process
NBC-Blues, 4:45-5 p.m.
"Rising
Inc.,
Sealtest
with
Alexander
Stars,"
NBC-Red, 10-10:30 p.m.

chestra,

17

program,
Musical
Smallens,

THURSDAY, NOV.
General
Maxwell
Foods'
show,
Coffee
produced by

Goldwyn-Mayer

Raymonds Inc. (cosmetics), Lloyd
CBS, 2:30-2:45 p.m.

Bill

Bacher,

Pantages,

MONDAY, OCT.

that just isn't

'

CBS,

THURSDAY, OCT.
and

Philadelphia
10 p.m.

OCT. 11 or OCT. 18
F. Laboratories (cough drops)

&

Banks

American

10

American Bird Products, "AmeriRadio Warblers," Mutual, 11:45-

can

WBT, Charlotte: The Old Shepherd
and Jane, featuring Clair Shadwell
and Jane Bartlett, have started a
new 15-minute thrice weekly series
Lee Kirby, sports
for Quaker Oats
announcer, opened the series of Duke

Reiland,

Warden Lewis E. Lawes, Wm. R.
10-10:30
Warner
NBC-Blue,
Co.,

Mfg. Co., NBC-Blue,

p.m.

Fred
Myers,

American
2:30-3 p.m.

School of the Air,

CBS,

tentative)

of

Hollace

5

talks.

17

Bristolreturns
for
9-10 p.m.
(date

NBC-Red,

Shaw

attended

Pomona

Pepperell

7:15-7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV.
Allen,

House
Metro-

direction
9-10 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOV.
Karl

Dr.

18

under

NBC-Red,

4

College at the

Taylor

— the

same

time as Robert

lucky Taylor!

Serving the Better Interests of Commercial Radio and Television
VOL.

2,

NEW

NO. 70

YORK,

N. Y.,

FRIDAY.

OCTOBER

MORGAN CO.

R.

RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles— Raymond R. Morgan
West Coast Bureau,

is starting immediate production
the transcribed radio version of
"Charlie Chan", with Cyril Armbrister directing, Dick Weil furnishing the script and Felix Mills doing
the music. Waxing will be done by

Co.

is

broad-

Arkansas town when it was discovered that the parade schedule
would conflict with the Series
broadcast today. The parade thereupon changed its time to fit WREC's

of

detective

— WREC, which

of

(Continued on Page 2)

to

EXPECT TO GET 70

E

Communications

Ass*n,

unit, yesterday revealed that it
is now sole representative for 30 stations, with the possibility of adding

Biggers and 20th Century-Fox will

"Want

Original key stations of

CBS

30 STATIONS WITH ACA;

CIO

Earl Derr

WWVA

SUPPLIES PRIZE

an additional 70 or more before the

end of the year.

Be an Actor"
Again Go on Net

WHEN SPONSOR RENEGS
Wheeling, W. Va. — WWVA, the

Officials of

RADIO DAILY

that

the

ACA

told

national

board of the NLRB is expected to review and hand down a decision on
CBS-ACA case between Nov. 1
local CBS outlet of which George the
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
and Nov. 15. As in the test case beLos Angeles Reports persist that W. Smith is managing director, beand ACA. officials stated
Haven MacQuarrie's KFWB "Do You lieves in keeping faith with its tween
Want to be an Actor?" again is listeners at all costs. Recently, basing that organization is confident of a
With the netcontract commitments on two pre- favorable decision.
set to go coast-to-coast shortly.
(Continued on Page 2)
vious highly successful campaigns
sponsored by an advertiser, the

May

—

New

in

—

Kansas City, Kan. Russ Davis has
been appointed production manager
of KCKN, it is announced by Ellis
Atteberry, manager of the Capper
Publications station. Davis was with
the station in 1930, when it was
known as WLBF, and recently has
been associated with KFBI. KWTO,

and XER.

management
a

third

of the station accepted

assignment

without

much

(Continued on Page 3)

Columbia Workshop Sets
Plays

for Fall

Schedule

Columbia Workshop, under direction of Irving Reis, has set the first
eight productions of its new fall
season. The initial offering will be
(Continued on Page 7)

Activity

—

on the Radio

Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc. will
increase its radio advertising through
the use of transcribed and live spot
announcements and 15-minute news
periods, it was learned yesterday.
Sponsor has added WOR, WFIL and
(Continued on

Page

GOODWILL RADIO SERIES
Washington Bureau,

Canada Dry Expanding

(Continued on Page 3)

Harry Hoff Joins

Cecil U. Price

CRA

—

Dead

Wichita, Kan. Cecil U. Price, genHarry W. Hoff, for the past three
eral manager of KFH since 1932, died
years with the Cleveland B. Chase
Tuesday in the Wichita Hospital. He
offices, has joined Consolidated Radio
suffering from a kidney
assistant
Earl had been
Artists
Inc.
as
to
Thomas, head of the radio depart- ailment resulting from chemical work
in connection with the World War.
ment.

Milton Roemer, head of the hotel
department of CRA, resigns today.

3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Rating Radio Voices
A

monthly rating of the outstanding voices on radio is being compiled by the Debating Society of
the College of Business Adminis-

On

sports.

entitled

58

The new Lever Bros,

program,

"Today", featuring Edward G. Robinson and Claire Trevor, will be
heard over a CBS coast-to-coast network of 58 stations. Series will begin Oct. 19 and will be heard 8-8:30
p.m. weekly thereafter.
Ruthrauff
& Ryan has the account.

is

Versatile Uliker
— Tom Manning, WTAM

Cleveland

and NBC

NAB

Preliminary Meet
At Waldorf on Sunday

tration of C.C.N.Y., 23rd St. branch.

This month's check-up, devoted to
programs before 6 p.m., resulted
in Dan Russell being rated best
announcer; Gabriel Heatter, commentator; Allen Prescott, best satir-

series,

"Magic Hour," will get under way
next Monday with 200 stations set
for airing. As previously announced,
series will run for two months. Street
& Finney is the agency.

Show
CBS Stations

Lever Bros.

200 Stations for Rexall
The Rexall disk

RADIO DAILY

Washington The U. S. Government
will back a vast education program
through radio to promote the good
neighbor policy of this country with
Latin-America, according to an announcement made yesterday by Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes.
Series, to be entitled "Brave New

New

Reached
In Songwriter-Publisher Feud

Tentative Truce

Ted Husing,

and

lywood, came to a definite agreement
with the AFM after a lengthy series
of conferences, which toward the
close were mostly held up by NBC,
which sought various concessions,
while CBS had already signified that
it was ready to sign a contract to
cover either one and a half or two
years, whatever would coincide with
the wishes of the AFM and the trade
agreement with the IRNA.
Although the basic terms of the
agreement with the network key sta-

'

ist;

NBC

York, Chicago and Hol-

WHN

Russ Davis Appointed
KCKN Production Mgr.

KGBX

York,

9

American

Chinese

the

New

Outlets in

schedule.

made famous by

Agree

Chicago and Hollywood Come to
Terms With Musicians Union

casting the parade and other features of the Rice and Cotton Festival at Newport, Ark., Oct. 7-9,
also is airing the World Series.
Arrangements were made fo broadcast by remote control from the

STARTING "CHAN" SERIES

Recordings Inc.
The adventures

NBC and CBS

Noblesse Oblige
Memphis

FIVE CENTS

1937

AFM

Key Stations and
RAYMOND

8.

preliminary meeting of the NAB
in the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel Sunday, when the board of di-

A

will be held

rectors, state committee men and
others will confer in connection with
the meeting scheduled for Tuesday.

Plea for an adjustment of the differences existing between the popular
music publishers and the songwriters,
made by Max Dreyfus, publisher,
who also proposed a plan of settling
the controversy regarding the writers
seeking to administer and exercise
certain .rights in connection with
electrical transcription fees, resulted
in
a tentative truce, with strong
(Continued on Page 3)

sports announcer, is setsomething of a record in the
variety of broadcasts he has been
handling lately. They included the
National Soap-Box Derby, Western
Open Golf Championship. National
Air Races, Carnival of Champions
Boxing Matches, Ohio State Footting

ball

Games, and now

Series.

the

World

V

2

Friday, October
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Move

to

and name acts who are prevailed upon
to come as guests and then called upon for bows and songs etc., and
lending atmosphere for which they are not paid. Agents of the radio acts
are often the ones who call upon their acts to help out.
the radio talent including stars

Several organizations agreed to cooperate in the move, including the
Screen Actors' Guild, American Guild of Musical Artists, Actors' Equity.
American Federation cf Actors and others. Alan Correlli of the Theater
Authority stated that his organization would expand its activities to other
cities and in the case where 15 per cent of benefit receipts are received,
the moneys will be applied locally to indigent actors.
Henry laffee.
attorney for the Theater Authority, is drawing up an inter-organization
agreement on the proposal to eradicate radio and other talent from working
gratis at the celebrity night and similar type stunts.

Raymond

R. Morgan Co.
30 Stations With ACA;
Starting "Chan" Series
Expect to Get 70 More
(Continued from Pane

1)

1)

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Am. Tel. &
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Stewart Warner
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OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Asked

9

10

Stromberg Carlson

New WBS Disk

Series

World Broadcasting System is waxa series for Sure Laboratories

ing

'Sure Breath Purifier). WJJD, Chialready is running the disks,
through Selviair Broadcasting System, and
starts them next,
with other stations to be added.
"Merry Oldsmobile" also is being
waxed for Oldsmobile by WBS, with
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma Orchestra, Kenny Sargent and Pewee
Hunt among the talent. Series will
be placed on 59 stations starting Suncago,

WAVE

day.

Long Siege

for

Dennis

of Vibro
Master Co. Inc., manufacturers of
Vibro master cutting and playback
recording machines, who has been in
the Kings County Hospital for the
past two weeks, is expected to remain there for another four weeks
at least. Mrs. Dennis is handling the
business during his illness.
E.

A.

Dennis,

president

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A. M.

6

TO

7:30

P.

M.

Music Corp. of America is
York this week-end from

of

New

in

JULES STEIN,

Gome

and

MCA

president, plans to move
winter, due to increased
bookings.
LUCIO VILLECAS. president of Pan-American
Radio Productions of Los Angeles, has arrived
in New York and is at the Hotel Commodore.
He is here to close deals for two Spanish

the

for

MCA

western

in

programs.

EMIL
today

COLEMAN
for

and orchestra fly to Detroit
engagement and return to
Group will fly

special

New

York Saturday morning.
Boston Saturday night to

to

stand

fulfill

one-night

there.

JESSE BLOCK
Boston yesterday

PHIL

SULLY

arrived

in

vaudeville engagement.
orchestra
go to the
Pittsburgh, next Friday for a
for

SPITALNY
Theater,

EVE

and
a

and

engagement.

FRANK PURKETT,

vice-president

manager of Associated Cinema

and general

Studios,

planed

back to Hollywood yesterday from Chicago
where he has been for the past week huddling
with Bauer Or Black execs in connection with
the May Robson "Lady of Millions" series.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Don Lee network general
manager, left Hollywood for New York
train
by
yesterday
to
confer
with
Mutual
execs in the east and attend the special NAB
meeting on Oct. 12.
EILEEN BARTON is in Detroit to play a week
of vaudeville with
Milton Berle and will fly
back to Chicago for her Monday Campana show.
ARTHUR HAYES, eastern manager of Radio
Sales, returns to New York from St. Louis and
Minneapolis.

PORTER SMITH and HOWARD SHUMAN
KTHS. Hot Springs, Ark., are in town.

J.

of

DOROTHY THOMPSON

is

at

Oberlin College.

Ohio, today as guest of honor and will go to
been bought on some twenty-odd KOMA.
and stations in Buffalo and Cleveland from there. She'll fly to New York
major stations, with KNX carrying on the
West Coast.
ACA
also re- in time for her evening broadcast.
the 15-minute show locally on a
JOY HODCES flew to Boston yesterday to
vealed that agreements have been fulfill
theater engagement, for which she
a
three-a-week schedule for an initial
reached with WHN. WCAU and resigned from the Joe Penner program.
39-week period.
Negotiations with
Cy Kendall gets the coveted role KBNX.
and KYW are expected to be comSet
Bi-So-Dol
of "Charlie", and J. Donald Wilson
pleted by Oct. 14.
"Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Peris set as announcer and narrator.
ACA was formerly known as sons", is the title of the dramatic
In addition to producing the show
American
serial
program which
and selling the account, the Morgan ARTA.
concern is buying all time and hanHome Products Inc. (Bi-So-Dol) will
dling the merchandising campaign
start Oct. 12 on NBC-Blue, running
Colin on
Board
and all other details.
Ralph F. Colin, of the legal firm of Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
Blackett-SampleRosenberg, Goldmark & Colin, was at 7:15-7:30 p.m.
elected to the CBS board of directors Hummert is the agency.
Government Launching
at Wednesday's meeting of the board.
Goodwill Radio Series At the same conclave S. R. Dean,
Den'al Vocalist for Series
comptroller, was promoted to the
Dr.
John B. Senesac, lecturer, den(Continued from Piuje 1)
treasurer.
tist
and vocalist, will soon inaugWorld", is scheduled to be heard post of assistant
Colin has been serving CBS as urate a combined sponsored program.
Mondays. 10:30-11 p.m. beginning
legal counsel for several years and He will be sponsored by a leading
Oct. 18 for 26 weeks.
Facilities of
CBS will be used, and programs will his election fills the last vacancy on dental product. J. William Cody is
Spring meeting of the responsible for the management and
have specially prepared New York the board.
stockholders
increased
the
board direction.
talent now being trained for the
from 10 to 14 members.
Edward
series.
Programs will be under the direc- Klauber. Mefford Runyon and Paul
Kesten were elected directors earlier
tion of Director of Radio Division of
year.
Dean has been with
Education William D. Boutwell. As- in the
CBS about five years. He was at
sistants include Phillip L. Green, asone time a staff attorney.
sistant director and program executive,
Bernard
Schoenfeld.
Philip
Coy Williams Joins Ferris
Cohen, and Rudolph Schramm, musCoy Williams, former sports editor
ical director.
of the World-Telegram and previousGreetings from Radio Daily
ly with the Cleveland Press and Los
October 8
Personnel Shifts Angeles Examiner, joins the Earle
Florence Malone
Memphis Several promotions and Ferris Radio Feature Service in HolSherrill Ellsworth
new appointments have been made lywood today as account executive,
October 9
recently in WMPS personnel. Tommy with Carroll Nye to handle the ediLee Wiley
Ragland, announcer, who hails from torial desk.
Vivian Delia Chiesa
WREC, was promoted to continuity
Robert Armbruster
chief; Bob Knapp, former WCPO anStar Series in Release
Art Jacobson
nouncer, is now traffic manager; Fred
Star
Radio Programs Inc. has
October 10
Vosse, chief announcer, now in charge started general release of the comHelen Hayes
of special events, and Clair Weide- plete 26 scripts on the melodrama,
Johnny Greene
naar, former program director of "Death Stalks the Honeymoon." Sta-

WWSW

15
2'/8

2%

WRAX, WJW, WPAY,

STEIN

H.

to the Coast
activity of

1

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine Corp
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio.

W.

expected
Chicago.

week's

go on the air for Stokely-Van Camp work in line, ACA can concentrate
food products on Oct. 25 in the East. on other national networks, in adNov. 1 in the middle West, Nov. 8 dition to the work now being done on
in the Northwest, and Nov. 15 and local independent stations through22 in the Southwest and Pacific Coast, our the country.
respectively.
Negotiations for 40-hour five-day
Net
The staggered opening dates are week, raise in pay and better workChg.
to permit of an elaborate merchanV,
ing conditions are now going on with
3/8
dising campaign being launched in following
outlets:
WWSW. WFIL,
3/g
each territory.
Time already has KYW. WPEN.

{Thursday, Oct. 7)

cominG

Stanley

(Continued from Page
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Cnrb "Celebrity Nights"

At a meeting held yesterday afternoon at the offices of the Theater
Authority Inc., a move was started to eradicate the practice of holding
so-called "celebrity nights" wherein the main purpose is to acquire the
services of radio name talent free and consequently displace other artists
who would be paid for the job in question. Move would also prove a boon
to

8,

Show

CBS

WMPS

—

WGL,

Fort Wayne, Ind..
program director here.

is

the

new

tion orders received before the series
was finished are now being filled.

Charles Pickard

Friday. October

8.
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NEW PC€e CAMS -IDEA/

NBC-CBS KEY STATIONS
IN

3

RADIO DAILY
REACH TENTATIVE TRUCE

AGREEMENT WITH AFM

IN

(Continued from Pane 1)
tions are generally known, it was
stipulated that if the exact terms in

"'Kroger Kwestion - Nite" draws
theater-going crowds every Monday
night to the Orpheum Theater, where

each case were to be made public Paul
WMPS announcer,
Hodges,
would come through the AFM. trips up and down the aisles, asking
it
inwould
be
The latter stated it
patrons foolish questions and paying
advisable to divulge the terms right good money for correct answers.
now since something may come up Here's the tie-up: Kroger stores of-

later to alter matters, and also much fer $50.00 in two, three, and five doldepends upon the trade agreement lar shots for answers to Hodges' queswith the Independent Radio Network tions. Persons giving correct answers
worked out satis- in ten seconds after question is
Affiliates being
factorily.

Additional musicians to be hired
by the key stations across the country will contribute nearly $1,000,000
to the forthcoming added payrolls
for the AFM members. In most cases
the figure will be around the $1,000
weekly mark per outlet, in addition
to the present staff musician payrolls.

AFM

execuIt is expected that the
tive committee now will do nothing
until Oct. 15, when it is scheduled
to resume its various negotiations.
All of the executive committee members are scattered around the country at present. Mutual network will
deal as soon as
come into the

AFM

agreements are reached with WGN,
Chicago, and KHJ, Los Angeles. The
WOR pact will follow with these two
outlets.

WWVA

Supplies Prize

When

Sponsor Renegs

(Continued from Page

question, a decision

1)

which proved

to

be disastrous in one direction and
The
highly successful in another.
advertiser started his third campaign
market with a plan
in the
to promote the sale of two new
food products in a highly competitive field. Competition was powerful and most effective, with the
result that the advertiser in question
was immediately faced with an extremely difficult job of publicity and
merchandising.
His merchandising
plan involved the awarding of an
automobile to the user of his products who submitted the largest number of trademarks cut from the
packages in which his products were
packed. Contest rules were announced
over
and the campaign took
immediately.
effect
The campaign
was broadcast for 10 weeks over
WWVA, when it became evident to
the management of the station that
previous experience with the advertiser would not repeat, and action
was immediately taken which ended
in discontinuing the broadcasts. The
advertiser took the stand, on certain
technicalities, that he was not liable
for the awarding of the automobile

WWVA

WWVA

SECRETARY AVAILABLE

— Executive Ability — Correspondence — Publicity — Advertising and ExRapid

Box
DAILY, 1501 Broadway,

ploitation.

Write

A

1

New

11

RADIO

York City.

night's program
to
blonde members of the fairer sex,
the next night to red heads, then

(Continued from Page

that

possibility

1)

peace will be peron.
Both

answering manent from next week

brunettes, bachelors, etc.,
requests made on the telephone right
over the air.
Competition has set
in among the ladies to see who tops
the list in requests
the blondes,
brunettes or red heads. Needless to
say, this program has plenty of color.

—

Time Every Five Minutes
The

Marvel

Bread

Miami,
Co.,
are awarded the specified
Okla., has contracted for a 30-minute
The grand prize question is program,
daily except Sunday, over
worth $100 to anyone who answers
WMBH,
stated

SONGWRITER DISPUTE

one

dedicates

Quiz from Theater

prize.

agreed that the battle was
about over.
It was decided after the conferences
sides

held in the offices of the Music Publishers Protective Ass'n that attorneys
for both sides would meet early next
week and draw up a new form of
contract between writer and publisher which will hold good during
the term of the agreement between
them. A. M. Wattenberg will represent
the
publishers,
and John
Schulman of Hays, Garfield & Schulman will represent the Song Writers
Protective Ass'n members.
Understood that Article 9 of the
SPA by-laws will not be included
in contract form, but the division
of the music fees derived from electrical transcription licenses will be
not less than 50 per cent to the
writers. With the exception of the
increased proportion of fees being
allotted by the publishers to the
writers, the new form of contract
will be substantially the same.
A

Joplin, Mo., known as "Time,
same, with prize money increasing
Toast and Tunes," featuring the time
$25 each week if question is unevery five minutes from 7:30 till 8
answered. The question is selected
o'clock in the morning, with a series
from a list of 25, which are released
of cheery messages from the Marvel
a week previous to the program in
Man of the Hour. Program is to run
local
Kroger
stores
where
listenall
for six months.
ers may look up the answers.
Contestants for the $100 question are seRemotes from Ft. Benning
lected by pulling numbers out of a
hat.
To date, the program is pulling
Entertaining and educational are
a tremendous audience.
the weekly remote broadcasts from
the World's Largest Infantry School,
Rhythm Club
Ft. Benning, over WRBL, Columbus,
An unusual program is the Rhythm Ga. The program usually consists of few minor changes will, of course,
Club currently featured on WMPS, a concert by the Ft. Benning Glee be present.
Memphis, from 12 midnight until 1 Club, a number of band selections
a.m.
The program features Hiram by the 29th Infantry Band, and a
Dry
Higsby and popular recordings. What general talk on the highlights of the
makes it novel is the fact that Hiram week.
Activity on the Radio

WMPS

Canada

offered in connection with his broadcasts over the station. Argument on
the part of the station had no effect
and in the meantime listeners were
beginning to inquire about the auto-

Two Sponsors Double Up

WTAR

WFAS

For Football Over

Expanding

(Continued from Page 1)
to list of news spots,

more additions contemplated

with

in

the

near future. Thirty-eight outlets are
now on the spot announcement list,
Mayflower Stations Inc., sponsor of an increase of four the past week.
mobile prize which they were offered'.
"Mayflower Reporter" street inter- J. M. Mathes Inc. is agency, with
Rather than prolong the controversy
Rollins
account
executive.
views
over WFAS, White Plains, on Carle
breaking
down
the
expense
of
at
listeners confidence, the station was a thrice-weekly basis since last April, Agency is now setting additional outcompelled to fulfill the obligation of has arranged for co-sponsorship of lets.
the advertiser. The automobile was the programs with Case Radio SerDraws Wide Response
purchased and listeners advised to vice during the continuance of the
Baltimore
A beautiful job of
send in their accumulated trade- football season, in order to make
marks direct to the station. An extra available to Mayflower sponsorship a proving coverage by mail return was
recently
when WFBR's
staff of clerks was assigned to the weekly half-hour "Sports Roundup." exhibited
"The Word Man" a five minute, offtask of counting the entries subMayflower Stations, operating 52
mitted,
and the winner judged. service stations in Westchester and time Exlax feature offered a gift on
WWVA's fulfillment of the adver- lower Connecticut, continue to award Monday to all those writing the station. After Tuesday's deluge of thoutiser's obligation was in keeping with premiums to all listeners
submitting
sands of letters from Baltimore city
its friendly attitude towards its lis- questions
to
the "Mayflower Reand county, according

—

—
—

teners and did much to cement the
enjoyable relationship between station and listeners. Favorable comments received were many and most

porter,"

as

well

as

dollar

bills

to station of-

for

ficials, the rest of the week saw mail
such questions actually used on the
filtering through
from D.C.. West
air, and they are also continuing the
Virginia, Virginia. New Jersey. Penn"Mayflower Safety Patrol," which
sylvania,
Ohio,
Hampshire,
gratifying.
each week selects by observation the
Massachusetts and New York.
Notwithstanding the attitude of the "Safe Driver of the Week" and readvertiser towards the station, the wards this individual with a cash

fulfillment of the

contest

obligation

latter worked out to the advertiser's decided advantage. During

by the

the ten weeks the campaign was on
the air, warehouse reports indicated
11,734 cases sold, or 211,212 packages.

Proof of

retail

New

bonus.

The Mayflower Saturday
Round-up," placed through
ing

Getchell

Inc.,

New

"Sports
J.

Stirl-

York,

handled by Don Kearney and John
Dillon.

purchases was evi-

denced in the return of 70,454 trademarks, which came from 173 cities
and towns in Ohio, Pennsylvania and

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

West Virginia.
So WWVA is now

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS

to

its an
ill
wind
blows nobody good. Listeners

happy

— the

station

is

happy

in

kept faith with its listeners
and the advertiser should be happy.
it

IN

'CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS''
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M

EST

WABC-CBS Network

SPECIALISTS
a firm subscriber

the theory that

that
are
that

barry Mckinley

is

33

W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C.

GRIFFIN

COI. 5-7366-7

"TIME
MONDAY

TO SHINE

"

7-7:30 P.M. EST

WEAF-NBC Network

—

4
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RADIO DAILY

CCCUE§TCA$
MUSIC
UNDER

the

new

title

of

"Fun

NEW BUSINESS
Signed by Stations
KYA,

San Francisco: Tidewater Associated
through Lord & Thomas; Lydia PinkCo., through Erwin-Wasey
Knox Co.,
through Allen C. Smith; H. R. Jessup (La
Vida Water).

in

Oil,

Music" and with the course enlarged to include instruction in all
instruments
and
in
rudimentary
voice as well as in band instruments,
Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, professor of
music at the University of Michigan,
will resume his weekly radio music
lessons for the second year over the

NBC-Red Network on Tuesday

at 2

EST.

In
previous
broadover individual stations and
over NBC networks, Dr. Maddy confined his instructions to band instruments with the course being known
as Dr. Joseph E. Maddy's Band Music
Lessons. Dr. Maddy will present his
lessons from the NBC Chicago studios, with the aid of professional musip.m.,
casts

cians.

The first performance of the "Village Festival" by Cesare Sodero, who
until recently conducted his own program known as "Cesare Sodero Directs " over WOR, will feature the
"Sinfonietta" concert under the direction of Alfred Wallenstein over

—

WOR-Mutual network next Thursday
at 9:30-10
also offer

p.m.

The orchestra

Beethoven's

"First

will

Sym-

ham

phony."

•

•

•

Little

appearing

shots about Big Shots:.

a stretcher

attributes

in the

Cincinnati, has been added to Larry
Lee's orchestra as sound effect man.
The Lee orchestra is now on onenight stand tour in Texas, before
settling down at Olmos Club, San
Antonio, Oct. 31.

On

the evening of Oct. 13, over the
Mutual system, Vincent Lopez will
introduce for the first time on the
air a new type of swing tune.
This
swing classic, called "Chopin's
Ghost," the piano-playing maestro
feels, is a perfect example of what
he will endeavor to illustrate in his
lectures at New
York University
starting Nov. 9.
his

band have

been awarded the "Distinguished
Service to Radio" medal by Radio
Stars magazine.
Lester C. Grady,
editor of the magazine, will make the
presentation Sunday on the Lom-

bardo-Bond Bread show on CBS.
U. of

Md. Broadcasting Course

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington A broadcasting course
has been inaugurated at University
of Maryland.
Enrollment will be
limited to 25 students.
Dr. Ray
Ehrensberger of the speech department will instruct, aided by Jess
Willard of Station WJSV.
Executives and specialists from the CBS

New York
WJSV has
to

office will lecture, and
promised summer work
students who complete the course.

Boran

to

Emcee Convention

Arthur Boran, mimic and comedian, has been engaged to emcee at
tomorrow night's affair of the Tobacco Council Convention in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Rose Bowl

for the U. of

.

.Horace Heidt.

who

currently

is

for his

C, he awoke

in

success.

.

.

Seems

that in 1923

a dressing room with surgeons

nodding their heads. "Bad spinal injury," their voices droned, "may be
an invalid for life".
.Care and medical attention plus his iron-will cured
him in a few months after which he decided to lay off the pigskin and
.

—

play with the ivories

;

KJBS,

San

Doyle

Francisco:

Packing,

Beaumont & Hohman; Meyer Bot-

through
Co.

tling

KFRC, San Francisco: Albers Bros. Milling Co., through Erwin-Wasey; C. H. Baker
Shoe Co., through S. L. Kay; Dynamite
Cereal Products, through Emil Brisacher;
Standard Beverages, through Emil Reinhardt.

.

—on

the piano of course.

WNAC, Boston: Thomas Leeming & Co.
(Baume Bengue), through Wm. Esty (also
12 other Yankee net stations)
vinator, through Geyer, Cornell

• • • Colonel Jack Major was being considered for the Ford
show and appeared at the rehearsal where he was introduced to
Chandler Goldwaite, who impressed the Col. as being an exec...
"What do you think of our show?" asked Mr. Goldwaite
.To which
C. J. M. replied: "I think it's swell except for the music of Rex
Chandler's orchestra". Major didn't appear on the show because
Goldwaite IS Rex Chandler.
.

.

.

—

Nash-KelNewell;
& Wis-

;

&

Sears-Roebuck, through Chambers
well;
Lever Bros. Co. (Lux and
through Ruthrauff & Ryan (also

Yankee

net

through

Badger &

Browning

Yankee
Kudner

stations)
(also

Buick,

stations)

First

;

Rinso),
other

S

Nat'l

Stores,

(also

other

S

through

Arthur
and WICC)
Chevrolet,
through Campbell-Ewald; Main Development
Commission,
through
Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance; Lea & Perrins,
through Schwimmer & Scott; Stickney &
Poor Spice Co., through Badger & Brown;

WEAN

;

ing (also 14 other Yankee net
Carter Medicine, through Street

stations)

;

& Finney;
Ford, through J. Walter Thompson; F. A. Stuart Co., through ThompsonKoch Co.
&

Penick

•

•

•

eating too
the

Because the boys
fast,

mess

for dinner.

.

.

at

St.

John's College in Annapolis

Georgia Smith, college

halls

to

slow the pace

leisurely fox-trots for lunch

Don Rowland, formerly with WLW,

.

person at Loew's State Theater besides doing his air show,

in

while a lineman

in

Guy Lombardo and

1937

8.

dietician,

....

For breakfast,

and measured

.No consideration

is

made

has decided

military

to

had been

place radios

languid waltzes

marches or swing music

for the cocktail

hour or late supper.

WLS,

Chicago:

man Lamp

Mantle

Lamp

O-Glass;

WGN, Chicago: Beaumont Laboratories
(4-Way Cold Tablets), through H. W. Kas& Sons; Pinex, through Russel M. Seeds;
Canada Dry, through J. M. Mathas; WashState

Apples,

through

• Jimmy Rogan is a CBSound effects man who handles
Lord "Gangbuster" show. .He was in rehearsal on another
show where a temperamental director was having trouble with the
cast, etc., and through the control-room talk-back shouted to the
people in the studio: "Cohmibia employs me on this show and has
given me full control. They have faith in my ability and while I'm
running this show you'll take my orders. In short, 'I'm God here' "!
...To which Rogan yelled back: "I'll be doggone! Four days a
week I work for 'Lord' and now on my fifth, 1 have to work for

•

'God'

.

WENR,
W.

H.

Walter

J.

Thompson.

•

ColeFlex-

tor

ington

the Phil

Co.;

Penn Tobacco Co.;
Olson Rug; Pinex.
Co.;

Chicago: Crown Overalls, through

Kastor.

.

WBT,

N. W. Ayer; American Gas Machine Co., through Greve Adv.
Agency; Vick Chemical; through Morse International; Procter & Gamble, through H.
W. Kastor & Sons; Chilean Nitrate Educational Bur., through O'Dea, Sheldon & Co.;
General Motors
Chrysler.
Refining

Co.,

through

;

WWL, New
Turns;

".

C: Mantle Lamp,
& Presba; Atlantic

Charlotte, N.
Presba, Fellers

through

Orleans: Anacin; Oldsmobile;

Manette

Lamps;

Hamlin's

Wizard

Oil.

W

Mark Warnow who was taken on
the coldest Saturday of last year to view his first football game at Yankee
Stadium by Freddie Rich .... Mark sat on the bench, his head and chin
dug in his coat collar, hands in his pockets, while others got up and
shouted for the teams and were excited over plays .... Mark would only
peek out when the college bands began to play. After each selection,
he'd return to the warmest position .... At the end of the game. Rich turned
to Warnow and asked how he liked the game! .... "Fine thing you do to
me," Warnow replied. "You drag me all the way up to the Bronx and

•

•

•

make me

sit

They

tell

this

story about

in this freezing

two bands play OFF-KEY

all

weather

till

I

catch cold

—

for

what?

To hear

KSL, Salt Lake City: S &
Food Products, through Emil Brisacher;
Omega Oil,
through Husband & Thomas; Nash, through
Edward

WIP,
through

•

afternoon!"

WFAS,
flower

'thirty'

a

or even 'twenty -five'! 'Forty'

White

Gulf

is

too fast"!

Refining;

Can-

Plains:

Socony, through

Edmond

J.
J.

Co.,
Stirling Get-

Amer.

Lumberman's Mutual
through M. T. Coogan & Co.,

WATL,

May-

Chevrolet;

through J. Stirling Getchell;

Stations,

distributors;

When
for

Philadelphia:

Dry.

Emerson Radio, through E.

Vincent Sorey was at CBS, his orchestra was
They played "Poet and
potential sponsor
Peasant" overture, "Cavaleria Rusticana" and similar compositions
sandwiched between a few Sousa marches. When the audition was
over, Sorey walked into the client's room for comment or a contract. He asked the buyer what he though of the show.... "You
played too fast and too loud," was the reply. When Vincent pointed
out that the music was marked to be played that way, the sponsor
"I don't care what it's marked. Play it
is said to have replied:

•

Varady of Vienna,
Horton and Hoyt.

Philadelphia:

Baggaley,

WFIL,
ada

ance,

•

Baltimore:
Sherwin-Williams;
Bakers' Broadcast; General Motors;
Musterole; Emerson Drug.

Pontiac;

Woodbury's;

chell;

auditioning

Petry.

WBAL,

Atlanta:

Atlantic

Ice

&

Insuragents.

Coal:

John B. Daniel Co. (Cheney's Expectorant).

KGVO,
Pills,

Missoula,

through

Spot

Mont.: Carter
Broadcasting.

Leave Chicago
Chicago— G.

NBC

Liver

Staff

McDermott, heading spot sales, and Whitney Clement,
local sales, have been let out by NBC.
George Hessberger's Ensemble also
has been dropped.
B.

Friday. October

8.
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PERSONALITIES

\l It

I

One

•

YEARS
heard

CHARLES GREEN,

president of
Consolidated Radio Artists Inc.,
has arrived from New York to confer with Bob Sanders, manager of
the local CRA office, on Fall band
bookings on the Coast.
his

retirement from radio activities recently, has been set for a role as a

M-G-M's
commentator
in
radio
"Rosalie" with Eleanor Powell and
Nelson Eddy. Even as an actor he
can't get away from it.

Tom Breneman, conductor of the
CBS "Western Homes" program and

busy on other KNX chores, will find
time to play the role of Colonel
Ezra Simpson with Rudy Vallee,
commenting on Hollywood and pictures, on Oct. 14.
Lloyd Pantages is all set to start
his new CBS coast-to-coast series on
Oct. 17.
Cyril Armbrister is producer, and Pantages repeats his 4:45

EST

chatter at 8-8:15 for the Pacific
Coast.

January

ago,

by

when

radio

starlets,

E.

•

in the Industry.

SMITH

was a profound mystery and

practically un-

and file, Harold E. Smith, general manager cf
WOKO-WABY, Albany, became interested in the strange force that
could transmit messages without the use of wires. This was in 1913, when
of

the rank

was

Smith

New

concert
at
York, and at the internationally famed Hippodrome. Becoming an enthusiast of irrepressible ardor. Smith set up a wireless communication with Great Britain and France over his
50 watt amateur station and was drafted for
Rector's,

violinist

Warrant Radio Regimental
World War.

Sergeant

in

on Dyckman

the

breadboard.
Throughout

Frank

New York City.
which is still in
mounted upon a
Transmitted

away back

WOKO's

course. Smith has been
with its progress.
Within

and

CRA

—

—

only survivors of the sinking
Cleveland Lewis Sisk, graduate of
"Show Boat" who were rescued to the Ohio State University School of
carry on with the new M-G-M show
Business Administration, advertising
for Maxwell.
specialist,
has joined the WHKThe hillbilly quintet, Sons of the WCLE continuity staff. He succeeds
Pioneers, will be featured on the Donald
Gehring,
who has been
"Hollywood Barn Dance" over CBS named to the post of traffic manager
Pacific
Coast on Saturday night. of the two stations. Gehring replaces
Composers and arrangers of frontier the former Winifred Kellogg, who
songs, the Pioneers will "give" in married recently.
some of their best known numbers.
Russell Williams has been chosen
Peter Potter,
producer, also an- WHK-WCLE merchandising mananounces the Morgan Family and the ger. He succeeds William Brusman
Stafford Sisters on the show.
who has been promoted to the sales
CBS has a new twice-monthly com- staff.
mentator series labeled "Headlines
and Bylines" starting on a sustaining
Promotions
basis on Oct. 17.
Lewis Browne,
Fort Worth Promotions at station
author, conducts, with guesting celebs WBAP give the following titles to
from time to time.
staff members:
Ken Douglass, now
Lewis TeeGarden, recently re- production director; Nelson Olmsted,
signed KEHE production manager assistant
production
director;
Cy
who is now free-lancing as producer- Leland, special events director.
announcer, returns to the familiar
mike at KEHE to handle the interRadiage Studios Opened
views on "Bureau of Missing PerChicago Leslie N. Zemer, former
sons", Sunday night feature at 7:30 Hollywood talent booker, has opened
to 8.
the Radiage Studios here at 154 East
Lud Gluskin will introduce an- Erie St., to book radio talent, offer
other of his singing discoveries on program ideas and counsel and make
"Hollywood Showcase" over CBS short transcriptions.
Pacific Coast on Sunday at 7 p.m.
The lucky gal is Katherine Kay, oneColumbus Day on
time Paramount starlet and dramatic
Columbus Day ceremonies at Columbus Circle will be aired by
actress.
the

WBAP

—

Moss on

Campana's

television
in 1925....

Helen Shervey of NBC program
department is cruising south.
Larry Larsen, NBC organist, vacationing in Toronto.

BOSTON
news editor and
WEEI, and Evelyn M

Neil A. Wallace,

announcer

at

secretary to the WEEI production manager, will be married
next Tuesday at 12-1 p.m. Governor early in January.
Lehman,
Mayor LaGuardia,
the
Bobby Norris and his "Melody
Italian
Consul
General and the Strings" are now heard over Yankee
Italian
publisher,
Generoso Pope, net in a new thrice weekly series at
will speak.
6:15 p.m.
Scott,

COLUMBIA STATIONS
ATTENTION!
The Sunday Players stand ready
your BIBLE

to

carry on with

DRAMAS, a world famous program
many Columbia outlets. Fifty-

already featured on

two half hour episodes beautifully produced and
recorded.
if

you wish

Your opening program by
to

today and keep

your

air

express

avoid missing another Sunday. Wire
that

large

and

loyal audience of

finest people.

MERTENS &

PRICE, INC.

—

WOV

WOV

Vanity

Fair scripts. Moss is laid up with a
throat infection.
Joe (Josh Higgins) Dumond is
back at work following an illness.

actively identified
recent years it has been in the CBS network, moving steadily forward as one
of the country's radio outlets.
Harold E. Smith was interested in television as long ago as 1925, when,
with the station at Mount Beacon, he was successful in transmitting pictures
Eye to the future. Smith will be ready
to Poughkeepsie, 18 miles away.
when practical television becomes an everyday reality.

will

Chicago poet and
plays a leading part

appendicitis operation.
Howard Blake, staff writer for Coronet magazine, is pinchhitting for

Street,

transmitting apparatus,
Smith's possession, was

who

Arnold Grimm's Daughter had a
yesterday, same day as
James Whitcomb Riley whose anniversary the networks are marking.
Marge Kerr is out of the hospital
and convalescing at home from her

of the

Its

the gal

birthday

WOKO
WOKO

station

GUILA ADAMS,
in

big fracas. Smith returned
to his violin but retained his interest in radio,
finally buying Station
in 1924 with
Raymond Curtis.
was then a 10 watt

At the close

Lucille Lund,
be the co-starLeo Salkin Quits
ring guests in the dramatic interlude
of the Exposition Park Concert over
Chicago Leo Salkin, manager of
KEHE on Sunday. Emil Baffa and Consolidated Radio Artists, has rehis orchestra are the mainstay as signed, effective Oct. 15.
Successor
always.
Salkin, who has
not yet named.
"Whispering Jack" Smith has re- headed Chicago office for 16 months
turned to radio with his "Whispering since it was organized, says he plans
Strings" in a new series over KHJ to manage a band or two.
He forat 9:15-9:30 each Tuesday and Thurs- merly
operated a talent booking
day.
agency here.
Meredith Willson, musical director,
and Max Terr, vocal director, are
WHK-WCLE Appointments

Lois

cinema

Who

of a Series of Who's

HAROLD

Rush Hughes, who announced

5
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THE SUNDAY PLAYERS BIBLE DRAMA
1240

SOUTH MAIN

ST.

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
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RADIO DAILY
STATION-STUDIO
and

Latest Technical Developments and

New Antenna for WHAM
to

—

self-supporting vertical andown fading and increase day and night coverage of
WHAM. Structure of 450 feet will
be tallest in western New York.
Unguyed vertical radiator will replace station's present antenna system. Initial installation of this type
of tower by Blaw-Knox, it is expected to be complete by middle of
November twice the height of staSeverity thoution's present towers.

—

sand feet of copper will be used

in

ground system.

—

Max Knell,
2,094,606— Cathode Ray Tube.
Germany, assignor to Telefunken Cesellfur

Telegraphie

Drahtlose

—

London
A television tie-up between London and Paris, by which
fans in either city would be able to
view broadcasts from the other, is
regarded as a likely new development. Technicians approve practicability of relaying pictures by land-

and radio links. Re-broadcast,
scenes from one capital could then be
caught in the other.
Televiewers on England's south
coast are at present experiencing interference from Eiffel Tower, which
is using 30 kilowatts, against the 7 of
Alexandra Palace here. Even without the proposed tie-up, it may thus
be possible soon for Brighton residents to enjoy alternative programs
line

sets.

Among

other recent television developments by BBC was a most successful broadcast of the opera "La
Serva Padrona," which gave audiences a better illusion than films. It
was the best transmission of its kind

—

2,094,625
Selective Radio Receiving System.
Leland E. Thompson, Merchantville, N. J., as-

RCA.
2,094,654
Mount

signor to
vice.

— Hirmann,

for

Julian

Electron
Hillside,

Discharge Deassignor,
N. J.

Kurt

Tubes.

Schlesinger,

—

Bernard
2,094,675
Getter for Vacuum Tubes.
assignor,
East
Orange,
N.
J.
by
Salzberg,
mesne assignments, to RCA.
Screen Apparatus for Television
2,094,677
Receivers.
Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin, Germany.
2,094,678— Detector for Ultra Short Waves.
Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin, Cermany.
2,094.684 Tuning Indicator Circuit. Francis
assignor,
Rutherford,
N.
J.
by
Shepard,
H.
mesne assignments, to RCA.

—

—

Notes from

— Superheterodyne

Slone who resigned to teach at Clemson U., has perfected a 5-tube time
flasher to assist in accurate timing of
programs. Gadget consists of vacuum
tube time delay relay, adjustable for
operation between V2 second and 30
seconds. Variable tone oscillator and
audio amplifier is used to apply signal at level at the transmitter.

Station has installed new Western
program amplifier
Electric
110- A
with reported increase in signal
strength on all fronts. New studios
are said to be in offing.

Harry Lee Johnson, USNR,
-

2,095,050— Signaling.

Klaas
Eindhoven,

Receiver.

Weyers,

J.

RCA.
Harold

2,095,078
0.

is

— Directive

Antenna

Beverage,

H.

Riverhead.

Peterson.

N.

Y.,

Harold

assignor

Receiver.
Helmut Pitsch,
2,095 079— Radio
Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie, m.b.H.
Directional Antenna System. Gus2,095,083
tav Renatus, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie,

—

D.

.

2,095,184— Receiving
liott,

Harold

System.

F.

Lamar,

Vibration Pickups

Col.

— A new

plan for study-

telegraphic

radio

news

signals

and atmospheric effects on their reception has been inaugurated by Jack

KIDW

Phillips,

E.

Assisted

Rea

of

chief

engineer.

KGIW, he

logging the fadeouts and

is

interference on news schedules and
checking the time with same failings
on the two other stations of the
Southwest Broadcasting Co. Nearby
stations are cooperating in the research.

Adds Mobile

Formerly

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

lilectrical

New York City

Tel.

Circle

6-5470-1

needles

100% shadowgraphed

and

WE FURNISH

transcription

any Station technician; for most
if
America's broadcast units rely on
these lirilliant playback and steel cutting
needles.
Samples on request.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Ask

are

now under

cramped

and

NBC-Blue

construction.

programs are

under rather

produced

being

offices

local

to this fact, local

conditions.

A new

show known

big local

as

"Mid-South Dinner Time" recently
made its debut on WMPS. The show
features Hiram Higsby as emcee,
Herb Summerfield and the WMPS

The Rhythm Rangers,
Dave and Edith, soloists and Fred Vosse, with news for
the farmers. Due to the immensity
Hillbilly band,

program, the temporary studio
being used at present was not near
of this

accommodate the
manager of
the Columbian Tower
(home of
WMPS) was approached and asked
enough

to

So, the building

artists.

for space as near the temporary
studios as possible. All he had was
a large vault, formerly used for

keeping records and the like. The
big vault was cleaned out, and wires
put in for the mikes, and thrown into
immediate use as a studio. So WMPS
now has what it calls the "Most Unusual Studio in the World."

—

Tube Manual Out
A comprehensive radio tube manhas just been published by Philunder the auspices of the Radio
Manufacturers Service.
jal

CONQUEST PORTABLE

Unit

Baltimore
WFBR has added a
mobile radio station, mounted on a
trailer and completely equipped with
studio and control room.

RADIO RECEIVER and

PLAYBACK COMBINATION
A superior unit that speeds the
sales of talent, time or transcriptions
bringing your product
with
into the prospect's office
high fidelity reproduction of both
radio broadcasts and recorded programs.
A playback that recreates every note, every word,
with a clarity beyond belief. , , .
.

—

ACTON E

new

The

by chief engineers Ralph
KOKO, and John Thomas of

com-

—

Inc.

El-

Palo Alto. Cal.

ing

outlet,

large

—

WilElectric Translating Circuit.
assignor
Cockrell, Schenectady, N. Y
to General Electric Co.

liam

Broadcast op-

Cleveland Brush Development Co.
KFI-KECA Add Equipment
has announced a complete line of
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
vibration pickups of typical piezoLos Angeles A new compression
electric Rochelle salt crystal design
amplifier, recent invention to lower
and applicable to study of noises and
tone-peaks and increase clarity, has
vibrations in various industrial apbeen added at KECA, while KFI has
plications.
Now available are types obtained a reverse feedback, HarriVP-1, VP-5, and DP-1. They cover
son Holliway, gen. mgr. of the stacomplete frequency range, and comtions, has announced.
plete info may be had upon request.

CHARLES ROSS,

to

RCA

m.b.H.
2,095,124

of

Studios

staff orchestra,

System.

Checks Interference

Raymond P. Aylor, just appointed
chief engineer to succeed Horace E.

Transradio

Netherlands, assignors to

WGH

erator.

New

2 095.035

Riverhead, N. Y., assignor to RCA.

2,094,657— Indirectly Heated Electronic Tube.
Taul Kapteyn, Berlin, Germany.
Method of and Arrangement for
2,094,676
Braun
Connecting
Berlin. Germany.

theon Mfg. Co.

Posthumus and Theodorus

by mesne assignments, to RCA.

bination

to date.

2.094,760— High Power Rectifier.
Percy L.
West Newton, Mass., assignor to Ray-

Spencer,

m.b.H.

—

Television Tieup Likely
Between London and Paris

—

2,094,751
Tuning Means for Receiver Sets.
Roosenstein, Berlin, Germany, assignor
to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie, m.b.h.

—

WMPS,

studios

Due

Hans 0.

Berlin,

schaft

IMPROVEMENTS

Memphis

tenna to cut

2,094,602
Apparatus for the Generation of
Short Electromagnetic Waves.
Ernst E. W. KassEngland.
ner, London

DEVICES
and

On New WMPS

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY. Attorney
Washington. D. C.

$25,000

1937

Work Gets Under Way

Radio and Television

Rochester Stromberg Carlson TelMfg. Co. is constructing a

8,

Radio and Television

Activities in

EW PATENT/

N

Cut Fading

ephone

on their

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

Designed

Friday. October
:

.

.

.

TWO WAY COMMUNICATION
List

Price

.

...

A microphone attachment

$15
per
station
Inter-'phones, office to office, studio to
studio, factory, house to garage, remote
controls and hundreds of other uses. Positive in operation.
Simple to install. Modern in appearance.

on same

.

Any number

of 'phones

line.

424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

.

...

or phonograph

.

.

and microphone.

For Specifications and Prices
Write Today to

CONQUEST ALLIANCE CO., Inc.
515 Madison Ave., New York

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.

that permits off-stage voices blending with
recorded music ... or its use as
an efficient public address system.
A flip of the switch and you have
33 1/3 or 78 r.p.m. for discs up
radio
to 17 inches diameter

Ltd.
U.S.A.

228 No. La

Salle

St.,

Chicago

Friday, October

8,

1937
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Concentration on Coast
Columbia Workshop Sets
Seen by Harry Maizlish
Plays for Fall Schedule
(Continued from Page
Concentration of radio broadcasting activity on the West Coast is ex- the seventh request performance of
pected to reach a new high in the "Meridian 7-1212", experimental ranear future, according to Harry dio tragedy written by Reis around
the telephone company's method of
Maizlish, managing director of Wargiving the correct time.
It will be
ner Bros.' KFWB, Los Angeles, who
aired Sunday at 8-8:30 p.m. over
has been in New York on business.
CBS.
Not only have many of the more
On succeedings Sundays, the folimportant programs switched west,
lowing are scheduled: Oct. 17, "The
Maizlish points out. but advertising Killers", by Ernest
Hemingway; Oct.
agencies and others in radio activity 24, "I've Got the Tune",
by Mark
have either opened offices in Holly- Blitzstein; Oct. 31. "Sweep", by
wood or are planning to do so. He Reis; Nov. 7, "Come of Age", by
thinks Hollywood will become the Clemence Dane; Nov. 14. "Mr. Jusnational center of radio activity in tice", by Reis; Nov. 21, "Georgia
time.
Transport", by John Williams AnMaizlish came east to confer with drews; Nov. 28. "Ninth Avenue L",
Jack L. Warner before he sailed for by Charles Tazewell.
1

"SKOLSKY FROM

HOLLYWOOD"
Emerson Drug Co.
(Bromo-Seltzer)
Blue Network.

WJZ-NBC

Wednesdays, 8:30-8:45 p.m.
J. Walter Thovipson
SKOLSKY OFFERS BEST MATERIAL OF
CHATTERERS. BUT IS HANDICAPPED BY

POOR DELIVERY.
Broadway Columnist, Sidney Skolsky, who deserted the Main Stem
for the glamour of Hollywood, bowed
in on his own radio show plugging Europe on matters
Bromo-Seltzer, in what is firmly
established as the best air show for
a chatterer from a material standpoint.
However, his voice sounded
like that of a youngster attempting
to act excited.
It lacked the punch
and fire of Winchell or the smoothness of Fidler.
Utilizing the sub-heads from his
daily column, Skolsky started with
the "Gospel Truth" and followed
with "Watching Them Make Pictures", bits of idiosyncrasies of stars
on the set; "Two Sides to Every
Story'*, regarding Mussolini's son in
the Hollywoods, giving Hal Roach's
favorable version and Donald Ogden
Stewart's reverse; a "Tintype" on II
Duce's boy; a preview of a picture
which wasn't the least bit flattering
to the producer; "Movie Boners" and
finally "Candid Camera Shots". Each
feature was introduced with a brief
announcement from the wordslinger,
who stressed the fact that Bromo
Seltzer
was good for headaches,
stomach
ailments.
and
Skolsky,
himself, stated that the product had
more fans than many a movie star.
All in all, the show was interesting and informative, not depending
on scandal to please the mongers.

—

"The Instrumentalists"
To fill the Thursday 10:30-11 a.m.
spot on WABC-CBS, Ray Block and
an orchestra of CBS lads yesterday
presented the first of a series of
musical programs titled "The Instrumentalists", designed to give chances

tional

pertaining to naradio programs originating at

KFWB.

WTAM Accounts Renew
—
Fox furs has

Cleveland
turned to

I.

J.

WTAM

Murfee Joins
Washington Bureau

— Bill

.

WJSV

RADIO DAILY

)

this

fall

rewith a

new variety program labeled "Hollywood Follies." weekly half-hour fea-

Murfee, formerly turing Pinky Hunter, crooning vocalassociated with the American Radia- ist and emcee: Myron Roman's orchestra;
Dorothea Beckloff, ballad
tor Co., has been added to the comsinger; Rex Griffith, former
mercial staff of WJSV.
A. D. Wiltenor, and Sidney Andorn, radio goslard, Jr.. manager of station, ansip reporter.
Lang. Fisher & Kirk is
nounced appointment yesterday.
the agency.
For the fourth consecutive year,
Baldwin Attending Parley
Spang's Bakeries are sponsoring the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Junior
Safety
Police
club
over
Washington James W. Baldwin,
every Friday evening.
For
NAB managing director, will repre- each broadcast,
a young hero is
sent NAB at a meeting to be held picked
to receive the gold heroism
here today for purpose of consider- medal and his story
dramatized during broadcast phases of Inter-Amer- ing the half
hour program. Stubby
ican Radio Conference to be held at Gordon's orchestra
plays on the proHavana beginning Nov. 1.
gram. Jackie Hughes is the young
emcee.

Washington

—

See Television Preview
of business executives as
Schirer Joins CBS Abroad
William L. Schirer, foreign correguests of President Lenox R. Lohr
and NBC received a preview of tele- spondent for the Chicago Tribune
vision as perfected to date by RCA and UP news service, was yesterday
and NBS engineers, the preview be- appointed Central European repreing in advance of the forthcoming sentative for CBS. He will work dishowing to be held at the 34th an- rectly under Edward R. Murrow. renual business show later this month. cently appointed European Director
Demonstration of some of the new of CBS. and will make his headquarbusiness machines in action were ters in Vienna.
televised. More than a score of executives were present.
"Myrt & Marge" Add Stations

Group

to

Times-Dispatch Radio Corp.

APPLICATION RETURNED
Greater

Greenwood

Broadcasting

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION
Dr. Wm. States Jacobs Broadcasting Co.,

KW„

CP

for

unlimited,

be

new

station.

granted.

1200 kc,

1

ABOUT THE
RADIO DAILY

ANNUAL
FOR 1938
FOR IT

pedance.
Installs

Telephone Links

Sound Reproductions Corp. has inpermanent telephone cables

stalled

connecting with

WNEW.

WABC.

WMCA

and

IS

ON

THE

WAY

ble precision of a laboratory instru-

program
featuring ment
with the ruggedness and portLloyd Pantages which starts Oct. 17 ability
required for field work, is
over CBS, 2:30-2:45 p.m., will shift being marketed
by the Allen B. Du
to the 1:45 p.m. spot on Nov. 7. The
Mont Laboratories Inc. It has high
repeat at 11 p.m. will remain as gain amplifiers of wide
frequency
scheduled.
range and extremely high inpul im-

Station,

Greenwood, S. C. CP for new station. 1420
kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

Houston.

to Shift

Raymond's

of

PLENTY

The "Myrt & Marge" CBS program,

Raymond's Program

license

HEARING

WTAM

—

FCC ACTIVITIES

SOON BE

WLW

sponsored
by
Colgate-PalmoliveAdded to Silver Show
Minerva Pious and Jerry Housner Peet, will add eight stations fWADC,
WMBD, WIBW. WIBX.
to deserving talent.
Various mem- have been added to the cast of the WMMN,
bers of the band were called upon International
Silver
Co.
program WDOD. WNOX and WNAX) to its
through Friday network.
to do specialties, on the piano, elec- heard over CBS Sundays, 5-5:30 p.m. Monday
a.m..
effective Nov.
1.
tric guitar, flute, etc., and a deep- Cliff Arquette, Cy Kendall and Wil- 10:15-10:30
throated thrush named Muriel Byrd ford Hari have also been set as Benton & Bowles has the account.
sang a few numbers in a very en- steady members of the series, which
New Du Mont Oscillograph
joyable style. The orchestra selec- is of a dramatic nature and features
tions ranged from soft to hot, and film names.
Upper Montclair. N. J. A new allpurpose five-inch cathode ray oscilloaltogether, it was a thoroughly pleasing half hour.
graph, Type 168, embodying flexi-

APPLICATION RECEIVED
WRTD, Richmond. Vol. assignment

YOU WILL

Duchin Gets
Eddy

Pilot

Award

Duchin and his orchestra
have been awarded the latest Pilot
award of merit.

AND HOW!!!

—

.

RADIO DAILY
GUEST-ING
MONROE

SILVER,

originator

Friday, October

"Cohen at the Telephone," on "National Barn Dance," Oct. 16 (NBC-

Highlights

Development

the

in

of Outstanding

U. S.

JAMES

RING.

MARSHALL

and
Chamberlain

on

MUNRO, HARRY
ERENA GRECKO,
Brown

program,

(WMCA, 1:15 p.m.).
HILDEGARDE, on "Your Hit
Parade" with Mark Warnow orchesOct. 11

tra.

Oct. 13

(NBC-Red.

10 p.m.).

DALE CARNEGIE, on "Hobby
Lobby," Oct. 13 (CBS, 7:15 p.m., and
WOR,

KGW,

BLANCHE

Radio Stations

Oregon

Portland,

Kc— 5,000

620

Watts LS,

1,000

Night

W. CAREY JENNINGS. Station Manager
CHESTER L. BLOMSNESS, Commercial Manager
August dedicated KGW's new transmission tower — 625FULL day's celebration
last

foot

ether
first

monument
its

pioneer

gala

recalling

participated,

announced

a

Oregon's

to

day

of

the

15

years

of

plans for the station.

Still

airwaves.
before,

under same

Governor,

Mayor, stars of
when newspaper Oregonian
management and with same
in mighty history.
to 100 watts to air finest

KGW's new transmitter marked mightiest step
was a grand day in 1923 when station pushed up
Three years later, Westinghouse equipment was
caliber commercial and sustaining.
Broadcast. Oct. 10
installed and power jumped to 1,000, raised again two years ago to 5,000 for daytime
D.m.)
insuring high fidelity
STEVENS, N. Y. U. Football operation. Same year saw installation of latest RCA equipment,
In 1936, all
first one of new series of high fidelity transmitters went into operation.
coach, and BEBE BENSON, actress,
technical facilities were standardized with new RCA microphones, amplifiers, and
10:15 p.m.).

call

JOHN BARRYMORE.

on Bakers'
(NBC-Blue, 7:30

letters,
It

MAL

on Mary Small Revue, today (NBC-

BLUE,

7-7:30).

exciter unit.

Back
territory

"Lancer Spy", 20th Century-Fox's
espionage film marking the debut
of George Sanders in a starring role,
will be previewed tonight on "Hollywood Hotel" over CBS at 9-10. Dolores Del Rio, Peter Lorre. Sig Rumann and Gregory RatofF also will

in

to

1927,

station

incorporate

affiliated

dead-end

and

live-end

NBC

with

Pacific

Coast

constructions,

Red.
First studios in
insuring most realistic

studio reproduction, were built by station in 1933.
Headquarters of station are in Oregonian Building.

Studios in Yonkers
White Plains. N. Y. Because of the

—

increased coverage in lower
resulting from the installation of the new vertical radiator, WFAS has made arrangements
to install branch studios in the First
National Bank Building in Yonkers
to more closely serve that section of
The studios will be
the county.
acoustically treated and equipped in
conformance with the latest development of the industry. A branch ofvastly

Westchester

will be maintained in Yonkers
connection with the station's activities there.
It is expected that the
Yonkers set-up will be on the air
within two weeks.

fice

in

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
"It

becomes more and more

dent through some

evi-

the big network shows that name actors, particularly of the screen, must yield

mike honors

anonymous
reason.

I

broadcast

to

the

radio

think, is

comparatively

One
players.
lack of intensive

direction.

Radio

pro-

duction men. having little or no
stage
and
screen
experience,
appear to stand in awe of the
celebrities, with (he result that they
are allowed to slide through their
lines, relying almost entirely upon
their own judgment. Actually they
need more mike preparation than
the

who
day

lesser lights of the airwaves,
are with radio almost every
of their lives."

of

summer

tourists.

HARRY POMAR

moves over from
Harvey Massengale Advertising
Agency of Atlanta to head up the
newly created WATL Merchandising

the

He will work with the
organization, whose merchandising service the station recently contracted for in covering Atlanta and the surrounding communDepartment.

Grumbley

ities.

ANNE WEINSTEIN,

secretary

to

Al Schillin of Schillin Advertising
Corp., has resigned after four years.

Gertrude Friedlander has been promoted to take her place.

Series

Standbys

In the event that any game in the
World Series is cancelled, all
programs regularly scheduled for
that particular day and omitted because of the series will be heard over
the
networks, with the sole exception of Sunday's broadcast of
"Magic Key of RCA."
This rule will hold true during
the full length of the Series, including the possibility that the series may
be extended to nine games. In place
of the "Magic Key" on Sunday af-

NBC

GORDON HITTENMARK

emcee- dictated

is

ing a new sponsored series honoring heroes of the nation's capital
over WRC. the NBC outlet in Washington.

WPG, Atlantic City: Margaret
Keever, program director and announcer of the "Home Forum." is
commentator on the new "News for
Betty Phillips,
Women" program
young song stylist on Ethel Rattay's
"Tea Time Topics," has a new song
.

.

.

all her radio scripts
secretary from her bed.

WLW.

Cincinnati:

James

to

a

Fells, for-

merly of Des Moines and Los An- ternoon over the NBC-Blue network,
geles, is now on, the WLW-WSAI an- which will be omitted even though
nouncing staff, where he is using the a game is cancelled because of the
name of Jimmy Gibson ... .Homer extensive facilities demanding arGriffith has a new program of mu- rangement long before its performsic
and philosophy every Friday ance, a full-hour variety show prenight at 8: 15.
sented by NBC novelty groups and
vocal stars will be heard.
Clarence Etters, Judge Davis and

Sears-Roe- Gilbert Young make up the instruon Saturdays
buck are hack for the third year as mental personnel of "The Swingasponsors of the football round-up.
pators". a new name-the-song program sponsored by General Electric
Georpe W. Mehrtens of Columbia over WBT, Charlotte. Caldwell Cline
Trade Press Service, Washington cor- is announcer.
respondent for Radio Daily, and Elizabeth Lock of that city will march up
Maxwell Anderson's "Winterset" is
recital

.

.

.

NBC Wash'n
Washington Bureau.

—

Sports

Dept.

RADIO DAILY

Washington Creation of a sports
department to coordinate all sports
in
Washington
events originating
carried by NBC is announced by

Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manDepartager of WRC and WMAL.
ment will consist of Bill Coyle. Bud
WICC, Bridgeport: Sales Manager Company to be broadcast over Barry. George Gunn, William McAnFred L. Rowe is on the sick list
WNYC. next Sunday at 5:30-6:30 p.m. drew and Robert Cottingham.

the aisle today.

the second in the series of Dramatic
Hours by the Radio Playhouse Acting

.

.

readying a fall
Fareseries of children's tales
well for the season to Mary Dolores
Hanford. producing a radio script in
Rosabelle Nelson

of

CO.,

NBC

.

LOUIS TAPPE

campaign for attraction

NBC World

be heard.

WFAS Branch

THOMPSON

will
through
offices,
its
Seattle
launch national advertising for Washington's winter playgrounds in January.
This first advertising will be
undertaken for the recently formed
Washington State Progress Commission, and will be followed by a large

EDWARD

GLENN HUNTER,

WALTER

J.

Blue, 9 p.m.).

G. ROBINSON, on Al
Jolson show, Oct. 12 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).

1937

AGENCIES

STATIONS Or AMI IH A

of

8,

:

is

.

.

.

WREC, Memphis,
south

listeners

the

airing for midcontest between

is

Governor Carl E. Bailey and Congressman John E. Miller of Arkansas, for the Senate vacancy created
Pianists AI and Lee Reiser are set
by the death of the late Senator Joe
for two guest appearances on coast
Governor Bailey spoke
T. Robinson.
to coast programs next month.
on the initial broadcast. Spots have
Each of the seven members of Ed been reserved for Oct. 9 and 14 for
ArkanSrnalle's chorus are heard as soloists other talks preliminary to the
on other programs. The three fem- sas election Oct. 18.
inine members of the group will be
Don Kerr, the WMCA emcee, has
heard in opera stock companies this
the

New York

area.

fall.

Bess Flynn. author of the WORMutual's serial program, "We Are
Four," heard Monday through Friday at 12:45 p.m., has been laid up
with the flu and during the siege has

They
in Brooklyn.
not only have formed a Don Kerr
Club, but claim they never miss a
word of his on the radio and even
take his talk down in shorthand. And
they attend all his personal appearances so the leader of the club says.

some rabid fans

—

—

Harry Von Zell is proud of the
he can dictate faster than
the average stenographer is able
to take it. And then there's Floyd
Gibbons.
fact that

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

71

YORK.

N. Y.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

11.

FIVE CENTS
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Pre-Havana Parley Asks Proposals
WB AS

F

OF SALES AT WOR

V. P.
Frank

Braucher,

formerly

vice-

president and director of Crowell
Publishing Co., has been appointed
vice-president in charge of sales at

WOR,

announced by Alfred J.
president of Bamberger
Broadcasting Service. Braucher takes
it

is

McCosker,
over his

new

duties Oct.

Craven of FCC Invites Industry to Submit
Suggestions for Coming InterAmerica Radio Conference

Loses Appeal
—
Supreme

Philadelphia
The
Court of Pennsylvania upheld the
decision of the lower court which
issued an injunction restraining
station

WDAS, a

restaurant,

a

ball-

room, and a recording laboratory
from playing phonograph records
made by Fred Waring. The appeal of WDAS was backed by

RCA

and

Victor Co.,

By

RESPOlSETSllATtir

NAB.

the

VIA RADIO,

AFA TOLD

18.

Entire business career of Braucher
has been in the magazine field. He

WDZ 'ONE STATION

CHAIN'

Providence

—Responsiveness

to

ra-

than to any other
media, said B. J. Hauser, assistant
production manager for NBC, in adHAS STUDIOS IN 4
Television Sessions
dressing the three-day 18th annual
of the New England AdAt Film Engineers' Meet Tuscola, 111. WDZ, America's third convention
oldest station, is pioneering again. vertising Clubs, district unit of AdAmerica,
vertising
Federation
of
Two demonstrations of television With the recent opening of three here last week. Radio has become
out-of-town studios, WDZ is now a
will be given Thursday at 8 and
"one station chain." On Sept. 7, stu- an intimate part of people's lives,
9: 15 p.m. on the 62nd floor of the
were opened in the Plaza Hotel declared Hauser, as proven by the
RCA Bldg. in connection with the dios
'(Continued on Page 6)
annual convention of the Society in Danville, 111., with Emerson Russell of the WDZ sales staff in charge.
of Motion Picture Engineers being
(Continued on Page 3)
held Oct. 11-14 at the Hotel PennsylMajor Philly Stations
vania. Dr. B. E. Schackelford will
All Set on Orchestras
Beach Station
be in charge of the demonstrations
(Continued on Page 3)

dio

greater

is

TOWNS

Two

—

MILTON

RADIO DAILY

—

F.

LUNCH

Staff Correspondent

Washington An invitation to the
radio industry to make any proposals
that might help the work of the inter-America radio conference to be
held in Havana starting Nov. 1 was
extended by Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven of the FCC at the preliminary
meeting held here Friday.
"Cooperation between the governments, public and FCC will be our
aim," said Craven. "We hope for a
fine cooperative spirit so as to be
(Continued on Page 2)

CBS TELE TRANSMITTER
READY EARLY NEXT YEAR

New Miami

RCA.

for

Begins Activity on Nov.

Holmes Succeeds Latham
As Y. & R. Time Buyer

Miami Beach,

Fla.

— WKAT,

1

new

local station with Frank Katzentine
as owner and Jan Musselman as manager, starts broadcasting Nov. 1.
slogan contest, with $2,000 in Spartan
radio prizes, is among its first features. Station has 100 watts on 1500
kc.

A

Jack Latham, Young & Rubicam
radio time buyer, has resigned from
the agency to join American Tobacco Co. as assistant to George W. Hill
advertising manager of the com-

Jr.,

pany.

Latham has been with the

agency radio
years.

for the past four
Until the addition of Carlos
(Continued on Page 2)
staff

Firestone Special
Firestone

&

Tire

Sweeney

through

Rubber
& James

Construction of the new CBS telePhiladelphia
Having settled its vision transmitter, which is now bebattle
with the musicians union, ing given its first power tests at
announces that a Meyer Da- Camden, N. J., preparatory to invis unit of 16 men under the baton of stallation atop the Chrysler Bldg.
Robert Golden will be featured as here, is expected to be completed in
time for delivery shortly after first
the house band.
Rumors pervade radio row that not of the year.
Equipment actually consists of two
only will Meyer Davis' music be featured on
but also at WFIL complete and almost identical trans(Continued on Page 3)
and WIP, with Bill Marshall heading
the WFIL unit, while Clarence Fuhr-

—

WCAU

WCAU

(Contintted

American Chicle Show
Starts on Mutual Net

on Page 3)

Co.,
Co.,

Stopak for Allegheny
Cleveland, has signed a 45 NBCJosef Stopak, NBC concert master,
Blue network hookup to air the highAmerican Chicle Co. made a sudLee
lights and winners of the National has resigned from NBC to devote his den decision to debut on the ether
Oklahoma City Joseph W. Lee is Dairy Show in Chicago. Oct. 13-14 full time to his new Allegheny Steel Friday, choosing the Mutual netnow general manager of KTOK, key at 4-4: 15 p.m.
commercial which starts next month. work (10 stations provided the time
station of Oklahoma Network and
could
be cleared.)
Contract for
member Mutual Broadcasting Syseight
6:45-7

Managing KTOK

—

tem.

THE WEEK

*

EAEIC

IN

weeks

calls for
(Continued on Page 6)

*

p.m.,

Key Stations-AFM Agree

Clean

=

The father of this particular
anecdote probably has white hair
by now, but anyway the story's
clean.
It
seems that the Ascap headquarters sent one of their lapel
buttons to a member on the coast.

Back came a wire

collect:

"Would greatly appreciate your

By M. H. SHAPIRO

making so to decide within the next week what
ALTHOUGH
many trips to the dentist and they will do.
having strong teeth yanked, the netNetwork billings took a slight drop
work representatives went to and in September, as compared to the
from the offices of the AFM, con- same month a year ago, with CBS
ferred and argued, but finally came being the only web to report a
to terms on the additional sums of gain
cumulative totals for the
money to be spent for staff musi- year to date are, of course, well
cians
this clears the way for above the same period a year ago.
the independently owned network
The KOL affiliation with Mutual
it

was

.

.

.

.

on."

to

pin this button

.

.

.

.

.

.

sending a coat

.

.

to be deferred until January,
with the AFM, and it is now despite reports that the Seattle CBS
up to the remainder of the outlets
(Continued on Page 3)
affiliates

ing

to

Ouch!

like

conclude their bargain- appears

Henny Youngman,

the

comedian

on the Kate Smith program over
CBS, is responsible for the following

bit of intelligence.

Harry

Einstein,

known on

who

is

better

radio

and screen

—

Youngman

as
Parkyakarkus. is supposed to have
a sister who's a burlesque queen.

Her name
ing

it

—

is

still

Stripyakarkus.

tell-

2

Monday, October

RADIO DAILY
Pre-Havana Conference
Holmes Succeeds Latham
As Y. & R. Time Buyer
Asks Industry Proposals
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

COminG

and

1937

11.

GOIDG

1)

Franco to the staff about a year ago,
he handled both network and radio
time buying. Since then, he has
RUBY COWAN of Paramount Pictures was in
devoted his time to spot radio.
Washington last week looking around for new
Joe Holmes, under the supervision talent, and reports are that he spotted some poof Franco, succeeds to Latham's for- tentials at WJSV.
SAM SERWER of Music Publishers Holding
mer post. He has been serving in
Corp. expects to leave New York today on a
the department for the past seven business trip to
Baltimore, and
Philadelphia.
months.
Washington.
Latham takes over his new duties
BLAYNE BUTCHER and wife have returned
engineering sub-committee to make on Friday and will work on all the from Hollywood. Butcher will be in charge of
all
radio production from New York for Lennen
various media used by American
recommendations.
Short wave broadcast, allocation of Tobacco to promote Lucky Strike 6 Mitchell.
H. V. KALTENBORN arrived in Hollywood on
frequencies, amateurs, etc., will be cigarettes, Half & Half smoking toFriday by plane from New York.
bacco, Roi-Tan cigars, etc.
taken up at the parley.

able to give stability to broadcasting
in this country."
Price 5 Cts.
Mon., Oct. 11, 1937
Vol. 2, No. 71
Managing Director James W. BaldPublisher win of NAB told the meeting he
JOHN W. ALICOATE
would get in immediate touch with
Editor his membership to make specific proDON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager posals for future meetings of the
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before leaving for
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A. D. Ring, chief of the
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:
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at

Cincinnati

had
15

Furgason & Aston Change

20-Hour Schedule

— Operating time at WLW

Furgason & Aston
the

Inc. has changed
of the organization to Gene

name

to be extended to 20 hours and
minutes on weekdays to handle Furgason & Co.

new fall schedule, which includes
13 new programs and half a dozen
old ones in new dress. Robert Jenthe

Change

in

no way

personnel or branch
offices.
Under the new scheme of
operation the organization will be
either

affects

ing

for

picture

in

is

New York

search-

talent.

VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA, NBC
the

Indiana

Teachers'

State

soloist, goes to
Association state

meeting in Indianapolis, Oct. 22, for a personal
appearance.

AILEEN STANLEY arrives from Europe aboard
Queen Mary next Monday.

the

JACK VAN VOLKENBURC, assistant manager
expanded to offer a larger service of WBBM (Chicago), and JOHN McCORMICK.
nings is program director.
WKRC (Cincinnati) manager, are in town visitCrosley Corp. has not made any to stations and advertisers than here- ing CBS headquarters.
appointment yet to succeed William tofore.
EDWIN S. REYNOLDS of the CBS sales proJimmy Wade and Pete Wasser of motion department
(Saturday, Oct. 9)
leaves town today for a
S. Hedges, Crosley v. -p. and general
manager of
and WSAI, who New York offices continue as officers southern trek.
Net
of the new company in the capacity
GIOVANNI MARTINELLI, opera singer, will
resigned last week.
Chg.
High Low Close
of vice-presidents in complete charge arrive on the Aquitania tomorrow.
Am. Tel. 6 Tel
157y2 157y4 157y2 + Vi
of eastern territory.
S. M. Aston is
FRANK R. McNINCH, FCC chairman, goes to
24
24
24
CBS A
Labor Fight Settled
3
Crosley Radio
taking charge of the Detroit territory White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., to address the
llVi 1H4 H !4
,4
Camden,
N.
J.
Labor
troubles
of
Bankers Ass'n convention Nov. 3-7.
Investment
41
42'/8
42
Gen.
Electric
+ Vs
1/2
and Bill Lintecum that of Kansas
North
American
19y2 19V8 19'/8 + Vs a year's standing between United
City.
RCA Common
9
8% 83,4
Electrical Workers and the RCA VicStewart Warner
13
12% 12%
Vs
tor plant were settled late last week.
i/
Zenith Radio
3034 303,4 303^
4
Florida Broadcasters Meet
Edward F. McGrady, who recently
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Miami At a special meeting of
Majestic
2
2
2
joined RCA to handle labor matters,
Nat. Union Radio...
1 !4
1 Vi
V*
HIS ORCHESTRA
took part in the conferences leading the Florida Broadcasters Ass'n here,
a resolution was adopted asking the
to the settlement.
NAB president to select Fred W.
Borton of
to represent Florida
FCC-Lawyer Case Put Off
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
and three other southeastern states
Today: Harwell V. Shepard, Denton, Tex.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
CP for new station.
Washington— The case of the FCC at the New York meeting this week.
SPONSORED BY GENERAL MILLS
CP for
Oct. 12: W. C. Irwin, Amarillo.
An appeal was made to all Florida
vs.
Paul M. Segal and George S.
new station; Northwestern Broadcasting Co.,
broadcasters to attend.
for
new
station;
KFDM,
Vernon, Tex.
CP
Smith, attorneys, has been postponed
Beaumont, Vol. assignment of license to to Oct. 19 on request of attorneys.
Beaumont Broadcasting Corp.
Brown & Williamson Shift

FINANCIAL

WLW

RCA

—

—

.

—
_

LEE GRANT

—

AND

1

FCC ACTIVITIES

WQAM

WEEK

26th

Oct.

13:

N. C,

CP

Bruce Vance Hedrick, Salisbury,

for

new

Hearing was supposed
week.

to

have started

Brown & Williamson

last

station.

WAAB,

Boston, Mod. of license
KW., unlimited; Tri-City
1
Broadcasting Co., Schenectady, CP for new
station;
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Mod. of
CP to 1240 kc, 1 KW., unlimited; Troy
Broadcasting Co., Troy, CP for new station.
950 kc, 1 KW., daytime; Curtis Radiocast-

CP

ing Corp., Indianapolis,

Beaumont Broadcasting
for new station.

new

for

Assn.,

station;

Beaumont,

CP

Oct. 15: C. Bruce McConnell, Indianapolis,
CP for new station; KTUL, Tulsa, CP to
increase power to 1 KW., 5 KW. LS. 1400
kc, unlimited; John P. Harris, Hutchinson,

Kan,

CP

for

new

Dorsey Friday night show on
the NBC-Blue network to the 9:30-

E. Lambert from

J.

Laurence

Martin.

Radio Enterprises, Inc., Lufkin, Tex. CP
1310 kc, 100 watts, dayfor new station.

"Jenny"

the agency.

Robert

WGY

Elliot to
assistant

Elliot,

to

NBC

night executive John Almonte for
the past five years, leaves the New

York headquarters

of

NBC

to

WGY, NBC owned

time.

10

which starts Oct. 18 at 3:30-3:45 p.m.
on 42 CBS stations for F. & F. Coughdrops. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is

Robert

Santa Fe, N. M. Vol. assignment

of license to I.

Everitt in

p.m.

Miss Mento Everitt, character ac- earlier
tress, will be starred in the new
aired.
"Jenny Peabody" dramatic series

station.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

KRQA,

Mento

sales staff of
operated station
fective Oct. 15.

in

WOPI
BRISTOL

AL
the

Voice

of

TENNESSEE

is

VIRGINIA

Fourth

Winter Season

Return

Engagement

half-hour
formerly

COMING ON THE

AIR

president of the research developorganization.

join

and

FOLLOW
THE LEAD
OF
For

and
and
call,

at the

<tnd

a

was

ment

Schenectady, ef-

RAINBOW ROOM

is

2:30-5:30 P.M.

—

and his orchestra

For Fall

show

HOURS DAILY

Universal Tele Registers
RADIO DAILY
Universal Television
Washington
Corp. of New York has filed registration statement with the Securities &
Exchange Commission, listing 500,000
shares at $2.50 each. John W. McKay

DONAHUE

Appalachians"

This

spot.

than

3

Washington Bureau,

Liebling Joins Radio Guide
Leonard Liebling, editor of Musical Courier and formerly music critic
KIRO Starts on CBS
of the N. Y. American, has been apKIRO, Seattle, yesterday began
pointed music editor of Radio Guide,
broadcasting as an affiliate of CBS.
edited by Curtis Mitchell.

"The

will shift the

Tommy

Oct. 14:
to
1410 kc,

THE

LEADERS

complete studio
last word
in
equipment facilities for reference

the

electrical

transcription

recording,

write or wire.

SOUND REPRODUCTIONS CORP.
17

West 46th

BRyant 9-8265

St.,

New

DR.

DENTAL

York City

JOHN

FACTS

Management:
1650 Broadway,

N.

B.

AND
J.

Y.

SENESAC
MOUTH HEALTH
William Cody

C.

COIumbus 5-8905

Suite

1104

S

)
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WDZ "One Station Chain"
Has Studios

Towns

in 4

(Continued from Page

3
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Key Stations-AFM Agree

1)

This week, studios in the First National Bank Building in Mattoon,
go into operation with Walt
111.,
Schafer, also of the sales staff, as
studio director. At the same time
in Effingham, 111., broadcasts begin
from new studios in the Register
Bldg. with salesman Ray Livesay in
charge. Every day each studio comes
on the air on set schedule. Danville
broadcasts two hours and 45 minutes,
Mattoon gives two hours and Effingham an hour. Programs for the re-

(Continued from Page

man

will
director.

1 )

missioner McCorkle in Washington
early in the week resulted in progress being made toward a music
trade code of fair trade practice,
which among other things is intended
to do away with bribery of vocal
the MBS net.
Western group of broadcasters went artists and bandleaders to plug cerJames F.
on record as being in back of the tain songs on the air
NAB in its plans to departmentalize Hopkins of WJBK was elected head
same group also asked broad- of the newly organized Michigan
casters to get together on the AFM Broadcasters Ass'n
WCAU, Philly,
matter and do their utmost to make ended its long fight with the AFM
maining five hours and 15 minutes the best of a bad situation.
One Local 77 and agreed on a house band
originate in the main Tuscola studios.
of the best known radio publicity which would hold good until IRNA
In Danville, remote lines also conoffices, that owned by Bob Taplinger, allocation of expenditures should denect the Fisher theater from which
was sold to Tom Fizdale of Chicago cide to change it
CBS and Canpoint daily organ and man-on-theTaplinger becomes general press adian network joined in first comstreet programs originate.
In Matrepresentative for all Warner Bros, mercial wherein both webs were
toon, remote lines bring an afternoon
organizations.
linked
Line begins organcommercial organ program from the
Song writers seeking a better cut ization of mid-western group which
Mattoon Theater.
Still in experion the electrical transcription fees is expected to be a definite move
mental stages, WDZ's daily programs
from the publisher, as well as other toward making the "line" coast to
coming from four different points
concessions, are now about to settle coast.
has already shown an increased listheir differences and draw up a new
tener interest in each of the towns,
standard form of contract
puba great advance in sales, and a keen
lishers will grant the writers a minisense of rivalry between studios with
mum of 50 per cent of the proceeds
each town strongly backing "its
U. S. Government plans a prostudio" with the best available talent.
gram on CBS intended to promote
If the experiment proves successful,
more studios from towns in the the good neighbor policy with LatinAmerican countries
ACA, CIO
broadcast area will be added to the
affiliate, claims 30 stations signed with
"WDZ Chain".
70 more in the offing
Herbert I.
STATION WOli
Rosenthal was made general manager
of Columbia Artists Inc.
Tele Transmitter
Hearing before Federal Trade Com-

would be released on

station

Oct.

Mutual, however, has two
commercials to protect and plans to
record them and broadcast the shows
within an hour after being heard on
10.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WIP

.

.

.

.

.

of the negotiations between AFM
and the networks before signing
permanent pact.
WRAX and WPEN having signed
some weeks ago, WDAS also on a
day to day agreement, and KYW's
permanent agreement signed for some
time, finds major local stations with

union

bands for the

first

.

Frank Braucher

.

Macfadden Adds

WLW

(Continued from Page 1)

advertising director
Crowell group.
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of
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Ell

TO

ANNOUNCE

"True Story Court of Human
NBC-Red network program. Arthur Kudner has the acits

Relations,"

THE Al'l'UlNTMENT UF

count.

high frequency pictures extends up

International Film Review
Each transmitter
To acquaint listeners with foreign
has a 7% kw. output with 30 kw. peak
film fare,
will present the
modulation. Power consumed in pro"International Film Review" each
ducing this output will be about 400
to 2,500,000 cycles.

WBNX

the Chrysler Bldg.
Steel structure of the building has been reinforced to carry the additional weight.
Studios will be in the Grand Central
Terminal building across the street.
Experiments are now going on in
of

Camden

to

tenna best
Tower.

AS

VICE

peared on "Magic Key of RCA" for
a stretch, joins Al Roth's "Melodic
determine type of an- Contrasts" tonight as emcee.
Prosuited to the Chrysler gram is heard weekly at 9 p.m. on

IN

CHARGE

NBC-Blue.

Ernest Cutting,

who has

resigned

from NBC, will embark on a countrywide expedition for new talent of all
types.
radio,

He

FRANK

will submit his finds

movie or other channels
which they have talents.

to
for

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
SWING WITH STRINGS
MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

It It

A

II

T H t

I!

Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. Bob Stokes,
the commentator, is a member of
the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures.

O'Rourke on Roth Program
Tex O'Rourke, humorist who ap-

Cutting to Scout Talent
J.

WOR

was western manager of Scribner's
and also was associated with Woman's
Home Companion before being made

Macfadden Publications on Friday
transmit- added WSB, WMC, WAPI and WSMB

kw.
Transmitting equipment will be installed on the 73rd and 74th floors

in

Named

V.P. of Sales at

.

.

.

to

time

years.

.

Early Next Year

mitters, one to be used in
ting high fidelity sound covering a
frequency range of up to 10,000
cycles, while the other will transmit
pictures simultaneously.
The frequency range required to transmit

music

WIP, with a day to day agreement
with Local 77, awaits the settlement

.

.

1

.

(Continued from Page 1)
remain at
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on Orchestras
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CBS
Ready

All Set

PRESIDENT

OF SALE

BROADCASTERS!
WULU

in

Hew

If&ik \JUii

PRESTO

AFTER

See our complete line of recording equipment and transcription
tables at our offices.
PRESTO RECORDINC CORP.
139 W. 19th St. (bet. 6th & 7th
Phone:

CHelsca

2-6425

Avcs.)
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THE COLUMBIA

WHO'S GOING IN?
The Rover Boys at end? Stover of Yale? Hardly. The coach

on

facts. He'll

send

WHO'S GOING

in

IN

is

short on fiction

and strong

a young dynamo. Packed with brawn. Fast as an antelope.

for the successful advertiser? Radio packs both

power and

speed. Tackles every distribution problem. Puts 86,000,000 customers on the

And

names

gets brand

WHO'S GOING
System

is

over.

It's

today's high-scorer for All-American advertisers!

IN on Columbia? Year

the choice of

more

after year, the

Columbia Broadcasting

of the country's largest advertisers than

any other network.

SOME COLUMBIA SCORES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE LAST QUARTER:
For Ihe

first

nine months of 1937 over 1936, the volume of advertising on Columbia (after a record-

breaking 1936) increased 33.7%. tobacco, food and automobile advertising increased over

50%

.

'team"

.

to a

And

since

grand

January

total of

1st,

line.

15 additional radio stations

107 Columbia Network stations

...

have increased the Columbia

the largest network

in

the world.

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

)

.

6
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AGENCIES
HENRY
ican

for

McCann-Erickson.

He rein Chicago.
is on furlough
ports S. A. radio is gradually copying North America from the commercial angle.

LORD

THOMAS

&

agency

has

leased large quarters in the Guaranty
Building, 6331 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hollywood, with Tom McAvity and
Jack Runyon provided ample room
function on forthcoming radio
to
activities.

WARD

WEBB,

H.

in the past con-

GEORGE ROBERTS
Eckhardt

Kenyon &

of

passing out cigars
Georgie's appearance.
is

ERWIN,

for

WASEY

& CO. and Frank
Presbrey Co. both deny a rumored
consolidation of the two agencies.

Howard

FRANK NOVAK
•

•

•

Hour

Despite the reports that Ted Collins will take the Kate Smith
coast so that the singer might do pictures

to the

Collins told us that his stand-pat edict

show has

D.

is

—

prompted by the

won't happen.

it

fact that

here the

A

westward move might be considered
Miss Smith is so
a year from now when the other shows come east.
happy that CBS painted her dressing room pink, gave her a chaise-lounge
and shower.
.Gladys Swarthout will be the first non-comic guest on the
"Hollywood Mardi Gras" show this month .... Bob Goldstein, who said that
"Tobacco Road" was still No. 1 on the "Spit Parade." is signing big names
lor radio, pictures and theaters through his new agency. Feature Artists
the pick oi N. Y. talent.

.

.

nected with several Kansas City advertising firms as account executive,
has moved to Chicago where he will
be associated with Ruthrauff & Ryan,
handling special radio work.
H. H. DOBBERTEEN has been appointed director of media of Benton & Bowles Inc., New York. He
has been a member of the agency's
media department during the past
two years, prior to which time he
was associated with Brooke, Smith
& French, Detroit. Dobberteen succeeds A. M. Lewis, who resigned to
join Pedlar & Ryan Inc.

little

MUSIC

CLARK, South Amer-

P.

manager

.

.

Friends

Ned Williams says that Irving Mills has relinquished his club
booking unit only and that George Immerman has resigned.
oi Hollywood-bound Mark Hellinger. from Bugs Baer to Jimmy

Walker,

will give

Service ....
colored

.

him a sendoii parly Nov.

5 at 7:30 p.m. in the

.

.

Waldorf-

Astoria.

KFWB,

Los Angeles, auditioned its show which features the Norman Spencers, Senior & Junior, called "Can You Write
a Song," featuring amateur tunesmiths. Program is likely to go network ... .Haven MacQuarrie, producer and director of "Do You
Want To Be An Actor?" is New York-bound in search of movie
talent and will air his show via a local station.

•

•

•

hour show, with Bill Norton doing
the vocals. Hal Mclntyre's Orchestra,
a
long-time favorite with WNBC
listeners, is heard Sundays at 1:30
for a half hour session. Jimmy Motsings.
to
Ditto for the Waikiki
Islanders Saturdays at 12: 15.
Ernie Hoist's orchestra will be
heard from Florida this Winter.

A

organization.

latter

ried
is

GUEST-ING

•

Gene Raymond and went on

that

J.

from "Susan and God," on
Kate Smith program, Oct. 14 (CBS.

one

of their

JUDY GARLAND, on Ben Bernie
program. Oct. 12; GERTRUDE NIESEN. FRED LAWRENCE. BILLY
WILSON and RAY HENDRICKS,
same program,
9

Oct.

19

his

Walter Thompson were negotiating with Jack Pearl

shows.

on

Nellie

Revell

12 (NBC-Red, 5 p.m.).
PIERCE, on "Rising
Musical Star," Oct. 17 (NBC-Red, 10

PAULINE

p.m.)

By—,"

SCHOOLER,

Oct. 14

(WOR,

any Station technician; for most
America's broadcast units rely on
these brilliant playback and steel cutting
needles.
Samples on request.
Df

of

waxing

Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City

jacket-pocket

ways

.

.

is

a

carries

bulging.
filled

On

take over on

GP

on

"Music

8 p.m.).

CONGRESSMAN ISRAEL SIEGEL
speaker on tomorrow's
World Peaceat 8 p.m.
ways program, over
will be guest

T3

NAT BRUSIL0FF

it'll be discovered that Jimmy ala blank checkbook so that his
pen when the pay-off comes around.

investigation

—

fountain-pen plus

say they haven't a check or

clients can't

to

.Colonel Jack Major will introduce his Uncle Eustace

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
York's Own Station

New

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"

(NBC-Blue.

program, Oct.

DAVE

A

needles

Ask

Sponsor

consists

today, conducting the orchestra .... Press Agent Jimmy Davis'

show

1697

p.m.)

ERNO RAPEE,

"JAR."

transcription

100% shadowgraphed

be made Friday at a playhouse loaded with guests .... Did you know

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE, PAUL
McGRATH and NANCY KELLY in

cn

it's

CBShow

Mark Warnow's band and Crooner Barry Wood.

the addition of

8 p.m.)

Now

the Vick's show.

claiming tie-up .... Final set-up on the Harry Conn

interested in

is

on the Thursday night beer series
which precedes Rudy Vallee's program on WEAF.

"JAM" before she mar-

Jeanette MacDonald's initials spelled

will

scenes

second sponsor

Ed Smalle's chorus, currently heard

ACTONE
•

"sweet-

Roger Wessman and his Sophisticated Swingsters are back again over
WNBC, New Britain, Conn., Sundays at 4 p.m. Roger puts on a half-

of

•

his

June.

vice-president

Williams,

Erwin, Wasey, spoke for that
agency, and Charles Presbrey for the

and

swing" band will remain at the
Raleigh Room of the Warwick Hotel
through the Fall season. Wes Vaughan
and William Bardo continue as vocalists with the band, while Joan
Brooks holds down the featured singing spot.
Novak has been at the
Hearst-owned spot since early in

e

•

Hudson

•

Butler, announcer at

WATL,

Atlanta, asked the

pay for not working on Sundays because his
religious principles are opposed to Sabbath labor.
Station readily
complied.
.Mickey Alpert will wed Kathryn Rand before closing at
the Riviera next Tuesday because Ben Marden will pay for the
license and wedding reception if he does ... .Howard Lally's crew
will go into the Winter Room there. .Henry Cox, who resigned from
CBS, is now with Wilson, Powell & Hay ward. .. .Mary O'Keefe,
station to deduct a day's

.

.

—

program director

ass't

at

WTHT,

Hartford,

is

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

13-

-tu

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33

W. 60th

St.,

COI. 5-7366-7

N.Y.C.

the sister of Walter.

"Spotlight on Youth,"

WNEW

of the Dillinger gang will
be dramatized in this episode.

Break-up

Immediately Available
For

Exclusive

Sponsorship

"Cape Cod

Folks"

By

Joseph C. Lincoln
Chase & Ludlam
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Phone
7-4366

Circle

Greater
American Chicle Show
Via Radio. AFA Told
Starts on Mutual Net

Response

{Continued from Page 1
swift replies to specific offers or to
invitations to write in, favorably
or otherwise.

(Continued from Page

1)

Lou Little, football coach, as
commentator on forthcoming games,
with
plus

guests

from

sports

fraternity.

WOR

Various data was presented by First show on
Friday night
Hauser on the growth of the industry was heard at 8-8: 15 p.m. due to preand continued expansion in radio vious commitment for the time by
set sales, which range about 25 per Mayor LaGuardia. Agency is Badger,
cent higher this year over last year's Browning & Hersey, Inc.
record, the fact that 71.8 per cent
Stations sought by the gum comof new car owners want radios in pany,
addition to WOR, are:
in
their cars, results obtained by ad- WGN, WHK, WHKC, WIRE, WABY,
vertisers,

etc.

ATTENTION

is

WCAE, CKLW, WSPD and WKBW.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Send for free sample scripts of our new 5minute Hit Program— "HOLLYWOOD NITE
LETTER." An original, authentic, breezy
summary of the biggest news in the world
Gathered personally
of screen and radio.
by our own reporters; air-mailed daily
Franchise is
direct from Hollywood
still open for many choice cities.
Special
low introductory prices.
.

.

.

EARNSHAW RADIO

PRODUCTIONS
6425

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

Cal.

—

Monday, October
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V/iX>fyca#n
"WE,

THE PEOPLE"
Thursdays,

Lambert Co.

Young & Rubicam
CAST OF POOR SUBJECTS GIVES PRO
GRAM WEAK START, THOUGH HEAT
TER IS GOOD.
Although following closely the pattern set last season by Phil Lord,
the initial program of the present

WJZ— NBC-Blue,

(Listerine)

Fridays, 8-8:30 p.m.
& Adams, Detroit

ing

is

play-

Friday, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
McManus, John
STORY STARTS NEW VERY ENTERTAININGLY DRAMATIZED
MAGAZINE CONTENTS AND COMMENT.
SERIES OFF AT GOOD GALLOP.
Despite its title, this is not a news
The Grand Central station in this

A

is

the producer.

.

Program has all the elements, as
proved last year, but is in definite "Say It with Music"
need of fresh material, and more inA new musical show with a novel
teresting guests to hold its audience twist is Arthur Gutman's way of
from last season. Mark Warnow did making a comeback via radio, and
his usual fine job of providing musi- it should be a successful one judging
cal background, and should be given by opening performance over WOR
last Thursday night at 8.
Program
a credit during the presentation.
is
a symphonic pattern of popular
music, and is second only to Mark
LITTLE
Warnow's "Blue Velvet" musicals.
Aided by Walter Ahrens, Elinor
American Chicle Co.
WOR-Mutual, Fridays, 6:45-7 p.m. Sherry and the Embassy trio, Gutman
a fast moving musical show
'initial program aired 8-8:15 p.m.). sets
through its paces, and makes the auBadger, Browning & Hersey Inc.

LOU

GOOD FOOTBALL COMMENTARY WITH
LITTLE A SWELL TALKER.

LOU

dience like

it.

The Berlin tune, "Say It with
Most of the many current pro- Music," is Gutman's theme, and first
grams embracing football forecasts, program included a new tune, "A
chatter and guest stars are pretty Wee Bunch of Shamrock," which has
much alike, but this one has quite an hit possibilities, selections from "The
advantage in the personality of Lou Firefly," "Toy Soldiers on Parade"
Little.
He not only knows his grid- and a tone poem, "Love Songs of the
iron stuff, and how to dish it out in World."
Miss Sherry and Ahrens,
natural showmanly style, but he also together with the trio, also turned
has an unusually good radio voice, in topnotch performances.
deep and solid, that registers very
happily over the air.
"Everybody's Music" Finale
John T. Casey acted as a sort of
First concert devoted entirely to
interviewer, asking Little an occa- music written for the radio and the
sional question. Guest of the evening premiere of radio's first opera will
was Chick Meehan.
be given when Howard Barlow directs the Columbia Symphony Orchestra in a two-hour concert concluding
the
"Everybody's Music"
series next Sunday, 3-5 p.m.
Opera is Louis Gruenberg's libretto and score based on the W. H.
Hudson novel, "Green Mansions."
Compositions written for the Columbia Composers' Commission also will
Greetings from Radio Daily
be performed in review.
October 11
Bryant
limmy Donnelly
Jeff

Leo Reisman
Elsie Ashcroft

questions are of general and topical
interest, and not only stimulate intelligent and fast thinking, but they
produce a lot of good, natural humor.

PRIZEFIGHTER

series comes in only as a brief piece
complete
of opening atmosphere.
playlet will be presented each time.
series was way below par on open- For the initial presentation, a fighter
ing shot with bad lines and poor arrives and surprises his manager by
selection of guests mostly to blame. producing a wife. Manager has been
Most radical departure from last sea- opposed to the kid marrying, so he
son is the replacement of Phil Lord secretly tries to make a deal with
with Gabriel Heatter, who, though the Mrs. on threat of exposing her
doing a very good job, was unable to past. When she refuses, the manager
pull the show out of its rut.
goes in for dirty work, causing a
First program had Helen Hayes, marital split, defeat for the kid, and
star of Sanka programs for the past the usual routine that accompanies
two years, as featured guest; a news- these familiar situations where a
reel cameraman, a girl who was the fighter's wife and his manager are
victim of mistaken identity and was at odds, but finally winding up with
sentenced to jail unjustly, an employ- the good old rainbow finish.
ee of the Minneapolis Public Library,
Action moved along pretty fast,
a farmer whose land is gradually
and there was a good cast including
sinking into the earth, an actual eye
Ned Wever, Rosaline Greene, Claywitness to the Chicago fire, and finalton Collyer, Erik Rolf, John Brown
ly the board that picks each week's
and Charles Cantor. Himan Brown
guests.
Miss Hayes was picked up

from Boston, where her show

"BEHIND THE
HEADLINES"
Liberty Magazine
WMCA — Intercity Network,

"GRAND CENTRAL
STATION"

7:30-8 p.m.

and Comments

Jleviews

Sanka Coffee

WABC—CBS,

7

RADIO DAILY

Hammer
cellent

WMCA.

also has built up an ex"Your Invention" program on

program, but a snappy presentation
of the highlights in the current issue
of Liberty Magazine.
Through the
medium of Garnett Marks, who does
a swell job as commentator, and a
sort of heckler known as "Vox Pop,"
which is one of the departments in
the mag, the principal features of
the current issue are discussed and

dramatized.

Outstanding item on this occasion
was the behind-the-scene story of
the John L. Lewis-William Green
feud. The hanging of an actor, who
gave his best "performance" on the
scaffold,
was another interestingly
dramatized bit.
Program, as efficiently handled,
should serve its purpose of attracting

2,000,000 JEWS!
A Huge City!
Them

Reach
Tune

by Radio!

in:

— Monday 7:30
— Thursday at 8:15

Zion Variety Show
Voice of Jerusalem

at

Station

P.M.
P.M.

WMCA

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF!

ADVERTISERS

BROADCASTING CO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

205 EAST 42nd ST.

MUrray

Hill

4-1364

readers.

COLONEL
JACK MAJOR

Bing Crosby
Bing Crosby returned to the Kraft
Music Hall Thursday night on the
NBC-Red network after an absence
of three months, during which time
Bob Burns held down the bag as
emcee. Naturally the voice of Bing
is
a welcome one and he appears
to be in finer fettle than ever. Somehow it takes a Crosby to bring out
Burns to better advantage also, and
the lines that can be written for
Crosby in his banter with guests
cannot always be written for Burns.
Beatrice Lillie was also in fine form,
both on her satirical singing and
gags.
Mischa Levitsky outdid himself at the concert grand piano and
the program as a whole was smooth
and entertaining. Velveeta cheese received the credits.

INTRODUCES

UNCLE EUSTACE
AND

HIS SWING-DINGERS

FROM PADUCAH
TODAY

3-3:30

WABC-Columbia Network

Mr. Radio User!
ONE MINUTE— FIVE MINUTESFIFTEEN MINUTES

"How About

It?"
Sam Hammer's "How About

WOR

HALF

Loses Suit Against Gibbons
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora

dismissed

the

complaint

tator.

was

$250,000

suit

Justice Pecora
not proven that

CUSTOM BUILT AND READY FOR
DELIVERY

Drop

in at

KASS-TOHRNER
RKO

BLDC— RADIO

INC.
CITY

CIRCLE 7-4428

in

damages
brought against Floyd Gibbons by
Charles Locke, author and commenthe

HOUR— FEATURES

It?"

over
on Friday nights has developed into a highly entertaining affair.
The program has contestants
telling what they would do if they
found themselves in a certain situation, embarrassing or otherwise. The

for

said

the

that

GENNETT SOUND

it

material

used by Gibbons was slanderous to
Locke. However, the court allowed
Locke 20 days in which to file an
amended complaint if he should so
desire.

Locke alleged that he wrote material for Gibbons last January in
connection with Ohio river floods
Henry M. Neely, commentator of and that Gibbons went on station
the series throughout the summer, WLW and so colored the original
will fill the same role on this occa- material that Locke's reputation as
sion.
a writer was damaged.

EFFECT RECORDS
•

ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
THOMAS
729— 7th

J.

VALENTINO

Avenue,

NYC

BRyant 9-5543

Monday. October

RADIO DAILY:
LOS ANGELES

on

KMPC,

Fridays at 3:45, sponsored

by the hotel
"About Town".

greeters'

publication,

Emil Seidel and his orchestra replaces Louis Prima on the Ed Lowry
"Sing Time" program over

KHJ-Don

Lee on October 12. Prima and his
gang have been on the show for
several weeks.

Buddy

BESS JOHNSON,

for years the
Esther on the
Wayne King broadcasts and an
actress in "Today's Children", leaving here shortly to try New York.
Reported she will headline Palm
Olive's new daytime script show.
Miss Johnson was radio director at
Stack-Goble until account moved to
Lord & Thomas recently, when she
moved along with it.
Henry Hoople, Scandinavian dialect
actor, who has been ill for about six
months, is fully recovered and back

voice

THE

early

morning

program

of

WFBR,

Baltimore, brings new
listeners to the station by the dozens as well as individually through
the choice of recordings and alarm
clock of Ralph Powers, staff announcer. This "waker-upper" is in
contact every morning with the Naval Academy, School for Blind, Coast
Guard Station, Police Precincts, dormitory of a boys' school and an entire ward of a Baltimore hospital.

Twiss and Joe Parker
15-minute program of comment labeled "Best of the Week"
over NBC Pacific Coast Red on
October 26 for Globe A-l Mills.
For the first time in the history of
"Curtain Calls", KFWB Sunday Dayton, O. radio, WHIO presented
night feature, will be broadcast from an eye-witness account
of the World
the Figueroa Playhouse for the next Series, with Si Burick,
Dayton Daily
few months due to increased Sunday News sports editor, presenting his
initial a

WNBC. New

department.

Dalton

LaMasurier,

KFJM, Grand
his

entire

manager

of

Forks, N. D., cancelled

morning schedule when

President

Roosevelt visited his loweek, and covered the
at
chief executive's every move from
Margaret McGuirk, formerly of the 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon. Entire KFJM
Charles Dallas Reach Agency, has production staff was pressed into serjoined the sales promotion depart- vice as mikes were set up at Ave
ment of
as assistant to Joseph different points along the route of
Creamer, sales promotion manager of the President's parade, including the
the station.
state fair grounds.

Margaret McGuirk

WOR

cality

last

WOR

of

Lady

Conn.: The
(Hal Goodwin) and
Christy
Finegan's
Wranglers
are
commercializing for Goodrich Silvertown Tires on Sundays
Victor
Zembruski and his Victorian Trio
are off the schedule until further
notice
Milt Berkowitz, news editor,
handles "Monitor Views the in
local circulation.
News" daily except Sunday, besides
John L. Sullivan has launched a
the regular 9: 15 a.m.
Transradio
new program on
titled "Denewscast.
serving of Credit" in which he interThe original "Varsity Club" has views persons of noteworthy accomreturned to the WFBR, Baltimore, plishments.
Britain,

Texas Cowboy

.

.

.

.

.

.

WAAF

airwaves for its third year of programs designed for the entertainment of young men of high school
age.
This is the second year the
activity at KFWB.
daily "Sports News and Views" pro- series has been under the same sponKHJ-Don Lee is releasing to Mu- gram direct from New York at his sorship and is produced and directed
tual nationally all of the important regular time
by Brent Gunts. WFBR's youngest
of 6: 15 p.m.
grid battles of U.S.C. and U.C.L.A.
production man.

locally, including the clash of the
two local squads on Dec. 4, according
to
Van Newkirk, newly-appointed
chief of the Don Lee special events

1937

CHICAGO

JOE KEARNS,

Margaret McDonald
and Inez Seabury become permanent members of Lloyd Pantages'
troupe on the weekly CBS airing.
Dave Howell, the "Cruising Troubadour", and Julie Bennell, commentator, have a new 15-minute program

11,

WAAF

Kay Armin,

blues singer,
joining Stan Norris' orchestra as
featured soloist. She will continue
her air spots on WAAF.
is

Barbara Luddy and Bruce Kam(Prof. Kaltenmeyer) will go to
Milwaukee this week to be interviewed by Ed Thompson, Milwaukee
radio editor, on his WTMJ program.

man

Two new vocalists, Virginia Price
Boost Short-Wave Schedule
Thirteen different foreign coun- and Clayton Rochotto, discovered by
Kanter, musical director of
tries ranging from Nicaragua to Nor- Ben
way are now receiving special short- WJJD, are heard each afternoon on
wave broadcasts, sent in seven dif- "Song Bag".
ferent languages by W3XAL, NBC
short-wave station.
NBC reported
Two
Series
sharp boost last month in number
Mary Roberts Rinehart has donated
and diversity of these special airings,
each expressly designed for the use of her book, "Tish," for a
particular foreign country, and hails radio series by the WPA Federal
progress as important step in Ameri- Theater radio division over CBS
ca's bid for international short-wave starting Oct. 14 at 10-10:30 p.m. William N. Robson will direct, assisted
supremacy.
by Donald Macfarlane.
Leo Fontaine and Joel Hammil are doing
Bradenton Seeks Station
Bradenton, Fla. Local Chamber of the scripts.
"Epic of America," from the James
Commerce has voted to apply to FCC
for permit to operate a 100-watt sta- Truslow Adams best-seller, will be
tion here to be used in publicizing presented by WPA over
next
month.
the city and county.

New WPA

—

WOR

FRANK NOVAK

In

Time Adds Space
for its new NBC

"March

"America's Most Versatile Musician"

Time"

of

has taken
its

CBS

preparation

Room

editorial

Time

series,

1237,

RCA

doing

staff

Bldg., for

the

A

Inc.

script.

Latin Series
"Brave New World,"

series titled

an education program in cooperation
with the U. S. Office of Education

promote the friendly relations
between this country and Latin
to

De Leath Becomes De

RALEIGH ROOM

Leth

Vaughn De Leath has decided to America, starts Nov. 1 at
make De Leth her official surname p.m. over CBS. Production

A

induced series

hereafter.
numerologist
her to delete the "a."

will

be

under

10:30-11
of the
direction of

Irving Reis.

Warwick Hotel, New York
VARIETY.
AL

6th

MONTH AND EXTENDED!

.

.

.

radio review .... September 22nd

"MELODIC CONTRASTS" PROGRAM
WJZ-NBC
Monday 9 P. M. EST

ROTH'S

.

"New

handling a half hour of tunes
worked out under Al Roth's
musicians highlighted. Something

conception

has been

of

skillfully

direction, with his
different

. .

and apart in the musical line, than anycome along on the networks. It cer-

thing that has

tainly rates high sponsorship."

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2.

NO.

NEW

72

YORK,

N. Y.,

off
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NAB Showdown
HUT

JEAN

TO STAR

CHESE6R0UGH SERIES

IN

West Coast Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles
Jean Hersholt has
been signed by the Chesebrough
Mfg. Co. (vaseline) to star in a new
series beginning Nov. 7 at 2:30-3 p.m.

over the coast-to-coast CBS network.
A repeat will be aired at 5:30 p.m.
Chesebrough used to be a consistent
user of radio for some years, but has
been off the air of late. Program
precedes the New York Philharmon-

Up

Sarnoff Tuning

David Samoff, RCA president,
has gone in for physical culture,
but seriously.
Strip across

the board is six
days weekly at 7 a.m.. when Artie
McGovern, well known conditioner

big shots, arrives at the Sarnoff
puts the RCA prexy
through the routine.

home and

SUPREME COURT TO HEAR

Campaign

By M. H. SHAPIRO

FATHER COUGHLIN DROPS

PATENR00L CASE

Washington Bureau,

Washington

— U.

yesterday agreed
General Talking
Western Electric
rights under the

S.

—

As a result of pressure
his superiors, particularly Arch-

bishop Edward Mooney, who objected to his attacks on the administration,
Father Charles Coughlin is

RADIO DAILY
abandoning
Supreme Court which was

hear the case of
Pictures Corp. vs.
involving licensing
patent pooling ar-

to

rangement of RCA, Western Electric,
A.T.&T. and Electrical Research Products.
G.T.P. appealed the Second
Circuit (New York) Court of Appeals
(Continued on Page 7)

Started

FALL RADIO SERIES

Detroit

from

Admiracion Laboratories

Test

—

NEW

RADIO

Admiracion Laboratories Inc. has
renewed Sunday show over Mutual
network of 14 stations effective Oct.
17.
Tim and Irene remain as headliners, with D'Artega and his orchestra and Hal Gordon vocalist.

Special Convention Opening Today
Loaded With Dynamite IRNA Holds
Up Several AFM Clauses

of

(Continued on Page 2)

Renews on Mutual Hookup

Starts

his
new radio series
to have started Oct. 31
over 35 stations for 26 weeks. Aircasters Inc. of this city has just recently set the network for the series, in a Sunday 4-5 p.m. spot.

Texas Broadcasters

Oppose Ascap Tax

Bill

Associate Editor,

RADIO DAILY

Seeking to clear the deck for the
NAB convention which gets under
way this morning to iron out its end
of the AFM situation and go ahead
with its reorganization plans, more
than 100 members of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates
gathered in the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday and during the forenoon session partly okayed work of its Special Advisory Committee.
The 5%
per cent levy on gross receipts (less
(Continued on Page 3)

WM.S. HEDGES REJOINING
NBC STATION RELATIONS

William S. Hedges, recently resignbroadcasters ed as vice-president of Crosley Corp.
and general manager of
and
Cincinnati
Midwest Radio Corp.
WSAI,
the Crosley stations in Cinof this city, operating on a factorylegislature cinnati, is understood to be on the
to-consumer basis, has started a test
calling for a 25 per cent tax on gross verge of returning to NBC station
Chrysler
is reported dickering for
air campaign in five cities where it
a Friday evening spot on CBS to air collections of such organizations as relations department. Hedges, before
has 16 factory branch showrooms.
(Continued on Page 7)
a football
summary and forecast Ascap. Bill also asked that Ascap
Announcements are now scheduled
(.Continued on Page 5)
using
Frank
G. Menke, columnist, as
five times weekly over KDKA, Pittsburgh; WCFL, Chicago; WHK, Cleve- commentator, John Reed King, anland; WHN, New York, and WFIL, nouncer, and Ann Leaf, organist. Un-

By Midwest Radio Corp.

Texas delegation

of

Eve Football Spot
now in the city went on record yesIs Wanted by Chrysler terday as being opposed to the bill
introduced in the Texas

Fri.

—

Philadelphia. Key Advertising
Cincinnati, is the agency.

Co.,

Roosevelt on All

(Continued on Page 2)

WGRM

Making Bow

Hickok Oil Test Series
Granada, Miss.
Kansas City Russell C. Comer ad- station, expects
vertising agency has sold the quarter- about Oct. 18.
hour script show, "Adventures of
Clem and Tina", to Hickok Oil Co.
for
test
a
campaign over WJR,

—

— WGRM,
to

be

new

on

the

local
air

Webs

WLW

Weiss and McDougall

Form New Ad Agency

President
Roosevelt's
"fireside
chat" at 9:30-10 o'clock tonight will
be heard over all three national networks, CBS, NBC and Mutual, with

—

Chicago Following resignations as
vice-presidents of Henri Hurst McDonald Agency, E. H. Weiss, radio
a large number of independent sta- director, and Charles H. McDougall,
tions also picking up.
art director, are forming a new advertising agency to be called McDougall & Weiss, with headquarters
in
New York and offices in the
Wrigley Bldg. here.

Combined Red-Blue Networks

Detroit.

KVOD Drama

Get
Splurge

—

Denver KVOD plans to produce a heavy schedule of local
talent and staff shows this winter,
with sponsors taking to the idea.
"Swanee Shore", kid serial, has
started;
"Voice of Death" and
"Court of Cars" are in preparation, along with a series of weekly
plays, and others are contemplated.
C.
& K. Foods is sponsoring
"Swanee Shore".

NBC Symphony Orchestra

KSTP Educational Parley
Draws Prominent Speakers

—

The newly created

NBC Symphony

Orchestra, under the direction of
three of the greatest living conductors, will be aired over the com-

St. Paul
Big-time names in the bined NBC Red and Blue networks
educational and broadcasting fields on Saturdays, 10-11:30 p.m., beginhave been obtained by KSTP for the ning Nov. 13. Time previously anfirst
annual northwest educational nounced for series was 9-10:30 spot,
broadcasting conference on Oct. 16, but network believed later spot
called and sponsored by the station would be better for entire country
in an effort to aid civic and educa- as a whole.
Program is being aired

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on Page 3)

WQAHI Makes News
Miami — Broadcasting of a

fire-

lighting

by

demonstration

WQAM

rated

last

week

newspaper cov-

erage with a nice big picture that
included Commercial

Manager

man McKay, who was
for the event. Station

by

surprise

at

at the

was

getting

so taken

newspaper

recognition on the stunt that
starting

a scrap book.

Nor-

mike

it

is

V

2
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Whispers
Moon Got

Dark (Famous Music Corp.)

in the

My Eyes (Select Music
Remember Me (Witmark & Son)
in

That Old Feeling (Leo Feist,

Have You Got Any
So Many Memories
Roses in December

Inc.)

Castles, Baby (Harms, Inc.)
(Shapiro, Bernstein, Inc.)
(Irving Berlin, Inc.)

Corp.)

It's

HollyFilmday, New York.
Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

address:

wood,

My

So Rare (Robbins Music Corp.)
You and I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Afraid To Dream (Miller Music, Inc.)

Can

I

Getting

Am. Tel. &
CBS A

Close
154'/8

157i/2 154
23
21

Tel

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

American

North

Low

RCA Common

1114

10%

H

423/4

39%

40

19%

18%

18%

9

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

.

...

21

JAMES

a

8%

8

13

12%

12%

30 4

25

25

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
15
14% 14%
1% 1%
'A

Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

.

.

1

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid
9

Stromberg Carlson

CARLETON MORSE,

2,256

WCN

MYRTLE STAHL,
educational director,
has gone to Washington for a conference.
O.

NBC

on the payroll.

—

WKAT

Bettye Lee
Beach, Fla.
Taylor, formerly with NBC in Cleveland, will be assistant to General
Manager Jan Musselman at WKAT,
new local station opening Nov. 1.

Harry Richman will emcee the first
broadcast. A. Frank Katzentine, former mayor, is owner of the station.

Louis

St.

CRIFFIN

T.

stop

in

off

attend
power.
to

West Coast Bureau.
first

RADIO DAILY

— Igor

Gorin is the
player definitely set for the Nov.

Los

Angeles

opening program of the Maxwell
House show being produced by MG-M under direction of Bill Bacher.
Each program will have a preview
of a Metro film and will introduce
some new personality.
4

WKRC

Denies Union Charge

—

Cincinnati Charges filed with
National Labor Relations Board
William S. Eckert, news writer,
discharged for union activity
denied in a reply filed by John
Cormick, g.m. of the station.
American Federation of Radio

has been

in

is

Chi-

for

Washington

the

hearing

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS

W.

returned to

GILLESPIE

C.

of

the NAB meet, will
on their return trip
on KTUL increase in

Don

of

Lee

Network.

GILLIN of WOW, FRED W. BORTON
WMAQ, VINCE CALLAHAN and J. D. BLOOM
WWL, ARTHUR B. CHURCH of KMBC.

JOHN
(Continued from Page

1

of
of

>

lining

the
that

was
are

Mc-

Esch

Daytona Beach,

in
Fla.

WQAM
—

WRTD

—

publicity

Ar-

to

—

to

Baltimore.

Washington

— Wyn

W. Esch,

YOUR STATION'S

Seattle Talent Studio
Seattle Associated Talent Studios,

—

WMFJ, has gone
Washington to prepare for a hear- subsidiary of Masterphone Sound
ing on his station's request for power Corp., has opened at 1530 Queen Anne
boost. Mrs. Esch went along.
Ave. to develop radio and film talent.
E. M. Jensen is director.

SCRIPT TROUBLES

to

Available to only one radio
station in each city

Details on Request
by

Slesinger,
Inc.
New York
Avenue

A WEE BUNCH OF

SHAMROCKS
A Modem

Irish

Ballad

"The Man

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

.

N.Y.

in

Treated Just

3

WCOP

like

on the

DOWN

Waldorf

PROGRAMS

air

BOSTON

the

STAR
RADIO

the Lobby"

it

BLOCKS
From

HAS BEEN SOLD
Nothing

Stephen

1619

WQAM

succeeding
program director,
Darrell G. Chatard Dead
Thomas, resigned.
up member- Cleveland
Chicago Darrell G. Chatard, sales
Jack Maxey, manager of the station has just returned from business manager of Weco Co., died yesterday.

owner-director of

Radio
Newsfeatures

Anniversary

Marced, Cal.—KYOS, owned and
operated by Merced Star Publishing
Elgin National Watch Co. will Co., celebrates its first anniversary
sponsor a one shot over CBS on Oct. tomorrow with several special pro21 at 7:15-7:30 p.m. with a pick-up grams.
from London. Main portion of the
program will be heard from a banStaff Additions
quet being held at plant in Elgin,
Miami Hal Moore, CBS announcer,
111., with London pick-up being made
has joined
for the winter.
to allow Lord Elgin, whose ancestor Dinty Dennis, Kellogg's sports comwas the namesake of the town and mentator, also has checked in for the
company, to speak.
season, while Bert Arnold, formerly
with WFLA and the Buffalo Broadcasting Co., has joined the sales staff.
Staff Shifts
Fred W. Borton, president of
Sam Lawder, former
Richmond
head announcer of WRTD, has been WQAM, is off to New York.
Station has lengthened its schedule
transferred to the commercial departhour, hitting the air now at
ment. Bernard Dabney, who was by one
6 a.m. with a variety eye-opener.
director, has been promoted

Watch One-Shot

Elgin

trip

Wyn W.

250 Park

and

New York
in

KYOS

M-G-M Show

Igor Gorin lor

ship here.

exclusively

manager,

sports announcer,
yesterday.

WABC

tistes

Represented

WMMN

JOHN O'HARA,

—
—

NBC

Bettye Lee Taylor at

KELCHNER,

J.

cago on business.

53/4

in its
to coast operations today toThis figure is 229
tals 2,256 persons.
greater than it was in Jan. 1937 and
excludes the 46 laid off recently. The
unit, Radio City, has
largest

Miami

MORSE

derstood that only time detail are JOSEPH LOPEZ of WICC, and FATHER BURK
each Sunday during the fall and holding up deal, with sponsor anx- and A. S. FOSTER of WEW are among the
delegates to New York.
% winter. Jack Hasty will do the ious to begin this week-end. Spon- MAURICE COLEMAN, manager of WATL, is
% script. Dolan and Doane set the sor also desires to hold show to New York-bound.
deal.
McCann-Erickson, New York,
only, with preferred time beAsked
has the account.
ing the 7:15-7:30 p.m. spot.
10

—

coast

1.222

"One Man's

of

scripter

Family", flew here last week with MRS.
audition new "brain child".

Eve Football Spot
Is Wanted by Chrysler

1)

5/8

special
CBS conSan Francisco to super-

in

is

to

1

NBC Employes

Personnel employed by

Fri.

MIDDLEBROOKS,

Corp., leaves the Coast for N. Y. on
Sunday with HELEN JEPSON, who has Metropolitan Opera commitments in addition to her
General Motors programs.

Chg
3

on

work on new KSFO studios.
PHIL OHMAN has arrived in Hollywood on
baton-waving deal.
LAWRENCE EVANS, v.p. of Columbia Con-

KTUL,

33/i

yesterday

certs

Net

—
Jean Hersholt to Star
—
—
%
In Chesebrough Series
—
—2
(Continued from Page
—
— % ic concerts, which CBS broadcasts

Chicago

for

left

vise

J.

High

LEE

struction engineer,

15
15

Harbor Lights (Mario Music Co.)

11)

LESTER

15

You (Chappell & Co.)
Some Fun Out of Life (Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble)

in San
Los Angeles.

in

business.

15
15

Forget

tew days

Francisco, spending a

C. MILLS, chairman ot the Ascap administrative committee, left last night by plane for
Austin, Tex., to work against the Anti-Ascap
bill
now before the Texas legislature.

19
19
19
18
17
17

Heart (Famous Music Corp.)
Stop, You're Breaking
Is It Love Or Infatuation (Popular Melodies)

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

at

flew to the Coast to air
game last Saturday.

E.

30
29
29
28
26
26
22
22
20

Corp.)

You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music
the Natural Thing To Do (Select Music Corp.)
Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
My Cabin of Dreams (Irving Berlin, Inc.)
One Rose (Shapiro, Bernstein. Inc.)
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Oct. 9, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

1937

12,
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NAB CONVENES TODAY;

Resolution Against Dollar Publicity

ON COMBINED NETWORKS

MAKES PROGRESS

IRNA

(Continued from Page

The following resolution has been
referred by Harold V. Hough of

1)

I

ll

KKEFORE BE

IT

RESOLVED

that

is the wish of the National Association of
Broadcasters that the standard yardstick of

it

Fort Worth, to the NAB meet- the measurement on broadcast business, in
the basis for allocation of expendi- ing which opens today at the Wal- the future, be computed and published in the
terms of unit hours instead of gross dollars
tures for musicians, additional and dorf-Astoria:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the
WHEREAS,
it
has
been
the
custom
of
the
Also accepted was
otherwise.
Agencies. Uroadeasting Stations, and the man- National Association of Broadcasters urge a
deal whereby NBC and CBS would agement of the Chains to use the term "DOL- Agencies, Member Stations and Xon-member
contribute $200,000 annually toward LARS" in referring to gains and losses and Stations to adopt the policy oi presentation
of
broadcasting
business;
and of unit hours, instead of gross dollars.
aiding the stations needing it most amount
WHEREAS, this method does not present
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
via the reduction on time in exchange a true, fair, accurate picture of the business
that
a
request be made to the National
The of the Broadcasting Industry, particularly,
for sustaining program service.

commissions,

was accepted

etc.)

as

afternoon session was taken up with
the form of trade agreement to be
signed between the stations and the
AFM as the standard part of all contracts, with local autonomy as to actual musician working hours and
price scales.

Trade

Agreement Objections

Trade Agreement and the clauses
to be included in all local contracts
were not fully accepted at the afternoon session with the result that it
was voted to seek changes accordingly from the AFM. This will be
done when the IRNA committee
meets the AFM committee next Monday. However, before the adjournment, a vote of confidence was given
the IRNA committee, which is now
headed by Samuel R. Rosenbaum of
WFIL. Resignation of Bill Hedges
as chairman was accepted with regrets, since he is no longer eligible
as having an interest in network
affiliates from that particular side

(Continued from Page

because

1)

insistent demands from
listeners and stations in all parts of
the country to share in the series.
First conductor to direct the 92piece orchestra will be Pierre Monteux, who will serve for first three
airings.
Arthur Rodzinski, who is
now rehearsing the orchestra, takes
over the baton for the Dec. 4, 11 and
in
Broadcasting Company, the Columbia Broad- 18 airings, and Arturo Toscanini conrelation of the receipts to the Stations.
System, the
Mutual Broadcasting
WHEREAS, the published revenue, as casting
System, and any other Chain, to use the ducts 10 concerts beginning Dec. 25
submitted to the Public by the Agencies, Sta- practice
Rodzinski will conduct the
of presenting any volume in phrases airing.
tions and Chains, does not show that portion
of unit hours instead of gross dollars.
final five broadcasts.
being actually received by the Stations, but
makes a misleading analysis, as no account
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the
published of the percentage going to the President of
is
the
National Association of current receipts annually from dues
stations, percentage for commissions, or the Broadcasters appoint a committee to confer is
not more than $80,000 and this
percentage for line charges, which is mis- with the Chain management and to presenr
sum is what two big names will cost.
to them the views of the National Associaleading to the Public, the Federal Communi
Position taken by the National
.a! inns Commission, and the Advertisers.
tion of
Broadcasters.
Independent Broadcasters, so-called
such reference to sympathetic musi- resolution has been submitted by group of 100-watters headed by
cian strikes eliminated.
Harold V. Hough, of WBAP, and Edward A. Allen of Lynchburg, Va.,
is reflected in numerous other unOther objections than the above treasurer of the NAB. This resoluaffiliated outlets. Allen told RADIO
were of minor importance. Although tion voices the opinion of many in
DAILY that he and his type of stanot all the features of the plan are the industry who seek to do away
tion owner who belong to the NIB
exactly pleasing to all of the IRNA with announcing industry business
are not in the tough spot in which
volume
in
dollars,
the
case
but,
as
in
members, it appeared that a great
the affiliates found themselves, or
newspapers
and magazines which
majority felt it was the best thing of
are in now, and that they will deal
that could be done under the circum- mention agate lines, desire that radio only as individuals
in their local terstances.
Any station employing mu- should use units of hours instead of ritory when as and if the
via
The resolution, which local unions or
sicians, or those not now hiring mu- gross dollars.
otherwise come to
sicians, will employ enough musicians is expected to be favorably voted up- them.
He does not believe any type
to bring up this end of the payroll to on, appears elsewhere on this page.
of committee or organization can admorning
virtually
this
The
the 5V2 per cent.
However, outlets
just the problems or speak for each
which have been hiring musicians in faces a battle for its life if the threats small outlet as a whole.
group
are
fulfilled.
excess of the 5V2 per cent figure, will of an insurgent
not be allowed to reduce their mu- Objections have even been raised to
of the
Transcripsician payroll, but will have to main- the formation
tion Library as being comparatively
tain it during the course of the two

WBAP,

of

|

AFM

NAB

!

of the fence.

raised on the Trade
Agreement with the AFM, were:
Clause 8, pertaining to an affiliate
giving four weeks' notice to a musician whose services are being terminated. Many outlets pointed out
that they are not now obliged to
give more than the customary two
weeks' notice and want it stated as

Objections

two weeks.

NAB

!

year agreement with the

unimportant now. Jacking up the
dues will probably go through at this

AFM.

More

conciliatory atmosphere was
special convention to pay for the
especially noticeable in regard to atservices of a well-known attorney
titude toward the networks. Whereand an engineer, or a so-called "czar"
as the latter were not in attendance
of the industry. M. H. Aylesworth
(by request) at past sessions of the is again mentioned and one outlet
IRNA, both NBC and CBS vice-pres- is openly boosting him for the job.
idents were on hand at yesterday's Aylesworth,
now associated with

TRANSRADIO NEWS

I

Will solve your

I

Clause 10, having several sections
sessions.
dealing with conditions of employNAB Problems
ment of musicians and that which
President John Elmer and ManagFederation members are required to
do upon two weeks' notice from the ing Director James W. Baldwin of
AFM. This includes the stoppage of the NAB have held preliminary meetcertain services to an affiliate which ings with the board of directors and,
as is customary, resolutions to be
does not comply with the
agreement.
Stations said that it proposed on the floor this morning
would conflict with present existing had to be in at least one day in adThese resolutions are being
contracts and such enforcement would vance.
prove bad for both the affiliate or- received, both in connection with
business and the departdered to comply and the
as the
mentalization plan.
An important
well.

1

Scripps-Howard newspaper organization, has been sounded out and is
reported not to have turned it down,
but was merely "evasive". NAB is
prepared to pay upwards of $40,000
annually to the right man. NAB

Program Problems

AFM

Clause

20,

pertaining to an

AFM

local,

certain

etc.,

of

being deprived

after getting a
two-week written notice. Stations
want an arbitration clause inserted.
of

Clause

in to

see us at

Suite 814

affiliate

which repeatedly violates rules
an

Drop

AFM

AFM

services

BROADCASTERS!
White in

WALDORF-ASTORIA

Hew

IKM

I

I

obligation of the musician to the Federation. Stations want
21,

PRESTO
MORE
for

your

RADIO DOLLAR
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

weed

e

compnny

See our complete line of recording equipment and transcription
tables at our offices.

R/W0STaT/0N

PRESTO RECORDINC CORP.
139 W. 19th St. (bet. 6th & 7th

pcrao/r- son HUHtlt€0

Phone:

CHelsea

2-6425

REPRESENT/7T/V£S
M£W

Aves.)

YOSK

•

CHICAGO

Transradio Press Service

.

.

,
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AGENCIES
FRITZ RYAN of Ruthrauff & Ryan is on the coast for a huddle with
Tiny Ruffner and execs of the Hollywood

WALTER HUSTON, BETTY FURNESS and HOPE MANNING, on
Kraft Music Hall, Oct. 14 (NBC-Red,

office.

TOM REVERE,

radio head of Benton & Bowles, has returned east after several months on the coast,

where William Baker Jr. is due
today to head the local office.
CARL W. ART of the Seattle agency of that name has been appointed
in

to a special

committee of Northwest

Boosters who will develop plans for
a World's Fair in Seattle in 1942.
RUSSELL C. COMER Advertising
Agency of Kansas City has sold
Canadian rights to the juvenile series,
"Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen,"
to Grow & Pitcher, Toronto. Deal includes 650 quarter-hour episodes.
BARNES-HILL INC., Milwaukee,
has amended its articles changing its
name to John Barnes Advertising

Agency

Ray

Inc.

E.

formerly

Hill,

with WTMJ, is no longer associated
with the agency.

10 p.m.).

PHIL BAKER,
•

•

the screen as a cultural force.

Corinne Jordan Makes

Good

—

So successfully has
Paul
Corinne Jordan, KSTP program diSt.

rector, sold
retail store

the
in

Montgomery-Ward
the Twin City as

"Ward's Daily Messenger," that the
firm is not only renewing for another year her six-a-week 15-minute
morning casts, but is adding an afternoon series of similar nature.

From

Astoria yesterday,

the conversation going on in the ante-room oi the Waldorf-

a by-stander wouldn't believe

a prelude

to getting

down

to the

men assembled
was merely

that the

are there for a serious problem and that this swapping

banter

of

business in hand ....

A

sign should

have

been placed above the entrance to the meeting: "Through These Portals
Pass the Most Important Men of Radio" and it wouldn't be exaggeration.
.... Walking through for the afternoon session, and registering for the
scathy-eighth time that day. were Ray P. Jordan, manager of WDBJ,

—

Roanoke, Va.,
Of

who played

course,

ELEPHANTS

the violin 13 years

Ray made no mention
L. B.

ago when the

of

the

WCKY,

Wilson, prexy of

fact

station debuted.

hobby

his

that

Cincy, received

many

is

glad-

hands from the boys .... J. O. Maland. vice-president of Central Broadcasting
Co.. and manager of WHO, Des Moines, did a swell job of introducing
feller-workers not forgetting that at one time he was mayor, ass't postmaster, justice of peace and proprieter of a general store in Frost, Minn ....

—

Richard Mason, general manager of WPTF, Raleigh,
his natty dress

shied

WCLE Movie Art Series
Cleveland—"Movie Art and Problems", weekly 15-minute program
conducted by Miss Bertelle M. Lyttle,
editor of Cleveland Cinema Club
Bulletin, starts Oct. 15 over WCLE.
Object of the series is to give local
movie fans the lowdown on how to
judge films and arouse interest in

•

away

Though

Col.

him out and immediately he became

hall,

8 p.m.).

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,

on "Hol-

lywood Mardi Gras," Oct.

(NBC-

19

Red, 9:30 p.m.).

WALTER CONNOLLY
BRENNEMAN,

TOM

and

on Rudy Vallee pro-

gram, Oct. 14 (NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).
OTTO KRUGER, on Elza Schallert
program, Oct. 14 (NBC-Blue, 11:15
p.m.)

BROWN

SEDLEY

LOWE

ALLIE

and

MILES, on Nellie Revell program, Oct. 19 (NBC-Red, 5 p.m.).

ELMORE
JOHNSON

VINCENT

DON

and

(Fishface and Figsbottle)

same program,

Oct.

26;

SHOWMEN

was a stand-out with
of WSYR. Syracuse.

his colleagues sought

RILLO

the central figure in

a serious confab.

QUARTET,

Nov.

2;

"The Barrier", on "Holly-

in

wood Hotel" Oct. 22 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
SYLVIA SIDNEY, on Kate Smith
program, Oct. 21 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

DORIS FISHER and ETON BOYS,
•

•

"What did you think

•

of the Giants in that last

game?"

be the almighty problem for a time. The afternoon
session which was set to begin at two and didn't convene until
three, gave the representatives plenty of time to discuss outside

seemed

matters
another

to

O'Fallon, president of Denver's KFEL, was
appeared to master the attention of others. His white

Eugene

who

P.

hair gleamed in the light as he shook his head back and forth,
acknowledging the salutation of new arrivals. .. .Quin A. Ryan of
WGN, Chicago, reminded us of Alexander Woollcott. .Hugh J.
Powell of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan.; C. G. Phillips of KIDO, Boise,
Ida.; Edmond Spence of WBAL, Baltimore; Wm. B. Dolph of WOL,
Washington, and Robert M. Thompson of WJAS, Pittsburgh, were
but a few who were anxious to get their hands on RADIO DAILY
.William Fay of WHAM, Roch(free plug are we embarrassed!)
ester, Howard Shuman of KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., carried the
paper under their arm as they walked in.
.

—

.

.

.

.

Percy Winner Promoted
Percy Winner, member of the NBC
press department for the past year,
has been promoted to director of inBeternational short wave service.
fore joining NBC he was with the
New York Post, commentator on CBS
and WQXR, AP foreign correspondent for five years and American correspondent for foreign papers.

•

•

•

Another topic overheard was the discussion

of

Justice

Black

and what they thought Washington and FDR will eventually do about it.
Henry Slavick. WMC, Memphis; Tom Gouch and John W. Runyon, KRLD.
Dallas; John C. McCormack. KWKH, Shreveport; Herb Hollister of KANS.
Don Searle of WIBW, and W. A. Bailey of KCKN, were part of the Kansas
.

delegation.

WBBM; W.

.

.

.Also John

B.

T.

Greenwald,

Hopkins.

KWBG,

WJAX,

Jacksonville; S.

Hutchinson; George

W.

Van

(CBS,

3 p.m.).

ARTHUR POND

guest speaker on

Commentator Forum

Oct.

14

Norman

Warembud

H.

Director
has been

promoted to program director of
WLTH, Brooklyn station with stu-

WAVE,

WIS. Columbia; Hugh Terry, KLZ. Denver; Maynard
WCFL. Chicago. Luther L. Hill, Iowa Network, Des Moines; A. L.
Chilton, WGST. Atlanta; Robert T. Convey, KWK, St. Louis; Earl Winger,
WDOD, Chattanooga, and Norman Thomas of that station, were a mere
handful who signed-in early for the fireworks.

Louisville; G. R. Shafto.

dios in Manhattan.

FRED MacMURRAY and MADGE
EVANS in "Up Pops the Devil", on
Lux Radio

Theater, Oct. 18

(CBS, 9

p.m.).

"Hollywood Hotel" Previews
West Coast Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles Louella Parsons announces the next four "Hollywood
Hotel" previews as follows: "The
Awful Truth", with Irene Dunne and
Cary Grant, Oct. 15; "The Barrier",
with Jean Parker and Leo Carrillo,
Oct. 22; "The Great Garrick", featuring Brian Aherne and Olivia de
Havilland, Oct. 29, and Fred Astaire
and Burns and Allen in "Damsel in
Distress", Nov. 4.

WRAK

School Broadcasts

—

Williamsport, Pa. Success of the
High School Broadcasts aired weekly
from local school has reby
sulted in the school installing its own
RCA equipment, a present from last
year's graduating class.

WRAK

•You don't have to be rich to RETIRE AT
Call me and
10 or 55 on $200 a month.
find

out I"

-(J- INSURANCE—/BEekman
JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

3-0375

ST.

KASS-TOHRNER INC.
RADIO

PRODUCTIONS
Presents

LENORE ULRIC

NEW YORK

Returning from luncheon, talk started in a group discussing sport announcers.
.The exact wordage wasn't recorded but
it must have been the aftermath of the Saturday pigskin and baseball
airings. .. .John Shepard 3rd, head of the Colonial and Yankee networks, who entered radio as a hobby and built an institution, was the
recipient of handshakes and "hellos" throughout the room. .William
C. Gillespie, vice-president and general manager of K.TUL, Tulsa, introduced two "Ryans" from divided cities.

•

•

•

.

—

.

.

(Mu-

tual, 10 p.m.).

.

Volkenburg,

Norton,

on Theater Matinee, Oct. 21

Marquardt,

Warembud Program

for

(NBC-Red,

18

ALLEN PRESCOTT, Nov. 9; CAROL WEYMAN,
Nov. 16; ROSS GRAHAM, Nov. 23.
JEAN PARKER and LEO CAR-

Harry C. Wilder, head

from the groups collecting in the

pinch-hitting

Burns and Allen, Oct.

IN

DORRAN
ONE HALF HOUR DRAMA SERIES
RECORDED FOR AUDITION
RKO

BLDC— RADIO
CIRCLE 7-4428

CITY

—
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Texas Broadcasters

Oppose Ascap Tax
(Continued from I'ayc

Bill

NEW PEC© CAMS -I DCAX

(Continued from Page

list

German

ciety in N. Y., and probably at higher
rates than now contracted for. Taylor, et al, urged defeat of the bill.

Los Angeles

RADIO DAILY

— Radio

Transcriptions

America reports the sale
"Komedy Kingdom" series
of

of
to

its

a

Chicago food products manufacturer
for release on 20-odd stations, and
the "Cinnamon Bear" disked holiday
program to a Portland, Ore., department store, which will distribute the
published song numbers from the
production as interest-building giveaways. E. Callison, Transco office
secretary, is off to La Jolla on a
belated vacation.

1)

tional groups in raising the level of
German Broadcast their air programs.
accorded
the
Hours has produced a renewal averJudith Waller, educational director
age of better than 95 per cent. All of NBC's central division
in Chicago;

three programs are participating in
sponsorship, and both the Wednesday
and Saturday periods have waiting
lists.
A limited number of participations are available on the Monday
afternoon hour.

City Schools Put on Shows
Fort Worth, has inaugu-

WBAP,

rated a series of "City Schools" pro-

grams each Saturday morning during school term.
Each of the local
senior high schools

is

Dr. Malcolm MacLean, director of
the general college at the University
of Minnesota, and Guy Fraser Harrison, conductor of the Rochester

Civic orchestra and guest conductor
the past season of the Minneapolis
symphony, will attend.
In addition, Henry A. Bellows of
General Mills, former vice-president
of CBS and member of the original
federal radio commission, will act as
general chairman of an afternoon discussion panel on "New Objectives

being presented and Techniques

programs on consecutive Saturdays, and every key position in the
formulation and presentation of each
program is being filled by students
in

in

Educational Broad-

casting."

Joins Arliss Management
speaking Americans reside within the themselves.
Ken Douglass, WBAP
Edmund Van Zandt, formerly corstrictest primary area of WFAS, and production director, will assist in respondent on the Fort Worth Starthe response that these listeners have preparation of programs.
Telegram, has joined Artists Management Bureau as assistant to Irving
Strouse on the Paul Whiteman acFrank Goodson, KFXR operator, is
KOIL has signed George Johnson, count.
now a benedict.
formerly with Tri-States Theater
Bruce Howard, formerly with tech- Corp. here, as organist to succeed
IVES'
nical staffs at Hollywood film studios, Eddie
Butler,
resigned.
Johnson
is new chief engineer at KTOK.
starts with two daily programs: a
"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"
Oklahoma Network has moved its poetry period called "Vagabond
general offices to the Wells-Roberts Dreamer," with Had Hughes, and the
"Golden Hour," with Tenor Kenny
Mori, thru' Fri., 11:15 to 11:45 A. M.
Hotel here.
Perry Wooley, former KBIX an- Golden.
"There's nothing she can't sell."
nouncer, has joined KFXR.
John Gillin, manager of WOW, left
Eddie Coontz has left the
Friday night for New York.
announcing staff to join Barnsdall
"Uncle Tom's Playhouse," which
Refining in charge of radio pro- Announcer Tom Chase of
had
„,-.<>*»
grams.
suspended during the infantile parRobert Donley,
announcer, alysis epidemic, goes back on the
has a new son.
air Saturday.
Lloyd C. Stokley of the
sales
Jettabee Ann Hopkins' "Jangles"
staff is recovering from injuries reprogram, which she writes, directs
ceived in an auto crash.
takes a part in, has gone on the
Tom Johnson, formerly with and
air over
for a 15-minute daily

OKLAHOMA

Food Firm Gets Disk Series
West Coast Bureau,

KSTP Educational Parley
Draws Prominent Speakers

1)

of its compositions in the
Hour Clicks
state and its rate schedule. Measure,
Begun about a year ago as an exintroduced by Rep. Metcalf of San
Angelo the other day, was at a spe- periment in the Westchester market,
cial session of the legislature seek- the German Broadcast Hours over
ing to raise funds for old age pen- WFAS, White Plains, conducted by
Bruno Klohoker, have seen a rather
sions and similar appropriations.
Wire to James Curtis, at Longview, remarkable growth. Last May, demand for additional time made it
Tex., head of the Texas Broadcasters
necessary for Klohoker to begin a
Association, was signed by O. L. Taymorning program each Saturday at
lor of Amarillo and other radio men
9:30, in addition to the originally
Wire said in part
from the state.
planned Wednesday afternoon halfthat Bill No. 53, introduced by Rep
hour from 4:15 to 4:45. The morning
Metcalf would prove inimicable to program was started in the face of
the welfare of the broadcasting in
the so-called "summer slump." Withdustry in the state since the money in four months thereafter, a third
so raised would be a small amount half -hour was committed for the Gerand that retaliation by Ascap would man Broadcast, and this was begun
representative being last Monday.
result in
its
taken out of the state and broadcastStatistics compiled by Mr. Klohoers would have to deal with the so- ker show that nearly 125,000 German-

a

file

5
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OMAHA

CITY

ANICE

WMCA

WKY

WOW

the

BEST

WKY

Hecker Adds Coast Stations
Hecker Products (Gold Dust & Silver Dust) through Batten, Barton
Durstine & Osborn, yesterday signed
the 24 Don Lee stations for the Mu-

WKY

CHEAPEST!

KOMA,

is

now commercial manager

tual-Beatrice Fairfax program, 2:45- at KTOK.
Lawrence Peay is a new engineer
3 p.m., effective today. Network now
totals 28 stations.
Program is aired at KTOK, with Bruce Howard, formerly of KOMA, now chief engineer.
Tuesdays through Fridays.
Alfred C. Rogers, formerly of Penn

Guatemala Station Debuts
TWG, new short wave station

WOW

A

shot.

Edward Green, Adelaide Lee and
Penwitt, all formerly of the
Bee-News, are additions to the KOIL
Orlie
staff.

in

greetings between Don Carlos Salazar,
secretary of state for
foreign affairs, and Secretary of State
Cordell Hull. Program will be heard Walter Beck from
Bowers from KGP.
over NBC-Blue at 10:30-11 p.m.

Guatemala's

KTSA

we

Factory

pressings,

matching

"High

</2

ton

wax

re-

for

surface-

rebroadcast

maximum

Fidelity"

radio

best pick ups and speakers

assignments

on

safety

processed,

purposes

All

and Dan

recordings

(double

noiseless

of

record-

its

the "quality" methods

wax

serve).

NEW ¥0R(

better than

use:

Standard

machines

Tobacco, is now on KTOK sales staff.
Neal Barrett,
station manager, is organizing an advertising
club in Shreveport, La.
Gene Reynolds, former program
director at KBST, Big Springs, Tex.,
is a new announcer at KOMA, while
Bob Duren has joined from KFJZ,

KOMA

Guatemala, gives its inaugural program today with an exchange of

show is no
Here are

ing!

range

stations,

on market.

from

guaranteed

recording to delivery to station with
all

necessary

A

F of M, MPPA,

FCC

releases.

Lohr Throwing Party
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president,

will

throw a party tonight at the WaldorfAstoria for all managers of NBC affiliated stations

tending the

who

NAB

are in town atspecial meeting.

2,000,000 JEWS!
A Huge City!
Reach Them by Radio!
Tune

in:

Zion Variety

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33

W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-7

Show— Monday

Voice of Jerusalem

—Thursday

Station

at 7:30 P.M.
at 8:15 P.M.

WMCA

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF!

ADVERTISERS
205 EAST 42nd

BROADCASTING CO.
ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

MUrray

Hill

4-1364

Remote Control

5

Strategically

Located
Studio

Offices Manned By
Seasoned Radio Men
Acting as branch
for
sales
offices
eighteen progressive radio stations, and
each in a position to deal with the advertiser's problems as the stations themselves

would.

John
CHICACO
SAN

&

NEW YORK

FRANCISCO

Co.
DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

— permanent

Latest

double

Acoustically adjustable

lines.

ceiling

—

—

Numer-

ous dynamic microphone channels.
Studio, Control and Recording En-

gineers

JEAN

Blair

—

113

1

V.

3)

to

each

job.

GROMBACH,

West 57th

St.

New

Established 1930

Phone Circle 7-6980

INC.
York
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pAtycam Jlwiewt and Comments
MINUTES IN
HOLLYWOOD"

"LOG CABIN REVUE"
General Foods
WEAF— NBC-Red,

"30

with George Jessel and

Saturdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
Norma Talmadge
Benton & Bowles
Regional sponsors (Crawford Clothes
in New York, through RedfieldJACK HALEY HANDICAPPED IN COM
Johnstone agency)
EDY MATERIAL BUT SHOW CLICKS
WOR-Mutual, Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m. MUSICALLY.

WILBUR

EVANS, who appeared
McDonald in
with
Jeanette
"The Student Prince" last week, has
been signed for two additional perDESPITE TALENT LINEUP, SHOW LACKS
formances, Oct. 17 and 31. By someCONSTRUCTION AND GETS OFF TO
thing of a coincidence, both attended
ONLY FAIR START.
the same Philadelphia High School.
The talent was there, but for one
Clifford Carling has joined Columbia Management of California as as- reason and another, the initial prosistant to Art Rush, managing direc- gram in the George Jessel series was
too disjointed to register the

tor.

John Dolph,

assistant to vice-president Don W. Thornburg. of CBS,
flew to Portland on receipt of news
that his brother, William Vanderbilt
Dolph, had been killed in an automobile accident.
James Peterson, production director of KVI, Seattle, is in town to

way

it

should have done. It seemed to be
in need of a script, mostly.
Show
started off with some gagging about
other stars on the air, which was
pretty good though not entirely fresh,
and after that the routine seemed to

have no definite line of

Tommy
er. Amy

action.

Tucker, the orchestra lead-

Arnell, Dorothy McNulty,
KNX-CBS production methods.
James Wallace, chief engineer of the Norma Talmadge, a gifted sevensame station, who has been "observ- year-old singer named Josephine
ing" at KNX and other stations for Starr, and a county sheriff were

study

the past several, weeks, returned to
Seattle.

Michael Blair, newspaper column-

and radio reporter recently out
here from New York, is doing his
first radio work on the coast over
ist

KFVD.
Anne Brenton becomes
CBS music clearance

chief of the

department,
succeeding her former boss, Paul
Zens, who leaves KNX to join Kalmar-Ruby, music publishers.
Dick
Hall has been added to the department as assistant to Miss Brenton.

Jack

Salter,

vice-president

of

Columbia Concerts Corp., is here
from San Francisco with Yehudi
Menuhin, violin virtuoso, who appears locally in concert
Philharmonic
the
at
Calvin Franklin also in
ences with Art Rush.
KFAC has reinstated
successful

"Open

October 19
Auditorium.

brought into the picture in turn.
Miss Talmadge had only a brief bit,
exchanging a few gag lines and
saying a few words on styles. Miss
McNulty, a singer-comedienne who
could have enlivened the party considerably if given a chance, also was
largely wasted.
As a surprise guest, Eddie Cantor
appeared, and even though he took
time to get in a couple of plugs for
his own sponsor's product, he supplied the brightest sequence in the
program.
Everybody knows that Jessel can
do better than this. He has done it
even when alone.

Richard Brooks

for conferof
last

Forum"

year's

A glowing 15-minute word picture
New York, contrasting its splen-

dor with

program by

its

Richard

squalor,

Brooks,

was delivered
WNEW com-

on which topics of the day are dis- mentator, at 5:45 p.m. last Saturday.
cussed by prominent speakers. Laird It was a repeat performance by reBrandon again handles the program, quest following his rendition of the
which is sponsored by Floyd A. Allen, same piece the previous night. Speinvestments.
Stuart Hamblen and his "Cowboy
Church" has been switched to the
Sunday 6-7 p.m. spot on KEHE.
Radio Transcriptions Co. of America
has a new series in work titled
"Extra, Extra", with Elvia Allman
and Elliott Lewis jointly starred as
reporters on rival newspapers. Earl
Hampton is doing the scripts.
A group of Los Angeles radio
dealers now sponsors a three-hour
"Saturday Matinee" of transcribed

point of the somewhat poetic
dissertation was the "strike" of a
lower east side woman against having more babies to be reared in a
sordid tenement, which was compared with a modern housing project
across the river which she had just
visited.
Delivered in good oratorical
style by Brooks, the talk was excellent from a civic service standpoint
as well as dramatically engrossing.
cific

the first time since the Lady
Esther account went on the air
half dozen years ago the "voice" of
Despite a scarcity of good material, the lady will become male.
Basil
first airing of new series clicked with Loughrane, radio
production chief at
expert musical direction making up Lord & Thomas, is taking over the
for poor comedy.
Jack Haley has commercial Oct. 26 announcing from
done some good radio work in the Bess Johnson, who goes to New York
past,
but
needs better material. to head a new Colgate-PalmoliveMusical end of the program is P e e t
serial
through Benton
&
handled by Ted Fiorito and his Bowles. Phil Stewart continues as
orchestra, who make a long-delayed the announcer for the musical porreturn to radio and do a fine job. tion of the program.
Virginia Verrill, formerly heard with
Ben Kanter, musical director of
Haley on "Show Boat", does some
WJJD, has engaged Rose Vanderfine vocalizing, her rendition of "Man
She replaces
In the Moon" being one of the high- bosch as staff pianist.
Julane Pelletier who is free lancing.
spots of the half-hour.
El Prow, former WIND announcer,
New period also utilizes the guest
star policy, with Wendy Barrie, mo- now of WDAY, Fargo, N. D., is visittion picture star, enacting a comedy ing local studios.
skit with Haley on initial show.
Dave Nowinson, formerly of WIND
Warren Hull, also from "Show Boat", staff and now of Des
Moines, also
has little to do on series, but does here on vacation.
it well.
Ted Fiorito's orchestra feaWIND is launching "Listen to
tured "Swamp Fire" and a novelty
Yourself," man-on-the-street internumber, "Three Little Sugars".
Program, with some fresh material views with a new wrinkle. Talks are
first recorded and then the persons
for Haley, should click with Saturday
night dialers, but comedy must be interviewed get a chance to hear
themselves since the recordings are
improved.
not aired until the following day.

Round Table

music over KEHE.
Among the most intelligently inLouis K. Sidney arrived last week formative discussions of current topand is busy on the M-G-M lot in ics heard over the air is the Sunday
connection with the radio show com- round table of the University of
ing up.
Chicago, over NBC-Red at 12:30 p.m.
Douglas Johnson, nine-year-old vi- The speakers always are well-inolin prodigy featured on Robert Hol- formed, talk dispassionately and illinshead's "Concert Miniatures" over luminate the many sides and angles
KEHE Monday, displays a remark- of the question in hand. Subject of
able repertoire for a juvenile.
last Sunday's talk was "What Does
Freddie
Miller,
Big
vaudeville Europe Want?" in which C. M. Utley,
headliner for years, now offers a Carroll Binder and Quincy Wright
daily pianologue over Don Lee-Mu- discoursed about the motives, etc.,
behind the present warfare.
tual at 8:15-8:30 each morning.

Charlie

Tuskegee Institute Choir
of

Easily the best musical aggregation
its kind, the noted Tuskegee In-

stitute Choir of 100 Negro boys and
girls began a new series Sunday over
NBC-Red. Fine blending of rich vocal work, under the direction of William L. Dawson, was displayed in an
enjoyable group of selections that

White,

ex-pug who runs

a reducing salon, is planning to try
for a radio comeback. He used to
be popular as a Keep Fit broadcaster.
Bill

Baldwin,

WGN

leaving here to join

announcer,
Shreve-

KWKH,

port. La.

children to a land of sleeping prinincluded "Go Down, Moses," "Deep cesses, houses made of candy,
a gin"Hold Out Your Light," gerbread lady, the old woman in the
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" and shoe and other fairy-book and fable
other
spirituals.
Governor Bibb stuff that is dear to the hearts of
Graves also appeared for a remark kids. All songs and patter are writintroducing the new series.
Pro- ten as well as delivered by Miss
grams will be heard at 1:30-2 p.m.
Remsen, who catches the spirit of
her material and does a dandy job
River,"

all-around.

Jack Benny
Sam Schlepperman)
(

Hearn

re-

joined the Jack Benny cast Sunday
night over NBC-Red, and added further to the merriment of the radio's
best comedy program.
Abe Lyman
also was on hand again to give Benny a bit of heckling, and Mary Livingstone, Kenny Baker, Phil Harris,

Andy Devine and Don Wilson
U. of Chicago

FOR

were

in

all

top form, and the program

trotted along at a smart
pace.

and snappy

"Land of Make-Believe"
juveniles, and for a
grownups as well, this little

For

pr

lot

of

Sunday
ogram presented by Alice Remsen

over

WJZ-NBC-Blue

at 11:05-11:15
a delightful piece of angelcake entertainment. As the "musical
story lady," Miss Remsen last Sunday started a new story called "The
Magic Door," wherein she leads her

a.m.

is

Briefly
In

Ibsen

presenting

on

"A

Doll's

House",

Kate Smith
program over CBS last Thursday
night, the narration was done by a
member of the cast, who gave listeners the lowdown on the action
from his viewpoint as one of the
characters.
It
was interesting and
effective.
Ruth Gordon, Paul Lukas,
Sam Jaffee and Dennis King did a
grand job in this adaptation.
classic,

the

Edgar Bergen, minus Charlie McCarthy except for the tag line, provided a very entertaining and instructive interview on Rudy Vallee's
program over NBC-Red last Thursday night. Eddie Peabody, banjoist,
and Edward Arnold in a dramatic
skit, also were good.
Tommy Riggs
and his Betty Lou again suffered
from antiquated comedy.

-
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Wm. S. Hedges Rejoining
NBC Station Relations
(Continued from Page

7

RADIO DAILY
Supreme Court

CCCHESTRAS- MUSIC

to

Hear

Radio Patent Pool Case
{Continued from Payc

1)

going with the Crosley interests last
MARTIN, who is playing
December, was head of the NBC
his third winter season at Chiowned, managed and operated sta- cago's Aragon Ballroom, has been
tions.
signed for an eight-week engagement
Hedges has been highly commend- at the Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeed for his yeoman work as head of les beginning next June 28.
the Special Advisory Committee of
the IRNA, a work which was entirely
Maestro Ray Block will organize
in the interest of both NBC and CBS and direct a new series of Wednesindependently owned affiliated out- day afternoon programs over CBS at
lets.
3-3:30, designed to give a hearing to
experimental ideas in music and
radio production.

FREDDY

1

Ed Smalle whose choruses are well decision favoring the defendant comknown to radio followers. The songs panies in a patent infringement suit.
The picture company had bought
in this folio are all arranged for voa large number of vacuum tube amcal quartets.
plifiers from American Transformer
which included license notices
Bandsman Ernie Hoist has six Co.
limiting

their use to amateur and
under con- broadcast
purposes. The amplifiers
were used in making talking picture projection equipment.
Radio
companies brought suit charging infringement because amplifiers were
Westchester Country Club.

other

orchestra

leaders

tract to him. Among them is Al Skinner, brother of the famed arranger,
Frank Skinner. Al's orchestra is currently filling an engagement at the

used outside
ment.

Philip Morris Co. Sales

the

"licensed"

agree-

During the period Phil Baker's
Boosted 50% by Radio Henry Busse is using Don Huston series emanates from Hollywood,
Marro-Oil
broadSets Program Director
soloist
on
his
as
bandsman Oscar Bradley will score
St. Louis
Art "T" Jones of ChiO. H. Chalkley, president of Philip cast over NBC Sunday mornings.
musical movies for two different
Morris & Co., stated last week that
firms. He was once associated with cago has been named program director and production executive of
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra is the Fox Films in this capacity.
sales for 1937 are running 50 per
WEW, which is now on a commercial
cent ahead of last year.
Main ad- latest dance band to be added to the
basis.
vertising of cigaret firm is done by list of those being broadcast over
Ray Block is reviving the old blues nouncerHugh Sanders, formerly anIt's
heard
at WIL and KWK, also has
radio, and credit for increased sales WHN from Cincinnati.
tunes popular during the hey-day
joined the staff, and Ray Fleming
is given to the air advertising.
on Sundays, 7:45-8 p.m., and Thursof jazz music on his Swinging the
from KMOX is the commercial mandays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Blues program, Tuesday at 12 noon
ager.
WBT DeLuxe Data Folder
via WABC. Arrangements and presFather W. A. Burk, S. J., and BusiJune Raines is now vocalizing with
A "station facts" folder that is in Harry
entation are in the manner of the
ness Manager A. S. Foster have sevHearn's Henry Grady Hotel
Dixieland jazz band style.
the deluxe class has been gotten up
eral spots in view for new studio
Orchestra, which broadcasts nightly
by WBT, the CBS outlet in Char- over Atlanta's WATL.
space.
lotte, and is being distributed by
Lyn Murray has a total of nine
Sales Manager Dewey H. Long. The
The Paul Pioneer Co. is publishing weekly network shows on which he
Newspaper Turns to Radio
departmentalized brochure starts off a folio
of harmony songs arranged by directs orchestras or choruses.
Merced, Cal.— Merced Sun-Star is
with a comprehensive listing of staturning to radio for promotion with
tistical facts
about Charlotte and
a series of commercial programs over
Wash'n Programs
WBT's trading area, a comparison of

WEW

—

NEW ORLEANS

New

Carl Lellky, only radio station staff KYOS, its affiliate. Remote interorchestra maestro here, is sandblast- views with the city editor, advering and replating his orchestra, tising manager and chief linotype
Lineup man have been scheduled.
"Washington Heroes", with changing instrumentation.
Gordon Hittenmark as emcee; "House now is: Carl, piano; his wife Maureen,
Women's Federation on
of Approval", with Mary Mason and violin; Manuel Perez Sandi, cellist;
General Federation of Women's
Jim McGrath; "Fall Paint Parade", Dave Winstein, reeds, and Pinky
Clubs starts another season of weekly
with Bryson Rash;
"Cab- Gerbrecht, trumpet.
Johnny Hamp and his tunesters broadcasts over NBC-Blue at 4:30-5
bages and Kings", with Bud Barry
and Edwin Rogers; "Question Man", are due in the Blue Room Oct. 21, p.m., Oct. 21, on the general theme
with Jim McGrath, and "Station PDS replacing Lee Shelley, who has car- of "Education for Living".

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
the station's wattage with other staWashington
Six new fall comtions in the Carolinas, facts about
are:
and
WBT's popularity and showmanship, mercials over

—

farm

primary and secondary
coverage data with maps, radio families by counties and towns of over
5,000, Brookmire income map, copy
of rate card, and a Buckley Dement
data,

survey.

WCCO

Educational Program

WMAL

WRC

WRC —

NBC

WMAL —

Presents", with Lee Everett.
Minneapolis An educational radio
series which has attracted nationwide
attention because of its unusual charSchool Programs Set
acter starts its third successive year
Chicago Harold W. Kent, a local
over WCCO on Oct. 20. Sponsored school principal, has been named
by Minnesota Educational Ass'n, the radio director for the programs to be
program is well known as "North aired nightly by local stations in
Star School". Discussions of home cooperation with the public school
and school problems, with emphasis system starting the first of the year.
on child behavior and training, will Reps, from stations who will have a
be featured by Minnesota's leading hand in the broadcasts are Judith
educators during this year's series.
Waller, NBC; Myrtle Stahl, WGN;
John Baker, WLS; Holland Engle,
WCFL; Al Hollender, WJJD and
Ruth Brink Recuperating
St. Louis
Ruth Brink, WIL song- WIND.
bird, is recuperating following an
appendix removal and will soon be
Sues Over Skelly Script
back in her old spot.
Chicago
Patricia Ann Manners,
singer, has brought suit in Superior
Bergen-McCarthy Disking
Court against her former husband,
Edgar Bergen and "Charlie Mc- Al
Shebel, and James A. Waters Jr.,
Carthy" will do their stuff for a ser- co-authors
of Skelly Oil's "Court, of
ies of RCA-Victor recordings.
Missing Heirs," which debuts on
CBS today, claiming she helped write

—

—

—

ried on though suffering

from a bad

appendix.
Vince Callahan and Chief Engineer
are New York
J. D. Bloom of
bound.

WWL

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
SWING WITH STRINGS

BOSTON

MANAGEMENT

Stephen Burke has joined the
WAAB announcing staff. He comes
to the Colonial network station from

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

WCOP.

NBC

offices,

WBZ-WBZA,

are

now

on a five-day week.
Williams, sports commentator,
airing over WBZ-WBZA every
evening except Sunday for Hanley's
Bill

is

AIR

FEATURES,

Inc.

now

Ale.

—

OF
For

York's Hearrhside"
Is

— Executive Ability — Correspond— Publicity — Advertising and Ex-

Rapid

W-F-A-S

ence

ploitation.
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and
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call,
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in
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electrical
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RADIO DAILY:

CBS announcer, are vicepresidents; Vic Conners, secretary;
Theodore Hale, treasurer.
Until now an understudy mikeman,
Don Colvin, KYA, stepped forth as
a full-fledged announcer to handle
the St. Mary's-Nevada grid battle at
Kezar

Stadium

Saturday.

Ernie
Montell

1937

PORTLAND, ORE.

SAN FRANCISCO
Don
KEX,

John B. Hughes, KFRC commentator and president of regional chapter of American Federation of Radio
Artists, will hold an informal meeting for bay area artists this month.
Ted Maxwell, NBC writer, and Jack
Moyles,

12,

formerly

Austin,

KMPC,

KGW-

of

now program manager

is

Beverly

Hills,

at

Cal.

Billy Sandiford, at one time with

KOIN, has joined the radio department of Mac Wilkins & Cole, which
SIMS, commercial manager of
EDWMFJ.
Daytona Beach,
has
Fla.,

been

elected Chaplain of the local
of the Veterans
of Foreign
Wars. Sims, sometimes called "Ball
o'Fire"
because of his boundless
energy, is one of the younger vets
of the World War. He recently addressed the young men's class of the
First
Christian
Church,
Daytona
post

Williamson were in N. Y. conDick
with CBS execs
Bray,
sports
announcer, is now
sponsored
by Cincy Oil Works,
while Marsha Wheeler's "Personalities on Parade" has Radio Dial sponsorship
Joe Dunlevy, singing
minstrel,
being
heard
Monday
through Friday at 10 a.m.

Bill

ferring

.

.

.

.

.

Smith, Phil Ray and Doug
were the other sports casters.
Russian Rhapsody, with Zarova, Beach, on "The Church and Radio."
Buddy Manners, "swing singer," is
went coast-to-coast Friday night via
the newest addition to Don Albert's
inProgram's
KGO and NBC-Blue.
WRGA. Rome, Ga.\ Lee Bennet, vocal staff. She is heard with the
creasing popularity won it the break. formerly of WRDW, Augusta, has maestro over
on Sundays at
A new series of commentaries, joined the announcing staff
7-7:30 p.m.
titled "Listen," started Sunday over Program Director Jimmy Kirby will
KFRC, delivered by Herb Allen, staff entirely revamp program schedules
Judy and Jane are back on the
announcer.
starting Oct. 18
.UP news service air over WHO, Des Moines.
Marjorie Smith, veteran radio "tarts on the same date; Major Will
trouper, given a steady spot in the A. Patton is news editor.
Allan C. Anthony did able subbing
CRS skit "Kismet" via KYA and the
for John O'Hara conductor of the
Hearst net.
KVOD, Denver: Archie Hall, pro- Sports Review over KWK, St. Louis,
Tro Harper, publicity chief for
duction manager, has a new western while O'Hara was in New York airannouncregular
KSFO, now doing
novel running in newspapers
ing the World Series.
ing work from 6: 15 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dan Garretson, engineer, is spending
in addition to his press job.
his vacation in a radio repair shop
WICC, Bridgeport: Lois McClean
Both Bob Dumm, KSFO special
Harry Hill, news editor, has has been added to the "First Ofevents announcer, and George Tolin,
complimented by NBC for his fender" cast
Mac Parker and
KYA mikeman and emcee, have been been
original
Wednesday feature, "The Bill Elliott are handling Lucky
signed by Associated Oil Company
Judge Tells His Story," which may Strike's Yale News broadcasts
which sponsors football broadcasts,
Buzz Eagle sounds Morning schedule between 7 and 8
go network
to do "color" commenting before the
like the name of a comic strip hero, a.m. have been re-arranged to congames, at the half-way mark, and
but he's the ace salesman at this form to a program of concrete inat the end.
With 22 local remote terest under the general supervision
station
B.
for
John
Herb Allen subs
pickups weekly, KVOD tops local of Jeanne Poli, latest WICC an
commentator on KFRC,
Hughes,
field.
nouncerial addition. The period, to
when Hughes is called out of town.
be generally titled "The Listeners'
William Lamer of New York hat Corner," will include as formerly the
Contest for Call Letters
ioined the announcing staff at WELL "Commuters Club," The WICC Local
Longview, Wash.— J. Elroy McCaw New Haven.
News Period, the "Birthday Roll of
radio
new
and associates, building a
Honor," and "Tune for Today" feastation here, will conduct a contest
James H. Street, author, has be- tures, with additional special feafor appropriate call letters, to be secome a Radio Guide staff writer, and tures to be added from time to time
lected about Dec. 1.
John Boyle joins the publication
With high school sports overOct. 18 from the UP.
Adds to Schedule
looked by other stations because of
Pullman, Wash.— KWSC, which has
with the Golden Gophers, KSTP in St
formerly
Perry
Lafferty,
been airing on reduced schedule for WBRY, New Haven, and later at Paul-Minneapolis is reaping itself
the summer, is enlarging its activities WOC, Davenport, is back at
a good share of good-will in a new
with new features and sports pro- to comment on the New Haven Sym- program that spotlights sports of
high
and St. Paul
Minneapolis
grams.
Kenneth Yeend is director. phony Orchestra series.
schools. Al Wold, who handles high
Margery Dempsey of Winnie, Lou school sports for The Minneapolis
Yale News Sponsored
American To- and Sally, WLS trio, is engaged to Journal, KSTP's publicity affiliate,
Bridgeport, Conn.
bacco Co. (Lucky Strikes) is spon- James H. Murphy. Burlington busi- will act as master-of-ceremonies.
soring the Yale Daily News' nightly ness man and WLS sponsor.
Arthur Hayes, eastern sales head
news programs over WICC, Mondays
KGW-KEX artists are presenting of Radio Sales, celebrated his fifth
and Fridays.
"1938
Radio wedding anniversary on Friday by
at
a
entertainment
Show" being sponsored by Walla having his secretary, Rita Brunner
Walla, Wash., radio dealers the first resign to go to the west coast.
two days of this week. Tony StanchKSD, St. Louis: Warner Schoyen,
field is emcee.
formerly of the Evansville, Ind.
WJSV, Washington, is now airing Courier, has succeeded Ray Behythe official weather forecast at 10:45 mer„ resigned, on the news staff
SHEP FIELDS
Norman Terry, who has been
a.m. and 10:35 p.m. formerly pre"It's too bad more radio entersented by the government station with O. R. French Adv'g Agency and
tainers aren't privileged to meet
Laclede Gas & Light, is a new memNAA.
their public. One-night stands are
ber of the sales staff; he's a brother
indeed a revelation. Imagine a
Richard
Dayton, has three news of the KVOR manager
WHIO,
flock of people, in town after town,
services AP, UP and Press Radio— O'Brien of the sales staff is the
crowding around, shouting for reand is airing 14 newscasts Monday father of a girl.
quests.
It's
a foolproof way of
through Friday. Station's affiliated
finding out what the public likes.
WGPC, Albany, Ga. like its sister
paper, Dayton Daily News, plugs
As I say. it's a shame more per"Hear the news first over WHIO." stations WATL and WRBL, mainformers can't be better guided by
tains a Community Service departthe listeners' tastes."
WKRC, Cincinnati: General Mgr. ment whose duty it is to co-operate
John McCormick and Sales Mgr. with all civic and charitable organ-

WHN

.

.

.

.

.

clients.

KAST

Billy

also

in

is

at Astoria.

izations in the city and adjoining
communities. The station freely offers its time to such worthy institutions.

Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, the
comedians featured on
blackface
NBC's "Bicycle Party" commercial,
are making a series of Minstrel
Shorts for Warner -Vitaphone at the

Brooklyn

studios.

.

.

.

adding
charge of
is

.

.

.

First

over

reading "clinic"

CBS

of
at 6:15-6:30 p.m.

the

air,

Wednes-

day, will have Bruce Barton, Gelett
Burgess, Judge Jeanette Brill, Princess Kropotkin and Alice Hughes
among the first contestants in a reading test. Each will read a 500-word
script.

The Varsiteers, new quartet of rePenn State graduates, are being
heard twice weekly on KDKA, Pitts-

cent

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

burgh.

.

.

.

.

Viola Blakely, actress-wife of Earl
Smith, tenor of the Eton Boys quartet, has been signed as leading lady
"Wall Street Scene," comedy
of
which opens at the Comedy theater

.

KWSC

WBRY

—

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

.

.

—

18.

Canadian
sending

out

Broadcasting Corp. is
over a coast-to-coast

network a series of true dramas
based on experiences of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, adapted
from official records by Harwood
Steele. Each drama is produced by
Rupert Lucas with a cast of Toronto
players.

Arnold Schoen, Jr., son of a Saugerties, N. Y., publisher, while studying journalism at Syracuse University,

is

gaining practical experience

by broadcasting morning news programs over WSYR.

WIOD. Miami, is offering young
folks a chance to demonstrate their
ability on a special "Do you want
to be an announcer?" contest. The
program is sponsored by the Live
and Let Live drug store.

The Rev. Donald Gray Barnhouse
yesterday resumed his religious programs over
at 6:00 p.m.
The series will be heard for 30
weeks.

WMCA

.

.

—

Oct.

.

.
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Ted Collins
Theodore Webb
Jane Ace
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Setup Adopted

PROBE;

ING TO HIDE"

Reorganization Plan is Unanimously
Approved Small- Watte rs Ask

—

Aid

in

AFM

Declaring that broadcasters have
conducted their business of providCOMMERCIALS
ing entertainment and civic service,
of commeralong with a commercial medium,
cial plugs that are now old enough to
in the best interests of the public INDEP'T
put on long trousers, get a shave, and
as they have seen it, two resolutions
otherwise act in a manner becoming to
favoring any federal investigation
grownups.
PICK A F
COMMITTEE
of the radio industry that may be
instituted
were
First of these is the palpably paid for
introduced
and
A large group of independent
testimonial, the kind that fools very few adopted at yesterday afternoon's sespersons but actually does the advertiser sion of the NAB meeting in the broadcasters desirous of doing something about the AFM situation and
harm because of the suspicion of fakery Waldorf-Astoria.
One of the resolutions, submitted avoiding possible last minute negoimparted to the listener.
by Ed Craney of KGIR, Butte, Mont., tiations held two sessions last night
Next comes the unethical blurb that
(Continued on Page 7)
at the Waldorf-Astoria and named a
slanders competitive products through the
committee to handle some matters
medium of thinly veiled innuendo such
for them and contact the NAB board
cigaret
claiming
as a
to be the only Transfers Completed
regarding course of action. Earlier
one not containing a certain harmful
There
types

BROADCASTERS

M

—

By

ingredient.

Third is the cosmetics commercial that
claims more magic results from a jar of
gooey than Aladdin obtained from his
famous lamp.

a lesser degree, there are objections
overdoses of gagging about the sponsored product, bombastic reading of comIn

to

mercial copy that would make a better
impression if delivered in subdued tones,
and unimaginative theme songs built
around the advertised item.

Seattle Stations

Seattle— With the KIRO-CBS affigoing into effect suddenly
over the week-end, KOL terminated
its contract with the Columbia network and is now affiliated with Muliation

tual.

KIRO is now carrying the full
CBS network schedule of sustaining

Temporary Organization

after

temporary organization for the solution of the affiliates' problems until

who

is

but the big national concern to
long-term good-will is of prime
importance makes a mistake when it
goes in for too much high pressure,
undignified statements or specious claims
pedal,

whom

of

any

kind.

commercials that catch the
unaware, and are over before
he can turn the dial, will do more good
in the long run than a lot of flowery
copy that is lost in the atmosphere.
One-line

WHN May Become Third
NBC

Outlet in

New

York

IRNA was

in favor of continuing the

such a time as the NAB proves itworthy of taking over the job.
under way between NBC and
Ethridge made clear his status to the
whereby the latter will become a assembled gathering at two different
third NBC outlet in New York. WHN, sessions when he said that although
according to plans, would air com- he was not actively engaged in the
mercial
programs
simultaneously broadcasting field, he had been handNegotiations are understood to be

self

WHN

(Continued on

Page

6)

le

Continued on Page 6)

listener

Full Text of Proposal

On NAB Reorganization

Short Plug
Norfolk

— One

of

the
shortest
daily strip is

commercials with a
employed on the "Mrs. Sandman
and Jimmie" kid feature, running
currently on WTAR, sponsored by
Merchants Bakery.
Opener consists of about 50 words and closing
only slightly longer. Total copy
seldom exceeds 100 words, or 45
seconds of commercial plugging
on a quarter-hour dramatic show.

More Bakers

Starting

Following

is

the full text of the

proposal for reorganization of the
National Association of Broadcasters
Kansas City
Following 52-week as delivered by Ed Craney of KGIR,
test campaigns by the Indianapolis Butte, Mont., at yesterday afternoon's
and Cincinnati affiliates of Campbell- session in the Waldorf-Astoria:
Taggert
Associated
Bakeries,
via
It is recommended that the following

"Jimmie Allen" Serial

—

WIRE

of
1

the

and

WKRC,

association

more members resolution be presented
went on the air by the members of the

11

(Continued on

Page

6)

NAB

RADIO DAILY
were unaniyesterday by the

steps

membership

at its special

meet-

ing held at the Waldorf-Astoria, the
new departmentalization plan automatically including an increase in
dues, finally set at one-half (50 per
cent) of the current annual payments. Adhering to its policy throughout the
controversy, nothing
was done by the NAB as an organization in regard to attempting negotiations on the musician question,
but individual groups with common
interests were encouraged to pro-

AFM

IRNA

and probably must get them
immediately, may have some justification
in bearing down a little on the persuasive

small local advertiser

direct sales,

By M. H. SHAPIRO
Associate Editor,

Reorganization
mously adopted

in the day at NAB headquarters, independents were advised to obtain ceed.
An adjournment was taken
a competent attorney should they de- until 10 a.m. this morning.
(Continued on Pane 7)
Committee was appointed to devise
and propose reorganization plans in
accordance with the NAB CommitUrges Continuing
This committee comtee wishes.

Stating that independent stations
and commercial programs. Network
were anxious to remain on friendly
rate remains the same.
Station is a
basis with NAB,
Mark Ethridge,
1.000-watter operating on 710 kcs.
chairman of the Special Advisory
Committee, stated yesterday that

A

Situation

three

are

(Continucd on

to

and adopted

National AssoPage 3)

Ed Craney

prises:

of

KGIR. Mark

Ethridge of WHAS, John Shepard
3rd of Yankee and Colonial networks,
Walter T. Damm of WTMJ, and Edward A. Allen of WLVA. This committee will meet tomorrow and begin active work on a proposed reorganization plan to be submitted

membership at a later date.
Registration at the special meeting was 300, but these included nonto the

members,

et

al,

who wished

to

be

present, the meeting being an open

one

everyone

permit

to

being

heard. Most of the discussion along
the open meeting lines revolved
around the needs of helping the in-

dependently owned and unaffiliated
outlets. Lloyd C. Thomas, of WROK,
took the lead in this matter, but
NAB still was unable to deviate
from its adopted policy of not taking
{Continued on Page 2)

Dawson Special
Washington Bur., RADIO DAILY
Washington
Last night's performance of "Where At Last It
Will
Break"
by the Northern
Dramatic Co., WOL's stock company of the air, was almost an

—

all-Dawson
did the
directed

Ronald Dawson
played the lead,

affair.

script,

the

show and

also

duced it. Stock company has
the Tuesday spot nine years.

profilled

2
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AFM

issue as an organization in the
matter.
It appeared that the IRNA
committee was at first loath to give
the benefit of their hard work and

contributed

money

Adopted

Is

commc

and

13,

1937

come

1)

despite the fact that the board of
directors had voted it would be an

open

meeting.
Resolutions
were
passed and contradicted and finally
to another group forgotten as those present kept their

CAMPBELL ARNOUX, WTAR,

Norfolk, general

manager, is spending the week in New York.
BILL RAY. NBC press chief in Chicago, is
Louisville for few days.

in

DRAKE, a Roy Campbell soloist, left
Edgar Bell mentioned that no forCONNIE
the Chez Maurice,
Montreal, to replace
one had yet thanked the IRNA com- Eleanor Bowers, another Roy Campbell vocalist.
mittee for the fine work it had done
CHARLES MICHELSON, manager of the eastand a vote of thanks was extended. ern office of Earnshaw Radio Productions and
Sound Effect Records, leaves New
At another point, a member stated Speedy-Cue
York on Monday on two-week business tour of
that the IRNA committee had really up-State New York and Northern Pennsylvania
watters wanted a member of the set up a trade agreement ultimately stations.
TED HUSING goes to Baltimore to cover
IRNA committee to meet with them, binding upon the entire industry.
Harvard-Navy football
battle
for
Upon request of Arthur Church Saturday's
but it was stressed that the NAB
CBS.
communications
to
RADIO would also help in a general way that an electrical transcription repAddress
all
ALEXANDER KIPNIS. opera singer, arrives
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. when as and if a committee was resentative say a few words, Lloyd here tomorrow on the Washington for engage7-6338.
7-6337,
7-6336,
Wisconsin
Phone
NAB was Egner, head of NBC's Thesaurus de- ments at the Metropolitan and Chicago opera.
Holly- appointed from the indies.
Cable address: Filmday. New York.
CHARLES MILLER of Music Corp. of America,
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood still seeking to avoid presenting a partment stated that an erroneous
and MRS. MILLER; ARTHUR BODANZKI, orBlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
impression existed that the ET men chestra conductor, and MRS. BODANZKI, and
front to deal with the AFM.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
BOVY, Belgian soprano, arriving tomorrow
While John J. Gillin Jr., board had agreed with the AFM that they VINA
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
on the Normandie.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
member, and John Elmer, NAB presi- would fall in line with their request
dent, put sincere efforts into getting that no union-made transcriptions
Bobby Godet Joining Fields
free thoughts from those present and be supplied to stations which did not
Bobby Godet, WNEW singer, leaves
He
also seeking to clarify many issues, comply with AFM conditions.
especially on the AFM situation, nu- said this was not true and that the this week for Fort Worth to join Shep
P.
merous members almost beclouded ET men had agreed to nothing defi- Fields' orchestra for an engagement
the actual issues that confronted the nite with Weber. John Kennedy of at the Lake Worth Casino.
Orders
Desist
and
Cease
gathering.
Pat Stanton of WDAS WCHS stated that, while he had reasked many questions, while Lloyd cently resigned, he and the three
ACTON E transcription needles
Thomas wanted a definite expression outlets he represented would rejoin
Bathasweet Corp., New York, has
100% shadowgraphed
of "advice, assistance, counsel and the NAB as soon as reorganization
entered into a stipulation with the
manner.
Ask any Station technician; for most
cooperation."
Question
of NAB offi- took effect in satisfactory
of
Federal Trade Commission agreeing
America's broadcast units rely on
Stanley Hubbard also wanted a comthese brilliant playback and steel cutting
that cial aid for the indies was argued mittee appointed to bring back formrepresenting
discontinue
to
needles.
pro
and
con
until
Mark
Ethridge
Samples on request.
Bathasweet, a chemical compound
er NAB members into the fold.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
the definitely agreed to extend aid perfor softening water, contains
Distr.
by H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
Ike Levy's parting shot was adsonally.
Strict parliamentary pro370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
secret of beautiful body skin, and
vice to the effect that the broadceedings
sometimes
from
got
away
that through the use of this preparathe chair, but the main thing was casters make peace with the AFM
tion in the bath water, skin imperat the best possible price and forget
to obtain expressions from anybody
disappear.
fections will
about it. He decried the $55,000 exwho wished to talk.
:

:
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which was not interested earlier.
Subsequently Mark Ethridge agreed
that he would meet with a committee of independents and do all he
could toward aiding them.
Independents and general run of small

CAXEr

Stanley Hubbard of KSTP sought
expressions from such former memLikely at Extra Session bers as might be present and called
upon Isaac D. Levy of WCAU. Levy
did not mince words as to what he
Washington Bureau, RADIO 'DAILY
Due to persistent thought about the NAB and told of
Washington
urging from the White House and his Ascap and musician's union exthe State and Commerce Depart- periences, and how his views and
ments, Congressman Celler's bill to actions were taken as personal by
He would return
construct a Government shortwave many members.
station is epected to be taken up at to the NAB when it was in a posithe special session called by Presi- tion to do something for him. Levy
Later upon request from a
dent Roosevelt last night for Novem- said.
All other proposed radio member that he rejoin because the
ber 15.
legislation will most likely be put NAB needed such men, Levy said
that the reorganization would prooff until the January session.
ceed better if he weren't in the organization at the time. Ike was ap-

Government

seats.

Station

Bill

—

penditure for NAB Transcription
Service and praised Jos. N. Weber

as a personality. Only a miracle, he
thought, would bring him back into
the NAB fold.
NAB reorganization
resolution is reprinted elsewhere in

TRANSRAOIO NEWS

this issue.

The

resolution by Harold V. Hough,
[published
in
yesterday's

WBAP

RADIO DAILY],

urging broadcasters

"unit
hours"
instead
of
"dollars" in referring to gains or
losses in business, also was adopted.
to

use

Annette

Will solve your

Hanshaw

Program Problems

Disking

Annette Hanshaw, singing star of
the former "Show Boat" series, has
Mutual Rate Card
plauded coming and going.
just appeared as guest vocalist on
Mutual yesterday issued its latest
The forenoon session was taken some De Soto transcriptions and a
rate card containing all the new up with explanatory matters by John
repeat for Chevrolet, and is booked
MBS affiliates which have joined the Elmer and Mark Ethridge. Elmer for
two more Chevrolets.
network in the past year.
outlined the NAB position and its
attitude in regard to current issue,
Sauter Taking Party to Philly
while Ethridge gave official status
James E. Sauter is taking a party of the IRNA negotiations. In the
over to Philadelphia next Monday to afternoon, the meeting concerned
witness the premiere of the new itself
with
matters
as
explained
tiJUite in
American banks series with the Phil- above.
About the middle of the
adelphia Symphony orchestra over session. Ed Craney made a resolutytok Visit
NBC.
tion that the meeting be a closed one,

New

BROADCASTERS!
Hew

First in local

in

accounts

Chicago

WGES
(In the heart of Chicago)

* RALPH KIRBERY *
"77/<>

Dream Singer"

MANAGEMENT
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Drop

in to

see us at

Suite 814

WALDORF-ASTORIA
HOTEL

PRESTO
See our complete line of recording equipment and transcription
tables at our offices.
PRESTO
139 W.

19th

RECORDING CORP.
(bet. 6th & 7th

St.

Phone:

CHelsea

2-6425

Transradio Press Service
Aves.)

—

"
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FULL TEXT OF PROPOSAL

Ike Levy and the
Ike

ON NAB REORGANIZATION
ciation

(Continued from Page 1)
Broadcasters at its

of

meeting

held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

York

City,

begun October

12,

New

1937:

Levy

of

WCAU,

NAB
NAB

Philadelphia, addressing the

meeting yester-

"A

following analogy to illustrate his stand regarding the
broadcasters' organization:
"There is an old theatrical story about an agent who mentioned an
'I
don't know why he don't like me', the agent
actor who disliked him.
said.
'I
never did anything for him.'

day,

drew

the

PROGRAM

IS

ONLY AS GOOD
AS ITS DIRECTION"

RESOLVED:
1. That the Bureau of Copyrights of
devote more effort to a vigorous promothe National Association of Broadcasters tion and sales program for the service
be and it is hereby divorced from the which the Bureau has to offer. Members
Association and required to function of the Association are urged to support
henceforth as a separate and private it by purchase of the library as insurAssociation, ance against future withdrawals of lithe
business
enterprise,
however, to continue its stock owner- censes by any licensing organization. To
ship in the Bureau, and the Board of meet the case where a real need deDirectors to be authorized by majority velops at any time in the future for
vote from time to time to appropriate support of the Bureau by the Associafunds of the Association for the purpose tion, it is suggested that the Board of
of further support of the Bureau, but Directors be given authority to aponly if and to the extent that a real propriate funds for this purpose, but
need for such support develops and upon only upon a clear showing by the
a clear showing by the Bureau of the Bureau as to the nature and extent of
nature and extent of such need.
this need.
in
2. That the proposal for increase
membership dues, now before this meet2
ing for consideration, be adopted.
This point needs little discussion.
3. That a Committee of five members
of the Association, consisting of Mark Members consulted have stated they are
Chairman, Ed Allen, Ed ready and willing to pay increased dues,
Etheridge,
Craney, Walter J. Damm, and John and pay willingly, for the performance
Shepard, III, be and it is hereby created, of what they believe are the necessary
and charged with the duty of perfecting and proper functions of the Association.
and presenting to the Association de- If the program herein outlined is to be
tailed plans for the reorganization and carried out, a substantial increase in
future development of the Association, dues must be approved. Failure of this
and the Board of Directors of the Asso- proposal will defeat the program.
ciation is hereby instructed to approp3
riate and pay for the Committee's expenses, including the employment of a
In a meeting such as this it is obvisecretary and any necessary personnel. ously impossible to develop a detailed
4. That at this meeting the Board of
plan for the future. It is unfortunate
Directors of the Association fix a time that such a plan has not been presented
and place for the next regular meeting for consideration of the members in
of the Association, at which the report advance of this meeting.
Even if such
of said Committee of Five shall be plan were ready, however, it would be
considered.
impossible to put it into effect for the
5.
That at this meeting there be very good reason that this is a special
adopted a program for departmentaliza- meeting, called for a special purpose,
Association of and the Association's Constitution and
tion of the National
Broadcasters into administrative divi- By-Laws will not permit actions other
sions, and that the officers and directors than those outlined in the resolution
of the National Association of Broad- summoning the meeting. Many valuable
casters be and they are hereby directed suggestions for reorganization of the
to give immediate effect to such pro- Association have been advanced, and
gram as shall be adopted.
some of these have received consideration in recent meetings of the Board
1
and other groups. The purpose of the
was
created
Copyrights
proposed Committee of Five is to give
The Bureau of
under a resolution adopted by the mem- thought and study to these suggestions,
bership of the Association. It has been weigh them in the light of the needs
developed by the Managing Director of the industry, set up the objectives
under the supervision of the Board of to be achieved, and recommend the
Directors.
Today it is a separate cor- necessary changes in the Constitution
poration. Nevertheless it is being con- and By-Laws of the organization to perwithin
the offices of the Associa- mit achievement of these objectives.
ducted
Conceivably, this Committee would
tion and is making use of the Association's personnel, finances and facilities. give thought and study to such suggesAll of this was necessary to give effect tions as the employment of a President
to the resolution adopted by the Asso- who might be compensated for his ser-

recommendations

PARAGRAPH

ciation.

now a widespread feeling
among the members that the Bureau is
ready to proceed on its own feet and
that it will make better progress as an
There

is

independent organization; in other words,
that the period during which the Association willingly gave liberal support to
the Bureau is now over, and that with
present public domain library and
transcribed selections, the Bureau will
go forward more rapidly if it must look
its

own work to produce revenue to
meet its expenses instead of being dependent upon the Association for such
These members believe that
revenue.
the funds of the Association must henceforth be devoted to the general work
of the Association and cannot be fur-

to its

diverted to the purposes of the
Bureau.
In order that the benefit of the pioneering work heretofore done may not be
ther

lost,

it

is

hoped that the Bureau

WESTCHESTER
"New

—

York's Hearthside"
Is

Yours with

W-F-A-S
Hotel Roger Smith

White

Plains

will

vices and recommend such changes in
the basic law of the Association which
would define the scope of his authority
and his duties. It is hoped and expected
that it would adopt policies so sound in
principle that each and every unit of
this industry, from the largest networks
to the smallest part-time station would
be proud of its membership in the organization, and that provision would be
made to make such policies effective by

binding each member to adhere strictly
If it is the will of the into them.
dustry to appoint and compensate such
a leader, then each member should bind
himself to follow his leadership.
These are merely illustrations. Many
more must be considered. But it would
be the duty of this committee to draft
a report, complete in detail, place a copy
of it in the hands of each member at
least 60 days in advance of the date for
the next meeting and invite criticism
of the recommendations contained in
the report. The Committee would then
be expected to redraft its report in the
light of the suggestions and criticisms
of the members and send copies of such
revised report to each and every member at least 30 days in advance of the
meeting in order that each member may
come to the meeting prepared to act
formally and finally upon the report.
The report in its finished form should
contain estimates of cost and if further

increases in dues payments are necessary, the necessary changes in the by-

laws should be recommended. The report should be complete in detail, the

there

amendments to the Constitution and
By-Laws required to give effect to the
recommendations. Through the work of

all

this Committee, the regular meeting of
the membership would be in position
to take definite and decisive action upon
the program for the future development
of the Association. To complete the task
expected of it, the Committee of Five
will necessarily need the assistance of
personnel, including a secretary, and will
have other expenses. The Board of Directors should, therefore, have authority
to meet these expenses.

PARAGRAPH

PARAGRAPH

PARAGRAPH

and

definite,

should be included therewith, drafts of

SOUVAINE
INCORPORATED

4

This meeting has the power to fix a
time and place for the next annual meeting. At such regular annual meeting the
terms of all officers and one-third of the
members of the Board will terminate,
elections will be held, and the recommendations of the Committee of Five
may be approved or rejected. The complete reorganization program which is
being started here should be carried to
conclusion at that meeting. The meeting
ought to be held in January and in any
event not later than February.

PARAGRAPH

HENRY

5

The following

known

well-

directors

This meeting has the power to adopt

and producers are

a program for departmentalization of
the National Association of Broadcasters.
Such a program should be adopted at

available for pro-

this session.

Experience
demonstrates
that
the
routine functions of the Association can
be divided into administrative divisions
under the Managing Director. The work
of these divisions or departments would
be limited to administrative as distinguished from policy-making functions.
They would gather and compile data
for use of various committees of the
Association and otherwise coordinate
their work with the work of these committees. The personnel of these divisions
should be selected by the Board. The
functions for which divisions might be
immediately created are:
1. Administrative. This division would
have charge of all office records, billings,
collections, payment of current bills,
stenographic work, printing, mailing, etc.
2. Engineering. This division would be
headed by a competent engineer with

an adequate

staff.

It

would devote

duction or counsel

—as a group or
dividually

CARLO DE ANGELO
ARTHUR DALY
KEITH

its

energies to collecting and compiling engineering data for use by the Engineering Committee of the Association; prepare reports advising working engineers
and operators of member stations of
changes in technical rules and regulations of the Commission; gather and
information
and suggestions
publish
which will be helpful to station operators; collect and compile data for use
by the Association at international conferences; bring up to date, amplify and
simplify the engineering handbook published by the Association; and perform
(Continued on Page 6)
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JACK ROCHE

HENRY SOUVAINE

THOMAS L
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For

and
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word in complete studio
equipment facilities for reference

the

last

and

electrical

call,

write

or

transcription

recording,

wire.
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NOV DISINHS
Signed by Stations

WBBM,
D.

through

KECA, Los

&

Angeles:

ETs, through H.

ieties",

Turns "Vocal VarW. Kastor Co.

WOPI,

Bristol: Chevrolet, "Musical
Ets, through Campbell-Ewald.

WRTD,

Motors;

General

Pepperell Mfg.;

WMF
radios),

Mo-

•

•

•

Buick; American Banks;
American Tobacco Co.

Daytona

Beach;

Motorola

—but

meeting

holiday .... From

the

"Where

up by the

Adam

Louis:

WFIL, Philadelphia: Sterling Products;
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, through Benton &
Bowles; Gulf Oil Corp., news, through Young
& Rubicam; Lever Bros. (Spry), spots,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Smith Bros.,
Canada
spots, through Brown & Tarcher;
Dry Ginger Ale, news, through J. M. Mathes;
Socony-Vacuum

sports,

Oil,

through

J.

Stirl-

ing Getchell; Philco, spots, through Julian
Pollack; American Oil Co., spots, through
spots,
General
Foods,
Joseph Katz Co.
through Benton & Bowles; American Chicle
Co. (Sen-Sen), through Badger, Browning &
Hershey; B-C Remedy Co., sports review,
;

through Harvey Massengale; NuTone Chimes,
spots, through Merill Agency; New DeparMfg. Co., spots, through Lord &
ture

Thomas; Lea &
mer & Scott.

Perrins, Inc., spots,

Schwim-

San

through Campbell-Ewald; Buick Motor, announcements, through Arthur Kudner; General Cigar (Wm. Penn), spots, through H.
W. Kastor & Sons.

WMAZ.

Macon:

reports;

most

the

to do with the NAB special
which went "buzzin' right along" despite

a.m.

to

p.m.

Atlantic

Nash

Ice

Motors,

and Coal,
announce-

.

.

research

sat

around with

became

Stan

wanting

one

diagram made

the graphic

.Immediately,

.

there

WD AS

.Pat Stanton of

.

—every

fellow

after

division.

got around that
a "radical pamphlet"

distributing

— and

the Scripps-Howard clan

— who

Lambdin Kay

bowed

in

fortable from the odor of a back-seater's pipe

see

to

the

a

that's

smoke

—and,

before turning

Hubbard"

Stan

—and

sure

was .... Word reached us that Willard D. Egoli, commercial manKVOO, Tulsa, made use of his time on the train to N. Y. by landing

enough
ager

"Betcha

declared,

oflender,

shirt and
became uncom-

suddenly

it

of

nice account.

Nursery Co., ETs, through Northwest Radio
Advertising

Co.

Again the p.m. session was 45 minutes late getting
Guess the out-of-towners enjoy the food of the Big City
or somethin'
.Joe M. Nassau of WIBG said he came up not only
for the confab but to collect 15 bucks from Gene Marshall, news
editor of WNYC ... .Father James Wagner of WHBY, Green Bay,
Wis., collected a group around himself talking about his new 30-ft.
cruiser
Ralph Atlass of WIND-WJJD reported that the Cubs
were leading the league until Owner Wrigley returned to the city
and then the slump which resulted in the loss of the pennant. ..
is getting out some swell promotion stunts
Vince Callahan of
around Washington ... .Charles C. Carlson of WJBW vjas glad to be
in one place for a coupla days. He's been on the road for three

•

•

•

started

...

.

.

.

—

—

WWL

•

• •
who is

After

with

NAB

prexy John Elmer introduces Ed Craig

Paul Specht, the orchestra leader,
a few years ago retired to his
400-acre farm, has returned to New
York with a new band to make
transcriptions for the State of Pennsylvania. The records will be used
in radio programs in connection with
a state publicity campaign.
Following the completion of the
programs, Specht will return to the
air under a sponsor to be announced

ranged

who

RADIO DAILY rolled up
with a wave of the

—but
from

sits

Ed Twamley

of

Barroll

Jr.

For Exclusive

Sponsorship

"Cape Cod Folks"
By

quietly

to

set

Hough

sort

of

to

his

first

Joseph C. Lincoln
Phone
Circle 7-4366

NBC

.

hand

—and
—

.Honestly

wasn't
with

pre-ar-

WCCO,

nodding

by storm with
of

WBAP was

for

new

to

his

arrivals .... John

snappy

the original

what do you

Russell

K.

of
.

.

Hope

H.

Gillion

of

Some one points
"Hired Hand of the Air".

Carpenter

think

stuff..

attire ....

a rabid candid camera fan

afternoon .... To H.

—-and

.Scoop

.

the p.m. siesta ....

credential for a distinguished feat.
ciggie

.

the speakers sprout their

.

.

—didn't

WHK

of

Variety Show
Everyone" is a new

for

WNEW

variety show on
p.m. daily and 6:30-7

go

.He took out a lighter

happened?

It

worked on

of

Newark

added

.

.

its

existence.

.

.

5-5:30

is

sponsor.

WMCA

on

remote dance bands recently

WMCA

the
late
night
include Joe Marsala from
the Hickory House, Cass Cagen from
Club El Dorado and Rita Rio and
her all-girl orchestra from the Hollywood Restaurant, all in the midtown
Manhattan area; also Coleridge Davis
and his Hardy Brothers Orchestra
from the New Frolics in Union City.
to

schedule

Joan Brooks in

New

Spot

Joan Brooks starts a new series
with her Singing Strings augmented
to 17 men over NBC-Blue on Oct. 19
at 6: 15 p.m.
Miss Brooks has set
back her out of town bookings and
will remain as featured singer at
the Warwick Hotel for at least another two weeks. She auditioned for
two commercials in the past week.

WMCA

Japan and China on

With the Far Eastern War in the
headlines, WMCA has booked the
Japanese embassy in New York for
a talk on Japan's story of the conflict to be followed by a talk from

the Chinese embassy on China's statement concerning the invasion. The
series is expected to begin the latter
part of this week.

2,000,000 JEWS!
A Huge City!
Reach Them by Radio!
Tune

•
•
• Standing up at the back of the room were Bill Hedges,
former NAB prexy, and Walter Damm of WTMJ who was NAB
Niles Trammell, NBC v.p. in Chicago
head six or more years ago.
and in charge of the western territory, is an interested listener and
Jack Hopkins
not the least bit fidgety during the proceedings
of WJAX keeps telling people that his station has the biggest fall

—

at

on Sunday.
John Jaeger is emcee, Richard Brooks
handles news for men, Irene Collins
does the women's news, while Tune
Reporters Orchestra supplies music
with Miss Collins and Paul Carley as
vocalists. Michaels Department Store

have

should

try!

business of

WNEW

New
"News

emphasizes his

this

transcriptions sitting three lanes

Broadcasting.

a late arrival

WQAM — and

this

of

World

of

.

Ludlam
Chase
30 Rockefeller Plaza

.

Cyril Jamsky, formerly

making notes as

Baltimore kept

of

took the rostrum

.... Fred Borton of

the

Deutsch

WBEN was

out that Harold

some
Immediately Available

Prof.

.

Percy

WMAL-WRC

WOW

in his right

paper.

rated as the top consulting radio engineer in the business now.

is

one with him

later.

Ed ... Spot

thanx.

Also Parke Godley .... Lloyd Egner

away

WSM,

of

read the resolution drawn up early that morning, Ed takes the

to

punch-lines

who

p.m.)

New

floor

Paul Specht Recording

Chuck Thorndike on "Man Behind
Cartoon," today
(WINS, 2:30

New Dance Bands

weeks now

KHJ, Los Angeles: General Cigar Co.
(Wm. Penn), spots, through H. W. Kastor
& Sons; Ironized Yeast, "Whispering Jack
Smith," through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Gardner

of

the

Alexander

with a natty blue

WSB-WAGA

of

(WOR-Mu-

Oct. 15

4:30 p.m.).
MELISSE, fashion cartoonist, guest

"informative"

his

his boss' son,

after paying a visit to John McCormack's brother here in
town .... Another famous son of a famous father present was Jack Howard

bow-tie .... Col.

Dudley program,
tual,

the

Dannenbaum,
of

GERALD

play "George and Margaret," on Bide

word

sessions,

was

American $ Goes!"

the

station's

sought

booklet.

—

Francisco: Chamberlain Lab
oratories, spots, through Coolidge Advertising
Des Moines; American Tobacco Co. (RoiTan Cigars), spots, through L. C. Gumbinner; Pinex. announcements with weather report, through R. M. Seed Co., Inc.; Ironized Yeast, ETS, through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
announcements,
Chevrolet.
Brown
Inc.;

KFRC.

by radio people who de-

however, had nothing

.This,

.

.

the Waldorf-Astoria,

at

describing

Hats; Hyde Park
Breweries, sporting events; Hartz Mountain
Products, Jerre Cammack at the Organ.
St.

celebrated not only by schools,

also

clared that America's discoverer really "had something there" and closed

(auto

spots.

WIL,

weather
ments.

institutions

Stanley Hubbard of KSTP, Twin Cities,
J,

was

Yesterday, Columbus Day,

banks and other public
shop early.

Sherwin-Williams;

Richmond:

with Tyrone Power

"Petticoat Fever," Oct. 17 (NBCRed, 9 p.m.).
OSCAR BRADLEY, orchestra leader of Phil Baker program, with Baker pinch-hitting for Burns and Allen, Oct. 18 (NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).
SAVORY, author of the
in

WSPR, Springfield: Chevrolet, ETs. Kellogg Food Co., ETs, Italian Gems; McCann
Co. (ice cream), announcements.
ments",

IDA LUPINO,

ETs,

Oldsmobile,
Co.

Chicago:
Brother

P.

in:

— Monday
—Thursday

Zion Variety Show
Voice of Jerusalem

Station

at 7:30

P.M.

at 8:15 P.M.

WMCA

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF!

ADVERTISERS

BROADCASTING CO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

205 EAST 42nd ST.

MUrray

Hill

4-1364

;

.
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LOS ANGELES

NEW PKCGCAMS-IDtAX

DOROTHY

BURGESS, stage and
screen player, plays the feminine
lead in "Hi, Sailor," dramatic original written and produced by Joseph
Department Store Idea
G. Catanich for the Community Chest
"Burdine's Bouquet for Today" is
program over
Tuesday. David
five-minute daily proThompson plays opposite Miss Bur- the title of a
gram which brought business to
gess.
WQAM, Miami, from a department
Marvin Young NBC production store which had not been using radio
manager, besides putting things into regularly.
the air also plucks 'em out of the
The store salutes a woman of comair.
A stray wild duck liked the munity achievements each day by
looks of the Young chicken ranch having a special delivery messenger
and settled down to raise a family.
present her with a bouquet of flowthe duck being of that gender and ers at the exact moment her name
Marvin of unquestioned veracity.
The radio
is announced on the air.
Howard Swart, writer of and actor audience nominates the women to
in
"The Newlyweds" undoubtedly receive these floral awards and radio
was more interested in the World tributes.
Program opens with a brief theme,
Series than anyone locally. His CBS
program followed the baseball broad- short commercial copy is used to procasts.... and a ninth inning rally mote the home furnishings departmight have left the cast figuratively ment, a musical number is played,
and the award is made. Hawaiian
and literally speechless.
"White Fires," CBS west coast music, discovered by an extensive
dramatic show written by Jon Slott survey to be most popular among

KFWB

.

Dom

CBS

McBain,

engineer,

has

much

good-will.

air

WSM

pilot's license
his skill to

him listen to Bivens'
him chance to make

story, then gives
corrections from

street level.

Salute Schools

and

Frats

AGENCIES

outlines activities of schools chosen,
with music and news of the sports,
society and fashion variety.

evening.

up talent for a
College program to be
aired over New England, sponsored

$15

by local

per

Agency is
Dartmouth

lining

talent.

Hotel.

Remote

is

through

KTSA.

Edna Harper is the new pianist
heard regularly now over KABC.
lanta.
Program, which opened last
Claus' Old Time Orchestra now
week under title "Kollege Kwips," airing over KMAC every Sunday

A

"Bud"

Gerald

Morgan,

program

director for Mission Broadcasting Co.,
has turned columnist for several

weekly

local

tabloids.

step

Foreign Legion Dramas
Always a bullseye for romantic interest, the Foreign Legion comes to
the airwaves in a Sunday series of

"American Album's" 7th Year
"American Album of Familiar
Music" next Sunday celebrates its
seventh year on the air. Program,
heard over NBC-Red at 9:30-10 p.m.,
stars Frank Munn, with Jean Dickenson and Gus Haenschen's orchestra.
Munn has been in the program six
years, during which time he has
sung more than 300 solos.

"Ballroom" on

New

Schedule

Martin Block's "Make Believe Balldramatic sketches over KSD, St. room" is now heard on a new schedLouis, sponsored by the S. G. Adams ule, starting at 5:30 p.m. each weekStationery Co. Scripter was a mem- day night. Block and the "Ballroom"
ber of the outfit five years and bases also make a morning appearance on
at 10-11 a.m.
episodes on own experiences.

WNEW

HUDSON MOTORS
presents

DAVE ELMAN'S

interviews of WBT, Charlotte,
has returned to airwaves with Bill
Bivens guessing vital statistics of
His victim
occasional pedestrians.
selected, Bill attempts to reveal person's age, occupation, hobbies, etc.,

List

playing a return engagement at the

Gunter

street

ROBERT S. BLEES has merged
with Bennett-Laing Advertising, Hanover, N. H., where he becomes vicemanager.
general
and
president

Jimmy McClain, announcer;
Percy Barbat, characters, and Gladys
Goronzik, lead.
Charles St. Clair and his ork are

writer;

Salutes to schools or fraternities
within trading area of George Muse
Clothing Co. comprise commercials
of that company over WAGA, At-

WDZ

the occasion of his initial broadcast
was one from Bob Ripley.

include

mike from second-story
Featured in WOAI new mystery
Announcer Lee Kirby, drama, "Can You Solve It?" each
window.
meanwhile, corrals the walker, has Sunday are Lewis Valentine, script

story form.

and
American History at
Andemonstrating
is
Aired under hand of educational
nouncers Don Forbes, Dick Joy and
department, WSM, Nashville, is proArt Gilmore and others at every
ducing series of American history
opportunity.
with entertainment
dramatizations
signed
Raymond Paige has been
appeal for young and old. Continuity
to appear in the Bobby Breen pic- is result of research and collaboration
ture now in preparation by Sol Les- by school officials of twenty states,
Ray's musical organization will and cast of 40 will be used. Story
ser.
be featured in one sequence, and of Jamestown, and Voyage of Maythe maestro himself will be called flower are typical scripts, aired unupon to read lines and do a bit of der title "Adventures That Made
acting. Picture concern also reported America."
talking to Phil Baker and Joe Penner, which would indicate that the
Music Course by Radio
forthcoming opus might be a "radio
Classroom radio has added 50
revue."
schools in Douglas County, 111., for
David Heenan, onetime City Editor group singing led from studio of
of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and WDZ, Tuscola, by teacher Morris
more recently with United Press in Russell. Twenty-seven schools put
San Francisco, has joined the Ray- in radio equipment at outset;
mond R. Morgan Company staff. number nearly doubled in two weeks
Heenan's first assignment will be a of program, with pupils in classfive-week tour of the country with room singing from textbook as Russell
Morgan, on which they will launch directs. Course is regular part of curthe "Charlie Chan" radio program riculum, with exams and credits.
for Stokely-Van Camp.
"Mystic" Interviews
Among the congratulatory telemysto-magic
"Parade
of
Life,"
grams received by Feg Murray on
his

members added to KTSA
Bee Reynolds (continuity)
Thomas Seawell (accounting), and
Tommy Hudson, mikeman.
staff

talking into

Children's Questions
toward solving parental
problem posed by offspring's endless
questions
is
essayed
by WEBC.
Superior, Wis., in a program titled
"Cousin Dorothy and Barbara," preand produced by Charles Vanda, CBS women listeners, is used.
Store merchandises the program sented by Dorothy Mitchell. Twiceprogram director, was cited in the
recent report of the Carnegie Insti- with window space and newspaper weekly broadcasts are designed to
tute as a "worthy educational series." ads, and reports good results and answer such questions in dramatized
received

SAN ANTONIO
New

HOBBY LOBBY
UNDER THE MUSICAL DIRECTION OF

TWO WAY COMMUNICATION
Price

station

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33

W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-

Inter-'phones, office to office, studio to
studio, factory, house to garage, remote
controls and hundreds of other uses. Positive in operation.
Simple to install. Modern in appearance. Any number of 'phones

on same

line.

424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

TONIGHT AND EVERY WEDNESDAY
OVER

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.

HARRY SALTER

Ltd.
U.S.A.

76

REPEAT

7:15-7:45

P.

M.

E.S.T.

WABC— COLUMBIA NETWORK

STATIONS

WOR— 10:30

P.

M

.

E.S.T.

)1
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Full Text of Proposal

On NAB

(Continued from Page 3)
such other services as may be assigned
to

More Bakers

STATIONS ©r AMERICA

Reorganization

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

(Continued from Page

3.

ANA

United States. It would also
have charge of preparing publicity releases and would assist in the preparation in the

tion of
quiries

bulletins.
It would invite infrom the Congress, State Legis-

lators, educational institutions, students,
speakers, and the general public on the
general subject of broadcasting.
At the outset it may be advisable to
combine two or more of these divisions
into one, or it may be found advisable
to create additional divisions. It should
be kept in mind that the purpose of
getting such divisions started at this

time is to provide an efficient and experienced staff which will actually be
in existence and functioning at the time
of the regular meeting. In other words,
these divisions, organized and staffed,
and familiar with the administrative
work of the Association and its Standing
Committees, would constitute a necessary framework upon which the superstructure of the Association would be
erected.

made

that these
divisions are administrative or working
and
routine
with
concerned
divisions,
To
not with policy-making matters.
by
be
raised
may
meet such needs as
important specific questions of policy,
the
provision should be made to give
officers and directors of the Association
authority to retain expert legal, engineering and other counsel, from time
to time. For example, in a tax matter,
the Board should have authority to consult the best tax expert in the country;
on copyright matters, the best copyright
expert, etc. The Board, acting in conjunction with the Legislative Committee,
should have power to appoint the best
possible legislative counsel to deal with
specific legislative proposals. These appointments may be temporary or permanent, depending upon the requirements of the specific task to be perIt

should

be

clear

formed.

Prescott's Tenth Year

NBC

"WifePrescott, the
saver", celebrates his tenth year in
radio this week.
Allen

CLYDE BARRIE

venile

Cal.

KYOS,
first

owned and operated by
anniversary

with

several

the

Merced

Star

F.

WOODLING.

Publishing Co.

Mgr.

today celebrates

its

programs.
The 13th of October culminates
from the standpoint of public acceptance.

special

and
Believing that, like local newspapers, a radio station must build maximum popularity and effectiveness on local influence and appeal, the management has done an
outstanding job in that respect.
With its inception KYOS had an alliance with two
Arrangement called for program listing,
local newspapers other than Merced Sun-Star.
publicity and sales promotion in return for broadcasting local news.
This alliance has
worked beautifully as proven by radio time sales in Madera and Turlock, the two communities where newspapers are located.
KYOS features local and United Press news, a large percentage of local talent
More than most smallies
shows, numerous school programs and contest features.
Sports have
KYOS has featured stunt broadcasts and remotes of every decription.
received much attention rhrough from-the-scene description to studio interviews and
a

successful

reviews.

Wcodling

first

financially

have a total of 28 years' experience. M. F. "Woody"
manager, Charles Foil, production head, and Johnny Crews, chief engineer.

The
is

year

five

KYOS milkmen

C CCH EST CAS - MUSIC
ARNHEIM

series,

"Air

C. Comer Agency of this city.
inally scheduled to break Oct. 1

the

M.

President

ju-

Adventures of
Jimmie Allen" produced by Russell

1040 Kilocycles— 250 Watts

RAY McCLUNG,

\)

week with the transcribed

this

KYOS—Merced.

Starting

"Jimmie Allen" Serial

it.

Legal. This division would devote
itself to the collection and publication
of digests on such subjects as libel and
slander, taxes, labor, decisions and pronouncements of the Federal Communications Commission and of the Federal
Trade Commission, and of the Courts
on appeal from decisions of these commissions, and all other cases involving
issues of interest to broadcasters and
their legal counsel. This division should
function in close harmony with tlu
Legislative Committee and the State
Committees of the Association to tlu
end that all data pertinent to the issues
raised by state or federal legislation
may be available. This division would
have charge of collecting all legal data
pertaining to broadcasting and copyright, transcripts of testimony on state
and federal bills, briefs, etc., and become
a central depositary for all legal information on the subject of broadcasting
4. Economics. This division would collect and make available all statistical
information such as the business index;
cooperate closely with the Commercial
Committee of the Association, ana
through that Committee with statistical
departments of other Associations suci
and AAAA; collect anc
as the
publish information on sales, rates, sales
costs, standardization of contracts ana
rate cards, and such other services as
may be assigned to it from time to time.
5. Information and Library. This division would collect all available publications on the subject of broadcasting
with a view that the National Association of Broadcasters will possess the
most complete library of radio informa-

1937

13.

individual

Orig-

under

sponsorship

of
32
clearing suitable time made necessary a postponement. Stations carrying the strip
plants,

difficulties

in

KFH, KLRA, WJDX, KTRH,
WSB, WOAI, WBCN, WMC, KOA,
are:

KWBG
WTJS

and

KRGV,

with

KMOX

and

go Nov. 1. Another 20
bakeries plan to sponsor the series
as soon as time arrangements can
be made with stations.
set to

WHN May Become
NBC

Outlet in

Third

New

(Continued from Page

York

1

with the NBC outlet, either Red or
Blue.
Negotiations will in no way
affect the
Line affiliation. It
is expected that complete details of
the agreement will be announced
within the next few days.

WLW

IRNA Urges Continuing

playing one- weeks on his theater-dance tour arOrganization
VX nighters up and down the west ranged by Community Dances Inc.,
coast while the Rockwell-O'Keefe plays a string of 30 college and so(Continued from Page
office irons out the details of a pend- ciety dance dates starting Oct. 27
in the east.
The band will be in ed the chairmanship of the coming picture deal.
New York on Oct. 25 for recordings. mittee, and was only relaying the
conclusions reached by that body.
Bobby Carroll and his orchestra is
Ethridge is associated with the
re-engaged at the Club Cinderella,
Europe's
newest musical craze, Louisville
Courier - Journal - Times,
Denver, with a KVOD wire. Another "Swingfonietta," will be introduced owners of WHAS.
KVOD orchestra is Lawrence elk's, to America next Saturday evening
from Denver's Rainbow Ballroom, in the Georgian Room of the Hotel
Coughlin Time Not Canceled
while the Kit Kats. novelty musical Piccadilly by Jeno Bartal and his
Although advices from Detroit
with Maestro Tony Ferrar orchestra.
(inn rlet
stated
that Father
Coughlin had
and Charlotte Sachs, blues singer,
abandoned his radio series, scheduled
is heard tri-weekly.
leadnoted
orchestra
Ventura,
Ray
to start October 31,
and sever of France, will demonstrate his
eral other Eastern stations that were
the
from
orchestra
Johnnie Wynn's
talent in a special broadcast over
on the network for the program yesTriangle Club at Belmont Shores is
tomorrow at 9:35 p.m. Ven- terday reported that the time had
ora new nightly remote over KGER. tura will conduct the
not yet been canceled.
Long Beach. Cal.
chestra in an arrangement of his
original compositions. He will also
Bernard Shaw on NBC
CRA bookings: Harold Stern and be interviewed on the program by
George Bernard Shaw will speak
ork go to Nero Perm Club. Pitts- Martin Starr.
over NBC on Nov. 2 at 4:20 p.m. in
burgh, on Nov. 5.... Joe Haymes'
ork was opening dance band at Ray
WBRY, New Haven, inaugurates a the opening program of a series of
Calvin's Aragon ballroom, Boston, nightly 10:45 p.m. broadcast of Leon talks by leading thinkers of Great
9-11
Hudson-Delange ork Mason and his orchestra from the Britain, arranged by British BroadOct.
plays week of ballroom dates in New Hotel Garde.
Jeannette Castle vo- casting Corp. Subsequent programs
will
present
many distinguished
England for Cy Shribman, starting calizes.
speakers, including H. G. Wells, Lady
Oct. 29 ... Jacques Renard and ork
Astor,
Margaret Bondfield, Gracie
two weeks at Solomon's
set
for
Mai Hallett and his orchestra re- Fields and Ian Hay.
ballroom, Los Angeles.
cently did a one-night stand in Norfolk at the Town Club. Preceding
Billy Swanson and his program of the dance, band did a half hour
Modern Rhythms is now heard on broadcast over WTAR from the club,
Thursdays and Fridays with Bob Kerr as emcee.
Sundays,
over the Mutual System. In his first
HIS ORCHESTRA
four weeks of broadcasting he has
Bernie Cummins and his band
had three schedule changes due to
the many new fall programs that re- bow out of the Biltmore tomorrow
".
orchestra makes for nice
turned to the networks during this after a three month run and go on a
variety for the listeners."
time, political speeches and special tour of one-nighters. Though a few
dates are still to be pencilled in,
broadcasts from here and abroad.
VARIETY
here is his itinerary: Oct. 15, JohnThe Village Barn Cowboys are son City, N. Y.; Oct. 16, Pottstown,
now broadcasting every afternoon Pa.; Oct. 19. Danville, Va.; Oct. 20,
Greensboro, N. C; Oct. 21-23, Uniover WOR.

|T1US

is

Temporary

1

W

WMCA

WMCA

WMCA

LEE GRANT
AND
.

Virginia; Oct. 26, BelleOct. 27, Pittsburgh; Oct.
30, Cincinnati.
versity

HAvemoyer 9-3494

Mai Halletl, who has been hanging
up some records during the past two

fonte,

of
Pa.;

3

.

HOURS DAILY

2:30-5:30 P.M.

—

)
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KANSAS CITY
recently organized 24-voice
symphonic choir, directed by Larry
Sherwood, station manager, goes on
the air next Sunday for a weekly

I

Al

PECXCNALITIC/

l<
One

•

Who in
PHIL SPITALNY

of a Scries of Who's

series.

E.

E.

Horton of the Daily Kansas
staff takes over pub-

Kansan

duties at KCKN, succeeding
Virginia Wallace, who suffered a
licity

breakdown.
"True Detective Mysteries" resumed
last week on KCMO after a layoff.
Lee Roberts, program director, handles the 30-minute live show.
"Kansas Roundup", Consolidated
Drug Co. show aired by WIBW and
carried by KCKN, has been expanded
to a full hour.

Arthur

KMBC,

B.

Church,

president

of

week

for Washington
and other eastern points on a two-

week
Don

left last

trip.

Wilkie, west coast representative for Arthur B. Church productions, returns to Los Angeles this
week from K. C. and Chicago. Mrs.
Wilkie is recovering from an operation in a Dayton, O., hospital.
J.

to

7
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KCMO's

City

)

W. McConnell has been signed
head the KMBC artists bureau

now being formed.
Sam Picard, CBS

vice-president, is
here for a visit with Sid Q. Noel,
president of First National Televi-

•

the Industry

be taken over by Bob Mcintosh, who
has been commercial manager of the

INCLUDED among

the pioneers of radio, from a talent angle, is Phil
Spitalny. creator, conductor and head man of the most famous all-girl
aggregation in show business. Spitalny, who disbanded a successful
male orchestra in order to create his female musical unit and astound the
its success, is a veteran of radio,
and has been sponsored by General Electric
for two of the three years that his orchestra
has been in existence. The program is heard
over an NBC-Red network of 55 stations on
Mondays at 9:30-10 p.m. and has been set

industry with

for the

feminine group took
auditions and unNot satisfied to have fine musitold dollars.
cians, the maestro demanded a good singing
voice of each girl, and 32 girls had to be
selected. So well did Spitalny do his selecting
that only four minor changes have occurred
First testing group with a
in three years.
road tour, Spitalny was soon snared by his
Maestro of radio's only
present sponsor, who, selling goods to houseall-girl orchestra....
wives, wanted salesgirls for the job, and found
It took plenty of courage on the part
in the orchestra a crack sales force.
of the famous General Electric to experiment with a new idea in radio
advertising, but they have been well repaid for the gamble.
of

the

Spitalny six months,

Louisville studios.

In addition to his announcing duties,

lications,

American

Breeders'

Association.

1,200

Indep't Broadcasters
Favor Radio Probe;
Pick AFM Committee
"Nothing to Hide"
{Continued from Page

1

now

Saddle

Horse

outfits.

Professor Quiz, assisted by Joe
Eaton,
program director, was
featured at Jefferson County Armory

WHAS

during Kentuckiana Women's

1

Insti-

tute.

While aboard his houseboat on the
Ohio River, Harry Currie leaned too
heavily on the guard rail, and
plunged over the side. Fortunately,
he was rescued and no damage done.
He's back on the job as director of

WHAS

Rumors

{Continued fiom Page

is

Golden West Cowboys from WSM
in
town for appearance at
Savoy Theater.
Earl P. Carter of Pan-American
Recording Studios planed to New
York and ordered new recording

the

sion.

WHAS

Pete Monroe of

writing special articles for trade pub-

back

1937-38 season.

Organizing

LOUISVILLE
WGRC

Carr,
program chief,
and the station's "Curbstone Reporter", has resigned. His duties will
Biff

ork.
floating

around

WHAS

studios that Joe Eaton, program director, will soon return to mike as
emcee for a Saturday Night Jamboree

program.
Dot Rothe and Sam, Gil and Louie

stated that the radio business has sire to send a committee to trade trio, are now filling morning sustaining spot on WHAS, billed as Dot
"nothing to hide" and therefore has with the AFM.
Discussions on ways and means and Three Dashes.
nothing to fear from a probe.
Bill Bond, brother of NBC's Ford
Lloyd C. Thomas of WROK, Rock- were a heated affair. Many of the
ford, 111., who introduced a similar unaffiliated outfits were in favor of Bond, handling half hour sports reby Margaret Heckle and Neal Keehn, resolution, recommended cooperation doing nothing for the time being, view on WAVE in behalf? of local
is back as a sustainer.
with any government investigation. at least, being of the opinion that brewery account.
Chet Sutherland, from Canada, airBoth proposals were referred to they were not in so much of a spot
as were key stations and affiliates. ing his comedy on WAVE each Tuesthe NAB board of directors.
Lloyd C. Thomas of
pre- day for a soft drink concern. Burton
sided at the meeting. The committee Blackwell
is
filling
the role of
Marge Thomas, formerly scripting
on a part-time basis for Central Martha Deane's 2 Press Agents comprises Harold Loeb, WFDF; H. B. straight man.
McNaughton, WTBO; Gregory GentBroadcasting, replaced Jettabee Ann
Mary Margaret McBride (Martha
Hopkins, who resigned to go to WOW, Deane) has two advance press agents ling, KROC; John Elmer, WCBM;
S. Schultz, WLAW.
Up to a late
Omaha.
in the field contacting newspapers in
KASS-TOHRNER INC.
Joe
Matthews,
salesman
with the 45 key cities in which her new hour last night, the chairman of the
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
KFAB-KFOR, is now with WHBL, CBS General Foods program is aired. group had not yet been chosen.
Sheboygan, Wis., and the stations
Presents
Sponsors of large programs have
are hunting a replacement.
sent out their press agents to conYoung
Announcers
on
KGER
Joe di Natale, KFOR promotion tact the papers in the past but this
Long Beach, Cal. As a novelty
man, is back from vacation in New is the first time the talent has underYork.
Lyle De Moss, KFAB pro- taken the task. Understood that calls and to provide broadcasting expeIN
gram director, takes the wife and are paying very good publicity divi- rience for ambitious youth, KGER
is trying out certain Junior College
"DORRAN"
two kids on his much belated exodus dends.
students who demonstrate a flair for
this week.
ONE HALF HOUR DRAMA SERIES
sports announcing. After satisfactory
Reggie Martin, KFAB-KFOR staRECORDED FOR AUDITION
Place Foreign Language Spots auditions, these boys are permitted
tion manager, covered the Nebraskato handle some play-by-play descripIowa game at Ames by direct wire
RKO BLDC— RADIO CITY
Procter & Gamble, through Comptions when KGER broadcasts High
Saturday.
CIRCLE 7-4428
ton Adv. Agency, has placed daily
School or Junior College games.
announcements
Ivory
of a new schedule
the only all live-talent
program for the early morning
period, 5:55-8:15. "Across the Breakfast Table", written and produced

Inauguration

gives

KMBC

LINCOLN

WROK

—

for

Soap and

Crisco on the Jewish Women's Hour
over
for a year.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co. is
using the station for Rem and Rel

WHIO

WBNX

Early Birds
ior KGER Band
Dayton, O. After receiving many
Beach, Cal.
Long Beach
requests from early morning listeners
Municipal Band has been airing daily
and to make way for much needed
afternoon concerts over KGER for announcements in five languages
nearly 11 years without interruption. Italian, German. Polish, Jewish and commercial time, WHIO now begins
Spanish.
It is one of the very few bands in
its daily schedule at 5:45 instead of
1 1

Years

Long

the world

that

—

give daily concerts.

—

6

SWING WITH STRINGS
MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL O'KEEFE

Moscow— Exposition

of Radio-Tele-

will be held at the People's
Amphitheater, Oct. 25-31.

vision

—

Paris
Eighth International Congress and Exhibition of Electrical
Radio will be held Oct. 19-23 at the
Palais de la Radio.

GENNETT SOUND
EFFECT RECORDS

a.m.

ELECTRICAL

Foreign Radio Expositions

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS

LENORE ULRIC

"Wlwatics

Champions of Harmony"

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD
Sponsored by General Mills

WMCA

2:30-5:30 Daily

TRANSCRIPTIONS
THOMAS
729— 7th

J.

VALENTINO

Avenue, N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-5543

8
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KANSAS CITY

are anticipated when
is transferred to
control of
Eloise H. Smith, widow and executrix
of the estate of Marcellus D. Smith
Jr., late president.

John Larkin, formerly with WHB,
has been added to the announcing
staff at KCKN. replacing Kenneth
Young.

No changes

* Coast-U-Coast &

WBRC

First

While Tuskegee

Institute Choir will
originate at WAPI, this station will
program due to
not carry the
local commercials.

NBC

GEORGE BURNS

and Gracie Al- mercials on

on their arrival in New York
this week with their adopted kidBetty Lou Gerson, former Birming- dies, Sandra and Ronnie, were gobham girl and of "First Nighter", is bled up by the reporters and photogbeing welcomed back in "Don Wins- raphers. Papers gave them quite a
low" on NBC-Red.
splurge.
Happy Hal Byrnes is back on
WSGN with a morning spot.
Sponsors of the Maxwell House
"At the Theater" has been revived show to be produced by M-G-M for
by WSGN, under sponsorship.
debut Nov. 4 on NBC-Red are still
looking for a suitable title for the
program. A public contest may be
conducted, according to Benton &
While Irven Schiebeck, WCOL Bowles Inc., the agency in the case.
sportscaster is on the west coast with
the Ohio State football squad, his
will hereafter air the INS
daily stint will be handled by Paul summary of the day's stock market
Walker.
activities at 3:30 p.m. on Monday
len,

COLUMBUS

football

broadcasts....

Happy Apple, The Old Ranger, drawing big studio audiences to daily
broadcasts. .. .Ed
Pierre
deMiller,
news editor, is writing short stories.
.Ken Williams, mikeman, now
.

doing some production work.... Don
Burton will be at mike for the Ind.111.
and Purdue-Ind. games, which
have been added to the Singers Bakery schedule.

Brothers

youngest member of the
has joined the Drew
and is now heard with

them via

WHN.

Nancy,

Drew

Airs" after
weeks.

an

absence

several

of

for WCOL,
is leaving here to join the announcing staff of WBNS.

Herb Welch, announcer

When
series.

Victor

"Essays

in

Bay's

new

concert

CBS tomorrow
line

gram

at 10:30 p.m., the tagat the conclusion of the prowill be. "Produced by George

Charles Lake, WBNS announcer, Zachary."
has resigned here to join a southern

Ohio

WLBC, Muncie, Ind.— Bill Craig,
commercial manager, off to New York
Series
on
business
trip... Fred
"PackLewis Browne, commentator, re- horse" Ayer. merchandising managturns to CBS airwaves in a now er, back from Chicago trip. .. Henry
series Oct. 17, from the coast.
"Harpo" Marks now spieling comLewis Browne

in

New

been made

own

"Theme
Based Upon 'The

and

pianist.

and

Norman Corwin will present original oral and musical interpretations
of Arturo Giovannitti's poem, "The
Walker," in his "Poetic License" program over
tonight at 9:45-10

WQXR

521

Fifth

MUrray

Avenue

Pianists

Corwin's

Al and Lee Reiser have

up

two of their sustaining
series via NBC, and will concentrate
on their commercial series.
given

Anthony, director of
Will Hour" will deliver an address at the Congregation
Benai Jeshurun in Newark, N. J.,
perform- next Tuesday.

is

L.

CLARK,

President

Complete Broadcasting

Facilities

Wired and Transcribed

Hill

6-2370

333

Michigan
STAte 0366

North

John

:

J.

WMCA's "Good

by

its

sales.

HOLLYWOOD
Avenue

zany

Ivy Dale, of the Ed Smalle chorus
heard on the Leo Reisman series, can
be heard in the presentations of the
opera company currently at the Hippodrome.

TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING & TELEVISION CORP.
CHICAGO

Howard,

featured at the Hollywood Restaurant, will do guest shots
been throughout the winter.

to

Following

Kirk

Mells,

Transamerican has created and has currently in force 49 radio accounts using
164 programs weekly on broadcasting
stations throughout the United States.

NEW YORK

piano com-

comedians

The only way to judge a sales organization

JOHN

30-minute

Variations
Walker'," will be
played by Carmella Parrino, concert

change the label. The
show now has turned into an outdoor question box affair. Instead of
opinions on current questions, persons are asked to test their i.q. ratings on a prepared batch of queries.
Lee Chadwick is handling the shows,

p.m.

of

ance of the poem, his
position,

three weekly.

station.

series

agency.

Man-in-the-Street idea has
revived at WTAR, Norfolk, with
on slight twist, although no effort has

Music" debuts over

a

family,

WNEW

John Kenward Agnew, assistant through Friday and 12:30 noon
program director and staff organist Saturdays.
of WHKC, is resuming his "Agnew

of

dramas by the Footlighters, little theater group, starts Sunday on KXBY.
Lester Boyer is handling production.
Lambert Pharmacal (Listerine
brushless shave) has renewed the
Fatty Lewis show on WDAF after a
13-week test. H. W. Kastor is the

5833 Fernwood Avenue
HOIIywood 5315
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Surrealism on

Plan for a drive by the electrical
set manufacturing industry

and radio

make the public "radio conscious"
has been placed before the Internaof
Electrical
tional
Association
to

Leagues
national
Philco.

Harry

by

Boyd

Brown,

merchandising manager of

Set-up calls for observance of a
"Radio Month", after the first of the
year, with Philco offering full anony-

mous

!

Baltimore Will we have surrealism in radio 50 years from
now? Brad Bradley, assistant pro-

gram

own

director

WBAL, has

of

on

his

the

love interest in Bradley's piece will
involve a man's hand, calloused
and grimy from hard work, and
a female elevator operator's larynx.
Half-hour show will be enacted by
large staff of WBAL Players.

WHK

Night Schedule

— WHK

Cleveland
adds an hour to
broadcasting schedule starting
Sunday night, according to John T.
Vorpe, production manager. This will
keep the station on the air until
1 a.m., an hour later than any other
its

outlet in the vicinity. Dance bands
offered by the Mutual net will be
carried on the extra time.

"Phantom" Interference
Threatens Philly Area

—

All Broadcasters

Associate Editor,

RADIO NOT INCLUDED
IN

PATMAN CHAIN

BILL

RADIO DAILY
— Confirming
previous

Washington Bureau,

Washington

of Congressman Patman,
spokesmen for National Retail Dry
Goods Ass'n yesterday stated that
radio and movies would be elimi-

forecasts

(Continued on Page 3)

To

to

By M. H. SHAPIRO
:

cooperation, even in circular-

One Hour Being Added

Stand

Regarding Musician Negotiations;
Conservative Element Wins

subject and
comes forth with an original to be
The
aired Sunday at 4:30-5 p.m.

ideas

FIVE CENTS

1937

Warning

Issues

WBAL

—

BY SET MANUFACTURERS

14,

AFM

Takes

'RADIO MONTH' PLANNED

Commercial Radio and Television

WHIP, HAMMOND, IND.,

RADIO DAILY

After a day and a half of quibbling
by the Special Membership Meeting
over minor items of importance as
well as major problems relative to
the reorganization plans, the Board
of Directors of the NAB held a long
and bitter session yesterday afternoon and evening, at the WaldorfAstoria, with the conservative element going to the fore and winning
out on an official expression from the
NAB on its stand and attitude in the

nated in Patman's new prospective
bill seeking to restrain corporations
AFM situation. Resolution, which
from operating retail outlets in more finally
was passed unanimously, is
than one state. The new bill may
Hammond, Ind.—WHIP, new 5,000- be introduced in the special session regarded as a warning to the broadcasters not to sign away their rights
watter on 1480 kc. with directional
which convenes next month.
in negotiating with the Ajj'M, nor
antenna on Chicago, started regular
jeopardize their obligation to the
yesterday.
Station,
broadcasting
public.
Further, the resolution tells
Hammond - Calumet Chrysler Sports
operated
by
the broadcasters to fear the possiBroadcasting Corp., with Dr. George
Starts
on
bility of sympathetic strikes, break(Continued on Page 2)
Chrysler Corp., through Lee An- ing of existing contracts, possible
"Tiny" Ruffner Is
derson Adv., Detroit, tomorrow will restraint of trade (via AFM destart Frank G. Menke on WABC, mands), and its major obligations

BEGINS DAILY SCHEDULE

Program
Tomorrow
CBS

Made

&

R.

R. Vice-President

7:15-7:30 p.m.
Menke is editor and
publisher of the "All Sports Record
Program will be a sports
Los Angeles—E. B. "Tiny" Ruffner Book."
has been made a vice-president of broadcast. Bernie London, CBS page,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, it was announced is Menke's personal representative.
West Coast

Burea-.i,

RADIO DAILY

at large.

NAB

board discussed other reso-

and various factions in the
board held to their own views on
lutions

Philadelphia A
various problems. Argument relative
"phantom" who
threatened to "drown you all out
to the importance of preserving free
here by F. B. Ryan, president, prior
when I get this set working proper- to his departure for New York after
use of electrical transcriptions was
Parley
Educational
(Continued on Page 3)
ly," had radio engineers here guess(Continued on Page 6)
conference
Chicago Second annual
ing yesterday as wave traps were
on Educational Broadcasting will be
set to catch the
intruder.
Loud
Coughlin Cancellation
held at Drake Hotel, Nov. 29-Dec. 1. Pet Milk Is
noises and an eerie whistle
Detroit Official cancellation of the George Zook will preside and there
57
(Continued on Page 2)
Stations
Father Coughlin radio time booked will be talks by Dr. Robert Maynard
to start Oct. 31 was received yester- Hutchins of University of Chicago
Pet Milk Sales Corp. will renew
day by Aircasters Inc., it is announced and Dr. Walter Dill Scott of North18
Feeds
the "Mary Lee Taylor" series on 57
by
Stanley
Boynton.
G.
western.
Cleveland
and WCLE,
CBS stations, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
United Broadcasting Co. stations,
11-11:15 a.m., with repeat at 3 p.m.,
have boosted their weekly feeds to
effective Nov. 2.
Renewal is for 52
Mutual from 11 weekly to 18, with
weeks and was placed by the Garda further increase ahead.
ner Advertising Co.

—

Renewing

—

On

CBS

Weekly UBC
— WHK

Independent Broadcasters
Are Assured of NAB Help

Woman
—

Contact

Chicago In recognition of the
growing importance of the modern
woman as the chief buyer in the
American family, WBBM has appointed Mrs. Carroll Mountjoy as

"Women's Contact Woman." Mrs.
Mountjoy, formerly of Stack-Goble
agency and once with WWI, Detroit, will maintain public relations
with clubs, schools and organizations.

Gilbert

Now

&

Sullivan Music

Available

for

Radio

Orchestrations of Gilbert and Sulmade available for the
first time to radio through the Bass
Publishers of New York, have been
prepared on "The Mikado", "H.M.S.
Pinafore" and "Pirates of Penzance"
in 14 instrumental parts. Printing of
"Gondoliers", "Iolanthe", "Patience"
and "Yeomen of the Guard" orcheslivan music,

trations will follow.

Independent

broadcasters,

having

received the assurance of the

NAB

board of directors that all possible
help will be extended as a result of
discussions of the NAB board meeting, held a lengthy conference last
night with Managing Director James
W. Baldwin of the NAB and members of the board in attendance.
Indie committee of five will send out
a questionnaire to all unaffiliated
stations and seek data in order to
(Continued on Page 3)

Vocal Diagnosis

—

Chicago Clark
Dennis,
NBC
tenor, has his severest critic In his
father, a physician of Flint, Mich.
Got a letter the other day informing him that his voice was "slightly inhibited in the nasal passages,

with a diaphragmatic quality predominating over the laryngial." He
has taken it to his vocal Instructor
for interpretation.

V

2

Thursday. October

RADIO DAILY
WHIP, Hammond, Ind.
'Phantom" Interference
Starts Daily Schedule
Threatens Philly Area
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

ushered him in Tuesday night on
suburban police broadcasts. He faded
while describing his equipment, but
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
only after jumbling the airwaves
shunting over to police broadEditor and
DON CARLE GILLETTE
commercial proBusiness Manager casters morsels of a
MARVIN KIRSCH
Engineers have set traps
gram.
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communications
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RADIO

WWVA

to

Harvest
Wheeling

Celebrate

Home

Festival

— Elaborate Harvest Home
WWVA

on Saturday will
time in station's
Hollyperformances in one
Cable address: Filmday. New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood day of its popular Jamboree. Under
6607.
Granite
Blvd. Phone
Managing DiEntered as second class matter April 5, plans announced by
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., rector George W. Smith, regular eveunder the act of March 3, 1879.
ning shows will be presented at 8:30
DAILY,

Phone

Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338.
7-6337,
7-6336,
Wisconsin
1501

Festival of
feature, for
history, four

first

11, and for benefit of those unable to see them, Studio Jamboree

and

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Oct. 13)

-

;

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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OVER THE COUNTER

Stromberg

were arranged by
Patterson, program director.

borees

8 8
8'/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Union Radio
1%
% 1%

Asked

Bid
9

Carlson

will be presented direct from Market
addition,
Kiddies
In
Auditorium.
Matinee Jamboree is set for 2:30 in
the afternoon, with re-broadcasts of
their voices as recorded in interviews scheduled for 5:30. Open house
will prevail at the station until 8 p.m.,
with admission to three evening
shows the same as in the past. Jam-

10

Station also will dedicate
transmitter.

its

American

Federation

of

Radio

elected Mark Smith,
the New York local.
Smith had been acting as temporary
chairman. Others elected are Walter
Preston, William Adams, Ben Grauer,
Artistes

has

president

of

Alexander McKee and John Brown,
vice-presidents; Wilfred Lytell, treasurer, and Lucille Wall, recording
secretary.

KLZ College Series
Denver-—For the next 16 weeks,

Richardson as commercial manager,
also has auxiliary studios at Engle-

wood

Y.M.C.A.,

Formal

Chicago.

opening ceremonies take place next
week.

station located at
seat of the college.

agreed to carry a special broadcast

of

World

Series.

is

M/lfilC

Now

KITCHEN

Available for food
accounts

WCOP

BOSTON

west next week.

gagement.

FRANK
Equity,

Oct.

18,

Needs on

is

of
Actors'
president
GILLMORE,
his way back to New York from

on

script is under consideration by several advertising agencies and their
clients.
Charles Premmac is at present second in importance on "Ida
Bailey Allen's Homemakers of the
Air."

—

committee for Kate
Appearance, which
will be revived on her CBS program
as a monthly feature beginning Oct.
28, is as follows: J. Edgar Hoover,

Nominating

Smith's

Command

director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation; Admiral Cary T. Grayson, chairman of the American Red
Cross; Elsie Robinson, noted writer
and columnist, and Dr. James E.
West, Chief Executive of the Boy

Scouts of America.

Sloan's "Behind Prison Bars"
"Behind Prison Bars" is the title
of the Warden Lewis E. Lawes series
starting over NBC-Blue on Oct. 18
at 10-10:30 p.m. for Sloan's Liniment.

Ben Grauer will be announcer.
Agency is Cecil, Warwick & Legler.

Ray

Perkins Booked

Ray Perkins has been booked

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

Time" Wife.

NBC-

27th
JOHN

60 Stations for Lever Show
The Lever Bros., Edward G. Robinson show on CBS which starts next
Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m., will be aired
over 60 stations from coast-to-coast.
RuthraufT & Ryan has the account.

An

B.

HATCH ASSOCIATES

agency serving a N.

for

personal appearances in Middletown,
N. Y., Oct. 19, and Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

Blue tonight, 8:30 p.m.

THE

return

will

ELEANOR BOWERS, a Roy Campbell soloist,
back in New York from a Montreal en-

phony Orchestra, under the direction

Community

Chas. Freeman Joins Blair
Chicago Charles M. Freeman, formerly western manager of Forbes'
Magazine, has joined John Blair &
Co., station reps.
He also was with
will
continue
to
furnish
the
musical
Colorado Springs,
Good Housekeeping and Farmer's
background for the "March
the

ALICE FAYE has come east on a two-week
vacation from radio and film work.
Her husband, Tony Martin, has been in town for the

Kate Smith Announces
Hero-of-Month Committee

of
for Human
10:30-11
p.m.

WMCA

to

of

Marge

President

Campaign

Mobilization

KWK

shifts

because

father.

Denver.
Ryan
F.
B. RYAN, president of Ruthrauff
agency, is on his way back to New York from
the Coast.

of the 1937

WLW

program which

rushed to New York from
the serious illness of her
Calvert
subbing
the
is
on
of Helen Trent show.

ELIZABETH HINES
Chicago

and

300 Stations to Carry Appeal
Over 300 stations in the U. S. have

',

—

after a

and Chicago office.

JACK BARRY of WIP, Philadelphia, went to
Council of Actors' Equity Ass'n Boston to air the Boston College-Temple U.
game over WBZ-WBZA.
has refused to accept the resignation
OWEN BALCH, special events man for KCKN
of Paul Dullzell, executive secretary, Kansas City, Kan., left yesterday for a flying
who handed the council a surprise trip to Washington and is expected back the
at its meeting this week by asking first part of next week after stopping off in
Springfield, III., to visit his dad, who is an
to be relieved about the first of the executive with WCBS.
year. Dullzell has long been a pillar
SHEP FIELDS and his orchestra, en route to
of the organization and highly re- New York from Hollywood, stop off Saturday
garded in his management of affairs and Sunday to play an engagement at the
Casino Park Ballroom near Fort Worth, Texas.
of the actors' group.
CHARLES VANDA, CBS West Coast program
Frank Gillmore, Equity president, director, left Hollywood Tuesday for a threewho leaves the organization soon to week jaunt to St. Louis, Chicago and New York
CBS business.
devote his time to the Four A's, is on JOHNNY HYDE, executive of the William
on his way back from the west.
Morris Agency, is in New York from Hollywood

—

is going to college with a series
programs bearing the apt title,
Ted Kimball at KDYL
"The Campus Review", featuring
Salt Lake City After four years
talent provided by students enrolled
as special events announcer for NBC
eight Rocky Mountain Region
in
in Washington, Ted Kimball has recolleges and universities.
turned to the KDYL staff. He's a
The first program in the series, great-grandson
of Brigham Young.
produced for the Gano-Downs department store, will star entertainers
supplied by Colorado College. This
"Time" Retains Barlow
broadcast will be transmitted to KLZ
Howard Barlow and his orchestra
from the studios of KVOR, affiliated

returns today to his New York
cross-country trip visiting clients

EARLE FERRIS
office

Romance

Equity Council Refuses
Dullzell's Resignation

of Otto Klemperer, will supply musical portion of the broadcast. Charles
Stations for Mantle Lamp
Taft, chairman of the movement, will
Chicago Mantle Lamp's "Friendly also be heard.
Philosopher
originating at WIND
here starting tomorrow for the
2 More for Lyman with Benny
Line, will also go over KQV, WBAL,
Abe Lyman, who has appeared on
WFIL, WHN,
and WXYZ.
Homer Griffith, Phil Kalar Quartet the first two Jack Benny programs
and Leonard Smith comprise talent. of this season, will heckle the comedian on two more before returning
from Hollywood to New York. LyProgram
New
man will come East at the end of
"Diamond Entertainers", sponsored the month to direct personally his
by Herbert's Jewelry, starts Sunday WEAF "Waltz Time" program.
at
12:30-1:30
p.m.
over WMCA.
Script Show for Premmac
Talent includes Jerry Mason, tenor;
Kay Powell, soprano; Libby Hall,
Charles Premmac, tenor, has had
blues singer, the Diamond Quartet, a special dramatic script show writand a 13-piece orchestra.
Jack ten for him, which will afford opCoombs will produce and direct.
portunity to display his voice. The

of

GOMG

F. Fourrier as president, Doris Keane
as
managing director and O. E.

Walter Franklin D. Roosevelt will speak
during the program from his home
mobile in Hyde Park. The Pittsburgh Sym-

KLZ

and

1937

1)

-

Mark Smith Is Elected
By Radio Artists Union

COminG

14.

ORCHESTRA

WEEK

SPONSORED BY GENERAL MILLS

E. clien-

Specializing in radio broadcast advertising.

tele.

581

(Send for booklet)
Street,
Boston,

Boylston

Commonwealth 0466

Mass.

3

HOURS DAILY

WKf

2:30-5:30 P.M.
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NAB TAKES A STAND

ON AFM SITUATION
(Continued from Page

prolonged

and

1)

eventually

into the big resolution.

worked

Unfavorable

the resolution adopted at Tuesday's
Idle
talk
concerning a
"czar" took on an aspect of reality
when continued references were
made toward the advisability of the
NAB hiring such a person with price
no object. The present tangle with
the
was practically ignored, the
only reference made to that crisis
being to drive home the point of a
strong reorganization by the NAB.
session.

AFM

element raked the NAB unmercifully.
Resolution adopted by the NAB Convention adjourned at 1 p.m., with
board follows:
board of directors holding a special
WHEREAS, the broadcasting stations session immediately thereafter.

of the United States are licensed by the
federal government under a mandate to
serve the public interest, convenience
and/or necessity; and

Expressing confidence in the committee which is drafting the reorWHEREAS, radio broadcasting con- ganization plans, H. K. Carpenter
stitutes the greatest medium of simul- made a motion to amend resolutions
taneous mass communication the world adopted the day before to place comhas ever known; and
plete power for reorganization plans
WHEREAS, every consideration should
and is being given by the industry to in the hands of the committee. Don
the social aspects of unemployment, in Elias, WWNC, offered counter-amendgiving relief, the radio industry must ment which was adopted
by convenkeep foremost its grave responsibility
New amendments are as folto protect the freedom and growth of tion.
this marvelous facility for public service; lows: Paragraph 4 changed to read:
and
WHEREAS, the broadcasting stations "NAB Committee for reorganization
by virtue of long experience in render- shall be able to schedule the date
ing public service, have found that the for the next convention as soon as
public interest requires, in addition to that is
legally possible.
Original
locally produced
programs by union
musicians, the broadcasting of other stated that Board of Directors should
local
programs and of network and call meeting." Paragraph 5 was entranscription programs; and
WHEREAS, there has not been and tirely deleted from the resolution,
there is not now any dispute between so as to give the Committee free
the broadcasting industry and the Amer- reign in any action it should care
ican Federation of Musicians, in regard
to take.
to wages, hours or working conditions;
and
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, demandWHEREAS, negotiations between the
American Federation of Musicians and ed action from the NAB in regard
committees representing a substantial to labor associations and, indirectly,
part of the broadcasting industry have
resulted in a conclusion as to the degree a radio "czar." Ed Craig, who headed
of
re-employment acceptable to the the committee which drew up the
American Federation of Musicians; and resolutions passed at Tuesday's
sesWHEREAS, the American Federation
of Musicians seeks to impose upon the sion, then took the floor, and made
broadcasting industry, by uniform con- a plea with the NAB members to
tract, a system which in effect gives to allow
the Committee to work out the
the American Federation of Musicians
of
reorganization.
Craig
the sole right to license the procure- problem
ment by those stations of network and stated that no great catastrophe could
transcription programs; and
WHEREAS, such contract in effect overtake the industry in the next
transferring the control of the operation few months, and that Committee
of any station may be sufficient ground would have plans ready by January
for revocation of that station's federal
or February. Craig also favored the
license to broadcast, and also may constitute a violation of the federal statutes "czar" idea.
relating to restraint of trade;

therefore

now be it
RESOLVED, That

the Board of Directhe National Association of
Broadcasters recommends to broadcasters
that in any agreement entered into between the American Federation of Musicians and broadcasting stations should
specifically
provide that such agreements shall not contain any restrictions
designed to prevent any stations from
broadcasting network, transcription or
any other programs including those of
educational, religious, fraternal
civic,
and public events character construed
by it to be in the public interest; and
that each station should consult its own
counsel in all matters affecting
(1
tors

of

arbitration, (2) sympathetic strikes, (3>
inviolability of contracts, (4) possible
restraint of trade, and (5) its obligations to serve the public interest in

providing educational and entertainment
programs.

Lloyd Thomas then took the floor,
and delivered a plea for unification
by the NAB and broadcasters that
are non-members. His was the first
talk of the day to draw a thundering
applause from the convention.
He
expressed himself as dissatisfied with
results of the convention in no uncertain terms, but added that he
knew Committee was doing a good
job, and that he for one was deter-

mined

to

stick

to

NAB

despite

in-

creased dues.
Earl J. Glade, KSL,
followed Thomas with additional en-

dorsement

of

Committee,

also

re-

ceiving a big hand at the conclusion

John Shepard
nial networks,

AFM

NAB

NAB

AFM

AFM

AFM

Morency, WTIC, made a
temporarily close the purse
of the NAB Bureau of Copyrights.
Insisting that monies laid out for
the bureau should be put aside as a
Paul
motion

T.
to

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. 60th

St.,

COI. 5-7366-7

N.Y.C.

=>•."...

in

i

Managing Director of the Electrical
Association of Philadelphia. Serving
with him are John C. Bartlett, m.d.

TRANSRADIO NEWS

weapon

a

in their favor at that time.

Harold V. Hough, WBAP, treasurer
of the bureau, backed up Baldwin,
and Morency withdrew motion.

"Radio Month" Planned
By Set Manufacturers
(Continued from Page

Will solve your

Program Problems

1)

Idea would be to focus public
attention on imperfect performance
of estimated ten million obsolete sets,
and to improve reception generally,
with concomitant boost in sales, service, and electrical consumption. Even
slight public response, it was pointed
out, would measurably increase presizing.

Drop

in to

Suite

see us at
814

Ethridge,

however, Ethridge promised to serve
in an advisory capacity.
Ethridge
then proceeded to express his views
on reorganization, stating that labor
associations were very important, and
expressing the view that banking
groups could be of infinite assistance
to the NAB in dealing with this
matter.

Committee weighing matter is
headed by Pres. George B. Conover,

fund for the entire NAB, Morency Electrical Institute of Washington,
asked for more complete descrip- D. C, and Ralph Neumiller, exec,
tions of expenditures in this chan- v.p. Electrical and Gas Association
nel.
James W. Baldwin, managing of New York, Inc.
director of NAB, stepped forward
and explained the entire setup to
Asking for a veto
the convention.
of Morency's motion, Baldwin pointed out that another music crisis
would arise in 1940, and that the NAB
Bureau of Copyrights would act as

FOLLOW

membership distance call earlier in the morning
at the Waldorf-Astoria centered on had forced him to take the action,
reorganization steps, with the mem- with Barry Bingham ordering him
bership amending two paragraphs of back to Louisville and his regular
duties.
At the insistence of Craig,

SPECIALISTS

AFM

of his short talk.

Mark

BROADCASTERS

ASSURED _0F NAB HELP

NAB

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

Yankee and Colowere next to speak.

3rd,

Craig made a suggestion to amend INDEP'T
resolution to allow four members to
serve on the Advisory Committee,
and have Ethridge legally serve as
an advisory member of the commit(Continued from Page
tee.
Final decision was for Craig be able to negotiate with 1)
the
to
appoint fifth member, and to or inform them of their position
serve in an advisory capacity.
should it become necessary. QuesDon Elias went out on a limb for tionnaire will also seek to ascertain
a
"czar."
Elias,
not pulling his the reaction to each station in regard
punches, told
that they were to the
demand that more musipractically unable to cope with any cians be hired.
of the serious situations which now
Committee representing the indefaced the industry, and that no ex- pendents is not a "negotiating compense should be denied, nor should mittee", and has power only to treat
hasty judgment enter in negotiations with and ask advice of the
for the "czar."
board for the most part. General
Samuel Rosenbaum, WCAU, also sentiment is that the indies would
made plea for a "czar," but insisted be foolish to send a committee to
until it becomes necessary
that the Committee be given an un- the
hampered hand in present work, and majority feel that their parand that they be allowed free reign ticular problems cannot be served
in drawing up their reorganization by any one group which it may appoint to represent them.
plans and resolutions.
Harold Loeb, WFDF, who was appointed to the Independent Broad- ent $150,000,000 annual utility revenue
casters'
Committee, reviewed from current consumption of the 24
the minutes of the meeting held million radio sets now in national
Tuesday night by the independents use. At least 5,000,000 sets, Brown
now need servicing so
in regard to their
fight, and estimated,
announced the names of the mem- badly that they are being used only
for special events.
bers of the committee.

next to take the
Morning Session
floor, submitted his resignation as a
Major question at yesterday morn- member of the Committee. A long

ing's session of the
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Radio Dealer Tieup
In a clever and novel showmanship
piece entitled "Drawing The Curof Harrisburg, Pa., retains,"
cently issued a 12-page supplement,
which was included in the regular
evening issue of the Harrisburg TelSupplement carried interegraph.
esting stories and pictures covering
diversified programs the station presents through CBS and locally, in
addition to pertinent facts about
radio sets.
This practical tie-up of radio dealer with the station was conceived
by Dick Redmond, publicity and promotion director. Besides giving the
an excellent exploitation
station
splurge, the newspaper, which owns
the station, netted quite a profit from
the advertising of the dealers.
To further publicize their new fall
series of programs, and the change
of time for the major network features, the station placed giant placards in the lobbies of all important

ARTURO DE FILIPPI, tenor, on
"True Story Court of Human Rela-

WHP

Harrisburg theaters, with floodlights
focused on the placard. Manager A.
K. Redmond made the arrangement.

Procter

& Gamble

Contest

The new $51,480 prize contest being
run by Procter & Gamble for Crisco,
through Compton Advertising Inc., is
being plugged on the NBC "Vic &
Sade" programs Mondays, Thursdays
and Fridays. In Canada the transcription series, "Kitty Keene" and
"Gospel Singer" are promoting the
"Houseboat Hannah," an-

contest.

WOR

and Honoother disk series on
lulu, are also a part of the campaign.
Contest will run for six weeks with

•

•

"I

.

."

wrapper, must accompany
Contest closes Nov. 14.

all entries.

we have

and capable com-

selected a worthy

—

we

don't care about accomplishing anything further.

....
at

Thus did

Bill

Gillespie, v.p.

NAB

move we

I

and general manager

the extra-special meeting of the

restaurants or other gathering places
providing reception of world series
were distributed by
broadcasts,
KSFO, San Francisco, pointing out
play-by-play airing
station's
that
could be heard at those places. Good,
inexpensive plug was thus obtained.

—

and

a moment

for

station letter-writing contest, with
prizes for dialers penning best letters on why they listen to the staLetters from spots as remote
tion.
as Australia were reported in last
Hal Nichols is in
year's contest.

charge.

AL

II

OA A II UK

and his orchestra
at

the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Enf/agcment

rise

WWNC

this indicated that

the return trip .... Ah, but not only

every one else .... Up

until the

it

was

all

over but the packing

9:30

were we wrong

motion to

quit, the

assuming

in

this

.

—

•

• •
baum

of

As we walked into
Philly, was in

WCAL,

—but

assemblage was quiet

.

room

a while

(this,

also after

.

Bill

Gillespie's motion

to

quit)

director of

grossed .... Bill McClancy, NBC's

traffic manager, also appeared interested.
Shepard 3rd got up to speak from the floor but it was decided
by Pres. Elmer to test his mike voice from the dais.
.Tilford Jones of
KXYZ, step-son of Jesse Jones, head of RFC, was another engaged spectator.
.... Harold Hough, WBAP, raised a howl when he took the floor and

—

.... John

.

referred to something they were offering public and sponsors as "junk"
and then hastily altered it to "material" .... Baldwin, as the meeting came
to a close, suggested rather strongly that inasmuch as station owners or
their reps were present
why not run up and hear the records now in a
suite .... Roy Thompson of WFBG, in the lobby, told us he would do as

—

— but

station

ANDY,

HILDA BURKE, on the "Hit
Parade," Oct. 23 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
LOTTE LEHMANN, on the Ford
Sunday Evening Hour, Oct. 24 (CBS,
9 p.m.).

GEORGE JESSEL, second appearance on Rinso program, Oct. 19 (CBS,
CARY GRANT, in scenes from
"The Awful Truth," on "Hollywood
Hotel," tomorrow (CBS, 9 p.m.).

BALTIMORE

A

special talk by g.m. H. L. Katz
of May Co. store was aired simul-

taneously

last

week

over

WCAO,

Bob Hurleigh's much commended

—

Jim asked

'N'

weekly news review over WFBR has
been taken by Auto Cruiser Co. of

that a.m.,

NAB, discussed the NAB transcriptions
and you couldn't get Lloyd Egner of NBC and his assistant, Frank E.
Chizzini of the transcription dept. to bat an eyelash
they were that enmanaging

(NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).
on "Hollywood
Mardi Gras", Oct. 19, postponed from
Oct. 12 (NBC-Red, 9:30 p.m.).

AMOS

Samuel Rosen-

.

After

WYNNE

Vallee pro-

the midst of discussing the resolu-

the

—

•

and

Rudy

WBAL, and WFBR.

.

•

to

gram, tonight

.

—

.Stewart Sprague, former legal mouthpiece at NBC and now
engaged in private practice, was an interested listener ... .Probably
concocting legal ways to break into the set-up if he was hired by
an opposing client! ... .J. H. Kennedy of WCHS sat in deep thought
with L. B. Wilson
Paul W. (Fritz) Morency of WTIC, Hartford,
kept bobbing up and down with counter-replies and suggestions. ..
If a count were taken on the times persons had the floor, Fritz
would cop the prize with plenty to spare. .Mark Ethridge of WHAS
had his usual say on things.
tions.

GIBSON, added

8:30 p.m.).
for

and reserved, but havoc broke loose with every one seeking a crack at
the floor, resolutions, and what have you.
.At 1:33. Prexy John Elmer took
a motion, a second and a vote to adjourn except for half of the members
of committees, who were told to remain
for more confabs!

his

Why-Listen Contest
KFOX, Long Beach, has annual

KTUL, Tulsa,

of

yesterday (extra-special because

.

Booming Series Broadcasts
Window display cards for stores,

adjourn."

it
was scheduled for the 12th only) and pleaded with the boys to return
back home.... This was at 12:34 and prompted Don Elias of
to
ask for the floor, after which he turned to Bill, still on the rostrum, and
asked: "Do you INSIST we go home?".... A roar followed this remark

•

.

that

draw up and take care of pending business. Let's adjourn now
and go back home. We can't argue more than we already have unless

Jim Baldwin,

Crisco because.
Proof of purchase, one Crisco

think

mittee to

10

new super creamed

(NBC-Red,

MARIO CHAMLEE
•

weekly awards

of $1,000, first prize;
prizes of $100 and 200 Westinghouse roasters will be given for the
best 25 word letter, on, "I like the

tomorrow

tions",

p.m.).

also listen to other transcriptions

employed a house band

of

nine

— not

that

America.
Rex Reynolds, WBAL singer, actor
and emcee, has started new sponsored
series of "Golden Dawn Melodies."
Art Perkins is at the mike for new
playing up Hutzseries over
ler Bros. Co. (deD't store) stamp collectors' department.
WFBR has Saturday night program
from lobby of New Theater, airing
opinions of audience on film shown.
Free tickets to those interviewed.
WCAO will start new sponsored
series of Question Man programs
from lobby of Loew's Century

WCBM

Theater.

"Lone Ranger" Adds Stations

—

Detroit "The Lone Ranger" serial
drama, produced at WXYZ, and aired
over Mutual, has added three more
eastern stations and one in the west,
according to H. Allen Campbell, g.m.
Broadcasting Co.
of King-Trendle

are

Outlets

WFIL,

Philadelphia;

WNBF, Binghamton; WSYR,

Syra-

and the Don Lee station

cuse,

he cared since

men .... Sounds Supreme

Courtish, eh.

Grossman to New Haven
New Haven — Murray L. Grossman,

WBRY

• • • After the Tuesday p.m. session, CBS threw a cocktail
party for the entire crowd. .. .Here Don Shaw, McCann-Erickson
radio biggie, made an appearance and was actually mobbed by

—

who offered him invites for the evening, etc. but he
went searching for John Royal, whom he didn't see, and wound up
swapping stories with Doc Morton of NBC, who can tell a coupla
good ones on the least provocation; Lew Frost of NBC's Frisco
crowd; G. R. Shafto of WIS and Lloyd Egner.... But to Doc went

station reps

NBC threw a dinner for
Prexy Lenox Lohr climaxed the evening
with a remark that this is to be a "speechless session" ... .Graham
McNamee was emcee of the entertainment which included the
assistance of Alan Kent, Sheila Barrett and Carol Deis.

manager
in
commercial
Waterbury, has been transferred to
the business managership of the New

Haven

station.

YOUR FINANCIAL PROGRESS,
YOUR FAMILY'S SAFETY DEPEND UPON THE PLANNING YOU
DO NOW. I WILL GLADLY DISCUSS YOUR INSURANCE PROBLEMS—NO OBLIGATION.

the prize for the best stories ... .That nite

their

own kind

only

in

This makes 26 staPortland, Ore.
tions carrying the program.

— and

'-INSURANCE—/BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK
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Signed by Stations

"MR.

KEEN"

C C.

ft

ACTIVITIES

Al Donohue Orchestra

Reason for the popularity of Al
WBZ-WBZA, Boston: Beaumont LaboraDonohue's orchestra at the Rainbow
American Home Products
APPLICATIONS GRANTED
tories; Lamont Corliss & Co.; Bayuk Cigars;
Grill was satisfactorily demonstrated
(Bi-So-Dol)
Laura M. Doerenbecher, Tacoma, Wash.
Oyster Shell Products Co.; Richardson &
in
remote
caught
Tuesday
night
a
at
Auth.
for involuntary transfer of control of
Tue.,
Thu.,
NBC-Blue,
Wed.,
WJZ—
Robbins Co. Oneida Ltd. State of Pennsylvania; Graham Paige; Nash Motor; Pacquin
11:30 over WEAF-NBC-Red. A wide corp. to Laura M. Doerenbecher. 570 kc,
7:15-7:30 p.m.
KW.,
5 KW. LS., unlimited.
Laboratories; Thomas Leeming & Co.
range of selections, moods and temBlackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.
SET FOR HEARING
not
only
pos
were
handled
with
faKFOX, Long Beach, Cal. Chevrolet.
Evening News Press, Inc., Port Angeles,
DRAMATIC SERIAL WITH NOVEL cility, but arrangements and rendi- Wash.
CP for new station. 1500 kc, 100
WBT, Charlotte: Buick.
ANGLE SHAPES UP AS ENGROSSING tions were very beautifully designed watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
to appeal to the dancing feet as well
EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
WIND, Gary and Chicago: Carter Medi- ENTERTAINMENT.
Starting off with a
cine; Chamberlain Laboratories.
as to the ears.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. CP to increase
power,
change frequency to 1360 kc, 1 KW.,
Title character of this new dramat- snappy version of "Runnin' Wild,"
unlimited, be granted.
WJJD, Chicago: French Lick Springs
Hotel (Pluto Water), through H. W. Kastor ic serial is a kind old gent who un- the band next toned down to "In a
Genesee Radio Corp., Flint, Mich. CP for
& Sons.
dertakes to locate any missing per- Little Carolina Town" with feminine new station. 1200 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts
anywhere in the world, or make vocalizing in appropriate Dixie vein. LS., specified, be denied.
KSFO, San Francisco: Chrysler; Table son
Field Lewis, Oakland, Cal.
CP
He has Then to a stretch of swayful dance forRichard
charge
for his services.
no
Products Inc.
new station. 1160 kc, 1 KW., daytime.
a young girl as assistant, and the first music, and on to "Blue Bayou,"
KYA, San Francisco: Maryland Phar- client to enter the picture is an agi- "Sweet Varsity Sue," "Caprice Vienmaceutical Co.
tated young man seeking a girl and noise" and others, with intermittent
KFRC, San Francisco: Chamberlain Lab- willing to wager that Mr. Keen will vocal interpolations. All very smart
Gene and Glenn, formerly with the
oratories; American Tobacco Co.; Pinex Co.;
never be able to find her. Title of and pleasurable.
Cornbelt Wireless Network at Des
Ironized Yeast; Chevrolet; Buick; General
the episode is "The Case of the Girl
Cigar; Nutone Chimes.
Moines, are now carrying two proWho Couldn't Be Found."
grams daily from WOW, as well as
Lou Breese Orchestra
WIP, Philadelphia: Emerson Radio, spots.
(Tracer of Lost Persons)

;

;

1

:

OMAHA

Mr. Keen assigns his

girl assistant

Implication at sign-off
time was that the young man's lost

to the case.

SAN ANTONIO
KTSA

Squibs: Tol

girl

Wear from Dal-

is

an imaginary creature, and

that love interest

is

in the offing be-

tween him and the young lady handRobert
ling his case.
Roundtree
and
J.
G.
(Bob) Hopper
First program sounded as though
are the latest additions to the operat- the series will prove highly enter"Gunter Goings taining. Comic as well as tragic and
ing department
On" is a new daily feature dealing weird cases are among those schedErnest uled.
with news about the hotel
Hauser is now conducting the studio

las is a

new

voice here

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

orchestra.

Maxine Gilliam, kid
over

KMAC

vocalist,

heard

Sunday, looks like

a

real little "find."

Boyd's Musical Cowboys are angle on the currently popular true
the early birds on KONO, coming on experience form, rather commonplace material is used here to proat 6 a.m.
duce a script show with a great huVivian Vorden and her radio ork
man appeal and, for the sponsor,
are now playing nightly out at the
Skelly Oil Co., an excellent opporBroadway Tavern.
tunity for effective merchandising.
Founded upon authentic court records, and represented as an attempt

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM

aptly descriptive of the music dispensed by Lou Breese, caught at
p.m. Tuesday over WEAF11:15

to

solve

the

mystery

of

some

of

will
Riley, sportscaster
be at mike for Indiana University
home-cooking game against University of Illinois on Saturday.

in

Music"

Conducted by Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, professor of music at Michigan
University, and aired over NBC-Red
on Tuesdays at 2-2:30 p.m., this program is something of a course of instruction in the playing of various
band instruments. With the use of
books purchased for 50 cents, students can sit at their radio receivers
and enjoy a year's course without

leading to the whereabouts of rightHal Gordon, tenor, caught Tuesday
Com"The Three Victors" heard each ful heirs to these fortunes.
at 1:45-2 p.m. over WJZ-NBC Blue,
mercials are nicely tied-in to the
formerly
WFBM,
were
over
Monday
has a nice individual style, a voice
service angle of the program, and
billed as "Rusty Hinge Trio" with
with a mightly appealing quality,
the
announced
distribution, through
Charlie Davis' orchestra.
plus better diction than usual for a
service stations, of weekly bulletins
vocalist.
containing information on additional
cases,
should
prove
an
effective
teasROC Adds to Staff
"News for Everyone" on WNEW,
er in bringing listeners to the sponRadio Orchestra Corp. has added sor's retail outlets.
at 5-5:30 p.m. weekdays except Saturday, and 6:30-7 p.m. Sundays, is
Mac O'Connell to its sales staff in
Al Shebel and James Waters handle a fairly cohesive conglomeration of
charge of production department and
Production and music, vocals and news.
Ben Taft in charge of the raaio de- the scripts ably.
Richard
partment, it is announced by Nor- cast are good, and the show should Brooks handles regular news, Irene
catch
on.
Incidentally,
the
problem
Collins gives fashion news and sings,
man E. Campbell, general manager.
of prize contests seems to have been
whipped in this show. You can't
daily.

Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
General

Fox-Fabian

Mills

Sports

Professional

Hour
Parade

Parade

—

WBBM

Program Manager Harry Burke of
is back from a Dodge sales

WOW

WNEW

WFBM

beat $29,000 or more in weekly, cash
prizes especially when it is the deceased dramatic principals who put
up the dough, and not the sponsor.
Show originates at
and airs
over
20
midwest CBS stations.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert is the
agency.

in this

territory.

propriate baritone singer, the orchestra swung along to "You Can't
3 Years for Courtney
Have Everything," "Tears in My
Alan Courtney's "Joymakers" will
Heart" and "Big Apple," with additional vocals here and there. It was celebrate Courtney's third anniverin a special series
good going all the way, calculated to sary on
of programs the week of Oct. 18.
delight both dancers and listeners.
Courtney and his Gang are heard

the cost. Both commentary and demonAmerica's unclaimed
estates,
opening program offered two case stration are employed by Dr. Maddy
histories, using dramatic sequences in conducting his classes, which also
to high-point the lives of men who cover vocal work.
an- died leaving estates totaling $29,000.
Gwen Schort joins
nouncing staff, handling two shows A reward is offered for information Briefly

DON KERR

making personal appearances

NBC-Red in a remote from the meeting at Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Field of KMA
French Casino. From "That Old Feelat Shenandoah, la., have left for a
ing," augmented by a feminine voice,
month's vacation in California.
and "Goodbye, Jonah," with an ap-

"Court of Missing Heirs"
By clever manipulation of a new "Fun

Bill

Len

His sub-billing of "breezing along"
is

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
SWING WITH STRINGS
MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

on Monday through Saturday at 11:30
a.m. in an hour variety show. More
than 200,000 listeners have been enrolled in the "Joymakers Club" conducted by Courtney. Currently heard
with Courtney on this show are:

Don Lamont, Jimmie

Rich,

Lucille

and Lanny, and Dixie Dean.

"Veteran's Campfire"
"Veteran's Campfire", a series presenting World War veterans in ad lib
reminiscences of the war is scheduled
on
each Friday night at 9.

WNEW

Larry Nixon

is

emcee.

Paul Carley also vocalizes and John
Jaeger is emcee.
Fisk Jubilee Singers in "Magnolia
Blossoms" provided a very entertaining program of Negro spirituals and
folks songs over NBC-Blue from

WSM,

Nashville, at 11:30 p.m.
day. The Fisk Jubilee group
of the top units of its kind.

Monis

one

Immediately Available
For Exclusive Sponsorship

"Cape Cod

Folks"

By

Joseph C. Lincoln
& Ludlam
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Chase

Phone
7-4366

Circle

6
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OCCHESTP4S - MUSIC
VICTOR YOUNG

sponsoring a
Federal
of Fine Arts for the en-

movement
Ministry

is

last

to establish a

his

Friday.

own

Mickey

also

couragement and possible subsidizing
Julie Wintz and his orchestra are
SPAN, head of CBS West Coast of promising young American artists. now broadcasting on Sundays from
sound effects, thinks there's some- The film and radio maestro had a the Village Barn over WOR.
thing in a name after all. Just out big turnout of picture, radio and soShep Fields and his "Rippling
from New York, Span pulled up for ciety headliners for his concert at
a traffic stop at the "Crossroads of the Philharmonic last Friday night, Rhythm" Orchestra, now working in
the World" and found himself right proceeds from which go into the the Paramount Picture, "Big Broadnext to the car of a friend he had fund to finance the national move- cast of 1938," will follow his screen
forgotten to say goodbye to in New ment. First half of the program con- activities this Fall with a road trip
York three weeks previously when sisted of Young's own composition, through the West and South, windthey were working together on the including "Arizona Sketches," which ing up at the Palmer House, Chicago,
Myrt and Marge show. Neither knew was played at the Hollywood Bowl late in November.
the other was headed for Hollywood. last season.
Sammy Smith, one of the best
Glenn Morris and Eleanor Holm,
It's a girl at the Eddie MacKinny's known
music publishers' contact
just back from the summer engage-

AL

j

J

i

'

in Billy Rose's Aquacade at
the Cleveland Fair, on Union Oil's
"Thrills" over NBC Coast Red on

ment

in Chicago.
He plays
with Roger Pryor's ork.

bass

fiddle

men

the

radio

field,

Braun Organization

in its

in

Chicaner

conducts

juve orchestra.

joins

the

New York

VERNE

SMITH

has been added to

the cast of Gold Medal's Arnold

Grimm's Daughter on CBS.
Herb Carlborg has been made Detroit manager of Radio Sales Inc. in
Detroit, Kelly Smith, the boss, has
announced.
Margaret McLean of Young &
Rubicam radio department has gone
to

Hollywood

for vacation.

Ed Wood, commercial manager

WGN,

off to

of

west coast for combined

business and pleasure

trip.

Carl Harris and Putney Haight are
handling the Chicago Community
Fund drive for J. Walter Thompson
with Dick Marvin taking care of the
radio end.

offices this week.
H. J. Braun, head
swing and swat of the organization, in town from
at Dorney Park, Allentown, Pa., to- the company's main offices in Chinight.
cago, announced that Smith will assist Bill Ortmann, professional man"Complete Story Hour" of WJJD
Ozzie Nelson has made his home in ager. For the past few years Smith celebrates its 100th broadcast with a
also the busy conductor of the St.
Brendan Choir, which outstanding Hollywood and will confine his year's has been professional manager for studio party and Director Joe Allachoral organization has been much activities solely to his radio commer- Southern.
bough taking the entire cast to see
cial with Harriet Hilliard and Feg
in demand recently.
"The Women" at the Erlanger in the
Merle Pitt, who experimented with afternoon.
Frederick Stark, KHJ conductor, Murray over WJZ and the Blue Netan all-musician's swing band, and
bought himself a house next door to work Sunday nights at 7:30.
Wilbur H. Cummings replaces John
heard recently on a guest shot at the M. Larson as NBC studio field engia golf course so that all he need do
Elisel Grenet, composer of "Mama "Make Believe Ballroom," is being neer. Larson transfers to New York
is step over the backyard fence to
Inez" and more than 400 other rhum- given more time on WNEW. He is staff.
tee off.
Raine Bennett, well known in local bas, will be heard with his Cuban now heard daily at 5-5:30 and SunDave Rose's "Tone Poem" to be
radio circles as a news commentator orchestra regularly via WHN from day at 11:30-12, in a real "jam" ses- played by Chicago Symphony orchestra shortly. Dave is pianist-arranger
and producer, joins the staff of the the Club Yumuri on Thursday even- sion.
Herald-Express as radio editor, re- ings at 10:30.
at NBC here, shortly to leave for
Emery Deutsch, whose orchestra Hollywood, where he has a job with
lieving John Clark, who has been
Mickey Rooney, juvenile film star, opened at Detroit's Book-Cadillac Paramount.
temporarily filling the post, and
succeeding the veteran Gene Inge, does a bit of song writing on the side yesterday, will be heard via CBS
"Dan Harding's Wife," sponsored
who resigned recently to open his and had his "That's What Love Will Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, by National Biscuit on WMAQ, has
own office as a producer and con- Do To You" featured by Hal Kemp for midnight dancing.
been renewed for 13 weeks.
sultant.
Buick Motors is using announceJohn J. Colbert has been made coverage of special events and a Tiny" Ruffner Is
ments on both WENR and WMAQ.
number
of
exclusive
features,
and
news editor at KFWB, succeeding
J. L. Van Volkenburg, WBBM asR. & R. Vice-President sistant manager, to New York on a
Charles "Chuck" Benson, who re- is naturally elated at the audience
response
in
such
brief
period.
a
signed to join Hal Rorke's publicity
business trip.
Raymond R. Morgan Co. has placed
(Continued from Page 1)
staff at CBS.
Colbert also conducts
It's a boy at the Wynn Orrs.
He's
the
transcribed
"Judy
and
Jane"
program
on
several days in Hollywood conferring radio director for Stack-Goble agen"The
Lamplighter"
show
on
KNX,
KSFO,
KOIN
and
with Ruffner, who has been radio
KFWB and will continue that chore
and producer of Swift's "Junior
KMJ on a five-times-weekly schedule, head of the local agency for some cy
in addition to his new duties.
Nurses."
appointment
relieves
The
Survey conducted by the W. R. starting Nov. 1 for Pacific Coast time.
Allen Grant, NBC pianist, has had
Penny Market Research Corp. re- coverage for Folger Coffee. Show Ruffner of active production duties, published a new suite of songs for
veals that KMPC's listening audi- has been on various midwest stations permitting his functioning in a super- children.
visory capacity over producers Ben
ence has been doubled since being for some time.
Hugh Studebaker is spending a
KMPC has a new serial drama, Larson of the Jolson program, Nate week's
taken over by G. S. Richards of
vacation in the Ozarks.
"This
Day
Is
Long",
written
Ralph
by
Clark
Detroit last June, according to Leo
Tufts on the Penner show and
John Gray, formerly of WBBM
Towner
W.
and
featuring
Leslie
general
manager.
Tyson
Andrews, who will produce the new news staff, has moved to Tulsa as
Tyson,
York stage actress, Edward G. Robinson series.
credits the build-up to
increased Claire, New
CBS production man on Barnsdall
stripped
through
Monday
Friday
to
number of live programs, aggressive
At the same time it was revealed "Fun Bug."
at 3:30 p.m. Katherine Taylor, pic- that
the
Robinson - Claire Trevor
Leo Poulette, who uses the name of
ture actress, and George Volger also dramatic half-hour for Rinso, to
Don Harris, has been signed as new
are prominently cast.
precede the Jolson half-hour in the mikeman on WIND. He's due here
Paul Richards, baritone, formerly East at 8-8:30 EST starting Oct. 19, next week from
WHAM, Rochester.
on CBS network shows and with the will not figure in the Jolson reFrances Brewer of KSTP, St. Paul,
Vincent Lopez orchestra, now is heard broadcast for the Pacific Coast. actress
and writer, has been added to
on KMPC each Wednesday at 3:45 Whether Robinson objected to a dual production staff of WJJD, replacing
BETTY
p.m.
schedule of heavy dramatic roles Pauline Hert.
"One of the few positive statewithin a few hours could not be
Ed Knight, WBBM engineer, back
ments that can be made about
learned, but the decision leaves KNX at work after a siege in the hospital.
television at this stage of the game
Community News on WFBR
and other CBS Pacific Coast stations
is that it's sure
to spruce up us
Baltimore A new series of broad- with an open half -hour at 8-8:30
women. From Hoboken to Walla
casts, "Community News and Views," Coast time which had been cleared
Dunning' via Radio
Walla we'll be seeing today's
was recently inaugurated by WFBR for the Rinso airing.
fashions today.
And if it's the
Baltimore
Local tax collector
and is heard every weekday aftertelevision
camera we're facing,
has so much faith in the power of
noon,
Monday through Saturday.

Wednesday night.
Bob Mitchell, whose "Streamline
Swing" electric organ concerts are
a regular KHJ-Don Lee feature, is

Sammy Kaye

will

Made

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
GOODWIN

—

—

instead of the television screen,
then the need for being clothesconscious and figure-conscious will
be even more acute."

Jack Major in New Spot
Presented as a variety show, the
primary purpose of the broadcast is
Jack Major did a guest shot on the
to bring to the air news of commun- CBS variety show, 9:30-10 p.m., last
ity happenings in and around Balti- night.
Next week he will become
the emcee on the show.
more.

radio to get results that he has induced the municipality to buy time
on WBAL for announcements in an
effort to

boost tax collections.
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:

"Carefree Carnival," NBC variety
show, shifts to Hollywood on SunBROWN, formerly of
day for an indefinite stay. Of the
KASA, Elk City, Okla., and
cast, Vera Vague, Charley Marshall, KPDN, Pampa, Tex., is scheduled to
Maestro Meredith Willson, and Pro- report today at KFRO, Longview, as
ducer Arnold Maguire will go there a new announcer. Brown is being

LYMAN

Ned

Tollinger, emcee of the added to the
staff so that no
show for six months, will stay here, announcer will work more than one
going back to his old job in the hour at a time before the microproduction department.
phone. Idea is to have a change in
Larry Allen, of the NBC Artists voice as often as possible.
Service, now working in the sales
to live.

KFRO

department. The program department
is taking over the star booking biz.
Now that ill health has caused
Darrell Donnell, radio editor of Examiner, to temporarily cease his
NBC newscasts, Burton Bennett, announcer, is taking his place.
Guy Sinclair winds up newscasttomorrow.
ing for
Bob Garred, KSFO newscaster,
will journey to Palo Alto on Nov. 6,
to speak before the annual conference of the California Scholastic
Press Association.

KROW

One

the

of

nicest

commercial

NBC's cap is the new acSussman & Wormers Co.
(better known as S. & W.) food
products, which begins a 52-week

Theodore Bell of
merly of the radio

KRSC
staff

and forof Cornish

School of Seattle has been added to
faculty of the University of
Washington, Seattle, as radio speech

WABC

WHOM,

Sundays

Each program

at 11 a.m.

complete in

is

itself.

WHOM

specializes in foreign

ski presided at the microphones for
these special broadcasts.

formerly of
Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, the
has been en- blackface
comedians, are making
gaged as soloist on a new
transcriptions for Alka-Seltzer.
daily program; Monday thru Friday
at 1:30 p.m. broadcast presents a
Mells, Kirk and Howard, the comfifteen minute show.
ics at the Hollywood Restaurant, are
auditioning for a soap sponsor this
Bill Darnell, baritone,

WTAM,

Cleveland,

WNEW

week.

Larry Roller, director of public
events and special features for WHK-

WCLE,

Cleveland, has received a cersigned by Fred P. Cone, governor of the State of Florida, for
meritorious service to the State of
Florida at the Great Lakes Expositificate

Greetings from Radio Daily
Irene Rich

Georgia Backus
Harry Hershfield

Dan Russo
F. C.

Taylor

in annals of the

Rock River

Episcopal conference,
church district which comprises Chicago and all of northern Illinois, was
a broadcast from WROK, Rockford,
where the churchmen met. "Heralds of Destiny," an electrical tran-

SELL 'EM
IF

a young missionary established outposts of the Methodist church in that
country, was put on the air by
during a morning half hour.

.

.

YOU CAN'T

WROK

WSYR,

Nick Stemmler,

Syracuse:

.

W.

E.

.

.

Debnam, reporter

daily

THE RADIO..

the

for

Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch, who has
been doing quarter hour weekly
shots in past seasons, has been signed thrice weekly over WTAR by
Canada Dry Ginger Ale. Feature is

News Index, a
several months.

.

.

organist, are featured in a new thriceweekly series
Bud Squires, street
quizzer and special events man, is
back on the job after a vacation.
.

REACH 'EM

and Peggy Kimball,

ler, staff pianist,

.

held.

New Program

Unique

Methodist

sustainer

INDUSTRY

IS

for

A

FERTILE...

in

Kenneth Owen, announcer-operator language programs and these events
KJBS, has joined the CBS Holly- were highly received by its audiwood staff. Fred Henry, announcer, ences. Ray Marshall, Frank Kreuger,
also went with him to KNX.
Boleslaw Rosalak and Michael KenDarnell on

crisis.

KLZ, Denver: Jack Fitzpatrick,
Columbus Park, Hoboken, on Columbus Day and also sports and news commentator, is
carried a remote last Sunday when back on the job from a 10-day jaunt
Les Weelans,
the Memorial Parade honoring the to football camps
Polish
Generals, Kasimir Pulaski musical director, is reviving "The
and Wladimir Krzyzanowski, was Melody Men," programs of pop melColumbus

at

Bill

labor

.

CBS

¥

YOU CAN'T

round-table discussion of the present

sports announcer, is back on the job
after a honeymoon
Victor Mil-

Doris Fisher, recently signed to a

of

Robinson, Arnold Maguire. The National Players will enact the roles.
Through Emil Brisacher and Staff.
Harry Wickersham, KJBS producconducting a "Crime Quiz"
is
er,

newspaperman "covering" the convention was invited to attend a

the

instructor.

*

KLZ news editor and former Associated Press man, every "big name"

John Buchanan, who has been promotion and traffic manager for Mt.
Rainier and Rainier National Park
in Washington, has resigned to be- scription, in which was dramatized
come public relations director of highlights in the career of Bishop
KMO, Tacoma.
James M. Thoburn of India, who as

contract, is now heard in song
cycles over
on Mondays at
9-9:30 a.m. and Thursdays at 3-3:30
p.m.
This is the same Miss Fisher
series, twice a week, via the NBC who wrote the score for the HollyRed Pacific network on Sunday, 8:15 wood Restaurant last year and for
Titled "I Want a Divorce," the Harlem Uproar House this year.
p.m.
each show of 15-minutes duration She is a daughter of Fred Fisher,
will be complete in itself. First show composer of such hits as "Dardenelpresents the work of Carlton E. la" and "I'm Always Chasing RainMorse, author of "One Man's Fam- bows."
Succeeding dramas will be
ily."
written by Peter B. Kyne, Donald
Jersey City, aired the unHenderson Clarke, Hugh Wiley, Elsie veiling of the Statue of Christopher

feathers in

count

*

* C&ast-to-Coasl #

T-WMista

Scut

.

.

odies of yesteryear slanted at "just
folks" audience, with Spray Coffee &
Spice Co. as sponsor.

KFRO, Longview,
prexy of

James

Tex.:

R.

threw a dinner party at Town Tavern for members of staff including Harold Johnson, Joan Thompson, Edward Bumpas, John C. MacDonald and Travis
Cabiness
Manager Johnson went
to Fort Worth as delegate to the Texas State meeting of Kiwanis
Prexy Curtis attends the San Antonio Dog Show tomorrow and Saturday, and the Houston Dog Show
next Tuesday and Wednesday he's
a St. Bernard fancier.
Curtis,

.

.

station,

.

.

.

KDYL,

Salt
Pioneers,"

Lake

RADIO DAILY

GOES DIRECT

.

—

TO ITS RUSY

"Sons of

City:

morning show
emceed by Elwyn Quinn, is making
the

MARKETAND

early

quite a hit, according to mail returns;
contents include musical offerings,
weather data, livestock news, farm
tion of 1936-37.
and ranch bulletins, etc.
"Pigskin Parade," with Frank Austin as
A broadcast unique in Rocky Moun- sportscaster, salutes teams both musitain Region Radio history was pre- cally and by comment with a fastsented by KLZ during the American moving forecast of games, while sponFederation of Labor convention. At sor distributes the Dick Dunkel Dope
the suggestion of Fred D. Fleming. Sheets as promotion.
.

.

EXECUTIVES

.

*

¥

¥

.

"CACTS

1

about Station KIDO
and

Boise, Idaho

its

Coverage of one of

America's Richest Potential Markets..!
KIDO

covers a primary area

.

.

with a total population of 201,493

homes ... of these

or 49,144 family

response to

.

KIDO

the

first 6

Mail

36,710 are radio equipped.

months of 1937 doubled the

total mail

received during the year 1936!

Compar
Major

i

on

s

cities of

—T wo

Neares t Cit

es

the section give a general idea of per

EXPLANATION:

capita buying intensity for the area.

I

Per Capita Spending is the common measurement
for comparing cities, counties and states. It means
the average spending of the average person during the course of one year at Retail Stores.

—The Comparison by Per Capita

—

Spending
Lake
Utah

Retail
Classification

Boise

.Spokane

Idaho

Washington

Food

$115

$107

$87

186

97

80

General Merchandise

.

Apparel

Automotive

Retail Sales Per Capita Comparison
(BOISE, IDAHO AND UNITED STATES)

Salt
City,

35

40

41

214

85

59

I

—Comparison with State and U.
Average
Per Capita

Food

Filling Stations

55

29

20

Furniture

51

23

32

60

17*

17

Filling Stations ....

49

34

21

25

16

15

96

58

47

Furniture
Building Material
Restaurants

.

.

.

Restaurants

Miscellaneous Retail.

.

Comparison
BOISE,

IDAHO

Spokane,
Salt
*

Lake

NOTE— Country

City,

Utah

.

Miscellaneous Retail
*

1st in

U.

S.

— cities

.

.

.

.

.

$115
35
186
214*

u.

$61

$68
22
38
38

12

38
62
23

55
51
60
49
25
96

of 10,000 population

16

13

10

33
17
11
24

15
19

10

24

and over.

Comparison

508

BOISE

422

IDAHO

Genera! Store Sales Comparison omitted.

'

United States

HURD Advertising Agency, Bridgeport,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

(Compiled by The

Conn.)

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
AFFILIATED WITH NBC-RED AND BLUE NETWORKS

s.

Per Capita

Total Retail Sales Per Capita
$892

Wash

.

.

Drugs

Total Retail Sales Per Capita

Idaho
Per Capita

Boise

Ketail
Classification

Apparel
General Merchandise
Automotive

Building Material

S.

$892
315
265

VOL.

2.

NEW

NO. 75

FCC
WORLD

YORK,

N. Y.,

FRIDAY,

SERIES LISTENERS

Business for

W

I

evening by Martin Block on his
"Make Believe Ballroom" over
-

One out of every four radio homes
reported listening each day to the
World Series broadcasts of Wednesday, Oct. 6, to Saturday, Oct. 9, inclusive, according to the survey made
by The Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting.
The high, says the CAB, was for
Wednesday and Saturday, with a
figure of 27 per cent, while on Fri-

-

WNEW.

inviting

listeners

to

telej

graph

Charges

Oklahoma Campaign

Oklahoma City—The ARTA, which
in an organizing campaign
in this territory, is filing charges with
is

engaged

the National Labor Relations Board
charging KFXR has refused to negotiate,
according to Joseph Harris,
organizer for the labor group. Wage
(Continued on Page 3)

their applications for tickets

"Sunday Swing Session",

be
aired from the International Casino
at 11:30 a.m. Sunday, caused a
jam at Western Union. The station
to

to

received about 1.300 wires in the
single evening, according to the
telegraph company.

NBC CONSUMMATES DEAL

Raised

to $1,100

an Hour

ANA ANNUAL CONVENTION
MOSTLY A CLOSED AFFAIR

Hot Springs,

Va.,

Oct.

27-30,

will

WHN AN

MAKING

ing of contracts

by parties involved.
and WHN have

NBC

Although both

Commercial Set
On 11 Mutual Stations

Polish

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington

— Taking

the

first

defi-

nite step in reorganization program
of the FCC, newly appointed Chair-

man Frank

R. McNinch exploded a
bombshell at his press conference
Twenty-eighth annual meeting of yesterday when he disclosed that by
the Association of National Adver- unanimous vote of the commission it
tisers, to be held at The Homestead, had been decided to abolish the three

devote its first day wholly to closed
meetings to which only members of
ANA will be admitted. This
OUTLET the
applies to both morning and afternoon sessions. The afternoon gathThe NBC-WHN pact, whereby the erings will be divided into groups
latter outlet will be made available
grocery
by
industries,
including
to all NBC sponsors, yesterday was
(Continued on Page 3)
officially consummated with the sign-

(Continued on Page 3)

WOR Basic Daytime Rate

Himself Will Supplant Broadcast,
Telephone and Telegraph Units

j

(Continued on Page 3)

In

FIVE CENTS

1937

McNinch Announces a Board of Six and

U.

.

Announcement made Wednesday

Filing

15.

Merges 3 Divisions

WERE FEWER THIS YEAR

ARTA

OCTOBER

division

plan

—broadcast,
—

telegraph

and telephone in favor of a single
board of six besides himself, effective Nov. 15. With abolishment of
these divisions, the FCC also loses
three directors, R. T. Bartley, tele(

Continued on Page 3)

BROADCASTERS PLEASED
Butcher Leaves NBC
To Rejoin Own Concern
Jesse Butcher, who left his own
radio production and managerial firm
to join NBC station relations department some time ago, has resigned
to rejoin his former partner Bruce

WITH NAB STAND ON ATM

Majority of the broadcasters who
attended the NAB Special Meeting,
Catro-Lek Laboratories, through
voiced the opinion before leaving
Chambers & Wiswell, Boston, on Suntown that the resolution adopted by
is
so far as its basic daytime rate
day will start a new series of Polish Chapman of Chapman-Butcher Inc. the NAB board of directors in regard
concerned and the first increase in musical programs on 11 Mutual sta- In addition to radio shows on the
to an AFM stand was an excellent
1935, tions (WGN, WOR, WAAB, CKLW, air handled by the concern, several
its evening tariff since May,
idea and much more important, with
(Continued on Page 3)
when the outlet went to 50,000 watts.
(Continued on Page 3)
two possible exceptions, than the
(Continued on Page 2)
business transacted at the open ses-

WOR

has upped its rate card for
the first time since Aug. 1, 1929, in

v

Godfrey's Good Deed
An hour after midnight tonight,

Elliott

Roosevelt on Coast

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington Elliott Roosevelt, general manager of Hearst stations in

—

Godfrey inaugurates eight
continuous hours of broadcasting for Texas, is here for conferences with
Ford Billings, who holds a similar
the benefit of the Red Cross over
WJSV, Washington. He will play rank in the Hearst west coast setup.
several
recordings, sing, etc., and will answer Roosevelt will be in town
requests from fans only when ac- days, but denies that any particular
companied by a promise to join the significance is attached to his visit.
Arthur

Waxing

30

"Kay White"

RADIO DAILY
— Associated
Cinema

(Continued on Page 2)

West Coast Bureau,

Los

Angeles

CBS Workshop

Starting
Studios is waxing 30 five-minute
disks of the Los Angeles Soap Co.'s
Regional
Unit
"Kay White" for the Barnes-Chase
Co.
Produced by Art Fulton, the
Columbia Workshop yesterday anseries is a continuation of earlier
sequences for use on a number of nounced the establishment of a new

on

Midwestern

stations.

Red Cross. He will be assisted by
Johnny Salb at the organ.

WCAO

be heard on a 13-week trial
over WCAO, Baltimore. The

unit, to

basis

building of additional units locally

on 3 x4' Screen
Demonstrated by RCA

(Continued on Page 3)

Television
Full

Basket

Schenectady— "The Market Basket," presented by Martha Brooks
over WGY, Monday through Saturday, is now running at an all
time high with 26 of the 30 available weekly commercial periods
b-jing sponsored by 11 varied concerns. Oldest sponsor on the program is Rival Dog Foods with a
continuous airing oi two years.

Is

First demonstration of the RCA
projection tube in the reception of
a broadcast television program took
place last night on the tower of the
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Empire State Building with the sendLos Angeles More than 50 episodes ing of a program received from the
already have been recorded at Asso- NBC studios back to the RCA Buildciated Cinema Studios in May Rob- ing.
son's "Lady of Millions" for Bauer &
An enlarged picture, approximately
Black, according to Frank Purkett, 3x 4 feet, was thrown on the screen

50 Episodes Completed
In May Robson Series

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Nutty News
Miami, Fla.— Under the title of
"The News Distorter," news of
the day is being given a more or
less odd twist in a new series
over WIOD. Program airs at 6:40
p.m. daily with "dizxy news from
a daffy world" in a light and satirical

vein.

from

the

it a
and

Dialers find

calamitous

serious news.

relief

other

V

2
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50 Episodes Completed
Broadcasters Pleased
In May Robson Series
With NAB Stand on
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

AFM

1|

v.p.

New

Being Announced Shortly

1879.

3,

With two and a half months remaining before Amos 'n' Andy are

FINANCIAL
(Thursday,

Oct.

14)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Net

Low

High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

22
1/2

20
2H/2

41 3,4
185/8
83/8

395'8
18
75/8

21

American

.

RCA Common

NEW

25V4
YORK CURB
2

Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

...

39'/8
lSVfe
73,4

Vi

25/8
1

2H/2

9V2

2

12%

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

Chg.

—
—
—
— %
—

V2

20

9i/

10

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

North

Close
151

154'/2 151 Vi

Tel.

.

Vz
Vb

11% 2
23y 231/,
EXCHANCE
^4
1% -

V4

1 1

Vi

2

1/4

1

1

Vi

Bid
8

Asked

1

1

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

91/2

W.

BIGGIE

and

LEVIN,

GOMG

Chicago

talent manager,
business.
He
for the pre-

scheduled to switch sponsors, Pepsodent is understood to be announcing
its new show within the next two
weeks.
After numerous auditions,
sponsor is now weeding out scripts
submitted, and has revealed that a
selection will be made shortly. Present set-up has been on the air for
sponsor since 1928, and on NBC since
1929.
Amos 'n' Andy begin airing
for Campbell Soup on Jan. 1.
Lord
& Thomas is the agency.

of the gavel is considered to
have offered full opportunity to all
who wished to talk, with the result
that about all of the radio men
checked out feeling better, according

NAB

to several
to feel out the

Raised

to $1,100

an Hour

who

sought

as they

left.

While differences of opinion still prevail as to whether the NAB should
have taken action sooner on the AFM,
held that the NAB knowing that
to a certain extent it was incapable
of handling the matter to suit all
factions and groups, did the right
thing by letting each group with the
same interests decide for itself what
it is

wanted

it

WOR Basic Daytime Rate

officials

members

to do.

Independent station men have gone
back home to take up a policy of
"watching and waiting" as to the
AFM. As stated in these columns

program

with

over NBC.
W. E. PLUMMER of the firm of Clenn D.
Gillett has arrived on the Pacific Coast from
Washington, via the Panama Canal, on an
extended trip for the purpose of contracting
radio engineering work.
WILLIAM R. BAKER JR. has arrived in Hollywood to supervise the radio activities of Benton
& Bowles.
JIM ROGERS, Lord & Thomas account executive
on Lucky Strikes, is on the Coast for
huddles with Tom McAvity and Jack Runyon
on the new Warner show for his account.
GRACE MOORE leaves Hollywood tomorrow,
She will fill concert
bound for New York.
engagements on the Chicago Opera and General
Motors radio programs. Due back on the Coast
'or a
new Columbia picture the first of the

the

and g.m. of the studio. George
sions Tuesday and Wednesday. ConGodfrey is directing, and Dorothy
sensus of opinion is that President
Farrar, Cliff Carpenter, Alton Phillips
John Elmer's method of presiding
and Charles Girard are recent cast
was far better than if he had taken
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order. additions.
The series starts airing a strict parliamentary position,
inasRADIO Monday night over KNX and a
communications
to
all
Address
much as the broadcasters came there
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
nationwide
group
of
CBS
stations.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
to express their views and if held
HollyCable address: Filmday. New York.
down would have regarded the prowood. Calif— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
ceedings with suspicion and distrust.
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Pepsodent Program
Entered as" second class matter April 5,
Elmer's tolerant and patient han1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
dling
under the act of March

COminG

arrives in New York today on
goes to Philadelphia on Monday
miere of the American Banks

:

:

:

NBC and Mutual

James C. Petrillo, having attached CBS production men, sound
effects and announcers as affiliates of the local Musicians' Union, is tackling
NBC and Mutual before leaving for New York tomorrow to renew the fight
to bring radio stations to terms with the AFM.
He has appointments with
Niles Trammell of NBC and W. E. MacFarlane of Mutual.

Philadelphia

Orchestra

year.

DEWEY LONG, WBT
turned
trip

sales manager, has reCharlotte from a two-day business
Atlanta, where he was working on two

to

to

special campaigns.

BOAKE CARTER

go

will

to

Boston

to

speak

Svmphony Hall on Tuesday evening.
BOB RIPLEY is due to stop off in Chicago
next Monday and Tuesday on his way to Coast.

in

RAY VENTURA,

French band leader, music
and night club operator, sails from
today on the Normandie.
LAWRENCE GILLIAN, feature and drama producer for British Broadcasting Corp., is being
sent from England to the Canadian Broadcasting
publisher

New

York

Corp.
Green,

He

recent visit of
representative of

the

follows

American

North

Copyright

Bill to

Washington Bureau,

Felix

BBC.

Try

RADIO DAILY

Washington — Senator

Duffy will
try to obtain hearings on the controversial copyright bill when the
special session opens Nov. 15, it is
learned at his office here.

Educational Series on NBC
some of them are taking
nationally
Hale,
Florence
Dr.
be ready to negotiate if
they have to, but most of them will known educator and radio chairwait to be called upon by the nearest man of the National Education Assn.,
AFM local union officials and will will be heard in a new series of
do nothing until they absolutely weekly programs, which she will
conduct in the manner of a radio
have to.
column on matters of educational
interest, beginning tomorrow at 11Emily Earl Joins
11:15 a.m., over NBC-Red.
Discussing problems in modern edEmily Earl, actress and soloist, has
been signed by
and will ap- ucation as they relate to the teacher,
pear regularly on the Pat Barnes the parent and the pupil, Dr. Hale
series beginning Oct. 22.
Program will base her weekly column on
questions brought up by the listenis heard at 9:30-10 p.m.
ing audience through the medium of
yesterday,

WJJD

Zion Tabernacle on

— Zion

Gospel Tabernacle of
Zion, 111., inaugurates a series of
weekly half -hours at 2-2:30 p.m.
Thursdays over WJJD, with the Rev.
G. K. Neal in charge of the program.
Malcolm-Howard Agency of Chicago
Detroit

placing the schedule.

is

English Lessons on

WOV

."The Elementary School of the
Air," designed to teach English to
listeners, will
at 11:15 a.m.
a weekly basis.

Italian

over

WOV

NBC

means

1)

New

rates are effective Nov. 14, with
the usual protection to present advertisers for 52 weeks from that date.

New

rates (Card No. 12) call for
$1,100 per hour between hours of
6 p.m. and 11:15 p.m., $660 for halfhour and $440 for 15 minutes. Rate
(daily except Sunday) for 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. is $600 per hour, $360 for a
half and $240 for a quarter-hour.
Sunday noon to 6 p.m. is $825 per
hour. $495 a half and $330 for quarter-

be resumed hour. Rebates and discounts remain
tomorrow on the same.
Current WOR Card (No. 11) calls

Spelling Bee

NBC

The

(Continued from Page

Returning

Spelling Bee,

old-fash-

for $925 per hour for evening hours
and $500 for daytime, with Sunday,
noon to 6 p.m. $667 per hour.

"March
In

Joyce
Joyce
club

Howard Signed by CBS
Howard,

singer,

radio

yesterday

and

was

night
signed

the.

of

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A. M.

6

TO

7:30

P.

M.

WOR

KFRO
a

Time" Party
of

the

switch

Time" from CBS

to

floor of the

RCA

for

Longview, Tex—KFRO has added
Chevrolet truck to be used as shortIt will

O'Dea Named Commissioner
Richard
of

Show

Complete talent was set yesterday
by CBS for the new Chrysler Corp.
show which starts today over WABC
and will be heard weekly at 7:15-7:30
p.m.
Program, entitled "Chrysler
Sports Parade," will feature Frank
G. Menke, John Reed King and Ann
Leaf, organist. Columbia Artists Inc.
set deal with Lee Anderson Adv.,
Detroit.

relay and sound truck.

Maypole Announcing on

—Roy

Maypole

Chicago

writer-producer,
staff

Jr.,

WCFL
young

now on the anWCFL, the voice

is

of

NBC- KTVL.

Building following

Chrysler

fan mail.

Gets Sound Truck

be equipped with RCA ACT-120 nouncing
shortwave transmitter, and will be of labor.
of ready
Nov. 1 under call letters

Blue at 8:30 last night, Time Inc.
gave a cocktail party on the 64th

Cast

near future.

of

celebration

"March

under the exclusive management of the broadcast.
Columbia Artists Inc. She will be
placed on her own sustaining series
in

WOR

wave

spelling
match, with Paul
Wing at the helm, returns Sunday
at 1:30 p.m. over NBC-Blue.

ioned

to

WNEW,

missioner
N.

O'Dea, vice-president
has been appointed Comof Finance of Paterson,
E.

J.

barry Mckinley
IN

"CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS"
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

Ruth Barry Joins

BBDO

Ruth Barry of Kenyon & Eckhardt
resigns from the agency today to
the publicity staff of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn as assistant
to Oliver P. Newman. Mary Watson
press staff
formerly of the
has been made a copywriter.
join

BBDO

GRIFFIN
"TIME
MONDAY

TO SHINE"
7-7:30 P.M. EST

WEAF-NBC Network

Friday. October

15.

1937
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RADIO DAILY
New

Tube
Demonstrated by

FCC MERGES DIVISIONS

ANA

Television

(Continued from Page

INTO A BOARD OE SIX

RCA

Annual Convention

Mostly

A

Closed Affair NBC CONSUMMATES DEAL

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

by the projection tube. Recent ad- products, drugs, petroleum, distilled
vances made in black and white tel- liquor, insurance, industrial adver(Continued from Page 1)
evision picture transmission and regraph; A. G. Patterson, telephone, ception also were shown by RCA. tisers et al. Evening session of the
and John T. Killeen, broadcast divi- The NBC television transmitter re- first day will be devoted to busision, all of whom were highly rec- cently was equipped with a new ness
including
of the association,
ommended by the chairman.
antenna system which is expected election of officers.
"Some of reasons underlying this to materially improve the field test
Thursday (Oct. 28) will see an
fundamental change in organization transmissions.
policy are that experience has shown
Demonstration was held in con- innovation in ANA meetings, with
that to subdivide small commission nection with the convention of the the session on that day closed to
has a divisive effect and tends away Society of Motion Picture Engineers, all but ANA members and their infrom cooperation and mutual under- and President David Sarnoff of RCA
vited agency representatives. Speak"Assign- addressed the group.
standing," said McNinch.
ment of such important work as has
The New RCA cathode-ray tube of ers scheduled include John Benson,
heretofore been handled by divisions intense brilliance enabled the pro- president of American Association of
Agencies;
Donald S.
theoretically composed of three com- jection of moving images in black and Advertising
missioners, but in fact functioning white on the 3x4-ft. screen, marking Shaw, McCann-Erickson Inc.; Gordon
with two commissioners because of the first demonstration of a broad- E. Cole, Cannon Mills Inc.; B. C.
impracticability of chairman's keep- cast television program on such a Duffy, BBD&O Inc., and M. H. Leister,
Sun Oil Co. Thursday afternoon dising himself currently informed and screen.
attending meetings, has resulted in
Addressing the engineers, Sarnoff cussion will include radio by the
two members of the Commission car- pointed out that although television same group, also newspapers and
There will be no
rying an unnecessary load of re- progress seems slow at times, and other media.
sponsibility and exercising an unde- "television today is an unfinished speakers at this session.
sirably large portion of power and product," the size of the screen has
Broadcasting executives and repfunctions of the Commission, while been increased from approximately resentatives of other media will be
other
commisat same time denying
5x8 inches to 7x10, and in addition among the invited guests on Friday
sioners any practical opportunity to important progress has been made (Oct. 29), when the meeting will
participate in decisions."
in projecting pictures 3x4 feet on a be an open one, but admission will
McNinch made it clear that action screen.
be by invitation only for the above
was not merely taken because of his
Television programs will cost much and to advertisers and their agencies.
own suggestion, but was decided more than present radio shows, Sar- Several speakers are set for the
upon after many hours of debate on noff stated, and this constituted a Friday session, including Dr. Alexpart of all concerned.
tele problem as formidable as the ander Dye, chief of the Bureau of
"A commission functioning as technical problems yet to be solved. Foreign and Domestic Commerce;
such," McNinch added, "has benefit A program technique also must be Dean
Donham, of the Harvard
of free discussion and exchange of worked out, and advertisers must be Graduate School of Business; Arthur
views. It learns better to cooperate, provided with assurance that the Kudner
of
Arthur Kudner Inc.;
Commissioners gain a better under- more costly medium will be worth Lewis Brown, president of Johnsstanding of each other, and they in- the expense, he added.
Manville Corp., and Mrs. W. D.
fluence and share in every imporBoth film and live talent were used Sporborg, chairman of the Legislative
tant responsibility."
for the demonstration. Show includ- Committee of the General Federation
Asked if he would support pro- ed two dramatic sketches written for of Women's Clubs. Luncheon speaker
posal of Senator Wheeler to divorce television, harp solos by Margaret will be Frank Kent, Washington cornewspapers
from
radio
stations, Brill, a comedy skit by Herman and respondent.
Chairman McNinch declared that al- Banta and a newsreel. The show
Officials of the ANA are highly
though he was interested in all leg- was picked up by iconoscope cameras enthusiastic about the speakers and
islation pertaining to radio, matter in the NBC studios at Radio City, re- their subjects, and are of the opinion
at present time was one which in layed by coaxial cable to the Em- that the meeting will prove one of
his opinion Senate should decide.
pire State Tower transmitter, and the most interesting and helpful to
McNinch stated there would be no broadcast from there back to the date.
other changes in personnel for the RCA Building.
present and that, if anything, it was
his impression the Commission was
Butcher Leaves

WHN AN OUTLET

MAKING

(Continued from Page 1)

not as yet issued an official confirmation, it was learned by RADIO DAILY
that Herbert Petty, who has handled
negotiations for WHN, will issue a
statement within the next two days
regarding the deal.
Only word to
come from station was that deal does
not make
an affiliated station
of NBC, but is only a pact whereby
NBC may offer sponsors an extra
outlet in New York.
Exact starting date for new set-up
is not as yet known, but it is understood that several national sponsors
have already included
in sta-

WHN

WHN

tion

lists.

WHN

There

is

a possibility that

will make bow on NBC next
Tuesday carrying the Packard Mardi

Gras.
It has also been learned that
pact will in no way affect the

wire

affiliation

which

CBS Workshop

WHN

NBC

WLW

now

has.

Starting

Regional Unit on

WCAO

(Continued from Page 1)

throughout the country now depends
on the results achieved on WCAO.
Irving Reis, director of the CBS show,
will be general supervisor of the new
units, and Sidney Paul has been
named to direct the Baltimore venture.

Polish

On

Commercial Set
11 Mutual Stations

(Continued from Page 1)

WFIL, WCLE, WEAN, WICC, WSPR,

WCAE

and WKBW), 12:15-12:30 p.m.
Program, originating from Boston,
will plug Catro Balsam.

NBC

understaffed.
Beside the new chairman, those
acting upon the reorganized commission will include T. A. M. Craven,
George Henry Payne, Eugene O.
Sykes, Thad H. Brown, Paul A.

World Series Listeners
Were Fewer This Year

To Rejoin

Own

Concern

(Continued from Page

new

political

time

1)

contracts

have

(Continued from Page 1)

recently been signed.
Butcher said that the most cordial
Walker, former Governor Norman S. day the audience dropped to 20 per
cent.
relationship exists between himself
Case and T. J. Slowie, secretary.
In the 1935 Detroit-Chicago World and NBC officials, but since it apSeries (sponsored by Ford) the av- peared that the network expansion
erage size of the audience for four plans were being curtailed as a matAlberta Hunter With Sears
Alberta Hunter, Negro torch sing- week-days was approximately 32 per ter of policy, for the time being at
least, he felt it would be a good
er,
will be featured in a weekly cent.
opportunity for him to go back into
series with Jerry Sears and his Orbusiness on his own. Butcher was
chestra starting today at 6:35-6:45
Filing
formerly press department head for
p.m. over NBC-Red.

ARTA
In

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. 60th St., N.Y.C.
COI. 5-7366-7

Charges

Oklahoma Campaign
(Continued from Page

1)

demands are
wanted by ARTA. Union has made
contact with KOMA, lining up entire
announcing, engineering and
continuity staffs.
Station management is awaiting advice from New
increases

York.

and

other

CBS.

MRS.

MARTIN

JOHNSON

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

CLARK

GETTS, INC.

H.

WALDORF-ASTORIA

JESSICA DRAGONETTE
1/LOW

OH

.
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APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WLAP, Lexington, Ky. CP to increase
power to 500 watts,
KW. LS. 610 kc,
unlimited.

Broadcasting Co., Mansfield, O.
new station. 1370 kc, 100 watts,

WCOP,

Boston. Temp. auth. to operate
sunset on special dates for election purposes.
local

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Oct. 28:
West Texas Broadcasting Co.,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
CP for new station.
1380 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Wichita Broadcasting Co., Wichita Falls.
CP for new station. 620 kc, 250 watts,

KW.

LS.,

unlimited.

Broadcasting

Co.,
Inc.,
Wichita
station. 1380 kc, 1 KW.,

Faith

•

CP for new
KW. LS„ unlimited
KFPL, Dublin, Tex

Falls.
5

assignment of
license to
WFTX, Inc., and change frequency to 1500 kc. 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

and DONALD
on General Motors Concert, Oct. 17 (NBC-Blue, 8

Vol.

Pepsodent.
their
for

S. Osborne, Jr., Fresno, Cal.
station.
1400 kc, 500 watts,

Chase

feature

rushed

Waterloo Times-Tribune Pub. Co., Waterla.
CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
daytime.

watts,

WREN,
fer

Lawrence,

Kan.

of Corp.
1220
LS., share time.

control

KW.

Auth.
kc, 1

to

NEW CALL LETTERS
KWLK, Twin City Broadcasting
Long View, Wash.
WGRM (formerly WMFN), P. K.
Grenada,

trans-

KW.,

5

Corp.

Miss.

go

will

a Ruthrauif & Ryan account

to

is

an

negotiating for

wax an

air

Abbey Theater Players

audition

—

on the
to

his

NBC .... Ben

NBC .... Igor

MGM
in

at

show a

left

the

Ga

Lux

la

AND REVEL

dust Revue," Oct. 17 (Mutual, 8 p.m.).

are also being offered

was

Bernie's

in

town

for

TOMMY DORSEY and EDITH
WRIGHT, on "Sunday Swing Concert," Oct. 17 (WNEW, 11:30 a.m.).
HENRY FONDA, on "Movie Club,"

a few

next air sponsor will
.

.

4

.

.

.

.

Mrs. Peter

.lean Sablon

there .... Irving Brecher won't

set

go

to

the

to

writers'

staff

8 p.m.).

CLARK GABLE,
born

Hour,

Oct.

on Chase & San17

(NBC-Red,

8

p.m.).

Starting with next week's Walter O'Keefe show.

and Lanny are

(WHN,

tonight

Van Steeden

ago to recover from a pneumonia attack....
bandstand of Roseland to attend the funeral

SPENCER TRACY, in radio version of "Arrowsmith," on Lux Theater, Oct. 25 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

Jack

—

but to Jolson's .... Raymond Paige has been signed
and appear in Bobby Breen's next flicker. "Lucky Star".
Al Shayne is slated for a shot on "Hammerstein Music Hall" late this
month .... Louis Sobol has been asked to place his "john hancock" on a
contract calling for two 1 S-minute coast-to-coast appearances weekly .... Ed
Sullivan and Leonard Lyons are two other columnists in the throes of

Benny

and GORDON
on Benny Davis "Star-

FRANCES FAYE,

—using

Gorin has been signed as permanent

show beginning Nov.

12 hours

p.m.)

be sponsored by

the terms submitted are agreed upon.

if

Bermuda

mother

will

it

JAMES

write the music

VIOLA

KIRKWOOD,

PHILCO and ADELE ROWLAND,
"Hammerstein
22

Musical

Hall,"

RETHBERG,

Chesterfield program, Oct. 20
9 p.m.).

prospective aircasting.

on

Oct.

(CBS, 8 p.m.).

ELIZABETH

• • • Nadine Conner will go from "Show Boat" to the new
Maxwell House show
Menasha Skulnick, one of the funniest
.

Leonard Kapner, WCAE general
manager, will trot the aisle of matrimony with Dorothy Yellig.
Art Lewis, former Pittsburgh radio man, doing a swell job on the
sales staff at WOC, Davenport.
Elsie Lichtensul, Pittsburgh's first
lady of Radio doing a one a week

Rhea's Bakery
over WCAE on Sundays.
Charles Roe, former announcer on
WCAE, has been made a member of
staff
of
station's
production
the
which Cliff Daniels is head.
"Romance
Backstage,"
commercial, now has Bob Sherwood
handling the tenor spot. Also Nancy
Martin and John Mitchell besides
regular dramatic staff. Show is produced by Dave Olsen and written
Digest"

show

soloists

on
(CBS,

Ewing,

PITTSBURGH

"News

stars ....

Fletcher Henderson

Lucille

loo,

and

be a cigar firm

CP

Bulletin,

air

.Theater Guild

.

gets another spot on

un-

unlimited.

.

stories

of

Bend, Ore.
CP for new
1310 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

Bend
station.

Mouse"

guestar shots on variety shows .... Don Bestor

hours to

DICKSON,

Despite the general belief (and printed reports, too) that Walt

Rinso or Lifebuoy), rest assured that

(possibly

unlimited.
for new
limited.

•

•

Disney's "Mickey

daytime.

1

Hollywood,"

HELEN JEPSON

APPLICATIONS DENIED
Richland

from

and FIELDS, on George

Jessel's "30 Minutes in
Oct. 17 (Mutual, 6 p.m.).

1

for

1937

GUEJT-ING

it

ACTIVITIES

CP

15,

for

WCAE

by Frank Seidel.

.

.

Women's Club

Airing
women's clubs of Western
Montana participate in a new weekly
airing over KGVO, Missoula, Mon-

.

All the

comics on the Jewish stage has been signed for the "Rise of the
Goldbergs" show .... Though the NAB meet broke up Wednesday
afternoon, many remained in town and visited the Hollywood where
they danced the "Big Apple" with the chorines to Leon Navara's

and Rita Rio's bands.... How to interview Silent Rattan, a deaf
and dumb wrestler, was a problem faced by Francis "Jake" Higgins,
WLBC sports announcer in Muncie .Undaunted, Higgins prepared
a number of queries which could be answered by a nod of the head
and movement of hands ... ."Jake's" only mistake was when he
asked the wrestler his favorite hold and Rattan gave a demonstration by tieing the announcer into a knot! .... Frank Lewis has been
engaged to handle the publicity and campaign arrangements for
the Broadway division of the non-partisan League sponsoring the
re-election of Mayor LaGuardia and election of Thomas E. Dewey.
.

.

tana.
Show deals with matters of
interest to mothers, and large feminine audience is reported, despite
short time of program on airwaves.

.

All-Jewish Interviews

WLTH

—

•

•

•

lane Wyatt

is

scheduled

show .... Mickey

to

succeed Rosalind Russell on the

and lack Henderson resign from
Rockwell-O'Keefe tomorrow .... Gregory Coleman and Al Jacobs will go
into the music publishing business .... "We, The People" will be converted
into short subjects and produced independently .... Gladys Swarthout goes
on Hollywood "Mardi Gras" Nov. 2 with Amos 'n' Andy set for the next
show and Fred Allen in between .... Arthur Mundorff, former engineer for
CBS. has been shifted to production.
Mack Green is with Remick now.
.... Teddy Bergman is in charge of radio for Sound Masters Inc
Leo
Reisman will use Ed Smalle's choir on his Lucky audition .... Adele Allerhand has joined Columbia Pictures .... Mack Millar is suing Ray Noble on
Silver

Theater

Aldrich

I

:

last night aired for the first
time an all-Jewish man-on-the-street
program. Victor Packer, in charge
of Jewish programs, conducted the
show, which will be heard weekly at

45-7 p.m. Samuel Gellard, president
of the station, made the introductory

6:
;

remarks on the opener.

Robinson Recording Moves

—

Philadelphia Robinson Recording
Laboratories have moved into new
center-city quarters in the WIP studio building. New spot will boast
$12,000 in latest equipment.

—

.

Greetings from Radio Daily
October 15
Vivian Fridell
Bob Trout
Don Bigelow
Joseph Koestner
Maurice Harbater
Ransom M. Sherman
October 16
Wilfred Lytell

October 17
Helen Choat
Irene Noblette
Roger Kinne
lack Owens
Stevens Field

the coast for 700 bucks .... Jerry
.... "Mr. Ripple Goes
Andre Kostelanetz is

the

tag of "King".

at the

.

.

Wald

is

to

Town"

in

the hospital for

now

producer-writer for Warners.

Shep Fields on the screen ....
a minor op and signed in under
.Rose Blaine and Tiny Wolf replaced Frances Faye
will introduce

Yacht Club .... Eddie Elkins gets an

MBS

wire from there .... Mrs.

wears a Bulova wrist watch .... her husband is star of the
Gruen show. .. .Incidentally, show will be split in three hereafter with
Joe

Rines

Sheila Barrett

McNamee

and

Joe Rines supplying

reading the plugs only.

10 for Uncle

Don

.

drama and comedy and Graham

Uncle Don (Don Carney)
next

month

year

celebrates

of

WOR

his

tenth

Several schools
"Uncle Don Day."

radio.

in

will
observe
while a giant children's show will
be staged at the New Amsterdam
Roof, as part of the anniversary
schedule which will run through
November.
A "celebration com-

mittee"

has been formed by

Treadwell.
tator.

more

writer

and

Bill

commen-

Uncle Don to date has made
than
consecutive
4.500

broadcasts.
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NEW PECGEA/HS-I t)CAX

Cfticaacr

Home

"Carefree
THE
moves from

Carnival,"

Classes By Radio
WTAR's "Stork Club"
A full week of high school radio Newest WTAR, Norfolk, feature is
lessons were broadcast recently by the "Stork Club", heard Tuesday
WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss., in coopera- evenings at 7: 15 and no relation to
which
Aloysius
tion with the faculty of St.

San Francisco to High School. Students, listening in
Hollywood permanently on Sunday, at home, were instructed to bring
has had Lois January and Zarova, in written radio assignments at end
vocalists, added to the regular cast
of week. Ninety per cent responded,
by NBC, and Ben Alexander set as the remainder lacking either interest
emcee.
or radios. Pupils were reported to
KMTR has a new 45-minute varie- have enjoyed the experiment, while
ty show handled by Frank Robinson parents said that as result they had
Brown set on a Tuesday through Sat- better understanding of teaching
urday schedule at 11:45 to mid- methods, were thus better able to
nite.
Airing from the Hollywood help their children. Faculty enjoyed
Knickerbocker, and welcomes all absence of pupils' questions, found
comers on a catch-as-catch-can pat- medium effective.
tern.
final episode of Kay Van Ripcurrent series of "English Coronets" will be heard over KHJ-Mu-

Scavenger Hunt

The

The

swing music. Although planned to
start some weeks ago, idea was just
okayed by Norfolk General Hospital,
from the maternity ward of which
the programs originate.
Announcers Jeff Baker and John
Carl Morgan have been interviewing

new mammas, and, whenever
possible, the new papas. The mothers

the

seem

to take to the broadcast as a lot
of fun, but to date the fathers have
been rather mike-shy. Only difficulty
so far is that the young 'uns have

been asleep when shows have been
aired, so local color is rather hard
to get across.

"Scavenger

Hunt," popular
party stunt in which players are exNew "Down Beat" Program
tual on Sunday night. Every member pected to corral certain articles withThose who enjoy modern music
of Miss Van Riper's original support- in stated time limit, has been streamand want facts on ork leaders and
ing cast will be on the program. lined for radio by WBAL, Baltimore.
Among these are Duane Thompson, Chief Huntsman Garry Morfit reads name bands find it all on the new
Ted Osborne, Fred McKaye, Johnny list of articles into microphone for "Down Beat" program, airing over
er's

—

Gibson, Fred Harrington, Gale Gordon and Charles Carroll.
Gino Severi, KFAC musical director, will present Gilbert Fraser, Atwater Kent medalist who has been
singing and studying abroad for the
past four years, in his first Los Angeles appearance over KFAC Saturday night at 7:15-7:30.
The Edward G. Robinson broadcasts will be from the Wilshire Ebell
Theater.
Phil Ohman is reported
set for the musical end of the dramatic half-hour which is coupled
with Al Jolson's half hour for RinsoLifebuoy.

Back

from personal appearances
Northwest, the Morgan Family troupe is again functioning on
KNX every morning except Sunday.
Charlotte Murrie is a new blues
singer heard on KFAC regularly,
in the

and the same station presents other
new voices in a trio called "The Melodiers," with Frieda Stoll, soprano,
Catherine Toomay, contralto, and
Robert Ballagh, young lyric tenor.
"Preview Tonight" is back on
KECA after a month's absence due
complicated schedules.
Beatrice
Benaderat and Hanly Stafford have

to

the leading roles in the series written by John Boylan and produced
by Don Clark.

NBC is closing a short term lease
on the El Capitan Theater. Current
congestion

the

addition

Hollywood Boulevard

the
to

inspires

NBC

new

present

studios

facilities

remedy the

legit

of

instance, a street car transfer, some
hard-to-get picture, perhaps a dog
of peculiar ancestry.
Enterprising
dialers are given one hour in which
to report in person at the studio with
the objects.
Cash award to first in

with

all articles.

"Deserving of Credit"
Persons "Deserving of Credit" for
acts
of
heroism or other major
achievement are asked to tell their
stories
in
new program over
a
WAAF, Chicago, sponsored by the
Newart Company. John L. Sullivan,
radio production manager of the Malcolm - Howard Advertising Agency,
produces the show and acts as emcee.
Persons interviewed get award from
sponsor.

SATURDAY, OCT.
program,

SUNDAY, OCT.
Modern

Food

Process

7:30-8.

17

program,

NBC-

"Rising Musical Stars," with
Smallens,
10-10:30
NBC-Red,

Alexander
p.m.

Raymonds
tages, CBS,

1

Lloyd

Inc.
(cosmetics),
:45-2 p.m.

Pan-

Spelling Bee (sustaining), returns to
NBC-Blue, 1 :30 p.m.

MONDAY, OCT.
Wm.
Warden

R.

Warner Co.

Lewis

E.

(Sloan's

Lawes,

to

Liniment),
Prison

"Behind

of

and Norbert

E.

"Kitty
Bibon,

Evanston banker, are

to be married
Saturday. She will continue her radio work.
Bess Johnson, back from a hop to
New York, reports that she goes to
work for new Colgate-PalmolivePeet daytime show, through Benton
& Bowles, in New York Nov. 1.

Marge Kerr, Tom Fizdale's first
aide here, not getting along so well
after appendicitis operation and still
confined at home.

will be resumed this fall.
Harvey & Howe Inc., home eco-

Get the Most Out of Life,"

Blue,

(sustaining),

4:30-5 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCT. 24
Radio Newsreel, Cummer Products,
Red, 3-3:30 p.m.
Lutheran Hour, Mutual, 4:30-5 p.m.
Barbasol, Mary Jane
Mutual, 8-8:15 p.m.

nomics consultant concern, will
launch an hour's cooking school on
CBS, WBBM, tomorrow. Program
is expected to attract participating food
Eleanor Howe will be the
conductor.
Patricia Ann Manners debuts as a
NBC- movie commentator on WBBM, Sun-

Clubs,

NBC- sponsors.

day.

29

Walsh and

ST.

orchestra,

LOUIS

KWK

1

Bowey's Inc., (Dari-Rich drink), "Terry
and the Pirates," NBC-Red, Mon., Tue.,

NBC-Blue, 10-10:30 p.m.
Wed., 5:15-5:30 p.m.
American School of the Air, (sustaining),
"Brave New World"
CBS, 2:30-3 p.m.
operation with U. S.
American Banks program, with Philadel- 10:30-11 p.m.
phia Orchestra, NBC-Blue, 9-10 p.m.
Bars,"

Inc.",

orchestra.

headliner

WIND

Tues. and Thur., 10:30-10:45 a.m.
General Federation of
Women's

MONDAY, NOV.

18

Kay,

WBBM

FRIDAY, OCT.

NBC

Keene

Stein's

WBBM

"Education for Living"

Sealtest Inc.,

Maurie
Joan

WGN

"How

16

CBS,

Blue, 4:45-5 p.m.

house

until the
situation.

Co.

is singing at
the Chez Paree is doing sustainers
over NBC to the accompaniment of

Sheila Graham, Hollywood commentator, now is flying here each
Monday for her appearance on the
Campana Vanity Fair
She
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., under the hops right back to coastshow.
the same
direction of Ruth Royal. Miss Royal night.
interviews visiting musical celebriHarold Stokes,
dance orties, gives lowdown on local musi- chestra
director, has sold his motor
cians, and for the actual songs uses yacht. Plans
to try farming.
local talent and transcriptions, in adRos Metzger, radio director of
dition to playing the piano herself, Ruthrauff
& Ryan
also
looking
or "swinging it" on Hammond Electric around at farms.
organ.
Joe Novy,
engineer, back
from Cleveland, where he attended
father's funeral.
The Three B(ee)s Contest
Roger Doolens opened an office
A spelling bee, a pronunciation
here for Earle Ferris in St. Clair
bee, and a word marathon bee are
coordinated in a new contest feature Hotel Monday. Fizdale, on way home
over KLZ, Denver, under title "The from coast, met him here and then
Three B's." Contestants are judged went on for Procter & Gamble conon point basis, with proportionate ference in Cincinnati.
Carroll
Mountjoy,
formerly
of
credit given for score in each bee.
Wes Battersea conducts show in Sun- Stack-Goble agency, has joined
public affairs staff, handling
day afternoon spot.
contacts with women's clubs, parent
teacher groups and such.
Broadcasts from Traffic Court over

New Network Shows
Carborundum

GRACIE BARRIE who

Theater has been operated by Henry
(sustaining), in coDuffy under a policy of Coast proOffice of Education,
duction of Broadway successes.
Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby,
THURSDAY, NOV. 4
TUESDAY, OCT. 19
tunesmiths, will appear with Ted
General
Foods'
Maxwell House Coffee
"Story of Industry" (sustaining), in co- show,
produced
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
FioRito in his "Hollywood Melody
operation with Dept. of Commerce, CBS, under direction of Bill Bacher, NBC-Red,
Shop" at the Beverly Wilshire on 4:30-5 p.m.
9-10 p.m.
Sunday night. Heard over KNX and
Lever Bros., "Today," with Edward G.
FRIDAY, NOV. 5
Robinson, CBS, 8-8:30 p.m.
CBS Pacific Coast at 10:15 p.m.
F.
& F. Laboratories (Cough Drops),
Dr. Karl Reiland. talks, Pepperell Mfg.
The Howard W. Wilson Company "Jenny Peabody," CBS, 3:30-3:45 p.m.
Co., NBC-Blue, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
has been named station representaTHURSDAY, OCT. 21
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 17
tive for KMPC in New York, ChiElgin Watch Co., CBS, 7:15 p.m.
Fred
Allen,
returns
for
Bristol-Myers,
cago and Kansas City territory.
Florida Citrus Commission,
Emily Post, NBC-Red, 9-10 p.m. (date tentative).

Robert T. Convey of
has
been elected a member of the Board
of Governors of the Advertising Club
of St. Louis, to serve for two years.
Cliff
Frederickson of the EarlyBirds of
will leave that organization to join
in Des Moines.

KWK

WHO

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Neal Barrett, manager of KOMA.
reports his wife and son are recovering from ptomaine poisoning.
WKY's new sound truck with short
wave equipment will soon be ready.
David Fris has joined the KOMA
sales staff.
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and

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

Latest Technical Developments and

New

WMCA Equipment

Designed

WHAM

Accuracy

for

Rochester.

Equipment designed
a minimum the margin
to the

human

reduce to
of error due

to

factor will feature the

mechanical and electrical apparatus
be installed in
to
broadcasting studios
at 1657

Broadway

WMCA's new
now being built

N.

Y.

WHAM

— Following

permission from the

racy in transmission, two power cir
cuits will supply all power for the
entire
system, one acting as an
emergency line. Plans also provide
for an auxiliary transmitter supplementing the plant in Long Island.
This auxiliary unit will be built
adjacent to the control room for
quick handling in the event of a
failure in the main transmitter.
Even the clocks in the new buildwas explained. While retaining the ing are to be protected against error.
flexibility of the former, it also in- Electrically
controlled,
all
clocks
cludes the compactness of the latter, will be fitted with special mechanallowing the operator complete con- ical springs, which will keep them
trol with a minimum of effort.
going for as long as two hours
Installed
in
special
sub-studios, should there be any interruption of
the new control desks are built of electrical power.
metal in modernistic designs to harmonize with the motif of the new
KSD Pack Transmitter
studios.
All mechanical equipment
St.
Louis—Joe Volk, KSD plant
is enclosed in the desk, thus provid- engineer, has built a modern high
ing for simplified installation and frequency pack transmitter with new
operation and eliminating the un- features making it more dependable
sightly and rambling effect of other for relay broadcast use and increasmethods.
ing signal strength due to stability
The master control room, which is and high modulation percentage.
the nerve center of the entire sta- Transmitter's light weight facilitates
tion, is likewise equipped to provide use
for longer periods, makes it
freedom of movement to engineers easier to cover broadcasts under adand to reduce human error through verse conditions. First used on airmechanical facility. In addition to ing of St. Louis National Horse
the control desk, the master control Show, where it proved efficiency.
room is to be furnished with new
type RCA amplifiers which, it is
Improves Speech Input
stated, are adaptable to the needs of
Memphis
recently com-

WMCA

WMCA

units,

As additional protection

was

it

accu-

of

Distributing

Formerly

I

I

S

ROSS,

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

Equipment
of Any Kind
FOR RAO 10 STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

New York

City

Lighting

Tel.

Circle

—

London Experiments of the television unit of British Broadcasting
Corp. show that film does not televise as well as living material, according to D. H. Munro, machinist
behind the BBC television equip-

—

New Mike
RADIO DAILY

at

Alexandra Palace.

"We don't like to use film, and
we don't except as a drop curtain

Universal Micro- between the living presentations that
started distribution consume on an average of 110 of
of its new transmitter-type micro- the 120-minute programs we broadphone for small transmitting stations cast daily," said Munro.
In an auxiliary capacity, however,
such as airports and police stations.
Much like a standard telephone in- film is regarded as very valuable in
strument in design, it is of telephone television activity.
height and is available in three
styles, with a switch on top, in the
WBBM's Trailer Studio
base, or on the side, as desired. It
Chicago Taking a tip from Eualso is being built in high sensitivity

—

carbon type, dynamic, or with Brush rope's

short

crystal unit. The California factory
also reports an increasing demand
for their tiny "candid microphone,"
which is in wide use for "on the
spot" broadcasts where a concealed

is

WBBM

wave

broadcasters,

outfitting itself with a
new mobile trailer studio equipped
with recording apparatus, and for use
in short-wave broadcasting or field

strength measurements. A complete
microphone is an essential, and high fidelity Allied recording unit
James R. Fouch, president of Uni- will enable the station to make recordings of special events inaccesversal, predicts that the candid mike
sible for lines, or beyond the range
will soon become as popular in its
of short wave equipment, and prefield
as candid cameras in news
sent

gathering.

them

later.

Modernize Studios
New Rolling Stock
Wheeling, W. Va. Complete modMiami Replacement of one shortwave remote car and an additional ernization of studios, improving apnew shortwave relay truck and mo- pearance and acoustics, nears com-

—

—

bile studio brings to three the total
of
rolling stock. New wagon
is last word in mobile equipment,
including
ultra high frequency

WQAM

RCA

pletion

at

WWVA.

Offices

are also

undergoing improvement, with new
spot paneled in knotty pine for
George W. Smith, managing director.

Station's

located

6-5470-1

its

New

station radio truck can
be transferred to McDowell's yacht,
enabling coverage of events at sea.
in

ACTON E

is

Oklahoma City— A $5,000 remodeling program, which will retouch
studios
started

and add equipment, will be
immediately by KOMA.

transcription

needles

100% shadowgraphed
Ask any

Remodels

Price

$15
per
station

transmission.

50,000 watt transmitter
at Newtown Square.

KOMA

—

List

mounted

WCAU

WE FURNISH
Electrical

West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles
phone Co. has

KFOX

Gets Volume Limiter
Philadelphia— WCAU has installed
an automatic volume limiter to increase efficiency of

\ It

new

—WSYR

exclusive feature of this control room, in use only at WMCA,
is to be a special dial control system for remote broadcasts. This dial,
similar to an ordinary telephone
dial, will make it possible for the
operator to open any of 100 remote
circuits simply by dialing for contact.
A similar dial system is to
be installed in all executive offices
for selecting any outgoing program
or broadcast from other stations. Ex- charge of installations.
ecutive offices will have also high

II

erect

transmitter
and complete mobile
Presto Recording unit. All equipControl Console
pleted installation of outstanding imment is readily detachable from
Syracuse
is now installing
provements in speech input equip- truck so it may be used on aircraft
a new control console with 12 chanment. Control studio has new RCA
or boats.
nels to simplify operations in handhigh fidelity tri-channel pre-ampliling network feeds, remotes, studio
fier
and RCA transcription reproprograms, transcriptions and audiducers with range from 30 to 10,000
Mobile Equipment
tions.
Controls are centered in modcycles, with new constant speed deLong Beach, Cal.
Mobile trans- ernistic inclined panel.
vice. Also added were new remote
mitting equipment for short-wave
control amplifiers, for use with Westbroadcast of special events under
ern Electric dynamic mikes, to imletters KFIO, has been designed by
prove quality of remote pickups. commercial manager Lawrence McTWO WAY COMMUNICATION
Weldon Roy, chief engineer, had Dowell
for
KFOX.
Tranmitter,

An

4

to

— WHBQ

modern studio designing.

reproducing

FCC

ment

according to Donald Flamm, presiEntirely new in design and
dent.
construction, the equipment is being
assembled according to
specifications at the RCA plant in Camden, N. J.
Following extensive surveys of
rack-mounted and consolette types
of equipment now in use, the
apparatus has been prepared to include the best features of both, it
1,

fidelity
stated.

IMPROVEMENTS

Film Has Drawbacks
In Tele Broadcasts

Lets Contracts

has let contracts lor a new 450-foot vertical radiator,
also a new radial ground system of 450 feet in radius.
Installation is
Primary coverage is expected to be
expected to be ready on Dec. 1.
increased by 20 per cent in radius. Blaw-Knox has the WHAM contract.
Outlet is an NBC affiliate and owned by Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Co.
equipment,

DEVICES
and

Radio and Television

Activities in

occupancy Jan.

for

NEW

Station technician ; for most
America's broadcast units rely on
these brilliant playback and steel cutting
Samples on request.
needles.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Df

Inter-'phones, office to office, studio to
studio, factory, house to garage, remote
controls and hundreds of other uses. Positive in operation.
Simple to install. Mod-

ern in appearance.

on same

Any number

of 'phones

line.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

Ltd.
U.S.A.
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NEW PATENTS
llwdio
John

B.

and Television

STATIONS Or AMERICA

Compiled by

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

Brady, Attorney

Washington. D. C.

— Volume

2, 095, 234

KMBC—Kansas
950

System.
Maryland.

Control

George

Adair, Takoma Park,
2,095,261
Thermionic Tube Circuit.
David
McCaa, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Alan N.
Mann, as Trustee.
2,095,314
Frequency
Modulation
Detection.
James W. Conklin, Rocky Point, N. Y., asP.

—

C.

ARTHUR

to

RCA.

City,

Watts LS,

Mo.

1,000 N.

CHURCH. General Manager

B.

—

signor

Kc— 5.000

LESLIE FOX, Commercial Manager

J.

NEVER WAS

ORGANIZED

in 1921 under the call letters WPE, this station, then the experimental
2,095,321
Amplifying and Detecing System.
unit of Central Radio Co. and School, Kansas City, boasted the first specially built
Harold F. Elliott, Palo Alto, Cal.
2,095,327— Phase Modulation.
Clarence
W. radio studio in the Middle West.
year after starting, call letters became KFIX.
The
Hansell, Rocky Point, N. Y., assignor to RCA
guiding light of station since its inception, Arthur B. Church, was still at its head in
Everitt
2,095,337— Vacuum Tube Electrode.
1928 when Federal Radio Commission rules became so stringent that it had to go comP. Loppacker,
Bloomfield, N. J.
2,095.371— Modulation.
Johannes
Bohnfeld. mercial or cease.
Church organized Midland Broadcasting Co., which was to operate
Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellthe station under present letters.
schaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
Studios today occupy entire 11th floor of Pickwick Hotel, completely air conditioned
Electrical
Regulator
Apparatus.
2,095,388
Lawrence A. Hyland, Washington, D. C, as- and recently redecorated and rebuilt with latest acoustical equipment.
signor, by mesne assignments, to Bendix Radio
Transmitter at 50th and Belinder Road in Johnson County, Kan., is one of most
Corp.
2,095.391
Television
System.
Joseph
W. modern in the country and serves as a model.
Legg, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
2,095,406
Frequency Separation System and
Apparatus.
Alfred W. Barber, Boonton, N. J.,
assignor to RCA.
Finder.
Ettore
Direction
2,095,588
Radio
Bellini, Paris, France, assignor to Cie Generale
de Telegraphie Sans Fil.
and his Staccato
Mrs. Osa Johnson,
of the
Henry
2,095,717— Light Modulation System.
famous jungle explorer, will join
styled music heard via
Shore. Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to RCA.
Mabry, Mutual has returned to the "61" Club forces with Vincent Lopez, pianoForrest
S.
2,095,758 Transmitter.
to
Westinghouse
Mass.,
assignor
Springfield,
of the Hotel Bossert,
they playing maestro, in a novel experiElectric & Mfg. Co.
her return to the United
Joseph were engaged for dinner and supper
Anode Construction.
2,095,768
Assignor to Westing- dancing during last season.
Slepian, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vincent States from Nairobi, Africa, shortly.
house Electric & Mfg. Co.
Mrs. Johnson will help Lopez assimand
Carbon Laydell and Hal Atkinson have been
Boron
2,095,769 Boron
and
Lloyd W. Smede, signed to do the vocals and on sev- ilate enough of the music from the
Starter
for
Mercury Arc.
fo
Westinghouse eral
assignor
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Continent to attempt to porjoins
Electric & Mfg. Co.
the third tray the origin of jazz in his jazz
Max to form a trio. This
Discharge Device Control.
2,095,772
University
and his or- lectures at
Cermany,
as- year that Bill
Berlin-Siemenstadt,
Steenbeck,
signer to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
chestra have been heard on the air. starting Nov. 9.
Method of Modulation for Radio
2.095,774
Washington,
Paul
B.
Taylor,
Transmission
D.
C, assignor to Westinghouse Electric &
Mel Merkley, Fred
g's
Philharmonic
Orchestra
Mfg. Co.
press agent, back in Chicago from begins its eighth year on
Oct. 24
Fritz G.
Electric Discharge Tube.
2 095.930
in
Minneapolis,
reports at 3-5 p.m.
Barbirolli is set to
Houtermann, Hayes, England, and Custav Hertz, fortnight
Waring set to play string of thea conduct series.
Berlin-Dahlem, Germany.
Radio
Automobile
for
Antenna
2,095,934
ters. Priscilla
has left
Chicago, 111.,
tchell,
Donald H.
Receivers.
crew to join her sister
in
assignor to Calvin Mfg. Corp.
Shanks and his Esquires,

—

A

—

SPOT
ADVERTISING

—

—

O CCH EST CAS - /MUSIC

—

BILL McCUNE

widow

WOR-

—

where

—

AS OSEFUL

ment upon

—

numbers

them Dark

McCune

AS

IT IS

marks

—

New York

McCune

—

W ar in

Symphony

TO-DAY AND

CBS

—

—

IN RADIO

John

M

Lane

Waring
Rosemary
Chuck
Hollywood. Johnny instrumental
and vocal group recent-

;

movie work in
O'Connor, manager, has gone
Urge Testing Needles
"Shadowgraphing" of all needles York to try to clinch a radio

to

New

deal.

ly

WSPD,

added

Toledo,

to the staff of
will follow Hugo

DePauTs

determine slightest defects, is
swing crew onto the bandstand at
urged by Hart Lehman, New York,
Lyn Murray's orchestra is now the Parisian Room of the New Hotel
as the only means of assuring best heard
on a thrice weekly morning Secor in Toledo on Oct. 27.
Process conrecord performance.
program featuring Ruth Carhart,
to

casting shadow of the point,
200 times enlarged, on a screen that
reveals at once all imperfections.
Comeback of records, Hart points
out, demands foolproof way of testing needles for pointing and straightsists of

ness.

Dedicate Mobile Transmitter
Wheeling — As part of its Home Festival celebration, WWVA tomorrow
will dedicate its new mobile transmitter unit, "Little WWVA," which is
housed in a recently remodeled trailer.
In addition to its two shortwave
transmitters,
and WAAH,
it
has a complete gasoline electric
power unit to supply electricity for
transmitters, lights, and other equipment. Dedication will be broadcast
from the south end of the Market
Auditorium building in Wheeling,
with Mayor Schultz in inaugural

W8XKB

a twice weekly evening proTed Wallace and his Sing Band
gram with Patti Chapin. Both pro- start their college dates today at
grams are heard via CBS.
the U. of Maryland.
They record
for Victor this week, and follow Mai
Maestro Ray Block starts a new Hallett over the neioly created Thea-

and

program,
Tuesday,

"Six

Swell

Tunes," next
via WABC. He'll
feature old time favorites to be se11

circuit.

Emmet

Dolan, musical di-

rector of the new Ed Wynn show,
"Hooray for What," is preparing arrangements for five songs to be featured in the production, written by
Yip Harburg and Harold Arlen. They
are "Moanin' in the Morning," "Down

Johnny

Rose Blaine and "Tiny" Wolfe, voheard with Abe Lyrole.
man's orchestra over late sustaining
spots from the Hotel New Yorker,
RCA Appoints Gallagher
begin an engagement at the Yacht
Frank Gallagher has been appointed Club on 52nd Street, New York toRCA sales representative in Akron, night. Harry Weinstein. Lyman's
manager, booked.
Canton, Youngstown and Erie.

and

orchestra,
currently playing the Gypsy Village
at Louisville for CRA, go into the

Roosevelt Hotel in

New

Orleans on

Harry Reser and his orchestra have
been set by CRA to open at the
Arcadia Ballroom ?ri New York on
27.

KANSAS CITY
Larry

THE TRICK

his

Oct. 21.

with Love," "I've Gone Romantic on Oct.
You" and "Bud's Won't Bud.'

calists recently

Hamp

WILL DO

FORCEFULLY

a.m.,

lected by listeners.

Robert

ter-Dance

RADIO DAILY

Sherwood,

KCMO

ager, is the father of an
his second.

man-

8-pound boy,

Frank Groves, who originated

his

"Yours Truly, Mr. Dooley" program
on WHB three years ago, returns
Monday to WHB in a sponsored spot.

FULLY

AND

COMPLETELY

8
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PROMOTION

Comina Events

~"

Booklet on WEEI
WEEI," an eight page
is
booklet, showing the daytime and

Oct. 16: Educational Broadcasting
ference called by KSTP, St. Paul.

"This

night-time coverage of the station,
which recently dedicated a new 5,000
watt transmitter, is being sent to
the trade. Last page carries market
data figures for the WEEI area. Station claims 4,000,000 listeners for its
primary coverage.

Football Scoregraph

A football "scoregraph" for listeners-in on the Yale football games,
designed by sports announcer Bill
Slater, is being distributed as a promotional feature to football fans in
New York and New England by the
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, sponsors of the broadcasts, through its
service stations.
The scoregraph, printed in red
and blue, is so designed that radio
listeners may chart with a pencil
the play-by-play progress of the

game.

HENRY

BLANC, continuity direcWFBR, Baltimore, is again
presenting his "Did You Know" protor at

gram every Tuesday and Thursday
evening.

This

in sponsoring store, plus news
feed to all weekly and county papers
in area, call attention of football
fans to new score-guessing contest
Kansas City, Kansas.
over

ers

KCKN,

Sponsor, Shepherd & Foster Clothing
Goetz, former all
airs John
Co.,
conference end for Baker University,
each Tuesday eve. Dialers are asked
to supplement Goetz's ratings with
their own. with prizes to best scoreguessers weekly. Winners are interviewed over station on next broadcast.

Uses Bus Cards
Advertising of station features in
bus display cards has been instituted
Hal
by KFOX, Long Beach. Cal.
Nichols has concluded arrangements
with Lang Transportation Co. for
daily display of more than 200 station cards.

Stroud Twins on C. & S. Hour
The Stroud Twins (Clarence and
Claude), Rudy Vallee discoveries,
join the regular cast of the Chase &
Sanborn Hour over NBC-Red next
Sunday night. W. C. Fields is expected to be out of the show another
week on account of his film commitments.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

the second year the

.

.

cidents.

"The sound effects man is the
man' of radio. He is
badly underpaid for one thing. I
believe that the sound effects man
should be paid as much as the
actcrs on a show. He is just as
important to the success of a pro'forgotten

gram as
can often
gram."

cast
make or

the

and

his

work

break a pro-

.

.

.

radio adaptation of
Paul Green's play "Johnny Johnson,"
Joan Edwards, -piano-playing con- over
on Sunday at 12-1 p.m.
tralto, will be featured on the MeloKCKN, Kansas City, Kan.: Jean
dic Contrasts show when it switches
to its new spot this Saturday, 8 Woodruff, formerly a teacher in the
ing,"

offers

a

WNYC

p.m.,

KNOW, Austin, Tex.: Jimmy Ribb,
U. of Texas sophomore, is spotlighted on the new football program
sponsored by local Seven-Up Bottling Co.
The Vita Gold Gang, aired
Saturday mornings from stage of
Capitol Theater, is creating a lot of
interest among Central Texas juveniles;

the kid

sponsor

.

Forchheimer

Paul

ing

and continuity

ceeds

Virginia

Neighborhood

staff;

also

Wallace as
Reporter"

.

19-23:

and
Palais de

Eighth

Exhibition
la

Radio.

Cong-

International
of

Electrical

Radio,

Paris.

Oct.

21-22: American Ass'n of AdverAgencies Pacific Coast Convention,
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.

tising

Oct.

25-31:

sion,

Exposition

People's

National

of

stead,

Radio-Televi-

Moscow.

Annual meeting of Associa-

Oct. 27-30:
tion

of

Amphitheater,

Advertisers,

The Home-

Hot Springs. Va.

Nov. 1: Inter-American
ence Havana

Radio

Confer-

suc-

Hotel, Chicago.

"Your

Ruth

8-12:

Dec.

Eighth

Annual

International

Royal, musical director, is now serv- Radio Club Party, Havana.
ing as women's commentator ... .StaFeb.
1938: International Telecom1,
tion has added to studio space by
munications Conference, arrangements being
taking over Exhibition Hall in the made by General
Manager of Egyptian
basement of the building.
State Railways, Telegraphs
Telephones,

&

produces

WSPD, Toledo—Joe Rockhold is
talent show for a creamery
Plans for "Oddities in substituting for Edward K. Ames on

.

Oct.
ress

dramatic department at Baker UniNov. 29- Dec. 1: Second National Conversity, has been added to announc- ference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake

WJZ.

via

Cairo, Egypt.

June

10-15:

Seventh

International

Con-

.

gress
the News" program includes listener the 10:30 p.m. news broadcasts....
Paris.
participation, with Program Director Rockhold is also being heard daily
in his
Walton Newtown personally report- at 4:15 p.m. from
ing the unusual items and Chief An- "Brush Creek Folks" program, with
nouncer
Roland
Booth
handling the aid of Connie Desmond.

of

Radio

Inventors,

the

Sorbonne,

WSPD

ALBANY

Royden N.

commercials.

"Uncle Arthur," a fantasy of morals
written by John Pudney, British author, with incidental music by Jack
Clarke, will be presented for the
first time in this country on Sunday,
6-6:30, over NBC-Blue. Sherman MacGregor will direct.

Chic Endor and Charlie Farrell, in
addition to Harry Richman, will be
on the initial broadcast of WKAT,
new 100-watter at Miami Beach, Fla.,

Rand,

(Doc)

WOKO

sportcaster, is recovering rapidly and
will be back on the air by Nov. 15.

John Lloyd, Troy tenor, is now besponsored by Glenco Products

ing

on WOKO.
Harole E. Smith, g.m. of WOKOEdwin Jerome plays the title role WABY, has placed Russell Wilde in
charge of the Troy studios of the sisin the "Dr. Friendly" series heard
ter
Smith has been in New
Mondays through Fridays at 4 p.m. Yorkstation.
this week for the NAB confab.
David Penn, WCOL (Columbus) over WHN. Others in the cast are
Bert Madden was voted first in an
newscaster, is doing a daily broad- Van Heflin, Mary Jane Higby, Alice
announcer contest
conducted
by
cast at the noon hour from the show Frost, Florence Malone, Bennett KilWOKO to select an emcee for Ameriwindows of his sponsor, Dunn-Taft pack and Thomas Cook.
can Rock Wool.
Co., with an INS teletype, mike and
everything installed in the window.
The Jewel Cowboys, WREC (Memphis) unit sponsored by Swift & Co., Crowley Coaches Junior G-Men
Jim Crowley, Fordham coach, gave
Ed Smalle and his vocal septet are played personal appearances at the
celebrating their fourth anniversary Lownes County fair in Columbus, some coaching yesterday afternoon
rebroadcasting
by
Miss.,
this
week,
to the Junior G-Men football team
as a unit.
mote control. James Sanders hand- formed by members of the boys' orlistenand
gave
broadcasts
ganization in connection with the
KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, on led the
ers an "all-the-way-through" ticket WOR program.
Oct. 26 joins the group of NBC-Red
The cowto the side-show via air.
stations broadcasting the Vox Pop
also to appear at
program of interviews with "the boys are scheduled
Arkansas Rice Carnival in Stuttman in the street." Parks Johnson the
gart the latter part of the month.
and Wally Butterworth ask the ques-

opening Nov.

1.

Program originates in New
tions.
Helen Moore has been appointed
York and will be heard over KSTP
head of the NBC Radio City stenoregularly each Tuesday night.
graphic
Estelle

ED PRENTISS

.

program has been under the sponsorship of the Baltimore branch of to the reception staff.
the Morris Plan Bank. Presentation
incorporates
unusual
The seventh of the World Peacefacts
and
strange happenings with amusing in- ways anti-war series, "We, The Liv-

.

Boost Football Contest
Counter cards and window stream-

is

room in place of the old 26 pair
cable. Increase in pickups has necessitated this change
Irma Serra,
song
stylist,
now airs Monday,
Wednesday and Friday 12:15 to
12:30
Eula Bruce has been added
trol

con-

She succeeds
department.
Bergholz. who resigned last

"Speed Gibson's International Se- Friday.
ET program designed
and sponsored by the
WBT, Charlotte, went both on the
Dreikorn Baking Co., of Holyoke, air and in the air when a special
Mass., began its series Monday at broadcast from the Charlotte MunicWSPR, Springfield, Mass., with Ed ipal Airport was aired in connection
Tacy doing the announcing. The ET's with North Carolina Air Mail Week.
are prepared by the Quality Bakers Program Director Charles Crutchof America.
field had Al Williams, world's great
acrobatic flier, on the air before his
Tele- plane which he had brought in from
WSPR, Springfield, Mass.
phone company officials are install- Kitty Hawk, birthplace of aviation,
ing a new 51 pair cable in the con- had come to a stop.
cret Police,"
for children

—

Dr.

Ralph

L.

Power. Los Angeles

radio counsellor
for

and

a dozen sound

cizes

hasn't

competing

publicity

man

studios,

publi-

accounts

and

had a squawk

in ten years.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

76

YORK,

N. Y..

of

MONDAY, OCTOBER

IRNA and AFM
BEST FOODS ET SERIES

20 c

to

/,

—

casts are

WSPR,
13'/4

Best Foods Inc. (Nucoa margarine)
the week of Nov. 1 will place oneminute dramatized transcriptions on

F.

stations

of

the firm, Norman
{Continued on Page S)

Craig,

Transradio

News

"HILLTOP HOUSE" BOUGHT

time since it
superceded the stage, the cinema has
been robbed of premier importance
in entertainment by the radio.
National expenditures for radio sets,
tubes, etc., are now estimated at
first

$220,000,000 yearly, against $200,000,000 for movies. Radio public, at four
listeners to each set, is figured at
32,000,000, against 22,000,000 weekly

movie patrons.

Ed Wolf, who

The person everybody has heard
about but never heard, Mrs. Ida Cantor, will make her initial radio appearance on the "30 Minutes in Hollywood" program over Mutual on

WAXING SERIES OF 100

West Coast Bureau,

—

sold the script, will

WGRM,

RADIO DAILY

Louisville

veteran

—

series.

Thompson Buchanan,

playwright

and

radio

au-

thor, died suddenly Friday.
His air
scripts included "Couple Next Door,"
"Milly of the Movies" and Skelly's
"Court of Missing Heirs."

Radios on Tractors
Washington Bureau,

—

Washington

at

Oct. 25

—

Biloxi, Miss. P. K. Ewing, presiof
Ewing Broadcasting Co.,
owner of
on the Mississippi
coast, states that the new 100-watter
in Granada,
will begin operations Oct. 25.

dent

WGCM

WGRM,

WFIL

With Musicians' Local

the

Philadelphia
Negotiations
concluded between WFIL and the AFM
Local 77 will permit the outlet to
originate the Associated Banks programs, with the Philadelphia Orchestra, which starts today over the NBC
Blue network.
An impasse was
reached early last week when the

hearing on his application to
build a new radio station in Hutchinson,
Kan., designed primarily to
serve farmers, John P. Harris, Kansas publisher, said that most farmers
of that state have either already local demanded that WFIL expend as
equipped their tractors with radio much for a house band as that spent
or will soon do so.
{Continued on Page 5)

George Jessel
and Norma Talmadge are the head-

THE WEEK
.

Weekly Digest
RADIO DAILY

—

Los Angeles CBS Pacific Coast
network has started airing a weekly "Columbia Listeners' Digest" on
Friday nights, incorporating a re-

broadcast of outstanding features
of various programs of the preceding week. Best comedy routine,
best singer, drama bit, etc., are
included.
Idea
conceived
by
Charles Vanda.

AFM

Executive Committee today in what
is hoped to be the final touches on
the

Trade

Agreement

which

will

the affiliates from
further conferences on the musician
question.
is
Committee,
which
definitely

relieve

held out against radio, will personally supervise radio adaptation of his
stories and character sketches in his
book, "A Gallery of Women," with
program to be handled by the KassTohrner organization. Adaptation of
scripts is being done by William Watters of the Kass-Tohrner office.
Several sponsors are understood to
have expressed great interest in immediate presentation of the Dreiser

IN

McNinch Merges

and Arthur Kass

ting audition dates.
offered as a group

EAEJO

*

Counsel
Boston

.

.

.

out, but broadcasters generally fig- mittee or a united front to deal with
ure conditions for them in Washing- the musicians for fear another ASCAP
ton will probably be no worse nor type of deal would result
Indebetter
Board of six, plus Mc- pendents, however, will get 100 per
Ninch, will preside over all the FCC cent cooperation from the NAB in
business
McNinch declares he
{Continued on Page 2)
.

.

.

.

of

title

half-hour

13

of

"Theodore

for

McNinch

Murray, professor
law and economics

J.

Boston University, will serve as
counsel

special

Frank

R.

to

FCC Chairman

McNinch.

WABI Speed

Frank R. McNinch of took counsel on the move and found
the
FCC proved himself no approval on all sides.
dilly-dally proposition on Thursday
NAB held its Special Meeting and
when he merged the three FCC divi- took up the matter of reorganization
sions into one, for greater efficiency, plans, and the board finally took a
effective Nov. 15.
There is much stand on the AFM situation
NAB
speculation as to how it will work wished to avoid presenting one com-

.

set-

Divisions

CHAIRMAN

.

— John

of public utility

By M. H. SHAPIRO

.

now

is

Stories will be

Dreiser's Gallery of Women."
Change of attitude by Dreiser toward radio, according to Arthur Kass
and Sue Tohrner, is indicative of a
growing realization on the part of
important writers that radio merits
their attention.

at

*

West Coast Bur.,

will lock horns again with the

shows under the

Oct. 31 at 6-6:30 p.m.
liners.

Committee representing the IndeRadio Network Affiliates

pendent

series,

Settles Dispute

—

RADIO DAILY

Appearing

Granada, Miss.

Makes Debut

Time conplaced by Benton & Bowles,

produce the

also

FCC

Cantor's Ida With Jessel

Broadcaster and Union Committees Lock
Horns Again Today for Final Touches
on Agreement Covering Musicians

CBS SHOW

tract,

the

Tussle

Angeles Associated Cinema
Studios has received a contract from headed by Samuel R. Rosenbaum
AS PALMOLIVE
the Frank Presbrey Co. agency in
{Continued on Page 2)
Chicago to produce 100 five-minute
"Hilltop House," serial script show, transcriptions
for
Allen's
2-Drop
has been sold to Colgate-Palmolive- Hand Lotion. Frank Kling, v.p. of Theodore Dreiser Signed
Peet for its new CBS 5:45-6 p.m. the agency, handles the account.
By Kass-Tohrner for Radio
commercial which begins Nov. 1. Frank Purkett, g.m. of Associated,
Script will be heard on 66 stations will produce the series from scripts
Under arrangements completed
plugging Palmolive soap. Bess John- by Virginia Barbaraas.
late last week, Theodore Dreiser,
son will have the lead, and Adelaide
noted author, who until now has
Marstone is the writer.

{Continued on Page 2)
Radio Spending
Exceeds Movie Outlay Thompson Buchanan
Dead

— For

FIVE CENTS

1937

in Final

Los

British

London

18,

FOR ALLEN HAND LOTION

i

head

oi

Keefe presents newscasts.

Edward Spencer Heads
C. &H. New York Office!

F. Edward Spencer Jr., vice-president and general manager of Craig
& Hollingbery, becomes head of the
New York office as of today. Mrs.
Jeanne Craig, widow of the former

hours

programs a week out of 77 3/4 hours
on the air, making nearly 20 per
cent devoted to news. Howard S.

country.
across
the
Jean Paul King will be the announcer.
Exact schedule is not set yet,
but tentative arrangements call for
10 announcements a week at various
Campaign will
times of the day.
run for an indefinite period. Benton & Bowles Inc. has the account.

200

News

Mass. News broadgrowing in popularity at
which is now presenting

Springfield.

GOING ON 200 STATIONS

Commercial Radio and Television

.

.

Bangor,

Me.

— Twenty

minutes

the elimination of the Brady
Gang, the WABI news service had
after

a complete bulletin on the air.
Eleven and a half hours later, at
8 p.m.. station carried a half-hour
dramatization of the gang's activi-

which culminated here. Manager R. M. Wallace reports much
favorable fan mail lauding the staties

tion's

enterprise.

—

V

2
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IRNA

Publisher

:

way
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cominc

Divisions

Blue networks

affiliates

1937

goidg

and

1)

Today the chestra over the combined Red and

.

independback to the
Editor AFM
with a few proposed changes
Manager
in the Trade Agreement voted by

owned)

RADIO

IN

McNinch Merges

.

.

18,

.

.

Texas group

.

of

CEORCE LOTTMAN flew to Hollywood
Saturday night and arrived there yesterday.

on

He

broadcasters in New York to attend will remain west until Wednesday or Thursday
DON CARLE GILLETTE
and then fly back.
the NAB meeting went on record
MARVIN KIRSCH
Business
GERALD C. CROSS, chief of the Internaas being opposed to the bill introtional Section of FCC. arrives today aboard the
IRNA membership ... On duced in Austin seeking to tax Santa
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays the
Lucia from Lima, Peru, after attending
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, Wednesday,
the transcription
and ASCAP and similar organizations 25 the Pan American Aviation Conference there.
N. Y-, by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
phonograph men are due to treat per cent of their gross business in
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserSIDNEY PIERMONT has left for the coast
with Joseph N. Weber, but they are the state.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
to cast the newly proposed M-C-M air show.
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
quite sure nothing definite will come
U. S. Supreme Court agreed to
ARTHUR HAYES, eastern head of Radio Sales,
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
of it that soon, because the IRNA
hear the so-called patent pooling case left tewn Friday night to visit WJSV, WashTerms (Post free) United States outside of
ington, and WBT, Charlotte.
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, will probably not be signed up as yet. involving
RCA, Western Electric,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.
RCA demonstrated a new large
DOROTHY ORTON, New York vocalist who
ConstrucAddress
all
communications
to
RADIO television screen, 3x4 feet, with pro- ERPI, ATT and others
recently came back from abroad and is now
tion work on new CBS tele transDAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
heard with Don Albert's "Album of Song" over
jection
via
a
new
tube
recently
de- mitter is expected to be ready early WHN,
Phone Wisconsin
7-6336,
7-6337,
7-6338.
leaves shortly for more engagements on
Cable address: Filmday, New York.
Holly- veloped
Association of National next year
Invitation was ex- the continent.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Advertisers announced program plans
tended to the radio industry to make
J. 0. PERRINE, associate editor of Bell SysBlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, for its forthcoming 28th annual con- proposals that might help the work tem Technical Journal, went to Salt Lake City
last week to deliver a lecture on sound trans1937, at the postomce at New York, N. Y., vention in Hot Springs, Va., starting
inter-American
radio
conferof the
mission.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Oct. 27
NBC closed a deal with ence in Havana starting Nov. 1
whereby latter will become an Comm. Craven of the FCC handed
HARRY BIXBEE of the engineering staff at
WCAE, Pittsburgh, came to New York with
additional New York outlet, but not out the invites
Jack Latham, JIM MURRAY and NORMAN TWICGER, anexactly an affiliated network station. time buyer for Young & Rubicam, nouncers, to cover the Pitt-Fordham game for
is in the picture, of course.
resigned to join American Tobacco Atlantic Refining.
(Saturday, Oct. 16)
World Series games had fewer Co., with Joe Holmes replacing
CHESTER WIMOT, Australian radio man, has
listeners this year, according to surNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Latham under supervision of Carlos been visiting the NBC studios in San Francisco.
by Cooperative Analysis of
HOWARD, singer formerly heard
Net vey
Franco
Jimmy Petrillo, head of viaFLORENCE
High Low Close
WMEX, Boston, is in New York for radio
Chg.
Broadcasting
Radio manufacturAm. Tel. & Tel
152i/4 151
local in Chicago, opened work.
151% + Vi ing industry plans a "radio month" the
CBS A
201/2
11/4
19V4 191/4
JUDY STARR, currently at the Fox Theate'
in a drive for more sales
Father the organization to membership of
CBS B
19i/2
201 2
9 i/2
Detroit, will continue her vaudeville tour unCoughlin forced to cancel his radio announcers and other radio men
Crosley Radio
ently

:

:

:

:
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Gen. Electric
North American

41 8
175/8

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

57V2

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

7I/4

....

1014
21

Vs

83/4

8J4

+

397/8
17
63/4

401/4
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57
9
2034

57

17V8
7
91/2
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NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Nat.

Union

Radio

CKAC

1

1

Stoff

—
—
—

.

.

.

.

Lalonde, director of

CESAR SAERCHINGER
York today
which also

CKAC.

Fo:

from
brings

of

abroad

CBS

on

arrives

New

in

Queen

the

Mary,

RICHARD TAUBER and

in

VIC DIEHM, manager of WAZL, Hazleton,
Pa., has returned to his desk after a short vacation in Bermuda.

PAUL

Changes

Two new bilingual announcers
have been added to the staff which
already comprised five announcers.
The new announcers are Pierre Normandin and Alain Gravel.
The nominations were made by

"Ziegfeld

lies"

AILEEN STANLEY.

IRNA, AFM Committees
"Hilltop House" Bought
Lock Horns Again Today
As Palmolive CBS Show
i

1

she starts rehearsing for the
next month.

til

.

(Continued from Page 1)
Montreal—Ferdinand Biondi, CKAC
announcer, was recently promoted to of WFIL, has been instructed to
program producer and assistant to ask for several changes in the trade
agreement, but some of these which
Yves Bourassa, program director.

Phil

.

commitments, due to censorship pres- somewhat like a move to forestall
the CIO, but no bargain to the broadsure from Archbishop Mooney
NBC will air its new symphony or- casters in any case.

have already been discussed at past
talks will not be allowed in the opinion
of
most committee members.
Some of the changes in clauses may
be allowed by the

The moot

AFM.

points,

as

(Continued from Pa</c

Des

1)

for the nine remaining weeks
of this year and a new 52-week conSeries will shift
tract as of Jan. 1.
to the 10:30-10:45 a.m. spot as soon
as the time is available. C-P-P now
has the "Myrt and Marge" show in
calls

LESTER LEE returned from
Chicago cn Saturday.

W.
York

the preceding quarter-hour.

B.

CREENWALD,

Kan.,

son,

returned

a

head of

business trip

KWBG,

home yesterday

to

Hutchin-

after a

New

visit.

Chi Bears' Games on WJJD
Chicago Ralph Atlass' WJJD has

—

reported last

week, deal with an arbitration clause,
two-week notice to musicians in-

LOYET, technical director at WHO,
went to Washington last week on

Moines,

business.

Spot Recording Increases

broadcasts of the
recording
of important hap- Chicago Bears football games at home
Spot
stead of four, obligation of the muStaff Changes
penings for broadcast later over sub- and abroad for remainder of the seaCanton, O.— Clarence W. Hayes has sician to the Federation on sympa- scribing stations is reported on the son. Jimmy Dudley will be at the
thetic
strikes
and
non-interference
resigned
as
general
manager of
increase in this country.
A special mike.
WHBC. Frederic Freeland, formerly with existing station contractual ob- news service
is now offered by Radioligations
which
would
have
to
be
of WTRC, Elkhard, Ind., is a new
Rundfunk, New York recording and
Charles Seebeck to
announcer, while Tom McClowry, done should some affiliates be placed advertising agency, which makes
on
the
unfair
list.
formerly of WADC, Akron, has
Allentown,
Pa.
Charles E. Seenews
Otherwise, the IRNA membership acetate transcriptions of any
joined to do announcing and conresigned from the WSAN
event
edits the material for com- beck has
and
tinuity.
Wade Barnes was promoted agreed to the work of its committee, pact broadcast.
announcing staff to join WLEU,
to chief announcer.
Erie.
Eleanor Guest such as the 5 V2 per cent of the gross
extensively
used
The
practice
is
and Gertrude Kearney are new mem- (less commissions) as a basis for abroad.
additional or new musician expendibers of the office staff.
tures, as a minimum.
Also accepted
signed

exclusive

WHBC

—

WNEW

by the IRNA membership was the
announcer at $200,000 to be donated by the NBC
WNEW, has resigned and Bill Mc- and CBS networks toward aiding
Grath is now set to handle produc- the most needy outlets.
For the IRNA, those who will attion in addition to regular duties.
Martin Block heads program board. tend are: Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
chairman; Emile Gough, Hearst

Webbe

Ted

Webbe,

Quits

chief

Radio;

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

Voice

of

Appalachians"

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

Mark

WHN

Announcers with

FOLLOW

AFRA

WHN

announcing staff has lined
up with the American Federation of
Radio Artistes. The station's actors
and singers already were with the

THE LEAD

AFRA.

WHAS;
WAVE; John

OF

Ethridge,

For

George W. Norton Jr.,
Shepard 3rd, Yankee and Colonial
networks; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
and possibly Ed Craig of WSN. Attorneys to be present are: Sol A.
Rosenblatt and William Jaffee, for
the IRNA; Sidley Kaye, for CBS,
and Goddie Prime, for NBC.

NAT BRUSIL0FF

and
and

'MUSICAL DIRECTOR

call,

New

York's

Own

5

BROADWAY

THE

LEADERS

complete studio
last word
in
equipment facilities for reference

the

electrical

transcription

recording,

write or wire.

Station

WMCA

SOUND REPRODUCTIONS CORP.

"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

WLEU

17

CI 6-2200

West 46th

BRyant 9-8265

B

St.,

New

York City

OF CHARM
THE HOUR LINGERS
ON
MUSIC THAT

PHIL SPITALNY

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

.
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AGENCIES
F.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,
lywood Mardi Gras," Nov.

ager

on "Hol-

Red, 9:30 p.m.).

RED GRANGE,

on Alka-Seltzer
Oct.
23
Dance,"

Barn

"National

(NBC-Blue,

9 p.m.).

PAUL STRAND,

film director, in-

terviewed by Sidney Kaufman on
"China Comments," tonight (WQXR,
9:45 p.m.).

ROSS GRAHAM, GERALDINE

AYRES

and

AMELIA HABERLAND.

on "Metropolitan Opera Auditions of
the Air," Oct. 24 (NBC-Blue, 5 p.m.).

FRED ALLEN

and

PORTLAND

HOFFA, on "Hollywood Mardi Gras"
with Lanny Ross, Oct. 26 (NBC-Red,

•

•

•

was having

About Big Shots:— Clem McCarthy

Shots

Little

Ned Brown and

dinner with

Dempsey

lack

at the latter's eating establish-

ment when the headwaiter came over and said that Mrs. McCarthy was
on the phone for him .... Clem excused himself irom the Champ and Ned
and walked over to the phone. ... "Hello, darling," he said. .. .Mrs. McCarthy said that a telegram had arrived at the house, that she hadn't
opened if as yet and if Clem wanted her to read it over the phone.
"Yes, in just a second," he said as he placed one hand in his pocket, took
his eyeglasses from their case and adjusted them on his nose .... With
these on, he returned to the phone and said: "Oke, darling, read it now!"

—

.

.

.

EDDIE CANTOR,

pinch-hitting for
Burns and Allen, Oct. 25 (NBC-Red,
8 p.m.).

JUDY GARLAND and BERT
WHEELER, on "30 Minutes in Holly-

wood," Oct. 24 (Mutual, 6 p.m.).
GEORGE SOKOLSKY, guest on
Commentator Magazine, Oct. 24, RAY

TUCKER, Oct. 28; JOHN B. KENNEDY. Oct. 31 (Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
JANE COWL, on "Hobby Lobby,"
20

(CBS, 7:15 p.m.).

ALBERT

Chesterfield
p.m.)

SPALDING,

program

on

the

Oct. 27 (CBS, 9

LENORE ULRIC with Al Pearce
on Ford show Oct. 26 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
ELSIE MacFARLANE and FRITZ

KRUEGER,

on

Music, Oct. 27

Curtis

Institute

•

•

•

Phil Spitalny has a right to he peeved at the movies

—

"Forty Girls and

A

Man".... At Glen Gray's opening

at the

New

week people actually sat in the band's laps — others being
turned away — and more money was spent than at Benny Goodman's
Yorker

last

— or any other band debut of the season.... Of course, we
know about Horace Heidt or Richard Himber yet ... .Sylvia
Sidney, who appears on the Kate Smith program next Thursday
opening

don't

Carson
night over CBS, will do a piece from her film, "Dead End"
Robison of "Buckaroos" fame, heard over WOR-Mutual has a 25year-old son, Donald, who is a real honest-to-goodness cowboy. He
manages dad's 300-acre ranch at Poughkeepsie, N. Y and can ride
rings around his father's singing cowboys.
.

.

cigarette firm

a similar capacity.
of the agency's
Chicago office, will be transferred to
New York shortly to assume Dyck
Hoff's former position. Effective today, Florence Sperl, secretary to
John McMillin, radio director of
Compton for the past two years, will
assume charge of all casting and

Lee Graves,

engagement

return

Pearce

program,

Oct.

19

Weston Al
(CBS, 9

.,

p.m.)

•

•

Shaw Newton,

•

of

the year....

to

go on the

A

sponsor,

air last spring

exec at Morse International, relates

who has a nephew

SAN FRANCISCO
Wilmot, former gag
writer for Joe Penner, has been
signed by the CRS system to work
on the production staff at KYA.
"The Hobby Club" on KLS, Oakland, is proving to be one of the
station's most popular programs.
NBC's "Death at Midnight" horror
series has been temporarily discontinued because of economic reasons.
Helen O'Neill, of the disbanded
NBC Artists' Service, has been
moved to the program department.
Paul Gates assisting Burton Bennett who has taken over Darrell
Donnell's newscast. Donnell has been
ordered to "go easy" by the doctor.
"Meet Your Neighbor" is a new
show that debuted over NBC recently with Johnny O'Brien, harmonica
ace, and Larry Keating as emcee.
Guest artists and dramatic skits are
A.

He told his account executive to go out and
show .... This the agency did and the show

continued along in swell fashion.

how

was

his uncle

On

set-up ....

week

.The bandleader received queries as

.

was

but never

etc.,

the other hand, the sponsor

"Bert Blank"

able

wondered

had dinner

at his

if

doing

one-nighters

all

band was

summer!".

.. .It

if

to

his

for the

comprehend

was

.

.

ths

employment.

and
."What show?

then

io

nephew was an

uncle's house

he enjoyed working on the show.

asked

Blank's"

.

even phoning or wiring a "thank you"

ingrate, not

Last

feeling,

this classic

as a bandleader, decided

...

hire Blank's orchestra for the

discovered

.

.

.

the sponsor
I've

Miss

that

"RAY

hired all along!

—

'

WPAY,

Portsmouth, O., recently thrilled the listeners
describing Joe Morris and his Death Dodgers demonstrating how
driving a car should be done... .Lee Kirby and Bill Bivens who
conduct the Midnite Dancing Party via WBT, Charlotte, figure that
listeners spend from 15 to 25 bucks nitely to phone their requests.
R. C. Handon, in charge of Philly's G-Men, will talk via WIBG
of

Sperl

succeeds

Betty

Howard, who resigns Oct. 25 to join
the radio department of Pedlar &
Ryan.

BERT COCHRANE, who
of

has been
McCann-Erickson's

Northwest coast

activities at Seattle,

charge

in

has returned to join executive staff
of the Chicago office.
Paul Holder,
who has been art director for the
agency in Chicago, has been given a
roving assignment in Europe with
headquarters in London.
He goes
to Paris first.

BRUCE BARTON

BBD&O

of
will
a list of American business
leaders, attending the National Busi-

head

ness

Show

who

will be

New York

in

heard

all this

week,

speeches from
a luncheon in their honor at the
Advertising Club of New York on
Thursday.
Lowell Thomas will be
toastmaster. with WEAF carrying the

program

at

it

at 1:15-1:45

ARTHUR KUDNER
appointed
visit

of

to

the

Windsor.

WMCA

p.m. and

1:15-2

broadcasting

in

handle

p.m

INC. has been
the

American

Duke and Duchess

There

may

office

accompany

couple on their U.

S.

the

royal

tour.

.

.

Heinz Serial on Mich. Network
"Adventures of Tommy Thatcher,"
kid serial which recently completed
a ten-week airing over WTAM, Cleveland, has been renewed starting today over the Michigan's network
with WXYZ. Detroit, as the key
station.

Program

will be heard five times
sponsored by H. J. Heinz
Russell Pratt and Jack Sharp

weekly,
Co.

head the

Agency

cast.

is

Maxon

Inc.

.

Sunday.

heard.

Alma LaMarr, who conducts the
"Home and Style Forum" over KYA
five
to

days a week, has been loaned
a program over
and Thursdays

•

•

NBC to present
KPO on Tuesdays

sheet

known

in

as "Lady Alycia."
Shift of "Carefree Carnival" sponsored by Signal Oil Co., is reported
to increase cost of show $2,000 a
week because southern California
musicians must be hired at the special

commercial

rate.

•

when

A

songplugger was

three minutes.

pay

20-to-l.

in

the

Del Casino phoned with a hot

It's

"Hurry and get a

fin

midst of completing his expense
tip

on a nag going

to the barrier

on the nose." Del warned.

inside info".... The songplugger

"It'll

phoned a bookie, placed

and went about completing his expense sheet. Five minutes later
he phoned the bookie, was told that the horse is still running and "won't
be home until morning." Without batting an eye-lid, the plugger added
his bet

—

this to the

expense account: "Entertaining Del Casino

—$5".

of

no commercial
tie-up involved, however. Sam Fuson or Frank Getty of the Kudner
is

been

• • • Earle Ennis, columnist on the San Francisco Chronicle
and heard on KSFO, drinks a pint of milk before each airing
claiming that milk makes his voice smoother on the air ... .Paul

Wagner

in

head

.

of

LOUISE MASSEY and Her

Thomas

—

especially at Universal Pictures for titling the Deanna Durbin flicker,
"100 Men and a Girl" ... .Phil was all set to call his presentation,

(CBS, 4 p.m.).

erners,

business manthe radio department of
Advertising Inc., has re-

signed to become an assistant to
George Washington Hill Jr., advertising manager of the American Tobacco Co. Jack Latham, formerly of
Young & Rubicam, recently announced that he was to join the

talent.

9:30 p.m.).

Oct.

DYCK HOFF,

Compton

(NBC-

2

B.
of

Greetings from Radio Daily
October 18

Helen Claire
Annette Hanshaw
John

MacBryde

Monday, October

18.

r. c«

#

1937

c

Voice

Detroit,

of

new

DROP
Detroit.

1120 kc, 500 watts,

1

station.

Pittsburgh.
CP for new
Nation.
1120 kc, 250 watts, unlimited.
Times Printing Co., Chattanooga. CP for
new station. 1120 kc, 500 watts, 1 KW. LS.,
unlimited.
CP for
Martin R. O'Brien, Aurora, 111.
new station. 1250 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
CP for
Gerald A. Travis, LaPorte, Ind.
new station. 1420 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
CP
Fred M. Weil, Grand Coulee, Wash.
for new station.
100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.
Oct. 19: Sam Houston Broadcasting Ass'n,
Huntsville, Tex.
CP for new station. 1500
kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Pacific
Radio Corp., Grants Pass, Ore.
CP for new station. 1320 kc, 500 watts,
daytime.
CP
Shirley D. Parker, Yakima, Wash.
for new station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Kanawha Valley Broadcasting Co., Charleston, W. Va.
CP for new station. 1500 kc,
100 watts, unlimited.
Oct. 20: O. C. Burke, Dickinson, Tex.
CP for new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts,
unlimited.
CP for new
Charles F. Engle, Natchez.
station.
1210 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.
WIBG. Glenside, Pa. CP to increase power to

Inc.,

KW.

5

Who's

Who

into

in the Industry

BROWN

WWL, New

what he does and

he'll

grind out copy."
Actually though Beverly Brown is a radiodramatist and producer. He broke into radio
While
about eight years ago by accident.
serving as dramatic director of the Little Theater in Augusta. Ga., he was called upon to
read a script in the character of Santa Claus.
I

nationally sponsored.

—

Beverly Brown has only one hobby and that's "work" thinking and
working up new ideas. He likes cigarets but doesn't smoke them, having
recently sworn off and simultaneously gained 29 pounds.
To his intimate*
he is known as "Baldy," due of course to his highly polished head. The

970 kc, limited.

inside

WMBH,

equally polished, though.

is

WFIL

(Continued from Page

Lakes Broadcasting Corp., Cleve1270 kc, 1 KW.,
for new station.
LS., unlimited, be denied.
Fall River Herald News Publishing Co.,
Fall River.
CP for new station. 1210 kc,
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be de-

Southern Minnesota Supply Co., Monkato,
CP for new station. 1500 kc 100
Minn.
250 watts LS., unlimited, be grani°d.

watts,

APPLICATION RECEIVED
Smith.

Beckley, W. Va.
1210 kc, 100 watts,

Jr.,

CP
250

watts LS., unlimited.

KVSO

— KVSO

is

1

larger

the
sponsor,
Associated
between
Banks and the Philadelphia Orches-

Edward Spencer Heads
C. & H. New York Office

F.

planning

series of goodwill shows in surrounding towns, in co-operation with
the Daily Ardmoreite, for the winResponse to a test on
ter months.
this idea proved unusually good, ac-

(Continued from Page

ONA1IIJE

and

his

orchestra

at the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Full and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

Drops,

CBS

network,

WCKY, Cincinnati: Standard Oil of Ohio,
through McCann-Erickson
American
Popcorn Co., through Coolidge Advertising
Co.; Chevrolet, spots; Dodge, weather reports, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan
Weber
Milling Co., ETs; Nash, spots, through Gey-

of

waves.

WWSW

Lord Heads Falstaff

;

&

Newell; Wander Co., "Little
Orphan Annie," through Blackett-SampleHummert; Pennsylvania State Publicity Commission, spots, through Walker & Downing;
Look Magazine, through Schwimmer & Scott.
er,

Cornell

WBT.

Charlotte:
Overalls).

hartt

E. R. Partridge Co. (Car-

announcements,

Havre Massengale Adv. Agency;

through
Buick, an-

nouncements, through Arthur Kudner, Inc.;
Early & Daniel Co. (animal and poultry
feeds),
announcements, through Keelor &
Stites Co.; American Popcorn Co., through
Coolidge Advertising; Dodge, announcements;
Swift & Co. (Allsweet Margarine) through
J. Walter Thompson.

WNEW:

United Drug Co., ETs, through
Finney; Chevrolet, spots.

&

Street

Exchange (Sunkist Oranges), popular
music program, through Lord & Thomas.

ers

|

"ADVENTURES IN
CHRISTMASTREE GROVE"
j

I
!

the greatest toy department promotion in the history
of
retailing!
15
transcribed
episodes for thrice-weekly, 5week airing. Includes most
unusual merchandising tie-up
ever developed, ad mats, continuity, publicity, plus a sensational feature making broad-

{

cast

series

ING

in

is still

I

!
|

i

|
I

Show

j
j
I

|

in

Falstaff Brewery Public Hero
atizations which start over
Red tonight.

for stations

ROCKWELL-OKEEFE

—

It

—and

makes money

j

j
j
!

{
j

!

j
j
|

I

sponsors!
j

!

KASPER-GORDON

NBC-

|

140

Girls Playing Modern Mnsic
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT

cases. Complete
detail
and mighty

dram-

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9

most

every

[
'

WRITE— WIRE— PHONE
|

Boy!ston

STUDIOS, INC.
Boston,

St.

Mass.

|

series,

"THE LIFE AND AD-

I

VENTURES

|

CLAUS."

!
j

|

j

Also ready for release: A new
department store Christmas

|

!

EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS

j

)

— WWSW

SELF-SUPPORT-

inexpensive.

—

Chicago Phil Lord, veteran actor,
has been chosen to headline the new

Puts Lines in Schools

will
install
Pittsburgh
lines into various Allegheny County
schools for dramatic and musical
broadcasts direct from the schools as
activity.
Walter
extra
curricular
Sickles, program director, is handling the programs.

;

J

Crosby Gaige Back on Job

j

II

Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

;

treasurer of the company.
Spencer joined the rep firm last
July, coming over from the NBC sales
force.
Company reports that they
have had the most successful fall
since their entry into the rep field.

Preparing Cooking Series

has resigned
from the sales staff of Hearst Radio
Uncle Ezra's Fourth Year
Inc. to accept an executive position
with Pathfinder magazine. New apPat Barrett this week starts his
pointment takes effect immediately. fourth year of broadcasting from
No replacement has as yet been an- "Uncle Ezra's Radio Station E-Z-R-A"
nounced by Hearst Radio.
over NBC for Alka-Seltzer.

AL

F&F Cough

j

Bennett

V.

Ewald;
through

1)

Jack Arthur Returns
Dorit K. Weigert, co-director of
Jack Arthur returns to the Mutual
cording to station manager James
the Iridor School of Cooking, is pre- "Music By" series Thursday, 8-8:30
Griffith.
paring a series of lectures on "Econ- p.m. He has been in Fort Worth for
omy in the Kitchen" for the air- the past few months.
Bennett Leaves Hearst
Walter

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.: Nash, ETs;
Chevrolet, announcements, through Campbell-

WOR: Procter & Gamble (Oxydol), "The
temporarily has been the New York Goldbergs," ETs, through Blackett-Sampleoffice chief executive, but she has to Hummert; Washington State Apples, "Marserve only in an advisory capacity tha Deane," through J. Walter Thompson;
Wander Company (Ovaltine), "Little Orafter Nov. 1.
She will, however, phan Annie," ETs, through Blackett-Sampleas a controlling stockholder, contin- Hummert; De Soto Motor Co., ETs, through
ue to hold the post of secretary and J. Stirling Getchell California Fruit Grow-

Crosby Gaige will return as emcee
"Kitchen Cavalcade" on NBCtra.
This will hold good until the Blue this morning after a short abAFM-IRNA agreement goes into ef- sence due to appendix trouble. Warfect, probably Nov. 1.
ren Ashe subbed for Gaige.

Good-will Series

Ardmore, Okla.

a

AFM

nied.

station.

WCAU,

station whose
gross is about $800,000 as compared
Since this would
to WFIL's $300,000.
be in excess of the 5^2 per cent on
the gross, less commissions, which
the
is willing to accept under
the terms of the IRNA Trade Agreement, Samuel R. Rosenbaum, head
of WFIL, rejected the deal.
Deal now made with the local union resulted in WFIL taking on a
house band as requested, but the
excess payroll above the 5V2 per cent
on the gross will be shared equally

by

CP

L.

Settles Dispute

With Musicians' Local

KW.

new

;

spots,

"The Real Honest to Goodness For True Santa
Claus" to some 38 states including Canada.
A specialist
Santa
Claus scripts
Mexico and the tropical countries.
Following up his success of Santa Claus he
has since specialized in juvenile productions.
"Skooby's Adventures."
"Little Red School House." "Mickey Mouse" and "Dr. Pepper" have all been

Great

Joe

(

WGN, Chicago: Lamont Corli~s (Nestle's
Everready Cocoa), through Cecil Warwick &
Legler; Vickerie Co., participation, through
George Hartman agency; Cudahy Packing
Co., renewal (also WHB), through Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham.

local department store nabbed him and
since then he has spent six months of every
year writing Santa Claus scripts which find
their way to wax disks and in that way bring

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

for

Bristol: Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
Draught," through Nelson Chesman
Co.;
Chattanooga Drug & Chemical Co.
Menthacol)
Chevrolet, "Musical Moments,"
ETs.

A

CP for change
Joplin.
Oct. 21:
frequency and increase in power to 1380
kc, 500 watts, unlimited.
Valley Broadcasting Co., Youngstown. CP
1350 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
for new station.
CP for new
Juan Piza, San Juan, P. R.
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.
Oct. 22: Gila Broadcasting Co., Safford.
CP for new station. 1420 kc, 100
Ariz.
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

5

WOPI,

"Black

probably answer, "Oh

in

land.

Signed by Stations

*

Orleans' 10,000-watter, any time between elghl
in the morning and late in the evenings and you'll see Beverly Brown.
He may not see you because like as not he'll be bent over his typeOn the payroll he's identified as continuity editor.
writer, for thafs his job.
In the advertising fraternity they speak of Bev
Brown as a writer of copy. Ask Bev himself

time.

WWPO,

of a Series of

BEVERLY

CP
Broadcasting Corp., Detroit.
1140 kc, 500 watts, day-

Cadillac
for

Inc.,

One

•

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Today:

NEW BUSINESS

RADIO DED/ONADITIEO

&

ACTIVITIES
CP for new station.
KW. LS., unlimited.

5

RADIO DAILY

OF

SANTA

Dramatization

j
j
[
[

of
j

book by same name to which
have bought exclusive

j
f

15 transcription episodes.

|

we

rights.

—

6

Monday. October

RADIO DAILY

&i04tqt(u STATIONS OF

r

WGBI—Scranton,

880

DON
dent,

vice-presiBarrymore are

and John

jointly as guest speakers at
the annual meeting of the Southern

Women's Press Club on

Nov. 16 at the Figueroa.
Wilkie Mahoney has been signed
by Ruthrauff & Ryan for script work
on the Jolson show. Mahoney formerly did scripts for

Ben

Bernie.

George is quitting her
vocal spot on the Packard program
Florence

her time to pictures.
Under contract to Paramount, Miss
George first goes into "College
Swing" with Burns and Allen and
Charles Butterworth.
Amos Baron has been added to the
KEHE sales staff. Formerly with
to

devote

and the C. P. McGregor transcription plant.
Fran Frye gets the assignment as
arranger for Phil Ohman's orchestral
numbers on the Edward G. Robinson
show.

NBC

will hook-up
flagship, a

Hepburn's

with Admiral
submarine and

seaplane to broadcast Navy Day
ceremonies over the Blue on Oct.
28.
Buddy Twiss and Joe Parker
will do the announcing.
KHJ has a new program, 'Four
Keyboards," featuring the versatile
a

Bob Mitchell

at

piano,

organ, pipe

organ and celeste. Mitchell also contributes "Streamline Swing" to the
KHJ schedule, and doubles with
Bernard Katz,
Dave Broekman's
pianist, to form the piano-organ duo,
Mitchell and Katz.
Shortened to a half-hour program,
"Western Homes" will feature An-

drea Marsh, vocalist, over
CBS Pacific Coast net.

Produced

at

KFRC, San

KNX

and

Francisco,

"Jack and Adele" is a new KHJDon Lee-Mutual dramatic-musical series heard Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 3:30 to 3:45. Ben Harkins writes and produces in addition
to playing "Jack", while Dorothy

Divon plays the role of

Jill.

Chicago Symphony Returns

WGBI

dates from Jan.

12,

1925, and boasts a

station

recently

world

wave from London

a talk on

staff

12 year history under

management

of

Inc.,

joined

from

AMOR, who
orchestra, and
college buddy

has

had his

Gene Novel-

MAUPIN,
REX
chestra leader

formerly
at

George Kercher of Edward Petry
& Co. touring the St. Louis sector.
Marion Clark of Dorings Sisters
seriously ill and has returned to her

home

or-

KYW,

who is now but who for some time has been a
his
with the Bill Sayres band, make their production director for script and
debut as a song-writing team with other shows at NBC in Chicago, re"I'm So Sorry," published by Roy turns to orchestra leading on the new
Music Co. The number was intro- NBC show, "Public Hero," opening
duced by Mickey Alpert over WOR- tonight, sponsored by Falstaff BrewMutual in two programs last week ing Co. Bob Wamboldt, former NBC
and also was played by Pat Rossi Chicago production man, now free
on his "Maytime" over WOV. The lancing, writes and produces the
number is rated as having potentiali- new show.
ties, and the boys have another on
Choral director Roy Campbell has
the way.
signed Irving Sheinker. arranger, to
lo,

at

Cincinnati.

seeking another

Harmony unit
member— a mid-

Baggiore,
Mutual tenor,
Attilio
slated for guest appearances with
Racine (Wis.) Symphony Nov. 15;

an

station

Island.

dle register gal.

CECHESTEAS- MUSIC
own

WHBF, Rock

Niles Trammell, NBC vice-president, back from New York.

is

ADDY

has joined WCFL
to handle speevents with Ed Burke.
Came

MAYPOLE
ROY
announcers

President

wtih same call letters.
the basic supplementary network of Columbia BroadIt operates
casting System, and is the only chain station in Northeastern Pennsylvania.
Studios are in the Adfull time, with exception of two one-hour daytime periods.
ministration Building of International Correspondence Schools, Scranton.
John Blair & Co. was recently appointed to represent station nationally.

Scranton Broadcasters

The

Oak Park Symphony, Nov.

17,

slated for the Loyola Univ.
cert series Nov. 17.
is

and
Con-

John Van Cronkhite, president of
Van Cronkhite Associates, is back

desk after an illness that conto his home in Evanston
and several days at hospital.
Pete Peterson and Forest Johnson
of Van Cronkhite Associates to Minneapolis, Des Moines and other midwestern points this week.
Jack Griffith of VCA in Washington making arrangements for a new
VCA dramatic feature.
Ros Metzer, radio director of Ruthscore
all
the
music
his
numerous
for
Count Basie and his orchestra rerauff & Ryan, back from a swing
vocal
groups,
including
Royalthe
corded four sides for Decca last week.
to St. Louis, Cincinnati and other
ists,
Continentals, Ambassadors and
Ohio River valley points.
Keystoners.
Noble Cain's Male Octet making a
Jimmie McHale's orchestra, airing
midwestern tour.
from the Brown Derby,
on
Acknowledged to be the leading
Lannie Truesdale, songstress with
Boston, will have a femme announcexponent of swing music in Europe, Roger Pryor is flashing a big diaer Kitty Brando.
Sid Phillips, talented composer-ar- mond engagement ring.
ranger formerly associated with
Bill Myers of "Jack Armstrong"
Don Hopkins, recent addition to many famous continental orchestras
called to New York as
the WRJN, Racine, Wis., announcing including the popular Amorose, has has been
was married last week to recorded a special series of swing stage manager for one of his producitaff,
tions.
Bertha Garrington of Marshalltown, composition, the first of which
la.
Jule Oravetz, WRJN sports an- "Comin' Thru the Rye" and "Annie
nouncer, was best man.
Grocery Bargain Listings
Laurie" were released this month
Daily bargain listings, to convince
on Variety Records, marking the
David Kaonohi, tenor, who was debut of a series of special importa- grocery shoppers that specials are
featured with the King Kolomoku tions from England to be issued by available daily, without waiting for
week-end purchase, is new entry
Hawaiians with Tim and Irene on Variety Records.
over KFRO, Longview, Tex., sponthe Admiracion program over WORMutual for five weeks, has been
Joe Reichman, "Pagliacci of the Pi- sored by local grocer. Fifteen mindoing very nicely with the Royal ano," follows Rudy Vallee into the ute program goes on six days weekHawaiian crew at the Roosevelt Ho- Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles, on Oct. ly, with five tie-in announcements
daily. Grocery calls attention to airtel Grill since July 6. The Hawaiians 26.
ing with price tag on all specials
are alternating with Guy Lombardo's
reading "As advertised on KFRO."
orchestra.
at his

fined

him

WMEX

—

—

Mutual's annual airing of the Chicago Symphony orchestra concerts
will begin Saturday over a nationwide web. Program will be aired on
Making his bow in the Variety
alternate Saturdays, 9:15-11:15 p.m. Record studios, Bob Sylvester and
Spot is directly opposite the Tos- his orchestra recorded, among other
canini series which debuts Christmas ditties, the new song hit from the
night on the combined NBC net- WPA all-colored musical production,
works, 10-11:15 p.m.
"Swing It."
Olga Vernon, singing
In the quarter-hour spot directly frau of the former Hal Kemp arbefore the Chicago program every ranger, did the vocal chores on this
other Saturday, Mutual's European side as well as on "Sophisticated
representative,
John Steele, will Swing" and other songs put on the
short

Day

cial

all of

KHJ

Pa.

Watts, N., 1,000 Watts

FRANK MEGARGEE,

booked

California

Kc— 500

1937

Cdicaacr

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

GILMAN, NBC

18.

wax.

affairs.

Roger Pryor and his orchestra are
over WHN, playing from

now heard

Radio Art Market Data
the
Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati.
October issue of Radio Art will be Frenchie Graffolier, Jimmy Dorsey
a Quarterly Market Reference Num- and Jan Garber and their orchestras
ber, giving market and coverage data also are being heard via WHN, originating in Cincinnati.
on some 350 stations.

Jeritza

on Banks Program

Circulars are also used.

Maria Jeritza will be heard on tonight's debut of the American banks
Union Delays Filing Charges
series on the NBC-Blue, 9-10 p.m. in
Oklahoma City Filing of charges
place of Feodore Chaliapin, who is
ill in Paris.
Jeritza is an exclusive by the ARTA with the NLRB against
General Motors star, but in view of KFXR is being held up pending conthe emergency James E. Sauter was ferences with station officials today.
able to book the artist for this one
time shot.
Jules Labert Free-Lancing
Jules Labert, for the past two years
announcer with WNYC, has resigned
Al Barrie on
Al Barrie, whose "Al Barrie's to do free-lance work for several
Mellydrammers" have been airing transcription and screen companies.
over WNYC on Saturdays for the
Bergman with Sound Masters
past two months, is now presenting
Teddy Bergman heads a new type
a similar series over WNEW on
Wednesdays at 8 p.m., with "Uncle of program-building service being
Tom's Cabana" as first in the new organized by Sound Masters Inc.,
with studios at 1560 Broadway.
group.

—

WNEW

Monday, October

18.

1937

RADIO DAILY

and Comments

pst&ty&am JlevUws
"MARCH OF TIME"
Time,

Inc.

WJZ-NBC-Blue, Thursday.
8:30-9 p.m.

BBD&O

Inc.

in Music"
musical presentation, with

"CHRYSLER FOOTBALL
PARADE"

themes as subject matter,
bow last Thursday night

with Frank G. Menke
Chrysler Corp.

"Essays
A new
celestial

made

its

at 10:30-11

SWITCH OF NOTED PROGRAM FROM

:

with Victor Bay conduct-

ing the orchestra through its difficult
routine in first-class manner. First
attempt was labeled "Music of the

WABC,

Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m.

Lee Anderson Adv., Detroit
CBS FINDS IT NO LESS POWERFUL AND
ENTERTAININGLY HANDLED FOOTBALL
FAST MOVING.
"The editors of Life join with the Firmament." and featured works of COMMENT AND PREDICTIONS.
With Ann Leaf at the organ supeditors of Time" in this new series of many of the masters, namely Rimskynews dramatizations which seemed Korsakoff, Beethoven, Wagner, De- plying interpolated musical bits usimbued with new pep and scripted bussy and Haydn. Soloists featured ing the official songs of the colleges
so that certain thematic treatment is on the show were Hollace Shaw, mentioned, this football series bowed
brought out as tied in with the news who proved herself some time ago as in as an entertaining program of its
in question.
"Dead End," film, was a member of the Mark Warnow "Blue kind. Frank G. Menke, featured on
worked into the revolt of the lower Velvet" musicals; Alexander Semm- the show, is a newspaperman, comHis
East-side mothers who want no more ler, who offered "Moonlight Sonata" mentator and sports authority.
babies until better housing is pro- with the orchestra playing a special mike manner and voice are engaging.
Before reeling off his predicvided and resultant better environ- arrangement
in
the
background;
ment for future generations of kids. Hubert Hendrie, baritone; Charles tions of the next day's winners,
G-Men activities in Maine, where Haywood, tenor, and David Ross, Menke commented on interesting
items of a football nature, including
two bandits were slain and one cap- narrator.
George Zachary is the
the "gorilla" players of the early
tured, was the second dramatization. producer.
gridiron days. John Reed King, anAgain "Dead End" was brought in,
Bay, who had charge of the musiwith the mother in the play, voicing cal portion of the recent Shakes- nouncer gave Menke valuable assistance.
sentiments on the gangsters.
peare series, is one of the finest
Duke of Windsor in Berlin, Cuban musical minds in the business. His
physician who became a human new series should draw a large lis- Dr. Walter Damrosch
guinea pig for cancer research, Father tening audience from the listeners
The tenth season of the NBC
Coughlin going off the air (excellent that do not care for the variety type "Music
Appreciation
Hour"
was
take off on this occasion) Chateau show that dominates on Thursday launched last Friday by Dr. Walter
Thierry 20 years after, Bruno Musso- evenings. Program airs over CBS.
Damrosch over both the Red and
lini leaving home to bomb Valencia,
Blue networks at 2-3 p.m. After a
a Japanese situation sidelight, and "Tish"
few introductory words by Dr. Dam-
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,

English Princesses rehearsing for gas
attack completed the highlights pre-

Through

the courtesy of Mary
Rinehart,
the
author of
sented.
Closing credit for Time mentioned "Tish," the Federal Theater and CBS
are airing radio adaptations of the
the world-wide events and President
stories.
Roosevelt's new foreign policy, and
Initial
presentation was neither
special session of Congress, all to be
read about in "tomorrow's issue of very funny nor very attention retaining.
Episode dealt with the
Time magazine."
William Geer edits "March of Syrian Tuffik (Charles Crumpton)
Time," with Homer Fickett and Wil- who imposes on Tish (Florence Bakliam Spier as production directors er) Lizzie (June Bradley) and Aghis
"three
and Howard Barlow as musical di- gie (Fay Courtenay)
mothers," and dupes the gals out of
rector.
many a dollar.
There might have been older perJack Douglas
Informal quiz party, alternating sons, who had read the stories years
with spelling bees and "do you want ago, who enjoyed the radio dramatizations, but it's doubtful.
Listeners
to be a comedian" nights, seems to
are too used to the snappier fare
find a responsive chord both among
the radio audience and that of the which is served in all fields of enParamount theater, Newark, whence tertainment today. Program is aired

Roberts

rosch, who pointed out that the object of the concerts is to show the
young listeners enough of music, as
played by a fine symphony orchestra or sung by talented vocalists, to

make

the audience understand and
appreciate fine music, the series got
under way. It made a good start,
and should prove as interesting, entertaining and helpful as the preceding series.

,

,

show originates four over WABC-CBS on Thursdays at
10-10:30 p.m.
nights weekly at 9:30-10. Jack Douglas conducts the show and first prize
is $5, with several lesser cash prizes
"Coca Cola Song Shop"
and theater passes. Program moves
Since making its debut several
along nicely and is fairly well gagged weeks ago, Coca Cola's "Song Shop,"
Sponsor has three with Frank Crumit as pilot, has imup for laughs.
stores, one in Newark and two in proved itself
here and there, and
New York, which receive the bene- last Friday night's program on CBS
These
were
fit of the commercials.
at 10 was one of the most enjoyable
this

WNEW

from being overdone and were
heard in two spots, the closing one
dwelling on rugs exclusively. Finkenberg Furniture Co. is the sponsor.
far

ACTON E

transcription

needles

100% shadowgraphed
Ask

any Station technician; for most
America's broadcast units rely on
these brilliant playback and steel cutting
needles.
Samples on request.
Mfd. by W. H. BAGASHAW Co., Lowell, Mass.
Distr. by H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
of

in the series to

date.

Singing

Sam

was a welcome guest star, joining
Crumit in a piano-vocal duet of memory songs that registered strong. Then
Sam encored with "Can't You Hear

Me
lisle

her

Calling,

Caroline."
Kitty Carexhibited particular sparkle in
warbling and patter.
Baritone

Reed Kennedy was in fine fettle,
and the work of songstress Alice Cornett, the Songfellows Quartet and

Gus

Haenschen's

clicked. Whole
at a nice clip.

orchestra

all

program moved along

Make-Believe Plane Trip
"Airplane Trip," over KOMA, Oklahoma City, is proving successful
from both the advertisers' and stations' standpoint.
The program, 15

minutes four times a week, features
a make-believe airplane trip over a
The
neighborhood city or town.
announcer, as pilot, spots leading
(advertisers)
and
business houses
local centers of interest and describes them.
Between times re-
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H. J. McColcordings are played.
lester is daddy for the idea.
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PHILADELPHIA
WCAU

confined to

another

18,

week

—re-

Arthur Amadon, WBZ baritone, will fill in on
his tri-weekly network shows.
Edward B. Hall's "News Behind
Lyn Murray's new quartet, "The
Tomorrow's Headlines" has been re- BILLY ROSE, formerly announcer
at WGY, Scbenectady, is now on Four Clubmen," heard via CBS, is
newed for thirteen weeks by North
currently making a Paramount movie
American Accident Insurance Co., for the staff of WOKO, Albany.
short. They will feature Lyn's novel
Sunday eve airing over WBZ-WBZA.
Joe Rubin, who conducts a talent
Lyda Betti, Dorothy Pilzer, Mario arrangement of "The Big Apple."
search program through WMEX on Palermo, William Cameron, Philip
Saturday mornings, is hunting girl Whitfield, Hans Melzer and Leah BolKUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark.
musicians for an all-girl band he iver comprised the cast of "Aida," Jesse Miller, chief engineer, is teachplans to organize.
presented by the "Gateway to Op- ing a class in Broadcast Transmitting
Fred Lang chooses items from era" company over WQXR on Satur- Equipment to engineering students
Leslocal, national and international news day with two-piano accompaniment at John Brown University
is
for his news program over WNAC by Clifford Herzer and Jascha Zayde. ter Harlow, assistant engineer,
back from a three-week sojourn to
daily except Sunday.
Dedication ceremonies of Buchanan the Panama Canal Zone and a visit
Sandra Bruce, WCOP announcer,
is home with the grippe.
Kay Batch- Dam, greatest link in the $25,000,000 to several Latin-American radio staRobert Freeman, formerly
elder is taking over her assignments. PWA project to control and harness tions
of this station and KFPW. has joined
the
Colorado
River,
was
broadcast
Jim Donovan's "The Man in the
the announcing staff of KBIX. MusLobby," daily sidewalk interview in over KNOW, Austin, and WACO, kogee, Okla.
Waco,
on
Saturday.
In
charge
of
front
of
Tremont Theater over
technical operations was Chief EnWCOP, now has a sponsor.
gineer Paul Shaw of KNOW. Wal"Around the World," a new SunCharlie Ashley, WEEI police re- ton Newton handled the program.
day night program over WHN, preporter,
and
Audrey Renard of
sents Joseph Ries with Virginio MaBrockton pulled a surprise marriage.
rucci's orchestra in a half-hour salute
Mrs.
Ida
Bailey
Allen
Ida
Bailey
of
Al Heifer, staff sports announcer at
The proto various foreign nations.
Allen's
Homemakers
the
Air,
of
and WSAI, Cincinnati, has
gram, aired at 6-6:30 p.m., also is
heard
over
WHN,
Monday, Wednesbeen brought east to handle Atlantic
aired by the Crosley International
Friday, 10:30-11:30 a.m., has
Refining broadcast of Holy Cross day and
short wave station, W8XAL.
been engaged to write her own defootball games over WEEI for balance of season.
He replaces Jack partment entitled "Food Fashion
Flashes" for Simplicity Magazine,
Two packages deposited by two
Ingersoll, who is laid up at his home
Mrs. Allen's famous inventors, Alexander Graham
in Concord, N. H.
Jay Wesley will woman's publication.
Homemakers is the only scientifically Bell and Charles Sumner Painter, in
assist Heifer.
conducted radio testing laboratory in the Smithsonian Institute just 50
Roger Wheeler, WEEI continuity the country.
years ago this week will be opened
editor, is conducting a radio writing
today and a description of the conclass, two nights weekly.
Publications tents will be broadcast over the MuKCKN,
the
Capper
Eugene Conley, tenor at WEEI the
It is unstation in Kansas City, Kan., added tual network, 2-2: 15 p.m.
past few years, is joining WWJ, Deflash and novelty to the ordinarily derstood that one of the mystery
troit, and will air his first program
drab and prosaic community service bundles contains the basic idea of
there Oct. 24.
of promoting Fire Prevention Week, today's talking pictures the talking
Eddie Kasper is doing a weekly
and used it to impress local business machine and the photophone.
sponsored news resume on WAAB.
men with the dramatic possibilities
Chet Gaylor, program director of
Two programs were aired by
WTAG, Worcester, and Florence of broadcasting.
WHIO, Dayton, from the Dayton KenEhrlinger of CBS in New York visiBilly Fields, whose radio cowboys nel Club dog show at the county
ted WEEI.
Sandra Bruce has returned to her are heard regularly over WSPR, fairgrounds, giving the WHIO audiWCOP assignments after being laid Springfield, Mass., married Olga Ros- ence a very adequate description of
sini last week.
the breed, structure and value of the
up with a bad cold.
sult of auto accident.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WLW

—

Norris West of
announcing
staff leaves the field for the season
to help Stan Lee Broza direct the
stations programs.
"Meistersinger" is back with
a new series of programs under his

KYWs

own

tag of

Alan
tator,

Murray Allen.
WFIL's news commen-

Scott,

has been signed by Gulf Re-

fining for a

new

series.

Morton Howard inaugurates a new
series
of
"Symphony Hour" programs at WIP.
Fred Weber, veteran of the WFIL
microphone staff, has been appointed
Chief Announcer, by Donald Withycomb.
Robert Golden will direct the
Meyer Davis orchestra at WCAU.

Norman

Sickle of

KYW

is

writing

and producing a new set of dramatic
sketches based on domestic problems
originating from letters received in
the studio from listeners.
Jack Steck, WFIL emcee, has
taken on a new assignment, building
shows to be used as political entertainment.

George Hogan is assisting Woody
Wolf on the football broadcasts over

WCAU.

Carlotta

Dale, lyric song bird of
Hatters, goes on NBCRed with a program of her own
shortly called "Songs by Carlotta."
Bob Newhall, the Collegians Orchestra and the Quadrangle Octet,
are featured on WFIL's "Jamboree"

KYW

Top

program.

Dornan Brothers and Mary will
be back again on the air shortly
over WCAU.
Ben Greenblatt returns with a new
series of "Piano Ramblings" over

KYW.
Dave Tyson is back at WFIL after
an extended vacation.
Doris Havens is now heard at the
console of the organ over WCAU on
"Morning
Melodies"
and "Noontimers."

Arthur Hinett and Carlile and
London, with Frances Carroll as
vocalist, now being fed to NBC from

KYW.

Charles Shoffner returns to a regA sil- ular turn on WCAU.
foremost pedigrees entered.
best
the
awarded
to
trophy
was
ver
WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
Truman Crane, formerly of W1IQF, has hound by WHIO.
been added to the engineering staff
Jerry Livingston Re-elected
Milton Hale, salesman, was birthJim Uebelhart, formerly of WHK,
Songwriters'
Guild of America has
daypartying the other day.
Cleveland, has been named to reunanimously re-elected Jerry Livingplace David Zimmerman on the anston, composer-maestro, as treasurer.
A communal project, in which all nouncing staff of WSPD, Toledo.
in
Chicago.
NBC
Zimmerman
joined
the women's clubs of western Montana participate, is broadcast weekly
over Station KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Bob Burke, "The Man with the MulThe program deals with matters of tiple Voice," is the subject of a provital interest to mothers. In the short
motion piece being sent out by WHIO,
time it has been on the air, a very Dayton, in a campaign to bring him
large feminine audience has been
before prospective sponsors.
built up according to Arthur J. Mos-

—

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
LUCIO VILLEGAS
"American

national

advertisers

sponsoring Spanish radio programs
in Latin America with poor material and unknown talent are throwing their money in the waste
basket. The best talent for domestic
and Spanish radio programs is in

Hollywood, and what is a success
Of
here has to be also there.

Hollywood material and
talent are more expensive, where
extras are in the background and

.

.

.

by,

manager.

well
these

known

actors in front.
Let
advertisers
improve their

budgets and they will meet with
surprising success. And over all,
let

the production

of

people

by

their

America."

end

in the

hands

who know their business
past successful record In

Brundige, formerly of WSIX,
is now on the announcing

Bill

course,

"Illusion,"

the

curtain

by Georgia Backus, was Nashville,
raiser

to

Ernest

mingway's "The Killers"

in

Hem-

staff of

WAVE,

Louisville.

Irving

Workshop presentation last
Jake Rachman, who writes the
Sunday over CBS at 8 p.m. Miss "Around Omaha" program on KOIL,
Reis'

Backus, while producing her Experimental Hour when she was dramatic director of CBS, used Irving
Reis' first radio play, "Split Seconds."
Reis, at that time an engineer, was
monitoring this program.

now

is

Spotlight

same

on

station.

nouncing

10-minute Theater
weekdays over the
Arthur Faust is anSpotlight, which in-

doing a

the

movie criticisms, news
answering listeners' questions.
cludes

and

Ida Bailey Allen, who conducts
daily Homemakers of the Air
on WHN, has published 23 different cook books and has sold more
than 10,000,000 copies!
the

VOL.
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—

Philadelphia Albert A. Cormier,
have vice-president and general manager
multiple
duplication
of of WIP, has resigned, effective Oct.
23.
No successor has been chosen
similar type programs on the air.
yet to fill the vacancy, according to
The fact that the recently opened sea- Benedict Gimbel Jr., president of

SAMENESS

I*

is

bad enough

But even more regrettable, because it's
avoidable, is the recent wholesale dropping of assorted sustaining programs,
which are being replaced by more remotes of the kind that are a drug on the
airwaves.
Thus, to save a few dimes, dozens of
the type of shows that impart novelty,
freshness and widely scattered appeal
must give way to increased repetition
and a higher percentage of sameness in
air entertainment.

TELEVISION

Last week's television
demonstration by RCA
with its newly developed cathode-ray
tube which makes it possible to project
on a screen
feet does not hold out
much promise of the new visual art be-

the station.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Is

Adding

13 Stations

news period over
tions.

Additions

13

the picture was quite clear, the material
suffered from lack of showmanship.

and

other

technical

problems, plus the tremendous costs involved, it still appears that the placing
of television in general use will take much
longer than it took the movies and radio.

—D.

bring total
of stations carrying spot profor sponsor to 51.
Latest ad-

number
grams

ditions are WNAC, WTIC, WEAN,
WTAG, WICC, WCSH, WLBZ, WFEA,
WSAR, WNBH, WLLH, WLNH and
WRDO. J. M. Mathes is the agency

handling the account.

—

Lucky

Strike

composers:

following six
Porter. Robert

Quincy
Russell Bennett. Leo Sowerby,

ome Moross. Emmanual
N.

Vittorio

Dett

Jer-

and

Giannini.
Latter will
be commissioned to write an opera
for radio adaptation. Works of commission will be presented on CBS

during

summer

of 1938.

—Henry

Chicago

Burr, ballad

and

hymn

singer at WLS, has passed
the 9,000.000 mark in record sales.
He is a great favorite in the rural
regions, and his "Good Night, Little
Girl, Good Night," disk has sold
3,000,000 copies.

FCC SEES TELEVISION

LONG DISTANCE AWAY
Bv PRESCOTT DENNETT
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Expressing the view
that there does not appear to be any

Washington

—

WOR

vocalist.

the frequencies from 25,000 to 300,000 kilocycles.
Previously the radio
spectrum had been confined to from
10 to 25,000 kilocycles.

Trade agreement conference between the Independent Radio Network Affiliates and the AFM Executive Committee took on the aspect
of an endurance contest yesterday
as neither side gave ground in rechanges in several clauses
sought by the IRNA. Each side, seeking to protect its constituency and
carry out its mandates, continued to
hold fast throughout the day and
late evening sessions, with the IRNA
plus key station men trying hard to
get concessions on Clause 10 of the
proposed trade agreement which
would force an affiliated or key station to discontinue service to another
outlet upon two-weeks written notice
from the AFM. This of course is in
the event that a station fails to comply with the AFM requirements, is
placed on the unfair list and its
service from network or other hookup with affiliated outlets is subsequently cut off. If a station in question continues to supply programs to
an "unfair" outlet, then AFM members need not perform further services for the originating outlet, unspect to

The new action was revealed in a less negotiations
result in affiliates
report resulting from extensive heartaking on more staff musicians. Most
(Continued on Page 2)
of the pertinent conversation did not
get past the proposed changes in

"Firefly" First

By M-G-M
West Coast Bureau.

Show
for

(Continued on Page 3)

Maxwell

RADIO DAILY

Brown-Williamson Tobacco

Los Angeles— First M-G-M radio
Renewing on 55 Stations
production for Maxwell House Coffee on Nov. 4 over NBC-Red will be
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.,
"The Firefly," with Jeanette MacDonald and Alan Jones singing the on Nov. 12 will renew the "Tommy
leads. Robert Z. Leonard, director of Dorsey show" on 55 NBC-Blue net(Continued on Page 2)

work

Fridays, 9:30-10 pm.,
Batten. Barton,
Osborn Inc. is the agency.

stations,

for another 52 weeks.

Durstine &

C. G.

Second
Columbia
Composers'
Commission
has
been
formed,
the

WOR Show

Lucky Strike has bought "ScriptTeaser" and will present it starting
Nov. 2 over
with Richard Himber's orchestra
and Stuart Allen,

2nd Composer Group
of

Burr's Record Record

immediate outlook for television servStuart Eggleston Heads
ice on a commercial basis, the FCC
WFIL Office in Chicago yesterday marked off for allocation

Elliott

consisting

Neither Side Offers to Give Ground
On Question of Trade Agreement
Changes; Webs Sit In

additional sta-

now

Philadelphia Stuart Eggleston, onetime western manager for CBS, will
head a new office being opened in
coming a commercial reality in the near
Chicago by WFIL, it is announced
future.
by Donald Withycomb, g.m. EggleClarity of the pictures is still too un- ston for
the past four years has had
satisfactory, while the need for develop- his
own business, building commering a technique in presentation of pro- cial
programs for agencies and nagrams was very evident.
tional advertisers.
Even in the television broadcast reDecision to open a midwest office,
ceived at the same time on cabinets with
(Continued on Page 2)
a screen measuring 7 x 10 inches, where

this

Talking

Still

Canada Dry Ginger Ale, effective
Oct. 25, will sponsor 15-minute daily

3x4

of

FIVE CENTS

1937

to

son hasn't produced a single new show
worth shouting about also isn't very conducive to increased and sustained listener appeal.

Because

19,

Roosevelt Handling
Hearst Stations on Coast

Oxydol Doubles Up
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet

Old Golds Reported
Readying New Series
Old Gold cigarettes is understood
to be preparing a 15-minute radio
program using a Hollywood columnist.
Louis Sobol of the New York
Journal-American is said to have
been offered to spot, but prefers another offer.

has
West Coast Bureau.

RADIO DAILY

—

Los Angeles
Elliott
Roosevelt,
vice-president of Hearst Radio and
directing head of its stations in the
southwest, now has KEHE here and
KYA, San Francisco, added to his
responsibilities.
He took charge as
general manager over the week-end.
Roosevelt plans to remain on the
(.Continued on

Page

3)

WOR

added

to

the

(Oxydol)
station

carrying the script show, "Rise
of the Goldbergs."
airs the
list

WOR

program

at 9:30-9:45 a.m.. with

stations

of

taking the

WOR

the

show

NBC Red

11

network

at 12:15-12:30 p.m.

show yesterday with sponsor desiring to make
an experiment.
began

airing

2
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FINANCIAL
{Monday, Oct. 18)

Times Played

Publisher

ARTHUR
That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
Have You Got Any Castles, Baby (Harms Inc.)

Can

I

You (Chappell and

High

20
19

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

North

9'A
405/8

American

.

.

.

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

m

173/4

58 Vs

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

.

.

.

10

21%

NEW YORK CURB
Hazeltine Corp.
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

.

.

.

.

.

.

Low

133/4

V/B

Close

Chg.

— 23/
— y4
19
19
18% 18% — %
8
8V4 —5
35'A
Hi/2 — 2%
Hi/z
5% —
—7
50
50
8% 8% - %
—
14% 15
EXCHANGE
— 4%
10
10
%
% — %

1

4

'/4

struction

MACK MILLAR

13/8

5

1

He

IRVING

1

Floyd Williams Dead

—

Harrisonburg, Va. Floyd C. Williams, 47, general manager of WSVA
and president of the Shenandoah
Valley Broadcasting Corp., with studios here and offices in Staunton
and Harrisonburg, died last week
after an illness due to a heart attack
ten days before.
Early in his business career, he was
in the employ of the late Charles
Curtis, vice-president of the U. S.
Later he moved to New York City,
where he became widely known via
radio as "The Flying Tenor of the
Air", singing for NBC. His widow,
Mabel Linton Williams, was a concert organist.

due

to

make

a

perthe

MILLS

returns from Hollywood toreturns to California in
of
IRVING S. BRECHER, who
working for Warners.

and

Friday

Saturday

on

to

assume

TOM FIZDALE

(Continued from Page 1)
the film, will emcee. Louis B. Mayer,

Chicago over the
at one of the

in

exhibit

also

ROBERT TAPLINCER

16
16
16

New York on
Hollywood.

company

begins

17

in

to

appearance the first of the week on
Dinner Bell show.

WLS
day,
the

his

is

trip

due

is

open

to
stores.

due back

is

business

local

sonal

18
18
18
17

"Firefly" First Show
Stuart Eggleston Heads
By M-G-M for Maxwell
WFIL Office in Chicago
according to Withycomb, follows the
success of the station's similar venture in New York, where time sales
of $194,000 were chalked up in SepJack Stewart, WFIL sales
tember.
manager, will supervise the Chicago
office along with New York.
This makes WFIL the only independent station here to have its own
sales offices in three major centers.

this

elaborate new studios. Conto get under way next

ROBERT RIPLEY

1/2

51/2

a

week-end

leaves for Hollywood on
at Warners.

new post

his

arrives in

ALLAN ROY DAFOE
in

and

Buffalo

WCR.
JAY CLARK of

city

1)

Charlotte

expected

is

Monday from

week

(Continued from Page

visits

week.

20

Co.)

York,

WCCO's

of bids for

21
21
21
20

Harbor Lights (Mario Music Co.)
One Rose (Shapiro Bernstein Inc.)
Remember Me (Witmark and Son)
Farewell My Love (Harms Inc.)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc.)
Ebb Tide (Popular Melodies Inc.)
Goodbye, Jonah (Robbins Music Corp.)

351/4

manager of

sales

24
22

in

JACOBS,

R.

DR.

149

148

153

New

acting head of construction
and building operations department at CBS, is
spending week in Minneapolis going over final
plans and specifications and supervising placing
C.

Net
Tel

is

26
25
25
24

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

HAYES, eastern

H.

for

Radio Sales
week.

In

Forget

Washington,

Charlotte as the guest of
Jr., general manager of WBT.

in

41
32

The Dark (Famous Music Corp.)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music Corp.)
Moon Got In My Eyes (Select Music Co.)
So Many Memories (Shapiro Bernstein Inc.)
Afraid To Dream (Miller Music Inc.)
If It's The Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Vieni Vieni (Witmark and Son)
My Cabin Of Dreams (Irving Berlin Inc.)
You And I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Whispers

representative

Sales

WJSV,

and

Charlotte,

spending a week
William S. Schudt

1937

and GoiriG
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Oct. 16, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
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New York
is

tomorrow.

visiting

broadcasting

for

from

one
that

over

the

department arrives
Hollander

JOE

in

Lennen & Mitchell radio
Hollywood to assist Mann

producing the Tyrone Power show.

in

CONLEY,

publicity

was

Philadelphia,
business.

in

director

New York

of

WFIL,

yesterday

on

Metro production

chief, will appear
CORK O'KEEFE, TOM MARTIN and MIKE
the launching of the program, NIDORF leave for Chicago today to attend
and Igor Gorin, Sophie Tucker, Judy Jimmy Dorsey's opening. O'Keefe and Nidorf
Garland and Ilona Massey will be continue to the Coast.
BILL BURTON left for Chicago on Sunday
among the other Metro personalities
and will return Saturday.
on the bill.

for

WCCO

FCC

Information Service

—

Sees Television

Minneapolis A new program inLong Distance
formation service has been inaugurated by WCCO in an effort to give
(Continued from Page 1)
listeners dope on programs by teleWinsauer Addresses PTA
phone.
Established as part of the ings held last spring regarding allocaMinneapolis—R. W. Winsauer, as- publicity department, listeners may tion of radio frequencies for use of
sistant program and production man- call the program service for facts television.
For the present, televiager of WCCO, addressed the annual on guest stars, program times and sion stations will be assigned upon
convention of Minn. Parent-Teachers details on contests currently being various channels from 44,000 to 108,Ass'n in St. Paul last week on the heard over WCCO.
Listeners seem 000 kilocycles on an experimental
subject of "New Frontiers in Radio." to have taken to the idea, because basis with the same requirements as
Winsauer discussed the recent CBS the program information service has are now imposed. This will continue
Shakespearian cycle and told how been swamped with calls.
until
several
remaining technical
education by radio can be presented
problems have been solved and standshowmanship
entertaining
with
ards of transmission and reception
N. Y. Democrats Buy Time
angles. Dr. Kenneth Baker of U. of
are adopted, it was stated.
Democratic
State
Committee
has
and
Listening
Minn, spoke on "Radio
bought
on
two
spots
Mutual
network
the Socio-Economic Status," a sumin connection with New York Mayormary of a recent PTA survey.
Rapee's Second Sibelius Airing
alty
campaign.
Today Governor
Erno Rapee, director of the Radio
Herbert H. Lehman, will be heard City Music Hall Symphony OchesBillboards Bring Visitors
at 7:45-8 p.m. from this city and on tra, on Sunday will conduct the secNumerous visits to its studios by Friday, Senator Robert Wagner will ond broadcast in the series of Sibelius
tourists are attributed by WOPI, be heard from Rochester at 10-10: 15 symphonies over WJZ-NBC-Blue net-

Away

WOR

Stations are
WABY, work at 12:30-1:30 p.m. The work
to new highway billboards p.m.
advertising the station, W. A. Wil- WIBX, WSYR, WNBF, WGR, and will be Sibelius' much discussed
on a repeat show.
son reports. The signs read: "Tune
Selections from
"Fifth Symphony."
in WOPI on 1500, the Brightest Spot
Mozart and Chopin will round out

Bristol,

WHAM

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available to only one radio
station in each city

Details on Request
Represented

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

by

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

on Your Dial."

Col.
Col. Jack
his present

In Atlanta
THtY LISTtN TO

WATL

the program.

Major Switched
Major will switch from

CBS Monday

spot

to

Tuesday, 3-3:30 p.m. period effective
with today's airing. Major will keep
present set-up intact

Elman and

Salter

Open

Dave Elman and Harry
taken an

office at 485

BLUE

BAYOU

Recorded on
Variety No. VA 656

Office

Salter have

Madison Ave.

141?
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NEW PCOePAMS-IDtA/

BOTH SIDES STUBBORN

HEARST COAST STATIONS

IRNA-AFM MEETING

IN

ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT HEADS

of the IRNA membership,
other concessions from the proposed
trade agreement worked up by the
AFM and IRNA Special Advisory
Committee are also on tap. Full AFM
Executive Committee, nearly all of
them tired from traveling and extended conferences, took the position
they were led to believe that the
IRNA trade agreement was virtually
set and now they return to find important clauses repudiated by the
IRNA membership. Also, they are
of the opinion that if they granted
the IRNA demands, the IRNA would
be dictating how the
should
be run. On the other hand the broadcasters point out that they have hired
musicians for 10 years or more and
never had contracts with such stringent clauses as are now demanded
by the AFM. On occasion the opinion
was somewhat jokingly expressed that
there are too many lawyers present
feels
now. In one respect the
that some of the attorneys are new
to the conferences and much ground
has to be covered all over again;
also that on account of the broadcasting industry being new to labor
agreements, the terms may sound
harsh now, but eventually it will
become an old story, and found prac-

came from warehouses, freight-car
Audition Show Popular
(Continued from Page 1)
The weekly audition for new talent loading platforms, steamship docks
held at the WBT (Charlotte) studios and salesrooms, with the local deal- coast for 60 days or so and emphatfeadescribing
new
ers
assisting
in
each Wednesday morning from 10
ically denies that any negotiations
tures of the 1938 cars.
are on for the sale of these or any
to 12 noon under the observation of
aroused
much
favorable
The
series
other of the Hearst stations.
Program Director Charles Crutchfield
local comment and created goodis one of the high spots of the WBT
Ford Billings, who has been in the
Proud mothers with pre- will among the automobile dealers.
week.
berth taken over by Roosevelt, goes
cocious tots, hill-billies, would-be
to the Chicago office, it is said, and
blues singers, novelty instrumental"The Editor Speaks"
Murray Grabhorn remains as maneach
the
studio
pack
ists, and others
Portsmouth, O., reports en- ager of KEHE, with Bob Roberts in
WPAY,
which
have
week for the tryouts
thusiastic reception of a new Sunday charge at KYA. W. C. Burke, connetted WBT only three staff artists morning program entitled "The Edi- nected with the Hearst Texas staduring the entire span they have tor Speaks."
Editorials are read tions, accompanied Roosevelt here.
been held.
from local and nearby newspapers,
Personnel shakeup in Hearst Radio
An unusual occurrence took place the thoughts going over much more under Roosevelt was indicated
by
at a recent audition when T. D.
impressively than in the cold black- week-end resignations at KEHE of
Kemp, talent scout for the North and-white of print.
Mayfield Kaylor, program director;
Carolinas Theaters Inc., vied with
Pat Patterson, publicity head, and
Crutchfield for the services of a
Ken Higgins, producer, together with
Music and Flowers
youthful vocalist, recently stranded
the secretarial staffs attached to their
vaudeville
Flowers,"
with
Aptly
titled
"Music
and
a
in Chattanooga,
respective offices.
absconded
Kansas
City,
has
inaugurWDAF,
troupe, when the manager
The husky-voiced ated a new 15-minute transcription
with the funds.
baritone came to the WBT studio for program for the Telegraph Delivery
Rockwell-O'Keefe Changes
Short
the audition along with two other Association of local florists.
Shifts at Rockwell-O'Keefe place
members of the stranded troupe. musical program and talk on flowers
Kemp, brother of the famous Hal, by an authority make up broadcast. Bill Burton working with Ralph
Wonders in the act department, dojust happened in on the audition
ing talent scouting as well as directlooking for talent. Kemp and WBT
Auto
Previews
ing publicity. Jack Whittemore will
both are bidding keenly with the
"Previews" of new cars, broadcast work with Dick Ingram, who takes
young singer for his services. Jane
Bartlett, vocalist and pianist, and by shortwave from city showrooms, Mike Nidorf's place while latter is
Homer Drye and Billie Burton, both is the new bright one over Hal in Chicago in the band department
on the Briarhopper programs, are Nichol's KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. and doing general scouting for new
Harry Squires will be in
the only staff artists ever to come Shots feature talks with managers, bands.
general descriptions of the cars, dem- charge of all one-night bookings.
from the audition tryouts.
onstrations of a running motor, and
informal auto talk, with programs
Safe-Driving Quiz
so far released from show spots of
A program that should do much Oldsmobile and Chrysler.
toward making motorists safety-

tical.

conscious,

(Continued from Page

1)

although there was considerable other talk.
Broadcasters could not see the wisdom of getting into tight places on
sympathetic strike requirements and
believe public opinion would be on
their side in event broadcasting service was interrupted. As per deClause

10,

mands

AFM

AFM

yet lacking nothing in
Bureau Lands Booking
entertainment, bowed in
The biggest annual
Minneapolis
Minneapolis,
in
over
WCCO,
recently
Committee headed by
in the Northwest
Rosenbaum of WFIL, and its at- cooperation with the Minneapolis live talent booking
Under tricky title Fender has again been given to the WCCO
torneys Sol A. Rosenblatt and William Star.
It is the Northwest
Artists Bureau.
Jaffee, networks were represented by Benders, show takes quiz angle with
Show, to be held Oct.
Edward Klauber, M. R. Runyan, two "professors of safe driving" ask- Automobile
30 Nov. 6 in the Minneapolis AudiLawrence Lowman and attorney ing random members of studio auThis year's production will
Sidney Kaye, for CBS; Mark J. Woods dience how they would handle cars torium.
in the history of the
and attorney E. G. Prime, for NBC. under certain circumstances. Wrong be the largest
Henry Friedman attended as attorney judgment brings in scream, and sound show. Both the floor show and dancThen professors cor- ing will be handled by the
for the AFM. Incidentally there are of auto crash.
Al SheeFirst guest on the Artists Bureau, headed by
at least two attorneys each on the rect the answer.
show was District Judge han.
committees.

addition to the

In

IRNA

Special
Samuel R.

WCCO

punchful

—

WCCO

IRNA and AFM
An
adjournment was taken until 11:30
a.m. today, with both sides hopeful
that more progress would be made

shortly.

Last
the

Sunday

AFM

afternoon's session of

Executive Committee with

Mutual web representatives resulted
in no deal being closed.

Coverage

A

Map

graphic coverage map in a twofour-page illustrated folder
which also provides time-buyer statistics is being distributed by KWK,
color,

St.

Louis.

Sunday
Levi M.

Hall,

who endorsed

proinclude
attend-

Future guests will
drivers, filling station
ants, street car motormen, etc.
gram.

taxi

GROMBACH PRODUCTIONS

—

Personals for Clem McCarthy
Clem McCarthy, announcer, will

make

personal appearances Thursday night at the Ritz, Roosevelt and
The Governor Speaks
Tivoli theaters in Newark and at the
Eight stations of Oklahoma Net Sanford in Irvington. Lee Stewart,
arranged series of State broadcasts chief casting director for Vitaphone,
under title "The Governor Speaks to will be emcee.
Oklahoma." Idea will be a permanent policy, non-political and nonTolcher Joins
commercial, and will go on no matter
Arthur M. Tolcher, formerly of
who is Governor. Discussions are
WOR, has become associated with
limited to state affairs.
the sales department of WHN.

WHN

INC.
113

West

Program

£ljjW\0

TECHNIQUE

America's

distinguished school of
actors,
singers,
broadcasting for
announcers.
speakers,
writers,
our
Recordings
in
Electric
Western
programs taken off the air
studios
.

.

.

George Marshall Durante, Dir.
R.K.O. Bldg., Radio City, New York

of

Auto Models

WQAM, Miami, claims a "first"
with "sneak previews" of the 1938
model automobiles.
Employing a short-wave

transLeslie Harris, special events
announcer, and a crew of engineers,
broadcast descriptions of the first armitter,

rivals

of

new

models.

Programs

New

York

presenta-

ideas,

material,

adaptation, talent negotiadoctoring,
casting,
tion,

consultant

services,

pro-

duction.

Radio Program Service in
whole or in part, Unit
Productions or Production
Units

or

sold

up,

set

Program

leased.

require-

ments analyzed and

legal

clearances checked.

Agency

ideas developed by
experimentation to
production of audition.

studio

— private
— Recording

Permanent
dios

files

NEW YORK'S

St.,

direction,

tions,

Talent,

"Sneak Preview"

57th

staff

stu-

facilities.

Casting

begun

in

and

Program

1928.

Phone Circle 7-2678

FASTEST

GROWING
STATION
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

Exclusive Representatives
for outstanding free-lance
writers

and

directors.

:

.
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AGENCIES

A SPECIAL

meeting of the newly
organized American Advertising
Guild has been called for today at
155 East 34th St. to consider and
adopt new by - laws to conform
with the constitution of the United
& Professional Workers of
Office
The American AdvertisAmerica.
ing Guild, which was organized several months ago as an independent
union of people employed in advertising, publicity and sales promotion,
has voted to join the CIO, making
the adoption of new by-laws necesJurisdiction over all employsary.
es in advertising agencies, from office boys to account executives, has
been granted to the Guild by the
CIO in adherence to its principle of
In all other
industrial organization.
American Advertising
the
fields,
Guild's enrollment will be restricted
to those employed in advertising,
publicity and sales promotion departments.

JAY CLARK,

former

production

lywood, where Holiner now
the Jergens program and the Tyrone

handles

for

Woodbury.

GEORGE BOWLES,

account exec-

utive with the Ferry-Hanley Advertising Agency, Kansas City, did not
return to the air this fall with his
via
aired
"Tattler
Sports Chat,"
in past years, but makes footweekly
ball forecasts for the
sports broadcasts aired by Jack Starr.

KMBC

KMBC

A. D. LASKER, president of Lord
& Thomas agency, Chicago, and
daughter Frances, who have been on
a world cruise, are now in Japan.
Plan was to take a house at Peiping
for a while but the war has prevented
that.

•

row and

Buddy Clark replaces

Stuart Allen on the "Hit

will continue in this spot, Allen

Smalle's choir

being set

for

a

GEORGE WEBER,

v.p.

& Cole, Portland,

of MacOre., is

now

directing the staff of the agenSeattle offices, where activities
are being increased. William Sandiford, formerly with KOIN, Portland,
recently joined the MacWilkins &
Cole radio department.
cy's

KENNETH C. RING has been elected vice-president of George H. Hartman Co. John T. Hollaway, formerly associated with Quaker Oats, has
been added to the staff. Ring joined
the agency in 1934 as radio director.

new show.

personages

.

.

on tomorrow's show also .... Report that Freddie Gibson

is

—

.

.

—

.

tomorrow (WHN,

has been

Andy on

Mardi

Gras"

LESTER, on Don
tomorrow (WHN,
by

.

had said: "Daddy, you have enough money. Buy one of these tall
buildings and let's take it back with us to Hollywood" ... .A KFOX
remote broadcast from a downtown Long Beach, Cal., dept. store
almost came to an abrupt ending last Tuesday when Hal Nichols,
reading copy in front of a score or more customers in the store,
came across the words that a department sale was in progress on
"Dainty silk undies." ... .With a quiver in his voice he solemnly
declared the fact, then spent the rest of the show trying to overcome a bad case of spasmodic laughter.

at

•

Contrary

to

reports,

leanette

until termination of series .... Ethel

MacDonald remains on

Vick's

Shutta goes into the "Glass Hat"

which opens Oct. 27 and will be aired via MBS.
head a colored choral group there with Val Olman's
Taylor has been placed under Fanchon & Marco man-

the Belmont Plaza,

Frank Bessinger

will

band .... Estelle
agement .... Vicki
Bow's

"It

Joyce, Zeke Manners' sister,

Chi.

is

currently singing at Clara

Club" .... Mary Livingstone turned down a 2-year starring con-

tract at Para., feeling that

has an

air

Xmas

after

she couldn't stand up as a film star and only

reputation .... Shep Fields will open at the Palmer

Lennen

space on the coast, while the

&

Mitchell

latter

moved

took

over

into the

House

in

Rockwell-O'Keefe's

Crosby building which

has eight names of the Crosby clan on its street-level directory .... The
Eddie Cantor show will come east immediately following Deanna Durbin's
10

weeks

of picture

and

of

work .... Florence George goes

Allen,

flicker-tested .... Jack

the Earle Ferris

while Joe Penner's singer,

Bertall

Lobby,"

tomorrow

(CBS,

7:15

p.m.)

SONJA HENIE, on AL JOLSON
program, Oct. 26 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
SPENCER TRACY, on final "Show
Boat" program, Oct. 21 (NBC-Red,

.

• At the Dick Himber Essex House opening the Jack
•
•
Pearls asked George Burns and Grade Allen how the kiddies were.
Grade said that they were wild about N. Y. and the oldest, Sandra,

•

GENE

and

Albert's Musical,
9:30 p.m.)

JANE COWL and PROFESSOR
WILLIAM LYON PHELPS, on "Hob-

9 p.m.).

GRACE MOORE

and RICHARD
on General Motors Sunday Concert, Oct. 24 (NBC-Blue, 8

TAUBER,
p.m.).

ELISABETH RETHBERG, ADMIRAL WILLIAM D. LEAVY and
TUNE TWISTERS, on "Magic Key
of

•

8 p.m.).

BUDDY MANNERS

.Ed

.

with Burns
/ have the honor of numbering among
my clients the following prominent

into
Julie

RCA,"

Oct. 24

(NBC-Blue,

2 p.m.).

WOOD Fire Drill Broadcast
Draws

35,000 Spectators

—WOOD

Grand Rapids
has inaugurated a series of programs to publicize in dramatic form the various
features, functions and accomplishments of the

city government.
The
special series was a mammoth fire fighting demonstration,
with all facilities of the police and
first of this

departments placed at the disposal of Stanley W. Barnett, manager, and David H. Harris, by Walter H. Sack, assistant city manager,
to put over a really big show which
would educate the public in fire prevention and the city's facilities for
fire fighting.
Exhibition was attended by a crowd estimated at more
than 35,000, and all efforts were coordinated to get an effective message over to both the assembled
crowd and the listening audience
fire

throughout Western Michigan.
Further special events promotions
and broadcasts are being worked out
the city government and
to publicize other municipal
departments in a similarly dramatic

between

WOOD

manner.

"College Swing"

Gibson

is

being

merged with Walter Batchelor .... Tim Marks

crew has a mean shiner

—from

playing pigskin with

KIDS on the block.

SHEP FIELDS
ARTIE SHAW

BENNY COODMAN
SONNY KENDIS

FRANK PARKER
RICHARD HIMBER

JOEY NASH
JERRY BLAINE
RUSS MORCAN
WILLIE FARMER
BUNNY BERIGAN

TOMMY DORSEY
BERT HIRSCH

VINCENT LOPEZ
EMIL

COLEMAN

• • • A cocktail party for Tom Fizdale and Bob Taplinger is
being given Thurs. in the penthouse of Yures de Villiers atop the
Bill Stern, NBCaster is wild over the assistance given
CBS bldg
him by Bill Q. Ranft and his help while airing the Harvard-Navy
game from Baltimore through Red's WFBR. He says they're grand
fellers. .. .N. Y. Daily News' Inquiring Photographer devoted yesterday's entire pillar to question NBC, CBS and
wordslingers
on "what experience remains most vivid in your mind?" ... .Swell
answers by Ben Grauer, Charles Stark, Howard Petrie, Doug Arthur,
Ray Saunders and Martin Block.

WNEW

BEckman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

Parade" tomor-

will be replaced is not so ... Allen also gets the Eddy Duchin-Elizabeth
Arden vocalizing spot .... "Hammerstein's Music Hall" goes under new
sponsorship Anacin in place of Kolynos .... Shirley Lloyd will be confined
.The Edward G. Robinsonto her bed for at least another two months.
Claire Trevor show for Rinso which debuts tonite has been retitled from
"Today" to "Big City." .... With the permission of his present sponsor,
Packard, Lanny Ross will appear on the last "Show Boat" program the
show which skyrocketed him. .Frank Parker, who replaces Alice Faye on
the Chesterfield show in Dec also replaces Lawrence Tibbett on the
Wednesday nite series in March .... Clarence Muse has been set for a
coast show sponsored by General Mills to be called "Aesop's Fables."
Starting date and time not set yet.... Peter Van Steeden will go west for
.Carlo
the Fred Allen show, which is set to begin from the coast Nov. 17.
Di Angelo. the director, is now under Ed Wolf's management and Benton &
Bowles have assigned "Hilltop House" as his first assignment.

show

Wilkins

'n'

WINI SHAW, on "Melody Hour,"
•

•

.

aide to Mann Holiner in the Lennen
& Mitchell New York office, rejoins
his boss in the same capacity in Hol-

Power show

GLADYS SWARTHOUT
substituted for Amos
tonight's "Hollywood
(NBC-Red, 9:30 p.m.).

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WHEF, Kosciusko, Miss. Auth. to transfer
control of corp. to Roy
shares common stock.

L.

Heidelberg,

1834

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Colonial Network, Inc., Providence.

new

station.

KW.,

CP

for

limited,

be

Alberghane, Pawtucket. CP
720 kc, 1 KW., daytime,

for

720

kc,

1

denied.

Geraldine

new

station.

be

denied.

Warner & Tamble Radio Service, Memphis.
for new coastal station. 2558 kc, 25 watts,

CP

unlimited,

be denied.
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©ECU EST CAS - MUSIC
IRVING MILLS,

instead of giving up
band booking business as rumored, plans to expand his artist
and orchestra management activity.
Bing Crosby troupe leaving Mills has been on the coast and refor Spokane today to broadcast turns there next week-end.
the Kraft show from Bing's home
town on Thursday will include Larry
Hudson-DeLange orchestra, with
Crosby, Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Sr., Betty Allen, vocalist, will play the
Bob Burns, Edmund Lowe, Connie week of Oct. 22 at Loew's Capitol,
Boswell, Mary Carlisle, The Four- Washington, then head for a New
some, John Scott Trotter and his England dance tour, booked by Mills
orchestra,
Josephine
Tumminia, Artists Inc.
opera
singer,
Jerry
Bergen and
Johnny Burke, song writer. Bing is
"Exclusively," the first fall release
to be honored by Gonzaga Univerof Whitney Blake, music publisher,
sity, his Alma Mater, with a Ph.D.
is from the pen of Hugh W. Schuin music during his stay; in fact
bert, who has had numbers in the
the Northwestern city is going gala
"Ziegfeld Follies" and in quite a few
for a four-day celebation in honor
motion pictures.
of its famous son.
Carleton KeDell gets the coveted
Earl Truxell's staff orchestra at
assignment as announcer on the new
WCAE, Pittsburgh began a new
Edward G. Robinson series. Present- series
of popular programs Monday
ly handling Chase and Sanborn, Hal
afternoon at 2:45.
Kemp-Chesterfield and Union Oil's
his

THE

an NBC Pacific Coast Red
program, the addition of
this show to the KaDell list gives the
young mikeman top ranking with
two network shows on both NBC
and CBS.
Signed
current
to
follow
the
"Silver Theater" series, Jane Wyatt
and Brian Aherne will play the leading roles in an as yet unselected
"Thrills,"

network

vehicle, which True Boardman will
script and Glenhall Taylor direct for

Young and Rubicam.

University
Graduate Extension
course lecture on "The History of
Civilization" this week.

The Jean Hersholt program for
Chesebrough starts over KNX on
Nov. 7. Will be a Sunday feature at
2:30-3 p.m., and initial series runs
to April 24.

Joe Penner

sponsoring a "baby
shower" for Mrs. Nate Tufts, wife
of the Ruthrauff & Ryan producer
of the Penner show, in whose home
a distinguished visitor is expected
is

any day.

KFRC's "Phantom

Pilot,"

directed

by William Pabst, with Howard Duff
in the leading role, has been taken
by a sponsor after a brief run sustaining.

While Carlton

E.

Morse

is

in

New

York auditioning

.

October

A new orchestra, Freddy Berren
conducting,
and a new vocalist,

RADIO EXECUTIVE VISITING STATIONS
throughout country will represent a national advertiser for services appealing to
stations.
If interested write or wire box
No. A-112, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York City. All communications
strictly confidential.

.

JULANE PELLETIER

27.

of

WJJD

moves her vocal and piano proBill Thome, baritone of the Roy gram to NBC today. She takes over
Campbell Royalists, has been ap- spot formerly occupied by Art Tatum,
pointed male soloist of that singing who has returned to his night work

group. He may be heard doing his at the Three Deuces Cafe.
chore on the "Time of Your
Joe Sanders band, having closed
Life" commercial over
on
at the Blackhawk, is on a threeSundays at 5:30.
week vacation before trekking west-

new

WEAF

ward. Joe is hunting and fishing in
Shep Fields and his "Rippling
Rhythm" orchestra, having con- the Ozarks.
Burridge
Butler,
president
of
cluded their work in "Big Broadand Glen Snyder, general
cast of 1938" and now road-touring, WLS,
play in: Mobile on the 20th; Mont- manager, are in New York on busi-

gomery,

21st;

Birmingham,

22nd;

ness.

.

23rd;
Knoxville,
25th;
Chattanooga, 26th; Gadsden, Ala.,
27th; Sheffield, Ala., 28th; Evansville,
Ind., 29th; Heron, 111., 30th; St. Louis,

.

.

.

Nashville,

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

—

Tomci Fizdale^ Inc.

for another show,
Michael Rafetto is handling produc- showman.
tion of "One Man's Family." Barbara
Jo Allen and Bernice Berwin re-

turn to the cast following vacation.
Kathleen Wilson was written out of
the script for an episode while she
vacationed with husband in Frisco.

.

A. D. (Scotty) Scott is handling
production on the new NBC night
club series.
Quaker Oats has bought spot par31st.
ticipating periods on WTAM, KDKA
and WXYZ through Lord & Thomas.
CRA bookings: Jack Denny and
Orrin Tucker's crew has opened at
McMurdo Silver, president of the
ork play Omaha Auto show, Nov.
Beach Hotel, Chicago, Chicago radio manufacturing com6-11, with Jolly Coburn slated for Edgewater
pany of that name, is in London with
Syracuse exhibit Nov. 8-13
Don with a Mutual wire.
the view of setting a deal to sell his
Bestor and ork to the Melody Mill,
Pianist Chauncey Grey and vo- receivers in England.
Dubuque, la., on Nov. 17, and to
Sigma Delta Chi frat dance, Bloom- calist Vince Calendo, new additions
Margaret Dempsey of "Winnie,
to the Ernie Hoist orchestra, have Lew and Sally" on WLS, and James
ington, Indiana, on the 20th
Maurie Sherman's ork at Illini ball- been signed to one year contracts by E. Murphy, president of Murphy
room, Decatur, 111., on Oct. 20, Roth- Hoist, whose orchestra is currently Products Co., which has a show on
well Gym, Columbus, Mo., Oct. 22 appearing at El Morocco.
WLS Saturday nights, are honeyJohnny Hamp and ork play the
mooning.
Hanger ballroom, Marion, Ind., on
The Hudson DeLange orchestra
Tom, Dick and Harry, having
Oct. 31, while en route to Roosevelt will be featured with Lyn Murray's wound up current commitments on
Hotel, New Orleans
Lang Thomp- "Four Clubmen" in a Paramount
and Mutual, have separated
short. Work started Monday at Para- for a vacation before rejoining first
of December in Hollywood where
Edith Dick, will be introduced by mount's Brooklyn studios.
they report several cinema offers.
Benny Rubin on the Don LeeLee Elliott and her orchestra, who
Mutual "Script Teaser" show tonight.
Jerry Mohr, formerly on CBS, has have been at the Stork Club in
Writing Class at UCLA
been added to the announcing staff Providence for two weeks, have been
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
signed for an additional six weeks.
at KEHE.
Saul Shapiro, factory representa- Booked through Arthur Grossman by
Andrew Love, NBC
Los Angeles
tive for Universal Microphone, back Bert Salter.
continuity acceptance editor here, has
to the plant after a three weeks'
induced the UCLA Extension Divibusines garnering trip in the SouthFerde Grofe will be the orchestra sion to start an additional course in
west.
leader at the Army-Navy dance vic- radio writing. Love will conduct the
Harry Maizlish adds "previews" of tory celebration in the Hotel Astor.
classes, which start Nov. 3.
automobiles to KFWB activities. The
pre-season showing of 1938 Dodge
cars,
with Bert Fiske's orchestra,
Oscar
and Elmer, Three Radio
Rogues, Elaine Dahl and "The Tunesmiths" providing entertainment emceed by Johnny Murray, was aired
Sunday night by the versatile KFWB
Complete Publicity and Radio Relations Service
.

Lewis Browne, commentator on the
CBS "Headlines and Bylines" will
cover a lot of territory on his 2000th

son and ork renew contract at Commodore Perry hotel, Toledo, and
will remain there through November with NBC wire
Harry Reser
and ork set for Arcadia ballroom on

is

pleased to announce that

With the Appointment

of Robert S. Taplinger as
Director of Publicity and Radio

FROM NOW ON

Warner

COLONEL
JACK MAJOR

It

Robert

ON TUESDAYS

Taplinger,
New York

City

Telephone: ELdorado 5-5580
Chicago

Hollywood

London

20 No. Wacker Driv<>
Telephone Central 7571

8532 Sunset Blvd.

102-5 Shoe Lane. EC-4
Telephone: Central 4170
Director T. J. L. Crane

:

WABC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

S*

Hollywood

has acquired

485 Madison Avenue,

WILL BE HEARD
3-3:30

For
Bros. Pictures in

Director:

Marge

L. Kerr

Tel.: Wooillmrj H

3101

Director: Jerry Farrar

:
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"LLOYD PANT AGES
COVERS HOLLYWOOD"

"RISING MUSICAL STARS"

"DOG HEROES"

Sealtest, Inc.

Modern Food Process (Thrivo dog

WEAF—NBC-Red,

Raymonds Inc.
(Dona Ray Cosmetics, Nu-Ray
Permanent Wave)

over

tern of film colony gossip, Pantages
featured a group of dramatized highlights dealing with movie capitol in-

care.

sponsor's

previous

radio

at-

Hollywood pro- tempts. Present show, offering new
gram was inaugurated by Lloyd Pan- concert singers a chance to perform
tages last Sunday. Showing wisdom on the air for the first time, seems
in not following the overdone pat- to have selected opening soloist with
Pauline Pierce, soprano, sang two
arias and did an excellent job. Alexcidents.
Initial bit was about Nel- ander Smallens conducts the symson Eddy getting his first taste of phony
orchestra,
Eugene Fuerst
football on a film set, followed by a handles the 70-voice mixed chorus,
Wendy Barrie scene where a com- and Richard Gordon is the commenmercial was sneaked in, and then a tator. Noticeable lack of excess chatscene about Nijinsky, whose career ter and commercial blah gave show
is in prospect of being filmed.
Last a lift, with the musical portion movskit was the best, touching a good ing swiftly, and constructed well.
human interest note.
Program will present a different unIn addition to these highlights, Pan- known as guest each week.
Series
tages offered some bits of news com- replaces the James Melton program
ment, with Announcer Jackson and should pull a big listening audiWheeler injecting a few words here ence.
and there. A brief review of a new

was

film also

given.

Pantages has a good talking voice,
an ample background, and has made

commendable radio

start.

"30 Minutes in Hollywood"
George Jessel's second program
over WOR-Mutual last Sunday at
6-6:30 p.m. was an improvement
over the
certain

first,

now

and

that

it

looks pretty
won't take him
it

long to hit his real stride. Norma
Talmadge, Amy Arnell, Dorothy McNulty, Josephine Starr and Tommy
Tucker's orchestra all showed up to
better advantage than in the initial
show, and additional value was
added by the guest-star appearance
of
Joe Weber and Lew Fields.
Though they did a bit that dated
back to their pre-war musical comedy glories, Weber and Fields registered very well. They sound like
very good performers in front of a
mike, and there are excellent radio
possibilities in them, if given suit-

able material.

Tim and Irene
The new setup

of the

Tim Ryan

and Irene Noblette show over WORMutual on Sundays at 6:30-7 p.m.
is not radically different from the
previous routine, but the stars have
developed smoother technique and
the show as a whole is more effecdepartments. D'Artega's
a topnotch outfit, while
Hal Gordon, the new tenor, brings
an excellent voice into the picture
and also serves for a bit of stooging,
tive

in

all

orchestra

is

have become a retenors on variety
programs. Another, unnamed, stooge
on the program also helps the comedy end along. Del Sharbutt is the
announcer. Charles Gaines is now
producing the show.

which seems
quirement of

to

all

"You Took Advantage
ment.

of

Edward D'Anna,
Carborundum

leader
Co.

Sunday, 4: 45-5 p.m.
WABC-CBS, Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.
Clements Co., Philadelphia
B. B. D. & O.
ENTERTAININGLY DRAMATIZED STORIES PLEASING PROGRAM OF BAND MUSIC
OF CANINE BRAVERY, WITH WEEKLY PLUS INDIAN LEGEND.

AWARD.

Particularly

for

folks

Me"

pleas-

own

piano accompaniMiss Kempel gave a charm-

rendition of "My Hero" from
"The Chocolate Soldier." Roth provided a few of his distinctive musical tapestries and individual arrangements. All of which was very enjoyable. But when Roth stepped down
from his maestro's pedestal to in-

Co.

versified selection of

with

spersed

an

marches

inter-

operatic

overture,
"The Fortune Teller"

just the right kind
for radio listening.
Bowman's Indian legends also are
always enjoyable, both in story content and in the way they are delivered. Bowman is one commentatorannouncer who can make his commercials as near painless as it is
possible to make them.
at least,

robbed.

of a

"Everybody's Music"

"NBC
Back

Camp

WNEW

WMCA

Spelling Bee"
after its summer

recess, the
Spelling Bee" piloted by Paul
Wing took over the 1:30-2 p.m. Sunday spot over WJZ-NBC-Blue with
a word contest that was definitely in
the upper brackets.
First perform-

"NBC

ance had a group of last season's
champs as contestants, and they

proved to be unusually formidable in
the handling of words. The princiangle of the prothe "Verbal Treasure Chest,"
wherein the emcee fishes out words
from a chest and the contestant wins
a cash prize of from 10 cents to $5,
as marked on the respective slips, if
he spells the word correctly.
For
instance, "dumbbell" was the 10-cent
word, while "maxixe" paid $5 and
both were won on the first try. Both
in the ability of its contestants and
the manner in which it is conducted,
this is the ace of radio spelling bees.

gram

"Veterans'

it's

band concert

pally

Neely.

dulge
in
bits
of
stooging
O'Rourke, it seemed that the radio was entirely ad-libbed, which is a
variety melting pot had claimed an- handicap from the start unless the
other victim.
emcee is unusually resourceful in a
situation of this kind, and on top
of this it seemed that the boys were
"Sunday Swing Concert"
nervous and had poor deliveries.
For metropolitan dialers with a Larry Nixon conducted the program.
hankering for lively musical entertainment as early as 11:30 a.m. on
Sundays, Martin Block's "Sunday Chamberlain Brown
The Chamberlain Brown program
Swing Concert" sponsored by Madion Mondays at 1:15 p.m.
son Personal Loan over
fills over
the bill very nicely.
Last Sunday's embarked on a new angle this week,
show, aired from the International going in for a dramatic story with
Casino, where the next program also action taking place in Brown's Broadwill originate, had Tommy Dorsey, way theatrical office and members of
Edith Wright, Jack Leonard, Sue his staff as part of the cast. The
Mitchell and Milton Herth as guests, tribulations of play production and
along with Merle Pitt's band. They attendant complications are woven
combined to provide a well bal- into the script, which utilizes guest
It
anced and adequately diversified stars from Brown's ample list.
menu of swing selections and interpo- gives the program a continued inlated vocals, as good an hour of its terest that should help attract addiShow is
kind as you're likely to find on any tional steady listeners.
written and directed by Brown.
station.

WNEW

ninth season, the Carreturned Saturday
with Edward D'Anna's band plus
the interesting Indian legends related by Francis D. Bowman, who
handles all the talk on the program.
The band numbers represented a diits

some bits from
and other pieces. Musical end of
awarded to the "bravest dog of the
the program, as in past seasons, was
week" as selected by a committee. nicely
arranged, making it not too
Initial playlet dealt with a dog
and not too light. To these
who saved his mistress from being heavy
ears,

fire"
Intended as a "meeting place" of
World War veterans to swap yarns
about the big fight of nearly 20
years ago, this quarter-hour which
bowed in at 9: 15 p.m. last Friday
over
is all right in idea but
for the execution was poor.
Program

ing

Starting

who own borundum

dogs or have an interest in them, this
new Sunday series has a satisfactory
amount of entertainment values. In
a human interest vein, the brave
deeds of dogs are presented in oneact dramatizations, with Harry Swan
serving as narrator as well as doubling for all the voices in the show.
Each week, also, a medal will be

Howard Barlow's "Everybody's
Music" over CBS on Sunday afternoons concluded its 1937 series in a
blaze of glory last Sunday with a
two-hour broadcast instead of the
usual one hour. It was an eventful
program, consisting of a review of
A I Roth
the highlights of works presented by
Switching to a Saturday 8-8:30
Barlow during the series and includp.m. spot on WJZ-NBC-Blue, and
ing "Green Mansions," written by
adding Tex O'Rourke as emcee, the
Louis Gruenberg especially for radio.
Al Roth orchestra with Karen
Kempel and Joan Edwards as vo- Hollace Shaw provided the vocal
treat of the show, with Melville Ray
calists came over the air in a someand Ernest McChesney also showing
what different dress from its former
end.
Music
Monday night half-hour. O'Rourke their talents on this return
fans will look for the
of "Evinjected a genial touch of informality
erybody's Music" with Maestro Barand some humor. Miss Edwards sang
low and Commentator Henry M.

antly to her

1937

WJZ— NBC-Blue,

10-10:30 p.m.

REEL.
A different type of

19,

CARBORUNDUM BAND

food)

Sundays,

McKee, Albright & Ivey
WABC-CBS, Sundays, 1:45-2 p.m. PROGRAM SWITCH FROM VARIETY TO
Milton Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles
CLASSICAL MUSICAL OFFERS VAST IMHIGHLIGHTS AND DRAMATIZATIONS PROVEMENT.
INSTEAD OF GOSSIP MAKES DIFFERInitial
program of new series
ENT AND FIRST-RATE HOLLYWOOD proved to be a vast improvement

a

Tuesday, October

RADIO DAILY

interesting

is

—

Robert
Wing.

Waldrop,

announcer,

assists

Columbia Workshop
In Sunday night's double-bill presentation of the Columbia Workshop
over CBS at 8-8:30 p.m., the dramatization of "The Killers," Ernest Hemingway's short story about gangsters,
was an engrossing piece of dramatic
tensity, but it had too many low-register monotone lines to pack a punch.
This may have been the intention of
Director Irving Reis, and it was interesting as an experiment with possibilities.

The Georgia Backus playlet, "Illusion," second half of the bill, was
an entertaining piece of fantasy, well
written and ably presented, also more
lifelike

ceding

by comparison with the preskit.

Tuesday, October

19,

1937
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PRCMOTION

Jle>views

Plug "Follow the Moon"
"Follow the Moon," script show
now being plugged by Pebeco Toothpaste through pamphlets distributed
F. & F. Laboratories Inc.
in all drug stores and drug counters
(cough drops)
Program,
throughout the country.
which is heard over a CBS network
WABC-CBS, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
of 21 stations Monday through Friday,
3:30-3:45 p.m.
5-5: 15 p.m., is dramatic in nature,
Blackett- Sample -Hummer
and pamphlets tell story to date, and
ROUTINE SERIAL OF SMALL-TOWN LIFE advise readers to tune to sketch imMAKES ENTERTAINING START.
mediately to continue story. PamphCentral character of this new after- let was written by George Scher,
noon serial is a wise, warm-hearted radio publicity director of Lennen
and philosophical elderly woman who and Mitchell, advertising agency that
owns a small-town general store and handles the account.

"JENNY PEABODY"

in addition to which she
postmistress and thereby knows
about what's going on in the

little hotel,

*

Mail Recipe Cards
Three thousand recipe cards will
be mailed each week on request to
listeners of Eleanor Howe's "Pantry
Party," radio cooking class series
over WBBM, Chicago.
Miss Howe
will also answer telephone inquiries
on cooking problems shortly after
they are received at each broadcast.

School Dramatic Competition

A

Junior High School radio dramacompetition to be participated in
by schools of Greater Boston opens
Wednesday at 4:30 on the WAAB.
Program is sponsored by Whiting
Milk Co. of Boston, of which Robert
A. Burns is advertising manager.
Radio listeners will vote on the
outstanding performer each week
and the winner of a special final
play-off will be awarded a year's
scholarship to the Emerson Dramatic
tic

Free Photo Offer
Tying up with screenland gossip
village.
It's
good human interest program, Katz Drug Stores of Kanstuff of the routine variety, with the sas City, Kan. are offering 8x10 inch
first episode signing off on a sus- photos
of movie stars to listeners
penseful note involving the fate of who call at any one of the outlets.
an orphan boy who's in need of a Program airs over KCKN.
College.
home.
is

all

Mento Everitt plays the role of
Jenny and makes it an interesting
character. Surrounding cast also fits
well into the picture.

Phelps Phelps
Over

WMCA

on Sundays comes Assemblyman Phelps
Phelps, who also is an author and
publicist besides being one of the
more forceful and direct orators of
the radio. A crusader for the underdog, Phelps discourses informatively
and intelligently on local politics and
economics, the food and housing situation, and other subjects of interat 12:45 p.m.

constituency.
He is a
talker with talents that could be
appreciated on a wider scale than the
est

to

local

his

field.

Alberta Hunter
Alberta
Hunter,
NBC's
sepian
torch singer, made her debut last
Friday, 6:35-6:45 p.m., on the Red
network, singing a list of popular

"Chez

tunes.

Moi"

was

sung

in

French. Her best number was "Some
of These Days," but that was not
too good. Former night club singer
lacks the "umph" in her voice to
make her songs click over the air.
She no doubt can make up for this
lack of emotion when singing before
a live audience, but "radio is different."

OKLAHOMA
Earl Hull,

CITY
WKY chief engineer,

Gayle Grubbe, station

and
manager, went

Lincoln to facilitate coverage of
Okla.-Neb. game.
George Jessel's Mutual show, "30
Minutes in Hollywood," is being
sponsored here by Okla. Gas & Elec.
over KTOK.
Two local high schools are offering
radio classes, with KTOK alloting
each a quarter hour weekly.
KTOK is airing an amateur talent
show from Victoria Theater for B.
to

C. Clark, jeweler.

KANSAS CITY
Jack Starr, KMBC sportscaster, is
laid
up with a throat infection.
George Kuyan is pinch-hitting.
Karl Kreuger, noted conductor, is
featured in a new weekly series by
the
Philharmonic Orchestra over

self

exclusively to that field.
feeds three more sustaining

KYW

shows to NBC network this week:
"Songs by Carlotta," with Carlotta
Dale; "Rhythmaires," dance program
increased to five days a week, and
"Through the Years," under direction of Jan Savitt.
Nathan Fleisher, director of foreign
programs at WDAS, has been appointed director of Jewish publicity
for the Republican Central Campaign
Committee.
It won't conflict with
his radio work.
Flo Donato, former WDAS Italian
announcer, has been promoted to director of the "Swing Parade."
Leslie Joy, KYW, manager, says
station is officially on a five-day week
in keeping with NBC policies.

N

IE

W

IB

WDAF.

KCKN

Ruth Royal.
Kenneth H. Cook has joined

KGNO,
"Court

of

Dodge City, Kan.: Skelly Oil,
Missing Heirs", through Blackett-

Sample-Hummert Swift's "Allsweet," through
J. Walter Thompson; Rexall, "Magic Hour",
;

through Spot Broadcasting; Chevrolet, through
Campbell-Ewald.

WSVA,

Beulah

who

Karney,

conducts
goes to
the hospital for an operation.
Caroline Ellis will sub for her.
Crown Drug Co., middle west
chain, is using two daily KCMO programs in a 30-day contest in which
30 Chevrolets are being given away.
This makes third year of the same

KMBC's "Happy

RIGGER

TO

AND

BETTER

Kitchen,"

Jf

N

II

KCKN,

Kansas City, Kan.:
through Campbell-Ewald.

WDAF,

Kansas

Hand

Millions,"

WFIL,

City,

Lotion),

Chevrolet,

WIP,

Mo.: Bauer & Black
Robson's "Lady

ETs.

Philadelphia:

Philadelphia:
safety

Pennsylvania
State
Personal Finance

campaign;

Co.

WNEW:

Shell

Union Oil Co., "Pigskin on
J. Walter Thompson Co.

:

WHN, New
ments.

RADIO DAILY

May

Dodge Motor, spots,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Chevrolet, spots,
through Campbell-Ewald; Personal Finance
Co., ETs; Health Aids, Inc., through Franklin
Bruck Agency.
highway

ADVERTISING

IE Jf Jf

Chevrolet, spots, through
Campbell-Ewald;
Ford, spots, through McCann-Erickson

(Velour

RUSINESS

bv Crown.

contest

Parade," through

Harrisonburg, Va. Atlantic Refining Co., through N. W. Ayer & Son; Procter
& Gamble (Oxydol), "Ma Perkins", ETs;

WAY

KMBC

as technical assistant.

of

WHO, Des Moines: Bauer & Black, May
Robson's "Lady of Millions"; Oldsmobile,
Glen Gray's orchestra; Midcontinent Petroleum Corp., news.

READ PAVES

"Screenland Reporter" conducted by

spots,

KSFO, San Francisco: Van Camp's Pork
and Beans, "Charlie Chan stories"; Folger's
Coffee, "Judy and Jane".

IS

KCMO

has signed Advance Baking
Co. for a second year of spelling bees,
through the Barrons Agency.
Katz Drug Co., operating a chain
in this area, returns to the air over
after a summer recess with

U

KFRU, Columbia, Mo.: Chevrolet, "Vic
Arden's Guests"; Skelly Oil Co., "Court of
Missing Heirs"; Artophone Company; Philco;
Zenith; Purina Mills.

THAT

THE

PHILADELPHIA
Connelly heads WFIL's enlarged news bureau with 65 minutes
of daily commercial news shots added to the program. Al Stevens, former chief announcer, becomes the
"Voice of the News," devoting himJoe

ADVERTISING

York:

Chevrolet,

announce-

IS

READ

8

Tuesday. October

RADIO DAILY:
SAN FRANCISCO
momentarily expecting a
from Elliott Roosevelt, newly

Delia Gillis, former Chicago actress
on both NBC and CBS, is now a
permanent member of the

WCAE

general manager of the
California Radio System. Both the
President's son and Ford Billings,
former mgr., who will go to an
eastern post, are in L. A. and plan
an immediate Frisco visit.

appointed

dramatic

BARBARA RUNYAN

.

.

.

work.
Following

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ceeds Production Manager Arnold
Maguire, who has gone to L. A. with
"Carefree Carnival"
Cleo Pottinger is the sole member of a new
Artists' Service to handle contract
.

and

.

with one of the
studios
Helen O'Neill,
formerly of the Artists' Service, suc-

.

.

man for several
now giving sports
KQV.

production

Larry Manager Chet Thomas
Bill Haley,
Ebker, song - and - patter team announcer and emcee from KMOX,
known as "Larry and Sue," have St. Louis, is now on the staff here
signed a contract with WSPD, Toledo,
George Guyan, program director,
to broadcast exclusively over that is announcing all home games of U.
station daily.
The pair have been of Mo. and reconstructing the six
broadcasting for the past 14 months road games by wire reports
over WLW, having moved there from David Frederick of the continuity
WHIO, Dayton, where they were staff has been promoted to the research department
heard for nearly a year.
Bill Haley and
his Hillbilly Gang have become so
Harold (Hod) Grams is a new an- popular, with fans wanting to see
nouncer at WHO, Des Moines. He them in person, that they have played
has been at WOC, Davenport.
25 outside engagements in two weeks.

going to
pianist,
for music work
larger

staff.

Johnny Boyer, former singer and

Edna Fischer, staff
Hollywood soon

NBChanges:

1937

PITTSBURGH

KYA
visit

19,

.

.

.

.

stations,

over

Joe

KQV

Villela,

eastern

revues

publicity

man

and originator of Pittsburgh's original "Night Clubee of the Air," is now
doing his disk show for S. H. De-

Roy

jewelers.

Alexander

MacLachlan,

former

University of Pittsburgh student, debuts his script show "Aunt Agatha"
this week over KDKA.

Chet

Smith,

Press

sports

editor,

being sponsored by Duquesne Brewtwo-week period as
ing over WJAS. Placed by Walker
a sustaining, "The Phantom Pilot"
John H. Clark former emcee at
Harriet Allyn, radio actress and im- & Downing.
flies over KFRC and Don Lee Net- Lookout Mountain Hotel and sports
Purv Pullen. former KDKA songwork as a sponsored aviator for announcer for INS, is the latest addi- personator, and Edward J. Crowley,
Langendorf
Bakeries.
Production tion to the announcing staff at director of the Grand Rapids (Mich.) ster, now a WTAM star, was in town
its

Mgr. Bill Pabst
Keith Kerby,

is

WATL,

directing.

KSFO

Civic Players, are engaged.

Atlanta.

Benedict Hardman, Iowa Network
Sunday p.m. for Klamath news editor, is presenting the news
Falls, Oregon to attend wedding of for three new sponsors.
He airs the
Ellen Kerry, radio actress here, to "Noon Extra" on KRNT six days a
John K. Schneller, control super- week for Davidson's Furniture Co.
and his "Final Edition" is sponsored
visor of KOIN, Portland.
Olive West of "Hawthorne House." three times a week over KRNT by
"Memory Lane," and other local Des Moines Electric Co. and three
sketches, entrained for New York times weekly by Sanders Motor Co.
by.

visiting

his

former co-workers

this

week.

announcerproducer, and wife, Dr. Jeanne Ker-

WHO, Des
Gwynn of the

left

Moines:

James

L.

transmitter engineering staff and Roy Pratt of the downtown studio engineering force have

Max Hartman
Jim
over

is
pinch-hitting in
"Pigskin
Preview"
until Jim's return from

Murray's

WCAE

game in N. Y.
swapped positions
Bill Osborn
Walt Framer, did his fifteen hunand Bob Ballantine, guitar and har- dredth broadcast on "Hollywood
monica team, left this week after a Show Shopper," Friday over WWSW.
year here; Bob joining "National
Wes Carr, WWSW studio announcBarn Dance"
Mabel Moss Mad- er and handler of
.

.

.

.

the Pitt

.

.

the nightly feanew program, "Musical
"Uncle Dudley & His Barn Dance Day Dreams," with Don Hovey, Gar- ture, "Snapshots in Rhythm and
Harry LeRoy has been named speSports," has sold the show to Allecial features announcer at KGGC. Gang," which is the best mail puller nette Arrick, Lenore Mudge Stull
gheny County Dodge Dealers for 13
on WRBL, Columbus, Ga., also en- and Garrett
He'll handle all remote controls.
for a long rest.

den

stars in a

Barnard

joys a large audience at the broadcast from Columbus Exhibit Hall
where the admission is 50 cents a
head.

NASHVILLE
WSIX
football
sorship,

has sold local high

game

for commercial

school
sno-n-

Harry Mack, WOR Newark studio
manager, has purchased about 70
acres of land in picturesque Hunterdon County, N. J.

Joe H. Calloway Jr.
handling details, while Ray Adkins
will give commercials.
Luck,
"Three
Buddies"
(Cecil
Glenna Dotson and Bill Byrd) is
a new WSIX program.
"Tomorrow's Winners." directed by
Peter Brescia, gives football dope
to

WSM

with

Jerry Divine

is

writing the script

Lenore Ulric's appearance on the
Al Pearce show over CBS on Oct.
26.
Entire booking was set by Charley Furey of the Herman Bernie

for

listeners.

WGN

in

group.

supporting weeks.

WCAE newscastdoing a morning news show for
the makers of Mennen Shave Cream.
Carolyn Dickson of KDKA beseventeenth century over WDNC, comes the bride of William H. CutDurham, N. C, on Wednesday nights. tino, Westinghouse engineer, next
month.
KGNF, North Platte, Neb., did a
Beckley Smith, WJAS newscaster,
nice job of airing several important recently completed his third year
talks by officials of the Parent-Teach- for the same sponsor, Kaufman store.
ers Ass'n at the state convention the
Brian MacDonald, conductor of
latter half of last week. Program Di- Wilkens Amateur Hour over WJAS,
rector John Alexander had John E. celebrated
show's 100th broadcast
Hayes, first v.p. of the National Con- Sunday. Jack Logan handles comgress of Parents and Teachers, and mercials and Jerry Mayhall is musiPercy Powell, Nebraska PTA presi- cal director.
dent, among those before the mike.
Norman Twigger,

Benjamin

Dr.

Swalin

er,

U. of
North Carolina is presenting a new
series of instrumental music of the
of

office.
Transmitter
New
Chicago—WGN has received FCC
Mary Dolores Hanford, Norwalk,
approval to move transmitter from Conn., soprano and longtime WICC
Elgin to a new 100-acre site 15 miles {Bridgeport) favorite, has come to The KGNF "news room" also carried
nearer Chicago. Plans call for build- New York for another WEVD series, complete convention reports on all

ing of complete new unit, with 750foot vertical radiator.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
DOUG STORER
"Successful introduction of a new
type of program is usually followed
by a wave of shows following the
same basic pattern, as exemplified
by the amateur hours and Ripley.
When the cycle of this fad appears

"Sunshine and Shadows,"
Wednesdays.

have been

run, there

come

pre-

Bowes

convincing evidence
that this is not the case at all.
The original is firmly rooted, with
the advantage of a cumulative
build-up. It is beyond the fad it
indirectly might have started."
offers

15

p.m.

The couple

trical engineer.
side in Albany.

newscasts.

Verne Smith

will re-

KWK, St. Louis: Ernie Vogel, engineer, married Ann Neise the other
day

.

.

.

Allan C. Anthony

is

back on

the job with his nightly program,
"String Nocturne," after a touch of
laryngitis

for Script

Show

Verne Smith has been signed
a role in the

Maybelle Hinton, who has been
head of continuity and director of
women's programs at WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., was married Oct. 15 in
Holyoke to Stanley R. Osborne, elec-

.

.

the interviews

nold

CBS

for
script show, "Ar-

Grimm's Daughter," which

are doing nicely with

from apartment build-

ings.

WBAL,

Baltimore: Stafford Carson,

Shaw, winner of the Indianapolis engineering department, has received
Speed Classic, on the Sports of To- his first-class radio telephone comday program
Bill Craig, commer- mercial license, passing with a mark
cial manager, returns from New York of 92 V2, the highest in a large group
Warren Baker, 15, is making
Ottis Roush, chief announcer, and
Jimmy Fidler, the weatherman, helped quite a hit with his plays, the latest
Don Burton, owner, to broadcast of which is "A Little Helps," being
Ind. -III. game
Henry "Harpo" aired tomorrow.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KFRU,
has

Columbia,
joined

.

.

Marks, announcer, writing Crediteers
show.

Keene

.

as

Mo.:
Lillian
secretary to

Glen Gettemy, commercial representative at KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.,
holds the station record for surf fishing.

is

part of the Gold Medal Hour, heard
Monday through Friday, 1:30-1:45
p.m.

Bob Richardson and

.

Danny Seyforth

WLBC, Muncie, Ind.: Believe-YouMe - Higgins interviewed Wilbur
.

to

dictions of calamity, engulfing also
the
original
production.
Major

8:

Russ Morgan conducts his band
with the willow baton used by the
late John Phillip Sousa.

VOL.

NEW YORK.

NO. 78

2,

FCC

CAMPAIGN BY RADIO
meeting held

the

of

last

week between CIO department heads
and John Lewis

regard to radio

in

situation are not being released
to recent decision of both the

due

CIO

AFL to meet in a peace conference later this month, it has been
Primary reason for CIO to
learned.
and

enter into a radio campaign was to
break into the fields now dominated
by AFL, but (and the possibility

star

on his NBC-Blue

network program at 6:45 p.m. tomorrow, Lowell Thomas will have
Mme. Frances Alda, noted opera
star.
But instead of singing, as
singers

usually

guest-star,

do

Mme. Alda

when

they

Is

FIVE

Elected

Arrangers' Guild Prexy
formed

newly

The

.

FAVORS A RADIO PROBE

hostilities for

Washington Bureau,

—

NBC COMMERCIALS

ARE LNED UP FOR

WHN
WHN

last night when
carried Packard's "Hollywood nery measure". The Connery bill reMardi Gras". It is understood that mained bottled up in the Rules Comis mittee after a brief hearing in the
the second program set for

arrangement started

WHN

WHN

Policy

Garland

—

WHIP

to

Charlie

director

of

tions

WMCA

Following General Mills' failure to
obtain

(Continued on Page 2)

to

WHIP,

Hammond
to WHIP

watt

Gen'l Mills Continuing
Three-Hour Show

WMCA

Garland,

WBBM and
Ralph Atlass at
WJJD, has resigned to become sales
assistant

last

broadcasting rights to football games for the 1937 season, it
was learned yesterday that the threehour broadcast aired over
for through the summer in behalf of

years senior salesman at
lately

(Continued on Page 3)

for Stations

Persistent reports that the Associated Press plans to sell news to radio stations at large, for commercial
purposes, was again denied yesterday
by the AP, which pointed out that
(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago

the

station.
staff

new

O'Connor,
radio investigation".
previously predicted that the
wages and hours bill would receive
favorable action from his committee
at the special session next month,
now adds that his committee also
now looks with favor on "a radio
investigation resolution incorporating the essential features of the Cona

who

Five commercial programs now airGuild yesterday held its first official
meeting as a group and elected offi- ing over the NBC networks have been
cers for a one-year term. Joe Glo- lined up for the new NBC
ver was named president; Bernie hookup, it is learned. The NBC-WHN

AP Adheres to
On News

RADIO DAILY

Washington Congressman John J.
O'Connor, chairman of the powerful
House Rules Committee, yesterday
predicted that "there is going to be

Arrangers'

(Continued on Page 2)

5,000

Other addi-

include Ardella

Kay, continuity editor; Gordon Ray,
HolJack
dramatic
productions;
brook, chief announcer, and M. W.
Shrademeyer, chief engineer.

By GEORGE W MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent

HOUSE RULES COMMITTEE

(Continued on Page 5)

Joe Glover

Payne

will speak.

Last night, Thomas' guest was
Harrison Forman, Tibetan explorer,
just back from the Far East with
films of the war in China.
He

covered the Shanghai
"March of Time".

FIVE CENTS

20, 1937

Commissioner is Barred From Sitting
at Hearings Against Attorneys
Paul Segal and George Smith

Novelty
As guest

Results

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

Disqualifies

AFM AND CIO MAY J
IN

N. Y.,

session.

Cheney

Bros.

Resuming

Advertising
Cheney

Bros,

of

Campaign

New

grade silk manufacturers,

York, high
is resum-

ing advertising after a lapse of 10
years and will use newspapers supplemented by spot broadcasting campaign.
First radio contract is with
WLW, effective Oct. 25, for a series
of spot announcements. Silk necktie

WHK Peace

division may come in for much of
Broadcasts
Cleveland Classifying the move as the advertising inasmuch as Cheney
has been making them since 1836.
the city's first organized radio plea
According to Jay Lewis Associates,
in answer to threats of war involvhandling the account, the additional
ing the U. S. the Cleveland Emergency Peace Campaign Committee is radio spots will be spread along the
Atlantic seaboard.
(Continued on Page 2)

—

—

Washington
Disqualification of
Commissioner George Henry Payne
from the hearings was the highlight
of yesterday's opening of the FCC
case against Paul Segal and George
Smith, local attorneys, charged with
unethical practices.
At a meeting
before the full Commission, Lawrence Koenigsberger, attorney for the
defendants, threw a bombshell into
the proceedings by demanding that
Payne be disqualified from the Commission because of his previous activity as chairman of the investigating committee which it was alleged
made him biased. Koenigsberger declared that Payne had purposely gone
out of his way to publicize details of
the case in the press because of his
suit against the publishers of a broadcasting magazine for which Segal and
Smith were attorneys.
"I

move

that Commissioner

Payne

be disqualified because of personal
malice in this case," Koenigsberger
told the Commission.
"His malice
has been demonstrated by his conduct which shows that he has deliberately planned a campaign of publicity through the daily press in an
effort to pre-judge the case in the
public mind".
In
answer
to
Koenigsberger's
charges, Payne declared that he had
no intention of disqualifying himself
and that if such a procedure took
place any one of the Commissioners
might do the same thing, thereby
crippling the working of the Commission. Koenigsberger then stated that
(Continued on Page 3)

IRNA-AFM "Report
35-in-l
On

broadcast of
Family",
"The
Johnson
Jimmy
Scribner, radio's biggest one-man
dramatic show, will set a new
record for himself by playing 35
characters.
A courtroom incident
is

all

next

involved,

Friday's

and Scribner will play
and jury to

parts from judge

and defendant. Show
on WOR-Mutual.
plaintiff

airs

But Today

Is

Progress"
The Final Stand

Hines Hatchette Joins
John H. Perry Associates

After an

all

day and evening session

IRNA Special Complus attorneys and the network representatives, managed to
Hines Hatchette, for the past six iron out several moot points and then
months on the Hearst Radio sales adjourned to 11 a.m. this morning.
stafT and before that with WMCA-InEvery point was fought out to the
tercity, radio director of Webb As- last ditch with the numerous
lawyers
sociates,
agency, and manager of seeking to guard their clients legally,
(Continued on Page 2)

to midnight, the

mittee,

(Continued on Page 3)

Prolific Sponsor

—

Chicago Evans Fur Co. is adding a seventh local program, on
WBBM, to promote its fur coat sale.
Firm is using the George Jessel
show via WGN-Mutual, and has
others on WGN, WMAQ, WCFL.

WJJD and WAAF. As WCFL drops
foreign

language

airings

next

show may move to
WGES. Auspitz & Lee is agency.
month,

this

2
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Joe Glover

Is Elected
Arrangers' Guild Prexy
(Continued from Page
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:
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:
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future.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.

Major issue before the Guild at
present concerns affiliation with the
American Federation of Musicians.
AFM is in favor of the affiliation,
which will allow the Arrangers'
Guild to become associated with the
AFM, and the
will attempt to
RADIO have all bands use only those arcommunications
to
Address
all
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. rangers that are members of the
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Guild.
HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
It is expected that another meetwood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
ing will be held in the near future
Entered as second class matter April 5,
and that at that time definite action
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
concerning membership and the prounder the act of March 3, 1879.
posed affiliation with the
will
be taken.

AFM

AFM

FINANCIAL
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Hines
John

WHK Peace

(Continued from Page

1)

WMC

Revises

—

News Setup

GOMG

and

at the recent quarterly board meeting, the radio angle wasn't even dis-

TED HUSING goes to Ohio for the airing of
cussed.
Apparently what complicates the situation and gives rise to the Ohio State-Northwestern pigskin classic on
Saturday via CBS.
the reports is the fact that newspaper
GRACE MOORE arrives in New York today
members of the
which own sta- from
California and she appears on the General
tions are allowed to broadcast the Motors Concert on Sunday via NBC.

AP

news, non-commercially, upon payof about 10 per cent additional
on the original wire charges. It is
taken for granted that such outlets
will not broadcast news to the extent of hurting their newsstand or

ment

HERMAN BERNIE arrived in New York yesterday from a two-week business trip to Hollywood.

CLEMENT

WATSON,

Walter Thompson,
ington

for

sails

Europe with

vice-president

of

J.

today aboard the Wash-

MRS. WATSON.

STANLEY WESSEL, vice-president of The
subscriber sales.
Wessel Co., Chicago, is in New York.
AP cannot decide to sell news with- NORMAN SIECEL, radio editor of the Cleveout a membership vote of its fran- land Press, is in town for the remainder of
chise-holders, and since it is a non- the week.
profit organization based on franJANE PICKENS starts a theater tour next
chises to members who pay accord- week opening at Loew's Capitol, Washington,
on Oct. 29, booked by Harry Bestry.
ing to the population they service,
ROBERT EMMET DOLAN went to Philadelphia
etc., it is not regarded as likely that
to witness opening Tuesday night of "Between
the AP will ever agree to sell news the Devil", which features Vilma Ebsen, his
wife.
to outside stations.

WMCA

Atlanta Six scholarships totaling
$700 will be offered high school sen18
1
iors in this area in a script-writing
17i/
18
18
2
contest to be conducted by the eduCrosley Radio
8
7
40
34
Cen. Electric
39y2 + 41/4 cational department of WATL. with
North American
17V4 14'/8 17
+ 2i/2 director Para Lee Brock in charge.
43^
RCA Common
6
fi'/s
+ % Students
in both public and private
48'/
First
RCA
Pfd
52
52
+ 2
2
Stewart Warner
91/8 +
9Vg
SV2
V2
schools in four counties will be inZenith Radio
16% 12
161/2 + l'/z
vited to submit half-hour radio draNEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
mas on music, literature, science, hisHazeltine Corp
10
7
10
Majestic
1 Vg
% 1 + Vs tory, or home economics subjects.
Nat. Union Radio
%
%
%
Va
Two scripts, one by a boy. the other
by a girl, will be selected from each
school and aired over the station in
Hatchette Joins
further eliminations, to be judged by
H. Perry Associates a group of experts approved by
school officials.
There will be two
(Continued from Page 1)
WGAL, Lancaster, has left Hearst to first awards of $200 each, two secjoin the New York office of John H. onds of $100, and two thirds of $50.
Perry Associates, newspaper and ra- the money to be paid directly to the
college or university selected by the
dio representatives. William K. Dorman is manager of Perry's local of- winners for 1938-39, plus another
award of $50 each to the school which
fice.
produces the two first-prize winners.
J. W. Woodruff, owner of the station,
has personally contributed the prizes.
Broadcasts
Am. Tel.
CBS A
CBS B

Low

COminG

1)

Offers Scholarships Gen'l Mills Continuing
Three-Hour Show
For High School Scripters

(Tuesday, Oct. 19)

High

Policy
for Stations

(Continued from Page

1)

Mayer, secretary, Bill Challis, vicepresident, and Don Walker, treasurer.
Group, which now numbers
Publisher
ALICOATE
W.
JOHN
18, voted for a restricted memberEditor ship, with only top-notch arrangers
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager set for membership in the immediate
MARVIN KIRSCH
Wed., Oct. 20, 1937
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AP Adheres to
On News

20, 1937

Winchell Back Nov. 21

Walter Winchell will return to the
air for Jergens Nov. 21, it was learned yesterday.
Winchell has been
(Continued from Page 1)
Wheaties will be continued through vacationing from the air because of
illness.
the fall and winter season, with ex
press purpose of show being to
broadcast football summaries and
Sylvia Froos Follows Perkins
forecasts in addition to other winter
Sylvia Froos and the Bob Stanley
sports.
Orchestra on WOR-Mutual starting
Sponsor, who has been one of the Saturday will be heard at a new
largest time buyers of baseball in time, 8:30-9 p.m., directly following
broadcasting, announced early this Ray Perkins, who is on at 8-8:30 p.m.
fall that it would attempt to break The two programs will comprise a
into the football monopoly now en- Mutual "double feature."
ioyed by Atlantic Refining and Kellogg. However, unable to do so, GenGlenn Snyder Boosted
eral Mills will experiment this year
Chicago
Glenn Snyder, manager
on WMCA. and, if idea proves successful, will enlarge scope next fall. of WLS and president of Chicago
Present contract with
runs Broadcasters Ass'n, has been elected
Program is vice-president of Agricultural Broadthrough April, 1938.
heard 2:30-5:30 daily and is entitled casting Co., operating the station.
"6 Star Revue".
Knox-Reeves, Min- Burridge Butler is president. Snyder
succeeds C. V. Gregory, who resigned
neapolis, is the agency.
to become associated with a farm

—

WMCA

CBS

Airing Auto

Show

publication.

CBS has set a series of seven broadcasts for coverage of the Automobile
Show. Programs will be heard daily
except Sunday beginning Oct. 27.
Periods set are six 15-minute spots
during which leaders of the industry
will talk, and one half-hour spot dur-

inaugurating a series of 20 broadMemphis Under a reorganized setcasts over
to "override war up,
now airs a complete newspropaganda" and keep this country cast coverage of national, sectional
clear of foreign entanglements. Prom- and local events, with Associated ing which a dramatized history of
inent civic and church leaders will Press automatic leased wire printers the industry will be presented. Mel
installed in the station's own news- Allen and Charles Stark will do all
participate.
room, and arrangements with the the announcing.
editorial staff and rural correspondHildegarde for the Ritz

WHK

WMC

ents of The Commercial Appeal for
Star Adds 3 Stations
chanteuse, will be fast and aggressive treatment of all
Star Radio has added stations
when the news. Station is affiliated with Comnewly decorated Crystal Garden at mercial Appeal.
CKMO, CJRM and CJOC to its list
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel opens for the
of subscribers for Star commercials.
season on Oct. 27.
Fathers of the Funnies
Problems confronted by comicA
strip artists in evolving their "brain
children" will be aired in a weekly
First in local accounts
series of round table discussions by
in Chicago
the famous artists themselves in a
$ 1 49°°
new program, starting tomorrow at
.
.
.
7 p.m. over WINS. Carl Anderson,
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
Walter Berndt, Otto Soglow and Russ
(In the heart of Chicago)
135 W. 19th St.
New York N. Y.
Westover are among the artists who
will be heard.

Hildegarde,
the featured

NBC

attraction

NOW YOU CAN BUY
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER

WGES

FOR ONLY

"Those Willi Announcers
Can Sell Me ANYTHING!"

UD"
WHK
WW

Ill

I

mm

Kansas

Station

City's

affiliated

Dominant Daytime

with Mutual, has the

but oo national representatives.
clearance, schedules, information,
data, telephone Harrison 1161. collect, or wire collect to
Audience,

—For time

DON

DAVIS, President,

—

KANSAS

CITY, MISSOURI

Wednesday. October
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FCC DISQUALIFIES PAYNE

RADIO DAILY
i<

Programs That Have Made History

(Continued from Page 1)
trial the due process of
law called for a fair and unbiased
tribunal and added that in this case

during any

"A

KHJ's "Rise and Shine"

FROM SEGAL-SMITH CASE
HOLDING
a.m. spot
for the past

PROGRAM

IS

ONLY AS GOOD

down the daily 6 to 8 hour of the morning, time signals
on KHJ, Los Angeles, are of primary interest to breakfast-

AS ITS DIRECTION"

two and a half years, bolters.
Payne had pre-judged the case long "Rise and Shine" has climbed from
Birthdays and anniversaries are
before the date of hearing.
an initial mail count of 25 to a daily other items coming into play on the

In an opening statement before mail pull of well over 200 letters program. The last year's broadcast
demanded Payne's and cards. Conducted by Stu Wil- of this program gave air mention to
Koenigsberger
disqualification, Chairman Frank R. son, the program is simplicity itself approximately 32,800 birthdays, wedMcNinch warned those present that and consists of frequent time signals, ding anniversaries, graduations. This
the hearing would not in any way be popular recordings and spot an- figure is especially impressive when
nouncements read without script. one considers an average of three
a Roman holiday.
"We meet here today to discuss Everything is ad libbed, from the birthdays and one wedding anniverthe sary per family.
grave charges of unethical practices," very frequent comments on
McNinch said. "Let it be understood weather and general subjects to the
While the program is strictly a
commercials.
that this is a serious matter. This is numerous
one-man show, Wilson has as his
is made to make the
attempt
No
of
some
although
case,
criminal
not a
helpers little gadgets and sound fixThe show a "production." It is merely tures. These comprise his cast. They
its aspects may appear that way.
that a surwaker-upper
cheerful
a
unethwith
charged
respondents are
all have names and are well known
of persons
Ethics are the basis prisingly great amount
ical practices.
listeners from the moooo of the
of bed, to
out
tumble
they
as
listen
to
out
of fair play and justice. The law
mechanical cow, Clarence, to the
mornthe
of
business
the
through
go
of years of wisdom has decreed that
familiar notes of Henrietta, the clock;
ing shave and preparations for breakevery man is innocent until proved
Kitty Kookoo, the cat; the old marfast.
guilty".
program maintains a steady at- ried man's bell, the old maid's bell
The
McNinch then referred to the mo- titude of cheerfulness without any and all the rest. Almost every week
tion of Segal and Smith to dismiss attempt at pollyanna-ism or saccha- brings some new gadget, contributed
The chairman stated rine sweetness. It merely attempts by an enthusiastic listener.
the charges.
that the Commission had given the to be a pleasant entertainment for
"Rise and Shine" is a participating
motion full consideration and had de- work-a-day risers. For this purpose, program, with the sponsor's sales
chairThe
motion.
the
deny
cided to
Wilson has trained himself to give standing or falling upon one spot
man then stated, following Koenigs- the correct time at the end of each announcement delivered at specified
defense
the
that
berger's testimony,
musical selection. This, with the dedi- times during the show. Currently the
would have to re-form their brief cations, spot announcements and de- program is selling women's clothing,
of
concerning the disqualification
livery of bits of chatter usually brings used cars, automotive service, life
Payne and adjourned the hearing at the time to listeners at approximately insurance, work shirts and overalls
11:30 until 2 o'clock, at which time five minute intervals. And at this and unbreakable glass lenses.
Koenigsberger declared he would be
prepared to submit it.
Five
Affiliates
Commercials
When hearing before the CommisClose
Pact
Are
Lined
Must
for
sion resumed, Koenigsberger submitted his revised motion to the Com(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
mission, which entertained it and af- even after the IRNA committeemen
the Jell-O series with Jack Benny.
an
almost
lasted
which
ter a recess
were ready to okay the changes in Additional three shows as yet have
hour and a half Chairman McNinch the trade agreement so far. Specifi- not been announced.
rates will
announced that it had been decided cally, the changes made in the trade run $400 an hour, with no line charges
to disqualify Payne from active duty agreement clauses now include in involved.
on Commission during remainder of place of the arbitration request, a
hearing.
two-man board, one to be appointed
Stories of the Hymns
Motion submitted by Segal and from the broadcasters and one from
A new type of hymn presentation,
Smith first appealed to Payne per- the AFM, which shall decide on quessonally, asking him to disqualify him- tions relative to a station failing to in which stories of the hymns and
Upon consideration, the Com- live up to AFM contracts; also the their composers will accompany the
self.
mission ruled that motion would have IRNA memberships' request that the hymn singing program, will be intwo-week notice before a stoppage augurated by WBNX Friday at 4:15
to be made to full Commission. Payne
was among the Commissioners who is called be changed, now calls for p.m. The authority is Eloise R.
contract language of "a reasonable Griffith, who will be supported in
agreed that this was within the FCC's
Commissioner time". These are in reference to the broadcasts by Madeline Schiffler,
while
jurisdiction,
Clause 20 for the most part.
contralto, and Fred Mendelsohn, orWalker was the only one who took
Both sides are now optimistic that ganist.
exception.
today will see the whole matter
Witnesses to appear before the ironed out, but the fact that Clause
in
the
Commission today to testify
10 is still unsettled leaves much in
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO ST ATIO N
case of unethical charges against Se- doubt as to the final outcome.
18
7
OFFERS
gal and Smith include George F. KelAFM will call off its scheduled \ \ \ \
ley of WCSH, Portland, Me.; David plan to meet with electrical tranRECEPTION
Teiklebaum, New York; Richard M. scription and phonograph men today
Charleston, W. Va.; Mary at Ascap offices and hopes to be able
Casto,
Belle Anthony, Washington, D. C; to confer with them tomorrow.
John Brady, counsel for Casto; Elmer

HENRY
SOUVAINE

'

and

AFM

NBC

WHN

Up

Today

INCORPORATED

The following

known

well-

directors

and producers are
available for production or counsel

—as a group or

in-

dividually

CARLO DE ANGELO

WHN

ARTHUR DALY
KEITH
N.

MC LEOD

ORLANDO

JACK ROCHE

HENRY SOUVAINE

THOMAS L

STIX

1

'

CLYDE BARRIE
HAvemeyer 9-3494

'

LIFELIKE

W. Pratt, Helen R. Duval, stenog
rapher to Segal; E. C. Reineke, Du
luth; Zenda Casto, sister of Richard;
Edith Z. Miller, Washington, D. C;
Geraldine
Alberdine,
Pawtucket;
Ethel C. Manning, Washington; S.
George Webb, Newport, R. I.; Arthur
Schorfeldt, Washington attorney,

Frank Crook.

GORDON WHYTE

30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK

and

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL

CITY

—

.
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GUEJT-ING

PHIL W. TOBIAS, formerly with
the Gardner agency, St. Louis, has
formed his own agency, Phil W.
Tobias & Associates, at 612 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

GRETE STUECKGOLD,

landed

the

American Airlines

account.

JOHN

MORSE

has left Lord &
Thomas and joined Blackett-SampleHummert as account executive in
Chicago.
YOUNG & RUBICAM has been
named ad counsel for Better Speech
Institute of America, Chicago.
Account will use a local NBC program
B.

•

—

•

• Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking
who has improved with due success is Rudy Vallee.
NBC from the coast are equal to many a sponsored show.
fellow

Saturday's

which

after

midnite

Rudy announces and

show.

delivery.

KENNETH

KING, formerly
C.
radio director of George H. Hartman
agency, Chicago, has been elected a
vice-president. Tom Kivlan is now
radio director.
RICHARD R. SMITH has opened
a general publicity office at 134 North
La Salle St., Chicago.
has joined the
of

C.
Chicago, as

Wendel Muench &

Co.,

account executive.

KIRBY HAWKES,

radio

director

- Sample - Hummert,
has
Topeka to advise Alfred
Landon on his broadcast.

gone

to

JIMMY BINGHAM
Howard W. Wilson
and joined
he

is

to

has

office in

New York

left

the

Chicago

office,

where

be assistant to Horace Hage-

dorn, in charge of eastern

office.

Woollcott to Air for Fusion
Alexander Woollcott will make his
only

informality

and

stepped before

maintains the public appeal he had in his prime

— as

frixample

the

had been lying on the publisher's shelf for three
and dusty. Rudy heard the song, liked it, played it and
now, besides climbing into the hit division, every singer and band are
doing it ... But none like Rudy, of course. He has been a song stylist and
years

—

—unused

—

.

still

is ...

.

We

like

the salary paid

boss learned

of

Gabriel Heatter's frank admission

that,

when he

•

—

WOV

N. Y.'s Board of Education reveals that

•

•

married,

him was $8 a week by the Brooklyn Times and when the
Gabe's pay envelope was increased to $10!
the marital leap

audience response to "The Elementary School of the Air",
which is designed to teach English to Italian listeners ... .More than
1,000 tuner-inners write each week submitting their written work
and asking advice regarding the lessons. .Show is conducted under
the auspices of the Adult Education Project of the B. of E., and the
WPA. .Like the crack of Jack Robbins' 10-year-old lad, Brother,

appearance this season
on Oct. 31, when he has accepted
the invitation of Dr. Joseph D. McGoldrick, Fusion candidate for Comptroller, to speak over WJZ at 6:45
p.m. on behalf of McGoldrick and the
rest of the Fusion ticket, headed by
Mayor LaGuardia and Thomas E.

.

.

who

.

.

told

Benny Goodman

—

come

that the public didn't

to

see or

hear him as much as they did Gene Krupa, the drummer, perform.
Brother defiiiitely won't be a songplugger with those tactics!....
Benny reverses the tables today and throws a luncheon for the

—

Dewey.

Recording "Mellydrammers"
Al Barrie, who is doing a series of
"Al Barrie's Mellydrammers" over
WNEW and also has been presenting
a similar program on WNYC for
more than two months, will write
a
special
series
of
five-minute
sketches to be recorded by X-L
Productions.

Robert Simpson Leaves CBS
Robert L. Simpson of Columbia
Inc.

CHICK WEBB, ELLA FITZGERand ERSKINE HAWKINS, on

ALD

has

resigned,

effective

Friday.

•

•

•

The closing

of

the

summer room and show

etc.,
.

—

—

for fear

that the public might misconstrue the ballads for torch-carrying

and she puts so much feeling into her vocalizing anyway! ... .Norma
Talmadge, who has been doing fashion stuff on Hubby George Jessel's
show, will switch to offering scenes from some of her better known pix ....
Lester Lee is offering his dog to Ripley because of a "discovery" .... Leon
and Eddie's are seriously thinking of duplicating the Sunday nites of the
west coast's Trocadero, feeling that much screen, stage and radio talent
haven't an eastern "show window" and can't afford to go west. Agency,
radio, stage and screen tycoons will be their guests and thus have an
opportunity to "discover" for themselves .... This is a smart move and
.Ted H using, in
should win the support of the industry in short order.
answer to our note of inquiry via a waiter asking "What's new or have

—

you a good gag", returned the card with the penciled,

"Hammerstein Music

Leo O'Rourke
Margarette Shanna

"I just left

—

—

24

Oct.

Hall",

29

Oct.

(CBS, 8 p.m.).

ELIZABETH KELLY, on
Morris program, Oct. 30

Philip

(CBS, 8:30

p.m.).

CROSBY GAIGE,
"Magazine

interviewed on
(CBS,

of the Air," Oct. 29

11 a.m.).

MARY

ASTOR, JOHN HALL, AN-

DREA LEEDS
SMITH,

in scenes

and C. AUBREY
from "Hurricane",

9 p.m.).

MARIO CHAMLEE,
Parade," Oct. 30

GLEN GRAY,

on the "Hit
(CBS, 10 p.m.).
on the Six-Star Re-

(WMCA, 4 p.m.).
OWEN, interviewed by
Fishell this afternoon, (WMCA,

vue, today

STEVE
Dick

6:30 p.m.).

HOLLACE SHAW

on

Songtime

Monday (CBS, 7:15 p.m.), and with
Howard Barlow Oct. 26 (CBS, 3:30
p.m.)

Show

Fourteen acts of radio entertainment will be presented in an hour
broadcast over
at 9:30-10:30
p.m. on Saturday, when Rodney Benson Inc. of Clifton, N. J., introduces

WNEW

new Plymouth and Dodge

the

cars.

Breen's Orchestra will furnish
music, with Joe O'Brien as emcee.
Program will originate in the Clifton
showrooms of Rodney Benson. Talent
to be heard will include: Jerry Lee,
Irene
Collins,
Bill
Whitley,
the
Three Locust Sisters, Ray Murray,
Elaine Alston, Bob Baker, Bill Danwell, Harriet Brent, Ed Marshall,
Loraine Barnett, Roger
Coleman.
Bill

Account

handled by Schillin Adv.

is

Doris

Fisher Screen

Doris Fisher,

CBS

Tested

songstress, has
20th Century-

been screen-tested by
Fox.
Films were airmailed
Coast this week.

.

&

Louis Sobol".

r.

c c«

to

the

^

ACTIVITIES

• Nice gesture and a sincere one at that on the part of
• •
.He squawked to
Jan Savitt, musical genius of KYW, Philly
the N. Y. offices of music publishers for disbanding their local contact men, charging that he will give preference to the fellows who
are in town. .. .His contention is a sane and sound one. Feels that
if his shows would emanate from N. Y., publishers would spend
young fortunes for his entertainment and since he requires no
charges for "arrangements and copying" this money should be
He means that, too!
used for employment at a local office
.

October 20

Ben Marden's
girls, men,

The

.

.

Greetings from Radio Daily

at

carried on so
that words aren't available to describe the
Marden closed the summer room and opened the Winter Salon
by ordering champagne for every customer present .... Estelle Taylor, who
has adopted a singing career to replace make-believe love, has the mentality to equal her voice and beauty .... She does "An Old Flame Never
Dies" and "That Old Feeling" so well but won't chant them publicly

event.

Show,"

(WNEW, 11:30 a.m.)
ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE, LARRY
BURKE and MILDRED FENTON, on

Fourteen Act Variety

Riviera deserved to be recorded in celluloid for posterity.
help,

Swing

"Sunday

music publishers.

radio

Artists

31.

on "Hollywood Hotel", Oct. 29 (CBS,
leads the

field in

Blackett

of

program

about a boner .... Rudy

to kid

RAY HENDERSON

staff

a

turn):

Especially last

sings the

—

—but

of

His remotes via

new—but the way he does it the
When he made a mistake on a selection, Rudy
something

isn't

the mike not only to rectify the error
still

out

LOTTE LEHMAN, on Ford Sunday
Hour, Oct. 24 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
BIDU SAY AO, on Ford Hour, Oct.

tune "Vieni Vieni" which

this winter.

(NBC-

Blue, 9 p.m.)

BLACKETT - SAMPLE - HUMMERT
has

on Ameri-

can Banks program, Oct. 25

.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

.

Oct. 25:

CP

George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal.
station. 1440 kc, 500 watts,

new

for

unlimited.

Floyd A.

new

station.

Oct.

CP

28:

for

new

Parton, San Jose, Cal. CP for
1170 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
T. Griffen, Fort Smith, Ark.
stations. 880 kc, 1 KW. LS.,

J.

Daytime.
Valley Publishing Co., Harlingen,
Tex. CP for new station. 1200 kc, 100 watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited.
Oct. 29:
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1

One

•

of a Series of Who's

JOHN

JOHN
ing.

fTlYRONE POWER, who has
Patrick

"Men

as

Gail

woman

leading

In White," the stage

his

cast.

names

appears

and screen

Radio Relay League.
After a special course in radio dynamics at
M.I.T., Hatch joined Ford Motor Radio Engineering Staff, assisted in development of
world's first police radio car, built for Detroit
Police Dept. Later, he was on staff which assembled Western Electric's Talking Pictures,
took part in production of Warner Bros, first
talkies, and today holds priority rights on invention of parabolic sound receptor, now in
film use.
For a time. Hatch was special announcer
at Ford's experimental WWI; moving on to
Boston, he
became technical operator at

of the El Capitan

be

to

an

accom-

plished fact, with the Signal Carnival airing from there Sunday, and
the new M-G-M Maxwell Coffee
show slated to follow suit shortly.

Lai Chand Mehra, conductor of
the "At Home" program on KFAC,
has been signed by Paramount to
portray a Hindu role in "Big Broadcast of 1938," W. C. Field's next
starring picture.

The Gene and Glenn

script

show

on KFI on a five-times-weekly
schedule Nov. 1 for Kellogg cereals.
Yogi
Yorgensson
and
Zaruchi
Almassin will appear on the CBS
"Hollywood Showcase," with Lud
Gluskin's
orchestra
and
Harry
Simeone's chorus, on Oct. 24, and
Charlie Lung, man of 1,000 voices,
is set for the Nov. 7 airing.
John Henry Blake, "The Magazine Man," now has a twice-weekly
program on KFI. The bi-weekly
series consists of comment on current magazine articles rather than
on day-by-day news culled from the

HATCH

ducers, he started with the air waves as an amateur, built and operated
private station, subsequently became president oi the Essex County
Radio Ass'n, first chartered org. of American

bit of interest.

Theater

Has worked

in

WHDH, and

soon Program Director of WHEB,
as he developed a keen interest in, and talent

every

branch of radio

for,

He

radio production.

assisted at official

opening of WMEX, supplied talent, ideas, commercial contracts to several
New England stations. Believes strongly in educational airings for both
young and old and un-long, decorous commercials. Born 34 years ago
Is happy with a rod and reel, a book, a gun (for
(Oct. 1) in Montpelier, Vt.
hunting) or a leisurely drift downstream in a boat.

starts

AFM

Stage-Show Airing Marks
and CIO May Join
Campaign by Radio 4th Anniversary of WSOC

In

(Continued from Page

1)

of such a move is now very probable) should the two labor organizations bury the hatchet, radio will
then be used by the parties jointly,

thus eliminating the controversy angle from the present setup.
The entire matter, however, will
take some time to bring to a head.
daily papers. Blake, who was for- Until that time, each organization
merly on KHJ-Don Lee, reads hun- will continue with its present polidreds of magazines each month and cies.
The AFL this week made its
picks the most interesting articles initial approach at a local New York

GEORGE VOUTSAS
ferred from

Chicago production
Rex Maupin, who

Chevrolet

is

ture reports on

Welt

WMAQ.

Commander

E.

\

"Wheaties

He

son.

j

Sponsored by General Mills
j

J

j

WMCA

2:30-5:30 Daily

also

drew

j

Shirley Lewis Back on Job

WHN

is

a

hand

of

13

WGN

WMCA

tured

the

Sally,

introducing professional entertainers
new to New York. A community sing
will complete the broadcasts, to be
heard Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Sundays, an hour after midnight,
with the first show coming direct
from the floor of the El Dorado.

CFRB Borrows Gordon
Detroit — WJR is loaning
to

Castle
Gordon

CFRB, Toronto,

for

WJR

He

returns to

his

Toronto assignment.

at the

close of

"Mike" and "Phone"

HAND SETS
Especially for five

meter
transmitters and the five
meter transceivers.
Light
and

compact

SALESMAN

$10

TWELVE YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN RADIO;
CAPABLE HANDLINC SALES FOR LOCAL
STATION- PAST RECORD VERY GOOD;
EXCELLENT REFERENCES; ALSO SERVICES
AS ANNOUNCER AND
IDEA MAN. WRITE BOX A-113, RADIO

OWN ACCOUNTS
DAILY,

1501

Broadway,

New

York

City.

the

Nov. 6-12 to do a Vox-Pop
for General Motors of Canada from
the floor of Toronto's automobile
show. He will be on the air each
evening at 7:45. The trip is something in the nature of an Old Home
Week for Gordon, who for four years
was an ace hockey announcer there.
of

series

Shirley Lewis of
returned to
the station yesterday after an absence of eight weeks due to illness.

McDonald

F.

—

WPA

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD

on

NAB

.

Champions of Harmony"

con-

hearts recently in a bridge game.
Paul B. Klugh, Chicago, first managing director of
and one of
its
founders, has been elected an
honorary member and director of

WOR

(

tempera-

sponsoring

planning a four-month cruise in
South American waters on his Yacht
around Christmas time.
Charlie Miller of MCA and Mrs.
Miller are back from Europe.
Carleton Convey, manager of John
Blair & Co. in Los Angeles, has wired
friends here that he is the papa of a

week

on WOR,
No. 11, 6:45-7 p.m. Station has had
this type of program on the air for
several seasons. Sam Taylor handled
a similar show on WOR last year.

is

WMAQ.

Castle

wood commentator

to

replacing
directing or-

staff,

Disinfectant Co. has
for
announcements

tracted

Statement proved powerful ax that

.

trans-

York

chestra for Falstaff Brewing's "Public Hero."

the union holds over those stations
Operetta for CBS Workshop
owned or operated by motion picture
Mark
Blitzstein, young American
concerns when it was pointed out
composer, whose "Cradle Will Rock"
that AFL controls practically all
is to be produced on Broadway this
technical employees of the theater,
CIO fall after creating a furore in
plus the very powerful AFM.
wood in Person" troupe, headed by has been attempting to sign up local circles last spring, will play the leadBob Baker, was caught by Harriet stations' office workers for the past ing role and sing in "I've Got the
Parsons' "Screen Snapshots" cameras few months, but so far has met with Tune," a radio operetta written especially for the Columbia Workshop.
on a visit to Republic last week, little success.
The broadcast will be presented over
and their faces will appear on the
statement regarding CIO radio
A
CBS on Sunday at 8-8:30 p.m.
screens of the world shortly.
activities as a sponsor is expected
Did you know
that Ken Niles shortly after the joint meeting bemade his radio debut as a singer tween the CIO and AFL on Oct. 25. Coleman Signs Society Singer
with an orchestra directed by the
Lois Elliman, society singer, has
present Lieutenant Governor of the
been signed by Emil Coleman as voHarris on
Radie
State of Washington?
calist with his orchestra in the IridRadie Harris, will start a Hollyium Room of the St. Regis.
.

has

NBC New

Radio Manufacturers Ass'n.
Consolidated Drug Trades "Lone
Trail Opry House" on
has been
expanded 15 minutes to make it a
Charlotte A combined broadcast
daily one and a quarter hour show.
and stage-show at the Carolina Theater on Saturday marked the fourth
anniversary of WSOC.
A full-hour Presenting Out-of-Town Talent
Beginning tonight,
will
program, with Dewey Drum as master of ceremonies and Dick Faulkner present a new thrice-weekly program
and Ron Jenkins as announcers fea- under the direction of Kay Parsons,

following soloists: Aunt
Byron Smith, Paul Norris,
Clemmie Reid, Hollis Cobb, Nelle
Norris, Sarah Wright, Ruth Covington, and Billie Ann Newman, with
additional music from Boe Norris
for his Monday and Thursday comstation when representatives of the and ork, The Cabineers, Lum Henment.
former approached office employees dreick's Hawaiian Strings, Louis GibGeorge Whitney, onetime musical of WHN with written summaries of son's Jug Band and the Alexander
director at KFRC, San Francisco, the AFL activities in show business.
Dancers.
has gone commercial and joined the
KFI-KECA sales staff, and Ernest
Felix succeeds H. M. Parker as head
of the accounting division of the
twin stations, Harrison Holliway,
general manager announces.
The entire cast of the CBS "Holly-

Ciiicaacr

•

Industry

own

in

in

NBC's takeover

in the

HATCH has filled nearly every occupation in radio broadcastNow general manager of John B. Hatch Associates. Boston pro-

the supporting
The event has aroused quite a
film

B.

Who

B.

hit,
which will be the Woodbury
"Hollywood Playhouse" presentation
next Sunday night over NBC-Blue,
also will have a number of promi-

nent

5

RADIO DAILY

Single

button

$15 Double button

rugged.
units.

Six

yet

Bakclitc
ft.,

conductor

Weighs

4-

cord.

but

15

ounces.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
124 Warren Lane, Inglewood. Cal.,

U. S.

A
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STATIONS OP AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding

KFI

"PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA"

17.

S.

5,000

Lenny

Watts

A BALANCED PROGRAM OF GOOD
WELL PLAYED, WILL BUILD
THE AUDIENCE DESIRED BY SPONSOR.

THE

WJZ-NBC-Blue network,
Mondays, 9-10 p.m.
The Wessel Company

over

American Banks program with the
Philadelphia orchestra, Eugene Ormandy conducting, and Maria Jeritza,
soloist, turned in a very impressive
premiere last Monday night from the
Academy of Music, Philadelphia.
The whole performance was well
planned. Orchestra played the "Die
Meistersinger" "Clair de Lune," and
as the closing number, the "SorcerJeritza sang three
er's Apprentice."
numbers, "Adieu, Forets," "Widmung,"
and "Cecilie."
Ormandy's directing kept the pro-

gram moving

No

at a fast pace.

long

waits for studio applause common to
most radio concerts of this type, were
allowed. Jeritza gave a superb performance. She appeared on the program through the courtesy of General Motors which has an exclusive
radio contract with the star. Feodor
Chaliapin, Russian basso, originally
scheduled was unable to sing be-

cause of

illness.

Ormandy's long radio experience
with Minneapolis Symphony concerts
makes him most valuable to a sponsor and the men in charge of proHis timing of numbers is
duction.
something to be desired when broadcasting long operatic programs such
as this one.

"BEHIND PRISON BARS"
with Warden Lewis

E.

Lawes

in

Wm.

R. Warner Co.
(Sloan's Liniment)

WJZ— NBC-Blue,

Mondays,

10-10:30 p.m.
Cecil,

Lawes said that it is
that he had 2600 occupants up there now listening to his
air show, and didn't think it wise
this query,

possible

—but

to

divulge means to accomplish such

a

feat.

Following this forum came a skit
& Legler
similar to "Dead End" which told
SHOW COMBINING how two youths escaped the clutches

Warwick

NEW

TYPE CRIME
DRAMATIZED EPISODE WITH FORUM.

This was well
executed by a staff of artists.
Sponsor offered puzzles and ridWarden Lewis E. Lawes, head man
of the Big House up the Hudson, re- dles to people sending in cartons.
turned to the airwaves Monday night Commercials were short and to the
for Sloan's Liniment, and delivered point.
the customary well-balanced crime
show with the usual moral "crime
of a career of crime.

produc-

have pubnovel based on stories
from her "Magazine of the

chief,
lished, a

In November, 1924, KFI
October, 1922, to 100, and in December to 500.
was granted permission to use 5,000 watts, and the station continued with that power
until July, 1931, when it put into operation its new 50,000 watt transmitter at Buena
KFI, under the able
Park, thus becoming the most powerful station west of Chicago.
management of Harrison Holliway, veteran of many radio years, both in technical and
production ends, is on the air with full power on an average of 17.25 hours daily. The
studies have remained at their original location, on the top floors of the Packard building.
Administration offices and studios perform the same duty for KECA, the second Earle C.
Anthony station, whose transmitter and towers, however, are located in the southwestern
outskirts of the city.
Through this physical equipment, KFI has pioneered educational and entertainment
features of all descriptions, from symphony concerts to discussions on the latest discoveries in physics and astronomy, from weather reports and conditions to first performances of modern music.
In 1924, conscious of the demands of radio for intelligent and dignified presentation,
KFI pioneered continuity and program departments, which supervised and directed musical productions.
At the same time, the policy was adopted of making KFI's facilities
always available to schools, government agencies, civic organizations, charitable bodies
and cultural movements of all sorts.
This policy has brought to KFI, the closest and
most cordial relations with organizations like the Los Angeles Public Library, the Pilgrimage Play, the Mission Play, the Community Chest, the many departments of the
various Southern California Chambers of Commerce, the United States Department of
Forestry, Agriculture, Census, Fire and Flood Control, and also the corresponding state
and county agencies.
And what with the fact long recognized that KFI has been the breeding place for
innumerable radio artists, coupled with the fact that KFI has long been noted for the
celebrities which it has introduced, brings to light the matter of program production.
Obviously, with such a record of progress behind it, the quality of its programs needs no
summation; they had to be good.
KFI is managed by Harrison Holliway, with Carl Haverlin as head of the commercial
department, Don Clark in the office of program manager and Glan Heisch handling the
duties of production manager.

To

WFIL

Margaret Schaefer,
tion

development the history of American broadcasting.

Dr. Neil Carothers, Dean of the Lehigh School of Business, gave a short
W. M.
talk during the intermission.
Kiplinger will be heard in future crime. Questions asked were intelliOne woman
Grete Stueckgold will gent and informing.
broadcasts.
asked whether it is possible for a
be the guest soloist next week.
person to escape from Sing Sing
unaided by people on the outside.

WDAS.

WCAU.

Since April, 1922, when the station went on the air for the first time, it has grown
steadily in power, scope and importance.
Physical facts are quickly told: KFI was founded by Earle C. Anthony in 1922, the
Five watts was the original power,
first program broadcast on Easter Sunday, April 16.
increased

"song
series

Larry Vincent is the new emcee
on the "Get Going" revue over

MUSIC,

history of KFI parallels closely in

new
new

Leshner,
a
inaugurates a

stylist,"

EARLE C. ANTHONY, Owner
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, Manager
CARL HAVERLIN, Commercial Manager
DON CLARK, Program Manager

American Banks

PMadelphia

Radio Stations

—Kc—
Los Angeles

640

20. 1937

will

shortly

taken
Air" program.
in

Robert Ellmore returns to the air
a special recital over
from

KYW

Academy

of Music.
Orient Reid, blonde songstress at
WIP, was married to Franklin John-

the stage of the

ston.

Craig Campbell will
but over
in a

WCAU

of

make his denew program

songs.

Doris Havens, recently married
organist of WCAU, is in Bryn Mawr
Hospital recovering from an automobile

accident.

Marian Black, conductor of WDAS
children's program, married Granville Klink, former WDAS control
man, now associated with WJSV in
Washington.
Paula Markman,
dramactress, recovering from serious throat

KYW

ailment.

WCAU

Hank Geist, former
engineer, left the local scene for similar duties in New York.

WFIL

is

installing

a

new

$22,000

Kilgen organ, the largest broadcasting designed organ in the east.
Kerby Cushing,
sports commentator, adds a late daily sport
broadcast to his already full roster.
Don Martin, WIP announcer, leaves
here for WCHV, Charlottesville, Va.
Jack Steck, WFIL's master of ceremonies, has conceived two dizzy
NBC-Blue, and less than a minute shows which he calls ':'Corn Hustlers
later
Gen. Johnson was tearing Revue" and "Auction Court."
WIP is sponsoring a dramatic asLandon's talk apart.
The General
also was right on the heels of Presi- sociation, and will train the amateur
dent Roosevelt's most recent "fireside group in all phases of broadcasting.
Boyd will conduct the
chat." This ultra-timeliness, plus his Barbara
forceful and vivid style and ability Women's Club of the Air over WCAU.
to send points home with clarity as
Hal Simmonds, WFIL sports comwell as punch, puts Johnson in a mentator, is going heavy for guest
class by himself among commentators. stars.

KYW

Lew

Hamilton,

formerly

heard

Briefly
over WIP leading his hill-billy crew,
"The American School of the Air," is in New York with the Rodeo at
which returned to CBS on Monday Madison Square Garden.
at

2:30

week,

p.m.

for

several

airings

a

an entertaining as well as
instructive program, clarifying some Pearce on his "Mexican Night" over
of the important topics of the day CBS yesterday, fitted very neatly
in the light of the average American into the program. Their rendition of
family.
"Rancho Grande" was a highlight.
is

—

"The Story of Industry," another
and a suggestion or General Johnson
CBS feature, revived yesterday at 4: 30
Most up-to-the-minute of the edi- p.m., gives a clear and interesting
two on how to stifle a future crime
torializing
radio
commentators is insight into the country's important
wave.
A novelty of the show was An- General Hugh Johnson, who airs industries, with well-informed speaknouncer Ben Grauer's walking into over NBC-Blue four nights weekly. ers in each case.
the studio audience with a mike and Last night at 10 o'clock former
Louise Massey and Her Westerners,
offering the experience of Warden Governor Alfred M. Landon finished
Lawes to answer any question on his attack on the New Deal over playing a repeat engagement with Al
doesn't

pay",

Little Mary Small was a bright
vocal item on the big "Magic Key of
RCA" broadcast over NBC-Blue last
Sunday. Linton Wells' short-wave
interview with Karl H. von Weigand
abroad was most interesting, and the
broadcast from the MacGregor Expedition in Greenland had a thrill in it.
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Coming Events
Oct.

Cong-

Eighth International
19-23:
Exhibition
of
Electrical
Paris.
la Radio,

and
de

Radio,

¥

ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC
EUGENE ORMANDY,

who

will di-

consecutive Ford Sunday Evening Hour broadcasts startPalais
ing Oct. 31 over CBS, is in a way to
Oct. 21-22: American Ass'n of Adver- becoming America's
most traveled
tising Agencies Pacific Coast Convention,
conductor. And since he will serve
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.
as conductor of the Philadelphia orchestra coincidental with his direcExposition of Radio-TeleviOct. 25-31:
tion of the Ford Sunday Evening
People's Amphitheater, Moscow.
sion,
ress

7

RADIO DAILY:

ten

rect

*

¥

a request. According to Bivens
and Lee Kirby, conductors of the
Dancing Party heard nightly from
ister

12:30 to 2 a.m., Dorsey's recordings
get more requests than those of any
other band leader, and his version
of "Marie" has been one of the most
popular recordings ever aired over

WBT.

A GOOD

Hour

Oct. 27-30: Annual meeting of Associaof National Advertisers, The Home-

tion

stead,

Hot Springs. Va.

this season, necessitating flying
trips to Detroit every week to keep
his appointment, he will undoubtedly

have clinched the

title

of the concert season.
Nov.

1:

Inter-American

Radio

Hotel, Chicago.

Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

1938: International Telecommunications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs fir Telephones,
Cairo, Egypt.
1,

with a 16-piece orchestra. He has
a twice-weekly wire over the NBCRed network, Wednesday at 11 p.m.
and Friday at 11:30.

The two native orchestras

run

at

crew

have

the

wire.

New

Conga,

night club

at

York's

smart

Station List.

CBS "Swing Club" from Coast
The CBS Swing Club

Frank Novak, orchestra leader at
the Raleigh Room of the Warwick
Hotel, has inaugurated a daily session of cocktail hour entertainment,
featuring Bill Bardo, Gypsy violinist,

and Wes Vaughan, song stylist. A
La series of cocktail dansants on SunCuban day afternoons was launched last

57

Loon. Distribution will be to RCA
Philadelphia,
four
Victor dealers throughout the counWIP,
adds
try, and a separate edition is being bands from various night spots in
Booklet, which the city to its remote dance roster.
issued for schools.
has been reproduced lithographical- Milt Kellem from the Arcadia Resly by National Process Co., is in four taurant, Earl Moyer from the CaTea Garden, Johnny Graff
colors, as well as black and white, thay
with half tones and deep-etch, typi- from the Anchorage, and Benny's
cal Van Loon water-colors and line Troubadours from Benny the Bum's.
An important colorful
illustrations.
Wally Stoefler followed Noble Sismap, showing short-wave stations,
their locations, and time log is in- sle in the Chez Paree, new Louiscluded in the RCA booklet, which ville night club, with a WAVE wire.
of course also shows new line of Crystal Terrace, another new spot
RCA Victor receiving sets in the in that city, has Johnny Burkarth's
Johnny
back of the book. Thirteen picture- ork, airing over WHAS.
vignettes by Van Loon with com- Hamp is heard over WAVE from the
ments by the editor (Van Loon), are Gypsy Village.
included also along with A Guide to
Short-Wave Listening, How to Tune
The WBT (Charlotte) Midnight
in on Foreign Stations and World- Dancing Party, rapidly building up

week.

Pennsylvania's Junior Prom, and
on Thanksgiving night will alternate
with Russ Morgan's band at the

Broadwood

Hotel.

Jimmy Corbin and his
new 13-piece unit built by

entertainer, is booked solid
playing at such local Des
Moines spots as Hyperion Club, Ft.
Des Moines Hotel, Tromar Ballroom

Network
till

Jan.

REACHES THE

orchestra,
the Iowa

1

and Waukonda Country Club. Band
is
built around organ and piano,
using arrangements by Bud Dant.

Emery Deutsch,

after setting something of a record during his first week
at Detroit's Book-Cadillac, is getting
Local renting
set for a long stay.
agents have been instructed to hunt
a suitable apartment for the optimistic

Deutsch.

Merle Pitt, who is attracting attention in musical circles with his newly-

DUYING

POWER
OF

AN

formed "bandsman's swing band", is
now experimenting with a new
wrinkle. Pitt, who is heard 13 hours
a week on WNEW, is concentrating
on arrangements which feature his

INDUSTRY

hot violin.

SUCH A

Emil Coleman,

NBC

band

leader,

has added two violins, a sax and a
trumpet to his crew. His broadcast
night when Band Leader Tommy schedule from the Hotel St. Regis
Dorsey called from New York to reg- will be announced soon.

WSM

Push Indian Broadcast

of

story

confidential.

ONE THAT

Savitt's Top Hatters have been
signed to play for the University of

of

the

Sheshone

chieftain's

daughter who guided the Lewis and
Clark Expedition. The Council Fire
is a national organization devoted to
the advancement of the Indian race,
and the Sunbrite airing goes on five
days weekly over the NBC-Blue.
Bulletin mailed by the organization.
Stack-Goble, Chicago, is the agency.

its

MEDIUM

IS

Gravure Booklet

A special bulletin to members of WSM, Nashville, station of the
Gluskin's orchestra, Mannie Klein, the Indian Council Fire calls atten- National Life and Accident Insurance
Jerry Callona, Casper Reardon, Bob tion to the Sunbrite Junior Nurse Company, has issued a 16-page booklet in gravure, illustrating the story
Crosby and Ray Bauduc.
Corps broadcast, currently telling the

throughout country will represent a national advertiser or services appealing to
stations.
If interested write or wire box
No. A 112, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York City. All communications

IS

Jan

will broad-

RADIO EXECUTIVE VISITING STATIONS

MEDIUM

a coast-to-coast following, had a distinguished phone caller last Friday

cast a one-shot from Hollywood on
Scheduled to
Oct. 30 at 7-7:30 p.m.
appear as guests on the show are Lud

strictly

ADVERTISING

at

West 57th Street,
have been given regular weekly sustaining programs by NBC. Ramon
Littee and his Argentine tango band
June 10-15: Seventh International Con- are heard over the Red network
gress of Radio
Inventors, the Sorbonne, via WEAF on Wednesday evenings
Paris.
at 7:30-7:45, and Jose Escarpanter
and the La Conga Rumba orchestra
broadcast over the same station on
RCA Short Wave Booklet
Thursday nights at 11-11:15 direct
RCA Mfg. Co. is issuing a 32-page from La Conga.
illustrated booklet in colors, dramatizing the story and history of shortLee Scott and his ork, from Phoewave radio. Book is entitled A Short- nex, Ariz., opened Saturday at the
wave Journey of Discovery, and is DeWitt Clinton Hotel, Albany, and
authored by Hendrik Willem Van were aired over WGY, Schenectady.

Wide Short-Wave

KVOD

with a

showman-maestro, is
Joe
Con- now appearing at the French Casino

a

Rines,

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National
ference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake

Feb.

and

Rainbow
by the end Ballroom, Denver, and Bob Pope's
ork from Miami have stepped in,

Confer-

ence, Havana.

Welk

Lawrence

wound up

150 artists

and their programs.

Profuse pix and newsy captions giving unusual slant to the talent assure
readers for this job, which will be
delivered by the "3,000 Shield Men"
of the life insurance company. Piece
calls
attention
to
free
broadcast
tickets,
obtainable from company
agents, and adds fitting insurance
arguments.

RADIO DAILY

*

*
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RICHMOND

LOUISVILLE
George Kuhn

is

new

general man-

ager of WGRC, the George Rogers
Clark station in New Albany, Ind.

Shaw, Rosemary Hughes,

Clifford

and Harry Lukens, announcer, are
now airing a "Try and Stump Us"
program over WAVE. First broadcast pulled a load of mail.

WHAS has new vocal find
Danny Quetermous, 9-year

in little

old boy

from Salem, Ky.
Meador Lowrey, WHAS news commentator, now on twice daily with
his resume of the day's news.

Jimmy

Finnegan, sports writer for
the Courier-Journal, now teaming
with Joe Wheeler, WHAS sports
commentator, on a daily sports program.
Singing Sam Raborn, who has filled
a daily sustaining spot over WGRC
for the past six months, has left the
radio field to engage in evangelistic
work.

*
UNDER

WIRE

sports

announcer will join the staff of
and WSAI, Cincinnati. Perry
will team with Red Barber, sports

WLW

announcer,
Notre Dame
Saturday.

broadcasting

in

the

games

football

every

Luke Walton broadcast the Indifootball
game from

ana-Illinois

Bloomington

He was
Cliff

over

WIRE

Saturday.

by Morris Hicks and

assisted

Courtney.

COLUMBUS
Hank and Slim Newman and

their

"Georgia

Crackers,"
veterans
on
are now being sponsored by
Dwarfies Corp. of Council Bluffs, la.,

WHKC,

makers

Wheatmix.

of

WCOL

has

Annie" and

landed

Tom Mix

the

"Orphan

series.

"Professional
last spring.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
the broadcasters
signing a trade
with
clauses
which
"If

are

WTAQ

WTAQ

I

port

of

owe

a

forced

agreement
were not
carry
on

event
take

the public (to whom
definite
service)
in

we
part

to aid the

are
in

further

forced

sympathetic

AFM

because

we
the
to

strikes

of certain

trade agreement clauses."

WRVA
of

has

inaugurated

a

series

Thursday "Dance Nights" staying

on the air until 2 a.m.
J.
B. Deberry Crowder,
technician, was married to
Lucy on Thursday.

WRVA
Doris

A new

program dedicated to chil"Twilight Tales with Tinka,"

dren,

made

bow

its

WRTD

to

last week.
Mrs. N. W.
is in the role of Tinka.

C.

listeners

Hutchinson

Lucy and Walter Bishop,
have returned from

T.

WRVA

officials,

New

York.
Walter Bishop discloses that a favorable FCC decision is expected
on the plea of WRVA to increase to

from

watts

50,000

5,000.

,

Glenside,

Pa.:

Margaret

tion of "Bowling Briefs," a five
minute, three-times-weekly program
featuring results of the many teams
in Baltimore as well as out of town
editors in New Orleans was scored bowlers.
Local bowling establishby WWL.
ments have gone overboard for the
idea and are promoting the program
KVOD, Denver: "The Voice of with a number of one sheets proDeath", thriller, axithored by Archie minently displayed about the alleys.
Hall, auditioned recently for a new
sponsor, is slated to start next month.

program, director, will play
Mendelssohn's "Rondo Capriccioso"
on tomorrow's weekly Piano Symphonic program
Emily Stokes
Hagar, soprano, member of the
Beaver College music department, .... Tom Ekrem is back from New
will be featured soloist on tomorrow's York.
faculty recital
Next week's
program will feature Josef Martin,
WBAL, Baltimore: The summer
internationally -known pianist.
marriage of Dorothy Conner, secretary to Manager Edwin M. Spence,
KFXR, Oklahoma City, will carry to Harold Higgins, former chief acall
professional
basketball
games countant here but now with KTSA,
played
locally
under sponsoring, San Antonio, was revealed when she
resigned to leave for Texas. .. Jerry
starting Dec. 1.
Lee Pecht is handling a new proCharles Woods is conducting "All gram, "Today's Topics", discussing
the Answers" over KWK, St. Louis, current events .... WBAL will act as
Monday through Friday at 9:15 a.m. Mutual key station for a new series
of juvenile Crime Clinic programs.
WOKO, Albany: Floyd Walter,
U. S. Forestry Service has started
who plays the City Hall carrilon
chimes each noon, now being heard a series of weekly talks over KGNF,
North Platte, Neb.
on the O'Connor Restaurant show
Bert Madden, once a stilt-walker, has
Nino Martini's new RKO film,
turned stilt-talker, quizzing passers"Music for Madame", with music by
by in front of Troy studios.
Rudolph Friml, opens Friday at the
Leo Bolley,
(Schenectady) Criterion on Broadway.
sportscaster has started a series of
Charles Crutchfield, WBT (Charshort wave international broadcasts
lotte) program director, picked winentitled "Sports In America."
ners in four out of five games in his
"What's Going On" comments on "Philco Football Flashes" last week.
local news, has been added to the
Although CBS had exclusive ground
daily schedule at WSPR, Springfield,
Mass. Program is prepared and aired rights to the Women's National Amateur Golf Championship Tourney,
by Howard S. Keefe.
of Memphis scooped other staAl Felix, senior announcer, WMAS, tions in local coverage of the event
Springfield, Mass., has returned from by spotting resumes at 5:25 p.m. daily
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGY

WKRC,

Ed Humphrey,

Cincinnati:

formerly at WHIO, Dayton, is the
newest announcer here
John
McCormick, g.m., back from New
York
Ruth Lyons, program director, will soon have her latest
tune published it's titled "Fool"
Dick
Bray,
sports announcer,
handled Sunday's Cincy BengalsN. Y. Yankees game.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

WEW,

St.

of Arlington

.

.

.

With resignation
Thomas, mikeman, pro-

Louis:

gram schedule now

lists

Sol Binkin,

Alex Buchan, Bill Durbin, Ed Gunther, Art Jones and Hugh Sanders
for mike duty
Arthur Jones,
tenor, is back on the airwaves
A continuity staff has been created
under Hugh Sanders.
.

.

.

.

Henry

Brynan,

classic

.

.

violinist,

has been added to the schedule at
WNLC, New London, Conn., Fridays,
11: 15

ayem.

,

WMC

Three 15-minute sketches based on
fire tragedies and written by
Roberta
Gillis
comprised WMC's
observance of Fire Prevention Week
in Memphis and further demonstrated
local

the effectiveness of station's policy
eliminating speeches in favor of
drama or interviews.

done by Bob Pigue, sports commentaand by presenting Helen Dett-

tor,

found
necessary
to
amicable trade between radio and
musicians during the past 10
its
years, I don't see how the AFM
can expect the sympathy and supI

*

WTAQ,

vacation.

John S ho parti 3rd
into

of

.

"Tish" Spot Switched
The "Tish" series being presented
over CBS by the WPA Federal Theater radio division has been switched
to a Wednesday night spot at 9:3010.
This places the show opposite
"Town Hall Tonight," which bucked
another WPA series,
Parade," on NBC-Blue

auspices

Collins,

INDIANAPOLIS
Jr.,

Coa$l-t6--C&ad>

the from her parents, Miss Estes Potter
First Annual Radio
Show in will spend the next year pursuing a
Green Bay, Wis., will be held Oct. course at the American Academy of
23-24.
Entertainment will be pro- Dramatic Art in New York.
Miss
vided by
artists and the affair Potter has been featured in "The
will be held in the Columbus Club Judge Tells His Story", on KVOD,
Auditorium, where the wares of ra- Denver, for the past year.
dio manufacturers will be displayed.
is
the affiliate station of
For the first time in the series of
WHBY, whose managing director, concerts being presented by the
Rev. J. A. Wagner, is president of famed Tuskegee Institute Choir, the
the Wisconsin Radio Network (for- ensemble's male chorus of 60 voices
merly Wisconsin Broadcasting Sys- will be heard next Sunday at 1:30
tem)
which also includes KFIZ, p.m. over NBC-Red.
Fond du Lac, and WIBU, Poynette.
William C. Forrest of WIBU is v.p.
Exclusive radio coverage of the
and A. H. Langer of KFIZ is sec- opening sessions of the national conretary-treasurer.
vention of Associated Press managing

WIBG,
Norman Perry

20. 1937

John K. Schneller, control board
supervisor of KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
and Ella Knowolowski, Tulelake, Cal.,
were married a few days ago in
Klamath Falls. The new wife has
done considerable radio work in San
Francisco.

weiler, billed as radio's first woman
sports commentator and a contestant
in the tournament in nightly resumes of play.

—
—

Dorothy Daniels, new soloist with
the Eugene Jelesnik orchestra playing and WELl-casting from the Hotel
Stanley Worth, baritone, heard on Taft Grille, New Haven, has regtwo NBC commercials, is currently istered a hit. Miss Daniels also has
appearing at the Hotel Plaza. His a solo program on this station, with
intimate style
interpreting popular Don Raphael as organ accoynpanist.
of

songs has prolonged his stay here for
the entire fall season.

As the

result

of

a

birthday

gift

Nelson Baker of the WFBR, Baltimore, sports staff has won the hearts
of bowling addicts by his prescnta-

Roy Campbell
Music at Friends University in Wichita, Kan., for seven
years, and the Roy Campbell Royalists were his pupils.
Choral

was Dean

director
of

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW
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YORK,

N. Y.,

of

Commercial Radio and Television

THURSDAY. OCTOBER

IRNA-AFM
looking On
i^....AND

LISTENING

HOLLYWOOD TREK
wood

Holly-

eventually become
center of the country, leaving
in

will

second place,

is

the

radio

New

York

becoming a subject

increased conversation,
newspaper
discussion and general wondering.
It
is not such
a difficult question to
analyze and answer.
The main office of any business is
of

Pepsodent Co. has signed with
Walter Disney for the radio rights
to

Mouse"

"Mickey

and

cartoon characters
start the series over the
other

network on Jan. 2
Program will feature
characters,

plus

at

of Trade Agreement

At an early hour

Disney's

and

will

NBC-Red

3:30-4 p.m.
the cartoon
stars and a

this

IRNA committee and

NBC GETS EXCLUSIVE

ON 16 PRIZE-EIGHTS

all

guest

A ccord

In Final Draft; Allocation O. K.
of $2,100,000 Is Next Move

WALT DISNEY PROGRAM

IN

Whether

In

New Language

PEP80DENT CO. SETS

FIVE CENTS

21. 1937

name emcee.

morning the

the

AFM

Exec-

utive Board declared they were in
accord and for the 'steenth time were
reading over the new language of the
trade agreement which will be binding upon all stations. A re-written
draft will be prepared for this afternoon when it is hoped that a final

NBC through Mike Jacobs' TwenSponsor takes over the Cycle
tieth Century Sporting Club has conTrades time when program signs off
where the money is located, and the after Christmas. Lord & Thomas has tracted for the exclusive radio rights okay will be given by both sides and
to the next 16 feature prize-fights the
money that makes the wheels of radio the Pepsodent account.
next move will be the approval
staged by the ring impresario.
go around is and always will be on the
of the IRNA membership. It is taken
Network
had
a
contract
with
eastern seaboard.
for granted that there will be no furOrleans
Unit
Jacobs which only included the next ther changes
Hollywood may grow in importance
requested by the IRNA
two
heavyweight
bouts.
New
conas an origination point for certain types
membership since its special advisory
Eases Transcription
tract
takes
in
every
class
from
feathcf programs, but that is all.
committee will have done the utmost
erweight to heavyweight. First blowEven as a producing center, it will
New Orleans Indications that mu- by-blow
(Continued on Page 6)
description
will
be the
never be as important to this industry sicians' union here would ease up
Sarron-Armstrong
featherweight title
as the motion picture studios are, be- on its ruling preventing members
bout to be aired Oct. 29, over the
cause radio schedules will always contain from
making transcriptions was Blue network starting at 10:
15 p.m.
a large amount of regional programs and seen in a recent action where a
Second fight will be the Freddy ELLIOTT
rpecial events that must be picked up in local station
was granted permission Steel - Fred Apostoli middleweight
their respective locations
not forgetting to have an ET made in Chicago.
fight on Nov. 12. Time has also been
the big item of music which concentrates On station's plea
that it would lose reserved for the next
two Friday
in the larger cities, chiefly New York.
a contract if the local proved ad- nights,
but card not set as yet.
So the comparison with movie studios amant, the restriction was lifted.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Other bouts which will be aired
does not hold good.
Los Angeles: Elliott Roosevelt, vice
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
One of the reasons for the recent westpresident of Hearst Radio, Inc., has
ward trek of radio programs is the debeen signed by Irving Fogel for a
Delegates Paley
Customer radio program to be released nationsire to make use of film "names."
Eventually it will be found that artists
To
Radio Parley At Chrysler Auto Preview ally next week. Young Roosevelt
have only a certain amount of time and
will comment on current events,
energy, and that they can't very well
(Continued on Page 5)
Montreal Dr. A. Frigon, Donald
William S. Paley, CBS president,
work in pictures and on the radio at the
Manson and K. A. McKinnong have at last night's press preview of the
same time for many months without
been appointed to represent Canada new 1938 Chrysler cars in the Chry- Rockefeller Foundation
great danger to their health.
at the Inter-American Radio Con- sler Bldg. showrooms, bought a ChryRadio Research
The breakdowns of Walter Winchell,
ference to be held in Havana start- sler
Imperial
convertible
sedan.
Alice Faye, Dick Powell and several
ing the first of next month, when re- Others present at the preview were
The Rockefeller Foundation yesterothers are already on the records.
allocation of wavelengths, pooling of Hugh K. Boice and W. B. Lewis,
day revealed an endowment of $67,000
As in the case of the movies, which
bands and elimination of interference CBS vice-presidents, Major Edward to
Princeton University to be used
"cans" its product on the coast but mainwill be discussed.
Bowes and Walter P. Chrysler.
to study radio methods through actual
tains its financing, administrative, sales
contact with the industry, listeners,
and distribution facilities in New York,
and non-listeners. Surveys are althe radio will continue to be run from
ready being planned, and an undethe point where the bulk of its business

AFM

New

Ban

—

ROOSEVELT

—

I

Canada Names
Havana

Becomes

—

Endows

is

— D.

transacted.

"Dummy"

S ignators
Testify Before FCC

C. G.

Ad Censor Looms

—

Albany Another attempt to set
up a bureau in the State EducaDepartment

pass on radio
advertising matter is expected to
be made at the next session of the
legislature, according to talk here.
Such a measure, with a charge of
10 cents a word for review, was
tion

to

session but
not get out of committee.
filed

in

the

last

did

McKenzie Milling Co.
Using Three Stations

Bv GEORGE
RADIO DAILY

Washington
sel,

W.

MEHRTENS

Staff Correspondent

— With

its

special coun-

Samuel Kauffman, leading

at-

Chicago
McKenzie Milling Co., tack, the FCC yesterday took first
Quincy, Mich., (pancake flour), is steps in attempting to prove charges
of unethical
practices against atsponsoring Novelodeons on WLS six
torneys Paul M. Segal and George
days weekly. Also using announce- Smith,
as hearings before the full
ments on WOWO, Ft. Wayne, and Commission entered the second day.
WHKC, Columbus. Through Rogers
Calling as first witness Mrs. Ethel
& Smith.
(Continued on Page 3)

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Sales

Method

Kansas City— KCKN has found
a way to diversify a recorded
music program and make dialers
take to more classical music. In
a program conceived by Evan Fry
for
Jenkins Music Co., Ben Allmeyer appears on show as a
professor

about too
for

more

(or subtle

who

complains

much swing

bitterly

music, pleads

Idea also good
commercials.

classics.

V

Thursday, October
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Rockefeller Foundation

Endows Radio Research
(Continued from Page

1)

termined number of employees will
be put to work as soon as possible
by Princeton to work on the surveys.
Every phase of broadcasting is to
be thoroughly studied, with all material gathered to be published at
the end of two-year period. It is the
desire of Rockefeller Foundation to
study radio and its effect on changing civilization during the past few
years. Material gathered by Princeton
will be available to program builders
as soon as survey is concluded in
1939.

KDB

Personnel Shifts

Santa Barbara— Ralph Priest,

KDB

program

director for the past six
years, has been transferred to KHJ,
Los Angeles, to take over a job
as
studio
mixer.
Tony LaFrano,
chief announcer, has taken over

KDB

vacancy

JOHN
An

caused

B.

by

Priest's

move.

HATCH ASSOCIATES

agency serving a N.

E. clien-

Specializing in radio broadcast advertising.
(Send for booklet)
Boylston Street,
581
Boston, Mass.
Commonwealth 0466

tele.
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enclosed with glass so that anybody
interested may watch the technicians
ing System's new Hollywood home work as the spectator stands in either
on Sunset Boulevard between Gower the arcade or in the theater foreand El Centro streets is progressing court.
An information booth and public
ahead of schedule. The realty cost
telephones are near the two elevator
is estimated at $1,000,000 and equipdoors, and reception rooms for the
ment cost is estimated at $750,000.
four studios on the first floor, as
Design of the block-long group of well as dressing rooms for
performreinforced concrete buildings which ers, are also on the ground floor. So
will house
and the Hollywood is a radio equipment workshop at
CBS staff permits expansion of stu- the rear of the building. There is
dio and office facilities in case of even a special room to store bass
future need. The principal five-story viols.
Two of the studios in the main
building on the El Centro street corner houses seven studios and two building are two stories high. Second
floor plans allow rooms for sponsors
audition rooms. Set back the width
to watch the broadcast in progress
of the principal building, in the center
beneath them. On the second floor,
of the tract, is a theater seating 1,050 also,
are three other studios of
persons. Space remains for erection smaller size, together with office
of a second theater and the main space.
The larger studios will seat
are
strong 250 spectators in the same room with
building
foundations
enough to permit addition of four the entertainers.

— Columbia

Broadcast

KNX

more

Net
High

and

GOIDG

Price 5 Cts.

Los Angeles

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH

COminG
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Parking

DONALD

M. MERSEREAU, general manager of
leaves today for a look-around

RADIO DAILY
at Hollywood.

J.
W. WOODRUFF JR., manager of WRBL,
returns to Columbus, Ga., today, after attending
the NAB convention and arranging promotional
plans for 1938.

JOHN KAROL, CBS

director of

research,

will

speak before the Atlanta Advertising Club next
Tuesday and on Thursday and Friday of next
week he will be at the ANA meet in Hot
Springs.

SYLVIA

ST. CLAIR, musical comedy star of
and London, has arrived in New York on
She was brought over by NBC
Artists Service,
which has placed her under
management.
Paris

the Champlain.

DAVE ROSE, Chicago NBC staff composer
and arranger, has gone to Hollywood to write
and arrange music for movies and to continue
his

radio

work

there.

ALICE FAYE, who
tion,

returns

next

week

Century-Fox

is in New York for a vacato the Coast the latter part of
to start work
in
her next 20th
film, "Sally, Irene and Mary".

LILY PONS, who arrived this week from the
Coast with ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, will relax
for a week at her Connecticut country home.
She has been working in "Hitting a New High",

Walls of all studios are "floating". new RKO film.
the space That is to say, the walls will not be
MR. and MRS. RAE H. SMITH (he's the J.
where the second theater can be attached rigidly to the floor and ceil- Walter Thompson head in London) planed west
ing of the building. Jolting of trucks early this week.
built.
in the street, therefore, will not set
M. H. PETERSEN, vice-president
Van
On the Gower street corner is a up wall vibrations to affect the sound Cronkhite Associates Inc., Chicago, is ofin New
York
for
a
stay
of
several
days.
will
house
He
is
two-story building which
at
of programs being broadcast from the
Roosevelt.
the Columbia Concerts Corp. and the studios.
JACK
GRIFFITH,
salesman
for
Van Cronkhite
Columbia Artists Inc. offices and a
Dr. Vern O. Knudsen, Professor of Associates, is expected at the Hotel Dryden
branch bank which already has rentAcoustical Engineering at University here this week, swinging up from Washington.
ed ground floor space. A circular
of California at Los Angeles, served
C.
MONTNAGI, radio mogul in India,
C.
driveway runs in front of the theater
as acoustical consultant for this CBS sailed yesterday for home on the Queen Mary
in the open space between the two
after a business trip to New York, where he
project.
As a result, the building bought 100,000 radio receiving sets.
corner buildings.
design incorporates a unique feature.
LIONEL SHAPIRO, New York correspondent
First improvement of the property
None of the walls of any studio of the Montreal Cazette and movie commentator
was the burying of 100 square feet
over Canadian Broadcasting Corp., is back in
of copper matting as an electrical are exactly parallel with any other New York from a Hollywood visit and resumes
ground. In the basement, above that, wall. Even the window of the moni- his Friday night broadcasts tomorrow.
is space for power and heating equip- tor room, where technicians regulate
ABE LYMAN returns from Hollywood Monday
ment and maintenance work and the intensity of sound as they watch accompanied by his press agent MACK MILLAR.
the
program go on, is set at a slight
storage rooms
F. SHOURMAN and M.
M. BOYD of New
NBC sales and A. H. "DOC" MORTON,
The sound effects men also will angle. Sound reflected from any of York's
manager
of
NBC's
"O & O" stations, are in
have quarters there and for them has these surfaces is thereby deflected Boston paying a visit to John Holman, general
away
from
the
microphone
and
inmanager
and Cordon
Ewing,
been built the most curious room
sales
head of
terfering
echoes
are
eliminated. WBZ.
ever put into a building. This room
Soundproofing
material
of
the
newest
will never house anything but emptiFRANK BURKE, public relations director for
ness.
Emptiness echoes. The room design is used throughout each Consolidated Radio Artists, left for Chicago
yesterday and will be gone four days.
studio.
is called a reverberation chamber and
JACK ROBBINS leaves for the West Coast
Air conditioning apparatus will be
will be used to create echo effects
Oct. 31.
exclusively. When a radio play calls installed on the third floor, which is
YACHT CLUB BOYS are in Boston today to
for a speaker to address a crowd in otherwise devoted to offices. Sharing
fulfill a week's vaudeville engagement there.
a large auditorium, his voice will office space with the sales force of
be reproduced in the reverberation Harry Witt on the fourth floor will
chamber and picked up again by a be the CBS photographic gallery and
microphone there as his words echo. portrait studio.
Walker Heads INS in Frisco
On the fifth floor are the offices
Another novel feature of the buildFred J. Walker has been appointed
ing is the device by which the bal- of Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS vice- San Francisco bureau manager for
cony of the theater is made safe president in charge of Pacific Coast International News Service, it is
from possible shock. Supports of the operations, and those of his assistant, announced by Barry Faris, INS
balcony will not be rigidly anchored John M. Dolph. Reception rooms and editor-in-chief.
to the foundation of the building. two audition rooms also are to be
Walker has been with INS since
Between the concrete of the founda- on this floor.
1922 and has been connected with
tion and the concrete of the balcony
Although the building will be ready the Washington, Chicago, San Franpillars is an expansion joint of roof- by the first of the year, it is anticisco and Los Angeles bureaus.
ing felt which will absorb any foun- cipated that installation and complete
dation jolts without disturbing the tests of equipment will require delay
superstructure.
of occupancy for operation a short
Visitors at the new
CBS-KNX time thereafter.
and his orchestra
building will find much to look at.
Furnishing will sympathize with
A glass enclosed arcade runs the the modernistic style of architecture,
at the
width of the building and the court designed by William Lescaze. Earl
in front of the theater always will Heitschmidt is resident architect. The
For Full and Winter Season
be in view. The master control room, William Simpson Construction Co.
Fourth Return Engagement
also, is located at street level and is are the builders.

be

studios.

provided

visitors

facilities will

in

I.

AL

DONAHUE

RAINBOW ROOM
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Programs That Have Made History
TESTIFYJEFORE FCC
(Continued from Page

NBC GETS EXCLUSIVE

&

ON 16JRIZE-FIGHTS

WOPI's "The Story Lady"

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Manning, Kauffman asked if she had
Story Lady" goes on the air have been organized into two clubs
Club"
any intention of going into radio
over WOPI, Bristol, Tenn., on the "Stay At Home Travelers'
the "Bible Story Club," with full
business, and witness replied she did Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays and
membership for those less than ten
Mrs. Manning also testified she at 5: 15 p.m., but so interestingly does years old and honorary membership
not.
had never attended any meetings. the broadcaster, Olivia Orme Adams, for listeners over eighteen. Already
Kauffman then produced photostatic teacher and social worker, dramatize large, the enrollment is constantly
popular fairy tales, children's adven- growing, as the membership applicacopies of paper signed by the witness
ture, and Biblical lore, that a tre- tions are continually pouring in. The
making her president of Palmer
mendously large audience of mothers only requirement for membership is
Manning
Mrs.
Co.
Broadcasting
and their children, constant listeners- a promise to listen to the feature regstated she did not know she had in, are engaged in discussing the pro- ularly and to write a card to "The
become president of the company and gram for two hours thereafter. If Story Lady" at least once a month.
only there were another broadcast by Charters have already been issued
that she did not know she was sign"The Story Lady" before going to to quite a few neighborhood clubs of
ing an application for a radio station bed that's the plea and the plaint ten or more members.

THE

—

in Portland, Me., as another photo- of the children.
Witness also deIn connection with each program,
static copy proved.
telephone "How much
nied any knowledge of contents of many mothers
the broadapplications for station in Lewiston, the children appreciate
cast," with special requests for cerMe., and Cheyenne, and admitted she
their children
had signed her name to them upon tain stories, or else
bed.
request of Paul Segal, for whom she won't go to
Because the program has met with
said she had done occasional work.
such outstanding favor, the children
Manning also disclaimed
Mrs.
knowledge of her presidency of ComUnit
Orleans
mercial Broadcasting Co. as well as
any knowledge of the people who
Eases Transcription

AFM

New

were interested

in

either

of

com-

panies.

called Edith MilSegal's secretary, who stated she
had become a stockholder in Palmer
Broadcasting Co. but never received
any stock and never paid for any.

Kauffman next

ler,

"Mr. Segal asked

my name

me

if

he might use

Ban

a

WCSH

training,

perience
and family connections,
equip Miss Adams not only to instill
knowledge while giving the children
the desired thrill, but actually to revive in mothers intense interest in
stories which they enjoyed when
young.

"Chan" on
"Charlie

WBBC Red

WBBC

organized to build a station in Port- Call, Brooklyn chapter of American
land, and that they wanted to keep Red Cross, feature talent from among
anyone else from filing application the employees of the largest industrial and educational organizations in
unless they were a party to it.
Brooklyn. They are aired at 5:30-6
Regarding application made at
p.m. Friday and 7:30-8 p.m. SaturCheyenne, Kelley stated he underday.
stood Segal had some friends in
Cheyenne who wanted station. Segal
wanted Rines to build station and by Palmer Broadcasting Co. Hearhire these friends to operate it. He ings were adjourned until today.
added he did not know who these
Meanwhile, FCC announced Portpeople were. Kelley concluded there land Broadcasting System had made
was never any capital stock issued application for modification of construction permit for station
as modified for a new station requesting extension of commencement
AVAILABLE:
and completion dates to Nov. 22, 1937,
years with major network.
Knows
radio thoroughly.
Unusually capable and
efficient.
Fine musical training.
Write

Box A-114, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

disk

series

pro-

Ambers

are

all

contests

in

participate.

With the possible exception

of Joe
Louis fights, airings will be over the
Blue network. Red network is solid
with commercials from 7-11:15 p.m.

on Fridays.

International Silver
Sets Next Two

Shows

International Silver yesterday an-

nounced the program set-up for its
two shows following the completion
of present arrangement with Rosalind
Russell. On Oct. 31 Miriam Hopkins
will appear in a dramatization of
"P.S., She Got the Job". Following
week Jane Wyatt will appear, but
play has not as yet been selected.
Policy of the

AN ORIGINAL
A human

show

in the future will

and May 22, 1938. Commission also
announced WRDO Inc., at Augusta
had applied for transfer of control
of operation from Henry P. Rines
to Conrad E. Kennison, 100 shares

common

stock.

interest story

IDEA

with national ap-

peal which will quickly attain a large and
receptive listening audience.

Program should be

a natural for any live-

wire sponsor.
For further information address

WGAN

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

WOR Oct. 25

Chan"

Wide

5'/2

qualifications,
story-telling ex-

dates

which Joe Louis, Max Schmeling,
Tommy Farr, Barney Ross and Lew

duced on the coast by Raymond R. not limit actress or actor to any set
Morgan Co., and plugging Stokely number of appearances, but will be
(Continued from Page 1)
Previously this local and Jimmie Bros. Inc., starts over WOR on Oct. flexible. Program is heard over a
at
5:15-5:30,
Monday through CBS network of 46 stations Sundays,
Petrillo were working together with 25
the understanding that Petrillo would Friday. Show stars Cy Kendall in 5-5:30 p.m. Young & Rubicam is the
agency.
not permit transcription-making for the role of "Chan".
this territory in his jurisdiction and
the union here would do likewise

stockholder," Miss
Miller stated, "and I said he could." for him.
Later in hearing it appeared that
at
Segal was attorney for
Cross Series
Portland for Palmer Broadcasting Co.
and for Eastland Broadcasting Co.
Attracts
Attention
All these companies,
of Portland.
it was revealed, are owned and operUnique series being aired by
ated by Henry P. Rines of Portland,
also owns Congress Square WBBC, "Brooklyn's Own Station," in
wftio
behalf of the American Red Cross
Hotel there.
David Tietlebaum, New York at- has attracted so much attention that
middleman for other Red Cross chapters have asked
as
acted
torney,
Palmer Broadcasting. Kauffman also the Brooklyn chapter for permission
had Tietlebaum on the stand, as well to use the idea.
as George F. Kelley Jr., describing
The programs, under direction of
himself as an employe of Rines and
program director,
an officer of Congress Square Co. Bert Child,
Kelley said flatly the Palmer firm was and Hugh Buhrman, director of Roll
as

teaching

Education,
religious

future

at

JAMES ETHERINGTON
97-34

221st

Street

Queens Village,

L.

I.

HOIlis 5-0349

—

Thursday. October
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AGENCIES
WOMEN

interested

GUEJT-ING

advertising
of Mrs.

in

and radio were guests

Durstine, wife of Roy S.
S.
Durstine, president of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, at a luncheon
Monday in the Hotel Biltmore. Plans
for the effective use of radio in the
United Hospital Campaign were discussed. Among those who will take
an active part in the campaign radio
work under the chairmanship of Mrs.
Barstowe,
are
Dorothy
Durstine
McCann - Erickson; Margaret Cuthbert, NBC; Mrs. John Adams; Mrs.
Arthur Pry or, Jr.; Mrs. Edgar Kobak;
Mrs. Hugh Kendall Boice, and Mrs.
William Stuhler. The work of correlating and producing the programs
will include the cooperation of advertising agencies in the preparation of

EUGENE

Roy

dramatic

scripts, talks for stars

and

the tie-in of hospitals with general
programs. Broadcasters are contributing time for dramatic sketches and
Talent, including stars, comtalks.

mentators and announcers will donate
their time

and

dling a
Salts in

services.

WASEY

ERWIN,

& CO. is hantest campaign for Kruschen
newspapers in a few selected

cities.

RAE

COOKSEY,

secretary of Rus-

Comer agency, Kansas

City,
of "Air Adventures
of Jimmie Allen," juvenile strip, to
WCBS, Springfield, 111., with entire
650 episodes to be aired under sponsorship of Illinois State Journal.
C.

announces

sale

— Eugene Conley, lyric tenor,

has just been signed by
starting Oct. 23.

WWJ

here,

He was connected

with the Federal Music Project in
Boston, when Ernest Chappell of
Rocke Productions, New York, heard
him and set the deal with Wynn

Wright of the

station.

CBS Switches

Kid Shows
changed time schedule
for its two children's programs effective Nov. 1. "Children's Corner" will
be heard Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. "Dere Teecher"
will be heard Tuesday and Thursday,
5:45-6 p.m. Both programs are under
the direction of Nila Mack.

CBS

has

WOPI
Bristol.

SRO

Biz Near

Tenn.

— With

signing
accounts,

the

week of several new
including Nocoa, Best Foods and
Durkee's Famous Foods, WOPI's
time from 6 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. is
almost all sold out, according to
W. A. Wilson, v.p. and g.m. The
station has raised its rates on the
correct time, as well as one-minute
specific spots preceding or following the five-minute newscasts.
last

Oct.

24

LEONIDE MASSINE,
•

•

•

Myron
which

for himself

manufacturer

is

negofiation on a picture berth
him from Ruthrauff & Ryan .... A Detroit auto
Ted Hammerstein about his "Music Hall" switchin the throes

is

of

(NBC-Red,

talking to

.

.

.Harry Conn's comedy show with Barry

—

.

.

.

he's tops.

.

.

.

.

.Wilkie

.

.

.

Ballet,"

Songs," tomorrow

of

(WHN).

HELEN GOLDEN

of

"Having Won-

derful Time," on Theater Guide pro-

gram, today

(WINS,

11

a.m.)

CHAUNCEY MOOREHOUSE

TOOTS MONDELLO and CARAUNAS BROS., on "Swing Club", Oct.
23

(CBS,

7

p.m.).

MARION CLAIRE,

replacing Mario

Chamlee on "Hit Parade",

Oct.

30

(CBS, 10 p.m.).

.

Mahoney

is

now

set to

help write the Al Jolson

script.

Benny and Mary Livingstone have bought a house on the coast
for a permanent residence .... Earle Ferris is abed with a cold .... Sammy
Fain and Irving Kahal have been called in to write additional songs for
"Right This Way," which will star Joe Lewis and Tamara
B. A, Rolfe,
with Willie Morris and Terri La Franconi, is building a new type of musical
show.... The height of everything: Singer Frances Adair pleading with
.

artist of the

and the

(WQXR, 9:15 p.m.).
HELEN LLOYD, on "Album

Wood

.

"Music

tonight

will divorce

and Mark Warnow's music starts via CBS the nite of Oct. 31st on a sustaining basis.
.If you call Roy Head, prexy of Morse International agency,
this week and are told that he's out
it's
true!
Head is enjoying his
first "jury duty" in N. Y. Supreme Court .... Margarette Shanna, network
actress, weds Elliott Woodruff, Chi business man, next month .... Singin'
Sam is set for a repeat on the Coca Cola "Song Shop" .... Frank Gallop is
the CBSlinger awarded the Philharmonic wordslinging job starting Sunday.
Marek Weber goes into the Stevens Hotel in Chi on Nov. 4 with an
NBC outlet
Al Roth now has two NBC shows because Vallee thinks
.

on

ballet,

Kirk

ing sponsorship next year.

.Jack

new song

material!

JEAN PARKER

and

LEO CAR-

RILLO, in "The Barrier" on "Hollywood Hotel," Oct. 22 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

ELEANOR POWELL,

PETE

SMITH, TED HEALY, UNA MERKEL, BUDDY EBSEN, GEORGE
MURPHY, HELEN TROY, BETTY
JANES, on first M-G-M show for
Maxwell House, Nov. 4 (NBC-Red,
9 p.m.).

Nick Kenny's Daily Mirror column yesterday a typo
appeared "WJ%" must be the stock market influence! Else Uncle Nick was thinking about the royalties soon to
come in on his new tune, "Gold Mine in the Sky" .... Speaking of
new songs, Dave Brown, commercial manager of WHIO, Dayton,
has written something new and different in moon songs which
George Duffy's band has been airing via CBS ... .It's tagged, "Doggone the Moon".

•

•

•

error for

•

•

•

Her leading

Rocke Places Tenor
Detroit

LIST, pianist, on "Rising

Stars,"

10 p.m.)

H.

don, has arrived in Hollywood for a
visit.
He is accompanied by Mrs.
Smith.

M. B.

Musical

the music boys for

SMITH, head of the J.
Walter Thompson Co. office in Lon-

sell

21, 1937

/<«

Premiere

WJZ

Miriam Hopkins

man on

on the Rosalind Russell show Nov.

starts

this series is yet

unselected.

.

.

.Abe Olman

is

now

7.

as-

Bregman .... Abe Frankl with Famous
.Genevieve Rowe,
is also ill.
singer on the Consolidated show, is doing concert work and is flying in
for her weekly airings .... Buddy Clark will head a CBS variety show
Thursday nites opposite Bing Crosby. Clark will sing and emcee .... The
William Morris office will have on their books $6,000,000 for radio billing
this year.... Will Yolen is now associated with P. Lord.... Joan Edwards
gets two NBC spots of her own .... Head CBS page Sammy Schiff was
the first to be greeted by name when Mrs. FDR entered the studios the
other day for the Campfire girls airing. .. .Frances Langford is reported
sisting Jack Robbins, replacing Jack

on the coast had a heart attack.

Joe Keit

.

.

be coming east for a personal appearance at the Paramount theater.
Verne Smith has joined the cast of "Arnold Grimm's Daughter" doing the
role of Bill Hartley .... Though W. W. Pinch-hitter, George Fischer, isn't
to

.

.

.

set for a successor, he's being considered on a few sponsored shows ....
The reason many ad execs walked home from work yesterday is because
an East Side garage's roof collapsed from the weight of rain on the roof!

• While in N. Y. recently, Ronald Dawson, director of
•
•
drama at WOL Washington, sat in on some auditions being conducted by a transcription concern for dramatic talent, and heard a
young man reading a scene from Dawson's own radio play, "Kathlyn," which the youngster at first claimed to be his own but later
admitted he had played in the script on a midwest station and had
been trying to sell himself as a writer on the strength of the opus.
Elwyn Quinn, KDYL (Salt Lake City) announcer, turned out to be
a Messenger of Mercy. He's an amateur pilot and was at the local
airport making ready for a local flight when a call came in for a
serum to be rushed to southern Utah to save an infantile paralysis
case. Quinn flew it there and back within 3 hours 500 miles.

—
—

.

.

—

New

of

Music

Four
works
by
contemporary
American composers will be played
for the first time on the air in a
symposium of American music by
Dr. Howard Hanson and the Rochester Philharmonic orchestra, to be
heard in a special program Oct. 28
at 3:15-4 p.m. over NBC-Blue. The
compositions will be Wesley Laviolette's
"Chorale", a nocturne and
scherzo
by Bernhard
Herrmann,
"Serenade for Clarinet and Strings"
by Homer Keller, and William Grant
Still's "Summerland".

Drop Chickasha Station Plans
Chickasha, Okla. George H. Evans
and Davis O. Vandivier, both of this
city, have withdrawn plans to build
a radio station. They are publishers
of the Chickasha Daily Express. It
was found operation of a station on
the proposed assignment would result in objectionable interference to
an established station.

—

New

Arrival at the Waltons

Judith

is

the

8-pound arrival

name

of the new
the Forest Hills

in

home

of
Sid Walton, Paramount
news commentator and emcee in
"You Don't Say", over WMCA. Mrs.

Walton is the former Rosalie London,
network actress ("True Story Hour").
All three reported doing well.
Annuities have saved
from being a

many

a headline!hreadliner.

.

-INSURANCE—/"
JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

BEekman 3-0375
ST.,

NEW YORK
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EADIC PEE/CNALITItr
•

One

of a Series of Who's

E. L.

EDWARD
when he

L.

GENERAL FOODS

has renewed
"House Undivided" for another
13 weeks over KHJ and entire Don
Lee net. Dramatic serial airs five
times weekly
Larry Rhine and Harry Bailey
have been signed for Jack HaleyLog Cabin scripts. Herman Bernie
agented.

Olsen and Johnson are back from
barnstorming tour "in the
their
provinces" and will play on the
home grounds again this week.
M-G-M is setting up a radio publicity

department under Dean Dorn
and exploit the new

cf

GOVE

is

Maxwell House show in collaboration with Burns Lee, in charge of
Benton and Bowles publicity. Spencer Tracy, guesting on "Show Boat"
this week, will officially announce
the

new

series

and

its

starting date,

Nov. 4.
"Sports Bulls Eyes," conducted by
Frank Bull, is sponsored three times
weekly over entire Don Lee net by
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.

Mack

Millar,

New York

publicity

has set up a Hollywood
office to serve his radio clients.
KEHE has an application for a
hike in power now before the FCC.
KFWB has a new, fully-equipped
mobile unit to take care of remotes
and special events, with the equippurveyor,

ment also added to the list of
available facilities of the Major Disaster Emergency Council of Los
Angeles.

tall,

*

in the Industry

GOVE

well-built

man who

leans slightly forward

whose blue eyes seem fastened on some object
ahead, who never seems ruffled or even affected by ordinary events
every day life, whose smile comes readily and who laughs occasionally,
He is technical supervisor
too, but quietly.
of United Broadcasting Co. stations WHK and
WCLE, Cleveland; WHKC, Columbus, and
WKBN (affiliate), Youngstown. Edward L.
Gove is a builder. He is a pioneer.
Thirty years ago in Plymouth, Ind., he became interested in radio. When broadcasting
came along in 1922. it seized his interest, and
by 1925 he was in the radio world professionally.
He started with WHK. pioneer station
in Cleveland, and from that day to this, has
been head of the WHK technical department,
walks,

as well as that of affiliated stations.
During these 12 years, with their changing

publicize

to

a

Who

Radio pioneer, builder
and nature lover

conditions

and

Edward

ideas.

Gove

has

pioneered in such outstanding scientific developments as sectionalized insulated towers
(WHK had the first one in the world), compact network of copper wires
laid out radially underneath the antenna towers (WHK has 10 miles of
these wires and WCLE has 20 miles of them), vertical faders for control
panels (invented and patented by Gove), development of the particular
type of wheel-top vertical antennae in use by WHK-WCLE, AC operation of
studio equipment and Monel Metal trim for microphones, etc.
But E. L. Gove doesn't live entirely in a world of kilocycles. During
summer vacations, he reels in the "Muskies" up in Canada and he never
vacations without his camera. He's an expert photographer does all his
own developing and makes movies, too. He's a lover of beautiful flowers
and fast automobiles; the yard and gardens about his estate at Seven
Hills, O., are indicative of his excellent taste.

Kelsey

Carleton

is
leaving the
"Poetic Melodies" musical directorship Nov.
5 and returning to radio in Hollywood. Carl
Hohengarten probably taking over
for him.

CBS Wrigley

Al Barker, who writes "Don Winslow" for Iodent, has signed a contract providing for production
of
his play, "Tiger Hour," in London.

Joe Parsons, NBC
pearing at Chicago
week.

Lawrence
producing
series on

M.
the

CBS

basso,

is

Theater

(Jack)

"Jenny
for F. &

apthis

Hurdle is
Peabody"
F.

Cough

Drops.

Hoosier Hot Shots are appearing
the Grand Rapids civic auditorium, on Oct. 26.
Arthur Herns, vaudeville comedian, is now doing the lead
in
Princess Pat's "Pat and Hank."
at

—
—

BOSTON
Dooley's ork returns to the
Hotel Westminster.
Earle Lawrence, Yankee network's
Bill

romantic baritone, opens an engagement at Steuben's Vienna Room next

Types

Globe Grain & Milling
Radio Fare
Launching Coast Series
Date Back 20 Years
of

S

Globe Grain & Milling Co. through
unquestionably a new
entertainment, but the Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, on
Bob Baker, "Hollywood in Person" types of entertainment offered via next Wednesday will start "The Best
announcer, set some sort of a record the kilocycles date back 20 years of the Week" with Buddy Twiss and
Joe Parker on seven NBC-Red Pacific
the other day when he interviewed and more," says Ted Lewis.
19 studio people in 12 minutes flat.
"Eddie Cantor certainly offered the stations (KPO, KFI, KDYL, KFBK,
J, KERN), 11:45 a.m. to
Loquacious interviewers might prof- same brand of comedy and song when KWG,
itably copy the technique.
he was a Ziegfeld star and a vaude- 12 noon (PST). Program will be
Members of the Burns and Allen ville headliner. Burns and Allen did heard twice weekly, Wednesday and
troupe have really gone vacationing a 'dumb gal' skit in vaudeville for Friday. Contract is signed for 52
for the four weeks' layoff. George years before they came to radio. weeks.
"Radio

medium

is

of

KM

Monday.
Arthur Feldman has taken on another assignment in addition to his
WBZ-WBZA special events broadcasting. He will co-operate with the
sales department in developing ideas
for commercial programs.
WEEI auditioned for feminine announcers to do a sidewalk interview
program for a nail polish outfit. Louis
Glaser Inc. is the agency handling
the deal.
The Cocoanut Grove now features
an Hawaiian group in addition to
Lew Conrad's orchestra.
Terry O'Toole, Yankee's Irish tenor,
starts a new series of sponsored pro-

in New Were W. C. Fields to endeavor to
manager, become a 'new personality' for the Bert Gervis Appointed
grams Sunday.
John Medbury, air, which fortunately, he hasn't, then
is in San Francisco.
Billy Brook's Band follows Woody
Chicago
writer, is hibernating somewhere in the radio public would not hear the
Herman into the Normandie Ballroom
the desert, and co-writer Harvey Fields who achieved fame on stage
Chicago
Bert Gervis, formerly with a WAAB wire.
Helm is on the beach at Waikiki.
and screen. Practically every other
George Jay hustles Bob Crosby important artist on the air with the roving rep for Consolidated Radio
Artists, arrives here today to become
right from the station to KEHE for

and Gracie, of course, are
York.

Bill Burns, business

CRA

Manager

—

exception of some like Rudy Vallee
an appearance on "Listen, Ladies" on and Bing Crosby, who are products
his arrival Wednesday. Crosby and of radio, did the same things they
orchestra will be heard over the offer on the air for years before comstation and the CRS group that same ing to kilocycle endeavor.
night at 9.
"As for the bands, I played swing
Mel
Ruick,
CBS
announcer, music twenty years ago at Rector's,
doubled as actor on "Hollywood while Emil Coleman and Sigmund
Hotel" last Friday and was all out Romberg directed orchestras in Busof breath doubling between "Lux tanoby's and Martin's, playing what
Radio
Theater"
and
"Hollywood we know as 'society music' today.
Hotel" rehearsals in two several- So, in the final analysis what's new
blocks-apart CBS theaters.
about radio?"

NEW ORLEANS

executive manager of local office,
succeeding
Leo Salkin, resigned.
here is getting ready to
Frank Burke, CRA press chief, and increase its staff orchestra to fourconductor Marek Weber also are due teen men apparently to carry out
CRA has a deal pending network AFL agreements.
in today.

WWL

for the director.

Elliott

Roosevelt

As

Air

national

and

9

Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL O KEEFE

Urges Better Radio Sets

titled

"As

I

Set

Commentator

(Continued from Page

1)

international.
The
is
tentatively

See

It."

were handled
by
San Francisco — Fortunes invested Murray Grabhorn, manager of KEHE,
by broadcasters to improve transmis- Hearst station.
Howard Esary of
sion and release programs of true Fogel staff will produce. Fogel also
high fidelity nature are worthless presents "The In-Laws", daily comedy
unless radio sets keep pace with such feature, and "Charlie Chan", and is
progress,

Manager

WDSU

show

quarter-hour

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS

Is

With the advent of the men who
follow horses with a book, the Rose
Room will put in an added afternoon
cocktail period with Tony Almerico
tooting the horn.
wire.
Sal Casti and his troubadours are
out at the Carrollton roof.

Negotiations

Philip G. Lasky, General now preparing
of KSFO declares.
Wolf."

Jack London's "Sea

D

'ARTE
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo

Sunday 6:30-7

P.

M.

MBS— WOR
Office.

CH 4-5155
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"LADY OF MILLIONS"

"Dere Teecher"

A

bright little program, well conceived and executed, is this quarter(Electrical Transcription)
hour over CBS at 5:45-6 p.m. on
Bauer & Black
Tuesdays. Though the title, "Dere
KNX, Monday through Friday,
Teecher," would indicate a comedy
15 mins.
skit, the show in reality is a sort of
quiz program, prefaced by some brief
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
on the subject that forms
MAY ROBSON SCORES IN EFFICIENTLY readings
the basis of the quiz that follows.
PRODUCED TRANSCRIPTION SERIES.
The last program dealt with cotton.
May Robson, grand old lady of Fourth grade students supplied the
questions and answers, and the kids
stage and screen, added still another participating
in the program were
medium for the display of her ap- placed in a sort of "race" for prizes,
parently ageless art when the tran- thus giving the program a competitive
scribed series, "Lady of Millions," angle that kept the youngsters en-

with

May Robson

thusiastically on their toes. It's one
by Asso- of the liveliest and best of the
juciated Cinema Studios for Bauer & venile programs.

conceived

and

produced

its debut Monday night.
opening sequence of a
vehicle especially written for her
by Hector Chevigny, Miss Robson
was her own inimitable self and projected both her vibrant voice and
her lovable personality over the air
like the veteran trouper that she is.

Black,
In

made

the

recording was flawless, and
while the initial episode was devoted

The

solely

to

character,

establishing

the

principal

Aunt May Webster, played

"Hollywood Mardi Gras"
Despite

program corhad
Andy cancelled from makannounced

rections of the previous day that

Amos
ing

'n'

their

repeat

appearance

Lanny Ross on Tuesday

with

night,

the

comedians were on hand
and added much to the enjoyment
of the occasion. Program as a whole
has maintained a good standard since
it started.
Charlie Butterworth has
come through fine as a screen comedian, Florence George is doing a
swell job vocally, and the rest of
the troupe also has kept in step.
blackface

Alistair Cook
Commentator Alistair Cook, who a
short time ago started a late night

Agreement

of

the

points

involved

worked out exactly

to

are

G. Robinson and
Claire Trevor
Lever Bros. (Rinso)
WABC-CBS, Monday, 8-8:30 p.m.

ever,

being the

their liking.

"BIG CITY"
Edward

with

quarter-hour of dissertation, returned
Wednesday night on WEAF-NBC Red
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.
network with a new program titled
"A Critic on Broadway", in which NEWSPAPER SERIAL DRAMA WITH
he will devote his attention to the FAMILIAR PLOT AND FIRST-RATE CAST.
Title
of
this
new Lever-Rinso
stage and screen. In contrast to the
general run of theatrical chatterers, show, which occupies the half-hour
Cook announced in his opening broad- just preceding the same sponsor's Al
cast that he would deal "construc- Jolson show on behalf of Lifebuoy,
tively" with his topics. Instead of does not apply to New York, but to
digging up scandal or throwing brick- a mythical big city located anywhere.
bats, he plans to offer helpful com- It's a newspaper serial drama, with
ment. It is not only a noble aim, but Edward G. Robinson as the tough
one which will place Cook pretty managing editor who sets out to expose the past of a woman who has
much in a class by himself.
A better pace was noted in Cook's reformed and is determined to proher daughter from scandal,
style Wednesday night than in his tect
previous broadcasts, probably due in even if she has to shoot the editor.
part to change of subject matter. Claire Trevor is the society reporter
Among points which he made in the who is opposed to Robinson's news
opening broadcast was that the so- policies but is unable to convince
She also furnishes a slimly
called highbrows, instead of holding him.
aloof from the films, should realize suggested love interest. Then there
the importance of the medium and is the publisher who doesn't care
lend their cooperation toward mak- what kind of news his editor prints,
ing it better and more socially useful. so long as it promotes circulation.
Ingredients are the familiar patReviews of plays and films will be
included on Cook's program starting tern made famous by "Five-Star
Final" and frequently duplicated since.
next week.
The exceptionally able cast, how-

by Miss Robson, it gave evidence of
"Your Hit Parade"
showmanship and painstaking production on the part of Frank Pur- "Ray Block Varieties"
With Leo Reisman as guest batonkett, vice-president and general manThis new Wednesday 3-3:30 p.m. wielder, Wednesday night's "Your Hit
ager of Associated Cinema, who is musical variety show presented by Parade" on WEAF-NBC Red network
credited with producing, and George Ray Block over WABC-CBS employs was an exceptionally tuneful and
Godfrey, dialogue director.
various designs of new orchestral smooth-flowing hour of musical enJackson Wheeler is the announcer, treatments that provide an interest- tertainment. From "That Old Feeland he was given a tag-end com- ing and entertaining half-hour. Fan- ing" of current popularity, down
mercial which was short, sensible ciful combinations of song numbers, through a rhumba and all the way
and salesmanlike. By the time this played in intriguing individual style, back to the perennial "St. Louis
is in print Norman Field will have along with interspersed vocals and Blues", Reisman led the parade in
entered the story in the leading the soft and sweet revival of fondly expert musicianly fashion. His armale role opposite Miss Robson, and remembered numbers of past years, rangements, while distinctive enough,
the adventures of the two characters give the program a delightful flavor. hewed close to the basic melody in
in the operation of their one-ring Block appears to be engaged in ex- each respective case. Vocalists of the
circus is apt to prove as enjoyable perimentation, and his first two pro- evening were Lois Bennett, Stuart
as any three-ring circus to those who grams indicate that he will develop Allen, Freddie Gibson and the Songfollow their trials and tribulations something off the beaten track and smith Quartet, with Basil Ruysdael
altogether pleasurable.
as the announcer.
five days a week.

IRNA-AFM Both Hope

21, 1937

AFM,

a

new one

will

have

makes

fresh interest and
it
good listening on the act-

gives
it

ing score in particular.
The scripting also sounded like an
exceptionally good job and should
be, seeing that Arthur Caesar, Arch
Obeler, Courtney Ryley Cooper and
Art Holden were announced as the
authors of the series.

—

"Tish"
Second episode of the "Tish" series
being presented by the radio division
Federal Theater over
of the
CBS, switched to a different spot at

WPA

was somean improvement over the
The
initial performance last week.
character of the unpredictable Tish
is beginning to take form and, given
a little chance, should catch on okay.
9:30-10 p.m. Wednesdays,

what

of

QUOTES

to be

devised.

Is Definite Attorneys, however, are leaving no
Electrical transcription angles
stone unturned to give the radio in- proved one of the greatest drawbacks
dustry all possible protection. Net- to an earlier settlement on the terms
(Continued from Page 1)
Ramificaby the time the final draft of the work representatives also present are of the trade agreement.
contributing their help wherever it tions from the broadcasters angle
agreement is set.
may be needed.
developed more importantly than
According to AFM spokesmen, the
Allocation of the $2,100,000 annu- realized and this and several other
agreement is virtually the "same in ally in additional musician payrolls points caused hours of heated discussubstance," but the phraseology has will be the next step, to be taken up sion. While both sides appear to
the middle of next week. As agreed understand the other's position one
been changed to avoid ambiguity and
upon, the network affiliates will hire impasse followed upon another, clause
too hard and fast rules in some cases. $1,500,000 worth of additional musi- by clause.
Proposition is said by the AFM to be cians and the key stations will exMeeting of the AFM Executive
Allocation has Committee with transcription and
the toughest in its 41 years of exis- pend the $600,000.
been fully worked out by the IRNA phonograph record men, is definitely
tence and the same seems to go for the
on the basis of 5V2 per cent of each set for 10:30 a.m. this morning at
experience of the broadcasters. All station's gross revenue (less commis- ASCAP offices in the RCA building.
day and night sessions has all of the sions). Each station's allocation, how- The demands to be made upon the
participants on edge, with nearly all ever, will have to meet with the ap- disk men is what the broadcasters
of them taking turns at pacing the proval of the AFM and the needs of seek to counteract in their trade
the local in whose jurisdiction the agreement with the musician union.
halls to keep from keeling over.
Although the broadcasters are driv- station exists. Should the 5V2 per ET control by the AFM is about the
ing the best bargain possible not all cent formula not be to the liking of strongest threat in its hands.

GOLDMARK, CBS

Chief
Television Engineer: "Of greatest importance to the future of television
programs is the progress of engineers
in stepping up the light sensitivity of
the television camera. Developments

DR.

P. C.

now under way in England and Germany as well as in America promise
a television camera ten times more
sensitive to light than any now in
use, thus rendering it even more useful for reproduction than the ordi-

nary photographic camera using modern emulsions."
D. H. MUNRO: "Unless something
co-operative can be done in the way
of determining what the standard
size of screen shall be for all receiving sets, at least for the present until
television technic is better understood, I'm afraid everything we've
established so far will be badly upset."
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©ECU EST CAS - MUSIC
only has his vocalist Vince Calendo
been screen-tested, but Ernie himSouthern California debut at the self is being tested. Ernie bears a
Palomar in Los Angeles. CBS car- resemblance to Gene Raymond.
ries the orchestra network on opendoes
ing night, Wednesday, but
Phil Boudini, who plays the acnot release opening stanza, initialing cordion over WDRC, Hartford, Conn.,
the following night at 10:45-11:15 every Wednesday morning at 9:45,
and continuing throughout the en- is a one-man band. He is one of
gagement.
the first accordionists to appear with
a dance orchestra, and played with
Lou Breese and his French Casino Rudy Vallee when the latter was in
orchestra have been given additional New Haven with Eddy Wittstein.
time along with a partial change of
schedule on NBC.
They will be
The orchestra took it "on the downheard hereafter on Tuesdays at 11- beat" in more ways than one at Ciro's
11:30 p.m. and Sundays at 11:15-11:30 in war-torn Shanghai, according to an
p.m. over WEAF-NBC Red. Martha interesting and exciting interview on
Perry and Mark Balsom continue to the second of Ruth Royal's new
handle vocal assignments.
KCKN "Down Beat" programs. Royal

CROSBY, brother of the
BOB
making
Bing,
lustrious
is

il-

his

There are

KNX

had Frank Sherman, a Kansas City,
Al Goodman is featuring the oboe Kan., boy who has just returned
from a four-year engagement at the
in his "Hit Parade" orchestra over
CBS. This instrument is rarely used 3-million-dollar C i r o International
Night Club, tell all about it on her
in dance orchestras.
weekly quarter-hour devoted to news
and gossip about modern music and
Ray Herbeck and his orchestra "name" musicians.
have opened an indefinite engagement at Blossom Heath, Oklahoma
Ray Herbeck and his orchestra have
City, coming from Salt Lake City.
opened an engagement at Blossom
Ork will air locally.
Heath, Oklahoma City, and are casting through KTOK every night and
Screen tests seem to have hit to KTOK and the Oklahoma Network
Ernie Hoist's band full force. Not Sunday afternoons.

700

Stations

3,000 Sponsors
1,500 Advertising Agents

200 Program Makers
5,000 Artists
an d only

COMING EVENTS
19-23:

Oct.

and
Palais de

Eighth

Exhibition

ress

Radio,

la

International
of

Electrical

Paris.

HOOVER ON NBC TUESDAY
Former president Herbert Hoover,
speaking Tuesday in Mechanic's Hall,
Boston, under auspices of the Republican Club of Massachusetts, will
Adver- be heard over NBC-Blue network
CongRadio,

21-22: American Ass'n of
Agencies Pacific Coast Convention.
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.
Oct.

tising

25-31:

Oct.
sion,

People's

Exposition

Radio-Televi-

of

Moscow.

Amphitheater,

Oct. 27-30: Annual meeting of Associaof National Advertisers, The Home-

tion

stead,

Hot Springs. Va.

ONE

at 9-9:30 p.m.

Baxter Handling Publicity
John Holt Baxter has been assigned
to handle publicity of the stars under
the management of the
Service.

NBC

Radio Daily

Artists

.

Nov. 1: Inter-American
ence. Havana.

International

A

1,

1938:

with music, highlighting true-life incidents

those

of

June
gress

of

who have

built

houses on FHA plan, bowed in Tuesday over KDYL, Salt Lake City,
sponsored on a 52-week contract by

every day

Lord Strabolgi on

CBS

RADIO DAILY

Lord Strabolgi, chairman of the
England and Irish radio commission,
Seventh

Radio

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

will speak over CBS today, 6-6:15
p.m., via short wave from London.
His topic will be "The Full Dress

Debate

DON KERR
Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
General

Fox-Fabian

Mills

Sports

Professional

Hour
Parade
Parade

Dalton Boys for Disks
Dalton Brothers have been signed
for
three
Alka-Seltzer
electrical
transcriptions to be made by World
Broadcasting. Arthur Kass of Kass-

Tohrner
will be

to

talk

Parliament."

in

set

the

in

Realtors.

International

Cairo, Egypt.

10-15:

and they meet

15-minute house sales program,

Capson-Bowman
Telecommunications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones.
Feb.

.

House Sales Program

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party. Havana.

.

Confer-

Radio

deal.

done November

The waxing
8.

things

over.

8
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KANSAS CITY

SALT LAKE CITY

Margaret Hillias, dramatic actress,
has been added to the KXBY staff
as production head under Program
Director Jerry Burns. She is also
scripting and acting in several new
commercials.
Jack Starr, KMBC sports announcer, is back on duty after a

Forrest A. Hobbs is a
cian at KDYL, while

Knight

Roy Kerns and Bruce

HOWARD,

BOB

pianist,

is

the

WHN

now heard

are appearing with Margaret Hillias

Sunday afternoon KXBY show
Ivy Dale of the Ed Smalle chorus
Immediately following the appointJames B. Welch Realty Co., em- was booked
for the production of ment of Bill McKechnie as manager
bodying a clever idea wherein a
"Carmen" by the Salmaggi Opera at of the Cincinnati Reds, Si Burick,
pair
of
newlywed house-hunters the Hippodrome this week.
Dayton Daily News sports editor
make a tour of the company's proand WHIO commentator, by means
perties, visiting a different cottage,
WMCA is now airing a stock mar- of a direct line from Cincinnati, airapartment or house each week.
ket summary of morning trading laned an exclusive interview with
a

in

for

at

Saturday Time "Lucky"
Say Ripley Researchers
When the Ripley show was switched recently from Friday to Saturday
over NBC, Doug Storer's "BelieveIt-Or-Not" researchers set about to
"prove" the new time more auspicious.

In a

memo

sent to

Benton &

Bowles, agency, they pointed out
that: according to the Bible, "Saturday is the only day blessed by the
Lord"; every major war which the
United States fought ended on Saturday; the Stars and Stripes and the
Articles of Confederation both were
adopted on Saturday; the first oil
well in the U. S. was opened on
Saturday; the Spaniards call Satur-

day

the

"honeymoon

day

of

the

week," while the Germans say there
is no Saturday but it is "sunny" and
"lucky"; Saturday has been named
after Saturn, most beautiful phenomenon in the skies, which, in turn,

was named after the God of Agriculture and plenty; statistics show that
more boys are born on Saturday than
on any other day of the week; the
First Declaration of Independence in
Mecklenburg was signed on Saturday.

Paul White Losing Tonsils

NBC director of public
enters the Tonsil Hospital today for a tonsilectomy.
Paul White,

affairs,

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
TONY WONS
"There is more to speaking on
Some
the air than meets the ear.
folks think that all you have to do
is write your script, get in front of
Old Man Microphone, and, with
extra care about diction talk to
him. This isn't true. Radio speech
doesn't call merely for perfect diction.
Naturalness is the most important

thing,

and

even

Demos-

thenes would have had a tough
time being natural and speaking
with perfection at the same time.

And

here's

the

harder to speak
microphone than
precisely."

catch, it's much
plainly into the
it

is

to

speak

joins

staff

new

techni-

Cleon McTransradio
as

is the new
personal secretary to S. S. Fox and
Macksene Smith has been added to
the office staff.
Jack Gregson interviewed Paul
Whiteman on KDYL as the maestro
stopped over here on his tour.
George Snell, KDYL pubilicty director, sold a juvenile novel to Caxton Printers, and an article on dustbowl farms to "Common Sense."
Earl J. Glade, KSL managing director, back from New York.
W. E. Featherstone, KSL account
executive, visiting Los Angeles; ditto
Irma Bittner of the public relations
department.
Samuel Keifer, the Utah Woolen
Mills "Peter Spraynozzle" over KSL,
is candidate for city commissioner.

pressman, Estelle Farmer

whistling Giacosa, will be presented by the
Radio Guild, with Lisa Sergio in the
over
on Tuesday through Friday at 3:45- leading role, tomorrow at 3-4 p.m.
Robertson 4 p.m.
over NBC-Blue.

siege of throat trouble.

21. 1937

11:55

new

the

a.m.

pilot

on his regular pro-

gram.

Fourth "Pontiac Varsity Show" of
tomorrow at 9 p.m. over
NBC-Blue, comes from the University of Virginia and will have the
University Band, Glee Clubs, a vast
array of soloists, the Royal Virginians orchestra and Jerry Berlin,
undergraduate stunt clarinetist.
the season,

Tony Wons has shifted from the
Madison Avenue studios to the
Seventh Avenue studios of CBS, so
that the large organ can be used for
musical accompaniment.
Jane Tyler, child
Valley Days" and

Betty

star

of

OKLAHOMA
Beck,

Leslie

KTOK,

chief

announcer,

splitting his duties to give
him half-time in the commercial department same station.
is

formerly
with
Harold
Smith,
"Echoes
KTUL, Tulsa, and doing transcripof New York Town," and who has
tion work on the Pacific Coast, has
WOR
been appearing in stage play, "Wall
joined the sales staff of KTOK.
Street Scene," at the Comedy TheaBob Ellison, commercial manager
ter, will appear in a special recital
KFXR, abed with bad case of
Mitchell Gertz Inc., the Hollywood at the theater tonight, doing some pleurisy.
agent for Kass-Tohrner Inc., has monologs and songs.
wired that due to publicity on TheoConsumers' Committee
dore Dreiser's "Gallery of Women,"
WOW, Omaha: Announcer Russ As a result of household trick and
interest has been expressed for this
work by movie companies. William Baker has resigned, planning to re- home decorating contests, running
Lengle, Dreiser's manager and liter- sume character acting in New York currently
on Ida Bailey Allen's
Jettabee Ann Hopkins is Homemakers of the Air on WHN
ary agent, is contact for this office City
emcee
musical
"Dress
a
and
for
Up
with Dreiser, and there is possibility
every Monday, Wednesday and Friof a deal being set shortly on pic- Go" series sponsored by Associated day, 10:30-11:30, the nucleus of the
Retailers
Fred Dawson, nation- first Radio Consumer - Homemakers
ture rights.
ally known coach, is doing a series Advisory Committee has been organthe "Spirit of Football"
ized, over which Mrs. Ida Bailey
Lyn Murray, conducting the "Mod- called Editor
Foster May is being Allen will preside. Meetings will be
News
ern Male Chorus," will be heard on
CBS Sundays immediately after the sponsored by F. & F. Cough Drops. held once a month, during which the
high cost of certain foods will be
The conPhilharmonic concerts.
discussed, and not only will more
certs usually last to 4:45 p.m., and
Trial of the Marx Brothers, who
Murray and the chorus will take are accused of unlawfully appropri- economical substitutes be advised, but
the air from the time the concert ating a radio skit entitled "The Hol- also instructions will be given as to
how they may be used to good adstops until 5 p.m.
lywood Adventures of Mr. Dibble vantage in the Ida Bailey Allen
and Mr. Dabble," has been set for manner.
"Like Falling Leaves," a drama by Oct. 28, in Federal Court, Los Anplaywright, Giusseppe geles.
the
Italian
Marrow Signing Off

Alexander

Woollcott, in addition
to his WJZ talk on Oct. 31, will do
on
some political orating over
Oct. 29 at 10-10:15 p.m.

"Death

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NEW WNYC

Open

.

.

Tyrone Power Airs From N. Y.

J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co. will terTyrone Power, featured actor in minate its program featuring Henry
cates its new studios atop the Muni- Hollywood Playhouse
(NBC - Blue) Busse's orchestra on the NBC-Red
Building with a five hour will broadcast his program this Sun- after the broadcast of Nov. 28.
cipal
program starting at 1:15 p.m. Sun- day from the NBC studios here,
day. Present studios have been in 9-9:30 p.m. Doris Nolan, stage and

WNYC,

Studios to

municipal

station,

dedi-

use for 13 years.

Guest stars from radio, stage and
screen will appear in the dedication
program. Among WNYC's "alumni"
are Vincent Lopez, Vaughn DeLeath,
Ben Bernie, Billy Jones, Ernie Hare
and others. Clifford Odets also is
scheduled to appear, and as one of
the musical features Giuseppe Creatore will conduct the N. Y. State
Symphonic Band in a half-hour
salute.

Ida Allen

screen actress, will play opposite
role, taking the place of Gail Patrick,
previously announced for the broadcast.

High School Parade
Dramatic, musical, or scholastic
features, presented entirely by Chicago or suburban high school students, are aired each Saturday morning in a new program just launched

by WLS.

Names Rep

Unusual Jobholders

Ida Bailey Allen has appointed
Folks with unusual jobs will tell
Earl G. Thomas of the Consolidated the stories of their occupations in a
Radio Artists as her personal repre- new program, airing on
via
sentative.
the
line on Fridays at 7:45 p.m.

WLW

WHN

Joe Rines, maestro-comedian of
the Gruen show, claims he was
the first jazz band leader on the
station to air regular daily
first
programs. Station was WGI, near

Boston.

VOL.

NEW

NO. 80

2,

ET Men

YORK.

in

WHIO

55 SfATIONS TO CARRY

N. Y., FRIDAY.

—

De

Soto division of Chrysler Corp.
will start a series of transcribed programs over 55 stations coast-to-coast
on Nov. 1. Disks will be 15 minutes,
and will feature George Jessel, emcee, Will Osborne's orchestra and
guest stars.
An additional series of transcribed
spot announcements, with Ted Hus-

and

five minutes,

units

in

Committee of Disk Men is Appointed
At Joe Weber's Behest to Meet
With Musicians Group

Kitty

kitty

addition

which

is

9

split

into

AFM

evenly in pro-

GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
By

every Friday.

Washington

KYW Is Upheld by FCC
FCC

Philadelphia— The

KYW,

has upheld

refusal to sell or give
time to the Mayor before the Nov. 2
election in which to make talks on
city finances. FCC indicated that it
could not take any part in the
Mayor Wilson feud. The radio station was they said, "entirely within
in

WILL MEET IN SWEDEN

its

KYW-

(Continued on Page 3)

Atlass Sells Bears

Games

To Chi Oldsmobile Dealers
Chicago

— Ralph

Atlass

of

WJJD

Invitation extended

(Continued on Page 3)

KOAM,

Kan.
from Start

Pittsburg,

Shows

Profit

In a statement to

to

Stockholm.
However, ASCAP has
been informed that next year's convention of the CPRS will undoubtedly be brought here.
Some 200

has sold the Chicago Bears professional football games for remainder
of season to local Oldsmobile dealers.
Games are aired Sundays at 2. WIND,
other Atlass station, has the Cardinals
home games on same time for Chevrolet dealers.

ASCAP

by

the
Confederation
of
Performing
Rights Societies to hold their next
convention in New York is being deferred by the Confederation in favor
of the invite extended by the King
of Sweden to hold the conclave in

—Third

day's

hearings

FCC

on charges of unethical practices against Paul Segal
and George Smith, attorneys, found
Commissioner George Henry Payne
declaring that action taken by the
Commission in disqualifying him was
"without warrant of law."
before the

With Mayor MUSIC RIGHTS GROUP

In Dispute

record
morning with
President

a

gram and production departments

(Continued on Page 3)

graph

Committee

regular card

to

and phono-

Electrical transcription

PAYNE SAYS FCC ERRED

$1 for other time

Added dough goes

rates.

FIVE CENTS

22, 1937

AFM Huddle

Dayton, O.
Execs at WHIO
have concocted a novel bonus
scheme designed to stimulate added interest in commercial plugs
among the program and production department boys.
Advertisers
pay a service charge of two bits
per announcement, SO cents per

DE SOTO DISK SERIES

OCTOBER

men met
the

yesterday
Executive
informed by

AFM

and were
Joseph N. Weber of the

that the 16-point program presented recently still stands, and that
they please appoint a committee to
meet the executive board and work
out a deal. Session was short and
to the point, with little if any discussion on the matter. The ET and
phonograph disk representatives then
went into a huddle to talk over the
situation.

ET men

are in the most difficult

(Continued on Page 3)

RADIO DAILY,

(Continued on Page 7)

Westmore Says Television PREPARINGFINAL DRAFT
Won't Need Freak Makeup
ON IRNA-AFMAGREEMENT
Television performers will be required to use only natural makeup,
less of it than the average New York woman uses for street
wear, it was predicted yesterday by
Percy Westmore, prominent Hollywood makeup man, following an inspection of the NBC television studio

and probably

in

Radio City.

At the conclusion

of the IRNAconference yesterday afternoon,
president Joseph N. Weber of the
latter
organization
confirmed the
RADIO DAILY story of Thursday in
that there was full accord between
the broadcasters and the musicians'

AFM

(Continued on Page 3)

Westmore

scoffed at the oft-circu(Continued on Page 6)

Warner's "Lucky"
Kan.
which
debut on the air Oct. 11, Bing Crosby Gets Degree
East for
Spokane Bing Crosby yesterday
both Red and Blue schedules
M'Clatchy Seeks Facsimile with
of NBC, carried 35 commercial ac- was given the honorary degree of
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Sacramento, Cal.
McClatchy counts on its opening day, and the Doctor of Music at Gonzaga Univer- Los Angeles— First Lucky Strike
Broadcasting Co., with four stations station is showing a profit from the sity, his alma mater. The crooner show by Lord
& Thomas, Warner
in California, has applied to the FCC
thus becomes Dr. Harry Lillis Crosby. Bros, and
(Continued on Page 3)
Transamerican goes east
for permission to start the first facon film over the week-end for final
simile broadcasting on the Pacific
agency and sponsor okay. Has Dick
Coast.
A two-column "radio newsPowell as emcee, Leo Forbstein and
paper" is

— KOAM,

Pittsburg,

made

its

—

Show
Okay

On Way

—

Old Gold Twice- Weekly Series
Is Starting Nov. 16 Over CBS

planned.

Thrill

eral

times.

several

was my

He

did

rehearsals

Page

7)

Sponsors Himself

—Jimmy

Ague, WHKWCLE vocalist on programs fed to
the Mutual Network, has become
a sound effects man.
On one show, Jimmy was drafted to open and close a door sevCleveland

(Continued on

well after

it

— and

biggest radio
years of broadcasting."

said

thrill

in

"It

14

Latin-America Keener
For Short Wave Shows
That Latin

-

America

RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles— New program for Old
West Coast Bureau,

Gold cigarets will start Nov. 16 on
becoming CBS, with George McCall, veteran
internation- newspaper man who has been chief

is

increasingly interested in
broadcast reception is brought out aide to Louella Parsons for the past
in a report by John H. Payne, chief
two years, having been signed by
of the Electrical Division of the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Com- Mann Holiner of Lennen & Mitchell
al

merce, which summarizes replies to agency as commentator on the series.
McCall will do a 15-minute proa questionnaire recently sent to their
gram, twice weekly.
(Continued on Page 3)

—

Chicago

Don Norman has a
on the street" program airing over WCFL for Bleachering
Products Co.. and he never needs
to worry about whether he is sat-

man

isfying his sponsor.

For the spon-

company is headed by Don
Norman himself, while several
other members of the local radio
soring

fraternity

are

stockholders.

2
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New

Guest Star Angle

Drawing SRO

FINANCIAL
===

(Thursday, Oct. 21)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B
Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

North

at

WTMJ

155'/2

....

American

RCA Common
.

.

Chg.

+ 3
+ 1%

2OI/4

203<4

20

19

12

19
IOV2

42%

40 1/8

191/4

17%

103/4
23

.

Close

211/4

73/4

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

Low

15U/2 1551/2

7
101/8
207/g

+

11
413/4

In a radio poll just taken by the
starring has been set bjy Eddie New York University "Varieties",
Thompson, radio editor of The Mil- most widely circulated publication
waukee Journal, and George Comte, for college students in the country,
announcer, who conduct a "Behind 3,376 students voted the following
programs and radio personalities as
the Mike" series over WTMJ.
their favorites:
Thompson and Comte are featurComedian: (1) Jack Benny, (2)
ing personal appearances of celebri- Fred Allen.
ties imported specially from Chicago
Singer:
Bing Crosby,
(2)
(1)
to Milwaukee. The first star to ap- Kenny Baker.
pear was the young heroine of CamAnnouncer: (1) Harry Von Zell,
pana's "First Nighter" series, Bar- (2) Martin Block.

12

13

.

1%

iy2

H/4

new vogue

223A
12
IV2
TVs

in guest

Asked

bandmaster, Ted Weems, Rubinoff
Actress:
Helen Hayes, (2)
(1)
and his fiddle, Franklyn McCormick Claudette Colbert.
Script Writer:
and Jack Fulton of "Poetic Melo(1)
Harry Conn,
dies," Joe Emerson of "Hymns of (2) Fred Allen, (3) Jack Benny.
Buddy Clark on "Hit Parade" All Churches," Betty Caine and RayThe most unusual result of the poll
Buddy Clark, baritone, yesterday mond Johnson of "Tale of Today," was the number of votes cast for
signed a contract to appear as soloist and Don McNeil, emcee of NBC's Mark Warnow and Horace Heidt,
on the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" "Jamboree."
showing the students' change in atover both NBC and CBS. Clark,
The broadcasts are staged in the titude toward popular music. Swing
formerly heard on these programs, furniture store of Nelson
Brothers music, apparently, is losing many of
dropped radio to appear in motion before audiences. Since
its former adherents.
the guest
Bid
7'/4

8

1/4

pictures earlier this year. First appearance for Clark will be on the
Saturday CBS airing, 10-10:45 p.m.
Lord & Thomas is the agency.

Stiefel

Signs Tremaine

Paul Tremaine has signed an exclusive management contract with

Sam

H. Stiefel Enterprises Inc.

Fred Robbins, SSE sales manager,
is back from a weeks' trip to Canada
and New England states, where he
lined up eight colored cafes for rotating revues, and also booked several night clubs. Shows start Nov. 5.
Robbins also has appointed Tyler
Mason to head the new film and
theater division of SSE.

was started the SRO sign
has been hung out at each performance. "Behind the Mike" feature is
a daily presentation.
star plan

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.

TO

11

A.

M.

6

TO

7:30

P.

the

of

Hollywood

for

of

the

CBS

York, is in Hollywood
executives there.

William
tomorrow.

sales

staff

conferences

for

sales

JUDY STARR

goes

Hartford,

to

Conn.,

for

a

appearance beginning Tuesday.
CARRON, at one time with Jack
Hylton and lately in Hollywood, has come east,
with a stopover in Chicago for a guest appearance over WCFL.
personal

EDDIE

FRED ROBBINS,

manager of

sales

Stiefel

En-

Inc., orchestra and artists representaback from Canada and New England.
CEORCE BOLLINC of John Blair & Co. is
out of town for the week.
JOE WEED of Weed & Co. arrives back in
New York today after New England trip.

terprises
tives,

is

joined the sales promotion division
of Mutual.
His duties include coverage information on all MBS stations, listings, surveys and special
mail and industry studies. Appointment of Forrest creates a new service
for MBS clients in the statistical department.

Joan Merrill on
Joan Merrill,

WOR

MBS Shows
singer, has

been

signed for the Norman Brokenshire
programs aired over WOR-Mutual on

Richard Crooks Back
Richard Crooks, Metropolitan Opera tenor, returns to the "Voice of

Firestone" program as leading tenor
on Nov. 1 at 8:30-9 p.m. after an absence
of
five
months.
Margaret
Speaks is the program's prima don- week at the Stanley Theater, Pittsburgh, after which he plays two
na, with Alfred Wallenstein conductweeks at the Capitol, Washington,
ing the symphony orchestra.
starting Nov. 5, followed by Loew's
State, New York, Nov. 25. All bookings set by the Herman Bernie of-

New NBC

Football Series
football coach at
Northwestern University, and Francis Powers, Consolidated Press Ass'n
sports writer, will be heard over the
NBC-Blue network in their Sunday
football
discussion program, "Second Guessers," which has been airing over WMAQ, Chicago, since the
season started. Program is broad-

M.

cast at

11:30-11:45 a.m. E.S.T.

"Metropolitan Opera Auditions," Oct.
31

(NBC-Blue,

5

p.m.).

CARUNA SWING

JIGGS

TRIO,

on "Saturday Night Swing Session,"
tomorrow (CBS, 7 p.m.).
JOHN LODER, GB film star, and
his wife, MICHELINE CHEIREL, on

"Movie Club," tonight (WHN,

FAY

WRAY,

8 p.m.)

Spencer
Tracy in "Arrowsmith," on Lux Theater, Oct. 25 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
GEORGE RAFT, on Feg Murray's
"Seein' Stars," Oct. 24 (NBC-Blue,
opposite

7:30 p.m.).
Grace Moore to Entertain
ELLA FITZGERALD and CHICK
Grace Moore will be hostess at a
cocktail party to be given at her WEBB, added to "Swing Club," Oct.
house on Sunday evening following 23 (CBS, 7 p.m.).
BETTY COOPER, with Tim and
her General Motors broadcast at 8
Irene, Oct. 23 (MBS, 6:30 p.m.).
p.m. over NBC-Blue network.
GLENDA FARRELL and BARTON
McLANE, on "30 Minutes in Hollywood", Oct. 24 (MBS, 6 p.m.).
Jackie Heller Booked
Jackie Heller opens Oct. 29 for a

fice.

Lynn Waldorf,

10

New

with

executive

leaves

DIEFENDORF,

1

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

in

HYDE,

office,

J.

GOMG

+ V4
Monday and Wednesday at 12-12:30
V4 bara Luddy.
The next was Bruce
Orchestra Leader: (1) Mark War+ % Kamman,
NBC producer and the now, (2) Horace Heidt, (3) Benny p.m.
+ %
+ 23/4 German professor on the perennial Goodman.
"Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten," which
GUEST-ING
Children's Program:
(1)
"Funny
+
Kamman originated six years ago. Things," (2) "Uncle Don."
FRANK HORNADAY, tenor, JOS+ Vb Among others who will make the Actor: (1) Don Ameche, (2) Ed- EPHA CHEKOVA, soprano, and
trek from Chicago will be the noted ward Robinson.
LEONARD WARREN, baritone, on

185/s
7 5/8
105/s

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

lVz

—A

S.

and

Forrest Joins Mutual
University Students
Arthur L. Forrest, formerly of NBC
Pick Air Favorites Survey Analysis department, has

at

Milwaukee

JOHNNY
Morris

Disk was an intelligently compiled commentary on radio programs of
the past week, with Inge's personal comments augmented by a "digest"
of opinions of radio editors nationally and "cut ins" of Bob Hall, San
Francisco and "Dinty" Doyle of the Hearst New York papers. The voice
of "Mr. Average Listener" also was heard in queries and squawks, which
Inge plans to have answered the following week by producers of the
program involved.
Harry Maizlish, KFWB general manager, is spotting the program on a
sustaining basis and it will be surprising indeed if some network sponsor
does not grab it shortly, since it has novelty and merit and is built along

1501

Cable address:

COmiHG

Los Angeles Gene Inge, former radio editor of the Hearst Herald-Express
and generally acknowledged dean of L. A. radio editors, who resigned
recently to become a program producer on his own, auditioned his first
brain child for a group of agency representatives and newspapermen on

all

DAILY,
wood,

Radio "Revue"

RADIO DAILY

barry Mckinley
IN

"CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS"
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS

GRIFFIN

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C

COI. 5-7366-7

"TIME TO SHINE"
MONDAY

7-7:30 P.M. EST

WEAF-NBC Network

Friday. October 22. 1927
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ET MEN GO IN HUDDLE

ON DEALWITH THE AFM
{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

AFM

NEARLY

AS much
WIL as

Station

a part of
its

call

Radio
letters

"Breakfast Club." It is an informal airway meeting of all the
^arly risers in the St. Louis area
that is called to order each morning
at 7 o'clock and adjourns promptly
its

is

at

8.

late news and the correct time every three minutes is the
order of business at every session.
The music used on this early morning pepper-upper is from the Standard and C. P. MacGreggor Libraries.
The news including flashes and bulletins from Trans-Radio Press.
Informality is the keynote of the

Good music,

The
program.
whole
handles the entire show
?ept the commercials, and
the sponsors allow him

announcer
ad-lib exeven there
to

deviate

from the copy as much as he sees

KOAM,

AFM

Kan.
from Start

Pittsburg,

Shows

week.

of next

Profit

(Continued from Page
first

day

of

(Continued from Page 1)

Chi Sponsor

George Jessel's Mutual program,
Minutes in Hollywood," heard
Sundays at 6-6:30 p.m. with regional
"30

sponsors, will be sponsored in Chi-

Axton,

who

on

the

is

a local

boy and has

three 15-minute periods each week
on the network, gave a quarter-hour
in
program dedicated to
which the announcer told about the
mining and agricultural activities of

Weber.

(Continued from Page

Seeks Postal Poll
RADIO DAILY

Washington Bureau,
1)

Washington

— American

Radio Telehas asked
be sponsored by De Soto, but start- National Labor Relations Board to
ing date and station list are not yet hold an election to determine whether
the union should be sole collective
completed. J. Stirling Getchell, Debargaining agent for Postal Telegraph
ing doing the announcing, will also

troit,

is

the agency.

graphists Ass'n,

CIO

unit,

employees.

this territory.

Music Rights Group
Will Meet in
(Continued from Page

AN ORIGINAL

Sweden

IDEA

1)

representatives of foreign societies
attend the gatherings. Headquarters
are in Paris.
Desirous of having the Confederation meet in Sweden, the King informed the organization that ar-

WGN

agency.

Soto Disk Series

KOAM

rangements were being made to have
by John F. Jokey Prince Eugen turn over his palace
the
Co. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is
for both the meetings and entertaincago over

De

is

ARTA

"Farm and Home Hour", while Bailey
Latin - American offices. While it is
pointed out that at present both German and English broadcasts are being better received than those from
the U. S., Payne says that the U. S.
short wave broadcasting companies
are rapidly developing their facilities
with the expectation of equalling or
possibly excelling the performance
of the short wave broadcasters of
any other country.

The "Breakfast Club"

1)

station's

1)

union, and that all that remains to
divided be done today before signatures
are
into quarter hours for sponsorship
attached to the trade agreement is
and seldom has any portion been on presentation in
formal language in
a sustaining basis for more than
accordance with the changes that
twenty-four hours.
have been pencilled in during course
Some of the successful selling of discussion the past week.
Sol A. Rosenblatt of the law firm
stories that have been told via the
"Breakfast Club" are used cars, fur- of Rosenblatt & Jaffe, representing
niture,
milk and dairy products, the IRNA Special Advisory Commitclothing, cleaning service, tires and tee, is making the final clean draft
auto accessories, transportation serv- for presentation this afternoon. While
the trade agreement will be the
ice, jewelry, cosmetics and radios.
standard part of all station contracts
Listener response is excellent. Rewith AFM locals, each of the affiliquests are honored but the names
ates will close its own contract with
of the requesters are not mentioned.
the local in question, in keeping with
Since its inception seven years ago,
the allocation of expenditures worked
the "Breakfast Club," the first proout for the outlet by the IRNA Comgram of its kind in this area, has mittee
and Ernst & Ernst, acbeen one of the most popular and
countants.
one of the most successful program
It is understood that Clause 10 of
ideas of WIL.
the original trade agreement has been
rewritten satisfactorily to the IRNA.
55 Stations to Carry
but this was not confirmed by Mr.
fit.

operation, according to

Ed Cuniff, manager.
Latin-America Keener
In connection with the
For Short Wave Shows premiere, NBC saluted it

Jessel's

ON IRNA-AFM AGREEMENT

WIL's "Breakfast Club"

1)

AFM

seeks to license
spot since the
them and obtain control of the master
Without control of the ET
disks.
situation, it is realized by the
that they would not be in a position
to enforce their threats against the
broadcasters to the fullest extent.
Tentative committee was selected
by the disk men and comprises Lloyd
Egner of NBC Thesaurus, as chairman; Jack Kapp of Decca Records,
Merritt Tompkins of Associated Music
Stuart
Muzak),
(and
Publishers
Sprague of the Brinckerhoff Company; A. J. Kendrick, of World
Broadcasting System, and Francis J.
Quillan, attorney for WBS.
Committee is not a negotiating
committee, since it was noted that
the interests of all present are widely
divergent and it would be impossible
for a group of men to speak for the
entire industry. Committee will mostly seek to work out a method of procedure and will arrange to talk to
committee on Tuesday or
the

Wednesday

PREPARING FINAL DRAFT

Programs That Have Made History

ment; also that all cabinet ministers
would form a welcome committee.
Convention will be held in July, but
acceptance of the ASCAP invite
would have brought the men here

A

continuous story that can be told on the

air to a

waiting and responsive audience.

This program

is

a natural for live wire

advertising agencies

new

who

are looking for

ideas in entertainment.

late this fall.

For further information address

KYW Is Upheld by FCC
In Dispute

With Mayor

Greetings from Radio Daily
October 22
Parker Fennelly
F. A. Mitchell-Hedges
Noel Mills
Powell Clark
October 23

Ford Bond

Frederick A. Willis

Margaret Speaks
Charlie

Lucy Monroe

Wally Butterworth

B.

Wamp

its

A. Rolle
Carlson

1)

refusal to give or

The Mayor had charged that he
was denied the right of free speech
by the station's refusal. The station
in a statement by Leslie Joy, manager, denied the mayor's accusations
to discuss
the city's budget after the November
election, when there would still be
six weeks before the budget would
have to be legally presented to the

and offered him free time

Capps

October 24
Elinor Sherry

(Continued from Page

rights" in
sell time.
its

City Council.

JAMES ETHERINGTON
97-34

221st

Street

Queens Village,

L.

I.

HOllis 5-03

8

.
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AGENCIES
NATHANIEL
media

PUMPIAN,

H.

MUSIC

direc-

Henri-Hurst-McDonChicago, since 1928, has been

tor of
ald,

at

CAPPY BARRA

appointed radio director, succeeding
Ed Weiss, who resigned to form his
own agency, it is announced by H.
M. Dancer, general manager. Pumpian will continue his media duties.

HERBERT

LORENTZEN,

T.

ately.

MacWILKINS & COLE of Seattle
and Portland, engaged in expanding
radio

its

activities

in

Seattle,

has

shifted Showalter Lynch, radio director of the agency, to the latter
city from Portland.

MRS. MILDRED G. ERICKSON,
formerly with the Lloyd Spancer
agency, Seattle, has become publicity director of American Federation of

Labor

in that city.

Football Contests
Sobol Brothers, users of radio time
on WMCA, will conduct six weekly
contests offering 15 prizes
each week to football fans and a
grand prize of two tickets to the
football

Rose

Bowl game and

all

expense

round-trip to California via luxury
airliner.

Twelve games

west

work
• • • Little
was engaged in

for-

merly associated with Young and
Rubicam, has become an account executive with W. L. Post Advertising.
Appointment is effective immedi-

importance are listed every week. No purchase is required to enter; blanks
are obtainable at all Sobol Brothers
National Contest Service,
Stations.
Division of Mailings, is handling the
judging. Contest is being promoted
of national

via Dick Fishell, sports commentator
over WMCA, and a newspaper campaign placed by the J. Stirling Getchell agency.

Shots about

Big

Shots:

Six

years ago Gabriel Heatter

and among

the publicity business

his

clients

was Sam

Rubel

of the coal firm. .. .Because of the depression, expenses were being
and Gabe went with the first cut. Other clients made similar moves
until he was jobless .... Some one over at WMCA told him to see Donald
Flamm regarding a commentator's job, and he got it. .. .Working on a
soap box as desk for the typewriter and fruit crate for a seat, he did his
work .... Suddenly things started picking up and Rubel went to him and
offered him his job back at an increase, but Gabe refused.
Rubel said
that he must be drunk or crazy to monkey with radio
and went to Mrs.
Heatter with the same plea.
She, for the first time, visited Gabe's office,
saw the conditions he was working under, and agreed that he was nuts! ....
Gabe continued, however, being "nuts" as his wife and former boss claimed
....A short time after, beer became legal and Gabe went over to WOR
sponsored by Ebling's owned and operated by Sam Rubel!

cut

—

—

• • • Recently over at the Essex House, where Dave Franklin,
composer of "Merry -Go-Round Broke Down," resides (so does Richard Himber)
A call had come in to the manager asking that a rent
bill be made up and have the page boy rush up to his room and pack
all his things
because he had just signed a picture contract and
had to catch the train for the coast in an hour ... ."Dave" promised
the boy three bucks if he had all his things and trunks down in the
lobby within 30 minutes and the boy did it in 15 flat but you can
imagine the condition they were in
Well, Dave returned to his
hotel went to his room, found a few honeymooners occupying his
apartment and complained to the manager, who told him of the
phone call, which came from Himber's apartment
.Franklin hasn't
spoken to Dick since ... .Here's the pay-off: It was Mickey Alpert
who had used Himber's phone for the practical joke.
.

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

Taplinger
of Robert S.
attended a cocktail party last night
on the eve of his departure for Hollywood where he becomes publicity
associates

Warner

director of

Charlotte

Bros.

Buchwald on

WNEW

Charlotte Buchwald, conductor of
the
Playgoer program, is now

WMCA

Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursday over
in new program, "Woman of the Hour", 3:30-

heard

WNEW

3:45 p.m.

Zip at
Portsmouth,
continuity

WPAY

O.—Gwen Fields,
of WPAY, as-

director

tounded the staff recently by appearing in a brilliant red frock,
having a zipper running diagonInquiry really from the waist
vealed that the frock is a special
creation

The

labeled

staff is

affected

by

"My

wondering
the ether

Operation."
if she
was

waves com-

ing from the station or whether her
sales resistance was low.

opens

at

the Trocadero on Nov.

•

the late

By way of New Orleans comes this belated story .... When
Huey Long was reigning supreme there, he used the local stations

•

his speech-making stamping grounds .... When he was scheduled to
appear on the airlanes, he'd get on the air, announce that for the next five
minutes he was going to play some phonograph records, and that his pres-

ent listening public should get on the phone, call all their friends to dial

him

speech .... Huey would do

in for the

utes

of

record playing were

that

everybody

•

•

•

is

listening to

over.

me"

just that

Abe Lyman, who returns to New
York from Hollywood next Monday,
devote this Fall to his "Waltz
series and the other three
commercials he directs incognito.
There is also a strong possibility, on
the strength of his recent success as
a comedian with Jack Benny, that
a new variety program will be built
around him, giving the orchestra
leader
a
further
opportunity
to
demonstrate his flare for comedy
will

Time"

lines.

With both pictures and the stage
beckoning for Oscar Bradley's muservices, Phil Baker's Englishaccented bandsman has made up his
mind to devote his time to radio,
including guest appearances in a
comic capacity on other air shows.
sical

Lyn Murray's choruses and

orchesa total of 11
network shows. In addition
to this, one of his choral groups is
making a series of personal appearances, and another is making a Partras are
different

now heard on

CBS

his

own

business the other

barber shop.

that

Bob Taplinger walked

.

.

in,

.

.

—

•

•

• At last week's rehearsal for the Eddie Cantor show on the
a trombone player hit a clinker which prompted Vick Knight, Cantor's
producer, to turn on the talk-back and ask him to play it right .... Of course,
.This prompted
the offender protested and insisted upon arguing about it.
coast,

.

who went
(after he was

Knight,

140
to

remark

to the

gonna NEED

it!"

to the coast

weighing 200 pounds and

told that "you'd

.

is

now down

to

man once you hit Hollywood"),
give me any of your lip You're

be a big

trombone player: "Don't

In addition to airing Leon Mason
his Hotel Garde orchestra six
nights a week, WBRY, New Haven,
will now pick up the dance music
of Eugene Jelesnik at the Hotel 'Taft
three week nights and dinner music

and

on Sundays.
Joe Rines, newly-inducted maestro
the French Casino, has added
Frankie Parrish as vocalist. He is
heard with Rines' band over the
twice-weekly NBC wire, but does not
appear with him on the "Time of
Your Life"-Gruen watch show.
at

into his speech.

.At the very
he was under a hot towel.
Bob pushed the attendant aside and proceeded to clamp the steaming towel on Mark's face but hard. .. .Warnow nearly scalded under the heat, threw the towel away as Bob went into the next chair,
innocent-like ... .Mark raised an unholy rumpus, but finally was
Bob was getting shaved, also. But instead of pulling a
pacified.
repeat on Taplinger's trick, Mark, when tipping the manicurist, bootblack, barber, etc., passed Bob and placed a dime in the publicity
man's palm.

moment

at the

short.

the five min-

Long would come on saying: "Now

— and would go

Mark Warnow was minding

day while wider going a shave

—and when

30.

Jimmy Dorsey and band have
opened at the Congress Casino, Chicago, and are on the air over NBC.
Four Night Hawks are being picked
up from the Bismarck hotel.

amount movie

•
for

250 at Taplinger Farewell
More than 250 friends and business

and his Swing
will switch to the
coast for their NBC-Red netairings when the organization

Harmonicas

—

Lee Grant has given a new twist
music on the "Six Star Revue"

to his

on WMCA.
musicians do
style.
Grant
Stylists.

Johnny
danceland

He

has several of his
each in his own
them his Star

solos,
calls

Messner's
has been

showband

of

signed

for a
series of shorts by Paramount Studios.
The shorts will depict the history
of swing and will be entitled "Swing
Is Here To Stay."

Leo Lazaro and
in the Continental

his

ork, featured
of the Tut-

Room

wiler Hotel, Birmingham, is now being heard on
regularly at 1:30
and 7 p.m. Joe Ford is announcing
the broadcasts.

WSGN
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•

A.

HOWARD

ESSARY, one time

gram director of KOL,
but more recently attached

pro-

Seattle,
to the

staff at KEHE, has been appointed program manager of the local Hearst station succeeding Mayfield Taylor, who resigned last week.
"Hollywood in Person," daily CBS

sales

of a Series of Who's

Hector

KMPC.

Chevigny,

author

of

the

formerly script chief at KNX.
Tom Hanlon will handle the mike

Washington State-U.

C. L. A.

game tomorrow for Don Lee-Mutual.
The net also will carry the Notre
Dame-Navy game, with Quinn Ryan
the mike,

at
-

-

which you can catch

KHJ

from 11:45 a.m. on.
Latham Owens, scripter on the
Penner show, was married Monday
night to Betty Quinlan of New Ro-

on

Industry

Chicaner

*

second christening

Originally christened Emerson, Al15 years after his birth.
burly started on his first job working under a gentleman of Swedish
nationality whose accent was broad, sufficiently so that he could not pronounce Emerson, hence the application of Bob
The name stuck, and
to the Alburty name.

CALVERT

R. program

I
Diversely proficient as
a broadcaster

Who in
When

Memphis," and others.
a reorganization of WHBQ was

N. Y. Following the ceremony, Mrs. Penner entertained in
honor of the bride and groom.
Richard L. Hixson, son of Robert
Hixson of the Hixson-O'Donnell ad-

Hollywood to take over production of General Mills "Hollywood
in Person" guest star series for the
Russell M. Seeds agency.
Pauline Barth of

Tenor

Jack Fulton, Jr., goes to
Louis this weekend to sing for a
United Charities appeal.
Edith Adams, wife of announcer
Paul Dowty, has been added to the
cast of "Jenny Peabody" on CBS.
Irene Rich will do her Welch
broadcast from Chicago studios on
Oct. 31. She will be here for a conference with H. W. Kastor & Sons.

ef-

WHBQ

excelling in promotional and showmanship activities many a larger
station.
close student of current trends in radio productions, Alburty has

Paul Dowty and Ken Ellington are
now doing the news on Sinclair's

A

jumped the gun and offered new, novel program creations first in the terriWhile his managerial duties take many hours of
tory served by WHBQ.
the day and night, he still makes his appearances at the mike at sporting
events, having an enviable reputation as sports announcer and handler of

Headliner series on
more weeks.

-

vertising agency, has joined the transcription department at KHJ as assistant to Bob Wheeler.

Don Ameche and Dorothy Lamour
are being teamed as the romantic
leads in a forthcoming Paramount
I

.

k

"Ensenada."
Hal Rorke is cleaning out the picture files at CBS and turning over all
used prints of the radio famous to
an anonymous philanthropic worker
who is mounting them in scrapbooks
for distribution to the Orthopedic
picture,

and Children's hospitals.
Smith Ballew is making his third
appearance on the CBS "Hollywood
Showcase" Sunday night with Lud
Gluskin's orchestra.

^

Joe Reichman, opening at the Cocoanut Grove following Vallee, is
throwing a cocktail party for song
pluggers at which he will look over

new numbers and

"pencil in" a date
to give those selected an initial plug
at the Grove.
Phil Baker and stooge Bottle do
a guest appearance on George Jay's
"Listen,
Ladies" this week.
This

KEHE

interviewing chap manages to

corral about everyone for this daily
program of his.

Alice Faye is due back from her
New York vacation in time for the

Ellen

Carroll

Trottman,

young

KOMA
sored

songstress, is now being sponby a local dress shop direct

from the

store.

Oklahoma City Theater Guild, un-

Merle

S.

for CBS in
visitor at

Now that Bess Johnson has wound
up her Lady Esther series and Basil
Loughrane of Lord & Thomas is taking over the plugs they are calling

him Lord Loughrane.
Marion Jordan, (Molly McGee)
has been confined to Sacred Heart
sanitarium, Milwaukee, between
broadcasts. She is reported improv-

Third

Jones, Radio Sales head
Chicago, was a recent

Bartlett,
announcer at
in Chicago, came here to as-

Fielding Eliot of the United States
Army, war veteran and co-author of
"If War Comes," and Dr. J. Max
Weis, director of research of World

KMOX

announcder direction of Joe Gifford, is airing sist Dan Donaldson,
15-minute dramatic skits written and er, on the first "Meet the Missus"
Bartlett originated the
performed by members, over KTOK. broadcast.
program.
Ruth Brink, WIL songstress who
Nov. 5 airing of the Kemp-Faye- was stricken with appendicitis, has
Chesterfield show.
fully recovered following an operamoves its "West Coast Church tion.
of the Air" a half-hour later Sunday
morning to carry the CBS special
Male Chorus in
Series
shortwave international concert from
Cleveland
The noted Cleveland
Batavia, Dutch East Indies, at 8 a.m. Male Chorus, under the direction of
The "Richfield Reporter" moves William Albert Hughes, has been
back to the old 10 p.m. groove on scheduled for a series of monthly
NBC with the final toot of the "Show concerts on WHK. Scheduling of this
Boat" as it disappears round the new local show is part of Program
Director Mendel Jones' plan of buildbend on Thursday.
Jack Stewart, KFI-KECA sales- ing night programs with emphasis on
man, is all smiles over the arrival local talent utilization. Many new
local shows will shortly be included
of a seven-pound daughter.
night schedule.
Syd Dixon, NBC sales head, is in the
back from a month up North.
Sam "Schlepperman" Hearn has
Hazel Hayes with Davidoff
bought himself a house high up on
Hazel Hayes, prima donna from the
a Hollywood Hills top.
coast, has replaced Dorothy Sandlin
Larry Adams, chief engineer at As- on "Impressions" over WOR.
She
sociated Cinema Studios, is adding will be heard with Yasha DavidofT.
new high-fidelity, wide-range baritone, and the orchestra directed
a
channel for increased and improved by Milton Katims, starting Monday
recording facilities.
at 11:30-12 midnight.

Peaceways will participate in a forum on "Will the President and Con-

•

gress Scrap the Neutrality Act?" tomorrow at 9:30 p.m. over WQXR.
This is the third in a series of forum
broadcasts conducted by

KNX

WHK

World Peaceways Forum

Frank Kingdon, president of
Newark University; Major George
Dr.

KMOX.

—

however.

LOUIS

Tommy

WBBM

renewed

Pat Flanagan gave Val Sherman a
fancy new watch for his services as
assistant during the sports season.

ing,

ST.

WBBM,

for 13

broadcasts requiring adept extemporaneousness. This fall he will preside
over some forty football broadcasts and has been chosen to handle the 1938
game broadcasts of the Memphis Baseball Club, aired over WHBQ.
Alburty made his initial bow to Memphis radio, as a singer whose voice
was admittedly so bad that he was almost immediately switched to other
duties, with the unanimous consent of his sponsors.
Alburty has handled in that time, practically everything excepting actual
technical operation. He is married, active in civic affairs, a member of the
Board of the First Methodist Church. For mental relaxation, Alburty has
two seasonal hobbies, bridge in the fall and winter months, and his flower
garden during the spring and summer.

CITY

Barn Dance

St.

fected in 1931, Alburty was selected to manage the station.
Starting from
scratch, Alburty has built
into one of the nation's leading small sta-

OKLAHOMA

WLS

"Fireside Party," eloped with L. D.
Barnes.

chelle,

L

HAWS, formerly
WCFL, has

director of

left for

only his intimates know that they should say
Emerson when they want Bob.
Alburty began tinkering with crystal sets
back in the early twenties, and, after doing a
bit of amateurish announcing at various stations, he became associated with WREC Memphis in 1926, MC'ing a weekly variety show
From this
that continued far into the night.
he became a free lance announcer, working
almost entirely through WREC, handling important live commercial shows.
Progressing
thence to script writing and participating, Alburty created "The Night Court," co-authored
'The Doctor" and 'The Professor," wrote "Who's

tions,

"Lady of Millions" script for May
Robson and many other programs,
has had his book "Lost Empire" published by MacMillan. Chevigny was

at the

in the

E. some

by General Mills.
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile and Dodge
are all using KHJ and the entire

Don Lee net for announcements designed to intrigue the interest of
prospective buyers of 1938 models,
with Chevrolet topping the list with
120 within two weeks.
Betty Sieger, opera and concert
singer, has been added to the list

Who

E. A. ALBURTY
ALBURTY, manager of WHBQ, Memphis, had a

program produced by Clay Osborne
and announced by Bob Baker, has
been renewed for another 13 weeks

of staff artists at

5
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World

Peaceways.

WHK

Education by Radio
Salt
ture

of

—

Lake City A regular feaKDYL's "Farm and Home

Hour"

|

|

is the Student Homemakers
Department, which has a thoroughgoing tie-up with Utah's entire elementary grade schools.
Letters
are mailed from the Utah State
School office to all teachers, who
are
directed
to
arrange
their
groups for instruction via the

broadcasts.
Lessons, hints, and
general Student Homemakers information are thus broadcast directly
from KDYL. Farm and Home Hour
is a weekly feature heard Saturdays at 11:15-11:45 a.m. MST.
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STATION-STUDIO
and

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Westmore Says Television
Won't Need Freak Makeup

With the opening

purple lipstick,
green rouge and blue powder would
be required for makeup of artists
appearing in front of the television
camera.
"I have had an opportunity to
study studio conditions and see the
television image, and I am convinced
the development of makeup technique for television will follow the
current trend in motion pictures,"
said Westmore. "We are using less
grease paint today, less powder and
less lip rouge. There is every reason
for television to do likewise, parbecause spontaneity and
ticularly
are
keynotes of the
naturalness
that

stories

medium."
Makeup's two biggest contributions
to television, Westmore believes, will
be to define features more clearly
and accentuate the plans of the face.
Gloria Dickson, Hollywood actress,
accompanied Westmore on his NBC
tour and did voluntary duty as a

as a

The room is as intricate in design and elaborate in appearance as
an organ console. It permits the simultaneous operation of six different
programs for transmission to four different outgoing trunks, so that programs
may be instantaneously picked up in each studio and sent out on six
systems.

different

channels

The new

to four different radio stations.

layout, replacing the 13-year-old studios now in use,
occupies 8,000 square feet, and is completely air-conditioned. Striking color
treatments feature each of the five new studios, with the entire unit representing a complete transformation of the station into settings of beauty,
efficiency,

Three

station

and

comfort.

Berlin After adopting the 441 -line
standard, same as in U. S., the German television engineers of the postal
administration have set themselves
the task of raising the quality of
television transmissions in a period
of quiet development work.
Their
program includes the erection of a
television stage in the Berlin Radio
House, increase of clearness of televised pictures by 50 per cent, increase
of size of pictures in home receivers
from 30 to 40 centimeters' height,
gathering experience in studio acous-

and

tics

NBC

WOR's Recording Lab

Engineers
Shifted to West Coast

Carl Lorenz, Robert Moss and Burt
NBC Radio City engineers,
have been transferred to the Hollywood studios to handle the heavy
load of commercials emanating from
the city.
Four engineers have been added to
the Chicago engineering staff in the
past week. They are: M. J. Wilson,
formerly of WCBS; H. F. Abf alter,

Increased use of its recording laboratory during the past 18 months is
noted in a report by WOR. Presidential talks, sporting events, and
special news coverage, including the
Merrill - Richman takeoff and the
British coronation, brought the recording setup into particular promsubject for the iconoscope camera.
inence for rebroadcast purposes, but
growing commercial use is also reService Engineers' Campaign
of WWJ; J. W. Conn, of RCA Mfg. ported, both for spot programs and
Springfield, Mass. An advertising
and Robert R. Jensen, of KLZ.
sponsors' auditions. Among the reccampaign to acquaint the public
orded programs supplied by
with the existence of the Springfield
are "Tom, Dick and Harry," "Beatrice
Mary Small Screen-Tested
Institute of Radio Service Engineers
Mary Small, young radio singer, Fairfax," and "The Shadow." Rewas approved at a meeting of the
Frank has been given a screen test by 20th search Engineer Ray Lyon is in
institute at Hotel Clinton.
charge of the lab.
Keefe, president, announced a defi- Century-Fox.
nite program of technical training

—

lighting.

New

Reports Increased Use

Capstaff,

Tele Engineers

Map Development Work
—

new

studios atop the Municipal Building tomorrow,
acquires a new master control room, equipping the unit to function
key station on a par with any of the three local major broadcasting
of its

WNYC

(Continued from Page 1)

lated

German

HWCs New Plant Equals Majors

Station Selector

Chicago— Belmont Radio Corp. has
announced its new Bel-Monitor automatic station selector, to appear on
its

own

prises
to

an

receivers.
Mechanism comof selector keys, linked
equal number of adjustable

bank

centering cams mounted on tuning
condenser shaft. Each key is iden-

with station call letter. The
selector will be available with 8 station positions on Belmont console
models 860 and 1175, and with six
station positions on table model 582.
tified

WOR

and merchandising studies being
planned in cooperation with a local

*

business college.

KDKA

Testing

PRCMCTICN

Tower

KDKA,

Pittsburgh, is testing its
"Big Apple" Lessons
new 718-foot vertical tower and expects to put the radiator into actual
The "Big Apple" dance craze, origoperation the first week in Novem- inating in a Negro dance hall in
ber. Tower, weighing 60 tons, is ex- Charleston, S. C, and which has been
pected to eliminate fading and bring sweeping the country, found WTMJ.
the sky and ground wave closer to- The
Milwaukee Journal
station,
gether.
ready with a spectacular promotion

Program Amplifier
Siloam Springs, Ark. KUOA has

—

just placed in operation a new program amplifier, designed and built
by Jesse Miller, chief engineer. The
amplifier, in use at the transmitter,
provides an increase in signal of 2V2
times, also preventing overmodulation peaks, according to Mr. Miller.

CHARLES ROSS,
Formerly

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH
Equipment
of Any Kind
RADIO
STATIONS
FOR
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

Electrical

New York

City

Lighting

Ttl.

Circle

6-5470-1

I

WTMJ

"educational" broadcasts direct
from George Devine's Eagles ballroom and use the house orchestra
for the rhythm required.
the

been sent to all distributors for forwarding to dealers throughout the

,

WTMJ

Milwaukee dancing instructor, Agnes
Klein. Then they arranged to conduct

11 -page
booklet
explaining
"High-Fidelity Radio Reception" in
non-technical terms has been issued
by Philco under the authorship of
W. H. Grimditch, chief engineer. It
is an adaptation of an address made
at the June convention. Copies have

country.

are so definite and precise that listeners are able to practise the new
terpsichore right in their own living
rooms, at their clubs, in taverns or
on the dance floor.
Supplementing the instructions
broadcast by Miss Klein and Announcer Heiss, are additional photostunt.
graphic instructions and highlights
Since the "peck and pose" stuff of of the dance appearing daily in The
the "Big Apple" partakes of the Milwaukee Journal Green Sheet.
quality of the old-fashioned square
While the "Big Apple" is of lowly
dances, and permits of easy improvi- origin and was given its big momenzation, the programmers at
tum nationally largely by college
felt that it would be "pie" to teach groups,
is finding keen interover the air. So they promptly en- est among all ages and strata of solisted the services of a prominent ciety.

WTMJ

KUOA

*

Issues Reception Booklet

An

Ernie

—

transmitter will be put into opera-

by WKY about November 1st.
Shortwave station, with power of
200 watts and call letters KAXB, will
be mounted on a truck and use four
channels— 1622, 2058, 2150 and 2790.
tion

"Mike" and "Phone"

HAND SETS
Especially for five

transmitmeter
ters and the five
transceivmeter
and
Light
ers.

Watson With Power

Watson and his orchestra
have been signed to appear on the
one-time shot which originates the
Woodbury-Tyrone Power show from
Together with Bob Heiss, WTMJ's New York this Sunday, NBC-Blue
chief announcer, Miss Klein broad- network, 9-9:30 p.m. Booking was
casts the "Big Apple" instructions done
through Consolidated Radio
nightly at 10: 15 o'clock. The lessons Artists, Inc.
Ernie

Gets New Mobile Transmitter
Oklahoma City A new mobile

compact
$10 Single

button

$15 Double button

yet

Bakelite
ft., 4cord.
conductor

rugged.
units.

Weighs

Six

but

15

ounces.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Cal., U. S. A.
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NEW PCCeC4A4S-IDEA/
WTMJ's "Around
A new type of radio
Emily Post

Florida Citrus Commission

Tuesday and Thursday,

GOOD WOMAN

-

& Ryan
PROGRAM

INTEREST

WITH NOTED AUTHORITY DOING
TERESTING

is achievis launching a program titled "The
remarkable success on WTMJ,
Talent Scout" which will seek to
Milwaukee, even though it occupies
the "zero-hour" spot of 4:30 to 4:45 give professional performers that rao'clock.
"Around the Town" is the dio break which somehow has eluded

ing

title

of this

IN-

JOB.

the Washington Park Zoo,

where

in-

who

has been an au- terviews with keepers were broadthority on etiquette and human be- cast while lion roars, bird calls and
monkey squeals added piping notes
havior for something like a couple
of realism.
Another interesting
of decades, and also has done her broadcast was made from the city
share of talking before the micro- "Dog Pound" during the American
phone, brings an engrossing new Humane Association's "Be Kind to
woman's program to the CBS air- Animals" week.
lanes in this twice-weekly feature
Another exciting broadcast was
sponsored by the Florida Citrus made at Lakeside Power Plant, feaCommission to promote the sale of turing interviews with engineers
the state's oranges, grapefruit and against the roar of the mighty tursuch.
bine engines.
On "Moving Day"
Mrs. Post talks not only with a Heiss followed the movers and got
background of knowledge and ex- several interesting interviews. Other
perience, but also sympathetically broadcasts planned include visits to
and with a keen sense of topics and an old-time blacksmith shop, Union
problems that will appeal to the gen- station, an airport, the railroad yards

Emily

Post,

run of the fair sex.
Besides discussing culinary matters,
her program takes in gardening,
home-beautifying, some vital social
problem and other items.
Guests on the initial program were
Governor Fred P. Cone of Florida
and his daughter, Mrs. Mark Byron.
eral

Where

feasible, the broadcasts are
planned to tie up with current
events, as in the case of "Be Kind
to Animals Week."

Payne Says FCC Erred
(Continued from Page

manager.

Inc.

Probably the most pretentious and
entertaining of the local broadcasts is
the Chateau News Reporters presented for the benefit of Yankee

Network

listeners

every

Tuesday

Around

evening.

the central figure
of an editor-in-chief, the programs
fade, amid a clatter of typewriters
and teletypes and the confusion of a
news room, into dramatizations of

news

of

interest

happening

in

New

England.

On
the

the
bitter

show caught

last

Tuesday,

political brawl between
of Rhode Island and

Governor Quinn

Walter E. O'Hara, director of Nar-

that

tized.

production well handled.
It
well-done production and in no
is

is

a

way

WHK

resume

in verse.
as fast rhymester, Cabooch
his script while listening to

Known
writes

INDUSTRY
THAT'S

WHY

Gil Gibbons describe the
game. His show lasts 15 minutes and
brings out the humorous side of the
games. They are accurate, however,
in

every

detail.

Warner's "Lucky" Show

On Way

East for

(Continued from Page

1)

Okay

RADIO DAILY
IS

READ

1)

yon of Lord & Thomas and Don
Becker of Transamerican profess
any Commissioner similarly situated complete satisfaction with the job
could be disqualified in an effort to and are enthusiastic about Warner
gain a favorable decision by the cooperation and future programs.
Commission for the defendants.
It
is
understood from reliable
Special
sources that Payne is diligently going
In a build-up for Navy Day, which
through past records of law and the is Wednesday, Mutual will broadCommission to find out if there is cast a description of a crash subany basis for the action taken against marine dive from a sub off Sandy
Hook. Program will be heard Monhim.
day, 3:45-4 p.m. Jerry Danzig will
Indicated defense of Segal and go to New London Sunday to board
Smith is contention that rules of the sub. During the same broadcast
convictions and took a strong stand,

AND THAT'S

WHY

ITS

ADVERTISING

Navy Day

DAILY.

Dave

Driscoll will explain the

speak

On

COLUMNS
PAY

Navy

communication reserve emergency
radio set-up from the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Admiral Clark Woodward will
briefly.

Navy Day,

12:15-12:30 p.m.,
Mutual will broadcast the ceremonies
of the laying of the keel for the first
battleship to be built since 1920. Ship

Commission will rest its case to- is being built in Brooklyn yard and
comparable to any other news night while defense will start tomor- will be named
"North Carolina."
Its commercial copy row, continuing into Tuesday, it is Governor
Clyde R. Hoey of North
kept brief and not blunt.
expected.
Carolina will place the first
it

dramatization.
is

A DAILY

—

Tony Cabooch, poetCleveland
philosopher of WHK-WCLE, is airing a new broadcast stunt. Every
Saturday afternoon, after
concludes its play-by-play description
of the Ohio State University football
games, Tony goes on the air with a

action

Race Track, was dramaAnother good piece of dramatization was the enactment of the FCC permitted the proceedings of
marine sergeant cited on the last setting up such dummy corporations,
day of the World War and who has it was learned last night.
been awarded the silver star for
"Whether or not that contention
bravery under fire, just 19 years
later. Other news events also were can win is problematical," FCC specovered. The cast is good and the cial counsel Kauffman told RADIO
ragansett

ESSENTIALLY

NEWSPAPER

Sports in Verse

taken by Orchestra, Rosemary Lane. Mabel
the five commissioners may lead to Todd, Ruff Davis, Dudley Chambers,
Dorothy McNulty and a dramatic
grave consequences in the future.
episode with Edward G. Robinson,
He explained that if such action Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart and
could be taken against a Commis- Wayne Morris on the sample sound
sioner who had the courage of his track. Tom McAvity and Jack Runstated

IS

WHK's

and a hotel lobby.

Payne

Tuesdays, 7:30-8 p.m.

Young & Rubicam

—

a chance to listen in on potential
talent without having them involved
in the process. Show is in no sense
an amateur show. Program will be
handled by Paul Kapp, local talent

In Disqualification

"CHATEAU NEWS
REPORTERS"
Borden Co.
WNAC—Yankee Network,

RADIO

new show.

them. Idea is that to avoid the red
Bob Heiss, WTMJ's chief announcer, tape of getting auditions at agencies
who conducts it, makes tri-weekly and networks and getting responexcursions with short wave equip- sible persons to listen to them
ment to interesting places through- radio show might be put on that
out Milwaukee and suburbs.
would offer reasonably good enterOne day the theater of activity was tainment while giving broadcasters
provocative

—

10:30-10:45 a.m.

Ruthrauff

"The Talent Scout"
WCFL, Chicago, next Wednesday

"real people" participation,

in

"HOW TO GET THE MOST
OUT OF LIFE"
W ABC-CBS,

the Town"
program, with

rivet.

DIVIDENDS

8
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#

c. c.

NEW

-Coast *

ACTIVITIES
EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Signed by Stations
KSL,

MURRAY

GROSSMAN, new
manager for WBRY,

WPG,

Atlantic City: Wilbur Miles,
lecturer-pianist of Williamsport, Pa.,
business
New Haven, recently shifted from has joined Ethel Rattay's "Tea Time
Waterbury, reports the Elm City is Topic Entertainers", airing each Mongetting more radio-minded.
couple day from the Steel Pier Ocean Spray
watts, 1 KW. LS., unlimited, be granted.
Louisville Times Co., Louisville.
CP for of big new commercials have just Studio. .. On the return of Manager
Richard Endicott of the Steel Pier
new station. 1210 kc, 100 watts, unlimited, been signed by WBRY.
be denied.
from his California and Florida vacaBroadcasting
Louisville
Co.,
Louisville.
George Hicks will be at the mike tion, WPG's winter studio on the
CP for new station. 1210 kc, 100 watts,
for the slice of American Newspaper famous amusement center will be
daytime, be denied.
Guild party which NBC will air built on the picturesque stage where
Southwest
Broadcasting
Co.,
Prescott,
Ariz.
CP for new station. 1500 kc, 100 from the Manhattan Opera House the Aldrich Imperial Hawaiians enwatts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be granted. at 11:15-11:30 tonight over the Blue tertain
the pier lounge guests....
W. P. Stuart, Prescott. CP for new sta- web.
WPG's religious broadcast conducted
tion.
1500 kc, 100 watts, unlimited, be deweekly by the Rev. Robert Fraser,
nied.
KGMB, Honolulu: An average of Philadelphia's popular blind evanAPPLICATIONS RECEIVED
gelist,
believed to be the only
WRDO Inc., Augusta, Me. Transfer ot three football games a week are be- regular ishour-and-a-half
program of
control of corporation from Henry P. Rines ing heard over two local stations under sponsorship of Standard Oil of its kind.
to Conrad E. Kennison.
Greater Greenwood Broadcasting Station, Calif, and Associated Oil Co., with
Greenwood, S. C. CP for new station. 1420 the difference in time giving footPreview of the "March of Time"
kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
ball fans here a mainland game at newsreel showing Mayor LaGuardia's
McCormick,
Greenville,
CP
L. B.
N. C.
four years in office, to be shown
for new station.
1370 kc, 250 watts, day- noon and a local game in the afternoon
time.
Webley Edwards and Bob at the Embassy Theater on BroadKFBK, Sacramento, Cal. Special experi- Stanley were at the mike for the way starting today, will be aired by
mental authorization to operate facsimile sta- recent annual regatta in which Ha- WINS
at
12:15 p.m., with many
tion from 12 mid. -6 a.m. PST, using 1 KW.
waii's stalwart oarsmen challenged notables expected to be brought to
power.
with Honolulu Broad- the mike by emcee Heywood Broun.
KMJ, Fresno, Cal.
Spec, experimental each other,
auth. to operate facsimile station from 12 casting Co.'s ultra shortwave portmid. -6 a.m. PST, using 1 KW. power.
WJSV, Washington: "Red" Reyable unit, K6XCJ, following the acChickasha Daily Express, Chickasha, Okla.
CP for new station. 1500 kc, 250 watts,
daytime, be dismissed.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1440 Kc, 500

APPLICATION RETURNED
new

station.

CP

L.

A

.

Harry M. Ayers, Anniston, Ala.

.

nolds,

tion.

Jack Hollister, sports commentator,
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
has a new Saturday night program,
Clarence A. Berger and Saul S. Freeman, at 11:05 o'clock, over KDKA, PittsKGCI.
Coeur d'Alene, Ida u o.
burgh, starting tomorrow.

CBS

yesterday arranged to leave

network open one-half hour
overtime on Oct. 28 in order to broadcast a full hour of the Eddie Cantor
25th Anniversary dinner being held
that evening in Hollywood. Program
entire

will be heard at 12:30-1:30 a.m. over
a coast-to-coast network with George
Others to
Jessel acting as emcee.

CBS promotion manager,

has

visiting here a few days in
quest of ideas.. New find at the
station is Jimmy Jones, who wandered in from
Newport News,
to do a bit of piano practicing and
was spotted by station officials ....
Larry Elliott, announcer, went to
Fredericksburg to cover the annual

been

1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.

For Cantor Celebration

KVOR,

.

WGH,

Colorado Springs:

.

including
89
individuals and oper-

stations.

ated commercially.

o

KDYL,

Lake City: Chevrolet,

Salt

spots,

through Campbell-Ewald.

WHN:

"Wife

,

Lyons

Products

Sterling

Toothpowder)
weekly,

vs.

(Dr.
Secretary,"

5

times

Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

through

KGMB,

Honolulu: Heinz Co., 26 half-hour
"Heinz Hawaiian Serenade,"
quarter-hour disks, B. A. Rolfe orchestra;
Bi-So-Dol,
disks,
"Problems for
Pamela" with Lila Lee; Procter & Gamble,
Crisco disks, "Ketty Keene Inc.", and Ivory
soap disks, "Gospel Singer"; Corn Products
Refining (Karo), "Around the Town" spot
announcements; Vick Chemical Co., musical
disks.
All of these accounts, except Corn
Products, also include KHBC, Hilo.
studio programs,

and

13

KMOX,
Robson

in

WIL,

St.

Co., Jerre
of

New

Bauer & Black,

Louis:

St.

"Lady

Louis: Hartz Mountain Products
Adam Hats
at the organ

Cammack

;

York, opening

WJBK

May

Millions".

of

St.

Louis

Gets Hockey

store.

Games

— WJBK

has arranged for
Detroit
the exclusive radio rights to the 48

games

to be played

the Detroit

winter by

this

Red Wings' hockey team,
the Stanley Cup last sea-

winners of
Al Nagler,

son.

WJBK

sports

an-

I

I

i

.

.

Dave Meyer,

owned by

George H. Hartman Co.; Little Crow Milling
through Rogers & Smith.

Co.,

,

.

casting

WGN, Chicago: American Chicle Co., "Lou
Football Forecasts," ETs, through
Badger, Brown and Hersey; Chocolate Products
"Buddy and Ginger," through
Co.,
Little's

Dudley
nouncer will handle. Station is now
Tichenor of the sales staff, who was
contacting prospective sponsors.
major of a commercial team during Dog Mart and came back with a
the community chest drive (Zelle pooch for which he bid seven dollars,
Wade of program dept. served as accidentally.
Owen and Parco for Disks
a captain) is now suggested for the
WSGN, Birmingham, again did a
Owen and Parco have been signed
Junior Chamber of Commerce board
of directors. .Wauhillau LaHay, pro- good piece of public service in an to make two electrical transcriptions
gram director, addresses the Quill emergency during the recent Mulga for Alka-Seltzer on Nov. 9. This
Club next Tuesday on radio script mine disaster. On hearing of the makes the third to date for Alkawriting.
.Charles C. Roberts Jr., blast, the station rushed men and Seltzer by the team. Deal was set
announcer, and bride had a nice equipment to the scene. Joe Ford, by Bob Calvert of Sam H. Stiefel
honeymoon in Okla. .. .Eustace Tay- announcer, and James Evans, engi- Enterprises.
set up the station's remote
lor, chief engineer, back from Vir- neer,
ginia and Washington.
.Don Parker, equipment in fast time, and obtained
formerly with Cleveland Players, the only broadcast permitted from

be heard during the program include
Irvin S. Cobb, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
Louis B. Mayer, Gov. Frank Merri- now on the dramatic staff here .... the mine.
am, and Joseph M. Schenck. It is Russell Young, colored novelty pianThere will be an invitation perexpected that the majority of the ist, is doing a six-weekly program
luminaries will be and appearing at a local dance spot. formance of RKO-Radio's picture,
capitol's
film
"Music For Madame," starring Nino
present.
Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, the Martini at the Criterion Theater at
comedians featured on 8:15 tonight. Among those of the
blackface
NBC's "Bicycle Party" commercial, opera who are expected to be present
have taken to song writing with a are: Mme. Gay, Martini's teacher.
Lily Pons, Grace Moore, Doris Doe.
satire on football coaches entitled
Charles Hackett,
"Fight For Your School And Pay- Edward Ziegler,
Armand Tokatyan, Frank Wenker,
check".
Giovanni Zenatello, Wilfred Pelletier,
Lucrezia Bori, Elizabeth Rethberg,
Robert Lee, formerly of Chicago, Friedrich Schorr, Arthur Bodanzky,
Tulsa and other points, is now on Suzanne Fisher, Queena Mario, and
the announcing staff
at
WMBH, others. Society and the stars of stage,
Joplin, Mo.
screen and radio also will attend.

Though considered somewhat
behind the times in radio progress,
Mexico now has 104 active broad-

Salt
Lake City: Vick Chemical,
S. & W. Foods Corp., spots;
Chevspots; Nash, spots; Plymouth, spots;
Hudson, spots; The Paris Co.

spots;
rolet,

.

for

CBS Extends Schedule

EBUSINESS

.

sports announcer and
contribution to the sports
fans
Springfield
and Central
of
Illinois, gets a nice complimentary
article in a booklet just issued about

WCBS'

"Stella Dallas" Begins Monday
Tetley Tea begins a Monday through
Friday spot on WEAF only, on Oct.
25.
Program, to be heard at 12:30-

teams of Springfield's Muny 12:45 p.m. is dramatization, "Stella
Baseball League, whose games were Dallas." Blackett-Sample-Hummert is
the

aired over

WCBS.

the agency.

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
OLAN SOULE
"While

the

technique

of

radio

and hampers all actors, it is
the comedian who suffers most
I
refer more
from its limitations.
limits

particularly

to

the

light

or

polite

comedian rather than the
gag comedian. The latter achieves

type

of

almost entirely through
material or by some trick of
voice or distinctive style of delivery. But the specialist in high comedy depends in large measure on
mannerisms or gestures to
little
accentuate the humor of what he is
saying and to draw his laughs.
That is why radio is more successful. I think, in the presentation of
his

effects

his

drama, melodrama and even trage-

dy than

it

is in

cated comedy."

presenting sophisti-

VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

81

YORK.

N. Y.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

FIVE CENTS
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Educators Put Off Radio Demands
TO BE AN ANNUAL EVENT

—

With approximately 400
St. Paul
delegates from civic, fraternal and
educational organizations present and
with most of them urging a continuance of the meetings, KSTP, Twin
City independent station, is planning to conduct annual educational
The first
broadcasting conferences.
conference of this kind in the history of northwest radio was held
here recently under KSTP's auspices, with Judith Waller, NBC's cendivision educational director;
tral
Henry A. Bellows, now public relations director for General Mills and
former vice-president of CBS and

Request for Evening Periods Postponed

Sponsored Shuck

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

—

Chicago
Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, is arranging an independent network o' 14 midwest stations to air National Cornhusking
Contest, Marshall, Mo., Nov. 4.
WIBW, Topeka, will pipe program
to WIS, KFEQ, KFRU, WEW, WHO,
KFNF, KMMJ, WDZ, WMT, WAAW,
WTAD, KANS and WNAX. Joining in broadcast are Don Searle,
WIBW manager; KotI Troeglen,
chief engineer; Elmer Curtis, Hilton Hodges, Arthur Page and Joe
Maland.
Bert Gittins agency is
handling.
NBC also pickup the

event sustaining.

(Continued on Page 2)

Pending Decision on Gov't Radio
Probe-Survey is Completed

ALARMED OVER EXODUS

—

SCRIPTS

ready with demands on networks for

the use of currently sponsored time.
It is believed, however, that the deFTC IN
mands will be held up pending deWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
velopments on proposals for federal
Washington Federal Trade Com- investigation of the radio industry,
mission, in the year ended June 30, with organizations being prepared to
received copies of 470,376 commer- push point at such a session should
cial
broadcasts,
including
439,393 it materialize.
Organization leaders
from individual stations and 30,983 have thoroughly studied the indusby networks, for scrutiny with re- try, and, it has been learned, will
spect to false or misleading adver- demand a portion of the 7-9 p.m.

READ BY

YEAR

—

tising.

Cooper Razor Co. Signs
5- Year Contract on KCMO

(ML

470,376

Broadcasts from independent

stations averaged Wz pages each, and
networks 10 pages each.
From this material, 24,558 commercial broadcasts were marked for
(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago Placing the blame partly
Kansas City Cooper Safety Razor on the stringent regulations governmusicians imposed by James
Co., in addition to buying KCMO's ing
four-hour after-midnight all-request Petrillo, head of the AFM unit here, Richman Brothers Plan
show on Saturdays, has signed a five broadcasters here are becoming inTest
in Ohio
year contract with the station to ad creasingly alarmed over the tendency
vertise Cooper blades.
Deal opens of important local firms to take their
Cleveland Richman
Brothers
(Continued on Page 6)
with six weekly quarter-hours fea
(men's clothing) has appointed the
turing disks of the King's Men.
local office of McCann-Erickson to
100 Merchants Take Part
handle a radio campaign to begin as
Throckmorton Elected
In
"Radio Auction" soon as program details and station
lineup can be arranged.
Present
Mfg.
President of
plans call for programs to be heard
Frederick, Md. Approximately 100
Camden, N. J.—G. K. Throckmor- merchants are now participating in in key cities of Ohio, with possibility
branching out later, depending on
ton, executive v.p. of RCA Manu
new "Radio Auction" over of
the
test shows.
facturing Co. and operating head

—

Campaign

—

WFMD

RCA

—

WFMD.

since

ham

retirement of E. T. Cunning
has been elected presi

in April,

dent.

Democrats on N. Y.

Web

New York

CBC

to Set

Montreal
casts in

Sunday

Policy

— Nature of Sunday broad-

Canada

will be decided at a

meeting of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. governors on Nov. 16.
Church protests against dance music
and commercial matter will be considered.

A

non-commercial program by a
commercial sponsor hits the air
Nov. 5 at 7:15 p.m. over NBC-Blue
when Dr. Karl Reiland begins his
series of inspirational talks. Spon-

who

be named, is the
Pepperell Manufacturing Co. (textiles)
of
Boston.
Program was
sor,

tested

found

will not

last

spring in

justified.

Atlanta and

Test
Albany

Show

—John

Sells

G. Myers
store,
recently

Him
detried
a
an item

Co.,

(Continued on Page

8)

ET AND PHONOGRAPH MEN

MEET AFM BODY TUESDAY
Electrical transcription and phonograph committee, headed by Lloyd
Egner of NBC Thesaurus, will begin
a series of conferences with the AFM
Executive Committee tomorrow at
10 a.m.
Date was set by Lloyd Egner and A. J. Kendrick of World
Broadcasting System. AFM, through
a 16-point program, is desirous of
exerting control over distribution and
playing of ET and phonograph records, particularly in the case of sup(Continued on Page 2)

WFBR

Good-Will Program
Converts 19 to Use Radio

State Democratic Party partment
sponsor a talk by Postmasterprogram, plugging
Baltimore
WFBR's "Community
General Farley tonight at 9:30-9:45 not otherwise advertised. Within 24
News and Views," newly inaugurvia Mutual facilities over
WOR, hours, store had to wire for addi- ated cooperative
WABY, WIBX, WMBO, WHAM,
tional stock.
now has Myers tailored to fit the afternoon program
needs of sectional
and WNBF.
on a 52-week contract.
merchants of Baltimore, has converted 19 business men to the use of
radio as an advertising medium. With

WOKO

will

WGR

*

.

By M. H.
conferences last week
finally brought the trade agreement for the broadcasters to a head
and the formal language is now being readied
Whatever the ultimate reception of the agreement to
be the standard part of each musician and station contract, it cannot
be said that the IRNA committee and
its
attorneys did not bend every
conceivable effort to get the best
.

11

1

=

14

*

(Continued on Page 6)

Accord

.

GRUELLING

.

—

WOKO

THE WEEK
IN
IRNA And AFM
.

Courtesy of Sponsor

After completing four months of
intensive study, leaders of educational and civic organizations are now

.

possible arrangement
Electrical
transcription and phonograph rec.

.

.

SHAPIRO
ord

companies

tangle with the

are

AFM

now about to
Executive Com-

mittee.

Cantor Week Starts
Eddie Cantor Week, designated
the entertainment world to honor the comedian on his 25th anniversary in show business, got under way yesterday and will continue through Saturday.
Highlight
is Thursday night, when a monster
banquet will be tendered Cantor
in the Hotel Ambassador. Los Angeles, with an hour's coast-to-coast
broadcast on CBS.

by

On Tuesday in Washington, the
FCC started hearings on the charges
against Paul Segal and George Smith,
attorneys accused of unethical practices before the FCC.
A bombshell
struck when Commissioner George

Henry Payne was disqualified from
the hearings
Elliott Roosevelt, vice-president of
.

.

.

(Continued on Page 2)
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RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

1/2

1491/8

19%

191/2

19

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

North American

.

•

•

..

19
10

Close

149

</8

191/2

19

1H/4
40

38V4

10
38i/2

18

1634

16%

6i/

7

.
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2
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Radio, took on additional from the Coast on the new CBS
SID STROTZ, central division program manduties by taking the Coast Hearst studios
Old Gold returns to the ager
for NBC, is in New York from Chicago for
outlets under his wing ... He also air Nov. 16, with a CBS show origi- conferences with headquarters
executives.
signed as a commentator for a na- nating on the Coast
some 55 staH. H. SHINNICK, Washington radio attorney,
tional radio account
to start tions will carry the De Soto disk went to Chicago last week for confabs with
shortly
Walt Disney program series starting Nov. 1
Once again, clients.
will replace Amos 'n' Andy on Jan. a "radio probe" was mentioned when
ANDREWS SISTERS, after a personal appeartour, are back in New York and again ap2, going on the NBC-Red network
Congressman
John
J.
O'Connor, ance
pearing with the Billy Swanson program heard
in the afternoon
Mickey Mouse chairman of the House Rules Com- over WOR-Mutual from the Edison Hotel Green
is expected to grab the attention of mittee, made a prediction
Room.
the household at the time
"Hill- and CIO may join in using radio for
J.
C. STEIN, president of MCA, is winding
top House" was bought by Colgate- campaign
up some business in New York before moving
to Hollywood this week.
Family will go west
Palmolive-Peet, the new script show
Confederation of Performing Rights with him. They plan
to live there six months
to be heard on 66 outlets beginning Societies will probably hold their of the year.
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nov.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AFM

.

.

Benton & Bowles handled next

negotiations with Ed Wolf Associates
Best Foods Inc. set a new
ET series for 200 stations
.Theodore Dreiser is a new name signed
for radio.
Rockefeller Foundation endowed
Princeton University with a $67,000
fund to be used to study radio
NBC gets an exclusive on 16 prize
fights
Rapid progress is reported
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

annual convention in Stockalthough an invitation has
been extended by Ascap to convene
holm,

New York

in

.

.

King

of Sweden
down very well.

.

could not be turned
.

.

.

Al Cormier resigns as general

WIP, Philly
FCC
expressed the view that television
was a long way off, as it marked off
for allocation the frequencies from

manager

of

.

.

.

25,000 to 300,000.

Educational Conference
ET and Phonograph Men
To Be an Annual Event
Begin Parley Tomorrow

3

1/2

3/4

13/4
13/8

3

3/8
11/4

For Group Sponsorship
With officials of the War Department in Washington and the Superintendent of West Point having expressed themselves as pleased with
the idea, waxing of "All-State Academy," a half-hour weekly series being put out by Van Cronkhite Associates for military schools, will be

(Continued from Page

member

W.

STEIN

H.

(Continued from Page

1)

CARL HARRIS
licity

the

educational director,
that it carried over beyond the scheduled closing time. Biggest development was the likelihood that radio
workshops for the establishment of
classroom or extra-curricular groups
for the laboratory study of radio production may be installed in many
Twin City schools.
station's

Brown & Williamson Adds
Brown & Williamson Tobacco on

WOWO

BRISTOL

Voice

of

J.

Chicago,

staff,

in

Bermuda

for

a

is

Walter Thompson pubin
New York for the

RAY LAUNDER of Van Cronkhite Associates
Inc., Chicago, is making a swing to St. Louis.
Kansas City and other southwestern points.
MARVIN,

DICK

Thompson, Chicago,

director of J. Walter
back from a hop to New

radio
is

York.
E. S.
MITTENDORF, manager of WIND, Chiand bride (Virginia Benoit) are back
from Florida honeymoon. Mrs. Miftendorf is giving up her broadcasts.

M. H. PETERSEN, vice-president of Van Cronkhite Associates,
and JACK GRIFFITH of the
firm's
sales
staff
have returned to Chicago

New

WNEW

"Swing" from Theater
Martin Block made arrangements

WNEW

Friday for broadcasting his
"Sunday Swing Concert" from the
Criterion Theater, deluxe Broadway
house, for 13 weeks.
Time of program, sponsored by Madison Personal Loan, also was changed to 11-12
noon. Flood of requests for tickets
to the broadcast necessitated getting
a large auditorium.

Hormel Adds

WCCO

to

—

Time

of

a

Wander

Co. to

Renew

on Jan. 3
will renew "Little Orphan Annie"
for another 52 weeks, over 24 NBCRed stations. Blackett-Sample- HumCo.

(Ovaltine)

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

4>\

—

WCKY

Cincinnati F. H. Weissinger, engaged in radio sales and promotion
work for the past four years, has
joined the sales staff of WCKY.

re-

chology

in

radio research."

FRED HART, general manager
olulu,

is

in

of

KGMB, Hon-

town.

EDWARD NORTON, WAPI,

Birmingham,

is

CBS New York headquarters.

visiting

HERBERT DEVINS,
Stirling

and an
Show.

publicity director for J.
Getchell on Plymouth and De Soto cars,
ex-NBCite, is in town for the Auto

MARTIN LEWIS, associate editor of Radio
Guide, flew to the coast on Saturday to present Radio Guide's medal of merit to Eddie
Cantor on
the
Texaco program
Wednesday
night.

WOR

TED STREIBERT of
for a week's vacation at
EMILE

COUGH,
town

and Mutual is away
Hot Springs, Va.

vice-president
for a

week on

of
Hearst
business.

TOM FIZDALE left for Hollywood on Saturday to look over the west coast office of the

Minneapolis George
A.
Hormel former Taplinger outfit.
Co., through local BBDO office, has
added five quarter - hour periods
Old Gold on Tues. and Thur.
weekly on WCCO, besides the three
The Old Gold cigarette CBS proquarter-hours already running. New gram with George McCall will be
show is "Siesta," featuring Jacob heard Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7: 15Heiderich, violin virtuoso, and or- 7:30 p.m., on about 60 stations. Nov.
chestra.
Other show has "Dinty 16 is the starting date. Lennen &
Moore," trade name character, and Mitchell Inc. has the account.
varied musical bits.

and

Weissinger Joins

of

planes to Washington today to address
George Washington University class on "psy-

search,

Radio, out of

AL

Appalachians"

York.

FRANK STANTON, CBS manager

DR.

LEE GRANT
AND

operated by George W. Young, yesFriday added WTCN, KVOD, WSPD
terday began complete service as
and
to its Tommy Dorsey mert, Chicago, has the account.
Mutual's outlet here.
show on the NBC-Blue network,
Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m. BBDO placed
the account.
i:
l»

"The

is

auto show.

from

1)

Radio plying programs to stations which
Commission, and Dr. Malcolm S. may be on a future unfair list.
The disk committee is not a negotiMacLean, director of the University
of Minnesota's general college, as ating committee but will merely develop ways and means of working out
speakers.
So successful was the conference, a deal with the AFM.
conducted by Thomas D. Rishworth,

Wander

on Mutual
Minneapolis — WDGY, owned and
Starts

the

MCA

of

rest.

of the original Federal

Representatives from three states,
covering virtually every group in
started shortly by Aerograms Inc. in existence, attended the meeting.
Hollywood. Jack Griffith of the VCA
Miss Waller lodged sharp criticism
sales staff returned to Chicago over against the educators for
their apaththe week-end after calling on the etic attitude toward radio and for
War Department and West Point in their failure to develop their proconnection with the series, and he grams
to win the widest possible auwill proceed to the coast for the diskdiences; Dr. John G. Rockwell, state
ing.
Stuart Hayden goes along as
commissioner of education for Minproducer.
Thirteen scripts already
nesota, recommended wider use of
have been written by Fred Howard
the radio and a complete avoidance
and H. Richards.
of standardization in educational proIn connection with the program,
grams; Mrs. George B. Palmer, state
Griffith plans to form an Organized
PTA radio chairman, started a move
Cadet Reserve.
for organization of listening groups.

WOPI

GOMG

and

'

1)

cago,

Military School Series

WDGY

*
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his

AIM

SIX

HIS

ORCHESTRA

-STAR REVIEW

orchestra

at the

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

CHARM
THE HOUR OF
LINGERS ON
MUSIC THAT

PHIL SPITALNY

Residing at

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

PORTRAIT OF
A

HERO

A

pencil eased this child's bubbling patriotism.

pride, he mailed us his drawing.

And

in

He had just heard history

dramatized by Columbia's School of the Air. "Gang-

way!"— move

over ye football players

— make

room

for

another hero, living in a boy's mind!

EVERY

afternoon

Monday through

at

two-thirty, from

Friday, text-books and

school-walls are pushed aside.

To more than

the racing pulse of history for the nation.

China's first lady -pleads

.

the Japanese Vice-

.

Foreign Minister maintains

.

.

.

refugees de-

To the very echo of gun-fire, they bring

6,000,000 American children, broadcasts of

scribe I

Columbia's School of the Air bring a release

the voice of the world into our homes, with

from blackboards

a flexibility

world.

And

to the

wide horizons of the

their teachers each year exhaust

which

often holds Columbia's

schedule to an hour-to-hour, minute-to-min-

know

members

an edition of 50,000 Manuals, prepared by

ute basis. Millions, today,

Columbia

of the Cabinet, the leading figures of the

to coordinate

classroom instruction

with the complete curriculum of the School

House and

of the Air: history, science,

in exclusive

literature,

and current

geography,

art,

events.

Now

in

its

day,

the

Senate, having heard their voices

Columbia

series this year.

Day by

men of science, authors, educators, editors

eighth year, this service stands alone in the

pass in a steady stream before the microphone.

development of American education through

C[

broadcasting: the only program of

grams are

the

air. C[

But not only youth

is

its

scope on

served.

Day

and night, Columbia microphones pick up

Since History

They

is

many

as varied as the

things, our pro-

world they portray.

reach to the far limits of the world.

bring them

And

home— wherever home may

be.
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GUEJT-ING

.

CLAUDE MORRIS,

program superdepartment of radio division
of Comton Advertising, has been appointed head of the Chicago office of
that agency.
Appointment becomes
effective immediately with Morris
already in Chicago and Lee Graves,
former manager of Chicago office,
vision

now

business manager of radio divi-

New York office.
WM. N. SCHEER

sion of

Advertising

OSCAR SHAW,

•

•

•

It

suffered her

Could Only Happen Here: ....
attack of indigestion after

first

Thompson, CBS organist,
eating a sandwich at a nearby
her! .... Shaw Newton, handling
Elsie

The sandwich was named for
Vick's commercials over at Morse International, hasn't a radio in his apartment or office .... Wilfred Pelletier, who conducts the orchestra for the
luncheonette.

—

Music Tycoon Henry Spitzer threw a party for his friends. It was a birthday
for him, a wedding anniversary
and his infant's natal day .... Franklyn
MacCormack of "Poetic Melodies" is showing friends the first ticket for a
traffic infraction on Chi's Outer-Drive Bridge.
Frank chased a cop to the

WHBI.

sidewalk and then held out his hand

WYNN

ORR,

radio director of
Stack-Goble agency, Chicago, has
named Les Tremayne godfather, and

Bess Johnson godmother, of his

new

son.

DOROTHY BARSTOW

Sherwin-Williams "Met Opera Auditions" on

Opera

for

20 years

— was

Claims he always does

—and

NBC

conducted the Met

discovered wearing his socks wrong-side-out....
it,

for

luck .... The other nite at Leon

&

Eddie's,

—

summons!.
.Richard Brooks,
local commentator, in reciting a few remarks about the forthcoming city
campaign was met at the studio doors the next morning and told to talk
"about Japan, China and imaginary dust storms in the mid-west" for
for the

.

.

—

—

health's sake.

of the

tor Christian," which makes its bow
on CBS for Chesebrough, Nov. 7.

LOUIS

Director

KWK

of the Revelers Quartet.

WFMD,
Having

just

Frederick, Ma.
moved into its new

studios in the Frederick Seminary
Building,
will air a big dedicatory program as soon as the Thea-

WFMD

ter

Studio

completed.

is

New

dios and offices occupy the
third floor of the building.

stuentire

Clarke Gover and His Troubadors
a weekly period for Sparton Radio Dealers.
Four half-hour daily programs,
using staff artists, were aired from
the Allis-Chalmers tent at the Fred-

now have

erick Fair.

• • 9 Stuart Allen was singing in a nite club when Walter
Winchell heard him while with D. Himber. Both nodded their heads
approvingly and Stuart was signed that nite for the Studebaker
show .... Eddie Cantor sends Leo Kabatznick to N. Y. because Leo's
head of Cantor's art shoppe to purchase antiques for their coast
Xmas business. .Parkyarkarkus is infuriated over the sour notices
given him by critics and threatens to fly off the handle one of these
days by hitting some of the critics over their heads with his bank

—

.

—

Dan Landt
Carl Caiman
Cyril Pitts

Fannie Brice
Richard Gordon

Wally Butterworth

Phila)

9 p.m.).

THEODOR MAZAROFF,

"the new-

from Vienna, on
RCA," Oct. 31 (NBC-

heard

Caruso,"

"Magic Key of
Blue, 2 p.m.).

LUCREZIA BORI, with Andre
Kostelanetz on Chesterfield program,
Nov. 3 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

DALTON BROTHERS
SHANNON,
Nov.

2

and

JACK

with Col. Jack Major,

(CBS,

3 p.m.).

ADOLPHE MENJOU
TEASDALE,

VERREE

and

with Al Jolson, Nov.

2

(CBS, 8:30 p.m.).

CHANNING POLLOCK,
azine of the Air," Nov. 3

Nov.

on "Mag(CBS, 11

and RUBY KEELER,
Burns and Allen,
(NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).

1

•

•

for

MADELEINE CARROLL,

on "Sil-

ver Theater," Nov. 21 (CBS, 5 p.m.).

CLARK GABLE
date to be

on same program,

set.

ERNA SACK,

on General Motors

Concert, Oct. 31 (NBC-Blue, 8 p.m.).
MACS, on "Town Hall Tonight," Oct. 27 (NBC-Red, 9 p.m.).

MERRY

MARY

ASTOR, JOHN HALL, AN-

and C. AUBREY
from "Hurricane,"
on "Hollywood Hotel," Oct. 29 (CBS,

SMITH
•

While he was on the

coast,

Abe Lyman's

office

here would

ceive daily wires from him "demanding that a singer or band" throw

off

re-

a

.None of these
number and play the song he mentioned in the telegram.
songs were played because the office knew that Abe was in the company
of the song's writer
and, to please and impress the chap, would send these
wires while frantically chewing his cigar! .... Estelle Taylor set up some sort
of record
Saturday was the first day this week she's been free from ap.

.

—

—

—

in scenes

9 p.m.).

JOHN GURNEY, Met opera bassbaritone, on "Rising Musical Stars,"
Oct. 31 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).

—

WDBG,

Orlando, Fla.

Manager Harold P.
back from a Panama

Danforth
cruise on

is

ac-

duty with the Naval Rerserve.
5 kw. transmitter being dedicated about Nov. 11.

tive

pearing at benefits!

New

Chicago Broadcasters
Alarmed Over Exodus
(Continued from Page

WFBR

Good-Will Program
DeLand extension studios, manby Roger Brown, formerly of
Converts 19 to Use Radio aged
WIOD, have gone to an hour-a-day
(Continued from Page

1)

radio shows elsewhere or even to
stay away from radio altogether.
musical show here is proportionately more expensive than anywhere
else in the country, sponsors say.
Among leading concerns that are
out of the local radio picture are

A

more ready

1)

to follow this

advertising trend,
considers this quite
an achievement, inasmuch as pro-

WFBR

schedule,

with

permanent

line

fa-

cilities.

Announcer Carter Scofield married
Frances Armstrong in Manager Dan-

forth's
office
the same night as
first planned to promote
good-will and has since developed WDBO's first wedding of the air
the commercial value. Brent Gunts was performed by Rev. Matthew
Bouterse, who conducts the "Family
is production man.
Altar of the Air" program.
Sears - Roebuck, Montgomery - Ward,
J. Ray Campbell, technician, is the
Inventor
Program
for
Armour, Swift (except for one Sunfather of a girl.
inventors' proMiami
Beach
An
brite program), Standard Oil of Ind.,
Charles Batchelder, announcer, has
and others who originated big net- gram will be a bi-weekly feature rejoined staff. He's been at WMBR.
according
over
WKAT,
to Jan Muswork shows here a season or so back.
Harvey Savage, news editor and
The staIn addition, Pepsodent, Horlick and selman, general manager.
announcer, has taken a post with
Inthe
air
Nov.
1.
tion
will
be
on
Kraft have left here for the coast.
Pan-American Air Lines in British
genious inventions of the Rube GoldHonduras.
berg school will be featured as well

Radio Eds Quiz Gilman
October 25

on

Orchestra program, Nov.

(NBC-Blue,

DREA LEEDS

book!

gram was

WKAT

—

Greetings from Radio Daily

ALBERT SPALDING,

delphia

AL JOLSON

.

Ralph Stein of
WEW now programs the following
staff artists weekly:
Malve McCormack, James Stevison, Buddy Heits,
Ruth Raye, Art Jones, Larry Kent,
Joe Hogan and Bob Lequard.
Jim Simmons, announcer who
joined
a few months ago, has
been climbing as a singer as well.
He's a brother of Robert Simmons
Musical

JAN PEERCE and SYDNEY FOSTER, on Radio City Music Hall program, Oct. 31 (NBC-Blue 9 p.m.).

substituting

—

ST.

1:15

a.m.).

Mc-

Cann-Erickson production staff in
New York is due to arrive in Hollywood today to pick up the reins on
the new Jean Hersholt series, "Doc-

(WMCA,

1

p.m.).

Agency, Newark, has added Ed Laux
Laux was recently with
MBS. His first assignment is working
on the "Skyways Reporter" program
with Bob Becker, airing over WAAT.
New business placed by Scheer includes Public Radio Co., on WNEW,
and General Supply Co. and Independent
Druggists'
Alliance,
on
to its staff.

Chamberlain

on

Brown program, Nov.

— Don

Gilman, NBC
v.p. in charge of western division,
will be interviewed by radio editors
of San Francisco, Oakland and San
Diego in a broadcast from here tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. PST over the
coast web.

Los Angeles

E.

as

more

practical devices.

Cancels Tele Financing
RADIO DAILY

Washington Bureau,

Washington
Corp. of

— Universal

New York
SEC

Television
has filed request

for withdrawal of its
registration statement covering stock
financing.

with the

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

Monday, October

25, 1937
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC
CHICK WEBB

Vincent Lopez has gone sort of
and his Savoy Swing
back at the Savoy Lights Out-ish in his latest "suave
He calls it
Ballroom for two weeks, will play swing" composition.
the RKO Theater, Boston, week of "Swinging at the Graveyard."
POINTED to as a straw in the wind Nov. 4; Palace, Chicago, week of
Nick La Rocca, manager and leadof rumor in connection with the Nov. 12, and Palace, Cleveland, Nov.
er of the Original Dixieland Jazz
severance of the Hearst-McClatchy 25.
Band, will be featured on "20 Years
hookup in California, Murray Grab10m, KEHE manager here, has been
Teddy Hill and his Swanee Rhythm Ago and Today" on WOR tonight at
luddling with officials of the musi- Orchestra, who recently returned 8.
cians union regarding requirements from abroad and are now at the
and scale for KEHE as a station sans Howard Theater, Washington, will
Leo Reisman is lining up guest
"network" status. NBC has always return to the Savoy Ballroom in New stars for his winter shows in behalf
had first call on McClatchy time for York this week with an NBC wire. of Schaefer Beer over WEAF. Ray
network releases, but the Hearst Hill remains at the Savoy until Chick Heatherton had to leave the program
KEHE and KYA, San Francisco, af- Webb returns on Dec. 5.
last Thursday due to pressure of
filiation with these stations formed
stage work.
the so-called California Radio SysFreddy Martin, at the Aragon Balltem.
In the meantime, the KFWB- room, Chicago, with WGN and MuRochester's three symphonic orproduced "Clairol" show goes over tual wires, is now playing a small chestras
the
Philharmonic, Civic
the McClatchy stations pending a alto clarinet between conducting and and Eastman will present 72 radio
coast-to-coast
release,
which fact solos on his saxaphone. The Martin concerts in four series during the
leads to guesses on the part of local ork will be at the Aragon until Dec. Winter and Spring seasons over NBC.
radioites that there will be a KFWB4, when the crew goes east for three Jose Iturbi, Guy Fraser Harrison and
McClatchy working agreement ef- months of hotel and theater appear- Dr. Howard Hanson will be the confected when the time comes.
On ances.
ductors.
this point, however, Harry Maizlish,
KFWB general manager, refuses to Bunny Berigan opens at the Para- Russ Morgan and Orchestra have
answer.
mount the week of Nov. 24, mark- been booked by CRA to play the
Paul Keast has been made director ing another milestone in his six- Chevrolet executives' luncheon at the
and producer of KFWB's "Curtain month career as a radio maestro.
Hotel Plaza today.
Calls," and Sid Gold, comedian and
harmonica virtuoso, has been added
Orchestra,

—

—

to the cast of the
ture.

Sunday night

COLUMBUS

KANSAS CITY

fea-

—

M. F. (Chick) Allison, KMBC proAndrew Hammerschmidt, former
motion and publicity director, was engineer at WBNS, has been proAdamantios T. Polyzoides, Greek
home all last week due to a cold.
moted to chief engineer at WCOL.
journalist, has been signed by KFWB
Walter Evans of the WHB sales Ruth Wolley is the new addition to
to do a 15-minute commentary on
international affairs each
7:30 p.m.

Sunday

at

staff

resigned to

move

to

Philadel-

WCOL's

WBNS

phia.

business staff.
is featuring a

new

Satur-

Buelah Karney, KMBC home econJohn Frazer, formerly announcer omist and "Happy Kitchen" conduc- day program with Johnny Neblett,
sports commentator, called "Footon KFSD, San Diego, has been added
tor, is doing well following an opera- ball Roundup."
Neblett gives all the
to the local NBC staff and also draws
tion.
scores and a brief resume.
Music
the "Signal Carnival" as his first
John Cameron Swayze, Journal- is furnished by Greer Parkinson and
commercial.

WHB

Post radio editor who handles
Henry Wilcoxson and Helen news broadcasts, is doing "It Really
Twelvetrees will be the guest stars Happened" for a store sponsor.
on Matty Kemp's KFWB "Amateur
Owen Balch, KCKN special events
Authors" in a dramatic vehicle writ- man, donned ten gallon hat and other
ten by Robert Wilcoxson, brother of rustic atmosphere when he went into
Henry, a simon-pure.
Bryan Foy, the main arena of the American
Warner Bros, associated producer, Royal Live Stock Show to air a
will be on hand to launch a 13-week
pull-by-pull account of a milking
contest for the best script submitted
contest.
for the program, which will later be
adapted and produced as a Warner
picture.

Marcella Knapp, assistant casting
director at M-G-M studios for several years, has been promoted to a new
berth as radio contact and general
aide to Louis K. Sidney, now the
M-G-M executive in charge of radio
production, and Bill Bacher, producer
of air shows.

NEW ORLEANS

musical

ing

changed

He

name

his

on becomof
CBS,
Carl Garden.

director
to

Carlton

succeeds

Kelsey,

re-

signed.

Dan Hosmer has been added

to the

Jenny Peabody.
Stan Thompson, formerly day operations manager of the WBBM-CBS
cast of

been named assistant to
Brown, program director.
Louis L. Brown, formerly night enstudios, has

Bobby

gineering

supervisor,

Thompson

as

succeeds
operations manager.
Jerry Belcher's wife and baby
have joined him here.

Lynn Brandt to Nashville over
week end to broadcast the Vanderbilt-Louisiana State football game
for NBC.
Sid

Strotz,

central

NBC
New York

division

program manager, left for
for a week's huddle with

bosses.

Archie Scott, NBC production man,
summoned to Tulsa to help put on an
Indian pageant.

Morrey Lipsey, who handles radio
for MCA, in Edgewater hospital getting treatment for stomach ailment.
Must remain there at least a fortnight
longer.

Bunny Daniels back on publicity
Walter Thompson agency.

staff of J.

Fully recovered from a nervous
ailment Walter Blaufuss, is back conducting the orchestra for NBC Farm
and Home Hour and Breakfast Club.
While under the ether he wrote a
new tune, "Manuella."

Lowell Riley.
Hank and Slim Newman, and their
Georgia Crackers, have replaced Kentucky Slim and Winny on the Neo
Vim program. The Stover Sisters
Arthur Feldman. WBZ's special
and Cranberry Bill, commercial an- events man, is making arrangements
nouncer and emcee, remain on the for and will announce the Herbert
program.
Hoover broadcast tomorrow at 9:30-

BOSTON

John W.

Fell

and Jesse Greene

Jackson have been added to the
announcing staff of WCOL, and Mer-

from Mechanic's Hall.
Tony Russell has returned to WBZWBZA airwaves after a two-week
10 p.m.

Madden at WBNS.
absence caused by injuries received
Charlie Lake, late of WBNS, is now in an auto accident.
punching the time clock at WLW.
Oct. 20 in
Bill Winnie, formerly with
Sigmund Spaeth, the "Tune De- and
wires to take up the tunes.
in Albany, is the new
Jimmie Willson, program director, tective," will do a "personal appear- announcer at WBZ.
He replaces
when he Charlie Nobles, who is now in New
has taken to singing hymns over the ance" broadcast at
air at 6:45 a.m. and says he has a visits here next month.
York with NBC.
thousand letters to prove the public
Johnny

rill

Hamp and his ork opened
the Blue Room with three

WOKO

WABY

WCOL

likes

it.

LINCOLN

Bill Bringel, sports announcer, Ted
Hal Bock has added Matt Barr,
and
Lyle DeMoss, program director of
from student publications of U.S.C., Fontelieu, another announcer
and Martha Sherwin, from Radio Harold Nebe, engineer, are set to go KFAB, is taking his vacation this
up to Athens, Ga., Nov. 1 to carry late.
Guide, to his NBC publicity forces.
Two new programs have gone on
Gene Carmen, veteran radio script a play-by-play description of the
Tulane-Georgia pigskin event there. the air here. One is "Know Your
writer, passed away last week.
State Government," starring the govStaff Additions
ernor and state officials, one night
Recent staff weekly, over KFAB. The other is
N.
Plattsburg,
BLUE'S
changes at WMFF include the addi- on city government with the mayor
tion of Keneth Bell, orchestra lead- and councilmen, over KFOR.
Harry Johnson, after completing
er, as announcer, and F. Maynall
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
Learned, former newspaper man, to his third season as a baseball anin a Modern Manner
John nouncer covering the Wheaties series,
the commercial department.
MANAGEMENT
Farquhar has been placed in charge held a big anniversary blowout over
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE
KFAB.
of continuity and publicity.

WMFF

HELENA
NOVELTY STRINGS

CARL HOHENGARDEN,

Y—

Placing Disk Series
Boston
Chambers
Wiswell
&
agency is placing throughout New
England a series of "Minut-Dramas,"
produced by Kasper-Gordon Studios
here for Enameline Cleaner (stove

—

polish)
3

NAT BRUSIL0FF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New York's Own Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

;;

Monday, October
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c

r. c.

#

NEW BUSINESS

#

Signed by Stations

ACTIVITIES

KCMO,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Roberts-McNab Co., Livingston, Mont. CP
new station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Chester Howarth & Clarence Berger, Wallace,
Id.
CP for new station. 1420 kc,
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
for

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal.
new station. 1440 kc, 500 watts, un-

Oct. 25:

CP

for
limited.

Oct.

CP

28:

for

T. Griffen.
station.
880

J.

new

Fort Smith, Ark.
kc, 1 KW., day-

time.

KTSM,

El Paso, Tex.
power, hours of

CP

to

change

fre-

quency,
operation to 1350
kc, 500 watts, unlimited.
Fred M. Weil, Grand Coulee, Wash.
CP
for new station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
West Texas Broadcasting Co., Wichita
Falls, Tex.
CP for new station. 1380 kc,
1

KW.,

unlimited.

Wichita

Broadcasting Co., Wichita Falls.
620 kc, 250 watts, 1

CP for new station.
KW. LS., unlimited.

Faith Broadcasting Co., Inc., Wichita Falls.
for new station.
1380 kc, 1 KW., 5 KW.

CP

LS., unlimited.

Chase

S. Osborne, Jr., Fresno, Cal.
station.
1440 kc, 500 watts,

for new
limited.

Bend

Bulletin,

Bend,

Ore.

CP

for

CP
new

unlimited.

Waterloo Times-Tribune Publishing Co.,
Waterloo, la. CP for new station. 1370 kc,
100 watts, daytime.
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. Auth. to transfer control of corp. from
Broadcasting Co., Inc., to Kansas City Star Co. 1220
kc. 1 KW., 5 KW. LS., share time with

WREN

KFKU.
Nov.

KGMB,

Honolulu.

Auth. to
transfer control of corp. to Pacific Theaters
& Supply Co., Ltd., and Fred J. Hart. 1320
kc. 1 KW., unlimited.
Carl Latenser, Atchison, Kans.
CP for
new station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
C. Bruce McConnell, Indianapolis.
CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts
1:

LORETTA

SEASONS,

rector of the

pianist-di-

"Coquettes,"

girls'

on WCCO, Minneapolis, will wed
Bob Anderson, pianist with the
"Triple Trios," another WCCO program, on Nov. 23.
Charles Ross,
WCCO announcer, will be one of
trio

the ushers.

LS., specified.

Nov. 3: WCBA, Allentown, Pa.
Vol.
assignment of lie. to WSAN, Inc. 1440 kc,
500 watts, share time with WSAN.
Nov. 4: Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
CP for new station.
950 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Schuylkill Broadcasting Co., Pottsville, Pa.
CP for new station. 580 kc, 250 watts, day-

House, Cleveland, until Oct.

This
choral group is aired from the Cleveland hotel twice weekly coast-to-

Paul Roberts, baritone, is now voon the Part Barnes show
every Saturday over WOR-Mutual.

31.

Jan Peerce will follow his second
appearance on the Lucky Strike
Hour, Oct. 27, with a recital at the
Institute in Baltimore, Oct.

Miriam Hopkins

In

a

of

series

Earl

She Got

in "P.S.,

WMCA

programs

Harper's "Sportoscope" on titled "Putting Them on the Spot,"
has switched to a new time, Mayor
LaGuardia will interview
7 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
each of his commissioners on their
accomplishments during the Fusion
Roy Campbell*s Ambassadors have regime. Programs start at 6:45 p.m.
been held over at the Hollenden today.

WNEW

for

Radio Time

(Continued from Page 1)
period, believing that hour to have
the largest intact family listening audience.

Various organizations have been
quietly
conducting
their
surveys
since first intimation of the demands
became known last May. At that

Read by FTC

in

(Continued from Page

Year

1)

further study as containing representations that may have been false
or misleading. These were assembled
in 1,275 prospective cases (about *4
of 1 per cent of total) for further
review and procedure in instances
that appeared to require it.
The data is contained in the annual
report of FTC to Congress.

WHO.

1

1

Broward
dale,

Fla.

Broadcasting

CP

for

new

Co.,
Ft.
Lauderstation.
1370 kc,

100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

Nov.

CP

for

6:

William C. Smith, Bogalusa, La.
station.
1310 kc, 100 watts,

new

unlimited.

EXAMINERS' RECOMMENDATIONS
Standiford, L. S. Coburn & A. C.
Fremont, Neb.
CP for new station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, unlimited, be denied.
KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex. Auth. to transfer control of corp. from R. S. Bishop to

Clark

Sidner,

Mrs. Ruth G. Roosevelt, be granted.
1370
kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

KXA,

CP

to increase pow760 kc, limited.
er to 1
be granted.
Harry Schwartz, Tulsa, Okla.
for
new station. 1310 kc, 250 watts, daytime,
Seattle,

KW.

Wash.

CP

be granted.

movement.

Leaders of the movement are determined to present their three-way
plan to the FCC as soon as it is
deemed advisable by the group. Platform is as follows: Time on NBC,
CBS and MBS on a sustaining basis,
presentation of programs devoted to
educational and spiritual nature, and
minimum expense to be charged to

iVEW—I T'S

tract, affecting 1,000

U. S. and Hawaii.

a one-year conemployees in the

Md.: Chevrolet, ETs.

C:

N.

Rexall,

"Magic

WFTC,

C:

Kinston, N.

WDSU, New

Orleans:
Zenith Radio; Ford.

Chevrolet, ETs.

Elizabeth

Arden

Machines.

WOKO,

Albany:

min. organ recital;

Chevrolet
Rexall,

dealers,

WGY, Schenectady: Buick, announcements, through Arthur Kudner; Bernard Perfumers, through
Sel
Johnson, St. Louis;
Chrysler, Plymouth, announcements, and De
Soto,
variety
show,
through
Stirling
J.
Getchell; Utica Knitting Co., announcements,

through John Thomas Miller, N. Y.; Mishawaka Mfg. Co. (woolens), announcements,
through Campbell-Ewald, Chicago; Penick &
Ford, through J. Walter Thompson; Little
Crow Milling Co., through Rogers & Smith,
Chicago.

Complete Xmas Disk Series
Boston "Life and Adventures of
Santa Claus," series of 15 transcriptions for department store Christmas
use, has been completed by KasperGordon Studios Inc. Disks are a
dramatization of the book of the same

—

to

which Kasper-Gordon ac-

quired all rights. Book will be sold
only in stores signing for the program.
Kasper-Gordon also is placing its
"Captains of Industry" disks for bank
sponsorship on various stations, while
"Memories of Hawaii" has been
placed on WPRO, Providence, for a
coal

company.

Amateur Clambake
"Del" Delaney, who

Charlie

WFBL's

Plan is to allow amateurs to go
without rehearsal of pre-judgment, and do their stuff. They can
sing, dance, read poetry, play, or
anything else that makes a regular
"open-house" for the air.

9.

on,

Travel Talk Series

A

series of travel talks in conjunction with the Travel Bureau of the
Brooklyn Eagle starts Wednesday on

WNEW.

RADIO

stars

and radio

Inge's

*TAKE THE AIR"
The

Hear

it

truth about radio programs

Monday Night
IT'S

8 P.

runs

Morning Sundial, has planned an amateur clambake for Saturday mornings before
(Syracuse)

"IT" I IV

Gene

15-

"Magic Hour."

fans will keep their ears on

6
Communications on

Raleigh,

The program that radio

educational groups.

CIO Signs RCA Unit
American Radio Telegraphists
Ass'n, CIO unit, has signed RCA

Frederick,

WPTF,

name

470,376 Com'l Scripts

time John W. Studebaker, Commissioner of Education, fired opening
time.
gun at a convention of educators held
Pottsville News & Radio Corp., Pottsville.
CP for new station. 580 kc, 250 watts, day- in Ohio. Since then, the Writers'
Des Moines
Congress, which this year recogtime.
KROY, Sacramento, Cal. Mod. of CP to nized radio for the first time, the NaBob
Griffin, announcer, is doing a
1340 kc, 250 watts,
KW. LS., unlimited.
Wm. W. Ottaway, Port Huron, Mich. tional Council of American Youth half-hour football preview on SaturCP for new station. 1370 kc, 100 watts, Congress, through William Hinckley, days at 1:15 p.m.
daytime.
chairman, American Federation of
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co. of
WMBH. Joplin, Mo. CP to change fre- Churches, National Advisory Council
Chicago has moved its program,
quency and increase power to 1380 kc, 500
on Radio in Education, National Com- "Sterling Starts the Day," up to 6: 15
watts, unlimited.
Valley Broadcasting Co., Youngstown. CP mittee on Education by Radio and
a.m. on a Monday through Saturday
for new station.
1350 kc,
KW., unlimited. Progressive Education Association,
basis.
Juan Piza, San Juan, P. R.
CP for new one of the
most powerful educational
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
The Songfellows, vocalists, have
organizations in the country, have
unlimited.
instrumentalists and organNov. 5:
Kentucky Broadcasting Corp., all pledged their support to the turned
ized a Cider Jug Symphony.
Louisville.
CP for new station. 1210 kc,
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
Louis P. Thornton, Baker, Ore.
CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts
LS., unlimited.

WFMD,

WWL, New Orleans: Palmolive; De Soto,
ETs; Chesebrough Mfg. Co.; American Gas

29.

the Job," over CBS on Oct. 31 at 5
Rabbi Abram V. Goodman of Con- p.m., will be the first of the Silver
gregation Beth Israel, and who also Theater productions to be played in
is a director
of the University of a single performance.
Texas Hillel Foundation, has started
Maryland School of Accounting,
a weekly series over KNOW, Austin.
Quarter-hour program is titled Baltimore, has established a radio
John Elmer,
"Through My Study Window." Rabbi broadcasting class.
Goodman, a Harvard graduate and NAB president, and president of
WCBM, addressed the class last week
native Bostonian, will discuss topics
on "Opportunities in Radio Broadof general interest as well as literary
casting."
and social welfare items.

Demand

El-

Hour."

calizing

Educators Postponing

Kansas City: Chevrolet, spots;

mira Coal Co., ETs, through Potts-Turnbull
Drene, ETs, through H. W. Kastor Co.

coast.

Peabody

un-

1310 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

station.
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M. PST

KFWB

SENSATIONAL AND NEW!

950 Kc.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

82

looking
On
AND
LISTENING

....

N. Y.,

MGM

2 nd
!

YORK,

IN

Commercial Radio and Television

of

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Show

HIGH COURT UPHOLDS FCC

DENYING RADIO PERMIT

IN

Washington Bureau,

Washington

CANTOR WEEK

— The

RADIO DAILY
Supreme Court

Eddie Cantor, who
yesterday denied a petition for a
is
being honored
by the amusement world this week on writ of certiorari in Eastland Co.
FCC, with Portland Broadvs.
the occasion of his twenty-fifth annivercasting Co. Inc. acting as an intersary in the entertainment field, has been
a symbol of the best in show business vener. The high tribunal confirmed
a
lower court ruling upholding

many years.
His talents won him early success, and
he has never abused that success or given his public the least cause for complaint on any other score.
for

field that has more ups and downs
the
stock
market,
and where
reputations come and go faster than the
four seasons, keeping in the top brackets

In

a

than

for
is

FCC

denying the Eastland
radio permit and granting

the
Co.

in

a
one to Portland Broadcasting Co. at
the same time.
Eastland based its
appeal on charges that in 1936 the

FCC

held hearings before commissioners Gary, Brown and Sykes on
both applications for permits and
{Continued on Page 8)

something like a quarter of a century
an accomplishment really worth cele-

M-G-M's Maxwell Show

brating.

Eddie Cantor has been able to perpetuate his success because he is not
only an artist and a showman, but also
a humanitarian who has never turned
aloof from the common crowd, has helped
many a newcomer to fame and has kept
his entertainment on a plane that is suitable for the entire family.

FIVE CENTS
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&

Benton

Likely

Bowles

May

Get Film Studio
Talent for New Colgate Program
Agency Boosts Coast Activity
West Coast Bureau,

—

Crash Coverage

—

Denver All KVOD newscasts
have been lengthened five minutes.
Additional time required
cover local auto accidents.

APPOINT

U. S.

to

ute five-times-weekly series for Colgate
dentifrice
account,
probably
starting coincident with the Amos
'n' Andy Pepsodent muting.
If deal
jells,
arrangement would permit
agency using Metro talent other than
called for on Maxwell House show,

DELEGATES

(Continued on Page 8)

FOR HAVANA CONFERENCE
Washington Bureau,

Washington

—

"Good News

RADIO DAILY

DISK MEN MUST

Commander

After some preliminary conferences
yesterday between various
electrical transcription producers and
phonograph record men, it was decided by the AFM Executive Committee that each type of manufacturer was entitled to separate agreements to cover the contingencies that

Nov. 4 at 9-10 p.m. on the NBC- ana starting Nov. 1. Technical adRed.
visers of the U. S. delegation include
(Continued on Page 8)
Complete line-up for the premiere
QUANTITY On the basis of figures includes Gus Edwards, Eva Tanguay,
contained in the annual
Trixie Friganza, Cliff Edwards, Irene
report of the Federal Trade Commission,
Franklin, Arthur Rcsenstein, Jean- Daily Firestone Program

that copies of 470,376 commerbroadcasts were received for examination of advertising matter over a
year's time, radio stations of the country are broadcasting at least 1,000,000
different programs annually
the sustaining programs not being counted in the

(Continued on Page 8)

cial

FTC

Maltex Co. Campaign
Scheduled for Nov. 14
Maltex

figure.

means some
day, or an average
This

programs

3,000

of about 45
daily per station in the country.

a

shows

Co.,

through

WOR

Herein may be found one reason why the
"Martha
experimentation and progress in new beginning Nov. 14.
radio programs is so slow.
Necessity of grinding out as many
daily features leaves little time for anything else.
D. C. G.

RADIO DAILY

Washington
While rehearsing
at WOL last week, director Ronald
Dawson and actor Arthur Isler had
a dispute.
Isler said he could
direct the

replied
better.

better.

Dawson

he could act Isler's role
So they bet $5 on it and

switched

company
playing

company

positions.

judge at
"Macushla."

will
of

Rest

Deane" program,

Show

may

arise.

Separate negotiations will thereFirestone Tire & Rubber Co. will fore be made between the AFM, the
(Continued on Page 8)
sponsor daily programs from the International Livestock Show, Chicago,
over NBC-Blue network at 4-4: 15
Cuts National Rate
p.m., Nov. 29-Dec. 3.
William E.
Drips, NBC Director of Agricultural
In
for
Biz
programs, and Everett Mitchell, NBC
Farm and Home Hour announcer,
Janesville, Wis. Recent action of
will be in charge of the broadcasts. WCLO in revising its national rate
downward so as to bring about what
amounts to a single rate for both
national and local business has creat-

WCLO

Move

the
today's
of

(Continucd on Page 7)

10 Years on
St.

John S. Young to Direct
World's Fair Radio Dept.

After topping the 1936 peak in July,
output and sales of radio receiving
sets slackened somewhat, and previous estimates of a 10,000,000-set
Formation of a Department of year have now been scaled to about
Radio and Broadcasting for the New 9,000,000, according to a summary of
York World's Fair in 1939, with John the radio industry by Dun & Brad-

Young as director, is announced street.
by Grover Whalen, president of the
Though December usually confair corporation. Radio will be wide- tributes around 18 per cent of the
ly used to exploit the event, Whalen year's retail sales, it is figured now
{Continued on Page 8)

Louis

sistent

one

— Oldest

WIL

and most

con-

program sponsor here and

of the oldest in the country is

a WIL time user and booster.
is George L. Weber Jewelry
Co., which has been in business
here 30 years. Has a daily p.m.
spot featuring dance music, with
better than 75 per cent of copy
still

Firm

S.

said.

Volume

—

But Year's Total Will Top 1936

On a Bet

—

M. Mathes,

Livestock

Receiving Set Sales Taper Off,

—

Washington Bur.,

J.

will start a radio schedule on about
a dozen stations next month.
Sponsor has already signed for a spot on

From Chi

MAKE

SEPARATE AFM DEALS

air

showing

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles A. H. Hobler, president of Benton & Bowles, arrives
here early this week on a reported
deal with M-G-M for a new 15-min-

T. M.
of 1938" Craven, FCC commissioner, and R.
Harry Norweb, American Minister
"Good News of 1938" is the title of to the Dominican Republic, have been
the new M-G-M show which Max- designated as delegates to the Interwell House is sponsoring, to take the American Radio Conference in Hav-

Is

—

[

strictly

institutional.

2
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(Monday, Oct. 25)
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.i.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

Low Close
High
155V4 14734 155
20 1/4
191/4
201/4

Tel.
.

191/2

.

10

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

North American

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

.

.

.

..

.

18

191/2

91/2

.

.

.

.

.

421/2
181/4

371/2
161/g

413/4

71/2

71/4

18

56

6 1/2
53

11%

10y8

113,4

223A

185/„

221/4

56

.

121/2

121/2

121/2

1%

13/4

13/4

11/4

H/s

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

New

+
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Selection

VA

+
+

+

+
+
+

3 '/4

IV4
'/2

2
15/g
21/4

Defense Gets Under Way
In FCC vs. Segal-Smith
Washington Bureau,

+

Va

+

i/s

Bid

Asked

7

8

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington Defense of Paul M.
Segal and George Smith, attorneys,
from charges of unethical practices
before the FCC, got under way yesterday with Smith and Segal undertaking to refute the FCC's case point
by point. They denied unethical
practices and also setting up of
"dummy" corporations, though tactily

—

month.

&

Times Played

Publisher

Roses in December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
Have You Got Any Castles. Baby (Harms Inc.)
Remember Me (Whitmark and Son)
Goodbye Jonah (Robbins Music Corp.)
If It's the Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
Blossoms on Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
So Many Memories (Shapiro. Bernstein Inc.)
Vieni Vieni (Whitmark and Son)
One Rose (Shapiro, Bernstein Inc.)
You and I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music Corp.)
Whispers in the Dark (Famous Music Corp.)
An Old Flame Never Dies (Robbins Music Corp.)
Moon Got in My Eyes (Select Music Co.)
Harbor Lights (Mario Music Co.)
I Still Love to Kiss You Good-Night (Leo Feist Inc.)
Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Corp.)
Once in a While (Miller Music Inc.)
Can I Forget You (Chappell and Co.)
Farewell My Love (Harms Inc.)
Getting Some Fun Out of Life (Donaldson. Douglas & Gumble)
It's the Natural Thing To Do (Select Music Co.)
Tears in My Heart (E. B. Marks Music Co.)

Centralia, Wash. New station be- admitting use of "dummy incorporators." Each of corporations was set
ing built here by Central Broadcastup at request of client, the attorneys
ing Co., of which A. C. St. John is
contended. Defense expects to rest
president, will be a Mutual outlet,
its case tonight with argument on
with debut expected early next case tomorrow.

Free

S

I I

39

30
27
26
24
24
23
23
23

Peters

Eighth Year for Vallee
Rudy

Vallee on Thursday celeB. Wilson, president
brates his eighth year on the air
of
appointment
of WCKY, announces
under the sponsorship of Standard
Free & Peters as national representBrands. In honor of the event, three
atives of the station.
Vallee hour "finds," Edgar Bergen
(Charlie McCarthy), Joe Penner and
Bob Burns will be guests on the
show.

Available to only one radio
station in each city

Details on Request

19

Represented

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

by

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

STATION

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

today aboard

Aquitania.
announcer,

WALTER

in

is

New
town

WINCHELL

leaves
Hollywood for
28.
leaves New York today to return

York on

Nov.

ALICE FAYE
Hollywood.

to

JOHNNY CREEN

arrived

New

in

terday to discuss a new program.

17

HOFFMAN arrive from Hollywood
SEYMOUR WEISS, New Orleans

16
15
15
15
15
15

WIOD

Miami— In

celebration of its shift
from 1300 kc, WIOD
yesterday signed on at 6:10 a.m., instead of the usual 7 a.m., and aired
an hour's broadcast of local musicians and vocalists. At 5:45 p.m. another hour's gala broadcast was put

MACK MILLAR

LYMAN,

ABE

town.
BILL BURTON
Chicago.

York

yes-

IRVING

and

today.
hotel owner,

in

is

arrives

TYRONE POWER
night after
vacation.

town

in

returned

spending

a

to

week

in

today

from

Hollywood
New York

with

from

congratulatory

NBC

officials

Bremen

his

sister.

to

join

"HIGH FIDELITY"

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

messages

and Mayors of

Florida cities.
Station is carrying on a wide campaign to promote the advantages of
the 610 frequency.

Highest Quality Recording

WOAI

WOAI, has

resigned effective
Nov. 5 to go into general advertising
Carl A. Doty of
agency business.
NBC's statistical department in Chicago is succeeding him, with title of
for

manager

of

merchandising and sales

A WEE BUNCH OF
SHAMROCKS
A Modern

Irish

Ballad

Most expensive modern
ment.

~k

Expert Electrical Tranwax recording

scription

Personnel

BROADWAY. NEW YORK. N

Y.

(graduate

and

licensed engineers).

REMOTE CONTROL

by

permanent

lines

OFF THE AIR

by

special

filtered

antennae

STUDIO
broadcast

with 60 x30' double ceiling
studio

Dynamic

micro-

phones.

Instant Service

ADVERTISERS RECORDING
SERVICE, INC.
113

WEST

57th ST.,

Phone Clr 7-6982
1419

in-

stantaneous recording equip-

—

San Antonio Lloyd H. Rosenblum,
manager of sales and merchandising

by

attained

ir

Rosenblum Quits

on

supervise the show.
soprano, arrived yesterday on
General Motors Concerts.
BOB YOUNG, announcer for KCVO, Missoula,
Mont., made a week-end trip to the other
end of the State to attend the wedding of
will

Inc..

ERNA SACK,

the

to 610 kilocycles

on,

last

MARGARET DAUM. ETON BOYS. HOWARD
PHILLIPS and DEL CASINO go to St. Louis for
PAUL ROSS, Columbia
benefit show tomorrow.
Artists

Celebrated by

returns to

violinist,

the

JOHN BOOTHBY, WGY

18

WHN

FASTEST

EFREM ZIMBALIST,
York

18

to date.

GROWING

MARION CLAIRE is in New York from Chicago for an appearance on Lucky Strike's "Hit
Parade".
HELEN FERGUSON, Hollywood radio and movie
publicist, is on an eastern visit.
ARTHUR BORAN has gone to Baltimore to
appear for a week at the Tenthouse Club there
as emcee, comedian and mimic.

New

promotion.
Other recent changes at WOAI inMaxwell Show on
cluded appointment of Beeman Fish"Good News of 1938", M-G-M show er, formerly of Texas Power & Light,
for Maxwell House Coffee, starting as v.p. and g.m., succeeding Hugh A.
Nov. 4 at 9-10 p.m. over NBC-Red, L. Halff, who became president of
also will be heard over WHN. This Southland
broadcasting
Industries
makes three NBC shows for
functions.

NEW YORK'S

MARION TALLEY flew to Kansas City from
the Coast right after her Sunday broadcast for
Ry-Krisp, having received the news earlier of
her father's death.
Already scheduled to do
"Ave Maria," the singer upheld the traditions
of the stage and radio by retaining the number
in the program.
She returns to the Coast latter
part of the week.

19

Shift to 610 Kilocycles
Is

Gome

and

en route to appear at various halls and auditoriums in cities having General Electric factories, etc.
G. E. is putting on skits for the
edification of its employes.

WHN

Radio
Newsfeatures

cominc

22
22
21
20

Vi

Centralia Station
Will Be Mutual Outlet

WCKY to
Cincinnati— L.

OKI

10

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

Chg.

+ 5%
+ 3A

\\

I

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Oct. 23, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

Price 5 Cts.

:

:

Si>\U
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NEW YORK
Established 1930

Tc7keHt (?,3oo, ooo).

WE SPEAK
%A/ E

55%

cover

New

York,

them we speak
English; but

New
in

ITALIAN

IN

of the Italian Market of America and devote

our time to reach
cut,

!

.

2,300,000

Italo-Americans living

95%

of

Connecti-

in

Jersey, Delaware and Eastern Pennsylvania.

• To

• To be sure, they understand and speak

Italian.

we have found

it

advantageous speaking to them

in their

native tongue, from morning to night, program after program, for the
past five years.

simple lesson:

• Consistent outstanding results have taught us a very

THE

WAY TO

• Your own merchandise

— from

sold to the Italians tuning in

WPEN. We
With such
open

we

—

food products to automobiles

all

day long on

ALL DAY LONG,

and

WOV W B
this

is

I

L

can be

W R AX

a fact, not a claim.

a tremendous and almost exclusive audience,

field in

paratively

have said

SELL TO THEM IN THE ITALIAN WAY.

we

offer you an

which your own product can achieve leadership with a com-

little

We

know the

we can render you

a service.

effort and

are quite sure that

information please

call

money.

•

or write to us.

A

132

If

Market, and

you wish further

representative from our mer-

chandising department will gladly

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.,

Italian

call

West 43rd

Telephone: BRyant 9-6080

on you.
Street,

New York

City
»

—

.
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AGENCIES
ED GARDNER,
Walter
leaves

producer

of

the

Murray show for J.
Thompson in Hollywood,
Feg

Bakers'

agency

that

join

to

Gardner
at M-G-M.
function as Bacher's assistant on the
Bacher

28

•

Maxwell House show

caused by a

particular.

Sam Moore, former William Esty producer on the Camel show and presently at 20th Century-Fox as a writer, also joins Bacher in a scripting

LEE GRAVES
Chicago,

Compton agency,

be transferred to New
will head radio

to

is

of

where he

office

department.

BASIL LOUGHRANE
Thomas, Chicago, headed

wood over weekend

of Lord &
for Holly-

to consult
details of

with

new
west coast office on
Pepsodent show.
H. W. KASTOR agency in Chicago
is handling 15-minute spot campaign
Using Pleasant
for Crown overalls.

•

Cole Porter
fall

is

the

air

MBS

via

Glen Cove hospital with two broken legs

in

from a horse at Piping Rock on Sunday .... Fred Allen's

definite date fo return to the

shortly,

Nov. 17.... Mary Pickford will go on

air is

own

plugging her

cosmetic line .... lane Wyatt

Miriam Hopkins on Silver Theater .... Johnny Green
York yesterday and was closeted behind agency doors

arrived

in

all

day

re-

word

will

be

follows

New

capacity.

York

•

garding a coast-to-coaster

Monday on

forthcoming before

on the

a dignified product.

for

(Count Mischa Moody) Gordon
.

.

.Eve Sully

.

of

Frank Parker

Now
deal

"Gold wy n Follies" next Sunday .... Bert

of

under contract

is

to

Republic Pictures now.

Block and Sully, the air comics, has a bobbed nose now.

is set to

guest on the Coca Cola

show

within four

.

.

on

.

tuplets' father.

Pappy Dionne,

—asking

sent a letter to Estelle Taylor

for

an

autographed picture!

Valley transcription series.

GEORGE

COREY,

assistant

to

Savington Crampton in the William
Esty coast office and on the CamelJack Oakie show, leaves the agency
this week to ready two of his plays

Ashmead
for Broadway production.
Scott, CBS writer-producer responsible for "Take the Witness" writing,
production and technique, joins the
Esty office in a writer-director capacity, but continues his dramatic
sustainer for CBS.
J. STIRLING GETCHELL, placing
the radio advertising for the Citizens

La Guardia and Dew-

Committee
has booked eight programs on
WJZ.
for

ey,

• • • On last nite's Consolidated Edison show with Mark
Warnow's band, an 11-year-old boy, Billy Hayes, made an appeal for
funds jor United Hospitals. The kid has had 41 operations and did
J. C. Morgan, program manager at
the show from a wheel-chair
KSFO, San Francisco, got tired of taking pictures for fun and has
found an interesting way of turning his negatives into cash. .Sunday afternoon, coming into a crossing downtown, he saw two cars
crash. As usual, both drivers were in the wrong but the lady
driving one of the cars wanted to prove it and seeing Morgan taking pictures, she offered him 10 bucks apiece for the finished prints.
.Michael Bartlett and Madame Elisabeth Rethberg, Met soprano,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

will assist in the annual United Hospital campaign, addressing radio

audiences this week via

gram
5

director for

starting with

WQXR

WOV-WBIL,

and

WHN

.

.

.

ADOLPHE

.John C. Schramm, pro-

celebrates nine years in radio on Nov.

NBC.

WKY, Oklahoma

City.

Harry Schwartz, president of Tulsa
Federation of Labor and publisher,
is preparing to build a 250-watter on

Warners are working out an indie air show which George
Jessel will produce from the lot.... Ed Lowry's "Sing Time," now on the
coast only, will be piped east within 30 days via MBS .... Herbie Kay,
Dorothy Lamour's hubby, will bring his band east to the Arcadia in Philly.
.... The payment for a "Command Appearance" on the Kate Smith show

•

•

•

has been

1310 kcs. in Tulsa.

lifted

$1,000 for

to

first

prize,

and 250 bucks .... Jack Bregman was

Edward H.

Harris

Dead

—

Ind. Edward H. Harpresident of the Palladium Publishing Co. and secretary of American Newspaper Publishers Ass'n died
Saturday at the age of 57. Harris
was one of the leaders of the ANPA's
fight against radio.

Richmond,

ris,

with others running

feted

down

to

500

on the coast Thursday at the

Navara gets
an NBC wire from the Hollywood while the talk persists that Jerry Blaine
and Joe Rines forfeit theirs .... Their friends insist that Sammy ("That Old
.Ted Husing with
Feeling") Fain and Sally Fox were married last week.
Freddie Rich's music and a sports writer audition at CBS today for Electric
Victor Hugo, with picture execs shouting his praises .... Leon

.

Auto

Show

Lite.

is

.

called "Sports Extra" .... Leighton Noble, Chick Floyd

and Edith Caldwell leave George Olsen's crew to go on their own ....
Eddy Duchin is booked into the Cocoanut Grove on the coast beginning
March 18, 1938 ... Leo Reisman gets the Lucky Strike show despite reports
to the contrary .... Al Rosen reports that Ted Lewis comes into the Loew's
State Nov. 4, followed by Dave Apollon .... A proper script is holding up
the signatures now on a new Jack Pearl series .... Henny Youngman encountered a panhandler who said he hadn't had a "bite in ages" so
Henny bit him!

—

Greetings from Radio Daily
October 26
Louis A. Scherer
Alice Joy
Jackie

Pal

Coogan
Barnes

Woody Klose of WTMV, East St. Louis,
question and answer show called "Take A
He asked a former
Number" at the local Lion's Club luncheon
prexy, "What is the food not known in China which means chopped
fine?" Though the answer did not come fast enough, Woody hinted
Program

•

•

III.,

tried out his

and said

•

it's

and

Oct.

ANDREA
BOBBY

on Phil Baker show, Oct. 31
(CBS, 7:30 p.m.).

BOB CROSBY, LOUIS ARMSTRONG, CONNIE BOSWELL and
RAYMOND SCOTT'S QUINTET, on
"Swing Club,"

JOHN

B.

Oct. 30 (CBS, 7 p.m.).

KENNEDY,

Forum, Oct.

tator's

31

on Commen(Mutual, 9:30

p.m.)

KANSAS CITY
Dr. Fred Schumann has been appointed assistant to Kenneth Krahl,
studio director, by Arthur B.

KMBC

Church.
Theresa
Watson,
formerly
at
KMBC, has joined KCKN to assist
the business and continuity departments.
R. W. Wilson,
control operator, has resigned to go to Siloam
Springs, Ark., where he will attend
John Brown University and work at
in

KMBC

KUOA.
KCMO's weekly football broadcasts
by Ivan Flannery of WIBW have
been sold to Pennway Oil.
Harry Clifford, KXBY commercial
manager, has added W. S. Webb and
Barney Reilly to the sales staff.
WHB staff members banqueted
Paula Nicholl of Mutual's eastern
offices
on Saturday night at the
Savoy Hotel.

LOUISVILLE
Paul Sutton, WHAS vocalist, now
heads his own ork at the new Crystal
Terrace night club.
New feature inaugurated over
WHAS is a 90-minute Barn Dance
Party each Saturday.
Louise Bave, former Major Bowes'
soprano soloist, and long featured
with Capitol Theater Family, has returned to New York, after spending

summer
Bill

in Louisville.

Bond,

WAVE

announcer and

brother of Ford Bond,

NBC

mikeman, adding weight

veteran

after recent

tonsil operation.

Town Meeting

Returns

America's Town Meeting of the
Air returns to NBC-Blue on Nov. 4,
at 9:30-10:30 p.m. weekly.
FIFTEEN

CENTS A DAY

will pay you
$50 OR $100 WEEKLY FOR LIFE
in event of total disability due to any
in jury or accident and all medical expense's up to $1000.

director

new

"Chinese food" but

this

31

CLARK

OKLAHOMA
Martin Krause, formerly at WIND,
Chicago, is a new announcer at

MENJOU,

ZORINA

LEEDS,

a

revive "Eternal Road" there .... This IS something: The Quin-

to

Tyrone

with

"Let's Suppose,"
NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).
in

weeks ....

"Virginia" has closed at the Center Theater in Radio City,

that
is

deal .... Phil Baker will run open house

this

air for the picture stars

Definite

(

10 p.m.).

SHIRLEY,

Power

VINA

and

"Kraft Music Hall," Oct.

(NBC-Red,

ANN

big lot and on the forthcoming Metroin

YOUNG

ROBERT
BOVY, on

Bill
will

brought "Raviola" as the answer.

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

NEW YORK
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iV

NEWS REEL"

"RADIO

Cumner Products Co.
WEAF-NBC Red Network, Sunday
3-3:30 p.m.

Stack-Goble, Inc.

a Divorce"

"STELLA DALLAS"

Carlton E. Morse, author of "One
Man's Family," authored the first 15minute sketch in this new series of
dramas dealing with marital prob-

Tetley Tea

Want

"/

Sponsored by S. & W. Food
lems.
VOX-POPPERS BRING FOLKS TO THE Products, show airs over NBC-Red
Pacific web Sundays at 8:15 p.m.
MIKE WHO FIGURE IN THE DAY'S
and Wednesdays at 7:45 p.m.
NEWS.
After an opening wedding march
heard utParks Johnson and Wally Butter- theme, a man's voice was
work add another program in which tering the usual pre-marriage declaconstant, burning love.
they interview people and let them rations of
This "radio news There is a pause and same voice was
tell their story.
heard bitterly denouncing state of
reel" seeks to obtain hot news conand wife.
nections as well as oddities and cre- matrimony
judge's chambers. Both
Scene
was
Prethereby.
interest
human
ate
Wilson) and the
(Vernon
the
man
the
sponof
the
ideas
included
miere
(Vicki Vola) were seeking a
sors of the Anti-Movie Double Fea- girl
divorce from judge (Lou Tobin).
ture League; Irish Hospital SweepThere is a secretary, in briefly, (Dorstakes winners; Grace Freed, whose
discovers couple
brother is thought to be a captive is Kemper). Judge
Chicago have been traveling in wrong crowd
rebels;
Spanish
the
of
them
American's effort to track down the and by philosophizing, sends
each other's arms.
Ross kidnap ransom money (which back into
Announcer Archie Presby had a
was a highlight, the Chicago newspapermen doing a good piece of harmless 30-second plug for the S.
start.
At
Bert Acosta, "bad boy of 8s W. "Mellowed" coffee at
business)
end, the married couple did a
the air"; "slum mother", telling about the
movement to refrain from having typical Morse dramatized plug which
of keeping with their previchildren until better housing condi- was out

—

;

tions are provided, (it still sounds
like a press stunt for the "Dead End"
and the man who served on
pix)

Continents *

ous hectic scene.

WEAF, Monday

through Friday,

12:30-12:45 a.m.

1

Briefly
The Stroud Twins and

their indi-

vidual style of unhammered comedy
are building up nicely on the Chase

Blackett-Sample-Hummert
& Sanborn Hour, over NBC-Red on
SEQUEL TO PLAY AND FILM MAKES Sundays at 8. But the skits inserted
this
program continue to do
in
GOOD START AS AIR SERIAL.
With a following already more or Brodies even with Beatrice Lillie
in the one last Sunday.
less created for it by the stage and
film productions of the same name,
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra
"Stella Dallas" as a radio serial
of New York, with John Barbirolli
shapes up as a favorable bet.
Yesterday's initial episode began as conductor and Deems Taylor as

—

story at a point five years after narrator, returned to the air over
The CBS at 3-5 p.m. Sunday to inaugurate
last saw her daughter.
mother, struggling to make a living, a series that promises to be one of
is too proud to appeal to husband the best of its kind.
Steve Dallas, who is in luxury.
Stella and a crony talk over the
Harry Jans did an excruciatingly
situation, with the crony urging that funny rapid-taking specialty on the
she should go to Steve, while Stella Joe Penner show over CBS on Sunmaintains Steve will have to come day. Jans ought to be on the air
to her, and the skit ends on a sob more often.
note that should have the femmes
anxiously tuning in for the next
The music of Seymour Simons on
chapter.
the Chevrolet program over CBS on
Script is good, and same goes for Sundays is about the smoothest and
the acting. Commercial matter is not sweetest on the air.
its

Stella

overdone.

Gruen "Time
Your Life' show over NBC-Red
on Sunday afternoon sounds better
Sheila Barrett of the

"Labor on the March"

WEVD last Sunday, 8-8:15 p.m.,
There was little chance for characdevelopment in the 15 minutes began a new series of programs
bickering was rather vehement which, according to the announcer,
the jury with 11 women, newly en- and
and
at times gagged with comedy will be "dramatizations based on
franchised in New York state.
significant episodes in American lastuff.
Johnson and Butterworth are past
Admitting that the sex angle, fore- bor history." Premiere dealt with
masters at handling such shows and most reason for divorce, has to be the organization of the first labor
make a smooth showing. They are dispensed with, the agency shrugs union in New York City in 1829. Profamiliarly referred to as Parks and its shoulders and takes off its coat gram, which is serialized, will be
Wally.
in future
broadto build up the rather minor causes completed story
casts.
Energine, being well sold on radio for divorce.
Series is put on the air in "March
now, is not going too heavy on
Agency is Emil Brisacher & Staff.
of Time" style and is interesting.
credits but mentions the advantages
Cast handle the script very well.
of a non-odorous product for re- "Lutheran Hour"
moving spots and stains on clothes.
Returning to the air for the 1937Originally, same sponsor used to try
Community Fund Series
radio session, the Lutheran Hour
a mention on its Molle shaving cream 38
Taking advantage of the timeliness
increased
station
year
has
its
this
response
was
so
good
program and
from coast-to-coast. Dr. of the subject to snag itself a neat
that the separate program resulted list to 46
Walter
A.
Myer continues as con- bit of publicity, KDAL, Duluth, confor Energine.
ter

of

with each successive performance.

;

"Hollywood Playhouse"
"Men

White,"

in

last

Sunday's

Tyrone Power on Wood-

vehicle for
bury's "Hollywood Playhouse" over
NBC-Blue at 9-9:30 p.m., was by far
the most satisfactory presentation in
this series to date. Script had more
grip to it, the tempo was good and
the cast surrounding Power was topnotch.

Due
from

to

the

show being broadcast end

New York

on

this

occasion,

Doris Nolan instead of Gail Patrick
appeared opposite Power. Miss Nolan scored a beautiful performance,
while Erik Rolf nearly stole the
show in the role of Dr. Hoffberg.
The part of the little girl whose
life
is
saved by the quick work
Dr. Ferguson (Power) was very
well played by Estelle Levy, and
other roles were capably handled by
of

Evelyn

Abbott,

Gladys

Thornton,

Agnes Moorhead, Neil O'Malley, and
Clayton Collier, with Bill Johnstone
as narrator. Ernie Watson was musical director.

ductor of the forum, while musical
portion of the hour is handled by
Dr.
Myer,
Lutheran Choir.
the
speaking on "The Value of Your
Soul," is one of the better radio
priests, and does a convincing and
interesting job. The choir, although
kept in the background, handles its
assignments in first class shape. Program has proved in the past that it
can pull listeners, and with increased
network this fall should be one of
the better religious offerings by the
of this year.
outlet

New York

Blue, the best of the series thus far.
With Erno Rapee wielding the baton,
the program sailed along efficiently
and enjoyably.

type of musical

number from swing

but no words and no
commercial announcements except
for a brief identification of the sponsor's product at the start and finish
of the show.
Ben Feld's 27-piece
orchestra, Tom Baker, tenor, and
other talent appear in the program.
to semi-classics,

ducted a series of six special interviews titled "Your Neighbor and
Mine." Series was aired just as pub-

licity

campaign on Community Fund

drive broke, and had Sam Levitan,
KDAL special events man, quizzing
clients of Fund-supported social agencies to determine whether contributions were serving their intended

purposes. Clients were used on the
they rather than the
basis that
agencies, themselves were in the
best position to know whether they

—

—

benefited. Considerable human
interest was developed in the series.
Clients queried were a handicapped
man from the Goodwill Industries, a
youngster from an orphanage, a Girl
Scout, two clients of family welfare
agencies, and a boy receiving free

were
is

WINS, Sundays

at 4:30-5 p.m.

"I've

Grace Moore and Richard Tauber
helped to make last Sunday night's
General Motors Concert, over NBC-

Got the Tune"

Columbia Workshop's presentation
last Sunday over CBS at 8-8:30 p.m.
benefits at the "Y." Throughout the
was a refreshing and novel musical series, clients were referred to only
satire, written for radio by Mark
as "X" to protect their identities.
Blitzstein, titled "I've Got the Tune".
Adopting an operetta form, it tripped
Music Without Words
up and down Broadway to the tune
"The Evening Serenade." being
of lively melodies and intriguing
verses, all very efficiently handled by aired over KMOX, St. Louis, every
the performing company. It's a show Sunday at 9-9:30 p.m. for Hyde Park
almost every
includes
that can stand repeating.
Breweries,

3

Strategically

Located

Offices Manned By
Seasoned Radio Men
rendering a truly comprehensive national service to agencies,

advertisers

and

radio

&

Co.

stations.

John

Blair

DETROIT
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
LOS ANCELES
SAN FRANCISCO

6
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ORCHESTRAS -MUSIC
MARTIN

BLOCK'S "Sunday Swing

Concert" over WNEW, with
Madison Personal Loan sponsoring,
is building up quite a following, and
now that it's airing from the classy
Criterion Theater on Broadway there
should be a good-sized audience on
hand each Sunday at 11 a.m. for the
session.
Last
Sunday's
cal improvement in sales, program one-hour
and technical and merchandising de- show was a lively affair, with Erskine
partments following an analysis made Hawkins, hot trumpeter; Chick Webb,
by KYA heads and Elliot Roosevelt, drumming virtuoso, and a quintet of
new vice-prez of Hearst Radio, Inc. instrumentalists, and Ella Fitzgerald,
News broadcasts will be increased a swing singer with a system, as the
and the method of presentation al- guests of the occasion. The regular
tered.
Quinn's first task will be to "Make-Believe Ballroom" orchestra,
conduct the greatest quest for new directed by Merle Pitt, supplies the
basic musical background.
talent ever instituted at KYA.

Reiland Quinn, KYA production
department, has been elevated to
program director with the shifting
of Leon Churcheon to the Hearst
Pittsburgh station, WCAE, his former station, Bob Roberts, station mgr.
announced. Station here plans radi-

In addition to his numerous other
orchestral and choral duties, Lynn
Murray is currently directing the orchestra on the Tuesday Night CBS

"Songtime"

series.

Ernie Hoist's orchestra is making
first musical movie short.
The
vocal numbers will be handled by
Vince Calendo and Hoist himself.
its

WFIL has extended its broadcast
schedule to 1 a.m. permanently, according to Donald Withycomb, g.m.
Daniel C. Park, formerly with Hunt
Brothers & Raisin, agency, has joined
the
sales staff.
He takes over
the office of John N. Hinchey, re-

KYW

signed.

Taub, former owner of
WRAX, has returned to
Orchestra, has joined the list of guest private business in Texas.
Charles
conductors who will direct the Ford Stahl, former g.m. of the stations,
Sunday Evening House this season. has set up radio production offices
He will conduct the last five pro- in the Hyman Bldg.
grams of the series, starting May 8
Philco has re-submitted to FCC its
Gloria Thompson, recently of KLS,
and concluding the season on June 5. application for television station, on
Peter de Rose of NBC's Breen and
starting in with experimental proOther guest conductors include Jose 204,000 to 210,000 band.
de Rose collaborated with Billy Hill
duction at
with disks.
Iturbi, Eugene Ormandy and Fritz
Two - year contract signed by
in writing "In the Mission by the
Reiner.
Arthur Ward, music arranger for
WCAU with American CommunicaSea," a fast-growing song hit.
the nicer tunes with Meredith Willtions Ass'n includes all of station's
son's ork, follows the exodus to
Morton Gould, WOR composer, con- technical employes and gives a
Denny Moore, former States ResTVz
H'wood.
taurant ork leader in S. F., has ductor and arranger, is experimenting per cent raise to 18 men.
Rupert Pray, Traffic Manager at opened at the Athens Club in Oak- with a new idea "poetry in music"
KJBS, has moved to KFRC on the land. Lois Clark, former warbler effected by a string choir. On his
production staff.
Evalyn Morrison with Paul Pendarvis, with him as program with Sylvia Froos, heard
over WOR-Mutual, Sundays at 10:30
has taken over his work.
vocalist.
Janice Bell, formerly at WHIO,
p.m., he features numbers played by
Natalie Park, NBC actress, heard
and WNEF, is a new singer
the string group arranged to convey
on Jack Meakin's t. c. show "BugBob Stanley, maestro on the WORover WWSW.
the
harmonies
and
tones
vocal
a
of
house Rhythm," will make film tests Mutual Georgie Price show, will reJohn Garber, Gimbel store comshortly at one of the more moneyed sume his former duties as a pit band choir.
mentator on WWSW, moves to
illusion factories.
conductor for a musical comedy, starKDKA for same sponsor.
After an absence from radio of
Donald Henderson Clarke followed ring Price, to be produced in JanMax Hartman, WCAE announcer,
more than four years, Elmo Russ,
Peter B. Kyne as the third celebrated uary.
is the father of a girl.
composer-pianist and former director
novelist whose radio work was inDorothy Devlin, former WCAE
Ray Block has been assigned by of special presentations at WMCA, staff member, now of New York,
troduced to a Pacific Red Network
audience on the show "I Want a CBS as musical director of a new has returned to the airwaves as mus- was a vistor last week. So was Joe
Divorce," Sunday, Oct. 24, from 8: 15 Thursday 10 p.m. show featuring ical director of Hearn's "20 Years Boley, former KQV announcer, now
Helen Kleeb, James Buddy Clark. Guest stars will also Ago and Today" program over WOR. on
to 8:30 p.m.
and Paramount newsreel.
Krieger, Lois Austin and Lou Tobin appear.
"Strollers Matinee" on KDKA has
played the roles.
Hugh Wiley's
"Little Black Bronc," original com- been switched to Mondays and WedJoe Rines and his 16-piece unit position by Al Clauser and Tex nesdays at 1:45 p.m.
fourth play is set for tomorrow.
Ed Kroen, veteran of vaudeville,
Bob Goerner,
announcer, heard on Gruen's "Time of Your Hoepner of WHO's Oklahoma Outbegan a 13-week stint for Cross Cor- Life" will make Brunswick record- laws, cowboy band, has been pub- is commentating on
for Vicset Shop on Friday, doing film gos- ings of "Let's Pitch a Little Woo" lished in England by Berhman Music tor Brewing Co., through Earl Bothsip "From Hollywood to You." Aired and "Shindig."
Publishing Co., London. The num- well agency.
Manager Frank Smith of
ber also has been recorded by Columat 11:30 a.m. for 15 minutes once a
The
Ambassadors,
Roy
Campbell
says station has aired 2,013 remotes
week, script is written in Hollywood.
bia for foreign distribution.
currently
Hollenden
at
the
House,
so far this year.
Joseph Henry Jackson, book reviewer on KPO on Sundays via the Cleveland, leave for Sharon, Pa., on
Nov.
1 to open at the Grey Wolf.
Harry
Lewis
is
the
Rio
Del
Mar
at
Blue Pacific Network, has signed a
WINS Cuts to 12 Hours
country club, 10 miles below Santa
contract with Macmillian Company
WINS will slice hours of operation
Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, the Cruz, Cal.
Private club has new
to write a book this summer on
blackface
comedians featured on policy and is interested in name to 12 hours daily effective Nov. 1.
Alaska.
Production Manager Gordon Willis NBC's "Bicycle Party" commercial, bands. Gordon Hesche of CRA, S. F., Station, which operates on a dayKPO will air them. Re- time only schedule, will be on the
of KGGC, who was once Adda Vit- have drifted away from minstrel com- booked.
edy to innovate topical humor for places Ralph Bryan, who had a 40- air 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily on new
telli's emcee, is now her husband.
schedule.
week booking.
Mel Venter, KFRC announcer, be- blackface comedy.
gan a new sponsored series entitled
Sullivan Joins Gordoni Firm
Tappins Places ETs
"Scrap Book Stories."
Elbert LaNew Radio Producing Firm
Chicago
Jerry
Sullivan,
local
chelle accompanies on the organ.
A 13-week series of musical tranAlbany
Seaboard Radio Producradio
star
who has been having voice
With Bob Garred emceeing an hour
scriptions with Norman Brokenshire tions Inc., New York, has been charof ETs waxed in New York, with oc- trouble for the past two years but
emcee started yesterday over tered to produce radio sketches.
casional live talent, Milen's, Oakland now is back in radio, has joined the as
Edward Layton, Dolores Hastie and
jeweler, start a series on KSFO short- Lillian Gordoni Radio Productions three Philadelphia stations for Tap- Fannie Lillenstein are incorporators.
Co. as commercial manager and to pins' Jewelry Stores, New Jersey
ly at the midnight hour.
Papers filed by Excelsior Stationery
He has been and Pennsylvania chain. Contract Co.
assist in productions.
in radio for 18 years and was com- through Schillin Advertising Corp.
mercial manager of WSBC for 10 calls for 14 transcriptions weekly,
ft
years.
"Big City Parade," written airing two daily over WIP, WDAS,
and directed by Lillian Gordoni, is WCAM. Lou Tappe handles scripts
in its 30th week on WLS.
and production.

John Barbirolli, conductor of the
New York Philharmonic - Symphony

Clarence

WPEN

and

KROW

—

PITTSBURGH

WSMK

WOV

KROW

WWSW

WWSW

—

#

—

r. c« c.

— WESTCHESTER

ACTIVITIES

EXAMINERS' RECOMMENDATIONS
Calesburg Broadcasting Co., Galesburg, 111.
CP for new station. 1500 kc, 250 watts,
daytime, be granted.

Leon M.

new

station.

be denied.

Burlington, la. CP for
kc, 100 watts, unlimited,

Eisfeld,

1310

"New

Rolls Razor Limiting
Rolls Razor for its fall radio adver- Stuart Allen on "Hobby Lobby"
tising campaign will only use
Stuart Allen, baritone, has been
Kimfor a short period this year.
ball, Hubbard & Powell Inc. has the added to Hudson Motor's CBS show,
"Hobby Lobby", as regular soloist.
account.

WOR

—

York's Hearrhside"
Is

Yours with

W-F-A-S
Hotel Roger Smith

White

Plains

Tuesday, October
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•

PERSONALITIES

of a Series of

Who

Who's

in (he Industry

•

DON IOSET

DON

IOSET. managing director of
Ohio," Zanesville. O.. had his

WALTER

JOHNSON,

KHJ - Don

Lee producer, joins the radio department of Music Corp. of America
as assistant to Bert McMurtrie on

He

is responsible for the
production of the "Script
Teaser" show, which was on Don
Lee-Mutual only a month before be-

Nov.

1.

This one,
definitely in the lineup.
like its predecessor, will have a
"teaser" idea and will be worked
out in close co-operation between

MCA

and KHJ-Don Lee, with the
airing set for tomorrow.
The Gilmore Circus switches from

initial

its

present Saturday night spot on
to a Friday 9-9:30 groove on

NBC

Nov. 12.
Arthur

Caesar

did

the second
G. Robinson

of the Edward
"Big Town" series.
Jo Stafford and John Huddleston,
in
undergraduate
College
Oakie
music, slipped off and were married
following last week's broadcast.
Jimmy Grier has been set to swing
the baton on the Olsen and Johnson
show for a 13-week stretch, but will
use NBC staff musicians since his
own crew cannot double at hour of
script

Ben Gage
the Richfield broadcast.
succeeds John Heistand as announcer
on the show.
Ruth Schooler, secretary to John
Swallow, NBC studio manager, marries Larry Wright, musician.

KHJ has gone into the theater-acquiring business and taken a lease
on the 600-seat Ambassador in the
Ambassador Hotel for broadcasting
purposes.
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of Don Lee net, returned from
New York conferences with Mutual
execs on various network activities.
Nadine Conner

is

favored to

fill

the vocal spot on the Packard pro-

being vacated by Florence
George, whose picture career with
Paramount now looms larger than
radio stardom.

gram

FROM NOW ON

COLONEL
JACK MAJOR
WILL BE HEARD
3-3:30

ON TUESDAYS

WABC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

had

a number of
large cities, and, before accepting the managing directorship of WALR, was news commentator at WSPD. Toledo. While at Toledo,
he also conducted a program of his own imagination, titled "Personalities on Parade," which
necessitated broadcasting at the rate of be-

emcee,

and Frances Hunt, Universal picture
comedienne, Kenny Allen and his
Playboys, and Lou Bring's orchestra

Voice of South-Eastern
radio back in 1922 or

Getting back to Ioset's radio career, he

worked

"Script Teasset as

of

agency.

ing snapped up for Lucky Strikes.
Johnson now is busily engaged on

new show to replace
er," with Benny Rubin

taste

1923 at Toledo's first station, WIK.
Before that, however, he served as director of advertising for firms in
Buffalo, Cincinnati and Toledo. Was active in
promotional work in many cities in the Great
Lakes area, and operated his own advertising

idea and

a

WALR, "The
first

af

the

microphone

in

tween 200 and 250 words per minute. Was
clocked with a stop watch during a 15-minute
broadcast on several occasions, and the average speed was usually 250 words per minute.
Was a mike-spieler at
Took over the pilot wheel at WALR in the
250 words a minute...
month of March, this year. Has written long
and short stories, most of which have never reached the typesetter.

WCLO

Cuts National Rate 'Hollywood Daredevils"
In Move for Volume Biz
New Biddick Disk Series

HOWARD KEEGAN has taken over
production of Princess Pat's "Pat

and Hank" at NBC.
Herb Sherman, commercial manager of WJJD, is back from Lansing,
Mich., where he set the Oldsmobile
deal for Chicago Bears football game
broadcasts.

Bob Weems has joined RockwellO'Keefe
of

office here.

Ted and

He

is

a brother

Art.

Chicago Chapter of Associated
Broadcasting Technicians has named
the following officers: Joe F. Novy,
president; Emil Waelti, vice president; George V. Sherman, secretary;
Arthur J. Moss, treasurer, and D. J.
Dunlop, national representative. All
are associated with CBS.
Hal Totten is describing the thrills
of the 21-day Roller derby for NBC.
Hoosier Hot Shots plan a trip to

Hollywood
picture for

Wood
leaves

winter to

this

Grand

Holden,
for

a

make

a

National.

WAAF

Hollywood

announcer,
film job

around Nov. 15.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Frances Carlon has joined "Wife
Los Angeles The Walter Biddick
ed considerable interest and results Co. is producing a new series of 15- vs. Secretary." She is the headliner
are being watched by radio circles. minute transcriptions, "Daredevils in of "Kitty Keene, Inc."
Bob Griffin, Forrest Lewis, Fred
Idea is to make up for the cut by Hollywood," dramatizing the excitSullivan, Sid Ellstrom and Michael
increased volume.
ing experiences of film stunt men Romano being used regularly on the
Sidney H. Bliss, WCLO manager, and doubles. Scripts are being writ- Falstaff "Public Hero" series which
who with his brother, Robert W. ten by Curt Forman, formerly 20th started last week.
scenario writer.
Hal
Bliss, last week became co-publisher Century-Fox
Maj. H. M. Keller has launched
of
the Janesville
Daily Gazette, Styles has been signed as narrator, "Adventuring with the Marines" on
which owns and operates WCLO, with Ted Truner directing, and wax- WAAF.
following the death of their father, ing is being done at Recordings Inc.
Harry H. Bliss, says the rate cut was Good-luck charms carried by various
Signed for "Silver Theater"
made because they believe the spon- stuntmen will be reproduced in quanInternational
Silver,
sponsor of
sor considering a given local market tity as giveaways in an elaborate "Silver Theater," has signed Madeleine
and working with a given budget sales-help plan.
Carroll, Spencer Tracy and Clark
Gable for individual appearances.
must first consider the best coverage
An original story, "Photograph
possible with that budget.
Wattage Tax Proposal
Finish," has been purchased from
"On studying the volume of naUnwise, Says Caldwell Adela Rogers St. John for Tracy's
tional business carried in the Janesappearance. Program is heard over
ville Daily Gazette and the individual
CBS, Sundays, 5-5:30 p.m. Young &
Taxing stations on a wattage basis, Rubicam is the agency.
expenditures of the national advertisers, we determined that our radio as recently proposed by FCC ComHenry Payne,
George
rates were out of line if we were missioner
ever to expect the same considera- would work directly contrary to the
tion to be given WCLO that is now public interest, according to Dr. O.
being given the newspaper, despite H. Caldwell, former Federal Radio
the fact that the radio station reaches Commissioner and now editor of
a wider area," says Bliss.
Radio Today. Instead, he says, the
"Radio, unlike the newspaper, to government should encourage the
do the same effective selling job, highest possible powers for all stamust carry the advertiser's product tions, to give the public improved
more frequently than the newspaper. reception and reach the greatest auA series of advertisements dominat- dience, particularly on the farms. He
ing a newspaper page and run once advocates 500,000 watts or more for
weekly over a period of time, will do every clear channel.
Caldwell also opposes any form of
an effective selling job. The same
amount of money invested in a once radio program censorship.
weekly radio program on a local station will not, in our opinion, do the
same selling job. Therefore, we are
RADIO TECHNIQUE
encouraging the national advertiser
to use spots from 3 to 6 and 7 times
1 WESTERN ELECTRIC RECORDINGS
weekly, whether announcements, 5
Programs recorded in our studios
or 15 minute programs. This type of
Programs taken off the air
consistency used by our local merGeorge
Marshall Durante, Dir.
ff
chants has, during the past four or
R.K.O. Bldg.. Radio City, New York
five years, proved this point."
(.Continued from Page 1)

—

j^y
i

8

Tuesday. October

RADIO DAILY

NGN NAY ALSO SUPPLY

SALES OF RADIO SETS

PROGRAM FOR COLGATE
(.Continued

from Page

SLACKENED SINCE JULY

1)

with top names occasionally alternating.
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ARTHUR

BATCHELDOR,

recently the

possibility

KGVO

utilizing
Barn Dance Program for a sectional
advertiser who desires to cover the
state of Montana.

of

(Continued from Page 1)
that this year's gain over 1936 will
be about 10 per cent instead of 10
to 30 per cent as previously estimated.
The 1936 gain over 1935 was 36.9

from California, is doing streamAddition of Ed Gardner and Sam
lined book reviews over WBRY, New
Moore to the Bacher staff at Metro Haven.
last week lends support to the theory
per cent.
that the Benton & Bowles-M-G-M
The curtailment has not affected
The
Leslie Harris, special events anBon-Bons,
colored
quartet
fortieup will be increasingly active in
merly at WELI, New Haven, are now nouncer, and Norman MacKay, pro- auto radios as much, the survey
production.
gram director, at WQAM, Miami, states. Orders for Christmas selling
at WICC.
aired the transfer of Frederick Snite, have been heavy for radio-phonograph combinations. Price advances
Appoint U. S. Delegates
When WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., "the man in the iron lung," from a have been
moderate, despite improved
special
train
to
his
Miami
Beach
For Havana Conference held its recent annual Harvest Home
styling of receivers and greater effihome.
Mobile
short
wave
transmitFestival celebration, it was necessary
ciency in performance, and will be
(Continued from Page 1)
to put on three complete Saturday ter was used.
about 5 to 15 per cent over the 1936
E. K. Jett, A. D. Ring and G. V. Gross, night perfomrances of its Jamboree,
Vi Mele, pianist-songstress, who ap- level. Retail selling prices per unit
all of FCC; Harry B. Otterman, State in addition to a kiddies' matinee,
to
peared as guest artist on the CBS average around $60, against $40 last
Department, and Lieut. Col. David accommodate the crowds.
Swing Session several times, is cur- season.
M. Crawford, War Department. Carlrently being heard in person at the
ton Hurst, American consul at HavWLBC, Muncie, Ind., and the Ball
Hotel

ana, will be secretary of the delega-

New

Yorker.

State Teachers College have planned
29 programs covering all phases of
First meeting of Mrs. Ida Bailey
highJett stated yesterday that
education for this season. Claude E.
Allen's Radio Consumers Homemaklights of conference will be discus- Palmer, director of radio at the colers Advisory Committee, organized
sion of 550 to 1,600 watt bands in lege, is in charge.
in conjunction with her
proJett
South and Central America.
gram, will be held Nov. 1.
also stated that much should deKVOR, Colorado Springs, carried
velop at Havana which will give remotes from Golden, almost 100
George Johnson, staff organist at
American delegation data to present miles away, on the Colorado College- KOIL, Omaha, has a new weekly
at international conference at Cairo. Colorado School of Mines game Sat- show on Fridays.
He also does two
urday. Chief Engineer Eustace Tay- daily programs.

M-G-M's Maxwell Show

tion.

WHN

High Court Upholds FCC
In Denying Radio Permit
(Continued from Page

1)

operated the equipment, while
Fred C. Mueller and Leon J. Marshall
James F. Hopkins, head of WJBK,
handled the play-by-play.
Detroit, says station is still working
on deal for airing of 48 hockey games
Ten members of the cast of "The to be played this winter by Detroit
Adventures of Ace Williams," re- Red Wings.
corded radio program, were taken by
plane from Chicago by Dan Ryan,
Dorothea Lawrence, radio and conproducer of the series, to the Americert singer, will give a recital the
can Bakers convention in Kansas
afternoon of Nov. 5 in the MacMilCity to play in the satire, "Bread Belan Theater at Columbia University.
fore the Court of Modern Times," belor

the decision was rendered
Commissioners Gary and Brown were
no longer with the commission. The
full commission granted a permit to
Portland and denied Eastland's apwhich Eastland charged
plication,
was unfair as two of the commissioners who had heard the oral tes- fore
delegates during the Allied
George Guyan, program director,
timony were unable to take part in Trades Association's session in the
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and Helen
the decision.
Municipal Auditorium today.
Hoist of Denver are now Mr. and Mrs.

when

Adds Sponsors

Jessel
Additional

on George
Jessel's Mutual network show, "30
Minutes in Hollywood", regionally
sponsors

Union Pacific
include
sponsored,
Stages and Interstate Transit Lines,
over KOIL, Omaha, and John F.
Jelke Co., over WGN, Chicago.

CNC MINUTE
INTECVIOV
SUE TOHRNER
"What's

in

ing agencies

answer!

If

a name? Advertisand sponsors, please

the

very

title

'Name'

and 'Name Value' would not be
the demand, the listening audience,
who provide the applause and
buy the sponsor's product would
get more real enjoyment listening
It
also may
to better programs.
be brought to the sponsor's atten-

tion that the greatest listening au-

dience is outside of
they do not know

New

York and

many

the
Give the unthe listeners
ol

Broadway satellites.
knowns a break and
a treat. It's not always gold
glitters."

that

Is

"Good News

of 1938'

(Continued from Page 1)
ette MacDonald, Allan Jones, Director Robert Z. Leonard, Sophie Tuck-

Pete Smith, Una Merkel, Eleanor
Ted Healy, Dave Gould and
his dancing girls, Igor Gorin, Buddy
Ebsen, Ilona Massey, Judy Garland,
Ted Pearson and Meredith Wilson's

er,

Powell,

orchestra.

Freddie Bartholomew and Fannie
Brice will have the leads in the second broadcast of this series. Others
to be heard with them are Spencer
Tracy, Judy Garland, Val Rosing,
Artie Auerbach, Meliza Korjus, Reginald Gardiner and Betty Jaynes.

Disk

Men Must Make
Separate

AFM Deals

(Continued from Page

Remy

Recording

Springfield,
Mass., is in the process of making
the following electrical transcriptions: The A. V. Rivist Co., a series
of
14
commercial announcements;
John Kasko, a series (six every
week) "Friend of the People" answering problems dealing with human
nature; Springfield Chamber of Commerce, recording "A Story of the
Burning of Springfield" as enacted
Co.,

as

Captain

Handbook

Dr.

business left to

William Allan Neilson, presivention of the

by players broadcasting from WMAS, dent of Smith College, will head a
Springfield.
The program is being committee for compilation of an anrecorded over a direct wire.
nouncers' handbook to be published
soon by NBC.
Entitled "Broadcast
Ed Smalle's chorus, heard on the Speech," the book has been a subLeo Reisman NBC beer series every
ject of research for some time.
In
Thursday night, will soon make a
series of local personal appearances.

1)

ET, and phonograph record manuBuddy Marceau, is now broadcast- facturers. The ET group will coning his "Sport Trails" over WMAS, fer as scheduled today with the AFM
Fall and winter and the phonograph record men at a
Springfield, Mass.
sport along New England trails are later date.
The AFM Executive Committee bethe topics being discussed.
tween outside conferences is mulling
over the broadcasting situation generally as well as taking up other
Announcers'

Leo Marceau, known

addition to aiding announcers,

it

ville

it

by the

AFM

last conheld in Louis-

in June.

will

be designed to help all persons who
speak over the air or before the
at Rockford, HI., has a 100
per cent licensed technical staff, with public.
the receipt by Karl M. Hanson of his
first class radio telephone operator's
Hugh Conover Gets Award
certificate.
The four others, who alWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
so hold first class licenses, are ThomWashington Hugh Conover, WJSV
as C. Cameron, operations manager;
Maurice Nelson, Garth Bowker and staff announcer, has been awarded
Elmo Reed. Nelson, Bowker and the annual award of the Henry J.
Hanson also are licensed amateurs. Kaufman advertising agency to the

WROK

—

Arthur

Mosby spent

the past few
days in Billings and Butte, Montana,
to discuss with the station managers
J.

local commercial announcer excelling in diction, sincerity and effectivewon secness. "Bud" Barry of
ond place.

NBC

Walter Thompson Co. proJ.
duces 38 per cent of the commerin
English
in
broadcasts
cial
Europe and airs 43 radio shows
weekly, besides several in French.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NEW

NO. 83

2.

YORK.

N. Y..

of

Commercial Radio and Television
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AFM's ET Ultimatum
TRENDLE SAYS FILM FANS

Little Ironies
Syracuse — WFBL
has

PROTEST RADIO GOSSIPS
West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles

RADIO DAILY
film com-

— Hollywood

panies were called on here this
week by George Trendle, president

Michigan Radio Network, to combat radio commentators who undermine the film industry by repeating
"confidential and discrediting" inof

who

Trendle,

formation.

Page

(Continued on

also

con-

been

—

boasting of a completely equipped
mobile transmitter trailer, used for
covering events of public interest,
including big fires.
A few days

ago

the fire department notified
the station of a three-alarm blaze.
Location of the fire was in same
block as the garage where mobile
transmitter was
stored.
Looked
like

a perfect setup

spot

was

3)

Union Suddenly Decides to License Disk
Makers After Abruptly Halting
Parley Contract Is Out

airing

— except

for

an

that

By M. H. SHAPIRO
Negotiations between the electrical
transcription manufacturers' committee and the
Executive Board
N.Y.
took an unexpected turn yesterday
group sudBurt Squire, general manager of afternoon, when the
New York State Broadcasting System, denly informed the ET men that they
yesterday announced his resignation. would be licensed in accordance with
At the same time it was revealed the 14-point plan handed down last
that the general offices of the net- summer, and then voted an adjournThis halted the conference
work will be located at the key sta- ment.
and. according to AFM
tion, WINS, in the future, and will abruptly

fire

AFM

garage and when
crew got there the mobile
was burned to the hubs.
right in the

studio

Fred Allen Inaugurating
New Series from Coast
Fred Allen, who returns Nov.

unit

17

as head man of "Town Hall Tonight"
for Bristol-Myers Co. (Sal Hepatica

T&T AWARDED

RCA AND A

and Ipana), over NBC-Red at 9 p.m.
DECREE IN PATENT SUIT
Wednesdays, will begin his new series from Hollywood, where he is appearing in the 20th Century-Fox picFederal Judge John W. Clancy
ture, "Sally, Irene and Mary." Port- yesterday awarded a consent decree
land Hoffa (Mrs. Allen) will again to RCA and AT&T in the patent
be with him.
violation suit against J. & L. Sara Inc.
and Joseph Sara, and also granted
a permanent injunction restraining
Stewart-Warner Corp.
the defendants from further violating
Reports Higher Profit their patents in the manufacture of
radio equipment.

Stewart-Warner Corp. for the nine
months ended Sept. 30 reports net
earnings of $2,084,546. before federal
surtax, equal to $1.68 a share, compared to $1,524,146 or $1.23 a share in
the corresponding period last year.
(Continued on Page 3)

Marrow

Returns Jan. 16

Patents include the

(.Continued

on Page 2)

Walter O'Keefe

to

Head

New Show Starting Jan.

Planning
Program Setup

Cities Service

Change

in

Cities Service Co.. sponsors of the
Cities Service Concerts over an NBCRed network of 43 stations Fridays,
8-9 p.m., is shopping around for a
new program to replace the concerts.
Present setup, in its 11th year, has
a low
rating, and sponsor is
anxious to regain listeners through
(Continued on Page 2)

CAB

1

Fred Allen on Nov. 17, it is learned
J. W. Marrow Co., through Bagthat Young & Rubicam, agency hanon
Chicago,
galey, Horton & Hoyt,
dling the Bristol-Myers account, has
and
Jan. 16 will return Henry Busse
purchased a half -hour spot on the
his orchestra to the air over 22 NBC(Continued on Page 2)
Red network stations, 1:15-1:30 p.m.
Contract is signed for 13 weeks.
Sponsor now has the orchestra on
the same web, Sundays, 11:45 a.m.,
but series terminates Nov. 28.

Cheney Adds

Bros.
(silks)
the addition

WQAM

Spook Stuff

—

Colo.

Lamar,

KIDW

"Phantom Shopper"
ers'

uses

and

attention to bargains

by

vices ofiered

nouncement

its

of

chants'

any mention
names.
By

of

WSB,

has the account.

"hot spe-

Nov.

station,

curious

are given

full

the

calling

bargain

information.

merthe

hunters

Is

Frank
dent in

advance

of

its

official

debut

Symphony
13, the new NBC
orchestra will be heard for the first
time in a "dress rehearsal" over NBC-

yesterday, for the

first

time,

the construction of new studios on
the Park Ave. plot had been postponed indefinitely. Network also declared that they would stay in the
Madison Ave. building for an undisclosed period.
CBS lease with the
owners of the building expires on
April 1, but it assumed that an ex(Continucd on Page 3)

American Rolling Mills
Resumes Airing Jan.
American Rolling Mills

becomes personal

assistant to Lenox
R.
Lohr,
president, effective
next Monday. Mason will retain his
vice-presidency, but will relinquish
his station relations duties.

(Continucd on Page 3)

2

will return

on Jan. 2 over the NBCBlue network plus WLW, 3-3:30 p.m.
Program will be keyed from WLW.
to the air

It

is

Frank Simons

likely that
direct the

will

musical program.
N. W. Aver & Son placed the account.

again

Exploit Announcers

Mason, NBC vice-presicharge of station relations,

William S. Hedges takes over the
Blue on Nov. 2 at 2-3 p.m., with Artur station relations post and will have
Rodzinski conducting. This is the the title of director of station relagroup that will be conducted later by tions.
Hedges has been with NBC
Toscanini and also by Pierre Mon- a number of years serving as manteux.

CBS

confirmed the reports that plans for

E.

NBC

In

of

Orchestra
Airing Nov. 2

ser-

cials" that are offered for the day.

without

In First

An-

sponsors.

made

is

New Symphony

listen-

call

to

a

PARK AVENUE STUDIOS

yesterday

and KTHS to carry spot announcements. First station selected
was WLW. More additions are expected soon.
Jay Lewis Associates

Mason

CBS DELAYS BUILDING

3 Stations

Appointed
Personal Assistant to Lohr
E.

(Continued on Page 3)

be under the direction of Bradley
Kelly, station manager.

Cheney
With Walter O'Keefe turning back
the "Town Hall Tonight" reins to announced

Frank

AFM

STATE WEB

FROM

on-the-

the

RADIO DAILY

Associate Editor,

BURT SQUIRE RESIGNS

Lake City

Salt

— Besides

its

"An-

Court"
program conducted by Production Director R.
T. Harris, KDYL is acquainting listeners with the station's announcers through the medium of pornouncers'

trait

panels

staff,

shows,
in

the

of

together

with

displayed

entire

mike

of

their

list

a fortnight
downtown store windows.
for

A

.

2

Wednesday. October

RADIO DAILY
RCA and AT&T Awarded
Decree

in Patent Suit

(Continued from Page
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Walter O'Keefe

New Show

to

Head

Starting Jan.

(Continued from Page

1)

NBC

1

1)

Lowenstein, Arnold, Wilson, Mathes,
Chamberlain, Loewe, Lemmon, Brown,
Llewellyn, Ballantine and Aceves inventions, all held by RCA and AT&T.
No accounting of the profits or
damages were asked by plaintiff.

show,
sponsor as yet undetermined, to begin
Jan. 1 and star O'Keefe. His work
as
pinch-hitter for Allen during
latter's vacation brought several bids
for O'Keefe.

Character Witnesses

437-Ft. Tower for KTFI
Twin Falls, Ida. — O. P. Soule, president of KTFI, has awarded contract

Testify for

Lawyers

network

for

a

cominG

and

gomg

new

to Lehigh Structural Steel
RADIO DAILY
Washington— Members of the Wash- lentown, Pa., for a 437-ft.
ington
legal
fraternity,
including porting steel tower, which

Washington Bureau,

Louis
Caldwell,
prominent radio
lawyer, James W. Baldwin, managing
director of NAB, and others testified
favorably as character witnesses in
behalf of Paul M. Segal and George
Smith, charged with unethical practices, as the defense continued its
cross-examination before FCC yesterday. All of the witnesses said the
reputations of both defendants were
"excellent". Testimony also revealed
that the majority of the character
witnesses had at one time or other
been employed by either the FCC or
its
predecessor, the Federal Radio

27. 1937

Co.,

Al-

self-supwill be

LEO

FITZPATRICK

presidents

and

troit,

and JOHN PATT. vicegeneral managers of WJR, DeCleveland, respectively, are in

and

WGAR,

town.

HARRY TRENNER, commercial manager of
WNBF, Binghamton, is visiting New York.
CRAIG LAWRENCE, commercial manager of
KSO, Des Moines, is another New York visitor.
O. B. HANSON, NBC chief engineer, is in
Chicago conferring with Howard Luttgens,

local

chief.

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT comes
Friday
Dolitical

to town on
from his Vermont retreat to make a
broadcast over WOR and another over

in the
intermountain WJZ.
JOHN HUSTON, son of Walter Huston and
tower will be erected
for a time in radio work at Chicago, heads for
near Curry. Present transmitter and Hollywood with his bride after a visit in Chipower equipment are to be moved cago with Edith Davis of "Betty and Bob."
to that location from the downtown
STEVE CISLER, general manager of KTHS,
building. Plans for the giant tower Hot Springs, Ark., is in town and reported as
working out a deal with WBAL for mutual
and transmitter building were de- benefit.
signed
by Stanley Soule.
Chief
A. A. SCHECHTER, NBC director of news
Technician Ver Cox will supervise and special events, left town last night for
the work, which is expected to be Richmond, Ind., to attend the funeral of
Edward H. Harris, "the father of the Presscompleted in 60 days.
Radio Bureau."
Schechter is going as NBC's

the

area.

highest

New

representative.

WXYZ

EDWARD FLANIGAN, commercial manager of
Toledo, is a New York visitor.
Detroit Wayne University today
CEORCE BOLLING, vice-president of John
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
begins a series to be known as "The Blair Cr Co., will leave town Nov. 5 to join
Net Commission, in a legal capacity.
John Blair, president of the firm, in Chicago
Contemporary Scene," over
Chg.
High Low Close
They will visit
for a trip to the West Coast.
As
news
spread of the Supreme at 4:30 p.m. each Wednesday. Show KIRO, Seattle, and the Don Lee office while
4
151
151
Am. Tel. & Tel
156
Court's
decision
in
denying
writ
a
is
prepared
Coast.
by
on
the
Wayne
University
3/4
19'/2
191/2
191/2
CBS A
of certiorari to Eastland Broadcast- School of the Air and will interpret
MARJORIE LAWRENCE, prima donna of the
nvz 10% 10% + %
ing Co., rumor persisted that Segal current problems and review news Metropolitan Opera, arrived yesterday from
423/4 401/4 41
Cen. Electric
Europe on the lie de France.
% intended
to again appeal to the FCC, events of educational interest.
75/8
71/g
RCA Common
71/4
HELEN DOSIA, soprano, also arrived yesterday
whose previous decision the court
from Europe.
RCA First Pfd
58V2 561/2 561 + V,
13
12
12% + % upheld.
Stewart Warner
DeSoto Publicizes Stars
A. BURDINO of the Paris and Chicago Operas,
1
105
983/4
99
Westinghouse
arrived in New York on the Me de France yesDetroit Radio and film stars will terday.
22
22y8 22
1/4
Zenith Radio
be featured in newspaper and magaANNE BOOTH sails today for Europe on the
President to
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
President Franklin D. Roosevelt zine advertising by DeSoto division Aquitania.
13
13
13
Hazeltine Corp.
+ l/>
MAJOR GENERAL JAMES C. HARBORD, chair1/4
Majestic
1% 1V2 IV2
will give another "fireside chat" over of Chrysler Corp. on behalf of the
man of the board of RCA, returned from France
11/4
11/8
Nat. Union Radio.
1%
% nat'l networks November 14. No time newly-announced 1938 models. After yesterday
on the lie de France.
Janet Gaynor, starred in the first
OVER THE COUNTER
has yet been set.
Asked
Bid
ad, will come Warner Oland, Lowell
8
7
Stromberg Carlson
Thomas, Alice Faye, Major Bowes,
Announcers' Handbook
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Irene Dunne and Eddie Cantor. J.
Washington Employment in radio
Salt Lake City Laying down a Stirling Getchell is the agency.
and phonograph manufacturing gainpolicy for all
announcers, the
Cities Service
ed 4.6 per cent in September over
production department of station has
CBS Spreads on Election
Setup prepared and published an An- In order to give its listeners com- August, but was 8.2 per cent under
In
the same month in 1936, Secretary
nouncers' Handbook.
Sections are plete coverage
of the New York City
devoted to Ad Lib, Announcer- mayoralty election on Tuesday, CBS of Labor, Perkins revealed yester(Continued from Pane 1)
day. Payrolls last month were 12.8
new program. Lucille Manners, who Operator Signals, E. T. rules, emer- intends to sign with the City News per cent over the 1936 month.
gency
announcements,
music
restricreplaced Jessica Dragonette after the
Ass'n for its complete election report.
latter had appeared on the show for tions, program failures, substitutions, Ass'n is asking $500 for the service.
Sheila Graham Off Campana
remotes,
complaints,
studio
regula10 years, is still in favor with sponStations can get the figures free
Sheila Graham, HollyChicago
sors, and new show may be built tions, etc. Idea of book is not to put from Press-Radio, but it will come
around her. Lord & Thomas is the brakes on announcers' originality or over the wire after City News has wood commentator on Campana's
initiative, but rather to guide him already
agency.
released. It is estimated that "Vanity Fair," has been dropped, due
along certain constructive lines.
CBS ought to get the jump on its to inconvenience caused by the fact
that she is located on the coast.
competitors by five to 10 minutes.
Aubey, Moore & Wallace auditioning
on Rubinoff Tour
Miss
Piping to
for a successor.
Promotion
(Tuesday,

Oct.

26)

•

Wayne

University on

—

WSPD,

WXYZ

.

.

—

Speak

.

.

.

.

.

Employment Gains

KDYL

—

—

KDYL

Planning

Change

Program

—

WOV

WCOP

Daum

Air-Mail Week
Inc. has set Marappear with Rubinoff
In cooperation with Tennessee Airon a concert tour which gets under Mail week, WOPI, Bristol, will air
way Oct. 29. Due to these engage- several special programs depicting
ments, Miss Daum will cancel radio the progress of air mail and urging
work for the next few months. Tour listeners to use the service more frequently. W. A. Wilson, v.p. and g.m.
a.m. to 12 noon. Compton Advertis- will extend to the coast.
Artists Bureau has also booked of the station, is taking active part
ing Inc. placed the account.
Jean Travers into the Mount Royal in the promotion.
Hotel, Montreal, beginning Nov. 1.
James Appell set the deal.
A

The WOV-Ivory Tower show

will

be piped to WCOP, Boston, beginning Monday. Program is sponsored
by Procter & Gamble. WCOP show
will be a repeat, directly after the
WOV broadcast which is heard 11:45

First in local

in

garet

Daum

to

accounts

Chicago

WGES
17 n

Columbia Artists

the heart of Chicago)

Sammy Kaye
Cleveland

— Sammy

on Mutual
Kaye and

or-

chestra, coming into the supper room
of Hotel Statler, will air over Mutual
through its local affiliates,
WCLE, starting Nov. 5.

WHK-

NOW YOU CAN BUY
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER
$ 14 9°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

•

N. Y.

"Mike" and "Phone"

HAND SETS
Especially for five

transmitmeter
ters and the five
meter transceivand
Light
ers.

compact
$10 Single

button

$15 Double button

rugged.
units.

Six

yet

Bakelite
ft.,

conductor

Weighs

4-

cord.

but

15

ounces.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Cal., U. S. A.
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(Continued from Page

1)

Weber, this is where
the matter stands and it is not deemed necessary that there be a contract between the AFM and the ET
Pres.

N.

Jos.

manufacturers.

move by

Drastic

the short session

AFM

the

during

was preceded by a

atmosphere in
stormy
which the ET Committee presented
a paper outlining its position on the

somewhat

Matter of sympathetic

proposition.

move was

strike or service stoppage

referred to as being within the pur-

view
but

Sherman anti-trust act,
was pointed out that such an

of the

it

agreement has existed in Chicago for
James C. Petrillo of Chi10 years.
cago hotly declared that there were

many lawyers present
ET committee (three were

with the

and they shortly departed.

Further

too

present)

discussion started, but apparently not

smoothly nor
upon motion

AFM

to the
of Harry

secretary and

financial

liking, and
E. Brenton,
treasurer oi

AFM

and member of the exec,
AFM group adjournUltimatum was then handed

the

committee, the
ed.

down

to the

ET

committee.

Understood that the ET men asked
to see the trade agreement executed
(but not yet signed) between the
AFM and the IRNA. This would
have been in violation of the agreement between the AFM and IRNA,
However,
and the AFM refused.

AFM

is

of the opinion that the IRNA
to the ET
as a result

show the agreement
men and resentment grew
did

the

of

Another angle ad-

belief.

vanced by the AFM is
tions were that the ET men were
about to enter upon a long drawnout series of conferences and the
that indica-

AFM,

seeking to avoid another sersuch as characterized
the IRNA proposition, decided to
treat with a stronger hand than hereof sessions

ies

will
that the
a license form for the ET
manufacturers and their attitude will
oe that either the ET can hire union

E.

MASON MADE

but her iden(Continued from Page 1)
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has started tity has not been revealed to the
a Radio Camera Club for drug store radio audience. The theme song for ager of WMAQ, WENR, KDKA and
sponsorship. Descriptive scenes that this program is "Buzzing Around head of the owned and operated stacan be easily reached and photo- With the Bee."
tions department.
He recently regraphed are mentioned, with the
signed the vice-presidency of Crosmusical portion of the program tiedSpanish News Airing
in with such places. Highlight is a
Transradio news reports, translated ley Radio Corp. Keith Kiggins, man5-minute meeting of the photo fans, into Spanish for the station's large ager of NBC station relations, will
with listeners invited to enter pic- Latin-American audience, comprise report to Hedges after Nov. 1.
Ottis Roush, a new nightly broadcast over KGER,
ture-naming contest.
In appointing Mason to the new
chief announcer, handles the pro- Los Angeles, under the title "The
post,
Lohr stated: "This step has been
gram.
KGER Spanish News." Items selected
are designed to interest the Spanish made necessary by the fact that a
population of Southern California. number of important matters which
"Horses for Pleasure"
Seward B. Price, president of the Two announcers are used: a man to would ordinarily require my personal
Muncie Light Horse Club has started handle news of interest to women,
attention has been so increasingly
a series of programs on WLBC, and a woman to air the items of
multiplied that I must have at my
Muncie, Ind., under the title "Horses masculine appeal.
right hand a responsible executive
Large audience of
for Pleasure."
who has my confidence, to relieve
upper-bracket incomes has been de"For Gentlemen Only"
me
of many of them.
Mason's wide
veloped, and in addition program is
Ushered in with a feminine "Shh!
said to have recruited new devotees This for gentlemen only!" WOAI, experience in many phases of the
company's activities over a period of
of the equestrian sports from lower- San Antonio, has inaugurated a new
six years, fits him admirably for this
income families.
commercial for Byer-Rolnick Comimportant post."
pany's
"Resistol"
Hats.
Program,
Mason joined NBC in 1931 as vicewhich goes over Texas Quality NetJuvenile Tall Stories
A new program that is meeting work and also WKY, Oklahoma City, president in charge of publicity. He
with the favor of mothers in Westrn airs Sunday afternoons, featuring came to the network from the InMontana is the "Children's Story Jerome Zoeller's orchestra and Frank ternational News Service, where he
was business manager.
Hour," sponsored by the Missoula Monroe, singer.
Dairy Farm over KGVO. Children
from two to six years tell their "tallMen Behind the Classics
est" stories into the microphone ear
A new Monday afternoon program Stewart-Warner Corp.
of the Listening Magic Moo Cow, featuring facts on the lives of the
Reports Higher Profit
while they sip milk provided by the world's great literary figures, with
sponsor.
Rosario Bourdon and his orchestra
(Continued from Page 1)
Jingle Jerry, who handles the supplying the musical interludes, will
show, provides jingles for the chil- be introduced shortly over WGL, Another extra dividend of 25 cents
a share, plus the usual quarterly divdren to complete. The three best Fort Wayne, Ind.
idend of 25 cents, has been ceclared.
answers are given prizes.
both payable Dec. 1 to holders of
"Take
Number"
record Nov. 5.
Local Buzzing by The Bee
A modified "numbers game," with
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., is broad- song selections as the only winnings,
casting a new sustaining program is new novelty musical offering over
WBIG Tabernacle's 3rd Year
tliree nights a week for 15 minutes KIDW, Lamar, Colo.
Listeners are
Greensboro, N. C.
The "Tabercalled
"The Bee", which buzzes asked to pick a number between 1 nacle Hour," directed
by Rev. H. P.
around with latest gossip and per- and 100, and another between 1 and Williams over WBIG, is celebrating
sonal news about socialites and well- 30, phoning in their choices. Com- its third year.
In this period, Rev.
known local individuals in Rock bination of numbers calls for certain Williams rode 5,000 miles to bring a
Island, Davenport and Moline. Lucia selection, which is played from tranbroadcast every Sunday morning to
pianist, is the Bee,

A

—

Mae Thompson,

WHBF

staff

organist scription library.

Trendle Says Film Fans
Protest Radio Gossips

AFM

now appears

draw up

FRANK

LOHR'S PERSONAL AIDE
and

Radio Camera Club

tofore.
It

3

RADIO DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

;

his radio flock. The program is commercial and has elicited much favorable comment. In the last issue of
The Gospel Broadcaster, tabloid
sheet edited by Rev. Williams, Major
Edney Ridge, director of WBIG, and
the entire station staff are given a
being
vote of appreciation for their cooperation on the program. An expression

CBS Delays Building
Park Avenue Studios
(Continued from Page

1)

theaters in the Detroit area, tension has been arranged or is
urged action on this score from the worked out.
Association of Motion Picture ProOther rumors that CBS had sold
musicians or else. If the former, then ducers, and said that the networks its Park Ave. site at a profit have from Major Ridge also is included.
they will have to abide by the
and the advertising agencies would been denied. City records show that
rules and regulations to be set forth be enlisted in the same drive.
the site is held in the name of the
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
in the license agreement.
That Trendle's drive might bear Tocosa Corp., a CBS subsidiary.
'
OFFERS
"
immediate
fruit
anwas
seen
in
an
Member of the ET committee,
\ \ \ \
James Landaur of Webb & Knapp is
ultimatum, stated nouncement made shortly afterwards now handling the property.
queried on the
he believed "negotiations were still from the office of Louis B. Mayer,
Site is mortgaged for about $1,Phonograph record president of the A.M.P.P., who said 000,000. Assessment, at the time of
in progress".
men are due to arrange a conference he would confer with Will H. Hays purchase in 1936, was quoted at $1,TRANSMITTER
and that a meeting would be called 750,000.
today.
with
to take necessary steps. Trendle said
trols

AFM

'

'

AFM

'

LIFELIKE

RECEPTION
NEW

AFM

he has had hundreds of
I

|

"Wheaties

of

Harmony"

I

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD
j

Sponsored by General Mills

j

|

Champions

j

WMCA

2:30-5:30 Daily
j

calls

INCREASED

come

his office from fans protesting
movie attacks over the air. He said:
"These represent definite proof of
the fan's antagonism toward those
who tear down public idols. About

into

10 air commentators can be likened
to ward politicians in the way they
blast reputations."

MRS.

MARTIN

JOHNSON

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

CLARK

GETTS, INC.

H.

BASIC RED

NETWORK

WALDORF-ASTORIA

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL

—
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AGENCIES

MUSIC

LEE R. McCULLOUGH agency,
Chicago, has been appointed advertising counsel for Marvel Products (furniture and automobile polish).

and his orchestra,
ALwithDONAHUE
the
Durelle
Alexander,
String Choir, Male Glee Club and
instrumental soloists, all of whom
are currently appearing in the Rainbow Room, have been signed by Sam
Sax to make a group of three musical shorts for Warner Bros. The pictures, which will be made on the

Brooklyn Vitaphone lot next month,
will be woven around special pro-

numbers especially written
and arranged by Donahue.
duction

GRANT ADVERTISING
•

•

of

Joe

the 1938 Auto

his ork will play

Show and

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

death

Kelt's

a job

find

heart".

.

.Cole

.

caused by a

lying

Porter's

fall

words

the

with

he couldn't

business .... The

its

side

had

Porter

also.

the Orient

—because

safe

to

little

an

of

country

—forgetting,

Phillips

H.

undoubtedly, that the

first

three

reads. "We. The People" .... Noel Coward's
Hudson near Tappen. N. Y„ has been leased by

Constitution

home on

Ed Fitzgerald

of

line-Vitalis

the

WOR .... Joey
show Monday

was found missing on

Nash's voice

— but

the

featured with

his orchestra at the Village

Brewery

Restaurant,
is
amazing musicians
with his ability to swing on the
electrical Hawaiian Guitar, imitating
the sounds of the trumpet, trombone

and saxaphone.

French Casino

orchestra have been assigned the
musical chores in the new Paramount
series of shorts to be built around
some of the acts in the current
French Casino revue, "Folies Bergere." Aileen Stanley, musical comedy, radio and supper-club singer,

who

just returned from a five month
tour of the British Isles, will also be

featured.
Production on the first
of the six shorts, for which Breese
has written special music, is now under way at the Paramount-Long
Island studios.

•

This note from WLBC, Muncie, hid., gives one a general
things are run sometimes. Recently a sponsor asked
Apple, The Old Ranger, while servicing an account and dis-

•

•

idea of the

Happy

JOHN HOLLOWAY,

guest-direct

Symphony

the Chicago
orchestra.
He

Women's
will

not

be on his program next Sunday.

way

JAMES M. COSTELLO has joined
the Bert S. Gittins agency, Milwau-

LON JOURDET, formerly a member of Febling & Jourdet Advertising
Agency, is now associated with
Barnes and Aaron Advertising Agency, Philadelphia, as account executive.
ARBEE AGENCY,

Terre Haute.
appointed by Bear
Mfg. Co. in that city to handle a
Jack Frost proprietary ointment campaign.
Agency also is handling a
has

WBOW.
THE IZZARD CO.

campaign for

Seattle

has

The Old Ranger explained that it was merely sound
you see a crimson glow coming from the west, bet

Pomona

or diagram,
effects.... If

your bottom dollar that
a spelling bee for

it's

Charlie Foil's contenance. Coyiducting
Cal., Charlie asked contestants

KYOS, Merced,

but he pronounced it "psychology" ... .Of
spelled the latter and received demerit
marks because Charlie had the book before his eyes and on
another word. .. .Luckily the contest ended in a deadlock!

"physiology"

spell

to

the

course,

contestants

—

—

paign to introduce a new
apple juice product of the
Products Co., Selah, Wash.

LEE GRAVES, who

•

•

•

The

new

edict over at

the clearances on their tunes

Boys are

in

is

NBC

regarding the music boys learning

working out satisfactory

to

all

a week-to-week pass and expect a year's card

concerned.

after Ian.

1.

in evicting the mob. many would sneak under the barrier
and make general nuisances of themselves .... Because Benny Goodman
plays only certain types of songs and thus keeps many publishers off
his shows, he threw a party for them last week to "apologizs for not
helping" them! .... Martin Starr, WMCA's "Gangplank" interviewer, induced

—

producer King Vidor

film

court ... .Leon

.

.

.

admit on the air yesterday that

wedding

Starr also aired

secret.

it

was

his

Vidor had been keeping

back.

Alexander Korda, London producer.

is a member of Walter
Mack Millar's claim out of
honor Russ Morgan at their place Sunday

.John Quillan, brother of Eddie, the flicker star,

O'Keefe's

nite

to

who accompanied him abroad and

bride

with

writing

a

&

staff....

Eddie's will

celebrity

party

talent for inspection ....

Riviera

band

info

Ray Noble

A

—bringing

deal

is

a Philly theater

settled

out

pending
for

new
for

personals.

radio,

stage

Mickey Alpart
.

.

and screen
to

LOUIS DEAN

has again taken up
with Campbell-Ewald Co.
New York. He has been in Detroit
for a number of months serving as
post

radio head of D. P. Brothers' radio
activities.

NEW ORLEANS
Harold

Nebe,

engineer of
looking over
the new equipment which the station will use when it goes on 5,000
watts daytime.
"Bing" Bone, who sings in the
Crosby manner, and Irene Shirley
have gone commercial on the air

WSMB,

is

in

chief

New York

here.

WWL

Vince Callahan of
has a new
secretary, Eulah Carter, who replaces I. A. Timerick. "Tim" joined
the station's ad sales staff.

Winter

Room over at the Riviera offers the town's smartest entertainment with
Howard Lalley's band .... Miami Daily News gave 5 columns to WIOD's
senior announcer Bill Pennell because he eats so much .... A rare treat
from the Rainbow Room is the ivory-tickling of Jack Kelly with Al Donahue's

WJZ.

crew via NBC.

—

LEE GRANT
AND

gesture on the part of James R. Curtis, prexy of
Tex. He has had boxes placed on all prominent

corners in town and has the station make announcements
regarding what to do with old razor blades ... .which are collected
and melted into braces which are donated to crippled children....
People are enjoying Alton Cook's radio column on what he did,
and saw during the past week in Sat. World-Telegram.
street

has been trans-

take his

.Incidentally, the

Dantzig and his orchestra get
an NBC wire from the Italian Room
He's aired
of the Hotel St. George.
twice-weekly, Monday at 11 p.m. via
WEAF and Friday at 12:30 a.m. via

• • • Swell
KFRO, Longview,

natural

ferred from Chicago to the New York
office of the Compton agency, occupies the post of business manager.
The agency's radio director is John
McMillin.
his
of

"Pineapple Swing," "The Deacon is
Speakin'," "The Dyin' Quintuplets,"
"You Can't Play Bingo with My
Heart" and "Weddin' on Sugar Hill."

HAvemeyer 9-3494

of

been retained for an advertising cam-

the

CLYDE BARRIE

been

cussing the continuity in a program: "Who is this guy 'Fanfare'?
I don't have to pay extra for him, do I?" ... .Without pencil, paper

Doris Fisher, CBS songstress-composer, has written five numbers for
the new Harlem Uproar House revue. They are "The Opening Song,"

Eli

formerly with

Quaker Oats, has joined the George
H. Hartman agency, Chicago.

Previously,

Frank St. Leger, musical director
of American Radiator's "Fireside Recitals" on NBC Sunday evenings, is
due in Chicago this week-end to

handle

to

the advertising of Mars Inc., Chicago
(candy bar), which last year used
radio extensively. Grant is opening
a Chicago office in the Palm-Olive
building.

Ind.,

lacking!

really

INC.. Dal-

appointed

kee.

U.S.A

Lord recently tried to prevent Editorial Writer lay Franklin from heading

WLW

his

— but

two broken legs

with

hospital

I.

So he came back

"We, The People."

Lou Breese and

in this

trip to

his pillar.

is

L.

News

should have read "broken

it

—has humorous
—having cancelled a

will he a feature attraction.

who

a

in

from a horse

innocent bystander.

Jack Wright,

Pan Alley

a million dollars

to

turn):

supplemented

wild-fire,

to Tin

of

Sino-Jap conflict which Cole didn't wish to encounter even as

Transporta-

Clyde Lucas Ork, currently playing the Lowry Hotel, St. Paul, opens
Nov. 5 at the Chase Hotel, St. Louis.

like

"weak heart"—but

returned from England

the

of

earning close

after

diagnosis reads

doctor's

Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum, Omaha, Nov. 6-11. Bob Pace
tion Exhibition at

spread

yesterday

remarks that he was a genius, an asset

just

Jack Denny and

•

been

has

las,

HIS

ORCHESTRA

SIX -STAR

REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30
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PROGRfldl REVIEWS

Co., St.

WBAL,
Louis

TRANSCRIPTION SERIES STARTS OFF
AS GOOD STUFF FOR DETECTIVE STORY
FANS.

Oil

Baltimore:

KFRC, San
announcements,

Chevrolet,

American

Royal Toy Co.,
through Reiss Advertising
through
announcements,
Campbell-Ewald Tide Water Associated Oil
Company, football games, through Lord &
Thomas; Schlitz Brewing Co., announcements, through Mcjenkin.
Co.;

Francisco:

Chevrolet,

prove quite entertaining to the fans
WGN, Chicago:
Products),
of Charlie Chan and of detective Food
stories in general. Cy Kendall plays through Raymond
B.
Knox
Co.,
Chan, and he is assisted by a bright through Kenyon &
lad as Chan's son, Lee.
episodes set the groundwork
Chan to solve the murder of a
bad egg named Jessup in a Honolulu
Initial

for

waterfront hotel.
As an exploitation tieup, offer of
Charlie Chan Magic Tricks is being
labels

for

from

sponsor's

product.

Raymond
series on

R.

Morgan waxed the

the coast.

"Bicycle Party"
Variety show continues

to

II

N

GUEJT-ING

IE Jf Jf

move

Stokely Bros. (Van Camp
"Charlie
Chan,"
ETs,
R. Morgan Co.; Charles

on Rudy Val-

NBC-Red,

Carter
ETs, through Cornell & Newell;
American Railway Express, weather reports.

lee program,
p.m.)

WENR, Chicago; Great West Life Assurance Co., disk music, through Schwimmer &

Magazine

of the Air," Nov. 3

11 a.m.).

JULIUS KING, same

Scott.

Co.

;

Though it lacks the inimitable
Warner Oland, this ET series should

made

I

-

Fri.,

15-5:30 p.m.

5:

IB HJ

WDNC, Durham, N. C: Nucoa, SearsRoebuck, Pepsi-Cola, Chevrolet, spots; Montgomery Ward, program; Dr. Pepper Bottling
Co., program.

Stokely Co. (tomato juice)

Gardner Adv.

W

IE

WALTER HUSTON,

"ADVENTURES OF
CHARLIE CHAN"
WOR-Mutual, Mon. through

5

RADIO DAILY

WBBM,

Chicago:
Jessel ETs, through

KMOX,

St.

DeSoto Motors, George
J.

Louis,

Stirling

Union

Bob Hawks "Fun Quiz,"

Getchell.

Biscuit
piped from

Co.,

Chi-

cago.

Nov.

4

<

CHANNING POLLOCK,
gram, Nov. 5.
Worthington.

Both

MARIAN MARSH,
Music Hall," Oct. 28

set

on "Heinz
(CBS,
pro-

by Dorothy

added to "Kraft
(NBC-Red, 10

p.m.)

San Francisco: Roma Wine Co.
Grape Juice) "Toast to the Town",
program, through James Houlihan, Inc.

KSFO,

(Cella

FOUR STARS,
MILTON HERTH,

quartet, and
on Buddy Clark
program, Oct. 28 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
girl

participation,

(Gelatine),

Eckhardt.

KJBS, San Francisco: Royal Toy, spots,
through Reiss Advertising Co.
Chevrolet,
spots, through Campbell-Ewald
Tide Water
Associated Oil, football games, through Lord
& Thomas; Schlitz Brewing, spots through
Mcjenkin.
;

;

KECA, Los Angeles: Wonder Made Prod(Thriftee and Zest salad dressings), announcements, through Charles H. Mayne &
Co., and a 6-months contract for Lea and
ucts

Perrin's sauce, spots.

KGO. San Francisco: General Cigar Co.,
through H. W. Kastor & Sons; Eton Paper
Corp., through Badger & Browning; Vick
Chemical,
through
Morse
International;
Bauer & Black, through Blackett-SampleHummert; Nash Kelvinator, Inc., through
Geyer-Cornell-Newell, Inc.

along at a fast pace with high spot
of program still the bit done by
blackface act of Swor and Lubin.
KYA, San Francisco; Gardner Nursery Co.,
Northwest Radio Advertising AgenTwo comics offer a delightful change through
cy; Chevrolet, through Campbell-Ewald.
in atmosphere from the usual run
of such acts, and are good for plenty
WNEW, New York; Axton-Fisher TobacBill Slater, football ex- co (20 Grand and Zephyr cigarets), "Makeof laughs.
Believe Ballroom," through McCann-Erickpert, had as his guest last Sunday son; Crystex (drug product), "Pinto Pete in
William Montague, newsreel editor Arizona," ETs through Allen C. Smith Adv.
of

Paramount, who related experi-

ences of the newsreel camermen.
Bert Whaley, vocalist with Hugo
Mariani's orchestra, sang "One Alone"
as his solo plus vocals on number of
Show offers novel
other offerings.
contest for listeners with keen sense
of hearing by purposely making mistakes during show, with listeners correctly diagnosing mistakes winning
sponsor's product. Program is heard
over NBC-Red at 3:30-4 p.m. Sun-

Co.,

Kansas

City.

KFEL,

Denver: Skinner Mfg. Co. (Macaroni)
announcements,
through
BuchananThomas; American Popcorn; Western Martha
Washington Candy Co., announcements, renewal; Duart Sales Co. (Creme of Milk).
"Passing Parade"; Emerson Drug (BromDSeltzerj
Sid
Skolsky; Time Inc., "March
Time"; Pontiac, "Varsity Show"; Guaranty Life Insurance Co., "News Behind the
Headlines", through Stodel Agency; SherwinWilliams Co. (paint), chain break announcements.
of

WMAQ,

Chicago:

Nash

Motors,

Boake

days.

Grape Nuts Program

KFRO,

Longview, Tex.

James R. Curtis, prexy, recently
guest star,
and
filling in for the vacationing Burns visited KABC, KMAC,
and Allen, the Grape Nuts program KXYZ, all members of Texas Broadon NBC-Red last Monday night had casters Ass'n, of which he is secretarya good batch of down-to-earth com- treasurer. He will next visit Dallas
edy, and incidentally gave vocalist and Fort Worth stations.
John Young, formerly of KRMD,
Tony Martin a chance to play a major part in laugh dispensing. Martin Shreveport, and WHBQ, Memphis,
did a good job helped, of course, by has joined the announcing staff, repast-master Cantor. Jacques Renard, placing Lyman Brown, who was unthe Cantor program musical director, able to report.
also came in for a bit of free-for-all
Travis Cabiness, formerly of anincluding Ray Noble. It was a lot of nouncing staff, has joined KRMD,
fun, and the studio audience, in par- Shreveport.
ticular, ate it up.
KGKB, Tyler, and KOCA, Kilgore.
are cooperating with KFRO in Red
Cross programs.
Durham, N. C.
With Eddie Cantor

as

KONO

MARK WARN0W

—

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

10-10:45 P.M.

EASTERN TIME

OVER THE RED NETWORK OF THE

WDNC,

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Arthur (Smilin' Artie) O'Brien is
back with his hillbilly music after an

WHIP Booklet
absence of nearly a year.
WHIP, the new 5,000-watter in
Al Harding, announcer, has left to
join WCCO, Minneapolis. He married Hammond, Ind., has put out an ata Minneapolis girl last month.
A tractive booklet, along with a rate
weekly religious broadcast titled card, giving all the facts about the
"Evangelist Hour" starts this week.
station's equipment, coverage, etc.

8

MARK WARNOW

EXCLUSIVELY

by

COLUMBIA ARTISTS,

INC.

,

6
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STATIONS Or AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

S.

Cfticaacr

Radio Stations

KIRO—Seattle
RALPH
DR.
counsellor

is

710 Kilocycles— 1,000 Watts

POWER,

radio
and onetime U.S.C.
professor, will lecture to radio production
classes
of
the
Pasadena
Junior College on November 4 in the
Pasadena studios of KPPC. Topic
L.

"Programs and Personalities," and

Power has scheduled Harry A. Earncreator of "Chandu"; Frederick
Dahlquist,
producer of
C.
"Thrills"; and C. C. Pyle, head of
Radio Transcriptions of America,
among the "personalities."

shaw,

Norman Spencer, whose "Can You
Write a Song" program contest is
going great guns on KFWB, reports
a surprising percentage of really
meritorious contributions. Many hit
the office wastebasket, of course, but

H.

J.

QUILLIAM. Manager
LOREN B. STONE, Commercial Manager

KIRO replaced KOL as the CBS outlet in Seattle, immediately
schedule of Columbia Pacific Network programs.
Operated by Queen City Broadcasting Co., KIRO made its bow on the air Oct. 15,
It serves a widespread area, insuring dominant coverage of the entire Seattle
1935.
market without a change in rates; and KVI, Tacoma, continues to broadcast, at no
extra cost, all CBS programs carried by the Seattle outlet.
New measurements of KIRO's coverage, made by CBS, showed 261,300 radio families
in the station's primary daytime area and 295,030 in its primary evening listening areas,
even before KIRO began broadcasting the CBS schedule, according to William C.
Gittinger, sales manager for the network.
Besides its lineup of Columbia programs, the station airs many features of special
local interest.
Its power is 1,000 watts both day and night, and the 710 kilocycles
gives it an exceptionally good position on the dial.
John Blair & Co. is the station's national representative.
Oct. 10
ONtaking
the

of this year,
full

team of Fred Strois, lyricist, and
Claude Granville, music, have subWHBF, Rock Island, III
mitted numbers that publishers are
Ralph Childs has joined the staff
clamoring for, and Maurice Mas, Fred
Jackson and June and Jean Gay all to handle news, sports reviews and
He has been at
have turned in potential hits. Wil- other programs.
liam Schary, business manager for KXBY, KWBG and WMT.
The local high school has always
Spencer, now is in New York following-up agency and sponsor in- cooperated with WHBF on special
events and other programs, so the
quiries about the new program.
Radio Night will be celebrated at station carried a series of dedicatory
the Elks Temple tonight with Joe programs on the opening of the new
Penner,
Parkyakarkus,
Raymond high school building.
Davenport studios of WHBF have
Paige and "Tiny" Ruffner being initiated and the doings incident there- been moved from the Blackhawk
to broadcast over KHJ and the Mu- Hotel to the Orpheum Theater. Lois
tual network on a special National McDermand continues in charge. Stathe

Traffic Safety

WPAY,
Buddy

Portsmouth, O.

KERR, recovered from
appendectomy, is back at work
as head of local Tom Fizdale office.
Fizdale paused at home office on return from New York and then went
on to Hollywood.
Phil

WGN

Cameron has joined

the
replacing Bill Baldwin, who went to Shreveport, La.
Cameron comes from South Dakota.
Jack Baker, tenor, has replaced
Gale Page as soloist on the Bill
Kranz
orchestra
on

announcing

staff,

program

WMAQ-NBC.
Betty Ito, pretty Japanese-American actress, has joined Iodent's "Don
Winsolw." Earl George is another
addition to the staff.
Carl Doty, former head of NBC
statistical division here, moving to
WOAI, San Antonio, to do sales pro-

deluxe, motion work.
Phyllis Stepler (Joan Kay to her
Charleston,
radio friends) and Norbert E. Bibow
Vaughn Trio (LeRoy Carver, W. B. were married last week. He's an
Walbert and Luther Drummond) Evanston banker.
Carnation Co. has issued a pichere for a short while presenting
religious music, also kept busy fill- torial broadside in connection with
ing
personal
appearance engage- the 300th broadcast of its "Contented"
series
featuring
Frank
ments.
A series of debate programs spon- Black's music.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Biggar of San
sored by Ohio High School Speech
Starcher,

leaves to
W. Va.

join

hillbilly

WCHS,

League, emanating at WOSU, Colum- Diego visiting
bus, is being rebroadcast Wednes- WLS studios.

George

Biggar

at

of WIRE here is
Jack Stilwell, new WLS
announcer, formerly his boss in In-

Happy

days.

guest

tion also has studios in Moline.

week program.

MARGE

Long

of

Frances Scully of Hal Bock's NBC
staff, and Lita Hebert of
Hal Rorke's CBS publicity staff, were
busy receiving birthday congratulations on the same day Oct. 21. Other
NBCites celebrating their natal day
on the same date were Tommy Riggs,
and Russell Hudson of the Traffic

Maurice Corken, Marvin Rosene
WFTC, Kinston, N. C.
dianapolis.
and Ralph Childs are being kept
Lawrence Gooding, formerly engibusy airing football games of the
eight high schools and colleges in the neer here, is now holding a similar
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Goodrich dealers are spon- berth for the State Highway Comtri-cities.
With Sidney H. and Robert W.
mission
in
Raleigh.
soring.
of
becoming co-publishers
Permit has been granted by FCC Bliss
ownerJanesville
Daily
Gazette,
for a 35-watt relay transmitter on

Department
John Wayne, cinema actor and
former U.S.C. football player and
crack swimmer, discussed his sports
activities
past and present
with
Jack Holmes on "Hollywood Sports
Camera" over KFWB Monday night.
Don Hastings, manager of KDB,
Don Lee station in Santa Barbara,

Betty Moore, NBC network artist
heard from New York, made a guest
appearance on the Carolina Report-

publicity

—

.

—

—

del ivers flowers to all listeners "on
the sick list" whose names
are
brought to the attention of producer
of the "Pep, Unlimited" program,

through
local

co-operative

tieup

with

a

florist.

Don Norman

Nesbitt,

brother

of

WBT,

er

Charlotte

games of the Eastern
Teachers College, Greenwill be aired as sustainers.

Carolina
ville,

program conducted by Lina Cov-

ington Harrell.
National Red Cross, Washington,
has written W. A. Schudt Jr., g.m.,
asking permission to present Grady

WPTF,

Raleigh

"Meet the Staff" program has completed interviewing
Cole, commentator-philosopher, with staff members and is now visiting

a certificate of recognition for valiant service during Mississippi flood.

WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
The new transmitter has arrived
and process of installation is now

J.

B. Clark's

various departments.
In cooperation with the State Employment Service, "The Job Clinic"
is getting ready to hit the air.
Station fed Saturday's CarolinaTulane game to WSMB, New Orleans,
and will pipe the Carolina-Fordham

under way.
Milt Hale interviewed Ted Shawn, game to WINS, New York.
resident after severing a connection dance impresario, over the air the
of several years with KHQ and other nite, in one of Shawn's rare
KGA, Spokane, where he was an- airings.
WBAL, Baltimore
nouncer, continuity editor and proUncle Jack, assisted by Walter
The banquet room of the Hotel
duction director. Nesbitt has severCharles (station home) will be used Linthicum, started a Sunday "Junior
al berths in prospect here.
when the Springfield WPA orch Opportunity Revue," giving kids a
Cast of "Lady of Millions" is gettakes part in the Community Chest chance on the air.
ting a ten-day vacation from record"In Town Today," interviewing
prog. A. W. Marlin, station managing while May Robson is busy in
visitors to Baltimore and others, is
will handle the show.
RKO's "Bringing Up Baby." Linda er,
a new Sunday afternoon program
Marwood of the New York and play the role of a 90-year-old Aunt handled by Garry Morflt.
London stage joins the troupe on of "Aunt Mae Webster", Miss Robson,
Listeners are now being given a
Miss Robson's return, but George since the character requires an ex- hand in selecting the items to be
Godfrey, director, is experiencing tremely aged voice and an excep- asked for on the Saturday evening
difficulty in finding an actress to tional sense of comedy values.
"Scavenger Hunt."

John Nesbitt, becomes a Hollywood

WCLO,

following death
personnel setup
includes Sidney Bliss as business
manager; Thomas G. Murphy, promoted to general sales director;
Valentine Weber, made commercial
manager; John Dixon, program diBorkenhagen, office
rector;
E. H.
manager; Delia Deen Orr, musical
director, and Charles Layton, news

operator of

2150 kc.
All home

of their father,

new

editor.

Station's short

wave

unit,

W9XRT,

cooperation with the state stations, WHA, Madison, and WHBL,
Stevens Point, will air the state cornhusking contest near Beloit on Fri-

in

day.

Local high school and the U. of W.
games are being aired now,
with basketball to follow later.
football

WREC, Memphis
Station has inaugurated a policy of
giving "fanfare salutes" to fairs and
celebrations in the Memphis trade
territory. Salutes are given on "Musical Clock" program, 6:30-7 a.m.
of
voice
Robert
Sanders,
the

"Cheer-Up Time," and Harry Boersma, Treasured Hymn singer, will be
featured singers at a revival meeting in the First Baptist church in
Jackson, Tenn., all this week.
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NEW PATENTS
Radio and Television

KFXJ, Grand

Junction, Col.

Cecil Caves is now chief telegraph
operator, in charge of Trans-Radio
division of the news service.

Additions to announcing staff include Marv Mulvihill and Bob Smith,
John B. Brady, Attorney
the latter from KSAC.
Washington. D. C.
Margaret Horan is a new continuity
writer. Mrs. Alice Barber also has
2,095,980 Oscillation Generation and Con- joined as continuity writer and secCompiled by

—

Clarence

trol.

W.

Hansell, Port Jefferson, N. Y.,

RCA.

assignor to

—

2,095,981
Temperature Compensating System.
Clarence W.
Hansell,
Port
Jefferson,

RCA.
2,095,998
Demodulating Circuit and Method.
James C. McNary, Washington.
Edward C. Cork
2,096,031— Aerial System.
and Alan D. Blumlein, Ealing, London, and
N.

Y.,

assignor to

—

Eric

L.

White,

C.

land, assignors
Limited.

to

Hillingdon,
Electric

&

Middlesex, EngMusical Industries

—

2,096,072
Automatic Radio Program Selector.
Samuel Spagnola, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

2,096,109— Radio Electric Survey and Voting
System.
Nevil M. Hopkins, New York, N. Y.
Discharge
Felix
2,096,156
Electric
Tube.

—

Breyer,

Germany, assignor to Telefunken

Berlin,

Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
2,096,205— Filament Spring. Newell R. Smith,
Bloomfield, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to RCA.
2,096,249
Electron
Discharge
Tube.
Paul
Kapteyn, Berlin, Germany.
2,096,292
Rectifying Tube.
Hajo L. van der
Hoist, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to N.
V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken.
Temperature Measuring Apparatus.
2,096,323
Willis H. Gille, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Electrical Wave Transmission Sys2,096,393
tem.
Paul 0. Farnham, Boonton, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments to RCA.
HowElectron Discharge Device.
2,096,415
ard W. Weinhart, Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
2,096,427
Regulating System.
Finn H. GulPa., assignor to Westingiksen, Wilkinsburg,
house Electric & Mfg. Co.
2.096.459— Ultra Short Wave Oscillation Generator.
Ernst E. W. Kassner, London, England.
2.096.460 Space Discharge Apparatus. Frederick B. Llewellny, Montclair, N. J., assignor to
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Cesellschaft

fur

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

2,096,466— Cathode
Painter, East Orange,
assignments, to RCA.

Ray
N.

2,096,501— Antenna.
Columbia,

Assignor

O.

Tube.

J.,

William H.
by mesne

assignor,

Schuler,
Charles
E.
Internation-Stacey
to

Corp.

Walter Van B.
assignor by mesne

2,096,561— Power Amplifier.

Roberts, Princeton, N. J.,
assignments, to RCA.
Ultra-High Frequency Detector.
2,096,590
Ernest G. Linder, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

—

RCA.
2,096,625

— Noise

Brown, Scotia,
Co.

M.

retary.
E. C. Nissen and J. C. Hastings have
joined the sales department.
Fred Mendenhall is now chief engineer.

Rex Howell, manager, and Richard
Purcell
handled Saturday's longdistance remote on the GreeleyWestern State gridiron game at

2,096,653— Electron Tube Device.

Walter Sol-

Tucson, Ariz., assignor to one-half to Willam H. Woodin, Jr.
Generator.
Nils
2,095,990 Oscillation
E.
Lindenblad, Port Jefferson, N. Y., assignor to
ler,

—

RCA.

WICC, Bridgeport
Anna McPartland added to

"First

Offender" group.
Mary Dolores Hanford slated for a
Carnegie Hall (New York) concert
Oct. 31.

Hugh Shields back
from Indianapolis.

to

Ridgefield

WTMV,

Merrill

J.

manager, has added David Parmer,
formerly of KDYL, to his staff.
With $400 in cash prizes, a weekly
amateur show from the Paramount
Theater is being aired under local
dairy
sponsorship,
with Manager
Clarence Perrin of the Paramount
as emcee.
Dave Parmer emcees a weekly
spelling bee among school pupils for

KVOD, Denver

includes music, drama and a tele- early opening.
Ralph Paul, 16-year-old announcer
phone-calling gag, "The Opportunity
Man". Charles Barnhart writes the and a good one, divides his time
drama. Irene Miller, Florence Kohl, between KVOD and high school.
Howard Woodward and Charles
Grafft also are in the cast.
San Antonio

KABC,

Lillian Couch
heard regularly.

WBAP,

Fort Worth
"Woody" Woodford, who spent

is

a

new

vocalist

the
Roger Phillips, formerly with the
Fort Worth station as production manager, has
Frontier Fiesta sound system, now returned to Fort Worth and is sucanswers to the title of assistant chief ceeded here by Charles Belfi, chief
engineer and traffic manager.
announcer.
Ken Douglass, production director,
Gene Cagle, manager, was the
handled the broadcast of the Texas play-by-play announcer on the HumChristian University-Fordham game ble (Houston-Rice & Tulsa) football

summer

from

operating

New York

CRISP

ACCURATE

AND TIMELY
THAT'S

WHY

RADIO DAILY
IS

READ

the

on Sunday.

KYOS, Merced,

working two games so far.
Walton Blanton, "Voice of the
Crowd" man on the noon broadcasts,
staff,

Cal.

EVERYWHERE

AND THAT'S

Herman Stanion, announcer, and is getting plenty of fan mail these
Bernard McCreery, commercial de- days.
partment, are new staff additions.
Every high school within 40 miles
appear in a sponis scheduled to
sored weekly spelling bee.

KDYL,

Salt Lake City

Jack

Gregson, announcer, reconfor coverage of recent UAL
Many government officials and noitering
luxury liner crash, was lost himself
prominent business men gave confor two hours in fog over the
gratulatory talks on the station's first
Wasatch mountains.
anniversary celebration.
Frank Austin, sports commentator,
found himself an unwilling opponent
Albany
to Jack King, wrestler, when King
Doc Rand, sportscaster, will be
jumped out of ring, grabbed Austin,
back on the job by Nov. 15, accordapplied headlock and dragged him
ing to bedside reports. Meanwhile
into arena. King explained he had
his son Greenfel is doing a good job
been temporarily confused by a
of subbing.
crack on the head as he hurtled
Billy Rose, new member of anthrough the ropes. Now Austin comnouncing staff, will do a 15-minute
ments from the third row back.
singing act on Saturday nights, with

WOKO,

its

WOAI, San Antonio
Mary Harvey has joined

the con-

tinuity department.

Joyce Williams

is

a

new member

of the publicity force.

Dan Cullinane has been added
the mailing department.

WIBG,

clock,

has passed

Forrest Willis,
560th broadcast.

October 28
Mario Cozzi

recently at KVEC.
Bunnell,
advertising

He was

staff.

St. Louis, III.
Dorothy Hendee has joined the sales
Paul Wills, sports announcer, is staff.
vacationing at his former home in
Joe Finch, announcer, has a new
Dallas. John Sneeberger is subbing. Chrysler.
Irene Miller, staff actress, will
The network show, "Jenny Peamarry Thomas Atwood on Nov. 25. body", was presented to the current
"Wake Up and Live", ace morning sponsors by Buzz Eagle of this stashow, is moving into Sears-Roebuck tion's sales department. He has an
stores for personal appearances on eagle eye for good shows.
Friday and Saturday nights. Program
"Famous Fires in History", penned
is a combination of three shows and by Archie Hall, is being groomed for

with

October 27
Kathryn Cravens

west stations, has joined here as announcer and producer, it is announced
by Manager Paul R. Heitmeyer.
Rod O'Connor, son of City Commissioner O'Connor, is a newcomer
on the announcing and advertising

East

Johnny Lee at the piano.
Montgomery Ward musical

Greetings from Radio Daily

KLO, Ogden, Utah
Tom Morris, formerly with KOMO,
KVI and other major Pacific north-

Gunniston.
K. & B. Packing Co. of Denver has
bought the station's "Inquiring Re- a jeweler.
porter" program.

Suppression Circuit. George
N. Y., assignor to General

Electric

7

RADIO DAILY

to

Glensdale, Pa.

Natalie Ann Covert and Josephine
O'Neill of Uncle Jim's Revue joined
the Bobolins of Lansdale and made
their first public appearance with

them

at opening of Willow Grove
Danceland, co-featured with Don

Bestor's orchestra.

Josef Martin, pianist, will be
on tomorrow's weekly faculty
from Beaver Hall.

soloist
recital

WHY

IT'S

A PULLING
ADVERTISING

MEDIUM

8
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SAN ANTONIO

PHILADELPHIA

KONO

Gene Edwards, WDAS's newest an-

KGNF

from

comes

nouncer,

and

Charlie Kerr, pioneer radio orchesis back with a daily show
over WCAU.
BARRON, former announcer program over WQXR tonight at 9:45.
Florence Hale is now conducting
at WIP, Philadelphia, and now Beliveau is noted for his direction of
her own series of educational proat
KYA, San Francisco, married the poetic plays of Alfred Kreymborg.
grams over KYW.
Guinevere Sasso a few days ago.
Ira Walsh, WDAS sports commenBob Wilson, though just 21, has
tator, is scheduling a series of beVina Bovy, Belgian soprano, who been in charge of the news editing
fore-the-game discussions by the recently arrived in this country and and commentating department at
rival coaches.
has gone to San Francisco for ap- WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, for nearMary Lee Taylor is celebrating her pearances with the S. F. Opera Co., ly a year.
fifth year on WCAU.
and who also will do a guest shot on
"Arabesque," the dramatic series
Ford Rush, song philosopher, is the Bing Crosby show tomorrow
night, returns later to join the Metro- formerly heard on CBS, is being renow broadcasting over KYW.
Taylor Grant is back at the micro- politan Opera for her second season. created over WGL, Fort Wayne, on

tra leader,

KARL

at

WCAU

after a week's

WCAU

Stan Lee Broza,
production, planning

to allow installation of

its

mond organ and music
of

Gilbert Condit will be heard thrice are
p.m.

revue featuring Marjorie
Dunn. Kitty Cooper, Dan Kelly, Larry Vincent and Bob Golden's orchestra is heard daily over WCAU.
Florence Irons, Dr. Warren Levers
and Louis Hershon are featured
weekly over WFIL.
Clarence Harmon and orchestra
are the latest additions

swing parade.
Harold Davis and Pat

WDAS

now

covering
matches from the Arena.
are

News

in

Rhyme

WCAU

over
Pepper.
Chris

and

Seiter,

WDAS

"Lonesome

Delighter," is receiving more
and more fan mail asking him to be
a matrimonial agency.
Howard Brown is the emcee on

"Philadelphia

Parade

Events."

ONF MINUTE
INTERVIEW
JEANETTE MacDONALD
present
a
"Studio
audiences
double hazard for a singer: they're
to distract the singer and
cheat the great listening audience.
Particularly in a small audience,
the singer can not avoid noticing
when heads are bobbing in apThere's a
proval or disapproval.
great temptation to sing to the few
in the seen audience instead of
singing for the great listening audience which of course one cannot

likely

see."

of

.

.

.

.

exclusively in person for this station,
cut a series for Victor.
is

Godfrey Kuler from Fort Worth,
a new announcer at KABC
.

Dude

Martin's

Roundup

is

.

.

new

a

program over this station.
Mary Jayne Garza is doing charactor roles for "Can You Solve It ",
WOAI's Sunday mystery thriller.
Walton Blanton has joined the an-

at

8:

15

ing campaign.

WAPI

Tabloid

WAPI, Birmingham,

recently

is-

"WAPItems,"
Richard Blondell, conductor of a tabloid sheet giving news of the
station and intended as a service to
Miami radio executives are mak- "The Story Teller's House," juvenile

ing extensive plans for the International Party to be held at the Mac-

fadden-Deauville hotel, Miami Beach,
Nov. 14.
The affair, sponsored by
the Miami Junior Chamber of Commerce, the International Radio Club,

and WIOD, WQAM and WKAT, is
built around the beauty-talent contest in which six girls will be selected
participate in the eighth annual
International Radio Club convention
that begins at the Deauville Dec. 4
and concludes at Havana Dec. 12.

to

program
Vernon

Widow

WIP's

now heard on Monday

Norman Corwin will present Emile
to WDAS's Beliveau and a company in performances of Sandburg's "Four Preludes
Stanton of On Playthings of the Wind," Seiffert's
Old Woman," and Davies'
the boxing "The
"Hunger" during the "Poetic License"

a new
features

is

.

nouncing staff at KMAC, replacing
Bill Schomette, who has gone to work
for
Steve
Wilhelm
Advertising
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., has been Agency as production man.
carrying on life saving activities
H. C. Burke, KSTA station manfor the past seven years, while the ager, is out in Hollywood on a short
Janesville Gazette, owner and op- business trip with his boss, Elliott
erator of the station, has been doing Roosevelt.

Anthony Candelori is the new head been given a new time allotment on throughout the country asking about
their NBC sustaining program. They Janesville's annual summer life savWFIL's 12-piece band.

A new

.

this work for nine years.
Letters
The Roy Campbell Royalists have have been received from newspapers

new Ham-

library.

weekly giving the news behind the
news over WDAS.
Powers Gouraud is doubling as the
French announcer on W3XAU, assisted by Lisa Sergio.
Arnold Nygren, WFIL engineer,
traveled over 265 miles to pick up a
four minute remote broadcast.
Irene Vaneck has been added to
WFIL press and news bureau staff.

Michaels' band

The Night
Owls recently waxed several sides
in
the Mission Broadcasting Company's recording room
Boots and
His Buddies made several more records for the Brunswick people, and
Ted Mays' Jam Band, broadcasting
air

Sunday evenings.

ill-

Mario Cozzi will appear in two of
head of the operas being presented by the
several new N. Y. Hippodrome Opera Co. at the
shows that will shortly hit the air Brooklyn Academy of Music election week. He sings in "La Traviata."
via the CBS network.
KYW has altered its largest studio' Nov. 2, and in "Carmen," Nov. 4.

ness.

Don

Notes:

back on the

is

KICK.

phone

27, 1937

Downey heads
at

WOR

WRDW
featuring.

the south's most
beautiful studios

250 Watts

the

Bradley Kincaid, Kentucky mountain ballad boy, has returned to the

WBZ-WBZA

airwaves.

Malcolm McCormack, emcee of
WBZ's morning musical clock, is the
father of a boy.

Lynn Sherman,

WMEX

songstress,

1

of

National advertisers get a

good break in the columns.
tion

is

Inten-

to publish the sheet weekly.

J
<=

~fulliime affiliation witk

Louiikoin.

ma.ika.t

*
ONLY

WRDWevety cUy

*
fine.it,

m<rii un-to--

R C-A high.
fide Id Lj equipment

1

daie.

I

'

morrow.

No.

98% Covenant ofikti.
Ji'ioi.p.e'tou.i.

cast

"Broadway Varieties,"
RKO-Boston Theater to-

patrons.

1,

AialAet Cwe>ia.Ge
7/4,492
Topul&iion

'by

of the revue,

opening

feature heard frequently over WOR,
has had his contract renewed by
the
Artists Bureau.

familiei. Liiien.

BOSTON
Morton

sued Vol.

£xcLu.ii»e Naiio-nciL
fepieUHiaiiw

Columbia

Ad.iK'iiiiinq

J'J-DEVINE and
.ASSOCIATES'

J

'Bti&a.dc&t.ting

System. ....
Effective &ci*te*3ht 1937

now

appearing at the Hi Hat.
Doris Tirrell, WBZ staff organist,
is now entertaining dinner guests in
the Palm Room of the Hotel Statler

Sunday evenings.

WKRC,

Cincinnati

Dick Bray, sports announcer, went
to South Bend on Saturday to referee
the Notre Dame-Navy game.
Al Bland, Dow's "Dawn Patrol"
pilot, made a Chicago trip by plane
over the week-end.
Ruth Lyons, program director, is
completing plans for publication of
her latest tunes, "Fooled" and "Saturday Ni«ht Swing".

WRDW
WHERE RADIO DOES WONDERS

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA
<

Selv-inc -AuquLia £i<jhieen 44&u.kl. &G.iLlj

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

84

YORK.

ET Men
looking On
Lv

••••AND LISTENING

IN

All

hopes

lor

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

EXPAND RADIO ACTIVITY

a high- Products

to

Acceptable to Musicians' Union

Drug Trade
adding outlets in various

new parts of the country. Opened a new
now show on WNAX, Yankton, this week
M-GM program with half hour in morning and half

light

put the
are

map

radio season on the
focused on the coming

Transcription Manufacturers Will Fight
AFM Regulation—IRISA Contract Now

— Consolidated
is

FIVE CENTS

28, 1937

to Fight Edict

CONSOL. DRUG TRADES

Chicago

AT RANDOM

N. Y.,

in afternoon. Two full hours a day
Maxwell House Coffee. A lot has
added last week on CKLW, Detroitmany
film
"names"
the
about
been heard
Windsor. Time increased on KCBY,
who will appear in the show, but the Kansas City, a new show added on
burden of making the program genuKXBY. K. C, and another titled

BENDIX IS PREPARING

for

interesting

inely

depend

dialers

to

on the

chiefly

is

Radio networks, and a

lot

going

to

(Continued on Page 2)

writers.

script

of local

sta-

through

tators

and

publicizing stage and screen personalities, but almost totally neglect radio's
to

own

KUMA, Yuma, Resumes

the medium of commengossipers, give oodles of time

tions,

artists

whom

in

just

as

many

listeners are interested.

Whether it is advisable to risk being
wrong in order to be first in airing spot
news particularly incomplete and usuis

about tragedies
every station should

reports

something that

carefully consider.

Some
actors

of

dramatic

The

the

screen's

most glamorous

and actresses are dead busts
skits

sound

in

over the radio.
of

waves

the

at

either

Waikiki or Atlantic City and the falling
of water at Niagara are other broadcast
items that mean nothing; and you can
throw in the sound of tap dancing for
good measure.

— KUMA,

Yuma,

Ariz.
which has
been silent since Aug. 10 while awaiting FCC approval for new transmitter
site and erection of new antenna,
expects to resume regular schedule
on or about Nov. 15. Antenna has
(Continued on Page 11)

—

ally hysterical

.

Broadcasting Nov. 15

Green Bay Radio Show
Will Be Annual Affair

NEW ADV'G CAMPAIGN

but finally decided that it
issue a formal statement
Bendix Corp. (home appliances) is relative to its plans inasmuch as
at present mapping a million dollar they were incomplete and the AFM
advertising campaign for its newest had not
presented its rules and reguproduct, a washing machine, which
lations
which it seeks to have
will be introduced to the public next
observed
in the future.
Indications
month. Radio is contemplated, with
scheduled as New York outlet. are, however, that the ET men do
Plans are still uncompleted, how- not plan to accept regulation of the
ever, and will not be announced industry lying down and will put
up a battle at the proper time. Curuntil later.
rently, ways and means are the issue.
Present at the meeting were phonograph record men, more or less as
Dry Using ETs
observers, but the gathering was
that of ET manufacturers.
In Additional Markets primarily
Joseph N. Weber, president of the

— As

result

a

of

WOR

Canada

AFM.

reiterated

to

RADIO DAILY

Canada Dry Ginger Ale is supple- that the AFM does not seek money
menting its current air advertising from the ET industry beyond what

the

(Continued on Page 2)

Benrus Placing Spots

situation,

would not

with a series of one-minute electrical
transcriptions, scheduled one each
of the two-day Radio day and night, in markets not covShow staged by KTAQ in Columbus ered by other broadcasting activities.
Club Auditorium, the event will be J. M. Mathes agency has the account.
repeated
annually.
Ten
leading

Green Bay
huge success

Electrical transcription committee
headed by Lloyd Egner of NBC
Thesaurus held a lengthy meeting
yesterday afternoon on the AFM

National Biscuit's Plans

—

they are

making

now paying

disks.

musicians for

AFM

In so far as the
he explained that

concerned,
it
of course be to the advantage
of the musicians if no electrical tranis

would

scriptions were made at all. It would
create more work in local spots. However, if the manufacturers wished to
continue to make transcriptions with

National Biscuit Co., hav- union men, the men in question would
placing spot ing renewed "Dan Harding's Wife" be governed by
rules and reguadvertising for next year in the form on
for 13 weeks, is consider- lations.
If
you get a mental picture of Vince of time signals for Benrus watches. ing
plans again for network show.
Since there has been too much talk
Barnetf when you hear Parkyakarkus,
Brown & Tarcher Inc. has the account. McCann-Erickson is the agency.
of late anent anti-trust actions and
it's more enjoyable.
restraint of trade, Weber stated that
this was the reason there would be
In the space of a single week, these
no contract between the manufacears heard no less than 31 programs
turers and the AFM. By simply settthat started off with "Goodbye, Jonah."
ing up rules for its musicians, a conD. C. G.
(Continucd on Page 3)

Carlsbad,

M.

— Wray

Guye,

program director at KLAH, didn't
care a thing about cameras until
he had to put on a Camera Club
program at the station. From hearing himself

tell

ing pastime, he

about the fascinat-

became

so sold on
a confirmed candid camera addict and his shots
are winning praise.
it

that

now

he's

—

AFM

is

Chesebrough CBS Series

Himself

N.

Co.

WMAQ

American Tobacco Co. Places
13 -Week Test Series on MBS

—

Sells

Benrus Mfg.

Chicago

Is

American
Strike
casting

New Sunday

Tobacco

Co.

(Lucky

yesterday signed a
contract with Mutual Broad-

System for a new show

WOR

to

begin airing over
and WNBF
on Nov. 2 at 8-8:30 p.m. Contract
has additional 13 week option, with
sponsor set to materially increase network if option is picked up.
First 13-week period will be run
Jean Hersholt, 20th Century-Fox star, as a test show, and will feature Richin the main role of a country doctor. ard
Himber's orchestra, Fred Uttal
A Hollywood cast will support and Basil Ruysdael. Although as yet
Hersholt.
McCann-Erickson Inc. is untitled, program will be tagged
the agency.
(Continued on Page 3)
afternoon series being launched by Chesebrough Mfg.
Co. (Vaseline) over 58 CBS stations
on Nov. 7 at 2:30-3 p.m., with a
western rebroadcast at 5:30-6 p.m.,
will be titled "Dr. Christian," with

The

cigarets)

Titled "Dr. Christian" 13-week

T.vpo

After
auditioning
eight
Irish
actors and a couple of others for
the role of an Irish cop in the
"Tish"
series
being
aired
on

Wednesday

over CBS. the
Theater radio division hired Philip White, who is
Jewish. White, a well-known radio
actor, was picked because he handled the Irish brogue better than

WPA

nights

Federal

the Irishmen.

V

2
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be handled through Acorn Advertising Agency.
New policy follows on the heels of the two recent network programs of
one hour each in connection with Watchtower's annual convention. Special
hookups used bought time on about 125 stations throughout the country.
Apart from these two shows, considerable spot broadcasting by the Judge
Rutherford organization has been going on during the past several years.
Some difficulty was experienced at first in clearing time for the two special
broadcasts on a hookup basis, since most outlets considered the nature of
In part, one of the speeches
the proposed speeches as controversial ones.
attacked a national network.
will continue to
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WORL's Comedy Forum

Consol. Drug Trades

On Commercial

Expand Radio

Basis

— Now

a sponsored program,
"Victor Coffee Quiz," formerly from Loew's State Theater at
4 o'clock, is airing a noonday forum
of foolish questions at 12:45 daily
in
the arcade of New England's
largest
office
building,
the
Park
Square, where 6,000 persons pass
every noon. Paramount and Fenway
theater tickets are given out. Mail
Net
Chg. response received at the station indicates the show has all New Eng% land laughing, according to W. Cort
+ Vs Treat, general manager.
'/«

Boston

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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Hazeltine Corp
Nat. Union Radio
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—

—
—

%

1

%
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OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
7

Stromberg Carlson

Asked
8

Modulation Check System
Developed by WOV-WBIL

McDonnell
Frank

McDonnell,
promotion
eral years, with

ment

of

WOV-WBIL.

It

is

accom-

by means

of a relay connected across the flashing lamp of the

in such a way
operates a phantom on the
telephone circuit back to the studios,
the phantom, in turn, operating a
sounding device. The mechanism enables a control man to judge his work
according to the way in which program is modulating a transmitter.

modulation monitor
that

it

who

WHN

has been

field for sev-

and WINS,

(Continued from Page

was

a

Corners

"Sunset

Frolic"

1)

on

Shows

75

"Morning Roundup" on WLS, and
several programs on WJJD, WMCA
and WBT. Benson & Dahl Inc., Chicago,

is

agency.

Green Bay Radio Show
Will Be Annual Affair

One-Nighters

of
firm, for

—

for Vallee
RADIO DAILY

—

rector of
here, has resigned
to accept the post of program director and chief announcer of Maryland's newest station, WSAL. Salisbury, effective Nov. 1.

WPEN

Grombach

—

THE MA€ilC KITC IIE/V
OF TffF AIR
Monday thru

Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

BOSTON

Baldwin, "Honest Policy." Program
is heard over CBS on Sundays, 5-5: 30
p.m.

WICC

Jessel Gets
Sponsor
Bridgeport, Conn. Crawford Laundry will sponsor local airing of the
George Jessel - Mutual show, "30
Minutes in Hollywood", over WICC.

—

in

Chicago,

plans

to
of

sail

with

November

for a South American cruise, and on his return
will go to Hollywood for a new radio program.
Carl Carden is his Chicago successor.

PICKARD,

for

LINCOLN
a

CBS

vice-president,

is

in

few days.

a

DELLAR. CBS stations relations,
week trip around the country.

three

PAUL LEWIS

of

for the Coast

Columbia Concerts Corp. has
and will return about Nov. 8.

WALSH, program director of the
J.
N. Scheer agency, who has been in Chicago
business, is expected back today.

ROBERT

Wm
on

YACHT CLUB BOYS
FIDLER,

sail

with their pianist, BEN
today for Europe aboard the lie de

France.

Store's "H'wood Premiere"
Broadcast
In Gala

WCKY

Cincinnati

— Cincinnati's

first

"Hol-

WMAS

Clyde Trask's Orchestra furnished
musical background. Paul Kennedy,
Cincinnati Post radio editor, inter-

viewed visitors at microphone in
Race Street entrance, amid crushing
Building was floodlighted and skies
swept by searchlights, as loudspeakers inside and outside of store carried

program

to all present.

agency serving a N.

E. clien-

Specializing in radio broadcast advertising.

581

(Send for booklet)
Boston,
Street,

Boylston

Commonwealth 0466

Mass.

\.

Earlier

WCKY

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

******

jmammmamaammmMmamtmmm,
JOHN B. HATCH ASSOCIATES
An

J

throngs.

WMAS

tele.

'

starting at 8:30, story of 107 -year-old
institution was told in narrative form
by Alfred Segal, Cincinnati Post columnist, often referred to by O. O.
Mclntyre as America's best reporter.

broadcast from WCKY's
Netherland Plaza Hotel studios presented Mayor Russell Wilson, heads
of other department stores and newsCycle Trades Off Dec. 19
paper executives in brief tributes to
Last program for Cycle Trades of
was exthe New Shillito's.
America over the NBC-Red network,
elusive radio tie-up with dedication
Sundays, 3:30-4 p.m., will be aired
of new store.
Dec. 19. This is the spot that Pepsodent intends to use for its "Mickey
Mouse" series, which begins Jan. 2.

Felix A. Mulgrew, former special
assistant to the U. S. District Attorney
for the Southern District of N. Y., has
joined the sales staff of Grombach
Quit
Louis Katzman, musical director of Productions Inc., radio program proWINS, and his entire orchestra re- ducers.
signed yesterday. No successor has
Film Reviews on
yet been named.
This marks the
Aherne on "Silver Theater"
second major change in the staff this
Springfield, Mass. The new films
Brian Aherne was signed yesterday
week.
Burt Squire, general man- to appear opposite Jane Wyatt on are now being reviewed over
ager of New York State Broadcasting "Silver Theater" broadcast Nov. 7. by Milton Hale on the night of the
System, resigned Tuesday.
Pair will appear in story by Faith same day that they open here.

Katzman and Ork

KELSEY, who has resigned as CBS

director

1)

Los Angeles
Rudy Vallee, who
just closed an engagement at the
Angelo Palange at
Cocoanut Grove, will do a few onenighters while Warner Bros, make
Angelo Palange, announcer, who
a decision on whether to utilize him handled commercials on the Adam
in their "Garden of the Moon", now Hat fight broadcasts with Sam Taub
in preparation, or in the 1938 edi- as commentator, is now associated
tion of "Gold Diggers."
with WPEN, Philadelphia.
Joins

Decca,

lywood Premiere" department store
makes of radios were displayed by opening was staged Tuesday night by
14 dealers.
W. C. Wester was in WCKY at the New Shillito's, with
charge of the show, with Em Owen, store jampacked by thousands of
WTAQ production manager, staging visitors. In a one-hour broadcast
(Continued from Page

WFMD

West Coast Bureau,

for

a

KELSEY about the middle

MRS.

spotted

Trail,"

manager

recording

New York

CARLTON
musical

left

elsewhere include
minutes daily on
WGN; Pappy Cheshire's "Barnyard
Frolics," 11 hours a week on WBBM;

"Lone

handles "Death
stopped off
to Los Angeles.

Borax,

from Chicago, where he
view of reestablishing recording
operations but could not obtain approval from
Jimmy Petrillo, union boss, pending final settlement of the AFM problem.

WHO,

member

advertising films.

Mulgrew

KAPP,

back in
with

is

SAM

Des Moines.

who

Coast

week en route

this

went

town

Deane Long Joining WSAL
McDonnell & Co., brokerage
Frederick, Md. Deane S. Long, annine years, and later with Signer &
Bryne, producers and distributors of nouncer and assistant program di-

of checking the peaks
of modulation of transmitters against

plished

R.

also

DAVE

GOMG

and

BARSTOW,
Pacific

for

Chicago

in

Activity

has joined Advertisers' Recording
Service Inc. as sales manager. Mc- the entertainment.

A means

studio volume indicators during the
actual airing of a program has been
developed by the engineering depart-

in Sales Post

in the sales

Donnell

DOROTHY
Valley"

off on

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Oct. 27)

COminG

Watchtower Bible and Tract Society has cancelled all of its broadcasting
obligations as oi Oct. 31, and hereafter will not put on any programs as
commercial shows. Instead the Society will put on programs by invitation,
Also, there will be available programs as susas sustaining shows.
taining features for any outlets that may request them. Programs, however,

SIX

-STAR REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

-

Thursday, October

28, 1937

TRANSCRIPTION GROUP

Reports John Montague
Smith-Segal Testimony
On Kraft Show Denied AMER.
Complete; FCC Considers

WILL FIGHT AFM EDICT
(.Continued from Page 1)
tract direct with the ET men

3

RADIO DAILY

would

RADIO DAILY

Washington Bureau,

—

Washington Oral argument in case
of Paul M. Segal and George Smith,
Washington radio attorneys who are
charged with unethical practices before the FCC, proceeded to a late
hour last night, with both defense
attorneys and FCC counsel entering
summation.
Following completion of testimony
yesterday, entire case was reviewed
in argument by both sides so that

be circumvented.
A new set of about 15 points will
be devised, substantially as originally
presented last summer, but with some
modifications and adjustments, said
Weber. These will be the sole conditions under which AFM musicians
can make transcriptions.
is
arranged FCC could take question of disbarThus the tie - in
whereby the AFM can control flow ment of the two attorneys under
of
transcribed works to stations advisement.
No indication was given as to when
which may be on its "unfair list."
Meeting has definitely been ar- the FCC might hand down its deciranged for this morning between the sion.
AFM and committee representing the
phonograph record manufacturers.
IRNA contract is now okay with Jeanette
Off
the AFM and has been sent in final
Vick
for
form to the IRNA Special Advisory

RADIO DAILY

West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles:

J.

New York

State,

the Kraft show.
Piatt, here for

13-WEEK TEST ON MBS

H. Piatt, advertis-

ing director of Kraft-Phenix Cheese
Corp., yesterday denied that John
Montague, Hollywood golfer just
acquitted of a robbery charge in

TOBACCO PLACES

(Continued from Page

1)

"Melody Mysteries" or "ScriptTeaser" and will emanate from the
would appear on MBS Playhouse in New York. Program features studio audience and

a

series

of

sales

either

listener

participation

with

prizes

"Newspaper reports awarded each week. Lord & Thomas
that John Montague would appear is the agency.
on Kraft's radio program are utterly
Signing of American Tobacco by
without foundation. We have never Mutual marks the first time in 18
given his appearance any considera- months that a tobacco firm has been
tion."
heard over MBS, and the second toMontague is reported to be under bacco company to utilize MBS facilia million-dollar contract with Everett ties.
Axton-Fisher, for Spud cigarCrosby, brother of Bing.
ettes, faded from MBS network in
May, 1936.
Television Sent 160 Miles
London BBC recently set a new
meetings,

said:

—

"Radio Swaps"
distance record of 160 miles in transA new Pittsburgh sponsored promission of a television program. It
was sent from the Alexandra Palace gram originated by Walt Framer, and
Committee for signature.
transmitter here to Moston, Manches- titled "Radio Swaps," moves to a
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ter.
Regular operating range is not different remote point for each of its
Los Angeles Jeanette MacDonald more than
five weekly quarter-hour broadcasts.
50 miles.
Westinghouse Dividend
will be off the Vick's "Open House"
Instead of the present arrangement Framer offers pedestrians a silver
Dividends of $1 a share on both for several weeks following the Nov.
whereby BBC's tele unit works in- dollar for any worthless item sugthe common and the preferred were 7 airing due to intensive shooting
dependently of its radio center, the gested by the listening audience. If
Westinghouse
declared yesterday by
schedule on "Girl of the Golden two are to be merged soon.
person has the article requested, he
This
Electric & Manufacturing Co.
West" at M-G-M. Lily Pons will fill
gets the dollar.
If not, money goes
Meanwhile,
an
important
advance
makes $4 a share paid so far this the spot on Nov. 14, and negotiainto a "swap pot" and at the end
has
achieved
been
by
E.M.I,
research
year.
Company's net for the first tions are under way for Lucrezia
engineers, who have evolved a new of the week the accumulated amount
nine months was $16,726,520, against Bori, Kirsten Flagstad and John
Emitron camera nearly 10 times as goes to the person in the listening
$11,123,706 in the corresponding period Charles Thomas to take over on sucaudience who suggests the most
light sensitive as existing models.
Incoming orders continue ceeding stanzas.
last year.
unique request of the week. Five
at a fair rate, said A. W. Robertson,
items are called for on each program.
chairman.
Installs Recording Unit

MacDonald
Show
Few Weeks

—

WOV

Benefit for Frank Arena
New Orleans Four radio stations
and five night clubs are getting together at the New Orleans Athletic
Club this week to give a giant benefit
for Frank Arena, pioneer radio
ill.
Cosinger, who is seriously
operating
are:
WJBW, WSMB,

—

WDSU,

WWL

and the Blue Room,
Club Plantation, Nut Club, Shim
Sham and Chez Paree.

Mary Small Booked
Mary Small opens a week's engagement

at the Earle Theater, PhilShe will also
adelphia, tomorrow.
do a broadcast over the NBC-Blue
web the same night, 7:15-7:30, from
the WFIL studios. Ed Wolf office
booked the theater date.

Press-Radio in Danger

For a successful
holiday sponsors, order
.

.

drive

for

special

Dantzlg

new

re-

CHRISTMAS TREE OF
Complefe

STAR

RADIO

250 Park Avenue

in

25

WHNi
(dial ioi o)

vis

says

§

TExrfag;

Advertisers who wanted to make
sure of getting their money's worth
have tried
to put their message across to the world's richest

WHN

"The
October 28

installing

—
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8 to 1 for INS
Since the first of this year, International News Service has added
Roosevelt Chat Nov. 14
eight new accounts, and lost only
President Roosevelt will speak over
one client, a Pennsylvania Sunday
paper that suspended publication, NBC, CBS and Mutual webs in another of his fireside chats Nov. 14,
according to Walter E. Moss.
10:30-10:45 p.m. Broadcast will originate from the White House, and is
the tenth such broadcast aired by
the President since 1933.

Greetings from Radio Daily

WOV-WBIL

cording equipment through which an
KXL to Make Changes
If the City News Association in- audition library will be prepared for
Portland, Ore. KXL has filed apsists on its ruling that radio stations the convenience of prospective spon- plication with the FCC for
permismust buy the New York City mayor- sors. The new system will start sion to install a new transmitter and
alty campaign figures from them di- operation Nov. 15.
directional antenna for day and night
rectly, it spells the beginning of the
use. Station also asks change of freend of the Press-Radio Bureau.
Plan Waxing Campaign
quency from 1420 to 1110 kcs, power
CBS already has signified that they
Boston
Kasper - Gordon Studios, from 100 watts; 250 watts day to 5
are willing to pay City News the Inc., 140 Boylston St., has completed kilowatts day and night, hours of
$500 fee for the service. NBC and construction of its high-fidelity re- operation from S-KBPS to unlimited
the other stations have not made cording studios and equipment and time. They seek to move transmitter
up their minds as yet. There is a plans to launch campaign for waxing from 4th and Pine Streets, Portland,
possibility that NBC will put lines shows.
to N.E. of Vancouver, Washington.
into Police Headquarters and broadcast the results from there.
It is
understood that Press-Radio has been
forbidden to teletype the campaign
figures to the stations.
This is an
outright violation of the Press-Radio
agreement. The fact that two newspapers have recently folded in the
New York area may be the reason
City News is looking for additional
revenue.

1937"

Scripts

PROGRAMS
New

INC.
York City

market effectively and economically
and it paid off in sales.

—

Details

on request

WHN
1540

BROADWAY

By association with the M-G-M Studios and Loew's Theatres,
has
the key to the greatest showmanship
resources in the world
and it's
at the disposal of our advertisers.
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AGENCIES
CHARLES McDOUGALL

GUEjfT-ING

and Ed

Weiss of Chicago are in New York
to do the spade work on opening up
their new agency.
Expect to be
operating by

first

28. 1937

FRED
TAINE,

JOAN

ASTAIRE,

FON-

BURNS

and ALLEN, on
"Hollywood Hotel," Nov. 5 (CBS, 9

of year.

p.m.).

COURTENAY SAVAGE

of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago,
to
Hollywood to look after details of

Helen Gahagan's new show.

KARL WEHMEYER,

•

BELA BLAU,

•

•

20fh Century-Fox

working out details

is

ing with Simone Simon singing

— as

executive for Skelly Oil at BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, is in
Kansas City conferring with sponsor's execs.

the coast,

is

for

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,
lywood Mardi Gras", Nov.

office, just

MGM-Maxwell and WB-Lucky.
.Tommy Riggs has been re-signed for 13 more weeks on the Vallee show
though his present contract had three shots to go ... Chevrolet show with
.

a deal similar

.

Andre, brother of Pierre, the announcer, and Richard Hanser in
writing the "Court of Missing Heirs"
scripts, left authorless through the
death of Thompson Buchanan.
N. W. AYER & SON has been apadvertising
counsel
for
pointed
Hirestra
Laboratories
Inc.,
New
York, manufacturers of Endocreme.

Seymour Simons' music and Barry McKinley has been renewed .... The
Griffin show, which folds Nov. 8, is scheduled to return to the airlanes by
.Walter Cassel
the end of Feb. with possibly the same setup in cast.
starts an engagement at the Roxy on Nov. 19 .... Spencer Bentley now
has the lead on the "Romance of Hope Alden" transcribed series via MBS.
.

....

Abe Lyman

is

building a nite club on the coast

be dedicated

to

Cole Porter.

Lord

&

radio director in New York,
has arrived in Hollywood to confer
with Walt Disney officials and Tom

substantiating

.Walter Fleishmann and Harry Davies have

dissolved their partnership in the publicity business.

LOUGHRANE,

— thus

his

..

been placed under Irving

.

.

.Morton Gould has

management.

Mills'

UPTON CLOSE,
Forum, Nov.

L&T

local

office

of

the

on the forthcoming

Mickey Mouse show.

GINGER ROGERS, DON AMECHE
CHARLES WINNINGER, in "A

Free Soul," on Radio Theater, Nov.
(CBS, 9 p.m.).

known
treal

in advertising circles in Monthrough his long connection

with Canadian Advertising
Agency, Limited. More recently he
has been in charge of this company's Toronto office.

ELISSA LANDI and VINCENT
PRICE, in scenes from "The Lady
Has A Heart," and JAN KIEPURA,
on "Magic Key of RCA," Oct. 31
(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.)
JANET FOX, actress, on Bide Dudley program,
p.m.)

HURST

-

-

conferring

Chicago,

McDONALD,
with

George

Morrell, ad manager of Morrell &
Sons, Iowa packing concern, on radio possibilities for next year.

Damrosch Opera
act of "The Man Without

Airing

The

first

A

Country," Dr. Walter Damrosch's
latest opera, will be broadcast from
the stage of the Chicago Civic Opera
House on Nov. 6 at 9:30-10:30 p.m.,
EST, over the NBC-Red network.
Helen Traubel, who reached opera
by way of NBC, will sing the soprano
lead. Supporting her will be Arthur
Carron, tenor; Donald Dickson, bari-

Gurney, basso; George
tenor, and Louis D'Angelo,
basso. All of these artists played the
same roles in the premiere of the
opera on May 22nd.
tone;

John

Rasely,

A R T E G A
AND
HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P. M.

MBS— WOR
Office,

CH 4-5155

Oct.

(Mutual, 4:30

29

WALTER CASSEL,
stein
p.m.)

on "HammerMusic Hall," Nov. 5 (CBS, 8

• Under the stem injunction that he will not open any
Henry Dupre, WWL, New Orleans special eventer, managed
to hire a large colored man to take part in a two-man Hallowe'en
nite broadcast from one of the local cemeteries.
.Dupre, a bit worried that the town's wags may cook up something on him, is keeping
the name of the cemetery secret and hoping that his colored assis.A number of radio stars will entertain Sunday
tant will show up.

•

•

& Sanborn Hour, Oct.

.

.

ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE,
"Hobby

Los Angeles Sanatorium

Lobby,"

Nov.

JASCHA HEIFETZ, on Ford Sunday Evening Hour, Nov. 7 (CBS, 9
p.m.)

BOBBY BREEN,
Hollywood," Nov.

.

on "30 Minutes

7

which Hy Gardner is chairman. .Joe Keit's funeral services will
be held this afternoon from the Riverside Chapel.

of

.

Sponsor
• • • Cities Service show will have the same set-up when it is revamped but will have a more modern approach .... Musicians rehearsing
for the Toscanini NBC show are classified as "concert" instead of "radio"
men and as such receive S25 more per man .... Talk is that the Horace
Heidt show will change networks .... Oscar Straus is being submitted to'

—

—

by
management
radio

"Thrill

to

a

of

& Allen
Rudy Vallee
will

Lifetime,"

ture, "Thrill of

a

"Right This

who

Way" — will

be

Casey,
Farley,

attraction .... Sid

who

writes the Lou

titled,

from

by Mario

published

.

.

—a

be published by Mario

will

do some

of the

picture,

Chappell

—a

WBRY

at

Quiz

subsi-

Gary
Little

will

start

MBShow,

is

cute Fain-Kahal tunes in

doing

.Judy Starr

is

a

yet for the Jean Hersholt "Dr. Christian"

light

vaudeville .... John

the author of the
is

set for

blond now.

show from

.

Mark,"

.

first

8

p.m.

Wednesday

between the two
prizes

alternating

spot,

cities.

Besides the

given to contestants, awards
who send the

are made to listeners
best lists of questions.

BUSINESS

Signed by Stations

T.

a shot on

.Band

NEW

bio on

isn't

set

the west coast .... Rita

Rio leaves the cafe tomorrow.

WHN,

New York: R. L. Watkins Co.
(Dr.
Lyons Tooth Powder), "Wife vs.
Secretary," 15-minute dramatic platter, five
days weekly for 52 weeks, through BlackettSample-Hummert.

KMOX, St. Louis: Durkee Famous Foods,
two 15-min. ETs, "Komedy Kingdom."

• • • WMC, Arkansas, tried out its new pack transmitter
when it carried the Seventh Annual Terrapin Derby. The announcer
was able to generate plenty of excitement when the slow-moving

WEW,

St.

.

Louis:

Allis-Chalmers.

Small accounts are welcome
account

vied with each other to reach the finish line.... Most
notable event during the airing was when the favorite, "Government Loan," retraced his course six inches from the tape. .Taking
terrapins

to

It,"

a

INSURANCE

— won

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

a

large

broker.

.

advantage of the favorite's meanderings, "Take It and Shake
rank dark horse traveling in more or less of a straight line
the purse.

"Question

by Jack Henry,
New Haven station manager, has acquired a sponsor in Helen's Beauty
Shoppes of Waterbury and New Haven. The program is now in a 7:30conducted

Chappell subsi-

when the show opens next month.
hubby, Harmon Nelson, is now a Rockwell-

"Farley and Tomorrow" .... Jane Cowl

the Kate Smith show.

Paramount

the

under

conductor

only

the

double in radio

.... Bette Davis' baton-wielding

O'Keef e

is

Music

Lifetime," will

diary .... Thelma White

Roth

Al

in

(Mutual, 6 p.m.).

New Haven — WBRY's

Curtis

on

(Mutual,

3

7:15 p.m.).

.

nite at the Hotel Astor for the benefit of the

on Chase
(NBC-Red,

31

8 p.m.).

graves,

there

HENRI

1

BARBARA STANWYCK,

.

W. AYER & SON of Canada has
added J. M. Raymond and Wilfrid
Monette to its Toronto staff. Raymond was for some years assistant
general manager of Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Limited. Monette is well
N.

on Commentators'

(Mutual, 10 p.m.)

11

and

Thomas

McAvity and Jack Runyon

(NBC-

.

men west .... Harold Arlen's brother, Jerry,
takes the baton away from Robert Emmet Dolan, after the show has been
established on Broadway a while .... Tonite's Buddy Clark CBS show will
move

the report that he will

on "Hol2

Red, 9:30 p.m.).

fo

.

BLACKETT - SAMPLE - HUMMERT has been trying out Ralph

BASIL

11:45 a.m.).

reported having the signatures of picture firms on authoriza-

tions to submit to sponsors
.

producer, interviewed
3 (Mutual,

by Myra Kingsley, Nov.

returned from

Fanchon & Marco

Incidentally, John Schultz of (he

account

a build-up

an air show start"Love and Hisses" ....
for

—

/-

BEekman 3-0375
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CCCUE$TR4$
MUSIC
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
"Caranova," over

OUINCY
the
ci

music for January

WQXR

has increased its staff of
musicians to include a small station
orchestra, which will be heard regularly in programs of classical and
salon
music.
Under direction of
George Steiner, violinist and arranger, a daily "Salon Strings" will
be offered at 6-6:25 p.m. starting
2.

hazy,

Westinghouse ever
Working with Conrad, he

(the first

Zayde are in
Brown, concert
director

this
group.
violinist and

WQXR,

of
as

will

Springfield. Mass.. youngest
oi the old hands of the radio

is

one

neer

Eddy
musical

and
Wednesdays

regular

schedule

did.)

built

KDKA.

appear
soloist
on
and Sundays in "String

1921.

The same

Identified

again

also

will

heard

be

Wednesday evenings.

opened

Rudy

June.

the

to

RCA

the

first

tslevision equip-

Empire State Building, and the Crosley 500

1936.

Bears striking resemblance to ex-President Hoover, stands
five feet ten, grey brown hair, mild temperament, married, one daughter,
plays good game of tennis and is also chess enthusiast.

corded six numbers for RCA-Victor
Blubird brand during the past week
at

Clifford Herzer and Jascha Zayde,
two piano team heard regularly over

WQXR,

will feature tonight at 6:30,

performance, from manuscript, of a new composition by Alec
Templeton,
noted
blind
pianist.
Templeton, after hearing the playing of Herzer and Zayde, wrote and
dedicated the composition, entitled
"Allegro Scherzando," to them.
the

first

Ernie

Hoist's orchestra is set to
a series of electrical transcriptions for a former sponsor. The vocals

make

be handled by Vince Calendo,
currently on a WINS commercial,
and Hoist will offer a violin solo on
each recording.
will

Inter-American

1:

Radio

Confer-

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

Feb.
I,
1938:
International Telecommunications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,

10-15:
of

Seventh

Radio

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

Statistics:

Vallee and his orchestra re-

the RCA Hollywood plant, and
Ozzie Nelson is due to wax at least
four in the coming week.

in

in

Nov.

first

kw. transmitter.
Left Westinghouse in 1935 to work on plans for own station with Ed
Laport and Lewis Breed, other Westinghouse men. The station (WSPR)

Oddities"

sical

installed

Home-

The

Advertisers,

Hot Springs. Va.

ence, Havana.

gress

November, and Alma Lubin's "Mu-

be

stead,

.

inghouse.
Later entered sales department, and sold
to

Moscow.

Annual meeting of Associa-

National

of

tion

June

many

with

in radio.

firsts

Classics."
Dr. Henry F. Seibert, organist, will
present a Monday evening series in

ment

Radio-Televi-

of

Cairo, Egypt.

pio-

s'.ation,

quantity production of receivers. This was in
year he built WBZ in Springfield (now WBZA) for West-

ing department to start

direct

Exposition

Amphitheater,

People's

Oct. 27-30:

of the first

opened on
eve of 1920. Then Westinghouse
election
began to build receivers, and he was sent
to Springfield, Mass., as head of the engineer-

Robert Moss, Francis TonClifford Herzer and Jascha

25-31:

Oct.
sion,

WSPR.

president of

three stations in the city,

Industry

BRACKETT

gams. He was a charter member

—

Greenblat, keyboard wizard
KYW, Philadelphia, is readying

Nov.

A.

in the

Coming Events

*

radio class at Harvard
first in the country. Received A. B. in 1906 and S. B. in 1907 al Harvard,
After college he joined Western Electric in N. Y., where he met Loe deForest.
whom he joined in 1908. In 1909 he aided
in
airing the Metropolitan Opera f;om the
stage, with the arc-type transmitter on the
The broadcast, heard 50 miles at sea,
roof.
was probably the first pickup in radio history.
In 1910, his last year with deForest, ha aided
Lowenstein to build the first single
Fritz
tuning multi-circuit receiver and transmitter.
In 1910 he joined Westinghouse in Pittsburgh. Met Frank Conrad and interested him
in radio. During the World War, Brackett was
place:! in charge of radio at Westinghouse

Nov.

Ben

a tome on modern
publication.

BRACKETT.

A.

Who

of a Series of Who's

QUNICY

3 at 9-9:30 p.m.

at

One

•

will give

CBS on

H PEE/CNALiTIEJ

Al

I

Deems Taylor

the premiere of a
ballet,

9

RADIO DAILY

Many FCC

For Alka-Seltzer ETs

Tele Channels
High,
Too
Says Murray

Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, blackface act heard currently on the Bicycle Party, have been signed to a
13-week contract to make electric
transcriptions for radio use throughout the country by Alka-Seltzer.
Contract goes into effect immediately.

Philadelphia
FCC assignment to
television of channels 44-108 megacycles has given television companies
a number of desired channels, but
some of them are so high that they
cannot be used today for this purpose, according to A. L. Murray,

Swor and Lubin Signed

—

KDKA

Dedicates Antenna

—

Pittsburgh Dedication of its new
718-foot antenna, tomorrow will feature the 17th anniversary celebration of Station KDKA.
The new
system will give primary broadcasting service over an area ten times
greater than that previously provided, with strong, clear radio signals. Described as the world's most
modern and efficient, it has a circle
of 90-foot antennas designed to suppress
interfering
waves normally
present in radio transmitting.

Announce Radio Assortment
A complete new line of small hardware assortments, intended for home
craftsmen and radio, electrical, and

automotive service shops, has just
been announced by the Insuline Corporation of America.
All-purpose
radio hardware and equipment will
come in flat metal boxes with hinged
and lids and twelve individual compart-

Television
engineer,
of the Television Com- ments.
mittee of the Radio Manufacturers
Power Booster Successful
Association.
In
addition,
Murray
Plug Juvenile Programs
Janesville, Wis. Installation of the said, the television channels are sandLong Beach, Cal.— KFOX, the Hal
Booster
Electric
Power
new Western
wiched between those used for other
Nichols Station, is busy mailing out
early last summer has effectively purposes.
some 10,000 program pamphlets to its
doubled the station's interferenceHe pointed out that the assignment younger
listeners, plugging the stafree coverage in the 22 southern does not cover commercial television.
Wisconsin and northern Illinois coun- "The commission," he said, "made it tion's evening series of juvenile
dramas.
Leaflet is attractive color
ties it serves,
reports.
very clear that there does not appear
job, with illustrations.
to be an immediate outlook for the
morrow, and one hour later, 1:30-2, recognition of television service on a
he will act in a similar capacity for commercial basis.
Improvements at WIP
These assigned
the Dixie Serenaders orchestra on
Philadelphia WIP has completely
channels are solely for the continuthe same network.
ance of experimentation and the solu- overhauled its technical facilities at
tion of the many problems that still a cost of $60,000. Improvements inChic Adams, of the Abe Lyman confront television, and must not be clude new 320-ft. vertical antenna,
staff, heads the board of a new song taken as an indication that commer- new master control room, four individual control rooms, and construcwriters' magazine, "Tunesmiths," soon cial television is right at hand."
to reach the market.
The R.M.A. committee told the FCC tion of new transmitter with duplithat before television experimenta- cate sets of transcription equipment.

Philco

Chairman

—

WCLO

Tommy

who

Dorsey,

recently

won

place in the Swing-Band Division, and second place in the popularity poll run by Maurice Hart on
first

his 5:30 "Request Club" on
will be interviewed by Hart
Nov. 3 program.

WAAT,
on his

Choirmaster Lyn Murray will be
guest conductor of the Captivator orchestra on CBS at 12:30-1 p.m. to-

AL

II

ON AH U

and

his

orchestra

i:

—

Shep Fields and orchestra are now tion could be successfully carried on,
the whole band from 42 to 90 megaplaying the Central States, winding
cycles had to be cleared for this
up the week at Casa Loma Ballroom,
purpose.
St.

Louis, on Sunday.

at the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

Happy Hal Harris, bronco-busting
banjo player, has been added to the
Mountaineers
troupe
at
WXYZ,
Detroit.

Orgatron

for

WDBO

Fla— WDBO

has bought
and installed an Everett Orgatron.

Orlando,

ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE, who contributed the
outstanding portrayal of Nana in Warner Bros,
picture.
"Life of Emile Zola." will
make
another of her frequent radio appearances tomorrow night
this time as guest on Hammerstein's

Personal

—
—

Music

Rep.

Hall.

Peter

Guaranty

DeLima

Bldg..

— The

Hollywood

Small Co

10
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Programs That Have Made History
WIP "Homemakers' Club"

CHERCHEZ

JOE

PENNER, who made

his radio

debut with Rudy Vallee in July,
1933, will bring "Goo-Goo" out of retirement to do an ad lib routine
with Mons. Duck on Rudy's eighth
Other
anniversary show tonight.
Vallee alumni who will do guest
turns are
Burns.

CBS

Edgar

Bergen

and

Bob

le femme" in Phila- weekly attended by from 1,200 to
delphia, and chances are that 2,000 women. Directed, of course, by
TRAMMELL, NBC v.p.,
you'll find her tuned in to the WIP Carolyn
Ann Cross, these visual
and Ken Carpenter, sales chief,
"Homemakers' Club" each morning broadcasts feature the WIP staff oroff to Association of Advertisers conat ten!
chestra, directed by Clarence Fuhrvention at Hot Springs, Ark., this
But let's go back to those bleak man, regular station talent, and each weekend.
days of radio when cat's whiskers week highlight the personal apA. J. Kendrick, v.p. of World
were riding the tide of favor, when pearance of some star or stars ap- Broadcasting System here, is in New
pearing
in
Philadelphia.
During
the
Magnavox horns were in vogue,
York working on
situation.
past few months, such celebrities as
when radio tubes cost $12 apiece
Tom Builta has replaced Don Han-

NILES

AFM

.

.

.

yes, it was September of 1922, when Vincent Lopez, Wayne King, Conway cock
as
announcer for
"Saturday Swing Club," or- the WIP "Homemakers' Club"
first Tearle, Neila Goodelle, the Three X Poetic Melodies. Hancock

dinarily out of N. Y., will emanate
from Hollywood on Oct. 30, with

Lud Gluskin, Bob Crosby and Louis

Mary

Guy Lombardo

saw the

Sisters,

makers'

and others have appeared on

light of day, the first HomeHour in American radio!
Directing the activities of the Club

Brian,

Wrigley's

now doing

news program nightly.
Alex Robb, NBC Artists Service,
show.
back from late fall vacation.
Present sponsors in this participaEddie Knight, CBS engineer, back
tion program are a coal company, a
at work after a hospital siege.
chiropodist, a tomato paste company,
Charles Dilcher of John Blair &
and a company making artificial Co. off to Minneapolis to contact

Armstrong furnishing the music for is Carolyn Ann Cross, the nom-deConnie Boswell, the Raymond Scott radio of Zella Drake Harper, herQuintet and others. Phil Cohan gets self a veteran of veterans of radio.
the production assignment.
She started her career as the "Poet
The itinerant comedians, Olsen and Lady" on KDKA in 1921; successive
Johnson, will follow their Phoenix, steps brought her to an executive
Ariz., broadcast this week with ap- post with the NBC Woman's Radio
pearances in San Diego next week Institute, during which time she
and Sacramento the week following. broadcast over stations in 40 states.
Gracious, charming and talented, she
Frank Robinson Brown insists that has endeared herself into the hearts

flowers.

Coal company started on the hour
four years ago, and after

on
1,600

WIP,

INCREASED BUSINESS

per cent!

day on the

season

first

Has never missed

WIP "Homemakers'

a

Club"

since then!

best thing on the air at 11:45 of all women.
Also, each year an annual
midnite is his KMTR remote from
Programs consist of homey philos- is held at one of the nearby
the Knickerbocker Hotel.
ophy, recipes, household hints, items Last year, at Alcyon Park,
Bernie Milligan, who resigned as of general interest to homemakers, 7,800 women paid 75c each to
the

to

Sinclair

this

picnic
parks.
N. J.,

attend
of the

accounts.

WLS

Harry Steele, former
newscaster and sometime radio editor of
the Post, has joined the acting staff
of Consolidated Drug Trades "Lone
Trail Opry" on WGN.

Herb Lutz

is back in town with
Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble
music firm after a long stay on the

the

coast.

Sigmund Spaeth, the tune detecExaminer a few and music. Commercials are deftly the most successful picnic
tive, is in town doing several broadits inception.
club
since
woven
into
the
content
of
the
prothe
local
weeks ago,
casts on WLS and WHIP.
Today, more than ever, the WIP
Well-known artists, florists,
Earle Ferris staff in a newly-created gram.
H F Abfalder of WWJ is a new
the
is
riding
Club"
"Homemakers'
decorators
are
ofttimes
confeatured
agency
Radio Features berth as
man on the NBC engineers' staff.
why
shouldpopularity.
And
of
crest
speakers
on
her
programs.
tact.
Benny Fields and Gracie Barrie
Besides each morning's meeting, a n't it, combining as it does the truly are headlining the Chez Paree show.
Tom Fizdale, who took over the
radio editor of the

has

joined

visual broadcast meeting is held each unusual personality of Carolyn Ann
Robert Taplinger publicity offices, Tuesday from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m., in Cross with one of the most enterhas checked for conferences with the Gimbel Auditorium, which is taining hours of the radio dial!
Jerry Farrar, his Hollywood manager.
and Ray Merrill. Producer-announcer
New Britain, Conn.
"Detective Mysteries," aired SunThe Radio Central Casting Bureau is Bill Kelso.
Michael Blair is doing a movie day afternoons, have acquired Jack
will hold monthly auditions at the
studios of Recordings Inc. for the chatter routine over KMTR on Mon- the Radio Expert of Bristol as sponsor.
and registration of day night at 8:15-8:30.
classification
Dave Keene and his "Hollywood
Golden Bear Coffee Co. has repeople in all branches of radio work,
"Sycamore
House,"
San Gossip" back on the air Sundays at 1
H. Noid, director of the bureau, an- newed
Diego-produced dramatic show, on p.m. as a commercial.
nounces.
Hal Goodwin, the man without a
a three-times-weekly schedule over
Haff,
KFIBill Bryan and Wilton
KHJ, KGB, San Diego, and KVOE, sponsor, is collecting all kinds of
KECA staff announcers, have changed Santa Ana.
strings to catch one. Listeners have
the title of their "Kiddie Kabaret"
George Shelley, RKO baritone, will sent in several hundred feet of difto "The Rumpus Room."
be on the CBS "Hollywood Show- ferent colored strings.
The Jefferson Kaye Wood agency case" program of Oct. 31.
Announcer Crean Patterson does
has contracted for an extended series
"Hollywood Showcase" will have New Britain "street by street" at 1:30
of chain breaks and announcements Marilyn Vernon, RKO starlet, in a p.m. daily, acknowledging requests
for both Barker Bros, and The May dramatic narration of highlights in from each street on a different day.
Company on KHJ, and the J. H. the life of the late George Gershwin
Larry Edwardson has a Saturday
Withington Co. placed a 15-minute, on the CBS Sunday night airing.
1:30 p.m. football souvenir program.
twice-weekly program for Dr. Frank
Leo Tyson, KMPC general manMcCoy on the same station for a ager, is proudly displaying a CertiKLAH, Carlsbad, N. M.
period of one year.
Gene Colley, formerly announcer
cate of Merit awarded the station by
KFI has inaugurated something the National Research Council in at KOMA, Oklahoma City, has been
new in traffic safety programs on recognition of the merit of those signed by Manager Jack Hawkins as
which Bill Baxter, Auto Club execu- Hollywood
Bowl
"candid-mike" sports announcer here.
tive, as "The Voice of Motordom" broadcasts during the past season.
A 30-minute program dedicated to
will quiz taxi drivers, traffic officers,
Bob Le Mond, Anne Morrison and the Carlsbad Cavern, scenic landstreet car motormen and just plain Ruby Lloyd have a 15-minute morn- mark located 28 miles from here, is
pedestrians on how "Mr. Average ing
program on KEHE labeled being aired daily.
Motorist" may be educated to drive "Scrapbook of Dreams
with a
Regular school programs are being
Scheduled for Man ... a Maid
sanely and safely.
and a Melody." carried each Tuesday night at 7:30
Tuesday of each week at 5:45 to 6 Nice for the log listing.
in cooperation with the English dep.m.
Lai Chand Mehra will have Fred partment of the high school.
KMTR has shifted "Peg and Her Vercoe, Los Angeles County Public Harry Boehnemann, chief engineer,
from a 15-minute Sunday Defender; Judge Thomas P. White enjoys a diversion denied most c.e.'s
Pals"
night spot to a full half-hour on and Mrs. John P. Nuwalda, U. of C. The transmitter house adjoins the
Monday nights at 8:30. "Peg" is 13- extension division lecturer, on his Carlsbad goat ropers' club, so Harry
year-old Peggy Self, and others in KFAC round table discussion next spends off moments watching boys

WNBC,

.

.

the cast are Cliff Stone, Darrel Rice Monday.

.

.

Olivene Johnson, radio soprano, is
singing with Sande Williams orchestra at the Continental room of
the Stevens Hotel.

WTMV,
Howard
and

III.
of St. Louis,
formerly of

"Eddy" Evans,
and WDAE, are new members of the announcing staff.
Grace Jackson Broeker has joined
the cast of "Wake Up and Live,"
Sears' morning dramatic show.
Paul Godt and Billy Knight, kid
E.

show

impresarios,
are
currently
playing to a thousand children every

Saturday morning in a combination
stage show and broadcast from Majestic

Theater.

Fred Moegle, chief announcer, recently
married
Adele
Zahrndt,
daughter of a St. Louis ad agency
exec.

Fred Liggett, chief engineer, who
laid up with complications resulting from pneumonia, has been
forced to leave his post and return

was

to

Florida.

Thomas

R.

McLean

is

filling his place.

Irene Miller, actress-impersonator,
has started a new children's show,
"The Story Book Lady."

WELI, New Haven

.

toss the lasso.

St. Louis,

Woodward

WGST

Frank Adams has been appointed

.

i

East
E.

to

the

member

sales
department.
He's
of the WELI Players.

a

Golly the Roving Reporter and
Phil Buxbaum have chosen the Hotel
Taft lobby for their Saturday noon
sports resume and local news flashes,
interviewing notables as they come
in for the games.
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WHBQ

KUMA, Yuma, Resumes
Broadcasting Nov. 15
(Continued from Page 1)

been purchased from D. H. Harrel
and is due to be delivered around
Nov. 3.
E. N. Sturdivant, KUMA manager,
also states that T. H. Kieling will be
chief technician, succeeding Herbert
L. Bigelow, who is now with the
McClatchy network station in Sacramento.

STATICNS ©r A/HECICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

7:30-8 p.m., over the NBC-Blue network, has collected the following
facts about radio personalities:

FEG asks do you know
GRACIE ALLEN is scared to

that:

death

of horses.

DON AMECHE

had

to

eat fifteen

a pound of caviar
for one of his recent pictures.

artichokes

and

FRED ASTAIRE,

judged

one

of

the best dressed men in the country,
loves to wear his old shoes.
JOHN BARRYMORE, as a cartoonist, was once fired by the late
Arthur Brisbane.

JACK BENNY was

once a soda
has a rose and
soda fountain in his

He now

jerker.

black onyx
Hollywood home.

BOBBY BREEN
wood

the only Hollystar that rides to work on a
is

street car.

BOB BURNS
when

in 1910

EDDIE

invented his bazooka
fifteen years old.

CANTOR

received 3200
votes for President of the United
States and 1000 votes for the Governorship of New Jersey in 1928.
BING CROSBY is so color blind
he once attended a wedding wearing
full dress and a bright red tie.
NELSON EDDY can sing in English, French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish and Yiddish.

ALICE

POWER

FAYE

TYRONE

and

were born

six

just

May 5, 1914.
FIELDS was once

W.

C.

1390

H. K.

Kc—2,500

CARPENTER, General Manager
McLAUGHLIN, Sales Manager
JOHN T. VORPE, Production Manager
E. L. GOVE, Technical Supervisor

MENDEL JONES, Program
r IKE many of the country's pioneer radio stations,

wave

Director

WHK

WHK

WHK

WHK

WHK

WHK

WHK

ft

CLCTEI

FREEB AIRN - SMITH:

and go
mind,

I'm a native Britisher, I'm
asked if I like the English
ALLAN JONES paid for his early frequently government-licensed
radios
singing lessons by working in a Penn- system of
and radio programs. My answer is
sylvania coal mine.
JEANETTE MacDONALD never always 'no'. American competition
uses perfume because it makes her results in infinitely better entertainment on radio. I'm sure we will never
sneeze.

ft

ft

ft

to bed with an untroubled
realize it's all worth-while."

we

FORREST LEWIS:

"Television

is

going to open a new and a very wide
field for character actors, especially
those

who have had

stage experience.

Expression will not be confined to

medium of one's voice. Make-up
will be a very important factor, and
a 'sense of audience' will be a great
aid in presenting a program. The
wig and greasepaint days will return,
and they will be happier days for
many of the oldtimers."
the

break away from commercially spon

sored broadcasts in this country. What
modification we make will be to better the commercial announcements,
make them more acceptable, and
more adaptable to the particular
program they accompany."

to

Memphis

Oct. 18,"

"Take

her to a Pengoo!" Novel sound effects
accompanied
the
announcements,

whipping up

listener curiosity.

At last the store came out with
"Pengoo-Day" signs, and Pengoo, it
developed, is a Chinese word for
"bargain." Announcer then explained
that the event was so colossal, etc.,
that there was no English equivalent
for it, and Chinese term had to be
borrowed. Night before the sale,
station remoted broadcast of store's

and next day interviewed
patrons at the place. Results were so
outstanding that sponsors asked right
to use idea for two stores in other
cities
where radio facilities were
activities,

available. The day's business, it
reported,
was second highest
store's history.

was
in

Airport Airing Presents

Engineering Problems

WHK

ft

as:

coming

has developed from a short

station

THOMAS

first

days of teaser-announcements,
"What is a Pengoo?" "Every
home needs a Pengoo," "Pengoos are
such

built when radio was in the experimental stage.
Warren R. Cox of
constructed and began operation of 8ACS in that city on July 26, 1921.
It was the first broadcasting station to be heard regularly in the Cleveland area.
Operating on a frequency of 1500 kilocycles until Feb. 4 of the following year,
the station changed its frequency to 830 kilocycles and its call letters to WHK, and
continued to operate under these call letters through four additional changes in frequency.
In the final reallocation of November,
1928. the station was licensed to
operate on 1390 kilocycles and has continued on this frequency to the present day.
Early in 1929 the question of moving the
transmitter out of Cleveland into
the country came up, and plans were made to do this.
A site was purchased at Seven
Hills, Ohio, and a
transmitting plant was built which was acknowledged by radio
engineers over the nation to be one of the finest anywhere.
After
officials had moved the transmitter out into the country to the
location approved by the Federal Radio Commission, they were granted an increase in
power from 1,000 to 2,500 watts. In 1929
worked out an experiment with the
Cleveland Board of Education.
Six thousand children in 36 Cleveland grade schools
were taught from the studios of
during three morning periods per week.
This
was the beginning of WHK's educational broadcast program, which has since grown
tremendously.
On Sept. 8, 1931, the station moved from its location on the Standard Bank
Building to new studios in Cleveland's Terminal Tower. These were then the most
modern in the country, constructed at a cost of $350,000, and they are still among
the finest in the middle west.
was first affiliated with CBS, but became a member of NBC's basic blue
network on Sept. 26 of this year. With its sister station, WCLE, it also takes and
feeds Mutual programs.
and WCLE occupy joint studios and offices and are
under common ownership.
One man who has been with
since the beginning is E. L. Gove, who is now
chief engineer of WHK-WCLE and technical supervisor of all United Broadcasting Co.
stations.
Responsible for much of the national prestige which
enjoys today,
Gove planned the present layout of the station, supervised the construction of all the
equipment, and continues to do so as actively as when the station was "in its youth"
in the 1920's.

ft

her

WHK

four

Cleveland

ing.
His line got caught and he
found he had hooked a rabbit. (So
"Since
he says).

GRACE MOORE won

still has them talking in Memphis
and congratulating Bob Alburty, manager of WHBQ, who planned and
executed the stunt. Alburty sold the
Black & White Department Store
on the idea of using radio without
newspapers to promote its bargain
day. He opened the campaign with

C. L.

trout fish-

laurels at the age of 17 for baking
the best cake in her county fair.
JACK OAKIE always wears a
sweatshirt whenever possible.
He
once wore one under his tuxedo to
a Hollywood preview.

—

Memphis A banner promotion, in
which radio alone was used to ad-

Radio Stations

vertise a one-day retail sales event,

hours

apart on

S.

WHK—Cleveland
Watts

VIEWPOINTS
During his long and varied career
as a Hollywood cartoonist and columnist, Feg Murray, who is featured
on the Baker's broadcast, Sundays,

All-Radio Stunt
Puts Over Big Store Sale

—

Planes backfire loudspeakers about
the field blare announcements of departures
1150 horsepower motors
race along for the takeoff and there
is the
cross-talk from many highpowered radio transmitters. All told,
the background isn't the simplest for
handling a broadcast, and Art Beadle
admits it. He engineers "The Skyways Reporter" for the Wm. N.

—

—

Scheer Advertising Agency. Program,
which originates from waiting room
of American Airlines at Newark Airport, where Bob Becker interviews
passengers, uses three mikes on its
own; and one is on a 750-foot cable,
so Becker can interview in the planes.
But in spite of everything, Beadle
manages to do an extra: he candidcameras the celebrities while Becker
gets them talking.

Wilbur Evans Set
Wilbur Evans, baritone, has been
signed as a permanent feature of the
Vick's "Open House" series, which
stars Jeanette MacDonald. Evans, a
LANNY ROSS was almost permanently barred from the air when
DORIS FISHER: "The radio public baritone, will be male soloist in the
RUSSELL PRATT: "Children are
he failed to make a broadcast. Had discriminating little rascals about has been educated to the value of future. Program is heard over CBS
to take an exam at Yale.
their radio fare. And rightly so. They morning programs.
Whereas radio network at 7-7:30 p.m. Sundays.
action, of course.
And they has a sedative effect in the evenings
should have it. So, in our children's and afternoons, it acts as a stimulant
show, 'The Adventures of Tommy in the morning. I have experimented
Thatcher,' we give them action, but in my own home, with satisfactory
remove all harrowing or gruesome results. The last vestiges of drowsidetails.
And believe you me, this ness which infects everybody's home
isn't as easy as it sounds. But when of a morning, seem to vanish comwe finally finish an exciting script pletely with the rhythm of the radio.
and know the youngsters can be Try a dose of music with your mornthrilled and still eat their supper ing coffee."

want

I

,

DON KERR
Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian
General

Fox- Fabian

Mills

Amateur

Hour

Sports

Parade

Professional

Parade

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9

Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

12
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LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
Harrison Holliway, manager KFI-

Loring, torch singer, is
staff.
a new addition to the
Carol Gay, who directs "Let's Compare Notes" on KMOX, has started
a fall series of book reviews in the
Music Hall of Scruggs, Vandevoort

Lorraine

WEW

KECA,

in town for several days.
Josef Hornick, NBC maestro, will
be guest conductor at a Vienese con-

"Hilltop House," which starts Nov.
1
on CBS, will include Carleton
Young, Irene Hubbard, Jay Austin,
John Moore, Janice Gilbert and Jim-

KWK,

St.

Louis

chief

engineer,

home

supporting Bess Johnson in

NBC

NBC

NBC

is

back from a trip to Washington.
Bill Cook, announcer, is losing his
soft southern drawl and acquiring a
northern brogue. He recently visited
his

WABC

Now that
has announced
that it will accept transcriptions for
airing before 9
a.m.,
query has
popped up whether
will follow
suit.
admits that they have for Cella Grape Juice (Roma Wine
my Donnelly. Addy Richton and discussed the idea but nothing con- Co.) gets its first airing tomorrow
Lynn Stone are authors of the series, crete has been decided to date.
night via KSFO, featuring Dante
using nom de plume of "Adelaide
Barsi's
Swingtet ork, with Jack
Marston."
Doris Jenkins, a Roy Campbell Moyles as singing toastmaster. James
Houlihan Inc. placed the account.
Quincy A. Brackett, president of soloist, is currently vocalizing with
Natalie Park,
actress, whose
the
Louis
Katzman
orchestra
on
WSPR, Springfield, Mass., and Mrs.
Paramount screen test clicked, may
Brackett will give a Hollowe'en WINS.
the
piped
into
"Bughouse
be
party at their home for the station
Rhythm" program of Jack Meakin
staff.
Polly Kernan of the airwaves at
on Nov. 5 if she must remain in
the Village Brewery cafe, where she
Hollywood for conferences.
She
and
studios will be is vocalizing nightly.
does the drawly "Martha Murgathe scene of much auditioning in the

CAST

Presence of two Art Joneses on
causing confusion to lisis
teners. Art Jones No. 1 is program
and production manager, also announcer.
No. 2 is statistician to
Sportscaster Alex Buchan on football
games.

WEW

San Jose, Sunday.
Hale Sparks, the "University Explorer," does his next Sunday broadcast from Hollywood.
"A Toast to the Town," a new
series of 15-minute weekly programs

cert to be given in

and Barney.

Jimmy Burke,

28, 1937

in Louisiana.

WHK

WCLE

troyd" on the satirical show.
Lola Bard, new
vocalist, will
KYA has inaugurated "The Latest
be featured with Don Albert and his In News" with Clarence Myers, press
orchestra during the "Melodies That chief, doing the flashes. Dick Wynne,
Linger On" program tonight at 10:15. announcer, will read the "headlines"
and do the commercials.
Paul Martin, NBC maestro, may
Rona Valdez, English lyric soprano,
with his band
who has given radio recitals through- go on the road soon
under the CRA banner.
out Europe, will be presented in a
series of programs featuring contemceived.
Add to Cantor Broadcast
porary English and American art
Additional half-hour has been alDiana Miller, ex-NBCite, yesterday songs over
on Fridays at 3lotted the Eddie Cantor Dinner, be- joined WJVEW as secretary for the 3:15 p.m. starting Nov. 5 with KenNBC announcer, in
Bill Bailey,
ing broadcast tonight at 12:30 mid- sales staff.
neth Walton, composer, at the piano.
town visiting friends.
night to 2 a.m., with Jimmy Durante,
Bob Gill has the announcing job
Raymond Scott Quintet, Bob Burns,
Denver
WBT, Charlotte
Durbin.
on the WCAU coast-to-coast hookup
Tucker,
Deanna
Sophie
Dorothy Hendee, Addalyn Hall,
Jane Bartlett, who recently beMartha Raye, Judy Garland. Bill Ben Stanton, Buzz Eagle and Bob came the mother of a boy, is back for Curtis Institute of Music.
Robinson, Igor Gorin and Jacques Fluken are new members of the on
A decision is expected soon from
the Duke Melodiers Program. She
Renard's orchestra also set to be dramatic department.
also will return to the Old Shepherd the NLRB in the case of Joseph C.
heard. Program will be aired over
"Famous Fires of History," penned and Jane and the briarhopper shows Weeks, announcer, against WFIL,
CBS coast-to-coast network, and produced by Archie Hall, has in a few days.
the
charging he was dismissed for union
which is being held open a full acquired a sponsor, United Fuel &
Donald Withycomb, g.m.
Lina Covington Harrell, station's activity.
hour extra for the special airing. Equipment.
Carolina reporter, has become a cru- of WIL, denied the charges and said
George Jessel will emcee the banDonnelly James and his orchestra sader for preservation of Colonial Weeks was hired on a month's trial
quet, and among notables to be in- move Oct. 30 from the Denver Thea- homes in the state.
basis.
troduced are Jack Benny, Louis B. ter to the Broadmoor Country Club,
Chief G-Man J. Edgar Hoover was
Mayer, Irvin S. Cobb, Joseph M. with a KVOD wire.
aired in a speech from WinstonArt and Science Series
Schenck and Governor Merriam.
Jerry Akers, sales manager, has a Salem, through arrangements made
"Exploring the Arts and Sciences",
stamp collection of 50,000.
with WSJS, the CBS affiliate there.

Allan Anthony, chief announcer; next few weeks. Cleveland AutomoWright Esser, production man; Ruth bile Show has selected them for the
Ecoff Mahler, and Helen Hill are all contests to be staged among Cleveshipshape again after an epidemic of land girls who want to sing with
Hollywood's Dick Powell when he
colds, etc.
Irene Rich, who arrives in town comes to the Auto Show in November.
Nov. 1, will be heard over this station Winning girl will get a screen test
as well as an engagement to sing
at 1:45 p.m.
with the screen star. Hundreds of
applications have already been re-

WHN

WQXR

PHILADELPHIA

KVOD,

WHN

received permission from CBS to air the special
Eddie Cantor dinner which is scheduled to be heard tonight at 12:30-2
a.m.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
JOSEF PASTERNACK
"There's no better apprenticeship for conducting radio orchestras

than making phonograph recThe same technique is used
balance the orchestra to pro-

ords.
to

You
encompass the same mechanical
hazards and try for the same exvide background for singers.

My eleven years
as musical director of the Victor
Talking Machine company is the
most valuable experience I've had
for leading the orchestral accom-

cellence of tone.

paniment

for

Jeanette

MacDonald

on her Sunday 'Open House' programs."

which men and women outstanding in the world of science and art
will be heard in interviews with Leah
Federal Theater
Plotkin of the
Radio Division for three broadcasts
each month with the fourth to be
devoted to a sort of "voice of the
radio audience" in which the three
another
personage, speakers will answer questions subalso
presents
public
namely,
every day in the
eye,
mitted by listeners during the month,
station KGVO.
will have its premiere Nov. 5 at
9:45-10 p.m. over WQXR.
in

yesterday

*

PEC/HCTICN

Club Idea Clicks
W. A. Wilson, vice-president and
general manager of WOPI, Bristol,

WPA

*

Tenn., reports that WOPI Breakfast
Club is increasing its membership
House Organ
Enlarge
at the steady rate of 500 to 700 memNewscasts, house organ of WOAI,
bers per week with the present reg- San Antonio, will be issued shortly
istration close to 10,000.
in
an enlarged 2-color edition of
Buttons are now being distributed eight pages for November. Included
in addition to the regular certificate will be a special market page, two
certifying membership, which is ob- pages devoted to station's current
tained by the listener promising to list of clients, photos of latest local
tune in at least 30 minutes weekly.
productions, testimonial letters, success stories, staff news, and other
Postcard Campaign
items on new programs and activiKGVO, Missoula, Mont., is issuing ties.
a novelty post card promotion, enKen McClure, news editor of the
titled,
"Personages in the Public station, will shortly offer for sale
Eye."
Piece calls attention to the a bound volume containing more
fact that movie personalities such as than sixty of his most popular offerMyrna Loy, Gary Cooper, etc., come ings, including his tribute to Will
from Western Montana, and makes Rogers. He will autograph the first
the analogy that Western Montana 500 copies of the book.

WOAI

There
sets

in

Coast.

are less than 20 radio
use in the French Somali
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NEW
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YORK,

of
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FRIDAY,
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Phonograph Disk License
CIO

MAY SOON LAUNCH

Gong and
Jackson,

SPOT RADIO CAMPAIGN
With the CIO and AFL unable to
get together, it now appears certain
that the CIO will shortly begin an
intensive radio campaign throughout
the country in an effort to sign as
many new members as possible. As
the networks are still opposed to
granting either of the two factions
commercial time, CIO will prepare
its campaign on a spot basis over independent

stations.

Programs

in

heavily populated labor areas are expected to begin as soon as it is possible, with other stations being added
gradually.
Radio angle in the present union

rection

of

Mich.
loel

All

— Under

Moore,

the

di-

Warden

of

the State Prison of Southern Michigan, one of the recent programs
in the bi-weekly series of broadcasts over WIBM from within the
prison walls of the world's largest
prison was patterned after and an-

nounced as "Major Bowes" with
the

expressed

The

Major.
in

the

Meeting With AFM Committee Lasts Only
a Few Minutes and Accord Seems Likely
—Sift IRNA Allocat ions
THREE NBC STATIONS

permission of the
broadcast

TAKING ET'S

program,

interests

of

used prison talent and was announced by Gerald Costello, an
inmate, who proved to be an exact double, in radio voice, of the
headline showman.

(Continued on Page 2)

NBC has put into effect immediately
its
acceptance of electrical
transcriptions up to 9 a.m.
(local
time)

Santa Barbara
Joins NBC-Blue Network

—

1220 kcs.

Craig & Hollingbery Open
San Francisco Offices
San Francisco

— Craig

By PRESCOTT

Hollingbery also have
New York, Chicago, Detroit

(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago

—The

way was paved

(Continued on Page 6)

studying

rent

by a horrible screech of breaks
and terrifying crash. Carleen, rerecovered from a serious
auto accident, promptly screamed
and fainted. The WIL engineers
fects

testing

out

some sound

transcriptions.

ef-

Hot Springs, Va.—Paul B. West has
been elected president of the Association of National Advertisers, which
is holding its 28th annual convention

The

at

Homestead

here.

Others

elected are:

Harold B. Thomas, the Centaur

Co.,

service,

S.,

plus a sound efPoland.

(Continued on Page 5)

Zenith Radio Account

Young & Rubicam Gets
Gordon Baking Account
Young & Rubicam has been

ap-

To

—

pointed to handle the Gordon Baking
ter
Client has
Co., Detroit, account.

"Lone Ranger" on a group

of

sta-

tions.

Thompson Co. E. H. Brown AdAgency now has the entire
Under the new setup,
Brown firm retains all white space

vertising
account.

(Continued on Page 6)

to

6 Educational Features

Added
St.

to

KSTP Schedule

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington James W. Baldwin,
managing director of the NAB, will
represent the association at the Havana radio conference next month.

Paul— KSTP, Twin City staadds six new local educational Pointing out

features to its roster this week, to
give
heaviest
educational
it
the
schedule in the northwest, with such

that the parley is of
great importance to American broadcasters, Baldwin said yesterday:
"Although the question has been

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

tion,

Walter Thompson

J.

Chicago Zenith Radio Corp. on
Nov. 14 will switch the radio portion
of its advertising account to J. Wal-

Football Antidote
Richmond
tions

cently

were

program

some

was

A. N. A.

WSAL, Salis- chairman of the board; O. A. Buckbury, Md., and KTMS, Santa Bar- ingham, Cluett, Peabody & Co., D. P.
bara, Cal.
Other new biz includes Smelser, Procter & Gamble, and Kenprogram series to 11 stations in Can- neth Laird, Weco Products, viceits

Represent NAB
At Havana Radio Conference

—

silence

for

Zenith Radio to enter the television
field at a meeting of stockholders
here this week amending articles of
incorporation permitting the firm to
broaden its activities to include the

Realistic
Chamber
when the

Standard Brands has bought "Donald Novis Sings" from Radio Features for use on 14 Canadian outlets.
The Novis disks were released this
month by Radio Features, a subsidiary of Standard Radio.
Standard
Radio has two new subscribers for

ada and the U.

Amends Charter
For Television Activity

Louis Carleen Davis. WIL
songstress, was seated in the Aulyrics,

PRESIDENHF

fect library to a station in

Baldwin
dition

WESHLECTED

B.

DENNETT

—

and Jacksonville.

St.

PAUL

& Holling- Zenith

&

offices in

(Continued on Page 8)

RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington With the close of the
case against Paul M. Segal and
George M. Smith and the evidence
now under consideration by the full
FCC, interest runs high regarding
possibility of the Commission again
disqualifying Commissioner George
Henry Payne when the case of Powell Crosley comes up for hearing.
According to many observers, the

station

representatives,
this
week opened west coast offices at
564 Market St. here. The new branch
will be under the supervision of
J. Leslie Meek, who has been active
in the radio and newspaper field on
the coast for the past ten years.

(Continued on Page 2)

PROM CROSLEY HEARING Standard Brands Disks
For 14 Canada Outlets

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles
KTMS, new Santa
Barbara News-Press station, owned
by Tom Storke, has become an NBCBlue affiliate. The outlet opens Oct.
31, and will make 26 stations under
the supervision of Don Gilman, vicepresident in charge of NBC's western
division. KTMS is a 500-watter on

Craig

They

outlets.

and WJZ in New York
and KPO, San Francisco.
Card rate will be the same as for
live talent, and several applications

in

West Coast Bureau,

bery,

on three key

WEAF

are:

MAY DISQUALIFY PAYNE

KTMS

IN A. M.

rehabilitation,

As generally expected, the meeting
today between the phonograph record manufacturers committee and the
Executive Committee of the AFM
was short and to the point, with the
AFM informing the disk men that
there was to be no discussion at present, but a license form of agreement
would be drawn up shortly and sent
to the record companies. Only under
this form of license, will the union
musicians be enabled to make re-

ball

in

—With

this

all

territory

games on Saturday

other
airing

stafoot-

afternoons,

WMBG

Robert Mitchell of
took a
quick survey and found out that
the

women were

football,

not interested in
so he got busy and sold

Joe Brown's "Kiddie Club" to General Electric for

urdays

13

at 3-4 p.m.

weeks on

Sat-
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Third semi-annual luncheon meeting oi Ascap was held yesterday afternoon in the Hotel Astor with 400 members and officials present. President
Gene Buck presided, with members of the Ascap board and widows of
well known writers on the dais. Tribute was paid to Buck for his services
to the organization and other speakers brought out the struggle with
adverse legislation the past year or two.
Ascap membership was announced as being 927 authors and composers,
and 119 music publishers. At the original Ascap organization meeting
23 years ago, 90 were present. Telegram of congratulations was sent to
Eddie Cantor upon the occasion of his 25th anniversary as an entertainer.

Phonograph Disk Men
To Get AFM License

New

York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.
RADIO
to
communications
all
Address
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gi*ater

(Continued from Page

May

Disqualify

Payne

From Crosley Hearing
(Continued from Page

1)

cordings for the phonograph men,
and ostensibly for home use only.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
License agreement is aimed to curb
HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood the "indiscriminate playing" of phoBlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
nograph records on stations where
Entered as second class matter April 5,
union musicians are not being hired
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
in accordance with the wishes of the
under the act of March 3, 1879.
AFM local in whose jurisdiction the
station in question exists. The disk
men sent a committee of three, two

1)

cirmumstances surrounding Payne's
interest in the Crosley case are simiand the question now arises as
to whether the Commission's previous action in the Segal-Smith instance will have any bearing on the
Crosley case. Payne, because of illness, could not be reached for a
lar,

cominG

Gome

and

CEORCE BURNS has returned
GRACIE ALLEN remaining

with

week

the

to
in

New

Coast,

York a

longer.

MORTON DOWNEY goes to
pear at the Palace Theater the
DAVID HEENAN
Raymond Morgan &

Chicago

week

to apof Nov. 5.

JR., press representative for
Co., Hollywood radio pro-

duction concern, is in Chicago publicizing the
"Charlie Chan" series tor Van Camp products.
HOWARD ELY, KMBC staff organist, is visit-

Oklahoma. His home is at Ponca
LINUS TRAVERS, production manager

ing in

Yankee network,

MARIO

COZZI,

Pittsburgh
radio

and

New York.
NBC baritone,

on Nov. 8 for
appearances.

BRECMAN,

JACK

City.
of the

in

is

a

general

series

leaves
for
of concert

manager

of

Feist

from Hollywood this
week-end after discussing music affiliations with
Music,

M-C-M

is

expected

officials

back

there.

JUDY STARR

goes to Baltimore for a vaudeappearance.
JOHNNY O'CONNOR has returned from a
business conference in Cleveland.
FATS WALLER leaves for Hollywood next
week to appear at the Famous Door.
ED WYNN arrived in Boston yesterday from
New York for the preview of his show, "Hooray

ville

it is understood he is For What."
ROBERT BENCHLEY is due back in New York
undetermined at this time on the
within two weeks.
of them attorneys.
question of whether or not he will from Hollywood CHAPLIN,
after closing a singLITA CREY
It is pointed out, however, that for seek further action through the Sen- ing engagement in Philadelphia, left for Hartthe most part the record men have ate when Congress convenes for the ford, Conn., to appear at the State Theater.
JANE PICKENS left for Washington.
no quarrel with the AFM and do not special session.
THOMAS H. BELVISO, manager of NBC's
Net consider the monetary purchases of
Arguments in the Segal-Smith case music division, leaves today on a visit of
Chg. disks
inspection
to the music departments of NBC
by stations as contributing any have been closed, but the FCC has in San Francisco,
Los
Angeles,
Denver and
+ l'A sizeable sales profits and, apart from not stated when decision will be Chicago,
also obtaining first hand information
+ % the phonograph record companies
on copyright matters.
handed down.
+ Vi
BERT HENDERSON of the AFM home offices
+
with outside affiliations, they do not
Meanwhile Commissioner Payne's returned this morning from a two-week West
+ % care whether or not their product
Indies
cruise.
+1 is played on the air. They state that office said he would take no legal
+ 1%
action at this time against the FCC
they receive nothing beyond the re+ 4
Frank Mclntyre Joins KBST
+ 2% tail price, and were amenable to as a result of his disqualification.
Big Springs, Tex. Frank Mclntyre,
issuing licenses to publicly perform
formerly staff announcer at KXBY,
+ % their records when the Music PubAirings Kansas City, and for the past six
Auto
lishers Protective Association stepped
Cincinnati WCKY will broadcast months continuity director and chief
in and questioned the right of the
announcer at the Salina studios of
Asked disk manufacturers to license play- from the floor of the Cincinnati Auto
8% ing of its copyrighted music. This Show in Music Hall, presenting a KFBI, Abilene-Salina, Kan., is now
angle, it is expected, may still re- special program in tribute to the Cin- a member of the KBST announcing
solve itself into unknown ramifica- cinnati Automobile Dealers Associa- staff here.

statement, but

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Oct. 28)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Low

High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A

19%

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

Close

15234 154'/4

157

Tel

19%

191/4

11

10%

11

43%

41

42%

'/4

7%

8

59

7%

57

57

12% 13%
99% 103
21% 23'/4
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE

Stewart Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

14
104'/2

...

Hazeltine Corp
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

24%
13

.

.

13

13

1%
1%

1%
1%

1%
1%

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

7%

Stromberg Carlson

1

—

WCKY

Show

—

CIO May Soon Launch
Spot Radio Campaign

Broadcast will originate in
booth of Cincinnati Automobile Club.
ants are going over the allocation figThis climaxes a series of 17 interures and data for each of the net- view programs over
paving
(Continued from Page 1)
work affiliated stations independently way for auto show in which features
tangle is very aggravated. AFL, with owned and this is being compared of new models were discussed.
radio stations in key cities, has a now with the data sent in by AFM
decided advantage in being able to locals on stations in their respective
reach a vast listening audience simul- jurisdiction. Where there is a conRevue Adds to Cast
taneously, while CIO has been on a flict between the AFM local deThe Six-Star Revue, currently
promoting
whole unsuccessful in
mands and the allocation set by the heard over
three hours daily,
radio broadcasts. With the majority IRNA, an adjustment will have to yesterday added Mae Murray, David
of the CIO officials finally sold on the be made in each case.
Bernstein, card expert, Ken Strong
Network key station representa- and Waite Hoyt to cast. General
value of radio, it is now only a matter of time before CIO begins its tives are scheduled to meet the AFM Mills continues to sponsor, but procommittee today and attach signa- gram will be open for co-operative
first serious radio endeavors.
tures to the agreement covering these sponsorship.
New set-up becomes
stations, the terms having already effective Monday.
standard
agreed
upon
as
to
the
been
Larry Payne Takes Leap
tions.

AFM

tion.

officials

and

IRNA

account-

WCKY

WMCA

WMCA

Jackson, Mich.

nouncer

— Larry

Payne, an-

WIBM, married Jane
yesterday. On his return to
at

provisions.

AFM

Executive Committee

mem-

bers believe that they will be able
to adjourn tonight and leave further
himself
Payne
finds
work Monday,
business in the hands of a sub-comscheduled to carry the daily 7 a.m.
mittee of three, probably President
sad
"Morning Visitor" program
Jos. N. Weber, Fred Birnbach and
plight for a newly wed announcer.

Priskey

—

Jimmy

Petrillo.

barry Mckinley
IN

"CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS"
SUNDAY

WABC-CBS Network

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A. M.

6

TO

7:30

P.

M.

Furgason Gets

WHBF

—

Rock Island, 111. Gene Furgason
& Co. (formerly Furgason & Aston)
on Nov. 10 becomes national representative for WHBF. Weed & Co.
will continue to represent
tion until that time.

the

sta-

GRIFFIN
"TIME TO SHINE"
MONDAY

JESSICA DRAGONETTE

6:30-7 P.M. EST

7-7:30 P.M. EST

WEAF-NBC Network

Singing at the Academy of
Music, Philadelphia, Pa.
November 22nd.
Management

HAENSEL and JONES

COLUMBIA CONCERTS CORP.
113 West 57th St., New York City

Friday. October 29, 1937

Danya First Test Product
For Consumers Committee

*

participating series Nov. 1 at 10:30
a.m. on Ida Bailey Allen's "Homemakers of the Air" over WHN, three
times weekly, will be the first product to be tested by the Consumers

KALTENMEYER'S

A

pany.

on

Atlantic Refining

Dartmouth

WNEW
game

football

tomorrow will be broadcast over
WNEW under sponsorship of Atlantic
Refining Co., beginning at 1:45 p.m.

Merrill Fugit
(Percy succeeding Jack Curran, resigned.
Kindergarten," Finkelstein)
Van Schuyler) who are still with Pardes has already assumed his new
the
show Don Mangano, Loretta duties. The New York
unit
Poynton and Marian and Jim Jor- is separate from the
Federal
dan. Mangano was killed in an auto- Theater radio division.
mobile accident in 1935, Loretta left
when she married and the Jordans
were forced to graduate when they
"Night of Stars" on
became Fibber McGee and Molly.
"Night of Stars," monster benefit
Since that time Billy White (Cornelius Callahan), Cecil Roy (Daisy show being staged Sunday night in
Dean) and Thor Erickson (Yohnny Madison Square Garden for the
Yohnson) have been added.
The Hebrew National Orphans Home,
cast has always dressed in costumes will be aired by WLTH starting at
and makeup and studio audience 10:30 p.m. and continuing until the
waiting lists have sometimes been as end of the show, which is expected
to run well into the morning hours.
high as 3,500 persons.
Paul Muni, Mary Pickford, Belle
Baker, the French Casino show and
Scrapbook Program
list of additional star talent
A program based on scrapbook awilllongtake
part.
clippings submitted by dialers has
just bowed in on WRTD, Richmond,
with Randolph Saunders at the microWendell Barcroft Joins
phone. Airings take listeners to the
ents in Cincinnati, Ohio, in his early long-ago under title "Can You ReLawrence, Kan. Wendell Barcroft,
twenties
while
vacationing
from member?"
news editor and special events anhorn-tooting in the Hagenback and
nouncer, is the latest addition to the
Wallace Circus Band. After poring
staff of WREN, the Kansas City Blue
Jack Treacy Back on Job
through it, he decided that if some
Jack Treacy has returned to his Network station. Barcroft began his
humorous angles were injected it office at Star Radio after a ten-day radio career at KGGF, Coffeyville,
,

Year

for

would make a good play.
Meantime, Kamman went back on
the road with the circus again and
didn't think much more about it until he was sent to France and met

—

WPA
WPA

WLTH

"This old fellow was funny as a
crutch," said Kamman, "and it was
he who influenced me more than any
other person in the development of

Myrt and Marge

Hal Hubert

—

to

Kaltenmeyer's
Kindergarten
made its initial bow, September 25,

WHK

duties

at

in

illness.

1936.

WRDW
feaiutiing.

the south's most
beautiful studios

250 Watts
Malket Cove'iaee
VonuUdion
7/4,492
'

if

98% Coveia^a. of ikiA.
ji'toLpa'toui. Louth&tin.

m&xke.t
49%o/-r1u$«ii6.'i >iaJio

LMen ONLY
WRDWevrty dtu)

f&miU&i.
'io

*
/i/ieii,

moid up-to-

date R-C-A hifh.
fidelity equipment

i

and

Jackson, Mich. "Hail and Hardy" 1931.
Hal Hubert leaves WIBM to assume
In addition to

announcing

WREN

the old Professor.

whiskers, got himself a few "poopils"

new

—

—

Professor Kaltenmeyer."
After joining NBC, first as a trum"Myrt and Marge" (Myrtle Vail pet player in a studio band and later
and Donna Damerel) on Nov. 2 will becoming a production director, Kammark their seventh anniversary on man approached Sen Kaney, then
the air. Program is heard over CBS Chicago NBC program manager and
five days weekly.
now assistant to the NBC Central
Division
vice-president,
with the
idea of a humorous kindergarten of
CBS Closed Election Day
the air.
CBS will be closed Tuesday (Elec"Cook it up and let's go," was
tion Day). Special events and pub- Kaney's response.
licity will be on duty during the
Kamman wrote the first scripts,
evening airing the mayoralty results. bought himself a set of black cotton

7th

WPA

—

radio, will bring her violin style to
a new series of programs, featuring
both the classics and popular tunes,
to be heard over the NBC-Blue network beginning Tuesday, 10:30-11
p.m. The programs will be presented
weekly at the same hour.
large
orchestra and a girls' trio will accom-

-

David Pardes has been appointed
administrative officer of the
radio division in New York City,

"Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten"

which has started its seventh
year on the air, owes its origin to a
Homemaking Advisory Committee book and a real-life German profesrecently formed by Mrs. Allen. Ac- sor.
count was placed by J. Walter
The book, a dry technical volume
Thompson Co.
and a far cry from the NBC crazy
classroom, heard each Saturday at
5:30 p.m. EST over the NBC-Red
Amos 'n' Andy Flying East
network, was written by Friederich
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Amos 'n' Andy fly to Froebel, who founded the first KinChicago on Monday for one broad- dergarten in Germany in 1837 excast, then go to New York for a few actly 100 years ago.
The real-life German professor had
While in the east, they plan
days.
to spend as much time as possible been a teacher before the Francoat Camden, N. J., getting familiar Prussian War of 1870 and Bruce Kamwith the soup business for their new man, creator of the rollicking air
Campbell series. They return to Hol- show, who plays the role of Professor
lywood the following Monday.
August Kaltenmeyer, met him while
stationed in Alsace during the World
War.
Gamba in NBC Series
Kamman ran across Froebel's book
Gamba, one of the year's finds in in the attic of the home of his par-

—

David Pardes to Handle
WPA Radio in New York

Programs That Have Made History

Danya hand lotion, put out by Lamont Corliss & Co., which starts a

Cornell

3

RADIO DAILY

WHK,

Cleveland.

sor

was

£xctu6.iv-e Naiicrna.L
rfchrtliiiuuj

Columbia

TtepuUtdcdbH
J

Kamman

as ProfesKaltenmeyer, the original cast
composed of Johnny Wolf (Izzy

J

•

J

•

DEVINE And

ASSOCIATES

C

Bti&a.dca6.ilncj

System ....
Effective. Octebe*

3ht

1937

Listen tonight 8-8:30 P.M. E.S.T.

to

HAMMERSTEIN'S MUSIC HALL
and you will understand why

ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE
has been so much in demand for guest star appearances. This makes
her sixth during the past five months: June 3rd, Vallee; July 19th,

NBC

Barrymore-Shakespeare; Aug. 26th, Vailee; Aug. 28th, Lucky

Strike; Sept. 26th, Sealtest.

Miss O'Brien-Moore

is

acknowledged one of the

finest

motion

ture actresses available for radio.
Personal

Representative

—

Peter deLima

6331 Hollywood Boulevard

—

—

The Small Company

Hollywood

pic-

WRDW
WHERE RADIO DOES WONDERS

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA
Se'tvinq Auqu.i.ia. Eighteen -Mo-uki. ^aily

—

"

4
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AGENCIES
ROBERT

W. ORR, vice-president
Mitchell, has been elected a director of the Cashay Corp.,

Lennen &

of

ROSE MARIE and LOU HOLTZ,
on the Vitalis show, Nov. 1 (WHN-

WLW

manufacturers of sterilized tampons.
N.

W.

AYER

appointed

counsel

advertising

for

of the firm's entire line
including fruits, vegetables, poultry,
fish and meats.
Earl B. Thomas of
Ayer's New York office will be account executive.

vertising

J. WALTER THOMPSON CO. has
been notified that the State Progress
Commission of Washington has approved a $150,000 campaign to advertise the State of Washington's recrea-

cert",

• • Little Shots About Big Shots: .... Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaphave authored such tune hits as "Dedicated to You," "PosinV "Shoe
Shine Boy." "If You Ever Should Leave." etc., besides being employed at
the local Warner studio for the specific purpose of writing songs .... Saul
is to become a benedict tomorrow, so his friends got together and decided
to throw a testimonial dinner for him the other nite at $7.50 per person ....
Many attended, including Henry Spitzer and Sam Sax. boss of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone plant. Knowing that Sax's presence was inevitable many acts,
hoping to gain Sax's attention and possibly land a film contract, appeared.
.... However, for some unknown reason, no act brought his own piano
player so all evening long while more than 20 acts performed the Guest

—

of

—

Honor. Chaplin, tickled the ivories

for the

ADVERTISING AGENCY

OKLAHOMA

CITY
KOMA to

the coast.

KTOK is now feeding "Theater
Guild Sketches," produced by local
Theater Guild on Fridays, to the Oklahoma Network.

—

outside of the realm of classical and operatic work. So she sent in
a letter to Long, using a phoney tag got an audition which resulted
in Long rushing from his office with a contract for "Hannah Devon"
it

—

— only

bump

to

KTOK

—

right into his wife!

new

An

is

Fretwell Motor

•

•
New

for the

Starting with last

Jersey police.

elaborate microfloor of the

House

and head injuries

in a recent auto
out of the hospital and will
be back on the job soon.
is

Monday

nite, Estelle

—that

Taylor sang at a benefit

an "agent"

for the N. Y.

—that

following nite for them.

For

Sirens

escorted

her

the detectives of N. Y.
this

to

the

asked her

—and

dinner

to sing the

appearance she was given a gold detec-

badge.... Of course, Friday

nite

was

the

Westchester Co. police

Then later that nite came the
Patrolmen's Honor Legion benefit for which a special insignia was awarded
her.. .Sunday nite was Bobby Feldman's and Barney Rudinsky's Mid- West
party and Miss Taylor, again received a beautiful gold police badge ....
By now she was a bit fatigued from singing and weighed down with
gold badges and gold cards so she stepped into Lindy's for a quick bite
only to emerge a minute or two later to find her car loaded from front to
rear— with PARKING TICKETS!
she received a gold card.

.

—

—

From

every non-lighted billboard
proclaims the ability and candidacy of Bruce Barton chairman of
BBD&O for a seat in Congress. .Barton believes in practicing his
own doctrines and this extensive advertising campaign is enough
.However, a party walking down Broadway the other
proof of that.
nite with James L. Saphier noted that there was available sign space
and Barton's name wasn't to be seen.... To which Jimmy re.The sign in question
marked: "That's Bruce's 'ace in the hole'."
was the news flashes around the Times building. "Barton figures
he won't have to buy that because on election nite the sign will
read: 'Barton elected!'

•

•

•

34th Street to the

—

.

.

10's,

31

(NBC-

in Person,"

Nov. 2 (CBS, 1:45 p.m.).

.

.

B
Greetings from Radio Daily
October 29
Elza Schallert

October 30
Francia White

Ray Dooley

Joan Banks

•

•

•

October 31

Mary McCoy

.

—

.

Entering the French Casino the other nite to witness for the

show in town. Joe Rines encountered us
with control man for NBC—-who was arranging a set-up for a remote with
Rines' crew after this had appeared here: "Talk persists that Joe Rines
that it was a WMC A remote
will lose his wire" .... Claiming it a frame-up

third time

George Dilworth

Among

subscribers.

the

stations

most recently ordering the "Christmas Tree of 1937" are: CHSJ, WGTM,
and CJKL. New orders on
the women's program, "Good Morning Neighbor" included the Houck

WAAW

KVOR, WLAW,
CKOV, WMBS, CHGS, and KPFA.

Advertising Company,

also subscribed

to

the "Star

Agency has signed for both
the "Commercials" and the "Morning Bulletin Board."

finally,

—

"that

it's

just

another 'Make-Believe-Ballroom'

airing"

Bob Goldstein to give the retort proper .... "He's been with
Sheila Barrett so long on the air that Rines is now doing an imitation of
broadcasting on an NBC network!"
it

Co., sponsor of Jack
and Loretta Clemens, heard over CBS
network Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 2:15-2:30 p.m., fades from the
air today. N. W. Ayer & Son handles

the account.

Havrilla Submits

News

Idea

Alois Havrilla, NBC announcer, has
written a new type news program
and has had it recorded. It is now
in the hands of several advertising
agencies for consideration.

Coming Events
Oct.

25-31:
People's

sion,

Oct. 27-30:
tion

of

stead,

Exposition

of

Radio-Televi-

Amphitheater,

Moscow.

Annual meeting of Associa-

National

Advertisers,

The Home-

Hot Springs. Va.

Nov.

1:

Inter-American

Radio

Confer-

ence, Havana.

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

the most entertaining

—

and then

Kirkman Signs Off
Kirkman Soap

—

.

—

Nell Enslen

Oct.

EARL CARROLL, SHIRLEY ROSS
JOHN TRENT, on "Hollywood

CKOV

She did so well

Judge Levy would be present.

— and

Roger Adams Recovering
Akron— Roger Adams, WADC announcer, who suffered a broken arm

Jack Pearl
Virginia Clark

on "Seem' Stars,"

and

cops insisted that she appear the following nite at a local affair at which

tive's

being arranged.

crash,

MADGE EVANS,
Bakers' Broadcast,
Blue, 7:30 p.m.).

vertising

again she did so well
songstress, will

Opening of Congress on Air
Opening ceremonies of the special
session of Congress on Nov. 15 will
be aired over NBC-Blue network at
p.m.

by

(WNEW

Oct. 30

Commercials" and the Dawson Ad-

shindig

1

a.m.).

11

interviewed

Star Signs 14 Stations

• • # F. A. Long, program director of WJSV, Washington, was
victimized the other day by his own wife. .. .Mrs. Long possesses
an excellent soprano voice but hubby never would permit her to use

•

phone setup on the

(WNEW,

31

a.m.).

11

performers!

Dan Bowers has left
announce for the Don Lee network on

about

Oct.

W. C. HANDY,
Glenna Strickland,

Within the past week Star Radio
has added 14 new stations to its list of

declares that it is not using KJBS,
San Francisco, on its Royal Toy spot
campaign. KFRC is the Frisco station on the list.

be featured in a
Co. commercial.

FRANKIE

•

advantages.

Toby Martin,

BASSIE,

CARLE

lin

—

REISS

8:30 p.m.).

and BILLY HOLLIDAY, on
Martin Block's "Sunday Swing Con-

& SON, INC. has been

Honor Brand Frosted Food Corp.,
New York, and will handle the ad-

tional

line,

COUNT

remained

for

—

Feb.
1938: International Telecom1,
munications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs b Telephones,
Cairo, Egypt.

June
gress
Paris.

10-15: Seventh International ConRadio Inventors, the Sorbonne,

of
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STATIONS OT AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

Cecil Underwood, who handles production for Fibber McGee and Molly,
has bought Helen Hayes' house in
Hollywood. His wife has gone back
there to take possession.
Kaye Brinker, who does "Every

KRE—Berkeley,

has joined the

c

#

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
WNAX, Yankton, S. Dak.

Calif.

Nov. 8:

Transcontrol of corp. to S. Dak. Broadcasting
Corp. from Chas. B. Gurney. 570 kc, 1 KW.,
5 KW. LS., unlimited.
Broadcasters Inc., Gastonia, N. C.
CP
for new station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.

fer

ARTHUR WESTLUND, Manager

DONALD HAMBLY,

WBBM

production staff. She will be in charge
of experimental program production.
Sally Foster, long a fixture of the
Alkaseltzer National Barn Dance, is
Lucille
no longer with the show.
Long now the femme headliner.

r. c.

ACTIVITIES

Radio Stations

1370 Kilocycles— 250 Watts LS, 100 Watts N.

Woman" and "Manhattan Mother" on

WBBM,

S.

&

Manager

Production

GORDON MORRISON,

K.

Chief Engineer

Nov.

WBNX, New

9:

increase

power

to

1

York

KW.,

5

City.

KW.

CP

to

LS. 1350

kc, share time.

IT' RE, owned
on the
a

new

operated

and

air

June

by

Since then,

1922.

11,

Central

the

transmitter was installed, and

its

California

Broadcasters

Inc.,

growth has been steady.

KRE moved

into

new

In

first

went

May, 1927,

studios.

WFIL,

CP to increase powLS., 560 kc, unUmited.
KARK, Little Rock, Ark. Transfer control of corp. to Radio, Inc.
890 kc, 500
watts, 1 KW. LS., unlimited.
er to

1

Philadelphia.

KW.,

5

KW.

Nov. 10: KLO, Ogden, Utah. CP to inStudios were maintained in the Claremont Hotel until July, 1932, when they
Barbara Luddy, star of Campana's
crease power to 1 KW., 5 KW. LS. 1400 kc,
is spending all her were moved to Oakland.
In March of the following year, KRE occupied its present unlimited.
days (between broadcasts) in bed. studios in the heart of Berkeley, adjacent to the campus of the University of California.
Nov. 12: Radio Enterprises, Inc., Hot
Springs, Ark.
CP for new station. 1310
She has been laid up for a fortnight
kc,
100 watts, daytime.
In May of 1937, the transmitter was moved to the Berkeley Aquatic Park, where
with bad cold.
Associated Ark. Newspapers,
Inc.,
Hot
Lucy Gilman, 13 year old star of completely new transmitting and speech equipment was installed, including a 190 Springs, Ark. CP for new station. 1310 kc,
"Junior Nurses" and a radio veteran foot vertical radiator, on ground said by radio engineers to be the finest natural trans- 100 watts, daytime.
N. B. Egeland, Roland, la.
CP for new
of seven years, has decided to enter
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
law school on graduation from high mitter site on the Pacific coast the shores of San Francisco Bay.
WMBG,
Richmond, Va.
CP
to increase
school.
KRE features local and International News Service, has numerous University and power to 1 KW. 1350 kc, unlimited.

"First Nighter,"

—

Virginia Payne (Ma Perkins) doing appearances also on Skelly "Court
of Missing Heirs"
"First Nighter."

Bowman

Dairy

summer and

and

Campana's

which

with comment by Bob Hawk. Show
J.
starts next Monday on WGN.
Walter Thompson handles the account.

has
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
switched recordings of the Skelly
"Court of Missing Heirs" series from
RCA to World Broadcasting System
studios.

Kaye Brinker's "Manhattan Mother" drama series expands to half
hour on WBBM-CBS and also goes
from late afternoon spot to Sunday
night at 9 o'clock.
Biggie Levin, talent booker, laid up
at home for a few days.
Irving Mills Artists Inc. expects to
open a Chicago office soon.
Louise Fitch has joined the cast
of "Romance of Helen Trent."

WNEW:

BUSINESS

United

WBT,

Salt

Drug

Lake City: De
Company, ETs.

Charlotte:

through H.

W.

Welch Grape

Kastor

&

Sons;

Soto,

ETs;

Juice, spots,

Procter

&

Gamble Co. (Camay Soap), announcements;
Chrysler (De Soto), ETs, through J. Stirling
announcements; MishaCo., announcements, through Campbell-Ewald.
Getchell;

with

a

interested

staff of three in the production

1/3 and 78

Station has 33

the

air

20 hours

a

RCA

in

all

Six

has

It

phases of community

mikexen form KRE's

life,

staff,

built

together

and continuity departments.

lateral

and vertical transcription tables, and

is

day.

Arthur Westlund

its

and by

Saphier Signs Prescott

Allen Prescott has signed a personon al management contract with the
James L. Saphier and James L.
Stirton organization.
He also con-

manager; Donald Hambly, production manager, and K. Gordon

is

Morrison, chief engineer.

tinues under contract
Artists Service.

to

the

West Elected
President of A. N. A.

Paul

B.

(Continued from Page

1)

chairmen; Allen T. Preyer, Vick
Chemical Co., treasurer, and J. W.
Dineen, General Motors, William A.
Hart, E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Leo Nejelski, Swift & Co., H. W.
Roden, Johnson & Johnson, and Arthur E. Tatham, Bauer & Black, di-

AN ORIGINAL IDEA
A human

interest story

with national ap-

peal which will quickly attain a large and

rectors.

The convention

closes tomorrow.

KSL, Salt Lake City
Gene Halliday and Russell Stewart
of the station

Lever Bros. (Spry), participation

'Make Believe Ballroom."

KSL,

following by being intensely

fall

live shows, has finally settled

NEW

studio

large

entering into civic projects with enthusiasm.

Company

looking over
on a
morning transcription show probably
to be called the Musical Milkman
spent a

and broadcasts remotes of every description.

programs,

Civic

staff

are on the sick

receptive listening audience.

Program should be

a natural for any live-

wire sponsor.

list.

Lee Taylor, Gene Pack and Frank
McLatchy are on a deer hunting trip.
University of Utah is airing an

For further information address

extension course in radio writing
each Friday night. Gladys Pinney is
the instructor.

Chevrolet,

waka Rubber & Woolen Mfg.

WHN, New

York: Lamont Corliss & Co.
(Danya hand lotion), participations on Ida
Baily Allen's Homemakers, through J. Walter

For

BETTER PHOTOGRAPHS

JAMES ETHERINGTON

try

Thompson Co.

John Kelvin Returns
John Kelvin, tenor, will make his
first radio appearance in more than
a year when he begins a weekly
program with Don Albert and his
orchestra via WHN on Sunday at
9-9:30 p.m.

97-34

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIOS'"
145

West

45th

St.,

New

York City

221st

Street

Queens Village,

L.

I.

HOllis 5-0349

NBC

—

6
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RADIO DAILY
STATION-STUDIO
and

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television

New
In

Observation Method

WMCA Control Rooms

Original

500 Persons Expected
At KDKA Celebration

Wax Recording

First wax recording of the human voice, made by Alexander Graham Bell
56 years ago. was this week taken out of a vault in the Smithsonian Institute,
Washington, where it is to be kept on exhibition. The initial sounds recorded

Dehydrated control rooms will be

the features of the new
were:
studios being built at 1657
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than
"T-r-a
T-r-a
For a long time, the
Broadway.
and my
I am a graphophone
are dreamed of in your philosophy T-r-a.
glass-panelled control rooms from
mother was a phonograph."
which radio programs are monitored
The phonograph was the Edison invention. Alexander Graham Bell, his
have been the bane of studio officousin Chichester Bell, and Charles Sumner Tainter, who is still alive, were
cials. They usually have several laythe inventors of the graphophone.
ers of glass as protection against escaping sound but the moisture in
between the layers clouds up the
glass and interferes seriously with
Chicago Leads in Manufacture
Mistaken Identity
good vision. In all radio stations this
Chicago Radio excise tax collecKUOA's chief engineer, J. L. Miller,
necessitates pulling the walls apart
every once in a while to clear the happened to have with him an extra tions for fiscal year ending June 30
set of phones when he was picking indicate Chicago has regained the
windows.
studios this up a remote of an evangelistic ser- national lead in radio manufacturing
In the new
nuisance is being eliminated with a vice in Tahlequah, Okla., 50 miles after yielding it for several years to
new patented method of observation from Siloam Springs, Arkansas, home the New Jersey district in which
First Illinois
glass installation. The windows con- of KUOA's 5 kilowatt transmitter. Camden is situated.
as to how the broadcast district (Chicago) collections for year
sist of three separate layers of vary- Curious
ing thicknesses. First there is a half sounded, Commercial Manager Storm were $1,726,133 as against New Jerinch layer, then a three-eighths inch Whaley clamped the extra set of sey's (RCA) $1,177,898.22, and Philphones to his ears and looking very adelphia (Philco) third with $906,and finally a quarter-inch strip.
Chicago's bigger radio concerns
552.
These layers are embedded in much like an engineer, he thought
include Zenith, Stewart-Warner, Mosponge rubber so as to vibrate with listened the service through.
torola, E. H. Scott, Majestic, General
sound and prevent its escape. BeAfter the broadcast was over, a
tween the layers, the air is dehy- kind old lady from the audience Household Utilities (Grunow) Aetna,
drated by a special process which rather hesitatingly tapped Engineer Clarion, Hallicrafters, McMurdo-Sileliminates the moisture and thereby Miller on the shoulder, and in all ver, Howard, Trav-ler, Muter (parts)
and Wells-Gardner.
prevents clouding of the layers.
solicitude asked if the young man
with him wasn't hard of hearing.
Immediately she began a sales talk
Construct Fair-Ground Studio
for a less conspicuous type of hearCharter
Zenith
ing aid.
Columbus, Ga. An elaborate fairFor Television Activity
Whereupon, Commercial Manager ground studio has just been confor the ChattaWhaley, amid loud engineerial guf- structed by
(Continued from Page 1)
Valley
Exposition,
from
faws, solemnly swore to stick to his hoochee
An application own business.
field of visual radio.
which the station makes three broadfor permit to build transmitter had
Owner J. W. Woodruff,
casts daily.
previously .been turned down by
Sr., is President of the Chattahoochee
Valley Chamber of Commerce, and
FCC on grounds company charter
KFI-KECA Mobile Transmitter
the activities of the station are largedid not permit television activity.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ly accountable for the mounting daily
E. F. McDonald Jr., president of
Zenith, told stockholders that while
Los Angeles—The new KFI-KECA attendance at the fair. One of the
problems of television are not in- mobile transmitter, KAXA, was util- broadcasts is a series of interviews,
surmountable, commercial applica- ized for the first time with the NBC in which Bill Dougherty, special
visitors,
announcer,
gets
tion appears to be well in the fu- broadcast of Navy Day ceremonies events
ture.
He expressed the belief that from the U.S.S. Pennsylvania, flag- barkers, show-girls, and fair officials
television will come over telephone ship of the Pacific fleet, anchored off talking about themselves and the
wires instead of through the air by Long Beach. The unit was designed event.
Added that he ex- by Seymour Johnson.
radio waves.
pects American Telephone and TeleRemodeling
Studios
graph Company to handle the transOklahoma City Remodeling work
mission of television programs, with
Improvements
has begun on KOMA's studios. Two
the public paying for the service as
Seattle Following FCC authoriza- studios are to be redesigned, new
it does for phone services today. Rahe
thought, tion to boost power to 1,000 watts day color scheme adopted, a large recepmanufacturers,
dio
plans to tion room and audition room built
would probably restrict their tele- and night on 760 kc,
an improvement program. and a meeting room for musicians invision activity to building receivers. launch

among

WMCA

—

—

—

—

WMCA

—

Pittsburgh More than 500 persons,
including many important figures in
the business and industrial worlds,
are scheduled to meet Saturday night
in the William Penn Hotel to celebrate the 17th anniversary of
and to take part in the station's
dedication of the world's most modern and efficient antenna system.
A nationwide broadcast over NBCBlue at 8:30-9 p.m. will be one of
the highlights of the occasion.
A.
W. Robertson, chairman of the board

KDKA

Electric & Manuwhich owns KDKA,

Westinghouse

of

facturing

Co.,

Lenox

and

Lohr, president of
the speakers.
Others expected to attend include

NBC,

R.

will be

among

George Engles, Frank
Mason, John F. Royal, O. B. Hanson, Alfred H. Morton and Clay
Morgan, all of NBC in New York;
Frank M. Russell, NBC vice-president in Washington; Niles Trammell,
vice-president in charge of Central
A. L. Ashby,

E.

Division, Chicago.

,

Amends

—

WRBL

KOMA
—

KXA

—

Zenith Radio Account

To

J.

Walter Thompson

(Continued from Page

10-10:30 p.m.

Richard

Marvin

CHARLES ROSS,
Formerly

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

transmitter and installation of vertical antenna are among changes planned.

FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York

City

Tel.

Circle

6-5470-1

New
Seattle

Quarters

— KOL

for

KOL

will shortly

move

in-

a

"voice

form of a series of
recordings which enable him to hear
practically every character actor and
working
in
Chicago
dialectician
radio. Consequently, when he wants
library"

in the

introduce a new character into his
Fibber McGee and Molly script, he
simply plays over a few records and
to

writes a part to

fit.

"Mike" and "Phone"

HAND SETS
Especially for five

transmitmeter
ters and the five
meter transceivand
ers.
Light

compact

WIL Adds Recording

$10

Single

button

Eguip't

WIL has added recordSt. Louis
ing equipment for cutting instantaneous recordings.
The equipment
is RCA and the installation was made
by Chal Stoup, chief engineer of

new and enlarged quarters, according to Elmer Pederson, manager. WIL.
to

handle the
Woolf

Voice Library
Don Quinn has acquired

stalled.

—

WE FURNISH
Electiical Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind

will

radio production, with Jim
serving as account executive.

KXA

Modernization of studios, moving of

1)

Zenith has a program
placements.
on the NBC-Blue network, Sundays,

$15 Double button

units.

yet

Bakelite

rugged.
Six

ft.,

conductor

Weighs

4-

cord.

but

15

ounces.

Microphone Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Cal

,

U. S. A.
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WOV Will Feed WCOP
P&G

Second

Italian

Show

PAUL

WOV

Household Forum Goes Visiting
A new plan to gain more listeners
"Household Forum," and

inci-

dentally to provide advertisers on it
a "baker's dozen" for their money,
has been worked out by KSTP, Minneapolis and St. Paul station, through
Bee Baxter, conductor of the forum,
which is aired six days a week.

Under the

Forum Goes
and her show

title,

"The

Household

Visiting," Miss Baxter
will do just that take

—

in all the big-fry women's clubs in
the Twin Cities area.
Miss Baxter
will make a minimum of two clubs

Hotel.

Sammy

Spergal, Merle Pitt's elecswingster, will shortly ap-

In her talks, Miss Baxter will steer
clear of the commercial angles; will
talk on radio, its future and past;

and on production. At the same time
she will seek suggestions on the
show, thus assuring herself an increased audience by making every

woman

a working partner.

Boost

News

Broadcasts

WATL,

Atlanta, has issued a new
piece boosting the station's newscasts aired every hour on
the hour. Piece gives rate and other
salient information. Manager Maurice
C. Coleman reports that several sectional advertisers signed last week
for such sponsorship.

promotion

Use Newspaper Supplement
WIOD, Miami, recently used an
eight-page section in the affiliated
Miami Daily News to advertise its

ol

DANGEROUS PARADISE
CLUB ROMANCE
GRACE MOORE'S OPEN HOUSE
BIG

SISTER

HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"
P.

0.

Box

84.

Manhasset.

L.

I..

N.

Y.

Frank

Russ Morgan, creator of music in
Morgan manner, who is featured
on the Philip Morris radio program,
over NBC and CBS, will be the guest
of honor at a Radio Party that Leon
and Eddie, the famous West 52nd
Street Samoans, are tendering in his
honor at their popular rendezvous, on
the

West Coast Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

—

Los Angeles Don Gilman played
host to Los Angeles radio editors at
a Biltmore luncheon and answered
their queries on radio over an NBC
Coast Blue hookup.
During the
round-table discussion, planned as a
monthly event, Gilman stated that
the new NBC studios at Sunset and
Vine would be ready for occupancy
by all network departments by early
Spring and would indicate NBC's

Sunday evening. Stars of the stage,
screen and radio will turn out to conviction that Hollywood is despay tribute to the rising star of the tined to become increasingly important in the radio scheme of things
ether waves.

moved

Lyn Murray
musical and

will soon combine his
choral talents and offer

a combined orchestra and chorus on

one program.

to

themselves

Hollywood
rather

by

than

the

by

cast

NBC.

Television, movie gossip chatterers,
and various topics of interest to laymen and trade alike were covered in
an interesting manner by the NBC

Bunny Berigan and his swing band vice-president.
begin a week's engagement today at
the Stanley Theater, Pitssburgh. The
following Friday they begin a week's
WJSV, Washington
stay at the Fox Theater, Detroit.
"Backstage," broadcast directly from
originates on the stage of the CriMorton Gould, the young composer the star's dressing room of the Naterion Theater.
and arranger, who has signed a per- tional Theater, is a newly inaugurated
sonal management contract with Irv- series.
Dave Miller, popular mid - west ing Mills, is writing a symphony for
Harry Butcher, CBS v.p. here,
maestro, is bound for a series of Leopold Stokowski and a suite for added a golf bag and an electric
the
Ballet
Russe.
personal appearances at the head
clock to his golf trophies last week
of his own entertainment-dance band
at Pinehurst.
unit. First stop Philadelphia, followed
Ina Ray Hutton, the stream-lined
"Arch's Angles," the Ach McDonald
by Schenec ady, Troy and Provi- bombshell of rhythm, hung up two
"man-in-the-street" program, is getdence.
Miller's music will be aired house records in two successive theating a good listener response. Dr.
locally at various key city stop-offs. ter weeks with her Melodears girl
Pepper sponsors the series. McDonald
Christmas week will find MJdcr mak- band. The attraction grossed $38,000
is the station's sports authority and
ing a triumphant return to his home at the Oriental in Chicago and $28,000
commentator, and will air the Marytown of Milwaukee, playing a two- at the Michigan in Detroit the followland-Florida game tomorrow in the
week stop-off at the Riverside and ing week. Miss Hutton opens today interests of Kellogg.
Wisconsin theaters, and doubling into at the Branford, Newark.
the Schroeder Hotel for the supperdance sessions.
Joe Glover, whose arrangements
WPG, Atlantic City
are featured by Goodman, Berigan.
W. C. Handy, grandaddy of all Dorsey, Dolan and scores of others,
Kay Darlene, Florence Peterson
blues songs, will guestar on Merle has been bitten by the literary bug and Dorothy Stuppy comprise "The
Pitt's "Sunday Swing Concert" this and
has finished a tome, "Music Boardwalk Charmers", new group on
week.
Other guests include Count Trends Past, Present and Future." Ethel Rattay's "Tea Time Topics"
hour.
"The Silver Song Bird," sponsored

—

PC € MIC Til ON
News

BIXBY

and

WNEW

by

Silver's

Department Store,

is

12-

year-old Dottie Jones.
Crisfield, Md., often referred to as
the seafood capital of America, is
presenting a 26-week series from the

Lever Gift Offer
Neptune Studio in Convention Hall.
spread in the
Lever Bros, will make special
affiliated Illinois State Journal re- three-week gift anniversary offer on
cently plugged the new juvenile the "Big Sister" program, heard five
TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING
series, "Air Adventures of Jimmy times
weekly over CBS network,
Allen," going over WCBS, Spring- beginning Monday. Gift is personally
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
field.
Allen's picture
in
aviation initialed mending kit, and will be
COI. 5-7366-7
33 W. 60th St., N.Y.C.
attire, with giant airbird outlined, sent to any listener sending in top
made exciting layout, while caption of one box of Rinso together with
registered program as "Another Scoop 10 cents.
Ruthrauff & Ryan is the
for State Journal Readers."
agency.

An

Creator,
author,
director
or
producer
successful
network
radio
programs

Halliday

pear on Columbia's Saturday Swing

change of frequency to 610. Staff and
talent pix, and informative articles
on radio operations, made up copy.

CARL

Billy

Bassie,
Carle.

because of concentration here of
Ozzie Nelson has resumed his re- world figures in entertainment, mucording activities on the West Coast. sic, writing and the arts and sciSession.
He has been signed by Victor for ences, and interlocking spheres of
Count Bassie, considered one of the an extended series. Four songs will activity brought about by picture
most phenomenal piano players in be recorded by his orchestra this personalities in radio and radio personalities drafted for pictures.
swing circles, will be one of the week.
half-dozen guest artists appearing on
Gilman skillfully parried the quesWhen Ernie Hoist's orchestra goes tions of radio editors of his former
the
"Sunday Swing Concert"
this Sunday 11 a.m. to 12 noon. Other to Florida this season, it will be heard headquarters,
San Francisco, who
featured guests will include Billy locally via both networks. This will unanimously seem worried about
Holliday, female vocalist, appearing mark the first time Hoist has broad- programs moving Jiere, by citing
with Chick Webb's Orchestra, and cast on a sustaining series.
the case of "One Man's Family",
tric guitar

a week during the fall-spring-winter Frankie Carle, swing pianist now with
season, where she will not only give Mai Hallett and currently heard on
talks, but will enlist the aid of the numerous Decca records. Mac Ceppos,
women themselves in the production swing fiddle player heard on the
Sunday Swing Concert last week,
of her program to fit their needs.
will again appear, as well as Sammy
In addition, sponsors' products will Spergel, swing guitar player, and
be given as door prizes at each meet- Sammy Weiss, one of the greatest
ing, thus assuring clients of getting swing drummers in the business totheir products directly into the bet- day.
Merle Pitt leads the "Maketer homes
"better" because only the Believe Ballroom" Orchestra, with
bigger clubs will be used.
Martin Block as emcee. The "Concert"

—

Radio Eds Quiz Gilman
At Coast Press Luncheon

ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC

A second Procter & Gamble proWHITEMAN, now on tour,
gram, "The Album of Love," series
is
revisiting the haunts of his
of love stories in Italian, heard Monday through Friday, will be fed by early musical days. After playing a
to
WCOP, Boston, starting concert in Denver, where he was
Monday at 11:15 a.m. A repeat of born and spent his boyhood, he will
open the San Francisco Auto Show.
"The Ivory Tower" is being piped
It was in San Francisco that he beto WCOP starting the same day at
gan his professional musical career
11:45 a.m. Both programs are writas violist with the San Francisco Symten by Giuseppe Loffredo. Compton
phony. Then he will go to Los Anis the agency.
geles where he played his first bigtime engagement at the Alexandria

for its

7
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6 Educational Features

Added

to

Baldwin

KSTP Schedule

(Continued from Page

to

Nab

1)

at

Represent

Havana Parley

(Continued from Page

programs "straight across the board"
from 1 to 1:30 p.m.

1)

known whether
agreements which may be reached in
raised,

is

it

not yet

among the new features
Havana will be effectuated by an ex"Around the State With the
Lucille and Lanny appeared months, is rated high in audience fa- change of state
documents or by a
P.T.A.", which switches this year
Wednesday night for the fourth vor, according to the program's treaty which would be subject to
to KSTP.
Previously was aired on time with Walter O'Keefe on "Town enormous fan mail.
The program is ratification by the participating govWCCO.
Hall Tonight," the song team set a a 15-minute feature presenting news ernments."
Other
new features will
be record for the number of guest-star- and view of sports, the movies,
the
weekly programs put on by the ring roles ever made by one act on theatre and radio. Bob
Stokes is the
Minneapolis public schools, the St. that show.
They have also been movie critic, Jerry Cotter is the the- Canadian Contingent
Paul public schools, the University engaged for next
week's Town atrical and radio editor, and Ray
Departs for Havana
of Minnesota, and the Colleges of Hall performance.
Lucille and Lan- Freifelder is the sports reporter and
St. Thomas and St. Catherine, which ny, who are Lucille
Linwood and president of the program's Can I
Montreal — Headed by Laurent
take alternate spots on the same Lanny Grey off the air, are young- Pick 'Em
Club.
Included

is

WHEN

the

day.
In addition to the across-the-board
features, KSTP also has booked several other educational stanzas, including a school forum hour; a high
school highlights hour, a church
forum and a world friendship period, under the auspices of the Women's International League for Peace

and Freedom.
Meantime, while

sters

From WNEW,

radio fame.

to

where they appeared

for a year in
a daily variety show, they went to

NBC networks only two months
ago to add a schedule of two sus-

the

programs a week

taining

to

their

week

for

NBC

Three

Stations
Taking ET's in A.M.

versal

for

the

singing

lead

in

a

forthcoming picture.

—

"First

news,"

(Continued from Page 1)

is

on the dial first with the
more than just a slogan at

for
time reservations across the KDAL, Duluth. KDAL delivers the
board are reported in the sales de- goods. Two authentic news flashes
Innovation follows upon and a special 15-minute interview
partment.
the heels of a similar move by rounded out KDAL's scoop coverage
WABC, which also made the ET of Duluth's worst construction accilime available forthwith. WABC has dent that took the lives of four men
jacked up its opening time, but NBC and seriously injured three others
The men had been pourlast week.
has not done so as yet.
ing a concrete floor in a new church
Scholastica a girls'
at the Villa
New Virginia Corporation
school.
Supports gave way, plungRichmond Fredericksburg Broading them 80 feet to the floor below
casting Corp. has been chartered with
with the mass of debris. First aua view to applying for a permit to

—

—

new station here.
T. Pitts is president of the
build a

Benjamin

new

cor-

poration.

thentic report
aired by
rescue squads

ED
day

LOWRY

the disentangled
ceremonies is over. Once
there could be a general emcee

"The
master

of

of

the

disaster

flash

about an hour after
went to work. The
nixed rumors that the

school had collapsed, killing a numThe second flash
ber of students.
gave the first authentic list of the
specasualties. Sam Levitan,
cial events director, visited the accident scene and later went on the
air for an interview.

KDAL

of

who did nothing but introduce peoToday, because of
ple and acts.
radio and radio's comedy slants,
must be comedian emcees,
band leading emNot
cees, and dramatic emcees.
to say anything about the prison
warden emcees, political leader
emcees, etc.
But everything has
happened for the best, and even
now there is a movement to prothere

singing emcees,

vide entertainment during the peri-

od which

is

devoted

the stations."

to

announcing

was

KDAL

first

ONE MINIJTP
INTERVIEW

feature.

Beaudry, assistant under-secretary of
state for external affairs, Canada's
delegation
to
the
Inter-American
Radio Conference has left for Havana, where the parley opens Nov. 1.
Others in the Canadian group are
Commander C. P. Edwards, chief of
air service, department of transport;
Dr. August Frigon, vice-chairman of
CBC, and Donald Mansion, K. A.
MacKinnon, Walter Rush, J. W. Bain
and Major W. L. Laurie, technical

time on the air. The NBC schedule
has now become a daily morning
Between 11:15 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
broadcast over WJZ and the Blue Sundays, WBRY, New Haven, has
network, thus giving them a total scheduled four foreign commercial
of 13 radio shows a week.
Mixing programs, two Italian and two Polcomic novelty acts with straight ish.
advisers.
harmonizing on the latest tune hits,
the duo present a refreshingly indiPerry Lafferty is WBRY's new staff

KSTP made plans
conducting annual
educational broadcasting conferences
built along the same pattern as the
initial northwest parley held here vidual repertoire
to radio audiences.
recently, schools of the area began Piano accompaniment is played by
a study of the feasibility of estab- Lanny and, in novelty tunes, Lucille
lishing radio workshops as an out- furnishes the sound effects.
growth of the first meeting.
Educational director of the station
Bob Lawrence, baritone with Paul
is Thomas D. Rishworth.
Whiteman, is being tested by Unithis

Elizabeth Suraci, concert pianist,
has been added to the WELI, New
Haven, "Saturday Musicale." Leon
Puzzio, lyric tenor, is also a new

and organist
Haven's studios.
pianist

the

at

New

WGES

Airs Alien Series

Urging Naturalization
Baritone

day Night

Buddy

CBS

Clark's

series,

new Thurs-

"Buddy Clark

Chicago

— WGES,

which

specializes

Entertains," is currently heard on in foreign language broadcasts, now
over half of the CBS outlets from is launching a program for the 200,000
coast to coast.
Within a few weeks aliens living in Chicago. Titled "How
the program will be heard on all to Become American Citizens" the
outlets of this chain.
program presents weekly talks by
Fred Schlotfeldt, district director of
Charles Premmac of Ida Bailey Al- naturalization and immigration. Mean-

while WIND has launched an Amer"Homemakers of the Air,"
thrice-weekly program, is getting a icanism education series under auslot of fan inquiries asking when he pices of the Builders of America.
will begin broadcasting the new proCasselman Leaves
gram written especially for him.
Akron Bill Casselman has resigned

WHN

len's

WADC

—

WHAS,

Louisville, this

week

cele-

brated the third anniversary of its
regular Sunday broadcast of the jail
church services, attended by 500 inmates of the Jefferson County Jail.

as

announcer and publicity man

WADC

to
director at
liance, O.

on the program, and engineer Jack
Monroe, have joined Shaw in flying,
A dramatization of the auto indus- making this perhaps the only alltry's place in the American scene pilot broadcast, as well as one of the
will be aired by a large cast of radio longest in the history of the industry.
actors over CBS at 10:45-11:15 p.m.
tomorrow.
Maurice C. Coleman, manager of
WATL, Atlanta writes that "Your
Old Bill the very genial and Football Reporter", a fifteen minute
homey gent who presents his "Sons weekly aired every Friday and Saturof the Pioneers" every a.m. from day during the grid season, has cor6:30-7 over WATL, Atlanta, has one rectly predicted more than two-thirds
of the largest listening audiences at of its selections.
that time of day judging from his
fan mail and 'phone calls.

—

—

When

Pennsylvania-Central Airinaugurated its Washington,
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., recently
Baltimore to Buffalo service last broadcast the dedicatory ceremonies
Tuesday the only local representa- of the new $650,000 Federal Building
tive of either radio or press was annex, at which Postmaster General
WFBR's news editor, Bob Hurleigh. James A. Farley spoke. More than
Although a consistent booster for the 200 executives and technicians of the
airlines, Hurleigh had never been in National Forest Service are housed
a plane prior to this extended, dawn in the new building.
to dusk inaugural flight. Invitation
came from C. Bedell Monro, presiStan Shaw, the mikeman of the
dent of Pennsylvania-Central.
"Milkman's Matinee" is a licensed air
pilot. Several mornings a week, after
"Let's Talk About Stars," which finishing his all-night stint on WNEW,
has been heard on WAAT every Shaw takes the air at Flushing Airlines

Sunday

at

1:45

for

the

past

at

become athletic publicity
Mount Union College, Al-

eight port.

John Flora, assistant

to

Shaw

CBS broadcasts some
work

New

programs
York.

each

20.000 net-

year

irom

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

86

Gerald

YORK,

L. K.

N. Y.,

of

Commercial

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

ON NEW NBC COAST PLANT
West Coast Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles Construction will begin in a few days on the new NBC
studios at Sunset Blvd. and Vine St.
Site of the newly planned structure
consists of about five acres, two city
blocks square, and the project now
getting under way will provide only
for the immediate needs of NBC here.
Provision will be made, however, for
ample increase in studio and office
facilities and for television studios
when such increase becomes neces-

— Rhymes

by a local
Doctor Stone, as read by Nate
Cook over WIBX, have been pulling such a heavy mail, that Advertising Manager Edward Harrison of
Rochester Packing Co. penned and
sent to Cook what is believed to
be the first sponsor-to-station rave
poem. Station is framing the poetic

FIVE CENTS

1937

Smith on 75 Stations

Poetic Tribute
Utica, N. Y.

1,

Crusader Signs 26-Week Contract for an
Independent Network Including 38
Stations Left by Coughlin
Gerald L. K. Smith, national chair-

LOCAL NEWS SERVICE

man
lion,

gem.

FORMED BY CHRISTIE

of the

Committee of One MilAlbert M. Ross Inc.,

through

has signed a 26 week contract for
an independent nationwide network
of over 75 stations for a new series
of programs to begin Nov. 14 at 4Ross agency has taken
4:30 p.m.
over the 38 stations which were contracted for by Father Coughlin, who
has since canceled because of his

Continental Radio Press has been
organized as a new radio news service of local coverage for stations in
respective areas, the service to be
AFTER
available in foreign languages as well
sary.
as other specialized directions not Bishop's disapproval.
The present NBC studios were built
Before the starting date, additional
Executive Committee of the AFM now being serviced by established
only two years ago. Activities of the
will be signed for the net(Continued on Page 8)
adjourned late Friday afternoon, sub- radio press units. Primary function stations
(Continued on Page 7)
ject to call by the president, Joseph of Continental, according to T. L.
N. Weber.
Committee
has been in Christie, executive editor, will be to
1,000- Watt Transmitter
session intermittently since the first gather, edit and transmit news of
(Continued on Page 8)
IS JOINING
Is Dedicated
week in October. Meeting was held
Friday with key station representayesterday dedi- tives and the accord again acknowl- Five Gen. Motors Units
Albany
(Continued on Page 7)
cated its new 1,000-watt transmitter
Sponsor Series
with appropriate ceremonies. CoinChicago James D. Shouse, general
cident with the new equipment, sta- Frank Smith Tenders
tion will open shop at 7 a.m. instead
Dayton, O. Five General Motor di- manager of KMOX, St. Louis, CBS
Resignation to Crosley visions here
Harold E. Smith is general
of 7:30.
Frigidaire Moraine owned and operated station, has remanager.
Products Co., Delco Products Co., signed effective Dec. 1 to join CrosCincinnati
Resignation of Frank Delco Brake Co., and Inland Manu- ley's WLW, Cincinnati, in the execusales manager of WLW-WSAI, facturing Co. are footing the spon- tive post recently vacated by Wilon Full Time Smith,
Merle S. Jones,
has been tendered but not yet ac- sor's bill for a 13-week broadcast liam S. Hedges.
With 1,000 Watts
cepted by Powel Crosley Jr. Rumor series by the Dayton Philharmonic western manager of Radio Sales Inc.,
is that it will be accepted, in which Society over WHIO.
Orchestra goes CBS subsidiary, formerly Shouse's
Philadelphia
P E N will begin
(Continued on Page 6)
on air every Wednesday at 8 p.m. assistant, replaces him as manager of
(Continued on Page 2)
full-time operation tomorrow. StaBob Bowman, station announcer, does
tion has shared time with
musical commentating.
Mort Watters Appointed
for a number of years, having conAirs
Va. Network
centrated on foreign programs mostly.
Self
Sponsor
"Hotel"
Back
to
The FCC has granted a power in(Continued on Page 2)
Chicago Though it still has severCharleston, W. Va.— Mort Watters,
Nashville
Same sponsor for two
station director of WCHS here, has al weeks to run on its 13-week NBC
Studebaker Swings
been promoted to the newly created stanza, "Vanity Fair," variety show, competing football games, and one
station sponsoring a broadcast over
Chicago
Studebaker Motors has post of managing director of the is being dropped by Campana on
Virginia
Network, effective Nov. 8, and "Grand Hotel" is being a competitive outlet, constitute a
spotted a 15 minute transcription West
Network includes WCHS, brought back. Eileen Barton, young strange state of affairs that happened
series on WIND titled "Sing and Nov. 15.
here Saturday.
singer, is going to Hollywood.
(Continued on Page 2)
Swing." Schwimmer & Scott is the
at
Kellogg had signed with
agency.
Show is heard on a six
outset of the season for a series of

by

ATM EXEC. COMMITTEE
ADJOURNS

MONTH

WOKO

WLW;

SHOUSE

— WOKO

on

MERLE JONES PROMOTED

WHIO

—

—
—

—

WPEN Going

—

Power

—W

WRAX

W.

Manager

WSM

Over WLAC;
Opposes

Campana
—

—

—

WSM

a

week

basis.

*

THE WEEK

RADIO

IN

(Continued on Page 6)

*

=

AFM's Disk Licenses

Airing Workers

—

Canton. O. Timken Roller BearCo. is using an hour every
Sunday over WHBC for a good-will
program using talent recruited from
ranks of the industrial plant workers, with Tiny Tigges as emcee.
Performers get $5 each, plus a
ing

chance at prize money.
from

much

show,

auditorium, had a
Stunt also is getnewspaper space.

I.O.O.F.

packed house.
ting

First

By M. H. SHAPIRO

CONTACT

between the electrical
transcription
and
phonograph
record
manufacturers'
committees
and the
resulted in the disk
men being informed that the musicians union planned to go right
ahead and issue licenses for the making of every form of recording that
uses
musicians. Wherever the
deems it inadvisable to directly
regulate the ET and home type of
record distribution, the regulations

AFM

AFM

AFM

Radio

placed upon its members will be
expected to work out the same ulti-

mate result

.

.

.

Meantime the ET

seeking ways and means
to preclude the industry being operated under AFM rules and regulaare

folks

and the phonograph record makers are expected to accept
AFM licenses with little trouble
AFM will make no contracts between it and manufacturers and thus
tions

.

.

.

.

(Continued on

Page 2)

.

.

at 1

.

of Md.

University

of

Maryland

open

its

new

ficially

together with

its

will

of-

radio studios,
radio course, on
special broadcast

Nov. 5 with a
over the CBS network at 3 3:30
The course of instruction in
p.m.
radio subjects will be conducted
in cooperation with WJSV, Washington.
A. D. Willard. manager
of WJSV. is in charge of the instruction.

2

Monday, November
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Gome

Price 5 Cts.

avoid any possible threat from the the past year
about five per
SUE TOHRNER of Kass-Tohrner left Friday
restraint
of
trade
and
kindred cent of the scripts were marked for for Pensacola, Fla. due to the illness of her
father.
She expects to return in a week.
angles.
further study in the event false or
LEWIS WINDMULLER, Washington sales repEditor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Other AFM activities include sift- misleading advertising was present.
resentative
recording equipment for the FairBusiness Manager ing the allocation of additional exMARVIN KIRSCH
Toward the close of the case child Aerialof Camera
Corp., is spending a few
penditures
in accordance with the against Paul M. Segal and George M. days in New York, visiting the new plant of
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
the
Fairchild
Corp.
»nd Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, IRNA plan, but which must also Smith, attorneys accused of unethiJU. Y., by Radio Daily Corp.
meet with approval of the AFM cal practices before the FCC, it was
IRENE RICH was in Chicago yesterday and
J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- locals
also signing of contracts indicated that Commissioner George did her NBC-Blue broadcast, an Arch Oboler
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
skit titled "Ten Grand," from that city.
with the network key stations.
Henry Payne might also be disB. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
JERRY BELCHER spent Sunday in Cleveland,
After toying with the idea for a qualified from sitting when the case
SecrUary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
where his "Interesting Neighbors" program origTerms (Post free) United States outside of while, CBS decided to allow tran- of Powel Crosley comes up
inated for NBC-Red.
Gwater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
scriptions on WABC until 9 a.m., James W. Baldwin, managing diyear, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.
MRS. MARTIN (OSA) JOHNSON, who has
communications
to
RADIO also opening the transmitter at an rector of the NAB, will represent been on another African film expedition for
Address
all
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. earlier hour
NBC
followed suit that organization at the parley in 20th Century-Fox, returns to New York via the
7-6338.
7-6336,
7-6337,
Phone Wisconsin
almost immediately
considerable Havana. J. Walter Thompson Co. gets Queen Mary, arriving Nov. 15, with her native
HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
gun-bearer and quite a few animals, also a lot
the radio portion of the Zenith of interesting stories to offer radio.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood additional revenue is assured
.

.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

.
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WPEN

Going on Full Time
With 1,000 Watts Power

1/4

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page
1)

KMOX.

Paul S. Wilson, now salesMort Watters Appointed
man for Radio Sales here, succeeds
Va. Network
Jones, who goes to St. Louis immediately for a month's work under
(Continued from Page 1)
Shouse. The appointments were anWPAR, Parkersburg, and WBLK, nounced by Leslie Atlass, CBS midClarksburg, all owned by the John west v.p. Hedges, who was vice-presA. Kennedy interests. Watters will ident of Crosley Corp., is now with
make his headquarters in Clarksburg. NBC in New York.
Before coming to WCHS, Watters
was commercial manager of WHEC,

W.

.

.

.

.

—
— %
— %
— Ve
+ %
Shouse Joining WLW;
—
+ Vs
Merle Jones Promoted
—
l

.

off

.

Net
Chg.

.

.

will

.

(Saturday, Oct. 30)
Z^^.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE

Tel.

.

Wm. respective homes Friday night.
President Lenox R. Lohr
before S. Hedges takes the NBC station
EILEEN BARTON, young singer who has been
making demands for more time for relations post
RCA and ATT appearing
in
Campana's "Vanity Fair" out of
so-called educational purposes and were awarded decrees in patent suit Chicago, leaves next week for Hollywood to do
will await the final outcome of the
Supreme Court of the U. S. picture work.
BILL MURRAY of the William Morris office
government's probe ... so far it upheld the FCC in denying a permit
gone to the coast in connection with the
has been shown that leading outlets for a new station
John S. Young, has
Walt Disney-Pepsodent show.
allot a possible one-third of total former network announcer, is made
DR. HARRY HAGEN, conductor of the CBS
time on the air to such programs head of the N. Y. World's Fair radio
bee, arrived on the coast last week for
FTC reported that it had read department, an adjunct of the regu- spelling
a visit.
over 400,000 commercial radio scripts lar press department.
GRACE GIBSON, head of the transcription deSprings, Va.

Am.
CBS

.

Harold B. Thomas was made chair- Radio account.
C. L. BACLEY, Los Angeles; HARRY E. BRENman of the board, and Paul B. West
Frank E. Mason, vice-president in TON, Boston; C. A. WEAVER, Des Moines; J.
continued as president of the ANA charge of station relations for NBC, C. PETRILLO, Chicago, J. W. PARKS, Dallas,
its
annual convention in Hot was moved up to be assistant to and WALTER M. MURDOCK, Toronto, members
at
of the AFM Executive Committee, left for their
.

matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

.

.

.

Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class

.

Manager

1)

TED COLLINS and TOM LEWIS of Young &
crease up to 1,000 watts, and station
joined Jim Crowley and his Fordham
engineers are preparing to broad- Rubicam
team in its weekend trip to Chapel Hill. N. C.
cast on full power within the next
returns
today from
Boston.
HODGES
JOY
few days. George Lasker, who has Opens in "I'd Rather Be Right" tomorrow
been appointed manager, plans many night.
CHARLES MICHELSON, eastern representaimprovements, including a balanced
Radio Productions, returns to
schedule of English and foreign- tive of Earnshaw
New York today after a two-week business

language programs. The call letters
WRAX will be silent for the first
time in many years.

WMCA

KOBH

"Quizmaster" on
Top Tunes Back on
Rochester, and before that was radio
"Quizmaster," new audience partiRapid City, S.
The Mills Top
director of the Lewis Edwin Ryan
Tunes, quarter-hour of dancing mel- cipating show, originating from the
agency, Washington.
odies and banter, started a new series stage of the Strand Theater, Brookover
last week after a sum- lyn, with prizes to contestants, starts
mer lapse. The morning program is Wednesday at 9:45-10:15 p.m. over
WMCA.
Charleston, W. Va.— E. B. (Gene) produced by Bernie Barth, youngest
member of the
family, who
Ferguson, associated with
for
Jerry Mason Resigns
also does a man-in-the-street idea
seven years, has been appointed local with the program "Answer Me This."
Jerry Mason, associated with Robert S. Taplinger and Tom Fizdale Inc.,
commercial manager, effective today,
Mason has not
resigned Saturday.
is announced by John
it
A. KenMacMillcm to Conduct
announced future plans, but it is
nedy, president and general manSir Ernest MacMillan, conductor expected he will remain in the radio
ager. Ferguson has officiated as an- of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, field.
nouncer, continuity writer, producer will wield the baton for next Monday night's Philadelphia Orchestra
KLUF Adds Equipment
and salesman. One of his best known bank-sponsored program over NBCKLUF, managed by
Galveston
shows is the "Old Farm Hour," in Blue. W. M. Kiplinger, Washington Lawrence D. Yates, has installed new
which he plays the leading part of news-letter editor, will speak on Gates Speech-Input system, includthis program.
ing dynamic microphones.
Grandpappy Jones.

D—

KOBH

Gene Ferguson Promoted

KOBH

WCHS

—

William A. Brady

for

partment of 2CB, Sydney, Australia, is visiting
Miss Gibson, a Los Angeles girl
Los Angeles.
with the Freeman
Lang
formerly connected
studio, now Associated Cinema, will be on the
coast for two weeks, checking up on the transcription field, then on to New York and London before returning to the Antipodes.

trip.

PHIL SPITALNY and his all-girl orchestra
leave for Washington this week, opening at
His "Hour of
the Earle Theater there Friday.
Charm" broadcast will emanate from there
Nov.

8.

Burns and Allen Resume Nov. 8
George Burns and Gracie Allen
resume their Grape Nuts program
over NBC-Red network on Nov.
following a month's vacation.

Alice Comett Changing Name
Alice Cornett, vocalist on the CocaCola program, has filed an application to change her name to Alice
Porter.

LEE GRANT
AND

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

.

_ .

Voice

of

Appalachians"

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

producers,

who

will make a
tonight's Lux

guest appearance on
Theater, speaking over CBS from
the New York end in an interview
with Cecil B. De Mille on the coast

being lined up for a permanent
air spot starting in January.
is

HIS

ORCHESTRA

****

Spot

SIX -STAR

William A. Brady, dean of Broad-

way

8,

REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT LINGERS

PHIL SPITALNY PARK

CHARM
ON

Residing

at

CENTRAL HOTEL. NEW YORK

.

.

Monday. November
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AGENCIES
EARL

HADLEY,

L.

formerly with

Rudolph Wurlitzer, Fairbanks-Morse
and Grigsby-Grunow, has joined Hen-

LYNN MURRAY CHOIR,
Pearce

ri-Hurst-McDonald agency, Chicago,
as account executive.

DAN RYAN

of

the

Agency, Chicago, was

week

last

for

the

in

W. E. Long
Kansas City

National

Bakers

Convention.

COMER

RUSSELL
Kansas
sodes

C.
ADV. CO.,
City, has sold the 650 epiof "The Air Adventures of

Jimmie Allen," transcribed juvenile
the Illinois State Journal,
111.
Series will be aired
over WCBS which is not connected
with the newspaper and the various merchandising items which are
a feature of the program will be
printed in the State Journal.
serial,

to

Springfield,

—

Madison Ave. on
Nov. 15, with Bruce Barton's Congressional campaign as his first aclations office at 393

count.

WILLIAM McKENNA JR. has
joined the copy staff of Tracy-LockeDawson

Inc.

•

•

•

Could Only Happen Here: .... With the main topic of discussion around town today being tomorrow's election, this story should be
apropos .... Shaw Newton, exec at Morse International, walked out of his
It

building the other

day enroute

to

enjoy a hearty lunch,

Stations for Okla.

—

Oklahoma City New stations are
being planned for several spots in
the state after inactivity in that direction for many months.
At present 14 stations are on the air. FCC
examiner has okayed one for Tulsa,
making three there. Senator Josh

planning another for Stillwater, which has no station at present.
There is also revival of talk
about a station at Chickasha.
is

Another election episode took place at the last primaries
in June. .. .Before coming to the Riviera, Mickey Alpert was a nite
club entertainer— not a band leader and because his family disapproves of his vocation, they never heard Mickey sing or entertain in
a nite club ... .However, from the Riviera he was to be aired via a
web which would permit his family up in Boston to tune in and lis.Mickey had sent wires and
ten for the first time to Alpert croon.
made phone calls to Boston for the specific purpose of having his
people listen. Everything was set for the broadcast and it came over
swell.
Mickey immediately called Boston to learn the opinion in
the Bean City
.He wasn't heard there because the station had sold
.The half -hour was consumed by
local time for campaign speaking.
George Alpert, Mickey's brother who is the district attorney there!

•

•

•

—

.

.

largest fan-mail puller

NBC

on the

Telepathy program

is

re-

ceiving 60,000 letters a week, more
than twice as high as the secondplace holder.

—

.

Don Lee Net

—

Centralia, Wash. KELA, which is
located midway between here and
Chehalis, yesterday made its bow
on the Don Lee Network, giving the
chain 25 lines. Deal was closed by
Lewis Allen Weiss, g.m. of the Lee

web.

•

•

•

John Allan Wolf

a CBSlinger.

is

Last Saturday he

Washington for the pigskin show there. En route the train stopped
and Johnny ran out on the tracks to see what caused the delay .... He told
the brakeman to hammer the trunks of the car a little but his advice wasn't
adhered to simply because John was just another onlooker .... After a
30-minute delay, Johnny's advice was taken and the train could continue
John Allan Wolf used to build
along.
For this service he received $5
trunks for railroads before he came to CBS.

—

.

.

.

.

• Patricia Burns, head of the continuity dept. at KLZ, DenUsgave a unique slant for a Halloween show the other day
ing the auditorium of the Public Service Co. of Colorado, which was
tossed in complete darkness, the cast was attired in sheets and masks
....In order to read the commercials, Howard Chamberlain used a
pocket-sized flashlite and didn't slip. Bob Bradley, romantic young
tenor of KLZ, sang behind a mask to the accompaniment of Les
Weelans.
.Now the station is flooded with letters asking the identi•

—
—

.

new BASS

.Bernie Pollack's wife presented him
soloist!.
with a seven-lb. boy Friday ... .Tommy Dorsey will make a picture
in Feb
Harry Conn show with Barry Wood has been delayed
because of sudden sponsor-interest.
ty of the

.

.

—

• • • After his regular show through WMCA, Zeke Manners and his
Gang do a show from the N. Y. studios which is piped to WIP, Phllly, for
another sponsor. .. .Last Sunday this sponsor made an appearance at the
broadcasting studios and wanted to hear the show from the control room
but was refused admittance because of its size and Al Klinger, the agency
man, wasn't around to identify him—so he was evicted .... After last nite's
show, Klinger received a phone call at the studios. It was from the sponsor.
."Where are you?" asked
"I think the show is swell," said the bill-payer.
.

.

.

"I couldn't

"So I'm down

.

get in to hear last Sunday's show," said the sponsor,

in Philadelphia

now where

I

heard

it

via

MERRY MACS,

•

•

•

Reynold Kraft of the

engage-

repeat

ment on "Town Hall Tonight," Nov.
3 (NBC-Red, 9 p.m.).

BURGESS MEREDITH and MARGALO GILLMORE, in scenes from
"Ned McCobb's Daughter," on Kate
Smith program, Nov. 4 (CBS, 8 p.m.)

CHRISTOPHER MORLEY,
program, tonight

talis

on Vi-

(WHN-WLW

Max Eastman

Line, 8:30 p.m.).

pearance postponed to Nov.
by Dorothy Worthington.

apSet

8.

BARTON

JAMES

and BETTY
"The Informer" on Kate
broadcast Nov. 11 (CBS, 8

GARDE,
Smith

in

p.m.)

You a Writer" Show

'Are

NBC

Away

at

KJR

— Experimental

broadcasts
a Writer" program contest have broken all records
ior popularity over KJR at the end
of the first two weeks. With Paramount Pictures and United Air Lines
cooperating, the new program idea,
copyrighted by Seattle's Ann Newman Agency, is under sponsorship of
Grunbaum Brothers Furniture Co.
while it is being observed for possible
adaptation to a nationwide
Seattle

of the

new "Are You

broadcast.

From

scripts submitted in the confor dramatic pre-

two are chosen

test

sentation over KJR each week. The
first week, the studio was half filled
and the listener vote was 500. The
second week, audition rooms had to
be opened to accommodate the overflow from the studio and listener
ballots rose to more than 2,000. In
the middle of the third week all
ticket reservations for the studio
show had to be stopped.

Palange Heads
Philadelphia

—

WPEN

Angelo

Sports
Palange,

commentator, has been appointed head of the sports department of WPEN. He is planning a
series of nightly sport chats with
celebrities as a feature on the Night
Club program, aired each week-day
evening at 10-12.
sports

WIP!"

Greetings from Radio Daily
Al Rosa
Stan Shaw
Ray Sinatra
Barry McKinley

"All

1:15 p.m.).

was on a

train to

Klinger.

1

and DOROTHY
on Chamberlain Brown's
Star Revue," today (WMCA,

Turns 'Em

—

November

OSCAR SHAW
RUBIN,

.

—

.

Joins

.

ver,

The "Zenith Foundation" radio program on the Blue network is the

KELA

.

.

these 'whispering' campaigns."

•

Telepathy Pulls

networks.

tied

traffic

.

Lee

when he was

by a truck bearing signs and loudspeakers proclaiming Bruce
Thomas Dewey and Mayor LaGuardia. .Naturally, the speaker had
leather lungs and from the public address system came the result.
The
noise prompted Don Shaw of McCann-Erickson to remark: "I simply adore
up in

Barton,

.

New

on Al
(CBS, 9

2

p.m.)

—

FRED SMITH, publicity director of
BBDO, New York, opens a public re-

Nov.

program,

sales staff will be

one of the

Bob Zepke,
famed football coach of Illinois, to be held tomorrow. Kraft was
on the Illinois university team in 1916 when it was unbeatable.
WHN will originate the broadcast of the event which will be carried
over the WLW Line to Cincinnati and WJJD, Chicago.
principal speakers at a 25th anniversary celebration for

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9

Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Monday, November

1,

1937

F. C. C.

PROGRAM REVIEWS
MARY JANE WALSH
Barbasol

WHN—WLW

WOR-Mutual,

8-8:15 p.m.

Erwin, Wasey

&

Co. Inc.

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

ACTIVITIES

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Valley Broadcasting Co., Youngstown. CP
new station. 1350 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Juan Piza, San Juan, P. R.
CP for new
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

Kathryn B. Gosselin, Aurora, 111. CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts

for

LS., unlimited.

over both Red and Blue networks
unlimited.
KROY, Sacramento, Cal. Mod. of CP of NBC following his opening at a
to
1340 kc, 250 watts, 1 KW. LS., un- new downtown Los Angeles spot,
limited.
The Vogue, on Saturday night. The
Wm. W. Ottaway, Port Huron, Mich. CP Red will carry coast-to-coast on Monfor new station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, dayday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
time.
Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Inc., Schenec- nights, while the Blue takes over on
tady, N. Y.
CP for new station. 950 kc, Thursday night only.
KW., unlimited.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION

Line, Fridays,

7:45-8 p.m., also

5

RADIO DAILY

Standard Life Insurance Company of the
South, Jackson, Miss.
CP for new station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited,
be granted.
Arthur Lucas, Savannah. CP for new station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unlimited, be
granted.

JACQUES RENARD

will

remote

TALENTED DEEP-VOICED THRUSH IN
SETUP THAT DOESN'T EXACTLY JELL.
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Nov. 5: Louis P. Thornton, Baker, Ore.
Transfer con1: KGMB, Honolulu.
Mary Jane Walsh is a singer with trolNov.
for new station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250
of corp. to Pacific Theaters & Supply CP
Bob Crosby, now playing a Palowatts
LS., unlimited.
individuality, and the Nat Brusiloff Co., Ltd. and Fred J. Hart.
1320 kc, 1
Broward
Broadcasting
Co., Ft. Lauderdale, mar engagement in Los Angeles, is
Orchestra which surrounds her on KW., unlimited.
Indianapolis.
CP Fla. CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100 going transcontinental on both CBS
C. Bruce McConnell,
this program is an efficient aggrega1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
for new station.
and NBC. Rather unique arrangeKentucky Broadcasting Corp., Louisville.
tion, but the setup as presented did- watts LS., specified.
CP for CP for new station. 1210 kc, 100 watts, 250 ment has the band on NBC Blue
Carl Latenser, Atchison, Kan.
n't sound harmonious to these ears.
watts LS., unlimited.
Thursday and Sunday nights and on
Building up a "Cinderella Girl" char- new station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Nov. 6: William C. Smith, Bogalusa, La. CBS Wednesdays and Saturdays.
CP to
Nov. 4: WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
acter around a vocalist who typifies change frequency and increase power to 1380 CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
the torch-singing class more than any kc. 500 watts, unlimited.
"In An Old English Village," by
other is mis-step number one. And
and
John
Scott Trotters' crew, though which were first sung on the Vallee Eddie Pola and Al Sendry, recently
Brusiloff's gagging about being the
and
later
the band supporting Clark was great. Hour
became
hits. published by Exclusive Publications
"Prince Charming" while he plays
If this show must continue, why Three acts, Bob Burns, Joe Penner Inc., is winning popularity
in the
stooge in a Yiddish dialect adds furEdgar Bergen with Charlie simple ballad category.
spot it opposite Crosby? An imita- and
ther incongruity to the picture.
tion is acceptable when the original McCarthy, who got their first radio
On the singing score alone, Miss can't be had but Crosby was on start on the hour, were featured.
Johnny Johnson and his orchestra
Walsh put over "The First Time I NBC at the very same time that
Penner seemed to be better using
Saw You," "Remember Me" and Clark was doing his stuff for "Old his old style of comedy which will open at the Village Barn next
Monday, with a network wire, re"How Much Do I Love You" in very Mr. Columbia," as he said.
brought him radio fame. In his presplacing Julie Wintz's aggregation.
Brusiloff left nothing to
fine style.
ent series for Cocomalt something
be desired musically, but he should "Hammer stein Music Hall"
intangible has been left out. Penner
Under the new arrangement benot have been required to stooge
Erin O'Brien-Moore, without doubt used the same script he used the
tween the American Record Corp
as well.
a talented actress, did not do herself night he made his first appearance
and Irving Mills' Master Records,
Program opens and closes with
1

—

—

—

justice in last Friday night's

the familiar "Barbasol" theme song
long ago popularized by Singing
Sam, and there is generous commercial matter in between.
A guessing
contest with weekly prizes of $250
in cash and 50 razors is tied in with
the program.

"Buddy

Clark's Varieties"

After a build-up via the sustainings at CBS and a ghosting part in
a flicker, besides being the unknown
vocalist on the Lucky Strike shows,
it was decided to star Buddy Clark
on his own show, singing and emceeing the proceedings, over CBS at
10-10:30 p.m. on Thursdays. Clark
had an individual singing style before bowing in on this show, but
changed it to mimic Bing Crosby,
who is spotted on NBC at the same
time. Not only in singing did Clark
imitate Bing but also in script reading using the same phrases and
"cuties" which click big on the Crosby
hour.
Attempt of comedy was supplied
by Announcer Ken Roberts, who,
before every one of Clark's songs,
announced "Buddy Clark will sing

—

—

'That Old Feeling'."

Of course, Buddy

"Ham- on

Hall" program on
CBS. She recited a poem, a laboring
woman's lament, that was not nearly
as entertaining as other things she
has done on the air. Larry Burke
scored vocally in "Don't You Know
or Don't You Care," and Mildred
Fenton put over "The Loveliness of
You." Jerry Mann dispensed his usual quota of laughs, while Charles
Magnante tickled his accordion for

merstein

Music

a specialty.

latest
rhythmic
in
Blue" and

"Crescendo in Blue," have been issued on Brunswick records.
The
composition is recorded in two parts
first of a new series
selections
by Duke Ellington,
which will be added to his more
serious efforts in composing advanced
forms of rhythmic music.

and marks the
of

Charlotte
In recognition of its
Eli Dantzig, spotted at the Italian
civic contributions during the past
year,
has been awarded a Village of the St. George Hotel in
plaque by the Charlotte Junior Brooklyn, has taken on Eddie Singer

Chamber

the

of

Commerce.

The emblem

as vocalist.

The Dance with Dantzig

WPA

WBT

is ruthlessly exposed by Tish, it had
more action and more fun in general.

Considering the difficulty of putting
over any kind of dramatic material
on the air at such a late night hour,
"Tish" proved its interest-holding
It is far
qualities on this occasion.
better material and a better production than a lot of the serials now

being sponsored.

Rudy

some time. Program was

in

NAT BRUSILOFF

a

NCTICE
We

announce the association
Hollywood offices of

with

our

BENJAMIN DAVID
in charge of radio. To
friends in the Advertising Agencies
and to the Artists a cordial invitation is extended to communicate with Mr.
David for such services as they may be in

Mr. David will be

Vallee

honor
"Rosalie."
of Vallee's eight years with Standard
Guesting on the show was Milton
Brands and was made up of songs
Herth and his electric organ, playing "Swamp Fire" and "Old Grey
Bonnet" in swingtime. A few girls
gave a vocal rendition after a bit of
tomfoolery by Clark. At times, when
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Clark forgot that he was competing
York's Own Station
New
against Crosby, he sang as a stylist.
WMCA
Program was definitely a copy of
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
Crosby's, differing only in a comCI 6-2200
1697 BROADWAY
in

stars,

Plaque

—

Ellington's

"Diminuendo

"Tish"
was presented to William A. Schudt musical periods are heard over NBC.
Federal
Jr., general manager of the station,
Theater radio division and aired over at a luncheon last week.
After a short lay-off, Ray Block reCBS on Wednesday nights at 9:30-10,
has adopted a new slogan
sumes his varieties show this Wedwas the best in the series to date. "Showmanship Station of the Nation." nesday at 3 p.m. via WABC-CBS.
Dealing with a pampered wife who
in

only sang this once and followed
Vallee program last Thursday was
with "Stay On The Right Side of the
one of the best the hour spot has had
Road," "Blossoms On Broadway" and

mercial plug, Bob Burns, guest

WBT Awarded

Duke

opus,

WBT

"Tish"
The third episode
series put on by the

the air with Vallee.
Vallee declared that the hardest
things to find in radio are new personalities and radio writers. He also
said that they dropped the excerpts
from stage plays from the hour because too many other programs were
picking up the idea.

B

his

many

—

need

A

—

of.

trustworthy co-operation

is

assured them.

LCI IIMIN.
8555 Sunset Boulevard
Holiywood, California

II

NC.

6

NEW

UI N

IB

Co.,
(Cella Grape Juice), program,
James Houlihan, Inc.
J. A. Folger Coffee
Co., "Judy and Jane," ETs, through Raymond Morgan Co. Gas Appliance Society,

-

KMTR

has a

new

half-hour musi-

program each Thursday night at
featuring Yasha Borowsky and his

cal

WSM

announcements.

Airs

WPTF, Raleigh: Rexall Drug, program;
Nucoa, spots; Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen
Mfg. Co., spots; Plymouth, spots; Swift &
Co., spots; Roi-Tan Cigars, spots; American

WEW,

St.

Louis: Turns, program.

WNEW:

Olson Rug Co., "Make Believe
Ballroom," through Presba, Fellers & Presba;
Lightning Electric Co., "Make Believe Ballroom," through Scheer Advertising Agency;
B. C. Remedy Co., "Make Believe Ballroom,"
through Chas. W. Hoyt Co.

Frank Smith Tenders
(

Resignation to Crosley

Self

WSM

Young & Rubicam

Oil Co., spots.

Over WLAC;

(Continued from Page 1)
Russian Orchestra, with Lola Carini,
singer, and Uzia Berman, pianist, oc- football broadcasts by Jack Harris.
cupying the spotlight with Borow- Looking over the schedule, the Tennessee-Georgia game loomed as the
sky.
standout for Oct. 30, so it was schedGeorge H. Bird, father of G. Curtis
uled for WSM. Meanwhile, VanderBird of Aerogram Corp., returned
bilt team
came through unbeaten
from a trip to Chicago and East.
and fans around here clamored for
Harry Sosnick is back to his baton- the Vandy-Tech game last Saturday.
ing on the Woodbury show after So the
parent, National Life &
playing host to several million of Accident Insurance Co., contacted N.
what the medicos term streptococci W. Ayer, Kellogg's agency, and arfor the past couple of weeks.
ranged for joint sponsorship of the
Murray Bolen, who recently left a Vandy game over WLAC, the other
technical berth at KHJ to join the local station.

was assigned
to "House Undivided" by the agency Hollywood Theater during the run of
and now goes back to KHJ to super- "They Won't Forget".
Gus Mack, radio veteran, inauguvise that production at point of orirated a new series to be logged as
Cin for Y&R.
"Western Review" over KFWB on
Clarence Muse starts production on
Sundays at noon to 1 p.m.
Holthe Joe Louis starring picture at
KMPC has a new Sunday show
Muse
lywood Studios this week.
broadcast from the stage of the
plays the lead, supervises, and has
staff,

(Continued from Page

case Smith

1)

expected to join John
L. Clark in Transamerican.
is

Crosley's intention of closing downstudios in Union Central Annex, after Jan. 1, moving all broadcasting activities to Arlington St.
plant and also stopping work indefinitely on proposed new studio building on which ground was broken
months ago, is interpreted as a re-

town

trenchment program.
Alfred

on

WLW

Gus Karger, commentator

Line, leaves Crosley to begin weekly series of talks on WCPO,

Scripps-Howard station, Nov. 20. Larry Menkin and Millard Segal, Crosley

writers,

left

the

station

last

week.

82 Associated Grocers

WMBH

United Artists Theater at 3 p.m.
arranger, Elliott
In
Series
Called "Pattern of the Stars," it reCarpenter, six new tunes for the procreates highlights and momentous
Edna Mae Harris, featured
duction.
events in the history of the motion
Joplin, Mo.
Associated Grocers,
in Noble Sissle shows in the East,
picture industry. The 30-minute pro- local voluntary co-op embracing 82
plays the feminine lead opposite
gram is handled by Don Jerrold and stores, has started a 15-minute daily
Muse.
Ralph W. Towner.
series over
to run three
Dorothy Scott draws a role in May
KEHE inaugurates a new program, months. Transcribed music is used,
Robson's "Lady of Millions" at As- "By Candle Light," featuring Sylvia with appetite-testing continuity
tied
sociated Cinema Studios in which she Jones, vocalist; John
Lake, reader in.
is
required to do "talking parrot" and commentator, and Ruby Lloyd,
Markwardt's Quality Bakery is now
interpolations.
organist,
to
be
heard
Monday,
John Dolph, CBS exec, who was Wednesday and Friday at 10:30- sponsoring the daily "Talk of the
Town" in addition to its five-yearscheduled for a talk to radio classes 10:45 a.m.
old one-hour show on Sundays.
at Pasadena Junior College Oct. 28,
The Director General no less of
switched dates with Dr. Ralph L. the publicity department of the
A 30-minute cooperative "Magic
Power, due on a similar assignment sovereign State of Nevada has in- Kitchen" is aired daily from a local
Nov. 4.
vited Joe Penner to establish resi- department store.
Connie Vance, feature writer for dence there, citing as advantages:
Radio Features, left for her former "no state income tax," "no sales tax"
home in Portland, Ore., upon receipt and various other inducements.
KJR's Record Script Show
Milton Berle reports at
of the sad news of the sudden death
MonSeattle
Records for continuous
day to begin work on "Radio City
of her father.
script shows over KJR were broken
Larry Wright, saxophone player in Revels." Comic flew back from New
with the renewal of the Fisher Flourthe Meredith Willson and Robert York, where he visited a newly-aring Mills contract extending the run
orchestra,
Armbruster
and
Ruth rived nephew born to Dr. and Mrs.
of the popular Scandinavian dialect
Charles
B.
Wigderson
last
week.
Schooler,
secretary
to
John W.
program, "Lars and Lena," to 39
Swallow, NBC Hollywood studio
weeks.
The program, conceived,
manager, have been honeymooning
2
Bands on
Minneapolis Two new dance bands written, produced and acted by KJR
in Del Monte.
written,

with

his

Co-Op

—

WMBH

—

—

RKO

New
—
WCCO line

—

WCCO

Harry Spears and James Brown got a
Sunday, when Ben
have been brought from San Fran- Polack's orchestra moved into the
cisco to augment the NBC engineer- Minnesota Terrace of Hotel Nicollet
ing staff here.
in Minneapolis and Will Osborn took
KFWB is doing a series of lobby over the stand at Hotel Lowry's Terinterviews from the foyer of Warner's race Cafe in St. Paul.

WENDELL HALL
York

-

Sponsor Opposes

to

New

;

;

W

lot.

1937

Wine

formerly CBS publicity
head, has been set at
M-G-M to handle publicity on the
forthcoming Maxwell House show in
KSFO, San Francisco: Folger Coffee Co..
co-operation with Burns Lee and ETs, through Raymond R. Morgan Agency.
Pat Patterson of the Benton and
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.: Chevrolet:
Bowles office.
Oldsmobile; Nash; Plymouth; S &
Coffee.
R. Calvert Haws, Chicagoan, has
KFI, Los Angeles: Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powbeen added to the CBS continuity der, "Wife vs. Secretary," ETs.
staff and will serve as editor on
KSFO, San Francisco: Stokely Bros. (Van
"Hollywood in Person," on which
Beans),
"Charlie
Chan,"
ETs,
Camp's
show Bob Baker will interview Earl through
Raymond Morgan Co.; Dr. Lyons
Carroll tomorrow, and Shirley Ross Toothpaste,
ETs,
"Wife vs.
Secretary,"
and John Trent on Nov. 4 from the through Blackett Sample Hummert; Roma
20th Century-Fox

1.

IE Jf Jf

II

WGY, Schenectady: American Popcorn Co.,
program, through Coolidge Advertising Agency;
Reid Mudoch Co.
(Monarch canned
goods) announcements, through Rogers and
Smith; American Oil Co., announcements,
through Joseph Katz.

f>AVE CARTER,

9,

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY

Staff

Announcer

Clint Johnson and

sion of

motored

week to attend sesASCAP. He has moved his
last

family from Chicago to Evanston.

Clementine Legg of WLS artists
bureau receiving condolences on
death of her mother.
Everett Mitchell and Bill Drips
will handle the Firestone Tire broadcasts from Union Stock Yards during
the
of

Livestock Exposition the week
Nov. 29. Mitchell arrived home

Thursday from a trip to Texas, where
he put on the Farm and Home hour.
Chicago school system, starting
Jan. 1, will broadcast two programs
a week for school children and one
evening program for parents under
direction of Prof. Harold W. Kent.
Six Chicago stations will carry the
programs.
Donna Dae, singer with Frankie
Masters, to Milwaukee to be interviewed on radio ed Ed Thompson's
WTMJ program.
David Zimmerman, new NBC announcer, moving his family here from
Toledo.
Janie Webb, 11 -year-old starlet of
"Tom Mix Straight Shooters," is getting highest marks obtainable in all
subjects at the Swift school.
Spencer Bentley, who plays lead
in "Betty and Bob," has also been
assigned male lead in "Romance of
Hope Alden," transcribed serial.
Edward Rees, who has been conducting "Hog and Harmony" and
"Vagabond Trail" at WAAF, has left
to join a stock company in Ohio.
First feature will be retained on station.

WIND

has launched a

adventure

serial

new

titled

African
"Talking

Drums" by Jack Lewis, who plays
the lead and

is supported by Barbara
Luddy, Joe Kearns, Bruce Payne
and others.
Phil Kalar has a new morning feature on WIND called "Sing Out the
News." He selects bits of news and
follows each item with a song typi-

fying the tenor of the bit.
Malcolm Claire has been restored
to his "Spareribs" spot at NBC.

Ed Retticker. former managing
editor of the Evening American, and
George

T.

Kenney have organized

a publicity service with
216 West Jackson Blvd.

offices

at

Thrills
Waxings
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Complete

—

Los Angeles
Dave Ballew has
completed waxing a series of 39 episodes of "Thrills Behind the Newsreels" at the Aerogram Corp. plant.
Ray Fernstrom is featured in the
series and such newsreel veterans as

Al

Brick

Greenwood
Johnson

of

of
of

Movietone,
Hearst,

Paramount,

Sanford
Joe

Lucky

Sam

Savitt of

believed here to be the Universal, Don Stephens, Willard
Vandiveer, George Lancaster and
only air show in the Scandinavian
Lorraine Wilson have contributed
dialect and perhaps the only script thrilling chapters from actual shootshow using but two voices.
ing experiences around the world.
his wife,

is

Monday, November

GERALD

1937
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ADJOURNS AFTER MONTH

GOING ON 75 STATIONS
(.Continued from

Page

EXEC. COMMITTEE

ATM

K. SMITH

L.

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

edged by both sides. Actual signing
assigned his Golden Strings
of a contract, however, is sought to
broadcast.
in
the
assist
her
quartet
to
executive
directing
schedule as
be avoided by the key stations, alIt is still undecided where Smith, of one of the Rocky Mountain Re- Program was broadcast over NBCthough they reiterate that they are
who is on leave of absence from his gion's most important network sta- Red.
willing to comply with every point
Baptist duties, will speak from, but tions, F. W. Meyer, manager of KLZ,
of their agreement.
is also exit may be WHN.
Internasigned
accounts
by
New
Denver's CBS outlet, finds time to
Today Samuel R. Rosenbaum of
pected to be added to the network. devote much of his attention to civic tional News Service in September
chairman of the IRNA Special
WLW, the 500,000 watter, is a part of affairs. Among his "after hours" ac- totaled 27, with about the same rate WFIL,
Advisory Committee, will talk to
the network.
month.
In
Penntivities, Meyer lists membership on maintained the past
Weber on the closing details of the
Opening of the new radio series the City Budget Committee of the sylvania alone, since first of the trade agreement and signature of
is on the eve of special session of Denver
Chamber of Commerce as year, eight new clients were added same.
This by INS.
representative.
Congress. Committee of One Million, radio's
sole
It is expected that, within the next
is a non-political organization which committee, composed of leading figweeks, license agreements for
A new series of "French for Home- two
Smith describes as a "political Red ures in the business world, assists the
the transcription manufacturers and
Cross."
city administration in drafting the makers" will be started by Charles the phonograph record makers will
Premmac, gourmet and music lover,
Stations already on the schedule budget for the approaching year. In
be ready for distribution. It was not
addition, the KLZ manager is partici- on Mrs. Ida Bailey Allen's "Home- certain
headquarters whethat
WAAB,
WEAN,
WICC,
WSAR,
are
Air"
over
makers
of
the
at
in
the
current
Compating actively
not the ET situation would be
WSPR,
WLBZ WFEA, WTHT, munity Chest drive by serving on 10:30-11:30 a.m. today. Premmac is er or
set in the prescribed two weeks time.
the leading man and vocalist of the
WNBH, WBRY, WLLH, WLNH, the Advance Gifts Committee.
Queried about the independently

work

in the south,
the Pacific coast.

mid-west and on

ALTHOUGH

he operates on a

full

and

WMCA

AFM

WHN

WRDO, WNBX, WNLC, WLW, WFIL,
Don Johnson, who is the Professor
WXYZ, WJJD, WCAO, WOL, WHN, Figgsbottle
of the Senator Fishface
WJAS, WGAR, WGR, WHB, WIL, and Professor Figgsbottle program,
WISN WHAM, WSYR, WCBA, has leased a completely furnished
RAW,
WEST,
WGBI,
WBRE, home at Long Beach, L. I.
WAZL,

WGAL

and WIP.

PITTSBURGH
KDKA

producCharlie Urquehart,
man, has been laid up several

tion

weeks by

illness.

Stewart's Coffee Co. is running
spots on WCAE, through Walker &

Downing.

"Romance Backstage,"

WCAE

com-

mercial with Jack Sherwood, Nancy
Martin, vocalists, and John Mitchell
at the organ, has been increased to
twice weekly.
Mrs. Gene Eckerson, whose husband is in the Walker & Downing
radio dept., is recuperating from an

WRUF

A

WRUF

composition of her fiance,
David Holden, young American comBarbara Dale,
poser, on the NBC Music Guild pro- on "Doing the
latest

gram which originated

WTAM

in the studios
night.
Young

Saturday
Carl Dozer, WCAE announcer, has Holden, recipient of an honorable
extended his "Morning Express" to mention award in the NBC Music
Guild awards of 1936, submitted his
a half hour.
Janice Bell,
songstress, is most recent composition, a quintet
for piano and strings, to Ernest Laon a visit to her home, Dayton, O.
Walter Sickles,
program Prade, NBC director of musical edudirector, and Mrs. Sickles celebrated cation, with the request that his
fiancee, Margaret Harold, of Clevetheir fourth anniversary last week.
Irene Gubbins, Youngstown radio land, play the piano part in the radio
artist
and fiancee of Jack Parr, premiere. Walter Logan, musical diWCAE announcer, was screen tested. rector for WTAM, heard Miss Harold
Al Heifer, former
sports
announcer, now free-lancing in the
Picks
Site
east, visited town last week.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Yankee Network officials have picked a new site

WWSW
WWSW

WWSW

WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.
Edward McGinley,

control operator,

owned

Dr. Walter Van Kirk, well-known
radio lecturer, will start his third
consecutive season of broadcasts on
"Religion in the News" next Saturday at 6:45 p.m., over the NBC-Red
Maureen O'Connor, 14 - year - old Network. The fifteen-minute prowest coast singing star, who makes gram will be heard every Saturday
her film debut in Monogram's "Boy thereafter, at the same time.
of the Streets," starring Jackie Cooper, has been signed by Monogram to
George Walsh,
(Gainesville,
a term contract as a result of her Fla.) ace sports announcer, aired the
work in this picture.
Florida-Maryland football game from
College Park, Md., Saturday for a
Edward H. Smith, program director state-wide hook-up in the Sunshine
with a number of stations in the past state. Atlantic Refining is this year's
ten years, died last week in Toledo sponsor for the Florida broadcast.
as a result of a heart attack.
Commercial and color announcements
handled by Dan Daniels, another
Cleveland pianist played the
staff announcer.

of

illness.

program.

WICC

for the

replace
Jan. 1.

New
—

WICC New Haven
the

present

studios to
quarters after

New

who has been heard
Town" over WELI,

New

of the New York Hippodrome
Opera Company, and Felix W. Salmaggi, general manager of the same
organization, have formed a bureau
specializing in music publicity. The
new bureau will handle Hippodrome
Opera news in addition to the news
activities of radio, concert and re-

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

cital

artists.

in question. However, where a profit
of such a sum was indicated, it was
possible a few musicians might have
It did not appear from
to be hired.
Weber's conversation that the squeeze
would be put upon unaffiliated outlets which did not show a sizeable
profit.

KANSAS CITY
Trans-Radio Press has established
a news bureau here in the Pickwick Hotel, where Erie Smith of

KMBC
Tom

also does his news broadcasts.
L. Evans, president of KCMO.
Research Hospital for a rest

Haven, will hereafter be fea- is in
own daily program.
and observation.
Fred Weingarth, WDAF sports anWBRY, New Haven, now origi- nouncer and special events man, is
nates 43 programs a week, not count- laid up by throat trouble.
ing newscasts, according to Jack HenJohn Larkin, who recently joined
ry, manager.
the KCKN announcing staff, has
been appointed night production manJoe di Natale has been moved ager under the station's production
from promotions to the music library chief, Russ Davis.
at KFOR, Lincoln. Richard F. Gloyne,
Don Davis, president of WHB. is
who did "Englishman Look at the back from a Chicago trip.
News," has been dropped.
Jerry Burns, KXBY program director, spent the week-end in Minneapolis, seeing the Minn. - Notre
Radio Call to Order
Dame game.
tured in her

Nashville

talk

—Though there was

about

Governor

(WSM)

the

much

constitutionality

Browning

using

of

radio

to issue his special call for

location is a two-story
the state legislature, not one memhas left the station temporarily to building at 1110 Chapel St., opposite
ber of the body was missing when
return to school.
Yale Art Galleries and near Yale
the session got under way two days
Sam Booth, formerly in newspaper University.
later.
Radio played an important
work in Washington, has joined the
part in the entire session.
commercial staff.
Form Music Publicity Firm
Felix Deyo, public relations counsel

outlets not affiliated with networks, Weber stated that the AFM
did not plan to bother such stations
whose gross on the year might not
exceed $15,000 or so. He explained
that 5Vz per cent of such small sums
could not very well result in many
musicians being hired by the station

AL

ONAHUE

I»
and

his

at

orchestra

the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

(RANK
DeGEZ
jk. Jk. Jl.

J*.

CUSTOM CLOTHES
•w
46

-w^

^ yr -w

WEST 48

ST.

NEW YORK
•
BRyant 9-9746

It's
a
feeling

great
to

be

really

well
all
at
times. Fine imported materials
smartly tailored
give you
will
that feeling

dressed

We

We

know.

been
some

have

dressing
the
of

best

known Ra-

dio,

Stage

and

artists
Screen
Suits
for years

priced
up.

$65 00

—
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Starting Construction

NEW PRC© CAMS -IDEA/

On New NBC Coast Plant
{Continued from Page

the

of

building family.

office

Show is a cooperative effort of KHJ
have three stories devoted to
executive and administrative offices and Music Corp. of America, with
of the western division of NBC. The Walter Johnson credited with prostructure now being built will occupy duction. Johnson moves over to MCA
will

only half of the NBC property, allowample room for expansion.
ing
O. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer,
designed and planned the new studios
in cooperation with the Austin Co.,
which will erect the plant.

this

week

The "Three

sepia
large

winning

trio,

Heard?"

WTAG,

KCKN, Kansas

City. Show is broadcast from stage of the Electric Theater, with 14 contestants used on
each airing. Commercials are worked
in directly from stage, as each sponsor offers his merchandise
prize.

audience
over
a
having first been heard during the Ohio State Fair.

WHKC,

Courtroom

Remotes Cause Mike Shortage
Oklahoma City — Local

background

for

atmos-

phere.

stations are

remotes in such increasing
Safe Sledding
numbers, both commercial and susWhen winter comes WCLE, Clevetaining, that it is bringing about a
land, will start to work on a new
mike shortage in most units.
using

—

novelty broadcast, in behalf of safer
sledding for youngsters.
Idea of
Program Director Mendal Jones, show
will find Jones, an engineer, an announcer, and a representative of the

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

squad plowing about
snow-covered streets with a mike
and advice on coasting with safety.
police

BOB CROSBY

They

do more than any
vogue in popular dance music.
But the most
"Collegians

group

important thing that
is

selections

to

visitors, etc.

Offices

airing a scholastic gossip fea- for stations within this area. Local
ture over Station KCKN. Who's got news of the city and Washington,
a date who's going with whom
such as financial and political will
who's throwing a party this Satur- be included. Expansion will be westday all as reported by leading stu- ward, eventually, but it is not
dents of each high school, make up planned to set up extensive and
the Balch narration, with continuity complicated wire services.
About
by Ruth Sullivan of the station staff. 10,000 words will be supplied in the
Dramatizations will also be used, New York sector at the start.
with Bob Davis, Karl Willis and John
Christie, who will direct operaLarkin assisting. Title is "Classroom tions of Continental, was formerly
Whispers," and sponsoring taxi cab news editor of the two Hearst sercompany has equipped entire fleet vices, International News and Uniof taxis with tire covers calling at- versal News, as well as one time
tention to the broadcasts.
associate editor of Press-Radio Bu-

—

—

He was also at one time with
various newspapers throughout the
world. S. Robert Kunkis will act
as general counsel.

safety

will interview the kids, giving

WHN,

to be heard therep.m. every Monday,
Thursday and Friday. Show spots
wanderings of a vagabond as por-

today over

after

at 2:30-3

KANSAS CITY

Beulah Karney returns to her daily
trayed in his musical diary. First KMBC "Happy Kitchen" airings this
shot takes him to Italy, Persia, Nor- week after an operation.
E. E. Horton, who conducts the Air
way, Russia, Austria and France.
Waves column in the Daily Kansan,
is on the air five times weekly for
Sunday School Classes
One of the most popular local KCKN as the Movie Man.
George Cooper, KXBY sales manbroadcasts on WOC, Davenport, is
ager, signed Regal Shoe store for
"Sunday School of
Air."
its

the

26 weeks.
Neighboring churches have been inM. F. (Chick) Allison, KMBC divited to send different Sunday School
rector of promotion and publicity,
class to the studios each week, for a
addressed the Kansas State College
pre-arranged broadcast. Each child
journalism class last week.
or adult who appears on show is
Hugh Scarborough, KCMO auditor,
given a "membership" button.
spent a few days at KOAM, Pittsburg,
Kan., assisting with installation of a
Buying Hints for Housewives
new bookkeeping system.
Comparative buying hints for
Moreland Murphy, KCMO special
housewives, based on price and qual- events man, was recently made presity of items advertised by grocery ident of his neighborhood Parentstores in local papers, make up new Teacher Ass'n.
fifteen-minute weekly feature over
WEW, St. Louis, with Hugh Sanders
Although all
at the microphone.
Ashe Opens Radio School
(and
store names are mentioned
Sidney W. Ashe
Pittsfield, Mass.
treated with equal fairness in the and his daughter, Jean Ashe, the
feature,
airing
uncommentary), the
"Dad and Jean" of WGY, Schenecder title "Kitchen Kritic," is sustain- tady, N. Y., have opened a broadcasting, and will remain so, the station ing school here.
has announced.

—

Buffum Assisting Ruffner
Industry Leaders to Speak
RADIO DAILY
Starting next Saturday on the CarLos Angeles—Ray Buffum, former- borundum program over CBS at 7:30
ly connected with the Taplinger pubp.m., when Lammont du Pont will
licity offices and who recently joined
speak, a group of 20 leaders in Amerthe Ruthrauff & Ryan agency in a

band leaders

West Coast Bureau,

assemble preference

from

authentic

sources.

the information which is
at public command is not authentic, and the task of the orchestra
of

head who
information
cult.

local

to dictate the

must do

Much

1)

origin in key cities
for commercial broadcasts. Via teletype, the same service will be supplied to advertising agencies direct
to sponsors, and others. Out-of-town
stations may request special news on
strictly

now

Natural Science Mysteries
A new Travelogue program featurseries titled "Have You ing Don Albert's Orchestra bows in

rapidly

Christie

have been opened at 576
Kansas City high school kids have Fifth Avenue, and for the present
a Walter Winchell of their own these the Metropolitan area of a 50-mile
days in the person of Owen Balch, range from the city will be covered

A new

Kittens,"

is

1937

Service

Formed by

hometown

High School Gossip

1.

reau.

New

novelty

pilot.

Travelogue Musical

COLUMBUS

new

suggestions. Then, as highlight, Jones,
outfitted with a transmitter pack,
will hop on a sled with a youngster,
describing the trip and coaching the

as producer.

will
be presented over
Worcester, Mass., Sunday
mornings at 9:45 beginning Nov. 7
and continuing for 16 weeks, with
each quarter-hour program being
Johnny Neblett, WBNS inquiring liven over to dramatizing some mysreporter, now sponsored by Cussins tery of natural science.
& Fearn Co. every Friday, goes to
one of the cities where the store
Quiz Airing
maintains a branch and makes a
"Quizzer Court," question-and-anbroadcast out front, which is tran- swer program, sponsored by six local
scribed and brought back to the sta- merchants, is a new offering over

tion for airing.

News

(Continued from Page

this

One wing

Local

1)

end have increased
"Tune Twisters"
rapidly since the first program to be
KHJ, Los Angeles, has premiered
broadcast from here in 1932. In that
year,
NBC Hollywood broadcasts a new show built to replace "Script
totaled only 12 radio hours, while Teasers," which was grabbed up for
this year the network will originate Lucky Strikes following its fourth
more than 700 radio hours from here. airing. The new one is labeled "Tune
Staff also has grown from one man Twisters" and, like its predecessor,
awards prizes to quick-witted memto about 100.
Net layout will have four large bers of the audience, in this instance
individual studios under separate to those who recognize tunes from
roofs, each seating several hundred, eight bars concealed in the arrangeand four other studios without audi- ments played by Lou Bring and his
ence accommodations. Executive and orchestra.
Benny Rubin is the emcee and
administrative offices will be in a
central office building with a vast Frances Hunt, cinema starlet; Kenny
lobby three stories high and two Allen and The Playboys, male quarmain entrances. Architecture will be tette, are featured. Also has a novel,
classical with a modern touch, and good-will-building angle incorporatthe entire group of units will appear ing a radio set giveaway and hamper
of groceries to a needy, unrevealed
as one building.

network from

on the search

is

is

of the third

who

and

lies

similar capacity, has been upped to
a berth as assistant to "Tiny" Ruffner and will have the Edward G.
Robinson show as his particular as-

for true

indescribably

The real choice

hands

diffi-

in

fourth

the

year

located in
fashionable schools.
From these
leaders the vogue spreads to the
lower class men and finally to
the home towns."
college

.

Monday, November
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fans,

are

I

ican industry will deliver short talks
promoting welfare and raising

on

standards of living.
Idea was conceived by Frank J. Tone, president
of Carborundum Co.
Colby Chester
of General Foods will be the second
speaker, followed by D. D. Davis of
General Mills, Frederick H. Frazier
of General Baking, James H. Rand

signment. The new producer already
has turned in some scripts for Robinson which have been okayed for
is
said,
putting
airing,
it
early
the ex-publicist in the scripting class
with such notables as Arthur Caesar Jr. of Remington-Rand and William
A. Irving of U. S. Steel.
and Courtney Ryley Cooper.

KFI.

Los

Angeles,

"Shakespeare Hour"
Barrymore in 1926.

presented a
with
John

VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

87

YORK,

N. Y.,
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2.

FIVE CENTS

1937

Bid for Pan-Am. Station
On
looking
AND
LISTENING

....

ROCKEFELLERS INCREASE

GRANTS TO RADIO EIELD

IN

Annual report

of

the

World Wide Broadcasting Co. Would
Run Proposed Gov't Station Without
Commercials

Rockefeller

—NBC Also After

gradually. Foundation for last year shows an
but
Quietly
increased number of grants made in
the production end of

AGENCIES

—

radio field. It marks the first
time that the Foundation has really
taken radio as a serious subject for
experiment, and the granting of fellowships
and financial assistance
Whether they are showmen or not. marks the opening of a definite atthe advertising men are now in show tempt to improve educational and
radio business at least in so far
as the important, commercial programs
are concerned has been falling into the
hands of the advertising agencies.
the

the

AFM ORDERS DISBANDING

—

(Continued on Page 3)

business.

are some advantages
some disadvantages.

There

and

Advertising

men

are

quite

in

this,

WFIL Waxing Program
likely

to

exercise better taste in theory and on
paper, as compared to the dyed-in-the-

For Taylor Packing Co.
Philadelphia — Taylor

Packing Co.
wool showman's tendency to risk a point
two in order to get audience response, has contracted with WFIL to make a
series of 26 transcriptions of Ann
emotionally or otherwise.
Taylor in "Homemaking Highlights"
The showmanship that makes for on the station's new recording equipmass appeal, however, is a matter of
(Continued on Page 2)
instinct and flare rather than academic
or

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago
NBC and World Wide

—

Broadcasting

OE UNION FOR ARRANGERS

It

fore the
trol
of

FCC

locked horns beyesterday to gain con-

Co.

Pan-American

frequencies.

Walter S. Lemmon of Boston, appearThe Arrangers' Guild, launched ing on behalf of his company, World
three weeks ago with Joe Glover as Wide, told the FCC that if Congress
president, yesterday disbanded on or- passes the Celler Bill calling for conders from AFM officials. It was be- struction of a government-owned stalieved

that

the

organization

would

tion, his

conflict with the parent union, and
policies of
forbid the formation
of a union within the AFM.
Officials of the AFM, in passing the

company was

in a position

(Continued on Page 3)

AFM

order, intimated that they will do all
in their power to assist the arrangers through the regular channels of

the

AFM.

PHILADELPHIA POLITICIANS

PAYRADIOJ100,000
Philadelphia

— Though

exact figures
estimated that
Another danger besets the edvertising
about $100,000 was spent for radio
agency through its close relation to the
time by candidates in the present
sponsor.
elections.
Never before in local hisChicago Local offices of Benton &
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
The legitimate stage has counted its
Bowles Inc. will be opened Nov. 15, tory has radio been used so extenLos
Angeles
While
both
M-G-M
sively and exclusively by both pocasualties resulting from "angel" interand Warner Bros, have been in re- with quarters in the Palmolive litical parties.
ference, the movies have had their relaBuilding.
Officers
Stuart
will
be:
cent headlines in connection with
tives and bankers, and now the radio's
direct radio tie-ins, less has been Sherman, president; Arthur F. Marcommercial programs are having some(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 8)
140 Stations to Carry
sponwhat the same experiences with the

Benton & Bowles Opening
Getting Its Share
Separate Unit in Chicago
In Film-Radio Hookups

routine.

RKO

are not available,

it

is

—

—

sor's

wife

or

or

relatives

the

sponsor

Crosley

himself.

And if it must come to choosing between putting on a real good show or
pleasing the sponsor, the agency is quite
apt to string along with the sponsor and
give him what he wants even though
it's no good and won't help his sales.
The showman's artistic temperament
on the other
or his "box-office" sense
hand, is more likely to make him balk.

—

—

Somewhere between
is

these two points

a good middle course.

10,000,000 Philcos
Philadelphia

— The

10.000,000th

Philco Radio will go info circulation next Monday with fitting cere-

monies.

The receiving set, a 116 XX, will
be presented by Sayre M. Ramsdell
and Boake Carter to the Walter

Reed

the

Hospital,

institution,

with Secretary

scheduled

to

big

veterans'

Washington, D. C,

in

be

of

War Woodring

at receiving end.

—

Profit

Dorothy Thompson Tops

Lower

Crosley Radio Corp.
Cincinnati
reports net profit of $103,581, equal
to 19 cents a share, after deducting
$340,000 for flood loss, for the nine
months ended Sept. 30, compared
with $1,390,327 or $2.54 a share in the
first nine months of 1936.

Dorothy Thompson, who

is

under

sponsorship of Pall Mall cigarettes,
is now the top once-weekly quarterhour show on the networks, according to the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting report which was released by the Compton agency.

Press-Radio in Election Jam
Due to City News Ass'n Edict
$300,000 Transmitter

Being Erected by
Washington Bureau,

Los Angeles

KNX

RADIO DAILY

— Contracts

for a

new

Refusal of City News Ass'n to permit the Associated Press to relay the
New York City Mayoralty election
results to radio stations has left
Press-Radio in an embarrassing posi-

transmitter for KNX have tion.
Under the Press-Radio agreement
been awarded, with preliminary construction starting Nov. 15, according the bureau is under moral obligation
to Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS vice- to furnish stations with the results
president. Site is at Hawthorne Ave. of the election. And it is the newsand 190th St., about 30 miles from papers themselves that are making
present location on other side of it impossible for the bureau to live
$300,000

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

Debut

of

NBC Symphony

Debut of the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, with Pierre Monteux conducting, at 10-11:30 p.m. Nov. 13,
will be aired over 140 stations of
the combined NBC-Red and Blue
networks. This will be the first concert of the first full symphony orchestra ever organized exclusively
for and by radio, and is the group
that will be conducted by Toscanini
in his series starting

Christmas night.

Another Service
Springfield,
to

be no end

Mass.

—There

to the

seems
number and

variety of public services possible
via radio. Latest here is for WSPR
to aid the telegraph company In
locating persons for whom urgent
wires are waiting.
Station has
flashed several notices recently,

and

In

each case

many

calls

were

received, leading to location of the
"missing person."
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Oct. 30, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

— Ralph

FINANCIAL.
(Monday, Nov.

1)

Selection

Times Played

Publisher

Remember Me (Witmark & Son)
You Can't Stop Me from Dreaming (Remick Music

33
Corp)

30

Vieni Vieni (Witmark & Son)

27
25
23
23

Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)

So Many Memories (Shapiro Bernstein)
Goodbye. Jonah (Robbins Music Corp.)
That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
You and I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Getting Some Fun Out of Life (Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble)
I Still Love to Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist IncS
If It's The Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
Mission by The Sea (Shapiro Bernstein Inc.)
Moon Got In My Eyes (Select Music Corp.)
Have You Got Any Castles. Baby (Harms Inc.)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc.)
Whispers In The Dark (Famous Music Corp.)
Farewell My Love (Harms Inc)
It's The Natural Thing to Do (Select Music Co.)
When the Organ Played Oh Promise Me (Joe Morris Music Co.).

22
22
22
21
21
21

20
20
18

18
18

16
16
.

15

.
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CBS A
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75/s
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57

57
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13

13
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223/8

23

Zenith Radio

153

Close

203/8

77/8
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NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
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come

JOE WIECERS, press agent for the True Story
is making a tour through the South,
including Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans and
Memphis, in the interests of "True Story Court
of Human Relations."
True Story has recently
added WSB, WAPI,
and
in those
cities to its other stations on
the NBC-Red.
He will also visit Cincinnati and Mid-west cities
in the interest of "Good Will Hour."

WMC

WSMB

AL LEWIS and HANK GARSON.
Nov.

writers,

sail

10 for Bermuda.

HUGH

GEN.

S.

JOHNSON goes
the New England

to

Worcester

on Thursday for
Mobilization
meeting, and will do his radio talk that night
from the stage of the Worcester Auditorium.
DR. W. H. VOELLER, president of Fitra Productions and the Sedgwick-West agency, planed
from Hollywood east for a two-week stay on
radio deals

for

Fitra.

LOUCHRANE has left the Coast for
Chicago office of Lord & Thomas after
huddling in Hollywood with Tom McAvity and
Jack Runyon on the forthcoming Walt Disney
show.
OSCAR STRAUSS sails tomorrow aboard the
BASIL

the

Queen Mary

for Europe.
CONNIE DRAKE, a Roy Campbell soloist,
leaves Montreal for Ottawa today to fulfill a
night club engagement.
ALAN HALE of WISN, Milwaukee, is in town
on business.
JOHNNY O'CONNER arrives in town tomorrow.
MICKEY ALPERT and his orchestra leave for
Boston this week-end to begin an engagement
there.

WFIL Waxing Program
Benton & Bowles Opening
For Taylor Packing Co. Separate Unit in Chicago
—
Sub-Committees Meet
(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page
—
To Read AFM-IRNA Draft
- H/4 ment. Disks are to be spotted morn- quette, vice-president, and Edward
ings over the station and also on Aleshire, vice president.
—
Sub-committee of the AFM and
Complete independent organiza- that of the IRNA met yesterday to
—
WRC, Washington; WRVA, Richmond;
WTAR, Norfolk, and WBAL, Balti- tion will be maintained in Chicago read over the final draft of the trade
by Benton & Bowles, but facilities agreement which will be a standard
—
more.
of
the newly
opened Hollywood part of all station and musician con— %
branch and the New York office will tracts. Also still in progress are the
Radio Club's 1937 Medal
be available for the clients of the AFM okays on the individual station
+
Net

High

and

1937

radio shows,

RADIO DAILY.

.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

cominG

2,

Chg.
3/8

1/8

1)

l'/8

1)

Va

3

5/g

1

v»

Awarded

to Dr. Hazeltine Chicago offices.
Sherman is now Pepsodent

expenditure allocations for musicians.
viceSamuel R. Rosenbaum of WFIL,
The 1937 medal of the Radio Club president in charge of advertising and chairman of the IRNA special advis83/4
73/4
Stromberg Carlson
sales promotion. With his departure,
ory committee, and the IRNA attorof America has been awarded to Dr.
Charles Luckman, v. p. in charge of
Louis Alan Hazeltine, professor of
ney Bill Jaffe, represented the afsales, adds advertising to his title,
physical mathematics of Stevens Infiliates, and Pres. Jos. N. Weber, Fred
Malcolm Hart becomes sales manager
stitute of Technology, "in recognition
Birnbach and A. C. Hayden, the AFM.
Philadelphia WFIL and American of his outstanding contributions to and J. Baxter Gardiner is promoted Trade agreement reading will probto advertising manager.
Communications Ass'n have reached the art and science of radio comably be resumed today.
Aleshire is radio director of H. W.
an impasse in their attempts to reach munication."
Kastor agency and formerly was with
Year for Prof. Quiz
Blackett-Sample-Hummert and Lord
an agreement covering technical staff.
Sales
Davies Handling
Professor Quiz celebrates 1st anni& Thomas.
Donald Withycomb, g.m. of WFIL,
versary on the CBS network during
Philadelphia
Major Edward A.
said the ACA's demands for a closed
broadcast Nov. 6. Program is heard
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

Asked

WFIL-ACA Impasse

—

One

WIP

—

Davies has been appointed sales dito Celebrate 9th
shop, starting salary of $51 and hiring rector for WIP by Benedict Gimbel
of two additional supervisors would Jr., president. He was formerly proOlean, N. Y.— WHDL will celebrate
impose greater burdens on WFIL gram director, then went to John its ninth anniversary on Nov. 11,
Falkner Arndt Advertising Agency with an elaborate program being
in comparison to other stations.
planned by the staff for that day.
as account executive.
Station moved here from Tupper
Lake three years ago.
Frank Lane on Talent Trip
Russ Brinkley, whose assignments
Chattanoga Frank S. Lane, maninclude
conducting the two-hour
ager of WDOD. is in Chicago until

WHDL

—

tomorrow

to

audition

new

acts

for

the station.

Vance Babb on Sick Leave

Radio
Newsfeatures

AMICE IVES'

Details on Request
Represented

exclusively

"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"

WMCA

by

Stephen

Mon.

250 Park

"There's nothing she can't

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

thru'

Fri.,

covering
several
thousand
miles,
celebrates his second anniversary at

Duke

at 9-9:30 p.m.

U. Series on

Durham. N.

C—WDNC

WDNC
is

complet-

ing plans for a series of weekly
broadcasts from Duke University,
featuring interviews with outstanding campus-ites.

WANTED EXPERIENCED

WHDL

A WEE BUNCH OF
SHAMROCKS
A Modem

Irish

Ballad

11:15 to 11:45 A. M.
sell."

CBS web

"Morning Clock," and who is just
back from an airplane vacation

on Thursday by interviewing
Vance Babb, NBC manager of the lion touring with a movie roadpress, is out of the office for the show.
rest of the week on sick leave.

Available to only one radio
station in each city

over

SALESMEN!
We

want men who have

the

air

to

We

are

looking

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

.

N.Y.

for

sold time on

and

agencies.

one or two "Go

Getters" to follow up leads and close
contracts.

Box No. A-115, RADIO DAILY,
Broadway, New York City.

1501
1619

advertisers
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Rockefellers Increase

WORLD WIDE AND NBC
BID FOR JMV'T STATION

3

RADIO DAILY
Grants

to

"Meet Headliners"
Recorded by Transradio PRESS-RADIO PUT

First

Radio Field

(Continued from Page 1)
cultural broadcasting in the United
States and abroad.
Largest grant issued was to the

Transradio News Features, subsidof Transradio Press Service,

iary

IN

JAN

BY EDICT OFNEWSASS'N

operate it on a non-profit basis,
using no commercial programs. Broadcasts would be confined to educational subjects, assigning time to
various government bureaus, and no
time would be given politicians, said

which recently opened its own offices
(Continued from Page 1)
in Radio City, has readied its first up to its agreement with the station, Boston, with $40,000 appropri- sample recording of "Meet the Head- tions.
ated to that body to enable it to liners," a combination of newspaper
To point out its position in the
continue its experiments through
and magazine style of reporting controversy, Press-Radio yesterday
W1XAL. Grant will allow two years news happenings, reproduced with
filed a letter with Kent Cooper, AP

Lemmon.

was

(Continued from Page

1)

to

Wide Broadcasting

World

Founda-

W1XAL

work

for Foundation.
the aid of original spot recordings
selected because of its wide
that inject
internationally
known general manager.
It is understood World Wide, which listening
audience,
both domestic
When Paul White, CBS
personalities
and
their
true
voices.
at present has an application for and foreign. Foundation utilizes staFirst
public
affairs,
transcription
includes
translations
learned
modification of license, is attempting tion facilities for broadcasting reguand incidental music combined with News Ass'n was willing
to hold allocations so that the Cairo larly five days weekly.
special
conference will not assign them to Sunday feature is devoted to foreign news events and speeches by Hitler, election service for $500
Stalin and Lenin.
German band is
anyone else before the U. S. govern- listeners.
Majority
of
broadcasts
for the service to be used
ment has a chance to build its own were handled by faculty members of heard in one spot, as well as comof

A

station.

NBC

has applied for a straight construction permit on grounds that its
facilities are better developed and
would therefore be of greater value
to a government.
NBC would, of
course, operate on a commercial
basis.

New

Studios of KMTR
Will Be Coast Showplace
West Coast Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles
Construction work
on the new KMTR studios on Cahuehga Boulevard is considerably
ahead of schedule and will be ready
for occupancy not later than Jan. 1,
according to Vic Dalton, owner.
The station will be one of the
showplaces of Hollywood upon com-

student

studied

broadcasting

in

and Central America, while
the other eight studied methods of
planning and producing radio programs in New York.
Final two grants in radio field
were made to Columbia University,
where $500 was given Professor CaSouth

bell Greet for the preliminary study
of speech, and $3,000 was granted

Arthur

S. Garbett for an investigation of music appreciation at various
levels in relation to types of radio

programs.

by KNX

WMCA-

of Charles LaTorre,

A
CLASS

BY ITSELF
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

City

that
to

sell

the

he signed
on WABC.

mands to the assembled Nazi sol- NBC has refused to buy the results
Harvard University, Boston Univerdiers, making an unusually realistic and tonight for the first time since
sity and other nearby institutions.
disk.
Translations
of
the
fiery the Press-Radio agreement,
will have
Another $115,000 was appropriated
speeches are given in each instance.
for 52 fellowships, of which nine
its own men in the field covering
W.
G. Quisenberry is head of
were used in the radio field. One
Transradio News Features and a cus- the election results. What setup NBC

Although 1937 appropriations by
the Rockefeller Foundation are as
yet unannounced, it is known that
pletion, since it is of rambling, one- grants in the broadcasting field will
story Spanish-Mission design, with be greatly increased this year. Early
all
buildings and the transmitter in October a grant of $67,000 was
towers enclosed within a thick and made to Princeton University for
squat 'dobe wall, now being con- study of methods of broadcasting.
structed by adobe masons brought Additional monies allotted will be
up from Mexico for the purpose. The revealed in next annual report.
offices, audience studios and various
departmental buildings are grouped
around a typical California patio, $300,000 Transmitter
with palms and semi-tropical foliage
Being Erected
in profusion.
An interesting item of the recep(Continued from Page 1)
tion room decor is a series of photo- town.
John and Donald Parkinson
graphs of all of the surviving mis- are the architects.
sions in California, together with
Plans call for a reinforced conetchings
from original architects' crete structure of modern design.
of
several
which
drawings
are now Equipment will embody the latest
in ruins. These will be framed and developments, with short wave fahung in niches in the walls, provid- cilities for international programs.
ing a pictorial history of the settling J. L. Middlebrooks, CBS engineer, is
of California by the Spanish padres. here to supervise the project, which
The research and work involved includes a 500 ft. tower for the
in assembling these historical pic- 50,000-watt CBS key station on the
tures typifies the enthusiasm with coast.
which Dalton has tackled the job of
building the most distinctive and
"Ave Maria" Switches
unique radio station in America,
'Ave Maria Hour" on
which already has the distinction of Intercity
undergoes a production
being the only station with transswitch after next week, due to the
mitter actually within the geographitransfer
of
Father Anselm.
The
cal boundaries of Hollywood as reseries
produced during the past
cently defined by the Board of
several months under the direction
Supervisors.

IN

director of

with scripts by

tom job

of recording apparatus installed includes a battery of Presto
Recording Co. turntables, Fairchild-

Proctor tone arms and RCA pickups.
Pressings are being done on the outside.
According to Quisenberry,
portable recording outfits have been
shipped to Transradio correspondents
throughout the world. Other series
with the same technique will include
sports events and special features for
women. The productions are under
the supervision of Quisenberry and
scripts are handled by Stuart Minns,
who wrote many of the "March of

Time"

scripts.

WHBF
Rock

Converts Sponsor
111. — Thomas McDer-

Island,

mott, new promotion and advertising
manager of the Sears-Roebuck stores
in Rock Island, Davenport and Moline,
had never used radio until
WHBF prevailed upon him to give
it

a

trial.

gram,

A

special events, refused to

say.

W.

R. Henderson, general

manager

of City News last night said that so
far as he knew no other subscribers
had been signed for the service, but
that it was available to any station
for $500 each. Later reports said that

News

City

offered Press-Radio blank-

et coverage of the country for $3,000.
Despite the City News ruling, stations are making various arrange-

ments, with newspapers and others,
for coverage of election returns.

"HIGH FIDELITY"

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
Highest Quality Recording

Frolics," featur-

attained

music of Fields and Hall
Mountaineers from the NBC Thesaurus, with WHBF's Forrest Cooke and
Ted ArnoM handling continuity and
ing

the

by

Most expensive modern

in-

stantaneous recording equip-

commercials, worked out so well
that the contract has been renewed.

ment.
•k

Expert Electrical Tranwax recording

scription

HOLLYWOOD
NITE-LETTER

Personnel

3nd

(graduate

licensed engineers).

REMOTE CONTROL

by

permanent

Knes

Send for free sample scripts of
new 5-minute Script Program.

this

Original,

breezy

authentic,

sum-

mary of the day's biggest news
of the film

our

own

gathered

by

special

filtered

STUDIO
broadcast

with 60x30' double ceiling
studio

Dynamic

by

micro-

reporters. Air-mailed daily

fredo Antonini, was the most elaborate ever presented by the Greymoor Friars from the monastery at
Garrison, N. Y.
Donald Peterson,
producer of "Junior G-Men" and
former producer of 'Ave Maria,"
again takes over production of the

franchise
cities.

capital,

OFF THE AIR
antennae

phones.

direct from

program.

news and

15-minute hillbilly pro-

"Home Folks

Howard Warwick and music by Al-

latter

will use, A. A. Schechter, director of

Hollywood. Exclusive

still

Cost

open

is

in

trifling.

many choice
Wire today.

Instant Service

ADVERTISERS

•
113

WEST

57th ST.,

Earnshaw Radio Productions
6425 Hollywood

Phone Clr 7-6982
Blvd.,

RECORDING

SERVICE,

Hollywood,

Calif.

INC.

NEW YORK
Established 1930

.
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GLEXT-ING

WMC

Safety Campaign
Promotion via the public-interest
channel has an exemplary feature in
the safety campaign of WMC, Mem-

BOBBY BREEN,
program, Nov.

Station airs four regular pro-

phis.

grams weekly, with the object of
promoting safety. One is dramatized
narrative, based on fatal accidents in
the city; another is a weekly talk by
safety commissioner; third is Safety
Cruise, utilizing portable transmitter
in runs about town, with police official observing traffic errors; then
comes another dramatic sketch, the
entire campaign bolstered by spot

announcements concerning

safety.

•

•

•

the 1940

NBC

Booth at Auto

Show

the only network represented at the National Auto Show.
Booth is filled with exhibits which
are ordinarily seen by NBC Radio
City tourists. No pamphlets or other
literature are given out. Ernest Clark
of the engineering department and
Don Mercer of the publicity division
are handling the exhibit.
is

Marx

beginning

Bros. Fined,

To Appeal

RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles— Groucho and Chico
Marx must pay $1,000 for their radio
use of material which Carroll and
Garrett Graham had submitted to
them, but which was rejected. Federal Court yesterday imposed the fine,
following trial of the case last week.
The Marx Brothers will appeal.

Gene and Glenn on Coast
West Coast Bureau,

—

WPEN
WPEN

and

—

for

WPEN

With

WRAX,

merger

of

the
has added
under Joseph
retaining

call letters, station

12-piece orchestra
Franzossa. John Iraci is owner of
the station, with George Lasker as
manager and Henry Potter as head
of foreign language department.
a

to his hospital

who was

Ladd,

bed

for at least

at

Paramount.

the

another two months.

the original "Beetle" with Phil Baker,

Olsen and Johnson Coast show

.

.

.Eddy

is

now

.

.

will

.Hank

writing the

Gas .... Harry Von

Zell has
westward trek will
also bring Harry on other coast shows .... Ork leader Jimmy Aldin is being
groomed for a winter spot by a big office .... Johnny Green was in Chicago
yesterday working out a new show with sponsor. .. .Cliff "Sharlie" Hall
will go west after Jan. 1 for pictures .... Has it been printed that CBSlinger
Jerry Lawrence is the two-month husband of Selma Penter. daughter of the
Hearst executive? .... Russ Brinkley of WHDL has revised a familiar adage
to read
"If it isn't one thing
it's a sponsor".
for

Richfield

straight-man the Fred Allen show.

to

—

This

—

• • "Patricia Ryan" mentioned in yesterday's headlines as
murderess is not Patricia Ryan oj the radio.
.At the Russ Morgan party the other Sabbath, where radio, flicker and stage agents
and execs appeared besides music publishers, Col. J. C. Flippen
held sway while introducing Abe Lyman, Joe Lewis, Henry Dunn,
Buddy Clark, Sammy Fain (.who had trouble remembering all his
Irving Kahal but it remained for Del Casino to tear
hit tunes)
the house down with "That Old Feeling", at Leon & Eddie's....
Georgie Price will be feted there this Sunday ... .KIDO, Boise,
airing of shows from the State Penitentiary, has resulted in two
inmates (who sing vocals) receiving fan mail from the radio public.
•

—

.

.

—

—

,

•

• • George White's deal for an air version of "Scandals" with
Merman starring will be a CBS feature .... Gabriel Heatter will start
ANOTHER daily network commercial via NBC for North American. Show
Ethel

will

be aired

tor,

signed by Paramount, leaves Jan.

Deal

is

Re-elected

Montreal Terms of office of three
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. expiring today, have
been extended for two more years.

The three are Brig.-Gen. Victor Odium, Vancouver; N. L. Nathanson,
Toronto, and Alan B. Plaunt, Ottawa.

MONEY FOR ALL THREE

after

pending

p.m. nightly .... Irving Reis. the

1 1

for

Abe Lyman

to

go

into

the

producer-direc-

at the

Round-Up

in

Boston next

International Casino.

.

Henry
.

GRACE MOORE, JOS. SCHMIDT
and ROBERT WEEDE, on General
Motors Concert, Nov. 7 (NBC-Blue,
8 p.m.).

HOWARD PRICE, ANICETA SHEA
GORDON W. GIFFORD, on

and

"Metropolitan Opera Auditions," Nov.
7

(NBC-Blue,

5 p.m.).

MARGARET ANGLIN

and FRANK
on "Hammerstein MuHall", Nov. 12 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

ALBERTSON,
sic

OLIVIA

HAVILAND

de

and
from
"Great Garrick", on "Hollywood Ho-

BRIAN AHERNE,

tel",

Nov.

12

in

Chicago Opera on
A series of operas from the

week .... Larry

Speir's resignation as

—

Spitzer .... Deal is

.Jack

Pearl's

RADIO DAILY

still

pending

for the

NBC-Blue

starting

tomorrow

JOHN

BEekman
ST.,

3

NEW YORK

0375

at

Publisher Jack Alicoate

and Alan Campbell.

However,

this

Sunday

for

a character conceived by

Charles Thomas and Andre Burdino.

LUCKY STRIKE
presents

"melody. VaaxxUs"

with a script by Dorothy Parker

won't be

for

some time because

Harry Conn show

of

with
will

audition

sponsors ....

RICHARD

• • • Colonel Jack Major, who claims something of another
record in having just completed the eighth audition for the same
sponsor, will present what he calls a "harelip Grade Allen" on his
program at 3 p.m. today over CBS.... Lady in question is Evelyn
Oaks, who will explain how she can drop-kick a goal from any part

HIMBER

(Jack confides that grandpa a hog-caller, stands beof the field.
hind the goal post, gives a hog-call, and Evelyn shoots the ball

WOR-MUTUAL

.

.

.

—

over) ....

In

Dramatic Role

Lee Morse In San Antonio

Ft.
Worth— Lee Morse and her
Bing Crosby will be heard in a
dramatic role next Monday night on pianist, Bob Downey, after an enthe CBS Lux Radio Theater, co-star- gagement at the Midway Inn here,
ring with Joan Blondell in "She left last week for the Olmos Club,
San Antonio.
Loves Me Not".

11

p.m. to 12 midnight. Elisabeth Rethberg,
Giovanni Martinelli, Carlo
Morelli and others will appear in the
initial presentation, "II Trovatore,"
with Roberto Moranzoni conducting.
On Nov. 8, "La Traviata" will be
aired,
with Helen Jepson, John

Yacht Club boys' radio show

next air appearance will be

Pearl's plans for the immediate future ....

Crosby

80

NBC

Chicago
Civic Opera House will be aired over

ONE SIMPLE PLAN

JOhn 4-2800

scenes

(CBS, 9 p.m.).

FAMILY, RETIREMENT, DISABILITY
IN

capella

a

of

—

.

Nov. 6

SINGERS,

on "National Barn Dance,"
(NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

.

Crawford over the week-end saw these switches: Al Porgie, from
Mario to Crawford George Mario left Chappell for his old namesake,
Mario and Eddie Wolpin succeeding Mario in the Chappell berth under

.

MUNDY
group,

writer-director berth....

his

for

1

CBS

Pat Harrington has quit Jack White's Club 18 and will join Mickey Alpert's

twice on

CBS Governors

—

Tommy
Tommy appears

while

Duchin will appear on Buddy Clark's show Thursday .... Cole Porter

be confined

band
head

too.

Orchestra

ior Congress he will be
on a liberal and reformed ticket....
Dorsey at the Commodore for three weeks

on Eddie Cantor
(CBS, 8:30 p.m.).

GELETT BURGESS, author, on
behalf of United Hospital Fund, tonight (WQXR, 5:55 p.m.).

ior President

RADIO DAILY

Gene and Glenn
Los Angeles
(Gene Carroll and Glenn Rowell)
have arrived in town to make their
permanent home in Hollywood. The
"cracker barrel comedians" do their
first broadcast from here Monday on
their regular Monday through Friday schedule for the Kellogg Company. Jake and Lena came along

Philadelphia

replaces

tomorrow,

a

West Coast Bureau,

candidate

Lew Sherwood

gone west

NBC

Bruce Barton wins today's election

Ii

GOP

3

Every Tuesday

8-8:30

EST

P.M.

Tuesday, November

2,
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I

PROGRAM REVIEWS

One

•

of a Series of

TOMMY
"HILLTOP HOUSE"
with Bess Johnson
Colgate-Pahnolive-Peet Co.
WABC-CBS, Monday through

WARM HUMAN

&

FREEBAIRN-SMITH

in

voice of "Lady Esther", has a neat
little vehicle in this "Hilltop House",

Went
liked

it

(Dari - Rich chocolate - flavored
drink), started off with a bang as
far as action and excitement is concerned.
In fact, there was so much
excited commotion in the opening
Inc.

violinst

of

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

Feb.
1938:
International Telecom1,
munications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,
Cairo, Egypt.

June
gress

10-15:

Radio

of

Seventh

International

Inventors,

the

Good
Rock

sea as purser for a health trip and
so well he stayed on shipboard four

Has a voice

that

in-

Royal Mail Steamship Packet comspires trust in him.
pany sent him to Portland, Ore., to open passage office. Made such a
success, as announcer in his spare time, American Broadcasting System
(new defunct) made him chief announcer.
In May, 1933, came to Hollywood, joined KNX as announcer and producer, and in 1936 signed to announce and produce "Open House" for
Vick's. Has initiated a poetry program, "Leaves in the Wind" and "Art of
Conversation," an informal unrehearsed "open forum" program, currently
aired over KNX, CBS outlet in Hollywood.
Is a half-inch short of 6 feet, weighs 145 pounds.
Exercises at rowing,
Has such a good radio voice a man once
cricket, tennis, horseback riding.
sent him his last S100 to invest for him because he sounded so honest.
(Tommy doubled the money.)
years.

.

.

Business at

—

WHBF

Business at
WHBF, which has studios here and
in Moline and Davenport, is very
good, the station management reports.
Every 15-minute period from
6:45 to 10 a.m. is sponsored Monday
through Saturday except for three
spots, and one of these is open only
three days weekly. Of the 10 quarterhours from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., three
are sponsored, three are devoted to
public service programs that the station will not sell, two are filled by
local programs which the advertiser
Island,

111.

must buy if he wants this time, and
two are open.
Though an independent outlet,
WHBF has eight evening commer-

Monday through Saturday. All
nine of the station's 5-minute newsMontague, on the same program, was casts also are sponsored.
very interesting.
cials

George Fischer, in the Winchell
Testing Saf-T-Shav
on
NBC-Blue,
apparently
St.
Louis— Hamlin Mfg. Co. has
thought he was starting something contracted with WEW for
exclusive
new in offering to mention names of test promotion of Saf-T-Shav
in this
first stations to adopt the national
WWL anthem for sign-off music. Amer- area. Alex Buchan, sports announcer, got the assignment.
weekly commercial by Lionel Ricau
ican Legion advocated this a long
is a cheaper play built around the
time
ago, and many stations are alVapex to Expand
hair-raising adventure of an Irish
ready doing it.
salt water captain whose brogue is
Vapex,
sponsoring
"Let's
Play
as pronounced as his courage.
Games," will add WAAB, Boston,
Ann
Shirley,
appearing
opposite
with
The locale is in exotic spots
on Nov. 5, with the Don Lee network
savage villainy and jungle drums, Tyrone Power in "Just Suppose", on slated to carry the show shortly
Woodbury's
NBC-Blue
program
Sun- thereafter. Program may be recorded
each chapter opening with a young
boy and girl begging the old salt to day night, all but stole the show. for the coast. Small & Seiffer is the
She's
a swell radio personality.
After he begins
tell them a story.
agency.
his narrative, a "cut back" carries
Those dramatizations of old songs worth having on the radio more
the action on dramatically, with the
children interrupting at the suspense on NBC-Blue at 10:30 a.m. Sundays, often.
spots to bring the narrative back to authored by Ethel Park Richardson,
Grace and Eddie Albert, who apthe present time.
The cast consists continue to be grand entertainment,
of Ricau as the captain and Jean and unusually well written and expertly pear in those ET's for Pacquin Inc.
Junior Barnes as the girl and the acted. A "curse of drink" angle was cosmetics, hand out a very pleasing
employed in the "Hand Me Down five minutes of songs and patter.
boy, respectively.
My Walking Cane" presentation last They're a bright and genial pair.
Sunday, and it made good Halloween
Briefly
season fare.
Though it was strictly a formula
subject the trite idea of easily won
Elissa Landi and Vincent Price, in
FROM NOW ON
sweepstakes money resulting only in scenes from "The Lady Has a Heart",
grief for the winners Irving Reis supplied the highlight
of "Magic Key
and Charles Martin, authors and di- of RCA" on NBC-Blue last Sunday
spot

—

B

—

made a very interesting presentation out of "Sweeps", a Columbia Workshop program, over CBS

rectors,

Greetings from Radio Daily
November

2

Clyde Scott

Mary

Steele
Grantland Rice

W. Haenschen
Stan Shaw

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

to

the note of suspense to carry over
into the next chapter.
hard to get a
Cast of the serial also includes chapter that it was
the doings.
Carleton Young, Irene Hubbard, Jay clear picture of
The material is there, however,
Austin, John Moore, Janice Gilbert
and the youngsters should go for it.
and Jimmy Donnelly.
Miss Johnson assists on the com"Adventure of Capt. McBryde"
mercials, which are not overdone.
One of the few production efforts
in the New Orleans section, this

Based on the comic strip of the
same name, this new dramatic serial,
which yesterday replaced "While the
City Sleeps" in behalf of Bowey's

an amateur

Players.

Johnson is the matron in charge.
Opening episode lost no time in
setting the scene and arousing immediate listener interest and sympathy. Both the script and the acting stood out as well above the avCharacters heard on
erage serial.
the first program included a colored
cook and some likeable kids. Drama
enters the picture with impending
likelihood of the orphanage having
to close shop. Just then word comes
of a stranger having fainted near the
orphanage gates, and this supplies

SERIAL PACKING ACTION AND EXCITEMENT FOR JUVENILE LISTENERS.

1900. His ancestor,
Robert Bruce of the

5.

to

which he refused, to go into stock broker's
While playing Gilbert & Sullivan in
office.
amateur company, was discovered and cast
"The Enemy" for Middlesex Repertory
in

and Lynn
plume of
house in
and Mis-

Mon., Tne.. Wed., 5:15-5:30 p.m.
Stack-Goble Agency, Chicago

"Open House"

Carnegie Gold Medal for voice when she appeared with the Royal Welsh Ladies choir
at the first Chicago World's Fair.
He left King's College. Cambridge, to join
the army when he was 17. Was admitted to
Was
the London Scottish bagpipes band.
offered commission in the "Black Watch,"
Royal Highlanders' crack Scottish regiment,

INTEREST SERIAL WITH

PIRATES"
Bowey's Inc.
WEAF— NBC-Red Network,

•

in the Industry

the original Thomas Freebairn. was chaplain
famous "persistent spider" story; his father was
prominence and his mother was winner of a

ORPHANAGE LOCALE. WELL WRITTEN
AND ACTED.
Bess Johnson, long known as the

"TERRY AND THE

Who

of Vick's

Bowles, Inc.

authored by Addy Richton
Stone under the nom de
The
"Adelaide Marston".
question is an orphanage,

Who's

FREEBAIRN-SMITH, producer-announcer
TOMMY
Wemyss Bay. Scotland. Nov.
on CBS. was born

Friday, 5:45-6 p.m.

Benton

5

RADIO DAILY

Sunday night. Production and
good acting distinguished the offerlast

afternoon.

Here's a couple of voices

sxjjWO

TECHNIQUE

ing.

Earlier the same day, on NBC-Red,
the "Radio Newsreel", another of the
interview
cycle,
had a real-life

sweepstakes winner
broke and jobless.

who
John

is

now

(golfer)

America's distinguished school of
broadcasting for
singers,
actors,
writers,
speakers,
announcers.
Western
Electric
Recordings
in
our
studios

.

.

.

COLONEL
JACK MAJOR

programs taken

off

WILL BE HEARD
3-3:30

ON TUESDAYS

the air

George Marshall Durante, Dir.
R.K.O. Bldg., Radio City, New York

WABC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

6
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Saw T-HXtodub

That Have Made History

"Standard Symphony Hour"

JOE PENNER

was

the
Gene Inge citation for the out- ORIGINATING in San Francisco
and broadcast over a Pacific
standing performance of the preceding week when Gene offered the Coast NBC network under the sponsecond of his "Take the Air" pro- sorship of Standard Oil Co. of California, the Standard Symphony Hour
grams on
last night.

KFWB

R.
U. Mcintosh and Associates,
E. T. program producers, have sold
their
"Plainsmen"
Associated
to
Broadcasting Co. Ltd. for Canada.
Program dramatizes incidents in the
lives of legendary figures of pioneer
days: Bill Cody, Wild Bill Hickok,
Calamity Jane et al, and will be
sponsored in Canada by the Red

River Cereals Co.
Jimmy Vandiveer,

KHJ,

for

the

past

months publicity director

several

well

of

conductor of the
program on
that station, has resigned to join the
Harrison Holliway staff at KFI as
director of special events. Continuing the "Meet Some People" interviews in his new berth, Jimmy will
utilize the new KFI 100-watt mobile
unit to remote special events under
the ambitious plan of Holliway and
as

Don

as

Some People"

"Meet

THOUGH

awarded

program director, for
wider and more aggressive coverage
Clarke,

non-professional symphony
tras on several occasions.

orches-

The Standard programs have pioneered in good will advertising on
the air, the absence of all commeris
the oldest commercial network cial announcements having marked
program on the air in the West. Ever the concerts in this series since its
since their inauguration in 1927, the beginning.
With the continued approval of
weekly concerts have presented consistently the finest type of music the listening audience, no departures
played by the Pacific Cc st's most have been made from the original
noted orchestras and con. acted by style of the Standard Symphony
such renowned musicians as Alfred Hour. Presentation of music of uniHertz, Bernardino Molinari, Artur versal appeal has been the desire of
Rodzinski,
Klemperer, Basil the sponsor, and so-called "highOtto
Cameron, Issay Dobrowen, Willem brow" works not generally liked
Van
Hoogstraten,
Sir
Hamilton have been avoided.
Since 1928, the Standard School
Harty, Mishel Piastro and Gaetano
Merola. The San Francisco, Port- Broadcast, Thursday morning course
land and Seattle Symphony Or- in music appreciation for elementary
chestras and the Los Angeles Phil- and advanced school children, has
harmonic have been featured, in ad- been a companion network feature,
dition
the specially organized pioneering in radio education. The
to
Standard
Symphony
Orchestra, School Broadcast is definitely linked
which plays exclusively for these to the Standard Symphony Hour,
radio concerts. In order to further with the morning program serving
the cause of good music in various to develop deeper appreciation of
smaller communities, the Standard the musical numbers to be played
Symphony Hour also has introduced during the evening broadcast.

of that field of broadcasting.

Milton
Weinberg has
from a two-month eastern

throughout
the
country unanimously hot for Hollyadvertisers

ports

wood

datelines.

George McGarrett and Harry Von
Zell, producer and announcer, respectively, on the Fred Allen show,
are in town to resume their chores
with Allen, who will broadcast from
here for the next couple of months

Von Zell also will handle
commercials on another Young
& Rubicam assignment to the Phil
Baker program.
Emile Gough, general manager of
at

least.

the

Hearst Radio, arrived Monday for
conferences with Elliott Roosevelt.
George Burns arrived in town Sunday from four weeks in New York.
Gracie is due the middle of the week
on the Chief with the children. Bill

Burns and John P. Medbury also
checked in to resume scripting
chores on the new B. & A. series
starting next week.

Larry White has resigned his berth
as assistant to Art Rush, manager of
Columbia Artists and affiliated activities.

Haworth, who played the
Arnold" on the "Myrt
and Marge" program for more than
five years and who had his real
name changed to his stage name
when he became a picture contractee, made his debut under the
new name in the Lux Radio Theater
presentation of "A Free Soul" last
Vince

role of "Jack

BOSTON

returned minute program on KFI. Husband
Re- Bill Bryan is producer-announcer.

trip.

John

"Passing

Nesbitt,

Parade" commentator for Duart's
"Creme of Milk" face cream, may

move

Hollywood in a couple of
to write and direct short
subjects of his air script, the show
will probably continue to originate
to

months

according to
liams agency.

here,

Howard

E.

Wil-

"Woman's Magazine of the Air,"
veteran NBC variety hour, has had a
half-hour lopped off it but will do
an "across-the-board" skit. All features are retained, but condensed and
paced

Change was

faster.

tated by press of network
eastern origination.

necessiof

shows

,

Brokaw, the "Midnight Vaga-

Bill

bond,"
later

is

chattering with disks at a

hour on

KROW. Some

months

KSFO, but

quit to

ago Bill was on

enter a local fruit juice canning firm,
where he'll continue, doing radio on
the side.

Pearl King Tanner, NBC actress,
renewing acquaintance with Mrs.
Richard Bonelli, wife of the famous
baritone,

here

for

opera

engage-

ments.

Mort Werner, KJBS's "singing announcer," flew to UCLA in Los
Angeles on Friday to officiate at a
football rally.

"Rakov and His Magic Rhythm,"
A five-piece string ensemble, playKMPC's new "Meet the Author"
ing for diners in the main dining
program announces a list of distin- new variety program over WBZroom of the Palace Hotel on Sunday
guished writers as guests, with John WBZA, is being sponsored by RCA
eves, will be aired by KSFO over the
Van Druten leading off Nov. 4, fol- Victor dealers of New England. Pacific
Northwest stations. Al White,
lowed by Princess Der Ling, Beulah Wright Briggs, Salvy Cavicchio, Ardirector of the KSFO studio enMarie Dix, Vance Hoyt, Vina Del- thur Amadon and the Rhythm Girls
semble, will lead the group. Keith
mar and others of equal prominence. trio also are in the talent lineup.
Kerby to do the announcing.
CBS "Hollywood in Person" goes
Helen Sawyer, off to KSFO air"Mac 'n' Moore," comedy team,
on the Warner lot for the first time
lanes for about a month, now doing
WBZ-WBZA
for
six mornback
on
next Friday when Bob Baker intera regular stint of five-a-week fashion
views Dick Powell and Joan Blondell ings a week, sponsored by Planters chats.
Peanuts.
on the joys o^ domesticity.
Les Cunningham, whose radio exVan Wick Mason, author of many perience thus far has been in plays
The Harty-Kelty agency has opened
offices on The Strip. Both are well Crime Club stories, will be guest of over
KLX, Oakland, and KROW,
known in the amusement field, Harty Ruth Moss over WAAB on Friday gets an announcer's post at KRE,

handling the affairs of Ray Noble,
and Frank Kelton was formerly vicepresident of the music publishing
house of Shapiro-Bernstein. Shirley
Brenner, also an associate in the
combination, was at one time with
Fred Waring and later connected
with Balaban and Katz in Chicago.
Reid Kilpatrick, of KEHE special
events department, will cover sports
in a new "Sports Shorts" program
over KEHE Mondays, Thursdays and
Fridays at 7 p.m.
Fenton Earnshaw, editor-in-chief
of the Earnshaw Radio Productions

"Hollywood Nite Letter" service,
which is utilized by many stations
throughout the country as a daily
feature, now does a nightly broadcast of his material over KMPC at
10:45, providing that station with a
daily resume of what's happening on

at

6.

WHBF, Rock
Station's

artists

Berkeley.
Vicki Vola, Vernon Wilson, Helen
Kleeb, Carl Kroenke and Kenneth
Garcia played in Peter B. Kyne's
Island, III.
second contrib to the "I Want a
bureau supplied Divorce" series aired by KPO on

Dorothy Lee Mason, Joy Miller, Jack- Sunday.
Leon Churcheon, former manager
ie Greenwood, Don Sweet and Lucia
of KYA, left for Pittsburgh, to hud-

Mae Thompson

to

entertain

at

the

Welcome Baking Co. parties for
Rock Island and Moline grocers.
Ralph Childs, news announcer, is
bringing in a large number of guests
on his daily "Sports Trail
Station

has

jumped

of the Air."

the

gun

on

the local musicians' union by hiring
a

14-piece

orchestra

Maurie Bruckmann

directed

by

of Davenport.

Dale Coles, Doris Rigdon and the
Rashid Sisters are supplying enternight.
the picture lots.
tainment for the all-week special
Pinky Tomlin bought a ttfireeClaude Sweeten becomes musical entertainment put on by Continental
gaited horse last week as the first director of the CRS Hollywood stu- Baking Co., Davenport.
move toward stocking his newly-ac- dios KEHE. Sweeten was formerly
Production Manager Ivan Street,
quired San Fernando ranch.
musical director of KFRC, San Fran- following the success of last season's
Trudy Wood, last heard from on cisco, and preceding that conducted softball tournaments and basketball
last -season's Packard program with the orchestra at the Golden Gate meet, is promoting a tri-city bowling
Fred Astaire, now has her own 15- Theater for many years.
tournament.

—

dle

with

WCAE

WLW,

execs.

Cincinnati

Joseph Ries,
of the Crosley

educational director
stations, plans a special series from Cuba over WLW,
starting in December. Ries will attend the conference on radio in education to be held late this month,
after which he plans to visit Cuba.
Jane Gillis, mezzo-soprano, recently joined the WLW-WSAI vocal staff.
Wilda Hinkle,
character actress, has been trying her hand at
directing and producing.
Charlie Wayne, hillbilly character,
is back on the air with a Sunday
one-hour show over the
Line.
Dave Conlon, chief remote control
engineer, recently became the father
of a girl.

WLW

WLW
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NEW PATENTS
Radio and Television
Compiled by

John

B.

HERBIE KAY

Brady, Attorney

Washington. D. C.
2.096.756— Dynamic
Purington,

Hays

Gloucester,

Hammond

Multiplier.
Ellison
S.
Mass., assignor to John

2.096.757
Sound Reproduction System. Ellison
Purington, Gloucester, Mass., assignor to John

Hays

Hammond

Jr.

—

2.096.758
Dynamic Multiplier with Automatic
Filter.
Ellison
Purington, Gloucester,
S.
Mass., assignor to John Hays Hammond Jr.

Tone

2.096.759— Dynamic
Purington,

Gloucester,

Multiplier.
Ellison
S.
Mass., assignor to John

Hammond Jr.
2,096,782— Antenna— George

Hays

donfield,

N.

assignor

J.,

H.

Brown,

Had-

RCA.

to

2,096,800— Signaling System. Dudley E. Foster,
Evanston, III., assignor, by mesne assignments,
to Reconstruction Finance Corp.

—

2,096,817
High Frequency Oscillator.
Malter, Oaklyn, and George A. Morton,
Heights, N. J., assignors to RCA.

2,096,829— High

wires from Tucson,
Ariz., where he is playing for
a week, that he will arrive in Philadelphia on Nov. 11 and opens at the
Arcadia International Restaurant the
following day.

Frequency

H. Turner, Collingswood, N.

2.096.861— Rectification
Riggs,
Woodcliff, N.
assignments, to RCA.

J.,

Louis

Haddon

Oscillator.

J.,

assignor to

System.
assignor,

Alfred

RCA.

Alger
S.
by mesne

2.096.862 Gaseous Discharge Device.
Percy
Spencer, West Newton, Mass., assignor to
Production Corp.

Raytheon

—

L.

2.096.863
Photoelectric Tube System.
Percy
Spencer, West Newton, Mass., assignor to
Production Corp.

Raytheon

2,096,874

Ceorge

— Automatic
Volume
Collingswood,
Beers,

L.

Control System.
N. J., assignor

RCA.

to

—

2,096,881

Electronic
Synchronizing
System.
R.
Butler,
Verona, N. J., assignor to
Radio Inc.
2,096,902
Door Operating Mechanism.
Anthony H. Lamb, Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
2,096,916
Control of Relays by Means of
Electrical Discharge Tube Circuits.
Harold W.
Took, Bromley, England, assignor to Radiovisor
Parent Ltd.
2,096,953
Remote Control Device for Radio
Receiving Sets.
Edward L. Barrett, La Crange,
III.,
assignor to The Utah Radio Products Co.
2,096,982— Deflecting Voltage Generator, More
Particularly
for
Television
Receivers.
Kurt

Henry
Wired

—

—

—

Berlin, Germany.
Television.
Manfred von Ardenne,
Germany, assignor to Radioaktiengesellschaft D. S. Loewe.
2.096.986
Braun Tube. Manfred von Ardenne,
Berlin, Germany, assignor to Radioaktiengesellschaft D. S. Loewe.
2.096.987
System for Energizing a Cathode
Ray Tube. Manfred von Ardenne, Berlin, Germany.
2.096.988— Braun
Tube.
Bruno
Wienecke,
Berlin, Germany, assignor to Radioaktiengesollschaft D. S. Loewe.
2,097,003
Braun Tube. Manfred von Ardenne,
assignor to Radioaktiengesellschaft D. S. Loewe.
2,097,066— Electrical Timing Circuit. Paul L.
Hoover, Highland Park, N. J., assignor to Endow-

Schlesinger,

2.096.985

—

Berlin,

—

—

—

ment Foundation.

—

2,097,072
Transmitter Arrangement for Guiding Airplanes.
Michael Lock, Berlin, Germany,
assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose

m.b.H.
2,097,100 Temperature
Actuated
Electrical
Device.
Alfred A. Linsell, Brentwood, England,

—

assignor

to

RCA.

—

Power Regulating ApDe Lange, Elmhurst, N. Y.,
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
2,097,157— Electron
Emitting
Cathode
and
Developing
Malcolm
Method
of
Same.
E.
Jameson, Chatham, N. J., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
2,097,258
Electron Discharge Tube. Alexandre
Sev, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie Cen2,097,146

paratus.
assignor

Electrical

Owen

E.

—

de Telegraphie Sans Fil.
Valve.
Arthur
2,097,270— Thermionic
H.
Cooper,
Iver,
England, assignor to
Electrical
and Musical Industries Ltd.
2,097,272— Protective Device for Radio Receivers.
Frederick H. Drake, Boonton Township,
N. J., assignor to mesne assignments, to R.D.C.
2,097,281
Receiver Automatic Volume Control
Switch. Kenneth W. Jarvis, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
erale

—

assignor

to

RCA.

—

2,097,297
Mercury Vapor Discharge Device.
Wilber L. Meier, Arlington, N. J., assignor to

RCA
2,097,302— Cathode
for
Discharge
Gerhard Passarge, Hamburg, Germany,
to

Telefunken Gesellschaft
m.b.H.

graphie

I

v

fur

Devices.
assignor
Drahtlose Tele-

Signed by Stations

Hotel.

In

NBC-Blue

CBS

St.

Louis:

to

network

Wednesday

at

songstress-com- 4:30 p.m.

Knox

Gelatin, participaJessel
time signals.

"Magic Kitchen"; DeSoto, George

ETs; Vick Chemical

Bay will devote his "Essays
Music" program over CBS this

Victor

RKO

Doris Fisher.

KMOX,
tion

the evolution of the
compositions
by
featuring
"Goldie" Goldfield, trumpet play- waltz,
Sibelixis,
Arditi,
Strauss,
ing comedian, is returning to the Johann
Whiteman fold after a year's ab- Ravel and Tschaikowsky.
sence. He rejoins the King of Jazz
Hal Kemp and his band have been
this week at the Pacific Automobile
signed for a spot in the Milton
Show.
Berle starring picture, "Radio City
studios
Joe Reichman, billed as "The Pag- Revels" starting at
liacci of the Piano" and now play- Monday.
ing an engagement at the Cocoanut
Arturo Toscanini, who will shortly
Grove, Los Angeles, has clicked to
the extent that he has been signed return to the United States to direct
for a return six weeks following the NBC Symphony Orchestra, will
Paul Whiteman, who comes in for a conduct the BBC Symphony Orsimilar period around December 1. chestra in a portion of Beethoven's
Reichman plays the Mark Hopkins ninth symphony, to be heard in the
in San Francisco during the interval. United States exclusively over the

—

L.

NEW BUSINESS

tango called "Signora" this week at
the Iridium Room of the St. Regis

Thursday

Jr.

—

S.

7

RADIO DAILY:

WEW,
games;
games.

Louis:

St.

Old

Vienna

Co.,

Adam

Hats,

Products

football
football

Co.,

KFI, Los Angeles: Beaumont Laboratories,
ETs, through H. W. Kastor & Sons.

WBAL,
WIP.

Baltimore:

Pontiac,

Barbasol.

Barbasol Co., music;
Pennsylvania Finance Co., news, through
Gross Agency; Gem Products Sales Co.,
news, through Robert M. Clutch.
Philadelphia:

WFIL,
ETs;

Philadelphia:
Personal
Laboratories,

Finance,

WLW

Beaumont

line,

through H. W. Kastor; West Radio Corp.,
spots, through Key Advertising Co.
Libby,
McNeil &- Libby. through T. Walter Thompson
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Co.,
spots,
through Benton & Bowles.
;

;

WMAS.

Springfield: DeSoto, George Jessel,

ETs.

WBZ-WBZA,
"Mac

'n'

Boston: Planters Peanut Co.,
Moore," through Dowd-Ostreicher

Advertising Co.

wrote a song called "Winter
Havana." The consul general of
The Savoy Ballroom in New York
WMPS, Memphis
Cuba, Pablo Suarez, has written Miss new airs three times weekly over
Fisher a letter of thanks on behalf WEAF and the NBC-red network.
Paul Hodges is emceeing a new
of his government for publicizing the Teddy Hill's Swanee Rhythm Or- evening variety show, using Herb
West Indies island. She also has an chestra opens Nov. 4 for a four-week Summerfield and his orchestra and
invitation to come to Cuba as a engagement,
with
Chick
Webb's Igor Van, baritone.
poser,
in

Band returning Dec.

guest.

Erma

5.

cowgirl

Deegins.

Oklahoma singing

who hails
and WSAZ,

from

WCPO.

Sunday's
Elmo Russ, composer-pianist, and WKRC
has joined the
Radio musical director of "20 Years Ago staff here.
City Music Hall Symphony Orches- and Today" program, will give a
Igor Van. who recently joined
tra, will present Sibelius' Symphony piano recital
at Steinway Hall on here, is doubling as singer and anNo. 1. Viola Philo also will sing two Friday night.
nouncer.
Sibelius songs on the program.
Fred Vosse, "Sidewalk Forum"
Mildred Rozelle, vocalist, is being conductor, ran into a natural when
Mark Warnow took a 15-piece orbuilt up as a "second Sophie Tuck- a parade came along just as his
chestra, with Hollace Shaw and the
Eton Boys up to the New York er" at the Cavalier Club. She's been show was starting.
School for the Blind, Fordham Road, at the Broadway rendezvous for the
Hiram Higsby and crew did a
past six weeks, and has been heard one-hour
in the Bronx, and put on a concert
Ringlins-Barnum
circus
in various other night spots.
broadcast.
that had the sightless children cheerHigsby has inaugurated
ing. The feature of the show was a
a "One Minute Drama" in the "MidTed Emmon's orchestra is a new South
jam session.
Dinner
Timed Program,"
WELI (New Haven) attraction, per- which has been expanded 30 minutes.
Emil Coleman is introducing a new forming Saturdays at 11:45 a.m.
Clair Weidenaar program director,

Erno

Rapee,

on

NBC-Blue broadcast

WNEW
New

next
of

the

Tommy

and

Revives Class

WNEW

rate card,

A

which

will

go into effect on Nov. 15, will revive
its class A rates, it has been learned.
Class A was dropped six months ago,
and Class B schedule was called A.
New card will not jack up rates,
with the exception of the insertion
of the new class.

B-S-H Studio

Ready Dec.

15

—

Chicago
With Blackett-SampleHummert's new $25,000 transcription

Raeland.

continuity

have been bitten by the candid
camera bug.
chief,

WKRC,

to be ready for use Dec.
Cincinnati
other agencies are beginning to
Smilin' Dan (Joe Dunlevy)
for•quirm, and the transcription con- mer partner of Singin' Sam
(Harry
"f^rns are stewing over the possi^rankel), is now singing Mondays
bility of the idea spreading to more through
Fridays for Pontiac dealers

studio

15,

,

agencies. A B-S-H spokesman main- here.
tained that the agency is really not
Lewis. Garson Writing Show
Victor Ratner o'f CBS in New York
Al Lewis and Hank Garson, who going to delve seriously in the wax- was a local visitor last week.
ing business, but waxing several of
turned script writers a year
ago,

Nov. 4, are leaving Manhattan on
Nov. 10 for Bermuda. While there
the
pair,
who wrote numerous
sketches for Bob Hope, Milton Berle,
Stoopnagle and Budd and others will
write a book for a new show to be
delivered the first week of January,

the simpler dramatic serials (which
do not use music) in the studio is
believed likely.
Real purpose of

Signal Oil Renewing

studio, it is maintained, is for audition purposes, idea being to build an
ample library.

Signal Oil Co.. through Logan &
Stebbins, Nov. 14 will renew the
variety show, "Signal Carnival," on
11
NBC-Red Pacific stations, Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m. (PST) for 52 weeks.

1938.

William

Hedges Reports
Hedges, new NBC di-

"Mystery Chef" Signing Off
The "Mystery Chef," sponsored by

S.

group

WDAS

Shut-Ins Programs

— WDAS

gas companies under the
Philadelphia
is
cooperatrector of station relations, reported name Regional Advertisers, signs off ing with the Shut-in-Society to profor work yesterday and had luncheon the NBC-Red network on Nov. 25. vide instruction for shut-ins.
Two
with Frank Mason, his predecessor Program is a quarter-hour, and twice weekly broadcasts are planned as a
in the post.
weekly.
start.

William

S.

a

c

8

Tuesday. November

RADIO DAILY
Three

KMAC,

NEW ORLEANS

SAN ANTONIO
local
stations —
and

KONO— now

KABC,

Edwin

have Span-

of Rosen,

Larry Lee and ork are at the
Olmos Night Club, with both KMAC
and KABC wires.

was a

Phil Alexander
Dallas last week.

Bud
WIBM,

from

formerly
Cherrington,
at
Jackson, Mich., has joined

department

commercial

the

visitor

of

KABC.
Guy Savage, from Houston, is the
new KABC special events and footworking

announcer,
Charles Belfi.
ball

with

died last

convenient

grams

of

Tying

EDWARD

BISHOP,

general sin Radio Network, has been chosen
manager
of
WGH, Newport to furnish the musical entertainment
News-Norfolk, and Edward E. Ed- at the famous "Deer Hunters Shingar, sales executive, deserted regu- dig" which will be staged at Escalar studio duties for a time last week naba, Mich., on Nov. 13. The eightto handle the entire production of piece organization is led by Lornie
the
remote from the audito- Wilk inson. The "Deer Hunters* Shinrium of the U. S. Naval Base, Hamp- dig" is a unique affair, the high point
ton Roads, with a series of half-hour in the pre-deer hunting season's
programs featuring the band from festivities in the upper peninsula of
the U.S.S. Yorktown. It was a Navy Michigan.
E.

WGH

Day

reference

the

to

in

proad-

vance.

Gene
matics,
classes

LaValle,

now

is

director
instructor

of
drafor two

dramatic

students

radio

of

from Cleveland College.

There are

each class. After a
few preliminary discussions, the
classes have gone into actual production of radio plays.
30

students

in

Iowa Network
Jim Randolph, new KSO-KRNT
continuity

writer,

is

scripting

the

to wrestling.

be at your Broadway opening, so I'd
rather be right than present. Best
Mildred E. Brunelle, head of the of luck and I know you'll wow
Cooking Forum, at WSPR, Spring- them."
field, Mass., is now presenting her
cooking forum twice a week in the
Martin
WMCA's "GangStarr,
columns of the Springfield Shop- plank" interviewer, quizzed Jack L.
ping News, advertising organ.
Warner of the Warner Bros, movie
dynasty on his return from abroad
Emilie Crane, receptionist. WMAS. yesterday, and made him talk about
Springfield,
Mass..
middle - aisled peace,
amity,
relations,
foreign
it
Saturday with Philip Heady of world's fairs and various other things
Springfield.
except movies, which usually is
Jack Warner's favorite subject.
"WTAQ Farmhands," popular musical
organization
which appears
Jerry Smith, yodeling cowboy of
daily on station WTAQ, Green Bay, WHO. Des Moines, has been signed
and thrice weekly over the Wiscon- to make a series of records for Decca.

—

five-a-week KSO show, "Sum
Fun," musical and mathematical opus,
aired by Gene Loffler. Mail is heavy.
Gettincr Its Share
Craig Lawrence, KSO-KRNT commercial manager is on an eastern
In Film-Radio
business trip.
Daily funnies from the Des Moines
(Continued from Page 1)
heard about the activities of RKO
Tribune are being aired by KSO.

new

RKO

Canadian Show
Hookups Resumes Airing on Nov.

GEORGE
"The

JESSEL

problem of rewhich the film
industry was forced to go when
sound pictures came into being is
a series of events which radio will
difficult

habilitation through

have to face when television
comes into practice. Radio leaders
have been smart enough to see
the numerous complications and
have been readjusting their star
power to conform with vision
standards.
The numerous artists

not

bureaus, studio audiences, vaude-

and

short film engageit
possible for
present radio stars to continue in
power when television is initiated."
ville

tours

ments have made

5

in

I

-

glance.
This is particularly
since Frank Healey, ex-NBC
licist
in
New York, joined the
CFCF, Montreal, represented by
Howard Benedict staff at the studio Weed & Co., will key the programs
some weeks ago to create a special for the account which is handled by
department for this very purpose. Whitehall Broadcasting Limited.
The Fred Astaire show for Packard did not resume this season, of & Sanborn, Ginger Rogers on Baker's
course, but there are still two top- and Lux; Adolphe Menjou with Al
flight
names heading shows Jolson; the "preview" of "Damsels in
which figure pretty well in the pop- Distress" and appearances of Fred
ularity ratings Jack Oakie and Joe Astaire, Joan Fontaine, Burns and

RKO

—

The same may be expected Allen and Ray Noble on "Hollywood
of the forthcoming Mickey Mouse Hotel," Nov. 5; Bobby Breen with
Jessel, Nov. 7; Lily Pons for Vick's,
show, and Mickey is an

Penner.

RKO

arrange- Nov. 14; Ann Neagle, star of "VicAside from toria the Great," on Chase & Santhese, recent and coming guest spots born soon; Smith Ballew on "Hollyfilled by RKO players include Anne wood Showcase" Nov. 14 and AnShirley on Woodbury, Barbara Stan- drea Leeds on Chase & Sanborn,
wyck and Miriam Hopkins on Chase Nov. 28.
star

critical.

insofar

ments are

as

releasing

concerned.

Internat'l Football Airing

Grand Forks, N. D.— An

interna-

tional broadcast of football occurred

week when

the North Dakota
team played in Winnipeg. Through special permission of
Canadian Broadcasting Co., Regan's
Holsum Bread, sponsor of NDU
last

University

games, aired the event over here,
with CKY in Winnipeg facilities at
the other end. Elmer Hanson, Regan's sports announcer, went to Winnipeg to give the play-by-play.

Disking

Elliott

West Coast Bureau,

—

Roosevelt
RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles The weekly talks to
be made by Elliott Roosevelt on the
networks will be transcribed and
made available to sponsors in CanAustralia and other Englishspeaking countries, according to Irving Fogel, who set the Roosevelt
deal. Fogel recently moved his offices from the agency Strip on Sunset
to 1041 No. Las Palmas.
ada,

Joan Brooks.

McCleary, Gene Loffler and this direction, despite the logical inBill Spargrove have been chosen to ference that this organization, as a
do the Auto Show broadcasts, Nov. member of the big RCA family,
might have led the procession. On
8-13.
careful analysis, however, it is found
that
the
company,
incorporating
"Radio" in its corporate name has
been more aware of the value of
radio exploitation for its name and
contract players than appears at first

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

in

of

KENNY KANDID KAMERA!

Imperial

Imperial Tobacco resumes airing
on a trans-Canada hookup Nov. 5 with
a 45-min. program each Friday night
titled "Canada 1937," mostly devoted to
commentators picked up from Europe
plus a local Canadian pickup from a
different spot each week by Walter
Bowles as a roving commentator.
Canadian
correspondent
in
New
York, Lionel Shapiro, will be heard
from NBC studios in Radio City,
doing Broadway stuff.
Orchestral
true and choral specialties will also
be
pub- included.

Gwen

I

WSMB

with
here,
Jackson, Miss., was able
to air the Miss.-Tulane football game
here by special wires.
Harry Genung, known on the air
as Harry Arthur, is WSMB's newest
announcer and runs a chance of
making the football trips out of
town.
Condition of Frank Arena, pioneer
radio artist, now in Hotel Dieu, is

WJDX

event.

Cleveland

any day a month

prominent

39,

member of the firm
Kammer, Wollf & Farrar,
week following an appen-

dectomy.

The Roy Campbell Royalists have
George Higgins, crack sports an- been signed for a new series of
nouncer at WTCN, Minneapolis, has shorts by Columbia Pictures. The
Robert F. Monroe, formerly of been singled out for distinction by first of this series goes into producWBNS, Columbus, has joined the General Mills in a national survey tion Nov. 8
continuity staff here, as has Lewis showing that he was the baseball
Joy Hodges, who was featured
Sisk. also of Columbus.
Both are announcer with the larg.est audience
graduates of Ohio State University. in proportion to population in the soloist on Joe Penner's program last
Don Gehring, traffic manager, has U. S. Higgins is starting his seventh season, and who makes her stage
inaugurated a new system of han- near on the air and his fourth for debut tonight in George M. Cohan's
dling WCLE traffic. The station has WTCN. He has run the gamut of "I'd Rather Be Right" at the Alvin
Theater, received a wire from Penner
installed a drawer system, providing snorts broadcasting,
from ping pong reading; "If I am in Hollywood, can't

WCLE,

Hollins,

C.

radio attorney,

Hours.

ish

1937

2,

NBC's

.

Dark

Blue Voice".

City,

Kan.,

Nov.

.born

.

24,

!

With the

"Girl

in

Kansas

1914... folks

moved to Oklahoma City when Joan
was two years old... father was a
veterinary for the Government. .she
.

majored

Oklahoma

music

in

at

University

of

has B. A. degree
studied voice... her contralto magic
made her the idol of the college...
.

.

.

.

.

.

taught music and Latin in a little
high school at Hennessy, Okla.,
.had to stop because
for two years.
the fathers competed with sons for
seats in her class. .became a prothe "Three
singer with
fessional
Little Words," a girl trio discovered
in Oklahoma City by Gene Austin.
the trio joined Phil Spitalny a year
ago last January. Joan left the trio
this year to solo and has been going
places alone ever since under the
management of Consolidated Artists
...has her own programs on the
NBC and is in demand for guest
star appearances. .her singing nightly at the Warwick Hotel is a sensation. .Joan is 5 feet 5 inches tall.
weighs 115 pounds. .has hazel eyes,
dark hair and a smile that is even
sweeter than her songs. .favorite
food is Southern fried chicken...
favorite song to sing George Gershred

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

win's "Lorelei."
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Billings Continue Uptrend
looking
On
AND
Lv
AT

LISTENING

RANDOM

Many

a

IN

dramatic

playlet fails to get
across on the air because of difficulty
in putting its audience in the proper receptive mood which requires a certain

—

amount

on the part

of

who have been accustomed

to

of

listeners

fixed attention

taking their radio

entertainment

NBC

Gross for October Tops Last Year
Excluding Presidential Campaign

SHOW

WRIGIEY'S CBS

RENEWED FOR 52 WfEKS
Chicago — Wrigley's "Poetic Melodies," with

Jack Fulton

Jr.,

and World

MacCormack, and Carl Garden conducting the orchestra has been renewed for another 52 weeks on CBS,
effective Nov. 8, Monday through

No

Friday.
planned.

additional

Agency

is

Series

show

KSD Seeks Facsimile
—

Louis
St.
KSD and the PostDispatch have applied to FCC for
a facsimile license in connection
with
their
short-wave
station,

is

Neisser-Meyer-

on the hoff.

W9XPD.

run.

Folger Coffee Using
Millions of radio fans, especially among
the women, are complaining that (oo

many

stations are carrying football

on Saturday afternoons at this time of
the year
and the percentage of dialers

—

who

are

warrant

interested

in

football

ET's

games

doesn't

it.

a single 15-minute commercial pronights ago, more than
25 adjectives of varying degrees of superIn

lativeness

were

employed

— as

if

There

an

GULDEN MUSTARD PLANS

—

They are

WOW, KPRC,

WOC, WHO, WDAY, WDAF, KFH,
KVOO, WKY, WIBW, WEBC, KCRC,
(Continued on Page 3)

any

product on earth could be that good.

17 Stations

Chicago
Recording
World
at
Broadcasting here, the J. A. Folger
Co. (coffee), Kansas City, is spotting!
its serial
"Judy and Jane" on 17
stations.

gram heard a few

on

Submitting

AFM

To Independent

Time Sales

Franklyn

Pact

TWICE-WEEKLY CBS SHOW

October gross revenue for the combined NBC networks totaled $3,339,739, a decrease of 9.7 per cent as
compared with October, 1936, the

NBC

largest month in
history.
Presidential campaign billings and
Ford's sponsorship of the world series
added $654,333 to NBC's coffers last
year.
With that extra revenue the
billings totaled $3,696,489.
Eliminating the political and baseball figures
from the gross receipts,
revenue
is up 9.8 per cent for the month.
In other words radio business from

NBC

regular advertising channels

Gulden's Mustard is preparing a
twice-weekly program for CBS network. Jack and Loretta Clemens,
who recently completed a series for
Kirkman's soap on the same network, have been auditioned for the
new show.

Affiliates

still

is

(Continued on Page 2)

j

ALEMITE

IS

SWITCHING

HORACE HEIDT TO NBC

rumor going
Horace Heidt and the Alemite Briaround and it's worth encouraging to
IRNA Special Advisory Committee
gadier Show over CBS will switch
the effect that a certain well-known comeCompetitor's
Station
chairman. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, of
to NBC on Dec. 28. Sponsor, Stewartdian, hoping to discourage band leaders
Warner Corp., feels that the competifrom trying to be comics, plans to take WFIL. plus attorney William Jaffe,
WNEW,
Arde
Bulova
station, has
tion they are now bucking, Burns and
stabs at conducting the orchestra on his completed the reading of the final signed Gruen Watch
Co. for six
draft of the trade agreement with
program.
weekly shots on Martin Block's Allen and Gen. Hugh Johnson, is too
the
sub-committee and the
"Make-Believe Ballroom", plus four strong.
Client will take the Tuesday, 9Some of those "Lyons Den" columns pact will now be submitted to the time signals daily.
McCann-Erick(Continued on Page 3)
written by Leonard Lyons in the New
9:30 p.m., spot on the Blue web.
son is the agency.
(Continued on Page 3)
York Post could be broadcast almost as
is, and they'd be the most humanly inSells 6-Hour
Great
Western's
Test
teresting chatter stuff on the air.
Atlanta WATL's six-hour SaturChicago Great Western Life Insurof
to Talk
day night "Dancing 'Till Dawn," ance, which started a five-a-week
A fairly general fault with guest star longest show on the airwaves, has Thesaurus
from
transcription program on
programs is that the emcee invariably
been sold to Specialty Sales Co. of WENR, may expand to six or eight
goes overboard in giving the guest a
Duke of Windsor's first radio adAtlanta (B-B headache powder). A midwestern stations if 13 week test
build-up which not only makes it tougher
dress since his abdication speech will
novel contest will be used for a is successful.
Schwimmer
&
Scott
for the star who has to live up to the
be heard over the nation-wide CBS
handling.
glowing words, but consumes a lot of direct sales check.
network on Nov. 12 at 7-7:15 p.m.
time that should be devoted to doing and
Speech will originate from WJSV.
not saying
D. C. G.
Washington, D. C.

—

is

interesting

Gruen Watch Buys Time

—

On

AFM

WATL

Show

—

—

Duke

Windsor
Washington

On CBS

—

—

Sings and Serves
Atlanta

on

— Rubye

Newman,

new

WATL

vocal-

show,
"Petree Presents," does double duty
for her sponsors. When she is not
on the air every Friday morning
promoting sales of Roy H. Petree
sea food products, Miss Newman
is serving them to her many satisfied patrons at her popular resist

the

taurants in this city.

Havana Radio Conference
May Run Beyond a Month

Sponsor's Voice

—

Louis
Sponsor's voice furnishes commercials between halves
St.

"Hollywood Screenscoops"
Title of Old Gold Show
"Hollywood Screenscoops"

will

be

—

Havana More than a month may
be required to complete the work of
the Inter-American Radio Conference,
which opened Monday in the salon

of the House of Representatives, it
the title of the twice-weekly quarwas indicated yesterday.
ter-hour program which P. Lorrilard
Countries represented at the parley
Co. (Old Gold cigarets) will start
include the U. S., Canada, Argentine.
Nov. 16 at 7:15 p.m. on CBS. ProBrazil, Mexico, Panama, Guatemala,
gram will feature George McCall as Colombia, Chile, Haiti,
Nicaragua,
gossiper.
(Continued on Page 2)

cf
football games on KMOX for
Chrysler dealers hereabouts. Each
week France Laux, KMOX sports
broadcaster who handles play-by-

play, visits a Chrysler dealer

waxes

an

interview,

which

and
is

played as commercial at the game
on the following Saturday.

—
Wednesday, November
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:

:

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

:

in

the

Development

of Outstanding U. S.
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(Offline and GOIflG

Radio Stations

Price 5 Cts.

:

WMNF—Plattsburg, N. Y.

Publisher

JOAN BLAINE

1310 Kilocycles— 250 Watts Full Time.

Editor
:
:
Business Manager

expected

is

week from New York

this

M.

BRAGG,

President

GEORGE BISSELL, Manager

BRAGG,

Treasurer

(

T

WMNF

WMNF

WMNF

Action Urged by Weed
To Avert Censorship

late

audition.

vice-president
Van
of
Chicago, and FOREST
of VCA station relations,
arrived in Cincinnati yesterday for a two-day
visit.
Petersen leaves today for Washington.
Philadelphia and New York.

JOHNSON,

E. H.

an

PETERSEN,

H.

Cronkhite Associates Inc

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
»nd Holidays at 1S01 Broadway, New York,
L. F.
N. Y. by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. fl^HREE years ago. the enterprising Bragg Brothers, who operate one of Plattsburg's
SecrUary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
larger stores, figured they might increase their own business if they had a radio
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Unfortunately, there was no station in their immediate vicinity,
Gi/ater New York, one year, $5; foreign, advertising program.
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order. but undaunted, they associated themselves with George Bissell, an experienced radio
RADIO man, and set up
to
communications
all
Address
in the Hotel Cumberland in that city.
The station was originally
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. part time, but its business and type of program improved
so much in the first 18 months
7-6338.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,
that it is now on a full schedule.
Holly
Cable address: Filmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
From a humble start,
has come along a great distance.
Twelve national
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
accounts are now on the books and the Bragg Brothers are erecting a new studio in
Entered as second class matter April 5,
So far as they themselves are concerned, the
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., anticipation of further business increases.
radio station has brought them a 35 per cent increase in business.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
At the outset,
recognized the widespread interest in the broadcast of
Northern League games, all home and road games of the Plattsburg club being aired by
Frank Bruce, formerly sports announcer for the University of Alabama. Two local bakeries alternated in the sponsorship of last year's diamond games and the response was so
favorable that there was spirited bidding for the sponsorship of the 1937 set.
Recent national accounts to find their way to
are Sunoco Oil and Standard

Chicago

in

for

MACK GOLDMAN
Friday

for

and
be gone

a

EMERSON
visiting New

week

GILL,

on

Cleveland

band

leader,

is

York.

BARRON,

BLUE

Harms Music leaves
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland,
firm business and
to ten days.
of

tour of
Cincinnati

a

Chicago
will

,

director

also

from

Cleveland,

in

is

town.

ROBERT
who

D.

HEINL,

handles promotion
Association,

facturers

Washington
for
is

the
in

radio

guest of Commander E. F. McDonald
dent of Zenith Radio Corp.

CUY
Smith
hattan

C.

&

SMITH,

French Inc.,
Europe.

writer

Radio ManuChicago,
the
Jr.,

presi-

vice-president of Brooke,
sails today on the Man-

for

HERBERT and PACE, the song and instrumental duo who are featuring their own material
in a
novelty act, have gone to Cleveland
for a two-week engagement.

WMNF

Action on the part of sponsors and
program producers to improve their
offerings from the angle of a better
public service will do much to discourage the periodical proposals in

Washington

that

the

government

Brands.

WJNO Puts Remote Line

Havana Radio Parley
May Run Beyond Month

!

In Sponsor's

Gen'l Mills Underwrites

Showroom

WMCA Six-Star Program

—

West Palm Beach, Fla. A local
Chevrolet dealer, in announcing 1938
General Mills is acting in the ca- models over WJNO, insisted on havpacity of underwriter in the continu- ing a remote line installed to his
ance of the three-hour afternoon showroom, and over a period of three
variety show on WMCA, and as ad- days a series of 50-word spot anditional participating sponsors are nouncements were made by remote
signed for the program, General Mills control from the dealer's place of
will reduce its time until it becomes business.
one of the six members of the "Six
Star Revue."
Two Spots for Gamba
Talent setup of the show now inGamba, radio and concert violinist,
cludes Mae Murray; David Burnstine,
bridge expert; Waite Hoyt, baseball was presented with two new NBC
star;
Ken Strong, former football sustaining programs on her birthday
all- American; Frankie Basch, inter- yesterday. She will be heard every
viewer; Larry Winn, Helen Young, Tuesday at 10:30-11 p.m. on the new
"Singing Songs on the
activities, creation of a Pan-American Lorraine Barnett and "Smiling" Jerry NBC-Blue
technical union for exchange of tech- Baker, vocalists; Kay and Buddy Ar- Violin," and every Sunday at 7-7:30
Leopold Spitalny's "Popular
nical radio data, the formation of
nold, song and piano team; Powell p.m. with
plans to be presented at the world
Classics."
Clark, movie chatterer; Lee Grant
radio parley to be held in Cairo next
and his orchestra, and Bob Carter,
year, and possibly the reservation
Don Kerr, Garnett Marks, Joe O'- Florida Sugar Group on
of some frequencies for television
Brien and Joe Tobin, announcers.
experiments.
Miami Florida Sugar Distributors
Lebhar and Hal Janis are the
Opening address of the conference Bert
start a new sports program on WIOD
producers
and
directors.
was delivered by President Frederico
tomorrow featuring Jack Bell, Daily
Laredo Bru, who urged united action
News sports editor.
in order to form a bloc at the Cairo
convention.
Griffin Re-Signs McKinley

should control or censor radio pro(.Continued from Page 1)
grams, according to Joseph J. Weed, Dominican Republic, Uruguay, Venepresident of Weed & Co., station zuela, Peru, Newfoundland and Cuba.
reps.
In addition, quite a few representaWeed believes the sponsor assumes tives of radio manufacturing companies, broadcasting firms and other
a certain public responsibility when
he buys air time. Though radio fans branches of radio are on hand.
Technical matters are expected to
are good sports and willing to listen
assume
greater
importance
than
to a reasonable amount of commercial
matter, Weed suggests less emphasis political subjects, according to nature
on advertising matter, and a curtail- of discussions at the opening sessions.
ment of the type of commercial plug Chief purpose of the parley is to
that is disguised as entertainment, work out uniform policies in connection with channels and the different
especially theme songs.
broadcasting requirements of the various countries, a study of amateur

NBC

Billings

In

Continue

Upward

Direction

(Continued from Page 1)

And with the
accounts signed by

on the up beat.
ber of

new

out-numbering cancellations,

num-

NBC

billings
will continue to increase over last
year. Cumulative billings on the web
for the first ten months are up 15

WIOD

—

per cent over the same period last
year with $31,630,854 being recorded.
Stokowski for Banks Program
By individual networks, the Red
Leopold Stokowski will direct the
booked $2,222,803, and the Blue $1,- Philadelphia orchestra on the NBC116,936. Red is down 8.1 per cent and
Blue network for the American
Blue is off 12.7 per cent as compared Banks on Nov. 15 and 29 and Dec.
6.
with October, 1936.
This is Stokowski's first radio appearance with the orchestra since
last spring when he conducted the

program

for

the

same

Barry

McKinley, soloist on the
"Time To Shine" program
which faded from NBC network last
Monday, was signed yesterday to
head the sponsor's new show which
returns to same network in February.
McKinley is also heard on the Chevrolet "Romantic Rhythms" program
Sundays over CBS.

Griffin

|

)

"IVheaties

llM

/

TRANSMITTER
I

INCREASED V

COVERAGE
of

Harmony"

|

BASIC RED

NETWORK

j

Sponsored by General Mills

|
|

Champions

/

OFFERS

LIFELIKE /
RECEPTION
NEW

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD

Heller to Baltimore
Jackie Heller opens Nov. 19 at the
Hippodrome Theater, Baltimore,
booked by the Herman Bernie office.

\\\l

—

sponsors.

Guest soloists for these spots will
be announced later.
Program is
heard 9-10 p.m.

NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATIO N

WMCA

j

2:30 5:30 Daily
j

(RiliiliB HI

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL
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NEW PCCeCAMS-l t)CAX

AGENCIES
NED

SMITH,

C.

MacFarland

Hays

formerly

&

Co.,

with

Chicago,

WPA

Starts Literary

Forum

Hatcher Discusses Novel
WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio, has made

Prof.

Radio Division of the WPA Federal
Theater is now preparing a series of a new addition to its growing group
literary
broadcasts in cooperation of educational broadcasts with an airap- with New York University under the ing from the classroom of Professor
Harlan Hatcher on "The Novel."
pointed advertising counselor for title "The Literary Forum." Show
will consist of round table book talk Show, which is broadcast through
Richman Brothers, clothiers. Radio with N.Y.U. professors and dramatiza- WOSU, Columbus, brings throughspots are to be used in selected cities tions of special episodes by Federal going discussion of novel-building
Theater actors.
four times weekly, amply authentiincluding Chicago.
cated.
Prof.
Hatcher has several
First shot airs Tuesday over
JOHN WEILAND has been named from 9-9:30 p.m. and will comprise novels of his own in publication,
advertising manager of the Standard discussion between Professor Homer most notable of which is "Tunnel
Oil Co. of Ohio, succeeding Archie A. Watt, chairman of the English Hill," a Pulitzer Prize winner.
has

joined

script

writing

staff

of

New York.
McCANN-ERICKSON has been

AudiVision

Inc.,

ANNOUNCING
AN UNUSUAL
NEW RADIO
SERIAL

WHN

H. Knapp, resigned.

MORRIS
Chicago,

DAVIDSON

&

landed

has

the

Department of N.Y.U.'s Washington
Square College, and Dr. Younghill
Scientific Crime Detection
agency, Kang of English department on latInterviews and narratives on noted
Rumzel ter's current best-seller, "East Goes crimes and their detection, stressing

EUGENE

W. PARSONS, formerly

advertising manager of the Chicago
Tribune, heads a newly formed advertising agency in Miami titled
Parsons, Dorr & Hume Inc.

RICHARD

N.

HEATH

Leo Burnett Co.

has joined

Kang

play leading
scientific
criminal investigation of
role in 12-minute dramatization from
Iowa State crime bureau bowed in
autobiographical book.
recently on a 15-minute weekly spot
Series will be directed by Charles over KSO, WMT,
A, Iowa. ProCrumpton, director, actor, and writer grams are conducted by Ken Brown,
of the Federal radio division, with KSO-KRNT special events chief, in
Donald Barrie in charge of produc- cooperation with W. W. Akers, Chief
tion.
of Bureau of Investigation at the
Iowa State House, where show origWest."

Cord & Wire account.

Dr.

"ONE WAY

will

KM

STREET"

agency in
inates.
Chicago as vice-president in charge
WJR Radio Soap Box
merchandising and promotion.
of
World-savers of the soap-box or
"Nehi Sports Review"
Heath has been midwestern repreWRBL, Columbus, Ga., reports fastsentative of the Ladies Home Jour- parlor-enthusiast variety are given
free rein in the new Radio Soap Box gaining popularity for fifteen-minute
nal.
program of WJR, Detroit. They are nightly "Nehi Sports Review." ProBLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT, permitted to speak their minds
on gram provides latest dope on sports,
Chicago, has landed the American anything from crime solution to the as supplied by INS wire, in
addition
Automobile Insurance account of St. world-peace problem. Duncan Moore to an interview with outstanding
the

Inc.

Louis.

in charge.

AFM

To Independent
(.Continued

Publicity Office

by Harold

McGee

Agencies are
Submitting

Folger Coffee Using

Pact

ET's on 17 Stations

Affiliates

radio in metropolitan areas.

Opens

Directed

sports personality.

REINCKE-ELLIS - YOUNGGREEN
& FINN, Chicago, appointed to handle
campaign for M. & R. Dietetic Laboratories, Inc. which plans to use

Written by Bernard Dougall

from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

independent network affiliates. It is KSAD, WMC, WNAX, WFAA, WOAI.
expected that the vast majority will Blackett - Sample - Hummert handles
accept it in its present form. It is central west for account; Raymond

Thomas M. (Tom) Kearns, former pointed out

that the IRNA had acted R. Morgan Co., San Francisco, the
publicity and advertising director for in the membership's behalf despite
west coast.
Fanchon & Marco and F. & M. Stage- the fact that certain powers were
opened
publicity
has
shows Inc.,
not vested in it.
offices in the International Building
Heavy on Remotes
is now working out the dein Radio City. Kearns is representing
tails of the contract to be signed beGlenside, Pa.— A total of 213 reindividuals and business organizatween it and the key stations of the mote programs aired over WIBG in
tions in motion pictures and radio,
October, the studio's records show.
networks.
and is also offering a complete adverBy the end of the week, it is exservice specializing in the
tising
pected that the
will have ready
amusement trades.
its
license forms for transcription

cor-

dially invited to

hear recordings
the

first

of

three epi-

sodes.

WIBG

AFM

AFM

and phonograph record companies.

Stockholm Reception Good
short wave department yes- Alemite Is Switching

NBC

received a recording from
Horace Heidt to
Stockholm which was taken off the
air from the NBC short wave station
(Continued from Page 1)
W3XAL. Signal comes in so loud
Competition here is average Vox
in Stockholm that recordings are
easily made, says the correspondent. Pop show and Al Pearce and his
Alemite has been on CBS
Portion caught included Vivian della Gang.
over two years.
Hays MacFarland
Chiesa and Roy Shields' orchestra.
& Co., Chicago, has the account.

terday

NBC
—

First in local

in

accounts

Chicago

WGES
(In the heart of Chicago)

Steel to

Comment on

WMCA

Johannes Steel, international political and business analyst, has been
signed for a 13-week commentator
series on WMCA, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:45-8 p.m.,
starting Nov. 16.

weed

e

company

30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK

CITY

HEPRESENTATIVES
NtlU YORK

•

CHICAGO

PCTftOIT-SBN rRHNClSCO

Tel.

Circle

7-5666

—

—

4
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Head

Students Quiz Promotion

An

OLGA SAMAROFF STOKOWSKI,

interview-in-reverse, in which

40 social studies students

High School
Promotion Manager Roy

on Ford Sunday Evening
Hour, Nov. 14 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

pianist,

from Boise

KIDO

quizzed

Junior

Civille,

salient facts regarding station

put

on the

•

•

•

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

drama pages

news

yesterday's newspapers headlined the

of

turn):

of

The

that Jack Pearl

an entertaining and informative
manner. Students wanted to know
all about NBC affiliation, station programs and equipment, etc. Although
questions came thick and fast, Civille
was right on deck with all the an-

would cease being a comic and engage in dramatics under the wing of
Arthur Hammerstein. Like Chaplin and other comics, it has been an obsession with Pearl to be a tragedian for the past ten years .... In expressing
joy over this fulfillment of a life's ambition. lack put it this way: "I feel
like a guy who's been on the 'make' for a girl for ten years
and finally
base!".

...

swers in the fifteen-minute broadcast.

play and part he's

to

Session, besides getting the benefit of

decided

air in

station plugging over airwaves, also

drew comment

in the

won approval

of

newspapers and
parents and school

authorities.

—

got to

who

first

remain

to

couldn't get

and ran

in the

will at least

....

Added

portray were originally ordered by Paul

minded

flicker

away

— and

be out

—

system

of his

this

that Pearl

—

this

An
to
in

for

Trash"

audience "stimulant," reported

be inspiring a

Memphis,

lot of interest lately

the "Cash-for-Trash"
promotion of WMPS. One dollar is
is

given to member of audience who has
on hand special item called for.
Initial shot, for example, requested
milk-bottle cap. And oddly enough,
a milkman in the studio presented
Folks are flocking to the station
it.
probably with their pockets bulging.

CBS
CBS

College Tieup
promotion

sales

yesterday

mailed out reprints of the front page
of "The Diamondback," the University of Maryland's student newspaper.
Reprint told of WJSV's alliance with
the university for a college course
in radio.
WJSV tied the piece up
with the "fact" that the school chose
WJSV on the same basis as WJSV's
advertisers have done in the past.

.

.

a

is

yearning

if

— who

*

.

*

*

*

the third choice

smash

in this

—

it

for the finer things in life.

— opens

.He

is

at

another nite

disillusioned about

Appearing as a
"comeback-era." Osterman received

it's

guestar a half dozen times in this last

.

was

.Jack

one "Comeback" Osterman

radio to the extent that he wonders

Muni

by Edward G. Robinson

then,

from the silver screen!.

money .... Hoping

Another Jack

thought that the

to his self-satisfaction is the

spot tomorrow "for a coupla bad-checks-run".

"Cash

all

worth while.

—
—

and public yet hasn't an air show of his own. "And
been behavin' !".... Tony Wons tells the sad story of the radio announcer who divorced his wife because she couldn't understand him!

the praise of press
I've

• • • Probably for the first time in local radio history, a singer
making her American debut on a commercial was reviewed by music
critics of a daily newspaper ... .Erna Sack, high-scalmg coloratura
soprano from Dresden State Opera, drew the praise of Pitts Sanborn,
World-Telegram critic, who reviewed the Sunday nite General
Motors Concert from Carnegie Hall, giving Erno Rapee and Joseph
Schmidt, along with Miss Sack and General Motors, a major portion

•

star

of

radio

•

now

Bess Johnson, the former "Lady Esther," and

"Hilltop House,"

actress

—$1600

is

reported getting the

top

salary

per pay-day .... Using Jimmy Fidler's

week regarding

of

the shining

a daytime

"airitorial"

of

Educational Pictures.
Miss Bruce, who is concentrating on
radio and films after having appeared
with numerous orchestras, was set
for picture deal by William Morris
office.

Broadcast

of

shorts

for

last

the snubbing of Claire Trevor

—

—

—

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.
Feb.

1938:

I,

International

International

Telecom-

munications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,
Cairo,

Egypt.

June
gress
Paris.

10-15:
of

Radio

Seventh

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

.

.

tenor,

Nov.

on Howard
(CBS, 6

5

p.m.)

EDDY DUCHIN,

on Buddy Clark
(CBS, 10 p.m.).
CHARLES COURTNEY, on Philip
Morris program, Nov. 9 (NBC-Red,
program, tomorrow

p.m.).

8

ROY SHIELD, MARLOWE and
LYON, GERTRUD WETTERGREN,
EVE CURIE

and

interviewed

by

ANDRE MAUROIS
"Magic Key

of

from Paris, on
RCA," Nov. 7 (NBC-

Blue, 2 p.m.).

GEORGE

LEDERER,

Broadway

producer,

interviewed by
Strickland, Nov. 6 (WNEW,

Glenna
11 a.m.).

"Turn Back Clock" Returns
"Turn Back the Clock," NBC sustaining with Alice Remsen, George
Griffin and Al and Lee Reiser, returns
to NBC-Blue at 10:30
as a weekly feature.

p.m.

Sunday

"Jules Verne" Starts Sunday
Federal Theater radio divi-

WPA

sion's "Jules Verne" series will start
Sunday at 5-5:30 p.m. over the

and the

WLW

WHN

Line.

of 1938".

and mag

.

.

Sam Geison

takes over Jerry Mason's duties handling

publicity at the Fizdale firm.

• • • Good news via CBS is that Barry Wood will be given
an evening spot on the net beginning Tuesday with a band and
.Barry, you'll
increased to two or three shots after the first crack.
recall, is the chap who succeeded Jerry Cooper on the Drene show
Speakwhen the latter went to the coast for "Hollywood Hotel".
ing of Cooper, it's disgusting and distressing the way "certain"
people return from the west with the sensational news that Jerry's
"gone Hollywood" and "can't get a hat to fit him" ... .This can't be
true of the fellow! He personally answers every letter addressed
and from "I-knew-you-when" guys. Jerry might have been
to him
busy else the "people" weren't important enough for him to waste
breath on with interviews. .. .Some day we're going to hear about a
"regular guy" and we'll faint!

rolet

.

.

—
—

—

.

Roxy

recordings.

Cutting Disks for Latins
Decca Records is cutting a new
Transcription
series
for
of
one
Sterling Products Inc., subsidiaries
for use in South American countries.
Time will be bought through local
distributors in each locality.

WFBM,

Indianapolis

Fred

Winter joined the
married ranks by tieing up with
Alyce Arnold, actress and singer.
Lillian Burkle is in New York on
vacation and gathering fashion ideas.
Spieler

FCC ACTIVITIES

—

.

for

Walter Cassel, NBC baritone, has
been booked to head the stage bill
at the Roxy Theater starting Nov. 19.
Cassel also is slated for some Chev-

.

—

trade

COMING EVENTS

program,

Walter Cassel
•

—

Films
Carol Bruce, who has been heard
for the past sixteen weeks broadcasting from the Mt. Royal, Montreal,
was yesterday signed to do a series
for

JOHN FEENEY,
Barlow

of his pillar.

by her studio in preference to younger and less talented people should be a good theme for a
Take the
pillar here or elsewhere .... Wonder how talent is recognized?
case of Dudley Wilkinson, who for nine years coached, played the piano,
wrote musical shows, etc., for the late Nora Bayes then for Irene Bordoni
when she v/as tops and for the past four years been constantly at the
His arrangements of "Organ, Monkey and Me,"
side of Estelle Taylor.
"Dreams For Sale" with unique interpolations, are some of the finest in
these parts yet, the snobs around, don't know what it's all about.
Speaking of music and going into the pop vein, "That Old Feeling"
though not heading the plug-list now, is still the country's No. 1 torch tune
with "Once In A While" by Tommy Dorsey and Buddy Green, slated to
replace it later. ... Comedian Bob Hope will sing and dance in the "Big

Carol Bruce

1937

3,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Garden Island Publishing Co., Ltd., Lihue,
Hawaii. CP for new station. 1500 kc, 100
250 watts LS., unlimited.
Juan Piza, San Juan, P. R. CP for new
experimental station. 4797.5, 6425, 8655 kc,
watts,

100 watts, unlimited.

WGAR

Cuyahoga
Broadcasting
Co.,
Heights, Ohio.
CP for new relay station.
1622, 2058, 2150, 2790 kc, 100 watts.
W. A. Barnette, Greenwood, S. C. CP
for new station. 610 kc, 250 watts, daytime.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Centennial Broadcasting Corp., Dallas, Tex.
1500 kc, 100 watts,
for new station.

CP

daytime, be granted.

Wednesday. November
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^ Programs That Have Made

£os Anodes

NEW BUSINESS

History

Signed by Stations

"THE GOLDBERGS"
WMAQ-WENR,

TN LINE with the announced policy
A of giving new contract players an VTOVEMBER
opportunity for a build-up via the

M-G-M

has placed several
of 1938,"
of its younger players under the
tutelage of Arthur Rosenstein and
Earl Brent, studio voice coaches, to
be schooled in diction and microJaynes,
Betty
technique.
phone
Stanley Morner and Suzanne Larson
are receiving coaching now. Ilona
Massey, foreign import, will be introduced to the air audience on the
premiere, Nov. 4, and Miliza Korjus
and Val Rosing, also importations,
are set for the second of the series.

marks

the

anniversary of Gertrude
in broadcasting and
the eighth birthday of her famous
radio serial, "The Goldbergs." In all
that time, Authoress Berg was off the
air for a total of only 13 months,
during which time she spent four
eighth

Metro-Maxwell House "Good News Berg's

career

months

in

Chicago: E. Fougera &
(Vapex), announcements, through Small

Co.

1937,

13,

making

a

series

of

per-

sonal appearances with her famous
family, and about seven months in
Hollywood where she wrote original
stories for films. Only one month in
eight years was spent in vacationing

ducer-actress of "The Goldbergs" & Seiffer.
has reached a position among the
WMAQ, Chicago: Pinoleum Co., announceIn
highest paid writers on radio.
addition she has gained the respect ments, through Pedlar & Ryan, Inc.; Union
Pacific Railroad, ETs.
of authors, actors and producers in
every branch of the entertainment
WNEW: Lightning Electric Company of
field and rates as one of the biggest Newark, news strip.
most
important
personalities
in
and
the broadcasting business.
WHN: Nestle's Milk Products, Inc., "The

Mad

Among the many interesting bits
of information anent her eight years
on the air are the facts that she was
the first to introduce stage actors
to radio work, hers was the first
serial to go off the air for almost
a year at one time and then return
as strong as ever, and she invented
many of the sound effects used in

Hatterfields,"

via

WLW

line,

through

Lord & Thomas.

WMCA:
clothing),

(men's
Hilton Company,
Inc.
"The Quizmaster," through Bach-

enheimer, Dundes & Frank; Oregon-Washington-California Pear Bureau, "Anice Ives,"
through the Izzard Co.; Schattner's Physical
Culture Shoe Shop, "Anice Ives"; Madison
Personal Loan,
"Nat Brusiloff Presents",
"Don Kerr Says", "Bar O' Ranch", through
Klinger Advertising Corp.

from her strenuous duties.
To Gertrude Berg goes credit for
introducing unseen drama to the dramatic broadcasts today. In eight
radio.
To her also goes the credit years Miss Berg has written 2,000
originating the family script scripts with an average of 1,500 words
for
Louise Kolitsch in Seattle
serial which deals with every day per script which makes a total of
All of these were
life and problems of your next door 3,000,000 words.
Louise Kolitsch, former
Seattle
neighbor. Known today as the un- written in longhand by the authoress
of KINY, Juneau, Alaska,
KFWB "Let's Go Hollywood" last disputed dean of radio script writers, and transposed on a typewriter by director
is now directing the radio departFriday night.
Miss Berg contributed much towards her husband, Lewis Berg, a chemical ment of the new Associated Talent
radio
dramatic
engineer,
development
of
the
only
person
the
who
can
utilizes
coach,
Alex Cherrier, vocal
Studios at 1530 Queen Ave. here.
one of the new type Universal pro- technique as it is currently practiced. read her writing. With the exception
preof
Everett
coming
radio
with
no
Sloane
Since
to
who
plays
the
role
fessional recording machines to wax
vocal lessons and piano scales and vious experience or training eight of Sammy and has been with her
New Seattle Firm
accompaniment for prescribed exer- years ago, Miss Berg's faith in her only for 6V2 years, the rest of the
Seattle—A. G. Taft, Louis Wasmer
cises for several of his out-of-town idea for radio drama has been many cast remains exactly as it was when
pupils who live in isolated sections times vindicated. Starting out as a she began. James R. Waters as Jake, and Carl Haymond, well known in
sustaining feature for which she was Roslyn Silber as Rosie and the au- local broadcasting, have organized
sans piano.

With anyone "in pictures," or in
headlines for a day, or great or neargreat in any field rating spots as
"interviewees" on 1001 programs, it
remained for the original Owen
Crump to dig up an anonymous
professional cobweb-maker for his

Tom Hanlon has teamed with Ken
Frogley in presenting "Man to Man
Sports" over CBS Pacific Coast net
each Tuesday. Hanlon is a one-time
Frogley is
Missouri pigskin star.
sports editor of the Illustrated Daily

|

—

paid $50 weekly, the authoress-pro- thoress, herself as Molly.

NOV PATENTS
Television
Iladio

and

Compiled by

News.

John

Bert Fiske, KFWB pianist-maestro,
has a new series titled "Piano Paintings" on KFWB on Tuesdays and

Thursdays

B.

RADIO DAILY SALUTES

Brady. Attorney

Washington. D. C.

—

2.097.306
Discharge Tube with Beam Forming
Horst Rothe, Werner Kleen, and Walter
Graff under. Berlin, Germany, assignors to Telefunken Cesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie

at 2:45 p.m.

V-attnotwc's- View

Grids.

WGAR,
John
birthday
a trip to

and a

of

g.m.,

a

He also made
New York for new business
confab.

Koch,
a

new

Taylor

Co.

—

2,097,330 Automatic
Station
Selector
and
Frederick
Device.
W. Kiens, West
Brighton, N. Y.
2,097,334
Control Circuits for Cathode Ray
Devices.
Michael Bowman-Manifold, Heathcof,
England, assignor to Electric & Musical Indus-

son,

the

is

tagged

Karl

tries,

Ltd.

is

featured

in

a

sponsored by

WATR,

By Adelaide Marstone and directed by Carlo De Angelo

Norfolk

Leisy

60 service stations on Virginia's eastSmith ern shore.
& Ross agency placed the account.
Irene Lucas of sales staff is now
Walberg Brown, musical director, Mrs. John Flemming.
John New, sales manager, is back
has resigned from his seven-year
from a business trip to North Carojob with the Cleveland Symphony to

musicales,

etc.

Starring

BESS JOHNSON

— Image

Robert
Suppression Circuit.
B. Albright, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Philco
Radio & Television Corp.
2,097,359

Brewing
Lee Chadwick has been signed for
Program embraces news with a year to write, produce and anCo.
nounce the Watson-Texaco Revue for
strictly local twist, also reviews of
plays,

HILLTOP HOUSE

II

Tuning

new thrice-weekly "Roving Reporter"
series

II

Seual Duuna

—

musician,

Konrad Koch.
Graves

m.b.H.
2.097.307
Apparatus and Method for Introducing Material into Electrical Discharge Devices.
William A. Ruggles, assignor to General Electric

—

celebrated

week.

last

CBS

Joseph
father

Patt,

F.

Cleveland

Pacific Broadcasting Co.

RADIO DAILY

says.

"HILLTOP HOUSE," presented by

Fuller,

lina agencies.
the staff of the Cleveland InJohn Carl Morgan spieled for both
stitute of Music as head of the violin

Benton & Bowles,

orphanage
episode

is

a warm, human

locale, well written

aroused

immediate

interest serial with

and

interest

acted.

Opening

and suspense.

join

dept.

WTAR

and

WGH, Newport

News,

in

the Navy Day program,
Sammy Kaye, booked into the which was largely rained out.
Hotel Statler's new half -million-dolOpening of the new home of Norlar Terrace Dining Room and Lounge folk Newspapers, owners of this staBar, will be aired nationally over tion, will be aired by John Carl
CBS via WGAR.
Morgan and Lee Chadwick.

covering

"Hilltop
offices of

House"

is

presented by Benton & Bowles, through the

Edward Wolf, Wolf Associates

—RKO Bldg. — Radio City

Wednesday. November

RADIO DAILY:
"BRAVE NEW WORLD"
W ABC-CBS, Mondays, 10:30-11 p.m.

Th ere

700

LATIN AMERICAN DRAMATIZATIONS
UNDER DIRECTION OF IRVING REIS
GET OFF TO A BRILLIANT START.

are

-

Stations

3,000 Sponsors
1,500 Advertising Agents

200 Program Makers

In cooperation with the United
States Office of Education CBS is
airing a series of programs signed
for South American listeners.
First chapter dealt with the lives
of the explorers Columbus. Cortez,
Balboa, and Pizzaro.
Portion of
program dramatized the death of Co-

lumbus who during his last days had
received word that greed for gold
had led to bloodshed among his
followers whom he had left on the
island of Santo Domingo.
Program also told how Cortez, Balboa and Pizzaro started out on their
own explorations. Program directed
by Irving Reis.

NBC Symphony

Orchestra

Artur Rodzinski conducted a dress

5,000 Artists
an d

ONE

.

.

rendition of "Liebestraum." Featured
number by the orchestra was the
last song written by George Gershwin
before he died.
Program is one of
the old standbys in broadcasting, and
the excellent musical arrangements,
plus noticeable lack of commercial
copy, make it one of the best classical
programs on the air.

Grape Nuts Program
Al Jolson, partly assisted by Ruby
Keeler, filling in on the Grape Nuts

program over NBC-Red
night,

the

week

last

Monday

the Burns
and Allen vacation, delivered 100
per cent. He had a better script than
he usually has on his own program,
and he showed that he can do full
justice to material when he's got it.
final

Whole show was
with

of

a very

merry

affair,

cooperation from Tony Martin and Ray Noble, as well as Announcer John Conte.
fine

Jimmy
Due

Blair

to

moment because Carmen was suffering from a cold. Guy had heard him
sing

some weeks ago and thought
fill the spot.
Guy was right.

he could

Briefly
The "Election Eve" program

aired

midnight over WEAF, with
were talent including Al Roth and other

Radio Daily

.
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an eleventh hour emerrehearsal of the new NBC Symphony gency, Jimmy
Blair was heard with
orchestra yesterday afternoon over the Guy
Lombardo band last Sunday
the Blue network. Program was aired
on CBS.
Blair sang "This Never
from studio 8H which was filled with Happened to You," and did a grand
music critics, patrons of music and job of the number.
celebrities from the music field inBlair was called in at the last
cluding Arturo Toscanini's daughter.

Program, one hour in length, was
composed of two numbers, "Oberon"
overture by von Weber and "Ein
Heldenleben,"
tone
poem, by
a
Richard Strauss. The latter took 47
minutes to play.
One hundred and four of the best
musicians available were used for

only

3.

and they meet

at 11-12

All the critics
the broadcast.
very enthusiastic over the program regular NBC help, was a highly enand as one music authority told it to tertaining concoction, well conceived
David Sarnoff, RCA president, NBC and well executed. In music and
has the "cream" of the musicians in humorous chatter, it presented little
scenes of old New York under varithis new orchestra.
Arturo Toscanini will lead this or- ous preceding mayors.
chestra for a series of 10 concerts
beginning Dec. 25.
George Bernard Shaw, speaking

from London
NBC-Blue at

via short wave over
4:20-4:30 p.m. yesterday in the first of NBC's "As I See

Firestone Concert

Richard Crooks returned to the air
night after an extended It" series, gave a very impressive
absence to take over soloist role on talk against war. Though he didn't
the Firestone Concert, and did an sound like the sparkling Shaw of his
Aided by Alfred younger years, the noted playwright
excellent
job.
Wallenstein's orchestra and the Fire- and social writer gave an engrossing
stone Choral group, Crooks did plenty and illuminating talk on the folly of
singing,
of
the high spot being warfare.

Monday

every day

in
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WJBY, Gadsden,

WOKO, Albany

Ala.

Allen Brown, formerly doing anRoyden N. (Doc) Rand, announcer
nouncing and sales work combined, and ballcaster, is back on the job
has deserted the mike for sales exafter a seven -week illness during
clusively.

Vernon Story, engineer, back from which

to

Work" is a new MonEd Mullinax keeping plenty busy; day series, with Chief Inspector A. B.
besides
an announcing shift, he
Moore of the State Troopers' Bureau

talk

handles

WJBY
with

thi ngs

his son, Grenfell, substituted.

"State Police

vacation.

over.

all
is

station

sportscasts.

doing a weekly hook-up featured.

WSGN, Birmingham,

ball chatter
of Alabama

Gadsden

to air foot-

by Coach Frank Thomas
Crimson Tide.
High School is being

Set for Musical

Jack and Loretta Clemens, singing-

equipped with its own broadcasting patter team are set for a three-reel
studio and soon students will air
programs over WJBY direct from musical to be made at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio next month.
school.
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RADIO PEPJCNALITIE/
Who

MUSIC
PETER VAN

STEEDEN,

One

•

of a Series of Who's

in the

GEORGE
was born

W. SMITH, managing

musical

firm of B.

W.

Hicks

Inc.

grams

An

early advocate
good-will

Agency was running musical

development

the

songs

by Chick Webb. The Webb
ork opens at the RKO Theater, Boston, tomorrow.
Then goes to Chicago and Cleveland.
ivritten

of

Ernie Hoist has started rehearsing
an augmented orchestra for his return to the air in January.

serial

"his baby,"

to

one

stories

commercial

a

of

WWVA.

What he has done with WWVA in the
He built it from a comparatively unknown

last

six

years

is

radio history.

station of purely local character

the foremost 5,000-watt clear-channel stations of the nation.
of the first station operators in the country to realize

of

was one

was

continue to be successful would have to be
it
was with that point in mind that
has assumed the leadership in promoting an extremely friendly relationship
that

any

built

on listener goodwill and

station that

to

NEIL SCHAFFNER,

George M. Clare, formerly
of audience mail dept. at

November

3

Ed Smalle

Toby

chief

WBBM,

been transferred

has
production dept.

to

to supervise transcription broadcasts.

Clark Dennis and Harry Kogen
have had their tune, "Dreams for
Sale," published.

Walter Blaufuss, NBC ork leader,
has just received a picture of him-

and Eddie Cantor from Eddie
taken a dozen years ago at Marseilles.
France.
self

Eddie and Fannie Cavanaugh are
interviewing Lillian Gordoni, Chicago talent developer, on her experiences on
next Thursday.

WBBM

George Hessberger's ensemble, formerly with NBC, now playing at
Alpine Room of Lincoln Turner Hall.

well this has been accomplished can be seen by the attendance
at the
Harvest Home Festival on Oct. 16, when 7,077 loyal listeners
of the tri-state district of Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia, turned
out to see the
entertainers in their weekly Jamboree shows.

Bonnie Larkin of NBC personnel
and John F. Poge were married Saturday at St. Ignatius church. Jack

between the
Just

listener

and

station.

how

WWVA

Baker,

NBC

tenor, did the soloing at

the ceremony.

Betty Olson of the Escorts and
Betty is in St. Lukes' Hospital, recovering
from an appendectomy.
Clarence Hansem, Floyd Holm, Cliff
combine all the talents of a comedian, Peterson and Doug Craig, the Escorts,
master of ceremonies, stooge and will carry on.
sometimes
commercial
announcer.
The Continentals, Carnation ConThis is all very well, I think, so long tented hour quartet, are
filling conas the excellence of the musician- cert engagements Tuesdays
through
ship is maintained, but there is Fridays (broadcasts
are

on Mondays)
danger that the quality of the or- with Stanley North as tour
manager.
chestra may be subordinated to the
Virginia Clark and Olan Soule
in addition to knowing music, be personality of the bandsman."
have been added to the cast of F. & F.
able to handle dialog, flip gags and
Cough Drops show. "Jenny Peabody."
night at 9 program over

WLW

WHN

and

line.

JACK PEARL: "One

assets a comedian can
air is a dialect. Since
to the ear only, the

of

the best

have for the
radio caters
voice must

create and picture everything for
the audience. Like changing scenery
on the stage relieves the monotony
for the eye, so does a different voice
relieve it for the ear.
A Dutch,
French, Italian or Greek accent is
very welcome to a listener who has
heard the same kind of voice all day.
Look at the popularity of such comedians as Parkyakarkus, Teddy Berg-

OKLAHOMA
Tom McNamara
new

with

tirely

true

Eddy

Duc/iii),

orchestras of
Mickey Alpert, Lou
the

Breese, Al Donohue, Ruby Newman,
Joe Rines and Billy's own Boston
society orcheslru holding stray hi this

clubs and cafes, with
all of them broadcasting two to five
times weekly from all the local stacity's

tions.

gayest

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER
*149°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135

VV.

19th

St.

.

New

.

York

-

N. Y.

is

CITY

featured

in

a

program on KTOK.
Blatt, WKY promotion de-

football

John

addressed a Chamber of
Commerce advertising conference at
Woodward the other day.
"Mom" Gabert, former restaurant
owner, is now doing a daily homepartment,

KTOK.

makers' broadcast over

man, Molasses 'n' January, Amos 'n'
Andy, and Lou Holtz and his LaPidus
cian' society.
stories. All these people have something that radio needs to keep its
Boston has taken New York by unseen audience amused and also
storm, says Billy Swanson. Musical- offer them something different."
ly speaking, at any rate, this is en-

Gus Haenschen
Morgan L. Eastman
Bub Pickard

is

Don Koehler, local free lance radio
actor, has leading role in "The Straw"
at the Blackstone Theater.

Charles Boyer, swing vocalist who
Ray Block, CBS maestro and voice
was for two years at the Steel Pier, coach, who has developed such radio
Atlantic City, has joined Jack Wright warblers as Del Casino, Benay Venand his orchestra at Nick Toce's Vil- uta, Jerry Cooper, and Margaret Mclage Brewery Cafe in New York.
Crae, has undertaken to coach Nan
Wynn and Joyce Howard, recently
John Kelvin, lyric tenor, will ap- signed by Columbia Artists.
pear as featured soloist with Don
Albert's orchestra on his Sunday
Maestro Joe Rines entertains studio
audiences at his Sunday "Time of
Your Life" broadcast with magic
tricks. Rines is a member of a magi-

Greetings from Radio Daily

who

on the WLS "National Barn
Dance," rounded out his tenth year
in radio last week by making two
commercial movies.

WWVA

WWVA
Hugo Mariani has been signed by
Radio Orchestra Corp. for radio and
other engagements. Same office has
booked Paul Tremaine and his Band
to play the Syracuse University Military Ball on Nov. 26, and Paul Specht
D'ARTEGA: "The versatility refor the Shriners' Thanksgiving Ball
quired of a bandsman nowadays
in Altoona, Pa., Nov. 25.
becomes more and more alarming.
Beginning with the Jack Benny
Shep Fields' orchestra bookings program, and stemming indirectly
take him to Indianapolis today (Nov.
from the Rubinoff-Cantor tete-a-tetes
3); Terre Haute, tomorrow; Jackson,
in which someone stooged for RubTenn., Friday; and Dallas, Texas,
inoff, orchestra leaders today must,
Saturday.

and

pro-

WWVA

of

station

Smith

future

Va..

nature with excellent results for the advertiser.
In 1930 the Ryan-Storer interests, who then
owned WSPD in Toledo, purchased WWVA.
Recognizing Smith's knowledge of radio problems and ability as an advertising man, the
new owners placed him in complete charge
of the station. The added duties as managing
director of
forced Smith to turn over
his advertising agency to his assistant and
devote all of his time, day and night, to

cluded brasses in favor of strings in
the new band.

to

W.

WWVA

Anthony Candelori, new bandmaster at WFIL, Philadelphia, has ex-

Famous Music Corp. has obtained

Wheeling,

His infinite energy couplsd with ability to develop
new ideas soon placed him in great demand
among large Wheeling advertisers.
Smith was the first Wheeling advertising
man to recognize the value of radio and long
was carrying any regular
before
advertising accounts, the George W. Smith

Advertising

Art Kassel and his Kassels-in-theAir band from Chicago have succeeded Milton Kellum's crew at the
Arcadia
restaurant,
Philadelphia,
while Joe Frasetto and Jack Lewis
lead the two new bands at the Cafe
Marguery of the Hotel Adelphia, all
remoting over WIP.

WWVA,

director of

and spent his boyhood in close proximity to this
Ohio town. He moved to Wheeling in 1923 and joined the advertising
in Toledo,

cast Nov. 10.

rights

*

Industry

GEORGE W. SMITH

director of "Town Hall Tonight,"
will get his first look at the west
went he goes to join Fred Allen in
Hollywood upon the comedian resuming as head man of the program
on Nov. 17 at 9 p.m. over NBC-Red.
Van Steeden leaves for the coast
after Walter O'Keefe's final broad-

publishing

7
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UNIVERSAL
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MICROPHONES
An

all-purpose microphrn?
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without plug
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use.

by

voltage.

No
heat

hiss.

or

feedback.
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polar-

and
Not affected
Plug

in

moisture.

No
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guaranteed.
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Warren Lane. Inglewood.

Calif..
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—
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radio premiere of Oscar coast recently to join Conquest AlWilde's "The Duchess of Padua" liance Co., New York, as chief of
will be presented by the Radio Divi- its new domestic program departsion of the
Federal Theater ment.
over
on Nov. 9 at 9-10 p.m.
Les McCabe, program director at
Cast will include William Hallman,
promo- Jane Kim, Owen Coll, Harry Forbes, KGVO, Missoula, Mont., is back at
Howard Peterson,
tion manager, is recovering follow- Philip White, Victor Albini and John his desk after a siege of the flu.
Junior.
ing an appendicitis operation.
Barry Alexander and Kenneth
Dr. Harry B. Fenner, father of
Betty Shilton, formerly heard at Cooke are new members of the sales
Bernard A. Fenner, script writer for
the organ over KOMO, Seattle, is now department at WATL, Atlanta. The
WAAW, died recently.
Michael Magaeth (Mike Reed) has at the Redondo Beach roller rink commercial staff now consists of 10,
according to Station Manager Maujoined KOIL. He was formerly with organ.

A

15-minute program, "Eddie Pix,
the Movie Man," a stage and screen
chatter column by Eddie Forrester,
Omaha theater manager, weekly
over WOW, has been very successful.

WQXR

WPA

WOW

KID. Idaho

Falls,

and KSEI, Poca-

Idaho, and replaces Wade Patwho goes to Sheboygan, Wis.
tello,

terson, announcer,

WJBK, Detroit
Bob McLean, sportscaster, is being
sponsored by Mazer Cigar Co. twice
weekly.

Frank Perkins, copy

chief, has writfeature called "The Cynic,"
in which he plays the title role.
Al Nagler, who has had a busy
sportscasting season so far, what with
baseball and football, also has hockey
in prospect if the proper sponsors for
the Red Wings' 48 games come forth.
Rounding up all of the available
WJBK talent, Charlie Sterritt is to
emcee a new one-hour Saturday night
show titled "WJBK Charivari."
Paul Frinke, chief engineer and
critic of the staff announcers, took
a fling at announcing the other day,
and now he doesn't think it's such a

ten a

new

pipe.

KFRU,

1937

PHILADELPHIA

William O. "Bill" Wisemen, former
radio editor and later promotion

manager of the Omaha Bee-News
(now closed) has joined WOW.
Belle West, former Bee-News staff
member, is doing a daily shopping
column over KOIL.

3.

rice

Coleman.

Esther Goff replaces Doris Havens
at the console of the Ben Alley
nightly broadcasts over WCAU. Miss
Havens, injured in an auto accident,
is not due back for some months.
Sam Serota is now directing the

Dorothy Dix shows on WHAT.
"Melody Arcade" is a new program
on KYW, featuring Norman Sickle,
Edith Rodaye, Jane Kent, Bonnie
Stewart and Rodger Williams.
WDAS has as news commentator.
Charles H. Ingersoll of dollar watch
fame.

Allan Scott, WFIL's ace commentahas added lecturing to his already filled list of activities.
tor,

Paul Frailey is now writing and
producing "Dramas of Science" at

WCAU.

KFVS, Cape Girardeau,

Mo., broadOscar
Goren,
announcer
over
W. A. Wilson, general manager of
the recent proceedings of the
Seven State Democratic Rally and WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.-Va., will handle WPEN, celebrates his seventh anniversary on the air.
relayed the program to WPAD, Pa- the remote broadcasts of the dedicaKerby Cushing, Byron Samm and
tion of the McKellar Field Airport
ducah, Ky.
Ted Sloan of
have left for Deon Friday.
troit to handle a sports broadcast.
"Fathers of the Funnies," the carVan Wallen of WDAS's Wallen
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Mason, known
toonists' round table on WINS, has
Thursday to for their stage presentations, will be Players has published a text on Radio
been shifted
from
featured in a new half-hour program Technique.
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m.
George Lewis,
technical suof
Hebrew music and dramatic
Vi Mele, the pianist-songstress, is sketches in Yiddish starting Sunday pervisor, has a baby daughter.
Bill Dyer,
sports commenmaking a series of electrical trans- over WATL, Atlanta. It will be the
criptions.
She is currently being only program of its kind in the city. tator, will continue his talks during
the fall and winter.
featured in the Terrace Room of the
Ronald Dawson, director of drama
Dixie Lee inaugurates a new series
Hotel New Yorker, and will soon
at WOL, Washington, has discovered over KYW, devoted to the interests
guest-star on the CBS Swing Sesa system for selling radio material. of girls in their teens.
sion.
He sends it to the New York syndiDon Martin, former WIP announccate for which he writes, and the er, has finally settled at WFIL.
Carol Bruce, young singer who re- syndicate's plugging results in sales
will
hold auditions for
cently returned from a 16-week run to local stations who wouldn't buy
Major Bowes program.
at the Hotel Mt. Royal, Montreal, the material from the author direct
Dave Tyson, WFIL announcer, has
will do a series of movie shorts for because it didn't have a "New York"
been named night supervisor by DonEducational Pictures.
or "Hollywood" tag on it.
ald Withycomb g.m.
The Singing Parson is back over
Scripts of "The Plainsmen," juveAllen Prescott finishes the last of
after a short vacation.
being
waxed
in
Holnile series now
his W. T. Grant transcriptions this
lywood by R. U. Mcintosh & Associ- week and will be featured on a new
Fort Worth
ates, were written by Allan M. Wil- program should his present sponsors
son whose grandfather "rode the fail to exercise the option for reA new 30-minute Friday nieht
The series series of mystery dramas under the
plains" with Buffalo Bill Cody, chief newal they now hold.
character of the story. Direction is just ending consisted of 39 talks on general title of "Black Night," feabeing handled by Van C. Newkirk, various subjects treated in Prescott's turing Edgar Allen Poe's works, will
Don Lee network special events man, caustically humorous and satirical start this week. Cast is composed
of
Players, headed by Nelson
Wilson left the manner.
at Recordings, Inc.
Olmstead, announcer and dramatist;
cast

KYW

WCAU

WCAU

WCAU

WCAU

Columbia, Mo.

Program Director George Guyan
again holding sessions of the night
class for newscasters from the University of Missouri school of jouris

nalism.
of
Vera Sutton, NBC "Magic
Speech" instructor, was guest producer of a half-hour historical sketch
here last week.
A string quartet under the joint
leadership of James Adair and Basil

WBAP,

WBAP

WBAL,

Baltimore

KWK,

St. Louis

Harry Hoxworth, Johnny Sullivan,
and music by Gene Baugh's orches-

Broadcast schedule has been inJohn O'Hara and Ray Schmidt are tra.
Gauntlett will furnish Sunday dinHerman Waldman's orchestra is
creased to 19 hours daily and 17 on getting ready to air the hockey seaner music for a half-hour each Sunremoting twice daily from the BlackSundays, with station remaining syn- son, starting Nov. 7.
day starting Nov. 7.
stone Hotel's Venetian Ballroom.
chronized with WJZ daily until 1
Coyita Bunch and Allan Dale, who
Lloyd Snyder's orchestra is airing
a.m. instead of signing off at midformerly sang together, are now from the Ringside Club.
night.
different programs.
heard
on
two
Edna Mason has succeeded Dorothy Schmitt in the publicity dept.
Bill Edmonds is the newest addiGustav Klemm, program director, tion to the announcing staff.
and Broughton Tall, continuity chief,
Kenneth Adam, British broadhave turned out a new song. "A
"BIG BROTHER"
caster, was a visitor here last week
Levee Lullaby."
BOB
and gave an inside glimpse of methods over there.
"The most difficult subject beMerced, Col.
comes simple to most children once
Charlie Foil, production head, takes
it
has been dramatized over the
unto himself a wife on Thanksgiving.
St. Louis
radio and presented as entertainHermon Stanion from San Francisment. The child mind instinctively
Robert (Chauncey) Parsons, CBS
co recently joined the announcing
responds to the colorful and specand NBC tenor, has joined the talent
staff.
Perhaps during the years
tacular.
Remote studios at Turlock, a city staff and is featured on "Evening
to come we shall find radio bearHyde Park
The five Patt brothers of radio
of 6,000 located 28 miles north, were Serenade," sponsored by
ing the burden of formal instruction
John, Bob, Jim, Ralph and Fred
inaugurated last week. Many local Breweries.
dressed in the garb of entertainall are members of the Beta Theta
Alice Weaver, soprano, formerly
programs will originate there, and
ment."
Pi fraternity.
with Fanchon & Marco, is another
if the move is successful it is planned
new talent addition.
to establish other remote studios.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
EMERY

KYOS,

KMOX,

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

89

CBS

YORK.

N. Y..

of

Commercial Radio and Television

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Ten Months of 1937 Top
Entire Year of 1936 October Intake
Passes NBC- Red Monthly Figure

Billings for First

CC Delays Ruling

I

—

Washington After four days of
hearing, the FCC has taken under
-Tlvis^ment the matter of whether

SUPPLYING AIR SCRIPTS

the allocation of the proposed government short wave station should
be given to commercial or noncrmmercial interests.
Both World
Wide Broadcasting Co. (W1XAL).

RADIO DAILY
Warner Bros.-First

West Coast Bureau.

Angeles

—

National, effective immediately, will
discontinue supplying radio script
versions of its films to small radio
stations. The move is predicated on
the finding that these broadcasts,
many of which have been inexpertly
presented owing to circumstances beyond the control of the stations involved, are proving detrimental to

Beemer Agency Expands;

non-commercial.
and NBC are
Each is
seeking the frequencies.
new short-waving non-commercial
programs on other frequencies.

King Bard Joins

— Brace

Beemer

U. S.

Staff

WILL CARRY DUKE'S TALK

RUBBER CO. SHOW

STARTS

IN JAN.

TO 400 STATIONS

MORE

(Continued on Page 5)

ON CBS

Arrangements yesterday were being completed whereby over 400 stations in the U. S. would carry the
radio address of the Duke of Windsor Nov. 12 at 7-7:15 p.m. Combined
facilities of the three big networks
plus numerous independent stations
have already been set, while plans
to
give world-wide coverage via
short wave transmission are being

Radio
United
Advertising Agency, of which Brace
States
Rubber,
through
Beemer is president, yesterday opened Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York,
new and larger offices in the Macca- has signed with CBS for the Wednes- completed.
Detroit

bees Building.
In line with

Inc.,

day, 9:30-10 p.m., spot for a
its

show

to

general expansion start some time in January. Sponsor has not used a national network
3)

(Continued on Page

in

Renewing "Mystery Chef"
On NBC-Red for 6 Months
Contract, renewing the "Mystery
Chef" for another 26-week run on
the NBC-Red network, will be signed
Highly successful prothis week.
gram is sponsored by 150 gas companies across the country and is
heard Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:45

some

Oleo on

carry

Short wave stations to
speech set to date include:

W2XE. W3XAL, W2XAF, W2XAD,
W8XK. W8XKA and W1XK. Facili(Continued on Page 3)

vears.

Show
Add Stations

Butternut Coffee

Plans

to

Hamlin's Wizard Oil

Going on

—

,

KWTO.

(Continued on Page 3)

10 Stations

— Kraft-Phenix

Olson Rugs Programs

cago,

WIBW.
Vanderbie

added.
is

Others may be
& Rubens, Chi-

in

—

on

—

WEAF

;

WNEW

WSGN

and WSMB. Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, handling.

Itaclio Speed
N. Y.— Broadcasting

of

by WIBX here

es-

election results

tablished something in the

way

of

a record.
didn't

Mayor Vincent Corrou
know of his re-election until

after

the

Even

station

had

aired

the

news.
Airing of the election returns was
sponsored by the Utica Mutual Insurance Co.

billings
for
the first ten
this year totaled $23,339,is $170,000 more than was
billed during all of 1936.
On a per-

centage

basis, the cumulative billings for the ten months are 27.5 per
cent ahead of the same period last
year.
October receipts were $2,564,259,
down 6.9 per cent, despite the fact
that it was the second largest month
in CBS history.
October, 1936, was
the all-time-high month for CBS but
it included the monies from the presidential campaign and the world ser(Continued on Page 3)

CBS 9 -MONTH PROFIT

20%

OVER LAST YEAR

of CBS for the nine
Oct. 2 was $3,053,416.63,
an increase of 20 per cent over the
$2,451,740.02 reported in the corresponding period last year.
Net is
equal to $1.79 a share, against $1.44
last year on the basis of shares under present capitalization.
Board of directors yesterday de(Continued on Paqe 2)

Net

profit

Johnson Wax Planning
Afternoon Script Show
Chicago

—S.

C.

Johnson

Wax

Co.,

Racine, Wis., which has Fibber McGee
on NBC, is looking for time on three
chains for a new daytime script show
to plug floor wax. Fibber and Molly
(Continued on Paqe 5)

and Publishers

Song
In Accord on Ascap 1950 Pact
Writers

Utica.

CBS

months of
801, which

agency.

Cheese is
Chicago
Olson Rug Co. has
Carnation Polish Spots
ten stations on the launched live talent shows on WLS
Kraft Music Hall network with local (Morning Minstrels):
Chicago Carnation Co., in addi(Grace
announcements plugging Parkay oleo- and Eddie Albert)
(Morning tion to NBC "Contented Hour," is
Following stations are Woman's Hour) and a program on using Polish programs on WCBD,
margarine.
on the list: WDAF, WJAX, WPTF, WJR, Detroit.
Agency is Presba, WSBC, Chicago, and WMBC, Detroit.
WIOD, WFLA, WIS, WSB, WJDX, Fellers & Presba, Inc., Chicago.
Erwin-Wasey has the account.
Chicago

cutting

—

11 Stations months ended

Chicago — Hamlin's Wizard Oil is
"Coffee Pot Inn,"
Des Moines
Sunday show produced at WHO for starting half-hour hillbilly shows
Paxton & Gallagher, Omaha (Butter- early this month on 11 stations
nut Coffee) and re-broadcast over WJJD, WJR, WTIC, WWVA, WNAX,
WHAM, WWL,
KINY,
the Corn Belt Wireless network, will KMMJ,

(Continued on Page 5)

Kraft

FIVE CENTS

1937

Gross 27.5% Ahead

WARNERS TO DISCONTINUE

Los

4,

Pay

Schools
Philadelphia

cast of the Drexel

Special Local Program
Nightly Feature on

WWJ

Detroit— WWJ, The Detroit News
has set aside the half-hour
period beginning at 7:15 each night,
Monday through Friday, for the pro
duction of local programs of un
usual merit.
Commercial commit
station,

(Continued on Page 3)

Final accord between the song
writers and music publishers is now
definitely on the way, following a
conference yesterday afternoon between the Song Writers Protective
Association and publisher committees, also their attorneys, A. M. Wattenberg for the latter and John Shulman for the former. Of outstanding
(Continued on Page 5)

gridiron

game

Bill

— Saturday's

broad-

Tech-Muhlenberg

over

WHAT

by

re-

mote control from Allentown will
Inmark something new here.
stead of the usual commercial
sponsor

to

defray

expenses,

schools are paying the

Bailey

the

WHAT

home games.
does the play-by-play.

also carries Drexel's
Bill

bill.

2
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Ford Forfeits $100,000 on World Scries

cominG

The $100,000 paid by Ford Motor for a World Series option, which was
not exercised, has been forfeited and the money distributed among the ball
Vol. 2, No. 89
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that Ford
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CBS 9-Month Profit
20% Over Last Year
(Continued from Page

clared

(Wednesday, Nov.

Net
High
A"i

Tel.

&

Low

152V2 150

Tel

CBS A
CBS B
Cros'ev Radio
C»n. Flectric

150'4

21

20V,

203/,

19%

19%

19%

10'/,

9'4

41%

39%

Chg.

Close

—

cash dividend of 40 cents
A and Class B twice-weekly quarter-hour show has
to stock of been set on 55
stations of CBS berecord Dec. 6, and the board will ginning Nov.
16.
At present there
meet Nov. 30 to consider payment is some difficulty clearing time for the
of a special dividend.
repeat airing, which is scheduled to
a

a share on the Class
stock, payable Dec. 13

Oxo on

4

NBC

Stations

Oxo,

Ltd., Montreal, on Nov. 16
will start "The Oxo Program With
Clarence Hayes" on four split NBC-

3'/2

WWJ

(KPO,

stations

KGW,

Scoops Town

— %
— 2%
— %
55% — 1%
12%—
— 4%
99
20% —
!/„

10

the

election results

News,

hotly

contested

Tuesday

night.

city

The

common with

Lennen

:

.

in

WWJ

Chicago

this

week on her midwestern swing.

GALE
spend

PACE, NBC singer in
the week of Nov. 10-17

airing

from

Chicago,

New

in

will

York,

here.

LESTFR

Phillips

Petroleum Renews

Phillips Petroleum Co. has renewed
its "Phillips Poly Follies,'' heard over
a Midwest CBS network of 19 stations, for an additional 52 weeks, effective Nov. 9.
Program, which is
aired at 10:30-11
p.m.,
originates

LEE

yesterday on

went

up to Hartford, Conn.,
and spent the day there.

business

JACK

ADAMS

of

agency,

returned

to

a

other papers
PCA Com^nn
734
in the city, helps defray the cost
7% 73/,
5734 55
RCA F rst Pfd
of a group of checkers and tabulators
3/8
Stpwart Warner
..
13% 12%
who receive totals from the 918 pre102V, 97V4
W-«fnsh«use
cincts in the city as soon as they are
2
Zenith Radio
22% 20
counted. But
went a step far- from KMOX, Lambert & Feasely is
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
H->7eltine Corp
14
14
14
+1 ther this election, determined to be the agency.
first
with the results.
Combined
Nat. Union Radio
1%
..
1% 1
staffs of
and the News went
OVER THE COUNTER
Youth Concerts Postponed
Bid
Asked to the polling places 450 strong to
Stromberg Carlson
7%
8% get results and phoned them in to
Young People's concerts of the
the station. Station stayed on the air Philharmonic-Symphony Society over
till 2 a.m.
CBS have been postponed until Dec.
All other stations in the city either 18. Concerts, which will be heard
had direct lines into the city hall or for the eighth consecutive year, will
EXAMINER'S REPORT
had crews on duty transmitting the be under the direction of John
Birmingham News Co., Birmingham. CP returns to the broadcasting studios.
Barbirolli,
substituting for Ernest
for lew station. 590 kc, 1 kw., unlimited.
All stations stayed on well past regu- Schelling, who is suffering from an
Recommends that permit be granted.
larly scheduled closing hours. WJBK, eye ailment in Switzerland. Six conAPPLICATIONS RECEIVED
on all night, played the returns certs have been set, running until

39%

in

DOROTHY DEL MERR, who has been appearbe heard at 11:15-11:30 p.m. over ing in Vitaphone pictures in the east, is now
in Chicago, singing over WJJD.
seven outlets on the coast. Tuesday
FRANCES LANCFORD arrives in New York
spot at that hour is clear, but Thursnext week for personal appearances at the
day period will conflict with Kate Paramount Theater.
Smith program.
Although stations
HERMAN BERNIE leaves New York tomorrow
are reported set, final confirmation for Pittsburgh and Chicago on deals involving
Dick
Stabile, orchestra leader, and Gracie Barrie,
has not as yet been given by agency.
vocalist.
He will be gone about a week.
First broadcast, which will be heard
DON BFCKER of Transamerican Radio &
at 7:15-7:30 p.m., will be over 48
Te'evision
stations.
George McCall, gossiper, New York. Corp. left Hollywood on Monday for
will be featured on show, titled

"Hollywood Screenscoops."
on Election & Mitchell is the agency.

Detroit— WWJ, The Detroit News
station, scooped the entire city in
tabulating

-

Stations Set

On New Old Gold Show

KOLIN HACER, manager of WCY, Schenectady,
is
in New York.
Lorrilard Co. (Old Gold cigarets)
MARY LOUISE VAN SLYKE, press agent for
yesterday announced that its new
Mary Margaret McBride (Minute Tapioca), was

Tuesdays and Fridays,
9:30-9:45 p.m. (PST). Program will
originate from San Francisco. Contract is signed for 26 weeks through
Doremus & Co., San Francisco.

3)

CBS

55

P.

1)

KOMO, KHQ),

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

VANCE BABB, NBC manager of Radio City
has left town for an indefinite period to
regain his health.
Babb was ordered to take
the rest by his personal physician after an
examination
last
Friday
night.
When Babb
returns is entirely up to him.
In the meantime, his post will remain open.

press,

Red network

FINANCIAL

come

and

mid-west

and

the

Wasev & Co.
York office after
good-will
tour
of

Erwin.

New

his

eastern

accounts.

FRED HART
is

of the Honolulu Broadcasting Co.
York on business.

New

in

NEW
KDYL.
ETs

Co..

Chicago

Lumke

Eng.
&•

BUSINESS

Lake City: American Packing
through L. S. Gillham Agency;

Salt

Co.,

program,

through

J.

R.

Associates.

.

WWJ

FCC ACTIVITIES

W^M. National Life & Accident Insurance
Co. Inc.. Nashville. Special experimental authorization to operate a fascimile station from
12 mid-i<»ht to 6 a.m. CST for period ending 2-1-38.

NEW ORLEANS
Louella Richards, daughter of E.
V. Richards, president of the

WSMB

corporation, is to wed Elwood Roger
Clay this winter, according to for-

mal announcement.

The joint radio station-night club
benefit for Frank Arena, radio pioneer who is seriously ill, netted
about $1,000. All musicians, performers and emcees donated their ser-

heavily.

CKNX

March

WHO,
Stirling

Ass'n.
nions,"

Des

Moines:

Getchell,

Inc.;

"Cornhuskin?

DeSoto,

DeKalb
Champion

through
of

Cham-

three periods Nov. 11 onlv: AllisChalmers Mfe. Co., national cornhusking conthrough Bert S. Gittins
Pioneer HiBred Corn Co.. news, through R. J. Potts &
Co.
al»o Four Dons Drogram; Earl E. May
Seed Co.. through L. W. "sm'ev Cn.; Coa«tto-Coast Stores, through The McCord Co.
test,

;

—

DeSoto

Theater

Little

WMBH,

12.

Cincinnati

Conservatory of Music

Joplin, Mo., has instituted
the DeSoto Little Theater for the
Quality Motor Co. of Joplin, DeSoto
auto distributors, and associated dealers in Kansas, Missouri and Okla-

Dedicates 100 Watts
will also present a series of five
Wingham, Ont.
CKNX, managed Young People's concerts. Eugene
by W. T. Cruickshank, this week Goosens will conduct the series which
dedicated its new 100-watt trans- are set to begin Nov. 9 and conclude homa. The program runs 15 weeks,
mitter. Among speakers on the occa- March 22.
30 minutes each Sunday afternoon.
sion was R. J. Deachman, Canadian
A different high school of the dis-

—

of Parliament, who traced
Publicity Tieup
the progress of the station from its
Bryant Publicity Service, a new
inauguration as a 10-watter on Feb. 1,
publicity organization, has been ap1925, to the present day.
Station serves a rich Ontario farm pointed national representative for
New firm
section with 254,721 population and WSAR, New Bedford.
50,542 radio homes. Hourly rate will plans to offer publicity tie-ins with
account. Adam J. Yung
be raised 50 per cent on Dec. 1. its
Joseph Hershey McGillvra represents Jr., ex-NBCite, will handle the publicity job.
the station.

member

WSAR

WSAR

puts on a one-act play in that
a $50 prize and a loving
cup going to the school which is adjudged winner of the contest. Voting is by means of cards procured at
the showroom of any of the participating dealers. Dramatic coaches of
the different schools cooperate with
the station's directors in producing
the shows.
trict

time

Monday

thru Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

BOSTON

Frances Langford in Person
Lucy Monroe as Soloist
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Lucy Monroe, soprano, has been
Los Angeles — Frances Langford
chosen by the American Legion to
be the soloist on their Armistice Day goes East immediately following this
broadcast of memorial services from week's "Hollywood Hotel" to do a

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
Arlington Cemetery, Washington,
D. C.
Program will be broadcast
over NBC-Blue at 12 noon to 1 p.m.

appearance at the ParaYork. Will be cut in
from there for the next two or three

the

personal

in

mount

in

New

"Hotel" airings.

JOHN
Ah

B.

HATCH ASSOCIATES

agency serving

a

N.

E.

clien-

Specializing in radio broadcast advertising.

tele.

581

.

1

— with

vices.

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
OE THE AIR

J.

Agricultural

(Send for booklet)
Street,
Boston,

Boylston

Commonwealth 0466

Mass.

s
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CBS 10- MONTH GROSS

{Continued from Page

Seek Writ
Trenton

27.5% AHEAD OF

1936

Co.,

WTNJ

Operate

Trenton,

N.

will

J.,

ask

Justice

Salvatore

Supreme Court today for a temporary injunction which will
permit the company to continue operation of WTNJ, Trenton station which it
has operated with buying option since November, 1934. The action is part
of a suit by the company against Charles E. Loew, Julie V. Loew and
WOAX Inc., in which the Trenton concern seeks to force the defendants

1)

which was sponsored by Ford.
Deducting the extra revenue from

to sell

the October, 1936 figure of $2,754,808,
leaves $2,106,003, which was derived
from regularly advertised products.
Comparing the latter figures with October, 1937, the monthly billings are

per cent.
CBS October revenue passed the
NBC-Red monthly figure for the first
time since June.

Broadcasting

to

Colillo in N. Y.

ies

up

3

RADIO DAILY

WTNJ

at the option-stated price of $70,000.

Rental contract called for operation of station until Nov. 1 this year.
Plaintiff claims to have exercised option at termination of contract, but
alleges that defendants then refused to go before the FCC for approval of
the sale.

21.8

Special Local Program
Nightly Feature on

WWJ

More Than 400

Will Carry Duke's Talk

(Continued from Page 1)
will not be allowed to inter-

fere.

Monday

is
production
night's
of Crime," a program of
great civic interest, put on in dramatic form with the cooperation of
the city and state forces for analyzing
and fighting crime. Tuesday's show
is called "Voices," an interesting experiment in radio dramatic technique.
On Wednesday night Mischa Kottler,
WWJ's musical director, conducts his
40-piece orchestra in a program of
classics and symphonic arrangements
of popular music, with a group of

"Causes

talented soloists. Thursday's show is
a "House Party," featuring the music

Leash and his

of Paul

band, with two singing

WWJ

trios, a

dance
swing

and numerous soloists. The
"Detroit News Radio Extra" takes

sextet,

the air Friday night with entertainment of the greatest variety: music,
drama, interviews with famous personalities, news oddities, and other
features.

Beemer Agency Expands;
King Bard Joins
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Canadian network will pick
up address from NBC, but BBC has
ties

ments

Stations

of

refused to discuss possibilities of
lending its facilities for broadcast
purposes in Great Britain.

expected that the size of the
audience on Nov. 12 will
compare favorably with the record
It

is

listening

Staff

NEW STARS* AUGMENT
CaST OF SIX STAR RtVUE
...NEW YORK'S GREATEST

6

DAYTIME PROGRAM!

1)

program, the agency has added King
Bard, formerly with NBC and various All-American line-up on this 3-hour
radio stations throughout the country, daily Sports-Variety show now includes:
as well as former commercial man- *WAITE
HOYT - One of greatest
ager with the King-Trendle interests pitchers
in Yankee history, "covers"
in Grand Rapids.
baseball from the "inside" and presides
R. H. Edsall, recently added to the
at meetings of "Hot Stove League"!
staff, has been appointed comptroller.

*KEN STRONG — All-American

colle-

and pro-football star covers news
of the gridiron and pick;- the winners
giate

the Duke made his abdicaSoldier' to Talk
speech.
In the anticipation of
*MAE
Glamorous star of
Armistice
world-wide curiosity on the Duke's
Hollywood and Broadway, advises on
first radio address since that date,
problems of the heart!
off the air recordings will be cut
Cincinnati
is broadcasting
* DAVID BURNSTINE— Member world,
for presentation on radio stations unthe Armistice Day parade from a
Proable to carry live broadcast.
vantage point high above the street famous "Four Aces," answers queries on
gram will originate from Washington. level, where a colorful description contract!
Arthur Kudner is the agency han- can be given. At 11 o'clock the FRANKIE BASCH— Radiol popular
dling the American tour of the Wind- broadcast switches back to the stu- femme reporter, interviews personalisors.
dios for a brief ceremony in honor ties in the day's headlineof the Unknown Soldier. And then *DON KERR
The airwaves most
a message supposedly from the Un- genial Master
of Ceremonies!
Butternut Coffee
known Soldier will be heard from
Radio s musical find of
Stations his tomb. The name of him who will LEE
Plans to
present this message shall, of course, 1937 puts his 13 ace musicians through
remain unknown, but he was on their paces in jam, sweet swing, rhumba
'Continued from Page 1)
and tango!
probably add other stations. Talent the Western Front for one year and
on the show includes McNutt and was slightly wounded and gassed. JOE TOBIN—Alternate "M. C."
McNutt, comedians; Kay Neal, song He was reported killed in action and GARNETT MARKS
Your favorite
his family was notified accordingly.
stylist, and Four Aces (Don Hovey,
newscaster!
Wayne Songer, Marion Prescott and But the report proved to be false. BOB CARTER Follows the gee-gees!
He was decorated by the French
Charles Pray), instrumentalists.
and American governments. Only JOE O'BRIEN Interviews sports celebs!
Stations now airing the show, beone person at
knows his idenPOWELL CLARK
sides WHO, are WMT, KGLO,
Gossips about
tity, and he also prefers to remain
set

when

'Unknown
Over WCPO

tion

MURRAY —

Day

— WCPO

—

Show
Add

GRANT—

—

Trailer Studio Broadcast

Using

Tommy

WBBM's new

trailer studio,

inaugurate a
new show titled "The Missus Goes to
Market" next Monday for Fitzpatrick
WOW,
Brothers Automatic Soap Flakes in WAAW,
WIBW, KMMJ, WJAG, unknown.
the
(His present "Meet
Chicago.
and KFAB.
Agency is
Missus" series for Kitchen Klenzer Buchanan Thomas Advertising Co.
Bartlett

will

WCPO

ser-Meyerhoff agency.

Red Cross Sketch on NBC
"Headlines to Come," an original
dramatization depicting the various
services and functions of the American Red Cross, will be presented
over the NBC-Red network on Sunat 10:30-11 p.m. under the ausof the American Red Cross
Annual Membership Roll Call.

day

pices

D

'

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P. M.

MBS— WOR
Office,

CH 4-5155

—

Hollywood and presents cinema

WNAX

The trailer studio will
continues.)
pull up to grocery stores about the
city interviewing housewives as they
These will be
do their shopping.
electrically transcribed and aired regularly at 3:30 p.m. Handled by Neis-

—
—

SMILING JERRY BAKER

Maude Adams on NBC

way's

own

—

stars!

Broad-

tenor!

noted American LARRY WINN— Doctor of Swing!
actress, will be interviewed over a LORRAINE BARNETT
Songstress
"Death Marches On!"
nationwide NBC network on Nov. 20. with a style!
WCPO, Cincinnati, has a five- It will be her first radio interview
minute
program entitled "Death and the second of any kind during HELEN YOUNG— Sweetheart of SIX
Marches On," in which the character her long career. The program, over STAR REVUE!
of death laughs at life.
The reason? the NBC-Blue network at 9-9:45 p.m., KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD Go to
WCPO is bringing home to residents also will mark Miss Adams' debut town in harmony!
of Cincinnati the fact that driving as a director.
The broadcast will HAL JANIS— Charge d'affaire!
automobiles that are unfit for service, feature presentations of excerpts from
and careless driving, is a serious "Chantecler," Edmond Rostand's play,
Inquiries on Participations Invited
business. Death describes how busy in which Miss Adams scored a Broadhe is because of reckless driving. way hit. Broadcast will originate in
He tells how often he sits in the the auditorium of Stephens College,
front seat with a hand on the steering Columbia, Mo., where Miss Adams is
wheel. His voice is eerie, through teaching dramatics.
a special arrangement on the microphone, and he drives his points home
in no uncertain fashion.
The idea
might be rather gruesome, but WCPO
keeps it under control so that it is
Master of Ceremonies
not offensive. The program has the
WMCA
hearty endorsement of the Police
Fox-Fabian Amateur Hour
Department, the Automobile Clubs,
Six Star Revue
and many other organizations, not to
Fox-Fabian Professional Parade
mention insurance companies.

Maude

Adams,

—

—

******

DON KERR

WMCA
&wh Station

—

4

i
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"MELODY MYSTERIES"

BURTON ANDERSON

American Tobacco Co.
Mutual, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.

Lord & Thomas
IDEA HAS POSSIBILITIES
BUT WILL REQUIRE SMOOTHING IN

•

SPOTS.

network show

NEW MUSICAL

New Lucky Strike test show growing out of the west coast "Script
Teasers," made its debut over a
limited Mutual network last Tuesday and proved to be a departure
from the long familiar "Hit Parade,"
but did manage to tie in with that
series in the presentation of songs.
Idea of show is to preface each
musical offering with a short dramatization, with representatives from
the audience attempting to identify
song title from clues given in dramapresented revolved
around song title "Whispers in the
Dark" and was one of best puzzlers
on the show.
Winners receive $5 and carton of
sponsors cigarettes. Listening audience also is given chance at prize
each week by an offer to award same
compensation to best dramatization
submitted during week.
Fred Uttal emcees show and does
a creditable job, handling the contestants with finesse but attempting
too much gagging at their expense.
Richard Himber and his orchestra
take care of the musical end in extization. First skit

and Alice Marion and
Stuart Allen are on hand for vocals.
Basil Ruysdael does straight ancellent style,

nouncing.

Program makes big mistake

of con-

stant plugging of commercials, which
gets monotonous after a while. First
airin° was not timed well, and ran

GEORGE JESSEL
(DeSoto Division)
WOR-Mutual, Tuesdays, 6:45-7 p.m.
Chrysler
J.

Stirling Getchell Inc.

TRANSCRIPTION SERIES OF GOOD
STANDARD USING GUEST VOCALISTS.
As the emcee in this new ET
series which DeSoto is airing on
some 56 stations around the country,
George Jessel does his familiar rounot
telephone

excluding

the

inevitable
First
platter also had Jessel in a travesty
on Washington crossing the Dela-

tine,

call

to his

Mamma.

ware, which was amusing.
Guest vocalists appear in the series,
starting with Jane Froman, who sang

Love or Infatuation," "Smarty"
and "After You" in her classy style,
"Is It

with Will Osborne's orchestra doing
fine service in supplying the musical
background. Ralph Edwards did the
announcing, and the commercials
were commendably handled.

MANAGEMENT

ARTISTS

Presenting

PAUL

WHITEMAN
17

•

•

A.

L.

for

"Look"

network program and
.

.

of

.

who was
mag— won't.

Alexander,

will continue

.The Tim and Irene

to

wage

decide on

Mag

utilizing

to

head a new type

has abandoned plans

tilts

....

of

a

the payroll

Present bill-payer has until the 21st

1.

lor

spots throughout the country.

show with D'Artega's crew may go on

another sponsor after Jan.

month

under option

of this

Jacques Renard and his crew open in a

week .... Bobby Breen is set to be on
CBS Nov. 21.... The Ted Collins-Kate Smith basketball

coast nite spot called "Vogues" this
the air again via

team. Celtics, opens

its

season

this

Sun. nite at the Hipp.

.

.

.Incidentally.

and Margalo Gillmore have changed their minds the
last day regarding their piece for "Band Wagon" tonite and will do "Holi.What's this about Bill Stuhler leaving Young & Rubicam?
day" instead.
.... Belle Baker goes back to the Chez Paree, Chi., in February .... Madge
Marley who was heard on the Al Pearce show, auditions at CBS today ....
Henry Youngman, Bert Frohman and Eddie Elkins' crew left the Yacht Club
and were replaced with Frances Faye. Jack Waldron and Ralph Watkins.
.... Jean O'Neil went fishing for the first time Sunday and landed in the
water .... 9th Edition of Tony Wons' "Scrapbook" will be out this week ....
Bob Goldstein admitted yesterday that he was very tired. "All nite long I
Burgess Meredith

.

dreamt that

I

.

was working hard!"

member of the feuding Hatfield
wired Eddie Cantor on the night
of his banquet: "If grandpappy hadn't been careless with firearms
.Angus Pfaff
he would also have sent his congratulations to you"
•

•

•

clan

now

H. B. Hatfield, surviving

living in Louisville, Ky.,

—

.

.

WW

ducing the football game at WJBK as Angus Pfaff ... .The truth of
the matter is, he did all of his broadcasting from the WJBK studios
J by a special wire connecting the two
and was heard first over

WW

EAST 45th

ST.,

New

York

MU

1

2-1888

• • • The show which George Washington Hill had submitted to
him yesterday with the Dick Powell-Warner tie-up for Lucky Strike ran 73
minutes on wax! .... Nadine Conner does not get the coveted spot opposite
Lanny Ross on the Packard show. Ruby Mercer is on next week in the
form of an audition, while Francia White is also being considered ... Anna

—

May Wong

and

his

King's Serenaders, who air their
Hawaiian and popular music over
WHAT, Wednesday evenings at 8:45,
is an aggregation of five youngsters,
all of them still in high school, with
a petite vocalist, Helen Biddle. Burton is boss, manager, leader, arranger

and what have you, and plays the
electro-guitar, bringing his Serenaders to Philadelphia all the way from
Haddon Heights in Jersey. An outstanding feature of this youthful en-

semble is the massive guitar on which
Bill Hunsicker beats out the bass
accompaniment. Fully six feet tall,
its only divergence from the general
characteristics of an ordinary guitar
is its size.
The Serenaders include
in their program both Hawaiian and
current favorites, and always get
a big kick out of supplying their

own

vocal accompaniment to
consternation of Helen Biddle.

the

Before, during and after their programs
they invariably "kid around" and
enjoy themselves hugely.
Larry Walen's Orchestra, formerly
on the Fibber McGee-NBC program,
has opened an indefinite engagement
at the Club Lido in Tulsa, Okla.

Abe Lyman, back

in

New

York,

is

discussing an early Fall appearance
at a Manhattan night spot.

.

WJBK,

pulled a miracle of the air the other day. (That is, some
of the listeners thought it was a miracle.) ... .At 2:59:50 he signed
J as Bob McLean and just 10 seconds later he was introoff at
of

stations.

short.

1937

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

PROGRRfll REVIEWS

WOR,

4,

do a Jolson shot .... Arthur Gilmore takes over the Joe
Penner commercials while Jackson Wheeler does a flicker for MGM ....
June Robbins. former vocalist with Gus Arnheim's crew, passed her voice
will

by Al Siegel at Paramount and he wants to sponsor her career. She's
to be screen-tested this week on the coast .... Ben Bernie is reported set for
another commercial using guestars. etc., which will start within six weeks.
Zeke Manners confides to intimates that he's hitched to Linda Miles
but we don't believe it!.... Gene Fosdick replaces Hotcha Gardner at the
That place has set down the edict to employ 802
International Casino.
men only .... Willie Morris has been signed for a build-up via a weekly
spot.
.Leon Navara is again without an NBC wire because the place
refused to pay line charges .... Jack and Loretta Clemens who have just
completed a series via CBS for a soap sponsor go back on NBC for a
competitive firm .... Jimmy Fidler took his announced rap at a picture company Tuesday nite instead of last Friday.

Shep Fields is compiling a group of
"rain" and "river" songs, with the
idea that tunes of this theme are most
appropriate to his "Rippling Rhythm"
style.

A deal is pending wherein Ozzie
Nelson's music may be available to
late hour listeners, besides his Baker's Broadcast tuners-in.
Nelson has
several offers to appear at West Coast
hotels and supper clubs which pipe
East on sustaining wires.
Pianists Al and Lee Reiser have
completed a new tune which will be
published by the Stasny-Lang Music
Corp. The Reisers already have several songs to their credit.

test

.

Count Basie and his band are to
remain at the Meadowbrook Club.
Cedar Grove, N. J., until the return
of Frank Dailey from his tour of
the South.
In the meantime, the
Count's music is heard on the thrice
weekly CBS spot that Dailey formerly occupied.

.

—

•
•
• Announcing staff at KDYL, Salt Lake City, claims a
record for versatility ... .Floyd Barr, lecturing at the University of
Utah on "Radio in Education," himself a graduate student from Iowa
U.. former instructor at Weber College ... George Snell, authoring
articles in national magazines on economics with several novels to
his credit. .. .Jack Gregson, accomplished musician first sax in
several bands ... .Elwyn Quinn and Albert Priddy are plane pilots.

—

—

Vallee Renews Riggs
RADIO DAILY

West Coast Bureau.

—

Tommy Riggs has
Los Angeles
been renewed by Rudy Vallee for
another 13-week stretch.
LET

MB PLAN YOUR FUTURE

'-INSURANCE
_80 JOHN

—

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
ST.,

NEW YORK
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Warners

to

Discontinue

Supplying Air Scripts
(Continued from Page

"Condolence" Card Scores
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, conceived
novel arrester in the form of a
black-bordered "condolence" foldercard "in memoriam for the dollars
lost and the good-will ungained by
those who are not using" the station
for their sales and service message.
Inside is reprint of National Life
and Accident Insurance Co.'s slant
on American system of broadcasting,
a

making figurative radio
memorable argument

listener offer
nation's
for
obviously styled

dialers. This bit is
to be kept; size, neatness and quality
of message make it logical candidate
for the glass top of many an executive desk.

Admiracion in Newspapers
Admiracion's radio program starring Tim and Irene will get plugs in
an extensive newspaper advertising
campaign in four key marketing cities just launched by Admiracion Lab-

5

RADIO DAILY
Song
In

Writers, Publishers

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

the company's interests and those of
exhibitors playing its product.

importance

is

membership

in

the agreement that
Ascap will be for a

however, has no 10-year term at the close of the
upon other and more im- present contracts, which have two
radio activities of Warner more years to run.
The new pact
Bros.-First National which will con- between writer and publisher will
Transcription run for 12 years.
tinue, it was stated.
programs also will be continued.
Several minor changes in language
More than 210 of the smaller staare now the only thing holding up
Warner
tions are affected by the
the works, with considerable discusdecision. Final production on which
sion as to what to do about televiradio continuities will be provided
under the discarded plan is "It's sion protection and the proceeds
It
was admitted that
therefrom.
Love I'm After."
Decision to abandon this activity since so little is known about tele,
was reached following a survey by it was difficult now to arrange an
Charlie Einfeld, national director of agreement for the years to come.
publicity, and Bob Taplinger, new Tele angles will be discussed fur-

The

studio publicity head, to determine ther before this clause is put into
Otherwise the major
final language.
reactions to the broadcasts.
The survey, which explores radio details are considered closed, such
reactions in every section of the as mechanical moneys being divided
country, indicates that smaller sta- up to a 50 per cent basis between
tion broadcasts of Warner pictures writers and publishers, including elechave been generally inferior in trical transcription and motion picquality.
This has been due to lack ture synchronization rights.
of trained casts of players and diAgreement, which will actually
rectors, plus experience in big-time run until 1950, will have to receive
final ratification

from the

SPA Coun-

caster,

booklet shows the ranking of the five leading Minnesota
radio stations in listeners preference.
Also gives a recount of program preferences.
Results of an independent
commercial survey covering noon
hour station preferences are also

shown.

is

Press Service.

Washington Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

He

day.
Isle

Red Cross

of the Amerusing a sustaining

Chapter
is

the Aroostook Broadcasting Station to plug its new drive
for funds. Using an especially pre-

over

pared Decca ET.
Robertson,
Bert
former
Maine
State policeman, now with
Exchange Commission
on Pillsbury program, is rumored
Isaac D. Levy, director, held 65,270
to be planning a Hollywood trip.
shares of Class A, and that he sold

— Last semi-monthly re-

CBS

port

of

2,000

Class

to

the

B under

Securities &
showed that

WAGM

reported his holdings as 2,000 of $1
par common and an additional 7,550
shares through a holding company
which acquired 2,650 shares during
the month.

BIDU SAYAO, soprano, soloist of
Chesterfield program, Nov. 11 (CBS,
9 p.m.).

LOU EVANS,
Nov. 6

(CBS,

7

"Swing Club,"

on

p.m.).

LEON JANNEY
HART in a scene
Age,"

and JEWELL
from "The Jazz
Theater
Guide
today

on

(WINS,

a.m.).

11

BETTY

BARTON

GARDE,

JAMES

with

"The Informer," on Kate
program, Nov. 11 (CBS. 8

Smith

in

p.m.)

Johnson Wax Planning
Afternoon Script Show
(Continued from Page

1)

are

(Continued from Page 1)
a.m. to 12 noon, with repeat at 2:45

AGENCIES

p.m.

STACK-GOBLE AGENCY,
go, has

been designated

to

Chicahandle the

Rite-Rite Mfg. Co. account.
L.
cago,

Lady

RAMSEY AGENCY,

W.

now

Chihas the account of Lovely

Inc.

BERTA HENDRICKS

has been
BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, leaving
the publicity dept. to Louise Rouff.
shifted

radio

to

dept.

at

WHN,
(dial \o\o)says

vis

S

mniw

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS

Advertisers who wanted to make
sure of getting their money's worth
have tried
to put their message across to the world's richest

9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

market effectively and economically
and it paid off in sales.

option, leaving

him a total of 23,530 at end of month.
Nathan L. Cohn, officer and director
in Majestic Radio & Television Corp.,

p.m.)

also gathers local

county news for the Summers Fertilizer Co.'s local news service, heard
for a five-minute period every week

period

Washington

in scenes

Lifetime,"

a

special correspondent to the

Presque

on CBS Holdings

of

Bangor Daily News, WLBZ's Maine
Radio News Service, and Transradio

ican

Report

from
on "Hollywood Showcase," Nov. 7 (CBS, 10
"Thrill

Renewing
On NBC-Red

WAGM,

WCCO's

ELEANOR WHITNEY

being used for Glo-Coat (auto
cil, and this is considered as being
polish.) Ted Weems reported leaving
License clearance will con- Fibber show for several
okay.
months at
tinue through the MPPA.
the end of the year to make a personal appearance tour. Perry Como,
his soloist, to be off the show after
"Mystery Chef" this week; Clark Dennis, NBC tenor,
goes in in his place. Needham, Louis
for 6 Months
& Brorby, Chicago, is agency.

which inference has been made
Cooperative sponsors are renewing
Issues Minn. Survey
that the actual stars of the motion
only for a six month period this time
picture were participating in the
because there is a possibility proA colorful promotion piece, sum- broadcasts.
gram will shift to an evening spot
marizing the results of a recent radio
survey made by the Minnesota Conlater.
Presque
Isle,
Me.
gress of Parents and Teachers, has
In addition to the national network,
Lester "Red" Hughes, commercial the "Mystery Chef" is heard on 20
just been released by WCCO, Minnemanager and Transradio newscaster, other stations via electrical transcripapolis.
Questionnaires for the survey were with J. B. Zumalt, district sales man- tions. McCann-Erickson Inc. handles
distributed by PTA groups in 29 ager of Crosley Radio Corp., plan a the account.
Minnesota communities. Over 10,000 hunting trip for the middle of Nowere returned and analyzed by Dr. vember to Hughes Camp at Squa
Kenneth H. Baker, professor in Uni- Pan Lake.
Ted Coffin, station's local newsversity of Minnesota's department of
in

psychology.

BETTY GRABLE, JOHNNY
DOWNS. LARRY CRABBE and

decision,

bearing
portant

oratories Inc., Harrison, N. J., in behalf of Admiracion Foamy Oil Shampoo. Advertisements averaging three showmanship.
columns, nine inches are being placed
Although continuities prepared by
once a week in the Pittsburgh Press, expert writers have been provided,
the Indianapolis News, the Chicago the film company feels that stations
Tribune, and the Cincinnati Times- are without proper facilities for givStar. There will be eight insertions. ing the radio versions adequate presThe campaign may be extended to entation over the air, the survey
other cities at the conclusion of this establishes. In many instances, it is
series.
Each advertisement mentions said, the scripts have been enacted
the radio show and urges readers to by
amateurs and dramatic
local
tune in on their local stations.
groups with results uncomplimentary
The Chas. Dallas Reach Co., New- to the pictures on which they were
ark, is the agency.
based, and there have been cases

WCCO

GUEJT-ING

Accord on Ascap Pact

WHN

—

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Details

on request

WHN
1540

BROADWAY

By association with theM-G-M Stuhas
dios and Loew's Theatres,
the key to the greatest showmanship
resources in the world
and it's
at the disposal of our advertisers.

WHN

—

SHOWMANSHIP

STA. No.l

—
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Radio Stations

WFBR—Baltimore
COMMITTEE

Motion Picture
Producers Association headed by
Darryl Zanuck is reported checking
closely and waxing the air routines

1,270

of

ROBERT

MASLIN, President
HOPE H. BARROLL. Executive V. P.
PURNELL H. GOULD, Commercial Manager

of all film gossip chatterers for references to the Association as a whole.
Where violations of the unwritten

code are flagrant and
harmful to the industry,

considered
is probbe denied

it

able that offenders will
studio privileges on the major lots,
and efforts towards censorship will
be made by appealing directly to
sponsors of the programs involved.

Bob Hope, now
a

of

that he is certain
career, is able to talk

screen

terms with a radio sponsor regarding
Hope exa West Coast program.
pected to return to New York after
appearing in the one picture, "Big
Broadcast of 1938," but Paramount
has exercised his option and Hope
will be a Hollywood resident for
some time to come.
KFI gets the five-times-weekly
transcribed "Magic Hour" for Rexall,
featuring Conrad Thibault, Jane Froman, Songsmiths Quartette and the
Don Vorhees orchestra. Scheduled
at 10 a.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
KMPC has a new Sunday morning
show, "The Children's Party," featuring George Wood Jr.. 14-year-old
veteran of radio who acts as emcee
for a group of prodigies of 8 years

and up. Sponsor is Sweet's Furniture Exchange. Georgie is also the
series on
star of a transcription
which he conducts interviews with
juvenile personalities in pictures.

George Jessel will be heard over

KNX

here in the series of 26 tran-

DeSoto

Kilocycles— 1,000 Watts

WFBR,

one

of

the

oldest

stations

in

.

.

for

cars,

RCA

Bob Lawrence

4

Helen Dumas
Bobby Breen

Maryland's

Pioneer

production, special events, engineering and
news offices of WFBR cover two entire floors, while a third is utilized for studios
and control room.
The downtown office building headquarters being a bustle of
activity, the station has a "quiet" studio in a local hotel.
WFBR's transmitter and the highest tower in Maryland located on the outskirts of the town off the Philadelphia road.
Executive,

sales,

business,

program,

out this country and Europe, in much
the same manner as the newsreel
companies, to pick-up news on the
spot, interview celebrities on timely
topics and effect complete news coverage generally, making such material
available for broadcast release as
convenient.
Dalton is leaving for
London and Paris about Dec. 1 to
set up the European organization.

The

CBS

sustainer,

"Hollywood

H

November

as

throughout.

.

lack Landt

known

Under the direction of the present executives, WFBR has steadily forged ahead.
Last year WFBR was rated as the number one showmanship station, and a Ross Fedeler
MaryIt is the only exclusive NBC station in
survey proved it was first in listeners.
land and is the basic outlet for the Red network.

starting

Greetings from Radio Daily

is

AT&T,

Showcase," will present Hollywood
tomorrow. Cast includes Will Os- talent next Sunday in a variant of
borne's orchestra with Jane Froman, the usual routine by "previewing"
Kay Thompson, Judy Starr, Lee Paramount's "Thrill of a Lifetime"
Wiley, Irene Beasley, Jane Pickens with cast members Eleanor Whitney,
and Annette Hanshaw as guest stars. Johnny Downs, Betty Grable and
Heard on KNX at 9 p.m.
Larry Crabbe. Lud Gluskin will furOlsen and Johnson had a sound nish the music as always.
"Our Gal, Sunday," CBS five-timeseffects door shipped to Phoenix for
last week's broadcast from that city. weekly strip heard 9:45-10 a.m. MonComplete with stout hinges and Yale day through Friday, now has Kolylock, the door arrived just in time nos tooth paste as a sponsor of two
of the five stanzas.
but locked and no key.
Pauline Gayle initials a new weekVic Dalton, owner of KMTR, is
"Hollywood
program
labeled
incorporating a new company to be ly
known as 20th Century International Speaks" over KECA at 7:45-8 p.m.
Transcription Co., with the announced next Monday. Will interview picobjective of spotting mobile record- ture personalities other than actors.
Jack Stewart, former assistant to
ing units at strategic points throughCarl Haverlin at KFI-KECA, joins
the NBC sales staff this week.
Hawaiians take their football seriously, it seems. "Your Hit Parade"
is
off
CBS Honolulu station from
Nov. 27 to Jan. 1 because of conflict
with football broadcasts in our inscriptions

America,

Broadcast Station and recently celebrated its 15th Anniversary.
Originally, when
owned by the late Frank Munsey, the call letters were WEAR, but in 1925 the station
was sold to the Maryland National Guard and the call letters changed to WFBR
World's First Broadcasting Regiment.
In
1928 a group of Baltimore business men
banded together, buying and incorporating the station as the Baltimore Radio Show.
WFBR has consistently been first in Maryland with special events. The first
was June 14, 1922,
remote control program, according to the records of the
when the station broadcast the dedication of the Francis Scott Key Monument with
President Warren G. Harding officiating.
WFBR recently obta'ned a deluxe trailerradio station and truck, both equipped with the only short-wave pack sets in the
state.
WFBR was the first Maryland station to have complete high-fidelity equip-

ment, using

THE

sular possession.
Gus Kahn will be guest of Ted
Fio Rito on the Sunday night airing
the
CBS "Hollywood Melody
of
Shop" from the Beverly Wilshire.
It's the veteran song writer's birthday as well as the 20th anniversary
of his tunesmithing.

Andrea Marsh has been signed

to

alternate
with Lois January on
"Signal Carnival" over NBC Coast

Out"

"Sold

sign

is

up

at

WGES, WSBC, and WCBD, Gene

S.

Dyer's Chicago stations.

Except for

few participating spots no time is
available on any of the stations.
Mr. Dyer declines to cut into his

a

sustaining periods.

Nearly 3,000

letters were waiting
Berg (ex-WCFL) the morn-

for Karl

WCBD

ing he joined
recently.

as a

mikeman

Max Swoboda, formerly with
Wicker-Royston Recording Co., has
joined the Columbia Transcription
service as a technician.

Creighton,
who handles
has taken over the
announcing duties of Wood Holden
who has gone to Hollywood.

Harry

sports at

is

WAAF,

Miles Laboratories (Alka-Seltzer
presenting a Jewish news series on

KGGC, San

Francisco.

Lucille Long is the new leading
songstress of Alka-Seltzer's "Nation-

Barn Dance."
Dorothy Del Merr is a new songstress on WJJD. She came from New
al

York.

WJJD Announcer Bab LaBour

has

purchased a tract of land in northern Michigan.
Red.
Austin
Jocelyn,
formerly
with
Beverly Hills High School will exploit radio talent discovered in the Free & Peters, station reps, has joined
student body and faculty via a the Chicago Stales staff of Radio
weekly program over KECA. Sched- Sales.
uled for Thursday nights, 7:45-8, and
Engaging special facilities each
titled

"The Norman Parade."

Sunday

night,

WGN

will

resume

its

doing a new Sunday evening series, Capital Comradio chatter column in the Herald- ment, featuring Arthur Sears Henning, Chicago Tribune Washington
Express.
Jackson Wheeler, announcer, is correspondent, starting Nov. 14.
back handling the CBS Lloyd PanGale Page, NBC contralto and
tages' program after a brief layoff comedienne, will visit New York.
due to illness.
Nov. 10-17, and broadcast her song
Mildred Lager, author of "Food periods from Radio City.
Facts" and well known dietician, reNorm Barry and Don Dowd to
turns to KFAC with a new series handle NBC pickups from auto show
of Monday through Thursday broad- here starting Saturday.

Grifnng Bancroft

is

casts at 8:45 a.m.

Black, one-time radio prodirector and more recently
secretary to Paul White, CBS vicepresident, has been made director
of publicity at KMPC.

Edith

More than

24,250 fans paid to see

Lulu Belle and Scotty of WLS last
week in public appearances at Grand
Rapids and Cincinnati. They played
to 10,256 persons at Taft Theater in
Hal Styles, conductor of KHJ's Cincy in a single day.
"Help thy Neighbor," has earned a

gram

living as a singer, dancer, musician,
reporter,
sailor,
electrician,
actor,
editor, salesman, wireless operator,
broker's clerk, ressign
painter,
operator,
theater
taurateur,
hotel
manager and circus clown.
Sylvia Jones, after several months
of film work, is back on the air in
the new California Radio System network production, "By Candle Light,"
which made its debut this week as
a Monday-Wednesday-Friday evening feature.
Miss Jones, who also

has vocalized on the Jack Oakie pro-

gram and "Hollywood Hotel," will
have John Lake, commentator, and
Ruby Lloyd, organist, on the program with her.

The new
high,

KDKA

antenna. 718 feel

the tallest
ture in the world.
is

welded

struc-
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KSL Short Wave Units
Handle Auto Speed Runs

All

—

Salt Lake City KSL went to considerable trouble to give its listeners
an exclusive series of broadcasts of
the speed runs of Captain George
E. T. Eyston of England at the Bonneville Salt Flats, for the measured
mile auto speed record now held by
Sir Malcolm Campbell.
Six short wave inter-communicating portable mobile stations were
installed at the Flats, 135 miles from
here, and there were many comments
on the surprisingly good quality of
the pickups.

WBT,

Charlotte

Clair Shadwell, "The Old Shepherd," is getting to be quite a gadabout. Last week, Tuesday, he went
to Florce, S. C, to judge the parade
floats and beauty contest. Next night
he put on a show for 100 Easy Washer
and Ironer dealers, and on Friday
he repeated the latter routine in
Raleigh.

between

Charles
Crutchfield and Clair Shadwell, aired
daily, is having widespread repercussions.
Shad, on the "Musical
Clock," and Crutch, on the "Briarhopper" blast, take turns in burying
the knife in each other's back.

Current

feud

Jane Bartlett, who recently became
the mother of a boy, is now back on
all of her three programs.
Bill Bivens goes to Lenoir, N. C,
to officiate at the mike for a remote

Mrs. Irma Bittner, public relations
is back from the Soroptomists
conclave in Los Angeles.
Milk White Egg Producers, sponsors of a three-weekly show using
KSL Artist Bureau talent, also conducts a direct selling campaign by
including all egg menus in each
chief,

time yesterday morning.

HERRICK, NBC actMARY ELLEN
James Kreiger, NBC actor in

four songs to Paramount studios to
be used in forthcoming films.
ress;
Ward Ingrim, KFRC sales manager,
"Death Valley Days," and Bob McAndrews, press dep't, were tested for off by plane for a week's trip to
With him went Fred
voice quality by Max Arno, Warner Mexico City.
Crawshaw, Adv. Mgr. of the Owl
Brothers film scout.
KYA has doubled its news broad- Drug Co. or rather he went with
Four originate Fred it being Fred's plane.
casts to six-a-day.
Continuing the policy of "more
locally and two from L. A.
So many requests were received by production for S. F.," KFRC inauguNBC and the sponsors (Old Home- rates another new program today,
stead Bakeries) for Benny Walker to entitled "The Golf Clinic" at 7:15permit a large studio audience, that 7:30 p.m. Thursdays and Saturdays,
on Tuesday, the studio show moved with Duncan MacPherson giving
news of the game and conducting
to the Community Playhouse.
Mel Vickland did a T. C. San Fran- talkfests with leading amateur and
Opera House broadcast the pro exponents of the game.
cisco
Wedding bells are still echoing in
other night when regular annc'r Abbott Tessman couldn't keep the air the ears of Madeline Attabit of

—

—

NBC's

Burroughs, radio editor of
the Oakland "Tribune," attracting
much attention here and along the
coast for his A-l full-page illustrated
write-ups of local airshows in the

ry Lipschultz of the Gilmore Steel
Co.

Jack

Sunday
Edna

edition.

Fischer,

NBC

pianist, has sold

Traffic Dept.,

married

to

WABC
Dewey

got a break

was

News

City

when Thomas

hurling

invectives

at

Jerry Lawrence, a CBS announcer,
for trying to interview a member of
Words
his staff without permission.
did not go out on the air because

program was cut for

station identi-

fication.

WEAF-WJZ
all

had

its

own

staff

at

the strategic centers around

the broadcasters.

OKLAHOMA

New

Members
KFEL in Denver

Staff

Join

The

include
Maxwell
28 stations, emanating from CFCF,
formerly
radio
production
Montreal, will also be short-waved Hage,
to North and South America and Eu- manager, United Press; George Luck,
Ken Sisson is in complete former merchandising manager
rope.
charge of show, and will direct a KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.; Hettie Bernadditions

CITY

formerly
Milton Brown's Musical Brownies,
now being aired over the Oklahoma
Network daily except Sunday.
Mrs. Helen Schuyler has begun
"Turning the Leaves," book program,
each Tuesday.
on
"Patent Pending," dealing with inventors and their gadgets, is being
presented Sunday afternoons over
by Mrs. Bess Hedge, with a
Ross'

Rhythm

Rascals,

KOMA

WKY

studio audience.

and 16 - voice hardt, formerly with Colorado Club
Mertens & Price Adds Biz
and commentators Women publications, on the commerWest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
cial staff; Fred Graham, returning to
Mertens & Price
Los Angeles
KFEL from the coast; Duncan Wag- have
sold both their "Sunday Players"
ner, from KGFW, Kearney, Neb., to
and "Wade Lane's Home Folks" to
the announcing staff; Frank Ford,
"Sunday Players"

orchestra

Soloists
will also be used.

WHO,

David Ward, technician, took the mercials.
Pappy Lynn
fatal step last week with Helen Stare

—

is

starred in his

own

thrice-weekly program, "Pappy Matwith Stan Widannouncer. The
views" were Paul Whiteman, Mary Sunset Corners Symphony, directed
Don Hovey, provides musical
Carlisle of the films, and Captain by
Charles Pray, Hank
William A. Crowell, noted seafarer. background.
Kristufek, Fid Prescott and Bill WilStation not only honored Navy Day
by special programs, but kept the liams are in the musical group.
announcers in a whirl giving time
signals with a regulation ship's bell
WSOC, Charlotte
instead of the usual chimes.
Seven-Up Bottling Co. has renewed
its weekly series for a year.
ProLayman Cameron at
grams are under direction of Uncle
Detroit Layman W. Cameron, for- Harry (Ed Harris).
mer announcer with "Vic and Sade,"
Dick Faulkner is back on the job
is the latest addition to WXYZ's anafter a two-week vacation trip to
nouncing staff. Cameron started in Pittsburgh and Chicago.
radio in 1929 with station
as
Charles G. Hicks, program director,
a salesman and announcer. He came has been given a month's vacation to
to Detroit from KOIL-KFAB, Omaha, ward off a possible nervous breakwhere he specialized in news broad- down. Ron Jenkins will be acting
casting.
program director during his absence.

Among prominent visitors recently inee," for Skelly Oil,
aired on KVTs "Interesting Inter- ney as producer and

—

on

bulletins.

region.

—

Dramatic life story of Thomas
Des Moines
Horn, Indian Scout, has been written
The Four Dons, novelty instruby Gladys Pinney under title of mental ensemble, with Jug Brown,
"Talking Boy" as the next Z.C.M.I. string bass, featured in a comedy
Radio Playhouse show.
song and patter role, are now airing
a series for Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn
Dick Vawter handles the comCo.
KVI, Tacoma

WXYZ

depended

WMCA, WNEW, WQXR and WHN
Lloyd Yoder, NBC head here, and aired bulletins throughout the eveJennings Pierce, agric. head on the ning. WINS keyed its broadcast from
network .back from another success- the city desk of the Mirror.
ful fishing trip in the China Lake

7
Imperial Tobacco Show
ShortWaved
Being
Also

30-piece
chorus.

WABC

service for which they paid $500 and
were well repaid said Paul White.
CBS director of public affairs. PressRadio was also utilized for some portions of the election broadcasts. Commercials were cut to air the "flash"

town
La
and turned in a good job.
Har- Guardia was not available to any of

date.

carton.

of Seattle.

York Stations
Cover Election Results

All the New York stations aired the
results of the New York mayoralty
campaign until their regular sign-off

Denver Seven persons have been
broadcast of the dedication of the
Imperial Tobacco Co. good will
Lenoir High School music building. program which starts tomorrow over added to the KFEL staff, with two
a coast-to-coast Canadian network of leaving to take other jobs.

KSL, Salt Lake City

New

recently manager KGCU, Mandam,
N. D., to the clients' service department, and Bert Seiver to the technical staff.

Mark Crandall

the sales

of

Toledo.
goes to WBLY, Lima, O., and
WEEU, Reading, Pa., as well as to
a Hamilton, Ontario, station of AllCanada Broadcasting System.
also

staff,

and Al Stevens, announcer, went to
KOVC, Valley City, N. D., where
Crandall will be manager.

WFBR

WSPD,

//

GIVE ME

Re-Signs Naval Band

—

Baltimore For the second consecutive year WFBR has obtained exclusive rights to the broadcasting of the
United States Naval Academy band
and will air a half hour of the concerts each week throughout the win-

Pick

and express the

and spring. The programs will
originate in Annapolis and be handled
ter

preference of

by Bert Hanauer, program director,
and Stewart Kennard, special events

ers

O\

II
and

WBOW

his

at

\ III

who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

1

orchestra

the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and Winter Season
Fourth

dis-

criminating advertis-

director.

A I.

up your phone

Return

Engagement

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

COlumbui 5-6741

—

-

Thursday. November

RADIO DAILY:

Central States Broadcasting Co.
loaned its mobile unit to the Iowa
network to cover the Iowa state cornBesides the Iowa
husking contest.
net, feed was also to CSBC's KOIL,

Art Charlton has been added to the

KMBC

RANCE

VALENTINE,

Coast radio
new sustaining

veteran West
has started a
series over

artist,

WTAM

known

as "The Valentines." In the
roles of baritone singer, commentais airing all the big bands
tor and writer, Valentine appeared
into this area. Lately they've

on KFI, KHJ and KNX, Los Angeles
ethered Jan Garber, Tom Gentry, over a period of
seven years. He
and Floyd Ray. Setup will include also authored "The Shadow" mystery
Anson Weeks this weekend.
series over the Columbia chain, and

won first place as most popular vocalist on all-station Pacific
Coast radio team chosen by newspaper editors. Valentine's -act on
includes songs and blackouts
of timely topics.
Assisting him in
the six day a week series are Helen
Valentine, former leading ingenue
in
casts of "Death Valley Days,"
"Alice In Toyland" and other network features, and Evelyn Valentine,
concert pianist and character actress.
in 1934

WBIG, Greensboro, N.

C.

Harry Kuykendall, news editor, is
airing a twice-weekly 15-minute
program titled "Our Neighbors," commenting on news events in nearby

now

small towns.

WPA

Theater Project is
Little
presenting a 15-minute playlet over
the station each Monday evening.

Greensboro College, A. & T. College
and various other schools are cooperating in educational programs

WTAM

cast direct from
in New Orleans,

—

Junior

League's weekly playlets
written and directed
Jim Wiggins, are now in

children,

by Mrs.
their

third

season.

Signing on each morning with
"Dixie" and signing off with "Star
Spangled Banner" has created much
Though the
hereabouts.
interest
martial tunes supplanting WBIG's
old theme, "White Azaleas," have not
received universal commendation
especially from pacifist groups Major

—

Edney Ridge, managing director

of

the station, says the outlet will stick
to "Dixie" and "Star Spangled Banner."

KDYL,

Salt Lake City

Fox, president and g.m., and
Myron Fox, special events man, are
currently on the coast.
Albert Priddy, announcer, becomes
a benedict Nov. 8.
Floyd Farr is learning to fly, and
Jack Gregson keeps neighbors awake
with his new saxophone.
S.

S.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
HARRY WEINSTEIN
"As Abe Lyman's manager and
oi a sort, I am in a

talent scout

position to note the kind of entertainers who are striving for breaks

and what impresses me
most is that young and new performers are 'backward in coming

in

radio,

forward'.
There is no place in
the show world for bashfulness.
Let them all come forward and
work for their auditions!"

as assistant in the pro-

J. O. Young, president of the ad
agency bearing his name, is in Chicago on business.
Fred Weingarth, WDAF sports anand Ralph Powers handling the asnouncer, is back on the job after a
signments.
week's illness.
Paul Pendarvis and ork open toThe Roy Campbell Ambassadors,
a choral group of eight vocalists, open morrow at the Muehlebach grill for
in
Altoona, Pennsylvania in three a limited run, with a WDAF wire.
Included in the incorporation just
weeks with a network wire.
effected by Arthur Capper to emOn Buddy Clark's CBS show to- brace his radio and newspaper propnight at 10, Buddy' guest stars, bands- erties, under the title of Capper Pubman Eddy Duchin, and songstress lications Inc., are KCKN, Kansas
Rose Blaine, will feature songs by City, Kan., and WIBW, Topeka.

Cole Porter to whom the broadcast
is being dedicated.
Duchin will appear without his orchestra and will
offer a piano solo.

Ann

WWJ,

Detroit

recent talent hunt in New
York, Wynn Wright, program direcIn

a

Seaton. who frequently sings tor, engaged Eugene Conley and
with the Ed Smalle chorus Jonathan Hole, as regular members
(heard on the Leo Reisman WEAF of the
staff.
Conley, a tenor
Thursday Night beer series) is being with a lyric voice, was for more
screen-tested.
than three years the featured soloist
on a weekly New England program.
Lyn Murray's quartet, "The Four Hole, who will be featured in juvenile
Clubmen," having completed their leads in WWJ's dramatic
presentawork on the Paramount movie short tions, has been in radio since
1926,
they were making with the Hudson mostly around New York,
and on
DeLange orchestra, have returned to the stage since 1924.
their
regular
CBS broadcasting
A distinguished newcomer
solo

WWJ

This week's "Varsity Show," broadTulane University
tomorrow at 9 p.m.
over WBIG.
over NBC-Blue, reaches two musical
The U. S. Office of Education re- extremes
the famous Tulane A
cently commended the station very Capella Choir and the hot "Swing
schedule.
highly for its cooperation in govern- Strings" orchestra.
ment education projects.
for

staff

gram department.

KFOR
coming

1937

KANSAS CITY

LINCOLN
Chet Gowan replaced Ray Suber on
KFOR's morning program, "Musical
Clock." The same program on KFAB
is still handled by J. B. Lake.

Omaha.

4.

to

the

Georges Miquelle.
internationally famous cellist. He is
The Vagabonds, University Glee
On Thursday, November 11, at 11 Club of New Haven, will be heard first cellist with the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and has appeared
a.m., Harry Meyers, well-known rain a special Friday evening series
dio personality in and about Phila- on alternate weeks starting tomorrow many times as soloist with the leading
symphony orchestras of the
delphia, begins his third year as
over WICC, Bridgeport.
country.
an entertainer via the ether channels
of WHAT. Harry, popularized by his
Lucille and Lanny, youthful song
former affiliations with the the now team, extended their record-breakSalkin's New Enterprise
defunct S.S. All In Fun, was absent ing run of engagements on Walter
Chicago Leo Salkin, who recently
from Philadelphia's air lanes during O'Keefe's "Town Hall Tonight" when
the summer, spending the greater they appeared for the fifth time on resigned as head of Chicago office
part of the warm season under con- the program last night over the NBC- of Consolidated Radio Artists and
who prior to that headed Sligh &
tract at fashionable Lake George, Red network.
Salkin, has formed his own company
in
the Adirondacks.
Versatile as
Proteus, Harry has entertained in
Irwin Elliott, who is known widely which he calls Leo B. Salkin Attracmany of the night spots in the Phil- to radio audiences as the "word- tions Inc., with offices at 32 W. Ranadelphia area, singing, doing imper- caster," will give a program "About dolph St. Will handle bookings of
sonations, dialects, et al., and has Words" over W1XAL on Nov. 12 at orchestras, entertainment, and will be
earned quite a name for himself in 7:30 p.m., radiated on 6.04 mega- personal manager for several bands.
the old home town. He made his cycles. Elliott, who is an authority on Bert Gervis supplanted him as local
radio debut over WHAT on the Sun- the
development of the English head of CRA.
shine Club and has since, to use his language, will give glimpses of the
own words, "knocked around quite a romance of words, their history and
26 More Weeks for Sablon
bit."
His cheery patter and songs interesting derivations, and the meancontract given by NBC to
New
will
aired
be
every
Thursday ings of the more troublesome words.
Jean Sablon, French troubadour, calls
morning.
Evelyn Oaks, the "hairlip Gracie for 26 more weeks of twice weekly
In order to permit students to ex- Allen" who appeared on Colonel Jack programs over NBC-Red. This makes
press their views on the present war Major's CBS program on Tuesday at the third contract given Sablon by
threat abroad, World Peaceways is 3 p.m., will be on the same show the network.
inviting representatives from Ford- again next Tuesday. Colonel Major
ham, Columbia Universities and Vas- believes she is a new comedy find.
musical

staff

is

—

sar College to participate in a preArmistice Day Forum on, "If Europe
John S. Carlisle, CBS production
Goes to War, the American Students man, during the
broadcasts
Will
? This broadcast, the fourth of the election results was not havin a series under the auspices of ing very good luck making clean cuts
World Peaceways, will be aired Mon- into the commercials programs, and
day evening at 9 o'clock, over WQXR. Paul White, network director of
public affairs, was demanding better
WFBR, official station for the In- cuts. White suggested cutting during
dependent Retail Grocers and Meat applause at the end of numbers.
Dealers Ass'n of Baltimore, will use Carlisle followed instructions and
seven announcers in as many days made the next cut right at the start
during the broadcasting of the an- of the applause. He yelled at the
nual food show. Half-hour programs top of his lungs to White who was
emanate each day of this week from in another room, "Hey Paul, I got
the
booth with Henry Hick- that one right on the nose." It went
man, Brent Gunts, Henry Blanc, Phil out through the live mike coast-toCrist, Nclso.n Baker, Bob Hurleigh coast.

CONSOLIDATED

WABC

WFBR

RADIO ARTISTS,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
CHICAGO DALLAS
CLEVELAND
•

i

\>

INC.

COl 5-3580
HOLLYWOOD

Ahcuucak Hcadutq Radio-

cud Vohcl OncAeAtn^^Jl

Or
Tonight

MAREK WEBER
and his orchestra
11-11:30 P.M
American Premiere
Hotel Stevens, Chicago

WEAF
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VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

90

YORK,

N. Y.,

of

FRIDAY,

NEW

TELEVISION PERMITS
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Washington Bureau,

—
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AT RANDOM

NBC Network Programs and Spots Being
Launched Next Week

Holtz,

RCA

NBC

IN

CHICAGO BALKS

AT SIGNING ATM PACT
Chicago— WBBM-CBS

and

WGN

by

the

way, whatever became

$110 sustaining
Wilbur Hatch to Direct
five-hour
for
Music for Chesebrough NBC is balking

At

least

two name

(.Continued

(Continued on Page 3)

Kenny Baker, who was put on the
to fame by the radio and later
was adopted by the films as well, is
now appearing on his Jack Benny show
"through the courtesy of Mervyn LeRoy."
road

And

20th Century-Fox not only gets
"courtesy v credit on Tyrone Power's
Woodbury show, but the program also
gives the movie company a regular

plug

for

a picture

in

Mangum,

Okla., to Build

Municipal Radio Station

—

Mangum, Okla. The city will build
a municipal radio station sometime

now

June 19, 1938.
KADH, have been
letters,
Call
City Manager Raymond
granted.
between

which Power does Willis

is

in

and

charge.

not appear.

WCLS

is

—

—

Rabid Fan

—

Chicago
A "Barn Dance" fan
from Murray, Ky., blew into town

He couldn't buy tickets,
so he advertised for them in local
papers. None being forthcoming,
recently.

he went

to

shoulders.

weep on Glenn Snyder's
Snyder, manager of

WLS, dug up several tickets from
customers who had already paid
for them, getting them to take some
for

next Saturday instead.

on

Page

3)

WEHS

New York

WILL CONTINUE

Metro

-

Goldwyn - Mayer yesterday

stated that it will continue to supply
local stations throughout the counFlex-O-Glass
try with its weekly radio script shows,
14 Stations despite decision of Warner Bros, to
discontinue this service immediately.
M-G-M service is compiled and
Chicago Through Presba, Fellers edited from New York, and is dis& Presba, Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co. of tributed nationally.
Program feaChicago has placed announcements tures
news and gossip of company's
and quarter hour programs on list stars, plus shorts
on M-G-M pictures.
of stations including WLS, WCCO,
(Continued on Page 3)

Campaign

Placed on

—

WHO, WLW, KMOX, KFYR, WJR,
KWTO, KMMJ, WNAX,
Roosevelt
KMA. and KFNF.

Carnation Co. Renewing

A

Stations

telegram of commendation

(Continued on

Hold Out

at the present time it is not contemplated, according to an official of
York Mayoralty election just closed Local 802. While contracts have been
spent over $80,000 for radio time on signed in Chicago between CBS and

the recent

(Continued on Page 3)

of Air"
for

Carnation Co. on Jan. 3 will renew
"America's Town Meeting of the Air,"
the Frank Black program on 59 NBCwhich opened its new series last
Red network stations, 10-10:30 p.m., night at 9:30-10:30 over NBC-Blue
Erwin, Wasey & Co., network,
for 52 weeks.
was received from PresiLtd., Chicago, has the account.
dent Roosevelt yesterday by the
League for Political Education, which

Although the long-heralded fiveday week for radio stations and other
$80,000 in Elections spots using musicians in Chicago goes
into effect Jan. 15, no such agreeRadio expenditures by the major ment is in effect in New York and
in

Commends

"Town Meeting

York Stations Got

parties

sponsor

RADIO SCRIPT SERVICE

New

(Continued on Page 3)

Page

3)

Contest Guide
Columbus.

new

political

RCA-

(Continued on Page 3)

M-G-M

Signing AFM Five-Day Week
New

same

by the

aired

KFEQ,

much complaining among
Control Is Sold
"idea men" that they can't
Chicago R. W. Hoffman, principal
get half-way to first base in having owner of WHFC,
and WKBI,
their ideas for new programs considered Cicero, 111., reported transferring 51
by agencies who represent sponsors.
per cent of stock of WCLS, Joliet,
111. to L. W. Wood of Wood & AnderDorothy Thompson has attracted a son, St. Louis. Application for sale
radio following rapidly because she of stock now reported pending beyet
fascinating
humanly fore FCC.
gives
such
simple word-pictures of universally imD. C. G.
portant personalities.
There

free-lance

Co., for

augment its present radio
advertising with two additional network programs and spot programs
around the country, it was learned
yesterday. Spot programs, which will
be heard locally over WEAF and WJZ
for
approximately two or three

and $140 commercial being
five-day week, but

—

Hersholt.

Manufacturing

Victor, will

yesterday signed a new wage scale weeks,
until networks can be cleared,
agreement with James C. Petrillo, will be presented in addition
to the
calling for
local musicians' head,
"Magic Key of RCA" broadcasts now

because of Clause 34
which rules that networks may not
of
Jack McLallen, who was the best
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
feed stations "unfair or in default"
straightman Oswald ever had?
Los Angeles Wilbur Hatch, mu- to Chicago jurisdiction.
NBC has
director at KNX, has been
sical
The Amos 'n' Andy announcer's long- selected for the musical assignment okayed all other terms of the contract. Petrillo says unless NBC signs,
familiar introductory words on each pro- on the Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
"Dr.
called out Jan. 15.
gram, namely "Here they are," are now Christian"
program starring Jean musicians will be
NBC attorneys contend the rule,
echoing on the Phil Baker show.
direc-

man

— "Magic Key

of RCA" Undergoing Revision

RADIO DAILY

Washington General Electric Co.
There are right now
on the air some 140 has applied to the FCC for conversions ot the "man-in-the-street" in- struction permits for new television
stations at Schenectady,
terview, about 49 forms of spelling bees, broadcast
no less than 37 styles of quiz programs Albany, and Easton, Conn. In two
and countless variety shows of similar applications for Schenectady, staformula—but only one Edgar Bergen's tions are asked on 44,000-50,000 kcs.,
40 watts, video transmission only.
Charlie McCarthy.
The Albany and Easton applications
Among artists who should be on the specify 44,000-50,000 kcs., 3,000 watts
video.
air more regularly are Frank Fay, Lou aural, 10,000 watts

— and

NOVEMBER

Adding 2 Shows

Victor

Jack Pearl. Fred Waring. Ethel
Marx Brothers, Dick
the
Barrymore.
Powell. John Barrymore and Paul White-

Commercial Radio and Television

—

With so many
appearing over the

O.

contests

WBNS

radio these days,

is

launch-

a new program called "Win
or Lose", the purpose of which is
ing

to

explain

all

the

details

the

of

various competitions, and to give
all

all-important

rules

be complied with
the contestant

is

to

if

(hat

the

must

entry

of

be considered.

V

—

V

Friday.
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M-G-M Show Tieup

Against Radio Gossips

Loew's Theaters and M-G-M yesterday combined efforts in 40 cities
to broadcast salutes to the new Maxwell House program which made its
debut over the NBC-Red network at
9-10 p.m. Exhibitors tied up 40 local
stations and made deal to air announcements and salutes for the new

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Angeles In his "Hollywood
Nite-Letter," aired over
Tuesday night at 10:45, and sent to 60

Address

DAILY,
Phone

communications
RADIO
all
to
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6337,
7-6338.
Wisconsin
7-6336,

HollyCable address: Filmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

series.

Program was heard

west as Louisville.

as

far

WHN, New York

which is owned and operated
by the concerns, not only carried
salutes and announcements, but also
carried actual broadcast due to its
outlet

recent pact with

NBC.

Radio Script Department

Opened by Sam
A

radio

script

Stiefel

department,

with

m

a writing and di-

recting capacity,

and Fred Robbins

Jimmy Lyons

has been added to
the activities of the Sam H. Stiefel

handling

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Nov. 4)
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Asked
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Billinas Decline

October billings totaled $206,194, down 14.7 per cent against the
same month a year ago, when political revenue figured in. For the first
10 months, receipts are $1,365,433, a
decrease of 3.1 per cent over the
Jan. -Oct. period of 1936.

"Night of Stars" on

WHN

annual United
Appeal monster benefit
Palestine
show in which almost 400 stars of
radio, stage and screen will appear
will be aired exclusively over
starting at 8:30 p.m. on Nov. 17.
managing diLouis K. Sidney,
rector, is chairman of the program
committee.
"Night

of

Stars,"

WHN

WHN

Buys Spot Preceding Duke
Peck & Peck yesterday purchased
a 15-minute spot on CBS immediately

Duke

preceding the
speech Nov. 12.

of

Windsor's

Program, a one-shot,
by Jay Lewis Associates,
although Pedlar & Ryan is regular

was

set

agency.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A M.

6

TO

7:30

P.

M.

1937

sales,

Los

—

COminG

and

GOMG

noted

French

KMPC

other stations, Fenton W. Earnshaw
of Earnshaw-Young Inc. made the
following remarks about gossip dispensers on the radio:
"During the past week something
has happened which I have been
expecting for a long time. Executives of motion picture studios have
become very resentful over the destructive criticism employed by a
certain few among the radio commentators. The studios threaten to
withdraw the visiting credentials of
such commentators, and to discontinue furnishing news to them
All the leading trade papers are
discussing the situation, and their
comments on the commentators are
straight from the shoulder.
"I for one am wholly on the side
of the producers in this controversy.
There has been entirely too much of
a tendency to 'dish out the dirt'
as the slang phrase would express
.

.

.

MONTEUX,

PIERRE
of

San

the

who

Francisco

conductor

Symphony Orchestra, and

NBC Symphony

will direct the

on

formal
concert debut Nov. 13, arrives in New York on
Monday from France aboard the Normandie.
BILL STERN, NBC sports announcer, goes to
Princeton tomorrow to describe the PrincetonDartmouth game over NBC-Blue.
LYNN BRANDT, NBC Chicago announcer, will
be in South Bend tomorrow to broadcast the
Notre Dame-Pittsburgh game over NBC-Red.
JOAN EDWARDS flies to Indianapolis tonight
for an engagement there Saturday.
GRACE MOORE leaves for Chicago about the
middle of next week to make her debut with
the Chicago Opera Co.
JUDY STARR goes to Boston for a personal
appearance.
DR. WALTER DAMROSCH is in Chicago re"The Man Without a
hearsing
his
opera,
Country," and will deliver his Music Appreciaits

tion Hour lecture from the NBC Chicago studios
today.
ALBERT SCHNEIDER of Columbia Artists Inc.
movie scouting
is visiting CBS in Chicago on a
project.
CHARLES VANDA, program director of KNX,
Hollywood, is visiting CBS executives in Chicago.
IRVING STROUSE leaves New York today for
Chicago, where he goes in advance of Paul
Whiteman, who opens at the Drake Hotel on
Nov. 19.

Enterprises Inc.
The new service
is directed at independent radio staRUTH ETTING and her husband, COL. MOIE
tions
seeking big-time scripts at it. Some commentators seem unable SNYDER, arrived in New York from Hollywood
minimum cost. Library already in- to differentiate between what is legi- this week.
ROY DURSTINE, pres. of Batten, Barton,
cudes over 400 scripts, the firm timate news and petty gossip or
Durstine & Osborn, Inc., and MRS. DURSTINE
states.
mean and unjust opinion. The pic- have left town for a week's vacation at
Williamsburg, Va.
ture business is one of the country's
largest
important
industries.
It
Varady to Recess
Chicago Varady of Vienna, Chi- makes no more mistakes than other
It
deals with its emcago (Cosmetics) will take a long industries.
holiday recess after the Dec. 5 show, ployees most generously. The playreturning the last Sunday in Janu- ers study longer, work harder, suffer

—

Ted Weems, who provides the more disappointments, meet fiercer
music on the show, will make a per- competition, than any other professonal appearance tour during these sion knows. They live 'in that fierce
weeks. One minute dramatized an- white light which beats upon a
nouncements being used on several throne and blackens every blot' as
Scandal, gossip,
stations.
Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt, Tennyson put it.
ary.

—

innuendo about motion picture people
is either one hundred per cent untrue,
or enormously
exaggerated.
New Song Put Out by Blake Picture
people don't claim to be any
"This Isn't Love," with words and
music by Ina George, was generally better than the rest of humanity.
released this week by Whitney Blake I'll go on record that they are cerMusic Publishers. Miss George also tainly no worse. In this big world
of the motion picture, with all its
is the writer of "You're a Hit," "Exclusively," "Stand by for a Radio marvelous accomplishments, the comFlash," "London on a Foggy After- mentator who can't find anything
noon" and other numbers, all pub- good to talk about certainly must
have a soul badly warped. In any
lished by Whitney Blake.
walk of life the observer usually
sees what he wants to see, hears what
Pimlico Honors WFBR
he wants to hear."
Baltimore The Maryland Jockey
Club, which operates the Pimlico
Will H. Hays, president of Motion
Race Track in Baltimore, has hon- Picture Producers and Distributors
ored WFBR by designating the event of America, left New York yesterday
Dreceding tomorrow's famous Fu- en route to the coast, with the radio
turity as the WFBR $1,000 added gossiper situation understood to be
handicap.
WFBR will offer a gold one of the reasons for his visit.
"up to the winner and, as far as
"an be ascertained, this is the first
Folder on
time a leading track has named a
race after a radio station.
Coincident with taking the station
into its network fold, NBC has issued a folder giving concise market
Betty Lou Gerson to Campana
data on KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan.
Chicago
Betty Lou Gerson, has
is

MBS

5,

Earnshaw Upholds Fight

Theaters in 40 Cities
In

November

agency.

—

KOAM

—

been engaged as feminine headliner
of Campana's "Grand Hotel" starting Monday on NBC-Blue, replacing
"Vanity Fair." Miss Gerson was used
on Campana's "First Nighter" two
years ago in Hollywood opposite
Don Ameche. She is the wife of Joe
Ainley, radio production director of
Aubrey-Moore & Wallace, who have
the

Campana

account.

New

WNEW Rate Card

Boosts

Announcements

WNEW's new rate card (No. 16),
effective Nov. 15, maintains its basic
station rates, but boosts its spot announcements and special package
schedules from 10 to 33 1-3 per cent.
Increased popularity of the participating

programs,

particularly

man's Matinee," has resulted in the
former going up one-third above the
present schedule, while the "Milkman
Matinee" went up 10 per cent. Various other package and spot announcement schedules went up accordingDiscounts on contracts above 13
ly.

weeks are maintained.
Present clients and those signing
or renewing before Nov. 15 are protected for one year on the old rates.

Van
Chicago

Cronkhite on Tour
John Van Cronkhite,

—

of Van Cronkhite Associates Inc., left yesterday afternoon
for an extended trip, visiting stathrough Indiana, Kentucky,
tions

president

Tennessee,

the

Carolinas

and Vir-

ginia.

BARRY
McKINLEY
IN

/he PERFECT
MARKET'S

LOUDSPEAKER
ALBANY, NY
Yltwln SguippfJ forSuptr Pomr

the

"Make Believe Ballroom" and "Milk-

"CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS"
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

November

Friday,

5,

1937

3
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Production Man's Dream

N.Y. STATIONS HOLD OUT

RCA VICTOR

scene was WLW's biggest studio and the Kellogg Company's
Almost seven
"Saturday Afternoon Football Jamboree" was on the air.
hundred miles away in South Bend, Red Barber was waiting his cue to
line with a description of the Notre Dame-Navy
go on the air over the
game. Just as Barber turned on his microphone, 30,000 fans were caught
giving three rousing rahs for the "Fighting Irish." (Not bad for an introduction.) Then came "Anchors A weigh" by the Navy band and the scene
shifted back to the studio. "Anchors A weigh" happened to be the next
number on the "Jamboree" program with Kellogg's "Quadrangle Octet"
handling the vocals. No sooner had the Navy band completed the song
than the Octet picked it up without missing a beat. All this happened
blind without any prearranged timing.
"Once in a lifetime," was the way the production man on the show put it.

IS

ADDING

The

SIGNING PACT WITH AFM

NETWORK SHOW, SPOTS

WLW

(Continued from Page

1)

WGN

and Jimmy Petrillo's local,
whatever key station agreement has
been entered into between the AFM
Executive Board and the network
representatives has not yet been adjusted through Local 802.
New York radio key stations and
Local 802 have not yet come together
on the proposition of a new contract
in accordance
pact, which,

AFM

with the recent
is

it

yet to be signed

understood,

has

NBC

by NBC.

is

clause

Roosevelt Commends
Wilbur Hatch to Direct
"Town Meeting of Air"
Music for Chesebrough

holding out because of the
it from sending programs
which are declared on the
tors
unfair list by the AFM.
restricting
to stations

Indications are that the five-day
week for musicians in New York
may not go into effect at any time,
since this is a matter of local autonomy and a decision entirely withlocal
in the jurisdiction of each
union.

AFM

NBC

in

Chicago Balks

At Signing

AFM

(Continued from Page

Pact

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

had been under consideration cooperates with NBC in sponsoring
Show starts Sunday the program. The message read:
This
at 2:30 p.m. EST over CBS.
"In just such measure as 'America's
marks Hatch's first commercial network break, though he has been Town Meeting of the Air' carries on
doing thorough musicianly jobs at in the tradition and spirit of the
KNX for years.
old-fashioned town meeting will it
After long auditions, Dorothy Barstow,
McCann Erickson producer, serve the purpose of democracy. We
finally picked Joe Kernsi and Jane can not have too many forums for
Morgan for supporting roles in the the free and untrammeled expresJack Hasty script for the initial
sion of public opinion, and I hope
broadcast. Show does a rebroadcast
for the coast at 2:30 immediately the discussions about to be undertaken will be constructive and enfollowing "Silver Theater."
for the berth.

enforced, would make NBC contributory to secondary boycott under
Edith Meiser Gets Role
Clayton anti-trust act and subject to
Edith Meiser, script writer, of
cancellation of license.
McKnight & Jordan, has been signed
New contracts, running to Jan. 15, for a leading role in Cherrill Crawnew show, "Four Cents a
1941, provide same pay for five days ford's
previously received for six, believed Word," a farce based on the pulp
A magazine business. The show opens
to be the top in labor's history.
$10 raise is provided in third year of in Philadelphia Monday night and
Terms for single engage- is scheduled for a New York opening
contract.
ment are upped from $16 to $24 after 2 weeks later.
next Jan. 15. Notice period is extended from four to six weeks.
Petrillo expects to take the lid
off recording here in about 10 days.
He also promises further developments in his organization of announcif

sound

effects

and production men.

M-G-M

all

who

listen to them."

Co.

weekly
(Continued from Page

ing

1)

All script activities of the

who

recently created a sensa-

New

York, drum majoring
Tupelo delegation at the
American Legion jamboree in New

Yours with

York.
Slated for future programs are actors and concert artists billed for

W-F-A-S

performance at Ellis Auditorium in
Memphis, members of Orpheum The-

York's Hearthside"
Is

Hotel Roger Smith

White

Plains

ater shows,
ers,

Goodwyn

Institute speakLittle
Cooperation of notables ap-

and members of Memphis

Theater.

program

Nov.

is

scheduled

11-11:30 p.m.
Program will feature the swing music
of Larry Clinton, former arranger for
Jasa Loma, and a new orchestra composed of top NBC house musicians.
WJZ show gets under way Nov. 13
at 8-8:30 p.m.
First program will
feature Larry Clinton's band, then
will present guest bands weekly, with
Bunny Berigan already set for Nov.
9

at

and Dec. 4.
"Magic Key" will undergo a change
because of the two new airings, and
will eliminate all popular dance orchestras from future broadcasts.
Spot programs are being aired on
a 50-50 basis between dealers and
RCA. Both live and recorded shows
are being used on nine stations. KOA

27

will shortly begin a six-times-weekly
half-hour recorded program; WBZ.
one half-hour live show and six 45minute recorded spots each week;
KGO, 15-minute Vox Pop program
and 45-minute recorded show, each
six times weekly; WGY, half-hour
recorded show six times weekly,

begun

this

KYW, KDKA

WTAM

York Stations Got
$80,000 in Elections
(Continued from Page 1)
stations, it was officially

New York

made known yesterday.
Breakdown shows WEAF and WJZ
got

WMCA
WNEW $8,000;

$14,760;

who

WHN

$3,500;

WOR,

$31,000;

$1,780.

and

tween lectures at Goodwyn Institute
here, appeared on WHBQ's program
to give excerpts from his lecture "The
Lowdown on Washington High-Ups."
He was followed on second program
of the series by drum major Annie
Laura Bishop, the comely lass from
Tupelo, Miss., currently starred on
stage of Orpheum Theater of Memphis,

"New

news

personalities of the stage.

Inaugural program featured humorist Strickland Gillilan, who, in be-

tion in
for the

-

microphone

the

company outstanding

have been handled from New York,
with very little interference felt from
Hollywood headquarters. Show has
also been one of the better programs
presented on the gratis basis and as
a result has built up huge following
throughout the country, especially
Presentation in no
in rural areas.
way interferes or is connected with
M-G-M program which is being bankrolled by Maxwell House coffee.

WESTCHESTER

at 11

to

First
start

conducts interviews, and adds $10,000;
and WABC
Interviews," aired to the interest of programs with news
features
from
stage and screen.
a.m. on Thursday, bring-

programs, "Amuse-

1)

of 100 stations.

WEAF

to

New

Amusement News, Interviews pearing on programs is secured by
WHBQ, Memphis, has inaugurated Ned Cronk, WHBQ promotion man,

Will Continue
a new series of
Radio Script Service ment News and

network

week.
WRC, WMAL,
and
have been
airing programs for past two weeks.
Grace Moore at Met Lunch
The two new network programs
Grace Moore, Met opera soprano are reported to
be the start of a
and star of General Motors Concerts, national co-operative
campaign by
will be a guest of honor at the MetroRCA and its dealers. Fields, Moses
politan Opera Guild's first luncheon
and Jones will handle the publicity
in the Hotel Pierre on Tuesday. She
on the shows which are being handled
leaves afterward for Chicago to ap- by RCA direct.
pear Nov. 16 with the Chicago Opera
lightening to

NOV PROGRAMS -I IDEA/

ers,

(Continued from Page

Sundays, 2-3 p.m., over an NBC-Blue

Questions Bring "Title"

Award

Candidates for the title "Patron
Saint" are reported on the increase
by KFRU, Columbia, Mo. The distinction, which carries with it definite
promise of recognition on Judgment
Day, is awarded to listeners of the
station's "Catch-As-Catch-Can" program, who send in batch of questions
and answers to one of the three Wise
Guys who handle airing every morning. Patron Saint No. 1, a housewife,
has guestarred on show frequently.

Imperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
OF

CANADA

KEN SISSON
Director,
With

a

16-voice

"Canada, 1938"
35

piece

choir

orchestra

and

soloists

PHOTOGRAPHIC XMAS CARDS
Over

a

coast-to-coast network of

Canadian

COSMOPOLITAN
145

WEST 45th ST

.

STUDIOS'.1
NEW YORK

Fridays.

10

to

Stations

10:45

P.

M.,

EST.

—

Friday,

RADIO DAILY:

on

no,

Nov.

9

coloratura sopra-

"Hollywood Mardi Gras
(NBC-Red, 9:30 p.m.)

"
?

HEWSON

("Petticoat of
ISABEL
the Air"), on "Magazine of the Air,"
Nov. 12 (CBS, 11 a.m.
i

ABE LYMAN, ADELE GERARD.
JOE MARSALA, ADRIAN ROLLINI,
TINY WOLF and ROSE BLAIN, on
Swing Con-

Martin Block's "Sunday
Nov.

cert,"

JULIUS

(WNEW,

7

KING,

a.m.)

11

author

of

chil-

dren's books, on United Hospital Fund
rpot, tonight (WQXR, 5:55 p.m.)

Naomi Warner.
has

acquired

a

•

•

•

was a

Shots about Big Shots: .... This happened in 1917

Little

was

Bruce Barton

editor of "Every

young

struggling

CITY

KTOK

songstress,

Fretwell

sponsor,

Motor Co.

Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co. bea weekly series Sunday afternoon over WKY and KVOO. Comgins

ing from the Tulsa studios and titled
"Sunday Afternoon Social," show
includes Ed Cortney, Rowdy Wright
and his Jolly Cowboys, Toby Nevins,
Bremen and the Wood
Francis
Sisters.

WKY

traffic
McAllister,
Daryl
manager, spoke on Radio Plays berefore Oklahoma Writers Club

cently.

WKY

anKrauss, new
Martis
nouncer, formerly at Chicago, settling down with wife and children
berth.
after having clinched

WKY

Clark, production manager,
and M. H. Bonebrake, advertising
manager for WKY, visiting Dallas

Allan

looking for talent.
Earl Hull finishing designing of
new mobile transmitter for WKY.

WRTD, Richmond,
Jack Maxey, manager,

is

back from

a business trip to Atlanta.

Margaret Hickerson, formerly hosthas been appointed director of
programs. Miss Hickerson has been

ess,

a member of the staff since the station went on the air early last sum-

mer.

it

...

.

for

for publication

was

that his plot

not

itself" ....

life

over

"fantastic, unreal, unbelievable

thanked the

Heatter

let-down .... Plot of the fiction

this

coffee-and-cake

it

bit of fiction to

an affirmative

was

—couldn't

written

or

—but

tried to sell Barton

concerned

—

head of a large ADVERTISING agency
making money, tired of helping millionaires make more
millions
so he decides to give up his position in business for one of
bettering the underdog.
He therefore decides to embark on a POLITICAL
career and, in that way get a new perspective on life .... Wednesday's
newspapers heralded the news that Bruce Barton was elected to Congress.

who was

tired

of

—

—

.

Maybe

Heatter

is

able

to sell

Barton that story

•

Bill Stuhler is not leaving

.

NOW.

Young & Rubicam. He

in

is

the Presbyterian Hospital and will undergo an operation today....

Harry Lawrence, who scripts the "Kaltenmeyer Kindergarten," turns
in his 246th script tomorrow after working on the show five years.
.Bill Rousseau, ass't to George McGarratt, production man on the
Fred Allen show, weds Eileen O'Connell on Thursday the day he
leaves for the coast ... .Bill Robinson returns to the Cotton Club on
Nov. 15.... Martin Block and Merle Pitt's band go into the N. Y.
Paramount
.Oliver Wakefield, Teddy Hart and James Melton, with
Freddie Rich's band, audition Martin Gouch's show at CBSunday ....
"Something for Nothing" the Sid Schwartz (former WNEW public
Harry J. Essex play is now in rehearsal....
relations director)
.

.

.

—

.

.

—

•

•

•

During the heal

of last

week's

political rallies

and mud-slinging,

Del Casino graciously consented to appear at the rally for Thomas

—where

Madison Square Garden

as being aired via

WEAF .... With

he was

to sing to the

Dewey

audience as well

but three minutes to go on the air

—Dewey

the time set aside for Casino's song

walked

into the

—and

arena and

—

applauded and shouted the candidate for the entire three
remaining air minutes so Del didn't have the benefit of the air plug.
Election nite, Del did a late sustainer via CBS and he had a song especially
dedicated to his mother scheduled for that program .... Dewey's opponent
the audience

—

conceded defeat

.

Dewey

that

.

.

—and the special events dept. CBS reached Tom Dewey
the
— place Del Casino
the three minutes
of

in

air

of

song .... Now Del

he threatens

District Attorney's office

to

—and

for

is

so furious at "Racket-Buster"

organize the shoe-shine boys in front of the
muscle-in on their business to spite the

new

D. A.

November

S

Henry M. Neely

Tommy

Freebairn-Smith

November 6
Gus Kahn
Ole Olson
Frank Readick

November

7

Jerry Belcher

Peter

DeLima

heirs have been unearthed through
these give-aways. Blackett-SampleHummert handles the account.

Trio of CBS Spreads
has issued a classy 14x11 brochure containing three pairs of pages
which were run on three different
occasions but which have something

CBS

say that links together. One of
the spreads is the "Portrait of a
Hero," and others are "A Cello
Takes the Theme" and "At the
Moment of Impact."
to

Lum and Abner Almanack

• •
Mercy

•

WSPD,

Toledo, answering a request from physicians at

Hospital, recently aired a plea for a blood donor for a patient

.Five minutes after the call came in to the
minutes after the air-plea phone lines were jammed, offering to sacrifice blood. .. .The patient has recovered!....
Jack Pearl walked into Benny Leonard's restaurant the other day
and forgot to pull his punch while kidding around with the former
champ. Result: Leonard has to have a new bridge placed in his
mouth. Lew Tendler was the one who broke it the first time....
Eddy Duchin was swamped with COLLECT wires from Buddy Clark,
Guy Lombardo, Lester Lee, Estelle Taylor, Joey Nash, Jack Robbins,
and us because of twenty-five CENT bets he made on last week's
pigskin game. Eddy accepted the "collects" and paid off the two-bits
in a critical condition
station

— and

Horlick's Malted Milk has just

ued

five

.

.

.

—

Lum

its

It
includes 32 pages in
story of their adventures
in Hollywood, map of movie capital,
dickshunary. Folks get it for a 50cent size wrapper through Lord &

"or

1938.

Thomas, Chicago.

WCPO's Salmagundi
The "Six

Niners"

to

Cincinnati, a

WCPO,

on

show with a

cast of 27
artists, covers practically the entire
field of entertainment, from 6 in the
morning until 9. Dialers can hear
real hillbilly music done by the hillbillies

themselves, popular music by

artists

who know how

to

swing

each!

it,

sentimental ballads sung by those
who put the right expression into
their feelings, old favorites
favorites.

and new

If someone wants an organ, the
Old Tunesmith is waiting to please
him. Colonel Andre Carlon is emcee
on the "Six to Niners," ably assisted
by Ken Beghold, who likes to play
the fiddle and does a worse job than
Jack Benny. When the Colonel and
Ken get going with their jokes and
it's some fun. Altogether
mighty lively show. And in the
window, where passers-by can see
for themselves, two beautiful girls
sit
at tables, answering telephone
calls for request numbers, and it

wisecracks,
it's

a

keeps the gals busy.
The "Six to Niners" is divided into
15-minute periods, and sponsors, at
first a little hesitant, now have a
line that forms on the right.

—

—

is-

and Abner almanack

nictures,

.

allotted to his mother's

Borrah Minevitch

Skelly's 500,000 Bulletins
Skelly Oil Co. is distributing a
half million four page bulletins at
its
service stations each week describing eight actual cases of unclaimed estates. These are in addition to the cases dramatized each
Monday on its CBS show, the Court
of Missing Heirs. Several potential

1938

•

•

and got him on

Greetings from Radio Daily

1937

happen here

and departed discouraged

editor

Gabe

for

when

Gabriel Heatter

Gabe had submitted a

and returned a few days later
negative reply .... Bruce told him he liked the way
Barton

at

Va.

Week" magazine and

peddling his works

writer,

but very particular where he got

a multi-millionaire businessman

OKLAHOMA

5.

PRCMCTICN

eUEJT-ING
RUBY MERCER,

November

"Chat" by Proxy
James Roosevelt, son and

chief

read
a message from his father to the
youth of the nation at the Catholic
youth rally in Chicago today, airing over NBC-Red (except WEAF)
aide

at

of

the

President,

12:30 noon.

will

November

Friday.

5,

1937

5
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*#&fl^ggg* Jl&dews

and Comments

first

scientific nature.

he

$20,

stops, but lingering more when assimilate them, will fetch better
reached Igor Gorin, who sub- results. For "sound" is the impormitted to a comedy interview and tant thing in radio, and if the ears
then went into a rousing song, backed are not given satisfaction the effort
by a choral group, which gave the is wasted regardless of how much
show its first real lift. Then came movie studio glamor exists at the
a production number, "Your Broad- other end.
General handling of the program
way and My Broadway," in which
Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Cliff was in fine taste, and commercial
Edwards and others participated to matter was much less evident than
The
good effect, winding up the first half on the former "Show Boat."
musical portion of the show was in
of the hour.
Starting off the second half, Metro's the hands of Meredith Willson, who
As indication of the
in its favor.
did a distinguished job. Ted Pearson
industry's regard for the new show, production chief, Louis B. Mayer, and
handled the announcements very
earlier the same evening it was given the General Foods chairman, Colby
ably.
salutes even on the competitive CBS Chester, were introduced and made
network, including a salutation by short speeches. Then came a conHarry von Zell from the "We, the densed dramatization of "The FireThe Hilton Co.
People" show which is sponsored by fly," current M-G-M musical film,
with Jeanette MacDonald and Allan WMCA, Wednesday, 9:45-10:15 p.m.
a competitive coffee firm (Sanka)
Bachenheimer, Dundes & Frank, Inc.
and another by Ted Collins of the Jones singing the leads.
One fault of the show was that NEWEST
QUIZ
SHOW PRODUCED
Kate Smith program. All this was

"GOOD NEWS OF

1938"

General Foods
(Maxwell House Coffee)
WEAF— NBC-Red Network,
also WHN, Thursday, 9-10 p.m.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
KALEIDOSCOPIC MOVIE STUDIO MUSICAL REVUE WITH GALAXY OF
STARS.
The most heralded new radio program in a long time made its bow
and the verdict is well
last night

First prize

is

worth

second $10 and the third $5.
During course of the show, the standing of the contestants is mentioned
and the percentages given.

Credits for Stylebilt clothes are
nicely handled, with the announcer
at one point putting the emcee in
reverse and asking him questions
which bring out facts about the
sponsor.

—

"Poetic License"

Norman Corwin, who is in
week on WQXR, gives an

21st

quarter-hour of
chatter
poets and their works.
He
discusses the pros and cons and gives
teresting

"THE QUESTION MASTER"

many recent an- it tried to crowd too many names
into the picture, with some of them
nouncements on NBC networks.
But to get to the show produced having no chance to do much.
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under the Eleanor Powell, Buddy Ebsen, George
direction of Bill Bacher: the pro- Murphy and others fell in this class.
commotion
doesn't
ceedings started off somewhat leisure- Kaleidoscopic
entertainment,
and neither
ly, following a rather weak roar from make
the trade-mark Metro lion, but after does a batch of movie trailers tied
warming up by way of some pan- end to end. This was the main fault
oramic and atmospheric commotion, of the Paramount radio attempt
as an imaginary sight-seeing group earlier in the year.
A simpler atmospheric format, with
proceeded on a tour of the Metro
less prodigality in name talent and
studios, things began to pick up.
Robert Z. Leonard, ace Metro di- more attention to building up enrector, was an excellent choice as tertainment values along a direct
emcee. He piloted his audience from line and with just enough stars to

in addition to the

set to set, pausing only briefly at the

make

it

possible

for

listeners

to

about

ALONG SAFE AND SANE LINES. WITH
STAGE AND AUDIENCE TIE-IN.
Latest of the quiz programs, pro-

duced along familiar lines, comes
from the stage of the Strand Theater,
Brooklyn, with the house and its pix
getting a break during the opening
spiel, but not in a manner to interfere with the smooth running of the

examples to illustrate his remarks.
Last program caught dealt with
poems about war, and Corwin made
them fit in with the Spanish civil
war and the Sino-Japanese conflict.
For those, who, are interested in
the subject, program is one of the
best.
Good background material
makes one understand the poem
much more clearly and that is what
Corwin tries to do.
The only criticism to be made on
the program caught is that Corwin
should be more emphatic in his
opinions about the poems he is dis-

program. Martin Starr, emcee conducting the program, plays to the
contestants rather than making them
the butt of tough question gags, etc., cussing.
I

Some people will not like
but it will make the program and
to fit the popular type of audience the mail response much more lively.
present rather than spring or ring "Poetic License" is heard on Wednesand the questions generally are made

in

highbrow

stuff,

or

it,

something of days, 9:45 p.m.

COMING EVENTS

QUOTES
OSCAR BRADLEY:

"I

feel

a bit

sorry for the poor radio comic who
must offer new material week after
week, and is usually pounced upon
by critics and listeners should he
slip in

an aged

his
in-

'chestnut.'

•

Programs That Have Made History
"MYRT AND MARGE"

Nov.

29-Dec.

1:

Second

National

Con-

ference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

Compared

the comics, we bandleaders have
a simple time of it. If a song is a
hit, we can repeat it as often as we
like so long as it remains popular.
A hit song is often played and
sung 30 or 40 times a week by the
various artists and there's no comJust let a comic repeat a
plaints.
joke that some other comic has used
six months before and there is a
great hue and cry about the dearth
of good comic material."

Dec.

to

TUESDAY,

Nov.

8-12:

Eighth

Annual

may have been

International

corporated into the character of Radio Club Party, Havana.
Banning, who appears
Election Day for a lot of citizens, George
Feb.
1938:
International Telecom1,
but to "Myrt and Marge" it marked through references made by others in
their seventh anniversary of broad- the cast.
munications Conference, arrangements being
casting.
The backstage adventures
made by General Manager of Egyptian
of "Myrt and Marge" are dramatized
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,
Stories
Order
Kid
to
over the Columbia network Mondays
Custom-built stories for children, Cairo, Egypt.
through Fridays at 10:15-10:30 a.m.
EST (rebroadcast to the West at 4:00 suggested by the youngsters and conJune 10-15: Seventh International Conp.m.).
Sponsor of the program is cocted to their order by the station's
Uncle Ed, bowed in this month over gress of Radio Inventors, the Sorbonne.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., as a regular Paris.
It took the stock market crash of
feature.
Diligent mail1929 to bring Myrtle Vail, originator afternoon
Interest-Getting Commercials
Hamilton Milk Company makes cer- of the scripts, to the radio world. reader, Uncle Ed determines from
letters the juvenile mood of the
tain its commercials are being heard Facing financial ruin she turned to
moment, frames his yarns to suit
these days by awarding prizes to the medium she knew well from
catch and tabulate past experiences in vaudeville, stock cowboy, Indian, or what-have-you
listeners who
number of times a certain word is company and musical comedy per- pattern. Naturally, the tales suggest
questions so Uncle's little niece Sue
used on airings over WHKC, Colum- formances and wrote about backstage
Experienced Salesmen
Since then is on hand at the studio to ply the
bus. Usually the word is "Hamilton" life for the microphone.
she and her daughter, Donna Dam- gentleman with queries, presumably
or "butter".
We want men who have sold
erel (Marge), have been enacting the a composite of audience curiosity.
episodes of the two glamorous trouptime on the air to advertisers and
CARL
ers, "Myrt and Marge."
members of our
All
agencies.
TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING
This year Myrt's son, George Damknow about this
organization
own
erel, Jr., was added to the cast for a
producer ot
director or
author,
Creator,
programs
network
radio
successful
while. A few months ago George was
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
notice.
DANGEROUS PARADISE
COI. 5-7366-7
33 W. 60th St., N.Y.C.
written out of the script so that he
CLUB ROMANCE
could
take
trip
around
a
the
world.
Box No. A-116 RADIO DAILY
OPEN
HOUSE
GRACE MOORE'S
BIG SISTER
He is still travelling, but he has reBroadway. New York City
1501
HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"
cently returned to the sketches via
2,

—

—

—

—
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—
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0.

Box

84.

Manhasset.
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Y.
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home which have been
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DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Elaborate Engineer Plans
For NBC Symphony Series
The most perfect transmission that
modern radio engineering science can
devise is being evolved by NBC engineers for the coming concert series
by the newly created NBC Symphony
Orchestra under the batons of Arturo
Toscanini, Artur Rodzinski and Pierre
Monteux. The orchestra will make
its formal debut Saturday, Nov. 13,
over the combined NBC-Blue and
Red networks.
All NBC facilities to be used in
the nationwide broadcasts of the 23
scheduled radio performances have
been subjected to the most exacting
At the same time, NBC
of tests.
engineers have taken advantage of
the daily rehearsals of the 92 -piece
orchestra under Dr. Rodzinski to conduct an elaborate series of experi-

ments in acoustics and microphone
placement in NBC's huge Studio 8-H
at Radio City, in which all the concerts will originate.
In the course of these tests,

Presto

2,000 Parts in Modern Radio Set
The modem 20 lube
matically speaking, it
three miles of wire
together by means of

—

any

radio set contains more parts than an auto. Mathetakes seven times as long to assemble, has nearly
one of which is in the speaker alone and is put
40,000 separate motions.

—

calculation of Midwest Radio engithem?
E. F. Hoffman, vice-president of the company, estimates a total of 987
But each of the 20 tubes, he added,
units in the Midwest 20-tube receiver.
Again, the power transis in itself a delicate assembly of many parts.
former, counted as a single unit, contains 1,500 feet of wire, hundreds of
feet of wax-impregnated paper, 300 pieces of steel, and coils of 500 to 1,000
All told, then, the total number of parts exceeds the 2,000 of the
turns.
This,

neers

at

— and

rate,

is

who wants

the

statistical

to dispute

modern

auto, the engineers maintain.
takes 31 man-hours to assemble the Midwest 20-fube receiver but
they actually aren't man-hours at all, since girls do much of the work,
each having a specialized operation. They acguire speed through the
Otherwise, the engineers
specialty system with its repetition of motions.
estimate after another weary computation well, it would take the average
good mechanic many months to assemble the set And that, as the saying
goes, is that.

—

It

—

New WTAG

New

Amplifier

Doubles Station Power

NBC

A. Radio Center
Will Cost Over $5,000,000
L.

—

—

Worcester, Mass. An automatically
Los Angeles Hollywood's new ramarshalled the most critical of its
doubling the dio center, to house new quarters
amplifier
controlled
musical experts to listen in on rebeen
power previously used, has
of NBC and CBS, together with other
hearsals over a loudspeaker system
installed by WTAG, station of the
and "piped" the music into its labora- Worcester Telegram and Evening contemplated projects, will represent
a total investment, including land,
tories, where engineers under the
Gazette. Device is first of its kind of more than $5,000,000, it is estisupervision of O. B. Hanson, NBC
in the city and provides instantan- mated.
chief engineer, ran the most rigorous
eous automatic control of momenAbout $2,000,000 will be spent on
of scientific tests on the absolute tone
tary overloud speech or music pass- the NBC plant, and $1,750,000 for
quality of the transmissions.
determine amount of CBS.
age, which
Realty deals involved are
Studio 8-H, the largest in the world, program-power normally used.
among the largest in the city's history.
was carefully checked to detect any
The new Radio Center, adding new
possible distortion of tone or loss during the rehearsals. For a balanced fame to Los Angeles as one of the
of richness even when the music of pick-up of the full volume of the world's foremost radio cities, will exthe orchestra swelled to its greatest orchestra at its finest quality it was tend for three blocks along Sunset
volume. Following these experiments, found that the microphones must be Boulevard from Vine street at the
NBC's technical experts expressed installed 40 feet directly in front of west ot Gower street at the east in
themselves as completely satisfied the conductor's stand and 20 feet the heart of Hollywood.
that the studio was ideally designed above the level of the orchestra. This
in its acoustical efficiency to "house" is several feet farther away and
Installs
Frequency Meter
the performances of the new sym- much higher than is usual in the
broadcasting of symphonic concerts,
phonic group.
Salt Lake City
Chief Engineer
volume John M. Baldwin is supervising inSpecially calibrated RCA 77A uni- because of the tremendous
dispersion
stallation of new General Radio 620A
directional microphones, like those of the orchestra and the
used last year in the NBC Metro- of its 92 members over a wide area. Heterodyne Frequency Meter, to be
The check-up of the wire facilities used in connection with KDYL's
politan Opera broadcasts, have been
NBC stations has mobile short-wave transmitters.
installed to bring the symphony con- linking the 140
NBC engineers
certs to the radio audience. These been conducted by
microphones receive sound from a in the hours after 1 o'clock every
heart-shaped area in front of them. morning when the broadcasting day
UNIVERSAL
All extraneous noises from rear and was ended.
control
of
duties
important
The
RIBBON
sides of the microphone are thus
engineer for the concerts have been
eliminated.
MICROPHONES
The final location for greatest effi- assigned to John H. Kulik, a veteran
ciency of the microphones has been NBC engineer and the possessor of
An all-purpose microphone.
the subject of numerous experiments a rich musical background.
Self energizing. No polar-

New

MICROPHONE
Repairs
Dynamic, Velocity,
Also New

<

II

Mil

Formerly

I

Electrical

Dynamics

AkiCDirAkl
AM
tK

ROSS,

Inc.
and

of

Lighting

Equipment

Any Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET
City

Tel.

Circle

use.

by

voltage.

No
heat

or

feedback.

6-5470-1

Recorder Has
of Radio Use

Plug

in

Presto Recording Corporation, 139

West 19th

moisture.

New York

Street,

City,

has just issued a new folder describing its Presto Junior Sound Recorder,
a home instrument which makes and
reproduces phonograph records. Instrument does not require pregrooved composition or metal disks,
but cuts its own groove as it records
the sound.
Records are made on smooth, cellulose-coated disks the same used by
broadcasting stations for electrical
transcription and use ordinary steel

—

—

needles.
Outfit, including small microphone,
has range of utility including voice
or orchestra recording, sound for
home movies, and off-the-air reproduction of radio programs.

Atherstone

Made KGVO

—

Chief

Mont.
Tom E. Atherstone, former transmitter engineer,
has been promoted to chief engineer
Missoula,

of

KGVO.

The station is making extensive
improvements on its antenna system

new Truscon

with a

vertical

system

radiator,
consisting

220-foot shuntfed

and new ground
of

120

half-wave

radials.

KGVO

took a half-hour
the Seely
Lake Forest Service ranger station
using Forest Service short wave
equipment. This program was in the
nature of a test for the purpose of
determining the feasibility of this
type pick-up for broadcast. Seely
Lake is 60 miles from Missoula in
the heart of the Dude Ranch district.
short

recently

wave pick-up from

WE'RE

TOO!
At turning out an
engraving job that
bears the stamp of
perfection. Try us

— for

and

Not affected

hiss.

rapid, de-

pendable service!

No

Unconditionally

guaranteed.
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PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
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244-250

New York

$22.50
without plug

$24.25

WE FURNISH

Etc.

for Studio and Remotes
Write for Catalogue
MICROPHONE CO., INC.
ILAlN
Los Angeles, Calif.

S

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

—

izing
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Home
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UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
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Ltd.
U.S.A.
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC

#

r« c. c.

ACTIVITIES

NOTABLES

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Electric Co., Albany, N. Y.
CP
new television broadcast station. 4400050000 kc, 10000 watts, Aural, 3000 watts.
General Electric Co., Easton, Conn.
CP
for new television station.
44000-50000 kc,
Video, 10000 and Aural 3000 watts.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
CP for new television station. 44000-50000
kc, 40 watts. Video only.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
CP for new television station. 40000-50000
kc, 40 watts, Video transmission only.
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., Pontiac.
Mich.
CP for new station. 1440 kc, 250

General

for

watts, unlimited.
F. C. Todd, Gastonia, N. C. CP for new
station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.

WDAE,

change

Tampa,

Mod.

Fla.

frequency to
antenna.

780

kc,

of

license

and

to

install

directional

WTMV

Gets Recording Unit

—

East St. Louis, 111. A new portable
Fairchild Recorder has been installed
by
here for use in auditioning, remote jobs, and national program business, according to Woody
Klose, program director.
The station is remodeling its control and record rooms to facilitate
handling of instantaneous recording
jobs. Record work is now under the
direction of Cliff Schoenhardt, former
Federal Barge Line radio operator
who recently joined the engineering
staff and got the assignment from
Chief Engineer Thomas R. McLean.

WTMV

KGFF Remodels
Shawnee, Okla.

KGFF

Studios

— Remodeling of the

studios on the mezzanine floor
of the Aldridge Hotel has been completed.
Control
room has been
changed from rear to center of the

New

suite.

soundproofing and fur-

nishings have been installed. KGFF
recently installed a new 300-foot
vertical
tower
at
the
Shawnee

Country Club

New

also.

—

the

WNEW

next Sunday at 11 a.m. The
honoring an outstanding
arranger each week has been followed since the opening of this "Sunpolicy

day Swing"

WLS

Seeks

Own

— WLS

has

Transmitter

filed applicafor permit to
construct its own transmitter. Station's contract with NBC for use of
transmitter expires next year.
The two stations share time on a
clear channel.

WENR

the

FCC

series.

WBZ-WBZA, Boston: North American
Accident Insurance Co., through Franklin
Bruck Advertising Corp.; Planters Nut &
Chocolate Co., through Mackay-Spaulding Co.;
Boston & Maine Railroad, announcements,
through Doremus & Co.; Railway Express
Agency, temperature reports, through The
Caples Co.; American Popcorn Co., through
Coolidge Advertising; McKesson & Robbins
announcements, through H. W. Kastor &

lyric tenor with Don
orchestra on Sunday via
the Sam
WHN, was signed for a series of Sons.
week tour through Pennsylvania and breakfast-food-sponsored recordings.
WNAC, Boston: Knox Gelatine Co. anWest Virginia. Band will start tour
nouncements, through Federal Advertising
today from Hamburg, Pa. and return
Agency
(also on 14 other Yankee net staStuart Allen, featured baritone with
in time to play a one night stand
tions)
Western Growers Protective Ass'n
Dick Himber's Lucky Strike show, through
for Westinghouse Electric at the EdiJ. Walter Thompson; Plymouth, anwill have a starring role in two mu- nouncements, through
Stirling Getchell;
J.
son Hotel on Nov. 19.
sical shorts which go before Para- Pinoleum Co., announcements, through Ped-

John Kelvin,

Paul

Tremaine has been

set by
S. Stiefel office for a two-

Albert's

;

mount cameras Nov.

WHN

Jack

Little,

heard on Saturday tion campaign which closed

& Ryan; Dodge, announcements, through
Ruthrauff & Ryan; The Best Foods, Inc.,
announcements, through Benton & Bowles;
R. B. Davis Co., announcements, through

lar

15.

Lyn Murray's orchestra has been
given another CBS spot and he is
Kay Kyser will mark the 11th annow heard thrice weekly via that
network with Ruth Carhart. Mur- niversary of his band on Monday
ray's orchestra and Miss Carhart evening. Top tunes of the years will
are heard on Mondays, Wednesdays, feature the broadcast from 1 to 2 a.m.
and Fridays at 10:45 a.m.
Eli Dantzig and his NBC orchestra,
New orchestras now being broad- now appearing in the Italian Village
include Bernie Cum- of the St. George Hotel, played for
cast by
mins, heard on Wednesday nights; every political party during the eleclast

week.

evenings; and Zinn Arthur, on Thurs-

Ray Block continues as permanent
musical director of the Thursday
WABC show with Buddy Clark and
guest performers.

Charles
net

W. Hoyt

stations)

SAN FRANCISCO

Co.

(also

American

;

11

Oil

other

WICC);

Yankee

announceand
Ginger Ale, through
Co.,

ments, through Joseph Katz (also

WEAN

Canada Dry
Walter Thompson (also 11 other Yankee
Net stations)
Shell Union Oil Corp
announcements, through J. Walter Thompson.
J.

;

WAAB, Boston: R. G. Sullivan, Inc., announcements, through Broadcast Advertising;
Kellogg Co., announcements, through Chambers & Wiswell; Felber Biscuit Co., weather
reports,
through Harry M. Miller, Inc.;
American Poultry Journal, weather reports
through Schillin.

WOOD-WASH,
Fisheries

Kastor

BOSTON

—

of

hits.

WCOP

Kansas City, Kan. Continuing remodeling program begun last month,
KCKN has improved acoustics of
small rehearsal studio and equipped
it with turntable and mike for use
as auxiliary broadcast studio. Changes
were made by Chief Engineer Clark
B. Smith and his assistant, Leonard
Brann.

Signed by Stations

serious

Sammy Robbins, the diminutive
maestro, auditioned for N. W. Ayer
& Son Agency, in a new and novel
presentation for an orchestra, combining topical news with current song

Little

"B" Battery Pack

NEW BUSINESS

and limited engagement at the Harlem
popular music fields will be Uproar House by Fred Robbins of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo.: Sterling Casualty
present when Vincent Lopez, the the Same Stiefel office. The crew Insurance Co., spots, through Presba, Fellers,
piano-playing maestro, delivers his will have a network wire.
Presba.
first jazz lecture at New York University on Tuesday at 2:10 p.m.
Lang Thompson and his band have
WJAR, Providence: Consolidated Cigar
Lopez will make the first attempt on returned to the Commodore Perry (Harvesters), sports news, through Erwin,
record to offer a scientific reason Travertin Room, Toledo, for an in- Wasey & Co.
why refined swing should be ac- definite stay, to be aired via WSPD.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.: McKessoncepted on the same plane with the
Robbins (Dr. West toothbrush-Calox powder),
works of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms
Emery Deutsch, whose orchestra time signals, through J. Walter Thompson;
and others of the great masters. is playing at Detroit's Book-Cadillac Chevrolet, announcements, through CampLopez will support his claims in part Hotel, is the weekly host to Michi- bell-Ewald; Sears Roebuck (tri-city stores),
with the story of Ernest Krenek, who gan society. Attraction is the intro- programs: Studebaker; United Drug, ETs,
through Spot Broadcasting; M. L. Clein Co.
has come to America for the first duction of the "Big Apple" to the (Mentho-mulsion),
announcements, through
time to be guest conductor and ar- grain country.
Rawson-Morill; Beck Salad Dressing, programs; Western Tobacco Co. (John Carver
ranger for the Salzburg Opera Guild
Cigars), announcements; Continental Baking,
and who will be Lopez' guest at
Al Feldman, arranger for Chick announcements.
the lecture. Krenek, in 1929, wrote Webb, Benny Goodman, Bunny Berthe first jazz opera, "Jonny Speilt rigan and other famous swing band
WSPR, Springfield: Remington Rand
Auf."
leaders, will be honored on Martin (Electric shaver), spots.
Block's "Sunday Swing Concert" on
of

Freeport, 111. Burgess Battery Co. days.
has announced a new 135-Volt Multiple "B" Battery Pack to replace
Ace Harris and the Sunset Royal
three regular "B" batteries.
Pack Orchestra have been signed for a
is new in design, saves space, and
simplifies installation.
It
is
constructed in one flat unit equipped
with three standard type "B" batis broadcasting a series of
tery plugs mounted on the side of
daily programs in connection with
battery.
the Community Crusade, an educational activity held each year prior
Improve Studio Acoustics
to the Boston's Community Fund.

Chicago
tion with

7

RADIO DAILY:

Grand

Rapids:

Booth

(Tastyloins), spots, through H.

W.

& Sons; Durkee Famous Foods (margarine), "Komedy Kingdom," ETs, through
Wendel

Muench & Co.; Lever Bros.
announcements, through Ruthrauff
Anacin Co., "Easy Aces," ETs,
through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert;
Barton
Mfg.
Co.
(Dyanshine),
announcements,
through
Anfenger
Advertising;
Gamble
Stores (anti-freeze) announcements, through
C.

(Spry),

Roy

Russell, well-known operatic
tenor here, did a guestee on KFRC's

& Ryan;

"Feminine Fancies" show Tuesday.
Dorothy Allen, also made an appearance on the show Wednesday, Nov. BBD&O; Fintex Corp. (clothing), spots,
through Brindley Roth Inc.
One of the most complete election 3, in line with the show's plan of
new guestars every week. Don Steele
broadcasts ever heard in this state
was offered by WBZ-WBZA Tuesday appeared Monday.
Start Work On New Studios
Stations
supplied listeners
night.
Phil Hanna of the "Three Cheers"
Cape Girardeau.
with results direct from editorial trio, did a vocal team-up with Hazel
Work is now
rooms of the Boston Globe and dur- Warner on the "Melody Time" show under way on the new radio home
of KFVS. next door to the present
ing the course of the evening had Tuesday for the Pacific Red web.
studio.
Two-story structure will
several victorious candidates on the
house news rooms, studios, and conair, including Mayor-elect Tobin of
tinuity rooms, while main offices will
Boston.
1500 Farm Homes Get Power continue present location
in Hotel
Frank Parker is set for a week's
Missoula, Mont.— Rural electrifica- Marquette.
engagement
Metropolitan
at
the
tion projects in four adjacent counTheater the week of the 18th.
ties here are expected to greatly imEarly returns indicate a hit for prove the quality of
radio reception
Trailer Studio Ready
Ed Wynn and his new show "Hooray in some 1500 farm homes now
withColumbus, O.
A new elaborate
For What," with Hannah Williams out electricity, according
to a survey auto-trailer
studio has just been
and Kay Thompson, now playing at conducted by Station
KGVO. Total completed by WHKC, Bob French,
the Colonial.
cost of the projects is $1,500,000.
production manager, has announced.

Mo—

WHKC

—

—

8
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AMONG

JUDY GARLAND,

programs that

WHN

now

broadcasts 15 minutes and even
two hours before the other New
York outlets are "Carson Robison
and His Buckaroos," "Voice of Experience," "Life of Mary Sothern,"
and "Singing Cinderella." Features
as emcee and Spencer Tracy and that are on the air simultaneously
Joan Crawford in a preview of with other stations are "Hollywood
"Mannequin," will appear in the sec- Mardi Gras," "Good News of 1938,"
Artie Auerbach,
Reginald Gardiner, Betty Jaynes,
Meliza Korjus, Val Rosing, Meredith
Fannie Brice,
Wilson's
orchestra,
Gilbert Russell and Max Terr and
his vocalists, besides Robert Young

ond edition of M-G-M's "Good News
of 1938" for Maxwell House Coffee
NBC-Red and WHN next
over
Thursday night.
Incidentally, radio fans will be
getting the "Mannequin" preview
seven weeks before the film reaches
theaters.

James Vandeveer has assumed

his

new

post as director of special events
for KFI. He resigned as publicity director of the Don Lee network for
the new duties.
The Business Men's Association of
Palm Springs is plugging the desert
resort with a 15-minute program on
Celebs
KFI, Fridays at 5:30-5:45.
will tell what a nice spot it is to
acquire winter sun-tans.

WELI, New Haven
Ferraro, tenor, has been
the staff, presenting ballads at 11:30 a.m. Wednesdays.
Edith Green, beautician of Norwalk, is presenting "Beauty Hints,"

James

added

strictly

to

for

ladies.

Station plans a program of light
concert music to be aired primarily
for the student body of the East
Haven High School who will hear it
in their auditorium.

KFRU,

Columbia, Mo.

Foster Browne, accordion virtuoso,
has been hospitalized for two weeks

due

to a leg injury.

Bill

Haley of the

hillbilly

gang

entertained 800 Missouri farm women
the annual state Farmers' Week
banquet.
Dixie Boy Jordan, balladeer with
Haley's gang, has started his own
popularity contest in connection with
his individual broadcasts each morn-

at

ing.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
MARY SMALL
the land of opportunity,
talented, amI
feel that every boy and girl having an opportunity to appear over the air
has a real chance to succeed, providing Ihey work hard. Experience
is the one thing that builds perSo, as time is
fection on the air.
necessary to achieve success, I'm
glad I'm a youngster."

"Radio

is

the ideal field for
bitious youngsters.

the firm of Ingersoll, Norvall
will be the guest of

November

5.

1937

&

BabWBIL's
Public Service Forum on Sunday at
4-4:30 p.m., speaking on "The Conson,

FORT

PEARSON, NBC news com-

mentator, will describe the Notre
be Dame-Pitt and N. D. -North western

sumer's Pocketbook." He will
introduced by his uncle of dollar games for
watch fame, Charles Henry Inger- Nov. 6 and
soll,

chairman

of the

WSBT, South Bend, on
20.

Forum.

The Human Echo, who claims to
be able to mimic any voice one fifth
Stanley Worth, NBC baritone, will of a second after hearing it, will
be
and "Broadway Melody Hour."
be the guest of honor at the annual a guest on NBC Jamboree this
weekentertainment sponsored by the State end.
has donated time for short Prison at Napanoch, N. Y., on Dec.
five minute talks for the 1937 Red 1. His brother is a guard there.
Charles Sears, NBC tenor, joins
Cross Drive, speakers being schedstaff
of "Back Home," the James
uled for several appearances in the
Whitcomb Riley dramatic serial, this
Alice
Reinheart,
who
recently
left week end.
two weeks of this year's drive.
He's the only singer in
the role of a gangster's moll in the cast.
Alois Havrilla, ace radio announcer- "Gang Busters" to play a waitress
Frank St. Leger has returned to
commentator on numerous motion in "On Broadway," new NBC-Blue
New York after directing the
picture short subjects, is making his Sunday afternoon serial, says ifs
Woman's Symphony orchestra here
44th "Stranger Than Fiction" reel this a pleasant change, as "hash is quieter
in several concerts. He will be back
week. "News Parade of the Year," than bullets."
on "Fireside Recital" series Sunday.
a 16 mm. sound film for home proSpencer Bentley of "Betty and
jection, also is to be released shortly,
"On Broadway" also has another
with Havrilla as commentator.
Alice in the cast. She's Alice Frost, Bob" plans to build a house on the
whose full name is Alice Dorothy north shore.
Mel Wright,
interviewer, Margaret Frost Foulk, so you know
John Blair & Co.'s affiliate, Blair
will be heard daily in his "Man on why she had to abbreviate it.
Productions, has issued a new folder
the Street" broadcast at a new hour,
on the feature "For People Only
1:15 p.m. beginning Monday. OrigCorinna Mura, Spanish singer, has the Whole Truth and the Truth with
inating in front of the Paramount been booked for the Paramount, a Hole In It," featuring Chuck Acree
Theater, in Newark, this broadcast Boston, the week of Nov. 12. The and Pokey Martin.
It has proven
brings to the microphone passers- Charioteers follow Mura into the popular on WLS.
by who are queried on topics of the theater the following week.
NBC sent about half its engineerNat
day.
The "Man on the Street" Abramson booked both acts.
ing staff to Marshall, Mo. to handle
broadcasts over
have been
the elaborate set-up for husking
on the air continuously for nearly
derby yesterday. Crew included AnJack
Arthur
and
Sid
Gary
have
three years.
nouncers Everett Mitchell and Hal
been signed to do some more disks
Totten, Bill Drips, agriculture diChevrolet.
for
Ann Seaton, songstress, is appearrector, and engineers H. G. Royston,
ing nightly with Frank Novak and
J. A. Thornberg, T. E. Gootee, R. A.
his orchestra at the Warwick Hotel's
Don Johnson, the absent-minded Limberg, E. H. MacCornack, F. C.
Raleigh Room.
Professor Figgsbottle of the Fishface Schnepper and M. W. Rife.
and Figgsbottle comedy team, will
William H. Ingersoll, prominent in- participate in the Lambs Gambols
WISN, Milwaukee
dustrial engineer and member of on Sunday night.
Alan Hale, sportscaster, on a twoDenver
Siloam Springs, Ark. week vacation, is spending much of
Mark Shrieber, sports dopester and
Chief engineer and Mrs. Jesse his time in New York and will visit
commentator, is taking in some foot- Miller are the parents of an eight Philadelphia tomorrow to describe
ball games this week with Grant- pound son.
Everyone, including the the Marquette-Villanova game for

WNEW

WNEW

WNEW

KVOD,

land Rice.

KUOA,

father,

doing

fine.

WISN

listeners.

Neil Searles, production manager,
the
This is the second addition to the
"Voice of Public Opinion," which en- engineering staff as Transmitter En- is doing extra work while Hale's
courages the expression of views on gineer Lester Harlow became the away.
Station will cooperate with "The
any subject, has set out to find some- father of a girl in April.
the Milone who still believes in Santa
Albert Woodson, newcomer to ra- Restless Flame," pageant at
waukee Auditorium, Nov. 9-11, by
Claus.
dio, and R. W. Wilson, formerly of
Jack Medland, 65-year-old pianist, KMBC, have joined the engineering scheduling a number of speakers.
has started a sponsored memory con- staff.

Budd Heyde, announcer on

paying $5 to anyone who can
Jack Davis, formerly relief operaMedland with a tune re- tor here, has joined the radio dequest.
velopment staff of Westinghouse at
Addalyn Hall received bouquets for Chicopee Falls, Mass.
her performance as Helen Gibson,
Clarence Henson has resigned as
the switchboard heroine of the Cleve- transmitter operator.
land Clinic chapter of "Famous Fires
Bill Fairley, formerly here, is anof History." The Portland, Me., dis- nouncing at KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.
aster of 1866 will be dramatized
next week.
Walter Moore In New Post
Walter H. Moore, has
Chicago
KSCJ Market Data
been appointed Director of Public
KSCJ, Sioux City, this week sent Relations for the Northern Illinois
Moore for
out a 16-page three-color booklet College of Optometry.
with a cellophane cover. Book is two years was a member of the New
devoted to data about KSCJ's cover- York press department staff of NBC,
resigning about a month ago.
age and the market which it serves.
test,

stump

—

Jackie

Heller

was amateur

weight boxing champion
sylvania.

of

fly-

Penn-
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World Radio Parley
RCA Pays

HANDY-AD SHOW CARRIES
50 SPOTS

IN

A HALF HOUR

—

Tulsa Directed to the small merchant who ordinarily cannot afford
time rates on a 25,000 watt station,

KVOO's "Handy-Ad" show

is

making

radio advertising possible for every-

one from the hamburger stand proprietor to the corner news-stand manager.
Hillis Bell, director of the program,
carries an average of 50 spots a day

on two quarter-hour broadcasts. No
music, other than a one-time daily
appearance of "The Mystery Singer"
is heard.
Two announcers alternate
reading 35-word spots.
The show has been on the air three
and a half years, and is comparable

out part of the

money

of Broadcasting and Television
Scheduled for April 4-14

to the

government in surplus profits tax,
RCA on Friday declared its first
common dividend payment, 20
cents a share, along with full arrears of $31.25 a share on the "B"
preferred stock which is being retired,
and regular 87 V2 cents a
share on the cumulative convertible preferred stock.
All payments
will be made next month.
RCA's
profit in the first nine months of
this year was $4,173,638, equal to
31 cents a share, against 3 cents a

9 MIMMFQHTA QTATIftNQ
L rilllllLuUIH UlHIIUIlU

Two

share in the same period of 1936.
Nov. 30 has been fixed as final
date for conversion of "B" stock.

Radio Curriculum
in Minneapolis

Adopted

—

Minneapolis The first radio proto be officially adopted as a
part of the curriculum in the Junior
and Senior High Schools of Minneapolis is "News X-Rays," to be aired
over WCCO every Thursday at 2:30

gram

p.m.
The broadcasts also represent
the first attempt in Minnesota to
correlate a radio study course with
regular school studies.
"News X-Ray" will cover current
happenings on the national and international scene. Important news events
(Continued on Page 2)

f
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Duluth. Group will only be available
as a combination with a rate of $150

AusTranf^

SHIFTS TO CBS DEC. 5
Chicago

— Zenith

Radio Corp. shifts
its telepathy series, now on NBCBlue, to CBS on Dec. 5, using 51
stations on latter web against 69 at
present.
Objective is to strengthen
position
in
southeast,
particularly
Florida, during winter season.
Program is to be streamlined into
a fast-moving show instead of the
(Continued on Page 8)

Grove Lab NBC Program
Expands to West Coast

—

THE WEEK
Web

*

.

licensed for 1370 kcs.
H. S. Hyett is manager of both
stations and is located at WMFG.

New

Guest Star
In Kroger

Worth, Tex.

—Coincident

with
the Sunday showing of Jack Benny's

Paramount

film,

"Artists

and

Models," at the Parkway Theater,
management of the house cleared
the screen at the time of Benny's
regular Sunday evening broadcast
and permitted the audience to hear
the radio program via the theater's
loudspeaker.

H of the
P erlod

^

'

c

?

g

e ratl ° n off
|?

f
^he \
lh 150th
,^
t

e

*

.

off

+
Foundation

,

,

,

.

,

IS

Series

Kroger

Grocery & Baking Co.,
through Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, on Nov. 15 will inaugurate
a new style of program for its quarterhour WBS disk series heard on 23
stations in the south and mid-west.
Lenore Ulric will be starred in the
(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago

— Stewart-Warner, which

RADIO

IN
ing

BEING HELD TONIGHT

General meeting called for tonight
by the American Federation of Radio Artistes will also be open to radio artists

who

are not yet

and

this will be the last
ing" to be held in

members

"open meet-

New York by

AFRA.

will be held at
the Hotel Victoria, beginning 10:30
p.m. Interchangeability of cards with

is

*

WOPI Opens

Studios

In Kingsport, Tenn.
Bristol, Tenn— WOPI is establishing permanent studios in the Homestead Hotel, Kingsport, Tenn., 20
west of here, according to W. A.
Wilson, v. p. and g.m. Initial schedule, starting today, calls for three

hours

daily.

Hold

—

month

included

"Good-night, All"
considerable

presidential
campaign and World
Series revenue....
More than a month may be required
to complete the work of the Inter-

American Radio Conference in Havana which got under way early in
the week.
.James W. Baldwin, man.

.

aging director of the NAB, is in
attendance
In Washington NBC
and World Wide Broadcasting Co.,
of Boston locked horns in effort to
(Continued on Page 6)

the

Meeting

(Continued on Page 2)

Web

switching the Horace Heidt (Alemite)
program from CBS to NBC on Dec.
28, will use the Blue network with
Red supplementaries and WLW, 99:30 p.m. Tuesdays, the former Ben
Bernie spot.

Billings

GROSS revenue of the major networks continued strong, bringing
the CBS figures for the 10-month
period beyond the entire year of
1936.
.Nine-month net profit of CBS
showed an increase of 20 per cent
over the corresponding period of last
year. .. Cumulative billings of NBC
for the 10-month period were 15 per
cent ahead of last year's similar
stretch .... Both these networks were
slightly off as to actually topping
October, 1936, but that record-break.

:>

LAST AFRA OPEN MEETING

Plan

WBS

By M. H. SHAPIRO

Double Benny

'

'

Alemite on Blue

session of Congress next week.
of the Presidential addresses
(Continued on Page 8)

P

WMFG

ZENITH RADIO PROGRAM

Grove Laboratories tomorrow will
expand its NBC-Blue network program to the west coast on Tuesdays
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
and Wednesdays. The Blue mounWashington
President Roosevelt
plans
to
make three nationwide tain, Pacific and McClatchy stations
will be added on Tuesdays and only
broadcasts within four days, includ(Continued on Page 5)
ing his opening message to the spe-

Ft.

Minnesota

T ° plCS t0 be c °vered mclude:
per an evening hour.
If KDAL is
t
+
wave propagation,
telecommunication,
used alone the rate is $125.
broadcast transmission broadcast re100
and WHLB are both
Ceivers
sound P ro ectl °n, electrowatters owned by the head of the
Lake Broadcasting Co. The former
is heard on 1210 kcs. with the latter

Three Radio Addresses

First

^

stations, WMFG,
WHLB, Virginia, have
been added to the CBS network to
be used in conjunction with KDAL,

Roosevelt to Deliver

cial

Sydney, Australia-Plans for what
believed to be the first World
Radio Convention ever held anywhere
to discuss all phases of radio engineering have been completed here
by the Australian Institution of Radio
ng
Ernest Fi
f ™%*'
n
I?M
is

Hibbing, and

(Continued on Page 5)

First

Sydney

for

Sessions Dealing With Various Phases

Probably influenced by the fact
that it would otherwise have to

pay

FIVE CENTS

1937

Muncie. Ind.

—Ken Williams, who

interviews guests
lobby, last week

in

local

hotel

approached a
gentleman who gave his name as
P.
W. Seward. "What is your
business, Mr. Seward?" Ken asked
in his innocent way. "I work for
the government" was the reply.
"What do you do?" Ken pursued
further.

was

"I

am an FCC

the reply.

examiner,"

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY:
Last

Meeting World Radio Congress
Being Held Tonight
In Sydney Next Year

(Continued from Page
affiliated
Mon., Nov.,

Price5Cts.

,1937

organizations

(Continued from Page

1)

will be dis- medical,
but not de- jects.

television,

and

:

:

:

:

:

cussed

:

(

Terms (Post

United States outside of
Gi/ater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.
RADIO
communications
to
Address
all
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
free)

Wisconsin

Phone

7-6338.

7-6337,

7-6336,

HollyFilmday, New York.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
6607.
Blvd. Phone Granite
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

address:

Cable

FINANCIAL
(Saturday, Nov. 6)

Net

Low

Close

Am.

&

Tel.

Radio

Crosley

Gen.

Tel

150

1485/8

H5S/8

...

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Zenith

8

Warner

Stewart

Radio

Majestic

9

9</2

75/8

52%
11%

515/„

21

19%

CBS's

14

2

11

1/4

19%.

—

1

will go on

a.m. -12

Friday,

now has
York, considered near the
saturation point, and about 3,000 additional
members throughout the
ganization
in

New

JACK

HOWARD,

R.

ard Radio Inc., was

WNOX.
ARTHUR

go

will

Philadelphia

to

two groups there.

to address

president of Scripps-HowKnoxville last week visit-

in

ing

was

City,

a

CHURCH, head of KMBC, Kansas
New York visitor over the week-end.

B.

JOAN BROOKS
make

left for Syracuse on Friday to
five-day appearance at the Automobile

a

Show.

DEWEY LONC,
lotte,

C,

N.

sales

returns

manager
that

to

of
city

WBT, Chartoday

from

engineer of the British Broadcasting Chicago, where he spent a week on business.
Corp., will extend his visit to the
MARK HELLINGER and his wife, GLADYS
Cairo conference in order to attend. CLAD, sailed Saturday on the Santa Elena for
It is expected that Professor Van der a cruise through southern waters.
Pol,
noted Holland scientist, and
IRENE BORDONI left Friday for an engageother prominent European engineers, ment in Washington.
will also be present.
ESTELLE TAYLOR left Saturday for a weekAll business sessions will be held end with her parents in Wilmington, Del.
at the University of Sydney, and an
CAROL BRUCE, 18-year-old singer from New
elaborate social program is also be- York, who found it necessary to go to Montreal
in
order
make good, opened at the Noring planned. O. F. Mingay, 30 Car- mandie in toBoston
last week.
rington Street, Sydney, is convention

country. About 50 applications are
being received daily from affiliated
guilds due to Dec. 1 being the deadline for such members to join the
AFRA. Mrs. Holt expects to leave
for the coast sometime this week. secretary.

ROY ALLEN

DR.

DAFOE

conduct

will

CBS broadcast from New York during week

Three Agencies Handling
Hospital Fund Radio Drive

New

Guest Star Plan
In Kroger
Series

WBS

ERICK

its

and

and Sunday

mid.,

winter broad-

Monday through

schedule
is

for

Saturday

8 a.m. -12 mid.

Bond Bread Jewish Program
General Baking Co. (Bond Bread)
has entered the foreign-language
field
with
a
"man-on-the-street"
series in Jewish over WLTH, three
times weekly. Walter Packer will
be at the mike. Batten, Barten, Durstine & Osborne is the agency.

Roger White Sues Over

Skit

Roger White filed Federal Court
suit
Saturday
against
Charles
Dallas Reach agency, Tim Ryan,
Irene Noblette, Fred Norman, WOR
and Mutual charging that "Fun in
Swingtime," is a plagiarism of his
skit, "Fun in Swingtime."

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

Voice

his

of

LEUNSDORF,

the Metropolitan
Europe.

assistant conductor of
Opera Co., arrives today from

MARITA FARRELL.
(Continued from Page

1)

Opera,
husband.

tan

arrives

singer

today

of

from

the MetropoliEurope with her

series entitled, "Linda's First
JACQUES FEVRIER, French concert pianist
Love." Miss Ulric will give dramatic
who will play a Ravel concerto with the Boston
radio versions of her stage hits, in- Symphony Orchestra, arrives
aboard the Norcluding "Pagan Lady." Guest will mandie today.
run through the entire week's schedits
all local New York stations.
Three ule, with other guests to be featured
agencies, Young & Rubicam, McCann- on succeeding weeks.
Erickson and BBDO, are handling the
Stations on the Kroger list are:
WNOX, Knoxville: Mishawaka Woolen
WCHS, WADC, WBNS, Mills, announcements through Campbellradio programs which run from five- WLAC,
minute spots to quarter-hour periods. KDKA, WTAM, WBBM, KMOX, Ewald Rexall Drugs, programs; Procter &
Gamble
(Camay
Soap),
announcements,
Programs are principally entertain- WIBA, WDBJ, WSPD, WMC, WDAF, through
Pedlar & Ryan
Royal Jewelers,
ment, with the hospital fund plug WIRE, WHAS, KLRA, WJR, WGST, programs; Stein Bros, (clothing), announceand ments.
written into the script as is done on WMBD, KFH, WOOD,
WOWO.
regular commercial shows.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C: Pepperell Mfg.
BBDO is handling all writing, proCo., Dr. Karl Reiland, inspirational talks;
duction and casting for the dramaMentho-Mulsion,
ETs.
First Radio Curriculum
ticized programs which deal with
WHN, New York: Railway Express Agenin Minneapolis
actual hospital case histories. Mccy, through Caples Co.
Procter & Gamble
Cann-Erickson concentrates on dra(Camay), through Pedlar & Ryan; Bernard
(Continued from Page 1)
matized programs about the lives of
Perfumer of St. Louis, over
Line
famous scientists. Young & Rubicam of far-reaching significance will be from Cincinnati, through Sel Johnson Co.,
Chicago.
is preparing the musical programs.
correlated with social science courses
Stars to be heard on the air for in the schools, including history,
William H. Benton on CBS
the Fund are: Kate Smith, Gabriel economics and sociology. The object
Heatter, Ray Perkins, Beatrice Fair- of the series is to show students how
Chicago William H. Benton, forfax, members of the "March of Time" their social study courses fit into merly head of Benton & Bowles and
cast and Nick Kenny, radio editor the scheme of world events, and to now vice-president of University of
give these courses a practical ap- Chicago, is to speak over CBS at
of the Mirror.
plication. Narration of the programs 7:30 p.m. next Monday on
"The
over WCCO will be handled by Max Education
of
A Business Man."
Composer Aired Over
Karl, assistant program manager.
Jimmie Patt of CBS special events
Dr. Clarence Cameron White, negro
dept. set the talk.
composer of "Water Boy," "Nobody
Transradio for KELA
Knows De Trouble Ise Seen," etc.,
Chehalis, Wash. KELA, new stawill be featured on a coast to coast
CBS program from WHIO, Dayton, tion located between here and CenDr. White will offer two violin tralia, has signed for Transradio serO.
Station goes on the air with
solos with vocals sung by Robert vice.
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Downey. Clara Oglesby Lyman and 500 watts on 1440 kcs. J. Elroy Mcis
general
manager.
Caw
Henry Lang complete the musical
portion of the program.
first

NEW

BUSINESS

;

on Winter Schedule
short
wave transmitter,

casting schedule Nov. 15. New wave
length schedule is as follows: European transmissions, 21520, 15270 and
11830 kc. Latin American transmis17760 kc.
Station will resions.
broadcast all CBS programs from
7:30

execu-

AFRA, the or1,200 members

— 1%
The radio division of the United
—
— 1% Hospital Fund under the direction
38
7% — V* of Mrs. Roy S. Durstine, wife of the
52'/ — 3V* BBDO president, last week launched
part of the Fund campaign over
Vi —
14

373/4

11

Chg.

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
1% \% 1%

W2XE
W2XE

9'/2

39'/4

Electric

tive secretary of the

KATHRYN CRAVENS
tomorrow

Nov. 14 while he spends his annual leave here.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

without authority.
According to Emily Holt,

and goiiig

sub-

:

:

cominc

1)

allied

and a general
Senator Marconi had planned to
tailed report will be made by comPublisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
mittee on various phases of organi- attend the session, and gave it his
well-wishes in a letter just before
Editor zation. Kenneth Thomson, exec. sec.
DON CARLE GILLETTE
he died. His widow plans to be presBusiness Manager of Screen Actors Guild, will be presMARVIN KIRSCH
possibly his son Giulio,
ent. Last night meetings were held ent, and
Detroit,
Montreal, and Sacra- who is now in the United States to
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays in
continue his studies in radio engiand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, mento.
N. Y. by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate.
National Board of the AFRA voted neering with RCA and NBC.
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserDavid Sarnoff, president of RCA,
to cooperate with the Theater Aueau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
already
accepted an
invitain forbidding radio artists has
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate, thority
SecrUary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. to take part in benefit performances tion, while Sir Noel Ashbridge, chief
8

1937

AFRA Open
Is

Vol. 2, No. 91

8.

of

Appalachians"

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

;

WLW

Adopted

;

WLW

—

WHIO

—

LEE GRANT

***

250 at AFRA Frisco Party
San Francisco Two hundred and
fifty San Francisco radio artists, announcers and producers, the largest

SIX

-STAR REVIEW

—

assemblage of radio talent ever gathered in one spot, attended the first
AFRA "mix" (party) in Delmonico's
night club

Monday

night.

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
COVERS THE
CAPITAL DISTRIC1

DAILY

ALBANY, NY jm

WMCA

2:30-5:30

CHARM
LINGERS ON

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT

9

PHIL SPITALNYpARK CENTRAL° HOTEL.

NEW YORK

4

Monday. November

RADIO DAILY

8.
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NEW P4TCNTS

new shows ahead

Radio and Television
Compiled by

TODAY

John B. Brady, Attorney

"Grand Hotel," returns to replace "Vanity
Campana, NBC-Blue, 8:30-9 p.m.

Washington, D. C.

Fair,"

TUESDAY, NOV.

9

RCA-Victor program, with Larry

WEAF, 11-11:30
SATURDAY, NOV.

and orchestra,

Harry

Salter

new

in

American

Parade,"

series

13

"Your Hit
(Lucky
Co.

of

Tobacco

CBS, 10-10:45 p.m.
Symphony Orchestra, official
sustaining, NBC-Blue, 10-11:30 p.m.

debut,

RCA-Victor program, guest bands,

WJZ,

Strikes),

NBC

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week ending Nov. 5
• • • Saturday .... From Muncie. Ind.. word comes that Ottis Roush,
chief wordslinger at WLBC. has discovered a way to tell whether there's a
fire

in the vicinity

When

studios.

8-8:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOV.

16

"Hollywood Screenscoops,"
McCall, P. Lorrilard & Co.
CBS, 7:15-7:30 p.m.

with
(Old

Fred Allen returns to
(Ipana
Bristol-Myers
NBC-Red, 9-10 p.m.

"Town
and

Corp.

George
Golds),

Hall Tonight,"
Hepatica),
5

program

switches

to

CBS, 10-10:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, DEC. 28
Horace Heidt and Alemite Brigadiers, Stewart-Warner, shift to NBC-Blue with Red
supplementaries, 9-9:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, JAN.
American

Rolling

Mill

— and

the water pressure of the drinking fountain in the

was slow coming up

the water

he'd notify

now

Ottis is

flash.

news

in the

band.

U. S. Rubber Co. program, CBS, Wednes
day at 9:30-10 p.m.

Sunday ... .For a day of rest we drive out to Gabriel
Heatter's palatial estate on L. I. and here encounter CBSlinger Jerry
Lawrence and his bride besides meeting the elite of Nassau house
guests of the Heatters. His daughter entertains with a few Dwight
Fiske recordings, but Gabe prefers listening to Jack Benny ... .Back
to town while Charlie McCarthy entertains and we stop off for ciggies enroute only to walk into a store where McCarthy WASN'T

•

•

—

—

—

—

Marsden,

Australian
aspredicted the abdication
of King Edward VIII, arrives in New

who

and will be heard

air here, according to a cable
received by her American represenIn private life
tative, Eric Palmer.
she is the wife of Eric J. T. IngramMoore, former engineer with Stromberg-Carlson and now on a world
tour for Phillips Radio, Holland.

on the

Waltz

tuned

in!

• • • Monday .... Some one reports that Larry Trexler. newscaster at
WNOX. Knoxville, received four quarts of champagne from an anonymous
woman admirer (he's married). .Joe Rines meets us near the French

the season's outstanding waltzes, will
be introduced over the air in the
near future by Guy Lombardo and
His Royal Canadians, who will present it as "The Hit of Tomorrow."

—

Inc.

for

Motor Vehicles.

Carl

— Regenerative

2,097,765

Radio Receiver. Ernst
Kiotz, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur
Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
2,097.804
Amplitude Filter Circuit for Television Receivers.
Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin.

—

—

2,097,868
System of Temperature Control.
Joseph G. Beard, Springfield, Mass., assignor to
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
2,097,872
Combined Instrument Panel and
Radio Receiver.
Ray C. Ellis, Detroit, assignor

—

RCA.

—
—

—

.

pen and

Corum

Bill

Arrangement.
Arthur
Germany, assignor to Tele-

2.097.880— Radio

Drahtlose

fur

Receiving

Telegraphie

System.

Paul

Hermanspan, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose m.b.H.
2,097,896
Amplifying
Arrangement,
Ber
nard Salzberg, New York, assignor to RCA

Belle Baker is walking down the street and she invites us to the
party she's throwing for British critic Hannen Swaffer....To Toots
Shor's Tavern with Jack Pearl for lunch, where Cliff Hall, J. C. Flip.

— Receiving

Berlin,

Gesellschaft

—

don't love him.

—

.

funken
m.b.H.

discuss sports while Pearl cuts in with his play.

2.097.901— Radio Tuning Apparatus.
Adolph
New York, assignor to RCA.
2.097.902— Detector Circuit.
Rudolf
Urtel,
Beriin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken GesellA. Thomas,

schaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.

2,097,918— Magnetron Detector.
Karl
Fritz,
Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
Berlin,

—

2,097,937
High Frequency Oscillating Circuit.
Noel M. Rust, Chelmsfors, London, assignor to

RCA.
2,097,994— Incandescent
Bamford,

Philadelphia,

Television

Inc.

Screen.
assignor to

Harry
S.
Farnsworth

2,098,000— Luminescent

•

•

•

Wednesday .... To the Cotton Club for dinner, where Cab
Calloway and Avis Andrews still top honors. Benny Davis comes over to

— with Buddy
— which so

number

Clark

—-who

realistic

is

can't

— the

says: "Hello, Benny" .... At Lindy's

president

which

WMCA,

of

part-owner

is

be avoided.

gorilla

word comes

it

is

Bill

Weisman,

picture,

vice-

"Mayerling,"

up

the proceedings in

.

two competitors could be discussing

that

Davis

to Leon & Eddie's,
a knot.
.Columnist
confidence on a scoop, while Iris Ardian

ties

Louis Sobol takes us into his

wonders what

that

to

Shaw Newton

receiving high praise .... With

is

where, as usual, Eddie Davis,

.During the "Gorilla"

.

French

the

of

.

passes the table and

.

in

friendly

tones.

© Thursday .... A rarity — visiting a studio during a broad"We The People"— but we're not sorry — because it's entertaining.
Especially when Harry Von Zell plugs the Maxwell House Coffee
•

Screen.
Philo
Francisco, Calif., and Bernard
hiladelphia, Pa., assignors to Farnsworth Television Inc.

Farnsworth,
Gardner,

C.

San

[

2,098,023— Electric Valve Translating Circuits.
Ernst
F.
W. Alexanderson, Schenectady, assignor to General Electric Co.
2.098,052— Timing
Schenectady,

assignor

Circuit.
Harold W. Lord,
to General Electric Co.

John Hughes Joins KVOO
John Hughes, formerly of
WRR, Dallas, and KOMA, Oklahoma
Tulsa

—

City, has joined the announcing staff
of KVOO, Tulsa, here.
He replaces
Ray Colcord, who resigned to attend
the School of Drama at Yale University.

cast,

WHOM,

Jersey City, will observe
Day by presenting commanders and other officers of various
American Legion and other military
organizations, representing all nations and speaking in all languages
during the entire day's schedule of
Short
foreign language broadcasts.
addresses and military music will
be the features of the series.

Armistice

a

NAT BRUSIL0FF

—on

Busters" firm.

for Radio."

.

time.

.

—

—

•

•

Friday .... The story

Beath and Alex Giannini

reaches us.
motions.

.

.

.

.

of the

of

the

Warner

deaths

firms,

.The four kids were enroute

.They were on

New

their

Yorker

for

way

to

a spell

to

make
of

Five bucks

because you'd never pass a
-fcj

of the Quill Club at Washburn High School today on "Writing

of

Bill

Kelly,

Danny Mc-

and Billy Campbell of Mario,
Albany after receiving protheir first

"major plug" con-

Glen Gray's Casa Loma music

H.

we

lost

— on not casting the vote!

couldn't

have even registered—
by law!

literacy test required

Postlethwait,

an-

nouncer, takes up duties in a similar
capacity today at WBBM-CBS, Chicago.

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied! You

CI 6-2200

members

Richard

•

TOTAL EXPENSES:

"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"

Minneapolis

Winsauer, assistant production manager, speaks before 400

Sanka Coffee

the

that nife.

WMCA

WCCO,
Roy W.

But both are products of General
Foods.
.Will Yolen relates how his pockets were picked of $11, his
home burgled for $54 all in two weeks so he's joined the "Gang

show

tact!.... To the

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New York's Own Station
BROADWAY

.

• • • Tuesday ... .Election Day we arise too late for the vote
canvasser to "purchase" our vote for $5 so we go looking for him
... .A deal is made and we rush to the voting place, anxious to cast
our ballot only to discover that we can't because we failed to register last month! ... .Reluctantly we return the fin
and go to work

•

Multi-Lingual Ceremonies

1697

we

Casino and says

the table

M. Witmark & Sons will immediately publish a brand new waltz by
Ted Koehler and Sam H. Stept entitled "Let's Waltz for Old Time's
Sake." The song, considered one of

a.

Aktiengesellschaft Brown Boveri & Cie.
2,097,514
Electron Discharge System for Ultrashort Waves.
Joseph C. Chaffee, Hackensack, N. J., assignor to Bell Telephone Labora-

to

—

June Marsden Coming

New Witmark

—

tories,

dept. as "chief fire sipper"!

.

15

editor,

vis,

2.097.879

WLW, 3:30-4 p.m.
WEDNESDAYS

York on Nov.

news

Miller,

a fire was a
who'd air the

that

Inc.

20.545— Electron Tube.

Kenneth W. JarNew Rochelle, N. Y.. and Russell M. Blair,
Teaneck, N. J.
2,097,490
Electron
Discharge
Device.
Ernst
Kobel,
Ennetbaden,
Switzerland,
assignor
to
Re.

Hammer,

program,

(Starting in January)

June

meant

it

2

NBC-Blue and

trologer

de

Pierre

E.

—

Tube.
Charles
H.
York, N. Y., assignor to Bell

New

Jr.,

2.097,707— Antenna

•

17

Sal

SUNDAY, DEC.
Radio

blazin'

by

Prescolt,

Telephone Laboratories,

M. Tichenor, Detroit.

WEDNESDAY, NOV.

Zenith

2.097.467— Photoelectric

Clinton

p.m.

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

Monday, November

1937

8,

GWE1T-ING
ANNA MAY WONG,

on Al Jolson

MARY

Nov. 17: Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago.
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. Trans- CP for new experimental station. 42000,
fer control of corp. to South Dakota Broad56000, 60000, 86000 kc,
KW., unlimited.
Nov. 18: West Texas Broadcasting Co.,
casting Corp.
KW., 5 KW. LS.,
570 kc,
Nov. 8:

1

1

unlimited.

Nov. 9:

KARK,

control

fer

of

corp.

Little Rock, Ark.
Transto Radio, Incorporated.

890 kc, 500 watts,
Nov. 10: KLO,
increase

7:30 p.m.).

in

power

KW.

1

Ogden,
to

1

LS., unlimited.
Utah.
CP for

KW.,

KW.

5

LS.

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT, CONRAD THIBAULT, and LUCRECIA

Nov. 12: Radio Enterprises, Inc., Hot
Springs, Ark.
CP for new station. 1310
kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Newspapers, Inc., Hot
Associated Ark.
Springs.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100
watts, daytime.
Nov. 15: Piatt & Piatt, Inc., Poughkeepsie.
CP for new station. 1000 kc, 1 KW.,

SARRIA,

limited.

Nov. 14 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).

Key

soprano, on "Magic

RCA," Nov.

of

(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).

14

MAJOR JOHN WARNER,

to

pianist,

on Radio City Music Hall Symphony
Orchestra program, Nov. 14 (NBCBlue, 12:30 p.m.).

LYN MURRAY'S CHORUS,
on Al Pearce show, Nov.

(CBS,

11

increase power

Citizens'
Broadcasting Corp.,
for new station.
1240 kc,

16:

CP

Schenectady.

KW., 5 KW. LS., unlimited.
Thomas J. Watson, Endicott, N. Y. CP
for new station.
1240 kc,
KW., unlimited.
Hampden-Hampshire Corp., Holyoke, Mass.
CP for new station. 1240 kc, 500 watts,
1

1

KW.

license

quency

WFTX,

to
to

1500
LS., unlimited.

Chase

S.

for new
limited.

Inc.

kc.

and change

100

watts,

250

in

watts

Osborne, Jr., Fresno, Cal.
1440 kc, 500 watts,

station.

Bulletin,

station.

1310 kc,

fre-

CP
un-

Ore.
CP for new
100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

Bend,

CURT PETERSON,

radio director

Marschalk & Pratt Inc., will be
the featured speaker at the Better
Speech Forum of the Jane Manner
Speech and Drama Institute tonight
at 7:30 in Steinway Hall. Peterson's
subject will be "Speech And The
of

Radio."

MAXINE McBRIDE, formerly with
New York Sun, has joined the

the

publicity

of

staff

Barton,

Batten,

Durstine & Osborn Inc.

unlimited.

1

1

repeat

1
KW. LS., unlimited.
Faith Broadcasting Co., Inc., Wichita Falls.
for new station.
1380 kc, 1 KW., 5
KW. LS., unlimited.
KFPL, Dublin, Tex. Vol. assignment of

watts,

Bend

WDZ, Tuscola, 111. CP to
KW. 1020 kc, daytime.
Nov.

Wichita Falls.
CP for new station. 1380
kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Wichita Broadcasting Co., Wichita Falls,
Tex.
CP for new station. 620 kc, 250

CP

1400 kc, unlimited.

and VIRGINIA DRANE, vion "Rising Musical Stars,"

AGKINC1ES

ACTIVITIES

F. C. C.

program, Nov. 9 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
JOHN FEENEY, tenor, in second
appearance on Leo Reisman's Schaefer Beer program, Nov. 11 (WEAF.

olinists,

5

RADIO DAILY

LS., unlimited.

9

Waterloo Times-Tribune Pub. Co., Waterloo, la.
CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
watts, daytime.

WREN,

Lawrence, Kan. Auth. to transcontrol of corp.
1220 kc, 1 KW., 5
LS.. share time.
Nov. 19: Charles F. Engle, Natchez. CP
for new station.
1210 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.

Grove Lab. NBC Program
Expands to West Coast

fer

KW.

(Continued from Page

1)

the mountain and Pacific on

Wednes-

heard Mondays
p.m.).
Harrison Holliway Starts
rethrough Thursdays, with the Monday
lay station.
1622, 2058, 2150, 2790 kc, 100
BING CROSBY, on "Hollywood
Program Over KFI watts.
and Thursday shows airing at 8 p.m.
Harry M. Ayres, Anniston, Ala.
CP for
Mardi Gras," Nov. 16 (NBC-Red, 9:30
and the other days at 10 p.m. Stacknew station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
p.m.)
Michael J. Mingo, Tacoma.
CP for new Goble Advertising Agency, Chicago,
Los Angeles
Harrison Holliway, station.
1400 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
CAROL WEYMANN, interviewed general manager of KFI-KECA, now
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
has the account.
Publix Bamford Theaters, Inc., Asheville,
by Nellie Revell, Nov. 16 (NBC-Red, has a program of his very own,
N. C.
CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
"The
Listener
Inner,"
which
he
in5
p.m.)
watts, unlimited.
augurated this week and will conEXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION
Elmore Vincent Renewed
MERRY MACS, repeat on "Town tinue
at 9: 15 p.m. each Thursday
C. Frank Walker & Waldo W. Primm.
Elmore Vincent, the ''Senator
CP for new station.
Hall Tonight," Nov. 10 (NBC-Red, over KFI.
Holliway, while one of Fayetteville, N. C.
1210 kc, 250 watts, daytime, be denied.
Frankenstein Fishface" of the WJZ
the younger radio executives, is a
9 p.m.)
Capitol Broadcasting Co., Inc., Raleigh.
Sunday variety show, has signed a
veteran
in
point
CP
for new station.
of
service,
1210
and
probkc,
100
watts,
BUDDY CLARK, on Al Pearce protwo-year renewal contract with NBC.
ably the most inveterate tuner-inner 250 watts LS., unlimited, be granted.
gram, Nov. 9 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
to be found anywhere.
His expeMARION DAVIES in "Peg o' My rience dates back to the beginning of
Heart," on "Lux Radio Theater," radio, and he is generally credited
with bringing the first variety show
Nov. 29 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
the a i r 1 a n e s and introducing
WALTER GIESEKING, on Phil- to
Meredith Willson, Al Pearce, Frank
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra pro- Watanabe, Yahbut and Cheerily,
Tommy Harris, Hazel Warner and
gram, Nov. 14 (CBS, 3 p.m.)

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio. CP for new

Program

days.

is

Own

—

PEOPLE

40,000,000

many others now famous via the
MARGARET ANGLIN, FRANK AL- original
"Blue Monday Jamboree."
BERTSON, ARTHUR GEARY and

BETH CHANDLER,

"Hammer-

on
Music Hall," Nov.

stein

12

'Handy-Ad'

(CBS, 8

A

Show Carries

(Continued from Page 1)
to the classified section of the

Coolidge Quartet in Series

Edgar Rice Burroughs'

Hour

50 Spots in Half

p.m.)

ARE WAITING TO HEAR

TARZAN

news-

paper.

weekly series of six Saturday
A Tulsa monument company inprograms of chamber music by the vested
and two weeks later
$20,
Coolidge

String

Quartet,

with con- attributed a $650 sales increase to
the show.
be given over CBS beginning Nov.
Bell has handled announcements
13 at 5:45-6:25 p.m.
Series is en- ranging from monuments for sale, to
titled "Haydn to Debussy" and will
duck ponds for rent.
sketch the development of music
from the early eighteenth century
to the beginning of the twentieth.
cert artists as assisting soloists, will

Tom
Tom

Terriss in

New

Spot

turer,
spot,

Terriss, the Vagabond Advenhas a new
Red
Sundays at 9:30-9:45 a.m.

titled

"Letters from Abroad."

FRANK

dressed

De<5EZ
JL. -A. Jk. Jk.

ARTISTS

46 WEST 48

PAUL

WHITEMAN
EAST 45th

ST.,

New York

MU

ST.

•
BR yant 9-9746

2-1888

<

to attend

THE RADIO PREVUE

be

Tuesday, Note mini-

all

Fine imported materials
smartly tailored
will
give you
that feeling.

know

We

some

NEW YORK

MR. SPONSOR

Are cordially invited

well
at

AGENCY

9,
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times.

been

Presenting
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A. A.

CUSTOM CLOTHES

MANAGEMENT

to

really

WEAF-NBC

YOU

great

a

It's

feeling

MR. ADVERTISING

best

known Ra-

up.

$65 00

P.

M.

to 6 P.

M.

at the studios of

have

dressing
of
the

dio,
Stage and
Screen
artists
for years
Suits

priced

3

We

KASS-TOHRNER,

INC.

RADIO PRODUCTIONS

RKO

Building

—

Radio City

.

)

.

6

.
.

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY

THE WEEK
Web

*

ALthe

KFAC "Dunkers Club," lays
claim to being the originator of the
"Pen Goo Day" stunt now being revived by stations in the South, and

Cft leaner

1

obtain control of Pan-American fre- its movies to small stations because
quencies at an FCC hearing.
many were improperly produced.
Rockefeller Foundation report but M-G-M said it would continue to
showed an increased number of grants supply such material from New York
SHANNA, leading
were made in the radio field.... 140 offices .... James D. Shouse, general
lady of General Mills' "Arnold
stations were set to carry the debut manager of KMOX, going with CrosGrimm's
Daughter,"
and
Elliott
of the NBC Symphony Orchestra on ley's
on Dec. 1
NBC starts Woodruff, investment broker,
marNov. 13, the Red and Blue webs be- construction of its new coast plant.
ried Friday.
ing combined. .Song writers and pop Another news service entered the
Jeanne De Lee, local free lance
music publishers reach an accord in field in Continental Radio Press.... actress,
and Ira Leon middle-aisled
their argument on division of moneys designed to supply local news to statogether on Sunday.
from mechanical license fees. .their tions within certain areas....
The Yacht club orchestra now has
proposed new pact running for 12
RCA-Victor plans to augment its a
line every night at midyears, including an agreement to radio coverage with two more pronight.
.

.

conductor of

genial

1937

*

Hold

(Continued from Page

SPERRY,

RADIO

IN

Billings

8,

.

.

MARGARETTE

WLW

.

.

.

a photostatic copy of an
eye-opening check he received from
displays

the

Feibleman

L.

Roebuck

affiliate

Co.,

for his participation

campaign

staged

a

New

in

in

in

SearsOrleans,

the original

that

city

in

Al says he will
October of 1934.
be happy to supply detailed information to any station asking for it.
"Reunion of the States," long a
favorite with West Coast listeners,
saluted Missouri on its return to the
air via KHJ on Sunday, 3:30-4:00
p.m. Arthur Shank is emcee.
Hal Styles' "Help thy Neighbor"
yesterday was devoted to "helping"

unemployed Legionnaires.
Hal Rorke's

CBS

publicity depart-

ment held the annual "turkey shoot"
for the Thanksgiving newspaper trade
Birds were shot with 20last week.
gauge graflexes and other largecalibered lenses, and Lita Hebert,
Georgia Neff Jack Sayre and Leonard
Finch were all fuss and feathers
,

.

.

WBBM

maintain membership in Ascap for
a 10-year period after the current
contracts run out two years from
now. .AFM ordered the Arranger's
Guild to disband because it does not
provide for unions within the union,
but will cooperate with the arrangers
through the regular AFM channels
KNX is going in for a $300,000 trans.

.

mitter.

.

.

grams, while "Magic Key of RCA"
Mundelein College Radio Workwill be dressed up a little.
.Most shop is airing a new program
on
of the stations cancelled by Father WCFL titled
"The Forum," dealing
Coughlin will be in the station lineup with freshman activities at the
for Gerald Smith's Committee of One Institution.
.

.

for something or other.
Vincent Lopez leaves the Drake
Executive Committee adjourned Nov. 18 and will be followed
by
subject to call of Pres. Weber.
.sub- Paul Whiteman. Lopez then
does a
committee is handling whatever de- week's stretch at the Chicago theater
tails now arise on okaying allocations
before going back to New York.
of additional station expenditures for Wayne King
winds up at the Palmer

Million

.

.

.

AFM

.

.

Benton & Bowles will open a complete unit in Chicago on Nov. 15.... musicians.
and working out license House Dec. 8.
Warner Bros, stated they would no agreements for transcription and
John Walsh of "Court of Missing
longer supply air script versions of phonograph record companies.
Heirs." CBS show, went to Springfield over week-end to sing at a
.

WNOX,

.

WTMJ, Milwaukee

Knoxville
left

for

a

continuity department.
Sam Johnson of the "Monk and
Sam" team is recovering from an

monizers," sponsored for three years Worth.
H. K.
by Home Furniture Co., with the

the

17
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Greetings from Radio Daily
November 8
lames M. Seward

WAAT

Tiny Ruffner

WNEW

vice-president,
sales

manager

Dewey

Long,

Charlotte, visit-

Amos

'n'

Andy,

visiting

here while the team

is

home

folks

in the east.

FORT WORTH
Paula Fraser, WBAP songstress and
actress, and Larry Rowell, former
emcee on this station and now with
an ad firm in Chicago will be married around Christmas.
Roger Phillips, former production
manager at KFJZ before he joined
KABC, San Antonio, has returned
to the former station,
which has

moved

its general business offices to
larger quarters on the 13th floor of
Trinity Life Bldg. Mrs. Ruth Roosevelt took over the station.

WBAP conadapting the "Black

Virginia Wiltten of the
tinuity staff

Night"

is

scripts.

A

Collegiate Educational series has
been launched on WBAP, using remotes from colleges in this section.

affair.

Clark Fulks, staff announcer, has
Show developed quite a following with his
Webbe Handling
Ted Webbe, former chief announcer weekly program titled "Babies Just
of
WNEW, has been signed by Babies," and it looks as though the
Michaels Furniture Co. to handle new show will soon be a commercial.
Using the Ed Bookers Rhythmaires
"Man On the Street" broadcast to be
aired over WAAT seven times weekly as talent, the Tom Padgitt Co., manat 1:30-1:45 p.m. Schillin Advertising ufacturer of leather goods, has wound
Agency set deal. Webbe resigned up a month's series the purpose of
from
one month ago to be- which was to point out reasons why
come chief sports announcer of Pathe it pays to use horses and mules on
news, and is at present engaged in the farm. Contest was conducted in
directing football commentaries di- conjunction, drawing mail from 41
rect from stadiums.
Texas towns.

—

B

CBS

ed WBBM-CBS headquarters.
Joe Gallichio, music director for

BALTIMORE

3

Boice,

"Rhythm Club," featuring transcribed W. J. Williamson,
WKRC, Cincy, and
be back music and Bob Heiss as emcee.
sales manager, WBT,

extended illness and will
throughout the meet.
on the air soon.
Myrtle Spangenberg, soprano, had
Ted Healy and his stooges have
Billy Barnes, former organist at
been added to the cast of next Thurs- Paramount Theater, New York, is to temporarily give up her vocalizing
day night's M-G-M-Maxwell House now playing the Wurlitzer at the on "Morning Melodies" due to a
show over CBS.
Tennessee Theater in Knoxville and heavy cold.
being heard daily over WNOX.
Following experiments with oneCharles Craig, who has been under
contract to sing in Paramount films minute dramatized commercials for
May Standish Rose, one of the first in Hollywood, is now doing a weekly a new account, Nuera, Don Donovan
directors of The Vagabonds, just program here. Was forced to return
and Henry Saevke, account repreopening their 21st season here, was to Knoxville due to serious condi- sentatives for the John Barnes agency
guest of Lydia Todd on WBAL tion of his mother.
and WTMJ, respectively, have set a
Friday.
Thomas F. O'Connell, formerly series to promote this sponsor's soap
Henry Hickman, WFBR's Tydol press agent with Rubin & Cherry sales.
inquiring reporter, aired his Tuesday carnival, is now on the sales staff
Harry Ford was lured back from
and Thursday programs last week here.
the wilds of Missouri to reassemble
from the Food Show at the Fifth
Station has resumed its amateur
the Park Avenue Hillbillies for a
Regiment Armory.
programs following insistent listener
clothing sponsor.
demand.
The Dixieland Swingsters and Tex
Weed to Handle KFBB
Weed & Co. has been appointed and Curley have been kept quite
WACO, Waco, Tex.
national representatives for KFBB, busy making records for Victor reGreat Falls, Montana, effective Nov. cently. Several of the disks have
The Lone Star Playboys recently
15.
The outlet, a CBS affiliate, has been among "best sellers." These changed their name to The Jones
5.000 watts day and 1000 watts night same performers recently provided Jolly
Bakers for sponsorship by
and is owned by Buttrey Broadcast- part of the entertainment for 10 Jones Fine Bread Co. F. J. Ruetz
the
Food
Show
in
Charlotte,
days
at
is
staing Co. Inc. Mrs. J. Jacobsen
writes and produces the show. Lee
North Carolina.
tion manager.
Glasgow is the salesman-instigator of

^

wedding.

friend's

Dick Barrie, local bandmaster and
John Jessup, account representahis singing wife, Anita Boyer, are
new post in Miami.
tive, has replaced the "Home Harplaying at the Hotel Texas, Fort
Ruth Hendrickson has joined the
Allen Fort, announcer,

—

P.

&

G. Contest

& Gamble will give away
750 Benrus watches in a 25-day
contest on "Why I Like Chipso," to
be conducted over the radio and
in newspapers starting today.
The
radio contest will be announced
on Chipso's "Road to Life" fiveweekly program over NBC-Blue at
11:15 a.m. and over NBC-Red at
Procter

4:45 p.m.

Monday, November

8,

1937

LATEST

(Textiles)

WJZ— NBC-Blue,
Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
B. B. D.
.

INSPIRATIONAL

&

O.

DISSERTATION

GOOD PROGRAM OF

.

t

the subject of his

as

A

ITS TYPE.

Choosing "The Readiness
-

IS

first

number

published
by Friday, and will play sustainings
Isn't Love," over WREC in addition to CBS spot
by Ina George, already is getting on Monday nights at 11 (CST). Hamquite a play around the country, and ilton's orchestra will replace Dick
requests for transcriptions even have Jurgen's which has been at Hotel Peacome in from the coast. The song body for two months.
has "torch" qualities and still fits in
Ed Smalle's chorus will soon be
the standard class. Walter McKinney,
a leading Northwest tenor, has been heard on a new series which will
featuring it over KOIN and KALE. also offer Jan Peerce, Viola Philo,
KFOX, the Hal Nichols station in and Oscar Strauss as musical conLong Beach, Cal., has been giving ductor. Smalle's chorus is currentdaily broadcasts due to many re- ly heard with Leo Reisman on that
quests, while KIRO and KORE also Thursday night WEAF beer series.

Whitney Blake, "This

KARL REILAND

Pepperell Mfg. Co.

All"
talk, Dr.
Is

Karl Reiland started this series with
a generally interesting chat on edueating oneself along useful lines, have been featuring it. Harold Shaw,
Phil Harris learned recently that
unlearning knowledge that is of no maestro of the ivories, has found it
gold had been discovered on his unvalue in the present age, and being very playable.
developed ranch in Hermancio, Mexprepared to take advanage of the
The Liberty Music Shops in New ico. The deep voiced maestro and
modern opportunities that present
themselves in "a time of promise and York, engaged in selling Jean Sab- his wife, Marcia Ralston, left immeprivilege." He also pointed out the Ion's recordings, report that sales of diately after the Jack Benny show
need of better moral living and spiri- the French singer's records top those to visit the property, which Harris
of all other male vocalists at the pres- had bought for hunting purposes.
tual controls instead of more laws.
For persons who find solace and ent time.
Jack Towne, who conducted his
help in talks of this kind, which
George Hamilton's orchestra moved own bands in several spots, is now
necessarily deal largely in generaliHotel Peabody, Memphis, on a member of Ernie Hoist's orchestra.
ties. Dr. Reiland will provide as much into

A

"TOWN MEETING OF THE
AIR"
Sustaining,

WJZ— NBC-Blue

Network, Thursday 9:30-10:30 p.m.
NBC'S CHAMP RADIO FORUM STARTS
THIRD SEASON WITH UNUSUAL FLOURISH

RADIO DAILY
IS

THE

FASTEST

GROWING

balm

as the best of such programs. He talks well and makes
his points easily.
brief organ number was offered
next to closing, then listeners were
invited to write in for copies of Dr.
Reiland's discourse.
There was a
minimum amount of commercial
matter.

soul

*

*

©I2CH EST CAS - MUSIC

PROGRom Reviews
DR.

7

RADIO DAILY:

AND

FELICITATIONS.

George V. Denny Jr. directs the
"American Town Meeting of the Air"
under the auspices of the League for
Education. NBC provides
the facilities for the sustaining, which
has been established the past two
years as being in a class by itself,
Political

an unhampered forum where
Democrats, Republicans, Socialists or
what-have-you can all have a say
on social, economic and political

and

questions.
Program originates in
Town Hall, which has a seating capacity of 1,500, and after the speakers
have made their pro or con observations on the question up for discussion, enough time is left, usually
about 15 minutes, for patrons to ask
questions of the respective speakers.
Topic up for discussion Thursday
night was "What Shall Be the American Policy in the Far East?" Speakers were Frederick Moore, adviser
to the Japanese Embassy, who naturally gave the Japanese viewpoint;
Nathaniel Peffer, writer and lecturer,
who gave the Chinese angle; Prof.

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Edwin Borchard

Law

of

Yale University

School, the policy of isolation;
James G. McDonald, former

and
League of Nations High Commissioner
For Refugees from Germany, discussing the
cooperation.

policy

of

international

May Airs Husking
While He's Under Arrest

Foster

—

Omaha Foster May, WOW's ace
newscaster, broadcast the National

Cornhusking Championship at MarDenny, acting as moderator, made shall, Mo., Nov. 4, while he was
a spirited opening talk and pointed under arrest.
May and WOW's mobile broadcastout that without the miracle of radio
such a forum would not be pos- ing unit arrived at the scene of the
sible.
Communications were read contest to find that a competing stafrom Pres. Roosevelt, Gov. Lehman tion had secured "exclusive broadand Mayor LaGuardia. At the close casting rights." Undaunted, May and
of the talks, NBC was again brought his engineers continued to make preinto the picture via a letter to Denny liminary tests early Thursday mornfrom Pres. Lenox Lohr, and after ing and leased the Louis Webber
the audience asked questions an- field, immediately next to the connouncement was made that arrange- test field. When time rolled around
ment had been made with Columbia for the broadcast to start, a belUniversity Press to publish the talks ligerent group of men and a State
for the next 22 weeks and these Patrolman with a warrant arrived.
would be available at 10 cents each The warrant charged May with tresor $2 for the series of 22 discussions. passing and forcible entrance during
the time he had made the tests earlier
in the morning.
An accommodating magistrate, who
"Kraft Music Hall"
had a tent on the fieid, released May
Last Thursday night's "Kraft Music
on bond of $500, whereupon May,
Hall," with Bing Crosby as major
described the contest with the aid
domo, brought forth the first real of a pair of field glasses from the
and unique comedy find of this radio top of WOW's mobile unit.
season.

He

is

Jerry Colonna,

member

John Trotter's orchestra, and already
discovered
by the films.
Giovanni Colonna, as he was billed
of

All troupers from head to
they kicked up a very lively

fashion.
toe,

— the

evening.

Extends

Armistice
NBC's coast-to-coast Blue network
a singer will remain open Thursday night

week's airing, is
parts being largely in
the channels of travesty, satire and
a touch of burlesque. As a crooner,
his inflections, pronunciations and
dialectic interpolations are a scream.
And when he drops melody for
patter, there are few trick and gag
talkers who sound funnier.
Other parts of the last Kraft show
were uniformly excellent. Fay Bainter, star actress, and Douglas Fairbanks Jr., another stellar thespian,
exchanged cross-fire with Crosby and
Bob Burns in highly entertaining
for last
of parts

NBC

Day

AL IM>\ ABU
and

his

orchestra

at the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Fall and
Fourth

IN

RADIO

EXECUTIVES

EVERYWHERE
READ

IT

FIRST THING

for

(Friday) to broadgreetings from
Southern California to all corners
of the British Empire. British Broadcasting Corp. will re-broadcast the
greetings throughout England. NBC
networks ordinarily close at 1:00 a.m.
until 2:30 a.m.
cast Armistice

PUBLICATION

If

Return

inter Season

Engagement

i;

EVERY

MORNING

8

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY

SAN FRANCISCO

NASHVILLE
time in local history
all three Nashville stations joined
to broadcast the same program simultaneously ... It was the occasion of
the final appeal for the Nashville
Community Chest and came over

For the

A.

S.

Cisler,

and WSIX.
Jr., former manager

WSIX and now director KTHS,
the father of a baby girl.
Walter Pegram is a new salesman
on the commercial staff of WSIX.
of
is

Harry

About 500

first

WSM, WLAC

C.

Krone,

WSIX

manager,

has returned from St. Louis, where
he went to bring his wife and two
boys to Nashville.
Jack Harris, WSM, latest local benedict, says it's the only life.
WSM's Golden West Cowboys play
on the stage of the Princess theater
every Saturday.
Ray Adkins, WSIX announcer, is
M.C.'ing a group of WSIX hillbilly
performers in personal appearances
at various schoolhouses around Nashville.

Zenith Radio Program
Shifts to CBS Dec.
1)

present lecture-like series under

NBC

TRIBUTES

Halloween night by KDAL, Duluth.
Built up as "KDAL's Mystery Halloween Broadcast," the stint had Announcer Bill Harrington and Special

to dominant personalithe news in celebration of
their birthdays will be given by
Bryce Oliver, commentator, in a new
series of broadcasts which will be
ties in

the

7-8 p.m.,

it

which could only

ac-

over

KGO,

was 39th program

in the

50.

Aired

*

series.

WHN

aspects

of

a 12 o'clock sign-off policy which
The Three Little Sachs, recently ween pranks.
was standard here for many years.
back from a film assignment in Holengineer,
Paul
KYA's
chief
Sidney Kaufman, motion picture
lywood, will be featured with Ann
Schultz, putting into operation an
White in the new Bill Bertolotti show critic and commentator, will inaugu-

rate a new system for rating current
films on his program "Cinema Comment" over
at 9:45-10 tonight.
Kaufman will rate motion pictures
on a "report card" system, with
grades A, B, C, D, and F (meaning
"flunk")
He will also give a consensus of newspaper critics' verdicts
on new pictures as they appear.

for a limited engagement.

WQXR

A new nightly news broadcast will
at 7:15 p.m.
be presented by
each weekday evening beginning today. International News Service will
5 be used for this broadcast series, the
news being edited by the station's
news department.

.

new

WSAR, which
located

in

nearby

New

intricate distortion measuring equipwill be used to check
transmitting
the
station's
entire

ment which
equipment.

Roosevelt to Deliver

Three Radio Addresses

made

Publicity
Fall River,
Bedford.

a tieup
Service, is
Mass.. not

WBT

(Continued from Page

1)

will be Nov. 14, eve of the opening
of the special session. The President
is expected to pull a typical "Roosevelt surprise" by reserving his legislative plans until he speaks to the
nation with the convening of Congress.
On Nov. 17, Roosevelt will
visit historic Mount Vernon to speak

(Charlotte) officials find they
a mistake in claiming a
coast-to- coast following for the
"Midnight Dancing Party," heard
nightly at 12:30 to 2 o'clock. Recent on the "Farm and Home Hour."
letters indicate the program has a
following that is more accurately deSigned for Rexall Disks
scribed as pole-to-pole rather than
coast-to-coast. Letters have come in
Walter Cassel, Jean Paul King and

have made

WBT

a radio depart-

Virginia Blackford Miller will be
commentator, sponsored by Franklin
Simon Co., John G. Paton Co. (Yuban
Westerners on "Hit Parade"
coffee), and Golden Blossom Honey,
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" makes in a new program titled "Shopping
a new departure in guest artists this Parade," which starts tomorrow over
Wednesday on the NBC-Red Net- WICC. Bridgeport.
work, when Louise Massey and Her
Westerners will be heard as the first
A novel stunt stanza that packed a
group to be booked on this program. real entertainment wallop was aired
start
Orchestra
Leo Reisman and His
a series on that date.
Art Institute's 7th Year
Minneapolis The Minneapolis Institute of Arts will open its seventh
Paul Brenner loins
year of broadcasting over
Paul Brenner, formerly of WSYU, consecutive
WCCO on Nov. 11. Mathilde Rice ElSyracuse, and WFBL, Syracuse, has
liott, staff lecturer for the Institute,
staff
of
announcing
the
joined
will be featured on the airings along
WNEW.
with other members of the Institute's

has

Bryant

with

of that

Brown Advertising

Agency being minus

thronged

Bill Stremmel ended affiliation with
KROW and has been added to the
Events Director Sam Levitan out in KYA sportscasting staff.
heard over
weekly, starting one of Duluth's residential districts
Bob Garred, KSFO announcer, was
today at 9-9:15 p.m. Ida M. Tarbell, for a half-hour fun foray with port- signed by Hudson Motors of Detroit,
noted historian who this week is cel- able mike, window tick-tacker, soap, to speak at Auto Show.
ebrating her 80th birthday, will be etc. Program took a novel turn when
KSFO's new Milen Jewelry acthe first American to be honored. In the KDAL mike-men were "arrested"
count, 1-hour show at midnight writaddition, Oliver will review the news by a cruising motorcycle cop and the
"arm of the law" was interviewed on ten and produced by Bob Garred,
of New York each week.
CBS outlet here to break
the more serious
Hallo- caused the

J.

duction, the E. H.

studios

commodate

Connie Drake, a Roy Campbell soWalter Thompson Co.
loist, is now broadcasting from the
Guest names are planned to relate Gatineau Country Club, Ottawa, Canextra-sensory perception experiences. ada,
over the Canadian Broadcasting
Radio Director Richard Marvin has System.
producassigned Lou Jackobson as
Robert Colwell ha?
tion director.
Vi Mele, "The Pianistic Personalibeen summoned from New York, and y," who appeared on several CBS
James Whipple from Hollywood, to "Swing Sessions," has been signed
assist John Young in writing script.
to remain indefinitely at the Hotel
Dick Elpers is account contact at New Yorker.
Her pianologue and
CBS.
songs are heard in the Terrace Room
Heretofore NBC has handled prohotel.
direction of

people

Community Playhouse Tuesday night
when Bennie Walker's Amateur Hour
(Homestead Bread) moved from the

WNEW

(Continued from Page

1937

8.

ment.

1

from Canada. Alaska, Hawaii, Mexico, Cuba, and Bermuda, acknowledging reception of the program which
features playing of popular dance
recordings on telephone or telegraph
request. A telephone has been placed
in the studio so telephone calls

may

Norsemen Quartet have been set
Drug transcribed

the

for Rexall United

with recording set to begin
Cassel, Willie Morris and
James Wilkerson have also been
signed for Chevrolet series, with recording dates as yet undetermined.
series,

Dec.

4.

The Ruth Carhart, Patti Chapin and Ray
"Dancing Party" is handled by An- Heatherton have just completed series
nouncers Bill Bivens and Lee Kirby. of recordings for same sponsor. Latter three were set through Columbia
KFUO Awaits Power Jump
Artists Inc., while former deals were
Federal
apAnticipating
all handled by Ben Lipset.
St. Louis
proval of a time and power boost,
KFUO has already begun a program
Steinke Back on WINS
of broadcast improvements, according
"Jolly Bill" Steinke, who instituted
to an announcement by H. H. Hohenstein, director. Station expects jump the reading of the Sunday comics on
in time from 26 to 60 hours a week, WINS several years ago, has returned
and a power increase from 1,000 watts to the station in his old role.
personnel.
Through the medium of these to 5,000. Pending the FCC decision,
broadcasts over WCCO, the Minneap- program development work includes
olis Institute of Arts has kept North- the scheduling of high-class musical
west listeners abreast of all new de- broadcasts and talks by prominent
velopments in the field of art and civic leaders.
has also been able to call to atten\

be aired during the broadcast.

—

—

WNEW

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
FRANCES LANGFORD
motion picture talent has been
a boon to radio, then radio has
been even more oi a servant to
Hollywood. The great number of
programs coming from the movie
metropolis serves as a remarkable

Music Damages Denied

tion outstanding exhibits of interest
to the public at large.

"If

KPQ

The

Federal

Court

on

Friday

damages claimed by Daniel
Brown against Tams-Witmark Mu-

denied

Signs Beer Account

L.

Wenatchee, Wash.— KPQ has added sic Libraries, Select Theaters Corp.
Seattle Brewing & Malting Co. to its and Jacob and Lee Shubert for in-

exploitation
and publicity
for the individual stars and
In radio Hollythe new pictures.
wood 'has something there'. Let's
hope it doesn't abuse the privi-

Commer-

free

list

of

agent

cial

Manager John K. Dykeman an-

nounces.

national

accounts,

Contract

is

for six months,

five evening spots weekly, with
to be used on Rainier Beer, and

lege."

signed
|

Seattle.

through

Western

time

was

Agency,

fringement. .Plaintiff, claiming rights
operetta, "Sari", charged defendants with giving broadcasting rights
to stations and networks of musical
numbers from the presentation. An
amicable settlement was reached by
parties concerned following decision.
to

Loretta Clemens wrote her first
piano composition when she was
five years old.

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW
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LISTENING
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Radio

is

strictly

aural

art,

while

technique

production

diiierent

in

Contracts Are Signed for Four QuarterHour Daytime Periods, Five Times
RENEWING FOR 43 WEEKS
Weekly, Starting Jan. 3
Nash-Kelvinator Corp. on Dec. 4

the

satisfactory entertainment, and
are only a few points on which
both techniques agree.
Chaplin, Garbo, Dietrich and Mickey
Mouse on the screen can entertain and
please and delight a hundred million
people without having to utter a word.
But put them in front of a mike and
what will the LISTENERS get out of it?

there

producers of radio programs
branch out as makers of motion
pictures, the results most likely would be
If

were

the
to

2-Hour WJJD Sports Show
For Brown & Williamson

Dual Event

Jackson. Miss.
will dedicate

its

— WJDX
new

on Dec. 7

5.000-watt 5-D

transmitter and 330-ft. vertical radiator, and at the same time
observe the station's eighth anni-

versary.

W.

P.

Harris

is

director.

CBS and Procter & Gamble have
negotiated a contract for four quarter-hour daytime periods, Mondays
through
Fridays,
beginning
Jan.
Number

3.

for each

of

show

stations
is

the type of

is

to

be used

not set as yet, nor

show each program

will feature.

Contract, totaling five hours weekwas signed by Hugh K. Boice,
CBS vice-president in charge of
sales, for the network and Compton
Advertising
(Ivory
and Naptha);
Pedlar & Ryan (Chipso) and Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, (Oxydol and Dreft)
representing the
(Continued on Page 8)
ly,

Chicago— Brown & Williamson
Avalon cigarets next Monday
start

two-hour

sports

for
will

edition
on
will be
Batten,

WJJD, 2-4 p.m. Program
Mondays through Fridays.

Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc. placed
the account.

Program is a complete verbal
newspaper, conceived by Herb SherThe same is only to be expected when man, WJJD sales manager, to run
movie studios try to put on radio shows. like a regular newspaper, with an
And especially when they think they editor, Warren Brown, sending recan do it as a sideline activity with the porters on assignments. Reporters are
primary purpose of using the radio to Russ Hodges, Jimmy Dudley, and Al
exploit film product, film stars and film Hollender. A 15-minute morning shot
producers.
on track handicapping also is part
A bad job is done the listeners are of contract.
sadly disappointed and both movies and
disastrous.

—

WJDX
RCA

order

make

to

FIVE CENTS

1937

NASH - K ELVIN ATOR CORP.

an will renew the "Prof. Quiz" show on
61 CBS stations, Saturdays, 9-9:30
films, despite the fact that they now talk, p.m., with repeat at 12 midnight, for
will always be essentially a visual art. 43 weeks.
Geyer, Cornell & Newell
Each medium requires a distinct and Inc. has the account.

RADIO-FILMS

9.

& Gamble on CBS

Procter
looking
On
AND

YORK.

—

NBC'S BOSTON STUDIOS
ORIGINATING

MORE SHOWS

Boston— Three additional NBC-Blue
network programs will originate here
soon, according to John A. Holman,
NBC general manager for New England. Nine coast-to-coast NBC shows
are now being produced weekly from
WBZ-WBZA. The pending shows will
be musical and variety.

Holman

said

NBC

intends to

2 CANADIAN STATIONS

make

Boston increasingly important as a
production center.

NBC

net

Montreal

Sunday
stations

will
to

add two more
its

networks,

namely
and CBF. CBM will
Gordon Cooke Appointed become CBM
the Red network outlet for
Buryl Lottridge Quits
Kastor Radio Director English programs and the present
It
is about time
to cut out all this
Oklahoma Network Post
NBC station, CFCF, will be made
baloney about a merger of films and
Chicago — Gordon Cooke, radio di- the Blue outlet for English programs.
radio.
Oklahoma City
Buryl Lottridge. rector for Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
CBF, a French language station,
They are two separate kinds of business, requiring different tactics, even if managing director of the Oklahoma New York, has been named radio will be optional on either the Red
both are after some of the same artist Network, has resigned to take over director of H. W. Kastor & Sons here, or Blue and can be used in combination with either CFCF or CBM.
talent, and there is no more reason for another Oklahoma radio position, to effective Nov. 15, replacing Ed Aletheir being combined than there is for a be announced within the next few shire, who resigned to become vice- CBM, formerly known as CRCM, is
days. Joseph W. Lee has been named president of Benton & Bowies' Chi- a 5,000 watter operating on 1050 kcs.,
shoemaker to merge with a tailor.
the radio are injured in the long run.

—

Both radio and films already have to the post, in addition to continuing cago office, opening Nov. 20 in the
Cooke once was
enough standardization in their respec- as manager of KTOK, key station of Palmolive Bldg.
the network.
with Blackett-Sample-Hummert here.
tive entertainment offerings.
Why weary the public with a doubledose of the same formulas?

—D.

C. G.

broadcast

of television

was

reported

Brown, master
arrival here.

was

the

Britannic,

it

by Captain A.

T.

to

of

A

the

steamer, on

10x1 2-inch screen

were
clear and well synchronized. Captain Brown said.
used. Voice

and

pictures

Striking

News

Reporters

Cover Beats

for

WBAX

—

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Though on strike
at their newspaper, reporters of the
Record have been gathering news
locally just the same and turning it
over to
for its "Morning
News" program which has been sup-

WBAX

(Continued on

Page 2)

tion

In a cable sent to Arturo Toscanini
on Saturday by the American Radio

Telegraphists Association, NBC was
charged with using the Toscanini engagement as the cause of the recent
dismissals of employees.
Cable was
signed by Kendall E. Davis, vicepresident of ARTA. By some strange
quirk Davis is a radio engineer emplayed by
and active in

WABC

(Continued on Page 8)

CBF

is

which goes on the

a new staair for the
It is a 50,000

first time next Sunday.
watter on 910 kcs. Both

CBM

are

owned by

the

CBF and
Canadian

Broadcasting Corp.

NBC

from

land to a ship at sea was successfully demonstrated by BBC in a
transmission

Protests to Toscanini

Over Workers Let Out by

Television at Sea
First

ARTA

a clear channel.

Chi Radio Awards

—

Chicago
Local
radio
world
plans a "radio academy" with 10
statuettes for the most distinguished local performances of the year.
Awards to be announced at a costume ball at Medlnah Athletic
Club. Nov. 27.
All radio performpersonnel of stations and agenbe permitted a vote. Executive committee is headed by
Actress Anne Seymour.
ers,

cy

folk to

V

2
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Mama

under the act of March

191/4

9V4
38%

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart

Warner

Westinghouse

7%

193/g
191/4

83/4

19i/2
I91/4

9
38i/4

37
73/8

734
53 V4

53 1/4

52

11

10%

'0%

94
20 1/4
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183/4

92i/4
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13

13
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NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Zenith Radio
Hazeltine
Majestic

Corp

1%

1

30
29
28
26
25
24
24
23
22
22
22
21

department

Morris Music Co.). ...

Vi

1

Chg.

+

_
—
—

1

'/4

1/2

1/2

Launched
Cincinnati

at

— Crosley

Radio

funeral

lounge in the
artists'
Crosley Bldg. New technical equipment and modernization of the
transmitter at Mason also are part
of the plans. Engineering difficulties
have made it necessary to delay, temporarily, construction work on the
new broadcasting building.

WLW

Asked

71/4

Don Higgins Resigns

8 1/4

KFWB

McClatchy

WOAI

Details on Request

250 Park

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

manager

general

BARTON

is

Milwaukee

in

of

playing

date.

Hollywood.

to

trip

LEWIS

of Jay Lewis Associates leaves
business trip through Pennsylvania.

STAN ZUCKER. general manager of Consolidated Radio Artists, leaves for Detroit today
on business and is expected back tomorrow or

for

a

Thursday.

THOMAS

ROCKWELL,

C.

New

paper space even though the cash
was on the line, the Guild bought
time on WBAX, two 15-minute periods daily, with Joe Walsh, veteran
sports writer, as spokesman. So when
the Record strike was called, the

York.

left
Hollywood Saturday by
New York after a two weeks' stay.
expected to return in a month after
visiting Chicago and New York offices.

He

for

is

Wilson,

of

& Hayward

Powell

has returned from Hollywood where
combining business and a vacation.

WHITINC

Thursday

from

arrives

in

New

he

was

York

RIAN JAMES

THE

arrived

in

town yesterday from

^

BEST
IS

to the rescue
supplying the station

THE

CHEAPEST!
A

show is no better than its recordHere are the "quality" methods

ing!

we

use:

wax

Standard

machines

recordings

(double

Factory

serve).

pressings,

purposes

matching

"High

ton
re-

x

for

surface-

rebroadcast

maximum

Fidelity"

radio

range

stations,

and speakers on market.

best pick ups

assignments

All

/z

wax

processed,

noiseless

of

on

safety

from

guaranteed

recording to delivery to station with
all

necessary

A

F of M, MPPA, FCC

releases.

— permanent
double
adjustable —

Remote Control
Studio

—

Latest

Acoustically

lines.

ceiling

—

Numer-

ous dynamic microphone channels.

Sundays.

Studio, Control and Recording En-

BETTER
BROADCASTS

COUSIN SUSIE

BETTER BUYERS
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

gineers

(3)

to each job.

(EVELYN OAKS)

JEAN
TODAY

3-3:30

P.

M.

WABC— COLUMBIA NETWORK

EST.

on

London.

Hollywood.

came

McDon-

of Rockof the
the Coast Saturday

president

NIDORF, head
left

TOM FIZDALE

train

ROY WILSON

1)

for

by

WEEI
CBS

of

18
17
15
15

COLONEL JACK MAJOR

Available to only one radio
station in each city

manager

18

—

Stephen

in

several weeks'

a

JAY

New

airs at 5-5:30 p.m.

radio

today

McClatchy newspaper interests, un- family of newspaper photographers,
der a deal signed by Harry Maizlish, has been recorded with a cast of

Show

&

early this week
where she attended

M. MERSEREAU, general manager
RADIO DAILY, returns to New York today

from

KVOO

Radio
Newsfeatures

Finney

Coast.

DONALD
of

Record editorial

radio artists including Craig

radio

town.

is

theater

a

JACK

striking reporters

Fork

Co.

back

COLEMAN,

Scranton,

EILEEN

representing the Warner Bros, staCarl Doty, formerly with NBC in tion, and Guy Hamilton, general nell, Rosalind Greene, Gladys Thornton and Helen Kane.
Auditions of
Chicago, is now associated with the manager of the McClatchy chain.
this script are now being arranged
publicity staff of WOAI, San Antonio.
for several sponsors.
Among other
Sells Network Comm'l
attractions, this program features a
Tulsa "Sunday Afternoon Social," new theme-song by Jack Freeman,
originated and produced by KVOO, author of "Night."
has been sold on a two-station hookup including WKY, Oklahoma City,
providing a state-wide audience for
Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co., auto
accessory chain.
Show is a barndance type with a cast of 25. Trafton
Robertson and Toby Nevius, KVOO
staff artists, write and produce it.
Presents

exclusively

Street

DUNHAM,

R.

GEORGE

rooms.

Web

— KFWB

Represented

of

WCBI,

Donald A. Higgins has resigned as
and have been
acting director of publicity at CBS
with news.
in
to complete plans for the forming
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
of his own public relations service.
takes the
Los Angeles
Pending designation of his successor,
Serial Recorded
Luther J. Reid, news editor, will place of KEHE as the Los Angeles
"Raising the Kanes," new dramatic
System,
Radio
outlet
of
California
serve as acting head of the departcontrolled
regional
net
by the serial by William Watters about a
ment.

Carl Doty at

the

of

Mansfield, 0.,
her mother.

CEORCE

American Newspaper Guild, CIO
unit, has been engaged in organizing
local newsmen. In order to get their
main story across, on being denied news-

new

1

the

&

Knife

Biow

from

expected

is

The

of

promotion department,
is
visiting
headquarters for the next two weeks.

fcr

(Continued from Page

in

sales

News

through

plied

Kansas City to
the
Municipal

to

the

ALICE FROST of CBS "Big Sister" has returned from a vacation at Williamsburg, Va.

Reporters
Cover Beats for WBAX

Corp.

has launched a modernization pro+
+ 8 gram embracing WLW and WSAI,
+ % with completion expected by Dec. 1.
—
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So Many Memories (Shapiro-Bernstein Inc.)
When The Organ Played Oh Promise Me doe

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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CBS B

Publisher

One Rose (Shapiro-Bernstein Inc.)
Remember Me (Witmark and Son)
Goodbye Jonah (Robbins Music Corp.)
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KALTENBORN

V.

GOIDG

and

speak next Monday night
Auditorium at a dinner of

Blossoms On B'way (Famous Music Corp.)
My Cabin Of Dreams (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Farewell, My Love (Harms Inc.)
Foggy Day (Chappell and Co.)
I Still Love To Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Can'f Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music Corp.)
Vieni, Vieni (Witmark and Son)
If It's The Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc.)
You And I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Have You Got Any Castles. Baby (Harms Inc.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Everything You Said Came True (Remick Music Corp.)
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Nov. 6, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
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DO ITALO AME RICANS BUY AUTOMOBILES?

YES! THEY DO!
MORE THAN THE AVERAGE

...AND THEY BUY
J^ET'S

New York

take

City as representative of the

Italo-American Market and
figures: in

New

15.44% of the
figures

for

names are

us

let

look at the

York, the Italo-Americans constitute

total

population and the

automobiles

registered

as follows: pleasure cars

latest available

money spent and
strongest

17.44% and com-

and radio alone

WBIL

They buy automobiles, and buy more than the

average.

can

•

But the strangest part of the story

advertising to them.

is

that

Certainly the industry

nobody
is

not

is

los-

ing the Italo-American Market, but the manufacturers
are

certainly overlooking a

• Today and

tremendous qpportunity.

for the past five years

—judging

from

and

sell

is

as

and

is

by far the

sell

the

Italo-

we know, no one

created

—broadcasting

WPEN. We

— radio

#

using this force

have been

leaderships

of

needed.

reach

to

As far

the automobile industry

under their own

• No comment

force

American Market.

is

mercial vehicles 18.37%

single

results obtained

through

in Italian

specialize in this

in

Scores
radio

WOV,
market. We
from

your automobiles.

We

cover

100%

of the

Market of

New

York,

New

Jersey,

Italo-American

Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Delaware, and

we devote

our time in reaching 2,300,000 Italo-Americans living in
this territory.

This market deserves your attention.

you wish further information, please

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORP.,

132

w. «rd

St.,

call

If

or write to us.

New York

City

TELEPHONE, BRyant 9-6030
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AGENCIES

GUEJT-ING

WALTER THOMPSON

J.

attle

CONSTANCE BENNETT and CARY
GRANT,

in

"The Medicine

Girl",

on

Silver Theater, Nov. 21 (CBS, 5 p.m.).

ANNA NEAGLE,

English

actress,
14

on Chase & Sanborn Hour, Nov.
<

NBC-Red,

8 p.m.).

on Bing Crosby

(NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
and
TAUBER, on General Motors program, Nov. 14 (NBC-Blue, 8 p.m.).
EDDIE CANTOR, on "Hollywood
Mardi Gras" program, Nov. 16 (NBCshow, Nov.

11

RICHARD

ERNA SACK

BING
Red, 9:30 p.m.).
postpones appearance to

CROSBY

following

•veek.

NADINE CONNER,

of gueststar vocalists in absence from air of
first

Jeanette MacDonald, on "Vick's Open
House", Nov. 14 (CBS, 7 p.m.).

M

JANE COWL,

on Kate Smith Hour,

radio adaptation of Maxwell Anderson's "Elizabeth the Queen," Nov.

(CBS,

j.8

•

•

Oldsmobile

ior

Russ Morgan and would sign contracts pronto

•

anxious

ROSA TENTONI,

Morgan has

could be signatured.
Morris.

.

show

discussing a radio

is

until

end

the

.Bandleader Harry Rosenthal goes

.

of

with

open a club

to

IS.

He

who appeared on

Phil

with his band ior South America for ten weeks beginning Ian.

through with pictures .... Lucille

definitely

Phillip

George White .... Buddy Rogers has been booked

there in partnership with

is

band

the

ii

January

Hollywood

to

They're

in Detroit today.

Ball,

Participating
Winners, " one
St.
of the most popular musical sports
reviews in the middle west, broadcast
nightly over WIL 6:30-7 o'clock, has
been put on a participating basis.
Hyde Park Breweries and Adam Hats
are now participating. A number of
other spots on the show are still
open.

WHN

Taxi System on
Parmelee System for

National
Transportation Co., taxi operators, is
sponsoring Bryce Oliver, commenta-

Jr.

into the Ritz .... Despite reports

with

tract

20th

With the networks featuring

after

companies on the

flicker

hear "Bingo" or "Bank Nite"

to also

the contrary,

to

was renewed,

Century-Fox

—PLUS

Rudolph Friml

Gypsy Rose
she
air

Lee's concoast.

the

left

.

.

.

—don't be surprised

West Coast Bureau,

—

to Staff

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles KGER of this city
and Long Beach has added Mai
Bratton and Tex Rickard to its sales
department, while Fred Henry, formerly of KHJ, has joined as an-

•
at

• • At the farewell stag for Mark Hellinger the other nite
"21" the assemblage read like "who's who" in America. .. .X-

J. Walker, Jimmy Johnston, Bugs Baer, Louis Sobol,
Quentin Reynolds, Irving Hoffman, Nicky Blair, with Walter Winchell handing some good advice to Danton Walker among others.
Good luck, Mark
Tro Harper, KSFO,
W. W. looked rested
Frisco newscaster, chews a stick of gum for ten minutes before
every quarter hour newscast, claiming that by working out his
.It's a
salivary glands before each airing, his mouth doesn't dry up.
sort of self -lubrication job, costs little and is highly effective. ..
Martin Block will introduce the 30 top-notch bandleaders who will
appear Monday nite at the Hotel Astor for the AFM-802 benefit.

Mayor James

.

Show

will be aired via

WNEW

.

.

—

to

.

exclusively for five hours or more.

•

Sesac reports two additional pubmembers have joined the organization and all copyrighted works
of the two are now part of the Sesac
lisher

are:
J.

A. S. Barnes &
Smith Music Co.

York. Sesac's proservice department will issue
the list of publications upon request.
both of

gram

Warner Brothers a

Late yesterday Ted Collins wired

He

York

Inc., is

staff.

JAMES FERGUSON'S

resignation

Hawkes, radio
Sample - Hummert agency, Chicago, has been accepted.
Ferguson departed for New
York.

MCCARTHY,

J.

vice-president
on the coast

is

Boran

Sarg

confined

is

on

is

show

his

to

wax and
etc.,

via

WLW

Birmingham.

Later they

.

to

for

football .... Arthur

sponsors .... Ray Perkins quits his

special

Sinatra's

band,

arrangements stolen down

were returned .... Josef Cherniavsky revives

MBS

in

his

croon on his

Wood

CBShow which

will

play

the

sax

CBS prexy William

to

and

clarinet

GEORGE

BIJUR, INC. has taken
space

additional

be

for

Paley's

home

WGAL, Lanadded to the
WCOL. Kent authored "Elihu Root" and "Mightier
Than the Sword," carried on the
NBC-Blue network from WLW.
Sadie Karnes of WHKC is recovering from a tonsilectomy. Mrs. John
B. Moses, wife of WHKC's day studio
supervisor, is the mother of a girl.
lately of

Pa., has been
continuity staff of

caster,

Croup Life
Group Accident and

— with

—the

of

evening show being

the earlier

show believed

Trust Funds
Annuities

Health

Accident and Health
Automobile

Personal

Fire

Mus.c Libraries

United States Rubber.

Musical

Down

week-end and visited the studios
of WCAU and KYW which are the tops. The building elevators
there are equipped with RADIOS letting artists on the run for a
show know how much time's left. .A letter from G. F. Dalefield of

•

•

in Philly over the

—

—
.

Greetings from Radio Daily
November

9

Ed Wynn
Harding
George "Stoney" McLinn
Lou Lubin
Darrell V. Martin

Palmerston North,

morning show

of

Effects
floaters

Fine Arts

Burglary
late-Class

Jewelry

Water Damage

and

Leakage

Sprinkler
Flood
Forgery

Fur

floaters
Camera floaters

•

Rockefeller

9

COLUMBUS
Gene Kent,

I

to

at

PHILIP E. WHITTEN, former account executive with U. S. Advertising Corp., has opened offices of
his own at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
GUY FRY has joined the staff of
Jerome B. Gray and Co., Philadelphia
advertising agency.

the

besides

debuts tonite .... Harry Conn's "Earaches

1938" auditioned twice with audiences on Friday

piped

Instrument

Fidelity

and Surety

Bonds

floaters

Rain

Compensation

Yacht
Holdup

Liability

Aviation
Riot and

Commotion

.

New Zealand, stating that he received
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y., has a cute

an early
twist.

In

Bill

requesting verification of his reception. G. F. inclosed 5c in U. S.
postage which was mailed back to him on the letter thus traveling
some 36,000 miles before being cancelled for further usage.

—

office

paign.

Lite

Barry

Charioteers

own

has his

West 47th St.
KENYON & ECKHARDT INC. has
been appointed by Kellogg Co. to
handled the Kellogg All-Bran cam-

Thursdays opposite Rudy Vallee

a tough break) with Slyvia Froos and lack Arthur plus

is

BBDO, now

ly of
at 10

Ireene Wicker

.

Mass. General Hospital

fades at the end of the month .... Shep

famous "Musical Camera" show via
(which

at

program featuring Ray

line,

has collected insurance

Fields

pictures.

bed unexpectedly .... A musical fantasy by Tony

being offered

month .... Vitalis

this

Joey Nash,

is

refusal

Barnum accompanied McCarthy and will join the Hollywood
staff as contact on the Jolson show.
CLARENCE A. RYERSON, formerMerritt W.

intends staying east .... Bob

a leg injury he sustained while playing

suffering from

air

Two More Sesac Members

•

accept a picture deal for Kate Smith.

Hope and Martha Raye will be teamed in two
has been visiting Boston, where her youngster is

nouncer.

Inc.,

formerly
Chicago office of
back on the New

of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
for several days for

•

KGER Adds

Wm.
New

AudiVision

CAL

a double-air-feature!

weekly WHN program at
p.m. Mondays.
Show is titled
9
"Speaking of New York."

They

CARILLON,

as assistant to Kirby
director of Blackett -

likely to follow

is

a

Co. Inc. and

GEORGE

reported months ago .... George Hamilton

.

catalog.

president of the Bayer Co.

huddles with
"Tiny" Ruffner on agency accounts.

Louis — "Today's

in

account of
dustry, expects to be given a 1938
appropriation that will be double
the size of the previous year's advertising budget.
Over 3,000,000 cases
of salmon already have been signed
for the assessment of 10 cents a case.
HARVEY M. MANSS, at one time
manager of the J. Walter Thompson
Advertising Co. in Cincinnati, is now

script writer in the

.

CO., Se-

which is handling the
the Canned Salmon In-

office,

show Sunday, does a repeat shot next week. .. .Entire Coca Cola
show starring Kitty Carlisle has had options picked up ... Eddy Rogers
leaves the Rainbow Grill on Ian. 6 and is succeeded by Bert Block, as we
Baker's

8 p.m.).

WIL Show

tor,

1937

9,

—

INSURANCE
BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC

PROGRAM REVIEWS

CHUY
"DR. CHRISTIAN"
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. (Vaseline)
WABC-CBS Network, Sunday,
2:30-3 p.m.

McCann-Erickson

Inc.

5
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PEREZ and

his ork,

the coast's finest

rhumba

PCCMCTICN

one of clarinet; Anthony DeSimone, accordicrews, an; Herman Scott, trumpet; Jack

over KGER, Los Ange- Gorodetzer, bass violin; Dave Apand Long Beach, three nights pollonia, piano; James Tyson, drums.
weekly from the Zarape Inn. Perez
Manny LaPorte, whose orchestra
was with Xavier Cugat at the Waldorf-Astoria for several years be- was formerly heard over WIP, is
leaving shortly for New York with
fore organizing his own band.
is

now heard

les

JEAN HERSHOLT IN A COUNTRY DOCthe band.
TOR ROLE WITH ALL INGREDIENTS OF
Pawl
Kapp, independent talent
A SUCCESSFUL SCRIPT.
Ozzie Nelson observed his seventh
booker, has made a deal with Bert
As Dr. Paul Christian, only physi- Gervis
of Consolidated Radio Artists, air anniversary Sunday over the Bakcian in the village of River's End,
NelChicago, whereby he will act as radio ers' Broadcast on NBC-Blue.
Hersholt again creates the lovable
representative for their orchestras. son made his radio debut over
character that endeared him to many
Kapp is a brother of Jack and Dave WMCA. New York, in 1930. He had
in his picture, "The Country Doctor"
just received his law degree, but his
Kapp, both of Decca records.
(which featured the Dionne quintupinitial musical success decided him

with the story somewhat simiFollowing a three months' absence
Virtually sure-fire in so far as from the phonograph
record mart,
the first program indicated.
High- the Hudson-De Lange orchestra relight of the first show was an emerappears Nov. 13 on the Brunswick
gency operation for a ruptured ap- label with the current novelty
tune,
pendix performed with utensils usu- "Pop Corn Man,"
coupled with a new
ally found in a fishing shack and the
rhythm-a-jig, "Goin' Haywire." The
story spreads despite his effort to
"Pop Corn Man" number, which was
conceal his feat.
Usual local color arranged and co-authored by Will
is there with the smart nurse in the
Hudson, was recorded earlier this
office, the hypochrondiac and the paseason by Master Records, Irving
lets)

,

lar.

tients

who can never meet

their bills

Vaseline products are plugged at

and quite short. At
the close, however, in introducing the
cast in intimate style, each took time
out to inject a personal endorsement.
Good orchestra supplies incidental
music on the program, which originates on coast and bids fair to be a
favorite Sunday afternoon sketch.
different times

"Fireside Recital"
Here is a program

against the bar. Harriet Hilliard, his
bride of two years, has been singing
with Nelson and his band for the
past five years.

The Epiphone Instrument Company
has presented Jack Wright, who is
featured with his orchestra at Nick
Toce's Village Brewery cafe, with an
electrical Hawaiian Guitar that was
built especially for him.
Wright, an
Mills' producing unit for the Ameri- American who was born in Hawaii,
can Record Corp., but was withheld has an unusual technique of "swingpending a more suitable time for ing" on the Hawaiian Guitar and inexploitation.
terpreting the saxophone, trombone
and trumpet on this instrument.
Billy Hays is now leading his own
band at the College Inn and remotThe three winners of Eli Dantzig's
ing over WIP, Philadelphia.
talent quest will be presented to patrons in the Italian Village of the
After a series of revisions the line Hotel St. George Wednesday evenup of Clarence Fuhrman's WIP staff ing.
The winners, Carol Horton,
orchestra is as follows: Morris Braun, Nancy Ann Roger, and Maxine Dalsolo violin; Milton Shatz, lead sax ton, will also be heard with Dantzig's
and clarinet; Alfred Hubbs, sax and orchestra on his Friday broadcast via
clarinet; Penny Pendleton sax and WJZ.

that does not
take the usual three minutes of a
quarter-hour show to plug its product.
Sponsored by American Radiator, the show used only a minute and
is offering evening news45 seconds Sunday night for com- casts in Spanish.
mercials and part of the first plug
Louise Massey, vocalist, is a new
was tied-in with the American Red addition to the
roster.
Cross drive which gets under way
Lee Morse, appearing at the Olmos
this week. Second plug asked listen- night club, warbled over KABC.
ers to visit its new showrooms when
Larry Lee's ork also is airing over
they are in New York. The first com- KABC.
mercial was not delivered until ten
minutes after the opening. Program
"Ballroom"
is heard over NBC-Red network. ForMartin
Block's "Make-Believe Ballmat of show is toward light classical
has been expanded
music, with Sigurd Nilssen, bass; room" on
Helen Marshall, soprano, and Frank to an hour and a half each morning,
St. Leger, pianist-composer, as the with time switched to 9:30-11 a.m.
The afternoon session is at 5:30-7 p.m.
talent.
With the sale of three 15-minute
periods weekly to Davis Baking
Powder Co., the "Ballroom" time is
Job
entirely sold out, according to Her-

SAN ANTONIO

KONO

KONO

Expands

WNEW

Payne Back on

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

man

Bess, sales

manager

of

—

Arrangements

Management

mam

by

NBC

Lanny
Artists

Grey
Service

record.

Newsmen

Radioers

vs.

So much was gained in a promotional way by the summer softball
contest between radio station personalities and newspaper by-liners in
Lincoln, Neb., that Jack Hanssen.

KFAB-KFOR
lenged the

special

newsmen

eventer,

chal-

to a spelling bee.

BOSTON
The

"Starlight
Revue," starring
Adrian O'Brien, popular tenor; Bobby Norris with his violin and Francis Cronin at the console, is back

on

WNAC

airwaves

being

heard

has bought a 26-acre tract
on west side of Schuylkill River as a
transmitter site. Work starts at once.
WIP is now opening at 6:45 a.m.
daily, continuing to 1:30.
has enlarged its educational
to include all members of

The Radio and School Institute programs in which the dramatic clubs
of the various Junior High Schools
of Greater Boston take part in plays
written especially for the purpose,
has started its 1937-38 series over
WAAB, Monday, Thursday and Friday afternoons.

the family.

Though WIP has

just built a new
antenna, new survey is under
way for a new transmitter-antenna
site, if and when 5,000 watts are
granted by FCC.
320-ft.

"Don Winslow"

to Shift

"Don Winslow of the Navy," Iodent program on NBC-Red, will be
heard an hour
after Nov. 15.

earlier,

at

5:

15

p.m.,

WNEW.

Washington Commissioner George The show has 15 participating sponHenry Payne returned to his desk at sors.
the FCC yesterday after a two-week
illness.
He was non-committal on
WIBW's Ear-by-Ear Clicks
reports that he would bring the matTopeka
The "ear-by-ear" broadter of his disqualification
in the
cast of the entire National Corn
Segal-Smith case before Congress.
Shucking Contest at Marshall, fed to
14 stations by WIBW, brought many
favorable comments, and everybody
LUCILLE AND LANNY
is looking forward to future events.
"2 voices and a pianny"
JUST COM" LETED FIFTH
RECORD-BREAK INC APPEARANCE
with WALTER OKEEFE— Town Hall

WFIL

WDAS

Exploration Trip

exploration trip, sponsored
by the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce and attended by 72 of the
city's
leading business men, was
turned to the purpose of a novel
broadcast and promotion by WTMV,
utilizing a traveling recorder.
Program Director Woody Klose
took personal charge of the stunt.
With the apparatus in tow, he joined
the cavalcade, recording activities as
the party visited newly established
oil fields of Flora, 111.
For the benefit of the program and visitors, drillers arranged to "bring in" a well
and they did, providing plenty of
excitement, but less fortunately "oiling" Klose and his operator.
As
records were readied for broadcast,
station notified all members of the
party to be sure to listen in. Each of
the 72 present heard his name on the
oil

nightly at 6:15 o'clock.

PHILADELPHIA

programs

WTMV
An

Allis-Chalmers sponsored the shuck.
WIBW talent staff also furnished entertainment at the annual banquet.
The afternoon "Kansas Roundup"
sponsored by Drug Trade Products
was partly rained out.

ANICE IVES'
"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"
WMCA

Mon.

thru'

Fri.,

11:15 to 11:45 A. M.

Current Sponsors

3

Strategically

Offices

Located

Manned By
Radio Men

The Alkine Company (Flemolyn)
Enamelon, Wipe-on Corp.

Seasoned

Nature's Friend Magic birdfood Co.

always ready to render instant
service and information regarding
eighteen progressive radio stations
in eighteen leading U. S. Markets.

Weston Electrica Instrument Corp.
The Oregon, Washington and Cali1

fornia Pear Bureau (Bosc)
Schattner's Conformal Shoes

Carumso Capsules

John

"There's Nothing She Can't Sell"

CHICACO
SAN

Blair
NEW YORK

FRANCISCO

&

Co.

DETROIT
LOS ANCELtS

1
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N

WHN, New

HARRY

MAIZLISH and

York:

B.

ID ID Jf
Max Mehl

line,

through Guenther-Bradford

&

over
Co.

Iron

Bill Ray
week-end in SacraWBT, Charlotte: Brown & Williamson
mento huddling with Ray Hamilton, Tobacco, "Novelteers", program, through
BBDO;
M. L. Klein & Co. (Mentho Mulmanager
McClatchy
general
of the
stations, over the new set-up under vion), announcements, through Rawson-Morrill
Inc.; A. & O. Co. (cough medicine),
the deal by which KFWB becomes announcements, through J. Carson Brantley

spent

Edith

Gwynn

is

a

Jack Sayers,

CBS

publicist,

is

I

Coal

&

Mo.:

Mueller

Co.

(Dyan-

&

Philadelphia:

Pontiac

Dealers,

McManus, John & Adams.

through

NEW ORLEANS

hon-

Ckicaq

Friday night.

KANSAS CITY

The CBS network "Hollywood
broadcast

Person,"

through

in
of

use

tions to put on local eye doctors during their campaign based around the
slogan "Better light for better sight."
The doctors' talks would be genuinely informative and non-commercial,

movie
and sponsored by General Mills,
now is released locally by KFWB but the whole idea behind the cama mobile unit visiting various

lots

as well as

KNX.

KMPC

has another juvenile Sunday show on which 14-year old Betty
Phillips does the comment on current pictures and interviews juvenile
personalities.
Logged
"Through the Eyes of Youth."
Ronald Drake has been set
announcer for George M c C

picture

as
as

a

1

"Screenscoops," initialing over CBS
Nov. 16 for Old Gold.
Arthur Q. Bryan, radio writer for
the past 14 years, resigned his berth
at KHJ to make an agency connection. Bryan's assignments at the station will be taken over by Dean

Markham.

paign is to sell more equipment,
stronger lamps and more juice.
Louis Prima, who trumpets in the
Louis Armstrong manner, will be
back here for four days to play at
the Shim Sham, club in which he
has an interest. It will be old home
week for his band, most of whom are

WHB

WBBM

KCMO

Research Hospital.
Harry Clifford, KXBY manager,
has been ordered to bed for two
weeks by his doctor.
Bert Buhrman, KCMO musical diRobert Brooks, KRLD program director, is using the Mainstreet Therector for several years, is leaving

DALLAS

to

go to New York.
Richard Jordan, formerly

amusement

of

the

of Dallas Morning
publicity manager at

staff

ater pipe organ for a daily program.
Ruth Warrick, free lance radio
artist, has gone to New York for a

month.
Alene Hoyt has been added to the
continuity staff, while Gertown for a month or so to set deals
WRR has added Southern Select KCKN
trude Wilkerson has been made staff
for new Decca artists.
Beer, through Jay Skinner Agency,
assistant to handle women's features.
Claude Sweeten, newly - installed and 7-Up, to its accounts. Also sevmusical director at KEHE, inaugu- eral local clients.

Jack Kapp, Decca records,

News,

is

in

new Monday night program
own called "Sweeten Music"
and featuring his own arrangements.
rates a
of his

His guests on the initial airing were
Tommy Harris and Dorothy Studebaker, who returns to KEHE after
an absence of several montns.
Wrigley has renewed "Scattergood
and the CBS
Baines" strip on
Pacific Coast for another 52 weeks,
continuing
the present Monday
through Friday schedule.
John Dolph off for Portland and
points North to huddle with execu-

KNX

tives of
tory.

CBS

affiliates

in that terri-

CBSites R. M. Heebner and George
Abbey are in town to speed up construction work on the new studios.

Time Service
Louis

— Macy

Jewelry Co.,
newly opened credit jewelry house,
using WIL will soon inaugurate a
new idea to tie-in with their radio
program time service for customers.
Persons will be able to get
St.

—

by calling Macy's
phone number any time of the day
"Night and Day" is the
or night.
theme song oi their program.
the correct time

is

now

WFAA.

COMING EVENTS

—

and Just That
Knoxville, is now running
a show that is believed to be unique
in radio programming.
Called "Con"Conversation"

WNOX,

versation," program is just what title
infers.
Station gets five townspeople
to appear on air, gives them subject

"Conversation" and then puts
them on their own. Program has developed several unusual and interesting discussions. Has proved very
good audience builder. Show broadcast each Monday night from 7:30 to

Nov.

1-30:

last

Inter-American

Radio

Now

session,

Havana.

ference,

in

beyond month.

Nov.

29-Dec.

Con-

may

Second

1:

National

ference on Educational Broadcasting,
Hotel, Chicago.

Radio

the father of a boy.
and child are doing well
Lenox Hill Hospital.
is

Mother
at

by

Cairo,

Egypt

June
gress

of

Two

new

Manager

Telegraphs

Seventh

10-15:

Radio

the
April

WHN

Telecom-

of

&

WLBC

Announcers Vie
For Anniversary Honor

Egyptian

Telephones,

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne.

Paris.

rington

to

Hilda

International

International

General

Railways,

4-14:

World

Sydney, Australia.

Two New Shows

fast Club.

munications Conference, arrangements being

State

Street,

WMAQ

operations here.
Annual

Eighth

1938:

1,

"Doctor Dollar," series of success
by Vocational Service Inc., is being aired over
Tuesday evenings. Material for the
Horatio Alger-like yarns is adapted
by William Meredith of NBC continuity
dept.
Cast includes Bob
Guilbert,
Murray Forbes, Arthur
Kohl, Rupert LaBelle, Glen Ransom
and Guila Adams.
Johnnie Johnson, swing guitarist
and troubador, has replaced Clark
Dennis as soloist on the NBC Breakstories sponsored

Burke, Chicago Opera sohas a new song series on
Con- WIND plugging the opera.
Paul Raymer visiting the city. ReDrake
ported he is planning to expand his

Club Party, Havana.

Feb.

made

Son to Joe Boltons
Joseph R. Bolton Jr., who did the
baseball announcing last summer at

WHN,

8-12:

Dec.

Orin
Brandon, Gertrude Bonhill,
Jenel Gibbs, Butler Mandeville, Bob
Dyrenforth, Jay Sims, John Fuller
and Urban Johnson.

prano,

to start

7:45 o'clock.

and Prairie Farmer will air a
broadcasts from the International Livestock show at Union
Stock Yards week of Nov. 29.
of

Biggie Levin, talent booker, is out
Fox, director of sales, has returned of St. Luke's hospital after a ten-day
from Chicago. Ray Moler, station's stretch there, receiving X-ray treatchief technician, went to Rochester ments for a leg injury.
for the I.R.A. convention.
Bill Layden is a new announcer
Jack Grogan,
announcer and on WCFL. Major Holmes has left.
transcription production man, has
Personnel
of
'Arnold Grimm's
been named to assist W. Zolly Lerner, Daughter" gave Margarette
Shanna
director of the Resident Theater,
a surprise party in
studios
operating a Workshop.
on her wedding morning.
Jeanne
J.
O. Young, prexy of the ad Juvelier was hostess and others on
agency, back from Chicago.
hand were Ed Prentiss, Verne
Larry Proctor,
announcer, Smith, Don Merrifield, Guila Adams,
had his appendix removed Saturday Jean MacDonald, James Andelin,
in

local boys.

taking over

WLS

flock

eymooning at Del Monte. Married
Electrical equipment interests are
Arthur B. Church, KMBC prexy,
to Gwendolyn Steele in Beverly Hills dickering for free time on radio sta- back from New York, and J. Leslie
last

WILLIAM MEREDITH

John M. Young's continuity dutWBAP. Fort Worth; Nash, ETs, through ies while he works on Zenith proGeyer, Cornell & Newell; Procter & Gamble gram, which is shifting to CBS.
(Lava Soap), ETs, through Blackett-SamplePhil Lord plays opposite Betty Lou
Hummert; United Drug, ETs, through Street
& Finney; Vick Chemical, announcements, Gerson in the new Campana "Grand
through Morse International.
Hotel" on NBC.

announcements,

Baltimore: Gardner Nursery; Best

Springfield,

programs; Barton
announcements.

Bakery,

KYW,

WBAL,

at 4:45-

5 p.m.

& Reading

Philadelphia

Inc.;

shine),

new femme com-

mentator on KHJ. Sundays

IE Jf Jf

Co.

KWTO-KGBX,

the

a part of the California Radio Sys- Agency; Morton Salt Co.,
through Wade Advertising.
tem.

N

II

Foods

(rare

"Money and Music", program,

coins),

WLW

W

IE

0.

Radio
F.

Sydney),

Convention,

M'ngay (30 CarConvention Sec'y.

—

Muncie. Ind. Keen competition has
developed among the announcing staff

WLBC

as preparations are made
the observance of the Eleventh
Anniversary broadcast of the station.
Two announcers are to be selected
to represent the entire personnel of
the station on the anniversary proof
for

gram "WLBC Marches On"
broadcast
tomorrow night.
Roush,
selected

chief
to

announcer,
write

and

to

has
direct

be

Ottis

been
the

program.
Program will vary from
usual run of anniversary programs
yesterday on
over the
line.
Cincinnati
Eddie Schoelwer, as appreciation will be stressed of
"My Boy Matt," dramatic script
singer
concerning country boy, goes on pioneer
radio
and piano listeners that have been loyal to the
Monday through Friday, 12-12: 15 player, connected with WKRC, died station, and musical portion will inp.m.
"Charlie's Singing School," a last week. Station aired a special clude types for all members of the
family who are regular listeners.
program in his honor.
musical, airs Mondays 5:45-6 p.m.
sustainers

WHN

bowed

in

WLW

Eddie Schoelwer Dead

—

Tuesday, November

9.
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ALBANY

NEW PCOe CAMS -IDEA/

WABY

and Fabian's Grand Theater
are cooperating on a weekly amateur program to be aired from the
stage starting tomorrow night, with
Saul's Butler Store as sponsor. Patterned after Major Bowes' show, idea
of Harold E. Smith, g.m. of WABY,

and
Larry
Grand, is to
Forrest Willis

Cowan,
find
is

manager

new

radio

7
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of
talent.

the emcee.

KFOX, Long
ols,

Beach, Cal.

Hal Nich-

in the role of teacher, puts the

Bellflower as well.

Local Stores Use Radio
Retail buyer drift from big city
WJW, Akron
Sam Townsend, manager, recently centers to community stores suggestexpressed his views on television in ed new "neighborhood" program to
an interview in the Akron Times- Baltimore's WFBR, affording small
Show, called
Press. Townsend says it's still far district store tie-up.
"Community News and Views," deaway.
votes each day of week to different
The Times-Press, incidentally, in
community, with music, local news,

an editorial, lauded the quality of
announcers developed at WJW. Bill
Griffiths' baseball airings were mentioned in particular.
Chief announcer Len Taylor displayed
considerable
ingenuity
in

covering local elections, keeping as

much

as 20 precincts ahead of

com-

petition.

WTMV,
William

H.

East
West,

St.
v.p.

Louis
and

g.m.,

and

Mrs. West week-ended with
friends in Hot Springs, Ark.
Woody Klose, program director,
has turned candid camera fan, principal subject being five-months-old
son.

Rev. E. F. Suerig, pastor of MapleCongregational Church, St.

wood

Louis, starts a daily morning series
of Bible lessons this week.

WICC, Bridgeport

CITY

in January.

Quiz"

for Children
The wee little folk get a chance to
answer questions, instead of asking
them, in a new nightly quiz over

"Prof.

Standard Theaters, in heavy local
promotion of "Stella Dallas," used
thus served
and KFXR, and spot
ville, Hamilton, Pimlico, Highland- disks on
and KTOK.
town, and Sparrows Point. Merchants announcements on
Fall and winter bookings of radio
in those districts for the first time
time
are picking up, stations report.
have been enabled to use radio advertising without waste circulation, Renewals are general throughout the
and are signing rapidly for partici- state.
Edgar T. Bell, g.m. of WKY, and
pating sponsorship, 17 having gone
Mrs. Bell have left for San Francisco,
on the air already.
where they will see their newlywed
daughter board the China Clipper on
airing.
Communiare: Waverly, Catons-

and guest speaker
ties

Doc Rand, WOKO announcer, is at problems to his miniature studio authe mike for the bowling program. dience in the program "Bad Pennies."
Forrest Willis did a one-night an- Nursery
rhymes
and
first-grade
nouncing bit for WMCA, New York, classics form the basis of the quesseveral days ago.
tions.
When a wrong answer is givAs a result of recent reorg at en, Nichols solicits correction from
Teaching Golf by Radio
KYA, brought on by change of Cali- kids in the listening audience, with
As many as
fornia Mgrs. for the Hearst chain, suggestion they phone.
KYA, San Francisco, has inauguKarl Barron now doing only part- 150 calls have been registered with- rated an airing of golf tips and intime work.
George Tolin, newest in 15 minutes, coming not only from struction, handled by Duncan Macmember of staff, first to go but has Long Beach, but Los Angeles, San Pherson, well-known golf pro. Twice
1-hour disk spinning stint for a Pedro, Fullerton, Santa Ana and weekly show incorporates golf news,
sponsor.

OKLAHOMA

Leo Morton, singer, has been signed
by WKY and begins a sustaining
series Nov. 18, with commercial due

oddities of the game, interviews with
outstanding players, and a re-creation of some famous tournament. Lessons start from scratch.
MacPherson has aired show in Chicago for four years, mostly under
sponsorship. In the West Coast spot,
his program theme is:
"It
Don't
Mean a Thing If You Ain't Got That
Swing" which sounds golfy enough
for anyone.

—

KOMA

honeymoon.
Neal Barrett,

WKY

KOMA

manager, declined nomination as Kiwanis Club
prexy, because he's out of town too
much. So he was placed for v.p.

WAIR, Winston-Salem
first "Community Sing,"
aired from the stage of the Colonial
Theater, was sold to R. C. Cola by
Pat Moseley and the commercial department without an audition.
Happy Gadd Johnson, leader of
the Rough Riding Rangers band, now
has a right to that name. His sponsor, Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., has ordered new outfits for the gang.

Station's

The Bob and Lynne Show will be
kept on the air for another month, in
response to many letters.
Anita Hayworth is doing a vocal
WKAT, new 100-watter at Miami L. B. Wilson, president of WCKY,
Beach, opened its service with a five- is preparing to leave for southern "Swing Session" every Friday, going
hour show including Chick Endor, waters to spend the winter on his to town with favorite ballads of yesterday.
Charlie Farrell, Jack Nelson, Bill yacht.
Jordan, Antonio Lopez ork, and
Elmer Dressman, continuity and
others.
Station is now on the air publicity chief at WCKY, and Joseph
Canton
7 a.m. to midnight.
Reis, educational director of WLW,
Fred Freeland is writing and proAmerican Bakeries has placed will represent Cincinnati at the ducing
the "Hollywood Hour" and
"Speed Gibson" on WIOD.
International Radio Party in Miami Italian program for the
city's largest
and Havana.
Italian store.
Tom McClowry is anSidney Mason, narrator on "Moon nouncing latter program.
Springfield, Mo. River" program, is the latest to quit
Vic Decker is back with the staCharles Glenn, former announcer WLW. Resignation resulted from dif- tion, handling football broadcasts and
at WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has joined ferences over proposed publication a Bond Bread
commercial.
the staff here.
He will handle two of "Moon River Anthology," collecWade Barnes, chief anouncer, and
daily news broadcasts in addition to tion of poems read on the midnight Dale Mayers, new program
director,
commercial announcing.
program by Mason. Mason leaves are readying a new series of two
Lonnie McAdams, baritone - an- for New York with a view to obtain- piano concerts.
nouncer formerly on the NBC music ing a network spot for a program
George Beebout, program director,
staff in New York, is another staff along "Moon River" lines gratis to is ill and
will be absent from his dut-

MIAMI

CINCINNATI

WHBC,

KWTO-KGBX,

addition.

work up

a book deal.

George Earle Wilson, program diis back at work after a three-

rector,

week

illness.

WCCO,

Minneapolis
Gammons, g.m., speaks

ies for

some

time.

Daughter for Gaffney
Maury Gaffney, CBS director

of
starts her broadcast
Odie Thompson, cowboy artist, on
Earl H.
be- trade news, is the father of a daughschedules tomorrow at 5 p.m., with the sick list.
fore the U. of Minn, journalism de- ter, Katherine, born Saturday at CorBob Lancraft's Chamber of ComBuck Weaver entered seven dogs partment today on "Adventures in
nell Medical Center. This is his secmerce spot switching to Thursday. and won six prizes in a recent Ken- Radio Advertising."
ond child.
Robert Lennon and Robert Ma- nel Club show. Carl Harmon also
A special program, commemorating
guire are among those birthday-ing had a prize-winner.
the start of new
studios, was
this month.
aired last week from the site of the
Ticking
on
Station has arranged with state
new broadcasting center. E. H. GamKLO, Ogden
Shawnee. Okla. KGFF created
officials whereby WICC will sponsor
mons, Hugh S. McCartney, chief enunusual interest and crashed the
Paul R. Heitmeyer, v.p. and g.m., gineer, and C. R. Jacobs, CBS manthe champion girls' bowling team of
front
pages with the broadcast
and D'Orr Cozzens, chief engineer, ager of construction, were among
Conn, this season.
last week of a man's head that
have gone to Washington for FCC speakers.
ticks like a clock.
Possessor of
hearings Wednesday on the station's
the ticking head is Charles W.
application for power boost to 5,000
Cincinnati
Little Rock
Hester, this city, and the affliction
Paul Carlisle, from KWKH, Shreve- watts day and 1,000 night, with didates back to an explosion while
Clarence C. Dill
Closing stock market, cotton and
port, is the newest member of the rectional antenna.
he was serving in the trenches in
and James W. Gum are KLO's Wash- grain quotations have been added to
announcing staff.
France in 1918. The ticking is as
ington attorneys, with William Foss the daily schedule.
Bill
Williamson, sales manager,
loud as that of an alarm clock and
as consulting engineer.
Troy Watkins, after spending about
spent the week in Chicago on busias frequent as a pulse beat. When
Testimony of some 30 witnesses six months developing his orchestra
ness.
a car or train passes, the ticking
from various points in Utah will sup- here, is getting many favorable comJohn McCormick, g.m., arranged port the station's application for pow- ments on the
gets much louder.
Red Cross offiquality of the crew's
for airing of the fall and winter ser- er increase.
cials are cooperating with veteran
music.
ies of Children's Concerts of the Cinofficials in an attempt to interest
Station gave an hour and a half
A job-finding program has been
cy Symphony Orchestra over CBS to dedication ceremonies of
specialists in the case.
the new started in cooperation with the U. S.
through facilities of WKRC.
million-dollar high school here.
Employment Service.

Ruth

Ferry

WCCO

Head

—

WKRC,

KARK,

KGFF

)
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WFAS
On

Takesln^L500
Political

Time Sales
WFAS

Plains, N. Y.—
experienced the greatest demands in its
history for use of its facilities in the
recent elections, with the result that
station grossed about $1,500 from

White

(Continual from Page

OCCUPANTS

of police squad cars
surprised the other day
when out of their speakers came a
program rebroadcast from WMPS, in
Memphis.
The program presented
Hiram Higsby and Igor Ivan in a
short safety message to all citizens

were

and police

in

fifty calls tied

Memphis. More than
up the police switch-

and 100 on station's board,
which would indicate a tremendous
audience on the "Mid-South Dinner
Time" program whence the safety
program originated. The stunt proved
board

so novel that plans are being

made

broadcast one such program every
week from
studios on the
to

WMPS

"Mid-South Dinner Time" program,
and rebroadcast it to the squad
cars via police radio station

WPEC.

evening program via

two other sustaining

WEAF

to

her

spots.

—

WHBC

JOE

GLOVER

—

—

A

are interesting and unusual and
deserving of recognition. Writers of
letters offering most unusual and
interesting nominations are awarded
hand bags and other prizes by the
sponsor, Levy's Ladies Toggery. Theory of the program is that "every
woman has a story to tell" concerning meritorious activities of sisters,
mothers or neighbors.
Program is aired at 10:45 Wednesities

day mornings, with Emmett
ray as commentator and

Todd

as special announcer.

NBC

president,

upon hearing of the
protest, which was not until

ARTA

—

new program at
phis, entitled "Women in the News,"
invites listeners to write their own
nominations of women whose activ-

Lohr,

yesterday, sent a cable denying all
of the accusations. Lohr also pointed
out that the engagement of the
ris programs, is being groomed for
Maestro was directly responsible for
a screen test.
the hiring of an additional 55 union
Leo Froechte, 46, conductor of the musicians.
Paul Kesten, CBS vice-president,
weekly German Hour over WHBL,
Sheboygan, for more than two years, was taken by surprise when told of
the Davis cable to the conductor. He
died last week.
said that "CBS has declined to barWRJN, Racine, Wis., has opened a gain with the ARTA on the grounds
studio in Burlington, Wis., with O. that they do not represent a majority
C. Hulett airing a daily feature, ex- of the CBS employees and that a
cept Sundays, "Burlington on the case between CBS and the ARTA is
now pending before the National
Air," from 9:30-10 a.m.
Labor Relations Board." And with
Harry Eldred, new publicity direc- this fact on record, Kesten could not
tor for WTMJ. Milwaukee, is the understand how anyone could see a
CBS connection between the ARTA
proud daddy of a baby girl.
cable and the disassociated fact that

WMAC

Program
WREC, Mem-

R.

Block's Swing Fourteen vocal
group, a feature of the Phillip Mor-

—

WREC Women's

Lenox

immediately

Ray

Charley Stookey, who has been
heard at 6 a.m. with his Early Birds
over KWK, St. Louis, is getting a
KTUL, Tulsa, maintains permanent
network commercial.
lines at its own expense to Drumright and Claremore, Oklahoma, in
Bob Bowman and Hal Bennett have order to broadcast weekly programs
been added to the announcing staff by the Drumright High School Band
of WHIO, Dayton. O.
and the Oklahoma Military Academy
Band. Both of these bands have won
Sigmund Spaeth, the "tune detec- state-wide recognition for their outtive," will be heard over WLW, Cin- standing work. The Drumright High
tion night tied up the WFAS lines.
The station beat the newspapers' cinnati, at 2:15 p.m. Nov. 22 on "The School Band was chosen to represent
Art of Enjoying Music," and on "Cre- the State of Oklahoma at the Nationelection extras on the results.
ating Listeners Through Participa- al Lions Convention held in Chicago.
tion in Music."
On Nov. 19, Spaeth KTUL plans to go into some of the
Movie Cartoons for Radio
will deliver "Music for Everybody" other towns in its trade territory with
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
the same plan of publicizing the town
Los Angeles A deal involving the over WSAl.
and its schools.
use of Leon Schlesinger's "Looney
Don Cordray, announcer, who has
Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies," and
Dorothea Lawrence, the radio-opera
their characters, on the air is now in been at WLW. Cincinnati. WTAM,
negotiation between M. D. Howe and Cleveland, and WHBC, Canton, is singer, who gives a recital at the
in New York.
Studebaker Theater in Chicago on
representatives of the movie cartoon now with
Nov. 28, will also make a guest approducer. Howard Bruce, an associKELA, new station which recently pearance over CBS in that city.
ate of Howe in the agency business,
hit the air in Western Washington
is slated to produce, with Dave WebWPTF in Raleigh is conducting a
er as his assistant, and Frank Robin- located between Centralia and Cheson Brown will be the commentator. halis will broadcast 17 hours daily, Search for Talent. Announcements
Several agencies handling network 7 a.m. to midnight. .7. Elroy McCaw are made from the studios frequently
each day, inviting interested enteraccounts are reported interested in is g.m.
tainers to appear at their convenithe proposed show.
Recent reference to WFBR, Balti- ence for auditions, and successful apmore, having the highest transmitter plicants are immediately assigned to
Dale Mayers to
Canton Dale Mayers, formerly of tower brings a note from that sta- a new program, heard every TuesWJR, Detroit, and WKBN, Youngs- tion, whose chief engineer gallantly day night at 10:15, on which they
town, is now program director at points out that the honor belongs to are presented to the public for the
WHBC here, taking the place of WFMD, Frederick, by a few feet.
first time. All college editors in the
George Beebout, who is ill.
WPTF area have been contacted and
Joan Edwards, piano - playing invitations will be issued through
rhythm singer, has added a Tuesday college publications to students.

"Like a fashion designer whose
originations are indispensable to
the sale of clothes, the arrangers'
brain children
unique orchestrations
are the basic stock in trade
of orchestras.
But unlike the fashion designer, whose repute spreads
throughout the world, the arranger
remains virtually unknown as far
as the public is concerned.
In
time, undoubtedly, this oversight
will be corrected and arrangers
will win well-earned glory."

WABC

activities within
the rest of the country.

as well as

time sales.
Bruno Klohoker, director-announcer
of German programs, found an enthusiastic user of the German Broadcast Hours in the Republican City
Committee. Klohoker signed a contract with them for a series of fiveminute campaign talks in German.
Demands for early returns on elec-

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

1

ARTA's union

political

—
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ARTA Cables Toscanini
On Dismissals by NBC

Procter & Gamble Signs
5 Hours Weekly on CBS
various P. & G. accounts which will
use the CBS time.
Periods signed for are: 9:30-9:45
a.m. for Chipso; 10:45-11 a.m. for
Ivory in the east and Oxydol in the
west; 2:15-2:30 p.m. for Oxydol in
the east and Dreft in the west; 4:304:45 p.m. for Naptha.
Time contract on CBS is a result
of P. & G. expansion program and
marks the first time CBS has carried any of the soap manufacturer's
radio programs in some time. P. & G.
has been an NBC exclusive contract
for several years using mostly daytime radio periods.

9,

Davis

is

ARTA
"NBC

a

WABC

employee.

cable to Toscanini follows:

discharging numerous employees

citing cost of your engagement necessitates budget slash. This organization confident that you as an artist and a liberal
will not tolerate this misuse of your

name and urges that you take immediate steps to force NBC to admit these
discharges part of vicious open shop
policy and stop attempting to conceal
anti-labor activities under the cloak of
the expenses due your engagement."
Lohr's cable to the Maestro said:
"Cable to you from Kendall E. Davis
has come to our attention. The state-

ments are entirely false.
The ARTA
are members of the CIO and their message seems to be motivated by some
inter-union controversy as the musicians
belong to the AFL. NBC has not cited
your engagement as reason for discharging anyone but to the contrary
your engagement has resulted in employment of 55 additional union musicians.
Few people released some weeks
ago were in no way connected with
your engagement but were due to readjustment of departments motivated by
sound business practice.
That there
were any anti-labor activities involved

in this is preposterous and we deplore
this unjustifiable annoyance to you."

Dawson Admits Audience
Washington

— Ronald

Dawson, dra-

matic director at WOL, after nine
years of refusing to admit a studio
audience at his shows, has finally
given in.
Hereafter all Northern
Dramatic Co. broadcasts will be given
in front of a live audience.

Music and Poetry

A

program

of

—

sweet

music

and

poetic classics known as "The Port
of Poets," has been inaugurated at
Tulsa, and is presented every
Friday night at 11:30 o'clock.

KVOO

The reader of the poetry is Richard Mansfield Dickinson, director of
the Little Theater, and teacher of
dramatic arts. Dickinson presents his
carefully selected poetry to a background of organ, harp and violin.
"We believe the psychology of
signing the station off with a half
hour of sweet music, and soft words,
McMur- has built a real audience, and has
Malcolm gained wide appeal," declares Jack
Mitchell,

program

director.

M. H. H. ("Your Unseen Friend")
Jcachim has a score of medals for
his rifle

marksmanship.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

93

YORK,

N. Y.,

of

Commercial Radio and Television

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER

FIVE CENTS
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10,

Bulova on 140 Stations
OKLA. SETS OP RULES

Record Schedule of Time Signals Being
Placed by Biow Agency Contract
With KNX Calls for 3,640 Signals

Little Ironies

—

—

FOR CLEAR RECEPTION
Oklahoma City— Growth

of

rural

forced the state Corporation Commission to adopt a new
set of rules and regulations to be
followed on all electrical, telegraph
and telephone equipment installation,
in order that there be a minimum of
outside interference with radio receiving set reception.
Complaints originally arose from
listeners in outlying districts who declared reception was getting less
electrification

clear as many homes electrified kitchens, barns, and installed other equipment requiring electricity. All companies must follow specifications and
rules set up by the Commission.

Plymouth Motors Extends
Spot Announcement Series
Plymouth Motors,

an eleventh
hour decision, has extended its oneminute spot announcement campaign
on about 60 stations for another 13
days, ending Nov. 20. New schedule
Getchell
placed the account.
Stirling

Inc.,

a day.
Detroit,

Damage was

of

a minor nature.

Department

of Education

Department

periments.

of

Educa-

sending one of its experts
the educational broadcasting field
tion

is

(Continued on Page 2)

Guaranteed Audience
Columbia, Mo.
is

—When

a station

privileged (o air a service fea-

ture

and

knows

that

assembled

65 counties in one state
will be listening, it's "time well
spent."
KFRU will have such a
program tomorrow when H. W.
Becker speaks in behalf of Missouri Sunday School Council, with
groups gathering In 65 of Missouri's
counties to listen.

groups

in

& GAMBLEUSW

85 STATIONS FOR DISKS
NBC, PATENTS GIVE RCA

Procter & Gamble, through Pedlar
& Ryan, between now and Dec. 15
will place WBS transcription announcements on about 85 stations in
a nationwide "special offer" campaign on Camay soap. Each station
will air 10 to 14 disks over a period
of four days.
Starting date for each station varies

MAJOR PART OE PROFITS
NBC, and

the patent licensing diare the two units responsible for the record RCA earnings reported last week. RCA Communications, Radiomarine and RCA
Mfg. Co. have been running in the
black all year, but the net of these
vision of

RCA

Full Television

"H'wood Mardi Gras"

end of this week, with an approximate list of 140 stations throughout
the country. New contracts will be
as of Jan. 1. Bulova has been an
active buyer of time signals for 10
years and many contracts are now
in force.

Indication of the type of campaign
worked out is in the
contract concluded by Miss Schuebel.

KNX

being

(Continued on Page 3)

Drama

Being Broadcast by BBC PAUL WHIFEMAN

—

O'Keefe Will Co-Star
In

Biggest schedule of time signals in
radio history is being worked out by
Reggie Schuebel, Bulova watch account executive of The Biow Co. It
is
expected that the stations and
schedules will be completed by the

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 8)

1

London
BBC will broadcast the
longest and most ambitious television
play yet attempted tomorrow night

ON CBS

COAST DATE MELTS

IF

Deal which would put Paul Whitewhen "Journey's End" is put on.
completes his
man and orchestra on a coast-to-coast
Dugout
scene will be reproduced on
"Town Hall" series tonight, has been
CBS network for Chesterfield cigarets
the floor of the television studio, and
signed by Packard to co-star with
now hinges on ability of Whiteman
war
scenes will be taken from films.
Lanny Ross in the "Hollywood Mardi
to get out of a contract with the
Laurence Olivier will play the lead.
(Continued on Page 2)
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
where he is signed to open at the
Cocoanut Grove on New Year's Eve.
20th-Fox Air
Lottridge Joins
I

;

Walter O'Keefe,

who

Show

No

Twentieth

Century

Fox

has no
will co-operate in a two-year period plans at present for a studio-produced
of broadcasting experimentation with radio show, and present policy of perat least five states, it has been learn- mitting company's stars to appear on
ed. Studies of the broadcasting tech- radio will not be changed for the
nique and programs will be held by present, according to Joseph M.
individual states with entire facili- Schenck, chairman.
ties of broadcasting and educational
groups in the states combining in exU. S.

PROCTER

I

U. S. Education Dept. Gives
Radio Aid to Five States
The

—

accident

in

two announcements

calls for
J.

Bridgeport, Conn.
Lois McLean,
actress at WICC, had just completed doing a broadcasting stint
on the subject of safety.
She walked out into the street,
her pretty head all filled with traffic pointers
and met with a motor

in
to

-

KTUL

Okla.— Buryl Lottridge, former business manager of The Oklahoma Network of eight stations, has
been named commercial manager of

KTUL here, effective Nov. 15, according to William C. Gillespie, general

manager.

Allotments of Monies Okayed
By
Executive Committee

AFM

Allocation of monies to be spent
Parkei'SOn Joins
by network affiliates independently
...
-1
r\
raCSimile Organization owned for the hiring of musicians,

John

T.

t-.

and otherwise, has been
approved by the Executive
Committee of the AFM. Allotments
were worked out by the IRNA Special Advisory Committee with the
aid of its accountants, Ernst & Ernst,
on the basis of 5^ per cent of gross
sales, less commissions.
Minor details only in a few stations remain to
be ironed out. These allocations conadditional

John

Parkerson, business manager of Transradio Press, has joined
Fultograph Inc., one of the pioneers
in the facsimile field headed by Dr.
O. Fulton.
Parkerson is on a leave
of absence from Transradio.
Fultograph plans to expand its facsimile broadcasting of both printed
matter and pictures on a worldwide
T.

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 2)

Tulsa,

fully

(Continued on Page 2)

Havana Parley Upholds
Rights to All Channels

—

Havana A resolution recognizing
the sovereign right of every country
to make use of all broadcasting channels has been adopted by the administrative
committee of the InterAmerican Radio Conference,
(

In
CBS

in

ses-

Continued on Page S)

I

In*

Fan Mail

fan mail recently contained

the following:

"The

Uncle

Eustace

who now

has the band on the Colonel Jack
Major show is much better them
Freddie

Rich

who used

to

have

the orchestra on this program."

Uncle Eustace and Freddie Rich
are the

same guys.

V

2
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U. S. Education Dept. Gives
to Five States
(Continued from Page

1)

cern the $1,500,000 additional money
to be spent by the affiliates above
the current payroll.
Stations above
the 5V2 per cent, however, will not
be allowed to reduce their musician
payrolls. Contracts with the key stations involving an extra $600,000 annually are yet to be signed, but the
agreement is okay on both sides.
IRNA trade agreements are in the
mail for the stations as sent out by
the IRNA Committee and to the locals of the AFM as sent out by the
latter.
Local unions will add to
the basic agreement working conditions and price scales in accordance
with its own rules and regulations.
License form of agreements with
the electrical transcription and phonograph record companies will be
ready by the end of the week, according to the AFM, which is about
to get back revised draft from its
attorneys.

cominc

three

additional

now

Rocky

Mountain

is

to

(Continued from Page
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Willie

Asked

Bid
7'/2

8
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Howard Producing

Program With Old Timers
A full hour network show featuring famous oldtimers of stage and
screen is being put together by
Willie Howard, with a number of
sponsors
slated

Francis X.
don, Eva

Among

sight.

in

for

Bushman

are
Kitty GorCharles Ray,

Sr.,

Tanguay,
Alexander Carr, Walter
Jack Norworth.

WHN

WHN

names

appearances

guest

C.

Kelly and

"Amateur Hour" Renewed

Tuesdays

at

Sample-Hummert

Blackettthe agency.

7-8 p.m.
Inc. is

WMCA

Gcrrnett Marks Quits
Garnett Marks, announcer, has resigned from the
staff.
He

WMCA

will

reveal his future plans later.

* POWER
* MARKET
* POPULARITY
rfieujlu

up

radio

a

department

within

fauipped for Super Power-

the

in the process of

NEWMAN

(Continued from Page

1)

several

left

for

Boston yesterday to
He is expected

commitments.

Monday.

VINCENT LOPEZ flew to New York on Sunday
from Chicago and planed back yesterday.

WILLIAM H. BENTON, vice-president of the
University of Chicago in charge of public relations and former head of Benton & Bowles,
flew
to
New York from Chicago over the
week-end.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. is also
desirous of the band starting the
new program series on New Year's
Eve, but under no conditions will it
originate the program anywhere but

Gras" program on the NBC-Red,
JANE PICKENS has returned from a vaudeappearance in Washington, D. C.
Tuesdays, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
No date ville
HOLLACE SHAW will return to the Coast
has been announced when O'Keefe for a concert series.
joins the show. He sails for a short
TAUL M. HAHN, vice-president and director
of the American Tobacco Co., sails today aboard
European vacation on Nov. 17.
the Normandie for Europe.
in New York.
Sponsor has signed a 52-week reDR. JOSEPH OPPENHEIMER, vice-president of
Although under a long-term con- newal for the Packard show, effective Radio Patents Corp., sails today for Europe.
tract to NBC, which in turn has Dec. 7.
Young & Rubicam Inc. has
turned over the managerial details the account.
Niles Permanent
to Consolidated Radio Artists Inc.
along with all other orchestras under
As C. & S. Announcer
its wing, Whiteman will be heard on
Procter-Gamble Using
CBS for the first time since the Old
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
85 Stations for Disks
Los Angeles Wen Niles, who reGold program, his first commercial
lieved Carleton KaDell as announcer
radio series, during the season of
(Continued from Page 1)
on the Chase & Sanborn show last
1928-9.
Chesterfield contract is for
a half-hour, 26-week period, and was according to the wishes of the local Sunday, remains in the spot permaA few of the nently, according to J. Walter Thompnegotiated originally by Artists Man- dealers concerned.
agement Inc. Up to the time of go- stations on the list have already com- son Co. Reported friction came about
through KaDell's objection to type
ing to press, Charles E. Green, head pleted their schedules.
of commercials handed him, the anof CRA now on the coast, was seeknouncer feeling that the requested
ing to obtain a release on the Cocoadelivery conflicted with his usual
Lucille-Lanny Televising
nut Grove contract. Newell-Emmett
Lucille and Lanny, young NBC style. KaDell has three other comCo. Inc. handles the Chesterfield
account.
song team, will sing two comic num- mercials.
bers in an experimental vaudeville
television show to be broadcast at
New Nova Scotia Station
Padraic Colum on
4 p.m. today from the NBC televiSydney, Cape Breton Island, N. S.
Padraic Colum, noted Irish poet
sion studio in Radio City. Tests made
A new station, with the call letters
and president of the Poetry Society
by the artists Monday showed they of CJCB, has gone on the air here.
of America, will appear on Norman
were very adaptable to iconoscope
Corwin's "Poetic License" program
lens.
over WQXR tonight at 9:45. Colum
and Corwin will combine in a program of Sara Teasdale's poetry, made
Hal Smith Popular
available to radio for the first time
Utica, N. Y.—The offer of Hal
IS PROUD TO PRESENT
through special arrangement with the Smith fan pictures to the first 500
estate of the late poet.
admitted to last Sunday's FairbanksJOSEF
Morse "Afternoon Party" packed the
Hotel Martin Ballroom and brought
Amsterdam on M-G-M Show
the sponsor's order for 500 more phoWest Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
"The Musical
Los Angeles
Maury Amsterdam, tos of the WIBX star next Sunday.
long associated with NBC in Chicago
Cameraman"
as emcee, has been added to the

Wen

—

WQXR

"Original Amateur Hour,"
with Jay C. Flippen, has been renewed for another 26 weeks by
Procter & Gamble for Oxydol. Show
airs

1)

set

form- Coast office patterned after the recentlyinaugurated department in New York.
ing nucleus for same experiments.
CRACE CIBSON of 2GB, Sydney, Australia, is
Anticipating action on the part of busy auditioning all available transcription
educational groups in regard to their shows in Hollywood before heading back to
via New York and London.
DR. R. L.
demands for time on the air, the De- Sydney
POWER, American representative of the stapartment of Education has revealed tion, is making the rounds with Miss Gibson.
BCB COLLIER, "Tarzan" impresario, is around
that its radio department is now supplying 1,000 programs to independent and functions again after being on the sick
list for a couple of weeks.
broadcasters on a national scale. AdGEORGE D. LOTTMAN leaves for Miami toditional
special
events
programs, day to open a local office, the trip coinciding
aired on an experimental basis, are with his 20th year as a press agent.
DALE ROBERTSON, general manager of WIBX,
also being contemplated, with lack Utica, is in town.
BISHOP S. Q. CANNON, KSL executive, is
of funds now limiting the department's activities. It is believed that visiting New York.
SUE TOHRNER of Kass-Tohrner returned yesthe study and experiments conducted terday from Pensacola, Fla., where she was
in various states will be used in fur- called a week ago owing to the illness of her
father.
ther activities of the department.
RUBY
states are

O'Keefe Will Co-Star
Paul Whiteman on CBS
In "H'wood Mardi Gras"
If Coast Date Melts

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE

gomg

and

1)

Madison, Wis., next week to work
with the groups there in the studies
which are set to get under way imJOHN SCHULTZ, associate of Fanchon &
mediately. Texas has also completed Marco in the agency end of the firm, has
arrived in Hollywood and will divide his time
plans for the extensive study, while between here
and New York in future.
Plan

back

(Tuesday, Nov. 9)

1937

Group Radio Aid

fulfill

FINANCIAL

10.

—

WOR

— MUTUAL

CHERNIAVSKY

—

scripting staff of
1938," the M-G-M
House Coffee.

CBS

"Good News of
show for Maxwell

Part Holiday Tomorrow
CBS offices will be closed tomorrow,
Armistice Day, except for a skeleton
staff in some departments.

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER
$ 149°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

8

P.

M.

EST.

Thursdays

.

York

N. Y.

COAST-TO-COAST

Wednesday. November

10,
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ROBERT THORNDIKE
(Thorndike Publishing Co.)

MARGUERITE LYON

Radio
McDonald,

of the

Dept. of Henri-Hurst &
Chicago, has opened classes in practical script writing at the Hewitt school
Many of the students
of business.
are from ad agencies, and first instruction will embrace commercials.

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE &

OSBORNE INC. in Chicago has been
given the account of the Murine Co.,
formerly handled by Vanderbie &
Rubens.
CLIFF C. THOMAS, formerly associated with radio in Denver, now
writing "Skelly Court of Missing
Heirs" for Blackett - Sample - HumChange in authors due to
mert.
death of Thompson Buchanan.
LORIN COLLINS &

Xmas

"Scavenger Hunt" Aids Needy

Doll Collection

A

regular broadcast for the purpose of collecting dolls for the poorer children, will be undertaken shortly

by

WWL, when

it

starts

Henry Du-

A
pre on its "Doll House" series.
new stunt for a street broadcast,
Dupre

house of "epic"
on Canal Street
and will conduct his appeal and human interest broadcast for the more
fortunate children to give their unneeded dolls to the poor.

have

will

doll

proportions placed

Hunt,"

"Scavenger

WBAL,

over

MIRIAM THORNDIKE
(His Wife)

which

listeners are
asked to corral certain articles and
report with them at studio for a
prize, has added utility to its enterHereafter articles
tainment value.
called for will include some canned
goods, to be given to the needy at

Baltimore,

in

Christmas, it is announced by Garry
Morfit and Walter Linthicum, who
handle show.
First contestant in
with completed list of items is win-

JOAN ALLEN
(His Secretory)

JIMMIE

WILSON
ffier

Present

ner.

Sweetheart)

a new and

beauti-

fully written version of the

Bulova Time Signals
D'Artega Expands Band
Going on 140 Stations
ASSOCIATES
For Eastern Stage Tour

theme of
SECRETARY.

ever

popular

WIFE

versus

named

to handle Associated ConsultEngineers, Chicago, makers of
musical
director
D'Artega,
and
amateur radio products.
bandsman, has formed his orchestra
into a stage unit for a projected series of personal appearances throughWWRL-Theater Tieup
out New York and the East. D'Artega
Beginning Nov. 24 at 8:30-9 p.m. will be making his debut with a
and for a period of 13 weeks,
stage unit, having confined his acwill broadcast an amateur program tivities heretofore chiefly to radio.
Flushing
RKO
of
the
stage
from the
His 21 piece orchestra will be augAmateurs competing for mented to 27 for stage work and two
Theater.
opporthe
cash prizes will also have
vocalists are now being negotiated.
tunity of being heard and getting
their start in a radio career. Program will be sponsored by the
Christmas Series Sold
Roosevelt Avenue Merchants AssoBoston "The Life and Adventures
ciation of Flushing, who have reof
Santa Claus," 15 quarter-hour
served right to renew contract. Bruce
episodes for Christmas sponsorship
Henry will emcee the program.
with a book tieup, has been sold by
Kasper - Gordon Studios, the producers, to Grow & Pitcher BroadFirst Telepathic Guest
Chicago J. Walter Thompson, on casting Agencies, Toronto, for distaking over Zenith Foundation telepa- tribution in Canada. Also to Denholm
McKay, Worcester, and The
thy series next Sunday at NBC, &
will present Carveth Wells, explorer Shepard Stores, Providence.
Kasper-Gordon also has licensed
and globe trotter, as first guest, narrating personal experiences in extra- "Adventures in Christmastree Grove",
sensory perception. Wells to express toy department promotion, to United
view that transmission of news over Broadcast Sales, Toronto, for Canada.
The firm has been signed for
long distances in Africa by natives
may be explainable through telepa- the fifth year to build a Christmas
Each successive pro- show for Jordan Marsh Co. store,
thic
sense.
gram to feature telepathic experiences through Harry M. Frost agency.

(Continued from Page

ing

WWRL

—

who

returned

KNX

Monday.
10

nals,

the
3,640

1)

coast

on

in

time sig-

day for one year.

a

Con-

number

of stations on the
schedule will be new to Bulova.

siderable

new

from
drew

Lopez

Music Lectures

Starts

Vincent Lopez yesterday opened his
lecture series on jazz music at the
University Heights Center of N.Y.U.
Many music notables attended. The
band leader urged acceptance of
"refined swing" music on a par with
the best classical. With the help of
Mrs. Osa Johnson, he sought to prove
that the African native is not to
blame for improperly interpreted

"ONE WAY

STREET"
Written
Directed

by
by

Bernard

Dougall

Harold

McGee

modern American music.

—

of listeners to
solicited letters.

WWRL

Agencies are

Dawson will be heard indefinitely
over the airways, says Dr. Frederick
Douglas Patterson, president, after
conferring with NBC.
Program is
heard Sundays at 1:30 p.m.

hear recordings

be chosen from un10th

Artists in

Person

WWRL,

Join Legit Show Cast
Edith Shayne has resigned from
the WPA Federal Theater radio division to play the lead in the Chicago company of "The Women," stage
hit.
Two other WPA-ers, Augusta
French and Virginia Barnell, also

Woodside, L. I., will present its artists in person on the stage
of the RKO Flushing Theater, FlushTalent to
ing, L. I., on Nov. 19.
appear on program includes Maze
went along.
Kay; Bruce Henry and his Irish entertainers; Meller & Winter, European

comedy team in first American appearance; Udo Segerti, New York's
only radio magician; Kay Gorhan's
dancing demons; "Moonlight Reveries," featuring Percy Brooks and
Alfred Rhodes, and Traffic Safety
Stars, Patrolmen Hugh Tully and
Pantuliano.

Kate Smith Repeat

Shift
the

repeat

broadcast

CBS hour

Smith

to

18 will shift
of the Kate

the

accounts

Chicago

WGES
(In the heart of Chicago)

11:30

Year

for

dially

the

p.m.

minutes later than it is .now
heard. Young & Rubicam is the agenspot, 15

first

to
of

three epi-

sodes.

Lawrence

Lawrence, NBC Chicago
script writer, on Nov. 11 will have
completed 10 years in the radio script
field.
And during this period he
has always had one or more shows
on the air.
He joined WENR on
Nov. 11, 1927.

HENRY

\ \

\

\

\

"

1

'

OFFERS

LIFELIKE

RECEPTION

'

SOUVAINE
INCORPORATED

WMCA

will broadcast the

Colum-

bia-Dartmouth and the ColumbiaStamford games on Nov. 20 and 27
following the conclusion of the Yale

games

invited

Harry

cy.

WMCA

cor-

NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION

General Foods on Nov.

Columbia Games on

First in local

in

Tuskegee Choir Extends
Originally scheduled for a series of
four broadcasts over the NBC-Red,
Tuskegee Institute's 100-voice choir
under the direction of William L.

series this Saturday,

when

Eli

meets Princeton. To be handled by
Dick Fishell, special events director
and sports commentator.

30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
Tel.

CITY

Circle 7-5666

Wednesday, November

RADIO DAILY:

NEW BUSINESS

W. C« C.

"fr

Signed by Stations
KFRU, Columbia. Mo.: Sendol, spots;
Rea and Page Milling Co. (Maude-s Flour),

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

Nov. 23

Chicago: Foley's Honey and Tar
Syrup,
"The Children Speak," program,
through Lawson and Solomon.

WIND, Chicago: California & Hawaiian
Sugar Refining Corp., "Listen to Yourself,"
Chevrolet, announcements, through
program
Campbell-Ewald.
;

tising;

through Morse International.

•

•

•

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

a fortnight ago Jimmie Fidler took
permitting less-talented people to

KNX, Los

Angeles: Bulova Watch Co.,
daytime and five night-time signals daily,
52 weeks starting Dec. 1, through Biow Co.
Inc.

KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.: American
Tobacco (El Roi Tan cigars), one-min. ETs
and station breaks, through Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Agency.

WELI, New Haven:

General Baking Co.,
"Roving Reporter," thrice weekly broadcast
from front of theater with free ticket tieup,
through BBDO.

PHILADELPHIA
New

a few

About

companies to task for
receive the plums and parts due "seaflicker

are farmed-out in Class B pictures

—though

still

accepted

the public .... In following this practice, Fidler pointed

were

out rather emphatically, the producers
the

of turn!):

wanted

producers

—instead

of

flinging artists

supplying

the

on the public

demand

of

the

Oddly enough, though a link is attempted between radio and
pictures today
the same situation that exists in the flicker industry is
found in radio.... The sponsors, agencies and networks are constantly on
the lookout for NEW talent in hope of gaining a larger audience.
In so
doing, they forget the number of stars who have gained both radio reputations and untold fans in previous years— but were forced off the kilocycles
because of various circumstances, mainly: sponsor decides to quit radio or
the artist's rise necessitated a higher plane of living, thus requiring a larger
compensation .... The latter reason usually has the sponsor balking, feeling
that he has given the star a break and was now being held up ... "Well,"
he figures, "I'll make another star in the same way," and the quest for
NEW talent begins again, leaving so many stars unemployed and too many
public ....

—

.

Howard Brown, WIP announcer,
has been admitted to the
Bar.

who

and appreciated by

whom

five

Jersey

listening fans hungry!

Wayne Cody, rotund "Melody Man,"
returns to WFIL.
Carlie Kerr, known to radio fans
back to the crystal days, is again

heard in his own show over WCAU.
Harold Davis, program director of

WDAS,

now

sportcasting in addition to his other duties.
is

Dave Abrams makes

his debut over
with his piano ramblings.
Joe McCauley is the newest addition to WHAT'S announcing staff.
Edward Wallis, WIP production director, celebrates another birthday

WDAS

• • • Frixample let's take the case of Ruth Etting, gifted with
one of the world's most precious voices. She was a star before radio
and then gave her all to the airwaves. .. .In time the sponsors felt
that she was being overpaid or they decided on a new policy.
Whichever the case, Ruth was deprived to the listeners who adore
her. Other talent has come and mostly gone
but Ruth Etting still
retains her voice (which no one can take from her) and her "asking-

—

—

which frightens many sponsors who lose sight of the fact that
Ruth has a following and would bring a prompt listening public to
any product's spiel.
price"

shortly.

—

Saint Paul Robert Greer, creator
of the program "Lights and Shadows,"
appearing as a Sunday evening sustaining feature on Twin Cities radio
stations for the past 11 months, told
the classes in Radio Script Writing
at the University of Minnesota some
of the troubles of scripters at addresses last week on the campus and
Greer, now in adverin Saint Paul.
tising work, was a member of the
Script Writing Course last year. The
are conducted by Luther
classes
Weaver, Twin Cities radio advertising man. "Lights and Shadows" now
is heard on WTCN, all parts being
taken by the voice of Charles Irving,

KFBI,

Wichita,

Laboratories.
permit for experi-

Christ

Lake

Salt

Kan.,

of
City,

CP

Day
new

Latter

CP

for

for

increase in

power to 5 kw., 1050 kc.
Nov. 29: WSJS, Winston-Salem, CP for
increase in power to 1 kw. night, 900 kc.
W. H. Hartman Co., pub. of Waterloo
Courier, Waterloo, la., CP for new
1400 kc, 500 watts.
Nov. 30: Union-Tribune Broadcasting Co..
San Diego, Cal., CP for new station, 1480 kc,
5
kw.
Arlington Radio Service Inc., Arlington.
Va., CP for new station, 1140 kc, 1 kw.

Daily

station,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Pontiac

Broadcasting Co., Pontiac, Mich..
station, 1100 kc, 1 kw., day.
Quigley, Mobile, Ala., CP for new
station, 1200 kc, 100 watts, day.
Selma Broadcasting Co., Selma.
Ala., Authority to transfer control from G. W.
Covington Jr., J. C. Hughes and J. S. Allen
to H. A. Shuman and C. A. Cisler.

CP

S.

for

new

B.

WHBB,

Woodruff Makes Zimmy Tieup
Columbus, Ga.—J. W. Woodruff Jr.,
manager of WRBL, has made arrangements with Charles Zimmy so that

WRBL

will carry his exclusive messages for the State of Georgia when

he swims from Key West to Havana
in December.
Zimmy's show, with a musical background built in, is being offered to a
prominent national advertiser in At-

WRBL

lanta as the first of a series of
exclusive package programs.
Zimmy recently swam down

the

Hudson River from Albany to New
York. He is now making personal
appearances in Pittsburgh vaudeville
houses.

New

Malaya
RADIO DAILY
A new short-wave

Station for

program

director.

Washington

•

•

•

less one,

The list of those slighted by agencies and sponsors is an endand includes Morton Downey and Fred Waring (outside of a few

sustainers),

among

Singing Lady Records
phonograph records by Ireene Wicker, the Kellogg
series of three

Singing Lady, has just been released

by Decca as the latest of their Children's Story Series.

MICROPHONE
Repairs
Dynamic, Velocity,
Also New

Etc.

for Studio and Remotes
Write for Catalogue

MICROPHONE
Los

Angeles,

artists

like

Ray

Perkins,

Al Roth, Jan

Connie Boswell and a few others are given

They are constantly under the scrutinizing eyes of
some underling who with the aid of a pencil replaces their names on the
airwaves. This is not what the public wants and the sponsors, agencies and
networks should concentrate more on demands instead of pleasing personal
desire or intuition .... As the best example we cite this information gathered
while down in Philly visiting WCAU, WFIL, WIP and KYW over the weekend: For some five years Ben Alley was starring on the CBS net five or
more times weekly and then a shake-up left him on the outside looking in.
A trouper, he fought the situation with plenty of "moxie" and is now heard
commercially six times weekly via WCAU sponsored by a bill-payer of a
large network show.
.We arrived there in time to see Alley collect his
mail from fans and we attest to the fact that he received more via WCAU
than many a network star plus having the assurance of his sponsor that
his local show is outdrawing the network show
and newspaper advertising which is also done extensively.
.Why should Ben Alley be confined
to WCAU when millions of others would want to hear him?
guestarrers

.

.

.

CO.. INC.
Calif.

.

—

—

.

.

• • • Two sponsors, a big coffee firm and a large auto company, are dickering for the CBS "Tish" series produced by
Federal Theater radio division. .. .Howard de Silva, who directed
WPA's "Repertory of the Air" series, resigned and is now playing
in Clifford Odets' stage hit,

WMCA

radio station in Singapore, powerful
enough to cover all Malaya, is expected to be ready to go on the air
early in 1938, according to word received at the Commerce Department.

Caruso

.

—

by

—

doses via the "Class B" route or sustainers and occa-

(o the public in small

sional

WPA

Dynamics

AIJCDI/-AM
AMtKILAlN

while

others,

Peerce. Josef Chemiavsky,

.

A

Nr.

Saints,
station.

Dumont
J.,

Washington Bureau,

Greer Addresses Script Class

assistant

B.

mental television.
Church of Jesus

soned" stars
Royal Toy Co. (Alleystation breaks, through Reiss Adverannouncements,
Chemical,
Vick
Chicago:

Allen

:

Upper Montclair, N.

WMAQ,

Oop),

-fr

ACTIVITIES

spots.

WJJD,

1937

10.

"Golden Boy" .... Amount of time sold
was $13,500.

to politicians in recent elections

Jr.

to

Sing

Enrico Caruso Jr., 32-year-old son
of the late tenor, makes his radio
debut as an operatic tenor on Robert
L. Ripley's "Believe It or Not" program Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. over NBCRed. Several weeks ago he appeared
on the program in a dramatic bit
dealing with his father's career.

WBNX

Camera Series on
"Candidly Speaking," dealing with
camera enthusiasts and their activities, starts Saturday at 8:45 p.m. over

WBNX.

William Robert

McCue

will

conduct, and first speaker will be
Alfred Eisenstadt, staff photographer
of Life.

"Wheaties

Champions of Harmony"

I

KAY & BUDDY ARNOLD
j

Sponsored by General Mills

WMCA

2:30-5:30 Daily
j

..
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC

PCCHCTICN

row over CBS in order to contribute
Urges "Home Visits"
KENT SISSON, who has complete
charge of the gargantuan pro- his services as conductor of the Red
"Flash," the news letter of KFRO,
BORIS KARLOFF, WILLIAM S.
"Canada, 1937," which Im- Cross Roll Call, which will be broad- Longview, Texas, has a punchful staHART, CAPPA BARRA and his har- gram, Tobacco
Co. Ltd. is airing in cast at 10:30 p.m. over CBS. Bay's tistical message in its issue of Nov.
monica octet, and N O V E L L O perial
will be recalled as the chap program, which was to have been 1.
Piece urges advertisers to "visit
BROTHERS, on Rudy Vallee pro- Canada,
who helped many orchestral vir- dedicated to the subject of transporta- the homes of your customers," suggram, Nov. 11 (NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).

tuosos of the baton achieve success
on Alka- by writing their arrangements.
Seltzer "National Barn Dance," Nov. Among the Sisson clients who bene13 (NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).
fited from his services are Andre
Kostelanetz, Ben Bernie, Paul WhiteNICK LUCAS, on Buddy Clark pro- man and Al Goodman. Almost evgram, Nov. 11 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
ery big name bandleader has used
DEL CASINO, on Major Bowes a Sisson arrangement at some time
Sisson was the arranger
Capitol Family, Nov. 14 (CBS, 11:30 or other.
a.m.).
for the Canadian program last Spring
did such an outstanding job
SMITH BALLEW, on "Hollywood and
they gave him the conducting assignShowcase," Nov. 14 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

ALEC

TEMPLETON,

JASCHA

HEIFETZ,

on

9

Andre
(CBS,

p.m.).

LOTTE LEHMAN,
Muriel
Over,"

interviewed by
Draper, on "Let's Talk It
Nov. 15 (NBC-Blue, 2:30

p.m.)

will

be heard instead on Nov.

18.

next best to personal
Points out that four
out of every U. S. homes have radios,
with receivers in 98.6 per cent of
those with incomes over $5,000, and
90 per cent in those having incomes
over $2,000.

gesting
call

Mark Warnow has engaged Wendell Adams as librarian to supervise
his extensive collection of musical

arrangements and recordings. Warnow has had each one of his programs in the past three years recorded.

is

that

radio.

Free Plugs for Advertisers
Regular

advertisers

over

KMAC,

The University of Iowans succeed San Antonio, are now afforded an
Bob Sylvester and his orchestra at opportunity to get extra stints on
here
Canada a few weeks ago, was as the Seven Gables Inn on the Milford the airwaves at no extra cost. Nightly quiz program, with prizes, makes
conductor for the Mary Small pro- Turnpike.
deal possible. Mentions are open to
gram. The new Canadian show will
have a 30-piece orchestra and a chorBiltmore Boys and their orchestra, all regular users of station, without
us of 16 voices.
currently at the Rice Hotel, Houston, even having to contribute prizes.
have had their contract extended Station Manager Howard W. Davis,

ment

Kostelanetz program, Nov. 18

tion,

His last air show
this season.
in the States, until he left for

who originated stunt, says it will be
Paul Whiteman plays a one-night starting Nov. 19.
syndicated shortly.
stand for the Katz Drug Co.'s annual
KATHLEEN KIRSTING, soprano, party in the Municipal Auditorium,
and HAROLD HAUGH, tenor, on Kansas City, on Saturday night.
Reggie Childs and his orchestra
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air,
play a date at the Greystone BallAnother Spot for Joan Brooks
Nov. 14 (NBC-Blue, 5 p.m.).
Paul Pendarvis is playing for a room, Dayton, Ohio, on November
Joan Brooks has been given another
week
at the Hotel Muehlebach, Kan- 20th. for CRA.
LEO CARRILLO, JEAN PARKER,
spot on NBC. New one is at 10: 15 p.m.
KRUG- sas City. Carlos Molina's crew fol-

LILIAN KNOWLES,

contralto;

JAMES ELLISON and OTTO
ER, in scenes from "The Barrier," on lows.
Duke Ellington and his orchestra
"Hollywood in Person," Nov. 12
Lou Martin and his Music Makers play the Douglas Casino, Indianapo(CBS, 1:45 p.m.).
have been renewed by Leon & Eddie lis, for CRA on Dec. 3.
CROSBY GAIGE on "Magazine of and will continue indefinitely at the
the Air," Nov. 19 (CBS, 11 a.m.).
West 52nd St. rendezvous.
JANE PICKENS on "Your Hit
Orchestration of Benny Goodman's
Parade," Nov. 20 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
latest swing opus, "Music Hall Rag,"
EDWARD ARNOLD, ANNE SHIR- which was published in September
LEY, LEW AYRES, WALTER BREN- by Exclusive Publications, has gone
NAN, MARY NASH and MADY into its fourth printing with more
CHRISTIANS in Edna Ferber's than 7,500 orchestrations marketed
"Come and Get It," on Radio Thea- during the last six weeks.
ter, Nov. 15 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, on Lyn Murray's "New Yorkers," are
Al Jolson show, Nov. 16 (CBS, 8:30 scheduled to return to the airwaves
on a new program set-up which inp.m.)
cludes comedian Oliver Wakefield
and Freddy Rich's orchestra.

Wednesdays on Blue net, starting
Nov. 17. Her Saturday broadcast will
come directly from the Syracuse Auto

Show through NBC.

ADVERTISING
AGENCIES
ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR AN ORIGINAL

NEW

KDYL, Salt Lake City
Several of the arrangements which
Al Priddy, announcer, back from Oscar Bradley's orchestra features on
honeymoon.
Fox, president and gen'l mgr.,
and Myron Fox, special events man,
S. S.

back from Coast.
George Provol, manager of
Greeley, visiting at

KFKA,

KDYL.

the Phil Baker broadcasts are created by Bradley's son John, a student
at Yale.

Victor Bay has postponed his "Essays in Music" program for tomor-

IDEA?

HAVE ONE

I

in

A human

interest

story

with

national

appeal which will quickly attain a large

and receptive listening audience.

Emanuel
cently

fame.
ternal

famed
matic

Drucker, salesman, rediscovered himself related to
Seems that Drucker's matline has direct connection with
Alfred Dreyfus, whose drastory is told in Paramount's

Program should be a natural

UNIVERSAL
RIBBON

MICROPHONES
energizing.

izing

MRS.

MARTIN

JOHNSON

use

by

G-'yA ")C

'

voltage.

No
heat

hiss
-

or

feedback.

polar-

and
Not a<tected
in

moisture.

JAMES ETHERINGTON

No

Unconditionally

MANAGEMENT

guaranteed.

CLARK

GETTS, INC.

Microphone Division

WALDORF-ASTORIA

No

Plug

EXCLUSIVE
H.

live-

all-purpose microphone.

Self

$22 50

any

For further information address

"Life of Emile Zola."
An

for

wire sponsor.

97-34

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

221st

Street

Queens Village,
Ltd.
U.S.A.

L.

I.

HOllis 5-0349

6
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STATIONS Or 4Htlli\
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

WABY—Albany.
has added another "angle" to the MCA-KHJ
"Tune Twisters" by cutting in his
air audience for cash awards in addition to the prizes handed out each
week to the studio audience. Best
suggestion for tunes to be twisted,
with reasons therefor, draws a $5
prize. Johnson advises primary credit should be given Lou Bring, musical director, for the tune twisting
idea.

Louella Parsons will preview Re"Lady Misbehaves" on "Hollywood Hotel" November 19, with
Sally
Eilers,
Joseph Schildkraut,
Neil Hamilton and Marcia Jones appearing. The following week brings
Fred McMurray and Carole Lombard in Paramount's "True Confespublic's

sions."

With Warner and

MGM

now

New

E.

SMITH, President and General Manager

York State hook-ups and through

this

corraling a flock of
important personages for his interviews on KMTR's 20th Century-International Radio Newsreel.
Among
recent ones were: Countess Dicarpenetto, James A. Farley, Senator McAdoo and Elliott Roosevelt.
is

is

enabled

to

bring

its

listeners

Hudson

1934, the station was located in

N. Y., and was known at that
time as
The Adirondack Broadcasting Co., headed by Harold E. Smith, bought
the station in that year, moving it to Albany and locating transmitter and studios in the
Strand Theater building within the shadows of the State Capitol.
Under the deft handling and coaching of Smith, who is also general manager of
WABY's sister station, WOKO, the outlet has rendered excellent service to the community.
While only a 100 watter in power,
ranks in popularity with WOKO.
Two
years ago the transmitter was moved to Colonie and housed in a completely modern
building with the newest equipment, including vertical antenna.
This antenna is located less than a thousand feet from that of
and a problem was thus set up that
many radio engineers felt could not be solved.
However, operators of
succeeded in solving the problem so that now both
antennas function perfectly, throwing off clear signals with interference to neither.

Back

in

Falls,

WGLC

WABY

WOKO

KMTR

10

Al Simon
Jane Froman

Ray McDermott

air

Margarette
Shanna and Elliott
Woodruff, who were married last
week-end, decided on a wedding trip
after all and went to French Lick
for a week.
She's been written out
of "Arnold Grimm's Daughter."
Mento Everett (Jenny Peabody) at
Grand Rapids over the weekend.
Merrill Meyers of CBS continuity
is
the lad who writes those
original poems for the Wrigley Poetstaff

Melodies show.
Charles Lyon has replaced Bill
temporarily as announcer on
ic

Amos

'n'

Andy

He

broadcasts.

Hay

is

the
cut

from Chicago.

who

plays

"Big Chief

Gum-

Alice Sherrie Gootkin,

Mary Jane

in

WLS

is sweet 16 this week and has
been playing in radio 12 years.
Madeleine Chase, Chicago free

bo,"

lance

actress, has supplanted
as chairman of the

Seymour
mittee

Anne
com-

planning Chicago radio cos-

tume ball and award of statuettes
for best local radio performances of
the year on Nov. 27.

Tom

Fizdale arrived here

Monday

from his west coast office.
"Hollywood in Person" for General Mills has been renewed through
the McClatchy stations. Two of the
Russell Seeds agency for 13 more
four weekly broadcasts by the miliweeks.
tant Johnson have been extended to
National Barn Dance Trio (Verne,
NBC's Blue in the Mountain and
Pacific divisions, with the Coast Blue Lee and Mary) making a series of
getting the Tuesday and Wednesday commercial recordings in St. Louis.
programs, and McClatchy picking
'The Old Kitchen Kettle," proup Tuesday only.
gram for homemakers, is warming up
Lyons, McCormick and Lyons on WLS. Show will be a daily fea-

the show, with Jack Retlaw as commentator.

DX

broadFirst oT a new series of
casts which KFI arranges for listenZealand and
ers in Australia,
way stations was presented Saturday night. Gene and Glenn, Wesley
Tourtellotte, Phil Lorner, Al Gayle,

New

agented Kitty Carlisle into a
weeks renewal with Coca Cola.

26

ture at 8:30-8:45 a.m. giving shoppers
household hints, recipes, home

tips,

decoration ideas and songs by
and Helen.

Nell Larson, Milton Slosser and John-

Don

ALBANY

over WABY, will give a series of
"the director of special events."
Ken Niles is duly chesty over the six Sunday concerts in the Albany
safe arrival of Naida Dennison Niles, Institute of History and Art.
ounce.
net weight 6 pounds and
Floyd Wetteland, NBC studio en-

%

November

NBC

General Hugh Johnson now is
heard on the Coast via KECA and

ny Marvin all participated.
Gay Seabrooke may be looked for
Herb Gordon and his ork are now
on Joe Penner's program more or playing the Ten Eyck Hotel with a
less regularly from now on.
Gay WOKO wire. Ethel Barrett vocalizes
The CBS Pacific Coast program, was the revived "Susabelle" on last for the group.
"White Fires", reached its first anni- week's show and did such a swell
Lester Taylor 13-year-old pianist,
versary milestone on Monday. Jon job of it that she is likely to bein Cluett & Co.'s
is being featured
come a regular.
Sunday afternoon program from
Vandiveer
his
"Meet
Jimmy
and
WOKO's Troy studios.
Some People" are safely ensconced
WPA Albany Concert Orchestra,
and functioning at KFI, where Jimmy
now answers when anyone asks for conducted by Ole Windingstad, heard

Greetings from Radio Daily

back on her

in

for inclusion in the forthcoming issue of "America's Young Men," annual "who's who" of the younger
generation.
Ray Morgan back in town after
his swing around the circle of 20odd CBS stations to get the "Charlie
Chan" series off to a flying start.
has a new variety show,
produced by Ida May Tipple, with
Lou Warren as emcee and George
Groman and Kay Ellis featured, airing at 8:15-8:30 Wednesday nights.

a

Bud Ernst

quartet

highclass entertainment.

participate in the 11 p.m. to
featuring the Famous Meglin Kidmidnite Saturday "Grab Bag" show
dies under the billing of "Stars of
Don Martin, for- Tomorrow." Bernice Benton handles
on that station.

merly of KXBY, Kansas City; Ted
Steele from WAPI, Birmingham, and
Eddy Lyon, late of KTUL, Tulsa, all
bring in unannounced guests and
rib one another and themselves on
this more or less ad lib session.

SYLVIA CLARK, NBC

monologist.
schedule
after a theater tour of eastern states.
WABY, Strand Theater Building, Albany, is a favorite with many radio listeners not Skyland Scotty (Wiseman), who
only because it features many characteristically local programs but similarly due with his wife Lulu Belle is starred
to its four network affiliations which bring a complete variety to Albany and the capital on Alkaseltzer's National Barn Dance,
district.
given a 28th birthday party by friends
WABY is tied up with NBC-Blue network, MBS, WMCA (Transamerican) and at Radio Club Saturday evening.

HAROLD

having radio affiliations of their own,
Miss Parsons will have fewer pictures
available for "previewing."
WABY
KMPC has a new audience show
called "Behind the Scenes in Radio,"
during which the visitors will be per- Slott does the scripts.
mitted to take voice tests, play tranAlfred Leonard, music critic and
scriptions, ask ad lib questions, and
commentator, has inaugurated "Congenerally And out what makes the cert Previews" on KHJ-Don Lee,
wheels go 'round.
and will discuss current musical
"Listen, Ladies," the KEHE hardy
events and interview musical celebs
perennial, has been cut from a full
Also conducts the
each Monday.
hour to 30 minutes.
"Symphony of the Stars" program,
The KFAC Players will present a daily except Friday, on KMPC.
special Armistice Day radio playlet
Josephine Starr, seven - year - old
titled "Carry On," Wednesday at 2
child prodigy discovered by George
p.m. Cast is headed by Robert Swan,
Jessel and appearing with him on
and Betty Lynton, John Kenneth, "30 Minutes in Hollywood" over MuFrancesca Rand, Tom Pilkington, tual, gets a citation and statuette
Marc Brenneman and Jerry Lynton award from Gene Inge on his KFWB
appear in support.
"Take the Air" program.
All of the staff announcers at
KFAC has new Sunday program

KMPC

N. Y.

1370 Kilocycles— 100 Watts.

WALTER JOHNSON

"Screenscoops" Rebroadcast

gineer, is another proud poppa. Future-dial-twister Robert Allen Wette-

KANSAS CITY
Jimmie McConnell,

KMBC

artist

in charge of
bureau, has been laid

up by sinus trouble.
Pat Dunn, WDAF vocalist on the
Showalter Shoe Co. series, is making
a concert tour of smaller towns in
Missouri and Kansas.

KCKN musical direchas revived her "Frivolities"
show, writing and producing the 30minute daily variety show besides
appearing in musical specialties.
Ruth Royal,

tor,

P.

E.

Lindsay, formerly

in

radio

George McCall's "Hollywood Screen- work at KWTO, but now with White
land arrived November 2.
scoops," Old Gold show starting on King Soap Co. here, is serving as
Both Al Span, head of CBS sound CBS Nov. 16 at 7:15-7:30 p.m., will Major "G," emcee of the amateur
effects,
and Jon Slott, author of be rebroadcast to the west and south contest aired by Kansas Service Grocers over KCKN.
"White Fires," have been nominated at 11:15-11:30 p.m.
I

I
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Who

of a Series of Who's

in the

*

Industry

JOSEPH W. LEE

Reviews
JOSEPH

W.

LEE, general

manager

KTOK, Oklahoma

of

City,

at

29

is

one of the most promising young stations in the country.
Lee took over management of KTOK, which is owned by Harold V.
Hough of Fort Worth, on July 15, 1937, and from that day things have been
humming. He has a personal belief that the
directing

Colonel Jack Major

The Colonel from Kentucky — Jack
of Paducah — has brought a new
comedy possibility to the air in
Major

Evelyn Oaks, a comedienne who

radio haven't been scratched;
developed in the future will
prove to be the greatest influence upon civilization and the daily lives of people that history has known.
Keeping that thought in
possibilities

that

is

best described as a "harelip Gracie
Allen." Besides spouting dizzy chatter of the Gracie type, Miss Oaks
does a harelip, which makes almost
With a
all of her remarks funny.

more

little

practice,

she should

don't

his staff

have developed a new

property not only into a sound station commercially, but into one that is rapidly winning

be

a

top-flight

name

for

itself

in

competition is tough.
His first venture in radio in

program

director of

Hustling young g.m. of a
bustling

young

station.

KADA, a

a

city

1934,

was as

he held
Then followed a year

same
KTOK.

Tom

Terriss
Good prose in

Previ-

poetic presentation
Oklahoma Network, of which it is key station. As one instance, the netproduced interesting
work has placed a microphone in the governor's office for the use of
15-minute interlude for opener Sunany governor of Oklahoma at any time.
day morning of NBC's new series,
"Letters from Abroad."
First "letter" came from Versailles with Teradventures with the wild things of
WISN, Milwaukee
riss airing script of some romantic
the jungle.
The shows, well-acted
altitude on the famous old chateau,
Ann
Leslie's Scrapbook, popular
and produced, should entertain audi- women's feature, is now being
often called

by

Tom

Terriss,

"the little universe" of
ences of
Louis XIV. Word pictures were those
of a present-day vagabond, who, by
flight of fancy, beholds Versailles

HAS

.

—

know why some

ADVERTISING

station,

ously he had graduated with the highest
ranking honors and a Phi Beta Kappa Key
from the University of Oklahoma in 1931 was a candidate for the Rhodes
Scholarship in 1930, being runner-up.
At the university he held an assistantship in the Psychology department
two years and later served a short time as an associate to Joseph A. Brandt,
director of the Oklahoma University Press.
He was born in Donnellson. 111., July 3, 1908, and had a year of study at
Grinnell College under his hat when he came to Oklahoma to attend the
University of Oklahoma.
Under his leadership KTOK has further developed its policy of numerous
special events and sports programs. KTOK originates many features for the

sponsor doesn't grab Colonel Major.

RADIO DAILY

where

position

a year-and-a-half.
and-a-half as manager of the
from which position he went to
for

Shannon. The Dalton Boys also were
there with their always-enjoyable
harmonies and fooleries, and the musical background provided by Uncle
Eustace and His Paducah Swing
Band was lively and tuneful. (Freddie
Rich is the Uncle Eustace.)
still

of

as

mind he and

able to build the stunt into big laugh
proportions.
Yesterday's program, on CBS at
3-3:30 p.m., also had some delightful
vocalizing by Jeannine, who sang
"These Foolish Things" with plenty
of stuff, and a fine rendition of "An
Old Flame Never Dies" by Jack

We

radio

sponsored by Milwaukee Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Advertising Council. Mary
Ann LeMay conducts the program.
Neil Searles, production manager,

all ages.

and those who made it, visiting and Barry Wood
Backed by Lyn Murray's orchestra, went east last week to act as comsighing for its past and present. Organ background helped effective pres- Barry Wood started a new WABC- mentator for the Marquette-Villanova
entation. Show airs at 9:30-9:45 a.m. CBS series at 6:15-6:30 p.m. yester- game in Philadelphia.
Then he vis-

A baritone with a voice that ited New York. Don Weller, chief
has both ample volume and smooth- engineer, accompanied Searles
to
Jules Verne Serial
ness, Wood warbled a quartet of Philly.
New Jules Verne serial on WHN, numbers, doing particularly well with
over the
line, though it got "Lover, Come Back to Me," "Moon
off to a slow start Sunday, gave prom- Was in My Eyes" and "The Natural
ise of developing excitement.
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
Show, Thing to Do." The music provided
produced in New York by radio di- by Lyn Murray was satisfactory. As
John Parson is conducting a new
vision of Federal Theater Project, a whole, the program made very series of street interviews direct from
presents air adaptation of Verne's pleasant dinner-time listening.
Lancaster
Ave.,
Ardmore,
every
"Trip to the Center of the Earth."
morning at 9:45.

PULLING

POWER
"A TEST
WILL TELL"

AND

day.

I

;

WLW

didn't manage to start in
first episode.
Professor Von Hardwigg (Philip White) barely contrived to decipher a cryptograph,
which points the way for the journey. On at 5-5:30 p.m.

But

trip

"Tarzan"
With 26-episode script completed,
waxings of the first and tenth in
Kass-Tohrner's "Tarzan" transcription series were previewed yesterday.
Starter introduced Edgar Rice Burroughts, famed creator of the Tarzan
character,
and whose work was
adapted for radio by Rob Thompson
with Fred MacKaye playing title role.
The two episodes, only ones now on
disks, are in the true Burroughs tradi-

Larry Thomas, baritone, and Peggy
"Grand Hotel"
Gale, pianist, will be heard on the
Giving up "Vanity Fair" and re- "Voice of Jenkintown" on Friday.
Keystone Mountaineers, directed by
turning to "Grand Hotel," Campana
presented "Second Honeymoon" on Bud Robinson, are offering a novel
Monday at 8:30-9 p.m. over NBC- musical program every Saturday.
Blue network, with Betty Lou Gerson
and Bob Griffin playing the leads in
the

first

was

offering of the

new

series.

Ben Hawthorne on CBS

good performance, the script
Ben Hawthorne, for the past four
being an entertaining romantic comedy, and the work of Miss Gerson years author and producer of the
sponsored "Morning Watch" on WTIC,
and Griffin rated applause.
Hartford, has been signed by Columbia Artists and will make his initial
CBS appearance in a variety show
Sharbutt on "We, the People"
now being prepared for Nov. 18 at
Dell
Sharbutt,
CBS announcer, 3-3:30 p.m. Following this single
takes over the "We, the People" shot, plan is to ready series featurtion. Blood-curdling yells, with strik- assignment
with the departure of ing
Hawthorne and his bovine
ing music balance, usher in Tarzan's Harry von Zell for the coast.
"stooge," Bessie.
It

a

WE ARE
AS CLOSE
TO YOU AS

YOUR PHONE

*

8
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NBC, Patents Give RCA
Major Part of Profits
(.Continued

units has not

from Page

been large

"nd phonographs have been increasing steadily.
Black spots on the horizon which
will tend to hold down the RCA
earnings this year, and possibly be
more vital next year, are the increased wages at the RCA plant in
Camden,
television
experimental
costs, and the recent decision in the
Philco-RCA royalty fee case.
In this case RCA contended they
were entitled to royalties based on
the price for which Philco sells its
radio sets, not on the price the licensee, Philadelphia Storage Battery,
receives from Philco for the sets.

Because of

this adverse decision,
slated to lose a large chuck
Philco is the
of its licensee fees.
largest radio set manufacturer in
the country, having built its 10,000,000 radio sets this month.
It is also possible that other radio
is

manufacturers
Philco's setup and

may

set

duplicate

thereby

reduce

their royalty fees.
It is understood
that in every radio receiver made
there are over 20
patents on
which royalties accrue.

RCA

KDKA

Rights to All Channels
(Continued from Page

compari-

son to the total net.
NBC is enjoying its biggest year. It
is reported that its net profit for the
year will total over $3,000,000. Billings are running 15 per cent ahead of
last year with the final yearly receipts estimated to be around $36,000,000.
Weak link in the NBC setup
is the unavailability of supplements
to go with the Blue network.
Web
recently lost an account because
southeastern coverage could not be
delivered with the Blue period.
RCA Manufacturing Co. which has
been running in the red for a number of years came on to the right
side of the ledger around the first of
the year and has been making money
rince.
Sales of RCA-Victor records

RCA

Havana Parley Upholds

1)

in

sion here.
ever, that

TYRONE

POWER'S

next

"Holly- originally planned,
Playhouse" vehicle on the each cycle.

wood
Woodbury program over NBC-Blue
Sunday night will be "Panama Noc-

Keeping up

to the "Varsity

Show"

record of finding sparkling collegiate talent, for the weekly half hour
on NBC-Blue, Director Gordon Whyte
has found Ed Osborn, a "hot" organist,
and Kathryn Freeman, a gal
accordionist, among others, at Michigan State College. This week's show
goes on the air from the campus at
East Lansing.

who

Pack

Dick

conducts

WBNX

"The

KDKA

what

is

offered

by

the

things at the same
the great educator."

same
is

Terrace Room, is currently making a series of electrical transcriper's

She

tions.

also

is

scheduled to do

several repeat guest appearances on
the CBS "Swing Session" soon.

Mrs. Ralph T. Edwards, radio editor of Parents' Magazine, talked about
the

United

WNEW

Hospitals
yesterday.

Campaign on

govern-

time.

It

out,

how-

regional agreements
necessary to avoid interference.

are

The

appear on right of governments
to allocate any
frequency that does not cause inter-

vision of the Round-up is a direct
result of the growth of cattle rustling

throughout

Colorado

The
for

Sealtest

"Rising

Committee

Musical

of
Star,"

Awards
Sunday

and adjoining

states.

WNEW

Loses Plea in Suit
Supreme Justice Charles C.
McLaughlin yesterday denied a moState

by defendants to dismiss the
brought by Barney's Clothes Inc.
against WBO Broadcasting Corp'n.

tion

'Lasses and Honey, old favorites on
the Pepper Upper program, will again
fill the guest spot over the Dr. Pep-

per-Dixie Network, next Sunday.
These black-faced comedians have
been playing to capacity crowds
nightly in the immense tent theater
with which they have been touring
the South.
The South's funnyman
No. 1, Jimmie Jefferies, and voicejuggler Roy Cowan, with Sugah as
the romantic interest, also will be
heard, along with Alexander Keese
and the Pepper Upper orchestra.
In cooperation with Standard Radio
Parts of Dayton. WHIO presented
John F. Rider, authority on radio
service and author of many radio
service books, to the general public
Rider's subat the Engineers Club.
ject was "Present and Future Education of the Service Industry."

W. ROBERTSON

ment and has no choice. In other
words. American radio is served a
la carte in a variety ranging from
the humblest performance to a
supreme artist. Radio has brought
us up to the minute in world affairs.
Everyone now knows the

1)

WNEW

Play's the Thing" over
Friaudition peday at 3:15 p.m., announces for Fririods for new talent have been schedday, November 12th, the appearance
for every Monday
uled by
of Curt Conway, new leading man
and for the first Friday evening of
of the comedy hit, "Having a Woneach month. A. E. Nelson, manager
derful Time."
of the station, plans an intensive
search for radio material hereabouts.
Vi Mele, billed as "The Pianistic
Personality" at the Hotel New York-

A.

was pointed

ference also was upheld.
Success story on KCKN's new
In times of catastrophe, emergency
"Quizzer
from a short story of the
Court" broadcast which is communication may
be carried on by
same name by David Garth. Gail sponsored by six non-competitive any station, it
was decided.
Patrick will appear opposite Power.
firms:— The day following the first
Regional agreements on problems of
broadcast, one of the six sponsors,
interference are expected to be exRCA Radio Dealer, reported a direct pedited
by the action of the confermade a pickup all the way sale of an RCA Radio as a result of
from Washington, D. C., to air the the program. Two Kansas City, Kan., ence here.
dinner to Walter Johnson, veteran firms called the station following the
baseball star, last Saturday night.
first broadcast and asked to be inJohn T. Parkerson Joins
cluded on the deal.
Facsimile Organization
"The Novelteers," 15-minute show
Thomas Morgan, author of "A Reover WBT, Charlotte, is now under
(Continued from Page 1)
sponsorship of Brown & Williamson porter at the Papal Court," will be
Tobacco Co.
Show features Mary interviewed by David Lowe, the scale. Tests were recently conducted
Hobbs Curtis, with Announcer Bill "New York Reporter," over WINS in Canada over a 1,500-mile wire network and clear reproductions were
Bivens as emcee. The four instru- tomorrow at 4:45 p.m.
obtained.
Fultograph claims that
mentalists
(Pete
Martin,
Thorpe
Through a "hook-up" made by their system can be relayed over any
Westerfield, Bill Davis and Jack
Captain Ozie, genial leader of the wave length from the air to wire or
Phipps) also are in the lineup.
musical Colorado Rangers, KLZ in from wire to air, with the same reDenver, in addition to serving the sults.
Lucy Gillman of the "Junior Nurse Mountain Region's farm and ranch
Plans now in operation call for
Corps," NBC-Blue network program, folk during the early-morning
"Rocky large scale production which will
is one of Chicago's busiest 12-yearMountain Round-up," now plans to make it possible for anyone owning
olds. She puts in a full day at school,
aid peace officers throughout the a radio set to have a facsimile regetting there at 8 a.m. so she can area. A program
of cooperation with ceiver on it.
leave half an hour early for her daily officers and State Courtesy Patrolmen
Parkerson will become the busirehearsal and broadcast as Dorothy has been added as a new service
fea- ness head of Fultograph interests.
Hart, the role she has been playing ture of the program,
broadcast by He has been with Transradio pracsince the "Corps" started three years KLZ at 6 o'clock each morning.
The tically from the beginning.
ago.
recently-added "law enforcement" di-

Talent Search

"In America we have a variety
of interesting programs from which
one
may choose his favorite,
whereas in other countries he takes

will

It

turne,"

Pittsburgh — Regular

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

1937

10,

suit

operators of WNEW.
Suit is for
alleged failure of broadcasting company to carry out contract stipulations in sale of time to the clothnig
concern, which asks $105,000.

WATL

—

Backstage Program

Atlanta Maurice C. Coleman, manager of WATL, has arranged a new

Wednesday evening series in which
Ken Keese as emcee will interview
various members of the announcing
and outstanding talent appearing regularly over WATL. Bill Shannon, ace staff announcer and vocalist,
will be the first "guest."

staff

WOW,

time,
Omaha,
confidential release on
the identity of the King and Queen
of Ak-Sar-Ben, prior to the coronation, highlight of the Omaha social
season, an affair attended by more
than 10,000 persons.

For the

first

was given a

Jean Ellington, vocalist who is
policy in the interest of fair heard twice weekly over the NBC
play for the final artist appearing networks, has instituted a new vogue
She is devoting a
in each cycle.
Hereafter, the an- among singers.
nouncements and awards of each com- moment's salute to her coach and acpleted three-week cycle will be made companist, Walter Fleischer, on each
on the fourth week and three com- of her Thursday, NBC-Red network
petitors only, instead of four, as programs.

program on NBC-Red, has developed

a

new

Claude Sweeten made

his

own

studying in Boston
and has played on it continually
violin

while

since 1915.

VOL.

NEW

NO. 94

2,

N. Y..

MOTOR CLUB USING

The Frogs Have IT
Tulsa — Symbolizing

14 MIDWEST STATIONS

—

Chicago Chicago Motor Club has
expanded its radio activities to 14
midwestern stations with a total of
broadcasts a week, believed to
be a record for a local concern. Club
has a dramatized half hour, "On to
Adventure," another 5-minute dramatization, "Voice of Carelessness,"
86

and "Motor Dramas"

WBBM

on

all

Transcriptions

here.

used on a group
ing WIND, Gary;

WMBD,

ton;
ford; WDZ,
Island;

WSBT,

of these are
of stations includ-

Champaign; WCLS,

WFAM

Quincy;
and
South Bend; WTRC, Elkhart,

and WWAE, Hammond. Account is
handled by McJunkin agency with
Vice-President
Frank
Steele
in
charge.

Network Commercial
Originating at

— KOL

work

its

name,

parents.

WROK, RockWHFB, Rock

WTAD,

Seattle
originating

its

Frouge's Department Store here
has two big frogs in the store
front.
Recently the store signed
with KTU1 for a five-day kid
program.
Show,
called
"Old
Frougie," brings supposed bullfrog to the microphone, relating
children's stories.
Yarns concern
adventure of the little frog. Bigeye. And as progruia tieup, giveaway is a frog good-luck charm,
which children may obtain by
coming to the store with their

WJBC, Blooming-

Peoria;
Tuscola;

WDWS,

Joliet;

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

yesterday
first

11,

FIVE CENTS

1937

NAB Regional Meets

Call
CHI.

YORK,

series

KOL
began

of

net-

commercial

programs, with
Refrigeration
& Air Conditioning
Institute of Chicago as sponsor. The
programs, titled "Modern Miracles,"
will be broadcast every Wednesday
at 9:15-9:30 p.m. over the 26 stations
(Continued on Page 2)

Beer Continuing
Through Winter Season

Schlitz

COAXIAL CABLE TEST

TERMED SATISFACTORY
Tests

made Tuesday by

Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers in the
transmission of visual entertainment
from New York to Philadelphia via
A. T. & T.'s experimental coaxial
cable were described as very satisfactory yesterday by Dr. Frank B.
Jewett and Dr. Herbert E. Ives of
Bell Laboratories.
Movies were used for the program,
which was sent from New York to
a screen
inches placed on the
wall in the Bourse Building, Philadelphia. The cable, which can ac-

6x8

(Continued on Page 2)

Special Session May Act
On Gov't Radio Station

AFM Situation

and Many Other Topics

Taken up at Conferences This
Week in Columbus and Spokane

to be

Although

it
is expected that the
contracts will consume a considerable portion of the time, meetings called by two regional groups of
broadcasters for tomorrow and Saturday will be guided by a wide, general agenda taking in numerous probFirst shipment of Ascap's list of
lems confronting the industry. Pa25,000 song titles most used in radio,
cific Northwest Broadcasters' meetcopyrighted
and
non-copyrighted,
ing will be held at Spokane on Satwith the name of the copyright ownurday, and the Ohio Association of
ers given in the former instance, goes
Broadcasters will meet in Columbus
out today.
Composition titles are
tomorrow and Saturday. Both groups
printed on differently colored paper
(Continued on Page 3)
to denote copyrighted works, also
the name of composer and author,
copyright owner and address. Gummed stock is used for pasting each 2-IN-l
title
on a card index system, 10

FIRST SONC TITLE LIST

AFM

BEING SHIPPED BY ASCAP

XMAS PROCRAM

titles

being on each perforated sheet.

Some

2,000,000 individual sheets were
printed.
To date, 236 Ascap licensed stations have applied for the index,

FOR CAMPBELL ON CBS

its Christmas Day CBS program, Campbell Soup will combine
Lionel Barrymore's "Christmas Carol"
which is free. Soon it is hoped to
and the "Hollywood Hotel" programs
have a possible 25,000 additional titles
into one consecutive show, boosting
of every description, whether copythe station list to 78 outlets for this
righted or in public domain with
broadcast. "Hollywood Hotel," ordifull information for the user. Evennarily heard on Friday nights, will
tually the list may total several hunbe cancelled out on Dec. 24 and broaddred thousand titles.

For

(Continued on Page 5)

Wheelock

in

Hollywood

For "Hotel" Conference
West Coast Bureau,

NBC

Gets Exclusive

On

Football Classics

RADIO DAILY

—

NBC will broadcast a play-by-play
Los Angeles L. Ward Wheelock,
president of F. Wallas Armstrong description of the Pasadena "Rose
agency, has arrived here in an effort Bowl" and New Orleans "Sugar
Bowl" football classics on New Year's
Chicago Schlitz Beer has decided bidding by both NBC and World to iron out difficulties and comDay. Games have been signed exultimatum
Wide
promise
the
weekly
Broadcasting
$5,000
for
operation
Co.
to stay on the air through the winter
with sports spot broadcasts on six of the proposed $750,000 government- of Louella Parsons for her continua- clusively by the network. New Orowned radio station, action on the tion on "Hollywood Hotel" after leans game takes the air first over
stations, mostly in the south.
Mc(Continues on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)
the Blue network with the "Rose
Junkin Agency handles the account.
Bowl" game to follow around 5 p.m.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington As a result of recent

—

—

Aviation Stations
Havana
ernments

—Establishment
of stations

by govexclusively to

also equipping of
all
aircraft with two-way radio,
exchange of weau.cr information
by radio and monitor control in
all
types of radio stations has
been ratified by the administrative committee of the Inter-American Radio Conference now in
progress here.
aid

aviation,

McNinch Plann ing Appeal
To Indust ry and Public
Charlotte. N. C. — Frank R. McBrit.-Amer. Productions
Ninch, FCC chairman, will probably
Expands Its Activities make an appeal to the broadcasting

Expansion of activities by British
American Productions Inc. is being
effected by B. Charles-Dean, president, following appointment of representatives in Great Britain, Aus(Continucd on Page 2)

industry and to radio listeners to
give the Commission their fullest cooperation "in order that this most
marvelous discovery of recent times,
as yet in its infancy, may become
one of the most potent and helpful
(Continued on

Page 3)

No FCC Action
Washington Bur.,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington Although the FCC
met en banc for its regular weekly
conference yesterday, no decision
on either the Segal-Smith case or
the question of allocating PanAmerican frequencies was reached,
as far as could be learned last
night.
Hearings on both matters
were held recently.
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service unique in radio was started last week by WJAS, Pittsburgh,
with the broadcasting of a standard "A" tone of 440 cycles per second to
enable music students to tune their instruments to an exact pitch.
The
service, according to Howard E. Clark, station manager, is intended to
aid students who are learning to play an instrument in school and also
those who employ private teachers. The tone also permits anyone having
a piano to determine whether or not it is exactly in tune. Trueness of the
pitch is not affected by condition or age of the radio receiver. Schedule of
the broadcast is Monday through Friday at 4 p.m. and Saturdays at 11 a.m.

is

;
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to
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Originating at
(Continued from Page

of the Don
Pacific Coast.

scribed

and

Lee

1)

network

Shows

will

KOL

ALLEN

H.

Rates Are Set by NBC
For New Canada Outlets

NBC

rates set for the

new Montreal

on the outlets, CBF and CBM, will be $300
be tran- per evening hour for the former and

released over 40 staparts of the TJ. S. and

$240

for

the

latter.

When CBF

is

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
Crosley

Gen.

Radio

Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

Low

in

all

1513^ 150
20
20'/2
91/2

43
8'/8

1511/4
201/2

9V2

9'/2

40l/4

43

1%

8i/8

56

55

56

11

Hl/2

11%

Westinghouse

34
102

9734 IOI1/4

Zenith

22'/2

21

Stewart

Warner
Radio

1/2

221/4

+
+
+
+

li/j
I

/

1

+
+
+

Special Session May Act
Satisfactory
On Gov't Radio Station

Coaxial Cable Test

Termed

V-

437 s

+7-16
IV
V-

6 1/2

IV

CAMPBELL,

another

manager

New

York

of

WXYZ.

visitor.

EIGHMEY, manager of KGLO, Mason
came in from the west yesterday for a

C.

City,

tew days

in

town.

JANE FROMAN and STOOPNACLE and BUDD
spend the coming week in Boston, appearing
in
person at the Metropolitan Theater,
that city.

will

HELEN JOHNSON, conductor of
"School of the Air," is in Chicago
on programs for schools there.

the
CBS
conferring

ington.

Chg.

Close

is

JANE PICKENS, continuing her tour of
used in combination with either CBM
or CFCF, the rate will be $325. Sta- variety houses in the East, opens today at the
Earl Theater, Philadelphia, for one week.
Canada.
tions join the web Sunday.
EMERY DEUTSCH flies in from Detroit to
Schedule is being placed by J. R.
On Dec. 15, CRCT, the NBC Red be guest of honor at Fordham University's
Lunke & Associates of Chicago and and Blue affiliate
Deutsch was a star
in Toronto, will in- Alumni Night program.
Seattle.
Gene Baker, Seattle man- crease its wattage of 50 kw. Sta- member of the Ram's track team during undergraduate days.
ager, is supervising productions in tion's rate will be increased to $300.
CRAZIELLA PARRACA, Cuba's top femme
conjunction with Weco, radio pro- At present it is a 5,000 watter with a
composer and entertainer, off the boat for induction unit of the Lunke firm. New rate of $280.
definite stay in New York.
Her South AmeriWithin the next few days CRCT can broadcasts were sponsored by national
series supports five-minute ETs which
advertisers from U. S.
have been used for the past six will also change its call letters to
FRED BATE, London representative of NBC.
CBL.
months on 50 stations.
arrives today from
Europe aboard the Washtions

Net
High

WGR-WKBW.

manager

town.

in

HARRY TRENNER, commercial manager of
WNBF, Binghamton, was in town yesterday.

F.

Network Commercial

GOMG

and

LOUNSBERRY,

R.

I.

Buffalo,

Detroit,

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United Stales outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5
foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
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(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

commodate 240 simultaneous tele- Celler Bill calling for a pan-American
phone conversations, transmits images station is considered likely at the
of 240 lines, compared to the 441 special session of Congress starting
The interest of the War,
lines which will probably become Nov. 15.
standard, so there was a slight flicker State and Navy departments in hav-

MARION HARRIS

arrives

from England today

on the Washington.

CLEMENT

WATSON,

vice-president

of

J.

Walter Thompson, and MRS. WATSON, return
from Europe today aboard the Washington.

RUSSELL CHAPMAN, secretary of the
G.
Advertising Association of Great Britain, arrives
today from Europe.

MR.
Europe

OSCAR

MRS.

and

STRAUSS

for

sail

today.

MICKEY ALPERT and his orchestra, with
ing such a station established also JANE PICKENS and KATHRYN RAND, leave
Majestic
Dr. Ives said there is no limit to gives impetus to the possibility of for Philadelphia today to open a theater engagement there.
Nat. Union Radio
.1
1
1
the application of the new system, action.
CECIL MASTIN, manager of WNBF, BingOf
various
other
impending
and
but
it
will
be
necessary
to
wait
for
OVER THE COUNTER
hamton, is scheduled to arrive in town today.
the development of television. Dr. threatened radio legislation, there is
Bid
Asked
Jewett explained that the demon- still a likelihood of pressure for a
Stromberg Carlson
71/2
"Lights Out" Moving
stration was not intended to show probe of the FCC and the industry.
an improved television, but merely Measures dealing with copyright,
"Lights Out," the Arch
Chicago
alien artists, wattage tax, stock own- Oboler horror series, has been moved
the possibilities of the new cable.
Brit.-Amer. Productions
ership in radio corporations by FCC from
to WCFL because the
employees, etc., are not expected to RCA "Music As You Like It" series
Its Activities
Starr to Salute Winchell
be considered important enough for has been spotted on
six nights
Martin Starr, on his Sunday night
the special session.
a week from 11:15 to midnight.
program

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
']%
1% 1%

in the pictures projected.

—

WENR

Expands

WENR

WMCA

over
at 8:45-9, will
(Continued from Page 1)
salute Walter Winchell, who returns
tralia and New Zealand.
Facilities to the air that night over
NBC-Blue
have now been set up for the handl- at 9:30-9:45 after a vacation.
R-M-A in Merger
Starr
ing of sales and promotion problems used to
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
work with Winchell on the
for advertisers through radio cam- old New
Los Angeles R-M-A Radio ProYork Graphic.
paigns in these countries as well as
ductions, merged with Charles E.
in the U. S. and Latin-America.
Kerlee & Associates, is now located
Studin Back on Job
Charles S. Pearsall, sales and merDaniel C. Studin, executive vice- at 4350 Beverly Blvd.
chandising executive, is now asso- president of Star Radio Programs,
ciated with B.A.P. as vice-president. has returned to his office after a
Henry and Jerome Celebrate
Additional personnel starting this week's illness.
Topeka, Kan. Henry and Jerome
week includes Arthur R. Learey,
(Henry Peters and Jerome DeBord)
recently executive with Tested SellHot Shots to Hollywood
today celebrate their ninth annivering Inc., who will be in charge of
Chicago
Hoosier Hot Shots of sary as a team of radio entertainers.
broadcast-merchandising department, WLS and the
National Barn Dance They have appeared on stations
and Irving J. Henry advertising ex- leave Saturday
for Hollywood to throughout the country and are now
ecutive, as sales manager for radio
make two pictures for Republic and at WIBW here.
campaigns.
to appear as guests on several western radio shows. In first picture,
Max Terhune, formerly at WLS, will
play the lead.

THE CLIMAX OF A

—

AD

—

—

,

\

Ohowmanship,
Craig X Hollingbery Inc

Ahf//?eas.

Princess Pat to Recess
Chicago Princess Pat takes "Pat

—

and Hank" serial off WMAQ from
Thanksgiving to Jan. 1. Future plans
indefinite.
McJunkin is the agency.

Monday

a perfect

expertly

.

.

.

made and

promptly delivered.

thru Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

is

engraving

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
OF THE 111?

,A for

.

BOSTON

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

COIumbui

5 -6741
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NEW PCOeCAMS-IDEAX

NAB REGIONAL PARLEYS

NcNINCH PLANNING APPEAL

TO INDUSTRY AND PUBLIC
(.Continued from

KDKA

Page

Western Dramas

1)
"Under Western Skies" is the title
membership. of a new series of dramatic producAgenda includes: Talks on 1937 tions to be presented by KDKA,
Problems of a Broadcaster; Value Pittsburgh, at 9 p.m. each Wednesday,

are comprised of

NAB

of a State Organization;

Resume

of

Copyright Problems; Sales Talk on
Bureau of Copyrights Trans-

NAB

cription

Library;

AFM

Contracts;

bringing to radio listeners a new type
of gripping, thrilling shows.
They will be presented under the
personal direction of Derby Sproul,
author and production expert, who

curtains, will be furnished by a 15piece orchestra.
Variety also will mark the series.
They are definitely not revivals of
old "meller drammers." Instead they
will run from mystery to comedy,
mining, railroad, forestry service,
ranch life and kindred subjects.

Show Finds Work for 90%
Work has been found for 90 per
from KOA, Denver,
of a 100 Watt Station;
with A. E. Nelson, manager of KDKA, cent of the jobless persons interSherman Anti-Trust Act and the a few weeks ago. Derby wrote some viewed on Karl Zomar's "Love Thy
FCC; Radio and Newspapers; What of the plays that will be broadcast Neighbor," over KWTO, Springfield,
Should the NAB do for its Members, in this series. The others he adapted Mo., the station reports.
Special show for rural dwellers,
and similar questions.
He will select and refor radio.
featuring market, agricultural and
It is also expected that the prob- hearse the casts and promises plenty
general news, also has met with
lems taken up will aid in the reor- of mystery and adventure.
Signing on at 5 a.m.,
first production, Sproul has notable success.
For
the
ganization plans now being worked
selected "The Phantom Wolf," which show is said to draw mail from all
on by Phil Loucks, and that the Redeals with the adventures of a hunter over the country.
organization Committee will be in a for the United
Biological
States
position to call a membership meet- Survey, and his efforts to trap or
Telephone Number Puzzler
ing in January, as planned at the shoot a huge killer wolf. The story
Telephone numbers, "planted" in
recent special convention here last has the super-natural angle, so com- a puzzler program, are convincing
month.
mon to stories dug out of the moun- skeptical prospects these days of a
tain country, which makes this true ready audience over KCMC, TexProblems
Problems

of

a

50

Kilowatt Station;

came

KDKA

to

(Continued from Page 1)

influences in the United States." This
was revealed by the former Charlotte
mayor in the course of a radio talk
over
the other night when he
made his first radio appearance since

WBT

assuming the FCC chairmanship.
Arrangements for the talk were
made by William A. Schudt Jr.,
general manager of the CBS outlet,
and it was in the nature of a "welcome home" broadcast, with Mayor
Ben E. Douglas interviewing the
FCC head. McNinch spoke extemporaneously, showing no mike fright.
McNinch would not go into details
about plans for changes in the FCC.
declaring that he was still busily
engaged in going over matters with
his associates on the Commission.
He stated, however, that the work
would take a good deal longer than
three months, and possibly more than
six months, and consequently he does
not expect to return to his Federal
Power Commission post until at least
the middle of next year.
He commended "a great deal of
the programs now on the air," but
said no progress is made when "we
find ourselves satisfied
with that

arkana, Texas. Occasionally, station
story stranger than fiction.
Each of the stories in the "Under selects number of such a prospect
For
Celebration Western Skies" series will be com- and "hides" it in the daily 30-min.
plete in itself. It is not a serial. The airing which carries the stunt. LisRochester, N.
spent a average cast will run about 10 people teners must catch this number, and which is."
hectic but happy week in celebra- with two or three sound effects men, one turning in neatest, most comtion of the completion of its expan- and this casting will open a new op- plete and cleverest arrangement of
Eldred on
Publicity
sion program. Some 20,000 enthusi- portunity for Pittsburgh dramatic numbers, and name of businesses to
Milwaukee
Harry Eldred, for
musical
which
numbers
belong,
cash
talent.
Opening
and
closing
gets
astic
fans came to the studios
several years script writer-actor with
Program is on participation WTMJ, The Milwaukee Journal
selections, appropriate to the different prize.
to be guided personally through the
stabasis.
musical
stories,
and
numbers
for
the
entirely new layout by members of
tion, has been appointed publicity
the staff.
director of that organization. Eldred
Seward Mentioned for Court
Johnson's
now possesses the very
was formerly in a similar capacity
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
latest in
equipment, some of the "Social Disease" Broadcast
with Shubert Theater Corp. and was
Washington
Name
of Judge T. W.
most beautiful studios in the country,
at one time with J. Walter Thompson
Seward, an attorney for the past Co.
and in fact everything the modern
Three minutes before broadcast several years with the FCC, is being
radio station requires.
Each day of the week's celebration time last night, NBC turned thumbs prominently mentioned as one likely
Woolfe Leaves for Coast
was set aside as a salute to some down on General Hugh S. Johnson's
Philadelphia— Leroy Woolfe,
to be appointed to one of the two
different phase of Rochester life. Bromo-Quinine script which intended
engineer will leave shortly for the
vacancies in the U. S. Court of coast and a new position with a
Monday was set aside as a salute to to discuss social diseases.
Lenox
R.
the schools and high school students
western outfit.
Appeals.
ran the whole works from presiding Lohr, NBC president, gave the order
in the vice-president's chair to broad- which forced the General to cancel
casting everything throughout the his Blue network, 10-10: 15 p.m. proentire day. Tuesday was a salute to
gram. Piano and orchestra was used
Out-of-town Neighbors, with State
as a fill-in.
officials speaking and an ama-

20,000

Fans Turn Out

WHEC

Y—WHEC

WTMJ

—

WHEC

NBC Bans Gen.

WHEC

—

WDAS

Grange
The General later went on the air
show with town talent excluThe remaining days of the and said, "I came to the studio presively.
week saluted Civic Organizations pared with a speech in support of
Business and Industry, Culture and
the U. S. Public Health Service
Churches, with special programs on

teur

crusade against social diseases. A
admitted as one of the few minutes before I was to go on
biggest accomplishments in the sta- the air, I was informed that the dishistory, the celebration not cussion was not in accord with the
tion's
created
an
unprecedented policies of NBC."
only
amount of invaluable publicity for
NBC statement later explained that
the station, but, judged by letters
they did not approve of the script,
of appreciation from listeners, resulted in profitable entertainment which discussed in detail the ravages
for WHEC's ever-increasing audi- of social diseases, early in the evening but could not locate Johnson
before his arrival at the studio, too
late for a substitute script to be pre-

each day.

Openly

LUCILLE
"2 voices

pared.

with the war on social diseases, but
as yet has found no way for radio
to contribute to this campaign without embarrassing the family group.
Text of talk was distributed to

Just Completed Fifth Record-Breaking
Town
pearance with Walter 0'Keefe

—

ApHall

Arrangements by Lanny Grey
6timesw'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. EST

Management

NBC

AND LANNY
and a pianny"

NBC

Artists

Service

the press.

is

in

entire

sympathy

4
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AGENCIES
MARGE

Dameral)
of
"Myrt and Marge." on "On Broadway," Nov. 14 (NBC-Blue, 3 p.m.)
MILTON HERTH, on Buddy Clark
program, tonight (CBS, 10 p.m.)

ADELE ROWLAND, EDDIE NUGENT, BARTLETT SIMMONS and
MILDRED HALLAN. on ChamberBrown

lain

(WMCA,

McJUNKIN
ADVERTISING
AGENCY, Chicago, has landed the

(Donna

Nov.

program,

1:15

15.

p.m.)

EVELYNE VERNON

dance
team of Vernon and Vernon, on
Strickland's
"Kitchen
G1enna
Kapers," Nov. 12 (WNEW, 11 a.m.)
MARJORIE LAWRENCE, Metropolitan opera singer, on "Your Hit
Parade," Nov. 20 (CBS, 10 p.m.)
of the

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN,

Polish pian-

makes debut as soloist with New
York Philharmonic Symphony or-

ist,

(CBS, 3 p.m.).
CHARLES KULLMAN, on Ford
Sunday Evening Hour, Nov. 21 (CBS,

chestra, Nov. 21

9 p.m.).

VAN CAMPEN HEILNER, ichthyolAmerican Museum of Natural
History, on "New Horizons," Nov.

Lowden Packing
Dinner)

after first of year.

•

•

•

sonality

H. Lord will throw in the "sponge" as a radio per-

Phillips

around the

the

of

first

year

— and

stick

to

owning shows besides

attempting a sfab at flickers .... Paul Specht. former bandleader, will join

CRA

as a salesman .... George Price will pack up his bag of radio tricks

1
Phil Regan has commissioned Curtis & Allen to go out
and get some "p.a.'s" for him pronto .... Leon Navara's crew remains at
the Hollywood and Helen Morgan has a two-week contract with options
there .... After his clickeroo on Tuesday's CBShow, Barry Wood was signed
for some Chevrolet transcriptions .... "Swing Session." with Leith Stevens
beating it out on the baton, booked into Loew's State Dec. 9
"Tales of
Tin Pan Alley." featuring J. Fred Coots, will take the air via WMCA in

before Dec.

.

.

.

.

.

Ian .... Harry
the

fourth

will

Davies and Ed Wiener

Swor and Lubin are

.

.

because he takes the "Hit Parade" baton Sat. for
be feted at Leon & Eddie's Sunday nite .... Harry

Salter,

time,

.

handle accounts

will

set for

a

shot on the

NBC

jointly

beginning today.

.

.

.

show

television experiment

Monday .... Richard Himber does an RCA-Victor show next week....
Dorothy Howe is now singing with Eddie Lane's band at the Hotel
Governor Clinton .... Tommy Dorsey will do two pictures when he reaches
the coast
with the Kool show emanating from there .... Asked to name
10 great men in the world, John Canning, Jr., wrote: "Chicago Cubs, 9

—

Charlie McCarthy,

1!".

.

.Well,

.

it's

anyway.

clean,

ogist,

22

Wally Porterfield, who handles jour of KFRU's seven
from the Columbia, Mo., studios, is proud of the
fact he's been an honest-to-goodness "bum" for three months of
each of the past five years ... .While at college, he spent his summers studying the life of the Hobo, riding freight trains, washing
his clothes in country creeks and sleeping under the stars ... .From
his observation in life, he's written a play about one of his best
hobo friends, called "Jesus Jones".

•

CKY

Santa Claus returns tomorrow to
CKY in Winnipeg. And the
Manitoba Telephone System is getting ready for the avalanche. Last
year, records show, Santa brought
in a total of 77,890 telephone calls
station

from

listeners, voting for their favorite performers. In two hours on
the evening of the final program,
27,000 calls were registered.

•

School Interviews
"Young America Speaks," a program consisting of interviews with

new

five-weekly

soon to be scheduled by KSD, St.
Interviews will be devoted
Louis.
to one school each day. Shots will
be short-waved to station, which has
arranged hook-up to cutting head
of the recording apparatus to make
instantaneous transcription for broadcast later.

•

daily newscasts

•

a

WADSWORTH

WALKER

&

INC.

the agency for Pride of the Farm,
Bridgeton, N. J., makers of tomato
ketchups, who plan a test newspaper
is

campaign

after

lapse

a

nearly

of

ten >ears.

EMIL BRISACHER, San

Francisco,

has been reappointed to handle the
advertising of Cadaco Ltd., Oakland,
makers of games.

WESG,

Elmira, N.

Y.

Six contests for which both merchandise and cash prizes are being
given to listeners of WESG are under
sponsorship of Bern & Co. (furniture)
(gasoline), Kobaker (furniSheehan - Dean (department
store), Columbia Broadcasting Co.
(poetry) and Atlantic Refining Co.
Almost 700 student announcers at
,

Santa Claus Back on

is

CHARLES W. HOYT CO. has been
appointed to handle the account of
Phillips & Benjamin Co., Waterbury,
Conn. (Stera-Kleen a denture cleaner and Staze for holding false teeth).

Rotizol
ture)

(CBS, 6:15 p.m.).

school children,

Co. account (Doggy
Radio under consideration

.

•

•

Eddy Duchin

quits his

tion of 13- week period to concentrate

Hopper's Coke commercial on expira-

on the Elizabeth Arden show, which

has been renewed .... Adele Miller has resigned from Jean V. Grombach
to

handle "Dear Teacher" Madeline Gray .... Crawford publishes the

first

many years written by De Sylva, Brown and Henderson, called
a Sweet Old Gent and a Quaint Old Lady" .... Mickey Alpert and
his band with Jane Pickens and Kathryn Rand open a vaudeville engagement tomorrow at the Earle in Philly, which will be followed by five more
weeks of vaudeville for Alpert .... Vicki Joyce, Zeke Manners' kid sister,
is appearing at Maxie Rosenbloom's cafe on the coast.... Ann Brae who
had the "Mr. and Mrs." script show on the air ten years ago, is reviving
.WINS inaugurates a "Treasure
it with Art Dickson handling the male lead.
Hunt" Sunday which will feature Elsa Maxwell, who will give the rules
song

in

"Just

.

WFBL, Syracuse
Concentrating on
late - evening
hours for local commercials, WFBL
has added another weekly half-hour
sponsored by Syracuse Savings Bank.
WFBL sponsors a Sunday night
bowling league and carries a quarterhour broadcast from the alleys, giving commercial names of the teams.

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

scavengers .... Lester Lee plans producing a play called "His Honor,
The Judge" .... Mrs. F.D.R. sent a letter of praise to Warden Lewis E.
Lawes for his swell air show. .. .Replacements in the Ed Wynn show
for the

will

be

settled

tomorrow with Hannah Williams and Kay Thompson said
.Henry Spitzer denies the story that Irene Gallagher

to

be ready

is

business head of Crawford.

•

•

•

to depart.

.

.

Announcer Ed Schaughency

of

KDKA,

Pittsburgh, gives

Chonsy, Jonsee, Shunsy, Chaunchey and Chuncie.

the linotyper for his job on this.... Alan Courtney,

"Nyles Barry" even

if

WNEW

.

U. of P. game at Philadelphia, WESG
originates all of the Cornell University football games being carried
over a wide net by Atlantic Refining.

A new
wide

civic

commercial program with
interest,

Sunday afternoon,
Choral

is

broadcast every
the Elmira Civic

composed of
from a local church.

Society

voices, aired

WFMB,

150

Indianapolis

John

Holtman, recent grad of
returns to announce Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace's portion of broadcast for NBC's
"National Farm & Home Hour," from

WFBM,

Tomlinson

Hall.

Arthur Jordon Conservatory of
Music broadcasts weekly series over

WFBM

using talented studes for enPrograms are directed
tertainment.

.

Is

Your Family Worth

the

Price of an Old Car?

.Pity

emcee,

Will be called
of boy Tuesday.
he gets a commercial in years to come.

was presented with a bundle

new American Tobacco Co.
newscast which is now being carried
by WESG, one of two stations testing
the new Lucky Strike show. Fifteen
voices were selected, transcribed and
sent to the final judges in New York.
With exception of the Dartmouth
game at Hanover, N. H., and the

by Walter Hickman.

fans trouble with his monicker. Letters arrive addressed to him as:
Schauncy, Chauncy, Shonsy, Shantsy, Shontz, Shantsy, Shaughnessy,
Shatze,

Cornell University took audition tests
for the

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK

<
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CCCHESTCAS- MUSIC
Operate Transcription Booth
Only

displaying at recent

station

KMOX

#

I •

#

C. C.

4CTIVITIEI

to an audience over WHO.
are concentrating on Texas and Rubinoff was in Des Moines for a
the South in their current tour of concert, in which Margaret Daum
APPLICATIONS GRANTED
one-nighters. Tonight they will play and the piano team of Fray and BragWDRC Inc., mobile, area of Hartford.
Conn.,
giotti
also
CP for new relay station, IS watts.
took
part.
at the Palm Isle Club, Longview,
Mason City Globe-Gazette, mobile, area
Tex.; Friday at the Baker Hotel,
of Mason City, la., CP for relay station, 125
Rita Rio and her all-girl orchestra watts; also CP for new relay station, 2 watts.
Dallas; Saturday at the University
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.,
of Texas, Austin, and Sunday at the have been set by Stan Zucker, genNashville, CP for new experimental broadOklahoma University Club, Okla- eral manager of CRA, to play the cast
300,000, 330,000 and 360,000
RKO Palace Theater, Cleveland, kc, 15station,
homa City.
watts; also license for same.
week of Nov. 19, with the Oriental
SET FOR HEARING
Under Abe Lyman's direction, his Theater, Chicago, to follow. Zucker
Y. W. Scarborough and J. W. Orvin.
reports
increasing
an
demand
for
Charleston,
S.
C, amended CP for new
staff has just completed orchestrations
more than 100 selections "name" radio orchestras as stage at- station.

FIELDS and

SHEP

his

He spoke

orchestra

Louis Food Show,
provided one of the most talked-about
features at the affair with a booth
plugging station's clients and drawing in the crowds with portable
recording demonstration.
Page in
uniform distributed cards to visitors
asking them to fill in their names,
with other information. Twice daily,
five of these cards were selected,
and the owners interviewed for three
of
minutes for 12" record. Record was
Amarillo Broadcasting Co., Amarillo, Tex..
tractions. Barney Rapp and his New
played back, and given to person never before heard on the air as Englanders play
a week at Keith's CP for new station.
interviewed in a handsome cello- waltzes. Some have never been played Theater, Indianapolis,
WKEU, Griffin, Ga., authority to move
starting Nov.
station
to
Macon and make equipment
phane envelope on which his name for radio audiences in any form, but
12, and Jack Denny's orchestra plays changes.
musty
since
the
have
lain
in
files
was inscribed.
the
Criterion
Theater,
OkFred B. Fitch, Thumb Broadcasting Co..
turn of the century. The Lyman staff a night at
Sandusky, Mich., CP for new station.
has resurrected these numbers for lahoma City, Nov. 15.
St.

List

New

introduction on
Attractions
Time" series.
Carlson, promotion man-

Emmons
WENR, NBC-Blue

ager of
Chicago,

outlet in

recently

issued a graphic
folder for station titled "Latchstrings
Are Always Out at WENR." Attractive job listed station's main offerings
but suffered by loss of Ben Bernie
and Zenith Radio attractions, both
scratched right after folder was
printed.

the

NBC

Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp., Denver,

"Waltz

Milton Herth will be heard again CP for new station.
Pinellas Broadcasting Co., St. Petersburg,
this Sunday at 11 a.m. with WNEW's
"Sunday Swing Concert" conducted Fla., CP for new station.
Broadcasting Corp., Norfolk, CP
Dave Rubinoff broke his usual rule by Martin Block from the Criterion forColonial
new station.
against talking on the air when he Theater, with Merle Pitt's band and
Fla. West Coast Broadcasting Co., Clearwas in Des Moines the other day. guest talent.
water, Fla., CP for new station.
Joe L. Smith Jr., Beckley, W. Va., CP
1

Xmas Program

2-in-l

For Campbell on

Wheelock

Hollywood
For "Hotel" Conference

CBS

(Continued from Page 1)
cast the following afternoon, 4-5:45

Adventure Club

Sells

Milk

p.m.
"Hotel" takes the first hour, with
juvenile radio Adventure Club,
sponsored three times weekly for Lionel Barrymore taking the remainsupper-time play-off by Salt Lake ing 45-minutes for a dramatization of
Milk Producers Association over KSL, Scrooge. This will make the third
Campbell has
season
Salt Lake City, is drawing record consecutive
response.
Produced by Stevens & sponsored Barrymore in the role. He
Wallis Agency, show features Frank has a contract with Campbell for five
years.
F. Wallis Armstrong, PhilaFarrell's Adventures. Saturday pardelphia, has the account.
ties and other special events are also
part of program, in which local
KSL, Salt Lake City
theaters, sporting arenas, and youth
Earl J. Glade Jr., managing direcleaders cooperate. Parties have attracted 25,000 in Salt Lake City. tor, was regional victor in a recent
nationwide Kodak snapshot contest.
Milk bottle caps for admission.
His subject was "Kiddies' Kapers in
a Kitchen."
In addition to 18 spots weekly,

A

NEW

BUSINESS

Ives,

pro-

Bell.

WNEW, New

York: Nostane Products
Believe
Ballroom,"
Adv. Corp.
WHO, Des Moines: Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn
Co., weekly
news review, through R. J.
(Minervite),

through

"Make

Schillin

Potts Co.

KLS,

Salt

Lake

City:

Vaseline
Products;
Nurseries.

Zenith
Radio;
Gold;
Gardner

Old

Gene Halliday, musical director at
KSL, Salt Lake City, has set the
following winter's sustaining schedule:
"Peggy and Her Pals," produced by Fred G. Taylor Jr.; "Everlasting Melodies," with William Post,

produced by Frances Os"Bob Saunders Music," remotes handled by Russell Stewart;
Delta, Utah Burnston & Kurhe "The Death Watch Series," produced
Construction Co. has been awarded by Josephine Goff, and "Sunday
contract for a federal radio station Evening on Temple Square," from
baritone,

Building

New

Station

borne;

—

here.
days.

Completion

is

(Continued from Page

Jan.

expected in 60 historic

(Socony -Vacuum)

Placed

by

J.

over

Stirling

Getchell

WFAS

The Definite Gateway

WESTCHESTER

to

Currently

1)

drawing

$2,250

and recruiting picture talent from

station.

Madison Broadcasting

CP

new

for

Co.,

Madison. Wis..

station.

Sam

Klaver and Nathan Belzer, Great
Western
Broadcasting
Co.,
Omaha, CP.
amended, for new station.
Brenau
College,
Gainesville,
Ga.,
CP,
amended, for new station.

E. DeVore Andres and Mrs. Annie L.
various studios gratis, Miss Parsons Andrews, Greater Greenwood Broadcasting
reported asking upped stipend to Station, Greenwood, S. C, CP for new station.
be able to reimburse actors with
Broadcasting Co., Covington, La.,
more than a case of Campbell's soup, CP,Southern
amended, for new station.
and present arrangement gives sponPiedmont Broadcasting Corp., Salisbury,
sor cheapest possible big time show N. C, CP for new station.
which will be difficult to continue
Constitution Publishing Co., Atlanta, CP
with talent from two major studios for new station.
L.
B. McCormick, Greenville, N. C. CP
now unavailable because of direct
for new station.
radio affiliations.
State Broadcasting Corp., Gretna, La., CP
for new station.
is

Roberts as Actor-Announcer
Kenneth Roberts, CBS staff announcer, who has made guest appearances on Al Pearce's "Watch the
Fun Go By," has been set by Colum-

Mormon

Tabernacle.

bia Artists for a permanent spot on
the show in dual role of actor-an-

Conn.
for

State

new high

College,

freq.

Conn..

Storrs,
station.

CP

RICHMOND

Ferrin. usual conductor of the "Dudley Radio Carollers"
on the Yankee Network, presents a
special program for WICC production Sunday at 8 a.m., with Musical

Director F. Carleton Booth assisting,
and the Brown Sisters Ethel, Dorothy and Lorraine.

—

T.

Lucy, g.m. of

a brief talk

mother.

University
of
Richmond Radio
Artists Signs 2
Management contracts with Colum- Guild has started a weekly religious
bia Artists have been signed by series over WRTD. Guild also has
Buddy Clark, baritone, heard on a Friday variety show.
"Your Hit Parade" and "Buddy
Clark Entertains," and Nan Wynn,
heard on Ray Block's "Varieties"
and "Metropolitan Parade."

Dyer Gets

RCA

Post
Walter H. Dyer has been appointed

manager

RCA

the auto radio division
Manufacturing Co.
of

WICC, Bridgeport
Howard W.

C.

Columbia

of

-YALE GAMES-

1.

new

for

WRVA. gave
on Tuesday night's 12th
anniversary program of the station.
nouncer.
Lyn Murray's Chorus, Lucy has been with WRVA the entwice guest-starred, also gets weekly tire 12 years.
James Whitely of the Joe Brown
"Pinto Pete" series. Campaign will spot in the program, both assign"Opportunity Night" program on
be tied in with Bigelow-Weavers ments starting Nov. 16. Show goes
WMBG is mourning the death of his
on Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
Producers.

WMCA: Horowitz & Margareten (Matzohs), Boyle Furniture winter schedule in"Songs of Israel," program, through Adver- cludes three quarter-hour shows a
tisers
Broadcasting;
Procter
& Gamble week using "Friendly Philosopher,"
(Camay), spots, through Pedlar & Ryan;
Gus Farney at the organ, and the
Carol Pharmaceutical Co., Anice
gram, through C. Frederick

in

frahk
DrfEZ
A
-A.

JOHN
An

B.

HATCH ASSOCIATES

agency serving a N.

E. clien-

Specializing in radio broadcast advertising.

tele.

581

(Send for booklet)
Boylston Street,
Boston,

Commonwealth 0466

Mass.

A. A.

Jk.

CUSTOM CLOTHES
46 WEST 48

It's
a
feeling

really

dressed
times Fine imported materials
smartly tailored
will
give you
that feeling

know.

been
some
ST.

NEW YORK
•
BRyant 9-9746

great
to
be
well
all
at

best

We

We
have

dressing
the
of

known Ra-

Stage and
Screen
artists
for years
Suits
dio,

priced
up.

$6500
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Programs That Have Made History

/

KVOO's "Sunday
afternoons
Oklahoma
ON—Sunday radio
— the "Sunday
in

MacDONALD's

JEANETTE

fan
mail shows a 60 per cent prefer-

ence for light opera and musical romances, 10 per cent for Gilbert &
Sullivan melodies and not a single
request for swing or syncopated
rhythms.
Miss MacDonald, busy with picture
work, will be missing on next SunNadine
day's "Vick's Open House."
Conner will be in her place, with
Wilbur Evans singing opposite.
Josef Pasternack, musical conductor for the Vick show, has a new
technique in accompanying radio
singers. He plays the piano standing
up.

Howard

Swart, author of
is taking scripting jobs
for delivery in 1955 by the writing
team of Swart and Swart. Howard,

Newlyweds,"

weighed

in last

week

at 6 lbs.

and

confining his present
activities to the sound effects depart11

oz.,

but

is

ment.

The Inglewood Evening High School
Radio Guild returns to the air via
KEHE in a new dramatic series
written by Elizabeth Goudy and Wilson Power. Program, sponsored by
superintendent of
Clifton,
A.
R.
county schools, is heard on Saturday
nights at 7:15-7:30.

KFRU,

it's

it's

Afternoon Social."
This program, which is written and
produced in the studios of KVOO,
Tulsa, has been on the air for more
than a year, and during this time has
built an enviable audience. Carried
as a sustainer on Saturday nights,
under the title of "Saturday Night

at

Oklahoma

considering
other

Columbia, Mo.

Program Director George Guyan

is

ST.

Oklahoma

several

CECIL UNDERWOOD,
Fibber

producer of

McGee and

Molly, flew
to Hollywood on business Tuesday.
Expects to return Sunday in time to
handle the next show.

First

—

—

WEW

WHN

WHN

of

of

outlets.

NEW ORLEANS

LOUIS
KMOX

Phillips,
continuity
chief, is back at the station after a
six-month leave.

scaffold

WLW.

WDNC, Durham,
Al Harding has

N. C.

WCCO,

shortly to inter-

(painter's)

view workers on a hotel remodeling
job here over

SAN FRANCISCO

studios

with the sponsor

addition

plimented her on her impersonations.
"Today's Children" will originate
meeting of the Southern Conference a group of southern unions in New York tomorrow. Gale Page
belonging to the AFM will be held and Irna Phillips, two headliners of
Due to heavy commercial schedule, here Sunday, with A. M. Lessem, sec- the show, are going to New York
KMOX has extended sign-off to 12:30 retary of the Memphis Local, presid- shopping this week-end.
Problems confronting locals in
ing.
Vivian della Chiesa, NBC soprano,
a.m., an extra quarter-hour.
the south, such as wage differentials, sings at Hammond, Nov. 22; BurlingCo-sponsorship of all local football
will be taken up, with most of the ton, la.', Dec. 8, and Janesville, Dec.
is proving profgames through
attention expected to be devoted to 13.
itable to both sponsors and station.
night clubs and radio.
Everett Mitchell, senior NBC anSponsors are Hamlin Mfg. Co. (SafJimmie Willson is readying a half nouncer, to emcee Travel Club meetOld
Adam
Hat
Stores
and
T-Shav),
hour show to be entitled "Deep ing at Stevens Hotel on Nov. 28.
Vienna Products Co.
R. V. MacDonald, local appliance South." It will feature negro spirisales manager for Gen'l Electric, has tuals and a negro parson and is to
WHO, Des Moines
been shifted to Dallas, with B. C. be disked shortly to offer ad agencies
Bowe, district manager of radio sales, as a commercial.
Reed Snyder, engineer, has been
Henry Dupre will take to the pasing out cigars and candy. It's
succeeding him here.

Paul

regular correspondence
KSD has resumed airing its Washwith hundreds of foreign missionaires
ington University series of informato obtain material for a weekly worldtive talks by faculty members.
wide travelog program.
Ranger,
who
started
new
Texas
a
commercial from here recently, spent
three
days writing postcards to
Another break for young maestro
friends and fans about his new show.
When Wallace Mosier, continuity Paul Martin of NBC is the series of
him at
chief, has to explain why continuities 5 t. c. shows arranged for
are handed in late for deadlines, he 7-7:30 p.m. (PST) over the Blue
must explain to Mrs. Mosier, who is net starting last Friday. "The Three
Cheers" handled the vocal assigntraffic manager of the station.
ment.
Beryl Cameron, NBC contralto, has
Opens Air Debates
started a course of dramatic lessons.
First of a weekly series of radio
Dude Martin, KSFO cowboy star
debates will be broadcast Sunday
and bandleader, has moved his home
at 10-10:30 a.m. over WHN, with
Oakland.
New York University and the Uni- to Elsie Robinson, well known newsversity of Cincinnati arguing the
paper syndicate columnist, makes
N.E.A.
proposition
on unicameral her bow as guest author on "I Want
legislation.
N.Y.U. debaters will be
A Divorce," next Sunday over Paciin
studios, while their oppofic Coast NBC-Red Network.
nents will speak from the Cincinestablishing

nati

City,

the

The musical comedy and variety
show is written and produced by
Announcer Trafton Robertson, who
is assisted by Toby Nevius, a forJoan Blaine arrived from New York
mer stage comedian. The program is and is recording several auditions
typically old-fashioned and of the
at RCA for a Lord & Thomas prosTwenty-seven pect.
Social," the show was recently sold country social type.
automobile supply concern. persons make up the cast for the
to an
Jay Sims, announcer of "Arnold
The sponsor demanded that it be pre- production, with guest artists on vari- Grimm's Daughter" received a brokoccasions.
ous
sented on Sunday afternoons, with
en shoulder in a motor crash and is
Pictures and large signs advertising confined
the result that it has gained an even
to Illinois Masonic hospital.
greater audience than that held on the show were recently displayed in
Cecil Roy of "Kaltenmeyer's KinSaturday nights. The show is now the sponsor's fifty-six stores in Okla- dergarten" passing out chocolates she
produced at KVOO, and fed to WKY homa.
received from a fan, Joan Crawford
"The
of Hollywood. Miss Crawford com-

—

Jr.,

if

Chicaner

Afternoon Social"

WWL.

Louie,

Al Clauser, manager of the cowboy
is
another recent papa, the
newcomer being a boy.
Mrs. Marguerite Moody is the latband,

LOUISVILLE
Sam, Gil and
have left WHAS

a girl.

vocal

trio,

est addition to the office force.

after airing for six

"Headlines of the News," summary
years over station.
They appeared of the week's important events, is
on Renfro Valley Barn Dance over being presented by H. R. Gross,
last Saturday.
news editor, sponsored by Pioneer

WLW

Sherman has been appointed Hi-Bred Corn Co.
WGRC, New AlLouisiana Lou and Jerry Smith
bany, and heads the mike staff at are now heard daily at 5 p.m. on
Bill

chief announcer of

the Louisville studios.

the

"Sunset

Corners

Opry,"

spon-

"The Jewel Box," a Sunday after- sored by Drug Trades.
noon feature over WAVE, began new
13-week series, for the fourth succesWBAL Plugs "Our Baltimore"
sive year. Featured vocalist is Doris

—

Grisanti, contralto.

WAVE

Clifford Shaw,
pianist and
assistant program director, has turned
composer. Two of his compositions
are in the hands of a prominent concert accompanist, and will be heard
shortly on a major network.

Baltimore
WBAL, Baltimore, is
using a full page advertisement in
Baltimore,
Association
of
official
Commerce publication, to boost its
"Our Baltimore" program, stressing
its use in connection with holiday
business.

Programs

consist

of

in-

formal tours of plants and other
Minneapolis.
establishments with a WBAL microvacation visiting his
Minneapolis girl.
phone. The advertisement includes
brother Bill (WAVE announcer) and
Jack Payton and his xylophone
a long list of the companies that
his parents.
and vibraharp, with Art Dowling at
have made use of the program.
the piano, are being featured on the
left to join

Ford Bond,
He recently married a
a few days

B
Greetings from Radio Daily
November

11

Joe Penner
Henry Brown
Henry Shope

NBC

announcer, spent

"Melody Magic" thrice weekly mornfor
Durham Public Margaret Daum Resumes Series
ing program
Margaret
Daum, Metropolitan
Service Co.
"Bing Time", popular Sunday show opera soprano, returns to CBS on
sponsored by Sears-Roebuck the past Nov. 19 at 6-6:30 p.m. to resume her
season, is now being sponsored by series of weekly concerts which was
Elkins Motor Sales Co. Transcribed interrupted when she went to St.
voice of Ted Husing delivers the com- Louis and other cities to appear with
mercials.

RubinofT.

AL DONAHUE
and

his

orchestra

at the

RAINBOW ROOM
For Full und Winter Season
Fourth

Return

Engagement

Thursday, November

11,
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STATIONS Or AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

*

Radio Stations

S.

Reviews
KTOK—Oklahoma

"The Literary Forum"
New series presented by the

kilocycles

1370

Radio

HAROLD

— 100

City

watts

HOUGH,

President
V.
Federal Theater
in cooperation with New York UniLEE, General
versity over
and the
Line on Tuesdays at 9-9:30 p.m., is KTOK, Oklahoma City's newest radio outlet, owned by Oklahoma Broadcasting Co.,
But its
Inc., has already established a name for itself as an enterprising station.
a very intelligent dramatized review
was first established as KGFG and shared
It
of a best-seller. The latter has been history has plenty of complications.
Then KCRC moved to another frequency
Hme with KCRC on 1370 kilocycles.
doing this type of show for short
and KGFG became sole holder of the spot, still on a part-time basis. Harold Hough,
periods each season for the past treasurer of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram and general manager of the Star-Telegram's
three years, but this inaugurates the stations, WBAP and KGKO, bought KTOK for his own. November 4, 1936. It inaugurated
current series on
and its affi- full-time service with the new call letters in March. 1937, from new studios in its
own new building at 1800 West Main in Oklahoma City. The studios are completely
liated
Line. Program consists
modern in every detail, using a new RCA transmitter and 210 foot Lehigh vertical
of discussions of new books and antenna which is located near the KTOK building.
dramatizations of the most typical
KTOK's primary coverage embraces seven Oklahoma counties on .5m/m contour,
episodes by Federal Theater actors.
wherein 15.38 per cent of the State's population is concentrated. The Primarea market
Opening show held a discussion be- of the station includes 24.09 per cent of the state's retail sales and $219,104,000
Division of the

WPA

Manager

JOSEPH W.

WLW

WHN

WHN

WLW

tween Prof. Homer A. Watt, chair- effective buying income. There are 305,340 potential radio listeners in 72,700 radio
of the English Department of families. This embraces a large percentage of the 94,290 families in the area.
N.Y.U.'s Washington Square College,
As key station of the Oklahoma Network of eight stations, also affiliated with
and Dr. Younghill Kang, on the lat- MBS, KTOK has presented many unusual programs, one among these being regular
ter's current best seller, "East Goes weekly programs from the governor's office with the governor at the microphone, the
West," and dramatizations in which mike having been placed in the office for the use of whomever may be governor from

man

year to year. KTOK and other network stations brought listeners for eight successive
the part of Dr.
days from all points of the state. The conferences between Senator Elmer Thomas and
the book being of autobio- farmers in the area, are an innovation in radio. Special events and sports are principal
graphical content. Sub-title of the features of the schedule, and the station has a name for going out and getting anything

Dr.

Kang played

Kang,

book is, "The Making of An Oriental Yankee," and the story readily
reveals the wherefore of its popularity. There are ample episodes of
humor and human interest throughout, and as presented and discussed
intermittently, there is every reason
why the average listener would want
to buy the book and learn more
about it. Dr. Kang appears to be a find
as a clever actor if that may be
construed as a compliment to him.

—

of interest

by remote that

may not be

it

in

all

MICKEY ALPERT:

"Just

as

a

WPA

—

The usual movie chatter

is

dis-

this

is

what

my

listeners prefer."

pensed in the new "Hollywood Newsreel"

weekly program

initiated

by

Radie Harris at 6:45-7 p.m. yesterday over WOR-Mutual.
Domestic
and romantic bits, expose of a supposed film publicity stunt (which
might just well have been left unexposed as far as everybody is concerned), a sketchy preview of a new
film,

D

and

'

finally the presentation

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P. M.

MBS— WO R

Office,

CH 4-5155

to

its

studios.

Harold Hough is owner of the station; Joseph W. Lee, general manager; Tom
Johnson, commercial manager; Paui Buenn'ng, program director; Bruce Howard, chief
engineer, and Harold Shreve, continuity director.

newspaperman is constrained to stick
productions, the closely
to the facts, so, I believe,
direction and the artists are tops.
an
orchestra
leader should confine
Charles Crumpton of the Federal
Theater, directs the program, with himself to his music. Especially is
Donald Barrie in charge of produc- this true in air broadcasts. People
tion.
On subsequent shows, various listen to a radio band for its music,
other N.Y.U. professors will take and all idle chatter or prolonged
announcements represent to
part, in cooperation with Prof. H. M. song
Partridge, program director of the them so much wasted time. For this
reason, I limit my song announceN.Y.U. Radio Committee.
ments to the simple title and if time
is needed to get the band set, I offer
Radie Harris
the name of the vocalist. I feel that

As

to bring

able

BERT SWOR and LOU LUBIN:
"The public, which has long grown
surfeited with radio comedy scripts
that are replete with good but old
jokes and situations, will applaud
any attempts made at topical humor
even if it does not quite score a
'bulls-eye.'

Any

reference

of

Gertrude Lawrence as
made up the program.

made

guest

to

making

it

interesting.

of

news
the

of the

hour

is

day or the interests
appreciated

diately because of
inality

and

invention.

The

writers
are
reading their
papers and magazines instead of their
Joe Millers."

"There

isn't

been a

full

year

better

script

AL GOODMAN:

Radio Annual has

imme-

obvious orig-

its

much

difference conducting for the radio
than there is in leading a pit band
at a revue or musical comedy. Both
call for an orchestra skilled in conducting vocal accompaniments. Both
allow time for straight orchestral
numbers, without vocals
although
in radio work this is featured more
than in theatrical work.
True, a
radio orchestra plays many more
different tunes, which advantage is
offset by the fact that a theater band
can experiment with the old ones;
theater bands are responsible for

making

in

the

and

will

he ready

for distribution

shortly after the
the year.

first of

—

many new arranging

tricks."

€)
.

.

.

distributed

plimentary

star,

Miss Lawrence, of course, was the
of the show.
She also
sang Johnny Green's "Body and Soul."
with Green at the piano. Miss Harris
is
an adept hand at this type of
program and should have "no trouble
highlight

the

DON KERR
Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
Six Star

Fox-Fabian

part

Hour
Parade

comRadio

subscribers
of

service.

Revue

Professional

Daily

to

Radio

as

Daily

8

Thursday, November
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PHILADELPHIA

LINCOLN
singer,

Harry Balkin, "Success Doctor," begins a new series on WFIL.

him

of

Jack

KFOR's

Wells,

romantic

has been signed by Anson
Weeks, orchestra leader. Wells joins
at the Trianon, Chicago, in early

December.
Lyle DeMoss, KFAB program diPETERSON, producer of while Durkee-Mower has been on
rector, always takes a small radio
"Junior G-Men," recently tried five years and Good Luck Food Co.
set with earphones to the football
games. That way he can find out to straighten out the social security three. Endorsements by Miss Lennox
who has the ball and what's going accounts of some of his actors and and photos, etc., have also been used
actresses. He started to investigate in newspaper tie-ins.
on while watching.
Ann Hopkins, WOW, and finally ended up at the Social
Jettabee
Len Miller, advertising man, is a
Omaha, and John Shafer, KFOR pro- Security Bureau at 45 Broadway,
gram director, are busy denying re- where he was taken care of by a new member of the sales staff at
him
lady,
cautioned
not
young
who
WELI, New Haven.
ports that they're married, or are
to hire any actor unless he has a
going to get married.
number.
social
security
Radio announcers nine of them
Bill Blatchley and Jack Henry will
will take on the nine newspaper
handle a new twice-weekly street
columnists here in a spelling bee on

DONALD

—

Alice Reddington, secretary to

KFOR.

Commissioner George Henry Payne,
was honored by her fellow workers

WBT,
Grady
pher,

FCC

Charlotte

last

commentator-philoso-

Cole,

confined

to

his

home by

a

cold.

Clair Shadwell, the Old Shepherd,
limping; sprained his ankle at the
Carolina-Davidson football game.

week when they presented her

gifts at a party in her honor
prior to her leaving for Puerto Rico
to spend two years.

with

WBT

"Clubmen."

Chat" monthly.

When Mayor Ben

Douglas

is

Joe Schreibman, WDAS musical diis readying a choir of sixty
voices to be heard shortly.
rector,

KYW

starts a

new

series of pro-

grams called "The Theater of the
Air," featuring three one act plays
written by Norman Sickle of the
staff.

Robert

WCAU

Grover,

a

new

voice

to

heard weekly.
Carles and Ralph Borrelli are in
charge of the Italian shows at WPEN.
listeners,

is

Betty Shaffer of WIP program department is to be married to Richard
over Bechtel.
WBRY, Waterbury.
Dr. John Nason, commentator, will
conduct a new series over KYW.
Alois Havrilla supplies the voice
John Facenda, WIP night superParamount Pictorial visor, was recently married.
for the new
short film on skiing, "Skiheil," just
Jean Shaw, soprano, introduces a
completed.
series assisted by Esther
new
Goff at the organ.
CKY, Winnipeg, is among the staMurray Arnold, WIP director of
tions that gets quick action when
public relations, who also broadcasts
an appeal for blood donors is broadTom Rodcap, was recently introcast.
Some 300 responded to a re- as
duced as Murray Tomcat.
cent call.
C. W. Ogelsbye is announcing the
hockey games from the Arena over
Sidney Howard's play, "The Silver
WHAT.
Chord," will be offered by the Radio
Frances Carroll, WIP songstress,
Playhouse Acting Co. over WNYC
on Sunday at 12-1 p.m. Ted Cott doubling at one of the nite spots.
broadcast

for

Salco

Oil

Co.

WCAU

Lyn Murray's newest

choral group,
"The Four Clubmen," are now heard
Governor Olin Johnston of South regularly via CBS every Friday afterto allot him noon.
Carolina has asked
Murray currently has three
air time for at least one "Fireside other choruses on the air besides the
is

Jack Adams is preparing a series
comedy programs for KYW.

un-

come to the WBT studios for
Rolf de Mare, founder of the
weekly "Welcome Stranger" pro- Swedish Ballet, will make his only
gram, the studio goes to him. The radio appearance in America on Irvother night he was aired from the ing Deakin's "Music and Ballet" pro- adapted it, and cast will include
Prexy Samuel Rosenbaum of WFIL
where gram over WQXR at 9:15-9:45 to- Cott, Lorene Scott, Jane Hoffman, doubled as an announcer and reportballroom,
Charlotte
Hotel
hizzoner was presiding over a Com- night.
er in order to get the election reBetty Garrett and Melvin Meisel.
munity Chest victory dinner.
turns on the air.

able to
his

WSYR, Syracuse

A short wave program to the Royden N. (Doc) Rand, who re- Pat Stanton of WDAS leaves for a
Latin-American countries by the stu- turned recently to WOKO, Albany, short trip to Ireland soon.
Erna Sack, soprano, and Jussi
Polytechnic after a seven-week illness, has had a
Joe, dents at the Rensselaer
on
are
featured
tenor,

Pete and Bashful
heard weekday mornings at 6 o'clock,
are booking a series of personal appearances in central New York. They
are also bringing out a book of cowboy songs soon. Pontiac "Varsity
Show' will originate from here Nov.
Pieplant

26.

in Troy, N. Y., who come slight relapse.
His son, Greenfell, Bjorling,
Central and South America, is again pinch-hitting as announcer WIP's Symphony hour.
will be broadcast, Sunday evening and sports commentator.
George Haggerty, studio engineer
6-7, over General Electric's powerful
at KYW, was recently married.
short wave stations, W2XAD and
Major Thomas Coulson starts a
W2XAF. Schenectady.
CHAB, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, new series over WCAU.
has signed for Star Radio's "Good
Gene Edwards, newest addition to

Institute

from

Ruth Chilton has a new women's
A re-broadcast of President Rooseprogram, "Stay-at-Home Club," on velt's Fireside Chat on the UnemTuesday and Thursday afternoons ployment Censxts on Sunday will be
for a half-hour.
given by WMCA at 11:45 to midFred Ripley, station vice-president, night.
billed as the "Mine Boss" in "Rortiance of Coal," twice-weekly fuel
"Household Chats" program on
dealer's program.
WGY, Schenectady, conducted by
Betty Lennox, 1:45 p.m. Monday
through Friday, now has nine participating sponsors (three on a program), some of them using three of
the periods weekly. Program drew
10,389 pieces of mail in 1934 and
American Molasses
24,154 in 1936.
BOB HOPE
has been participating in the pro"Radio through its comedy has
gram for nine consecutive years,
given America a sense oi humor
rest
that should be the envy of the
We are fortunate,
of the world.
Chefs as Guest Stars
when tuning in our sets, that we
Prominent chefs and other masters
frequently have something funny

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

to listen to,

acteristic
tries.

A

in contrast to

the na-

propaganda that is charof some European coun-

tionalistic

happy, contented

listener,

typical of the radio public in the
United States, is a much more use-

than a chap who goes
about with a musket on his shoulful

citizen

der."

Morning, Neighbor" program. An- WDAS announcing staff, is a camother Canadian station, CKPR, has era addict.
signed for the commercials. Latest
Polly Willis, WFIL soprano star,
station to order the "Christmas Tree
returns to the airlines after an abof 1937" is KCKN.
sence of several months.
Top
Jan Savitt and the
Judge J. M. Brande, former Boys' Hatters start a new series of proCourt Judge now on WJJD with grams for RCA Victor dealers.
"Traffic Court," will be interviewed
George "Stoney" McLinn, WIP disometime next week by Eddie and rector of sport broadcasts, celebrates
Fannie Cavanaugh, who have been another birthday.
sponsored in a gossip program on
for nearly four years. Judge
Brande used to appear on "Big City
Parade" in person, when episodes
from his Boys' Court were drama-

KYW

WBBM
tized.

Employers on Job Program
Employers are now being interof the culinary arts are guesting viewed on the job-seekers program
over KDYL, Salt Lake City, airing
these days on "The Home-Makers'
under title "Wanted, A Job." The
morning
woman's
program
on
Hour,"
bosses detail personnel qualifications
KLZ, Denver. New

slant is the idea
of Howard Chamberlain, production
chief, and has stepped up the show

in

their

organizations.

Heretofore

show interviewed only job-seekers,
sent up by National Reemployment.
brought Conservative estimates say 80% is

considerably.
Initial shots
hotel chef and air stewardess to the the average of successful placements
microphone, giving their angles on since the show was started one year
food preparation.
ago.

to sing by
Negroes working

Jane Pickens learned
listening

to

the

on her father's plantation in Georgia.

VOL.
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Warner-Luckies Sign Deal
looking
On
fc»....AND
LISTENING

McNINCH OPENS FIRE
IN

IN

"CLEANUP" OF FCC

By GEORGE W.

ART

VS. BIZ Sponsors

who

expect difrom their

RADIO DAILY

—

MEHRTENS

Staff

Correspondent

Washington
Regular meeting of
radio advertising must give listeners not the full Commission at FCC headonly a good show but the type of a show quarters this week was converted into nearly a three-hour lecture by
that is designed to bring those results.
An artistic success is a fine thing, but Chairman Frank R. McNinch, dethe big bulk of artistic successes only manding that "corruption and laxbore the majority of the population, so ity" be rooted out of the FCC, it was
results

rect

American Tobacco NBC Program, to be
Produced by Studio, Transamerican
and Lord & Thomas, Starts Dec. 1
PAYNE LAUNCHING DRIVE

ON JUVENILE PROGRAMS

Washington Bureau, RA-DIO DAILY
learned following the closed conferWashington A "cleanup campaign"
ence. Reminding his colleagues that directed at radio programs for chilthe President had drafted him from dren will be launched by Commisited interest.
the Federal Power Commission chair- sioner George Henry Payne of the
Latest case in point is the new Sealtest manship to direct the FCC destiny, FCC next week, when he intends to
show, "Rising Musical Stars," on NBC- McNinch inveighed against laxities present evidence demanding action
(Continued on Page 2)
Red at 10 p.m. on Sundays.
by the full Commission.
Payne says "letters, telegrams, teleThough Alexander Smallens is a gifted
phone calls and personal visits have
conductor and does a swell job with his
Revising Setup
(Continued on Page 3)
crew of accomplished Philharmonic musicians and the chorus and guest stars,
For 3 Cincy Stations
the style of the show and its late hour
Regional Meetings

—

a sponsor with a product
or service of general appeal to attempt
to sell it through a radio program of lim-

it

folly

is

for

NBC

are heavily against it as far as listener
interest is concerned.

Cincinnati
tion

ly

James Melton's program, which formeroccupied the spot, may have suffered

occasionally in material, but at least the
idea was right and audience value was
far greater.

The

big success of
the
"Pengoo Day"
department store sale recently promoted

over WHBQ, Memphis, gives rise to the
thought that there ought to be more department store business on the air.

Considering their volume of sales and
constant relations with the whole community, stores should find if to their advantage to utilize radio more extensively.
Incidentally,

"Pengoo"

the

day) idea, which

was

(bargain

originated back in
Orleans, by E. J.

1934 at WDSU, New
Sperry, now at KFAC, Los Angeles, has
plenty of possibilities and Sperry is
willing to supply the whole campaign
without cost just to help the cause along.

—

Allen's New Lineup
New features of "Town Hall Tonight"

when Fred

the
NBC-Red
Wednesday, from

on

Allen

resumes
program next

the coast, will
include the King's Men quartet,
guest
comedians
starting
with
Lionel Slander, and a weekly interlude

"People You Never
Meet." Allen and the

titled

Expected

to

program return
first

relations

in

(Lucky Strike
at 10-11 p.m.

(Continued on Page 3)

TECHNICIANS' STRIKE

Two

NBC

New York

sta-

within

PUTS WOL OFF THE AIR

AAAA

Being Held by

cigarets) to start Dec.

over NBC-Red, were
concluded yesterday.
An audition
recording of the proposed program,
produced in Hollywood, was recently received in New York.
Dick Powell is emcee and princi1

By

MILTON

LUNCH

F.

the next few days will announce a
Regional meetings for the EastRADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
set-up for its three local affil- ern Seaboard members in New York
Washington Strike of technicians,
iates, WCKY,
and WSAI. Un- and for Central States members in members of American Communicader present arrangement WSAI is Chicago will be held this month
by tions Ass'n, CIO unit, put
off
the basic Red station,
the ba- the American Association of Adver- the air yestreday.
(Continued on Page 2)
( Continued
on Page 2)
In an election under NLRB auspices recently, the ACA was chosen
by the technicians as their bargainto
Allis-Chalmers Sponsors
ing agency. Contract was presented

new

—

WLW

WOL

WCKY

STORES

DEPT.

—Understood

Final arrangements whereby Warner Bros. Pictures, its affiliate Transamerican Broadcasting & Television
Corp., and the Lord & Thomas agency will produce a series of 52 weekly
shows for American Tobacco Co.

of the year.

east

around

the

FTC

Music Code

WLS

Stockyards Series

Washington Bureau,

Washington

—New

RADIO DAILY

—

Chicago Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
'farm machinery), Milwaukee, will
sponsor WLS' broadcasts from the
International Livestock Exposition,
Nov. 29-Dec. 3. Art Page will be at
the mike. Bert Gittins is the agency.

(Continued on Page 2)

music

fair trade practice will

code of
go before the

Federal Trade Commission in a week
with recommendation of the commission's division of trade practice

American Bankers Ass'n
Preparing Disk Series

conferences, George McCorkle, direcAmerican Bankers Association is
tor of the division, told RADIO
preparing a series of quarter-hour
DAILY yesterday.
transcriptions for use by banks on

ABA

Whiteman-Chesterfield Set,
With Show Coming From Coast
Crusading Campaign

Launched Over
Milwaukee

—

WTMJ

When Milwaukee's

Refusal of the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, to release Paul Whiteman from an engagement he contracted to play there beginning New

Year's Eve has resulted in Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co., for Chesterfield cigarets, deciding to go ahead
with its Whiteman plans by agreeing to let the new program series
on CBS originate on the Coast.
Whiteman's contract calls for four
weeks at the Cocoanut Grove in
invited the Ambassador Hotel, which is cur-

tavern situation, resulting
from a spectacular ministerial investigation
of
the city's night life,
reached a climax, WTMJ, The Milwaukee Journal station, quickly
threw open its facilities to leaders
on both sides of the question.
critical

The

station

management

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

has been
their local stations.
this plan for some time.
Last year a survey was made to ascertain
how its membership felt
(Continued on Page 2)

working on

Started Something
Memphis

— When

Justice

Black

picked radio instead of newspapers
to give the world his K.K.K. statement, he started something. Abe

Waldauer

of

the

state

election

commission followed suit here by
taking time on WSM to state his
position on a headline controversy.

The

by

state's special session,

called

on

WSM.

radio, also is airing

Friday,

9ADIO DAILY:
Whiteman Deal Is Set;
McNinch Opens Fire
Will Air From Coast
In "Cleanup" of FCC
(Continued from Page 1)
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COminG

manded they

join with him in reprobity in the lower ranks.

Whiteman, who is an NBC artist, storing
open a 26-week half-hour series
The Chairman in particular crition New Year's Eve on the CBS netcized some subordinate employes' rework, and will be heard on this web
lationships
will

JAMES
turer

and

C.

WILSON,

author

of

well

12,

1937

GOMG

and

1)

rently in the hands of receivers. Re- and irregularities uncovered in the
ceivers wanted $15,000 for a release Commission.
He absolved the other
of
Whiteman
Chesterfield Commissioners of personal involvesought to have its show originate in ment, according to advices, but de-

New

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

Price 5 Cts.

(Continued from Page

November

known

travel

lec-

"Three-Wheeling Through

has arrived in New York to attend a
meeting of the Explorers Club, of which he is
a member.
Wilson will also confer with Allan
M. Wilson of Conquest Alliance Company regarding a series of dramatized travel programs.
The two Wilsons are cousins.

Africa,"

with attorneys representfor the first time in nearly 10 years.
HENRY NESTOR, the "singing cop" of Washing applicants for and holders of ra- ington, D. C, is in New York for
an appearBing Crosby, former member of the
dio broadcasting licenses, according ance cn the Major Eowes program tonight.
Whiteman organization and a proto authoritative report.
A. W. HOBLER, president of Benton & Bowles,
tege of the maestro, will be heard as
and MRS. HOBLER, have left the Coast for
a guest star on the opening show,
McNinch to Stop "Leaks"
New York after catching the premiere of "Good
Crosby having offered his services
News of 1928." R. B. Bennett, handling the
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
Announcing what is apparently de- Maxwell account for General
Foods, also en
Address
all
communications
to
RADIO as soon as he heard the contract was signed to be a stop-gap on inside route
East.
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. signed. It is presumed that other
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. former Whiteman artists now on the "leaks" within the FCC, McNinch at
JOHN L. CLARK, prexy of Transamerican,
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollyhis press conference yesterday is- and HERMAN STARR, v.p. of Warner Bros.,
wood, Calif. Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood coast will also be heard on subseleave New York today for Hollywood.
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
quent programs, each Friday night. sued an order requiring that a comHERMAN BERNIE is back from a Chicago
plete report of Commission business
Entered as second class matter April 5. Newell-Emmett
Co.
Inc.
has the
trip.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
including calls from congressmen, atChesterfield account and holds opunder the act of March 3, 1879.
DICK POWELL has gone to Cleveland from
torneys, or any one else requesting
tions on the Whiteman band followthe Coast to appear at the auto show.
JOAN
ing the initial 26 weeks. Salary for information pertaining to Commis- BLONDELL (Mrs. Powell) accompanied him east.
Revising Setup
the show is reported as the highest sion business, be sent to all congressreceived by a band for a half- men, governors of states, as well as
Short Wave in Hotel
For 3 Cincy Stations ever
utility commissions of such states.
hour weekly stanza.
Hotel Edison in New York has inThe report will be issued once a
stalled for the benefit of its guests
(Continued from Page 1)
week, so that the business of the
sic Blue and
optional on either
Commission in the future "will be the two latest developments in radio
Technicians'
Strike
reception.
The new short wave rethe Red or Blue.
like a glass house, open for anybody's
ception by directional antenna makes
But due to inability to clear time
Puts
Off the Air inspection".
it possible to tune in on any short
satisfactorily under the present sysMcNinch also revealed he "hoped" wave broadcast from here and abroad.
tem, NBC has decided to make all
(Continued from Page 1)
the Commission would reach a de- The "high fidelity" system offers
three stations optional to both webs. to William A. Dolphe, general mancision on Segal-Smith case about the sound transmission with the minimum
Since WCKY increased its power to ager of the station, an MBS outlet,
middle of next week, at which time loss of the natural quality.
Both
10,000 watts, station has become sec- calling for a scale of from $49.50 to
back these developments were installed
ond choice in Cincinnati with spon- $92 a week, the same as recently T. A. M. Craven is expected
Havana
conference.
from
the
under the direction of the Edison's
Dolphe refused to
sors of network programs, but many granted by CBS.
McNinch pointed out that the pub- radio engineer, Charles McFredrick.
a Red network sponsor, who could sign, asking the operators to consider
not obtain WLW, had to take WSAI the size of the station and its relative lication of all calls received by the
New Solar Catalog
Commission would tend to do away
because WCKY was only available to small earning power.
A new catalog, describing Solar
John Kantt, spokesman for the op- with the alleged practice of anyone
Blue network sponsors. WSAI is a
the Examiner or any Mfg. Company's line of transmitting
2,500 watter daytime, 1,000 at night. erators and employes of the station contacting
As the Red has more sponsored for nine years, stated that a new members of the Commission in be- capacitors, has just been issued and
programs, L. B. Wilson has found contract was drawn up to meet tween the closing of hearings and is available at offices of company, 599
Broadway, New York City.
because Dolphe's objections, calling for a the final decision.
business
himself
losing
NBC regulations forbid him taking scale of $37.50 to $62.50, but Dolphe Heading off possible criticism,
Chairman McNinch, stated frankly
Red network commercials even if refused to sign.
A temporary truce last night put that "this order is in no way given
the sponsor desired WCKY in prefnot the station on the air under a "gentle- to avoid a Congressional investigaerence to WSAI, assuming
man's agreement" until 10 a.m. today tion should there be one. There was
to be available.
to allow both sides to discuss revised no occasion for my having to read
settlement proposal.
the 'riot act' yesterday afternoon but
;

—

NBC

WLW

WOL

WLW

American Bankers Ass'n

Preparing Disk Series

Two Regional Meetings

this disk library is the result.

Programs will cover every phase
Script, mostly
of banking interests.
musical, will be purely educational
with no direct selling.
Nathan Kroll's orchestra, Howard
Claney, announcer, and "John Sterling", who will give talks on banking,
are the featured talent.
Complete series will consist of 52
transcriptions with the suggestion
that each bank broadcast the disks

able

to

attend

the

convention of the

recent

AAAA

—
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spring.

g
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TO
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TO
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Temporary Coast

8
73
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1250 Kc.

not

Gracie Barrie Held Over
Chicago Gracie Barrie has been
Both meetings will held over for the third time at the
tising Agencies.
be for AAAA members only.
Chez Paree.
She was booked by
New York meeting will be held at Herman Bernie, who has returned
the Hotel Roosevelt on Nov. 18; the to New York following a visit here.
Chicago meeting at the Medinah
Club, Nov. 23.
Programs are being
built with special attention to inter- 23RCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCS
esting and informing agency junior
executives, many of whom were un(Continued from Page

twice weekly.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE

is

AAAA

Being Held by

(Continued from Page 1)

about radio as an advertising medium. The reaction was favorable and

I will say that my job here
nearly half completed yet."

% ARE USING OUR TRANSCRIPTIONS %
cz
n
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
TO
Los Angeles
World Broadcasting U
o£
O

—

System's coast headquarters will be
transferred tomorrow to temporary
offices

at

1,000

North

JESSICA DRAGONETTE

Office

Seward

St.,

<j

Let us

show you why

CO

U

j»
IS!

*

7J

pending construction of new Hollywood studios and recording facilities % SOUND REPRODUCTIONS CORP.
17 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
for WBS.
Pat Campbell is coast ij
et
manager.
SRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCS1 5

Singing at the Academy of
Music, Philadelphia, Pa.
November 22nd.
Management

HAENSEL and JONES

COLUMBIA CONCERTS CORP.
113 West 57th St., New York City

Friday.

November

1937

12,

3
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NEW PKC6 CAMS -IDEA/

ROBERT THORNDIKE
(Thorndike Publishing Co.)

DEAL FOR NBC SERIES
{Continued from Page

Davis,
Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Pat
O'Brien, Claude Rains, Basil Rathbone, George Brent, Anita Louise,

Edward G. Robinson, Bette
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn,

Herbert, Frank McHugh and
Ian Hunter are among the Warner
Songwriters include Warren
stars.
and Dubin, Rodgers and Hart, M. K.

Hugh

changes to larger locations due to

scholarship.

at 6:30-6:45

in

(Continued from Page

the character of the blood and thun-

der programs that are influencing
children at the cost of their nerves,
sleep and health."

show.

the

Stations and networks should take
initiative in working reforms,
Payne stated, but under Chairman
McNinch's plan of FCC reorganiza-

The program will originate at
KFWB, the Warner station in Hollywood, and will be carried by this
outlet as well as by the NBC station
The show will be 15
in Hollywood.

comes the business

minutes longer than the present

Commissioner.

tion every detail of broadcasting be-

NBC

"Hit Parade."

of each

and every

He added

that

in

New York

a committee of distinguished physicians, including Dr. BerClark
Starr
nard Sachs, president of the New
Setup York Academy of Medicine, Dr. C.
Ward Crampton and Dr. Foster KenHerman Starr, vice-president of nedy, psychiatrist at Cornell Medical
Warner Bros., and John L. Clark, School, have joined a voluntary study
president of Transamerican, Warner group to make plans for the program
reform.
subsidiary, leave today for the Coast
It is also understood on reliable
to confer with company officials on
details, and to set up executive ma- authority that, if Capitol Hill does
chinery for the Lucky Strike pro- not take steps to authorize a Congram just set for 52 weeks on NBC. gressional probe of the FCC shortly
after the special session opens next

Go West

Warner-Luckies

Joins

Los

Angeles

—

director, has resigned
to join the H. N. Swanson agency in
charge of the radio department. The

program

Children's

discriminating when
it
comes to radio fare," says Pratt.
"They want adventure, but there is
a definite line of demarcation begirls

Motefinttft tot (JowiJ)d>
NEW

NEW PUNCH.

a

JOAN ALLEN
(His Secretary)

JIMMIE

Every

thinking parent agrees that
horror and gruesome details should
never appear in children's programs."

right
i

thrills.

WILSON
(Her Sweetheart)

a new and

Present

theme of
WIFE versus SECRETARY.
popular

ever

new

Los
Angeles Public Library which dramatizes stories of books for children. Logged as "The Radio Book
Club," it will be heard every Friday
p.m.

representatives of groups which had
expressed concern over the ministers'
sensational discoveries, offering them
an opportunity to discuss the issue
in public debate over WTMJ.
Among those invited, and several
of whom have already arranged to
join in the debate, were the Rev.
Raymond H. Ewing, chairman of the
ministerial vice investigating committee; District Attorney Herbert J.
Steffes; City Attorney Walter J. Mattison;
Chief of Police Joseph T.

Kluchesky, and many others.
To handle the air debate, WTMJ
cleared its program schedule to permit eight 15-minute periods during
the week.
The series will continue
so long as speakers wish to avail
themselves of it. Speakers were required to submit copies of their talks

WTMJ

to the

Since
tion

is

beauti-

fully written version of the

in cooperation with the

office.

in

"ONE WAY

STREET"
Written

by

Directed

by

Bernard

Dougall

Harold

McGee

Advertising

are
to

agencies

cordially

arrange

ments

to

invited

appoint-

hear record-

ings of the

first

three

episodes.

Milwaukee's tavern sensaattracting national attention,

WTMJ

officials
regard themselves
fortunate in choosing it as the opening gun in a series of important crusading programs.
Large newspaper space was given
to the debate and following the first

HARRY SALTER

HENRY
SOUVAINE

RETURNS

INCORPORATED

TO CONDUCT

Your Lucky Strike

are

tween adventure and

EQUIPMENT...

.ALBANY, NY

program

Defends Children's Shows

radio programs should
agency heretofore has specialized in be judged on the same basis as chilhandling picture story material and dren's literature, in the opinion of
Russell Pratt, veteran producer of
writers exclusively.
juvenile shows and now putting on
"The Adventures of Tommy Thatcher"
over Michigan stations. "Boys and

mm

"Radio Bock Club"
KEHE, Los Angeles, has

(His Wife)

week, Payne is prepared to demand announcement many listeners called
to congratulate WTMJ.
that such a probe be made.

Agency

RADIO DAILY
Don Clark, KFI-

West Coast Bureau,

KECA

increase in business is the story
of Trippett's Pied Piper Shoe Store
of Tulsa.
They sponsor a 15-minute
children's
amateur program over
KTUL every Saturday at 9:15 a.m.,
and the program has been so popular
that it has created an increased interest in health shoes for children
throughout Tulsa. KTUL now also
has two other programs advertising
health shoes for children.

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the country are aroused over

Possibility that Bill Griffin, continuity
writer, and Herbert Glover, publicity
head, for Lord & Thomas may also
go to the coast to work on the new

Don Clark

broadcast and the necessity of two

1)

indicated that people from every sec-

—

On

air

Payne Launching Drive
Crusading Campaign
On Juvenile Programs
Launched Over WTMJ

Jerome, Jack Scholl, Richard Whiting and Johnny Mercer.
Show will be titled "Your Hollywood Parade Hollywood at Its Best."
Tom McAvity, radio director of Lord
& Thomas, will produce the show.

and

MIRIAM THORNDIKE

Shoes

has been inaugurated by
cooperation with school
officials and the Students' Activities
The broadcasts were
Association.
arranged by Francis J. McLaughlin
Jr., production manager of the station and a graduate of the school,
from which he went to Providence
College. As a member of the Durfee
debating team, Mr. McLaughlin had
ample opportunity to measure the
value of extra-curricular work, and
the object of the shows is to stimulate an appreciation of such projects.
School officials, enthusiastic over the
plan, maintain that these student
activities make for better sportsmanship, develop the proper school spirit,
bring teachers and students in closer
cooperation, and tend toward better

WSAR

fields.

Sells

with an
all-time high in sales following each

School,

Entire resources of the Warner studios, including a long list of stars,
directors, writers and composers, will
be available for the shows, which
will be "designed purely for entertainment." Programs will be musical, dramatic and topical in nature,
including previews of forthcoming
Warner films and guest stars of

Show

Nine weeks on the

series of programs, acquainting Fall River citizens with extracurricular activities at Durfee High

A new

casts.

prominence in various

Kid

Air Student Activities
1)

pal star of the series. Leo Forbstein,
musical director of the Warner studios, will direct orchestral phases,
while Dudley Chambers will handle
Rosemary Lane,
choral numbers.
formerly with the Fred Waring aggregation and now a Warner contract
player, will be featured in the broad-

Hit Parade
Beginning Saturday, Nov. 13th

OVER CBS
10-10:30 E.S.T.

30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
Tel.

CITY

Circle 7-5666

4

November

Friday,

RADIO DAILY

12,

1937

WOOLCOTT,

on

PROGRlim REVICUJS
ALEXANDER

"Your Hit Parade"

"Heinz Magazine of the Air," Nov.
17 (CBS, 11 a.m.).

With Leo Reisman taking over the
baton, and Louise Massey and Her
Westerners injecting a slightly

—

and Freddie Gibson,

all

ALFRED

dif-

ferent note in the vocal end, Wednesday night's "Hit Parade" over
NBC-Red was a highly enjoyable affair.
Reisman set a spirited pace
right at the opening of the program
with the most lilting version of
"Vieni, Vieni" that these ears have
heard and they have heard a mess
of 'em. Then on through the parade
of current favorites, plus a special
or two, including one of those rhumbas which Reisman also handles very
Vocalists, besides the Masadeptly.
sey troupe, included Buddy Clark

doing nicely.

•

•
story

•
of

Little

wife

his

Gentile.

is

was being confirmed

was

who might

inform her on customs, etc .... After raising a

told thai

was

it

quite all right

— "that

a PIGSKIN bag

is

permissible in Jewish homes"!

BINGHAM, editor of
Sense," on "Exploring the
Arts and Sciences," tonight (WQXR,
9:45-10 p.m.).
"Common

CLIFFORD MENZ, tenor, on "Rising Musical Stars," Nov. 21 (NBCRed, 10 p.m.)
LUCIA GRAESER,

•

•

Earl Harper was broadcasting the Walter Johnson

WNEW

testi-

monial dinner from Washington via
and announced that a
show would soon go on at the Mayflower hotel but that the station
would be forced to cancel the broadcast because no arrangements
had been made to clear musical compositions for this show. .Gene
Buck, prexy of Ascap, was tuned to the show in his Long Island
home. On hearing the announcement, he phoned Harper in Washington and granted blanket permission to air any Ascap number
performed at the dinner. .Leo B. Tyson, manager of KMPC, Beverly
Hills is proud of the Certificate of Merit awarded the station by the
National Research Bureau for "real service to music lovers."

tions

of the Air,"
Blue, 5 p.m.).

EDWINA EUSTIS, contralto, on
Radio City Music Hall program, conducted by Mischa Violin, Nov. 21
(NBC-Blue, 12:30 p.m.).
saxophonist, and
trumpet, both of
Benny Goodman's band, and MAX-

.

.

v.p. of Lord &
Thomas, will be one of the speakers
at the marketing conference of the
American Management Ass'n, Nov.

Hotel Pennsylvania.

Get Australian Program
"Heroes of Civilization," awarded
Cup for Outstanding
Radio Appeal in 1937 by the Australian
Radio Forum, has been
brought to New York in transcribed
form by Michelson & Sternberg,
the Australian

who

are

now

auditioning

Concert," Nov. 14

(WNEW,

•

•

•

A

nite club guest

piano selection

for

had arisen

the customers ....

An

to

the

fied Advertising" program which is
presented 15 minutes daily. Brevity
and conciseness are the keynotes,

and by volume sales at low cost the
idea is proving a boon to smaller
advertisers as well as to the big fellow with a flash special.

—

pose

for pictures

you guessed

it

which she was

—a

told

were

for fashion

mags. The locale?

November

•

.

November

Harold Fair
14

Martin Alexander
Laurence Alexander
Dick Powell
Jack Oakie
Morton Downey
Bud Hallick

New

Association

Regional

AdHo-

of

Meeting,

York.

23: American
vertising
Agencies,

Nov.

Association

Regional

Ad-

of

Meeting,

Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov.

Inter-American Radio ConHavana.
Now in session, may
beyond month.
1-30:

ference,

Dec. 8-12: Eighth Annual
Radio Club Party, Havana.

International

Feb.
1938:
International Telecom1,
munications Conference, arrangements being
made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,

Egypt.

Cairo,

June
gress

10-15:
of

Radio

Seventh

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

4-14: World
April
Radio Convention,
Sydney, Australia.
0. F. Mingay (30 Carrington Street, Sydney), Convention Sec'y.

12

13

American

Agencies,

Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Second National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

• Little Jack Little was scheduled to air a show from
Akron, while doing a personal at a local theater ... .The last
minute word reached Art Graham, head of the program dept. there
that Jack had an attack of sciatica which necessitated his cancelling
the broadcast ... .Having promised the listeners Little Jack Little.
Art delivered him via a remote from the stage of the theater.
Recent recordings of their sound effects library by Speedy-Q required a "crying-baby" effect. This was obtained after the local
hospital officials agreed to the recordings with microphones thoroughly sterilized.
•

18:

Roosevelt,

el

last

Beauty Parlor!

Pat Patterson

Conrad Thibault

Nov.
/ertising
*

came over to the ivory-pounder and said. "You're a fine musician. I can
do a lot for you. Here's my card come up to see me." .... The musician
smiled and pocketed the card .... He is Jack Rosenberg, prexy of Local 802,
AFM .... Claire Sherman, CBS contralto, never goes to a beauty parlor
in fact she detests the places. The other day the publicity dept. had her

—

November

Ads on WJW
— WJW has created a "Classi-

Classified

Akron

bandstand and offered a

onlooker sat entranced and then

.

Greetings from Radio Daily

11 a.m.).

COMING EVENTS

WJW,

B

with

the

EDGAR KOBAK,

importers,
the show.

WIL-

on "Sunday Swing

cam.

18-19, in the

vocalist, and
pianist, along

MILTON HERTH,

Young & Rubi-

radio department of

MUSSO,

VITO

HARRY JAMES,

—

.

soprano;

on "Metropolitan Opera AudiNov. 21 (NBC-

tralto,

INE SULLIVAN,
•

lyric

ABRASHA ROBOFSKY, baritone,
and EVELYN MacGREGOR, con-

LIE the LION,

.

joined

Fall

—

a Jewish person

has

Jewish

of

—

turmoil she

THOMAS LANE

is

week one of Lester's youthful
River. Mass .... Being too busy to

Last

to the ceremonies, he asked his wife to purchase the kid a gift which
would be long remembered .... A practical woman, Mrs. Lee went to Macy's
and purchased a duffle-bag and ordered the kid's monograms engraved
with directions where to deliver .... She departed, figuring that her gift
will go with the boy through his camping days and into college
it was
so practical, doncha know? .... Reaching the street level, she reconsidered
her purchase and let out a scream. "Ohmigosh I'll never be forgiven,"
she said as she rushed up the escalators, attracting the attention of salesfolks, etc
On reaching her destination, Mrs. Lee asked to speak with

Walter O'Keefe, who concluded his
pinch-hiting for Fred Allen on "Town
Hall Tonight" last Wednesday night
over NBC-Red, rates a salute and a
few bouquets for the excellent job he
There are only a few comeddid.
ians, emcees or even showmen who
can pilot a full-hour show for a series of weeks and maintain its entertainment value on a high plane, but
O'Keefe is one of them. Incidentally,
the Merry Macs, who guest-starred
on several of the last "Town Hall"
programs, provided some very bright

AGENCIES

at

the best

for

go

"Town Hall Tonight"

entertainment.

nominated

is

year which actually happened .... Lester Lee

the

descent while
relatives

Shots About Big Shots: This

• • • Frances Langford who begins a vaudeville engagement at the
Paramount Theater Wednesday will still be heard on "Hollywood Hotel"
the two Fridays she's here.
Frances will be piped into the show on the
coast from the CBStudios in New York .... Estelle Taylor appears on next
Sunday's Benny Davis show, which will also be aired through CBC. As
guest on "Star Dust Revue." Miss Taylor's most famous Canadian fan.
Mama Dionne, will be able to hear the flicker star dedicate a song to her

—

called "Vieni Vieni".

7
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and
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Able female Legal .'?sistant for busy
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Xl songs

INC.

publish five
of "Hollywood Hotel," the First National picture featuring Dick Powell, Benny
SYLVESTER GROSS has been add- Goodman and his Orchestra and
ed to the staff at KEHE in a pro- many others. The score, considered
ducer-announcer berth, and Reid one of the season's finest, was writKilpatrick has been upped to super- ten by Johnny Mercer and Richard
visor of evening programs. Incidental- A. Whiting, who wrote the hit songs
The tunes to
ly, KEHE has taken on new billing from "Varsity Show."
be published are: "I've Hitched My
as "The Personality Station."
Hal Chambers,
announcer, Wagon To A Star," "Let That Be A
has been appointed commercial copy Lesson To You," "Silhouetted In The
Moonlight," "Can't Teach My Old
chief of the station.
Heart New Tricks" and "I'm Like A
ALFRED E. SMITH, theatrical press Fish
Out Of Water." Dick Powell,
agent who exploited such figures as Benny Goodman, Louella Parsons,
Houdini, Thurston, Gilda Gray, Val- Frances Langford, Jerry Cooper, Ken
entino and many others, is slated to
Niles, Duane Thompson and Rayappear in search of a job on Hal mond Paige and his Orchestra are
Neighbor"
proStyles' "Help Thy
among the headliners in the cast of
gram over KHJ Sunday.
the "Hollywood Hotel" film.
Joseph Henry Blake. "The Magazine Man," switches from his forHarry Owens and his orchestra go
mer spot on KFI at 4: 15 Thursdays into the St. Francis Drake Hotel in
to a 10:30 p.m. groove on the same
San Francisco for a four weeks enday.
Band is
will

from the score

KFWB

Harrison Holliway, the KFI-KECA
general manager who doubles as reviewer-commentator on his own network and other programs, launches
his "Society for the Suppression of
Excessive Palm Walloping" on his
"Listener-Inner" program this week.
Igor Gorin has been set for the
next five Metro-Maxwell shows in
a row, after which he leaves on a
concert tour of the country.
Ted
Healy, Betty Jaynes and Judy Garland will be on the next two ,at

gagement starting Nov.

set for a nightly

25.

New York

and the Warner Bros,

offices.

in

Concert

Genevieve Rowe, soprano on both
Morris
"Johnny Presents"

Philip

shows, will make a concert appearance in Dayton, O., on Nov. 23 under the auspices of the Federated
Music Clubs of America. Miss Rowe
is also heard as soprano on the N. Y.
Edison "New York on Parade" series
and has been prominently cast in
the new American opera to be presented by the Juilliard School of Music, where she is studying under a
Fellowship awarded after her Town
Hall concert recital.

Joe Rines and his orchestra, featured on the Gruen-sponsored "Time
of Your Life" Sunday program, have
just recorded "Have Met Miss Jones"
and "You're A Sweetheart" for
Brunswick.

Complete

STAR

RADIO

250 Park Avenue

in

25

1937"

Scripts

PROGRAMS
New

INC.

York City

in the Safety Court, who believes
that on the highways "Death Begins
at Fifty" will be interviewed by

Eddie and Fannie Cavanaugh over

WBBM

Through the
Safety Court
proceedings are broadcast each morning at 11:30 a.m. except Saturday

at 2 p.m. today.
facilities of WJJD, the

and Sunday.

WIND

Bruce Robertson at

—

Programs Move
Launched in Seattle

Better

nized the voice of his old chief announcer, phoned the station and

—

—

land, the total

CHRISTMAS TREE OF

run indefinitely on WAAF.
Judge J. M. Braude, formerly of
the Boys' Court and now presiding

Chicago Bruce Robertson, former
chief announcer of a Kansas City
He is using a concert station, paid a visit to Chicago last
at 7:30 p.m.
orchestra.
week and took over the honors as
a guest on WIND'S famous "Night
Bunny Berigan will play for a Watch" program in the wee small
charity dance at the Hotel Riverside hours of the morning.
The ever
Plaza on Dec. 4.
watchful Hal R. Makelim, sales manager of WIND, was tuned in— recog-

New

Commentator

KEN SISSON

department
Fashion Flashes."

With

entitled

"Food

30-piece orchestra

a

16 voice
hi

AROLD STE

I

choir and

Over

a

coast-to-coast network of

Canadian

«.nlLli,li.ih

COSMOPOLITE
145

WEST 45ih

ST.

soloists

N

associated with

of readers is
This is said to

is

"Canada, 1937"

Director,

number

well over 10,000,000.
give Ida Bailey Allen the greatest
reading public of any food column.

Her

WHN

George H. Combs Jr., former congressman
and
magazine
author,
debuts on WHN at 7-7:15 p.m. Monday for a thrice weekly commentating series titled "The Editorial
Slant on the News."

.

"The

re-

Bruce is now a member of the staff.
Robertson originated many popuLondon Tense scene which ocSeattle Local stations, civic organlar shows while at Kansas City, incurred at the armistice day observ- izations and the newly formed Radio cluding the famous "Spook BreakPrevious to that time, the
ance here yesterday, when a de- Department of the Cornish School fast."
ranged demonstrator broke through are organizing to better local pro- new WIND mikester was a production man and writer for WMBH.
the naval guard protecting King grams. First airing of a show under
Joplin, and also acted as emcee for
George, was caught by the British new set-up will be half hour over the popular "Fiddler's Contest."
Broadcasting Company in a television KVI on Sunday evening at 7:30. Parbroadcast.
The camera had just ticipating organizations are the Seatbeen focused on the war memorial, tle Symphony Orchestra, the cast of
when the man broke through, shoutImperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
Noel Coward's "Tonight at 8:30", aping "Hypocrisy!" Hundreds of BritOF CANADA
ish tele set owners saw as well as pearing at the Metropolitan Theater,
heard the entire incident the first of the Olympic Hotel. KVI. and the
presents
its kind in history
to be reported Cornish School.
by television. The man was taken
by police.

Own

.

WLW

Tense Armistice Scene

Raoul Mario on His
Raoul Mario, program impresario,
formerly at WABC, has formed his Ten Million for Ida Bailey Allen
own company with headquarters in
Mrs. Ida Bailey Allen, conductor
the RKO Building, Radio City. He of WHN's
"Homemakers of the Air,"
plans a dramatic network show as has been appointed food
fashion edihis first offering.
tor of Simplicity Pattern Magazine,
which has a circulation of more than
For a successful drive for special
8,000,000 in the U. S.
Together with
holiday sponsors, order
its circulation in Canada and Eng.

INCLEDON, who

H.

embarked on new activities of promotion, publicity and personal management with offices in the
cently

WAAF

—

Genevieve Rowe

GEORGE

Congress Hotel, has Paul Shahin,
Charles Murray and his orchestra authority on ballroom dancing, under
have had their engagement extended his personal management. Shahin
indefinitely at the society spot, the has been commentating on "Rhumba
for the past eight
Mon Paris. Oscar Calvet will con- Beat" over
weeks.
Programs consist of Latin
tinue to play for rhumba dancers.
music, many of them written by
Noble Sissle and his orchestra are Shahin. and are waxed on Columbia
now heard in New York via WHN. and Decca records by Carlos Molina
Their program comes through the and Al Kavelin orchestras. Program
has taken hold very nicely and will
Line from Cincinnati.

Bob Stanley, although only 35, celtheme Owens' "Hawaii Calls,"
which he wrote for the Bobhy Breen ebrates his 25th anniversary as a musician on Saturday.
picture of the same title.
Stanley made
his debut as a concert violinist at
Val Ernie and his Continentals, the age of 10 and at 15 was conductAmerican and Latin dance orchestra ing his own orchestra.
featured recently at Ben Marden's
Riviera, have been engaged by Sam
Victor Bay is now conducting dinSalvin, cusine-director at the Riviera, ner music over WABC on Fridays

Owners

eastern

the singer.

a

own night club in Palm
Beach, the Patio. Ernie, who alternates between Palm Beach in winleast.
ter and the Riviera in summer, apAnne Jamison, "Hollywood Hotel," peared at Salvin's other spot, the
makes her American concert debut Colony Club, last year. The Conin San Diego on Nov. 28.
Elwin Hughes, KFWB auditor, re- Tele Set
Viewturned this week from a flying trip
to

Joe Hembrees and his orchestra will
continue at Bill Bertolotti's in the
Village and alternating with Angela's
Rhumba band. Marque Houston is

broadcast, using as

for Salvin's

Cktcaqcr

tinentals will open the Patio on Dec.
12 in anticipation of an early Florida resort season this year.

L
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and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television

NEW PAT EN

Velvet Television Screen
Patented by Famsworth

Radio and Television

A

patent granted to Philo T. Farns-

worth of San Francisco covers the
invention of a velvet television screen

on which telecast pictures are "painted" by rapidly moving beams of electrons. Bernard C. Gardner of Philadelphia

is

co-inventor.

Pictures on screen are said to be
so

Combination of Pick-ups
In Telephone Program

that

brilliant

viewed

times

four

home

cannot

they

They are two

directly.

bright

as

as

to

ordinary

Famsworth

movies,

be

claims.

pure white, unlike greenish
and bluish images on fluorescent type

Light

is

By

screens.

use of suitable lens, picfrom the vel-

tures can be projected

vet to ordinary motion picture screen
as large as five feet square.

and

Sharper

images

distinct

are

made

possible because velvet keeps
the incandescent spots that make up
tele
pictures from spreading and
blurring.
Finely woven rayon velvet is starting material in making the
screen.
It is dipped in solution of
thorium and uranium salts until

—

Bridgeport, Conn. One of the most
unusual combinations of broadcast
C
pick-ups was used by WICC staff
engineers
when six microphones
2,098,381
2.098,217— Electronic
Apparatus.
Fred
B.
Protective
System.
Robert
R.
handled by three announcers and
Aubert and Jerome Rosetti, Chicago. III., as- Goodrich, Camden, N. J., assignor to RCA.
signors,
by direct and mesne assignments to
2,098,386
Oscillation Generator. Clarence W.
corps of operators, broadcast the
Hansell, Port Jefferson, N. Y., assignor to RCA. a
Super Sensitive Controls Corp.
2,098,388— Deflectable Antenna. Leo J. Hruska, Southern New England Telephone
2 098,231— Cathode Ray Device.
Allen B. Du
Merchantville,
N. J., assignor to RCA.
Mont, Upper Montclair, N J., assignor to Allen
2,098,393— Coupling Arrangement. Ernst Klotz Co.'s "Open House" on Nov. 9 direct
B.
Du Mont Laboratories Inc.
and Erich Zepler, Berlin, Germany, assignors to from the company's building at John
2 098,281 — Wireless Direction Finding System.
Telefunken
Gesellschaft
fur
Drahtlose
Teleand Courtlandt Streets, Bridgeport.
Harry M. Dowsett, Winchmore Hill, London, and graphie
m.b.H.
Louis E. W. Walker, Maids Vale, London, EngJoseph Lopez, WICC supervisor in2,098.403 — High Frequency Coupling Element.
land, assignors to RCA.
Herre Rinia and Theodorus A. Spoor, Eindhoven, troduced the program from the main
2.098,286— Transmission Control in Signaling Netherlands, assignors to RCA.
information desk from which control
Systems. Owen R. Garfield, Floral Fark, N. Y.,
2,098,587 — Automatic Operation of Plurality
assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.
of
Radio
Receivers.
Jesse
Markowitz,
New was switched to several different
2,098,301 — Clow Discharge Device. Hallam E. York.
points throughout building. Features
Mendenhall, Summit, N. J., assignor to Bell
2.098.597 — Variable Condenser.
Franz Saar, included
were pick-ups from the
Telephone Laboratories Inc.
Berlin Cermany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellvoice-mirror operating room, test2.098,307 — Single
Band
Side
Transmission. schaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
Ellison S. Purington, Gloucester, Mass., assignor
2.098.598
Synchronizing System. Fritz Schro- board, and switch room, with a speto John Hays Hammond.
ter,
Berlin,
Germany, assignor to Telefunken cial demonstration of police car call
2,098,310 Circuit for Space Discharge Devices. Cesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
Ceorge H. Rockwood, Jr., Orange, N. J., assignor
2,098,698 — Radio Transmitting System. Edwin by Superintendent of Police Charles
to Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.
Wheeler.
H. Armstrong, New York.

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington. D.

—
—

—

—

—

2,098,331
Automatic
Station
Selector
for
Radio Receivers.
William John Bowman, Kitchener, Ontario.
2.098,373
Antenna Circuit Modulation. George
H. Brown, Haddonfield, N. J., assignor to RCA.
2.098.380 Gas Discharge Device. Alfred En-

—
—

gelmann

and

assignors

to

Gunther Wolf, Berlin, Germany,
Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Draht-

xse Telegraphie m.b.H.

—

Arrangement in Condensers.
Bror
2,098,746
Hansson, Soockholm, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna Svenska Electriska Aktiebolaget.
Josel
2,098,756
Directive
Wireless System.
Plebanski, Warsaw, Poland, assignor to Radio
Patents Corp.
Apparatus.
Electrical
Discharge
2,098,807
Johan L. H. Jonker and Karel M. Van Gessel,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to RCA.

—

thoroughly impregnated. Then it is
dried and "burnt off." Original fabric disappears and oxidized velvet
takes its place. This forms the new
screen in the cathode ray tube which
takes the electrical impulses repreWilmington WDEL has applied to equipment and directional antenna
senting the images and converts them
Station
seeks
frequency
into pictures. This is done by means the FCC for permit to install a ver- system.
of electron gun which shoots pencil tical antenna and move transmitter change from 1420 to 1120 kc; increase
from 9th and Market Streets to new in power from 100 w. night, 250 w.
beam of electrons into screen.
day, to 500 w. night, using directional
The new screen, the inventors say, site along N. E. Blvd.
antenna system, 1
day.
has been operated satisfactorily to
Oklahoma City—KOMA, the Hearst
display pictures having a detail corRadio Station here, has drawn plans
responding to 400 lines.
Des Moines Changes in transmitfor the installation of new equipting equipment and permit to install
ment and a vertical radiator. Ap- directional antenna system are sought
plication for improvement is before
by KSO, with boost in night power
Antenna Expands
the FCC, with request for power from 500 watts to 1 KW, day power
Coverage Area boost from 5 kw. to 10 kw., 1480 kc, from 2V2
to 5 KW, employing
unlimited time.
directional antenna system for night

Station

Improvements

—

KW

Waves

Trap Midget

—

Midget

(ultra-short)

radio waves,

few millimeters

long, have
been
successfully
produced
and
guided in closed tubes, it was re-

only

a

ported at the American Institute of
Physics by Prof. Neil H. Williams
of the U. of Michigan and G. C.
Southworth of the Bell Telephone
Laboratory. Speech and music were
transmitted with the waves, which
were used by Dr. Williams to discover how molecules of ammonia
gas were put together. He predicted
that as directed beams they may play
a role in solving the problem of seeing through fog.

—

New
KDKA

KW

—

Pittsburgh
Improved reception
and increased coverage, predicted
upon the dedication of its new 718-ft.

antenna,

from

confirmed

are

listeners to

KDKA

in reports
here. Let-

ters have been received from LouYork, Connecticut and
isiana,
other points, relating to programs
aired from station.

New

CHARLES ROSS,
Formerly

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH
Electiical

of

Lighting

Equipment

Any Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET
City

Tel.

Circle

6-5470-1

— Power

KW

boost from 5

use.

You'll get your job

kc, 5 kw. unlimited,
pending before the FCC in be-

is

half of

WKBW

Rochester,

Minn.

— Installation

of
directional an-

tenna system for night-time use is
planned by KROC. Station has asked
FCC for permission to make changes
and move transmitter, with fre-

quency shift from 1310 kc. to 920 kc.
and power jump from 100 w. night,
250 w. day, to

unlimited

Chattonooga
to the

1

FCC

KW

Santa Rosa,
applied to the

here.

new equipment and

night,

244-250

New York

Buffalo

to 10 kw., 1480

license to increase power and
time of operation from 250 w. daytime only, to 100 watts night, 250 w.
day, unlimited time.

MICROPHONE

applied

for permit to install

new

facilities

make

it.

.

.

Our

service

a matter of routine.

Repairs

Also

New

for Studio and Remotes
Write for Catalogue

has

as you want

it

Dynamic, Velocity, Etc.

Dynamics

time.

when you want

of

day, 500 watts

— WAPO

Cal— KSRO here has
FCC for modification

A M CD If* A M MICROPHONE
AMtKILAN
Los

Angeles,

CO.. INC.
Calif.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

CQIumbu. 5-6741

November
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ACTIVITIES

Programs That Have Made History

*

"The Sunday Players"

KYOS' Birthday Campaign
KYOS, Merced,

Network, Providence, CP for new
be denied.
Geraldine Alberghane, Pawtucket, CP for
new station be denied.
Galesburg Broadcasting Co., Galesburg, 111.,
CP for new station; be granted.
Leon M. Eisfeld, Burlington, la., CP for
new station be denied.
Standard Life Ins. Co. of the South, Jackson, Miss., CP for new station; be granted.
Arthur Lucas, Savannah, CP for new station; be granted.
Centennial Broadcasting Corp., CP for new
ftation;
be granted on condition that applications of
Dallas Broadcasting Co. and
Richard S. Gozzaldi and A. L. Chilton are
Colonial

station

;

;

;

MERTENS

and PRICE Inc. of Los
program creators and
counselors, have an unusually colorful and popular feature in "The Sunday Players." The cast of comparative youngsters, all of them well under 30 and a majority of them still
Angeles,

series

this

of

from the Book

52 "Immortal
of Books."

Oddly enough,

was

not, in
professional job.
it

the

in their teens, started as a little theater group under the tutelage of

—

Wm.

States

Jacobs Broadcasting

Co..

Houston, new station.
Grate Lakes Broadcasting Corp., Cleveland,

new

station.
Fall River Herald News
Fall River, new station.

earth's surface, with new sales coming in from Europe, Asia and Africa.

These kids form one of the few radio
stock companies.

They incorporated

Denver, back in 1932, sold stock
themselves, bought two or three
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
used cars, and headed for the setMittele Franklin Moble, Anniston, Ala., ting sun.
They caught up with said
CP for new station.
orb when they walked into KFI
and sold themselves for 26 weeks.
By the end of that engagement, they
Hunters' Roundup on
Detroit—From WWJ, Detroit News were placed under a three-year constation, announcers Bob Stanton and tract to transcribe their half-hour
Charles Gussman, producer Welling- Bible stories, and since then have beengi- come world-famous as "The Oberton Granzow, and three
neers will trek to Alpena, Mich., to- ammergau of the Air."
During the six years which will
day with the Detroit News Mobile
Unit No. 1, to be on hand for the end this coming Christmas Eve, Bible
annual "Hunters' Round-Up."
At dramas have ebbed and flowed over
9:30 Saturday night, these
staff the national nets, both as sustainers
men will produce a broadcast in the and with very fine national sponmidst of the "Round-Up" and send sors.
All of these, however, have
it
through the mobile unit to the folded, after a relatively short periWWJ transmitter in Detroit, where od, while The Sunday Players show
it will be re-broadcast.
Stanton and signs of going on forever.
Gussman will interview some of the
The last two or three years, The
hunters, a Clown Band of Players have been instrumental in
2,500
Alpena residents will play, and distributing around 500,000 "Baby
Stanton will lead the crowd in com- Bibles," containing a child's life of
munity singing.
Jesus, to very young children who
might otherwise not learn the story
at such an early age.
They have
Redecorates
been the inspiration for the organPublishing

Co..

in
in

WWJ

WWJ

places since they produced the Sunday Players Bible dramas Lew Merrill,
Ted Osborne, Frank Nelson,
Charles Carroll, Don Wilson, Eric
Snowden and other members of the
cast have continued to climb in big
league radio work in Hollywood;
Brett Morrison is making a new name

—

Buzz Robindoing quite well on Broadway;
Vicky Vola has captured the firma-

for himself in Chicago;

son

is

ment

who

now production manager at KFI.
And The Players' "Immortal Storfrom the Book

in

demand today than ever

East

St.

Louis— WTMV

is

redecorat-

ization

of

Sunday

Players'

clubs

lobby and reception hall. among young
people in various parts
Linoleum, matching woodwork, is of the country.
being laid, with call letters of staWhen The Players opened in the
tion inlaid at head of stairs. CeleTwin Cities, with the Minneapolis
bration is planned on job's compleFederation of Churches as co-spontion.
sors, the boards of education permitted the distribution of 175,000 aning

its

CARL BIXBY
Creator,
author,
director
or
producer
successful
network
radio
programs

ol

DANGEROUS PARADISE
CLUB ROMANCE
GRACE MOORE'S OPEN HOUSE
BIG

SISTER

HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"
P.

0.

Box

84,

Manhasset,

L.

I.,

N.

Y.

nouncement folders in the public
schools, and 150,000 announcement
folders were placed in church pews.
In Los Angeles, 250,000 announcement
folders were placed in church pews
with the cooperation of the Los Angeles Federation of Churches, which
co-sponsoring.
and Gentile,
Protestant, Christian

of

KANSAS CITY

ford during latter's illness.

on several radio stations, is in Providence Hospital. Kansas City, Kan.,
recovering from an appendix operation.

KXBY

announc-

er has resigned to join the staff of

WDAF

Ind.

hour prothe Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Nov. 17, at 10 CST,

gram
for

an "Open House" Party. Then bumper signs went on the staff cars. Soon
local papers were carrying items,
and Manager Woodling went around
giving talks. That was a starter; it
was still early one week before the
event.
A series of spot announcements was started, prominent neighbors were invited to speak, and a

—

letter-writing contest was initiated.
When the day dawned, every station break acclaimed it. Throughout
the morning, five-minute speeches
were given, and the contest letters
were read. In the afternoon, a two
and a half hour variety show brought
to the station's microphone almost

every

artist

When

it

will originate an

of

NBC-Red.

vice.

COLUMBUS
Jack

SPECIALISTS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
St.,

program

Price,

director

WBNS, and Ed Bronson

Jane Coffman, local soprano who

was formerly a member of the Humming Bird Trio, is reported singing

NBC

chorus in New York.
Dance,"
presented
over
WHKC and directed and sponsored
by Jimmy Rawlins before a live audience at the Rawlins' studios, is
getting a big hand, both from the
with an
"Let's

public and blase radio critics.

THE LIFE & ADVENTURES
OF SANTA CLAUS
and

Adventures

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-7

in

Christmas

-TREE GROVE
greatest Christmas pro-

—

grams in the country ready to
smash sales records for sponsors.
Get them on your station and
win a department store as
;

constant

account.
quarter15
hour transcriptions in each series
for three-a-week starting November 22nd
or daily Mondays
through Fridays starting December 6th. Complete merchandising plans included.
Delivery
guaranteed can ship by air express to meet starting dates.

—

—

— $3.00

each

Catholic

and
Ox-

(deposit)

Write—Wire— Phone

Kasper-Gordon Studios,
141

Boylston

St..

Inc.

Boston. Mass.

World Wide Excl usive
•

Scientist,

of

WCOL.

10.

is

Jew

of

authored the story of Neal Bowman,
presented on "Gang Busters." Nov.

Samples

W. 60th

ever appeared there.

sign-off
station to another year of civic ser-

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING
33

who

was all over, a birthday
announcement pledged the

The two

James Fern, leader of the Fern
Vested Choir and featured vocalist

WIND, Gary,

—

before.

George Couper, in charge of KXBY
sales, has been named assistant station manager and will take over the
duties of Station Manager Harry Clif-

Bruce Robertson,

had a birth-

Books" are more

ies

WWJ

WTMV

Bay City region; Glan
directed the players, is

the

in

Heisch,

Cal.,

no longer special news.

After all it was the station's first
anniversary and so as the big event
drew near, the boys at KYOS got
Stories busy. First, letters were mailed to
all sponsors, inviting them to attend

;

ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED

that's

ford Group, Latter Day Saint, Four
Square Gospelites have been equally
enthusiastic in their endorsement of

The
beginning, a
Players were all amateurs. The playwright, Chase Varney, was and is a
Boardman Robinson and other intelli- trouble-shooter for Postal-Telegraph
gentsia,
in
Colorado Springs on in the Colorado Springs sector, where
Christmas Eve, 1931. when they there is plenty of trouble. He dreams
denied.
broadcast their story of the first out his Bible dramas as he plods
Birmingham News Co., Birmingham, CP
Christmas, "A Child Is Born," over along on horseback with one eye on
for new station
be granted.
KVOR.
the wires and the other on a rocky
ACTION ON EXAM. REPORTS
Since then they have been on the trail which fades away to a sheer
Arthur H. Croghan, Minneapolis, CP for
new station; denied.
air continuously a year in Denver, drop of a half-mile or more. Vicky
Charles Porter and Edward T. Eversole,
five years with hardly a break in Vola, lovely leading lady of The
Festus, Mo., CP for new station; denied.
General Electric Co., Nr. Belmont, Cal., Hollywood, show shop of the world; Players, was a 17-year-old Denver
CP for new international broadcast station; three years consecutively in El Paso, high school kid when she started;
granted.
with a third year coming up in Balti- Bartlett Robinson, son of Boardman;
Kenneth Baker, Hartwell Gaus, V. A.
Bernier, Key City Broadcasting Co., Kan- more, and a run of 104 weeks or Andy
Anderson, now production
kakee, 111., CP for new station; denied.
more in Kansas City, Toledo, and manager and chief announcer for
Robert Raymond McCulla, Oak Park, 111., other centers. They have
been heard KOA, in Denver; Sadie Crockett,
CP for new station; denied.
Don M. Lidenton and A. L. McCarthy, on upwards of 100 important Ameri- Art Heinemann, now with the Walt
new
station;
Poplar Bluff, Mo., CP for
can, Canadian and Australian sta- Disney
studios,
all
were relative
granted.
tions, and their vast Sabbath audi- youngsters, when they started.
John W. Haigis, Greenfield, Mass., CP
ence now covers more than half the
for new station, granted.
Most of The Players have gone
Dr.

But

day.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS

Distributors

8

Friday.
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KFWB

Starts Feeding
to McClatchy

Shows

—

Spencer's ALICE CORNETT, rhythm singer
on the Coca-Cola "Song Shop"
Song", Gene
Air" and Owen program piloted by Frank Crumit
Inge's
"Let's
Go Hollywood." over CBS, has changed her mind
Crump's
Fans
Harry Maizlish also has contracted about changing her name.
Percy Westmore for a series on make- wrote in urging her not to do it.
up hints, already sold to the City of Miss Cornett, by the way, has been
Paris,
San Francisco department signed for another 13 weeks on the
program, effective Dec. 10.
store, for KYA, San Francisco, and

Norman

including

shows,

You

Write
"Take the

a

has found another department store
Dave Rubinoff soon will be a fathsponsor in the local Boston Store for
His daughter, Ruby, and
a new one labeled "Discoveries of er-in-law.
1938", set for a Thursday night 45- Bob Clayman, the Pittsburgh violinminute spot at 8:45, and initialing ist and band leader, have applied
November 18. KFWB automatically for a wedding license. All they need
took a Class A, or network rating
with the new hookup, which ups the
musicians' scale considerably and
adds otherwise to the overhead at

Warner

the

plant.

KTUL,

Tulsa

is

father Rubinoff' s consent, as

Ruby

isn't 21 yet.

Norma Talmadge, who appears
with hubby George Jessel on the air,
is resting comfortably following an
appendix operation Wednesday night
in St. Vincent's Hospital, Hollywood.

Frank Bignell and Cecil Hubbard
Jack and Loretta Clemens, who
are recent additions to the announc- recently wound up a CBS commering staff.
cial series for Kirkman's Soap and

Nancy Hurd, continuity

writer, is are now on NBC-Blue three times
announcing in the mornings.
weekly at 1:45 p.m., start work the
Nate Wilcox, chief engineer, is first week in December in a threeback from a week's visit to Jackson, reel musical comedy film to be made
Miss., where he inspected the new at the Warner-Vitaphone studios in
RCA 5-D air-cooled transmiter, in- Brooklyn.
also

stalled at

WJDX.

Bob Murray

New Show

in

Bob Murray,

baritone, will appear
in "Ten Best Sellers," new 2:30 p.m.
Friday program over
and the
Line.
Don Albert's orchestra
provides the musical background.
Murray also will be heard in a spot
of his own at 1:45 p.m. Sunday.

WHN

WLW

"Men of Art Series" presented by
the
Federal Theater Radio Division over WHN, will hereafter be
heard Wednesdays at 8:30-9 p.m. Ed-

WPA

ward

B.

Latimer,

former

—

WLW

SEYMOUR SIMONS
"The majority of listeners still
the
more
sedate
appreciate
rhythms. There is no over-emphasis on arrangement, no blare and
noise
to

what has been

in

referred

my 'satin-smooth' music. I
popular hits
my numbers

as

mix

.

.

.

and memory songs of
the past
and present them as
originally written by the composer
with
very few embellishments.
Pure, unadulterated melody has always been a winning formula in
music and it still has its potent
power to lure listeners and invite
of

today

.

dancing."

.

.

of the

Akron

Institute

continuing as director.

of Music,

is

Spotted for

Seattle The radio department of
the Cornish School has organized a
speakers' bureau, under the direction
of George Jennings, to bring celebrities visiting the school before the
microphones of Seattle stations. First

speaker was Adolph Bolm, noted ballet dancer, producer and teacher, who
was heard over KJR in an interview
and later described selections from
ballet music over KVI. Other speakers already signed are Mrs. Charles
Ross,

novelist

and

art

critic

from

New

York, and Marion Kerby. singer
of southern folk songs.
Student enrollment in the radio
courses with Jennings as instructor
has necessitated holding evening
Sunday's inaugural Atlantic pas- classes. Cornish School has its own
senger flight of the Pan-American studios with lines to Seattle outlets.
and British Imperial Airways will
receive the felicitations of Baltimore
as the first luxury amphibian enters
Haven
the Chesapeake Bay.
WFBR will The Alderman Furniture-sponsored
have a plane ready for take-off as Friday "Open House" variety prosoon as the "Bermuda Clipper" nears gram which gives several prizes each
the Atlantic coast and a short-wave
week for telephone answers to word
broadcast of greetings will emanate
games, questions, etc., has had a trefrom the escorting plane as Major
mendous response, necessitating the
Charles A. Masson flies up the bay
employment of four telephone opwith the clipper. Arriving at Logan
erators.
Field airport the official dedicatory
Tying in with National Book
program will originate from WFBR's
Week, members of library and edutwo mobile units. Stewart Kennard,
cation boards of the city have respecial events director, arranged the
quested Arthur Hartt Batchelder to
broadcasts.
repeat his regular Tuesday afternoon
"Streamlined Book Reviews" on WedSigmund Spaeth, tune detective, nesday at 9:30 a.m. Program will be
will be heard over
on Nov. 19 broadcast into those New Haven
Line schools equipped with radio.
at 12:45-1 p.m. over the
from Cincinnati.
Ralph Delia Selva, who has been

45 minutes Saturday afternoons, the
feature invites all juvenile talent in
the city.

WBRY, New

WHN

WLW

combing the town
Alice Breeze will share vocal honors with Al Bowlly when the two
appear on Irving Aaronson's dance

WHN next

program on
Akron, a fertile field for juvenile ing (November
and amateur programs, is now going p.m.

LOUIS

ONE Ail N LIT
INTERVIEW

heavy for the newly -inaugurated
"Parade of Schoolday Stars," sponsored by a local furniture company,
and carried by WJW. The program
has been a station sustainer for over
three years under the title "Birthday
Party Lady," and the original Birthday Party Lady, Mrs. Phyllis Koker,

program

director of WBNF, Binghamton, directs the series.
Lee Hillery is in
charge of production.

Military Commentator
ST.
Dayton, O. Dut to the great inAnnamary Dickey, municipal opera
terest in the Sino-Japanese war and
star, has joined KMOX talent staff
the Spanish struggle, WHIO will and will
be featured on several
present a military commentator each shows.
Friday evening in the person of
Merle S. Jones, who succeeds James
Lieutenant Colonel Young, who will D. Shouse at KMOX when the latter
explain in layman's language the leaves for
on Nov. 15, was
technical military terms.

1937

—

KFWB has started
Los Angeles
feeding the McClatchy stations of
the California Radio System several

"Can

12,

Cornish School Forms
Bureau for Speakers

Net

RADIO DAILY

West Coast Bureau,

November

14)

for

special

fea-

presentations and has introduced several Yale notables, will
present Dr. William Lyon Phelps
ture

Sunday even- next week.
from 7:00 to 7:30

"OKLAHOMA

WCSC,

CITY

Francis

Charleston, S. C.

Fitzgerald,

announcer,

is

Oklahoma Network, through key promoted to program director. He
station KTOK, will air the First An- replaces, George Gunn, who is now
nual Student Legislative Assembly in Washington with NBC.
Edmund Bunker, announcer, has
to be held in Oklahoma City Nov.
17-19.
From three to five students
in each senior and junior college
over the state are selected to attend
and hold a "practice" legislative ses-

rejoined

staff,

returning from

WTOC,

Savannah.

In addition to football games, Bill
Mayhew, has drawn assignment for
here several days rehearsing for his
daily sports revue and all special
new managerial job.
sion.
Alex Buchan,
sportscaster
has been granted a hearing sport events.
Latest attachment to personnel is
and news commentator, is only 20 on a power increase from 5,000 to
Robert Estes, announcer.
years old but has quite a background. 10,000 watts with unlimited time.

WEW

WPG,

Atlantic City

KOMA

KFRO,

Longview, Tex.

and Jimmie Cullen, song
President James R. Curtis has aplearn heard every Wednesday eve- pointed John H. Reagin of Atlanta
ning, are a mother and son com- to serve as station representative for
Jane

bination.

William Madden, violinist-director
of the Hotel Traymore orchestra, has
bought a vast musical library from
a

the south-eastern section of the U. S.
John Young, formerly of the announcing staff, has left to free lance
in Shreveport, La.

midwest museum.

Nick Nickerson, in "Songs at the
KFRU, Columb : a. Mo.
Piano", is being sponsored Sunday
Program staff of KFRU, in assoafternoons by Soltz Paint Co.
ciation with Barry Holloway, NBC
special events director, and a SteWallace Ford at KFRO
phens College faculty committee will
Longview, Tex. Wallace Ford, for- arrange the Maude Adams broadmerly of WKBW, Buffalo, KYA, San cast scheduled for Nov. 20.
Francisco, and CKLW, Windsor, has
Sally and Sue, "Sweethearts of the
joined KFRO here as production Ozarks," are on the air every aftermanager and news editor.
noon for Sendol.

—

The transmitter of WRBL. Columbus, Ga, is housed in a kitchen
150 years old, remodeled and overhauled.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW YORK,

96

FCC

Lake City

educational

FEB. 7-19 IN

co-ordinate

—

An

service designed to
radio listening with
just

been

KSL

features into classifications
student audience of grammar,
junior, and high school ages. Data

all

went

to

hundreds

McCEATCHY

schools.

Antenna De-

"High
Power Amplifiers,"
"Modulation and Distortion Measurements," "Studio Acoustics," and many

San

sign,"

AFM CONTRACT FORMS

United

NOW

ARE

BEING PRINTED

Contracts for the key stations and
the license form of agreements for

Broadcasting transcription
and phonograph record
Co. stations
and WCLE have companies are now being printed
started a unique radio promotional
by the AFM and are expected to be
contest which is the first of its kind
ready for distribution early this
in the industry.
It is called "Secret
week.
Key station signatures are
Celebrities."
Advertisements in all merely a
matter of form, according
three Cleveland dailies and spot an(Continued on Pe.ge 5)
nouncements on both stations are being used to promote the contest.
Akerberg Finds South
One thousand dollars in cash prizes
will be awarded on Christmas day
Improvement

WHK

Showing

(Continued on Page 8)

Appleby & Appleby

New Radio

Engineer Firm

City—Thomas Appleby.
Commander, U.S.N.R., inventor, and known as "the daddy of the
radio compass," and William H. Appleby, commercial manager of WPG,
Atlantic

Lieut.

(Continued on Page 8)

Renew

—

—

New

Inc.

"Hello Peggy"

Cincinnati
"Hello Peggy," sponsored by the Drackett Products Co.
for Drano and Windex, has renewed
its spot radio contracts for 13 weeks
on WLW. WFLA. WFAA. KOA, KFI,
KGO and KOMO. The Ralph H.
Jones Co. is the agency.

Orleans
Radio activity in
south shows marked improvement, possibly a faster comparative
pace than any other section of the
country, according to H. V. Aker-

the

CBS

berg.
ited

In Trade

—

sponsored by Packard on NBCRed, he has to take part of the
honorarium in the form of a 1938
Packard car at the f.o.b. Detroit
list

price.

vis-

Managing Director Vincent Cal-

BBC Multi-Lingual
— BBC
preparing

London

is

to

broadcast in foreign languages from
Daventry. Programs will be straight
news and not the propaganda that

emanates

from

some

European

countries.

*

THE WEEK

WINTER

.

.

—

Management

a

new

order,

of

hearings hereafter will be open
to anyone who wishes to offer relevant and competent testimony on
any case being heard by the Commission.

Ninch

Chairman

Frank R.

Mc-

explaining the order said,
"no person shall be precluded from
giving relevant, material and competent testimony at any hearing beMcClatchy newspaper interests. cause
he may lack a sufficient interHearst Radio, formerly associated
with McClatchy Broadcasting Co.. est to justify his formal intervention
has relinquished all its interests in as a party in a particular matter.
the chain.
Offices of CRS will be The Commission represents the pubmaintained here and in L. A., with lic and is a forum before which the
operations headquarters in Sacra- public should have the right to appear at hearings and present testi(Continued on Page 7)
mony under the rules of evidence.
It will, of course, be proper and necIs
Available
essary that hearsay testimony be exBoth
Blue cluded and that testimony offered be
relevant, material and competent, but
Cincinnati
today becomes within these well recognized limitaavailable to both NBC-Blue and Red tions the Commission will welcome
network sponsors, it was announced testimony, whether by public officials
by Powell Crosley Jr., president of or by private citizens."
In the past only those persons who
Crosley
Radio Corp.. owners of
and WSAI.
formerly had a direct interest in the case being heard were allowed to testify.
(Continued on Page S)
Under the new set-up it will be dangerous for a person to offer any false
Strike Settled
testimony or use the name of a dumWashington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
(Continued on Page 5)
Washington
Dispute between
and technicians has been satisfactorily settled, according to WilMerchandising Service
liam B. Dolph. g.m. of the station.
Is Instituted
Apprentices will get $25 a week for
first six months and $27.50 the next
East St. Louis, 111.
six months.
Regular men get $30.50
Thomas J.
Connelly, former advertising manfirst six months, $35 the second six,
ager
of a St. Louis building supply
then $1.50 weekly increase every six
concern and who once headed his
months up to $55.
own aviation publicity bureau, has
joined
as promotion director.

WCKY

in

Now

Red and

To

— WCKY

WLW

WCKY

WOL

—

WOL

(Continned on Page 7)

.

West Coast Bur., RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Though Bing Crosby is drawing $7,500 for his routine as guest star on tomorrow
night's "Hollywood Mardis Gras,"

who

vice-president,

Francisco

California Radio System has switched hands as a result of recent charges,
with full control now vested in the

(Continued on Page 6)

Cleveland Stations Start
Unique Promotion Contest

RADIO DAILY

— Under

FCC

OE CAEIE. RADIO SYSTEM

will cover such

subjects as "Broadcast

Washington

CONTROL

IN

Western

of

to All

Washington Bureau,

for

W. L. Everitt, professor of electrical
engineering, in charge, the NAB announces.

—

FIVE CENTS

1937

by Frank McNinch Allows
Testimony by Anyone Having Relevant Matter to Submit

prepared by Annabel Lee, KSL
Traffic head.
The service digested

Washington A broadcast engineers
conference will be held at Ohio State
University, Columbus, Feb. 7-19, with

Cleveland

15,

New Order

extensive

educational methods has

RADIO DAILY

Prominent speakers

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

N. Y.,

Breakdown

Educat'l
Salt

—

Commercial Radio and Television

Hearings Are Opened

RADIO ENGINEERS MEET

Washington Bureau.

of

by

WTMV

—

WTMV

IN

11

1

He

14

in a new service
(Continued on Page 5)

will specialize

ft

Cigaret Accounts Active
By M. H. SHAPIRO

months will find
complement of the leading

hour on CBS, with the program to
originate on the Coast for the first
ette
brands on various networks, month at least.
Old Golds recently
with both Chesterfield and Lucky announced its return, while Camels
Strike making important departures continues its Jack Oakie show....
from the usual routine .... Luckies, thus CBS holds three of the four
through Lord & Thomas, concluded leading tobacco accounts, with Lucky
its
deal
with Warner Bros, and Strike being also on NBC currently
Transamerican whereby the account as well as with the forthcoming
once again reverts to a full -hour production ....
program, with talent, of course, to be
Procter & Gamble bringing four
strictly
Hollywood
Chesterfield daytime
periods each
across the
signed Paul Whiteman for a half(Continued on Page 6)

1,500th Streetcast

a full
cigar-

.

Norfolk,

.

Voice

Neb.

of the

—

WTAG's

"The

Street" celebrated

1,500th broadcast

its

a few days ago

with Station Manager Art Thomas
at the mike.
Program was started
Dec. 19. 1932. by Karl Stefan, then
chief announcer,
to

Congress

on the

air

who was

in 1934,

elected

and has been

every weekday since.

2

Horace Heidt Conducting
Contest for

Vol. 2, No.

Price 5 Cts.
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Banned Talk

—

Leo Fitzpatrick, viceand general manager of
WJR, wired General Hugh S. JohnDetroit
president

son

last

WJR

week

offering the facilities

to air his social disease talk

which was barred by NBC.
Text of Gen. Johnson's talk has
been sent to all newspapers publishing the General's column. "Physical
Culture" magazine has contracted to
print the script intact in a forthcoming issue.

—

Washington Reports were current
here that the FCC would investigate
the barring of Gen. Johnson's health
talk

by

NBC

last

Wednesday

1937

Lawyers' Group Starts

Second Season on

Talent

WBEN

cominc

and

goidg

Both amateurs and professionals
Buffalo—Bar Association of Erie
who have never had a break are be- County and the Lawyers Club of
ing given a chance in a "Can You Buffalo have started their second seaMRS. PAUL WHITEMAN leaves today for
Pick a Star?" contest being conduct- son on the airwaves with series of
where she will join the maestro, who
ed by Horace Heidt with participa- dramas over WBEN. Purpose of the Chicago,
opens another four-week engagement shortly
tion of his listening audience.
series is to create good will and at the Drake Hotel.
Each night in the Biltmore's Bow- overcome the "sour feeling" that has
F.
J.
MILLER, secretary-treasurer of Auman Room at the supper show, five grown up against lawyers. Playlets gusta Broadcasting Co., WRDW, Augusta, Ga.,
of these aspirants for radio fame will are intended to demonstrate need of is in New York on a business trip.
display their wares with Heidt's lawyers, arising from time to time
FRANCES LANCFORD has arrived in New
Brigadiers. The winner of each night in all families, and are angled to York and begins an engagement at the New
York Paramount on Wednesday.
will be presented Sunday, and the show how lawyers often are "misunALLEN CAMPBELL, general manager of
H.
winner of the semi-finals will appear derstood." Series will be handled by
King-Trendle Broadcasting
enroute back
the following evening on Heidt's Ellis Advertising Co., with Jerry from New York to Detroit, Corp.,
is
stopping over in
Commercial and receive a cash prize. Harris writing script.
Chicago.
The radio audience will then be
JACK LAVIN arrives on the Coast today
ETs of last year's series stirred conasked the question: "Can You Pick siderable interest when played before from New York.
a Star?"
Interest in the contest is New York
JOHN BLAIR, president of John Blair & Co..
State Bar Association and
widespread, as shown by the volume at convention of National Bar.
in Los Angeles and San Francisco late last
Pro- was
week
with Vice-President George Boiling, windof applications rolling daily
into ject won favorable comment. Transing up contracts to represent the Don Lee NetHeidt's office.
work
after Jan. 1.
criptions will be made again this
year and offered to other bar assoC. M. ROBERTSON, JR., radio executive of
ciations throughout United States. Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, and MRS.
Holds Symposium
were in town over the week-end
Plans are under direction of The ROBERTSON
Series Committee of Ten, headed by Evan to attend the Army-Notre Dame game.
CLARENCE
WHEELER,
vice-president
of
Hollister, and Dave Diamond, chairCleveland
An unusual plan to man of Radio Publicity Committee. WHEC, Rochester, is in town.
SAM COOK, head of WFBL, Syracuse, is in
further the study of symphonic muNew York.
sic has been adopted by WTAM in
RALPH J. CORBETT, of Ralph Corbett Inc.,
connection with the weekly SaturCincinnati,
town visiting the New York
in
day night broadcasts of the new
Sales Boosted 100%
office.

WTAM

Rug

NBC Symphony

orchestra. Through
the cooperation of leading educators
in the schools and colleges, students
of serious music are invited by ticket

In

is

KJR Show's Third

Week

—

COMMANDER

E.

F.

McDONALD

JR.,

presi-

dent of Zenith Radio Corp., arrived in New
York from Chicago late last week on business.

Seattle The "Are You a Writer"
GLADYS SWARTHOUT goes to Seattle from
radio contest-program in its third Hollywood
to
sing tomorrow at the opening
week over KJR brought a 100 per concert of the Cecilia Schultz series.
cent increase in rug department sales
STAN ZUCKER of CRA has returned from
for its sponsor, Grunbaum Brothers Pittsburgh, where he attended the Hotel Men's
Association convention.
Furniture Co.
PETE BARNUM and CAL MCCARTHY, RuthThe new program, based around
p.m. broadcast.
rauff
& Ryan radio department execs, left
Vernon H. Pribble, manager of the radio dramatization of scripts Hollywood on Saturday for New York after a
WTAM, introduced the idea and submitted in competition by authors week of huddling with Tiny Ruffner on various
plans to continue the symposiums in the state of Washington, also ties accounts.
with Paramount Pictures and
STEPHANIE DALE left Irvington, N. J., on
for the duration of the NBC concerts. in
Walter Logan, musical director of United Air Lines. Its test here is Saturday by train for Hollywood, where she
will sing with Roger Pryor's band.
WTAM, led the first symposium last being eyed for possible nationwide
RALPH WONDERS left for Philadelphia over
Saturday,
and Dorothy Crandall, adaptation after breaking all KJR
the week-end and is back at his desk today.
for
"listener
appeal"
of
concert pianist and organist, played records
MAURICE CLARKE, chief engineer of WHEC.
the themes of the music to follow in locally-produced shows of its type.
Rochester, was in town over the week-end to
the broadcast.
The third of the weekly program attend the Army-Notre Dame game.
marked the first time that GrunLARRY BURKE, NBC tenor, was in Montreal
baum's had concentrated their com- last week appearing in the Radio Broadcasting
Hi-Speed Cancels
Room at the Produced-in-Canada Exhibition.
mercials
on
a
special
department.
Detroit Hi-Speed gas account, on
WJR for the past nine years, reported as cancelling its program on
Russ Morgan Booked
the station as of Nov. 29. CancellaProgram Expands
tion is attributed to Hi-Speed reRuss Morgan and His Orchestra
Cleveland
When Jane Weaver have been booked by CRA to open
trenchment policy. Same account,
however, will continue its "Fact celebrates her first anniversary as a at the Paramount Theater, New York,
mikewoman today, she will on Dec. 1, for two weeks, with opFinder' program on
and the
Michigan network. Oil company has be joined on her "Health and Home" tions for additional time.
This is
been on these King-Trendle stations program, heard six days a week at Morgan's first theater engagement
8 a.m., by Stubby Gordon and His
for the past two years.
here.
Orchestra.

Saturday night music symposiums
preceding
the network
broadcast.
Outstanding Cleveland
musicians lead the discussions about
the music to be heard in the 10-10:30
to attend

Offers to Broadcast

Johnson's

New

15,

On NBC Symphony
—

FINANCIAL

of

Monday. November

RADIO DAILY

night,

but as yet no official complaint has
been filed with the Commission.

Jean Colbert in Serial
Jean Colbert has joined the cast

One

—

WTAM

—

WTAM

WXYZ

The program also will be increased
length from 30 to 45 minutes.
Chicago — Consolidated Drug "Health and Home," a radio feature
Fink
dramatic serial on CBS and the WLW Trades has cut its 75-minute "Lone for the housewife, has been heard
Line.
Miss Colbert also is doing a Trail Opry House" on WGN to 15 over WTAM for seven years. Recipes,
new series of recordings for Astring- minutes and is now piping in Charley household hints and helpful inforOzark
Minstrels
from mation for women are included in
osol through the Irwin-Wasey agency Stookey's

Drug Trades'

Mary Sothern," Lehn &
(Hinds Honey and Almond)

of "Life of

New Show

in

KWK, St. Louis, for a full hour on
WGN. Benson & Dahl is the agency.

AND

the program.

SIX

Voice

* POWER
* MARKET
* POPULARITY
'flewlu fou/pped for Super Power-

After

of

years of nom-deHugh Conrad, the man

miking as

who

"Time" Unmasks

seven

says

"Time Marches On"

for

radio and screen, has decided to go

back

to

Voorhis.

his

real

name,

C.

W. van

WOPI

"The
the

BRISTOL-

Voice

*

LEE GRANT
HIS

ORCHESTRA

-STAR REVIEW

of

Appalachians"

J—

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

4

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC
MEREDITH

WILLSON,

coast

STUART SHERMAN,

Sherman-Clay music

library, and due
off the press shortly, the treatise by

NBC

musical director is written
in the language and slanguage of
the present-day crop of musicians

and the rehearsal halls. Bach and
Beethoven may do nip-ups in their
graves, but the eminent writer treats
music familiarly and drives home
his lessons in harmony and counterpoint and all the other elements of
musical composition in a sometimes
facetious vein which will intrigue the
interest

the

of

triple-tonguing

well as the concert meister or
chair violin of the symphony.

book will make
the

first

"hot

swing dance band as

a

in

first

The

appearance around

its

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week ending Nov. 12th.
•

•

•

Saturday .... To

Philly for a quiet

with visiting the lavish studios

WCAU — a

of

week-end which

taken up

is

reminiscent of NBC's old

bit

—

in the way of lay-out
but each studio has its own
scheme plus murals .... Audiences are not permitted in the rooms
but watch from upper windows .... We watch Jan Savitt conduct his "Top
Hatters" show, fed to NBC .... Later to Lew Tendler's restaurant, where the
x-champ tells us the "inside" story of Benny Leonard's talking him out of

Ave. establishment

Fifth

color

Sunday .... While still in the Quaker City and the dullness is interrupted with a jew remarks about the gridiron game lost
by Penn the afternoon before, a radio official tells us that down at

•

•

KFRO, Longview,

Tex., they are engaged in a drive for old toys
which are picked up in trucks and brought to the fire dept. who repair them and present the toys to underprivileged children.

•

Louis Armstrong has finished musical chores in current Bing Crosby
and Mae West pictures and has opened at the Vogue, downtown Hollywood nitery, on a four-week ticket.

Monday .... Lunch

•

Tavern with

at the

Josef

general manager
.

of

Consolidated Radio

Artists,

.

just attended.

Andrew
niek's

Bieniek, leader of BieOrchestra, which broadcasts

WHOM

and WHBI, and which

plays at many Polish-American functions, died last week at his home in
Elizabeth, N. J. Two sons are members of the orchestra and are expected to carry on the work initiated

by their

father.

• • • Tuesday at lunch someone whispers that the artist who
designed WCAU's studios would do the job for
in N. Y
A wire from WMPS, Memphis, relates how two people who had been
lost for 35 years were re-united through Paul Hodges' broadcast the
nite previous ... .Seems that Paul interviewed a traveling salesman
during his nitely show at Union Station there his voice was recognized by a college sweetheart who phoned every hotel until she

WMCA

—

—

located the fellow.

KFOX on

Calif.

Network

Long Beach, Cal.— KFOX, the Hal
Nichols station, has become affiliated
with the California Radio System.

Lawrence

McDowell, commercial
manager, was in San Francisco last
week completing program and technical arrangements.
Obrist Joins Ralph H. Jones

—

Cincinnati Edward C. Obrist, production manager and supervisor of

commercial copy for WBEN, Buffalo,
since 1930, and before that program
director

joined

MARJORIE

WSYR,

of

the

Jones Co.,

Syracuse,

has

Ralph H.
Cincinnati and New York
staff

of

the

advertising agency.

•

•

•

Wednesday .... Buddy

We

Bing Crosby.

probably

is

happy.

.

.

listen attentively

.To see the

WMCA

its

250th broadcast over
on Wednesday, 11 p.m. to midnight.
In its
three years on the air, it is estimated
that show has presented 4,000 amateurs.

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

"Babes

—

.

say "Yawsah, Boss''.
ters from Hollywood,

work on

the lack

.

.

.

.Ted Lewis in Lindy's as Cartoonist Milt Gross en-

where

he'll

reside

permanently.

He

finished

just

Oakie show.

•
•
o Thursday ... .Jack Robbins lets us hear the score from
"Love and Hisses" and we particularly like Gordon and Revel's "I
Wanna Be in Winchell's Column" a cutie....We watch the Armistice Day parade and a uniformed gent asks us if another war breaks
.Wantout would we go. "Yes, the three of us will go," we reply.
ing to know who the others were we stated "The two fellows who'll
drag us there!" ... .We depart and find our pockets had been picked
and the suit torn by the thief in his attempt to get at our last
dollar! ... .Visit the Kate Smith show where Stooge Charlie Cantor
swipes the comedy spotlight while Ted Collins still portrays the
No. 1 showman.

—

—

250th Broadcast
"Harlem Amateur Night" marks

Clark resents our writing that he sings

and decide that he's right. Crosby
in Arms" show after its long run
with Mitzi Green, Ray Heatherton and Wynn Murray and find that the
.Henny
lovely ditty, "Where or When," doesn't receive a worthy spot.
Youngman meets us at Dave's and tells us about the $1700 car he just
purchased and now he's looking for a colored boy who knows only how to
like

.

—

.

—

•

•

•

secretary

McPHERSON,

director

of

agency,

has returned

the

Izzard

of

radio

Co., Seattle
to her office

after a comprehensive study of radio
stations and programs in the southern portion of the Pacific Coast.

Young & Rubicharge of radio, went to
Hollywood with Harry von Zell, Peter Van Steeden, William Rousseau
and wife and John Brown, to ready
the initial Fred Allen show from the
coast.
Rousseau is production as-

cam

Friday .... Decide

Mickey Alpert and Jane Pickens

TOTAL EXPENSES

to

spend another day

in

Philly

and

visit

new

suit

with

in

Unique KSL Broadcast
Salt Lake
50,000-watt

—

City

affiliate

KSL, the CBS
here,
came

through

with a remarkable sports
broadcast and what was perhaps
western radio's major 1937 production last week. On the networks for
a full hour beginning at 8 a.m., the
KSL crew (comprising eight engineers, an elaborate inter-communication shortwave system, and four
announcers) caught the official attempt of Capt. George E. T. Eyston
as he sped off on an assault on Sir
Malcolm Campbell's 301.13 m.p.h.
Broadcast was short-waved to BBC
besides going coast-to-coast on CBS.
KSL engineers, under the supervision of Eugene Pack, handled the
entire broadcast after having spent
three months on the salt in preparation for the coverage. Glenn Shaw
and Wally Sandack, KSL staff announcers, were the commentators.
Network extended original time by
quarter hour.

KNOW,

Waco, Tex.

Pate, g.m. of WACO, has
also been made g.m. of KNOW, suc-

James W.

ceeding James W. Hagood, who resigned to go into his own business.
Paul Forchheimer, formerly of the
sales staff, has been made production

manager.
Besides recent improvements

schedule, station facilities are to be further expanded, according to Elliott Roosevelt, southwestern director of Hearst Radio. Additional space, new equipment, more
local coverage of events, etc., are
planned.
Walton Newton, program
director, is conducting a wide search
for

new

talent.

AL

l»

O \ A II
his

at

2 pair of trousers!

I

orchestra
the

RAINBOW ROOM
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied! Have zippers put on your pockets
so thieves wouldn't have so much trouble getting at your last buck!

in its

CBS program

and

at the Earle there.

$19.50 for a

v.p.

sistant.

Cherniavsky, Stan

and Moe Gale,
who discuss "accents". .Late that nite for a bite at Lindy's, where lack
Bregman, just returned from the coast, Charlie Ross, Addy Britt, Benny
Davis, Abe Lyman, Mack Davis, and a few boys discuss an opening they
Zucker,

named general
new agency.

been
the

of the year.

•

over

Scott, formerly secretary to H. Leslie
Atlass, v.p. of CBS in Chicago, has

DON STAUFFER,

the championship.

•

president of

Benton & Bowles, Chicago, has appointed Carolyn Bonnesen as space
buyer and office manager. Miss Bonnesen was space buyer at RuthraufT
& Ryan for years, and before that
was with Kling-Gibson agency. Jane

mae-

has written a book with
the self-explanatory title of "What
Every Young Musician Should
Know." Published by Jack Robbins,
who acquired it when taking over

trumpet"

1937

AGENCIES

stro,

the

15.

For Full and Winter Svuson
Fourth

Return

Engagement

i:

Monday, November

1937

15.

FCC Chairman

Merchandising Service

#

r. c« c.

#

Is Instituted

ACTIVITIES
for

&

Piatt

new

Piatt

station.

WDZ,

Tuscola, 111. CP for boost to 1 kw.
Nov.
16:
Citizens
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Schenectady.
CP for new station.
Thomas J. Watson, Endicott, N. Y. CP

new

for

station.

Hampden

CP

Mass.

-

Hampshire

new

for

service,

station.

19: C. Bruce McConnell,
CP for new station.

Indianap-

offers as an additional
results for sponsors.
known as WTMV's

Caldarone, Providence.
CP for
J.
station, 1270 kc, 250 watts, day.
University of Okla., Norman, Okla.
CP
for new experimental station, 8655 kc, 100
Peter

KMOX, St. Louis: Lamont Corliss & Co.
(Danys Cream Hand Lotion), announceDedication of ments.
Harrisonburg, Va.
the $150,000 Northcutt Carillon at LuWBAP, Fort Worth: Beaumont Laboraray, Va., was aired Saturday over
tories, ETs, through H. W. Kastor & Sons;
eight Virginia stations, with the staff Emerson Drug, announcements, through J.
Gillette
Rubber Comof WSVA here handling most of the Walter Thompson;
Old*details of the program. U. S. Senator pany, ETs, through Cramer-Krassalt
mobile, ETs, through D. P. Brothers, DeHarry F. Byrd was principal speak- troit.
er, and other stations carrying the
WGN, Chicago: Sunkist Oranges of Calif.,
ceremonies were WCHV, WBTM,

relatively

small

retailers

who

cannot afford expert advertising and
merchandising service to back up
their
radio campaigns. Our
Sponsored Program Service will give

WTMV

LiPublishing Co., St. Louis.
cense for new facsimile station, experimental,
using equipment constructed for high frequency broadcast station.

them that

KYOS, Merced, Cal. Voluntary assignof license from Merced Star Publishing
Co. to Merced Broadcasting Co.
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz. Transfer of control
from Albert Steinfeld & Co. to
Broadcasting Co.

help."

WCKY

8

Now

Using

Hours Weekly on

WCLE

WLVA, WGH, WRNL, WHPR

and

half-hour
tions,

purchaser

of

radio

time

with

the

47

the carillon were

bells

in
KSL, Salt Lake City:
brought from England and assembled Chesebrough, Old Golds, all
native
sandGardner
Nurseries.
tower
of
113-ft.
in the

Show

last

AFM

(Continued from Page

to

Auto Show Pickups

appears in newspapers
first time several
throughout the country, will call the auto companies have been permitted
new series "Bert and Lou," the first to pick up broadcasts from the auto
names of the two comics, and it will show. Dodge dealers used Doug
depict the adventures of the two in Hope, who appears regularly on their
a broadcasting studio.
Rhythm at Noon show on Sundays,
to
interview prospective customers
in man-on-the-street style. No quesLyn Murray Chorus Set
As a result of their satisfactory tions about motors, however, were
work on two recent Al Pearce pro- permitted. Oldsmobile. which has the
grams, Lyn Murray's seven-voice Bears football games on WIND, also
chorus has been signed as a regular put on a special show from the Olds
feature on this Tuesday CBS series. booth.
baritone Buddy Clark,
guest-starred on last Tuesday's
program, will again appear on tomorrow's broadcast.

who

to

Kate Smith

settled.

10,000,000th radio set will
presented to Kate Smith on her

CBS

next Thursday over

The award is in recognition of her outstanding radio achievement.

to attend.

Kaltenborn

MANAGEMENT

ARTISTS

Presenting

I

PAUL

WHITEMAN
17

EAST 45th

ST.,

New

York

MU

1

2-1888

bagged

Andrews on Maxwell
West Coast Bureau.

—

Maxwell

House scripts.
Andrews
was scripter on "Show
Boat."
The M-G-M picture, "Navy
Blue and Gold," with Florence Rice.
James Stewart, Lionel Barry more
and Billie Burke, will be "previewed" on the November 18 airing.
formerly

limits.

Dog

Is Star of Talent Search
Visalia, Cal.
Pat came on the air
and said "mamma" which wasn't
much of a contribution, except that
Pat is a dog. So he was something
of a sensation on KTKC's "Search
for Talent" program. Of course, Pat
can do a lot more besides he can
add and subtract and make a bow
and such things but most of his

—

—

—

Script

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles
Bob Andrews has
been signed by Bill Bacher to work
with Harry Kronman on the Metro-

Hiram Higsby's 15th Year
Memphis — Hiram Higsby was presented with an 18-inch cake by the
staff of
last week on the occasion of his 15th year in radio. He
started in Topeka as half of the team

WMPS

of

"Hiram and Henry."

Bess Johnson's Successor

—

—

[HAW,

Philco's

be
broadcast
at 8 p.m.

All

president,

pointed out that there are no
questions involved that remain un-

Chicago
Sunda Love has been
chosen to supplant Bess Johnson in
canine accomplishments must wait the role of Frances Matthews in Pillsfor television, while under present bury "Today's Children." Miss
Johnlimitations he "woofs" a few times son went to Now York
to star in
and calls out "mamma"— as clearly "Hilltop House."
Testimonial to Husing
Ted Husing, ace CBS sports an- as any child can do it.
nouncer will be guest of honor at
a testimonial banquet to be tendered
Sells Christmas Program
him at the Downtown Athletic Club
Universal Radio Programs Inc. has
on Wednesday. Part of the proceed- signed seven stations as subscribers
It's
great
a
ings will be broadcast on CBS Coast- to its Christmas release, "Holiday
feeling
to
be
to-Coast
hookup,
10:30-10:45
p.m. Greetings," according to L. N. Marks,
really
well
Numerous well known newspaper- v.p. Firm also signed nine contracts
dressed at
all
times Fine immen, sports figures, et al, are expected last week for its Commercial An-

Incidentally,

Award

and Lee Taylor.

Pack,

1)

AFM

Joseph N. Weber.

who

WLW

Chicago— For the

Contract Forms
Now Being Printed

Are

week.

Earl J. Glade, managing director,
network signing of a new contract with C. A.
sponsors. Station is owned by L. B. McLaughlin, general sales manager heads local Community Chest Speakof WCLE.
Under the new contract, ers Bureau drive.
Wilson.
Burt's sponsors two separate shows
Onetime voted KSL's most popuIt is also understood that WCKY
on WCLE, one daily and one weekly. lar local, the Utah Buckaroos rewill be available to the WLW Line
Total time purchased per week is turned in a new Saturday show for
and Mutual.
is, and has been,
Gardner Nurseries. Talent also feaoptional on either the Red or Blue eight hours.
The daily program is "Wake Up and tures Richard Keddington as Old
webs with WSAI on the basic Red
Sing," featuring early morning music Gardner and Rampton Barlow soloist.
network.
and fun, aired 7-8 a.m. Each SunByron Ray and Stan Reese, staff
day, the jewelry firm sponsors the members, vacationing in California.
Swor and Lubin Cartoon Strip big Burt's
Barton Howell, KSL Press Bureau
The blackface characters of Swor two hours, Amateur Show, lasting co-editor, takes over University of
in
Cleveland's Masonic
and Lubin, currently featured on Auditorium,
Utah Chronicle editorship. Bart is
from 3-5 p.m.
NBC's "Bicycle Party" commercial,
Firm never signs for less than a sophomore.
have been incorporated into a new year.
Pheasant luck is reported by Frank
comic strip series by R. L. Martin,
McLatchy,
Dan Vincent, Eugene

which

Zenith
Radio.
through CBS;

stone.

was available only

syndicate cartoonist. Martin, known
as the creator of "Rufus and Red,"

show of WBS transcripKen Carpenter, through Lord &

morning

with

Thomas.

of Burt's Incorp.,

(Continued from Page 1)
to Blue

Kansas City, Mo.: Canada Dry.
and Tomorrow," through J. M.

Mathes.

;

Cleveland— L. O. Klivans, manager
KSL, Salt Lake City
Roy Drushall, announcer, was seannounces that his
firm has become the largest local lected as emcee of Salt Lake Auto

Now

KCMO,
"Today

—

The

Burt's Inc.

Available
To Both Red and Blue
Is

8 Virginia Stations Air
Dedication of Carillon

WDBJ.

ment

KTAR

WLS, Chicago: Consolidated Drug Trades,
"Musical Roundup" and "Merrygoround,"
through Benson and Dahl.

forts.

are

watts.
Pulitzer

Signed by Stations
1)

because the "facts"
may be known by some one present
at the hearing but not as a scheduled
corporation

Sponsored Program Service, includes
the preparation of store and counter
displays, ad
material, direct mail
stuff and general merchandising ef-

is our hope to be able to do a
complete job for the advertiser. It
so happens that many of our accounts

new

my

NEW BUSINESS

to All

witness.

"It

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Orders

Open

Hearings

(Continued from Page

1)

eral

Nov.
olis.

insure

WTMV

Commenting on the new step, GenManager William H. West said:

Holyoke,

Corp.,

to

The

Poughkeepsie.

Inc.,

WTMV

which

HEARINGS BEFORE EXAMINER
Today:

by

(Continued from fain-

aid

CP

5

RADIO DAILY

nouncement Service.

0
in

Hospital

NAT BRUSIL0FF

Cincinnati— H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS
commentator, was taken to Good
Samaritan Hospital on arriving here
Friday, suffering from an acute liver
ailment.
His speaking engagement
at the

celled.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New

York's

Own

WMCA
1697

0-

BROADWAY

jl.

j*.

j±

j*.

CUSTOM CLOTHES

w -w ^ -w -w

*

46 WEST 48

ST.

NEW YORK

Station

•

"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"

Women's Exposition was can-

De<jEZa

BR yant 9-9746

CI 6-2200

.0

ported materials
smartly tailored
will
give you
that feeling

know

been
some
best

We

We
have

dressing
the
of

known Ra-

dio,
Stage and
Screen
artists

for

years

priced
up.

Suits

$6500

6
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*

IN 111

It

15,
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Cigaret Accounts Active
(Continued from Page

CLIFF NAZARRO.

double-talking
comic, joined Joe Penner's cast

with Sunday's airing.
Lai Chand Mehra will break a precedent on his "At Home" program
tonight over KMPC by having only

one guest participate in the extemporaneous discussion devoted to the
Manly P. Hall, noted
crisis in Asia.
author and lecturer, has been chosen
by Mr. Mehra for the assignment.
Orchids to Joe Penner and his entire cast for doing an Armistice Day

show

Veteran's

the

at

Hospital

in

Sawtelle.

Matthew Murray, 'Ambassador

KMPC

the Air," returns to

of

with a

Monday and Thursday program

at

2 p.m.

Gaylord

and

organist,

Carter,

Vicki Joyce, vocalist, are heard night-

KMTR

over

ly

12: 15

from 12 midnite to
from "Slapsie Maxie" Ros-

a.m.

enbloom's
Boulevard.

new

the

of

nitery

Beverly

on

Grace Jones, formerly of KMBC,
Kansas City, has been added to the
secretarial staff at CBS, assigned to
office

Lud

musical

Gluskin,

director.

Joe

Morrison

"Last Roundup"
to the growing

of

fame has been added
list

of

Harty-Kelton

"Romance

WHK-WCLE,

KMPC

new

show, features John Lambert, bari-

is

.

clients.

of the Air,"

1

another CBS event.... P. & the General's talk on social disG. also will use a transcribed show eases not being in keeping with the
on 85 outlets for a special Camay policy of NBC
soap
campaign. .. .Record-breaking
Annual meeting of the Ohio Assoseries of time signals being placed ciation of Broadcasters was held Friby The Biow Co. for Bulova watches, day and Saturday in Columbus ....
with 140 or more stations in line for while the Northwestern Broadcasters
such contracts. .. .American Bankers met on Saturday, both organizations
Association preparing a series of comprised
of
NAB members....
quarter-hour disks....
Coaxial cable test for television was
In Washington, Chairman McNinch found satisfactory, according to ATT
of the FCC opened fire in another engineers. .. .ASCAP sent out first
step of his "cleanup campaign".... batch of its 25,000 songs titles most
Commissioner Payne announced a used in radio, with names of writers
campaign to "clean up" children's and copyright owners, if any....
programs ....
NBC again revising its Cincinnati
Technicians' strike by members of station setup ... .same web will add
the ACA kept WOL, Washington, off two more Canadian outlets to the
the air last Thursday .... ACA, using fold, one for the Red network and
its former name ARTA, through one the
other optional for either Red
of its vice-presidents, sent a cable or Blue.... CBS added two Minneto Arturo Toscanini telling him that sota outlets. .. .AFM okays the allohis forthcoming appearance here on cations
of
additional expenditures
NBC is the cause of many people for musicians as worked out by the
being discharged. .. .this, of course, IRNA.
.FTC gets busy again on the
was promptly denied by President proposed code of fair trade practices
Lohr of NBC, who assured the for the pop music industry ... .Panmaestro that the accusation was ab- American radio parley still in sessolutely false and, on the contrary, sion in Havana. .. .plans for a world
55 additional musicians were being radio convention in Sydney, Ausput to work as a result of the Tos- tralia, next spring, being worked out
canini
concerts. .. .Gen.
Hugh S. by Sir Ernest Fiske, president of the
Johnson's script was turned down by Australian Institute of Radio EnNBC last Wed. night the subject of gineers.

board

Cleveland

Radio Engineers Meet

Garvey, formerly of the John
King agency, has joined the staff
P.

J.

.

Feb. 7-19 in Columbus

HENRY

WEBER,

WGN

musical diconduct the Chicago
Opera orchestra in nine more prorector, will

ductions this season.
One of these,
"Der Rosenkavelier" on Dec. 18, will
star his wife, Marion Claire.
J. C. Stein, president of MCA, has
moved his family to Hollywood. W.
H. Stein, v. p., has gone to
York.

New

Morrey Lipsey, who handles radio
for MCA, removed from Edgewater
Hospital to his

home

for further re-

covery from stomach ailment. Expects to return to work in about
a month.
Anson Weeks to open at the Aragon ballroom Dec. 9, when Freddy
Martin leaves for three months on
the coast. Dick Jurgens replaces Ted
Weems at the Trianon at the same
time and will be followed a few
weeks later by Bill Carlson.
A. J. Kendrick, v. p. of World
Broadcasting System, expected back
at his desk today after a month in
New York on AFM conferences.
Vivian Delia Chiesa, NBC soprano,
to sing role of Marguerite in "Faust"
at Chicago Opera on Nov. 18.
Virginia Jones and Bret Morrison
added to cast of "Romance of Helen
Trent."

Dick Post, formerly with WCCO,
is a new announcer at

Minneapolis,

and Virginia Dawn, coloratura, S.
WBBM-CBS.
Mona Content as accompanist. of
and WCLE as a general
Josh Higgins of Finchville, who
{Continued from Page 1)
All have had solo periods previous- production man. He was also asso- other subjects dealing with broad- has been on NBC afternoons, takes
ly but the combination is new and ciated with Procter & Collier Co., cast station design and maintenance. over a morning spot at 11:15 a.m.
will be heard regularly each Friday Cincinnati, and Hanff-Metzger Co., In addition, preparatory lectures and EST on the Blue starting today.
tone,

WHK

with

New

p.m.

York.
demonstrations will be given by
Robert F. Monroe, formerly of members of the University staff beWBNS, Columbus, has joined the fore the outside lecturers appear on
continuity staff of WHK-WCLE.
the program.
LUISE RAINER, Allan Jones (emSet for a series on KFRC, Duncan
cee) Robert Young, James Stewart,
MacPherson moved his "Golf Clinic"
Tom Brown, Florence Rice, Judy
show to KYA at the last moment.

at 2:30

SAN FRANCISCO

GUEST-ING

,

Garland,

Betty

Jaynes,

Gorin,

Igor

Ted Healy and Stooges, and Jack
Dawn. MGM makeup expert, also
preview of "Navy Blue and Gold,"
on "Good News of 1938," Nov. 18
(NBC-Red, 9 p.m.).
LOTTE LEHMAN, with Andre KosNov. 24

telanetz orchestra,
p.m.)

(CBS, 9

OKLAHOMA

COLUMBUS

CITY

Geer Parkinson, staff organist at
Gertrude Wright Moore, NBC secM. H. Bonebrake, advertising manWBNS, is celebrating his fourth year retary to the sales manager,
ager of WKY, attending annual homewent
with
this station.
Hollywood last week for the
to
coming celebration at his alma mater,
Roc
Lee, formerly of WALR, Zanesfuneral of her husband, Dinty Moore,
University of Missouri.
Oklahoma ville, is a new announcer at WHKC. of NBC there.

Board of Directors of
Network met here last week
plans for

fall

activities

to lay
of the net-

Lehman Otis, takes over the post
of radio editor at the Columbus Citizen, vacated by Virginia Lehmont,

work.
resigned. The Citizen has dropped its
Neal Barrett, g.m. at KOMA, also
"Uncle Jack Reads the Funnies" pro"Magazine
GRETTA PALMER, on
district governor of Advertising Fedin place of new
Of the Air," Nov. 24 (CBS, 11 a.m.). eration of America, attended district gram over
daily broadcasts featuring various
BUDDY CLARK, on Al Pearce convention at San Antonio.
members of their editorial staff whose
show, Nov. 16 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
chief engineer,
Earl Hull,
columns are followed by Central
SULLAVAN and had 92 solicitations from salesmen Ohio
readers.
HERBERT MARSHALL, on Lux for new mobile transmitter automo(CBS 9-10 bile unit.
Radio Theater, Nov. 22.

WHKC

WKY

MARGARET

WQXR

p.m.)

TYRONE POWER,
Hotel, Nov.

19.

NED SPARKS,
night,"

Nov. 24

on

Hollywood

(CBS 9-10 p.m.)
on "Town Hall To(NBC-Red,

9

p.m.)

CLARK

DENNIS, on "Fun in
Music," tomorrow NBC-Red, 2 p.m.)
ERIC BLORE, MISCHA AUER,
(

HOPPER, YAHBUT
CHEERILY, on Rudy Valle

HEDDA

gram, Nov.

18

(NBC-Red,

CLAIRE TREVOR,

and
pro-

8 p.m.)

interviewed by

Elza Schallbert, Nov. 18
11:15 p.m.)

(NBC-Blue,

Women's Program

KGGC

Les Malloy,
announcer, vacationing in Mexico, plans to be back
this

week.

KGGC now

airing news broadcasts
of the President Theater here every night except Sunday.
Harry
Leroy,
station
announcer,
gives the flashes for a 10-minute

from the stage

period

La

with Theater Manager Rene
reading the "headlines."

Marr

uncovered
Talented
artists
on
tomorrow will present its
program aimed specifically at Benny Walker's amateur hour get
WMCA today inaugurates a book- women. Titled "Woman's World," their first pro opportunity on the
review-of-the-air series to be heard with Ruth Morgan discussing beauty, new Monday "Blue Chasers" proweekly on Mondays conducted by fashions, home topics, careers, etc., gram over Pacific Coast NBC Red
Harry Pascoe. Program will be at program will be heard Tuesdays at net.
2:15-2:30 p.m.
3:30-4 p.m.
Edna Smith de Nunzio, KYA song
star, departs for Europe in FebruWalton with Pathe
ary with Madame Gina Cigna, Met
Buddy Manners to Wed
Buddy Manners, WHN vocalist opera star and her manager, Signor
Sidney Walton, former staff announcer of WHN and now emcee of heard with Don Albert's and Irving Attilio Lamponi. They heard Edna
"You Don't Say" over WMCA, has Aaronson's orchestra, has set the sing at a musicale here and Lamjoined Pathe News as a commenta- wedding date. She will take on a poni immediately placed her under

Book Reviews on

tor.

WMCA

WQXR

first

spouse Dec.

12.

contract to his Milan agency.

Monday, November

15,

1937
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RADIO DAILY
McClatchy in Control
Akerberg Finds South
Of Calif. Radio System
Showing Improvement
(Continued from Page

{Continued from Pane

1)

1)

Howard Lane, business manlahan of
here while on his way mento.
ager of McClatchy Broadcasting, will
York.
from Dallas to New
Asked if national chains might set supervise.
KYA here remains a major link in
up regional networks and produce
while KFWB, the Warner
shows especially suited for sectional the web,
Bros, station in Hollywood, replaced
listeners. Akerberg said this might
KEHE, Hearst outlet, as the southern
be done by stations and stage groups,
key station. Transamerican will repbut that networks dealing in naresent the network, which also has
tional accounts could not do it.
Fresno;
J,
KFBK, Sacramento;
KWG, Stockton, and KERN, Bakers-

WWL

JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY
Sustaining

WOR-Mutual. Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
"MUSICAL CAMERA" IN COLORFUL ARRAY OF SONG TABLEAUX.
J

Cherniavsky brought his
Josef
"Musical Camera" to the air Thursvday night in a new series that not
only is off the beaten path but is
excellent
entertainment
well.
as

KM

Gov. Bibb Fireside Chats

Alabama

With Jack Arthur as emcee and bariNetwork
Over
tone. Sylvia Froos and Emily Earle
holding up the feminine vocal end
Montgomery, Ala.
Borrowing an
fine style, and the Charioteers
in
dea of the nation's Chief Executive,
-quartet adding their singing talents
Governor Bibb Graves of Alabama
to Ihe setup, the program painted
is in the midst of a series of fireside
a panorama of melody that was intalks, heard over an Alabama netin flavor.
L ternational
work composed of WAPI and WSGN,
Sentimental stuff, rhythm, a CuBirmingham; WSFA, Montgomery;
ban rhumba, a nautical number, a
WALA, Mobile; WJBY, Gadsden, and
waltz and finally a stirring ArmisWBHP, Huntsville. Governor Graves
dishow
both
tice specialty gave the
color.
The principal delivered the first talk in the series
versity and
from the studios of WALA, and the
songs were given a musical camera
remainder will originate in the stu'background, a sort of dramatization,
dios of WSFA here.
that proved very effective.

—

Through

it all.

the musicianly hand

WTMV,

East

field.

Coast Station Gets
Alka-Seltzer Italian Show

Fifth

West Coast Bureau. RA>DIO

Los

Angeles— KMTR

is

DAILY
the

fifth

station in California to get the allItalian program, "Corriere del Aria,"

RADIO DAILY

sponsored by Alka-Seltzer.
Series
has been running on four Northern
California stations for the past several years, originated and still produced by Messrs. de Nunzio and
Grento, with the latter acting as announcer and commentator. Will be
heard on
at 7-7:30 p.m. Mondays through Fridays.

BRINGS

KMTR

St. Louis
Paul R. Reetz, former continuity
XVBT, Charlotte
terous baton.
man and announcer at WSUN, has
Grady Cole, commentator
will
joined here as writer handling spe- undergo a tonsil operation.
cial accounts. He has a fluent com"Good News of 1938"
Charles Crutchfield, program diSecond edition of the M-G-M-pro- mand of German and will be used rector, subbing for Cole meanwhile.
Coffee
show,
„duced Maxwell House
on new German show planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Powell of Honoover NBC-Red last Thursday night,
Irene Virginia Miller, staff actress lulu visited the station and reported
was quite an improvement over the heard on Sears-Roebuck morning that they can get WBT clearly out
It appears that the show, will be married Nov.
17 to
t. initial program.
on the island. They attended the
producers took quick steps to correct Thomas Atwood of St. Louis, Anna- "Midnight Dancing Party" broadcast
their opening night errors, and are polis graduate.
and presented a lei to Announcer
track.
A series designed to bring sur- Bill Bivens.
t now on the right
Some attention was paid to com- rounding communities into closer
edy, bringing Ted Healy and his touch with the station will be started
Orleans
^stooges for a sequence that was very Wednesday night.
With elimination of Capt. A. L.
enjoyable and can be amplified in
Eddie Stephens, cowboy singer, bePritchard as assistant managing difuture shows. Betty Jaynes, a young comes central figure in a permanent
miss with an excellent voice, and half-hour
morning show starting rector, the post apparently will remain unfilled, though James Willson.
'Gilbert Russell, English singer mak- this week when he is joined by The
Wranglers band.
ing his debut here, did fine vocal Oklahoma
An- program director, is reported moving into his office.
Igor Gorin also was heard in nouncer Jim Hennessy will work
bits.
A skit called "Top Sergeant Mc"a number, and Mickey Rooney, the with the show.
Quade," written by Russell McGuire.
film youngster, did an amusing song
was enacted over here with Henry
of his own.
of interest in the program was the Dupre in all parts as an Armistice
Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy
introduction of a stooge for comedian Day celebration.
performed satisfactorily in a pre
Henry Youngman. Charles Cantor
view of "Mannequin," and Robert
was the boy, and he did a swell job
Akron
handled the emcee spot well
, Young
of
complementing Youngman's
Henrietta Yost, head of the bookthough the script didn't give him
laugh-making efforts.
keeping and auditing department, is
much chance. Meredith Willson's
taking a belated vacation southward.
music was good.
"Bud" Bates, announcer, had never
Show still is a little too impersonal Richard Brooks
and diffused. To get a solid audiWhile nearly all other stations seen a wrestling match until a couple
ence hold, it needs to project some took advantage of Armistice Day to of weeks ago when he was called
'personalities more strongly and more air specialties about peace, Richard upon to cover a weekly gruntfest
sponsored by Goodrich Local No. 5.
intimately.
Brooks, in his "Little Things In Life"
program on WNEW, took the other But he's a veteran already.

Cherniavsky held sway, knitting
the cameos together with his dex-

*-of

ADVERTISING

WWL, New

RESULTS

BECAUSE
RADIO DAILY

REACHES THE

BUYING

WJW,

Kate Smith Hour

Week in and week out, the Kate
Smith program on CBS holds to
.standard high plane. With the Kate
Smith voice and personality dominating, the hour always comes out
well above the passing mark even
"when the dramatic portion of the
show

end of the picture

—war.

POWER
OF THE

He gave

Helen Johnson to Retire
a word picture of President Wilson
Chicago Helen Johnson, for eight
taking the step that put the U. S.
years director of CBS "American
in the big conflict, the war which
was supposed to end all wars, then School of the Air," said here last
week that she plans to retire.
brought the story down to the
Ethiopian, Spanish and Sino-Japanese incidents, and finally gave the
recitation a strong closing punch by
designating the speaker as "The German Unknown Soldier." It showed
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
originality and
ingenuity on the
in a Modern Manner
part of a commentator who has a

is a letdown.
Last Thursday night's skit. "The
-Informer." with James Barton in the
Victor McLaglen film role and Betty
Garde in the Margot Grahame part,
,.camc over the air well enough, all more fertile mind than most of his
things considered. But the new note contemporaries.

—

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
MANAGEMENT

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

INDUSTRY

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY:
Appleby & Appleby

New Radio

(Continued from l'mje

1)

have formed a new firm of consulting radio engineers with laboratories
and offices at Jasper and Winchester
avenues here.
BILL SUTHERLAND, announcer at Philip White, character actor, reKDKA. Pittsburgh, has been cently played a Syrian priest in
Thomas Appleby, president of the
Last Saturday he
firm, has been in wireless work 38 elected director of the Kiwanis Club "Tish" on CBS.
years He is a member of the Insti- of Pittsburgh for a three-year term. portrayed an Indian priest in the
tute of Radio Engineers and has a He has been program chairman for "Kit Carson" airing on WHN, while
tomorrow he'll be heard on the same
long period of service in government the past year.
station as a Chinese adventurer in
radio work, designing transmitters,
the Literary Forum's "Seven Who
supervising construction and operaThe "Quizzer Court" on KCKN.
tion of the first high power radio- Kansas City, Kan., brought in 255 Fled." All programs are put on by
phone stations, conducting anti-static questions in the past week, which the WPA Federal Theater radio diresearch, etc

Ellis Atteberry, g.m., considers a defiHis inventions include the present nite indication of the increasing popsystem of television using cathode ularity of the broadcast.
ray tube scanning for transmission

underground direcHerb Hyman. motion picture proand multiple radio motion man, recently
associated with
transmission and reception, variable Columbia
Pictures on the coast, has
grid leak and other devices.
joined Radio Events Inc. as account
As vice-president. William Apple- executive. He will also work with
by, who has had years of experience Gladys Miller and Service Programs
in newspaper and radio advertising, Inc. on her "Movie Room Cues."
will head a service known as the
Commercial Radio Analysis Division,
Joseph Boley of the WOV-WBIL
offering stations a service of manannouncing staff does a little side
agement and sales analysis.
work as commentator in Paramount
and

reception,
reception

Newsreels.

Witte Planning Crusade

A dramatic reconstruction of the
Universities of Florida and Georgia
freshman football game was aired
Philadelphia Lawrence Witte, who over WRUF, Gainesville, Fla.. on Friradio
column
syndicated
writes a
day at 1-1:30 p.m. The contest was
and also has a weekly series titled played Thursday night in Savannah.
"Mike Notes*' over KYW, wants to George Walsh and Dan Daniels, ace
launch a crusade for more radio sports announcers of the station,
programs devoted to gossip about viewed the game, took notes and reradio people.
He thinks movie folk turned to Gainesville to prepare the
get too much mention on the air, broadcast for Friday.
Maj. Garland
while radio personalities are neg- Powell, director of WRUF, said the
lected.
broadcast was prepared for the benefit
of the football fans who would
like to hear a recounting of the highStaff Goes Hunting
lights of the game.
Restriction of
Detroit
WJR's staff is depleted broadcast of the night game is due to
this week as almost a dozen are pur- ;'
c r'ation si^n-off period at 6:45 p.m.
suing the elusive stag in Michigan's
north woods.
M. R. Mitchell, chief
Dr. George Khieralla, head of the
engineer, has a log cabin with sleeping room for about a score, located Moslem Brotherhood of the United
will
interviewed over
be
in the midst of an estate of several States,
by the Observer of Good Will
hundred acres. Eric Howlett, program manager and "Fran" Jennings, next Sunday at 2:45 p.m.

For More Radio Gossip

—

WJR

vision.

The Rhythm Rogues are back on
WELI, New Haven, with a Tuesday
afternoon spot.

in

the

ONE MINUTE
INTfDVIPW
H. K.

CARPENTER

tivities are

the

top

for

the

fellow

who

WINS

"Voice

on past achievement
plication

to

the

Constant aptask of keeping

up with the times makes men

newspaper

Daily

ads listing the
Secret Celebrities will
be used
conjunction with the
broadcasts to help contestants ferret
out identities of the four celebrities
heard each day.
Secret Celebrity programs will be
five minutes in length and will feature public officials, judges, civic
leaders, musicians, educators, clergymen, financiers, sportsmen, and WHK-

names

of

WCLE

artists.

12
in

LaTorre

Mirror"

for

New

Play

Charles LaTorre, producer of the
Station, "Ave Maria Hour" over
for
owned by Hearst, as is the Mirror, the past few months, left the prohas successively been the voice of gram yesterday and is joining "Bethe New York American and the New tween the Devil," forthcoming BroadYork Journal.
way play.

"Voice of

WMCA

From Any Office

of

Postal Telegraph

You Can Send

TELEGRAMS
anywhere

the United

in

Stales.

Canada*,

or Mexico.

CABLEGRAMS
"Via

Commercial"

Orient.

to

Europe

"Via All America"

to

and

the

Central and

South America and the West Indies.

RADIOGRAMS

the Jexvish congregations in the
greater Miami area will participate
The aim is to show the
in rotation.
place of Judaism in the life of today.

"Via

Mackay Radio"

America and
the United

the

lo

Orient,

States

and

Europe,

South

principal

cities

to

ships at sea.

Merv Robertson
staff

of

of the commercial
Akron, recently be-

WADC,

came the father

eligi-

ble for the high ranks in radio or
any other profession."

of

WINS today becomes the
the New York Mirror."

in

rests

days.

discussed.

all

"The man who wants to progress
must study. There is no room at

of

announced
with

WBNS,

WLW

and
Columbus.

at

In

Canada by

the

Canadian

Pacific Telegraphs.

of a boy.

Charles Lake has joined the staff
WLW, Cincinnati. He formerly
also

was

who

succeed in correctly identifying the
61
prominent
Clevelanders
who
broadcast anonymously on the two
stations.
Two broadcasts will be
heard daily on each outlet for 31

land Press Radio Editor; and Elmore Bacon, Cleveland News Radio
Rumblings," is a new 15- Editor. They will choose the celebriminute broadcast being aired each ties to broadcast as well as judge
Wednesday evening over WHBL, letters which must be submitted with
Sheboygan, Wis., with Wade Patter- entries. Objectives are listener inson as announcer. Bowling alley ac- terest and dialing habit promotion.

Upper Peninsula.

In "The Jewish Hour," 7iew program over WKAT, Miami Beach, Fla.,

1)

listeners

"Alley

WNYC

camp

WCLE

and

Judges of the contest will be RobHerb Mann, Jr., member of the
announcing staff at WRJN, Racine, ert Stephan, Cleveland Plain Dealer
Radio Editor; Norman Siegel, CleveWis., is the daddy of a girl.

—

'Chuck" Thornton and Walt Workman, engineers, are there now and
Ruby Rolland. KFOX actress, was
will be joined later by Leo Fitzpathonored by being selected as a judge
rick, general manager; P. M. Thomas,
for the mammoth Fun and Dress
secretary and treasurer, and Neal Parade which was a highlight of
Tomy, publicity director. Duncan the twenty-seventh annual Supreme
Moore, special events man, and Colin Pyramid gathering of the Order of
MacClellan, engineer, are at Mac's Sciots in Long Beach, Cal.

WHK

to

.

tional

1937

Cleveland Stations Start
Unique Promotion Contest

Inc.

Engineer Firm

(Continued from Pane

15,

tostal Telegraph

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

97

YORK.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

N. Y.,

FIVE CENTS

1937

16.

Neb. Ascap Law Enjoined
looking
On
....AND
gr

LISTENING

H.

familiar

eventually tiresome credit line, "By permission of the copyright owners," may
soon have a successor known as "By
permission of Hollywood."

by way

is

of

Besides the increasing number of shows
being produced in the film capital and

by movie
ta

of"

one

here are

just

tesy

Heinz

Co.,

of Recent State Legislation

sponsor of Heinz

growing quoon the air "by cour-

Beat Him to

to one half-hour spot
has been learned. Program makeup is also expected to
change, with new set-up composed
of Channing Pollock, playwright, and

2 will switch

Thursdays,

it

Edwin
Strike

film

company

a few

of

or another,
the current radio

programs whose titles plug and glorify
and give importance to the movie city:
"Hollywood Hotel," "Hollywood Playhouse," "Hollywood Mardi Gras," "Hollywood Showcase," "Hollywood Newsreel" and "Hollywood News."
Another, "Hollywood Screenscoops," is
just bowing in, while "Hollywood Parade"
debuts Dec. I, and "Hollywood Whispers" is still around somewhere.
All of the foregoing are

the agency.

Sales Increase
For 13 Months in

Kansas

City,

Kan—KCKN,

Row GERALD SMITH PROGRAM
Capper

DEBUTS

Publications station, reports commercial sales for October were 19
per cent over same month last year.
Deducting the 1936 political sales,
increase this year was 55 per cent.
This is the 13th consecutive month
that
has topped corresponding month a year ago.

radio with fear.
That's because film folks are easily
scared not knowing their own strength.
Actually, the movies have radio in the

—

'Frisco

Center

Is Still

Plenty Active

San Francisco
that

NBC

— Despite

Program made

— D.

such organizations as Ascap.
The
order was sought by Ascap, more or
less as a step toward attacking the
constitutionality of the law.
Circuit Court judges, in a memorsaid in part: "It appears that
there is grave doubt of constitutionality of the act and plaintiffs have
shown that it would inflict serious
injury."
Circuit Judge Gardner and

its

debut

last

District

Judges Munger and Donohue.

signed the order.
Injunction order

— WBAL

has a 15-year-

old continuity writer.

who

turns

out

Warren Bakthe

Helps" series heard over
on Thursdays.

clared
scripter

to

in

be
the

of his series is

the

youngest

is

sta-

de

radic

Anothei

for consideration

by a commercial sponsor.

granted pend-

Sun- by any persons who may be found to
have been wrongfully enjoined by

day, 4-4:30 p.m., over a special network of 35 stations with three airing
But, the
disks at a later period.
originally announced network of 75

the order.
Under the decision, defendants are also enjoined until further order of the court, from bring-

(.Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Southern

—

New Orleans No definitive action
SIGNED BY GEN'L
on any radio matters was taken by
the 13 AFM unions comprising the
Philadelphia Boake Carter is unSouthern Conference which held biannual meetings at the Hotel Roose- derstood to have been signed by
Observers believed that the General Foods for a series to begin
velt.
Carter is currently on CBS
in 1938.
(Continued on Page 3)
for Philco, and it is possible that he
may remain on Columbia. Sayre M.
Ramsdell of Philco was not in town
yesterday, so could not be reached

EOODS

—

Quaker Oats Co. Places
Campaign on NBC in

for a

confirmation of the report.

East
Timely Tutors

James

F.

Hearst

Fay Appointed

New England

Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, (puffed
wheat and pulled rice)
through

Rep.

Fletcher &

Little

this

Warren

country.

up

"A

is

ing further decision and it is made
conditional upon filing by Ascap of
$5,000 bond for payments to defendants of costs and damages incurred

5-Yr.-Old Scriptcr

Baltimore

tion

C. G.

officers

AFM Unions
Take No Radio Action BOAKE GARTER REPORTED

impressions

Lloyd Yoder, local chief, has compalms of their hands.
piled records showing that each week
The talent situation is the main reason. 144 live shows are released over
Hollywood has become a magnet for KPO and the Red network and 89
artists with any talent at all that can be over KGO and the Blue web, making
utilized in screen entertainment.
a total of 233 programs and 107%
Radio makes 'em, and Hollywood hours weekly, compared to 104 shows
takes 'em.
and 423/4 hours for KSFO, the CBS
Then radio, which didn't have enough link.
sense to tie up its discoveries by putting
them under contract, has to go begging
to Hollywood for the talent that it al
lowed to get away.

DIFFICULTIES

week.

curtailing activities here,

is

IN

The much publicized Gerald L.
K. Smith program under the auspices
of the "Committee of One Million"
had the radio boys on the run last

KCKN

NBC's

porary order enjoining state

and county attorneys from enforcing
the State law which would outlaw

andum,

KCKN

blanketing the country several times over,

er,

Lucky

his

CBS yesterday

later.

network shows,

and are in addition to the maze of local
shows using "Hollywood" in their titles.
For years the movies have looked upon

1

on

Hill,

period over

at 12:15 p.m., gave a digest of
President Roosevelt's message to
Congress. The President's message
wasn't delivered until 20 minutes

Mark Warnow and his orchestra.
Same network will be used. Maxon
is

C.

—

Lincoln. Neb. Federal Court, with
three judges sitting, granted a tem-

It

studios, plus the

talent that is

of

J.

Issuing

in

Order, Doubts Constitutionality

once Magazine of the Air, currently heard
and five times weekly over CBS, on Dec.

RADIO? That

For the film industry
gobbling up the radio.

Federal Court at Lincoln,

HEINZ COMPRESSING

INTO HALF-HOUR WEEKLY

IN

H.

WHITHER

J.

Ellis,

has signed for an

eastern portion of the

Hearst Radio has appointed James
F. Fay as New England representative for all Hearst stations.
Fay,
who operates as an independent station representative, with offices in

work,

NBC-Red

5-5: 15 p.m., for a

net-

"Dick Tracy"

series to begin Jan. 3. Program will
be heard Mondays through Fridays
over 12 stations.
Transcriptions will also be used
Statler Building, Boston, had been
associated with Hearst newspapers on the same schedule on about 18
'

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

Detroit — So
would know how

announcers
pronounce the
Chinese names appearing in news
from the Far East frcnt. Managei
James F. Hopkins of WJBK sent to
a local university for three Chinese
students,

China,

WIBK
tion.

all

his

to

natives

of

Canton.

and they are giving
mikers thrice-weekly

the

instruc-

— RADIO

2

Tuesday, November

DAILY:

Gerald Smith Program
Two New Radio Stations
Debuts in Difficulties
Start Construction Soon
(Continued from Page

Tues., Nov. 16, 1937

Vol. 2, No. 97

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Price 5 Cts.

Publisher

:

:

tion here, having

series on Oct. 29.

Transamerican is placing the busiEditor ness with Virgil Reiter handling the
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager deal, set for 26 weeks.
MARVIN KIRSCH
Initial program was keyed from Washington
Sundays
Published daily except Saturdays,
and in the absence of a local outlet
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. Smith
spoke from a hotel room.
X. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
Albert M. Ross, head of the agenPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester cy which was in on the program at
B. Bahn, Vice-President Charles A. Alicoate.
the start told Radio Daily that he
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside of has a contract with Smith for the
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign
use of "certain stations." When asked
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
RADIO if the report was true that he into
communications
Address
all
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y tended to sue Smith, Ross said, "I
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338 have no comment to make at presCable address: Filmday, New York. Hollv
ent."
:

:

Calif.— Ralph Wilk,
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class

6425

Hollywoo.l

matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

(Monday, Nov. 15)

WCFL Michigan network,
Iowa network, Mohawk Valley web
and Colonial network. First three
KMA,

stations took Presto recordings off
the line and aired the disks later in

FINANCIAL

I

WHN,
Network
included
used
WFIL, WBAL, WCAE, WCKY, KWK,

the evening.

;

WFIL

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B
Crosley

Gen.

Tel

Close
149'/2

20V4

2OV4

201/4
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20%
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8V8
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56'/4
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11%

Stewart Warner
Westinghouse
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15334 149'/2
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Zenith
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Radio

iy4
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1V4

—
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of Practice

A

Chi. Office Sales

—

Detroit
$30,000

area,
in the

made
first

gross

sales

two weeks

of
of

operation according to Donald Withycomb, g.m. of the station. Stuart
Eggleston is Chi. manager.
Sales
Manager Jack Stewart now plans a
coast

office.

Queries McNinch on Payne
Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Washington First Special Session
moves to investigate FCC came yesterday when Congressman W. S. McFarlane, sponsor of a pending resolution to investigate the Commission,
wrote to Chairman McNinch and
FCC as a group demanding its authority
for
barring Commissioner
George Henry Payne from sitting in

—

booklet
titled "Standards of Practice," containing guidance for both new and
old employees and covering all deMacpartments of station procedure, has at the Segal-Smith hearing.
Farlane also will press for insistence
been issued by WTMJ.

30-page

that

Waxing "Candle

Light"

RADIO DAILY
Angeles — "By Candle Light",

West Coast Bureau,

Los

on

KEHE

to

Commissioner Payne be allowed

take

his

place

Commissioners
Smith decision.

in

with
the

his
final

fellow
Segal-

thrice-weekly,
Irving Fogel
Band Booked
Productions, with Sylvia Jones, Lewis
Tex Baker and His Texas Ramblers,
TeeGarden and Ruby Floyd.
heard over WCNW, Brooklyn, for
the past year, have been booked to
appear at the Supreme Theater, Nov.
24, and the Rogers Theater, Dec. 1.
Deals are under negotiation for
sponsorship of weekly stage shows
from several Brooklyn theaters.

currently
is

being

waxed

WCNW

by

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available to only one radio
station in each city

Details on Request
Represented

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

by

Slesinger,
Inc.
New York

Avenue

Sleininger to Furgason
Chicago — Cliff Sleininger, formerly with local office of Transamerican,
has joined the staff of Furgason and

for

your

RADIO DOLLAR
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

is

manager of Chick Webb,
Webb, who is at

publicizing
Theater.

FCC

permit for a new
J.
L.
RAWLINSON, handling the Vick's acwork on it within count for Morse International, is in Holly90 days.
Studios will be in the wood arranging substitutes for Jeanette MacDonald on her Sunday nite series via CBS.
Mansion House.
KATHRYN CRAVENS, Pontiac news reporter,
granted an

WRNL Makes
Richmond,
local

Va.

— WRNL,

WPHR,

for

CLARENCE

newest

went on the air
Sunday at 3 p.m.

station,

the first time
successor
to

Chicago

in

is

Debut
for
as

&

Young
day to
ing

auto

the

ELDRIDCE,

show.
vice-president

of

Rubicam, arrived in Hollywood yesterin with Tom Harrington on launchnew Fred Allen series, which begins

sit

the

tomorrow.

Petersburg.

RUDY VALLEE, after two more shows from
state and city officials the Coast, returns to New York for six weeks.
joined in a dedicatory program. John He returns to Hollywood on Jan. 13 to begin
Stewart Bryan, publisher of the work on a picture for Warners.
DOUCLAS COULTER, CBS assistant program
News Leader and principal owner
director on the staff of Bill Lewis, planed back
of the new station, presided.
to New York from the Coast after a two-week
Operating
staff
includes
Earl stay there.

Prominent

Sowers,

managing

director;

Walter

Selden, chief engineer; C. Alden
Baker, sales manager; Miss Marynelle Gutridge. music director and
staff
accompanist; Blanche Moody,

Ned

Edward

Stell,

Burch

and

Williams.

C.

Ohio Bar Ass'n on

WHK

Cleveland

by

—

Sponsored

WHK

Ohio

State Bar Ass'n.
has scheduled
a weekly series of popular interest
discussions, with a "blue book" list
of speakers. Series leads off Saturday
with Hon. Carl V. Weygandt, chief
justice of Ohio Supreme Court.

ABBE

H.

ERIC
T.
INGRAM-MOORE
J.
MARTIN JOHNSON arrived in New

MRS.
and
York yesterMrs. Johnson is
the Queen Mary.
movie-making
latest
African
her

day aboard
back from
exploration

trip.

RICHARDS, head

A.

New York.
RALPH WEIL,
EDWIN SPENCE,
are

Pensacola,
Fla.
The recently
staged annual Pensacola Automobile
Show, put on by
in the San
Carlos Hotel, was a big success, with
more than 8,000 persons attending,
according to Henry G. Wells, manager of WCOA. This is believed to
be the first auto show sponsored
by a radio station.

WCOA

Roger Pryor on Dixie Net

—

Detroit,

is

in

St.

WISN
general

sales

manager,

manager

of

and

WBA

town.

Louisians Must Tune

WCKY for "Town Meeting"
— Because

Auto Show Goes Over ments prevent

—

WJR.

of

in

Cincinnati

WCOA

the CBS architectural staff,
regarding the new building.

of

Hollywood

in

is

G.

St.

the

other commit-

NBC

stations

in

Louis from carrying "America's

Town Meeting

of the Air", classes at
the Y.M.C.A. in that city listen to
the program from
here. L. B.
Wilson, chief of WCKY, considers
the program so important that he
refuses to sell the time commercially.

WCKY

Homer
Chicago

Griffiths to

— Homer

Griffiths,

KFJB
writer-

producer, known on air as "Friendly
Philosopher", and his wife, Irene W.
Griffiths, have left for Marshalltown,
la., where they become station manager and program director, respec-

Dallas
Roger Pryor, whose orchestra is playing at the Baker Hotel,
will be guest on the Pepper-Upper
program over the Dr. Pepper Dixie
network next Sunday at 5:30-6:30 tively, at KFJB. Griffiths will comCST. Ann Sothern (Mrs. Pryor), mute to Chicago on Fridays for his
who is vacationing from Hollywood, Mantle Lamp program and for conalso may be on hand for a bow.
fabs with Howard H. Wilson Co.,
station

Douglas

Kamp

Joins

—

Milwaukee Douglas Kamp, late of
the
Catholic
Herald-Citizen,
has
joined
continuity staff. Kamp
was school classmate of "Betty" of
"Betty and Bob" serial and golfing
companion of "Singin' Sam."
All
three hail from Richmond, Ind.

WTMJ

sujWO TECHNIQUE
America's distinguished school of
actors,
broadcasting
singers,
for
speakers,
announcers.

writers,
Western
studios

.

our
Recordings
in
programs taken off the air

Electric
.

.

rep.

WTMJ

Co., station reps.

MORE

Palace

the

Inc.

station, will start

Wallace

Philadelphia WFIL's newly opened Chicago office, which includes

OAKLEY,

Chicago

in

is

W. Haigis,

Sales

WBBM.

Chicago visiting

HELEN

— John

Radio

of

1937

GoinG

and

HOWARD MEICHAN

FCC

in

Greenfield, Mass.

;

wood,

been granted

permission.

:

:

:

cominG

—

1)

Portland,
Me.
Portland Broadwas not used nor was the
program handled by the Albert M. casting Co. starts work this month
Ross agency which announced the on the erection of a new radio stastations

16,

Georne Marshall Durante. Dir.
R.K.0. Bldrj.. Radio City. New York

another Way to
Tell

the

KU00

Story!

Tuesday, November

16,

1937

M WOK K

NEBRASKA A8CAP LAW

SOM* FAVOIKITES

l

(Conlinued from Page 1)
ing directly or indirectly, or permitting to be brought, proceedings for
the purpose of enforcing the act in
question.
Defendants are also enjoined temporarily from requiring, as
the law states, that copies of copyrighted compositions of complainants
and others similarly situated be filed
with the Secretary of State. Order
also bars actions to adjudicate ownership of copyright, or take steps to
appoint a receiver, or from interfering with any and all existing contracts heretofore entered into between

feature in

Still Love to Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music
If It's the Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)

Love (Harms

Corp.)

Inc.)

Some Fun Out of Life (Donaldson Douglas and Gumble) ...
Remember Me (Witmark and Son)
Blossoms on Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
Once in a While (Miller Music Inc.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell & Co.)
Vieni Vieni (Witmark and Son)
You and I know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Getting

Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Corp.)
Roses in December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
So Many Memories (Shapiro-Bernstein Inc.)

17

Harbor Lights (Mario Music Co.)
Have You Got Any Castles Baby (Harms

15

Moon Got

etc.

officials stated that

the tem-

porary injunction fulfilled its attempt
to have the law found unconstitutional, and that whether the Nebraska
statute is or is not constitutional will
have to be shown by the state officials who may now have to prove
that the law is constitutional, rather
than Ascap proving that

it

Inc.)

Organ Played Oh Promise Me
in

My

Eyes

(Select

(Joe Morris Music Co.) ....

Music Co.)

duction.

George Besse Seriously 111
Chicago
George Besse, head of
the Joseph Hershey McGillivra of-

—

moved

(Continued from Page

X-ray

treatment.

for

George

Roessler, who formerly had his own
rep firm and foreign language service which he sold to Van Cronkhite
Associates, recently joined the McGillivra firm and is temporarily in
charge of the office.

17
17

Inc.)

Floyd O. Spicer Buried
Newark. N. J.
Funeral services
were held yesterday for Floyd O.
Spicer, WNEW night manager, who
died Friday. He was 38 and had
been connected with radio for 15
years.
His widow and daughter

15
15

Inc.)

(Continued from Page

1)

Ravenswood Hospital

to

further

—

I

KSO-WMT

as the result of a

ill

motor accident months ago, has been

Unions
James F. Fay Appointed
Take No Radio Action Hearst New England Rep.

Southern

isn't.

seriously

fice,

19

She's Tall, She's Tan, She's Terrific (Mills Music

AFM

Lawrence Holcomb supervising pro-

22
21
20

statute,

the

located in the south, midwest and on the Pacific coast. Ogden
Kniffin is the account executive, with

29
28
27
26
25
25
24
24
23
23

That Old Feeling (Leo Feist

When

(Continued from Page 1)

Times Played

I

My

THE EAST

stations
Publisher

Selection

Farewell

IN

RADIO DAILY.

complainants (Ascap, et al) and residents, and from threatening to enforce the penalties contained in the

Ascap

QUAKER OATS CO. PLACES

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Nov. 13, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

ENJOINED BY COURT

IS

3

RADIO DAILY

1)

Air Johnson Talk
Staconference was more or less satisfied prior to entering radio field.
tions to be handled by Fay includeCarol Bruce Held Over
Des Moines Gen. Hugh Johnson's with the progress AFM is making
WINS,
WBAL,
WCAE,
WISN,
KOMA,
Boston
Carol Bruce, vocalist, is
social diseases talk, barred by NBC in radio, transcription and phonoWACO, KNOW, KTSA, KYA and being held over for an additional
last week, was aired over KSO-WMT graph fields and that future action
KEHE.
two weeks at the Normandie here.
of the Iowa Network by Benedict concerning radio would be largely

—

—

|

Hardman, KSO-KRNT news editor. confined to standardizing wage scales
Script was obtained from Johnson and working conditions.
by Bill Quarton, WMT commercial
manager.
Fashion Tele Broadcast

A
On

invitation of Major Lenox R.
Lohr, Dr. Morris Fishbein of Chicago, editor of the Journal of American Medical Ass'n, will talk over
NBC-Blue at 10:30 tonight on social
diseases.

demonstration

of

RCA

televi-

apparel, accessories,
sion
coiffure and makeup will be presented by NBC on Thursday for a
group of fashion experts.

featuring

NBC Woman's Program
"The

Woman

of Tomorrow", new
program for
service
conducted by Alice Maslin,

cooperative

WBAL

Airing Clippers' Debut women,
WBAL will air the debuts Nov. 18 over WJZ-NBC-Blue,
Baltimore
official
departure of the Bermuda 11-11:30 a.m. Civic problems, buyClipper, Pan-American Airways, and ing, careers, etc., will be discussed.
the Cavalier, Imperial Airways of
Great Britain, when they open their
Start Television Tests
regular passenger and mail service
W9XAL, television
Kansas City
between Baltimore and Bermuda tostation of the First National Televi-

—

—

morrow.

School, went into operation
yesterday for daily equipment tests
authorized by the FCC.
sion

WOL

New
Drama Series
"The Yarnspinner", new series of
dramatizations created by Ronald
Dawson, who also will produce and
direct, takes the air Nov. 23 at 9-9:30
p.m. Already set for the series are

Tacoma Firm Chartered
to

Tacoma — Charter has been granted
Tacoma Broadcasters, formed to

engage in commercial broadcasting,
Norman Rose, with C. C. Cavanaugh, E. M. Hayden
Arthur
Westover,
Dorothy O'Donnell, Arthur Isler and and Harold A. Allen as incorporators.

Gene

Prince.

Advertising Agencies
Available

7

years

of

the lasting stars
directed

and helped up the "ladder
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law
Al Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor

Mae West
Will Rogers
Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W.

C

Fields

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb
Marion Davies

Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina Claire
Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris

Hal LeRoy
Gilda Gray
Jack Whiting
Gertrude Niessen
Nick Long, Jr.
Lina Basquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia

Ellis

Georgie Tapps
Grace Bradley

Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason
Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon

RADIO —
Competent

A few

who were coached,

Female
legal

Box A-118,

Walter Tctley

In Atlanta
THtY LISTtN TO

Secretary

experience

RADIO DAILY

MacNaughton
Buddy Raymond

Virginia

.

WATL

F'nrenee Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young

The

Five

Reillys

NED WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING
and

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

or

Preparing

Instruction

Private

Adults

and

Children

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men

and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing Acting

—Singing

—

Opportunities to appear in
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses Mondays to Fridays.
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to 16).
Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after-school week
.

.

.

—

days.

under the personal supervision
world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Zicgfeld
Follies
and over 600 successful Broadway
productions.
See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
A.I instruction is
of Mr. Wayburn.

(or part of his brilliant record.
Facilities
at
the
school
include
10 beautiful
modern
studios,
completely
equipped
model

theatre

and

rpCC
•

tion

and

radio

Broadcasting

AUDITIONS

and

studio.

TRYOUTS

Open

9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. Af. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON

AVE.,

NEW YORK

Studio

illld

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone Wlckersham 2-4300

of Others

will

Sladly be arranged. Free consultacourses individually planned without

Paulettc Coddard

Hundreds

For

For

6

Tuesday, November

RADIO DAILY

AGENCIES
BRACE BEEMER

eUE/T-IN©

Detroit,

INC.,

has been appointed advertising counsel for the Overhaul Sales Co. of
Michigan.
R. H. Edsall is account
Plans for radio include
executive.

some

spot announcements,

of

air.

ROWLAND BROILES

Advertising
now handling

Agency, Fort Worth, is
the radio advertising of the Burrus
Mill & Elevator Co. of that city.
Company has the Light Crust Doughboys daily on the Texas Quality Network, and ET's of the Doughboys
on three Arkansas stations KARK,
Little Rock; KFPW, Fort Smith; and
KBTM, Jonesboro.

—

MARK TUTELMAN,

formerly of
Advertising Agency,
Philip Klein
Philadelphia, has become associated
with Barnes & Aaron Advertising
Agency as an account executive.
EDWIN M. PHILLIPS & CO. is
handling the account of Northwestern Turkey Growers Ass'n, Salt Lake
representing 12,500 growers,
City,
who have started to use radio in
a small way.
H. W. KASTOR & SONS, Chicago,
placing spots for Booth Fisheries.

A. D. LASKER, president of Lord
& Thomas, has reached Tokio in his
'round the world excursion.
NATE TUFTS, producer of the Joe
Penner show for Ruthrauff & Ryan,
is crowing over the 7 V2 -pound boy
presented to him by Mrs. Tufts.

DANNY DANKER,
of

J.

vice-president

Walter Thompson,

new Hollywood

is

another

papa.

G. B. McDERMOTT, who left NBC
sales force in Chicago a month ago,
has joined Kirtland-Engel agency,
that city, as radio director.

KVOD, Denver
Vincent Corbett returns after an
absence of five years, taking over
the sound effects department and a
control

Ben

room

shift.

Stanton

has

making

been

JACK PEARL

SHEILA BAR-

Nov.

(CBS,

21

11:30

a.m.)

•

•

•

which bowed

Shell Oil

will return to the air.

signed

(Is

show
have

spring with the Ice Cook

oii last

show Ben

that the "oil"

Bernie

is

said to

over the week-end?) .... Frances Langiord will not broadcast on

ior

"Hollywood Hotel" while east but

— with

will

be replaced by Loretta Lee, who

Drake

options .... Ronald

signed

ior

slinger

on Old Golds gossip show starting tonite

three

shots

from

is

be the word-

will

coast

the

.

"My Heaven on

Pictures bought Phil Baker's song,

a

new one

Earth," so he introduces

tinue to stooge for

French

on the Eddie Cantor show,

girl

is

Adams on "Theater Guide,"
today (WINS, 11:30 a.m.).

Clifford

NICHOLAS MASSUE,

Viola Vonn, former kid star in

tenor,

HODGES
8

p.m.).

BOBBY BREEN,

on "Hollywood
Showcase," Nov. 21 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
CAROLE LOMBARD and FRED
MacMURRAY in "True Confession,"
Nov. 26 on Hollywood Hotel (CBS, 9

"Our Gang" .... Eddie Davis is now scripting the lack Haley show for Log
Cabin .... Hannah Williams is working "on her notice" in the Ed Wynn
show, as is Kay Thompson. Yesterday Rochelle Hudson, flicker star, auditioned for the Williams role and got it. Jack Whiting will play opposite ....
Fred Allen says General Grant's heirs are going to sue the Marx Bros, for
wearing whiskers!

p.m.)

• Al the Harry Salter party Sunday in Leon & Eddie's,
•
•
Jack Robbins entertained Herbie Kay while Henry Spitzer had to
listen to Buddy Clark. Henny Youngman was never funnier in his
life ... .From Lord & Thomas came Monie Hellinger with James
Saphier. Maxie Rosenbloom couldn't be persuaded to do his "Harry
Richman." Liebert Lombardo bowed in late with the frau, while
Rochelle Hudson seemed to be amused by Edward Dowling and
applauded for Margot Grahame. Billy K. Wells took a bow for his
"Rain" satire a gem. J. C. Flippen coughed but didn't say a word.
The Rooneys, papa and son. were there, while announcer Don Kenwalked about hunting for someone. Shaw Newton of Morse agency
was amused by the "waist-bows" of celebrities. It was all a very
merry shindig, especially when Salter introduced George Stone,
dialectician, Who stole the show.

Every hour Bill
recess.
the latest news, which

—

—

—

•

•

•

has been signed

Lucille Ball

may

.... Union trouble

to

continue on the Gulf Oil show.

Kay from a network wire from

deprive Herbie

the

Abe Lyman follows Joe Rines into the French Casino
December .... Irving "Lazy Dan" Kaufman is contemplating going on the

Freddie and Freida are being
groomed for a commercial.
"Famous Fires of History," which

in

in Phi 11 y ....

network
Martin

two months.

Rapp

Dec.

2.

Eddie

.

product

of

which

the secret bride of the sax-player in

is

the past
Phil

drug

a

plugging

.

is
.

now

Bridegroom

brother,

Joe.

part-owner.

is

.Lynn

..

Woody Herman's crew

WCPO's "Hahn

and

Izzy

Cincinnati, did a bang-up
job of broadcasting the Hahn trial.
During the entire trial Bill Gold,
head of WCPO's News Bureau, practically lived at the court house, leaving it only when the jury had a

his

eastward
the

for

left

trek ....

coast

telephoned
put

WCPO

on as a news flash. In addition, Gold
wrote a 15-minute program giving
for the
as the
"Hahn Reporter" put on in a dramatic way. Climax came when the
jury retired to reach a verdict. Then
slipped a mike into the court

the trial
Bentley,

the highlights of
day, which Bob

WCPO

house, and with Ken Wright, newsand technicians Glenn Davis
and Ralph Jordan, with Bob Bentley
waiting at the mike, the stage was

writer,

Gold arranged for a system of
with flashlights, from the

set.

signals

corridor outside the court room to
Bentley, stationed at the mike on
the floor above, across a wide areaway. But the verdict was not reached
that night. Instead, it came the next
live wires
noon, when the
used arm signals instead of flashlights, and the verdict was on the
15 seconds after the
air over

WCPO

WCPO

jury turned

it

in.

for

manager his wife ....
show which comes east

for

Ellinson

Reporter"

WCPO,

WDAS-Ledger Swap Deal

will quit tooting to

writing "Betty Lou" for the Vallee

Eddie Cantor has abandoned plans

Quillan's

he

JOY

and TINY WOLF on Hammerstein Music Hall, Nov. 19 (CBS,

.

week, "You're Twice as Nice" .... Charlie Cantor will conHenny Youngman on the Kate Smith series .... "Fill," the

this

STOOPNAGLE and BUDD, on
"Hollywood Mardi Gras," Nov. 23
(NBC-Red, 9:30 p.m.).
MISCHA VIOLIN, interviewed by

called

"Hollywood Screenscoops" .... Ruby Mercer continues in the iemme vocal
spot on Packard's "Hollywood Mardi Gras" for an indefinite period.
.Lum
Columbia
and Abner will finally do their guester for Al Jolson Nov. 23

transcriptions.

tation.

program,

ily

Arcadia

has been building quite an audience,
dramatized the New London, Tex.,
school disaster as its latest presen-

and

RETT, on Major Bowes Capitol Fam-

which

have already been placed on the

is

1937

16.

after

Philadelphia— WDAS and the Evening Public Ledger have made a
involving

deal

swap

of

time

for

space.

Deems Taylor With Whiteman
When

the Paul Whiteman-Chester-

show on CBS moves east the
first week in February, Deems Taylor will be added to the program as
field

commentator.

finishing

their

writing

chores

for

Walter O'Keefe

INSURANCE
JOhn

4

80

BEekman

2800

JOHN

ST..

—
3

NEW YORK

0375

for

Cantor

who has had his option lifted after four weeks .... Johnny
Hyman, Ken Murray's gag-man, had all his molars yanked last week.
Why is Bob Hope frantically phoning east from the coast for writers? ....
Al Donahue is disking a half-hour show featuring Durelle Alexander, String
Choir, Glee Club and Jack Kelly's piano-pounding. ... Alois Havrilla will
.

Steel's

Gate Bridge" .... Jimmie Davis says one
the surveys lately

•

/-

scribble

with Bob Ross,

be the "voice" behind the Bethlehem

Plan Your Life Insurance as
You Would Plan Your Home

to

•

•

— that

of

flicker,

of

Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager

only thing lacking in the

new

offices.

who recently joined
now handling the "Man

Paul Brenner,

WNEW,
in

the

is

the Street" broadcast at
afternoons.

1:15

"Building the Golden

line!

of

WRC

Colonel Jack Major
and

Washington, will install ping-pong tables for the staff's
diversion this week because a steno said that appeared to be the

—

Brenner on Street

.

the comics slipped so fast in

he pulled the whole system out

WMAL,

.

Tuesdays

3-3:30

P.M.

E.S.T.

WABC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

in

Tuesday, November

16.

1937
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CCCHE§TCA§
MUSIC

RADIO PEL\fCNALITIt\f
Who
•

*

One

FRANK

Reviews
FRANK
operators
Orchestra

Inaugural program of the

first full-

in

MILLER.

MILLER

J.

Industry

SR.

of

WRDW,

Augusta, Ga.,

FIELDS and his crew will
Wayne King at the EmRoom of the Palmer House, Chi-

SHEP

SR., secretary- treasurer of

sized, full-time symphony orchestra
to be established by and for radio
in this country was heard Saturday,
10-11:30 p.m., over the combined

follow

is

pire
cago.

leadership.

Among

NBC

From

Miller's other assets, aside from inability, is a keen interest in

WRDW

which is one reason why
has become an important factor in community
Rotary, of which he is a past presiservice.
civic affairs,

teux,

.

and Boy Scout activities also have received much of his attention, while the
churches of his city likewise have derived
much benefit from his policy of being a useful

CRA.

Recently arrived in this country
to study American radio methods,
also to fulfill conductorial guest en-

was once drafted as a
serving for a term on the
civil
service commission, and he is given
credit for placing the morale of the police and
fire departments on a high plane.
Theater-radio showman
When
joined CBS a fortnight ago.
strong for civic service
the Augusta newspapers ran big special inserts on the station, its big advancement under Miller's guidance, the excellent facilities now in use. able personnel, etc.
And just before Miller left for New York late last week on a business
Miller

addition.

Paul Specht, lately heard over
a southern tour,
quits batoning to

.

.

join

citizen.

In

his

WIP, has started
after which he

dent,

public

Jan Savitt and

Philly:

Top Hatters, heard daily over KYW,
making a new series of Victor disks

business

nate

Red and Blue networks. Pierre Mondistinguished French conductor, wielded the baton.
Selections by the orchestra were
Mozart's "Haffner" symphony, Cesar
Franck's "Psyche", Richard Strauss's
"Till Eulenspiegel", three movements
of Debussy's "Iberia", and the BachRespighi transcription of the C minor
organ passacaglia. Taking all things
NBC has asconsideration,
into
sembled a remarkably fine organizaindividually and collectively,
tion
with a very evident effort on the
part of the orchestra to contribute
its utmost musically.
Monteux revealed himself both as
who
conductor
technical
fine
a
lacked nothing in brilliance when
the occasion demanded and a leader
who always had control without room
for doubt. As the orchestra warmed
up, it was apparent that it was out
to play second fiddle to no other
organization if it could help it, and
Monteux virtually outdid himself on
at least two occasions. The concluding selection, "Iberia," may easily
be conceded as a reading on the
part of Monteux that leaves no
question as to his ability.
NBC has well earned a bow in
symphony
over its own
putting
orchestra.

in the

Augusta Broadcasting Co.,
a veteran showman whose
thorough experience in the theater field has been one of his assets
forging out the progress that WRDW has made under his dynamic
J.

NBC Symphony

of a Series of Who's

•

official,

gagements, is George Sebastian, General Musical Director of all radio in
Soviet Russia, and famous symphonic and operatic conductor.
Young
Sebastian, Hungarian born, is responsible for the great advance of radio
in Russia during the past seven years

WRDW

position as Musical Director.
has conducted symphony and optrip, the Augusta Amusements Inc., theater firm of which he is president,
era in very nearly every civilized
announced plans for a new $250,000 theater
center on four continents, has organized choral societies, founded a
school for directors.
He appeared
with the return of this inimitable gar Bergen and Charles McCarthy first in America at the age of 19
columnist and his fast method of quite a run for comedy honors. And when he was assistant conductor
After a lapse of the dramatic interludes on this pro- with the Metropolitan Opera Comselling his wares.
pany under Artur Bodansky.
many weeks, Jergens hand lotion gram are still its one letdown.
steps up its NBC-Blue network quarThe "Ave Maria Hour" over
ter-hour period, 9:30-9:45 p.m., with
Harry Owens and his orchestra go
Winchell's columns in the N. Y. Daily concluded its series produced by into the Paramount picture, "Night
Mirror and other papers resuming at Charles LaTorre last Sunday even- Spot."
the same time. Columnist was rarin' ing with a high standard dramatizato go, clipping his words and sen- tion of "Florence Nightingale," as a
KMTR remotes Louis Armstrong
tences at the fastest pace yet, but Red Cross salute. Doris Batson playand his crew from Los Angeles'
neverany
slips
and
managing to avoid
ed the title role beautifully,
Vogue Cafe nightly on a variable
George Fischer, who had there was a topnotch supporting cast
theless.
schedule.
Featured vocalists are:
batted for Winchell from Hollywood, including Leslie Barrie, Richard TemLuis Russell, Henry Allen, Bobbie
Harry Salter
naturally did not attempt to compete ple, Louis Tanno, Jean Talcott and
Caston and Sonny Woods.
Returning to Lucky Strike's "Hit or ape the boss, and received a tribute LaTorre.
Parade" on CBS last Saturday at at the close of Winchell's broadcast.
Jimmy Livingston and his orchesOnly trouble with those Woodbury tra, now in Charlotte for an indefi10-10:45 p.m., Harry Salter again re- Wide variety of newsy items filled
veals rich interpretations of the pop- the period, the broadcast originating dramatic offerings starring Tyrone
engagement at the Hotel CharHand lotion Power on NBC-Blue, Sunday nights, nite
ular tunes of the day, plus the usual in New York studios.
lotte, will broadcast over WBT four
old favorite here and there. Despite credits ran mainly to dramatized is that the capable and likeable young times weekly by remote control from
Power sounds like he is being over- the dining room.
the sponsor's restrictions on so-called bits.
worked, what with radio and films.
fancy arrangements, Salter manages
of his

He

WMCA

to inject enough of his own particular brand of dance rhythm to make
his renditions stand out head and

Briefly
Those Stroud Twins on the Chase
shoulders on an evening when any & Sanborn Hour, Sundays at 8 over
number of other bands on the ether NBC-Red, are beginning to give Edare also playing pop dance tunes,
from various nighteries, etc.
Usual formula was followed as to
the rest of the show, with Billy GaxRoy George, KTAT program diton, the guest, talking, doing a song
and offering a personal testimonial. rector, has a new daughter, Ann.
Fact that Gaxton did not happen to
Bill Potts is now handling Starsing any too well on this particular Telegram
column formerly
radio
occasion probably did not detract handled by John Lawson, who went
theatriangle
and
"name"
from the
to Hollywood.
Vocalists on the program
cal tieup.
Gene Baugh, WBAP music direcFormerly a
otherwise were okay.
Mexico.
distinct novelty, the chant of the to- tor, is back from a trip to
bacco auctioneer now seems to be
Mrs. Delia West Decker is writing
overdone by Luckies and putting him a new juvenile series designed for
on less often will no doubt make pre-Christmas use in one of the local
him more valuable when he is heard. retail stores. Mrs. Decker's serial,
"Helen's Home," is being used by
Lehn & Fink, and she also has "Your
Walter Winchell
The slow-moving Sunday night Home Town" on the air, through J.
"Helen's Home,"
stanzas that flow in after the even- Walter Thompson.
ing run of comedians have had theii aired over WBAP, draws about 500
fling again get a snappy interlude fan letters weekly.

Benny Goodman and his orchestra
Nadine Conner did fine vocal work will be presented at Krueger's Audion Sunday night in the "Vick's Open torium, Newark, N. J., Nov. 28 in
House" CBS spot, pinch-hitting for the first of a series of Sunday night
Jeanette MacDonald.
dances sponsored by the Dreamland
Sporting Club.

KANSAS CITY

FORT WORTH

KCMO

Lester E. Cox,
dent, was here late last
brief

vice-presi-

week

for a

orch,
boy.

visit.

Norm

Souther,

Television,

v.p.

was on the

of

sick

Midland
list

a couple of days; sinus trouble.
Bill

KCMO

Hazell
artists'

has

returned

staff.

to

for

Paul Terry, formerly at WSAI, has
KXBY as special events man
and news announcer.
J. R. Duncan, chief engineer for
Midland Television, his assistant
Karl Martin, and Bernard Brink of
the lab staff, are back from the IRA

in

Rochester.

is

passing

the

cigars.

It's

a

Ed Tacy, chief announcer, is now
running the Double E Ranch, a west-

ern nite club in West Springfield.
Irma Serra has added another apShe
the pearance to her weekly sked.
is heard four times a week now.

joined

convention

WSPR, Springfield, Mass.
Lee Authier, leader of the station

LUCILLE AND LANNY
GREY

LINWOOD

"2 voices and a pianny"
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
Stimesw'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. EST

Management

NBC

Artists

Service

8

WCSC, Charleston, S. C, in airing
the Armistice Day speech of
compromised
her demand for five grand week- General Charles P. Summerall, forly on "Hollywood Hotel" by agree- mer chief of staff of the U. S. Army,
ing to continue at the presently-op- and now president of The Citadel,
erative scale of $2,250 until expira- also fed the talk to WIS, Columbia.

LOUELLA PARSONS

tion of the existing contract in October. 1938.

Kelly Anthony has been appointed
program director and John Edwards
has been made production manager of
KFI-KECA by General Manager
Harrison Holliway.
Appointments
fill
the vacancies created by recent
resignations of Don Clark and Glan
Heisch. Clark joined H. N. Swanson
agency, while Heisch went with
C. C. Pyle's Radio Transcription Co.
as

Tuesday, November
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writer-producer.

Dean Markham, ex-Angeleno who

other day to tell rural readers of
the Washington Evening Star that
they would get no copies of the Star
that day because of a strike of rural

MARTIN

KRAUSS, former
announcer, has gone to

WNBF,

Raymond Kaplan is a new member
Arthur M. Sutton, former produc- of engineering staff.
manager at CKLW, has been
Tom Pritchard, formerly of Syraappointed program director of KMPC. cuse U, is now handling promotion
Arthur Q. Bryan, who recently re- here, and plenty busy with Major

tion

signed his writing berth at KHJ, has Bowes to salute city Dec. 16.
returned to KFWB, where he was
Dick Willard, formerly of local
connected formerly, in a combina- staff, now handling Martha Deane
tion writing-producing capacity.
show in New York, while Bob StevBenny Rubin, emceeing the KHJ- enson, another ex-Binghamton mikeMutual "Tune Twisters," jointly pro- man, is at WHN.

city's graves.

City over the weekend.
Leo Edgely, author of NBC's
"There Was a Woman," is father of
a boy, Michael, born Armistice day

Swedish Covenant Hospital.
Paul Luther, WBBM Musical Clock
announcer, is taking vocal lessons
from tenor Wayne Van Dine.
WFAS, Montgomery, Ala.
Harry Kopf, NBC salesman, is in
A feature of the station's winter
contacting
several
schedule is a half-hour broadcast Cincinnati
acevery Friday night direct from the counts.
Wendell Hall, back from New
campus of Huntingdon College, in
Montgomery. Student talent is fea- York, went to Cincinnati over weekend to look into a prospect.
tured on the programs.
Gale Page, Chicago songstress visAmong the activities of the Montgomery Little Theater this year is iting New York, did a guest appeara half-hour radio drama each week, ance with Norman Cloutier's NBC
heard on Friday nights over WSFA. crew.
Tom Fizdale spending some time
Programs are produced under the
direction of John R. Woodruff, for- at Grand Rapids.
Cecil Underwood due in Sunday
merly director of the Cleveland
Playhouse, now directing the Mont- from the coast after a quick trip to
inspect his new house there.
gomery Little Theater.
A lavish one-hour variety show,
Station recently lost a veteran
announcer when Louis Farrior, chief using 70 artists before a studio audiannouncer for several years, left for ence, started yesterday on WGN-

New York

to reside.

at

MBS.

Farrior was re-

MINUTE
INIERVIEW
FRANK

"I

am

R.

deal

McNINCH

commend a great
programs now on the

glad

to

of the
but we lack the ability to
make progress, whenever, in any
situation, we find ourselves satisfied with that which is.
Always,
ahead of us, there should be some
higher level toward which we aspire, and which we have the courair.

age

to

hope

to attain."

Lloyd G. (Bucky) Harris went to
last Thursday to produce

New York

"Today's Children"
Fort Pearson to

there.

Birmingham

to

Alabama-Carnegie Tech
football game.
Ralph G. Maddux, NBC production director, on temporary crippled
report

the

list.

Niles

Co., leading Bakersfield, Cal., department store, KPMC's commercial

Trammell,

New York

last

NBC

week

v.

p.,

to

connection
problem.
in

with NBC's AFM
manager, Ed McCaffrey, leaves no
John Harrington and Lee Hanley
stone unturned in a program of mer- went to Minneapolis to handle the
chandising.
Northwestern - Minnesota game for
Meetings are called for store buy- WBBM.
ers and department managers with
Mercedes McCambridge of "GuidMcCaffrey giving talks on the pull- ing Light" and "Lights Out" casts
ing
power of radio advertising, flew to New York Friday for the
station's coverage and pointers on Army-Notre Dame game.
how department heads can get more
Harry Creighton, sports announcout of the program. The program er, has taken over Wood Holden's
W3XEY on Its Own
has been on the air continuously duties at WAAF.
Holden went to
Baltimore— W3XEY, the ultra high for over a year and has produced
Hollywood.
frequency experimental station in the exceptional results for the sponsor.
monumental city is being program- Material is taken from United Press
med independently in order to build leased wire with commercials cleverits own listening audience on the selly woven into the script by Lois
dom used band. Programs are un- Burke, commentator, and headlines
der the supervision of Bert Hanauer done by Ken Owens, announcer.
with Henry Blanc handling the inaugural planned program.
Philco Exports Rise

Frank Foti conducts the Bridgeport Symphony next Sunday night.
fornia colds.
Robert Maguire had a birthday
Earl Carroll is readying an audition script aimed at a cosmetic ac- Sunday.
Bon Bons quartet off the schedules
count which incorporates a "Miss
America of the Air" contest running for a short vacation.
Chandler
Cowles
and
Edward
through 39 weeks.
Carroll himself
goes with the script if the right bid- Lantz have been added to the dramatic staff.
der is found.

«}NI!

WKY,

WJJD

duced by KHJ and Music CorporaDon Bennett and Dorothy Yeomans placed by Earl Caton Jr., formerly
tion of America, has bowed off the up to their ears in production, with with WAIM, Anderson. S. C.
show.
Understood that minor pro- station airing 62 local live talent
duction disagreements occasioned the commercials weekly.
Pep Up Sponsor's Employees
move on the part of the comedian,
Sensing the necessity for storeBenny preferring to try for a seven
W/CC, Bridgeport
wide interest and cooperation to
in a spot where he can roll 'em himJoseph Lopez for the fourth year make the daily quarter-hour "Women
self.
Cast otherwise remains intact,
with new emcee not selected as yet. went 'up in the air' Armistice Day In Today's News" a pronounced sucJohn Carroll. RKO singer, audition- to cast flowers from a plane on the cess for its sponsor, Malcom Brock

ed for a vocal spot on Fred Allen
program, despite one of those Cali-

WIND

City.
Columbia Artists service has taken
options on Actresses Patricia Dunlap and Janet Logan with a view of
getting picture work for them.
Ralph Atlass, president of
and WIND, bought a fancy new Lincoln Zephyr at the auto show.
Gale Blocki, Jr., salesman for John
Blair & Co., made a trip to Kansas

WNEW

deserted scenario writing to go East
Binghamton, N. Y.
and become an NBC producer, has
Local rate card has been upped 11
returned to Los Angeles to take
charge of continuity and production per cent.
Kenneth Eccleston and Charles
at KHJ.
Hall joined the announcing staff;
Tiny Ruffner has been confined to
Jack Hand of the Binghamton Sun
his home by one of those innocuous
is a new sports announcer, and Tom
California colds which slip up on
McMahon has been elevated to sports
"foreigners" until they become aceditor.
climated.

1937

Oklahoma

carriers.

The featherweight championship
Ursula Hunt, soprano, and Helen bout between Henry Armstrong, new
Schafmeister,
pianist,
both well champ, and Billy Beauhuld will be
known in the concert and radio reported blow-by-blow from Madison
fields, will be heard in the opening Square Garden on Friday at 10 p.m.
of the eighth annual series of Candle- over NBC-Blue network.
Light Musicales in the Le PerroNorman Corwin, 20th Century-Fox
quette Suite of the Waldorf-Astoria
tomorrow evening at 9. Both are radio man, will be interviewed by
under management of Dorothy Doris Smith on the "Two Around
Town" program over
today
Worthington.
at 2:30 p.m.
Interview will plug "In
Old Chicago," 20th-Fox's biggest proNBC's Washington stations,
and WRC, were called upon the duction of the year.

WMAL

16,

New Queens

Philadelphia

Radio Firm

Queens Radio Laboratories Inc.,
Queens Borough, N. Y. C, has been

— Philco

radio exports
the
half
sold in Canada

week jumped 100 per cent,
company reports. More than
last

of all auto radios
chartered to engage in broadcasting. in the past year were Philcos, while
Incorporators
are
Lee Friedman, sales to the British Isles were much
Isaac Clayman and Moe R. Feinsod. higher, the report shows.

Greetings from Radio Daily
Carol Bruce

Lawrence Tibbett
j

Ma

Pickard

Jim Jordan

Al Grobe
Louise Starkey

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

98

YORK.

N. Y..

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

IRNA Must
TWO MAJOR PROBLEMS

Act by Dec.
AFM

Well-Listened

—

PACE HAVANA PARLEY

Montreal
Instead of talking
about a "well-read man," we will
soon have to speak about a "well-

Strike

Havana

RADIO DAILY)

to

— Fifteen

days of organiza-

and intense operation in committees by the delegates to the PanAmerican Radio conference here has
resulted in progress declared by deltion

Delay

man,"
Gregory Clark,
Canadian author, told an audience
at the Toronto Book Fair.
"Radio
is
only in the papyrus stage of

be satisfactory,
but two major problems were encountered over the week-end which
egation

chiefs

to

settlement before committee results can be put to a general vote of the conference.
First of them is settlement of
which parallel of latitude will separate the northern and central regions

development, yet it is doing in
split seconds what printed words

have

tried

to

in

life,"

Philco Radio Confirms
Boake Carter Leaving

IN EL

JOINING

PASO, TEX.

NBC NETWORK

the addition of KTSM,
El Paso, Tex., on or about April 1,
will expand its network into the
western tip of Texas. Station will
be a member of the NBC Pacific
coast supplementary to be used on
either the Red or Blue web.
is
owned by Tri-State

NBC, with

RCA RESEARCH DIRECTOR

(Continued on Page 3)

KTSM

said

RALPH BEAL APPOINTED

KTSM

(Continued on Page 3)

RCA

Ralph R. Beal, supervisor of
television field tests for the past 18

named research
new company post, it is

months,

has

director,

a

been

Claim

AFM

Woodman

NBC

12

announcement

Woodman

stated

was being moved to
assume an "executive

New York

Transamerican
St.

Only the Start
Washington Bur.,

Washington
fully

RADIO DAILY

— Declaring

prepared

to

his late brother

left

off.

man Lawrence Connery
DAILY yesterday
a probe
the

of the

FCC "has

expects

however.

no

he is
up where

take

Congress-

told

RADIO

that the fight for

radio industry
just

action

begun."
this

and
He

session,

is

Chicago

—

WGN

Louis, Chi.

ARTA Wins Pay

Boost
Technicians

Dropping
Detroit Lines

WPA

WLW

A

(Continued on Page 2)

ALREADY HAS 7 HOURS

—

Binghamton, N. Y.
After two
months of experimenting with its
own permanent line to New York
City,

WNBF

(Continued on Page 3)

already has seven hours

weekly of commercial traffic on the
line and considers the departure a
(Continued on Page 3)

Miles Laboratories (Alka-Seltzer)
on Nov. 29 will add the McClatchy
chain in California to its "Uncle
Ezra" program on the NBC-Red network, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.

Stations

join

the

repeat

show. 11:15 p.m. Wade Advertising,
Chicago, has the account.

Mandatory?

Transamerican Broadcasting & Tele-

vision Corp., effective next Monday,
is discontinuing all of its wires exLine. This
cepting that of the
50 per cent wage increase, boost- will cut off St. Louis, Chicago and
ing scale to $145 a month against Detroit, and appears to discount any
$95.44 at present, has been nego- effort in the near future by Transtiated
by American Radio Tele- american to create any sizeable netgraphers Ass'n for radio technicians work.
with the National Radio Division of
Understood that the letter informthe Federal Theater Project here. ing the stations in these three cities
Harold Katan represented the tech- that the wire was being discontinued
nicians and Paul Edwards, local ad- came from station WLW. According

For

WNBF'S NEW YORK LINE

AFM Alka-Seltzer Adding
McClatchy Calif. Chain

to

post."

Affiliates is today rushing out
important pieces of literature to
all broadcasters, independents as well
as IRNA members, revealing the complete results of its negotiations with
the AFM Executive Board, a copy of
the Plan of Settlement between IRNA
and the AFM, a copy of Schedule A,
which is the trade agreement to be
attached to all musician contracts and
a letter of assurance from attorneys
five

& Bowles

—

NBC

work

Elected

is

by

The original
issued on Aug.

RADIO DAILY

With exactly two weeks to go to
get under the AFM strike deadline
of Dec. 1, the Special Advisory Committee of the Independent Radio Net-

(Continued on Page 6)

Tom Revere

V. P. in Benton
Philco yesterday confirmed the re- announced by David Sarnoff, presiport that Boake Carter was leaving dent. Beal will supervise the scienTom Revere, head of the radio
the company's employ. Resignation tific work of more than 550 engineers
takes effect Feb. 1. Story was car- engaged in probing new radio fields department of Benton & Bowles Inc.,
was elected a vice-president of the
ried in yesterday's RADIO DAILY.
(Continued on Page 3)
agency at a meeting of the board,
Carter takes over a CBS spot next
it is anounced by Atherton W. Hobyear for a General Foods account
A former newspaperler, president.
handled by Benton & Bowles. Philco
Television
man, Revere came to Benton &
at present has no plans for replacing
Contradicted
E.M.I.
Hutchins Advertising Co..
(Continued on Page 5)
Carter.
Rochester, handles the Philco show.
London
The following reply is
Contract
made by the Director of Research
Joins
Harry A.
Laboratories, Electrical & Musical
Chicago New contract signed by
with
Stations Relations Industries Ltd., to the interviews on WBBM-CBS and
television given by David Sarnoff, local here has a television clause
Harry A. Woodman, former man- RCA president, on his return to New providing for $4 a day per man in
addition to all other extra charges.
ager of the NBC managed station York recently:
"Mr. Sarnoff is quoted as having New scale is $140 for five-day fiveKDKA, and who has been in New
York for several months, yesterday said that the Marconi-E.M.I. Tele- hour week for commercial, $110 for
sustaining.
(Continued on Page 5)
joined the station relations department.

RCA

Warrant

—Full Data Issued

Clark.

call for early

to

By M. H. SHAPIRO

do for years, and
a breathless and

interest

1

Set if Stations Don't

Associate Editor,

that is to create

absorbing

Order

Sign Enough Contracts

listened

(Special

FIVE CENTS

1937

17.

James Shouse. general manager

WLW-WSAI. turned down the
Gerald L. K. Smith program when
he was queried last week. Charles
Michelson, publicity director of the
Democratic National Committee, is
also publicity director of the Crosley
of

Radio

WSAI.

Corp.,

owners

Michelson

is

of

WLW

looked upon

as the administration spokesman.

2
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Being Launched on

WHK

HAROLD
JOE

WPA

High
151

20y4

—

20

Low

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

9V4
41%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

53 V8

Stewart Warner
Westinghouse

11V8

11

102

Zenith

21

96 V4 lOOVi
21
20

75/8

Radio

9
393/4
7'/4
523/8

9
41

4

7Vi
53
11

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine
Majestic

14V4

Corp

VA

14V4

VA

Chg.

Close

14l/4
1

Carlson

WGN

Spelling

and Comedy

—

Fox Brewing Co.
3/8
starts the "Fox DeLuxe Beer Spelling
Vi
at 6:30 Sunday on WBBM,
Va Bee"
through Schwimmer & Scott agency.
1% Show
will feature

+
—
— Vi
+ Vi
+ %
+ l'/4

Va

returns

Seeks Facsimile
RADIO DAILY

RALPH

BEAL,

R.

RCA

television

from abroad,
developments.

returned

latest

PHILIP

MLLE.

—Peter

Paris
plain

Ed Byron Turns Down Offer
Cincinnati

— Ed

Byron,

here

on

N.

HOBSON.

where he

business

James Shouse Takes Over
Cincinnati—James D. Shouse arStar Radio
Star Radio Programs, Inc. has just rived yesterday from St. Louis to
signed Station WMMN, Fairmont, officially take over his duties as

Business

for

\

KS

WNEW

MARCELLE

Opera, arrives
from Europe.

DENYA.
today

Chicago

(In the heart of Chicago)

inspected

of

singer
of
the
the Cham-

aboard

D. H. CORBIN, official of the Ceneral Motors
Corp., sails for Europe today.

••• • •••

LIFELIKE

•••

•

•••••
•••
•••••

•v •••••••

VV

NEW YORK
Serving New York
and New Jersey
••: .•:

accounts

WGES

supervisor,

manager

STATION

8%

general manager of Crosley Corp.
has received ap- Va., for the half-hour women's proin
charge of programs at WLWgram,
"Good
Morning
Neighbor,"
six
WGN, Chicago, for
WSAI.
days
a
week.
Latest
subscribers
to
experimental authority to
special
special
holiday
series,
"The
operate a facsimile station at 1-6 a.m. the
Johnson Introduces Fishbein
1937"
Christmas Tree of
are KDYL,
for period ending Feb. 1, 1938.
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, whose talk
KMO, WBLK, and KGU, Honolulu.
The Honolulu station is now using on social diseases was barred by
NBC Series on Child Care
four of Star's services to radio sta- NBC last week, introduced Dr. Morris
A series of programs on child care, tions, including "Good Morning Fishbein, who talked on the subject
over NBC last night.
presented from Washington under Neighbor."
government auspices and conducted
by Katharine Lenroot, chief of the
CBS Signs Rex Ingram
ETs for Abelson's
Children's Bureau, Dept. of Labor,
Rex Ingram, Negro actor, has been
starts Dec. 4 at 10:30-10:45 a.m. over
A series of dramatic transcriptions, signed by Columbia Artists Inc. to
NBC-Blue. Series will be a continu- designed for Christmas use, is being a four-year contract.
ation of a former program titled prepared
this
week by Schillin
"Your Child."
Advertising for Abelson's Jewelry
Stores,
Newark, featuring Betty
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
Worth and Frances Neilson, with
Bulova Sponsors Buchwald
1/
OFFERS
Louis Tappe producing. Series will
\\ \ \
Charlotte Buchwald's "Woman in run across the board from ThanksRECEPTION
the Headlines" show on
is
giving to Jan. 1 on stations now
now heard Tuesday through Fri- being chosen.
day at 1:55 p.m. under the sponsorship of Bulova Watches.

in

town

engineer, have returned from the Inter-American
Radio Conference which was held in Havana.

Washington
plication from

First in local

to

vacation, said he rejected a 13-week
WALTER O'KEEFE and his wife sail for
contract offered him by Lord &
today aboard the Queen Mary.
Thomas to produce the Warner's Europe
BENNY DAVIS and J. FRED COOTS leave
"Hollywood Parade" program for for Philadelphia tonight to inspect a few
"Impossible" op- Lucky Strikes show, preferring to shows prior to their Broadway opening.
ponents such as Chez Paree chorus remain with United Press as radio
girls vs. pro-football players. Harold production counsel.
Don Becker left here last week for
Isbell is spelling master. Cecil Widdifield handling production for agency. Hollywood to represent Transamerican on the show.
Show to have studio audience.

New

— FCC

Co.,
trip.

Asked

75/8

Washington Bureau.

Canadian

a

Opera,

Chicago

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg

WEED, Weed &

WNEW

starting in January.

VA

Bid

of

WQXR
WOV

+

—

manager

general

town yesterday.

in

"The Microphone," weekly radio fan publicagroup.
biology and other subjects are in- the
tion in Boston, was in New York yesterday on
ARTA also reports that
is a business trip.
cluded in a bevy of new educational
programs announced by John T. now 100 per cent organized under
TED HUSINC leaves for Cambridge, Mass.,
75 per cent. to broadcast the Harvard-Yale game from
Vorep, WHK-WCLE production man- its banner, and
Soldiers
Field on Saturday via CBS.
Negotiations
with
are
expected
ager, for airing over WHK. The 15SHEP FIELDS and orchestra return to New
minute programs will be presented to be concluded in a day or so.
York on Nov. 27 after a three-month absence
by Cleveland College of Western
in the west.
Reserve University in cooperation
Petrillo Re-Elected
BENAY VENUTA returns to New York today
with the stations. The College also
Chicago
James C. Petrillo has after a long absence.
plans a weekly program of Chamber
been re-elected head of the MusiMLLE. IRENE JESSNER. contralto of the
Music Concerts starting early next cians' Union here for five more years Metropolitan
arrives from Europe today.

month.
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ALBERTO ZALAMEA, CBS Spanish short wave
commentator, and W. B. LODGE, CBS

(Continued from Page 1)
Foreign language inCleveland
struction, English lectures, talks on ministrator, conferred on behalf of

WPA

vice-president

news

Boost
Technicians

has

Net
Tel.

FELLOWS,

WEEI, was

ARTA Wins Pay
For

AKERBERG. CBS

New

today after

Big Educational Schedule

come

charge of station relations, returns
Orleans tomorrow aboard the Dixie.

in

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

V.

and

—

FINANCIAL
—

cominG

Dorothy Lawrence, soprano, makes the observation that it "appears as
though old rockin' chair has plumb gotten this concert world of ours."
"Look," she says, "Stokowski has succumbed to the lure of the Hollywood
klieg lights; Rudolph Gans has composed a lullaby for the bazooka; just
start Heifetz on his playing of the accordion
just start him!
Ravel has
written a splendid fox-trot; and to top it all, there is a most excellent cakewalk composed by Debussy! If this keeps up, first thing we know, Guy
Lombardo will be giving a recital of Chopin music in Carnegie Hall; Rudy
Vallee will be lecturing on the modern influence of Beethoven, and Cab
Calloway dashing off operas!"

•••
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TRANSAMERICAN CUTTING

TWO MAJOR PROBLEMS

LINES TO THREE CITIES

FACE HAVANA PARLEY
Aviation Lessons

Turner over KRE, Berkeley, Cal.
Contestants range in age from 10
licensed
14.
to
Current theme is life of

and Comments

Page

F.

from
1)
Jimmy Fidler, amateur
Transamerican officials, this was pilot, is conducting an aviation prodone after a conference with the gram of comments over WLBC, Mun- Moses.
outlets in question, and it was deFive-minute listeners' lescie, Ind.
cided that there was no use in supWIBX Wishing Program
sons on flying, by Muncie airport
plying 16 hours of service, sustainNed Lynch, Dawn Patroller at
official,
is
also part of show, and
ings, etc., when the stations in queslarge juvenile audience is reported. WIBX, Utica, writes and produces
tion were not in a position to use
Crowds flock to airport, where pro- a daily five-minute wishing program
Wires
that
amount of service.
for a local appliance house.
Until
gram originates on Sundays.
charges ran into several thousand
Christmas,
women listeners hear
dollars a month. Hookups, however,
their wishes for appliances crystalCountry Editors at Mike
will
be arranged whenever comlized in air dialogue, write letters
Country editors of Western Wash- describing wishes for sponsor's prodmercials are so scheduled and such
brought
the
will
be
ington
weeklies
are
to
Pinkham
accounts as Lydia
ucts, receive prizes for best letters.
airlanes in a series of interviews enput through as usual.
Transamerican will continue to titled "Meet the Editor," a program
Radio Baseball School
Line which of KIRO, Seattle.
concentrate on its
Colonial network reports heavy
basically runs from
to KQV,
kid response to Jack Onslow's "BasePittsburgh, then to Philly and WHN
Student Quiz on Bible
ball School of the Air," now startin New York. Organization will also
Twenty Bible students from the ing fourth season.
Series
gives
act as regional web representative
San Francisco Bay region are quizzed youngsters angles on correct diaCalifornia Radio System,
for the
on their studies in a new question- mand performance, also plugging
which is mostly the McClatchy chain
and-answer feature conducted by N. "true sportsmanship."
plus KFWB as a key outlet instead
Individual stations have
of KEHE.
(Continued

to

WLW
WLW

own

their

representatives,

station

WNBF's New York Line

Ralph

Appointed
Research Director

R. Beal

RCA

(Continued from Page

1)

and

facilities.
present
perfecting
Television development will be part
of his duties, along with facsimile
movie
radio
tubes,
transmission,
sound, etc.

Beal

Monday from an

returned

inspection

of

radio

activities

in

in El Paso, Tex.
Joining NBC Network

(Continued from Page 1)
to such an extent that the
station will set up its own studio
as well as offices in the metropolis,
according to Cecil D. Martin, general
manager. Purpose of the line is to

(Continued from Page

1)

Broadcasting Co. of which Karl O.
Wyler is manager. Operating on 1310
kcs. with 250 watts daytime, 100
watts night, station covers the 100,000 population with ease. An applinot only secure additional commer- cation is now pending before the
cial programs but enable the station FCC for permission to move its freto pick up more sustaining service quency to 1350 kcs., install a new
and thus enhance its program struc- transmitter and increase its power
ture.
At present KTSM
to
500 watts.
Because WNBF is the only station divides time with the non-commerin the Binghamton area, no loss in cial station
which is owned
national spot business has resulted by the same company.
from the dropping of a New York
Lines are now being installed for
representative coincident with the the feed from Albuquerque, N. M.,
establishing of the direct line. Sta- 230 miles to the west. This is the
tion maintains its own offices in New 143rd station to be signed by NBC.
York, and Harry Trenner, commer- Network rate is $120 an hour.
cial manager of the station, spends
two or three days a week in that
success

WDAH

Europe.

Nash Adding

7 Stations

Nash-Kelvinator next month will

WNBF, WMAS, KTUL, KDAL,
WMFG, WHLB and KGVO to its

add

"Prof. Quiz" CBS show, Saturdays,
9-9:30 p.m. with repeat at 12 midnight. Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc.
has the account.

Gulden on WJZ
Charles Gulden

on Jan.

KTSM

Already Has 7 Hours

however.

(Gulden mustard)

4 will start "Gulden's Melolocally, Tuesdays,
on

deers"
WJZ
and Thursdays, 6:35-6:45 p.m. Sponsor also has a show on WEEI, Boston.
Agency, Charles W. Hoyt Co., says
no large expansion of spot campaign
is planned.

Adele Girard

for

M-G-M

Adele Girard, vocalist and actress
recently tested by M-G-M, has been
placed
under contract by Larry
Schwab of that studio. Deal was
set by Herman Bernie.
Set for Chevrolet Disks
Walter Cassel and Howard Price
are set to record for Chevrolet on
Nov. 22, with Willie Morris and
James Wilkerson scheduled to record for same sponsor Dec. 6. Landt
Trio and Harry Miller and Earle Von
Hampton, comedy duo, have been
set for Alka Seltzer transcriptions.
Ben Lipset handled the deals.

New

WMCA

(Continued from Page

1)

matter of allocating commercial broadcast bands. It is generally
conceded that the southern region
shall be all of the territory south
in the

of fifth parallel south, but the limits
of the tropical region have been

variously suggested from fifth south
to
the fifteenth, seventeenth and
twentieth parallels north.
Hub of the problem, apparently,
is whether Haiti and Santo Domingo,
in voting on regional problems, shall
vote with the northern or central
regions. It is the contention of delegates from other northern regions
that votes from the two countries,
if included in the northern region,
would upset the balance of power
in
voting on matters concerning
broadcast allocations.
Also to be ironed out is the matter
of how the western delegations shall
vote when they reach the Cairo conference in 1938 the world meeting
to which the present conference is
preliminary. Canadian delegates are
delaying settlement of this matter
until they hear from home.
Remembering the Madrid conference, in which Great Britain had
eight votes, it is the opinion of most
of the delegations that Britain's votes
should be confined only to selfgoverning dominions and that a vote
not be given possessions. Such system would deny a separate vote to
such regions as Newfoundland, British Honduras, Jamaica, the Bahamas,

—

etc.

Canada

made

also has

reservations

on the tentative decision to assign
the bands between 200 and 515 kc.
to radio and marine beacons. It was
the proposal of the Canadian delegation to assign the frequencies be-

tween 160 and 240 to broadcasting
Studios Delayed
and they have reserved the right
offices and studios, for further discussion on this allo-

working on spot and network
New
business as well as the development
now under construction, will not be cation.
of the line.
From standpoint of testing, first ready for occupancy until Jan. 15,
major advertiser to use the new it was announced yesterday. Prefacilities for this purpose is American vious plans were for the move to
"Melody be made by Jan. 1.
Tobacco
Co.
with
its
Puzzles."
Arrangements are now
Jane Froman's Radio Recess
under way for one of the major
agencies, which has a fully equipped
The appearance of Jane Froman
radio studio in its own offices, to and Don Ross as guest stars of
have a loop to the
line in- George Griffin last week will be
stalled in their own studio so that Miss Froman's last appearance on
they may supervise a series of pro- the air before making another picgrams which they expect to test here. ture. She goes to the coast to appear
According to WNBF's latest pro- in "Radio Revels" for RKO.
gram schedule, station uses only 75
minutes of transcribed sustaining show, "Ave Maria Hour," Blue Coal
service a week, or an average of
Humphrey's and
Hecker's,
show,
10 minutes daily, which is considered
Lucky Strike are among the comremarkable for a city of this size.
mercials now on the line.

city

WMCA

WNBF

"Lone

Ranger,"

George

Jessel

RADIO —
Advertising Agencies
Female

secretary

with

years

ex-

perience desires change January

1st.

Box A

118,

7

RADIO DAILY

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER
$ 1 4 9°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W.

19th

St.

.

.

New York

•

N. Y.

"He Just Can't Resist Those Clothing
Store Programs On WHB"
11(11

WW H

D
K*

*

Kansas

St. it,. .n

—For

City's
il.-.l

I

Dominant Daytime

null

Mntii.il.

I

rmatloni
dntn. telephone Hurrl.on 1161. collect, or wiro collect to -

DON

tlnio cluni

DAVIS, President,

'

KANSAS

i

CITY.

MISSOURI
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WBIG's Aid
Music Hall," Nov.

(NBC-Red,

18

a comely
lass, uniformed in white, who

SUSANNE FISHER, LUCY MONA R M A N D TOKATYAN,
LOUIS D'ANGELO and SIDNEY DE
VRIES in "La Boheme," on American Banks program, Nov. 22 (NBCBlue,

p.m.)

9

ALEXANDER KIRKLAND and
FLORA CAMPBELL, interviewed by
Charlotte Buchwald, Nov. 19
(WMCA,

ROLF DE MARE,

Swedish

ballet

interviewed
by
Frankie
Basch, Nov. 22 (WMCA, 7:30 p.m.)
creator,

THE SYMPHONETTES,

AUDREY CALL,

and

Buddy Clark program,

girl trio,
violinist, on
Nov. 18 (CBS,

DAVE APOLLON

and

MAXINE

LEWIS, on "Broadway Melody",
night (WHN, 8 p.m.).

to-

making

WCKY

available

on

both Red and Blue networks of NBC,
the Crosley station, WSAI, also is
now available to both Red and Blue
network advertisers. WLW, the other
Crosley, likewise is a Red and Blue
availability.

thrice daily, will be heard over 550
and daily
stations
starting today
thereafter until the termination of
the present Unemployment Census.
These spots are in addition to the
network and local broadcasts that
have been heard during the past
week and which have featured,
among others, President Roosevelt,
congressmen and members of the
All radio
stage, screen and radio.
promotion for the census has been
handled by a special committee

headed by

William Dolph,

manager

WOL.

of

general

Waring,

Fred
a

overs irom the prosperous days

personal-appearing

theater, was guest on
Column of the Air," con-

Lehman

Otis, new
Citizen.

radio

Columbus
Bob French, production manager,
has been up to his neck in work,
what with emceeing the Auto Show
editor of

and guest speaking at the annual
Armistice Dinner sponsored by the
American Legion of McConnesville,
along with his regular daily
O.,

show business

as "interference"

WMCA

or
to

for

artists

vaudeville era

— are

managers .... When
a new industry and
radio

the

as important as soda

is

Hold-

turn):

picture.

is

to

.

.It

acting

their

scotch.

.

BUT

some are not right.
.Today, as in the past, agents
are signing up people and after their signatures are on representative
contracts
they sit back and continue working for other clients as in the
past. .. .Having a large clientele, the agent would send a prospective
buyer a list of people available and maybe, perchance, the buyer would
select Joe Doe in preference to Ben Bernie. Maybe! .... What is to happen
methods

of

.

.

—

mistake

great

with

selves

under the existing circumstances? .... It

smaller fry

talented

the

big

for

must

they

with ten per cent.

devote time and

talent

offices

"name

signing

If

talent"

"service"

effort to the

a

and small agents to burden themto show off a large clientele.
presently engaged artists who part
just

the

they have

is

many working — how can

they possibly

M.

sell."

outlets,

—

In addition, WBIG has large photo
frames and bulletin boards scattered
throughout its area, and Lottie keeps
them properly placed, and sees to it
that new photos are inserted with
new programs.

Sponsor Aids Build-Up

New

step-up in sponsor cooperabuilding shows of national advertisers, is reported by WBAL, Baltimore. Read Drug Stores and Cartion,

Drug Co. have installed full
window
displays
of
Admiracion
Shampoo, noising Tim and Irene

roll

Butler

• • • After a spell when the
from contract is granted—and the

—

begin to balk a release
go to other agents with
a continuation of the present system. .. .CBS recently ruled that
they wouldn't do business with agents and then abolished the
ruling.... If a fellow is going out to sell you he must have confidence in your ability he must be convinced that there is no one
greater in existence and therefore the purchaser must buy you!
....The best example of this set-up is Ted Collins who talks, lives,
breathes Kate Smith. He never approached an agency saying that
"if you can't pay Kate's price, I can get you Sophie Glotz a little
cheaper!" His sales talk must have run along these lines: "Listen,
Kate Smith is an institution. She's great. There's nobody finer! If
you want her pay the price or don't bother me with your phone
calls!" .... Kate Smith is still No. 1
and Collins reaps his harvest
from one client while others need hundreds to come to the half-way
mark of Ted's income.
artists

artists

—

—

—

—

—

etc.,

program over the Baltimore

unemployed?

—

Rex Reynolds

the station by

Sponsor Bowling Contest
Nightly
ting scores

got

bowling broadcasts, spotfrom local bowling alleys,

new

acceleration
station-sponsored
to select ten best

through

•

•

•

cruelty

practiced

on

artists

today

is

the

and forgetting about them
Agent No. 1 wants his
10 per cent from the artist
who also must pay a fee to Agent No. 2
because the latter earned it.... Why should this occur regardless of sum
involved?. .. Many would be willing to pay 40 per cent to an agent
who keeps them employed but why pay out one cent to a bench-warmer
who has your name on a contract and did absolutely nothing for you? ....
Of course, there are a few exceptions. Sam Lyons, Bob Goldstein, Gummo
Marx are part of a mere handful who haven't been offenders .... Don't
signing of people to contracts, then sitting back

another agent gets a job

for

the artist

— and

—

be

the

least

bit

surprised

—before

another

the advertising agencies themselves will

winter hits

be engaged as

having exclusive service contracts with

them

to

and from

artist

the

parts

— that

representa-

—

artists
and then re-selling
shows thereby deriving a commission from the
sponsor which they would be most definitely entitled

tives,

sponsors

these
artists'

—

on

—

—

A story of the "show must go on" always pleases people
who are debunkers at heart ... .Last Thursday nite
on the Kate Smith show, Betty Garde, who appeared opposite James
Barton in the dramatization of the "Informer" had sprained her

•

•

•

ankle

— and

gave her performance being held up by crutches!....

bowling

Ivan Streed and Ray Anderson.

KSL, Salt Lake City
commercials,

New York
music

lyric soprano of

Independent

Reveries,"
is

to study.

head,

has

leaving

for
Halliday,
auditioning

Gene

been

successors.

Richard

Keddington, station's
was Auerbach's
choice for Santa Claus role on thriceweekly kiddie show.
Salt Lake Citizens aired their views
on special session of Congress in a
street stunt picked up in front of
the SKL building, handled by Wally
Sandack, staff announcer.
Irma Bitner is writing and producing Auerbach Dept. Store's threeper-week Christmas Toy Club campaign.
Studio origination features
talent appearing at store with ani-

weather

prophet,

mated dialog by
"Operating

earned both fees!

recently

contest
bowlers.
Stunt, by WHBF, Rock Island, got
good sports-page play, and winners,
after being brought to microphone,
were scheduled for local exhibitions
throughout remainder of the season.
Station is readying a winter tournament, likewise under the direction of

Coal
existing

of the

staff.

"Fireside

Another

station.

wholesale store, supplied similar build-up locally, with
lobby and window displays, plugging
"Golden Dawn," airing for store over
Bros.,

Dorothy Kimball,

especially those

thru' Fri., 11:15 to 11:45 A.

display men,
and places window cards, counter displays and
other program material for the station. What's more, Lottie never fails
to get a showing and if you could
see a picture of her you'd know one
reason why.
retail

—

— having

AJVICE IVES'
"EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR"

— the

representatives

of

goes without mentioning that these people are essential, that

to

"There's nothing she can't

of

artists'

vaude pickings became lean, they switched over
have since cast their "shadow" permanently in

chores.

Mon.

agents,

—

local

"Radio
ducted by

ten-percenters,

until

WHKC, Columbus
at

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

—

Spots on Job Census
30-word spot announcement,

A

•

Naturally,

WSAI Also Available
On Red and Blue Webs
Cincinnati — Coincident with the
shift

•

the

to

10 p.m.).

window

Lottie contacts

•

the business

1:30 p.m.)

young
works

is

with the program promotion department of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.

10

p.m.)

ROE,

Commerce

to

WBIG

Lottie of

FAY WRAY, ALAN MOWBRAY
and THE FOURSOME, on "Kraft

a

toys.

50-Kilowatter"

was

the subject of an invitational address
delivered Saturday to the Pacific
Northwest Broadcasters Ass'n conat Hotel Davenport, Spokane.
Operations of stations was the genimportant
eral
discussion
of
the
Western meeting to which KSL's
managing director, Earl J. Glade,

vened

was invited

to speak.
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17,
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Procter

PROGRflm REVICUJS

& Gamble

&

Gamble's CBS Repertoire

broadcast the following six programs over CBS
yesterday: "The Goldbergs." 2:15-2:30
p.m., over WABC and split Eastern CBS network; "Kitty Keene" 2:15-2:30
p.m., over western network from WBBM; "The O'Neils," 10:45-11 a.m. over
WABC and Eastern network; "Ma Perkins," 10:45-11 a.m. over western
network from WBBM; "The Guiding Light," 4:30-4:45 p.m. over coast-to-coast
network from WABC. All shows will be heard Monday through Friday
Procter

effective

"Musical Cartoons"
Victor Irwin's "Musical Cartoons,"
this program makes an unusually
pleasing half-hour show with a mixture of straight vocal and dance
rhythms plus numerous animated
cartoon arrangements in dance tempo and otherwise. Irwin, who has
played many of the Max Fleischer
cartoon accompaniments, obtains bizarre effects when transplanting that
type of composition to radio. The
effect is greatly enhanced with the
continuity and a barker when such
items as Coney Island, and Jungletown Review are played with Silly
Symphony technique. Apart from
the style, the band itself is a fine
one musically.
Soloists on the show include Elinor
Sherry, The Key Men, male quartet
consisting of Travis Johnson, leader,
Douglass Carrick. Bill Hood and

Jan.

3,

it

will

with

comparative

calmness

—

Tom Revere
V. P. in
Bowles
licity.

He
is

New York

RCA

Elected

Benton & Bowles

(.Continued from Page 1)
late in 1930 as head of

visit to the

ces but

is

pub-

scheduled to be back in
within ten days.

Washington Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

Washington— WJSV, the CBS

let

now going over KIRO,

Seattle,

Wash.

addressed to station are
read and answered during broadcast,
with queries on special departments
handled by members of respective
letters

interesting.

WQAM, Miami

Larry Clinton Orchestra

RCA Victor program
spot on WJZ gives a lift to local
dealers of the RCA Victor receiving
Auxiliary

sets,

phonograph records and record

attachment for radios which do not
combination.
have a phonograph
Show is on Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.,
and features RCA Victor artists, both
instrumental and vocal. Larry Clinton orchestra is a well balanced com-

Station
with the

(Continued from Page

vision

System

now hits the air at 6 a.m.
"Dawn Breaker" show.

University of Miami is broadcasting a sponsored "Pep Meeting of
the Air," with Maurie Fink at the

mike.

"Sneak previews" of 1938 cars, as
a gratis feature to local dealers, were
aired
by
Leslie
Harris,
special

RCA

developed

is

1)

fundamentally based

Television System first
RCA Laboratories

in the
in the States.

Radio City in January.

Mai Hallett and his crew, for years
under management of Charles Shrib-

man

has signed excluwith Rockwell-O'Keefe office.

Enterprises,

sively

Jimmie Barton's Showboat Orchesis airing over
WICC from the
ballroom in
the Belmont "Showboat"

"To avoid any misinterpretation of
statement, I wish to make it

this

tra

clear that the vision part of
Marconi-E.M.I. System (i.e., exclud- Bridgeport.
ing the apparatus for amplifying and
Fred Waring and his Pennsylradiating the carrier-wave, which
was supplied by the Marconi Com- vanians appear at the Circle Theapany, and to which I presume Mr. ter, Indianapolis, the week of Nov.
Sarnoff's remarks cannot have been 22.
intended to apply) has been entirely
developed in this country by E.M.I,
Causer-Murdock ork, New England
without any cooperation from the favorites, doing nicely at the Club
RCA.
Paree, Hartford.
"It will be noticed that Mr. Sarnoff refers to an exchange of patent
Emery Deutsch and his band,
licenses. This is in contradistinction handled
by Rockwell-O'Keefe, are
to an exchange of technical informa- continuing
the
at
Book-Cadillac
tion and assistance, and up to the Hotel, Detroit.
present time we have not received
any such technical information or
Radio is full of bandleaders who
assistance from the RCA nor been
started their units in colleges, and
supplied with any item of television
they are the ones who favor college
apparatus used in their transmitting
tunes the most, Mark Warnow, CBS
system. It is only within the last
musical director, reveals.
Some of
few weeks, long after our system these bandleaders
and their alma
had already been proved a success, maters include:
Johnny Green. Harthat arrangements have been made
vard; Bob Crosby, Gonzaga; Horace
for exchange of technical informaHeidt, University of California; Glen
tion with the RCA. In fact, we are
Gray, Illinois Wesleyan; Buddy Rognow supplying technical information ers and Clyde Lucas, University oj
to a group of RCA engineers on a Kansas; Eddie
Duchin, Massachusetts
visit to our laboratories, and hope
College of Pharmacy; George Olsen,
shortly to visit their laboratories U.
of Michigan; Hal Kemp and Kay
for a similar purpose.
Kyser, U. of North Carolina; Herbie
"The two systems, in fact, have Kay, Northwestern; Fred Waring.
fundamental differences, but. in so Penn State; Frank Black and Ted
far as they do have certain features Weems, U. of Pennsylvania; Will Osin common, I think it is fairer to borne, St. Andrews, Toronto; Shep
say that these features are funda- Fields,
Valparaiso;
Meyer Davis,
mentally based on the ideas of early George Washington; Rudy Vallee.
television pioneers, such as Laving- Yale.
ton Hart, Campbell Swinton, R. S.
Clay (who, incidentally, happen to
Frank Dailey's ork, recently signed
be British) and others, rather than exclusively with Rockwell-O'Keefe.
on the much later RCA develop- has been building up quite a rep at
ments."
the Meadowbrook, with a CBS wire.
,

—

KWK,

WMCA

ork

return

events man.
A half-hour demonstration of the
Marion Jordan Laid Up
bination, leaning neither too much operation of the Miami Police Radio
Marion Jordan, Molly of
Chicago
to the hot nor to sweet stuff, but Department was broadcast as part of
"Fibber McGee and Molly," on Monstriking a versatile medium. Femme ceremonies dedicating new police
day night missed her first broadAll short wave transmitter.
vocalist was particularly good.
cast since show started. She's been
availare
sung
or
played
selections
ill
and is now resting at Sacred
Program
disks.
Victor
able on the
St. Louis
Heart Sanitarium, Milwaukee.
and
was
continuity
had excellent
Dick Fisher of the announcing
a pleasing half-hour of entertain- staff has taken to himself a wife.
ment.
Clyde Lucas and his California
•«»
Champions of Harmony"
Dons are airing over the station from 1 "IVheaties
"Five Star Final" the Chase Hotel.
Opticians
i
duuui
Al Sarli and his daily "Jam Ses- j hhi
Community Opticians, Jamaica, are
j
changed
title
along
with
sponsoring "Five-Star Final" over sion"
Sponsored by General Mills
Now known as
Deal for Nov. change in time.
this week.
2:30-5:30 Daily
WMCA
14-19,
was set by Commonwealth "Swing Mister Sarli"— the inspiration
j
of Program Director Harkins.
Advertising Agency.

On

his

at

Ruby Newman and his aggregation
to the Rainbow Room atop

Television Claim

currently on a brief
upon the
agency's Hollywood offi-

Runvon Tendered Luncheon

Fan

and

the Roosevelt Hotel,
Orleans, Dec. 2.
Booked by

New

Contradicted by E.M.I.

is

staffs.
Logged as "Dear KIRO" and
put on by Maury Rider, show sounds
secting of the President's message,
like
top-flight
promotion, besides
and the war in the Orient, on which
turning new point on fan mail.
he lingered just briefly. Talk as a

whole was

open

Rockwell-O'Keefe.

WHN

On his opening
intelligence.
broadcast he dealt with only two
the opening of Congress,
topics
giving a colorful impression of the
event and then doing a little dis-

WOODY HERMAN

inclusive.

RCA

and

MUSIC

was announced

outhere, gave a special luncheon
reception yesterday to Mefford Runyon, vice-president of CBS, marking
James Ballister. Program, a sustain- the first step in his tour of inspecing, originates on WOR-Mutual at tion of CBS stations. He goes from
9: 30-10 p.m. Mondays, before an audihere to Boston.
ence, and seems to be an excellent
sponwhere
a
bet for an earlier spot
Berigan for
Program
sor for cereal or other product seekBunny
Berigan's orchestra will be
young
ing to attract both old and
heard Nov. 20 and 27 and Dec. 4 on
could make good use of it.
the RCA Mfg. Co. Saturday night
program over WJZ. Various orJr.
Combs,
H.
George
chestras will be used in the series.
Add one more to the long list of Larry Clinton, who also is heard on
commentators who are discussing RCA's program over WEAF, started
affairs of the day, with more or less the WJZ series last week.
attempt to clarify them, for radio
listeners. George H. Combs Jr., an
Fan Mail on the Airwaves
ex-Congressman, who made his deCatchy program, also serving letMon7-7:15
p.m.
at
but over
ter-answering utility, minus postage,
day, has a pleasant voice and dis-

courses
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IRNA

MUST ACT BY

DEC.

Recording Men Get

1

OR AFM SET FOR STRIKE
A.

Rosenblatt

and William

B.

Jaffe.

IRNA members

are urged to nego-

immediately with their local
union if they are in accord
with the proposed plan of settlement
and Schedule A. Terms agreed upon
between each station and the local
should be reduced in writing and a
copy of Schedule A attached. Locals
and stations should sign separate
copies (not both) and one copy sent
to A. J. Eckhardt of Ernst & Ernst,
accountants. The local will send its
copy to the AFM. As soon as sufficient copies have been deposited in
tiate

AFM

AFM

escrow, the
plan operative,

will

declare

the

whereupon

stations
and locals will later attach their signatures to both copies. Locals and
stations are being advised of the
respective station quotas as per allocations worked out and okayed by

AFM.

If enough contracts are placed
escrow by Dec. 1, an extension of
time may be granted as the strike

in

Failing to turn in sufficient
of contracts will result in
union musician stoppage on that date.
deadline.

numbers

IRNA committee

points

out that,

as per mandate, it accomplished various items, to the best of its ability.
Eight points are:
1. The threat of a nation-wide strike
will be averted by the station agreeing,
with other affiliates, to spend not less
than the allocated quota for staff musicians during each of the next two years.
strike deadline is now moved
2. The
forward to Dec. 1, 1937.
3. Right to use staff musicians for commercial as well as sustaining programs
assured.
4. Reasonable
assurance is provided
that affiliates will not be compelled to
accept incompetent musicians.
5. Affiliates
retain control over program material and station operations.
6. Execution of the agreement assures

musicians for key

NBC

and

$300,000

annum.

Key
for

strued

stations,

CBS

stations

costing

$180,000

per

have been con-

purposes

of

settlement

WEAF, WJZ, WABC and WOR in
New York; WMAQ, WENR, WBBM
as

and

WGN

KNX

in Chicago;

and KHJ,

in

NBC

Studios,

Los Angeles. Can-

adian stations in the plan of settlement include as network outlets,
CKAC, Montreal; CFCF, Montreal;
CKLW, Windsor; CFRB, Toronto and
CRCT, Toronto.
Letter from Rosenblatt & Jaffe informs the IRNA committee that they
have examined all the documents
pertaining to the AFM negotiations
and conclude with the opinion that,
"it contains no proposition which will
compel an affiliate agreeing to the
terms and provisions thereof to violate any existing Federal Act or
breach any existing agreement."
Independent broadcasters are being apprised by IRNA of its activity,
and are advised to establish some
sort of negotiations with the AFM.
All but a few of the 289 affiliates cooperated with the IRNA.
Complete copy of Schedule A containing the Trade Agreement for all
contracts to be signed with AFM
locals follows:

Schedule

A

All the terms, conditions and provisions of this Schedule shall, for all purposes, be deemed and be part and parcel
of the annexed agreement, and whenever and wherever the terms, conditions
and provisions contained in the said
annexed agreement are inconsistent with
the terms, conditions and provisions contained in this Schedule, the terms,
affiliates receipt of network services.
conditions and provisions of this SchedSatisfactory provision for notice of ule shall obtain and prevail.
7
termination of employment.
2. Whenever the term "Federation" is
8. Reasonably satisfactory clauses reused herein, same shall refer to and be
garding strikes and adjustment of dif- deemed to mean the American Federaferences.
Whenever the term
tion of Musicians.
Special attention is called to para- "Local" is used herein, same shall be
refer to the Local
mean
and
deemed
to
graph 9 of the Schedule which asunit of the Federation which is a party
sures the signing affiliate that it will to the annexed agreement. Whenever
receive network programs without the term "Affiliate" is used, same shall
objection of the AFM. No reference be deemed to mean and refer to the owner and/or operator of the Broadcasting
is made in the Schedule to the use
Station, which is a contracting party to
of transcriptions or recordings.
the agreement to which this Schedule
"A" is attached.
Negotiating
committee for the
3. The entire amount of the allocated

IRNA

also obtained from the networks a substantial increase in their
offer of a contribution and its acceptance is recommended. This was
an offer of NBC and CBS to contribute to a reimbursement fund a total
of $200,000, each to put up a propor-

tionate of this total that the aggregate
increases required from their respective affiliates bear to the total increase under the Plan of Settlement.
Both networks agreed to assume their
share of the burden imposed by the
plan of settlement for the 18 managed and owned stations outside of
their key stations.
This is apart
from the $200,000 and amounts to
approximately $60,000 for
and
$90,000 for CBS. In addition the networks are required by the
to
increase their expenditures for staff

NBC

AFM

Draft

1

quota to be expended by the Affiliate,
per annum, for the employment of staff
musicians must be so expended during
a period extending for not less than nine
(9) months in each year, the intention
being to provide regular employment
Special exception,
staff musicians.
shortening the period of nine (9) months,
shall be made by the Federation in cases
where the Affiliate operates in winter
for

example, Miami, Florida,
is less than
months.
4. A staff musician is one who is paid
at a weekly rate and not at a single
Compensation for
performance rate.
services of musicians employed as extra
men or employed otherwise than to play
musical instruments, and compensation
to staff musicians for overtime or extra
rehearsals is not to be included in the
expenditure of the allocated quota of
resorts, as, for

where the business season
nine

1937

COMPLETE DATA ON ATM

of

recording men by Pres. Jos. N. Weber of the AFM. Weber is now waiting
Weber stated that
to hear from the disk men and get their reaction (o it.
licenses will be issued only to bona fide manufacturers now in operation.
Dummy concerns or those seeking licenses for future use will not be accommodated, until such time as they prove themselves actually in business.

(Continued from Page 1)

Sol

AFM

agreement between the AFM and the disk
manufacturers, transcription and phonograph record, has been sent to the

a license form

Draff of

17.

(9)

the Affiliate.
5. If a Local requires that a higher rate
be paid for the privilege of using staff
musicians in commercial programs as
well as in sustaining programs, the lull

MAILED TO AFFILIATES
production of music must in all cases
be clearly made.
11. Affiliate may make records or elec-

trical transcriptions of a program for
audition purposes or filing by Affiliate
or agency or client, without extra
amount so paid by Affiliate to staff musi- charge to Affiliate by musicians, procians on a weekly salary (as per Arti- vided that such services are rendered
cle "4" hereof) shall be credited against during the time for which musicians
Affiliate's allocated quota, regardless of are being paid, but such records or
the quantity of commercial services ren- transcriptions must not be broadcast,
dered during any one week. It is agreed, and the Federation must be advised when
Members of
however, that staff musicians may be such records are made.
required by Affiliate to play on either the Federation will not render their
or both commercial and sustaining pro- services to any Affiliate for the manufacture of records or transcriptions of
grams.
programs for broadcast or any other
It is further agreed that in the event
public performance, unless such Affiliate
that any Local Union will grant more is licensed
by the Federation for that
advantageous rates to advertisers or purpose.
their agents for commercial programs
12. In the event that a sponsored prothan the rates charged by such Local
for the same kind of service to the Affil- gram cannot be put on the air by Affiliiates for commercial programs, then and ate at the time such Affiliate receives
in such case the Local will give the it, an electrical transcription of such
Affiliate the benefit of such more ad- program may be made by the receiving
station without extra charge by musivantageous rates.
cians, to be put on the air no later
6. In expending the sums of money required to be spent by the Affiliate, as than the seventh day counting from the
per the terms of the annexed agreement, day that the transcription was made.
Affiliate agrees to employ only members As soon as the transcription is made,
in good standing of the Locals affiliated which transcription is not to be dupliwith the Federation as staff musicians. cated, Federation must be advised thereAll musicians other than staff musicians of, and after such use, the transcripemployed by Affiliate shall likewise be tion must be sent to it to be destroyed.
13. Records of music which are pilemployed upon terms and conditions as
agreed upon between Affiliate and Local fered are not to be used under any
circumstances.
Union.
7. The Local will furnish Affiliate com14. Members of the Federation need
petent and qualified musicians in good not render their services to a station
standing in the Local and members of originally owned by an Affiliate but
the Federation, who will be employed transferred or assigned by an Affiliate
by Affiliate through a contracting mem- unless the assignee of such Affiliate shall
ber or leader. The compensation paid agree to carry out and assume the unexto any contracting member or leader is pired portion of the agreement between
to be credited against the allocated quota said Affiliate and the Local Union of
of Affiliate.
Affiliate shall have lull the Federation, in the event of which
control of the instrumentation desired. assumption, the assignor Affiliate shall
Affiliate shall have full control of pro- be relieved of further liability under
gram material and selection of music. the said agreement.
If Affiliate has any complaint regarding
15. In the event the Affiliate's Federal
the ability or competency of a staff
license is suspended or terminated, or in
musician furnished by a leader or con- the event of the discontinuance
of the
tracting member, Affiliate may first apoperation of such station, whether bepeal to the Local and then to the Federacause of fire, war, force majeure, or
tion for an adjustment. Federation will
Acts of God, the allocated quota of excause the musician to whom the Affiliate penditure as provided for in
the anobjects to be examined, such examiner nexed agreement
shall be abated or
not to be a member of Local Union. If cancelled, as the case may be.
the examiner finds that the musician is
16. Both parties to the annexed agreenot competent for the class of service
required of him and he cannot be re- ment, that is, the Affiliate and the Local
Union
of the Federation, acknowledge
placed by the Local, Affiliate shall have
the right to employ a member of Federa- that they have received a copy of the
"Plan
of Settlement" embodying the
tion from another Local.
general plan for the solution of the un8. Affiliate may give any staff musician
employed by it reasonable notice for employment problem of musicians.
terminating his employment. Should any
17. The annexed agreement shall concontroversy develop as to the length of tinue for two (2) years from the date
such notice, same shall be determined hereof and the expenditure undertaken
by the International Executive Board of by the Affiliate under such agreement
Federation.
The Affiliate may publish shall be for each of such two (2) years.
reasonable rules and regulations relat- Nothing therein contained shall be coning to the conduct of employees of Affil- strued so as to interfere in any way
iate, and musicians shall conduct them- with any existing contract between Loselves while on the premises of Affiliate cal and Affiliate. Neither shall anything
in accordance with such rules and regu- therein
contained interfere with any
lations.
For improper deportment de- right of the Local to fix or change withmand may be made that the leader dis- in said two (2) years its scale of wages,
charge the musician and on his failure hours of employment or local working
to do so the Affiliate may appeal to conditions,
or other conditions over
Local and then to Federation. In the which the Local has jurisdiction, unless
event that the employment of a staff the Local and Affiliate agree otherwise
musician is terminated, such change of with respect thereto, provided, however,
personnel shall in no wise reduce Affili- that in no case shall the agreed expendiate's
obligation to expend
the full ture to be made by Affiliate be increased
amount of his allocated quota or in any except where a Local has given concesother manner alter the provisions of sions to an Affiliate with the understanding that the Local could thereafter withthis agreement.
draw the concessions. However, Affili9. Any Affiliate located in the United
States or Canada entering into the an- ate shall commence the expenditure of
nexed agreement with the Local Union its allocated quota from date that this
of the Federation for the expenditure agreement becomes effective, and to the
of an allocated quota as provided for extent to which such allocated amount
therein, may without any objection or exceeds any amount which the Affiliate
demand by the Federation or Local send is required to expend by an existing loto and receive from any station in the cal contract, the expenditure of such
United States national and regional excess shall commence from the date

this agreement becomes effective, and
Against receiving foreign programs, from the date of the expiration of any
no objection will be raised by the Fed- existing agreement such expenditure
eration or Local.
Canadian programs shall continue to the extent of the entire
shall for the purpose of this Article, not allocated quota.
provi18. Federation, subject to the
be deemed to be foreign programs.
(Continued on Page X)
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Ckicaqcr
GERTRUDE

GENE

GLENN

and

have added a
15-minute period on KFI at 10
p.m. Saturday to their already heavy
schedule of Monday through Friday
at 8: 15 a.m. on the same station for
Kellogg products, and a 7:30 p.m.
sustaining stanza on KECA, also
five days weekly.
Eddie Albright has a new 15minute Monday through Friday strip
on KNX for Seal-Tite Products. Contract runs 60 days.

KFWB

Joe

of

casts

now

is

Meadows

Hernandez from Bay dramatic
serial
in
San Francisco, through Fridays
the

CRS

station

in

ap- lines

Sunda Love, NBC actress, has been
assigned the role of Frances Moran
Matthews in "Today's Children,"

track

KYA,

through

carrying race broad-

BERG, who was

proached by a publisher to write
a full length novel around her beloved radio family, "The Goldbergs,"
has taken the offer under serious
advisement, but can make no decision until after Jan. 1 because of
pending
negotiations
anent
"The
Singing Kid," the script serial she
has authored to co-star Bobby Breen
with her.

heard
at

10:45

NBC-Red network.

Mondays
a.m. over
role was

The
Bay City.
formerly played by Bess Johnson,
The novel "Ho-Hum" series, writ- who recently left Chicago for radio
ten by John Boylan and produced by work in New York. Irma Phillips
the

has been moved over
KFI, Friday nights at
9:15.
Gags up those newspaper
"fillers" which usually elicit a "so

Don

Clark,

from

KECA

to

what?" from readers.
Lynton, director of the
Playhouse, sold his "Secret
Service" scripts to 3HA, Melbourne,
Australia, through Dr. R. L. Power.
Deal includes twelve monthly supplements to be supplied by Lynton.
Underwood, producer for
Cecil
Fibber McGee and Molly in Chicago,
is in town for a short visit with his
Jerry

KFAC

family.

Grace Gibson, head of the transcription department of 2GB, Sydney. Australia, will be interviewed
on KNX today and tell something of
listener habits in the Antipodes. Also
speaks before L. A. Women's Club
this week on the same subject.
Associated Cinema has resumed
cutting on "Lady of Millions," temporarily held up while May Robson

was busy on

a picture at

Shapiro.

Saul

RKO.

Universal

Micro-

phone factory representative, is off
on a trip to the Southwest in the
interests of the Inglewood manufacturers of microphones and recording equipment.

"The Marines Tell

It

to

You"

is

a new KHJ-Don Lee
series, written and produced by Mel
the

of

title

thrilling
dramatizing
Williamson,
episodes in the history of the Marine
Corps in every corner of the world.

Sponsored by Seven-Up, and heard

Monday

nights at 7-7:30.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
JEAN ELLINGTON
"A
vote

singer's accompanist rates a
thanks.
He can either

of

He
or break them.
them through all the hard
work at rehearsal and practice.
To him goes much of the work but
The public
none of the glory.
I
intend
should hear about this.

make them

helps

to tell

them."

are

cally,

occasionally scored musiand the text of the original

poem

is

freely

ERIC SAGERQUIST

treated.

Dorit K. Weigert, co-director of the
School of Cooking, has prepared a series of lectures on "Bachelors in the Kitchen" for the air.
Miss Weigert, an experienced radio
lecturer, is at present considering a
Iridor

(Continued from Page 6)
Article 19 hereof and subject
to its obligations to the American Federation of Labor, by its approval and
delivery of the annexed agreement, for
and on behalf of the Local Union, and
the Local Union which is a party to the
annexed agreement, both obligate themselves for the full, due and complete
performance thereof, and agree that
there will be no stoppage of work so
long as there is no default in or violation of any of the provisions of such
of

annexed agreement by the

Affiliate executing the same. The Local Unions of
the Federation and the Federation Board
agree to notify Affiliate in writing of
what they deem to be a default or violation on the part of such Affiliate, and
the Federation agrees that there will
be no stoppage of work as in this paragraph specified until such Affiliate shall

have had two

(2)

weeks from and

after

the receipt of such notice in writing to
rectify the default or breach complained
of.
Notice of a default shall be no presumption of actual default. If in answer to the notice of default the party
allegedly in default denies such default,
then the Local Union will advise the

Federation and Federation will promptly
appoint one of its members, not a member of the said Local Union, and thp Affiliate will appoint a person en"aRf>d in the
broadcasting industry (not employed by
the Station) to meet within the said
fourteen (14) day period, to investigate
and determine the disposition of the
claimed violation or default. The written determination of the said two parties shall be binding both
upon the
fomplainant and the party allegedly in
default. Repetition after the expiration
of the period of the original notice by

NBC

program and

service director, is in Bath,
for a week of duck shooting.

111.,

Betty Olson of the Escorts and
Betty has recovered from an appendectomy.
The Roy Campbell Royalists, a
Jack Baker, NBC tenor, received
choral group of seven vocalists, have his 13th necktie from a lady admirer
been allotted speaking roles in the in Asheville, N. C.
Funny thing
Sheila Barrett sketches on the "Time about it is that all of them are wearof Your Life" show, in addition to able.
their vocal chores.
NBC sound effects crew decided
This

week

WQXR

sions

Sidney Strotz,
artists

local commercial.

pianists Al and Lee Reiser will do their 3,000th radio broadis author of the show.
cast.
Despite the fact that they have
been in radio for less than five years,
"Orchestrated poetry," utilizing a they are setting
a record
the
new technique for the dramatizing amount of broadcasts held by for
a musiof verse, will be presented by Nor- cal attraction.
man Corwin on his "Poetic License"
program over
at 9:45-10 toLyn Murray's quartet, "The Four
night. Corwin and a group of five
others will perform special arrange- Clubmen," has been given an addiments of Louis Untermeyer's "Song tional CBS spot and are now heard
Tournament: New Style"; Stephen twice weekly via that network.
Vincent Benet's "The Hospital"; Isadore
Schneider's
"Anthology
of
Ed Smalle's vocal group is set for
Oom"; Vachel Lindsay's "Dirge for another musical movie short; their
a Righteous Kitten" and other poems. sixth since the first of the year.
Orchestrated poetry differs from or- Smalle's chorus hasn't actually apdinary verse-chorus
technique
in peared in any of these shorts, but
that the chorus supplies its own their voices have supplied the vocal
sound effects orally and manually, backgrounds.

Complete Data on AFM
Mailed to Affiliates

will provide
the music for Campana's "Grand
Hotel." He also works on same concern's "First Nighter."

the

Affiliate

of the

violation

originally

complained of by the Federation Local
shall thereafter eliminate the necessity
of any further notice to Affiliate.

In case the Affiliate shall be in default
with respect to moneys owed to musicians for services rendered, the Affiliate shall be entitled to only 24 hours'
notice.

to join American Federation of Radio
Artistes; then changed their minds
and are reported still on the fence.
Dick Piatt, novelty electric organist, joins the Dodge Rhythm at noon
series on
Hoosier Hot Shots' Hollywood deal

WBBM.

fell

through

because

picture

they

were to go into pictures them in
Barn Dance setting. Alka-Seltzer has
exclusive right to this aspect of their
services.

WCNW

Revue After Sponsor
"Radio Arts Revue," children's
hour aired on Saturday afternoons
under
for the past year over

WCNW

supervision of Murray Katzman, now
has more than 150 talented kids
trained for its programs and the show
is being made available to sponsors.
in this Article contained shall prejudice
any other legal or equitable right of

the Federation and/or Local against any

Affiliate which may have committed any
such default or breach.

The notices referred to in this Article
shall be sent in writing by registered
mail to all the Key Stations, signatory
to agreements pursuant to the Plan of
Settlement and to a person, firm or corporation to be designated in writing by
the Negotiating Committee of the Inde-

19. This agreement is predicated upon
mutual good faith between Federation
and Affiliates and is intended for the pendent Radio Networks Affiliates.
essential purpose of increasing employ20. Nothing in this agreement containment of musicians in radio broadcasting. ed shall be deemed to require the AffiliAffiliate acknowledges and agrees that ate or any Local Union to violate any
it
executes this contract to take effect law or any regulation of the Federal
simultaneously with similar contracts Communications Commission.
bv other Affiliates and Key Stations or
21. The expenditure for staff musicians
Networks executed in accordance with to be made by the Affiliate in each year
the general Plan of Settlement referred during the term of the annexed agreeto in Article 16 hereof.
ment shall not be less than such expenIt is agreed
(a) that if a substantial diture made from September 1st, 1936,
number of Affiliates and/or any net- to August 31st, 1937, or less than the
work company or corporation executing amount mentioned in the annexed agreecontracts in pursuance of such Plan of ment as the allocated quota hereunder,
Clause 19 (b)
Settlement have defaulted with respect whichever is higher.
to the expenditure of their respective shall not be construed to authorize a
the purpose of
for
quotas as provided in their agreements, general termination
or (b) that if in the sole judgment of increasing the allocated quotas.

the

Federation,

the operation of this
Affiliate or
Stations entered into pursuant to
the Plan of Settlement fails sufficiently
to carry out the purpose of the Federation to increase employment of instrumental staff musicians in the broadcasting industry, then and in its sole determination and option, the Federation shall
have the right to cancel and terminate

and other agreements with

Key

all

agreements executed

in

pursuance

the Plan of Settlement by giving
fourteen (14) days' notice to such effect.
With respect to the extent of defaults
necessary to create a substantial breach
for the purpose of subdivision (a) of
this Article, the judgment of the Federation shall likewise be determinative.
With respect to any such breach under
subdivision (a) of this Article, nothing
of

Greetings from Radio Daily
Frank Fay

Toscha Seidel

Archie Josephson
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RKO Set for Radio Show
EDUCATION COMMITTEE

force broadcast agencies to grant advantageous time, will have the whole
support of the FREC when that body
receives
additional
funds,
raised

— While

many

stations

are claiming the most youthful announcer.
Gene
Dyer,
Chicago
broadcaster who operated
in
Milwaukee, trots out a real
veteran, 71 -year-old Ben Wolff. He
also has a juvenile candidate,
Carl Zimmerman, who is 17.

SOON TO SEEK AIR TIME
The Federal Radio in Education
Committee, considered one of the
most important factors in the educational drive for free time on the air,
will become actively engaged in that
quest within the next three weeks,
it
has been learned. The educators,
in their initial serious attempt to

Full-Hour Program Expected to be Ready
After First of Year With Milton

WKilIP's Extremes
Chicago

WEMP

7

Berle Heading the Cast
first

BY HAVANA COMMITTEE

OKLAHOMA STATIONS

Havana

100%

The
show

FREQUENCY ZONES FIXED

— Definite

limits

on

the

much

rumored

RKO

radio

will become a reality by the
of the year, it was learned

yesterday by RADIO DAILY. Present plans call for a full-hour presentation to be headed by Milton
Berle, and will follow closely the
pattern set by M-G-M and Warner

northern, central and southern zones Bros, in their radio programs which
SIGN
in which frequency allocations are have already been sold commercially.
(Continued on Page 2)
to be made have been fixed in com- In addition to Berle. RKO will draw
Oklahoma City
Joseph Harris, mittee by delegates to the Pan- on contract stars and players for
ARTA
organizer here, states that American Radio conference
now in weekly stints. Program is expected
Store
Is Using
KBIX at Muskogee has been signed session here with the inclusion
of to be placed on the market shortly,
100
per
cent
with
his
organization.
5
Daily
Haiti and Santo Domingo in the
(Continued on Page 3)
All technicians, announcers and con- northern
zone7~Otherrare ttie United
St.
Louis—The S. & L. Credit tinuity men are under ARTA ban- states, Canada, Newfoundland, Mex
J. H. Bixby, station manager, ico and
Stores, locally owned chain doing ner.
Cuba. All south of these
business in the St. Louis trade area, has informed Harris that he is ready countries to the fifth parallel south
ACTIVITY
has been using WIL for the past five to negotiate with him.
(Continued on Page 3)
At the same time Harris announcyears.
Results from their first venture in radio were so great that they ed that WBBZ, Ponca City; KVSO,
ALL-TIME HIGH
Salisbury Station
increased their time on the air and Ardmore; KADA, Ada; KGFF, Shaw(Continued on Page 4)
Taking to the Air
added electrical appliances and radios
Chicago NBC activities here last
(Continued on Page 8)
month reached an all-time high both
Salisbury,
Md.— WSAL. new local in number of broadcasts and in billJ. Harold
station, goes on the air in a few days
ings, and Niles Trammell, v. p., is
Broadcasters Unit with J. Roy McLennan, local
Production
adver- elated that business is so good in
Get "Director" Title Toledo— J. Harold Ryan, g.m. of tising man, as manager. Station will contrast to the wails of industry in
operate on
kcs., 250 watts, 7 a.m. general.
More than 2,000 programs
WSPD here, is the new head of to sunset. 1200
There will be a staff of originated here in October, and while
NBC's corps of production men, Ohio Association of
Broadcasters Inc., 12.
numbering 32, will hereafter be succeeding John F.
New York complains about the trek
Patt
known as "directors," new title be- Cleveland. Other officers of WGAR,
(Continued on Page 2)
elected at
stowed on them by the network in
Series Earlier
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Pane 8)
NBC will present the opera series
three weeks earlier this year than in Gerald Smith
Mills Test
the past, it was learned yesterday.
5-Hour
All-Live Basis
Chicago— General Mills is using the Starting date for the 1937-38 season
CBS yesterday completed plans for
Helen
Gahagan
serial,
"Love
for
a
is
set
for Dec. 4, with network as
a five-hour New Year's Eve broadEffective this Sunday, all future
Day," in a test campaign on Corn- yet undetermined.
cast at 11 p.m. -4 a.m., with pick-ups
If
program is broadcasts of Gerald L. K. Smith
Mix
over
WTMJ,
Milwaukee.
Blacknot sold prior to that date, RCA will will
from New York, Chicago, Denver,
be live, with transcriptions defiHollywood and Honolulu, and Paul ett-Sample-Hummert is the agency. assume cost.
nitely out, it was learned yesterday.
Douglas describing Times Square,
Wires are now being installed in
plus dance music by various orSmith's suite at a Washington Hotel,

WITH ARTA

—

Chain

on WIL

Shows

I

|

NBC CHICAGO
REACHES

New

Soon

—

Ryan Heads

NBC

Men

Ohio

Opera

New

Overworked
The most used joke on the air
the past two weeks nearly ran into
itself Tuesday night on CBS.
It's
this one: "A bachelor is a man
doesn't

take once."

make the same
Edward Everett

over the

it

Hor-

same network.

KDKA
New York

John Gihon Leaves

NBC in
Pittsburgh — Resignation
To

mis-

on Al Jolson's program,
and Al Pearce repeated it on his
own show immediately following
ton told

Going on

General Mills to Double
Baseball Stations in \38

chestras.

who

Program

Show

Gen.

Year Show

Join

of
John
of
television
in NBC's

Gihon as program manager
KDKA
assume production and
duties under John Royal
New York headquarters is announced
by A. E. Nelson, manager of KDKA.
Gihon came here from NBC in Chito

cago four years ago.

General

Wave Coming

Cold

Kan.— KCKN's new
"Swap Shop," with production
manager Russ Davis acting as the
Kansas

Mills,

largest

sponsor of
baseball in the radio industry for
the past few years, has revealed
plans to double its volume of business on independent stations during
the 1938 campaign. Temporary agreements have already been reached
with a majority of the past season's
outlets,

(Continued on Page 2)

and work

is

now

going ahead

(Continued on Page 3)

shop

City.

keeper,

pleted

the

had

initial

hardly

listener

called

in

suits

BVD's

lor

of

com-

when a
swap three

airing

j

to

a

suit

of

longs.

Olaf Soward took the hint and
predicted a cold wave on his nr::t
hourly newscast

2

Thursday. November
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figured

commG

out that they are one of the hardest
12 times a week, requiring 38
nine hours on the air. While broadcasting they

air.

it

They broadcast

hours of rehearsal and
sing an average of 43 songs a week and repeat a chorus of each, and
while rehearsing they run through each selection 15 times to memorize it.
This makes a total of 105,114. words and 505,580 notes weekly. Amount
of energy used, in horsepower, would move Radio City three inches.
Lanny thinks. "But," he adds sadly, "it has not yet moved the heart of
a sponsor."

Gome

and

CHARLES E. GREEN, president of CRA, reto New York next Monday from Marion,

turns
0..

where he attended funeral services for his
head cut short his Coast visit

father.
CRA
as a result.

STAN ZUCKER, g.m. of CRA,
returned yesterday from Cleveland, where, coin-

cidentally, he attended the funeral of his father,
who also died Sunday.

Gerald Smith Program
Education Committee
Going on All-Live Basis
Soon to Seek Air Time
(Continued from Page

casts.
list

now

Roosevelt's

however,
1)

after having been placed there temporarily for last Sunday's broadcast.
Bill Dolph will be in Washington to
study Smith's scripts prior to broad-

Station

ROBERT BERGER

carrying

broad-

(Continued from Page

through

Democratic National

the

of

Committee is in town doing some radio work
for
the committee for celebrating President

He

birthday.

divide

will

his

time,

between here and Washington during

the coming weeks.

1)

individual philanHOWARD MEIGHAM of CBS radio sales in
thropic organizations, and presents New York is visiting the Chicago offices.
at least two new projects on a naHARRY HERSHFIELD returned from Holly-

various

wood yesterday

tional scale.

The hesitancy of the FREC to become affiliated with the drive was

MGM

working for

after

OSCAR LEVANT

back

is

in

there.

town.

OTELLO CERONI, conductor, CARLO TACnumbers 44, with two airings
LIABUE, baritone and NICOLA MOSONA, basso,
scheduled each week, 4-4:30 p.m. and revealed only recently when the no- of
the
Metropolitan Opera Company, arrive
ticeable
lack
of
funds
the
FREC
of
6-6:30 p.m. Effective Jan. 2 all statoday from Europe aboard the Conte di Savoia.
forced considerable retrenchment by
tions will carry Smith's talks at 4
HAL R. MAKELIN of WIND, Chicago, returns
Alp.m. Reason for double duty during that group in the radio field.
home today after a brief business trip to New
though an undetermined amount of York.
rest of current year is that some
stations now airing the broadcast projects had been readied, only two
EDWIN SPENCE of WBAL, Baltimore, rehave commercial commitments with were launched, with the rest tem- turned home last night after spending a few
days in town.
porarily
shelved
awaiting
the
outcome
professional football clubs, and will
(Wednesday, Nov. 17)
G. A. RICHARDS, WJR executive, returns to
be unable to clear time at earlier of the financial battle. It has now
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Also effective with Jan. 2, been learned, however, that the Com- Detroit tomorrow.
Net hour.
THOMAS L. STIX, vice-president of Henry
Chg. broadcast station
list
will be in- mittee expects to have started a maHigh Low Close
Souvaine Inc., leaves town today for Smith
1V2 creased materially and program is jority of its projects by 1938.
151
149V4 H9V4
Am. Tel. & Tel
College to arrange forthcoming Pontiac program.
Vi
42 4 405/8 40%
Cen. Electric
It has also been learned that the
set to be aired nationally. All pro7S/g
Vi
7% 7%
RCA Common
GERALD L. K. SMITH, chairman of the
+1 grams in the future will originate appointment of the two new mem- Committee
54
54
55
RCA First Pfd
of One Million, entrained for Wash11
H
Stewart Warner .... 11 Vi
from Hay-Adams Hotel, Washington. bers to the FREC, to fill existing va- ington yesterday.
1 Vl
103
99
99
Westinghouse
cancies, will not be announced until
Transamerican
will
continue
to
20 % 20 Vi
Vi
21 Vs
Zenith Radio
handle the shows for the "Committee the first of the year. Present numNEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
G. M. Concert from St. Louis
of One Million." Virgil Reiter han- ber of members is 37. FREC is also
1
1
Nat. Union Radio
undecided as to a successor to Dr.
Next Sunday's General Motors
dling the deal.
OVER THE COUNTER
Asked
Cline M. Koon, with a possibility Concert will be a "St. Louis Good
Bid
5
S /i
7%
Stromberg Carlson
existing at present of abolishing the Neighbor Concert," originating in St.
Chicago Activity
department formerly conducted by Louis over NBC-Blue, with Vladimir
Reaches All-Time High Dr. Koon.
Goldschmann conducting and CorACTIVITIES
inne Frederick as guest artist. ProAPPLICATIONS RECEIVED
(Continued from Page 1)
gram returns to Carnegie Hall in
to Broadcast
WCLE, Cleveland, Ohio. Special experi- to Hollywood, Chicago is still adding
New York the following Sunday.
mental authorization to operate facsimile daytime shows.
Negro Theater
Daytime advertisers, Trammell exstation from 1-6 a.m.
casts

FINANCIAL
—
—
—

—
—

1

NBC

FCC

WNEW

Show

have been most successful
Jonas Weiland, New
Opening of West End Theater,
with low cost programs. When shows
new station. 1370 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
come from Hollywood, the costs sky- 125th St. and St. Nicholas Ave., will
be aired tonight at 8:30-9 by WNEW,
rocket.
with Cab Calloway, Ethel Waters
Howard Merrill Now Author
and W. C. Handy scheduled to apHoward Merrill, who was a child
Starck
Piano
Back
pear. Starting next Tuesday, WNEW
actor in the silent movie days and
Chicago Starck Piano Co. is back
began radio work 11 years ago when on WBBM, also using WGN and spots will broadcast an all-colored revue
and amateur show from the theater
he was only 10 years old, makes his in five other cities.
The WBBM
debut as an author Sunday, when his show is handled by Tom Kivlan of at 11-12 midnight every Tuesday.
first accepted radio script is aired George Hartman agency.
over NBC-Blue in the "On BroadSkelly
Shifting
way" program for Diamond Crystal
Marek
Weber
for Carnation
Skelly
Oil on Dec. 5 will shift
of
3,000
Merrill has a total
Salt.
Marek Weber, Continental con- "Skelly Court of Missing Heirs" on
broadcasts to his credit. He also ductor, has been signed by the
16 CBS stations to 10:30-11 p.m. on
has done newspaper work. In addi- Carnation Sales Co. (milk) to take
Sundays.
Program is now heard
tion, he has been attending Columbia the musical end of the program
be- Mondays, 7-7:30 p.m.
University, where he gets his B.A. ginning Jan.
replacing Frank
3,
degree next year.
Black, who has been flying back
Hirsch Addresses Amateurs
and forth each week from New York
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Oscar
to
Chicago.
Program
is
on
Monday
Henry
Vaughn DeLeath Signs Pat
Hirsch, owner of KFVS, was a speaknights
over
NBC-Red.
Weber
will
Vaughn DeLeath, who is getting a
er at the first Convention of Radio
new radio show together, has signed also do a guest shot on the RCA Amateurs held here the other day.
"Magic
Key"
program
28.
Nov.
ConMeet attracted 82 "hams" representPat Henry, who has been known in
tract was signed through NBC in
Philadelphia as Henry Patrick.
ing four states.
Chicago and CRA. Weber is curBern, N. C.

CP

for

plained,

—

Show

—

LUCILLE AND LANNY
LINWOOD

GREY

"2 voices and a pianny"
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
Stimesw'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. ESI

Management

NBC

Artists

Service

rently
appearing
Hotel, Chicago.

at

the

THE LIFE & ADVENTURES
OF SANTA CLAUS
and
in

Adventures
The two

Jimmy Jemail Returns
Jimmy Jemail, radio's pioneer inquiring reporter, absent from the air
for two months due to throat trouble,
has recovered and resumes on
next Monday at 6 p.m.

WHN

Monday thru

Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

greatest Christmas pro-

—

grams in the country ready to
smash sales records for sponsors.
Get them on your station and
win a department store as a
constant

account.

15

series

for three-a-week starting November 22nd or daily Mondays
through Fridays starting December 6th. Complete merchandising plans included. Delivery
guaranteed can ship by air express to meet starting dates.

—

—

Samples

—$3.00

each

(deposit)

Write—Wire— Phone

Kasper-Gordon Studios,
141

Boylston

St.,

Inc.

Boston, Mass.

World-Wide Exclusive
Distributors

BOSTON

quarter-

hour transcriptions in each

Stevens

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
OF THE AIR

Christmas

-TREE GROVE

Thursday, November
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RKO'S RADIO PROGRAM

PCC<3 CAMS -IDEA/

GEN. MILLS TO DOUBLE

DUE EARLY NEXT YEAR
(Continued from Page

I)

with film company hopeful of going
on a network as soon as possible.
Officials are still hesitant about
announcing the entrance of the third
motion picture company in the radio
field

until

few more

a

cleared up.

details are
detail is the price

One

be tagged on the show. M-G-M
reported to be getting $25,000
weekly from General Foods, while
the Warner figure has not been
to
is

learned.

Players under contract to RKO
include Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,

Hepburn, Joe Penner,
Jack Oakie, Anne
Shirley, Miriam Hopkins, Barbara
Stanwyck, Adolphe Menjou, Lily
Pons, Smith Ballew and others.
Katharine

Harriet

BASEBALL STATION LIST
Made

University Classroom Tours
(Continued from Page 1)
With movies, books and magazines
Holding radio audiences with a
throughout the country to sign up
scientific program of education char- playing up the football-fraternityadditional stations.
acter is the difficult task essayed by rah-rah activities of college, KSTP
It is also known that sponsor deJane White of Carnegie Museum in a of St. Paul and Minneapolis, with the
new program over KDKA. Yet, aired help of the Minneapolis Junior Asso- sires to broadcast from a major
league park in New York next sumin close cooperation with Station ciation of Commerce, is airing a new
Manager A. E. Nelson, the show bids show to reveal the other side of uni- mer, and is at present offering all
three clubs a tempting contract for
fair to cleave an important place on versity life.
The program is aired for a half- the privilege, which at present is
the airwaves. Straight talks, interbanned. Should General Mills sucviews, and dramatizations are the hour on alternate Thursdays direct
media selected for the broadcasts, from the University of Minnesota. ceed in breaking down the resistance
of one of the major league clubs,
with the object of developing the Tours of classrooms, laboratories, lita fourth station in the New York
listeners, tle-known departments are taken to
interest
of non-scientific
and at the same convincing them reveal the real work of the Uni- City area will be recruited. New
Jersey Giants schedule will be bankthat the research, discovery, adven- versity. The job is being done with
rolled over WHN, Newark Bears over
ture and persistence of scientists is the station's mobile unit and pack set.
Donald Baer, president of the Jun- WNEW and the sponsor at present
of personal value to them. First airhas a three-hour daily show over
ing concerned museums, and another ior A. C, is emcee, with George PutWMCA.
typical broadcast will be the story nam, KSTP staff announcer, as the
General Mills had attempted, earguide.
of a butterfly collector.

Science

Hilliard,

Personal

to enter the football
but found Atlantic Refining and
Kellogg had already tied up a majority of the more important schools.
Additional funds will be included in
In addition to offering selected the baseball budget next year infeatures of the NBC Red and Blue stead it has been learned.
networks, the new General Electric
short-wave transmitter to be located
Bars
Speaker
at Belmont, Cal., will carry many
Tulsa Despite threatened legal acprograms designed especially
lier

WLW "School of Air"

Frequency Zones Fixed

Comes to
Cincinnati — Due

By Havana Committee
(Continued from Page

1)

are to be organized in the central
zone and all south of the fifth parallel
south in the southern zone.
Primary action of committees included the allocation of the frequencies between 1,600 and 4,000 kcs.
to fixed, mobile and amateur services in the northern and central
This is expected also to be
zones.
accepted by the southern zone in
the near future, but the Brazilian
delegate requested it be tabled until
he could be advised further by his

government.
It

was

agreed that amateur

also

1,715 and 2,000 kcs.
would be moved up to between 1,750
and 2,050 kcs. in the north and central zones.

bands between

S.R.O. Sign

Out

at

WHIP

Plan Special Programs
For New GE Short-Waver
the Rescue

Cincinnati
to
schools closing a week earlier than
usual at Christmas, creating the longest holiday vacation in history, Powel
Crosley Jr., president of the Crosley

Radio Corp., announced that the "Nation's School of the Air" would provide, through WLW, instruction during the extra week's vacation. Lack
of school funds makes the long holiday vacation necessary.
Broadcast with the active cooperaof

and

Under

Harry

Penfield,

ex- vertical

busts

radiator,

loose

this

Frank Zolinski, week with a big opening stunt in
formerly with Warner Brothers, has which a human fly will light lights
been placed in charge of foreign lan- and hang by his eyebrows from the
guage programs. Dr. George V. Cour- 170-ft. vertical while he broadcasts
rier is president of the Hammond- a "tower view" of Yuma from a mike
Calument Broadcasting Co., the own- installed on top of tower to pick
Doris Keane is manager.
ers.
up air buggies.
to sales force.

RADIO —
Advertising Agencies
Female secretary
experience

with

desires

7 years

change.

Box A- 118, RADIO DAILY

for,

Margaret Speaks Touring
After
appearing
next
Monday
night on "Voice of Firestone" over

five-minute daily school bulletin at heard next on Nov.

days also.
KUMA's Stunt
Garland has added Harry Russing
Yuma, Ariz.—KUMA, off the air
and Whitney Clements, formerly at for 90 days pending installation of

WBBM,

use the time previously arranged
but was barred from the studio.

Karol to Address Class
John J. Karol, director of sales
NBC-Red, Margaret Speaks resumes research for CBS, will talk on variKSTP School Bulletins
her concert tour. Her next Fire- ous phases of radio research before
St. Paul— The Minneapolis depart- stone
show will be Dec. 27. Richard the class taking the special radio
ment of education is now airing a Crooks, the program's tenor, will be course
at Columbia University next

several national lis department of education also are
of readying a group of experimental eddirection
Charles Garland, sales chief, former ucational programs which will be
WBBM-CBS veteran, a flock of ac- aired directly from the schools.
counts have been snared for week-

WCFL,

KVOO

WLW

including

advertisers.

CIO

—

School

7:15 a.m. on KSTP, St. Paul-MinneChicago—WHIP, new 5,000 watter apolis.
Bulletin
is
designed for
in Hammond which blankets Chicago, emergency use when it becomes necalready has the S.R.O. sign up on essary to call off school because of
Sundays though it went on the air sub-zero weather.
Station
less than two months ago.
Thomas D. Rishworth, KSTP eduhas a waiting list for its Sunday cational director, and the Minneapo-

schedule

KVOO

for
tion, Dave Fowler of Muskogee, reshort wave, according to Chester H.
Lang, GE broadcast manager in gional director of the CIO, was denied use of
on Sunday mornSchenectady.
Building of the new
transmitter will start at once, with ing for a half-hour broadcast previcompletion expected late next year. ously scheduled.
Fowler appeared at the station
It will be the first short-waver in the
with his attorney to demand right to
"Nation's U. S. west of the Mississippi.

five
the
states,
of the Air" is heard over
at 2 to 3 p.m. daily except
Saturday and Sunday. Friday classes are devoted to music study.

tion

this year,

field,

A

g!

U
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AGENCIES
BRUCE BARTON, now

GUEJT-ING

a Congress-

man, will retain his chairmanship in
BBDO, any gossip to the contrary
That was all setnotwithstanding.
tled before he ran for Congress.
S. K. ELLIS, formerly associated
with the Chicago offices of CBS, has
joined the Chicago branch of Fletcher & Ellis Inc., advertising agency,

returning on the airwaves in August or September

in a research capacity.

plus a "repeat"

PRESBA, FELLERS & PRESBA,
has

Chicago,

morning

placed early

Cincin-

shows for Zanol Products,
nati, on WLS and WLW.

WADE

ADV. AGENCY,

Chicago,

is placing spots for Morton Salt Co.,
Chicago, in behalf of smoked salt
A quarterused for meat curing.
hour of "Ole Opry" also is being

WSM.
NEEDHAM, LOUIS

used on

Chicago,

is

&

BRORBY,

auditioning

still

1937

18.

for

a

script show for Johnson Wax,
supplement Fibber McGee show.
GRANT ADVERTISING INC. of
Dallas has opened a Chicago office
with Joseph L. O'Connor in charge.

new

FLORENCE
21

•

•

O'Connor formerly with Myer-Both Adv.
TOM REVERE, Benton & Bowles
radio head, is in Hollywood checking up on agency shows and OO-ing

•

Boake Carter bows

show

for the

Philco Feb. 17

off

— with
—

the radio sponsor

five

nites

weekly

Will Gabriel Heatter be Carter's suc-

west.

way

.

.

.Sheffield's "Billy

stores

— and

will

also

.

.

ER, on Feg Murray program, Nov.
21 (NBC-Blue, 7:30 p.m.).
KAY FRANCIS and
TEASDALE, in "First Lady," on
"Hollywood Hotel," Nov. 26 (CBS,

VERREE

9 p.m.).

ANGELO

third act .... Vitalis,
to

billing.

His record, "Afraid to Dream,"

with "For

be moving the show over

to

is

used

in

the

Men Only" show via the WLW line, is said
NBC next month .... Buddy Clark expects his

baby, nurse and car from the coast this week .... Jerry Kruger made
a new record with Duke Ellington's crew called "Watchin' " .... A coffee
program was so slow that it was necessary to add two extra coffee comto

keep the audience awake!

of

OSCAR SHAW, ARTHUR CAR-

LAWRENCE

LILIAN

RON,

and
on "Hammerstein Music Hall," Nov. 26 (CBS,

DURELLE ALEXANDER,
8 p.m.).

RENE MAISON,

on

tenor,

"Hit

Parade," Nov. 24 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

GEORGE HOUSTON,
tional

Grand Naon "Hollywood
(CBS, 10 p.m.).
STUECKGOLD, subbing

player,
Showcase," Nov. 28

wife,

mercials

PATRI, on "Magazine

the Air," Nov. 26 (CBS, 11 a.m.).

—

he doesn't receive

in

CHARLIE RUGGLES, WESLEY
RUGGLES and MARJORIE WEAV-

and Betty" show is used on the coast for Safebe recorded for sale.... Jack Oakie-Camel
Caravan is slated for some definite changes .... Judy Starr will not lose her
.Movie star
Only one eye was in danger.
sight from latest reports.
Loretta Young had one appointment with an advertising agency for a posLucille Manners has been appointed chairsible air show while in N. Y
man of the radio division to collect funds for tuberculosis work in N. Y
Jeff Sparks, announcer, celebrates his 12th year on the air this month....
Jean Sablon is the only male in the Broadway play "The Women" though
cessor?.

to

Agency has the Mars Inc. (candy)
account, Chicago, which has used

RICE, with Tyrone
"The Truth Game," Nov.
(NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

Power

film

GRETE

for Lotte Lehmann who has throat
trouble, on Andre Kostelanetz program, Nov. 24 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

radio extensively in the past.

things in general.

NORTON MOGGE,
J.

Walter Thompson

is

in

manager

of the
office in Seattle,

Hollywood for conferences with

Danny

Danker,

vice-president

charge of the Hollywood

7

Oklahoma

office.

(Continued from Page

KOMA, Oklahoma

KFXR, Oklahoma

City,

ARTA

had

Immediate union action
is
to be taken in the case which
Harris states will be in the form of

two men.

picketing of the station or filing of
charges with NLRB.

WELI, New Haven
Cowboys are

Friday afternoon spot.
Station also has the Rocky Mountaineers on Sundays.
Arthur Hoyt and his New Haven
chorus air their first two concerts

back

in

a

Dec. 12 and 19.
Golly, the Roving Reporter,
does five sponsored "Man in
Street" broadcasts weekly.

—

Show

in St. Paul.

and
been

KOMA

Fields and his

—

—

dig of the Minn. Junior Livestock

1)

City,

signed 100 per cent.
Negotiations are now under way
with
and KFXR.
Harris
left
Tuesday night for
Amarillo, where KGNC, having had
technicians signed 100 per cent, is
having difficulties over dismissal of

Billy

•

—

Stations

Sign 100% With
nee;

in

Lou Handman tossed a "Chili Con Came" party at his
home the other evening which brought out Vaughn DeLeath, Norman
Cloutier, NBC musical director, and Walter Hirsch, among others.
.... The four left their guests, went over to the piano and in ten
minutes a new tune was born.... The quartet titled it "Now They
Call It Swing" and Hirsch and Handman are the publishers
WCCO, Minneapolis, had its first mike-fright death last week when
six 4H Club youths appeared on Florence Lehmann's "Ladies First"
show. A prize-winning duck came along for sound-effects did swell
but as it approached the mike Mr.
in the studio before the airing
Duck collapsed dead! ... .It was very distressing to the whole shin•

•

now
the

•

•

•

Warner

Brothers

Cantor, on the coast Thursday

Lucky
.

.

.

and

show .... Cantor, who

.Kelvin Keech

Tommy
Bill

Strike

approached Vick Knight,

is

due

offered

him the

director

directorial

for

Eddie

plum on the

holds Knight's contract, refused to part.

renewal on the NBCommercial next week.
the east is taken up with Ralph Wonders.

for his

Rockwell's time in

Gartland, salesmanager for Star Radio, promises the announcement

something entirely

new

in

DAILY .... Benny Davis and

radio programs in tomorrow's issue of

.

.

.

.

.

of

RADIO

Fred Coots have a humdinger

of a tune in
December She Said Yes"
publication here copyrights the title for the boys .... Henny Youngman claims
he's been appearing at so many benefits recently that he became hoarse
and had to cancel two weeks' work while some one states that Charlie
McCarthy should sing more on his program because he has such a marJ.

"Though She Said No, No, No,

in

November

—

in

—

—

velous "timber-voice."

• The "Echo," newspaper published at the Texas State
e
e
Prison for its inmates, now is using mats and, publicity from WBAP,
Fort Worth, through the efforts of Elbert Haling, publicity director
for the station .... Previously paper didn't use pictures because of
expense or radio publicity either. Likewise, this is the first time
station has had such an outlet and WBAP is probably the only
,

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

—

—

Harold Ryan Heads
Ohio Broadcasters Unit

J.

(Continued from Page

the
ren

1)

Columbus meeting include War-

P.
Williamson
Jr.,
WKBN,
Youngstown, vice-president, and C.
Robert Thompson, g.m. of WCOL.
Columbus, secretary-treasurer.

KSTP,

St.

Paul-Minneapolis

Bee Baxter, conductor of "Household Forum," has moved into the
living-room.
In
addition to her
kitchen show five days a week, she
now is airing a weekly 15-minute
program on living-room furniture.
Show is known as "In the Looking
Glass," and interprets modern furniture in the light of historical personalities who had their influence
on modern interior decoration.

Mrs. Mary Hulst, formerly with
Minneapolis Tribune advertising department, is now on the Minneapolis
sales staff.

Gordon

Johnson,

maintenance
lines,

on

man

has come

the
operator.

KSTP

for

down

former radio
Northwest AirHe's
control

to earth.

payroll

as

Ruth Wentworth, original Martha
Logan for Formay and formerly with
KFRC in San Francisco, now acting
as Polly the Shopper on KSTP.
Edith Shedlove, former gabber
the show, now in Gotham.

on

For Those Vacations from 55

On

—Make

Reservations

Now!

station in that sector (or other) getting breaks in a prison paper
Evan Fry, veteran KCKN, Kayisus City, announcer and continuity

been spending nights away from home working, and his
up in bed the other nite with this query to
Mrs. Fry: "Mama, don't we have a papa any more?".
chief, has

small daughter raised

-INSURANCE'
BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

NEW YORK
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"HOLLYWOOD

Now They DO Wake Up

SCREENSCOOPS"

they don't wake up when Big
Ben calls them, or even after more
urgent promptings,
has proven that their announcer can do it.
As a matter of fact, it's being done
every morning on the East St. Louis
station with the program "Wake Up
and Live." As part of the show, six
names, picked at random from the
telephone directory, are mentioned
over the airwaves.
Listeners are
given half an hour in which to call
the station if their names were chosen. And four out of six last week
responded, drawing a hosiery award!
Program director Woody Klose acknowledges that this sounds rather
difficult, but nevertheless the figures
indicate that 60 per cent of the
area's listeners are dialers to the
station for this program, which is
sponsored by Sears-Roebuck.
If

with George McCall
(Old Gold cigarets)
ABC -CBS, Tuesdays, Thursdays,

WTMV

P. Lorillard Co.

W

7:15-7:30 p.m.
& Mitchell Inc.

Lennen

ANOTHER HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP PROGRAM; INITIAL AIRING A DISAPPOINTMENT.
Debut airing of "Hollywood Screenscoops" with George McCall turned
out to be much less than the title
indicates.

Script,

using

"strong"

the

word "exclusive"
led
to

the listener

in

addition

used

title,

to

the

often, all of which
to believe he was

hear some hot news.
Items that John Montague resigned

from

his

Hollywood

Rudy Vallee

club,

golf

that

around town
with Gloria Youngblood, that Jack
Oakie paid $250 to join the Screen
Actors' Guild, that Eddie Cantor has
opened his second antique shop, etc.,
could easily come from press agents.
is

seen

Latter portion of show was given
a preview of "True Confession."

Stewart

sisters

have

joined

—

double
Niles

is

cellophane
pack.
the announcer.

use.

Wendel

in

KSTP's Novel Armistice Stunt

A

novel stunt in connection with
Armistice Day was broadcast by
InKSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
stead of using the customary pause
at 11 a.m. to denote the hour of the
signing of the Armistice, station took
its portable short-wave unit to the
U. S. Veterans Hospital to show what
had happened 19 years later.
At
the zero hour of 11 a.m., the disabled veterans opened the show with
the singing of "There's A Long
Long Trail," then went into a 15minute yarn-swapping melee. Bob
Murphy, announcer assigned to the
job, handled only the opening and
For the show, the vets passed
close.
the mike from wheel-chair to wheelchair, telling

about their adventures

i

Lawrence Witte, heard over
"Mike Notes," is shortly

Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
Six Star

Fox-Fabian

Hour

Revue

Professional

Parade

MUSIC

Radio Autograph Party
LOUIS PRIMA, whose hot swing
Book department of Auerbach Co.,
band was the first to hit the airSalt Lake City, brought in the book- waves as the result of his initial
sucfolk recently with a radio autograph cess
two years ago at the Famous
party, airing over KSL. Stunt in- Door in New York,
has returned
vited readers and autograph-seekers from Hollywood
picture work to
to visit book department and meet open
at the new Famous Door, which
Don Blanding, noted Hawaiian lore premieres
Thanksgiving
night.
poet, whose stuff is featured on Prima's
swing will have a coast-tostation's Night Boat Show.
coast outlet from the night spot.

"Lucky Thirteen" on

WCNW

Edward

Marks Music

B.

Corp.'s

popular music department is rolling
along full steam under the able dishots for 13 Century Circuit Thea- rection
of Sid Lorraine, professional
ters, has worked interesting tie-up manager.
Lorraine returned recentin form of "mystery" record, played ly from a midwest
trip,
visiting
during the fifteen-minute program. branches in Chicago, Cleveland, DeFirst 13 listeners to call up while rec- troit and St. Louis, and reports wideord is still being played, receive spread interest in "Tears in My
passes for one of the thirteen thea- Heart" and "The Snake Charmer,"
both written by Teddy Powell and
ters.
Leonard Whitcup. The Larry Clinton arrangement of latter number
has made a hit. Marks is now issuFred Edwards, new KMBC an- ing "You Started Something," melonouncer, marries Doris Stauffer, New dic fox-trot by Emery Deutsch and
Jimmy Rogan. The Lucuona waltz.
York radio singer, Dec. 6.
"It's No Secret That I Love You,"
Jerry Burns, KXBY program di- also is reported catching
on.
rector, lost his mother a few days

WCNW,

Brooklyn,

daily

airing

be

ago.

Henry Busse winds up a run of
Jimmie Johnson has resigned from more than three years at Chicago's
KCMO sales staff.
Chez Paree this weekend and Maurie
Harry Clifford, KXBY station man- Stein, who has run relief band, takes
ager, back on the job after an ill- over with an expanded orchestra in
his
place and on NBC pickups.
ness.
Gracie Barrie becomes emcee, taking
Fred L. Edwards of Dallas has over for Don Huston. Benny Fields
joined the

KMBC

announcing

staff.

Dorothy Cooper Brient has succeeded Carmen Fry, who will be married, as secretary to

Don

Davis,

WHB

stays on.

Victor

Moments,

Musical

president.

Gene Moore

Arden has

been

renewed

for the third time as the director of

the

transcribed

conducted by Rubin^sponsored by Chevrolet) and
heard over 350 stations from

series formerly
is

featured at the or-

off

gan in a new Gorman Furniture Co. now
program on WHB, making three com- coast-to-coast. The program features
mercials for the firm. Gene Crum, Victor Arden. the Songsrniths quarfree lance announcer, has been signed tet, Grahav} McNamee and guest
for the three daily broadcasts.

stars.

John Dillon, formerly at KGNO,
Ernesto
Lucuona.
noted
Dodge City, Kan., and KFH, Wichita,
has joined the KCKN announcing American composer, arrives

Latinin

this

country soon after Thanksgiving for
an extended visit. Edward B. Marks
Paul Henning, KMBC announcer Music Corp., which publishes most
signed as director of WFIL sales proand continuity man, has resigned to
motion to join the newly organized join continuity staff of Needham, of his works, is arranging to have
him as guest star on several radio
Continental News Service.
Louis & Brorby agency, Chicago.
programs.
Andy Acari is now heard reguTom Kelly, recently on WIBW as
larly over KYW with his accordion.
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra will
Taylor Grant, announcer at WCAU, sports announcer, has been named
be heard in a twice-a-week lateKCMO
announcer
news
to
succeed
has several songs that will be pubFrank Cooley, who resigned to go to hour sustaining program from the
lished shortly.
Coast beginning Nov. 24, when he
New director of women's programs Colorado.
opens at the smart Beverly Hills
over WDAS is Phyllis Foster.
Tom Kelly and Moreland Murphy Victor Hugo supper club. These
Boake Carter has created a new will conduct a new KCMO sponsored broadcasts will supplement Nelson's
game called "News" which is having "Man on the Street" from lobby of regular commercial program heard

Ruth
WIP.

DON KERR

KYW
to

heard over the network.
Bill Ware, WCAU announcer, is
to be married Dec. 4.
Betty Philson, former member of
the Uncle WIP hour, is now in
Hollywood.
Dick Thomas, heard over WIP,
formerly sang under the name of
Dick Goldbahn.
Gerald "Jerry" Moore has re-

the war.
Show was highly effective, displaying gallantry, pathos,
and an occasional "What
jollity
quite a sale.
Price Glory" note of rough humor.
in

*

KANSAS CITY

PHILADELPHIA
The

WCAU and are heard twice weekly
McCall called it a bull's-eye and had with Bob Golden and band.
Roy LaPlante of the WFIL producsound effects to go along with the
department recently married
mention. But the sound effects man tion
Myra Singer.
beat McCall to the punch. It soundWCAU sportscaster Bill Dyer is
ed more like a demolition bomb.
McCall's voice is not the best for arranging a schedule of Saturday
radio, but if he peps up his material, afternoon basketball broadcasts.
Sam Serota, former 'Brother Bill"
listeners will overlook that. McCall
also stumbled over his script and his of WIP and present dramatic coach
throat clogged up a few times, but at WHAT, hopes it's a boy.
charge it off to nervousness.
Marjorie Evans is now featured
Commercials again make you be- weekly over WIP in her own prolieve you are going to hear hot news. gram, "Song Stories by Marjorie."
Opening plug was "freshest HollyAnne Taylor, heard every mornwood news by the freshest cigarets", ing over WFIL, is making a series
and then went on to mention the of disks for out of town station
to

s

RADIO DAILY

is

Webb

staff.

Newman

is

now heard over

Frances Carroll. WIP songstress,
now heard nightly over the sta-

Theater.

Sunday

KCKN

opening an hour earlier
John Paul Weber is the latest ad- every week day to broadcast a new
dition to the WIP announcing staff. time signal and musical ET request
Hal Simonds, WFIL sports com- program, "The Crack o' Dawn," with
mentator, has been given a one year Russ Davis as pilot and John Larkin
renewal by his sponsors.
as co-pilot.
tion.

is

nights.

KCMO

sales manager, is preparing a series of brochures on the station's features.

A. F. Schliecker,

D

'

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P. M.

MBS— WOR
Office,

CH 4-51S5
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r

KCRC—Enid,
TOM
of

WALLACE

1,350

becomes producer

Kc—250

Okla.

Watts

CHANGES

"Hollywood in Person," with
which he has been connected in various capacities, succeeding Clay Osborne, resigned, on the CBS transprogram for General
continental

CRAIG CAMPBELL, Manager
RALPH ROGERS, Program

Mills.

KCRC,

in Fibber McGee show
Clark Dennis going in
for Ted Weems' Perry Como, due to
plans to shift show to west coast.

lineup,

Director

owned by The Enid Morning News and Enid Daily Eagle, Enid, Okla., is
located in a prosperous milling town which is the center of a $20,000,000 wheat

Idea
pany.

is

to

build a permanent com-

Manuel & Williamson Harpsichord
Vyola Vonn gets a term ticket area.
A ensemble, lopped off
It has developed
from a part-time station to its present full-time status.
during recent
Eddie Cantor after appearing
new vertical Blaw-Knox radiator installation is its latest addition to equipment.
economy move, are to be restored to
as "Fifi" a time or two for Texaco.
Since its inception it has developed a number of outstanding local programs,
schedule shortly after first of year.
Bill Bacher and his radio staff including Forrest Warren's news broadcasts twice daily now in its fourth year; Ivan
move into new bungalow quarters Harrington, who is completing his sixth year at the studio organ; Aunt Summy "HouseBruce Kamman, Professor Kaltenat M-G-M, concentrating scattered keepers Chats" by Mabel Waken, in its eighth year, and remote control broadcasts of meyer, has made the down payment
personnel under one roof.
on a trailer which he intends to use
sports events.
Station is affiliated with the Oklahoma Network and the Mutual Broadcasting to transport the Kindergarten comMark Kelly, onetime sports editor
pany on personal appearance tours.
of the Examiner and now a movie System.
Ralph Rogers is program director with Craig Campbell as manager.
scenarist, is going on the air with
Paul Dowty, CBS announcer, will
a weekly sportscast over KNX and
be m.c. for the Northwestern Univerthe CBS Pacific Coast net each Wedsity Purple Ball to be held by alumni
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.
nesday night.
at the Drake Hotel tomorrow.
Plattsradio station, "The North Country's Own Station," operated by
KMPC now has a "Better Music burg Plattsburg's
The Maple City Four, rural ballad
Broadcasting Corp., has the call letters of WMFF: the outlet was inadvertently
Hour" of recorded music from 12 designated
singers of the WLS National Barn
as WMNF in recent writeup.
midnite to 1:00 a.m. for the benefit
Dance, headed for Hollywood where
Since its construction permit was granted in 1935, Plattsburg Broadcasting Corp.
of those who prefer the classics to
they will make a movie featuring
has had the following officers: E. H. Bragg, president; L. F. Bragg, vice-president, and
dance bands.
The foregoing and B. W. Bissell are stockholders Gene Autry.
with

George

Irving Fogel Radio Productions,
holders of the foreign rights to the
"Charlie Chan" series, closed a deal

with

Bissell,

secretary-treasurer.

Incorporation actually took place in 1932,
Marshall and J. C. Agnew as the incorporators.

for

SAN ANTONIO

its

American

Johnny Boyer has been made chief
announcer at KTSA, according to
to Broadcasting Service Association Tommy Hudson.
Tol Ware leaves
Ltd. of Sydney.
for Dallas to join Interstate Circuit

Associated Cinema Studios is completely re-equipping the plant with
General
Communication
Products
equipment. The added facilities and
newest developments in recording
being installed will make Associated
still
more important in the field.
General Manager Frank Purkett flew
back to Chicago with some of the
new waxes in his luggage.
KEHE has set two new transcribed
shows. "Stars Over Hollywood," with
Lila Lee, Duane Thompson, Frederick
Shields,
Charles
Carroll,
Joseph
Kearns, Verne Fulton and John Gibson, and written by the late Gene
Carman, is on a Monday-Wednesday
Friday schedule at 11 a.m., and "The
House of MacGregor," with Norman
Field, Barbara Luddy, Frederick MacKaye, Bruce Paine, Beatrice Benaderet, Edwin Max, Frank Nelson,
Alvia Allman and Charlie Lung in
aired Monday
Friday at 7:45 p.m.

the

with

E.

H.

Bragg,

L.

F.

Bragg, A.

H.

Pan-American Radio Produc-

release in the Latin
countries.
Episodes will
be translated and recorded in Spanish.
Australasian rights have gone
tions

F.

of the corporation.

cast,

is

of theaters.

LOUISVILLE
Ray Hunt, emcee on WHAS Kentucky Play Party, WHAS Saturday
night hillbilly show, joined local sta~
tion after announcing at WGN and
KMOX.

Bill Sherman, WGRC chief anJoe (Uncle Bob) Luther is back nouncer, manned the mike for Aron KABC, wordslinging for Joske mistice Day parade, and played part
Bros. Co., representing Santa Claus of auctioneer in YMCA drive.
and Toyland.
Mother of Bill Bond, WAVE anKONO is airing a series of Eng- nouncer, underwent operation. Ford
lish recordings under the caption of Bond, NBC spieler, in town for few
"Britain Swings It."
days until his mother is out of danger.
Burton
Patterson
and
George

WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Ken Williams and Henry Marks,
announcers, were selected to handle
the special 11th Anniversary

program

WLBC.

of

Don Russell, local salesman, busy
booking talent for personal appearances.

WAVE

announcers, now
local coffee concern
with their "Man on the Street."
Emmy, formerly with
Cousin
Georgia' Wildcats, now airing her
own hillbilly band over WHAS.
Theater airing
Civic
Louisville
each
dramatic sketches over
Blackwell,
sponsored by

Sunday afternoon.

Bob Atcher back on
commercial manager,
summer tour under canvas
working hard for Lions Club Milk
Hank Keene's Gang.
Bill

Fund

Craig,

Drive.

E.

Sue Tohrner
lean Ellington

for the magazine.

Frank Falknor, WBBM chief engineer, and Jack L. Van Volkenburg,
assistant
off

v.p.,

to H. Leslie Atlass,
to northern Michigan

duck hunting

CBS
on a

trip.

Hal O'Halloran, former chief announcer at WLS, later at WCFL, has
joined the

CKLW

staff

at

Detroit-

Windsor.
Songstress Gale Page to make an
appearance at Casino club tomorrow
for

Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty.

Gene Arnold of
appear at Racine, Wis. for
Kiwanis on Nov. 30.
Sylvia Clark and

NBC

to

Bob Dyrenf orth of "Arnold
Grimm's Daughter" has just returned
from a "movie location." He made

a picture for a tractor concern at
with Lebanon, Ind.
E. O. Fay has been upped to ad-

after

editor,

women.

KIUL, Garden

Muncie H.

City,

Kan.

KIUL has extended
neighbor policy to Scott
City, Kan., for an hour's sponsored
WBAL, Baltimore
program every Friday afternoon, and
Broughton Tall has written a series as soon as arrangements can be made
titled "Treasures from Trees," now other cities will join this "Remote
being sponsored by Minch & Eisen- Program Service."
brey, furniture house.
Station is carrying all home games
Edwin M. Spence, station head, for the football season, with more
sent a message to all staff members than 40 merchants sponsoring.
thanking them for their support in
The "Barn Dance" is still packing
Community Fund Drive. Spence is the Ritz Theater every Wednesday
chairman of the broadcast division. night.
S.

squad.

In

its

18

show

manager at the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., which uses radio on
various stations.

Ottis Roush, chief announcer, gave
Edward L. Foersch, president of
The past month set a new record
basketball fans treat by broadcast- in the station's history for sponsored Radiad Service, Chicago, and Miss
ing the opening practice session of time and spots.
Betty Sahn are newlyweds.

the

November

Gardner
(Mike)
Cowles,
Des
Moines publisher and broadcaster, in
Chicago looking after interests of
Look. No decision yet on a network

vertising

Pierre deMiller, news
through devising a new program for

Greetings from Radio Daily

WGRC
WHAS

Don McNeill, emcee of the NBC
Breakfast club, went to St. Louis for
a special radio appearance.

addition,

good

Expansion
Announcer

Ben

Grauer's

sign-

"Magic Key of
RCA" program on NBC-Blue each
Sunday afternoon, which formerly
off

line

read, 'In

for

the

radio,

it's

RCA

all

the

way," has been amplified to. "In
radio and television, it's RCA all
the way."
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NEW BUSINESS

I

Signed by Stations

•

Stirling

of a Series of

Who's

*

in the Industry

W. MARLIN, manager

affiliated

WBZ-WBZA, Boston: RCA Mfg.; Phila& Reading Coal Co., announcements,
through McKee & Albright; Gordon Mfg.
Co., announcements, through Ad-Craft Service; Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Institute, through James R. Lunke & Associates;
Bosco Co., announcements, through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

station,

WHAM,
KSFO, San
and

Who

of WMAS, Springfield, Mass., a CBS
has had a varied career in radio. He studied for
the concert stage for six years, as well as majoring in economics at
Washburn College. Topeka. Left in his last year to serve two years as
Deputy County Clerk of Crawford County.
Kan. Decided politics was no game for him,
and went back to college studying voice.
Sang with the male quartet and was active
dramatic work.
Bill
in
Fay, manager of

ALBERT

Getchell.

delphia

ll

PEEJDNALITIE/

14
One

ALBERT W. MARLIN

WNAC, Boston: Quaker Oats, ETs; Best
Foods, announcements, through Benton &
Bowles; Chrysler, announcements, through
J.

Al

Francisco: Van Camp Pork
"Charlie Chan," ETs, through

Rochester,

first

interested

him

in

radio.

Beans,
R. Morgan.

he followed Fay's advice by joining
Rochester as an announcer and
later took charge of the continuity department.
He stayed a year and then went to WOKO
in
Albany as chief announcer and studio
director, leaving three months later to go to
Boston as an announcer with the Yankee
Network. He worked his way up to production supervisor in charge of announcers at
In 1929

Raymond

WHEC

KJBS, San Francisco: Alka-Seltzer, spots,
through Walter Biddick.

WFIL, Philadelphia: Lever Bros. (Spry),
spots, through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co., comments, through
BBD&O; Procter & Gamble (Lava Soap),
spots, through Blackett - Sample - Hummert
B. C. Remedy, talk, through Harvey, Messangle Co.; John C. Baker Co. (cod liver
oil),
ETs,
through
Carter
Thompson;
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet (Supersuds), spots,
through Benton & Bowles; American Oil
Co., spots, through Joseph Katz; Chevrolet,
ETs, through Campbell-Ewald
Taylor Provision Co., ETs, through Carter Thompson
Agency;
A.
Schoenhut
Co.,
interviews,
through Carter Thompson Co.

Trailed by his
love, singing

first

in

WNAC.

he went to Springfield as station manager for WMAS. then less
than a year old. Aided in the growth of the station to one of the foremost
in the Columbia chain. Recently supervised the moving of the station to
In 1933

new and

;

larger quarters.

married, has twin sons (but hopes they won't be radio announcers),
interested in civic work and is thinking of going back to singing.
Is

WBAP, Fort Worth: Rit Products, ETs,
through Earle Ludgin; Stufflebeme Bros.,
announcements; Swift & Co., announcements,
through J. Walter Thompson
Penick &
Ford Co., ETs, through J. Walter Thompson.

WTMJ, Milwaukee

WCLE,

Cleveland

;

Myrtle Spangenburg, soprano, is
back on "Morning Melodies" followDitto George
KSL, Salt Lake City: Auerbach Cc ing a severe cold.
Comte, announcer.
(toys)
Chicago Engineering Works.
Don Chase, night operator, has his
KVOD, Denver: Grove Lab.; Brown & non-commercial pilot's license.
Williamson.
Heinie and His Grenadiers, invadKXBY, Kansas City: Gerald L. K. Smith, ing Cicero, 111., were greeted with an
;

Hoyland Milling Co., "Frank Farrel," S.R.O. sign at Olympic ballroom.
ETs, through Russel C. Comer Agency.
Russ Winnie, ace sportscaster and

talks;

KTSM,

El Paso:
Rexall;
Log Cabin
spots;
Magnolia Petroleum, spots;
Oil, spots; White King Soap, pro-

Syrup,

Omega
grams.

WGN,
drops)

Chicago:
Smith
Bros.
(cough
Quin Ryan's News Commentary,

Brown

through
Druggists,

Mail

Inc.,

Box,"

&

Tarcher,

Inc.;

announcemnts

through

C.

in

URE

"Musical

Wendel Muench &

Co.

all-around mike man, did five diversified "special" shows, most of them
at remote points, the other day, taxi-

cabbing from spot to spot.
Bill Evans, announcer, chosen

to

emcee the new early morning "Top

Klinger

WHO,
"Morton's

Advertising

Agency.

Des Moines: Morton Salt Co.,
Time Service," through Wade

Advertising Agency.

WHBF, Rock

Island

Ralph Childs, in charge of news,
is producing and broadcasting a new
show, "Pressroom Echoes,"
three

Furniture

Co. has contracted for the daily 8:45 a.m. spot
to air a new musical show to be
titled "Polish Memories."

Wayne West, 224-pound artist, is
recovering from a minor auto accident. He was struck while walking
on the street.
Don Dewhirst, baritone, has been
engaged by the Lima Bach Choral
Society to sing the Christmas oratorio in the Lima auditorium, Dec. 26.
Carl Mark, announcer, is in New
York this week on a week's vacation,
visiting friends.

you are in radio

you

will find the

coming 1938 RA-

land Fur Studio over WHK. Theater
tickets are given to persons interviewed on the show. Same firm airs
a boy-and-girl act, Tom and Sally,
over WCLE daily.

dispensable as an

WHK-WCLE

shows, Deborah Keith, acting star of
"Junior Nurse Corps," Jack Fulton of
"Poetic Melodies" and Paul Skinner,
WTMJ tenor star.
Jean O'Day, comedienne, is doing
series of one-minute dramatized commercials while waiting to step into
another variety show.
Larry Teich and Jack Martin are
busy with appearances of "Our Club"
all-stars, composed of young hope-

WSPR,

Springfield, Mass.

WSPD,

DIO

AiVJVl/AL in-

and

informative

Guide

statistical

throuyhout 1938.

The

Radio Workshop class of
Commerce High School has begun
1937-38 series.
Billy Fields and his
boys, airing over the
its

Radio Cowstation,

are

swamped with engagements.
The new Holyoke Hour, a partici-

pation program for the merchants of
Holyoke, Mass., has gone over with
nights weekly.
Material is taken
a bang the merchants have taken
from old newspaper files, with news
more time.
items and local gossip given in a fuls possessing air buildup.
friendly and informal manner by
Childs and Forrest Cooke.
Toledo
Moline's municipal high school has
B.
ASSOCIATES
Otis Taylor, 11-year-old accordionbuilt a special broadcasting booth in ist, will be featured with the Trick
An agency serving a N. E. clienits football stadium, so WHBF's men Brothers Accordion Band in a new
tele.
Specializing in radio broaddon't
need to worry about the Saturday program.
cast adv rtising.
weather now when airing from
(Send for booklet)
Reta Ray, swing singer, is recovBoylston Street,
581
Boston,
there. Ernie Gray,
Mass.
chief en- ering
from an operation.
Alma
Commonwealth 0466
gineer, helped design the booth.
Cooley is pinch-hitting.

WHBF

If

Announcer Guy Wallace takes the
the Morning," is infanticipating.
mobile unit to CleveHarry Eldred, publicity director, is land dine and dance spots for vox
papa again. Another girl.
pop interviews sponsored by MovieO'

Russ Leddy, actor, is doing special
WMAQ, Chicago: Chrysler, Railway Ex- stage promotions for Fox-Wisconsin
press Agency, weather reports;
Hill
Cold
neighborhood theaters.
tablets, announcements.
Bill Evans, gifted ad libber, will
WENR, Chicago: RCA-Victor, ETs.
emcee the new morning program,
KMBC, Kansas City: Aines Dairy. "Terry "Top o' the Morning."
and the Pirates," ETs, through Stack-Goble;
Eddie
Thompson welcomes as
Madonna Tomato Paste, Zeke Manners, ETs, guests on his "Behind the Mike"
through

Wanda

—

JOHN

HATCH

.

.

.

distributed

plimentary
Daily
part

to

comRadio

subscribers
of

service.

Radio

as

Daily
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Ed Rowland, advertising manager
of W. W. Lawrence Paint Co. and

George Fischer, "Hollywood Whispers" gossip mikeman, staying here
at the Palace Hotel while visiting
friends.

Harry B. Smith's "Sport Headliners" show moves back an hour to
9 p.m. on Thursdays.

NADINE CONNER

and

Wilbur O'Keefe said he will stay away from

Evans again team their vocal radio mikes entirely while abroad.
Players
talents next Sunday night on Vick's
at the Titan Re"Little Known Facts about Red
"Open House" over CBS. Jeanette
cording studios to satisfy demand for MacDonald is still busy on her film. Cross," being aired by the Fact"25
on
variAgo"
Years
the program
finder on his broadcast at 6: 15 toous stations throughout the country.
and the Michigan
Gladys Swarthout will interrupt night over
Producer Max Graff has to keep sev- her movie-making to appear on the Radio Network, will be broadcast by
Ben Harkins is Ford Sunday Evening Hour over special arrangement the following
eral disks ahead
writing, directing and playing the CBS on Nov. 28. Miss Swarthout's night over WGAR, Cleveland; WJW,
male lead in "Jack and Adele," musi- forthcoming film is "Romance in the Akron; WHBC, Canton, Ohio, and
cal comedy show heard on the net Dark," with John Boles and John WKBM, Youngstown.
thrice weekly. He also has his "Irish Barrymore.
"Arabesque," recently revived over
Minstrel" program, interviews dozens who have new ideas for radio,
Nancy Wicker, 11 - year - old WGL, Fort Wayne, by Fort Wayne
and helps produce "The Phantom daughter of the Singing Lady, will Morris Plan, in a test prior to return
Pilot" program.
make her radio debut in her of the feature to the networks, had
program
Orel Phillips of Chico has joined mother's
next
Sunday. its premiere before "the largest
the KJBS staff as announcer-pro- James Meighan, Charles Warburton studio audience ever attending a
and Teresa Keane also will be in the locally originating program," acducer.
cording to the Fort Wayne Journalplay,
"The Magic Fishbone."
Vann
Connors
With promotion of
Gazette.
Radio Events Inc. handles
to production manager at KQW, San
Jerry Lawrence, CBS wordslinger, the script.
Jose, Dick de Angelis has taken over
is often heard rushing through the
the KJBS newscasts.
Tyrone Power's appearance for
CBS corridors calling "Clear the
Walter Rudolph's ork on KYA has
way! The Junior G-Men are com- Woodbury's "Hollywood Playhouse"
pieces
for
his
augmented
20
to
been
ing!"
anyone stops him, Jerry next Sunday night over NBC will be
If
"Chez Rudolph" program over CRS.
"The Truth Game," romantic
flashes the "Junior G-Man" badge in
Elton McGeen, harmonica player he received while announcing the comedy by Ivor Novello.
with Dude Martin on KSFO, is teach- show.
"How Wives Share Their Husing mouth-organ pupils at Shermanbands' Careers" is the title of a new
Clay Music Co. store.
Al Angel, brother of Mountain
series of programs which will be
Pete, maestro of the
(Detroit)
given over
under the auspices
Mountaineers, and Billie Hudson^
of the Advanced School of Educamodel, are engaged.
tion of Teachers' College of Columbia

KFRC

WXYZ

.

.

.

WXYZ

WHN

CINCINNATI

Bland, pilot of "Dow's Dawn
Patrol" over WKRC, stayed on the
job despite doctor's orders that he
remain in bed after an attack of
food poisoning.
Santa Claus gets off to a flying
on Dec. 1, with
start over
Larry Kitchell as Santa in a nightly
broadcast
sponsored by Alms &

Al

WCKY

Doepke

store.

Templeton,

Alec

blind

British

WLS

pianist, jumped from the
"National Barn Dance" in Chicago last
Saturday to the swanky Rainbow

Room

New

University, starting
11:15 a.m.

Doris
soloist, is

tomorrow

at 11-

Jenkins, a Roy Campbell
currently vocalizing at "The

York. Manager Stanley Place" in Hempstead, L. I.
Worth accompanied him by plane.
William S.
Cherry,
owner of
Martin Starr, on his
"Gang- WPRO, Providence, is donating some
plank" program yesterday, inter- unused transmitting equipment to
viewed Walter O'Keefe, who is en the Rhode Island State Police for
route to Europe for a vacation before its proposed new station. WPRO resinging hymns starting
on the Packard
show. cently installed new facilities.

Frankly Stewart is
twice-weekly program for Kentucky Sales & Service Co. over

in

WMCA

in a

WCKY.
Executives" is a new
WCKY program sponsored by
Charles E. Smith & Sons, men's fur-

"News

Production

RUSSELL PRATT
"Children's radio programs
should be judged on the same
basis as children's literature. Criticism, to be eifective. should be
specific, and the recent criticisms

made should offer something to
supplant that which is condemned.
An organization which criticized
the prevailing type of children's
serials not so long ago, was invited by a large station to create
The prothe ideal type of serial.
gram was written and produced

which

seemed

to

be

suffi-

Men

Get "Director"
(Continued from Page

recognition

Group

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW

cient."

NBC

for

nishings.

once,

1937

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

KFRCapers: The
are working evenings

18.

of

their

Store

1)

importance.

headed by William S. Rainey
and other prominent members include
Charles
Warburton,
Lester
Vail,
James Church, Joseph Bell, Carlo
Edwards, Edwin Dunham, Harry
MacFayden and others.
is

KOH, Reno

5

Title

Chain

Is

Using

Shows Daily on WIL
(Continued from Page

work programs last year. Virginia
Dahlman coaches the voices. Program is the pet production of W.
Earl Bothwell.

Fred Waring's stooge, Art MacFarland, has created a sensation with
his heckling on the Stanley Theater
stage and Fred has included him in
coming radio auditions.
Victor Saudek, radio's first orchestral
conductor, originator of the
"Little Symphony" idea on
in
1920, was starred on the Pittsburgh

KDKA

Symphony program

this week, playing Ravel's "Bolero" under the direction of Mexicano Chavez.

NEW ORLEANS
Merwin

their original stock of tires and
auto accessories. S. & L.'s latest expansion
includes
men's
clothing.
Their advertising budget has increased proportionately and now they are
using five programs daily on WIL.

Andrews,

(Dutch)

who

toots a trumpet, has entered the night
club field taking an owner's interest
in the Roxy, while he conducts the
band and airs over WDSU. This
makes the third of the local maestros
to own interests in their spots and

comment from others
that it is a certain way of holding
a long engagement.
Edwina Shields, soprano of
here, is back on sustaining after a
prompts the

WWL

commercial signed

off.

KIRO, Seattle
Johnny Forrest, "The Man from
Wyoming," has passed his 5,000th
news broadcast.
who takes to the
a.m. every week day for
45 minutes of "Hits, Misses and
Hisses,"
sense and nonsense plus
music, has attracted quite an audience. He is assisted by Carl Christopher, announcer, and Dave Fields,
technician.
"KIRO

air

1)

to

KDYL,

who advertises himself as "America's
No. 1 Autograph Collector," has been
signed by a food account to start on
KDKA around Dec. 1. An orchestra
of 16 pieces plus a dramatic cast will
highlight some of Rowland's adventures in obtaining autographs.
Another trio has been added to
Victor Brewing Co. production on
WCAE, Wednesday nights, bringing
the cast in this show to 37. Called
"A Night at the Inn" and featuring
Earl Truxell's Orchestra, The Three
Little Maids, Tom Tarshis, Bob Carter
and Announcer Cliff Daniels
heading a dramatic troupe, roster is
the biggest ever used on a local show
outside of Pittsburgh Symphony net-

at

Louie,"

6

Salt Lake City

Al Priddy, announcer, recently
Thirty University of Nevada students have formed a Radio Guild married, already searching about for
for the purpose of producing all- new hobby and found it, in philately.
Ted Kimball, announcer, for years
collegiate shows on KOH, McClatchyowned station. The group will re- identified with children's programs,
ceive instructions in microphone tech- now "Matey Ted" on S. S. Santa
nique and script writing from Emer- show.
son Smith, production manager, unJohn Blair of John Blair & Co.,
der the arrangement effected between George Boling, in charge of the New

—

Wally Warren, KOH manager, and York office, and Lindsay Spight,
Walter Clark, president of Nevada U. John Blair's San Francisco exec, all
Station jointly sponsors the weekly in visiting KDYL, which station they
"Nevada Unlimited Is On the Air" represent nationally.
with the State of Nevada. Program
Frank Austin, sports commentator,
dramatizes the colorful history of on flying trip to Denver.
the state and is heard each ThursJack Gregson, announcer, spending
week-ends rabbit shooting.
day night at 7:30.

Dr.

Karl

Reiland

is

the

only

clergyman with network sponsorship by an industrial corporation.
Pepperell Mfg. Co.
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Profit-Sharing for Hearst Group
looking
On
AND
•

•

LISTENING

•

IN

2 CANADIAN RADIO FIRMS

MERGED INTO ALL-CANADA

Important radio merger in Canada,
Agitation against bringing together two of the Dominleading radio firms, United
the blood- and- ion's
Sales
and All-Canada
thunder type oi children's radio programs Broadcast
is
getting stronger and emanating from Broadcasting, has been consummated,
with H. R. Carson as general manmore directions than ever before.
Educational organizations, civic groups, ager of the concern. Merged organwomen's clubs and other bodies as well izations are called All-Canada Radio
as individuals are taking up the cudgels. Facilities Ltd. and will represent in
(Continued on Page 3)
The situation can no longer be ignored

KID

PROGRAMS

or explained away. It's like the movies'
gangster story era. and will cause just as
much trouble unless something is done in
time. And while the doctors are about it,
they might extend their attention to some
oi the adult dramatic iare that is similarly

FCC Again

Southwestern Stations
—

Oklahoma City Elliott Roosevelt,
director of Hearst Radio stations in
the southwest, says the company is
working on plans for a profit-split
for employees.
Scheme, not as yet
fully worked out, will provide that
as each station climbs deeper and
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles John Swallow, NBC deeper into black figures on ledger,
studio manager, has been upped to a bonus checks will be given employees
program manager of involved in increased business of

JOHN SWALLOW APPOINTED

NBC COAST PROGRAM MGR.

—

Holds Off
new berth as
Segal-Smith Decision the western division

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington— Though FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch had stated a
decision in the Segal-Smith case was
should
If
there
PREFERRED
RADIO
to be made known this week, anbe a wide- nouncement is being withheld until
spread adoption of Judge Hugo Black's
(Continued on Page 3)
afflicted.

precedent in choosing radio for his talk,
so the public would get his words without being subjected to distortions or omissions that usually happen in partisan

Roosevelt Reveals Plans for
Divvy Among Employees in the

Elliott

Warner-Luckies

by Donald E. station. Roosevelt states more comwho an- plete details will be announced withGilman,
vice-president,
nounces that increasing volume of in the next two weeks.
production here necessitates added
executive supervision. Swallow was
the first network employee in HollyBRITAIN
RADIO SALES
wood, joining the company in 1932

TO

(Continued on Page 3)

UP SHARPLY SINCE 1929
1937 Radio Set Sales

Show

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington Exports of radio apparatus to Great Britain last year
newspapers, radio will find itself in a
compared with
totaled
$2,901,000,
new and highly important phase of deDue to consumer resistance to highWest Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Department
Los Angeles "Your Hollywood Pa- er unit prices as a result of mark- $631,000 in 1929, the State
velopment.
said yesterday in connection with
Tennessee already has taken strongly rade," the Warner Bros, talent show ups throughout the industry, togethannouncement by Secretary Cordell
to the sentiments of Judge Black, with for Lucky Strike cigarets, has had its er with reduced consumer purchasHull that the U. S. plans negotiations
WSM and its listeners getting the benefit. debut postponed a week to Dec. 8, ing power because of generally high- for
a reciprocal trade treaty with
And have you noticed how the political on NBC-Red, 10 p.m., to permit a er prices, sales of radio sets this
Great Britain.
(Continued on Page 2)
dollar
"fireside chat" idea is catching on?
in
below
1936
year will fall
also is planned with

Adding More

Stations

Running Below Year Ago

—

SUSTAINING

is

It

always

not

guestion

of

price

the
that

keeps an unusually good sustaining program from finding a commercial sponsor.
More often, the reason is that the network or station lacks the salesmanship
to market the show.
There is a strange hallucination in
sales departments that when a program
has run for a long time on a sustaining
basis, the chances of selling it are nil.
Sponsors, it is argued, want something
different. And so a lot oi sponsors are
paying for shows that aren't half as good
as

many

Trailer Studio Tour

—A

tour

of

various

larger cities in this area is planned
by WBBM, which will record programs for airing later in salutes to
the respective communities. Mayors
and other leaders will be interviewed and industrial plants and
points of interest will be described.
Ken Ellington will be in charge of
the productions.

Signs With Devine

— WMAZ

Macon, Ga.
contract with
ciates Inc. as
tives.

J.

its

J.

has signed a

Devine & Asso-

national representa-

The connection becomes

ef-

fective Jan. 1, according to E. K.
Cargill, president and manager of the
1,000-watter.

KOMA

Is

Enlarging

Oklahoma City— KOMA has leased
the entire 24th floor of the Biltmore
Hotel here and is remodeling entire
In past,
floor into new quarters.
station has been using half floor.

Sterling Products Starting

Radio

— D. C. G.

sustainings.

Chicago

WMAZ

(Continued on Page 3)

CBC

Montreal

Organizations

— Permission

own news

to

set

Canada

up

gathering organiza-

Canadian sales campaign
over 11 Dominion outlets on Nov.
22. the products being Phillips Milk
of Magnesia and Dr. Lyon's Tooth
Powder. Contracts are for a 15-minute period five days weekly for 52
Deal was signed through
weeks.
Weed & Co.. station representatives,
and Is the first time Sterling Products has used Canadian stations to
advertise these two wares. Magnesia

(Continued on Page 2)

321,000
year, against $10,784,000 in

Promotion

(Continued on Page 3)

$2,last

1929.

Milton Burgh

for

Milton Burgh of the NBC-Radio
City news and special events department on Monday will be promoted
to the post of news editor. Burgh
has been acting in that capacity for
several weeks.
Under his new assignment he will
handle Sunoco, Esso and Press-Radio
news reports plus the news commentator programs.

WSYR

tensive

is granted to Canadian stations
under clauses relating to the transmission of news by radio issued by
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Stations are barred from transmitting
news published in newspapers or
collected by any paper or news agency except such news bulletin releas- product will get the benefit of three

treaty

which imported only
worth of radio apparatus

Sterling Products will start an in-

Stations Permitted

Own News
their
tions

Activity in

A new

Canada,

Scores Boat

—

Syracuse Breaking into a commercial program, WSYR flashed to
listeners

its

the

story

of

the cap-

kidnapers John Oley and
Harold Crowley less than 15 minture

of

utes after catch

was made,

Later
a radio beat.
announcers Interviewed one
ing

arresting officers,

a

full

hour ahead

James

J.

scor-

WSYR
of the

Hefier.

of opposition.

2
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Own News

Warner-Luckies

Show

Adding More

Organizations

Stations

the

for

wocd

GOMG

and

vacationing

of

KFYR,

is

in

the week.

of

rest

DON SEARLE, manager
and KMMJ Clay Center,

of

WIBW,

Kansas,

browsing

Topeka.
in

is

Holly

about.

FENTON

JEFFERS, station manager of KTUL,
Tu'sa, left for Chicago a few days ago and
1.
will be there until Dec.
This is an oftpostponed vacation.

EICHMEY

C.

City,

HERSCHELL

manager

of

KGLO,

agencies and reps

visiting

la.,

in

Mason

Chicago.

HART,

column
Hollywood for a

Gossip"
ing

Page

and

FITZIMONDS, manager

E.

town

F.

CBC

1937

19,

Groceries

—Following

success oi the Amateur Contest programs
on behalf oi 110 Kansas Service Grocers, who commissioned KCKN to
attract crowds to a Food Fair held to celebrate the opening oi their new
warehouse. President W. W. Smith oi the grocers' organization said: "The
results were astonishing and prove conclusively that local radio can be used
I
am frank to admit that I had no idea that there was
to sell groceries.
such tremendous interest in radio programs."
The six-day fair attracted crowds totaling 35,000, and 50,000 ballots were
distributed to listeners, who had the privilege oi voting ior the amateurs
with each $1 purchase.

Kansas

November

Friday,

RADIO DAILY

conductor of the "Air
the Detroit News, is in
three weeks' material gather-

for

stay.

(Continued

(Continued from
1)
from Paiie 1)
PETER VAN STEEDEN JR., JOHN BROWN and
ed for broadcasting by various bu- larger list of stations to carry the RICHARD COSTELLO all Fred Allen. tes, have
broadcast.
reaus of Canadian Press, or gathered
arrived on the Coast.
John Clark, president of TransArrangements may be made
locally.
JIM W. WOODRUFF JR., general manager of
with local newspapers for collection amercian, together with Don Becker, WRBL. Columbus, Ca., and his wife return to
Columbus today after spending several days
production chief, and Herman Starr, in Washington and New York.
of local news.
Warner v. p., have arrived from the
KATHRYN CRAVENS flies to Texas tonight.
east in connection with the program.
Melton for Detroit Expo
JAMES MELTON returns to New York today
from a personal concert tour.
Detroit James Melton has been
BENAY VENUTA has returned from a three
D.A.R. Allegiance
star attraction for the

—

Campaign
signed as the
month vacation, mostly in Tahiti, and will
fourth annual Detroit and Michigan
Dorothea Lawrence, the singer, in resume broadcasting Nov. 29.
Exposition, to be held Jan. 21-30 in behalf of the D.A.R., of which she
ROY CAMPBELL AMBASSADORS leave AlConvention Hall. Other stars are is a member, launches a "Pledge of toona, Pa., tomorrow and go to Cincinnati for
two week engagement.
(Thursday, Nov. 18)
being booked by the exposition, Allegiance"
radio
campaign next
RUDY VALLEE leaves Hollywood by plane
which has become a major event week in Chicago. She will open the Thanksgiving day for New York, where he will
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Net here.
broadcast with a pledge of allegiance remain for six weeks before returning west.
Chg.
H gh Low Close
Melton drew big business at the to the American flag in which she'll
1
149V4 H7V2 148V4
Am. Tel. & Tel
197'
20'/
19%
% RKO Palace, Cleveland, the past be followed by all in the studio and
8
8
CBS A
3/
week, despite stiff opposition which on the program.
19'/4
19 >/4
4
Setup
19V4
Heinz's
CBS B
....
9
9
9
Crosiey Radio
Powell and Joan
included Dick
Under the new CBS set-up which
39'/2
39%
41 Vg
% Blondell
G»n. Electric
at the Auto Show.
7% 7% 7% ......
goes into effect Nov. 29, Heinz will
RCA Common
1.500th for Dorothy Dix
1
53% 52% 53
RCA First Pfd
use the 11:15-11:30 a.m. period, Mon',4
10V4 10>
Philadelphia
The
Stewart Warner .... 10%
1,500th
broadSplurge
Store's Anniversary
days through Fridays, and a half1
?6V2 98
100
Westinghouse
cast of the Dorothy Dix column will
Vi
20 V2
19% 20
available
hour on Thursdays, 3:30-4 p.m. beAll
Shawnee, Okla.
Zenith Radio
take
place
shortly
over
WHAT,
givCOUNTER
OVER THE
ginning Dec. 2.
Asked spots on KGFF for a six-day period ing the program the
Bid
longest unPollock
and
Mark
Channing
were bought by Mammoth Depart- broken run of
7 V4
Stromberg Carlson
any
series of daily
ment Store, biggest department store complete radio dramas. Scripts are Warnow and his orchestra go into
the latter spot. Heinz is dropping a
here, to celebrate its 42nd anniverprepared by Anne Lawler and Laura
Series
Godfrey in
quarter-hour period on Wednesdays
sary.
Store also used nearly nine
Scharff,
with Sam Serota as director
and Fridays.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
pages in the News-Star, affiliated and Milt McLaughlin
handling proWashington— Arthur Godfrey has with the station. Mammoth has been
duction.
quarterof
series
a
for
signed
been
using KGFF regularly since station
Adrian on Zenith Music
hour programs, 8-8: 15 a.m., on
opened seven years ago.
When Zenith's telepathy
Chicago
by
sponsored
beginning Nov. 30,
Gov. Hoffman on WBIL
series shifts to CBS on Dec. 5, Lou
three different products, Tuesdays
Governor
Resigns
Harold
Hoffman
G.
of Adrian will provide musical settings.
Irving Rubine
through Thursdays, in this order:
Irving Rubine, former assistant to New Jersey will be heard over WBIL Adrian is director of Chicago TheTuesdays, Kreml; Wednesdays, Bar- Robert Taplinger in the latter's New on Sunday at 4-4:30 p.m., discussing
ater symphonic orchestra and was
and
Musterole
Thursdays,
basol;
York publicity offices, has resigned "Which Way Republican" on the used last season on Bowman Milk's
Zemo.
Public
Service
Forum. "Fireside Theater," also handled by
from the Tom Fizdale organization station's
Godfrey will pipe his program to to join Warner Bros, publicity de- Charles H. Ingersoll will introduce
J. Walter Thompson.
from WJSV. Erwin, Wasey & partment under Taplinger on the him.
Co. placed the account.
west coast. No replacement as yet
Adkins Joins
named.
Seebeck Joins
Bristol, Tenn.
Roscoe Ray Adkins,
Series
in
Cheers
Three
Charles E. Seebeck, who recently formerly with WSIX, Nashville, has
Cheers
Series
Courtney in
resigned from WCBA-WSAN, Allen- been made manager of the WOPI
San Francisco—The Three
harmony
Alan Courtney of the "Joymakers" town, to join the staff of WLEU, studios in Kingsport. Four regular
(Hale, Derry and Hanna)
will be Erie, has taken up new duties at daily schedules are maintained from
singers, will be heard in a new daily program on
series starting Nov. 22 at 7:15-7:30 heard in a new weekly group of WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.
there daily.
programs over the station
night
p.m. over NBC-Blue coast-to-coast.
New
starting Nov. 24 at 9:30 p.m.
Harry Conn Signed by CBS
SSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCS
show, titled "Show-window", will
Religious Series
Harry Conn, radio script writer
the
New
stage
of
from
the
originate
"God Behind the Headlines" starts Casino Theater, Brooklyn.
who will appear as star of his own
at 9:45 tomorrow night as a new
show, "Earaches of 1938", beginning

riNANCIAL

—

;

.

.

.

—
—
—
—
—

.

New

.

—

—
—

—

New

WABC

—

WABC

WGAL

New

—

WOPI

New

,

WNEW

WNEW

weekly

series

on

WNEW.

Program

features Dr. B. M. Heald, traveler
and minister of the Seventh Day
Adventists.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make-Believe Ballroom"
A

WNEW

TO

11

A M.

6

TO

7:30 P

M

28

over

CBS

network, 8-8:30

—

the Santa Barbara News-Press placed
Frances Langford at the top of the
list of radio's popular singers. In the
operatic field, Jeanette MacDonald
and Lily Pons ran 1 and 2.

Cowboy Tom Back on WINS

FEATURE

1250 Kc.
10

Nov.

Frances Lanaford Heads Poll
p.m., has been signed under manWest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
I
Los Angeles A poll conducted by agement of Columbia Artists, Inc.

"Cowboy Tom's Roundup" returns
to WINS on Monday at 4:30-4:45
p.m. as a daily feature.
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1937 Radio Set Sales

NEW PROGRAMS -IDEA/

Running Below Year Ago
(Continued from Page

volume

Sterling Products Signs
On 11 Canadian Stations
(Continued from

1)

well as number, says
Sayre M. Ramsdell, v. p. in charge of
sales for Philco Radio & Television,
after a study of the industry.
Philco will sell more sets this year
due to large auto contracts, but dollar volume will be lower. Ramsdell
stated.
Last year the company marketed 1,600,000 sets.
as

Ramsdell predicts that Christmas
business this year will pick up in
contrast to 1936, when the stimulus
occurred in the summer and fall as
a result of the bonus and elections.

FCC Again

3

RADIO DAILY

Holds Off

Segal-Smith Decision
(Continued from Page

1)

a written opinion is handed down, it
was learned yesterday. FCC is in
possession of all the facts in the case,
dealing with alleged unethical practices by the lawyers, but decision
may not be made public until re-

Radio

to

Schools

As

another public service, the
Voice of Akron, WJW, is co-operating with the public schools in arranging a double-edged school pro-

gram series.
Program Director Art Graham, who

fathered the idea, has scheduled lessons to be broadcast Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 9:45 a.m., these to be
picked up in the schools and routed
to PA speakers in the classrooms.
On Friday morning at the same
time,
follow-up
program sends
WJW's mobile unit
to the
schools, where the class recitations Wendell Fifield, minister of PlymDuring year, some
will be picked up and relayed, thus outh Church.
bringing the "folks at home" in clos- thirty-six publishers send this reer in touch with what is going on viewer some 400 books for his summarizations. He finds time to speak
at school.

W8XOA

planned to follow
through the winter season.
It

is

this

plan

Pane

1)

new patriotic series Dec. 5 over days weekly and the tooth powder
WIBG, Glenside, Pa. Spot, logged two days weekly.
as "Your Land and My Land," and
Program will be a transcribed dradedicated to ideals of good citizen- matic show based on the novel "Stelship, will be directed by Calvin R. la Dallas."
Stations signed include
Fagley, radio
chairman, and Dr. CKWX, Vancouver; CJAT, Trail;
Charles E. Sohl, chairman of the CFAC,
Calgary;
CKY, Winnipeg;
Americanization committee.
CFCF, Montreal; CJKL. Kirkland
Lake; CFCY, Charlottetown; CFRB,
Toronto; CHNS, Halifax; CKCO, Ot"A Case of Books"
Weekly half-hour airing on KIRO, tawa, and CHSJ, St. John.
Seattle, takes front-rank spot among
Sterling Products account is hanbook-review programs under title "A dled by Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Case of Books." Show, now in sixth
year, is under guidance of Dr. L.

on about

150.

John Swallow Appointed
_NBC Coast Program Mgr.
(Continued from Page

and handling

at

that

1)

time "Hollyregular NBC

wood on the Air," first
of the Air"
network program to originate in the
of the Air," film capital.
"The Country Edition"
city,
acweekly
over
in
that
turn of Commissioner T. A M. Cravpublic with work of the
Bill Haley's
hillbilly gang quaints
en from the Havana conference.
and Sunrise Rounduppers on the air Fort Wayne public schools. Scripts
Bowling Classes Click
over the Columbia, Mo., station each by teachers are enacted by students.
Baltimore
WFBR's newest innoFirms
morning except Sunday at 6 o'clock Typical shot presented downtown
2
vation,
free
bowling classes for
are originating a new quarter-hour tour by school class, with teacher
feminine listeners, seems to be a
Into
program idea they call, "The Country spotting architectural niceties.
huge success. A professional, assoEdition."
The broadcast features
(.Continued from Page 1)
ciated with Baltimore's largest bowlEditor
Bill
Haley
in
facts
and
figures
Interludes
Philosophic
Canada many large stations on an
ing center, has taught more than
concerning
different
a
Missouri
Main offices are
exclusive basis.
Reflective listeners get new break 300 ladies the finer points of this ageCounty
on
each
program,
designed
located in Toronto, with branches in
"A Glance at the less art during the past month and
in philosophic
Calgary, Montreal, Winnipeg and to let early risers in the Showme Stars," sustainer of WTAR, Norfolk. has over five hundred on the waitState
know
pertinent
facts
concernVancouver.
Embellished with modern concert ing list.
Weed & Co. is American rep- ing their locality such as number of music, show features Jeff Baker in
people
living
in counties, number of
resentative.
thoughtful quotes and reflections.
"School

"Fort

Wayne School

WGL

KFRU

Femme

—

Canadian Radio
All-Canada
Merged

Glenn
San Diego

Litten Quits

—Glenn

KFSD

Litten,

manager

NBC

affiliate, has resigned,
of KFSD,
effective Nov. 30. No successor announced as yet by Tom Sharp, owner
of the station.

NEW
KTUL,

BUSINESS

White King Soap, programs, through Barnes Chase Co.; Plymouth,
spots, through J. Stirling Getchell; Cranberry
Canneries, spots, through Harry M. Frost
Co.; Pine Balm, spots, through Stuhlman &
Zahrndt; Dayton McClaren Tire Co., spots;
Baume Bengue, spots, through Wm. Esty Co.
Tulsa:

names

of county officials,
Socony's Yale Serenade
agricultural
activities,
Socony-Vacuum
this Saturday will
Like
Toys
Kids
etc.
Ed Mason,
Farm Activity
New Christmas slant, in which kids sponsor a half-hour program, 12 noon
Director, presents his editorial each
to 12:30 p.m., on 13 Yankee network
morning, and Hazel, soprano of the are interviewed on their reactions
stations for a Yale University band
program's girl-duo, Texas Blue Bon- to toys, on display in sponsoring
serenade in honor of the 56th annual
nets, has her page of interest for ZCMI department store, is now goBill
ing over KDYL, Salt Lake City, with Yale-Harvard football classic.
the farm women.
toy department manager conducting Slater will be the announcer. SoconyAmericanization committee of lo- interviews. Store also sponsors "S.S. Vacuum is also sponsoring all Yale
home games this fall. J. Stirling
cal district American Legion starts Santa" half-hour programs.
Getchell Inc. placed the account.
families,

outstanding

How

KFRU

WATR,

WJW, Akron

Norfolk

Ralph Hatcher, sales promotion diStation recently celebrated its fifth
WMCA's Colored Comic Show
rector, back at his desk after a 10anniversary in its present location
WMCA sales department is negoday trip to Chicago.
John W. New, commercial man- and soon will celebrate its twelfth tiating with National Colored Comic
WAGM, Presque Isle, Me.: Blackstone ager, attended the Virginia state sales year as a broadcast licensee.
Weekly, a syndicated feature, to
Neuweiler's Sons
L.
F.
Products, spots;
banquet in RichPillsbury Flour Mills, pro- representatives'
A series of talks given at the Mon- present new musical show over
(beer), spots;
mond.
WMCA with possibility of branching
gram Crosley Dealers, news.
day luncheon meetings of the Akron
Due to great demand for morning
out to Inter-City network after test
WFBC, Greenville, S. C: A. and O. Co., spot announcements
Board
of
Real
Estate
is being aired
period.
on the "Time
Prospective
sponsor
disthrough J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency;
Best Foods, Inc., through Benton & Bowles; Service Program," station has opened by the station in cooperation with tributes syndicate
to negro newsClaussen's Bakery, through Nachman Rhodes; up new time from 8:30 to 9 a.m.
papers nationally.
the Chamber of Commerce.
Nash, through Geyer, Cornell & Newell;
John Carl Morgan, announcer, is
Procter & Gamble, through Pedlar & Ryan;
Summit County Medical Society's
Quaker Oats, through Mitchell Faust; Stan- directing a series of bi-weekly radio
back Co., through J. Carson Brantley; Swift playlets for boy scout council.
A SERIES THAT WILL OUTDO
series of scheduled talks for the
United
Thompson;
Walter
& Co., through J.
Two local choirs are being groomed winter season will include a number
THE AMATEUR AND QUIZ
Vick
Broadcasting;
Spot
through
Drug,
;

International;
Morse
through
Chemical,
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., through Barrons Adv.;
Packard, NBC renewal; American Tobacco
Co., renewal and addition of 15 mins. on
NBC show; General Foods, NBC; Kraft
Phoenix, NBC; Pepperell Mfg. Co., NBC.

RADIO —
Advertising Agencies
Female

secretary

experience

with

desires

7

years

change.

Box A-U8, RADIO DAILY

for early airing.
First alliance

between station and

Norfolk Division of College of William and Mary will bring a Tuesday
educational series to
listen-

of discussions of social diseases.

tion
it

is

"BONERS"

a public service.

WTAR

ers.

REPRODUCTIONS

WRJN

Staff Changes at
Racine, Wis.
Richard Shireman
has resigned as commercial manager

—

of

WRJN

to join

WOMT,

CRAZE!

Sta-

Manager Sam Townsend believes

Sensationally

13 Scripts

New

and Different!

$10.

Manitowoc,

Wis. Bob Venn, formerly with NBC
in Chicago, has been added to WRJN's

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIOS

commercial department.

145

WEST

4*iTH

<;T.

NEW

Vnp

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS INC.
New York Citj

250 Park Ave.
>

November

Friday.
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AGEKC1ES
TOM WALLACE,

member

veteran

"Hollywood in Person" broadcasts, has been named general manager of the west coast office of Russell
M. Seeds agency, which has
of the

Under a
headquarters in Chicago.
reorganized setup following resignation of Clay Osborne, Wallace also
is executive producer of the show.
Calvert Haws handles the script.

ARTHUR KUDNER INC. has been
appointed by two General Motors divisions, Electro-Motive Corp., of LaGrange, 111., largest builders of Diesel
Winton Engine
and
locomotives,
Corp., Cleveland, Diesel motor buildAppointment is preliminary to
er.
expansion of G.M. program in Diesel
Probability seen of national
field.
advertising within next 12 months.
BASIL LOUGHRANE,

director

of

Lord & Thomas radio production department, Chicago, announces the
appointment of Guilbert Gibbons to
Gibbons was
the production staff.
formerly an announcer in ClevePrior to that he conducted
land.
his own orchestra and played in
stock.

TOM

JONES PARRY, head of the
Seattle agency of that name, has announced an enlarged advertising
campaign for Columbia Breweries,
Tacoma, during

STEPHEN

1938.

DICK, of East OrN. J., formerly of the copy
staff of the Chas. Dallas Reach Co.,
N.

ange,

•

•
a

•
of

bit

Shots About Big Shots:

Little

— Henny

trouble about getting laughs on his

maybe

it

to visit

a rabbi.

was high
.

.

time he got

some

air

Youngman was having
show and he felt that

—

went

"religion" into his soul, so he

.However, the gentleman was busy

discussing a matter with someone else while

in his private office

Henny waited

the

in

tences

"No" again from

"Well, $50,000

"$40,000."

Another negative reply.

Apparently the rabbi refused

highest price."

because the gentleman hastily walked from the room.

offer

explained

in,

my

is

the rabbi.

the

to

— and

.

.

this

rabbi that he simply couldn't help overhearing the

person wanted

that his curiosity

to

—

ROGERS,

Lord
&
Thomas account executive on Lucky
Strike, is due in Hollywood next

JAMES

Monday
Lucky

S.

huddles on the new
program, "Your Hollywood
for

Parade," initialing Dec.

Dance",

p.m.).

BILLIE BURKE, on Chase & Sanborn

Nov.

Hour,

(NBC-Red,

21

8

p.m.)

ELIZABETH PATTERSON,

inter-

viewed by Elza Schallert, Nov. 25
(NBC-Blue, 11:15 p.m.).

ABRASHA
EVELYN Mac-

GRAESER,

LUCIA

ROBOFSKY

and

GREGOR,

on "Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air", Nov. 21 (NBC-

Blue. 5:30 p.m.).

MARION

and BRIAN
"Peg O' My Heart" on
Lux Radio Theater Nov. 29 (CBS.

AHERNE,

DAVIES

in

p.m.).

JIMMY SHIELDS,
•

Bernarr Cooper, radio and stage actor, practiced all
summer for the role of messenger in the short-lived Tallulah Bankhead stage production of "Antony and Cleopatra" and was turned
down at the last moment because of his youth. .Later he heard that
NBC was doing a radio version. He went over, told his story, was
promptly cast for the messenger role and stole the show!
.Hilary
Denley Kuhl, an English born actress who has wandered around the
entire world to settle down in Fort Wayne, Ind., plays the part of
an English girl in WGL's test revival of "Arabesque" for Morris Plan.

•

•

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

director of advertising and sales promotion of the International Division

Carrier Corporation, Syracuse,
N. Y. Dick succeeds Vincent J. Butler, who has returned to the magazine publishing field.

Barn
9

9

Newark agency, has been appointed
of

(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).
on "National
Nov. 20 (NBC-Blue.

21

ED McCONNELL,

.Henny walked

prompted him to inquire why this other
pay $50,000 .... "Well," began the rabbi, "he wanted
that I should finish every one of my sermons his way.
Instead of saying
the customary 'Amen'
he wanted I should say 'Coca-Cola'!"
conversation

RCA", Nov.

small

The transom was opened and from the other room these senilowed into Youngman's ears: "I'll give you $20,000."
"No!"

ante-room.

"$30,000."

VIRGINIA REA, MARGALO
GILLMORE, ROBERT WALLSTEN,
ERNST VICTOR WOLFF, and
MARTHA GELLHORN, correspondent in Madrid, on "Magic Key of

•

•

•

that

no one was

Manhattan

the

to

just

But before Bate

representative, despite the agreement

accompany the Duke of Windsor to America, sailed on
ahead of the Duke's scheduled sailing on the Bremen.
.

was

out of sight of land he

nouncing the Duke's

hundred miles from his
stated Bate

NBC London

Fred Bate,

cancellation .... Fred
starting point.

would arrive

.

received a radiogram an-

disembarked

at

Cobh

—a

few

United States Lines publicity release

N. Y. Nov.

in

.

11

—and

that's

why

"darkies are

program Nov.

23

on Al Pearce
(CBS, 9 p.m.).

LARRY CLINTON, VI MELE,
LONA WEBSTER, ANDREWS SISTERS and EMILIO CACARES and
on Martin Block's "Sunday

his trio,

Swing Concert", Nov.
11

21

(WNEW,

a.m.).

WLBC,

Muncie, Ind.

Maurice Crain, chief engineer, now
designing new remote rig which he
claims will weigh only 12 lbs.
Henry "Harpo" Marks, announcer,
now writing the Lewis Crediteers
show.

Ken

Williams, announcer, back afCincinnati.

ter trip to

Bill Craig,
commercial manager,
winding up Lions Club Milk Fund

Drive.

Donald Burton, owner, scheduled
play-by-play

for
117
basketball
broadcasts.

born!"

8.

Fred Packhorse Ayer, merchandisdirector, reported ready to do
a movie gossip sustainer.
Ottis Roush, chief announcer, has
ing

WCKY, Oklahoma

City

The Arkansawyers, morning hillbilly band, have drawn 2,800 letters
in

their

fan

mail

during

the

last

two weeks.
"Patent Pending" new Sunday afdirected
ternoon program over
by Hal Scher is pulling in the letters

WKY

and filling studio for show and
exhib of local inventors' brain-children after each broadcast.
Nancy Trent, Erma Jones and
Freida Fant new stars plucked by
from its amateur hunt, to be
given Sunday spot.

'" Yuma, Ariz., KUMA presents a show called "Bing
•
•
•
Crosby and His Shadow" a trick of D. E. Bennett, commercial manager ... .Program features the Almighty Bing singing DUETS— with
.Trick is
the "shadow" of Bing doing much better than the McCoy.
accomplished by two pick-ups of the same record which gives an
echo effect, sounding like two voices! ... One of the places which
always attracts visitors to KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo., is the large
bulletin board seen before entering the studios ... .The entire board
is covered with clippings about the station taken from RADIO DAILY

—

.

we bowed

since

.

•

•

•

A

.

BIG
P.

0.

Box

84,

.

who

I.,

N.

copy

makes

reading and

less

for

much

chance

man" was a graduate

for

me."

Y.

over

to

chiropractor.

"I

ought

lines.

CONDUCTS

Your Lucky Strike

.

.

Hit Parade
Every

Saturday

Night

to

it square if you'll play two songs
Reisman did.
.Reminds us of Elmo White who sent Charlie Ross
see George Hall and get a fast "No!"

of

reading errors. Style eliminates any
chance of duplication of continuity

He

tired

get paid for this," he said, "but we'll call
L.

easier

said that he'd rather

turned out that the "contact

SISTER

Manhasset.

.

air.

and worn-out, which was confirmed by
fall down than listen to more songs.
.This, however, did not stump the scng plugger, who told Leo to remove
coat and lie down. Reisman did and in ten minutes he felt swell.
It

the maestro,

his

HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"

commercial

songplugger approached Leo Reisman yesterday during the

Leo that he looked rather

told

ol

DANGEROUS PARADISE
CLUB ROMANCE
GRACE MOORE'S OPEN HOUSE

is

HARRY SALTER
Schaefer Revue rehearsal in the hope of getting a tune on the

producer
director or
author,
Creator,
programs
network
radio
successful

which

into the radio world.

WKY

CARL BIXBY

new style for continuity
receiving praise from staff
announcers.
New style of writing

devised a

OVER CBS
10-10:30 E.S.T.

Friday,

November

1937

19.

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC
THE

Abe Lyman

office

is

5

RADIO DAILY

arrang-

CTICN

*

Heidt Offers Prize for Slogan

On

*

IPIC€/H<i

his

Wednesday night network

Theater Party Draws S.R.O.
More than 1,900 boys packed into
the 1,750-seat Orpheum Theater in

ing a Fall series of theatrical
and night club engagements for Ly- program from the Biltmore Hotel,
Des Moines for a theater party staged
man and his Californians.
Horace Heidt is running a rhyming by the Iowa Network as a send-off
for 'Adventure Bound," a new serial
Harriet Hilliard will not be able contest for the best slogan in rhyme
plugging Mother Hubbard's Energy
to join Ozzie Nelson and his orches- that represents the music of his BrigCereal (Hubbard Milling Co.) over
tra for his personal engagement at adiers. He offers a $5 prize for the
and WMT.
Victor Hugo's, Beverly Hills.
Her best slogan submitted each week by
The show, with Program Director
picture schedule conflicts. Nelson is
booked there for six weeks from the radio audience. Featured bands- Ranny Daly as emcee, featured stamen and vocalists also present tion talent, including The NorthNov. 24.
rhymes and at the end of the pro- westerners, Uncle Twid, and Betty
Shep Fields winds up his current gram the winner of the previous Jean and Freddie, movie shorts and
west-to-east
tour
of
one-nighters week's contest is announced and the explanation to the youngsters of the
merchandising tie-up in connection
next week.
Today he and his or- winning rhyme read by Heidt.
with the radio program, such as
chestra play in Lincoln, Nebraska;
The idea of the contest arose spon- club memberships and premiums.
tomorrow, St. Joseph, Mo.; 21st,
Agency on the account is McCord
Sioux City, la.; 22nd, Sioux Falls, taneously as a result of a game
South Dakota; 23rd, Storm Lake, played by the Band during inter- Co., Minneapolis, with Ralph Hobbs
handling the radio.
Iowa; 24th, Omaha, Nebraska; and mission.

KRNT

25th,
in

Des Moines.

New York

on the

He

will

arrive

27th.

Peter de Rose, featured with May
Singhi Breen as NBC's "Sweethearts
of the Air," will be feted by his Tin
Pan Alley and Radio Row colleagues
on Saturday in the Hotel Piccadilly's

OKLAHOMA

PROGRAM REVIEWS
FRED ALLEN
Bristol-Myers Co.
network,

WEAF -NBC-Red

Wednesdays, 9-10 p.m.

Young

&

Rubicam

Inc.

"TOWN HALL TONIGHT" STAR RETURNS
WITH SAME ROUTINE AND A FEW OLD
JOKES THAT FALL FLAT.
Fred Allen returned

to

"Town

Hall" last Wednesday night with his
typical routine of comedy, music
and nonsense, but the first show
from the coast got off to a comparatively sluggish start.
Cast, particularly Allen, had trouble
getting some of the words out of
their mouths and about three jokes
did not get a titter out of the studio
audience. But the ad libs about these
flat
jokes and muffed lines made

PITTSBURGH
for more hilarity than if everything
Derby Sproul, who was brought had gone off smoothly.
flying lessons. Needs but three hours here by A. E. Nelson, new KDKA
Portland Hoffa, Harry von Zell.
manager, is acting program manager
before he can solo.
King's Men, Gogo De Lys, Peter Van
Walter Kronkite, WKY football an- of the station following departure Steeden's
orchestra
and
Lionel
nouncer, becomes a newscaster Dec. of Jack Gihon who is now in the Stander
as a guest star, were the
NBC,
New
York,
production
and
tele1.
main characters in the performance.
vision department.
Ken

Wright,

WKY

CITY

organist, taking

Georgian Room, in celebration of his
Wayman Ramsay of KOMA is in
is an old "Mighty Allen Art
new song hit, "In the Mission by the San Antonio.
WCAE goes on the air 15 minutes Stander
Player" from away back who is now
Sea," written in collaboration with
earlier
than
usual
starting
Monday
Lee Norton, new WKY vocalist,
in the cinema.
Gogo De Lys
Billy Hill. Jeno Bartal will be musinow on air twice each week for at 6:45 a.m. to accommodate an ET "Somebody Loves Me." King's sang
Men
cal director for the occasion.
series
for Sunkist Oranges.
Associated
Laundries.
Firm also
did two numbers and the "Mighty
Jessie Wheatley, whose vocalizing
sponsors program three other days
"Memories of Poland" and Memo- of week. Norton is assisted by Ken with a Hammond organ at the Sev- Allen Art Players" did a sketch
called "Murder in the Stadium" with
ries of Sweden" have been added to
enth Avenue Hotel has night-goers
Wright at the organ.
station
"KICK" broadcasting the
the Edward B. Marks Music Co. inWayman
Ramsay, program direc- nodding approval, has been signed game.
"One Long Pan"
(Fred
ternational albums.
The firm also tor, and Neal Barrett, general man- as a sustaining artist by WCAE. Cliff
Allen) is the detective who solves
will publish the next two operettas
ager of KOMA, back from business Daniel, program manager, will intro- the murder.
Allen is always good
to be written by Oscar Straus, noted
duce her to radio with Earl Truxtrip to San Antonio.
when he takes on an Oriental role.
Viennese composer. Deal was closed
ell's Orchestra, next week.
Middle portion of show was debefore Straus sailed last week for
Al Heifer will feel right at home
voted to situation gags about "people
Europe.
Presque Isle, Me.
Saturday when he announces the
you didn't expect to meet." Van
L.
E.
Hughes, commercial man- Carnegie Tech-Holy Cross game from
Emery Deutsch returns to the air ager, and R. W. Macintosh, general Worcester, Mass., for KDKA, WEEI, Steeden and his orchestra seemed to
be more lively than usual.
tonight with a CBS wire from the
manager and treasurer, are now in WDRC, WMAS, WORC, WPRO. HeiBook-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.
On the commercials two announcers
the
electrical
appliance
business, fer announced many Tech games
in Pitts- were used. Harry von Zell did the
handling the Crosley line. Accept- while on the staff of
build-ups, with an unnamed spieler
KONO, San Antonio
ance of the products was so well burgh.
in for the testimonials. Show
A daughter was born recently to built up by the past 26 weeks of "Wilkens Amateur Hour" enters coming
Transradio News that they snapped its third year on WJAS this Sunday will remain in Hollywood for sevGerald Morgan, program director.
but will not celebrate the anniver- eral weeks pending the completion
Ted Brown, studio organist, signed up the franchise for this section.
sary
until Dec. 19 due to a $1,000 of Allen's picture: then it returns to
Each
person
connected
Brunswick
Records
recordwith
with
as
WAGM is an active radio amateur. Cash Prize Contest now in progress. Radio City.
ing artist.
Walt Framer now broadcasting his
Allen is on the coast to appear in
Plans are afoot to purchase a new In the past six years the following
men have worked at the following "Radio Swaps" program (WWSW) a 20th Century-Fox film, and Wedtransmitter site.
The studio has another new RCA jobs: L. E. Hughes, transmitter op- from three theater lobbies Enright, nesday night's program would indicate that Allen has fallen in line
turntable and Station Manager Gene erator, control operator, engineer, Warner and Loew's Penn.
Ollie O'Toole's new program spon- with numerous other radio stars who
Roth is building a new control con- announcer, sales, newscaster and
commercial manager; Ted Coffin, sored by Shanahan Furniture De- are using their air shows to publicize
sole at his home workshop.
control operator, announcer, chief partment had a swell reception on the movies.
the other night.
announcer, local newscaster, proKIRO, Seattle
gram director; R. W. Macintosh,
"The Wanderer," featuring Gene
transmitter operator, announcer,
"First Nighter" Is Seven
Baker, now in third year, became an
chief engineer, general manager and
Chicago Campana's "First Nighter"
Imperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
afternoon feature this week.
treasurer.
marks its seventh anniversary on the
OF CANADA
Weather forecasts will be carried
air Nov. 26.
Among its graduates,
at 8:25 a.m. daily except Sunday
presents

WAGM,

WWSW

—

WWSW

—

hereafter, coming by remote control
direct from the weather bureau.

KABC, San

Antonio

resigned.

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS

Walton

KABC,

is

K.

Blanton, formerly of
the
an-

now on

KMAC

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS

nouncing

33 W. 60th

Studio Manager Gene Cagle is on
a deer hunting expedition.
Charles
Belli is acting skipper pro tern.
Jo and Jody are a new team on

St.,

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-7

now

in

Tyrone

Pearl Sohn is the new continuity others.
editor, replacing Mrs. Doris McLain.

the

air.

films,

Power,

are

Don

Don

Ameche,
and

Briggs

MIS< HA VIOLIN
VIOLINIST— CONDUCTOR

a

16 voice

at

19

Director,
With

staff.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
WJZ-NBC-Bluc
Sunday
12:30

KEN SISSON
Over

P.

MANAGEMENT JOSEPH BLOOM
W. 44th St., N. Y.
VA 3-8950

Fridays,

a

"Canada, 1937"
30-piece orchestra
choir and

soloists

coast-to-coast network of
Canadian Stations
10 to 10:45 P. M., EST.

Friday,

RADIO DAILY:
STATION-STUDIO
and

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

November

1937

19,

DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
G.

E.

Expects Improved
Short- Wave to Orient

EW PATEN

N

Radio and Television

First U. S. short-wave transmitter
of the Mississippi River, the
new General Electric station soon
to be constructed at Belmont, California, will meet long-felt need in

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington. D. C.

west

2,098.950— Vacuum Tube Circuit.
Harold S.
radio by sending American programs Black. Elmhurst, N. Y, assignor to Bell
points now receiving practically Laboratories, Inc.
2,099,089— Relay. Allan Weaver, Port Washnone of this service. Plans, made ington,
N. Y., assignor to American Telephone
public by Chester H. Lang, G.E. & Te'egraph Co.
to

manager

in Schenectady,
antennas of latest
type, with beams directed to Far
These
East and South America.
beams, concentrating the transmitter
output within an angle of about 30
degrees, provide a signal gain of
about 300 per cent over the ordinary

broadcast

call for directional

antenna.
In order to serve Far East, at present radio signals following a great
circle path from existing international stations located only in eastern
U. S. must pass directly over north
Magnetic field of
polar regions.
earth and daylight-darkness distribution over this path are subject to

extreme variations, and their
on radio signals is believed

effect
to

be

cause of failure of transmissions to
Orient.

Great circle path from new Bellocation, however, does not
pass over north polar regions, is a

mont

more east-west

route,

and therefore

should not be subject to the extreme
variations found in the signals transmitted by G.E. from Schenectady.
It is thus hoped to provide reliable
broadcast service to the Far East
through greater part of the year.

the two
assigned
9,530 kilocycles, or 31.48
to company
meters, and 15,330 kilocycles or 19.56
Although duplicating fremeters.
quencies of the two G.E. stations in
Schenectady, difference in time makes
operation possible without interference on time-sharing basis, and provides, more or less, a 24-hour shortwave service from America.
Station

—

WAGM

on

operate

will

short-wave frequencies

now

Gets Audio Amplifier

—WAGM

has inPresque Isle, Me.
an automatic volume-limiting
audio amplifier which has substanaverage effective
increased
tially
stalled

signal.

CHARLES ROSS,
Formerly

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH
Lightmu liifuipmenl
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

Electncal

New York

City

Ttl.

Clrcli

6-5470-1

—

2 099.156
Automatic Frequency Control for
Oscillation Systems.
Harold A. Wheeler, Creat
Neck, N. Y., assignor to Hazeltine Corp.
2,099.294
Carrier Wave Modulation and Suppression.
Werner Euschbeck, Berlin, Cermany,
assignor to Teletunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose

—

m.b.H.
2,099,296— Aperiodic Antenna.

Telegraphie
ter,

Rocky Point,

Resume

N.

assignor

Y.,

Philip S. Carto RCA.

Tester Production

Production

new

the

of

Philco

Model 066 Tube Tester has been
resumed after some weeks interruppermit

the introduction of
circuits in order to obtain
greater uniformity between different
testers when testing the same tubes,

tion

to

improved

2,099,300— Oscillation Generator.
Karl Fritz,
Germany, assignor to Telefunken Cesell-

Berlin,

schaft

Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
2,099,3)1— Circuit for Reducing Static. Madison G. Nicholson, Jr., Verona, N. J., assignor
to National Union Radio Corp.
2,099,531
Electron
Discharge Device.
Cerhard Passarge, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to
Telefunken
Gesellschaft
fur
TeleDrahtlose
graphie m.b.H.
2,099,533
Magnetron. Dietrich Prinz, Berlin,
Cermany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft
fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
2 099,579— Vacuum Tube.
Warren C. Taylor,
Chicago.
tur

—

—

WNYC

Is Seeking Funds
For Big Improvements

Mayor La Guardia's plan

WNYC

to

make

an international broadcasting

station will cost from $40,000 to
$200,000, F. J. H. Kracke, Commissioner of Plant and Structures, has

advised

He

Mayor.

the

suggested

money be

allocated and earmarked before the city applies for
FCC sanction of the move.
Kracke observed that the municipal station, if made part of the international aerial network, would be of
particular value in promoting the
World's Fair in foreign cities.
He
that the

suggested broadcasts

in Spanish to
South American republics.
Necessary funds would be for purchase of transmitting devices and conRecording Unit Installed
struction of antennae towers on site
Denver
Installation of new in- of old Greenpoint ferry in Brooklyn,
stantaneous recording equipment at where Mayor La Guardia, in new staKFEL here was completed this week tion dedication speech, first suggestunder the direction of Chief Engineer ed the proposed expansion.

—

Pade Veatch. The new special unit,
built by Remler Co., Ltd., of San

New KFYR

Steel

Tower

Francisco, records with high fidelity
Bismarck, N. D.— KFYR expects to
at 33 1/3 or 78 R.P.M. from studio have its newly built steel tower in
input equipment, off-the-air, or off- operation by the middle of December.
Midget Soldering Pliers
the-line.
Structure made by Truscon Steel is
Ideal Commutator Dresser Co. has
750 feet high and self supporting
announced introduction of its new
type.
Station will have a signal
Get
Control Outfit
No. 2 "Midget" Type Thermo-Grip
Detroit
Purchase of completely strength of one-half millivolt when
Pliers, designed especially for solnew master control equipment at a the new tower is completed, operatdering small objects and for work
cost of $30,000 has been announced ing on 550 kc. and 5000 watts power.
places.
Typical
in restricted
applicaby WJR. Technical Supervisor Antion is in small radio and appliance
Hoyden in Los Angeles
drew Friedenthal has been working
soldering.
Los Angeles Leonard Hayden, forseveral months on the plans, and
order was placed in New York this merly of WPG, Atlantic City, has
Editor on Short-Waves
week. Installation in a new control been added to the technical staff
S. Gordon Taylor, managing editor room in the Fisher Building
will be here.
of Radio News, has been scheduled made early in January, it
is
extalk
to
on ultra-high frequencies pected.
over General Electric's international
it

is

announced.

New

—

—

broadcast

stations

W2XAF

W2XAD
18.
A

and

on Dec. 17 and
"old-timer", Taylor was

WTMV,

real
East St. Louis
first interJ. W. Denbow, formerly with the
ested in radio in 1908 and in 1909
St. Louis Star-Times, has joined the
was on the air with a spark transstaff.
mitter.
He now holds amateur call sales
Celebrating first anniversary of
W2JCR.
"Let's Go to Town," station will hold
local talent show and dance tomorEquip KSL Production Offices
row night, with the show being
Salt Lake City Improvement plans broadcast at 9:30-10:30.
Frank Anin KSL production offices here call derson, who sells
and announces the
for installation of all audition and participating program, will emcee.
talk-back equipment in individual
"March of Youth" program next
rooms for production heads. Change, Wednesday will be aired from the
occasioned by time and studio sav- penthouse ballroom of Hotel Broadings,
nearing completion, with view before an audience of some
is
Chief Engineer Eugene Pack direct- 700. Station's home is in the mezing.
zanine of the hotel.

J

—

Add Western

—

Elec.

CMCDr.tM
EMERGENCYwe

pick up work

quickly

we make haste
carefully

we

deliver promptly.

Equipment

Car Card Advertising
Cicero, 111. New Western Electricequipment, including transmitter, anCard cards advertising principal
tenna, turntables and microphones, broadcasts of WAAF, Chicago, have
has
been
purchased
by WHFC. been placed in Chicago busses. Cards
Hawthorne Works of Western Elec- give titles and time of programs,
tric is located here.
but do not mention sponsors.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

CQIumbut 5-6741

Radio Marches On And

Radio Daily Has The
Opportunity To Make
Its

Radio Annual The

Finest Reference

Ever Published
Industry

What

it

j|j

Book

in

The

That's Just

Intends Doing

8

Friday,

RADIO DAILY

PICKENS is to be starred in
scenes from "When Ladies Meet"
heretofore
into a new and "Reflected Glory" in a "tabloid"
berth as CBS agency and client con- stage recital presented by Edith Bectact specially created by Donald W. ton, dramatic coach, at the MacThornburg, vice-president, to func- Dowell Theater on Sunday.
Aption on national and Pacific Coast pearing with Miss Pickens in the
scene
from
"When
Ladies Meet" will
network accounts, and relieve the
vice-presidential office of detail in be Lois Amory and James Farrell.
In
the
scene from "Reflected Glory,"
connection with increasing Hollyshe will appear with Lois Amory,
wood emanations.
Doris Donaldson and James Farrell.
Clark Gable, contractually free to Another
scene, from "Stage Door,"
make radio commitments away from will feature Mitzi
Mayfair, heretoM-G-M, will head the "Silver Thea- fore identified as
a dancer, and Patti
ter" cast on Dec. 5 in an as yet unPickens.

JANE

WILLIAM E. FORBES,
KNX salesman, steps

Wilkes-Barre, Harrisburg, and De
Erwin, Wasey is the advertis
ing agency.

November

19.

1937

troit.

PAUL WHITEMAN
town

still

Paul Carley, formerly heard at hat and boots.
9:30 each morning on WNEW, now

The

new

formerly

unit,

arrived
in
ten gallon

Kenneth D. Fry, NBC special
events director, to Milwaukee to lay
heard groundwork for special diving broad-

a.m.,
Monday
Drifters, a

broadcasts
at
9: 15
through Saturday.
Hillbilly

wearing

three times a week, now cast from bottom of Lake Michigan
broadcast daily at 3: 15 p.m., Tues on Dec. 1.
day through Friday.
Ransom Sherman, emcee of Club
Matinee, pinchhitting for Don McWorld Peaceways Inc. will discuss Neill on the Breakfast Club today
"What Is Wrong With World Diplo- while McNeill does a personal apmacy?" in its
broadcast on pearance in St. Louis.
selected vehicle.
Monday at 9-9:30 p.m. Speakers will
Dorothy Denvir, sister of Quin
Buddy Rogers has succeeded BenKGNF, North Platte, Neb., for the be Quincy Howe, David H. Popper
Ryan,
ny Rubin as emcee of "Tune Twist- seventh consecutive year remoted the and J. Max Weis.
manager, is playing in
"Bachelor's Children."
ers," joint production of KHJ and Civic
Armistice
Day Ceremonies

two or

WQXR

WGN

Music Corporation of America, with
Walter Johnson at the helm.
"Take the Air," the Gene Inge
KFWB commentary on radio programs of the preceding week, switch-

from a

local theater.

The program

Edith Jolson returns to the mike

prominent speakers from at WICC, Bridgeport, on Thanksgivthe Western Nebraska territory and ing Day.
music by the North Platte VFW
Junior Band. The program was emArthur Boran, the mimic and
es to a new niche at 7:15-7:30 Mon- ceed by John Alexander, KGNF pro- comedian, will collaborate with Lew
gram director.
day nights.
Tremendous inter- Lehr in emceeing the American
Ruby Mercer, who has been the est has been built in this annual Fashion Convention sponsored by the
vocal guest on Packard's "Mardi broadcast throughout the entire ter- Fashion Future Association at the
Waldorf-Astoria on Nov. 22.
Gras" for the past two or three stan- ritory.
zas, has been signed for three more
Benay Venuta is back in town afKay Wells, daughter of Billy K.
and appears to be the selection for
the spot vacated by Florence George, ter a four months' holiday, most of Wells, heard over WMCA under
who deserted radio for Paramount which was spent in Tahiti and other Eddie Miller's direction, now being
South Sea Islands. Benay says there groomed for a commercial, made her
Pictures.
were very few radios in Tahiti be- motion picture debut yesterday at
Carroll Nye, erstwhile radio edicause of limited electrical facilities, Educational in a film under the eye
tor of the L. A. Times who went
commercial for Earl Ferris Radio but, she adds, who wants to listen of Al Christie.
the radio in Tahiti when the
Features, and "Bobby" Woodburn, to
beach boys come around every
Elizabeth Rethberg, Josephine Anfeature writer for Radio Features,
evening to serenade you under the toine and Mario Cozzi will sing at
will be married tomorrow.
stars!
She is staying temporarily Carnegie Hall tomorrow at a benefit
The second series of "Wade Lane's at the Essex House.
for the Christie Street Settlement.
Home Folks," produced by Mertens
and Price, Inc., has been taken for
Tim Ramsland, former "Voice of
Dr. Ranald, hand expert, is being
Australasia by Broadcasting Service sponsored three times weekly
by the Minneapolis Journal," on KSTPSydney, through its Astring-O-Sol over
Ltd.,
Assn.,
stations in Buf- Journal shows, has joined station's
American agent, Dr. Ralph L. Power. falo, Syracuse, Rochester, Scranton, announcing staff.
Bill Reubens has joined the Earle
Ferris Radio Feature staff as planter.
KSD, St. Louis
WBT, Charlotte
Dick Sharp, continuity director,
Andy and Virginia, pianist and
Grady Cole, WBT's Commentatorsinger, respectively, have a new 15- Philosopher, was honored by a Na- has resigned to join W. K. Nash
minute program on KEHE Friday tional American Red Cross Commit- Advertising Agency.
Frank Eschen, program director
mornings at 10. Andy also gets bill- tee and the Charlotte chapter of the
ing as "The Foolish Philosopher" on Red Cross when he was presented and sports commentator, handles the
occasion.
a plaque signed by President Roose- play-by-play on the St. Louis U.
velt and national and local Red and Washington U. home football
Cross officials. The presentation was games, with Dave Ward and Tom
made in recognition of services ren- Reid adding color and data.
A program sponsored by Assodered by Cole during the flood catastrophe in the Mississippi and Ohio ciated Retailers of St. Louis will
be fed by KSD to WIL, WEW,
Valleys last Spring.
Station
has
scheduled
a
series of and KMOX tomorrow at 6:15 p.m.
FLANTER
ADRIAN JAMES
nine educational broadcasts by Wof- Frank Eschen is producing the show,
"Station showmanship is 'servford College of Spartanburg, S. C, with Robert Weede and Jolly Gillette
ing the public what it likes in the
to be heard each Tuesday beginning as singers, Don McNeil of Chicago
way it likes best'. Of the elements
Nov. 23. The programs will be pure- as emcee, and Russ David conducting the orchestra.
entering into radio showmanship,
ly of an educational nature.
included

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

community
station

on

stands

service

When,

prominently.
its

own

out

a
and

therefore,
initiative

direction cooperates in public service to permit the regular use of
its

facilities

by government, civic,
religious and philan-

educational,
thropic organizations,

such
purposes constitute the

altru-

istic

finest

type

of

showmanship."

KWK

KTSA, San Antonio
Tol Ware, spieler, has
las and his
tion.

new

Carleton Smith, NBC musical commentator and critic, back from five
months in Europe. He was a guest
of Jean Sibelius, Richard Strauss and
Ignace Paderewski.

M. P. Wamboldt and Jack Holden
have moved their radio program ser-

new quarters in the Builders
Building on Wacker Drive opposite
NBC. Wamboldt is the author of
Falstaff's "Public Hero No. 1" series
vice to

on NBC.
Carl
as
his

Webster,

NBC

who

has

resigned

sales representative to

form

own

radio producing company,
is busy getting ready to open shop
Dec. 1.

WHO, Des Moines
H. R. Gross, news editor,
father of another boy.

the

is

Col. J. B. Palmer, president of
Central Broadcasting Co., spoke on
"Fish" during his last monthly program over the station.

Louisiana
the Four

Lou,

Smith and

Jerry

Dons are the

talent

in

Kay Neal

did her part in the
Corners Frolic" the other
day even though she was suffering

"Sunset

from three fractured

ribs.

Bud

Roberts, cowboy violinist, has
rejoined Al Clauser's Oklahoma Outlaws on the station. He is subbing
for Slim Phillips, who's laid
scarlet fever.

up by

WPG, Atlantic City
"Daddy Dave" Tyson is now conDal- ducting a series of Saturday morn-

left for
Interstate radio posi-

Station Manager H. C. Burke has
returned from a short business trip
to Los Angeles.
Production Manager Paul Girard
from
entertained
several
officials
other Hearst stations last week.

ing
programs
youngsters.

featuring

talented

Mall Dodson
ly as the

is heard thrice week"Good Gulf Gossiper."

Annual Christmas Seal Sale

will

be launched with a broadcast Nov.
24 under direction of Mrs. R. Elwood Evans.

a

sponsored by McConnon Co., Winona, Minn.

new commercial

Greetings from Radio Daily
November 20
Virginia Verrill
Fran Allison
Allen Rivkin

Judy Canova
Art James
Bill Boher

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

101

YORK,

N. Y.,

Several Accounts Already Set for

WCSC's Triple First

PAV HIKES FOR RESULTS,

Charleston,

ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT PLAN

a

cast of
tion's

—

about

tion

Fort Worth
Increases in salary
awarded to employees of southwest-

first

—

to

WCSC, which

be chalked up by
is

preparing

to

air

the opening of Charleston's $350.-

ern Hearst Radio stations during recent months, in recognition of their

Mohawk

000
reconstructed
Dock
Street
Theater, a revival of the theater of
1736, first to be erected in Amer-

Edmund Bunker

ica.

York

M-G-M MAXWELL POST

production and mike for the elaborate remote, with many notables
scheduled to speak.

West Coast Bureau,

—

WINS

Gets Slice

of

GREYHOUND'S WCLO TEST

Janesville, Wis.

Unique sharing

of the broadcast
of the University of California-Stan-

ford
the

game Saturday, gave
two hours and 15 minutes
WINS and the rest of the

football
first

here to
broadcast to WOR.
Latter outlet
scheduled to carry the game could
(Continued on Page 8)

Key

Metro, despite his 7-year contract.
Louis K. Sidney takes over, retaining Ed Gardner and Sam Moore. Reports are that Bacher was disappointed at what he claims was lack
of cooperation by studio heads. Sidney, an acknowledged showman of
long experience, including radio, now
becomes arbiter of Metro radio

Game

Unique Sharing Deal

In

and AFM
Agree on Rough Draft

— Testing

over
here preparatory to a nationspot
campaign, the Northland
Greyhound Lines Inc. is sponsoring a
daily five-minute "So You're Going.; policy
Places*' program.
It
is
similar to

WCLO

first

al

{Continued on

Page

Merge

Canadian Church Group
Asks Sunday Restrictions

between

AFM

resulted in both sides agreeing upon a
rough draft of the proposed contract.
Rough draft will be studied by at(Continued on Page 5)

Montreal

Chicago

—A

Sunday ban on pro-

fessional and commercialized sports,
spot advertising, confining commercails to "this program is sponsored
(Continued on Page 5)

—

Asks for Facsimile
Cleveland— WCLE has applied to

FCC

for permission to operate an experimental facsimile station, it is announced by E. L. Gove, technical
supervisor of United Broadcasting
Co. and chief engineer of WHK-

for

Sunday

transcriptions

"Strange As

WMAQ,

*

WCLE.

miers

Chicago— WSBC has solved
problem

"man

in

of

fanatics
the

street"

the

who

crash
interview

broadcasts with propaganda of
one kind or another.
The announcer hides a button microphone
inside his coat and permits only
as much to be said as he feels
quite

sure is proper, shutting off
the rest via the concealed mike.

week

vice-presKelly Smith, Radio Sales

J.

(Continued on Page 2)

Wrigley Auditions Again
CBS

airing
of
15-minute
of the
H x
Seems" series on CBS

John

starting Jan.

talent

i

for a year, is again auditioning
for a possible variety show.

Meyerhoff

2.

THE WEEK
=

IS ii tier- 1

ident.

late last

CBS

chicago-wrigiey gum. which re52-week contract cently renewed "Poetic Melodies" on

.

Curlt

by H. Leslie Atlass,

It
Wm. Morris agency brought out Shaw
KNX. KGO, KOMO, KOA and Lee as likely headliners. Neisser-

stations

and

sales

move was announced

West Coast Bureau, RA'DIO DAILY
Union Pacific Rail-

road has signed a

WCLE

WBBM

UP on CBS Coast Group
Los Angeles

— Immediate

consolidation
force with Chicago
staff of Radio Sales Inc., CBS subsidiary in spot field, in an efficiency
of

.

.

IN

IRNA Down

By M. H. SHAPIRO

is

agency.

RACIC

pendent affiliates will execute contracts with local unions of the AFM
and deposit them in escrow. .. .Special Advisory Committee headed by
Samuel R. Rosenbaum and greatly
aided by committeeman Emile Gough
of Hearst Radio unloaded the works
early in the week, laying the cards
on the table, as it were, to the un-

or not enough contracts between the
affiliates and local unions will develop between now and Dec. 1, remains to be seen. At that date the
Plan of Settlement will either be
declared operative, more time given
due to a fair showing, or the
may threaten a strike,
Temporary injunction issued by
Federal Court in Nebraska gives
somewhat of a setback to the state

affiliated

ing

all of

outlets as well
revealtheir dealings and the pro-

trade

the sponsor, also
City station remainoptional with the time buyer.
Advertisers are being offered "A"
line reception throughout, with a
total potential primary coverage of
16,000,000 people representing 3,406,730 radio families.
Stations in the system included
to

{Continued on Page 8)

JOHNSON'S WAX STARTING
SERIAL ON NBC-BLUE

—

Chicago
S.
C. Johnson & Son
wax), Racine, Wis., sponsors
of Fibber McGee and Molly, start a
new serial, "Attorney-at-Law," over
NBC-Blue on Jan. 4 at 10:30 a.m.
(floor

show

is creation of Carl Wessalesman, who is setting up
his own radio production office, and
was written by Jim Peas and Irna
Phillips.
Agency is Needham, Louis
& Brorby. Auditions for leads are
being held.
=r
_

Script
ter.

NBC

—

Strongheart Dog Food
Spots on 17 Stations

—

Chicago A national spot campaign
using 17 stations is planned by Doyle
Packing Co. (Strongheart dog food>.
whose entire advertising is now being handled by the Beaumont &
Hohman Inc. office here. H. C. Vogel
is account executive.

Kthor Alienation

agreement ... Whether

AFM

I

selective

New York

=======

posed

I

age

the
ing

to Biz

MUCH

speculation now in the industry as to how fast the inde-

state outlets available, plus two
Vermont, leaving Syracuse cover-

in

NEW

WBBM Salesmen
With Radio Sales, Inc.

2)

Stations

Conference held Friday
key station men and the

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles Bill Bacher has stepped out as producer of the M-G-MMaxwell House show and severed all
connections with radio activities at

KOMA
Worth.

Valley Broadcasting Syshas been formed with Burt
Squire as manager, with six New

tem

BACKER RESIGNS

BILL

handle

will

New

Network With Six New York State
and Two Vermont Outlets

C. First broadfirst night from the natheater is the distincS.

FIVE CENTS

22. 1937

New Mohawk Web

8 Stations in

individual and collective efforts in
increasing efficiency, will be continued in the future, but reported plans
for
a
"profit-split"
are
without
foundation,
according
to
Elliott
Roosevelt, director of the group of
outlets.
The profit-sharing report
originated in Oklahoma City, where
is the Hearst station. Roosevelt makes his headquarters in Fort

MONDAY. NOVEMBER

(Continued o„ Page 6)

—

Greensboro. N. C. Though Ma
jor
Edney Ridge is director of
WBIG. a CBS affiliate. Mrs. Ridge
likes NBC's Charlie McCarthy pro
gram and buys McCarthy's coffee
and the Major has to drink
it.
It
comes from having more
than one radio in the house, the
Major philosophizes, and proves

—

you
all

can't

have

the time.

all

the

listeners

Monday. November

RADIO DAILY:
WBBM

Salesmen
Greyhound's WCLO Test
With Radio Sales, Inc.
Increases Business 46%

Merge

(Continued from Page
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Net

Am. Tel.
CBS B

&

Tel

High Low Close
148
1443^ 148
18'/2
I8V2
18'/2

8%

Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric

39%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

7

63/8

51

50V8

Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

10

10

19

18

8

36%

Chg.

+ 2'/2
—
14
8% + %
395/8 + 2V8
7
+ Vg
51
+ %
10
19
+ %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Majestic

1

14

114

1

4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Stromberg Carlson

714

Asked
814

(Continued from Page

1)

for

—

John Nesbitt

Gome

and

WBBM

TOM COOCH
Dallas,

W.
of

New

WBBM

WKRC

WBBM

men

and destinations

here.

NBC

will be broadcast.

are

POWELL,

E.

'Frisco

Changes

— Lloyd

Yoder,

NBC

chief here, announces the following
changes in the local staff:
Alexander Petry, former Radio
City Music Library Department custodian, replaces Russell McNeil, resigned to go in new business; resignation of Helen O'Neill, of the Program Department; transfer of Jeannette Spigelman of Music Rights Department to the Program Depart-

WPTF

Business Spurt

—

Raleigh, N. C. Commercial programs have taken a new jump at
WPTF coincident with the approach

Christmas.
Among recent new
business is a participation program
signed by a group of merchants in
of

thrice weekly. Chilean
Nitrate and Southern Auction Furniture Co. also are additions to the
Fayetteville,

list.

Westo

Advertising agency, where
write the Martha Meade air
scripts; Lew Frost, Don Gilman's assistant, to L. A. to take up headquar-

After dickering ters there.
San Francisco
with MGM, which has placed him
under a five-year contract starting in
WLBC's "Perfect News Beat"
January to direct short subjects
Muncie, Ind.—The "perfect news
similar
his
"Passing Parade" beat,"
to
lacking only television or facbroadcasts, John Nesbitt obtained
simile to make it a 100 per cent perpermission for two weekly broadformance, was scored recently by
casts. A new show is being groomed
WLBC in a news department test difor him to start soon after his present
Duart Creme of Milk sponsor quits rected by E. Pierre de Miller. ComDec 5. Howard Williams Advertis- plete story of Citizens Finance Co.
ing Agency admit it's a S. A. account. holdup was on the air while police
were still investigating, and a bulletin even beat police to the scene.
De Miller had pictures, too but lackReligious Series on 20 Stations
ing facsimile facilities, he had them
Chicago
St. Germaine Press of rushed for
posting in store windows
Chicago (religious) has placed 15 within an hour after the holdup.
minute transcriptions on 14 stations
and is using live periods on six staPepsodent Seeks Later Spot
tions
through Allied Advertising
Chicago Pepsodent, which will air
Agencies, Los Angeles.
Talks feature the head of the Mighty "I AM" Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse starting
Presence, Mrs. G. W. Ballard and a in January, is seeking a late Sunday
vocalist.
Live shows on WMCA, afternoon or evening spot instead of
WAAB, WIP, CKLW, KHJ, KFRC. the present 3:30 period now occuTranscriptions on KYA, KOL, KFAC, pied by Bicycle Trades' NBC show.
KGB, WIND, WJBK, KXBY, KFXD, Lord & Thomas has the account.

—

—

assistant commercial

the
Canadian
York.

VIRCIL
burg,
end.

S.

Broadcasting

manager

Corp.

is

JAMES

L.

via

SAPHIER sailed Saturday from
Panama Canal for California,

will

remain at

indefinite

Hollywood offices

his

period.

HARRY RICHMAN

arrives

in

New

York today

from abroad on the Normandie.

BOAKE CARTER
on

Dec.

DICK

goes to New Bedford, Mass.,
14 to deliver lecture in that city.

BOYNOW

WICC,

Bridgeport, to Chi-

THREE MARSHALLS, NBC

vocal trio, will play

of

cago for the holiday.

Washington, week of Dec.

UIMJIVL.
BRISTOL

"The
the

--

Voice

of

Appalachians"

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

COVERS THE
CAPITAL DISTRICT

mi
ALBANY, NY.

10.

THE CHARIOTEERS

go to Boston for a week
at Metropolitan Theater starting Friday, booked
by George Sax of NBC Artists Service.

TINO ROSSI, French radio singer, arrives from
Europe today aboard the Normandie.
ERIC SIMON, European director of the Metropolitan Opera Company, arrives today aboard
the Normandie with AD0L!~HE VOCEL, tenor;
CARL HARTMAN, tenor; JEAN TENNYSON
singer;
BOYNET, French pianist; and

EMMA

MARGARET
MRS.

CARLISLE,

COLE

PORTER

singer.

today

returns

from

Europe.

fan mail this year will far
surpass last year's record.
Part of
stimulation comes from the station's

New "Ave

Maria" Series

Dramatizations of major biblical
prophets will be offered in the series
of the "Ave Maria Hour" over
starting Nov. 28 at 6:30 p.m. when
Donald Peterson resumes producing
the program.
The story of Isaiah
will be first.

WMCA

WMCA

City Schools Start Series

New York
tion will start

City Board of Educaits first series of radio

programs tomorrow over

WNYC

at

10:15-10:30 a.m. Six other programs
will follow on successive Tuesdays,
prepared and presented by students
in new studio of Brooklyn Technical
High School.

Humphrey's Campaign

Spook Program

A

Humphrey's

Homeopathic

Medi-

series based on the exploits of
the late Harry Houdini in his expose
of fake spiritualistic mediums is be-

cine Co., through The Biow Co., next
Sunday will start an unannounced
program on eight stations (WSPR,

ing prepared by
for airing
winter.
Dr. Joseph Kraus is
writing the scripts.

WNAC, WBAL, WSYR, WFIL, WOR,
WGR, WNBF). Agency is endeavor-

WMCA

this

ing to clear a quarter-hour spot three
weekly with another similar
If this cannot be
spot on Sundays.
One-Act Play Series
cleared, sponsor make take four 15"The One Act Play Parade," new minute periods on week-days.
At
series, made its debut at 12-1 present it looks as though sponsor
p.m. yesterday with "The Earth Is will use the 9:45-10 a.m. period on
Ours," by William Kozlento, and Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
"Sacrifice," by Allen Noblston, as the plus unset Sunday spot. Understood
first bill.
agency is now auditioning talent.

days

WNYC

WNYC

STATIONS

—ATTENTION!
AGENCIES — SPONSORS

GARNETT MARKS
Announcer

WOPI

in

the

—

KOMA, KFXR, WOL, KGER, KMBC.

KRLD,

V. EVANS, owner of WSPA, SpartanC, was in New York over the week-

New York
where he
for an

of

York.

WPTF

ment; Florence Crowell, from Music
Library to Music Rights Department;
Jack Lyman, formerly of Radio De- talent search.
partment of San Diego and Dallas
Expositions, to the staff as a producer, Nov. 24; Memory Roberts
("Marjorie Gray") from the staff to

JOHN RUNYON

and

New

in

Loew's Theater,

she'll

New Show

cominc

1)

general manager is in charge, with personal
columns carried in newspapHarry Mason Smith,
sales ers.
Bus travelers are interviewed
chief, and Paul S. Wilson, Chicago
as they arrive or make their exodus
manager of Radio Sales, assisting.
from the bus depot.
Consolidation was made to avoid
Each evening over the air, the
duplication of contacts between agen- Greyhound
News Reporter gives brief
cies, sponsors and the various Columhuman interest stories about these
bia interests. Henceforth
lo- people traveling
by bus; who they
cal salesmen will not only service
are; where they are from; where they
local accounts but represent owned
are going.
and operated stations WABC, KMOX,
Local manager
the Bus Depot
WCCO, WEEI, WBT, WAPI, WJSV, reported last weekofthat
his business
and KNX. Merger will bring has shown an increase of 46
per cent,
more equitable distribution of work, since campaign started Nov.
and
1,
Radio Sales Inc. men having been that, whereas at the beginning
of
rushed and
men occupied this campaign difficulty was experimainly with servicing accounts, sta- enced getting the names
of people,
tion's time being pretty well sold
they now come in before leaving and
out.
Setup gives CBS staff 10 sales- ask if their names

San Francisco

FINANCIAL
—

22, 1937

and"

Popular Ace News and Sportscaslci

How T-wdaMm^
Sponsored for Three Years on Two of New York's Leading Stations
Write Box A-119, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York Cit)

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT LINGERS

PHIL SPITALNY PARK

CHARM
ON

Residing at

CENTRAL HOTEL. NEW YORK

4

Monday. November
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AGENCIES
CLARENCE

ANDRESS,

S.

long a

prominent figure in national adver-

ANDREA LEEDS,

tising circles, has resigned, effective
Dec. 11 from the staff of N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc. after nine years of serYork office of that
vice in the

born

New

BAKER ADVERTISING

REX KING,

T.

head

of Cockfieldagency, Toronto, was in Chi-

Brown
cago

last

Agency handles AlMurine and Sterling Prod-

week.

ka-Seltzer,
ucts in Canada.

HENRY KLEIN,

radio director of

has been on a
swing to Boston and other eastern
points looking over possible guests

Guest "It Can Be
Done" program, sponsored by Household Finance. Reports that Dale Carnegie would succeed Guest are de-

Edgar

the

nied.

WALLIN

& STAFF, Los Angeles, has placed Eddie Albright, philosophical commentator, on KNX for
F.

I.

•

opening

Saturday

at the

.

.

.

Arcadia

.

Early

in

in Philly,

morning

the

where he

is

we

attend

airing via

Herbie

WIP.

Kay's

Seal-Tite Products of L. A. (varnish
and cleaner). This marks first advertising venture of any kind for
Seal-Tite.

The Broad-

agency, San
Francisco, has placed Euclid Candy

KNX, L. A., and KSFO, S. F.,
Knox Manning, commentator.
ALFRED P. ZABIN agency will

Co. on

we

before

entered, giving us time

to

inspect Dorothy

.

L.

.

Finch

Jr..

A

test

campaign

in publica-

be followed by radio later.
NELSON CARTER has been appointed manager of the Chicago office of Beaumont & Hohman Inc. He
was formerly manager of that agency's Omaha office, where he is succeeded by O. W. O'Neil.
J. A. BARNES, formerly of the copy
staff of the Chicago office of Beaumont & Hohman, has been appointed
an account executive. Clarke Trudeau has been named production
manager.
G. B. McDERMOTT, formerly head
of local sales, is vice-president now.
instead

of

radio

director,

at

Kirt-

land-Engel agency, Chicago. Milton
M. Mendelsohn is radio director.

Fred

S.

Liggett

Dead

Louis, 111.— Fred S. Ligchief engineer of WTMV, who

East St.
gett,

died last week in Lee Memorial Hospital, Fort Meyers, Fla., was buried
yesterday in Atchison, Kan.
He
started radio work 15 years ago and
also had been connected with
and KSD.

KMOX

AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

on "Magic Key

of
in

Chicago, Nov. 28 (NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).

ROSEMARIE BRANCATO,

• Sunday .... Attend Benny Davis' show .... After dinner
Savoy Ballroom in Harlem where Teddy Hill's and Claude
Hopkins' creios really beat it out. "Make-Believe-Ballroom" Man
•

•

on "Dr.

Martin Block

is

torrid bands.

..

Harry

•

there enjoying a busman's holiday
Pa.

dawning we attend Leon

t

— listening

&

to these

Eddie's party for

Salter.

•

•

Monday ... Dinner

we

in

Dave's

with

Zeke

Manners and Ken

and Charlie Kenny talking to Freddie Rich while
Harry Link looks on. Reminds us that Bing Crosby's record of Nick's song,
"There's A Gold Mine In The Sky," rated as Bing's best, will be released
the day after.
.WJSV, CBS-cwned station in Wash., received a letter
from a listener addressed to the "Nation's Station." Jess Willard, manager,
Lyons and

Nov. 28 (CBS, 2:30 p.m.).

sholt,

GRETE STUECKGOLD,

to the

(CBS,

24

9

p.m.).

NBC
NED SPARKS,

Fitzgerald of

it

to

WLW

.

.

.WJSV's tag

line

is

"Columbia's

—

Fred Allen
show, Nov. 24 (NBC-Red, 9 p.m.).

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON,
Mardi

'Hollywood
i

NBC-Red,

•

Wednesday

Our reports about Hannah Williams and Kay
Thompson being out of the Ed Wynn show are confirmed by the sign
painter on Broadway
who paints out their names from the large Winter
Garden billboard.
Woody Klose, program director at WTMV, E. St. Louis,
cmnrunces to the entire staff that extra money will be paid for new ideas
submitted for air shows regardless of the dept. the originator is from.
.

.

—

—

.

—

Thursday ... .We meet Kate Smith's mother at the PlayTed Collins' dressing room. Dinner at the French Casino,
where Joe Rines plays "That Old Feeling" our No. 1 hearthrobber.
Earlier to the Frances Langford press party at the Paramount....
Marcus Griffin and part of his clan, including Singer John, and
Ben Gross of the Daily News among those present.

•

•

house

Yard

•

•

•

Friday.

.

.

.Lunch with

Bill

Gernannt,

Prof.

Quiz's mentor,

who

was found wrong by the Brooklyn Navy
queries but it was a 1929 edition. .. .We
the Pilot Radio Award is the Hudson Motors

us that Webster's dictionary

— regarding

hear that

on
30

FRANK HUNTER,

of

the oldtime

vaude team of Hunter and Percival,
on Col. Jack Major's program, Nov.
23 (CBS, 3 p.m.).

CRA Adds in San Francisco
San Francisco — Consolidated Radio
Artists, in moving into 111 Sutter
Street, which also houses MCA, has
expanded by bringing here Don
Haynes, former Cleveland manager,
and adding Gene Englander, former
dance maestro. Gorden Hesche, onetime lone

S.

supplemented

CRA

F.
in the

wolf,

is

thus

new three-room

suite.

CASES

Pepper Co., Dallas, selling a flavoring
syrup used in the manufacture of a carbonDr.

ated beverage, has entered into a stipulation
with Federal Trade Commission agreeing to
stop representing that there are more calories per pound in product than in oranges,
lemons, pineapples, spinach or buttermilk;
that the beverage is "packed" with energy,
helps to melt fat away, or is the perfect
pick-up for tired minds,
tired
nerves or
tired bodies, and that drinking of three or
any other number of Dr. Peppers a day
makes one healthy.

this

one

of

Quiz's

week's winner

of

—

De

Training Inc., Chicago, sellcorrespondence course of instruction
television
and sound equipment
engineering, has entered into a stipulation to
ing
in

TOTAL EXPENSE:

Forest's

a

radio,

discontinue

certain unfair advertising of its
It
will no longer represent that
Dr. Lee De Forest is now actively or financially associated with the respondent corporation's business, or that it has positions available or that employment will be offered to
those who answer advertisements.

courses.

ID-

NAT BRUSIL0FF

"Hobby Lobby."

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

$23 for photos sent to Mr. Darryl Zanuck.

New

AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied
You looked so awful that Mr.
D. Z. had the pictures RETOUCHED before he threw them info the wastebasket!

Nov.

in

—

•

Gras,"

9:30 p.m.).

F.T.C.
•

Artists Service.

on

.

—

•

on Andre
show, Nov.
Set by Larry

Kostelanetz-Chesterfield

spot Nick

with a chuckb forwarded

tells

JIMMY ALDIN

VINA BOVY,

Christian" program with Jean Her-

® • c Tuesday .... Read Mr. Walter Winchell's column where
he says that he's quitting his flicker career because of Uncle Sam's
unfair taxation. This, we figure, is our big chance, so we go over to
see Harold Stein about tome front, side, angle and profile pictures
which we promptly airmail to Mr. Zanuck with a
of yours truly
notation that "we're available NOW" ... That nite we see John
Royal purchase "Look" mag and another on 6th Ave
To dinner
at some Russian place on Swing Alley
52nd St. called the "Yar"
with Kelvin Keech and Singer Jerry Kruger who relates her intentions of wedding a COLUMNIST within a few days!

may

and HENRIET-

on Radio City MuHall program, Nov. 28 (NBC-Blue,

RCA," conducted by Roy Shield

manager.

handle the account of Fink & Co.
vitamin products, health foods, costions

Al Pearce
9 p.m.).

.

station for the na'.ion's capital."

metics).

8

12:30 p.m.).

He has a nice personality plus a pleasing
WGPC. Albany, Ga., has made plans to air the messages of
crew.
Charles Zimmy, legless swimmer, when he swims from Key West, Fla., to
Havana next month. Station is angling for a sponsor, according to Robert

with

i

EDWINA EUSTIS

Lamour's co-breadwinner.

.

SIDNEY GARFINKEL

(NBC-Red,

TA SCHUMANN,
sic

left

Chicago,

B.B.D.&O.,

for

•

•

way Mob had

on CBS.

on Chase & San-

28

JIMMY SHIELDS, on
program, Nov. 23 (CBS,

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week Ending Nov. 19th

LTD., To-

collect the commissions
on the Canadian stations used on the
General Foods-Sanka coffee program

will

Nov.

p.m.)

agency.
ronto,

Hour,

York's

Own

Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

a-

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

Monday. November
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ACTIVITIES

A

GOGERTY
LEW
cently returned

and
to

his

ork,

re-

WBIG, Greens-

boro, N.C., after a vacation in the
west, have been swamped with invitations to play elsewhere, but the
boys believe "there's no place like

home." The aggregation is managed
by Major Edney Ridge, director of

WBIG.
Freddie Nagel and his crew will
be heard over
Room of Hotel

NBC

from the Mural
Francis, San Francisco, starting tomorrow night. Grace
Joyce is the band's vocal star. There
will be five weekly coast-to-coast
dance programs on
from the
St. Francis.
Nagel relieves Red Norvo, who goes to St. Paul Hotel, St.
Paul.
St.

Collection of "Boners"
Service ior Local Clubs
Announcements of local events,
Star Radio Programs, Inc., is reAPPLICATIONS RECEIVED
leasing promotion on a new five- staged
by the various churches,
WGTM, Wilson, N. C Vol. assignment
13 schools and clubs, have a sponsor of license from H. W. Wilson & Ben Farmer
minute script series totaling
Usu- to WGTM Inc.
scripts, requiring only one man for at WAGM, Presque Isle, Me.
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
production, and presenting "boners" ally put on gratis as a local service
Nov. 22: WKBZ, Muskegon.
Vol. asthe
announcements now signment of license to Ashbacker Radio
gathered from the classroom, movies, feature,
Corp.
Nov.
comprise
five-minute
daily
commer23:
Church
of
radio,
with
one
choice
Christ
of LatJesus
stage and
ter
Day
Saints, Salt Lake City.
for
CP
cial
for
Summers
Fertilizer
which
misinformation
featured
Co.,
bit of
on
special station.
6020, 9510, 11710 kc, 50
each program. Comedy is keynote, uses only about 50 words for its own KW., unlimited.
Sponsor
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Upbenefits
but some of the errors are reported announcements.
CP for television exas tragic, and all are said to be greatly by offering free services to per Montclair, N. J.
perimental station.
authentic.
William C. Gartland is the organizations. Program is now in
APPLICATIONS GRANTED
handling promotion.
second year.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska. CP to increase

Canadian Church Group
and AFM
Asks Sunday Restrictions
Agree on Rough Draft

Key

Stations

NBC

{Continued from Pane

{Continued from Page
1)

torneys for the networks during the
next few days.
Final instructions and advice to
Isham Jones, currently at Hotel the IRNA members,
in connection
Lincoln, is a recent addition to
the signing of contracts with
WNEW's list of Dance Parade re- with
local unions of the AFM, were formotes.
Fourteen bands are now
warded to the affiliates on Saturday
heard regularly on this program.
through the medium of a series of
"suggestions" from Sol A. RosenWally Credic's orchestra was the blatt and William B. Jaffe, attorneys.
first to be heard via
from the
Swing Club on the Grand Concourse,
Bronx, when they broadcast Sunday
Merced, Cal.
at 10-10:30 p.m. Will also be heard
Production
manager
Charlie Foil
Wednesday at midnight.
married Margaret Marshall.
"Homey Philosopher" getting thouA second extension for Jack Crawford's aggregation holds the orchestra sands of requests for 32 page scrapin
the grand dining room of the book of prose and poetry now being
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, until printed. Most of material in book
Dec. 8 with daily broadcasts over was submitted by listeners. Publication is sponsored by San Joaquin
WTMJ.

WHN

KYOS,

Jack Wright and his orchestra are
conducting Hawaiian "jam" sessions
at Nick Toce's Village Brewery, every Saturday afternoon starting at
2:30.

The

orchestra,

composed only

Americans, plays native Hawaiian
instruments exclusively, and attracts
many of the foremost musicians to
these unsual sessions.
of

The Yale String Orchestra, composed of 18 student players of Yale
University under the direction of
Klaus

Liebmann,

make

will

their

radio debut from WICC today at
10:30 p.m., one hour after presenting the first in a series of student
concerts on the lounge of Pierson
College at Yale.

at KOIN-KALE
Ore. — "Ted" Cooke, asso-

Portl and.
ciated with KAST, Astoria, until recently, has returned to KOIN-KALE
here.
Cooke, who will assist with
traffic
and continuity, was in the
KOIN production office prior to Sep-

tember, 1936.

ARTISTS

MANAGEMENT

"Sensational"
for
ing,

17

IAST 45th

ST.,

Paul

the

is

word

Whiteman's open

Drake

Hotel,

New York

Chicago.

MU

2-

to

250 watts.

1450 kc, unlimited.

Twin City Broadcasting Corp., Longview.
Wash.
CP for new station. 780 kc, 250
watts, daytime.

WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va. Increase
hours of operation to unlimited.
WIOD-WMBF, Miami. Mod. of CP to
change frequency to 610 kc. 1 KW., unlim-

." and restriction of jazz music
by
and other shows not in harmony with ited.
WGL,
the Sabbath, are asked by the Lord's power to
.

.

Alliance of Canada in a formal
request to the board of governors of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

WFBC,
Mason

WRVA

Greenville, S. C.

(Staton)

announcer,

Dixon,

Fort Wayne, Ind.
CP to change
250 watts daytime.
Providence.
CP to change power
KW. daytime.

WEAN,

Day

to

5

APPLICATION DENIED
Peninsula

Newspapers,

Cal.

CP

watts,

daytime.

for

Inc.,
Palo Alto,
station.
1160 kc, 250

new

EXAMINERS' RECOMMENDATIONS
United Theaters, Inc., San Juan, P. R.

former

for new station.
570 kc,
recently joined be granted.
KQV, Pittsburgh. CP
as continuity

KW.,

1

CP

unlimited,

the staff of WFBC
writer and announcer.

to increase power
and change hours of operation to 1KW., un-

Frank Blair, program director, has
fully recovered from an appendicitis
operation and is back on the job.

t

limited, be granted.

1380 kc.

WSMK,

Dayton, O. CP to increase powand change hours of operation to 250 watt«,
500 watts LS., unlimited, be granted.
1380

kc.

Jimmy Thompson, Sportscaster,
Frank Walker & Waldo W. Primm, Fayhas been sick abed with influenza, etteville, N. C. CP for new station. 1210
but he left his sick bed to journey kc, 250 watts, daytime, be denied.
Capitol Broadcasting Co., Inc., Raleigh.
to Columbia to broadcast the Fur- N. C.
CP for new station. 1210 kc, 100
man South Carolina Football Game watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be granted.
Birmingham News Co., Birmingham. CP
for Atlantic Refining.
new station.
590 kc,
KW., unlimDan Crosland, newscaster, and for
Baking Company.
ited, be granted.
Average of one job per broadcast papa of just a few months, suffered
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Fields McCarthy Co., Poplar Bluffs, Mo.
being obtained for unemployed on an appendicitis attack recently but
Broadcast station division.
station's
radio interviews, worked found it unnecessary to undergo an KPBM.
National
Broadcasting
Co.,
Portable.
with California State Employment operation.
W2XBT. Television division.
Eber
Lineberger,
one
of
the
youngThree
Service.
or four persons are
est announcers in the game, contininterviewed weekly.
T. Roosevelt Jr. for Radio
ues to lead the list of mail pullers
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. may soon
on WFBC with his early morning
join the ranks of radio commentators,
song and patter program, "Guess
Long Beach, Cal.
according to Allan M. Wilson of ConFreshman,
he's
Time."
The
as
Hats off to C. Merwin Dobyns,
quest Alliance Co., representing the
called, averages 150 cards and letstation pres. and g.m., for generously
Colonel.
A sponsor is now being
1

KGER,

airing

football games of Southern
High School and Junior Col-

ters daily.

Gilbert, 19-year-old maestro, and his Pines Orchestra have a
lege, footing all bills in order to
new thrice weekly afternoon spot.
bring "kid football" to the fans. The
The Ambassadors of Swing are also
play-by-play broadcasts uncovered
featured on the Monday night audione of the best sports announcers
ence show, "Everybody's Invited."
heard here for a stretch one Walter
Calif.

Johnny

—

Winsor.

20-year-old

College

Junior

WHK-WCLE Remote

student.

Cooke Back

1)

power

Guy Perez and

ork, playing from
and the Hal Campfrom Rustic Inn, are two

the Zarape Inn,

bell outfit,
new late evening dance remotes of
station.
The Campbell show is fre-

quently highlighted by

Don

Fanchon and Marco stage

Santo,

star,

as

emcee.

Shubert Signs Writers
Edwin Gilbert and Alex Fogarty,
radio and show writing team, have
been signed by J. J. Shubert to write
an original score for "Romantic
Lady," scheduled for Broadway the
early part of 1938. Columbia Artists
Inc.

set

the deal.

Record

—

Increasing importance
Cleveland
remote control broadcasts in WHKWCLE programming is revealed with
the issuance of a schedule listing 44
remote control broadcasts on the two
stations for the week of Nov. 21-27,
a record high number for this type
of program.

sought.

WTMV,

East

St. Louis

Una

Paisley is new secretary of
g.m. William H. West.
Remote broadcast from Third Baptist

Church

Grand and Washing-

at

ton in St. Louis has just been added
to Sunday evening schedule.

of

GRANT

LEE
AND

SIX

WALTER FRANER

HIS

ORCHESTRA

-STAR REVIEW

Originator of

Hollywood
Footlights

&

Show Shopper
Stardust

— The

Heard Daily Over
508

Bcrger

Bldg.

— Radio

Swaps

Ml

s/c

is

YOl

I

IKE IT

Blessed Eventer

WWSW
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

6

*
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.
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RUSSELL HUGHES,

producer and

director of KFWB's new "Experimental Theater," is devoting fifteen

still

have

More

to

move.
from the McNinch Gerald

quarters throughout the week, included an order from the Chairman
minutes of his Friday night shows
of the FCC that all hearings will be
to re-playing scripts he wrote and
aired eight years ago then, to em- opened to all comers with an interest
in
radio in the proceedings, especially to
phasize
the
advances
technique, plays 'em over again a la those in a position to offer relevant
and competent testimony on any case
1938.
heard by the Commission
KNX broadcasts government being
weather reports every night at 8: 15 in the past, only those having a difor the benefit of citrus growers in rect interest in the case being heard,
were allowed to testify ... .MeanSouthern California.
time, the FCC again held off on the
musical
little
fanfare,
a
new
With
organization of symphony propor- Segal-Smith decision.

—

Management of the California
been organized locally and
bow this week under the Radio System switched hands, with
billing of The California Symphony Hearst interests bowing out and the
Orchestra and the direction of Karl McClatchy newspapers again taking
Hajos, at the Figueroa Playhouse, control ... .stations have their reprewith one hour of the ambitious pro- sentatives and Transamerican is repgram being carried by KHJ and the resenting as a regional. .. .TransDon Lee network. Orchestra num- american, incidentally, is scheduled to
with
Hajos conducting, give up its midwestern wires beginbers
75,
Elias Breeskin as assistant conduc- ning today, and discontinuing line
tor, and Sally Coe Mueller, colorations has

makes

it

as soloist.

PITTSBURGH

AI

H

22, 1937
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to Biz

l)

service to Detroit, Chicago
Louis, more or less as an

be adjudicated.

activity

I

Down

.

(Continued from Page

legislation seeking to bar Ascap activity, but similar laws in other states

tura,
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.WLW

and St.
economy

Line remains as

is...

HALGAR

K. Smith broadcasts got
INC. through Baggaley
tangled up at the start but seem to
Horton & Hoyt agency has signed
be straightening out now....Boake Perry Como, Ted Weems' crooner,
Carter finally quitting Philco to go and the piano team of Jerry Marwith General Foods.
lowe and Irma Lyon for a three-aTwo major problems face the Ha- week 15 minute program in the invana parley after 15 days of intense terest of Marvo-Kurl on WMAQ.
Armand Buisseret's string ensemble
operation and some preliminary organization and fixing of frequency now picked up over WIND from Old
Inn.
zones by a committee.
.WOL strike Heidelberg
Harold Swanson of
engisettled after a one-day walkout by
neering staff in hospital at LibertyARTA members .... ARTA also won ville
result of colliding with a truck
pay rises for
technicians in Fedwhile on his motorcycle.
eral Theater projects on the air....
Annette King, NBC soprano, to
Seven Okla. outlets sign with ARTA. appear on Dr. Joseph E.
Maddy's
.AFM signed some stations in "Fun in Music" program tomorrow.
Chicago through local union with
Jimmy Evans, who has a prep
new scales going into eff ect
RKO school broadcast on WBBM, has been
now set for a radio show a la War- added to the cast of "Jack ArmGeneral Mills will strong."
ners and
Jack Fulton Jr. to Beaver Falls,
double its 1938 baseball schedule....
Sterling Products invades Canada Pa., to visit his father who celebrated 30 years with same insurance
with
series
times weekly.
L.

.

WWJD

.

WPA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

ET

five

firm.

SAN FRANCISCO

WPTF,

Raleigh

Helen Kleeb, NBC actress, and
Bouquet to Leonard Kapner, manNew station feature gives every
ager, and Cliff Daniel, program chief, Jack Prendergast, S. F. newspapercivic club in Raleigh chance to parfor clearing WCAE time (even mov- man, are Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Roberts, KYA manager, says ticipate in weekly broadcast, outlining commercials) to take the coming its plans and policies.
Show
plete NBC Symphony on Saturday arrangements have been made with
Tanforan Turf Club for daily broad- starts Wednesday in 7:30 p.m. spot.
nights.
Saturday sign-off has been advancnights.
Charles Allfelder has returned to cast of the feature race during the
Joe Hernandez will be at ed from 11 to 11:30 p.m. to avoid
Norman Nesbitt, brother of John the
operating staff after a season.
the mike.
Each day's program also interrupting program of NBC SymNesbitt of "The Passing Parade," has sojourn at WMBS in Uniontown.
been signed by KHJ and started on
Fred Waring, just finished here at will be re-created by Hernandez and phony Orchestra.
"Streamlined Shakespeare" presa script writing assignment.
the Stanley, said to have busted all Don Billings.
Clarence Hayes, NBC tenor, is be- entations are scheduled to start Dec.
Vangie Bielby, who plays Sarah in radio orchestra records for attend"House Undivided," is reading her ance. However, argue the Horace ing featured in a new twice-weekly 10, with leading members of Caromorning show sponsored by the Oxo lina Players, well-known dramatic
lines from a wheel chair tempor- Heidt fans, Waring had a pretty
Miss dept. of North Carolina U., offering
arily due to a broken ankle received good picture, "Breakfast for Two," Company (Oxo Beef Cubes).
with Herbert Marshall and Barbara Gary Griswold does the house-wifery condensed version of "Romeo and
in an auto accident.
talks.
Juliet" under direction of Howard
KFAC is "previewing" the operas Stanwyck.
Roy Russell, KFRC tenor, off for Bailey. Show will take 45 minutes,
week-end
wedKDKA
had
two
being sung by the San Francisco
Europe
to appear there in some cur- with narration skillfully eliminated
and Margaret
Opera Company during the current dings. Jack Orrison
the rent operas.
as link to various scenes, and no esengagement at the Shrine Audito- Smith said "I do" Saturday at
Betty Kelley, NBC songstress, did sence of masterpiece is lost.
home of A. E. Nelson, station manrium, with Lawrence Sommers, muager. Carolyn Dickson and Bill Cut- a guestee with Jack Meakin's ork on
sic critic and commentator, giving
KPO.
tino took the leap Thursday.
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.
informative talks on "Tristan and
Toby Reed of the KFRC announcDorothy Yellig, WCAE music liIsolde," "Lakme," "Aida," "LohenPaul Krieger and Paul Ernest Wading staff vacationing in L. A. and
had
brarian,
a birthday Friday.
grin" and "Tosca" on the day each
Harry Keck, WCAE football fore- Chief Ann'cr Bob Bence home with len are new additions to operating
is to be performed.
staff.
close to .800 on pre- flu.
Sara Langman's radio adaptations caster, is batting
Announcing staff gets Logan Jackdictions.
of dramatic successes of other season, Richard Carey, Floyd Fitzpatswitched
to a 9 p.m.
sons have been
ST. LOUIS
rick.
groove, Fridays, on KFWB.
wrote the parody on "The Donkey
Ed Butherus, formerly with KWSC,
George Sutherland, formerly at
KFWB has a new "Experimental Serenade," which Allan Jones sang WISN, Milwaukee, has joined WEW Pullman,
comes on as sports announcTheater" program set for Friday in "The Firefly," which will be used as miker and copyman. Bill Mcintosh, er and continuity
writer.
nights at 7:00-7:30.
Written and by the same singer in both opening from BBC, London, and KLZ, Den"Cruise of the Poll Parrott," preproduced by Russell Huges, with and closing sequences of Metro-Max- ver, has joined to handle program
miere 15-min. ET, starts on station
musical background supplied by Bert well's "Good News of 1938."
details, edit news, etc.
for local dealers, A. M. Jenson Co.
Fiske and his orchestra.
"March of Time" filmed Jack BenKWK arranged an exclusive tieup Paul Whiteman was interviewed
Tom Belviso, in charge of NBC ny and his writers, Bill Morrow and with Capt. Bill Menke for broadcasts
his band.
music libraries, is in town to sur- Ed Beloin, with wrinkled brows, from the Gold Rod showboat during on recent visit here with
"Freshest Thing in Town," quarvey the needs of his department lo- working on script for the Benny pro- its stay here.
ter-hour ET's for Walla Walla Baking
cally and plan his set-up in the new gram.
Miss Clarke Harris is the new Company, have started on station,
studios.
Jack Lescoulie, conductor of the femme commentator
on WEW.
Monday through Friday.
Igor Gorin will make two appear- KFWB "Grouch Club," is taking
New three-weekly for Federated
ances with the Seattle symphony on bows for his excellent impersonaWLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Women's Clubs of Washington-SouthDec. 6 and 7 as a prelude to his con- tion of Jack Benny on a recent Joe
cert tour of ten weeks starting Jan. 1. Penner show.
Jimmy Fidler, weatherman, to eastern district is under direction of
Eddie Bartell, formerly one of the
"Three Radio Rogues," Jack Arnold,
pianist, and Marjorie Moore, otherwise Mrs. Bartell, have a new KFI
program called "Moonlight Serenaders" heard at 10: 15 on Thursday

WWSW

KEHE

are now orBill Bryan, KFI-KECA announcer, start daily program.
the
ClO-affiliate, and Wesley Tourtelotte, staff organHappy Apple, The Old Ranger,
American Radio Telegraphists Asso- ist, have a new program, "Out of the compiling a few jottings for his anciation.
Night," on KFI Thursday nights £>t nual edition of his "Old Dusty NoteBob Wright and Chet Forrest 11:30.
book."

Technicians at
within
ganized

Show features
Esther Engelhardt.
guest artists from 21 different women's clubs, club notices and news,

etc.

Sponsored by Davis-Kaser

local furniture people.

Co.,

Monday, November
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"Under Western Skies"

KFRU. Columbia, Mo.: Staley Feeds, ceutical Co., announcements, through Barrons
Although Jerome Derby Sproul, spots, through Potts-Turnbull.
Agency; Northland Greyhound Lines, Inc.,
program, through Beaumont & Hohman;
new program boss at KDKA, PittsChevrolet, ETs; Gerald L. K. Smith, talks,
burgh, says that he has not experiWMT-KRNT (Iowa Net): New England through
Transamerican Broadcasting & TeleGoodLife,
through
Harry
S.
Mutual
ETs,
enced any of the adventures he dramman; Lewis Howe, ETs, (KRNT only), vision Corp.; Nuera Cleanser, announceatizes in this series, aired Wednes- through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Smith Manufac- ments, through John
Barnes Advertising
Agency.

days at 9 p.m., the two episodes already given have packed plenty of
realism.
The title is quite explanatory, the locale of the dramas being
laid in the cactus country where men
are men and nobody wants to be a
radio announcer.
"The Story of Jay Ogden" last

Wednesday
literally

a

and

triangular

had

dynamite

WAAF,
nal,

Chicago: American Poultry JourBusch Jewelry Co.; Bulk Oil Co.

aplenty,

figuratively. It involved

love

Co., programs, through R. J. Potts;
Reed-Murdock, announcements, through Rog& Smith; Procter & Gamble (Camay)
announcements, through Pedlar & Ryan;
Coast to Coast Stores, ETs, through McCord
Advertising Agency; Hubbard Milling Co.,
ETs, through McCord.

turing

ers

intertwined

WCLO,

Wis.:

Janesville,

Zerbst

Pharma-

with
an al-

an attempt to strike pay dirt,
Exceptions Are Filed
most fatal quarry explosion, and a
In Neb. Ascap Ruling
train crash that had even the engineer on the edge of his seat.
Lincoln, Neb.— Strong exceptions
Jack Orrison, brought to KDKA
from KOA, played the part of Jay and objections were filed by the AtOgden. He was quite convincing and torney General's office in connection
had excellent support in a cast con- with the temporary injunction grantsisting of Delle Gillis, Charles Web- ed Ascap against enforcement of Nester, Leon Churchon, John Shiliano, braska's Anti-Ascap law and the deR. P. Griffith, William Hetzel, Wil- nial of dismissal of the case brought
by Ascap and its officials.
liam Wallace, Stephanie Diamond.
Included in the exceptions is the
The orchestra under Bert Egizi
met its cues with precision but sound allegation that the State has no
effects could have been better.
knowledge of Ascap's functions as
Billy Hinds is the announcer for set forth in its bill of complaint.
this show, which next Wednesday Denial is made that the recently enfeatures a comedy, "Peaches for acted law will remove the rights of
Ham." The series has excellent pos- copyright owners, also that music
sibilities.
writers will not have due protection

No point of violation of the
constitution of the TJ. S. or Nebraska
is evidenced in Ascap's allegations,
according to the denials and it requested that every point of the temporary injunction granted last week
be denied.
of law.

Briefly
Loretta Lee, subbing for Frances
Langford on last Friday night's "Hollywood Hotel" over CBS at 9, did
some delectable vocalizing. The gir^
has both a flexible voice and songselling ability. She took "Tiger Rag
for a fast ride on Friday's program.
'

Bob Murray, young baritone who

WHN

KOIL, Omaha
Don Lawrence

now on

the announcing staff here, coming from the
is

being heard again on
and Iowa network.
the
Line, with Don Albert's orStation has started tearing down
chestra, is fast forging to the front
its old 135-foot twin towers at the
in the romantic singer class.
The Hilltop transmitter in Council Bluffs.
natural way in which he uses his
transmitter engineer, is
good voice is a pleasing contrast to Burt Davis,
some of the metallic baritones on doing the work with an assistant.
Central States Broadacsting Systhe airwaves.
is

WLW

KFRC, San Francisco: E. Fougera & Co.
(Noxacorn), announcements, through Small
Seiffer;
Dr. Frank Robinson, Psychiana
ETs, through Northwestern Radio Adv.
Smith Bros, (cough drops), announcements,
through Brown & Tarcher, Inc.; Star Outfitting
Co., announcements, through Allied
Adv.; Ranier Brewing Co., announcements,
through Lord & Thomas; McCoy Health
Institutions, talks, through J. H. Withington (also on KHJ).
&

U. S.

Commerce Chamber

Again Considers Radio
For the second time in its history,
radio will come in for serious consideration by the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce. Policy at present is limited to supplying the listening public

with programs of interest, to be

aired at the discretion of the various
radio transmitting stations. Because
of demands by various affiliates and
also due to recent talk by educators,
the department will study the value
of presenting educational and cultural programs as a set part of radio
stations' schedule.
It is believed that findings of the
studies will be acted upon at the annual meeting of the department in
1938.

The

policies

and allotment

time to political bodies
investigated with the

of
also to be
Chamber of
that question
is

Commerce set to act on
at the same time.
Previous policy
of the Chamber of Commerce in regard to radio is to be changed, it

RADIO
on

AJVJVl/AL

was learned, due

to rapid growth of
the industry, plus the fact that Cham-

is

ber of Commerce has been besieged
with inquiries from associated out-

will

lets nationally.

pages and will be

KFRU,

Columbia, Mo.

"Chet" Thomas, g .m., in St. Louis
on business the past week-end, while
Dave Frederick, in charge of trans-

(KFAB-KOIL-KFOR, Omaha criptions, went to Kansas City.
tem
speakers'
Start of hunting season
keeps
Coca Cola's "Song Shop," with and Lincoln) operates a
Frank Crumit, Kitty Carlisle, Alice bureau as a free service for Nebras- Wally Mosier, continuity chief, pretty
staff
members
The
gatherings.
busy these days, with radio a sort of
Cornett, Reed Kennedy and Gus ka
cov- sideline.
Haenschen's orchestra has been hold- have prepared sixteen speeches
phases of radio.
Mrs. George Guyan, wife of KFRU
ing to a high average the past sever- ering different
Luana Search, PBX operator, has program manager, pinch-hitting as
al weeks.
left on a three-week vacation through sec'y to Barry Holloway, NBC spethe east.
cial events chief, here to produce
The new Chicago Herald and Ex- hour network show for Stephens
Louis Prima and his New Orleans aminer program "Uncle Don Reads
College.
Five were back home for a week to The Comics" is going over great with
Chief engineer Arthur Rekart on
play in the Shim Sham, where Prima kiddies in this territory.
Members a two-week's vacation with family in
is a part owner. Lineup now consists of
the KOIL dramatic staff under
Indiana.
Robert Haigh, transmitter
of Prima, Meyer Weinberg, clarinet; Arthur Faust and Don Kelley dramGodrey Hirsch, drums; Frank Pine- atize the Herald and Examiner fun- engineer, in his place.
ro, piano; Louis Masinter, bass; Frank nies every Sunday morning.
Federico, guitar. The outfit will go

the

•<«;/.

contain 1000

mine of
statistical and informative data
covering radio
a

gold

completely.

NEW ORLEANS

to the

WSPD,

new Famous Door, New York,

from here.

Amanda Barnes' "Home Folks"
quarter hour has gone commercial
with Scott Products of Chicago buying the period for five days a week
over WWL.

Toledo

Lang Thompson and

ork are
Perry Hotel

his

back at the Commodore
with a WSPD and NBC-Blue wire.

WSPD

Players, directed by Jules
a new serial,

have started
"Mystery House."
Blaire,

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS

9 Girls Playing Modern
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Music

.

.

.

distributed

plimentary
Daily
part

to

comRadio

subscribers
of

service.

Radio

as

Daily

8
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WINS Gets

Slice of

Game

Eight Stations Linked

Unique Sharing Deal

In

In

Mohawk

(.Continued from Page 1)

not clear time due to commercials
until 7: 15 p.m., and the Hearst outlet, WINS, offered to take it for local coverage until the other station
CARROLL, poet and philwas ready. WINS goes off the air
osopher of WATL, Atlanta, yesat 7 p.m., as per FCC requirements terday celebrated his first anniverand the FCC granted special permis- sary on the station.
sion for the station to remain on the
air the additional quarter-hour.
Baritone Stuart Allen has been reAt the 7: 15 period, WINS referred newed for 13 weeks on the Wednesits listeners to
for the rest of day "Hobby Lobby" show.
the game.
Stanley Worth, NBC baritone, has
completed his first song creation
Telephone Statistics
Concrete pulling - power evidence "Don't Be Bashful" and will try it
on show over WMAC, Macon, Ga., out on WEAF this Friday.
is given
in current station circular
Temperature reports are selling
in form of telephone figures direct
from telephone company. Show is radiator anti-freeze on KCKN, Kan"Castleberry Riddle Man," airing one sas City, Kan. The Wyandotte Glass
hour weekly for Castleberry Food & Paint Co. signed a contract last
Company of Augusta. Figures, cov- week for five spots a day with this
ering typical broadcast, show that: tie-in: "The temperature is now 36°
protect your car with anti-freeze,"
over 10,000 calls came in for the program: 39 operators could answer etc.
only 60 per cent of them; 43 comBlackface
comedians Swor and
plaints were received from customers who "couldn't get the operator." Lubin celebrated their first anniversary as an NBC comedy team on
Sunday's "Bicycle Party" commerChristmas Billboards
WBIG believes that it has employ- cial.
ed the greatest salesman in the world,
Barry Mahool, Broadway stage
especially at this particular season
of the year, for 20 billboards carry- and radio actor, will be the guest
Federal Theater
ing 24 sheet posters, will be scat- star in the
tered over WBIG's area, portraying Radio Division's production of "SalSanta Claus, WBIG's partner in pro- ome" in the Oscar Wilde series over
tomorrow at 9-10 p.m. Donmotion of Christmas business in the

RALPH

WOR

—

WBIG

WPA

WQXR

ald Macfarlane directs this
Greensboro, N. C, regional's area.
This is the third year that WBIG
Educational
has used billboards for the promotion
of Christmas business and the tie-in
Into Second
has always proven successful.

KSTP
Goes

series.

Edition

Memorandum"

Memorandum,"

Shireman Managing
Manitowoc, Wis.

— Dick

featuring

WOMT
Shireman,

formerly with NBC and CBS, is now
here. He
general manager of
came from WRJN, Racine, where he
was acting as commercial manager.

WOMT

St.

its

civic groups.
Purpose of the conference, first of
its kind called in the northwest, and
of the booklet itself, is to raise the
level of educational programs and to
familiarize groups using free time
in the techniques of radio produc-

The manual was prepared by
Thomas D. Rishworth, the station's
tion.

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
HERBERT

R.

EBENSTEIN

"Big-time vaudeville passed out
of existence coincidentally with the
perfection of motion pictures which

surpassed

entertainment valtranscribed programs
are perfected to the point where
they are more desirable than hit
or miss live talent shows, then the
recorded production will be recognized by listeners as the ideal
ue.

it

in

When

method

of

supplying

fool-proof

radio entertainment and universally accepted."

affiliates

Web

Valley

(Continued from Paijc

network

]

)

and leading

local

WABY, AlUtica; WSAY, RochAlberta Watkins, a Roy Campbell ester; WBNY, Buffalo; WNBF, Bingsoloist, opens at the Hotel Elysee on hamton; WMFF,
Plattsburg; WDEV,
independents.
bany; WIBX,

Tuesday,

featuring her original interpretations of modern and classical
tunes.

Federal

Theater

Radio Division,
for its Dr. James Truslow Adams
"Epic of America" network series
starting next Sunday, will have Alfred Wallenstein and his Sinfonietta
Orchestra providing musical background. Lee Fontaine is adapter of
the series, with Betzy Tuthill directing.

Waterbury,

announcing

staff at

are:

and

Vt,

WSYB,

Rut-

Accounts
already
signed
are:
Hecker H-O; State of Maine fpotatoes)
American Chicle Co.; Com;

One Million (Gera d L. K.
Smith); Clear-Again Cold Tablets,
and Rev. Elmo Bateman.

mittee for

:

Some of the stations in
hawk were formerly part of

the
the

Mo-

New

York State Broadcasting System
which Squire was manager
Hearst

Josephine E. Tierney, acting manager of WBZA, Springfield, Mass.,
will wed Robert White, former manager of the station, and now on the

They

land.

This

Radio.

of
for

organization,

which had WINS as its New York
key station, has been dissolved. L.
C. Paine has joined the Mohawk in
sales capacity.

the sister station.

WBZ

in Boston.
The wedding will
take place Thanksgiving Day.
Miss
Tierney has resigned from
and the couple will live in Boston.

LINCOLN

Jack Wells, former KFAB-KFOR
romantic singer, is vacationing at
his home in Irving, Kans. Will join
The Jesters have been booked for the Anson Weeks band soon in Chi13 weeks on the Gulden Mustard cago.
So successful as a promotion stunt
" Melodiers" program starting Jan. 4.
Charles Facer made the deal for NBC >n listener interest was the Nebraska
Journal - KFAB - KFOR
anState
Artists Service.

WBZA

nouncers'

spelling

bee,

the

stations

Tony Wons. has been renewed for intended to go right down the line
an additional 13 weeks on the Vick's and make the newspaper columnists,
program with a 50 per cent pay in- who won, take on KOIL, and WOW,
Omaha, as well as the World-Herald.
crease.
It's

Manual

Louis—Published originally for
northwest educational broadcastconference held last month,
time-signals, weather forecasts, birth- ing
day greetings and daily events of KSTP's manual of "Radio Production
starter
over for the Educational Broadcast," alimportance, is new
KIRO, Seattle. Marjorie McPherson ready has gone into a "second edihandles the broadcasts, scheduled tion" of 1,000 because of a demand
Monday-through-Friday.
for
copies from educational and
"Daily

"Daily

22. 1937

all

ideaed by Jack Hanssen.

Nat'l Tuberculosis Ass'n

Starting 1937

OKLAHOMA

Campaign

The Walker Quartet being broadcast from KASA, Elk City, over OkNational Tuberculosis Association,
lahoma Network Sunday mornings
in the sale of Christmas seals, is
drew 400 letters last week.
now preparing spot announcements
Merle and his Barnyard Boys,
and dramatizations for its 1937 radio KTOK band, now over full Oklacampaign, set to begin shortly after homa Network every day except
Thanksgiving on all stations, with Sunday at noon.
Alexander Woollcott in a transcripResponse on Bell Boys over WKY
tion series already scheduled on 200 has changed them from three times
outlets starting this week.

A

special radio committee has been
selected by the local branch of the
association, and will be headed by
Lucille Manners.

Der week
Company

to five

on

7 a.m.

program.

reports that on response,
with radio only used, store sold 185
suits of men's clothing, store record.

C. F. Mueller Renews
Mueller Co. (macaroni) on
will renew Crosby Gaige in
in Dec.
ganization, with vast increase
radio time granted given credit for "Kitchen Cavalcade" on seven NBCPractically without excep- Blue network stations <WJZ, WFIL.
success.

Drive conducted in 1936 was one
of the best in the history of the or-

C.

F.
13

educational director.
Mathilda Heck, supervisor of muWHK. WSYR, WHAM,
sic in St. Paul Public Schools, said tion, the combined forces of radio
WXYZi, Mondays through Fridays.
of the manual: "It should be in the accepted scripts and announcements
10:45-11 a.m.
Kenyon & Eckhardt
library of every progressive school and presented them at hours when
majority of listening power was has the account.
in the country."
tuned in.
It already has been distributed to

KDKA,

principals of all Twin Cities schools,
members of the departments of education in the two cities, and scores
of educational and civic groups.

PHILADELPHIA
WDAS

is

now having

a

"Boy and

Giil" street broadcast.

NBC Chicago

Legal Division

NBC has opened a legal division in
Chicago
under the direction
of
Joseph A. McDonald, formerly of the
New York legal stall. Heretofore all
legal matters were forwarded to New
York.

Catherine Blondin will appear on
open house on WCAU.
Martha Lane is now conducting

Elsie Carol's

The WFIL Women's Club.
Harry

known

Ehrhart,
voices in

ago, is
building.

now

one

of

the

best

town a few years
managing the WCAU

Greetings from Radio Daily
November 22
Howard Petrie
Hoagy Carmichael

IRNA

Objections Raised to

Plan

Philadelphia Group Charges Clauses in
Agreement with the AFM Were Not
ON MAXWELL PROGRAM
Authorized at Convention
West
Bureau, RADIO DAILY

JESSEL JOINS SIDNEY

Coast

—

Los Angeles George Jessel yesterEven the most substantial
and most showmanly out- day joined Louis K. Sidney's radio
staff at M-G-M in an advisory cafit in the film industry, M-G-M. is having
plenty of headaches with its radio show pacity, working with Sidney, Sam
Moore and Ed Gardner on Maxwell
for Maxwell House.
Producer of the program. Bill Bacher, House show. Mort Harris also joins
quit after three weeks on the air
the staff this week to supervise scripts,

NO

CLICK

With virtually all of the stations
in the country which use live talent
for commercial programs studying
the IRNA plan of settlement and

PROGRAMS, SETS

U. S.

Schedule A, which is the trade
agreement to be attached to all conreason having something to do with the
tracts with local AFM unions, at
Cincinnati—Midwest Radio Corp., least
alleged difficulty of getting enough stars
one group of affiliates is regismaker
of
powerful
stock
model
radio
Moorhead, Minn.
away from their movie-making chores
tering a squawk on several portions
receiving
sets,
is
breaking
all
pre- of Schedule A.
long enough to appear in the air show.
This group, from
Debuts on Thanksgiving vious records for export sales, which
That, however, is only a minor detail.
Philadelphia, points out that the proE.
F.
Hoffman,
v.p. in charge of sales,
The impracticability and folly of trying
(Continued on Page 7)
Moorhead, Minn. KVOX has com- attributes to the fact that American
to make Hollywood produce films and
pleted preparations for its air debut stations
are
the
most
popular
movie shows at one and the same time
Thanksgiving Day. Only special fea- throughout the world. Foreign lisgoes much deeper.
tures, with no commercials, will be teners in greater numbers are
deBut if smart showmen can't see it for
presented the first day. Prominent manding sets that will tune in U. S.
themselves, they won't heed the constant
men
from here and Fargo will give stations, says Hoffman. Midwest sets
repetitions aired here.
informal talks.
range from 7 to 20 tubes, and bulk
They'll have to learn from costly exET'S
STATIONS
Manny Marget is general manager of its foreign sales are in the 16, 18
perience.
(Continued on Page 8)
and
20
tube
models.
Just like years ago the Shuberts, kingDetroit Chevrolet Motors on Dec.

—

Page

(.Continued on

ARE FAVORED ABROAD

8)

KVOX,

—

CHEVROLETISRENEWING

0NJ52

pins of the legit theater, found out they
couldn't also run vaudeville.

COAST COSTS

One

item in particular mil i t a t e s

against the possibility of Hollywood ever
achieving a monopoly in the origination
of radio shows.
That item is cost.
Only a few big sponsors can afford
the high prices asked by coast talent.
What's more, these expensive stars,
who are busy in films and regard radio
as easy sideline gravy, frequently give
performances that are inferior to unknown regular radio actors who know
their mikes.

—

—

13

More Coast

Add Lutheran Hour Dec. 19 Pinkham Goes All-Live
On 56 Stations Dec.
St. Louis — The 13 Don Lee stations
covering

Washington,

Oregon

and

Northern

California will join the
coast-to-coast Lutheran Hour network Dec. 19, increasing the number of participating stations to 59,
according to Kelly, Stuhlman &

Zahrndt

Louis agency which

Inc., St.

(Continued on Page 5)

Chicago

— John

Ottumwa,

Morrell

&

27

Voice of Experience, sponsored by

Lydia
on

Pinkham company,

E.

WLW

lately

56 stations from coast to
coast starting Dec. 27. Network will
< Continued on Page 2)

Co.,

Penna, Stations Protest

New

Week Law

—

an advertiser

whose

dirt-dispenser

damage

Chicago

— Zenith

pay a

!

;

delight is to
D. C. G.

Radio

Corp.

ten per cent dividend

employees' wages

all

salaries

months. Pres.
i

gain goodsponsors a

10% Bonus

Nov. 24 on

and

chief

reputations?

Zenith
will

really

when he

for

E.

F.

the

past

McDonald.

six

About 3,300 employes

will benefit.

A

on length

of

paid Dec. 20.

Blair

Walliser

of

WGN

to

present to the State Legislature
objections to new 44-hour

and produce. Henri, Hurst formal

& McDonald

is

agency.

(Continued on Page 8)

based
service also will be

Arden and

his

or-

Diesel Institute Plans
Chicago—The Chicago

Institute

Diesel Engineering, through
eral

its

U. S.

Rubber

With

Co. Returns

CBS Program Jan.

12

manager, R. L. Toles, announces

plans for a nation-wide radio campaign.
Spot announcements and
short talks will carry the substance
of the advertising program.
Brace
Beemer Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
Bromley House is the account execu-

Anonymous Teaser
Louis — Anonymous advertisSt.

ing

is

the novelty of

nade."

WFBL Chalks Up Beats

U.

—

Syracuse
Though opposition was
first to claim a beat, WFBL actually
chalked up a list of firsts in connection with coverage of the biggest
news of the past week, the escape
(Continued on Page 7)

Rubber

is definitely set to
coast-to-coast CBS netJan. 12, with talent as yet
unsigned. Ben Bernie and his orchestra understood to have the inside track, with at least one other
show being auditioned.
Program will be heard over CBS
weekly at 9:30-10 p.m. CampbellEwald is the agency.

In Kidnapers' Captures work

S.

over

of

gen-

tive.

start

Jr.,

announces.

loyalty bonus

at 2 p.m.
will write

Victor

gram on

Redheart dog
44-Hour
INCONSISTENT A final word touch- food, has signed Bob Becker,
Chicago
ing Hollywood, this
Tribune outdoor editor and dog auHarrisburg, Pa. A committee reptime voicing a recent thought anent movthority, for NBC-Red network with resenting 13 independent
Pennsylie scandal-mongers.
rebroadcast on WGN starting Jan. 9 vania broadcasters is here this week
Does
will for his product

feature

Line and Colonial stations, chestra, the Songsmiths, guest artists
and Graham McNamee announcing.
partly as a live show and part transCampbell-Ewald Co. has the account.
criptions, becomes an all-live pro-

for

la.,

352 stations. This is an increase
of 85 stations over the present list
of 267.
Program will continue to
to

National Radio Series

NBC-Red

Morrell on

will
renew its WBS "Musical
Moments" transcriptions for another
13 weeks and boost the station list
6

Stations

"Evening Sere-

KMOX

Sunday show sponsored by Hyde Park Breweries.
Program has no commercials other
than sponsor identification at

start

and finish. Newspaper ads and
engraved notices to symphony ork
subscribers urge tuning
omit sponsor's name.

in,

but

r-
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

:

Price 5 Cts.

Publisher

:

Once

While

(Miller

Music

36
35
32

Inc.)

On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
If It's The Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
When The Organ Played Oh Promise Me (Joe Morris Music
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music
I Still Love To Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
One Rose (Shapiro Bernstein and Co.)
So Many Memories (Shapiro Bernstein and Co.)
Vieni, Vieni (Witmark and Son)

to
RADIO
communications
all
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Farewell,

My

You And

I

Love (Harms

Co.). ...

Corp.)

Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
3, 1879.

under the act of March

31

21

Berlin

Inc.)

(Select

Music Co.)

FINANCIAL

(Chappell and Co.)
Goodbye, Jonah (Robbins Music Corp.)
That Old Feeling (Leo Feist Inc.)
Rosalie

(Monday, Nov. 22)

Low

18i/4

144%
18V4

— Chg.
3V Pinkham Goes All-Live
I8V4 —
On 56 Stations Dec.
A —
— 2V«

Close
1443/4

8'/2

7%

39'/8

37V8

37V4

6%
51 2
9%

6V2
50
9Vi

6 Vi

Westinghouse

94'/4

88'/4

—
—1
50
9Vi —
88'A — 6V4

Radio

I8V2

171/2

1714

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart
Zenith

Warner

I

1

3'8

—

NEW YORK CURB ECHANCE

%

Nat. Union Radio

%

%

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg

Bid
7

Carlson

from Page

CBC

Conferring in Ottawa

11:15 p.m.

Understood sponsor will use reCanadian Broadcasting cordings of the show on several adMontreal
push
attempt
to
Philadelphia In
Corp. governing board is in confer- ditional stations. Lord & Thomas is
the sales of special holiday greetings
ence at Ottawa, with sessions ex- the agency.
and to remind the public of low pected
The
to last until Nov. 25.
rates on holidays both Western Union
board will consider restriction of

—

—

FTC

to Set Up Rules
For Radio Set Industry

and Bell Telephone have started a political broadcasting, and on the
spot campaign over Philly stations.
technical side will decide provision
Present one starts over WDAS for
of enlarged
for Western

Thanksgiving.

broadcasting

facilities

Canada and the Mari-

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

time Provinces, as well as opening
Hearings will begin
Washington
dates of the new 50,000 watt stations at 10 a.m. on Dec. 7 in the main hearTrading Post, biggest near Montreal and at Hornby, Ont.
Chicago
ing room of the Federal Trade Comlocal food store, goes on WIND with
mission on proposed fair trade practwo programs, "Morning Musicale"
tice rules for the radio receiving set
Cardinet
and "Trading Post Floorwalker", feaCardinet Candy Co. on Dec. 5 will industry. Opportunity for oral hearturing Brooks Connally from the
ing will be given to persons making
store. Through Burnet-Kuhn agency. renew "Night Editor" on 10 NBCRed Pacific stations, Sundays, 9-9: 15 application by that date.

Trading Post on

—

of

WCY,

Schenectady,

the

of

sales

staff

Van

of

production.

Miami

from

returns

attractions

his

after

WIND

ALLEN PRESCOTT, the NBC "Wifesaver",
leaves for the Adirondacks immediately following his Friday broadcast for a short vacation.
P.

K. TRAUTWEIN, president and treasurer
Mirror Recording Co.,
returned yesterday
a four-day business trip through
upper

York State.

DONALD SHAW
expected

is

business

back

trip

FRANK W.

of
at

McCann-Erickson
desk

his

today

agency
after

PURKETT

arrived in New
at the Hotel Edison.

has

York from the Coast and

is

JOSEPH LITTAU, NBC staff conductor, goes
to conduct the Dec. 14 concert of the Hartford,
Conn., Symphony Orchestra, WPA project, at
Bushnell Memorial.

FRANK BLACK,

DR.
flies

NBC musical director,
the coast today from Chicago to spend
days on a survey of the musical situa-

to

several

CHARLES W. MYERS, head man of KOIN,
Portland, Ore., is in Hollywood, accompanied by
the station's musical director, JOSEPH SAMPIETRO,

for conferences

CBS

burg,

with Donald W. Thornin
charge of West

vice-president

Coast operations.

PAUL MONROE, producer

of the Kate Smith
on the coast yesterday for a
assignment on the Warner-Lucky Strike
program for Lord & Thomas, functioning directly under Tom McAvity.
Frank Gill Jr. and
Arch Obeler also have been added to staff to
work on scripts, excepting the film previews,
which will be supervised by Don Becker of
Transamerican.

show,

arrived

similar

DICK POWELL

is

due back

in

Hollywood to-

from his Cleveland personal appearances
begin
rehearsals
on
"Your
Hollywood
Parade,"
the
Warner-Lucky
Strike
program
initialing Dec. 8.
day
to

LEON

SCHLESINGER,

toon producer,
a day or two

some

radio

Hollywood

film

car-

en route East, stopping over
in Chicago, to follow through on
deals and merchandising tie-ups.
is

j

the account.

I

ARTA

Signs

—

KOMA

Joseph Harris,
City
ARTA organizer in this territory, anOrk
nounces signing of an agreement with
grandson KOMA, Hearst station here, for one

Oklahoma

Sousa 3rd Forms Own
John Philip Sousa 3rd,
Deal inof the famous band leader, has re- year beginning Nov. 22.
signed from NBC to form his own volves five engineers and four andance orchestra. He has been signed nouncers. This is the second Hearst

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available to only one radio
station in each city

Details on Request
Represented

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

by

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

appear at
Palm Beach.
to

the

Hotel

Whitehall, station signed, Harris states, the other
being KEHE.

A
CLASS
BY ITSELF
IN

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

a

Cleveland.

to

Renewing

p.m. (PST). Renewal is for 13 weeks.
Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland, has

of

there.

tion.

—

1)

WMCA

Holiday Business

MILLS

few of

New

Chicago
Horlick's Malted milk,
be independent, using MBS lines, beginning Monday, will reduce the
Vi
and WOR will be the key station. Lum and Abner program to a Mon1%
also is included in the out- day, Wednesday and Friday schedule,
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co. instead of five times weekly as at
lets.
present. Same network of 18 NBCBlue stations will be used. Program
Asked
Board
Governing
8
is aired 7:30-7:45 p.m. with repeat at
(.Continued

a

18
18
17
17
17
16
15
15

On Lum and Abner Show

27

Utica,

completing arrangements for the appearance

Changes Setup

Horlick's

4

15/g

3

IRVING

from

Net
High
147

Tel

WIBX,

of

visit.

leaves shortly for the coast to start

18

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
Am. Tel. &
CBS A

JACK CRIFFITH

of

Rollin' Plains (Schuster-Miller Co.)

two-day

Cronkhite Associates
Inc.,
Chicago,
was in
New York yesterday in the course of an eastern
trip
in
connection with military school participating program soon to be waxed.
Griffith

19
18

Inc.)

Know

Remember Me (Irving
Moon Got In My Eyes

32

28
28
24
23
22

(Robbins Music Corp.)
Bob White (Bemick Music Co.)
Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Co.)
Everything You Said Came True (Remick Music Co.)

Phone Granite 6607.

Blvd.

A

In

Blossoms

for a

town.

in-

is

DAILY,
Phone

town

KOLIN HACER, manager

Times Played
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GOMG

and

DALE ROBERTSON, manager
in
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:
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:
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Nov. 20, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

23, 1937

LUCILLE
LINWOOD
"2 voices
6 times w'kly

& LANNY
GREY

Strategically

Arrangements

by

NBC

Blue 8:45 A.M. EST

Lanny
Artists

Grey
Service

Located

Offices Manned By
Seasoned Radio Men
cover
of the
States.

95%

the territories in which originate
advertising expenditures in the United

and a pianny"

WJZ-NBC

Management

3

John

Blair

&

Co.

DETROIT
NEW YORK
CHICACO
LOS ANCELES
SAN FRANCISCO

:

off.

A MARKET
THAT SURPASSES
EVERY LARGE CITY

AMERICA

IN

BUT TWO

NEW YORK & CHICAGO
"phere are 2,300 r OOO Italo-Americans
in

living

New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Penn-

sylvania

and Delaware.

It is

a market with a

population larger than any city in America,

WBIL
NEW YORK, 5000

Watts

with the exception of

NEW YORK,

Chicago;

Philadelphia and Detroit; about

larger than

twice the population of Los Angeles, and three

times the

of Cleveland

population

• This

concentrated one hundred miles

market

is

around

New

market.

wov

New York and

We

York City.

We

specialize in this

reach the Italo-American popula-

tion of this territory every hour of the day and

every day of the year.
market.

It is a billion

Are you overlooking

dollar

it?

IOOO Watts

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORPORATION
132

WPEN
PHILADELPHIA, IOOO Watts

West 43rd

Street

-

Tel.

BRyant 9-5080

-

New

York, N. Y.

Tuesday, November
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AGENCIES

MUSIC

ALVIN DEARING

has joined N. W.

Ayer & Son, Chicago,

LEO

REISMAN

and

his

director,

have recorded the two hit tunes,
"This Never Happened Before" and

Give Love Another Chance"
from the new Lily Pons RKO picture,
"Let's

"Hitting

A New

•

•

•

Paul Munroe. director

man

berth as production

Erno Rapee
broadcast

of

will conduct the fifth

the

widely

discussed

American premiere radio series oj
Jean Sibelius' seven symphonies by
the Radio City Music Hall Symphony
Orchestra next Sunday at 12:30 noon
over NBC-Blue.

Henry Busse and ork, now touring,
to Chez Paree, Chicago, at

Christmas time for their fourth season. They will be back on NBC for
Marro-Oil on Jan. 16.

Webb and

his

Savoy Swing

Orchestra are playing one nighters
prior to opening Nov. 25 at the
Palace Theater, Cleveland.
Hill and his Swanee Rhythm
Orchestra will play a week at the
Apollo Theater in Harlem, starting

Teddy

Dec.

Jan Garber's orchestra goes into
Palomar in Los Angeles for six
weeks starting Dec. 1, and will be
carried by CBS twice weekly. Garber
is a prime favorite locally through
long summer engagements at the
the

Catalina Island Casino for the past
several years.
Billy Swanson will leave New
York, Jan. 4 on a six months tour
of the country during which time he
will play in hotels of one of the
largest chains. His air programs will
be continued.

Harold Arlen, composer, sings for
the first time with Leo Reisman and
his orchestra in

his

cordings from the
for What."

new Victor reEd Wynn show,
The songs Reis-

man

plays and Arlen sings are "God's
Country" and "In the Shade of the
New Apple Tree."

Louis Armstrong and his crew have
some sort of a record. Currently playing the downtown Vogue
Ballroom in Los Angeles they closed
that spot at 2 a.m., dashed out to
Recordings Inc. and cut six sides,
and then reported at the Major Stuset

dios lot at 8 for the day's work on
Mae West's "Every Day's a Holiday."

Johnny Johnson has signed Miriam

Yerman

as vocalist with his orchestra at the Village Barn.

Colonel Jack Hajor
Tuesdays

3-3:30

P.M.

E.S.T.

WA8C-COLUMBIA NETWORK

after

Lum and Abner

Nov. 29

—and

Paradise Restaurant Dec. 3

Benay Venuta

available.

released

accept the coveted

to

will

Freddie

for

crew

his

of

entertainers

succeed

open

week

20 days and then do a

will

weekly

five-time

their

resume her airings via MBS.

Martin

Pennsylvania .... Beatrice

cut

.

.

.If

the

Loew's

at

Bob Crosby

Goodman

Benny

at

into

the

is slated for a shot on the Al Jolson show.
Pinky
an international broadcast Dec. 6
Tomlin broke an arm when he fell from a horse on the coast Sunday and

....

Bobby

then

the

Breen

Lillie

do

will

.

.

.

.

—

horse

broke

a leg

falling

ALBERT

over

the

prostrated

R. CALLIES has been
director of media for Ruth-

named

& Ryan, Chicago, by Paul E.
v.p. It's first step in merging
media and marketing division.
rauff

Watson,

BENTON

sponsor will buy more stations ....

the

Rudy Vallee sans band but with
State ....

was

Kate Smith show,

the

on the Warner Brothers-Lucky Strike show .... He

Saturday

the coast

for

trek to thrice

office

BOWLES

&

Chicago
Colgate-Palmadvertising
on
Tooth

handle

will

olive-Peet

Powder,

all

Cream and

Shave

Rapid

Brushless Shave Cream, after Dec.

1.

ROS METZGER,

radio director of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, has been
on a visit to various clients, including those in St. Louis.

BRACE BEEMER

Pinky .... Eddie

Detroit

INC.,

head the Crawford office there .... Fred AllenIpana show is slated to come east around Dec. 22 ... Dorothy Dey swears
that Charlie McCarthy has "gone Hollywood."
He refuses to answer

agency,

the telephone!

FRED K. FINLAYSON, for several
years associated with KDYL, and
Fielding K. Smith, Utah artist, have
opened the Smith & Finlayson Ad-

Kelly rushed to Chicago to

.

•

On

•

•

behalf of the United Hospital Fund,

WABC

donated

a half -hour spot Saturday, 9:30-10 p.m., for a campaign program.

Talent contributing

its

efforts for the

.

.

.

show included Guy Lombardo

Dorsey crews, Mary Small, Robert Chisholm, Irving
Kaufman and others, with Tex O'Rourke as emcee ... Louise Iselin,
head of the campaign fund did the "commercials." Mrs. Roy S.
Durstine, chief of the radio division, arranged the program ... .William Hallman, an actor who last year invented an earmuff for protection against noise, appears in the WPA-Oscar Wilde series this
week playing a role with this line: "Lend me your ears!" ... .Last
nite's wind-up of Hearn's "20 Years Ago and Today" reduces Mark
Hawley to a paltry 13 commercially sponsored programs per week!

—

•

handling the account of
A. O. Kemp, a Detroit Ford dealer,
who is using radio spots to push reconditioned used cars.

•

Fibber

• Ted Collins is completing a deal whereby
McGee and Molly show from Chicago for the
Henny Youngman. lack

he'll

produce the

next

four

weeks,

and Ted Straeter along for bolstering. .. .M-G-M is building a half-hour show starring Sophie Tucker and
Ted Healy plus all singers and comics not committed to the Maxwell House
program.
.Though more than 15 singers auditioned last week in New
York for the Kenny Baker spot on the Jack Benny show, it was decided to
keep Kenny going. .. .Hi Brown's "Dick Tracy" has been sold as a fivetime weekly show beginning in Ian
Sid Gary auditioned a one-man
show for Gem Razors in which he portrays the part of "Dad" giving
young shavers advice .... Phillips H. Lord appears as a GUESTAR of
Gabriel Heatter on "We, the People" (which Lord created) next month. ..
taking

.

Agency

Lake City.
& CO., Philahas been named to handle

JEROME

in Salt

GRAY

B.

delphia,
the advertising of

& Foundry

Co.,

Hershey Machine
Manheim, Pa.

ALFRED LIPPMAN,

v.p.

Howard Advertising

Inc.,

out the cigars.

girl.

It's

a

NILES-RICHMAN

of E. T.

is

passing

CO.

is handling
O'Toole Co.
(religious articles) launching a preChristmas advertising campaign with
a series of radio announcements.
WINS is the New York outlet, with
others to be added.

the account of

Edward

KSL Execs

in

J.

Miller

Washington

New

For

50,000- Watter

.

Bing Crosby

is

supposed

to

be dickering

for

the

buying

of

A.

T.

Hert's

estate in Louisville, Ky., as a breeding establishment for his racing stable.
.... Shirley Lloyd

is

now

being handled by Irving Mills .... Jerry Kruger

does a "Swing Session" repeat Saturday via CBS .... French Casino reopens

Xmas

is

vertising

Tommy

and

10.

"Hurray

left

isn't

return

Chick

of

irom his contract immediately after Thursday's airing

High."

publicity

as

succeeding Budd Malloy,
who resigned to free lance. Dearing
comes from Ayer's Detroit office.

orchestra

Nite!

• • • Who does the most work, Gordon Hittenmark, WRC's
Timekeeper, or Lee Everett, who does an early morning program for
WMAL in Washington will be decided today when Hittenmark
and Everett change places for the Big Test. .. .Bill Traum, who announces the "Musical Clock" moryiings at WROK, Rockford, III.,
prefaces his announcements of the correct time with the notes of a
cuckoo clock.... The cuckoo is a six-inch wooden whistle hanging
by a cord from Bill's neck which he's named "Henrietta"....
Sometimes the cuckoo goes haywire and cuckoos too many times
because Bill got excited over a commercial! .... Eton Boys (Earl
Smith, Art Gentry, Jack Day and Charlie Day) have been renewed
by Columbia Artists Inc.

—

—

Lake City
KSL executives
Q. Cannon, president of
the board and presiding Bishop of
Salt

Sylvester

Church, Earl J. Glade,
and Eugene Pack,
chief engineer, are in Washington in
connection with application of the
the

L.D.S.

managing

L.D.S.

director,

Church

for a five frequency,

kw. international short wave station now pending before FCC. Granting of the permit would make Salt
Lake the center of two of the country's most powerful stations.
50

Fifteen Cents a Day Will Pay You $50 or
$100 Weekly in Event of Total Disability Due
to Any Injury or Accident and All
Medical

Expenses up to $1,000.

—

—

INSURANCE—/BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK
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PROGRAM

REVI6UJS

More Coast

Stations

Add Lutheran Hour Dec.
(Continued jrom Page
is

"Can You Write a Song"
"Can You Write a Song," conceived
and produced by Norman Spencer,
and heard each Monday night at 8:30
over KFWB, the Warner Bros, station in Los Angeles and the California
Radio System, provides ample proof
have

19

1)

handling the program for the third

successive season.

New

stations

added include KVOS,

Bellingham; KOL, Seattle; KXRO,
KMO, Tacoma; KGY,
Aberdeen;
Olympia; KPQ, Wenatchee; KIT,

•

carrying the Lutheran Hour
the beginning of the current

implies, the

Femme

—

ous songs submitted has proven as street thinks about advertising will
big a surprise to Spencer and his be keynote of discussion at meeting
of
aides as to the listening audience. American Association of
Advertising
Many are definitely potential hits, Agencies' western council at Medinah
and when more of the tyro tune- Club today, according to Chairman
smiths discover that the program is Maurice L. Needham, president of
not another one of those "we-set- Needham, Louis & Brorby. Recordyour-lyrics-to-music" rackets, there ings of interviews with Loop shopundoubtedly will be a further uncov- pers will form basis of discussion by
ering of talent.
John H. Jameson, copy chief of McProgram formula is to play three Cann-Erickson; Marie Dahnke, diof the best submitted numbers and rector of Home Economics, Krafthave listeners vote on 1-2-3 placing, Phenix Cheese Co. and others.
with winning writers awarded $50,
Henry Eckhardt, president of KenThese yon & Eckhardt, New York, will dis$25 and $10, respectively.
numbers are then repeated on the cuss "What 4 A's Are Doing for
following week's show, together with Agency People"; Gardner Cowles
the three new ones selected for the Jr., president of Look Inc., "What Incontest of the current week. Added terests People."
feature is the appearance of one or anFrederic Gamble, executive secreother of the best known song writing tary, and George Link Jr., counsel for
teams, who turn in a medley of their AAAA, are coming from New York.
own hits past and present provid- Homer Havermale, director of Mcing listeners with a basis of compari- Cann-Erickson here, is local secreson between professional and ama- tary.
teur work. As a matter of fact, any
time this reviewer has caught the
show, the winning tunes might have
been announced as the product of
Erma Kruse, who airs with Uniany one of our current popular writ- versity of Kentucky Little Symphony
ing teams without doing any material over WHAS from Lexington, was
damage to the reputation of the tune- recently pledged to Phi Beta, honsmiths credited.
orary and professional musical and
Spencer devotes the last few min- dramatic society for women.
utes of the program answering quesHelen Noble is new receptionist
tions asked by members of the studio in front office of WGRC.
Formerly
facehelpful
though
audience, and to
aired over WHAS.
weaker
tious criticism of some of the
WAVE picking up high school asThe show moves sembly exercises from local institusisters submitted.
along at a lively tempo throughout, tions of learning, Fridays at 10 a.m.,
and already has been pegged as cork- with aid of mobile unit manned by
ing good entertainment by local lis- Jack Starks and Harry Lukens.
teners in the six weeks since its
Plug Kendrick, formerly manager

LOUISVILLE

inception.

Sunday

afternoon

at 3-3:30 p.m. over
indirectly did a bit for the

program,

FIRST with the news of the capture of the three jail-breaking
O'Connell kidnapers! FIRST with the air interviews giving the
personal story of the kidnaped keeper, plus interviews with police
officers, the tip-off men and others close to the scene of the capture.
with original
And FIRST with the running story of the hunt
reporting
and with all-night communicawith INS reports
.
.

.

.

.

.

WHAS

has

.

.

.

WFBL

tion flashes to New York State Police: As usual,
and gave it FIRST.
listeners the most complete story

—

gave its
Here's the

thrilling record:

NOV. 16

(3:10 A.M.)— Convicts Oley, Crowley and Geary
from the Onondaga Penitentiary, forcing Keeper
Hayes to accompany them:
WFBL flashes news of the escape.
(7:00 A.M.)
Keeper Hayes interviewed over WFBL.
(11:15 P.M.)
16 (in the evening) Henry King kidnaped by
escaped convicts, who force him to feed them at his home.
17 (2:55 P.M.)— Oley and Crowley captured in a
rooming house by City Policemen Robert Holland and Harold
Kelley result of a tip-off by Ivan Whitford:
(2:59^2 P.M.)— WFBL flashes news of capture.
(4:00 P.M.)
Miss Norma Gray, who lived in the rooming house, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry King, the unwilling
hosts of the kidnapers on the previous night, interviewed over WFBL.
(5:00 P.M.)— Policemen Holland and Kelley, who

escaped

—
—

—

NOV.

NOV.

—

—

made

the capture, interviewed over WFBL.
P.M.)—
flashes exclusive story that District Attorney Martin will call a special grand jury
investigation.
(7:30 P.M.)—
requested by State Police to act as
communication center for State Police cars.
remains on the air all night to render this service.

WFBL

(6:25

WFBL

WFBL

NOV.

18(10:00 A.M.)— Tip-off man Ivan Whitford

(just

released by police)

NOV.

and his wife are interviewed by WFBL.
18(2:50 P.M.)—Oley and Crowley leave for Albany

jail.

(2:53 P.M.)—
departure.

WFBL

flashes

news of Oley and Crowley

NOV. 18(4:35 P.M.) Geary captured by City Policeman
Thomas Lewis and tip-off man Casper Mirra.
(5:15 P.M.)— Policeman Thomas Lewis and tip-off man

—

Casper Mirra interviewed by

NOV.

WFBL.

19(5:30 P.M.)—WFBL sums up

the entire case by
personal interviews with Lieut. Dillon of State Police; Sheriff
Auer, First Deputy Sheriff Schmidt; Captain Humphreys of
Syracuse Detective Bureau, Captain Arnold of Radio Division, Syracuse Police; and Detective Sergeant Casey.

new

interview program,
Man," thrice weekly, in
Red Cross lobby of Oertel's Radio Theater. Joe

NBC-Blue,

its last program by presenting a
playlet of romance and rescue work
It was the first
in the flood area.
accepted script of Howard Merrill,
young radio actor, and it revealed
writing talent that is worth encourAlice Forst, Dan Davies, Ed
aging.
Jerome, Charles Webster and others
appeared in the cast.

on

CROWLEY & GEARY CAPTURE

WIRE, Indianapolis, in town for few
days, in interest of his proposed new
Will leave soon for business
station.
trip to California.

"On Broadway"
This

FIRST with the News of the OLEY,

—

—

heard

WFBL

Jose.
The ten other California stations of the Don Lee Network have

program gives the series, Oct. 24. The coast-to-coast
program pays full rates for its time.
vast army of simon-pure amateur
songwriters an opportunity to have
their numbers adequately orches- A.A.A.A. Chicago Meet
trated and presented over the air
Discussing
Angle
by KFWB staff artists. The truly
amazing proportion of really meritoriChicago What the woman on the
title

T

KALE, Portland; KSLM,
Salem; KORE, Eugene; KRNR, Roseburg, KIEM, Eureka; KQW, San
Yakima;

the fact that all the good ideas been
As its since
not been exhausted.

of

5
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FIRST

with

FIRST

with

FIRST

with

the

News

Listeners

titled "Street

Wheeler,

WHAS

sports spieler,

is

do-

Advertisers

ing the questioning.

Asher Sizemore and

Little

Jimmie

name to be
Asher now the

offering cash prizes for

new born son.
proud pappy of three
given

Jim Shay,
Irish

ballads

Play Party."

fine boys.
tenor, being spotted for

on

WHAS

"Kentucky

WFBL

in

SYRACUSE

6
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NEW
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"Memory Man" Songs
An
who

anonymous
is

EDDIE CANTOR

23, 1937

"memory

Chicaner

Radio Backstage

A

man,"

dramatic radio series that will
itself with its own locale
is the "Control Room" sketches over
WBAL, Baltimore. Program, replacing the show "Club Radio" and authored by Brad Bradley, will present
many of the dramatic and amusing
occurrences which are part of the re-

actually a well-known radio concern

has an assignment singer, is proving a hit on WKAT,
from Collier's to do a 2.000-word Miami Beach, with a thrice-weekly
BETTY WINKLER, versatile NBC
program devoted to song favorites
actress, has been signed by S. C.
story on Deanna Durbin.
Johnson Co. as a permanent member
David Broekman is the reported of the past. Weaving a chain of
memories in a quarter-hour period,
of the Fibber McGee company. Sponsuccessor to Felix Mills as batonsor recently signed Clark Dennis,
wielder on the "Silver Theater pro- the singer ties up each of the songs
tenor. Others used regularly besides
gram after Jan. 1. at which time with an outstanding event belonging
to the era in which the music was hearsals and actual airing of typical Marion
and Jim Jordan are Bill
Mills is supposed to take over musinetwork commercials.
Thompson, Hugh Studebaker, and
Pepsodent- written.
the
of
direction
cal
Harold Peary.
Mickey Mouse show.
I

-

'

Vera Van has been
spot

on

Nov.

28.

the

set for a guest

Carnival"

"Signal

of

Arde Bulova Seeks WPG
On a Full-Time Basis

—

George Jessel has stepped out

of
Atlantic City The city commission
berth at has adopted a resolution to contract
Warner Bros, studio to devote his with Arde Bulova, owner and opentire time to radio and his new erator of WBIL, to apply to FCC
columning chore for the Paul Block for re-allocation of frequency of
newspapers.
WPG, this city, to 1130 kcs. instead
Parkyakarkus was signed for a role of 1100 kcs. with directional antenRKO's forthcoming "Broadway nae if required. Bulova would pay
in
After Midnight."
city $75,000 if government approves.
For the first time since its in- Resolution provided that Bulova
auguration more than a year ago, must apply for abandonment by
the CBS Pacific Coast "White Fires"
of New York of present wavewill do a dramatization in three epi- length of 1130 kcs. and withdraw apsodes. Exception being made to cover plication for authority to operate
the life of Edgar Allen Poe.
WCOP. Boston, on 1130 kcs. If this
KHJ has a new transcribed Monday goes through, the
transmitter
through Friday series in "Lucky equipment at the Airport will be
Girl," heard at 12:45 p.m. on the changed to possibly Brigantine Islfive-weekly schedule.
and.
This would also give
Zeke Morgan and his Hill Billys full time on the air.
have a new show on KEHE each

production

his

advisory

WOV

WPG

WPG

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

KSTP

in

of the Twin Cities. Out of the club's
ing the rumor squelched.
Virginia Verrill missed out on approved list of 45 educational proplanned birthday parties because of grams, KSTP leads with 21;
an ulcerated wisdom tooth. Was due has 9: WTCN, 6; WMIN, 5; WDGY,
3, and the University of Minnesota's
to celebrate her 21st birthday on the
station, WLB, trails with one.

WCCO

21st.

WBS

Service

— WFBG

has signed
Altoona, Pa.
for World Broadcasting System service,
son,

—

now

WKBN Moves Transmitter
Youngstown
WKBN on Sunday
moved its transmitter from the

—

vitch conducts the group.

er

Won Over
—

M. Hepbron, director of the Baltimore Community Fund, as indorsing

the

application

and

stating

WFBR had a "most liberal and
outstanding policy, and gave full
cooperation to civic enterprises."
Paper also listed other prominent
citizens

who appeared

the application.

in

favor of

week

a

Tenor Frank Wilson rounding out

Fur

Evans

Liberty Lemoine, who is now Mrs.
Feldheim. They will live in Baton
Rouge.

company.

Romance
Ruth

for

Brine,

licity

also

for account.

Malcolm Claire, NBC's Spareribs
is ill at home.
Irma Glen, organist,

Louis Prima, scheduled for a radio has taken over his periods temporinterview here, failed to show up and arily.
when asked why, replid: "Oh, I forEverett Mitchell, senior NBC angot."
nouncer, to Columbus tomorrow to
St. Charles bar went musical again
handle the Farm and Home Hour
with the New Yorkers quartet playbroadcast from the campus of Ohio
ing for cocktails and dancing and
State University.

WBNO

for

its

an

getting
wire.

added attraction

Don McGibeny. NBC commentator,
making an appearance before the
Protestant Women's Service club at
Marshall Field's on Dec.

KSL, Salt Lake City

nouncer.
Stan Reese has returned from his

doubled.

his staff assignments these mornings.

Bob Edwards and

his

back for a new sponsor, Amer- Dec.
ican Fur Co. Russell Stewart is anter are

plans

Boston

a

over holidays.

Glenn Shaw

gets

down

earlier for

Handling the three per week Auerbach Xmas toy shows, the KSL senTowbin Form Seattle Symphony ior announcer gets a kiddie's thrill
Cyril Towbin, formerly out of playing with the hundred odd
Seattle
NBC and BBC concert violinist who toys in the studio.
recently joined staff of Cornish school
Alvin G. Pack, XCMI advertising
as director of music, has a symphonic aide, concluded his fourth consecu-

—

tive

season of reporting Salt

over

KSL

for a

races

commercial sponsor.

Movie chatterer Bob Edwards
turns to
sor

KSL

after

3.

Vocal Endurance

honeymoon.
Marty Husbands
trip

1.

Sade and Rush will go to
movie chat- Kenosha for
theater appearance on
Vic,

be retained in the Y. New 350-ft.
steel tower is expected to greatly
improve reception, which was handicapped in the downtown location, according to Warren P. Williamson Jr.,
president of the station. B. T. Wilkins is chief engineer, and J. C.
McNary of Washington supervised
the moving. Operating staff will be

orchestra composed of amateurs, business men and professional musicians
in rehearsals for air appearances.
Programs will originate in the Cornish studios and be fed by wire to
Seattle and Tacoma outlets.

three

a

Elmer Feldheim. former radio sing- who broadcasts salutes to women on
came back to town this week with Evans program, now handling pub-

Y.M.C.A. to a new tower and transis announced by Roy ThompPrograms mitter on Sunset Blvd. Studios will
managing director.

Sun,
Baltimore The
Evening
foremost local paper and never
too favorable to radio stations,
Friday agreeably surprised
last
WFBR by carrying a story regarding its application for a power increase. The paper reported James

in

sixth year as Voice of

NEW ORLEANS

it

started Sunday.

featured

morning show on WAAF.
KALE Juvenile Symphony
Harry Creighton will report the
Portland, Ore. — The Junior Symphony Orchestra maae up of 100 polo games from the 124th Field
Artillery armory over WAAF this
juvenile artists, who play difficult
symphonic compositions with skill, winter.
started a series Saturday over KALE,
W. F. Long agency has a tranwhich is feeding the program nation- scribed series on WTMJ, Milwaukee,
ally via MBS.
Jacques Gershko- for Carpenter's bread.

Educational Lead

Contrary to report and various
Going heavy on educational propublished stories. R-M-A Radio Programs this year. KSTP, Minneapolisductions. Radio Merchandising AssoSt. Paul station, found its efforts reciates, has not been merged with
Charles Kerlee and Associates and paid last week in the survey conboth firms are very desirous of hav- ducted by the Music Educator's club

Signs

Reported that Jim Ameche, Don's
younger brother, is just about set as
the new headliner of Campana's
He played
Boston Anthracite Industries Inc., "Grand Hotel" series.
a non-profit organization of Anthra- opposite Betty Lou Gerson in last
night's offering, "The Perfect Sercite producers, have signed to sponsor the Herald-Traveler late news vant," by George Vandal.
broadcasts over WEEI six nights a
At the last minute the Maple City
week at 11:05 o'clock. Twelve of Four had to cancel their trip to
the leading fuel companies of Great- Hollywood.
Radio commitments
er Boston are participating with An- made it impossible to get away at
thracite
Industries.
Account was this time.
placed through Dowd & Ostreicher
Zeke Manners' Hill Billy gang
Inc. of Boston.

Show

at

2:45 p.m.

WFBC

12 Boston Fuel Firms
In Participating

airways for

seasonal

weekly quarter hour.

layoff.

new

re-

sponSpot is

Presque

Isle,

power

gional

darkness

where a

at
full

Me.

— When

failure

the

brought

State

a

re-

total

Theater,

house was watching a

show, the management called for
volunteers from audience to lead
in group singing for "about
15
minutes" while high tension lines
were being fixed.
Only one to
respond
was
Bert
Robertson,
songster on Pillsbury hour,
who warbled until power was restored
nearly three hours later!
Bert has an even chance cl re-

WAGM

—

covering.
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WFBL Chalks Up Beats

Objections Are Raised

To Clauses

in

IRNA Plan

(Continued from Page

posed

trade

agreement

ACTIVITIES

F. C. C.

In Kidnapers' Captures
(Continued from Page

1)

contains

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

clauses which "are in direct violaKan.
Carl Latenser, Atchison,
Dec. 1
1420 kc, 100 watts,
tion of what the IRNA convention CP for new station.
daytime.
authorized."
Evening News Press Inc., Port Angeles,
are Wash. CP for new station. 1500 kc, 100
objections
the
Specifically,
of
watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited.
sentence
the
second
based on
Dec. 2: Food Terminal Broadcasting Co..
Clause 6, and Section B of Clause 19. Cleveland.
CP for new station. 1500 kc,
The former pertains to "all musicians 100 watts, daytime.
:

other than staff musicians employed
by an Affiliate shall likewise be employed upon terms and conditions as
agreed upon between Local (union)
and Affiliate". The latter (Clause 19
objection) concerns the retention by
of the sole right to cancel and
terminate all agreements for Affiliates
in the event that the plan of settlement fails sufficiently to carry out
the purpose of the Federation to
increase employment of staff musicians and wherein the Federation
may so cancel the contracts upon 14
days' notice.
Meantime, numerous stations are
going ahead with their negotiations
with local unions.

AFM

Glenn E. Webster, Decatur, 111.
new station. 1290 kc, 250 watts,

John

C.

Hughes,

Phenix

City,

CP

for

daytime.
Ala.

new

for

1310

station.

kc,

100

watts,

day-

time.

Dec
the

CP

Young

3:

People's

Association

for

Propagation of the Gospel, Philadelphia.
for new station.
1220 kc, 1 KW.. un-

limited.

Cumberland
N. C.

ville,

Broadcasting

CP

for

new

Co.,
station.

Fayette1340 kc,

250 watts, daytime.

Sherman V. Coultas, Milton Edge & Hobart

CP new

CP for
Stephenson, Jacksonville, 111.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.

station.

PHILADELPHIA

SEATTLE

Robert Gill appointed assistant to
Al Botzer and
Ralph Camargo, announcers, are re- Horace Feyhl, WCAU production
manager.
cent additions to the KIRO staff.
Due to being unable to clear time
Tommy Thomas, young ork leader
who for five years has handled the over WFIL, MBS has awarded BarBen Tipp jewelry store's radio ad- basol, Vardy and Hecker commercials
vertising and produced its programs, to WIP, strengthening rumors that
handled the recent dedication of the WIP may become network's outlet
Carl

firm's

Christopher,

new

here.

store.

1)

and

capture of Oley, Geary and
Crowley, convicted kidnappers, the
records show.
WFBL flashed news
of the first of two captures within
five minutes, and the second within

minutes of tip-off.
Radio beats were scored in the
presentation of the kidnapped guard,
Hayes; of the two civilians whose tips
led to the captures; of the kidnapped
man who was forced to drive, and
10

his wife who was forced to serve food,
of the actual arresting officers
in both cases.
Mirra and Patrolman
Lewis were presented on the air before they had made complete reports to the police departments, less
than 45 minutes after the tip-off.
In addition,
was designated
as official broadcast headquarters for
the State Police, relaying police calls
to troopers.
Special news periods

and

WFBL

WPEN has come to an agreement
Louis Wasmer, owner of KGA,
with AGRAP on a contract for anSpokane, is making tests for a new
nouncers.
presented a complete running story
station on which he has received
has invited Gen. Hugh of the feverish activity.
FCC approval.
Johnson to speak on social diseases.
KRSC now hits the air daily exEnid Hager has resigned as ascept
Sunday
at
8
p.m.
with
"HeadDeer Hunters' Service
Short-Waving CBS "Headlines"
sistant program director at WFIL.
lines Edition."
Gene Edwards, WDAS announcer,
Ironwood, Mich. A special service
"Headlines and Bylines," CBS propromoted to supervisor in charge of gram featuring Bob Trout, H. V.
provided by WJMS to deer hunters
night programs.
during the open season now under
Kaltenborn and Lewis Browne, heard
way in the Upper Peninsula of MichiSundays, 10:30-11 p.m., will be transBiz
proving
helpful.
is
very
The
gan
Milwaukee
cribed and re-broadcast to Europe
Philadelphia
WDAS
reports
45
a
Michigan Conservation Department
Nancy Grey, commentator, is using over W2XE weekly starting Nov. 29,
and the State Police report to the per cent increase in business the a straight standing mike and taking at 5-5:30 p.m. In addition to the
past
month
as
compared
to
previous
station daily any emergency calls
her meals off the mantel as the re- recording, Bob Trout in person will
they have for hunters and WJMS month. For the first time in its his- sult of her first horseback lesson
air last minute world news.
broadcasts emergency news at stated tory, station is unable to clear time preparatory to an Arizona Ranch sotimes each day. On the first day of for advertisers. Sales promotion de- journ.
the season, a hunter from Lower partment, made up of Alexander DanMa Perkins comes from Chicago as
Michigan was wanted on account of nenbaum, president, Nathan Fleisch- guest on Eddie Thompson's "Behind
death of his granddaughter.
Five er, director of foreign programs, and the Mike" show Nov. 26.
PRODUCTIONS
minutes after the broadcast, the man Harold Davis, program director, is
Russ Winnie will broadcast BearsINC.
was located.
credited with bringing about the Lions football game to be played at
113 West 57th St., New York
Many such instances have occurred boost.
Detroit on Thanksgiving day, fathin past seasons, so that hunting camps
ered by Winnie's regular sponsor,
throughout the area keep tuned to
Program ideas, presentaWadhams Oil.
WJMS and hunters feel they are
New CBS Sunday Show
Series of talks by Harry Stuhltions, direction, material,
within easy call. Only the most urdreher, Wisconsin Badgers coach, has
"People's Choice,"
new
Sunday
talent negotiaadaptation,
of
extra
importance
gent news
is ac8-8:30 p.m. show, featuring excerpts been extended a week, including two
doctoring,
casting,
cepted for broadcast.
tion,
Philadelphia,
where
he'll
talks
from
from CBS programs of the past week,
pick his all-America and all-Big Ten
consultant services, prohas been set by CBS opposite the
duction.
Chase & Sanborn program. Listeners elevens.
KFRO Gets National Airing
Bill
Carlsen's band, with tenor
Longview, Tex. KFRO was rep- will be invited to write in naming Paul Skinner, furnish musical enRadio Program Service in
resented nationally the other night their favorite broadcasts of the week, tertainment
for
Milwaukee Auto
whole or in part, Unit
when Chief Engineer Edward Bumpas and CBS will then highlight the pro- Show.
Productions or Production
called Radio Station WBT in Char- grams receiving the greatest number
Program will originate
lotte, N. C, during their early morn- of
votes.
Units set up, sold or
WCOL, Columbus
ing all request period. WBT had the from Hollywood.
Series is set to
Program requireleased.
program, the "DinkledorfA
new
conversation patched into the pro- begin Dec. 5. The 8:30 p.m. spot
ments analyzed and legal
gram amplifier and engineer Bumpas will be filled by new Harry Conn fers," is being launched here, being
the trials and tribulations of two
clearances checked.
told the whole United States what show, "Earaches of 1938," starting
quaint old characters, portrayed by
a swell station KFRO is and that next Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott, formerAgency ideas developed by

WJMS

WCAU

—

WDAS

Up 45%

WTMJ,

—

GROMBACH

—

it is

located in the richest and largest
the world. KFRO has for

Columbia
some time used this telephone hook- Thursdays,
up during its all-request programs, Dec. 9.
oil field in

but Bumpas reports a real thrill having his voice come back to him from

Coach Line on
Joplin, Mo.— WMBH

Charlotte.

Sears Renews Fleischer

—

Philadelphia Sears, Roebuck & Co.
has renewed its "Jewish Commentator" series featuring Nathan Fleischer
for another 39 weeks over WDAS.
Mail order house has obtained excellent results from its foreign language air campaign.

a

moves

Workshop
10:30-11

p.m.,

to

effective

WMBH
is

putting on

WBAL, Baltimore.
After an absence of several months,
Roger Garret, organist at the Ohio
Theater, returns to a regular spot
over this station, sponsored by Diamond Milk Products, direct from the
ly of

Crown Coach

Co.,

bus operators. Nationally known orchestras are used by transcriptions,
with the theme song being "Let
Yourself Go." Advertising tie-in is
"Let Yourself Go Places in Crown
Coaches."

—
— Recording

Permanent
dios

staff

private

Talent,

KIDO Mail
Boise,

KIDO

Idaho

—

Mail

in the first 10

files

Spurts
received

months

at

of this
year showed an increase of 130.4
per cent over the entire year of 1936,
according to C. G. Phillips, manager.
A survey also reveals per capita sales
here as $892, topping various larger
cities in the western area.

Casting

begun

in

stu-

facilities.

theater.

15-minutc show twice weekly at

6:05-6:20 p.m. for

experimentation to
production of audition.
studio

and

Program

1928.

Phone Circle 7-2678

Exclusive Representath <es
for outstanding free-lance
writers

and

directors.

8
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KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.

Penna, Stations Protest

New

44-Hour

Week Law

Debuts on Thanksgiving

(Continued from Page 1)

work week which becomes

23, 1937

(Continued from Page

effective

1 under act of the Pennsylvania
Labor Board. Committee consists of
C. G. Moss, manager, WKBO, Harris- ATTENDANCE at Baltimore's auto
burg; Clair R. McCollough, president,
show was boosted to record figMason-Dixon Radio Group, and Clif- ures as a result of broadcasts from
ford Chafey, manager WEEU, Read- the exhibition.
WFBR took honors

Dec.

Miami,

this season.

in

Field

is

known New York Times turf writer. and Emery Putnam, announcers, and
He will also broadcast the 1938 Ken- Beatrice Grundfor, office detail.
tucky

Derby

the promotion, doing 16 broadcasts broadcast
and scoring some nifty exclusives Miami.
from the showrooms, with majority

ing.

for

over

CBS.

WQAM

Field

while

will
in

Act provides for maximum working
of 44 hours, and maximum workHugh B. Marshall, radio artist of
ing day of 8 hours, with provision for of programs being piped direct from
LaCrosse, Wis., is in St. Elizabeth's
half hour meal period after every the two WFBR mobile units.
Hospital, Youngstown.
5 hours of continuous labor. Broadcasters hold it interferes with operaThe Kidoodlers, novelty instrutions of announcing and control room mental
Jack Meakin, whose "Bughouse
quartet, are scheduled to
staffs.
Stations represented by the make a talkie short for Mentone Rhythm" is one of the more delectcommittee are: WCBA, Allentown; Studios.
able musical novelties on NBC netWFBC, Altoona; WEST, Easton;
work, also has had "Meakin's MusiWLEU, Erie; WKBO, Harrisburg;
"Big City Parade" returns to the cal News" on the Pacific Coast, and
WAZL, Hazelton; WJAC, Johnstown; Boy's Court in Chicago, with Judge occasionally as far as Chicago, since
WGAL, Lancaster; WRAW, Reading; Braude in the role of Judge, begin- the first of this year. Program conWGBI, Scranton; WKOK, Wilkes- ning Dec. 3. The time of the broad- sists of Meakin as commentator and
barre; WORK, York, and WEEU, cast has been changed to 1:45 p.m. on orchestra conductor, with various
Reading.
WLS, so as not to interfere with groups of musical items punctuated
Judge Braude's daily broadcast from by popular music from the orchestra.
the Safety Court over WJJD at 11:30
Jessel Joins Sidney
Adelaide Hawley, commentator and
a.m. Acceding to the many requests
his help, Judge Braude will also conductor of "The Woman's Page"
Maxwell Program for
answer letters from mothers, and of M-G-M's "News of the Day," will
boys and girls, aiding them to solve introduce The Answer Man at to(Continued from Page 1)
their
personal
problems.
Lillian day's Town Hall Club Round Table
coming from program director berth
Gordoni will continue to write and Luncheon. The luncheons are aired
at WHN.
direct the show, now in its 36th over WNYC.
Harry Kronman, writer with Bill week.
Bacher on all production assignments,
Harold Betts, the "Romantic Bachstepped out of the picture with his
Birmingham, the key sta- elor," is back at WSPD, Toledo, afWSGN,
last
boss
week.
tion in the Alabama Sports Network, ter several months in the east.

week

1)

the station, with Robert Schulz
as chief engineer; Alfred Monkkonen and Willard G. Hartho, transthe well mitter operators; E. Duran Hansen
of

On

the outlet that fed the recent talks
Governor Bibb Graves to the state
network. First talk was from the
Thomas Jefferson Hotel, fed by

Station has adopted "The Voice of
the Valley" (Red River Valley) as
its slogan.
It operates on 1310 kcs.,
250 watts day and 100 watts night. A
179-foot Blaw-Knox tower, Western
Electric equipment and
service
are included in its facilities. Several
local accounts already have signed
and station gets under way with a
nice start.

WBS

KANSAS CITY
KMBC

is

taking additional space

Pickwick Hotel for its news
department and Chick Allison's promotion and publicity department.
in the

Sid Q. Noel, president of KXBY,
has sold to General Mills his contract with Walt Lochman, station's
ace sports announcer.

Helen Lee of

KCMO

staff

was

in

Tulsa on business over week-end.

Chet Thomas, manager of KFRU,
Columbia, spent a few days here
on business.
WHB has resumed "Piano Specials"
from piano floor of Jenkins Music
Co., featuring Alberta Bird. Charles
Lee produces.

is

Disks Placed In
West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

Canada

RADIO DAILY

of

rfStST out

Imperial Optical Co.
presenting the Mertens and Price WSGN facilities to WSFA, WALA,
Inc. transcribed series of Wade Lane's WJBY and WBHP. Second program,
"Home Folks" for a run of 26 weeks, from WSPA, Montgomery, again used
is

starting Jan.

2,

on CJRC, Winnipeg; the

CJRN, Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon;
CKBI, Prince Albert; CFCN, Calgary, and CJCA, Winnipeg, which
coverage blankets the entire Canadian Northwest. The local producers
also report Pacquin's Ltd. using the
same feature over CRCT, Toronto,
and CFCF, Montreal. New business
was placed through All - Canada
Broadcasting System, which organization also has placed the Mertens
and Price "Sunday Players" on stathe Dominion
across
Moncton, N. B., to Vancouver.
tions

"Radio

by

far the

most

suit-

able medium for the transmission
of philosophical thought because
the Intimate relationship it establishes between speaker and listener.
The habit of church-going
la not as strong as it was in my
youth, but that doesn't mean people today don't want ethical direcThey seek it eagerly, but
tion.
of

must come to them in modern
packages. Radio is the answer."
It

facilities.

Stephen Balogh pianist member of
the staff of the music department at
Cornish School in Seattle resumes
his "Musical Portraits" over KJR
this week.
In the past two years
Balogh has done over 80 broadcasts.
George Jennings, director of radio
for Cornish, will do the continuity
and assist Balogh in presentation.
"Seattle Pioneers," authored by Don
in the Cornish Studios, with student talent goes into
its 27th week over KJR.
The show,
a 15-minute sustaining, is produced
for the Seattle Goodwill Industries.

Bryan
horses

in

Field
will
describe
the
action at Hialeah Park,

*4*

/

\

TUNE IN

MUTUAL
NETWORK

WOR
Monday

to

Friday

6-6:15

EST

4:30-4:45

EST

SCRIBNER
JIMMY AND
HIS

KARL ROLAND
is

network

from Cook, produced

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
DR.

WSGN

Nat'l Recognition for Pinney
Salt Lake City— Radio Writers Laboratory, syndicating scripts for
Gladys Wagstaff Pinney, KSL writer,
is
negotiating with J. Walter
Thompson Agency of L. A. for placement of Mrs. Pinney's shows. Use

on Chase & Sanborn-Don Ameche
hour is contemplated.
"Manhattan
Miracle" and "Touch of Scarlet" are
These have been rethe offerings.
leased by the KSL Players, Radio
Playhouse presentation, over KSL
here.

"JOHNSON FAMILY"
Jimmy Scribner

writes

his

own

script,

does

all

the

twenty-two characters including male and female, and
supervises the entire production including sound effects.

WILSON. POWELL and

HAYWARD

JAS. V. PEPPE, Gen. Mgr.

New

444 Madison Avenue

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES

—

York City

RADIO PRODUCERS

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

103

YORK.
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of
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No AFM Deals Signed Yet
MPPA OPPOSED TO DEAL

Up

WITH SESAC ON RIGHTS
Music Publishers Protective Assomake any arrange-

ciation will not

ment with SESAC whereby the former would represent the organization
electrical transcription
and motion picture rights for the
SESAC catalogue.
for some
years has issued licenses for its publisher members and some other copy-

clearing

in

MPPA

Recently

owners.

right

When

—

nature

obliges.

Jack

man,

son, special events

—

Although

don

ATI. REFINING,

shortwave pack transmitter, and
jump on a sled for a coasting ride
with a bunch of kids. It's a tieup
for store's toy and sporting goods

SOCONY

BID FOR N. Y.-PA.

dept.

GAMES

—

Albany Atlantic Refining Co. and
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. both had

SESAC

HAVANA GROUP APPROVES

Speak

to

Still

Greg-

will

(Continued on Page 8)

Radio Execs

Are

Mulling Over Plan of
Settlement
Cross-Section of
Negotiations in 3 Cities

Stations

Nature

to

Lake City Something different in programming is a stunt
broadcast sold to a local department store by KDYL. Snow must
fall before program can be aired.
Salt

At Educational Parley

representatives at the annual meeting of the New York-Pennsylvania
league here seeking the exclusive
radio rights to the 1938 baseball

games.
Les Qualey and Frank Coulter of
N. W. Ayer represented Atlantic,
tives will meet with
Havana After prolonged parleys, and George Allen of J. Stirling
foremost educators for thorough- the technical committee of the Intergoing
discussion
of
problems in American Radio Conference in prog- Getchell put in Socony's bid.
Atlantic offered $20,000 for the
educating by radio at Second Na- ress here has approved a plan for
tional
Conference on Educational the study of the possibility of as- league rights, with Allen offering
another bid.
Both agencies were
(Continued on Page 8)
signing short wave bands, not to requested to submit further bids,
exceed 300 kilocycles in width, to
(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago

— Prominent

SHORT WAVE STUDY PLAN

radio executhe country's

New England Stations
Sign With Weed & Co.

2

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Two New England stations have
appointed Weed & Co. as their narepresentatives, effective immediately. They are: WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., newly licensed outlet
tional

which makes

its

debut on Dec.

12,

Edwin

C.

C. Hill
Hill

Renewed

Tobacco

by Chevrolet

Guest star schedule in the Chevrolet "Musical Moments' series transcribed by WBS, with Victor Arden's
orchestra and Songsmiths quartet, is
(Continued on Page 3)

has been renewed

American

by

Set

Is

(Continued on Page 2)

Edwin

Boston Blue

Guest Star Schedule

Hollywood Program Quits
West Coast Bureau,

Lucky
Program columnist,
(

RADIO DAILY

— Raymonds Inc., which

Los Angeles
started Lloyd

Pantages,

CBS

Hollywood

Law Bans

Radio Music

in Public

effective

Jan.

3.

Radio Increases Milk
Columbus
a

a

series

— Already

stimulant

to

reported

egg-laying

planned.

radio now is credited by
Ohio State University as increas-

Feen-A-Mint Mulling

last

Radio Corp. Completes
Releasing Plan for ET Shows

Atlas

dairy.

Students,

unable

games because

attend

of

college farm duties, put radios

in

the barns, with aforementioned

results.

football

With Louis K. Sidney now schedfor a long stay on the west

uled

coast as radio director of the M-G-M
Herbert L. Pettey, who has
since Sidbeen official head of
ney's departure for the coast, will
(Continued on Page 2)

series,

Sports at 8:30 a.m.
Pittsburgh

Song

Writers, Publishers

Still

Apart on Contract

ing the milk output of cows in the
to

Charge at WHN
With Sidney Set on Coast

WHN

eggs),

campus

SPOTS ON 60 STATIONS

Pettey in

as

(hen's

SMITH BROS. TO PLACE

—Under

new

contract. Hill completes one year of news commentating over CBS.

signing of

in

(Continued on Page 3)

Smith Bros, cough drops is launchan old "blue law" ing a spot announcement campaign
just dug up, Sunday entertainment on over 60 stations from Maine to
of all forms, including radio music, California.
Sponsor will not use a
has been outlawed in cafes, restau- network show this season. Brown &
rants, hotel dining rooms and clubs. Tarcher Inc. has the account.
Only "sacred concerts" are allowed
is
hereafter.
Rigid
enforcement
Boston

Feen-A-Mint's radio plans are still
month, has taken the show off the unsettled.
Client is mulling over
is heard Monday through Friday over
No reason was given for can- whether to go network or spot.
93 CBS stations at 12:15-12:30 p.m. air.
William Esty & Co. has the account.
Lord & Thomas is the agency. With cellation.
Strikes)

considerable activity is
evidence throughout the country
between stations and local unions of
the AFM, it is reliably understood
that to date no contracts have been
received by the AFM and presumably none by the IRNA accountants,
Ernst & Ernst. Majority of the IRNA
members are still mulling over the
Plan of Settlement and Schedule A,
and as per advice of IRNA attorneys,
Rosenblatt & Jaffe, each station's own
counsel is being consulted in the
usual manner when important contracts are being negotiated. Key station situation remains unsigned for
the present, although contracts are
in

No

early

settlement

is

in

sight

between the song writers and popular music publishers, the attorneys
and committees for both sides being
unable to agree on various points
despite many conferences, it was
indicated yesterday. Holding up the
(Continued on Page 8)

Atlas Radio Corp., which plans to
bring to radio the production and distribution methods of motion pictures
merchandising its transcription
in
catalog to and for stations, has completed its release plan for the recorded programs and set up a sales
Each
staff divided into four zones.
zone will have its own sales organization.

Central zone, with headquarters in
(Continued on Page 3)

— One

of

the

earliest

daily sports programs in the coun-

and possibly the first of its
has been started at KDKA.
It
is
a Morning Sports Review,
aired every morning except Sunday, and conducted on the printry,

kind,

can be
newspapers

ciple that the radio

of the

same

service as

to the

sport

fan.

2
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New England Stations
Sign With Weed & Co.

Charge at WHN
With Sidney Set on Coast

Pettey in

GOMG

COfllinG and
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

and
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Price 5 Cts.

WLNH,

established

Laconia, N. H., a long assume

charge.

Pettey,

1)

with

title

work with
general man-

of associate director, will

station.

will be operated by Hil- Frank Roehrenbeck,
Mort Harris, who leaves to
dreth & Rogers Co., publishers of ager.
Editor the two local newspapers, the Eagle join Sidney this week, will probably
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Outlet will oper- be replaced by Fred Raphael, proBusiness Manager and the Tribune.
MARVIN KIRSCH
ate on 680 kcs. with 1000 watts power. gram manager.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
is a member of the Mutual
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, and Colonial networks and is owned
Transamerican
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- by Northern Broadcasting Co. and
Personnel
Coast
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester managed by Edward Lord, formerly
B. Bahn, Vice-President
Charles A. Alicoate, of WEEI, Boston.
Secretary: M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Bill Ray, long proLos Angeles
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
duction manager at KFWB, has been
Series
Airs
Address
all
communications
to
RADIO
appointed western manager of TransDAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Thanksgiving Special american by John Clark, president of
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollythe Warner Bros, subsidiary, who
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
WIL is staging an unu- has been here strengthening the loSt. Louis
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5. sual series of broadcasts in connec- cal organization to handle the Luck:"
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
tion with the traditional Thanks- Strike show and other activities ununder the act of March 3, 1879.
giving Day Football Game between der the direction of Don Becker,
the two local Universities, St. Louis Transamerican production head.
Harry Maizlish, KFWB's showmanU. and Washington U. Tonight, 6:30manager, has upped Man7, "Today's Winners" will be devoted general
to the Turkey Day Tilt. Neil Nor- ning Ostroff to the post vacated by
man will have all the dope on the Ray, and added Bob Kennett, former{Tuesday, Nov. 23)
production manager, to the
two teams and will make a com- ly
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
plete comparison of the strength of production staff as program assistant.
Net
Bill Durney will interHigh Low Close
Chg. the teams.
1445/g 140% 143%
Am. Tel. & Tel
1
view the Coaches of both squads, the
More SESAC Publishers
18i/
i/
CBS A
18V4
18yi
2 +
4
Captains and the publicity repreSesac announces the catalogs of
CBS B
17% 1734 173/4
%
Crosley Radio
8
73^
8
+ 1/4 sentatives of both schools. The Glee four new publisher members of the
Cen. Electric
39
37
385/8 + ]3/s Clubs of both Universities will supsociety.
They are: Harry L. Alford,
RCA Common
6% 6V4 6%
ply the music.
50i/4
Chicago; Neil A. Kjos Music Co., ChiRCA First Pfd
493/8
5/g
493/8

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Publisher

:

:

WLAW

:

:

WLNH

Augments
on West

ALFRED

—

Unusual

As

—

FINANCIAL

WLW

—
_

Stewart Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

9%

914

92

87 Vs

17%

17%

9'/4
91 2
17'/2

14

14

14

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine Corp
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

1%
1

1

1

%

1

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

7%

Stromberg Carlson

—
—
+

1/4

3/4

—
— %
i/

2

+

Vs

Asked

8%

be cago; Wm. C. Stahl, Milwaukee, and
on the air at 10:45-11:45 with the Stamps-Baxter Music Co., in Dallas,
music of Herman Drake and his Chattanooga, and Pangburn, Ark.
Orchestra, who will play for the List of publications of these concerns
annual Breakfast Dance at the Kappa will be available through the Sesac
Program Service Department.
Alpha House.

Tomorrow morning WIL

will

Tomorrow afternoon Neil Norman
Bill Durney will complete their

H.

MORTON,

owned and operated
of

Philadelphia

NBC

stations,

was

manager
in

and

of

out

yesterday.

JOAN

BROOKS goes to Philadelphia on
night to be the featured singing atwith Jolly
traction at the Army-Navy Ball,
Coburn and his orchestra.
Saturday

RAE SMITH, vice-president of the J. Walter
Thompson Agency, and MRS. SMITH leave today aboard the Normandie for Europe.

RICHARD ROGERS,

;

WIL

24, 1937

composer,

London

sails for

today.

HERBERT

EBENSTEIN,
today

Radio Corp., leaves
to Minneapolis.

DAVIDSON,

DAVE

Radio

Atlas

on

advertising
leaves Friday

manager

of

Chicago

for

business.

HERBERT
of

Corp.,

president
of
Atlas
on a business trip

I.

ROSENTHAL,

starting

before

in

business

trip

manager

Inc.,

CARTLAND

BILL

general

leaves for the coast
Airlines for a brief visit
his new post Jan. 1.

Columbia Artists
via
American

today

of

THE CHARIOTEERS

Radio
England.

Star

New

through

start

their

is

on

personal

a

ap-

Metropolitan Thetomorrow instead of Friday, and
the booking was handled by Henry Frankel of
WOR Artists Bureau, which has the singers

pearance engagement at the
Boston,

ater,

under

contract.

WCNW Marks

11th Year;

Improvements Being Made
WCNW, Brooklyn, rounds out 11
years of air service on Friday, and
next week the station plans to place
in operation its new 180-ft. vertical
radiator located in Greenpoint. New
transmitting tower will give
full metropolitan coverage, a 19-mile
primary area and 32-mile secondary.
Program department is preparing a

WCNW

Swenson Joins Audio- Video
number of new features.
Walter J. Swenson leaves the
master control to become the
every minute of every collegiate
ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
game played in St. Louis when they Recording Engineer for IntercontiSarnoff to Talk at Harvard
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., Detroit, describe the
Billikens and Bears nental Audio-Video Corp.
Sarnoff, president of RCA.
David
Mich. CP for new station. 1010 kc, 250 tilt.
After many years in radio, Swen- will address a Harvard undergraduwatts, unlimited.
son became the Washington repre- ate group under the auspices of the
Radio Service Co., Inc., Brunswick, Ga.
Tomorrow evening, this series of
CP for new station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, broadcasts will be climaxed with a sentative of the Paramount Newsreel "Harvard Guardian" on Dec. 3. He
250 watts LS., unlimited.
and thence to WNEW.
will give a short talk on radio as it
pickup of the music of Herb Mahler
relates to international relations beplay
the
Orchestra,
they
and his
as
countries.
New "School of Air" Director annual S-L Dance at St. Louis Uni- Albert A. Ross Joins Universal tween
Sarnoff's son, Robert, is a junior at
versity Gymnasium.
member
of
Albert
former
A.
Ross,
Eloise Daubenspeck yesterday was
the technical staff of Paramount Pic- Harvard.
and

record for 1937 of having broadcast

FCC

WNEW

named broadcasting

director of the
School of the Air,
replacing Helen Johnson, who recently resigned to marry.

CBS American

Legion Sponsors Contest
American Legion Auxiliary is cooperatin sponsoring a contest in connection with the Federal Theater
radio division's "Epic of America"
series which debuts Sunday on MBS.
Awards of $100, $50 and medals will
be given to students writing the best
essays on Americanism.

* POWER
* MARKET
* POPULARITY
Equipped for Super Power

Star Radio

Adds

12

Accounts

To date, 12 additional stations have
subscribed to Star Radio's Christmas
Tree of 1937 scripts to start Dec. 1.
Sales of this year's version are far
ahead of last year according to Star
Radio, which supplies the Holiday
shows in a series of 25 half-hour
scripts, scheduled to run daily from
Dec. 1 to Christmas Day.

has joined the sales departUniversal Radio Programs
Inc. Ross will handle all promotion
work on Universal's Christmas feature, "Holiday Greetings."

tures,

ment

of
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BOOMERANG ALWAYS COME
BACK WITH A RETURN SAI

A

Voices

of

Past on

WBNX

"The Golden Age of Song," presenting the great voices of the period
1880-1910 from phonograph records,
makes its debut Sunday at 11:30 p.m.
on WBNX. Caruso, Destinn, Scotti,
Sembrich, Tetrazzini and other famous singers will be heard. Edward
Hill, ;ntor and owner of a vast collection of phonograph records, has
placed the entire catalog at WBNX's
disposal.
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NEW PCCeCAMS-IDEA/

NO DEALS SIGNED YET

RELEASING PLAN FOR ETS

WITH AFM ON MUSICIANS
3 a.m. Man-in-the-Street
WHB, Kansas City, hits the

Thanksgiving Services
(Continued from Page

1)

being formulated. Chicago AFM local has already set its scale as recently printed in these columns.
Cross section of negotiations being
worked out is presented from three
different points:

—

New

Orleans Union musicians of
this city are to receive approximately $37,000 in yearly salaries from
three radio stations here, as a result
of the recent negotiations.
a
CBS outlet, tops the list with $18,000
for musicians as compared to $6,786
(annually) spent in the past.
staff
band of 14 men is planned.
on the NBC-Red network, will spend
$9,308, as compared to the $1,092 spent
each year in the past. WDSU, ap-

WWL,

A
WSMB

air
Only Thanksgiving services in
which three cities of Rock Island, Sunday with what is thought to be
a new slant on the "man-in-theMoline and Davenport take part, airs street."
Sending announcer Bob
third
time this season over Caldwell and recording engineer Vic
for
WHBF, Rock Island, 111. Full hour Damon to the corner of 12th and Grand
morning broadcast from LeClaire last Sunday morning at 3:00 a.m.,
they took a recording of answers to
Theater in Moline features choir
queries put to the night owls enof 80 voices, wins interdenomina- countered there.
Strangely enough,
tional good-will through support of they found that some of those quiztri-city Ministerial Alliance (Protes- zed were going or coming from work,
Proceeds though many
tant, Catholic and Jew)
were making the
from a special collection are turned rounds of the night spots. Caldwell
over to organizations of all three thinks this program reaches the ultifaiths for Christmas charity pur- mate in street quizzes, airing the
poses.
words of the man in the gutter.
j

.

Barber Shop Quartets Vie

Library Hour on

KFRU

Old-time
harmony,
KFRU has completed arrangements
more than
faintly reminiscent of the bygone with Columbia (Mo.) board of liparently without musician expendi- shaving-mug days, once more pre- brary directors for twice-monthly
tures in the past and a member of vails in Milwaukee in a fifteen- broadcasts on library activities, inthe NBC-Blue network, is budgeted minute Sunday morning series over cluding instruction on proper use
for $7,980.80.
Evidently WBNO and WTMJ,
bringing
"Barber
Shop" of book facilities. Discussions, interWJBW, both 100-watters, will not be quartets to the mike in an elimina- views, and dramatic sketches by
bothered very much by the AFM.
tion
contest,
with
cash
prizes members of library staff will comawarded. Excellent response has en- plete program, which is to air seccouraged big promotion.
ond and fourth Thursdays.
Richmond, Va.— WRVA,
and WRTD, have agreed to spend a
Approves Guest Star Schedule
total of approximately $15,000 annually for the next two years on staff
Short
Study Plan
Chevrolet
Is Set
musicians, according to the Richmond
Musicians Association. Stations are
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
in the central zone as follows with three weekly proto pay extra for musicians employed all countries
having an area of more than 750,000
for single performances.
grams of two guests each:
WRVA, will spend $11,779.34 a kilometers for standard broadcasts.
This
will
be
recommended
at
the
Week of Dec. 5, Arlene Jackson
year; WMBG, is down for $2,999.25,
and WRTD, will add $8,811.14 to its 1938 Cairo conference by the Pan- and James Wilkinson, Patti Chapin
American bloc.
annual payroll.
and Jack Arthur, Willie Morris and
It is also recommended that this
300 kc. band be placed somewhere Ray Heatherton; Dec. 12, Irene Beas-

WMBG

Havana Group

Wave

by

—

Mass.

Springfield,

make

annual

an

— WMAS

expenditure

will
of

between

4200

and

5500

kilocycles.

ley

for

musicians,

and

(.Continued from

Page

vertising

man,

who

will

STATIONS

—ATTENTION!
AGENCIES — SPONSORS

GARNETT MARKS

tract.

24

sist of

members.

plans to market its transcriptions on a brand new showmanship basis, and will maintain vast
publicity campaigns in connection
with each ET series sold to a client,
whether sponsored or used as a sustaining. Sales plan, it is understood,
will allow the station to recoup the
purchase price (through disks going
commercial) for a certain length of
time before Atlas is fully paid for
the series in question.
While some of the Atlas product
has been used commercially on numerous stations and found successful, an investment of over $400,000
is said to have been made in building a transcription catalog which
now includes 28 shows.
Atlas

\

•••••
• ••
• ••••

•VAV
NEW YORK
Serving New York
and New Jersey

Announcer and Popular Ace News and Sportscaster
in local
in

establish

branches in Minneapolis and Detroit.
Southern zone will be supervised by
Claude C. Ezell, pioneer film distributor and former sales manager for
"bank night." Western zone will be
under Ray Coffin, also of the movie
industry.
Herbert R.
Ebenstein,
president of Atlas, heads the home
office in New York, which will set
up branches in Boston and Pittsburgh. Complete sales staff will con-

WSPR

WNEW

First

1)

Chicago, will be under L. Daniel
Blank, veteran newspaper and ad-

and Conrad Thibault, Phil Duey

Smaller countries are not to be in- and Shirley Howard, Ruth Carhart
cluded for the obvious reason they and Walter Cassel; Dec. 19. Lucy
$1,837.50, according to Edwin H. Lycan cover their territory on standard
man, secretary of the Hampden broadcast bands without
Monroe and Barry Wood, Virginia
too much
County Musicians' Union.
Rea and Ross Graham. Alice King
static interference.
WSPR made a suggestion to the Accompanying the report was the and Ralph Kirbery; Dec. 26; Lois
union that the station hire enough recommendation that the use of diBennett and Morton Bowe, Doris
musicians to give a small symphony rectional antennae be studied by
Kerr and Walter Cassel, Dorothy
concert, which would be broadcast these countries to further reduce
Dreslin and Jan Peerce; Jan. 2, Joonce every other week for the next possible international interference, sephine Antoine and Larry Taylor,
two years and thus employ more along with a study of minimum Helen Morgan and Howard Price,
musicians than the WSPR allocation power which will cover the territory Evelyn Case and Phil Duey; Jan. 9;
called for. This was turned down by during night broadcasts.
Hanshaw and Stuart
Annette
the union which said it would rather
Churchill, Jane Froman and Howard
week.
each
have men hired steadily,
Paul Kregg Joins
Phillips. Ruth Carhart and Robert
WMAS, on the other hand, preferred Paul Kregg, formerly of Benton & Weede; Jan. 16, Willie Morris and
the plan of putting a few musicians Bowles, has joined the production Hal Gordon, Josephine Huston and
to work on a steady basis, according staff of WNEW, working under Wm. Ray
Heatherton, Lois Ravel and
to president A. D. Moffat of the sta- McGrath, production manager.
Robert Steele.
On a 12-month contract basis,
tion.
WMAS would spend $145 weekly,
and on a 9-month basis the expenditure would be $210 weekly. WSPR's
12-month contract basis would mean
an expenditure of $35 weekly and
$50 weekly under a 9-month con$7,378.90

ATLAS RADIO COMPLETES

accounts

Chicago

WGES
(In the heart of (Chicago)

••:

How TwdaHcUtfy
Sponsored for Three Years on
Write Box A-119,
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AGENCIES
N. W. AYER & SON INC. will
handle the advertising for two new
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. products,
Halo and Vel, shampoo and washing

JOHN and ELAINE BARRYMORE,
EDDIE GREEN and MAREK WINDHEIM, on Rudy Vallee program, Nov.
(NBC-Red,

25

8

p.m.).

JIMMY DURANTE and HARRY
SAZ, on Fred Allen program, Dec. 1
(NBC-Red, 9 p.m.).

MAREK WEBER's ORCHESTRA,
EDWARD DAVIES, ART VAN

HARVEY, BERNADINE FLYNN and
BILLY IDELSON added to "Magic
Key of RCA", Nov. 28 (NBC-Blue,

BUDDY

FISHER, "Ambassador

of

Fun," on Pepper Uppers program,
Nov. 28 (Dr. Pepper-Dixie Network,
5:30 CST).

GINA VANNA,

soprano, on Carna-

(NBC-

tion Contented Hour, Nov. 29
Red, 10 p.m.).

MILTON HERTH

on Buddy Clark
Nov. 25 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

EDWINA

EUSTIS,

on

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

Munroe

of

turn!):

The

getting the coveted

—

WB-Lucky Strike show has this important sidelight .... Deal
had been pending for a few days prior to Thursday. At exactly 7:15 p.m.
(45 minutes before the Kate Smith show took to the air) word leached Paul
that he'd got the job .... Munroe, hesitantly walked into Miss Smith's dressing room where Ted Collins was reclining. He stuttered the good news
because Collins had him under personal contract for which he was to
kick in with 20 per cent of his outside earnings .... Kate and Ted listened
to him.
The latter rose from his lounge and wished the fellow "good luck.
Paul" the same from Miss Smith as Paul's "unbreakable contract" was
berth on the

BENNETT

LOIS

TERR

and

I

MARGARET MATZENAUER,

on

(NBC-

Red, 10 p.m.)

PERCIVAL DOVE,

JOHN
FLORENCE

baritone,

and

tenor,

thrown into the waste-basket

when Vick
per cent

— just

that! ....

like

A

similar

Knight had an opportunity elsewhere and he
.

.

.How many would do

that with

thing

was

occurred

released with-

a commission

20

of

in sight?

soprano,
on "Metropolitan
Auditions," Nov. 28 (NBC-

• • • Jimmy Shields goes on the Schaeffer Beer Show tomorrow night with Leo Reisman's crew ... .The WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C, publicity department, of which Virginia Wilson McKinney is

and

of

WHN,

1938," Nov.
9 p.m.)

(NBC-Red

25

director

of

Players, interviewed by CharNov. 26 (WMCA,

Abbey

lotte Buchwald,
1:15 p.m.)

LEE TRACY and JOAN FONTAINE,

in "Hospitals Are For Sick
People," on Silver Theater, Nov. 28

(CBS,

5

p.m.)

SINGIN' SAM, on "Songshop" Dec.
(CBS, 10 p.m.)

3

MERRY MACS,

on

Al

Pearce

broadcast, Nov. 30 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

KAY THOMPSON, JACK JENNY
and LES LEIBER, on "Swing Club,"
Nov. 27 (CBS, 7 p.m.).

CHARLES KULLMANN,

on

For the station

film actress, are preparing to

wed

A

NEW HIGH

IN

CONTINUITY!

A NEW LOW
27
Sold

jS

to

IN PRICE!
Scripts— $20.00!
one station in a city

ORDER NOW!
f.

»

Radio
545 Fifth Ave.
Universal

&t ESX

<iZi

Programs,

New

& CO. has been ap-

i

%
M

SAN FRANCISCO
Helen

Sawyer,

returns this
vacation in L. A.

Chief

Engineer

J

York Ci.,
iXL *
VM HSZ

KSFO

dramatic

week from
Paul

a short

Schultz

of

went pheasant hunting a few
days ago and bagged the limit.

"silhouettes" back to KSFO on Tuesday evenings. Clem Kennedy furnishes theme music.

•

•

•

"Thanks

A

Tomorrow being a Day
Bill Lewis, CBS

Million" to

of

Thanks-giving, we'd like

v.p. in

able, disregarding budget, etc
Bill

Lewis

radio.

the

It

will

try to

do

it

— even

If
if

charge

of the

of

programs

if

according

isn't

to

and

at

will

conduct
.

.

.

Rudy Vallee show when it comes east Dec.
2
John MacPherson, the "Mystery Chef," and Ben Grauer, the wordslinger, have been renewed for 26 weeks on Regional Advertisers' show.
Chipso has renewed William Meeder, organist, and Stuart Metz, announcer,
for 13 weeks on the "Road of Life" show.... Don Johnson, who is "Prof.
Figgsbottle," has become a long distance father of a baby girl.
His wife
adopted it in Saskatchewan Province, Canada and phoned him about it.
The airlines are so busy today and tomorrow because of the holiday rush
rejoins the

—

that

if

American
book passage on a TRAIN!

C. R. Smith, president of

he'd have to

Airlines

wanted

to

go

CBS Choral

Talent Quest

hard-to-do.

Macy's famous Thanksgiving Day Parade tomorrow.

Graham McNamee

has

Hoyle's rules on

might be good, he figures! .... Jessica Dragonette

orchestra

say

to

— who

best entertainment avail-

the idea sounds radical

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS,

in

conjunction with Columbia

Concerts Corp., will start a new
talent quest over a coast-to-coast network beginning Jan. 8 at 6 p.m.
Choruses of 40 voices and under
will be asked to compete, and winners will be given contracts. Lucille
Singleton, director of auditions at
CBS, will be in charge of new series,
and judging will be handled by
Deems Taylor, Davidson Taylor,

Ward French, Frederick Schang Jr.
and Dr. Finley Williamson. Program
will be presented weekly.

Boston

WOR

— MUTUAL

PROUD TO PRESENT

JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY
"The Musical

MGM

insoJack Bregman, now head-man of Feist and
far as music is concerned, is trying so hard to be pleasant to everyDo
body. He is anxious to retain old friends and gain new ones.
something nice for him and promptly you'll receive the sweetest
note of thanks .... Buddy Rogers yesterday bought Frank Dailey's
band intact and will use it as his own. .The Ritz Brothers are said
to be going into the French Casino with Abe Lyman Christmas
Nile.... That Holiday feeling: Last year there weren't any Social

•

•

•

—

.

1

Inc.

CO., Chi-

cago, has landed the Gage Bros, account, Chicago millinery concern.

John Marley, after a two-month
absence, has brought his scrapbook

.

JA

for

Friday.

4

TZZ-.-ZSZ^-ZS*. "SSfi 7a

Holiday Greetings"

t
$
B

BABB, formerly mana-

advertising
counsel
Hill Wineries, Chicago.

IS

BEATRICE LILLIE, on Al Jolson
show, Nov. 30 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
75k

J.

KENNEDY

KYA

(CBS, 10 p.m.).

? ?M.

JERVIS

Tobacco Market ascribed big sales to WBlG's Tobacco Market News
Johnny Green, ork leader, and Betty Furness,
etc., etc

Report,

setup.

YOUNG-

-

ger of sales research department of
Standard Oil of Indiana, has joined
the Booz-Fry-Allen & Hamilton business survey company, Chicago.

last

its

the

Lucky Strike "Hit Parade," Dec.

;

ELLIS

& FINN agency, Chicago,
has landed the National College of
Education account.

artist,

attained

given the audience via the sustainer some

ARTHUR SHIELDS,

-

GREEN

high peak oj publicity. Two leading N. C. newspapers started carrying WBIG programs daily; several civic groups
gave station credit for cooperating with their work; Reidsville

week

LOY, SOPHIE TUCKER,

JUDY GARLAND, BETTY JAYNES,
ALLAN JONES, C. AUBREY SMITH
and MICKEY ROONEY, on "Good
News

REINCKE

Sunny

Blue, 5 p.m.)

MYRNA

new

take executive post under

pointed

director, has cause to celebrate Thanksgiving.

(CBS, 8 p.m.)

Bing Crosby show, Nov. 25

CARTER,

—

DOREMUS & CO. will absorb
Gamble & Co. Ltd. in Chicago on Dec.
1.
Thomas S. Gamble, president, will

GRANT ADVERTISING

FRANCONI, on "Hammerstein MuHall," Dec. 3

—

"Rising

10 p.m.).

Opera

•

show,

(NBC-Red,

Musical Stars," Nov. 28

KIRK,

•

lines here the other edition regarding Paul

out a harsh word.

ANDREWS

and

SISTERS,

sic

•
few

—

p.m.).

2

products, respectively, it is announced
E. H. Little, v.p. of C-P-P.
National advertising of these products
is planned for the near future.

by

Security Taxes!

Cameraman"

.

8

P.

M.

EST.

Thursdays

.

COAST-TO-COAST
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NEW BUSINESS

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

Signed by Stations

"Mark Kelly Sports"

and singer Dolly

Kelly, onetime sports editor
Los Angeles Examiner, was
heard in the first of his "Mark Kelly
Sports" commentaries for Rio-Tan
cigars over the CBS Pacific Coast
For
net Wednesday night at 6:45.
many years, Kelly's trenchant and
sometimes vitriolic pen made the
sports pages of the Examiner quite
ot

the

T Dawn put in their seventh recording date in less than a year last
week. For Vocalion Records, under
Master Record supervision, they recorded "I've Hitched My Wagon to
a Star," "You're a Sweetheart," "Let's
Pitch a Little Woo," "How Many as necessary to the early morning
Rhymes Can You Get" and others. well-being of the cognescenti as the
matutinal cups of Chase and MaxByron Ray, continuity writer at well coffee, and in his air debut he
KSL. Salt Lake City, and Mary Hale again demonstrated that the Irish
Woolsey of "Springtime in the Rock- always and also have words for it.
ies" fame, have 30 new compositions
Choosing for his theme song the
ready to submit to major publishing current storm raging about the head
houses soon.
of Howard Jones, mentor of the exchampion Bachelors of Gridiron Arts
Skeeter Palmer and his Orchestra and Sciences at the University of
opened Friday at the Seneca Hotel, Southern California, Mark said: "It
Rochester, N. Y., for an indefinite is my opinion that Howard Jones
run, booked by Meyer Davis office.
definitely has outlived his usefulness
as head football coach at U.S.C. and
Rockwell
Okeefe has booked that his major reverses in the last
Woody Herman and his ork to open four years make a new deal at USC
Dec. 2 at the Nicollet Hotel, Minne- mandatory."
Five years ago that
apolis, and Ben Pollack and his crew statement would have been lese mafor the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, start- jeste in the first and all subsequent
ing Dec. 4.
degrees, and even today it must have
caused gasps up and down the Pacific
Duke Ellington and his ork Dec. Coast approximating in aggregate
2 at the Orpheum Theater, Memphis,
volume of sound one of our minor
playing to a white audience.
California earth tremors. To Kelly's
John Philip Sousa 3rd, who re- intimates it proved only that the old
signed from NBC program depart- maestro retains his instinctive averment to form his own ork, which has sion to calling a spade an implement

employed in agricultural pursuits,
and to those who know him only by
his byline it proves that it behooves

been booked for the winter at the
Whitehall Hotel, Palm Beach, will
lead an NBC orchestra in a special
Thanksgiving Eve broadcast over

them

NBC-Red

night,

tonight at 7:30.

in

listen

to

when

next Wednesday

the subject of his dis-

course will be "Why Joe Louis is on
Irving Mills has about cornered the Skids."
the market on modern composers and
arrangers with the recent signing of
Bert Shefter, Joe Usifer and Morton "Grand Hotel"
Gould. Mills already had Will HudJames Ameche, co-starred in the
son, Raymond Scott, Duke Ellington
"Grand Hotel" drama last Monday
and others.
night, not only is the brother of
Universities in various parts of Don Ameche, but he sounds so much
the country have invited Vincent like his older and more famous
Lopez, the piano-playing leader, to brother that it sometimes is hard to
continue his teachings on the sciThe orchestra
entific side of jazz.
Barney Rapp plays Hollywood Thealeader launched this unique portrayHusk
ter, Atlantic City, Dec. 4-5
al of popular music recently when
for Randolph Hotel,
he conducted a music class session O'Hare booked
Eldorado, Ark., Nov. 24, followed by
at the University Heights Center of
Hamp, Dec. 11, and Barney
New York University. The next lec- Johnny
Clyde McCoy, enRapp, Dec. 27
ture invitation to be accepted by
the coast to an engageLopez will be that of Northwestern route from
ment at Beverly Hills Country Club,
University, where he will appear beNewport, Ky., is playing many onefore he concludes his current ennighters
Bands set for New Penn
gagement at the Drake Hotel, ChiClub, Pittsburgh, include Bubbles
cago, Nov. 18.
Becker, currently; Harry Heser, Dec.
CRA bookings: George Hall and 17, and Carl "Deacon" Moore, returnork, heard over CBS from Taft Ho- ing Jan. 13 for extended stay.
tel, will double into the Central Opera House the night of Jan. 29
.

.

.

.

.

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER

*149°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

.
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N. Y.

.

.
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"Big Apple" Lessons
Recordings by outstanding swing
bands provide music for "Big Apple"
rhyming radio dance lessons, written
and staged by John Clark of the
staff over WATL, Atlanta.
Show, on
twice weekly, has done much to increase popularity of the dance, and
hotels are

Apple"

Which

for big things.

Monday

In

night's

offering,

parties.

now

featuring "Big

"The

Perfect Servant," by George Vandal,
he displayed plenty of acting spirit,
delivering his lines with both punch
and clarity, yet holding within the
bounds of naturalness. Opposite him
and doing herself equal credit was
Betty Lou Gerson.
They sounded
like a swell team.
Playlet dealt with a young man
who posed as a butler to win the

hand
bogus

of a girl being courted by r
lord. Program is sponsored by

Campana. Agency
& Wallace Inc.

Aubrey, Moore

is

"One Act Play Parade"

WFIL, Philadelphia: Remington - Rand,
news; Quaker Oats, participation, through
Arthur Kudner Agency; Brown-Williamson
Co., news, through BBD & O.

WMAS,
cuit

Co.,

Springfield, Mass.
announcements.

— National

Bis-

—

KDYL, Salt Lake City Plymouth, spots,
through J. Stirling Getchell
Coca Cola,
programs, through D'Arcy Adv. Agency.
;

WBT. Charlotte: Shell Oil, temp, reports
through J. Walter Thompson;
Plymouth,
announcements, through J. Stirling Getchell;
Rumford Chemical Works (baking powder),
announcements, through Atherton & Currier,
Inc.;

Moore

Benj.

Paint

Co.,

program

.

The

Barron Co. (Carillon perfume), announcements,
through
Loeb
Advertising
Agency; Musterole & Zemo, ETs.

Show was

an opera.

well paced with
And singers
sophic implications, two initial pro- are not exactly lacking for musical
ductions of WNYC's "One Act Play support when they have the PhilaParade" moved slowly and somewhat delphia orchestra behind them.
With a few improvements in pickbombastically in series debut Sunup, operas will be a good bet for this
day noon.
Program is heard on
First, "This Earth Is Ours," by Wil- hour show.
liam Kozlenko, was based on recent NBC-Blue network, 9-10 p.m.
newspaper accounts of foreigner
fighting abuses of large utility company. Thoroughly well-acted by Ra- "Three Cheers"
dio Playhouse Company, show sufPreviously heard on various profered from overdrawn lines of soap- grams
from San
Francisco,
the
box variety and tendency of script "Three Cheers" (Hale, Derry and
to exaggerate each character as well Hanna)
on Monday evening, 7:15as story itself.
7:30 EST, started a new series of
Second play, "Sacrifice," by Allen their own on NBC-Blue, dispensing
Noblston,
concerned
astronomer a batch of vocal harmony that was
about to photo comet which appears quite pleasing to the ear. They took
only once every 300 years. Escaping such popular numbers as "When You
murderer, seeking refuge in observa- Dream About Hawaii," "Have You
tory, and popping off the professor's Got Any Castles, Baby," "Moonlit
assistant, ruins the experiment, pro- Paradise" and other popular tunes
viding artful piece of irony. It was and vested them with streamlined
a good story, ably written, but pre- brightness.
Helpfully in the musi-

Overweight with

sentation,
stilted

social

entirely

in

and philo- plenty

seemed

verse,

and somewhat hard

to follow.

cal

of

good singing.

background was Jack Meakin's

orchestra,

pleasure

a

in

itself.

has commendable purpose,
to devote one full hour to liberal
type of production.
Series

"La Boheme"
Lucy

Susanne
Fisher,
Sidney Devris,
Louis D'Angelo and Eugene LowenMonroe,

Armand Tokatyan,

thal with the support of the Philadelphia orchestra, Alexander Smallens

conducting, last Monday night turned
in a good radio version of the opera

"La Boheme."
This

is

the

first

time the program,

under the sponsorship of a group
of American banks, has broadcast

2

4mtt years AGO
we

hung

day

our

.

ment
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room

.
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Togrown
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Recordings.
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business

one
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difference between them.
means that Jim, too, is headed
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has

to

our original equip-

.

Our

quadrupled.

has

clientele includes leading agen-

ANNOUNCES:

cies,

Major advertisers can now select
own New York station
their
and, through the panelboard of

good

Frutchey,

done
ings?

program builders.

leading

Reason:

good

a

Call
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records.
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job.

Need
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STATIONS ©r AMERICA
Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

WBIL—New
CARL

sales manager, and Dr. Ralph L.
Power, radio veteran and authority,
have been chosen by the California
History and Landmarks Club as
guest speakers on a radio day program Feb. 10. The Club later plans
to unveil a bronze placque marking
the spot from which the first local
broadcast was made.
Admirers of Ann Jamison have or-

ganized a fan club to boost the stock
of their favorite.

KMPC now

has

an

anonymous

baritone, "International Troubador",
who sings everything "from cowboy
laments to Grand Opera in 8 languages."
The versatile gentleman

may be heard
noon

at

each Saturday after-

3:30-3:45.

Principal Dwight W. Curtis of the
Emerson school in San Luis Obispo
is
having each classroom in the
school equipped so that radio pro-

grams may be utilized in class work.
Move was made following success of

Chicaner

Radio Stations

York

1100 Kilocycles— 5,000 Watts

KFI - KECA

HAVERLIN,

S.

24. 1937

JOHN

ON McGIBENY, NBC
IRACI, General

Manager

for

tator

several

commen-

years,

will

be

"Don McGibeny's Question-Aire," quiz show being launched
on WMAQ by Salerno-Megowen Biscuit Co., through Schwimmer & Scott
featured in

ASIDE

from being the

America,
International

WOV,

and

sister

also

Broadcasting Corp.,

organization of the leading foreign

functioning

WBIL

operates on a power of 5,000 watts,
of the major networks.
City.

language station

in

WOV

does
under the management of
has another claim to importance in New York
as

It

a

power exceeded only by the

local outlets

At the present time WBIL programs alternate between serving the Italian audience
in its native tongue and in catering to connoisseurs and lovers of good music.
"Symphonic Moods," a nightly presentation over WBIL, is an example of the latter.
Public
service is emphasized.
Fan letters are received daily from professional people of all
types, artists, lawyers, teachers, doctors and such.
WBIL employs the same studios as WOV, which have been described as resembling
"a miniature radio city."

Modern

every respect, the air-conditioned studios as well
on the 6th and 7th floors of the
building, in
the heart of the Times Square section at 132 West 43rd Street.
The WOV-WBIL Engineering staff has installed new recording equipment by means
of which an audition library is being prepared for the convenience of prospective sponsors.
Singers, orchestras, comedians, dramatic companies, announcers, and special program ideas
will be recorded.
From these records a variety of program suggestions may be offered
the prospective client on short notice without the actual work of assembling and
producing each individual audition.
in

WOV

as the executive offices are located

agency.

Quin Ryan turned over his broadof
Northwestern-Notre Dame
game to Bob Elson because of a bad
cold.
Jim Fleming relieved on his
sponsored news commentaries.
The Irish Program on WHFC is
cast

rounding out six years this month.
Patsy Montana, cowgirl singer of
the WLS National Barn Dance, in
quarantine with her daughter Beverly Paula Rose who has scarlet
fever.

Fort Pearson picked to broadcast

Dame- Southern California
game at South Bend for NBC.
Gunard Hjertstedt's "Broken Melody," with Les Tremayne and Barbara Luddy, to be vehicle when
the Notre

Stone, ventriloquist, who has a nauCleveland
Campana's "First Nighter" starts its
tical, hard-boiled relative of Charlie
Larry Roller, special events direc- eighth year on Friday. Only personMcCarthy named Jerry in tow. The
tor, and a group of
artists at- ality who has been with the show
Edward Everett Horton and Bill trio will be on "Listen, Ladies" with tended the opening of WICA, C. A. throughout its entire history is Eric
George
Irwin
over
KEHE on Rowley's new Ashtabula station, and Sagerquist, orchestra leader.
Counselman, 20th Century-Fox writHugh Studebaker has gone musical
er-producer and creator of the car- Wednesday.
were heard on the air in a neighborin a big way, having installed an
toon "Ella Cinders," are two addiSam Hayes switches his football ly salute.
tional motion picture figures who prognostications
over
KHJ from Mayor Harold H. Burton was hon- electric organ and grand piano in
are soon to have shows of their Thursday to Wednesday night, 7: 15- ored in a special program tracing his home here.
Kenneth Fry, NBC special events
own, if present plans materialize.
7:30, so he can call the turn on the his life history Tuesday, the first of
Eddie Cantor had a two-year con- big games of the following day. a series honoring prominent Cleve- director, who thought up the singing mouse stunt last season, is now
tract with Vyola Vonn, 19-year-old Thanksgiving.
landers.
minor, approved in Superior Court.
Thousands of entries are being re- making a roundup of chattering parMajor
F. T. Steel, in charge of
Miss Vonn has been with Cantorceived in the Secret Celebrities con- rots preparatory to a national gabMarine recruiting in
a special broadcast by Fletch
from
recently.

WCLE,

Wiley

KNX

WCLE

this

few programs.

district,

A special staff has been emperuses in advance all scripts for test.
the KHJ-Don Lee "The Marines Tell ployed to handle the mail. The condo a 15-minute commentary on
test will last until Dec. 15. and $1000
It to You" to insure historical accuand KSFO for the Euclid Candy Co.
in prizes will be awarded Christmas
racy.
5:30-5:45
Tuesdays
Will be heard at
day, to the winners. Contestants atfor a minimum of thirteen weeks.
George Jessel has been appointed tempt to identify prominent CleveSidney Garfinkel agency, San Fran- to the Entertainment Committee for landers who broadcast anonymously.
cisco, handled.
the New York World's Fair by
The Clairol talent search conducted Grover Whalen.
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
Texaco on

last

Knox Manning has been

by Owen Crump on
Go Hollywood" has

signed to

KNX

KFWB

"Let's

resulted in

War-

his

Station is starting a series of health
Fanchon, only feminine picture
producer, and Ben Blue, featured in talks which will be given weekly by
ner screen tests for Edwina Spence,
her last Paramount picture, "Thrill Dr. R. W. Pannell.
Marjorie Young, Marilyn Lund, MarA new daily feature is the early
of a Lifetime," will be on "Hollyjorie Burns, Sara Berner and Venice
morning devotional services from the
wood in Person" on Wednesday.
Fisher, all local gals.
City Mission in Kingsport, Tenn.,
James McKibben has been ap- with Thomas A. Williams in direct
Isabel Draesemer has been signed
transcription
departand
play
pointed
the
write,
direct,
to
KMPC
to
by
charge.
in productions of the station's "Elev- ment berth vacated by John HeistA new studio feature that has provheard
each
moved
up
to
assistant
and, who was
en O'Clock Players,"
en popular from the start is "Marie
production manager at KFI-KECA,
Tuesday night at 11:00-11:15.
At The Key-board," 15-minute broadPeter Van Steeden Jr. fired the Harrison Holliway, general manager,
cast given three times weekly.
entire musical crew which had been announces.
A new commercial program is the
contracted for him prior to his arAl Jolson played Santa Claus early "Radio Camera Club," sponsored by
rival, and hired new men the follow- this year by presenting Ben Larsen
Photo Craftsmen. As a result of this
ing day in time for the Fred Allen and Bill Gay, producers; Bob Niller,
broadcast Candid Camera Clubs have
broadcast.
engineer; and Tiny Ruffner, announc- been formed in Kingsport, Elizabeth"Uncle Bill" Sharpies has returned er and headman of Ruthrauff & Ryan, ton and Johnson City,
as well as Brisfrom a trip to his native Oklahoma with expensive wrist stop watches tol.
and brings back with him Shelton following last week's show.

50

QUESTIONS A WEEK
"Man

the
Street"
on
or
exany kind of quiz program cost you $1
Audition script for the asking.
clusive rights.
for

"Vox-Pop"

—

KARL ZOMAR SCRIPT SERVICE
P.

0.

BOX 150

SPRINGFIELD. MISSOURI

Irving Berlin will do a guest appearance with George Jessel on "30

WBBM

sportscaster,

Fathers and sons
night banquet at the University club.
Leonard Erickson, western manager CBS here, addressed Chicago
Federated Advertising club on "Radio Salesmanship" on Monday.

WBIG

Line to School

—

Greensboro, N. C. Leading story
n
current
issue
of
Greensboro
Senior High School paper devotes
full-column of thanks to Major Ed-

ny

managing director of
for providing direct station
line to school, from which two programs will originate weekly. Publication makes special note of Major's
other educational contributions
which include Greensboro college
Ridge,

WBIG,

and parent-teacher

series.

Radio Tax Receipts Up
RADIO DAILY

Washington Bureau,

—

Washington Tax receipts on raand phonograph records in October were $885,862, against $836,136

dios

in October, 1936.

WSPR,

Springfield, Mass.
Wayne Henry Latham, program di-

Minutes in Hollywood' next Sunday. rector has been apointed to the local
Stoopnagle and Budd planed in committee on National Unemployover the weekend.
Are set for a ment Census, by the Mayor.
Milton W. Stoughton, station mancouple of guest spots, but also reported dickering on a couple of pic- ager has been appointed to the
ture deals at an asking figure of speakers bureau of the Community
$30,000.

over NBC.
Pat Flanagan,
addressed annual
fest

Chest.

.

.

.

holiday

For a successful
sponsors, order

drive

for

special

"The

CHRISTMAS TREE OF
Complete

STAR

RADIO

250 Park Avenue

in

25

1937"

Scripts

PROGRAMS
New

INC.

York City

Wednesday. November
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I

Al

Tieup with Film

L

beauty contest staged by radio
and tieing up with Paramount studios in a plug for "The Barrier"
was new promotion stunt marking
the appointment of Eddie Rivers
as promotion handler of KRSC, Seattle.
Idea found sponsor in Bon
Marche department store, and good
space outlet in Seattle Daily Times.
Object was to pick local girl to
appear in forthcoming Paramount
Entire contest, beginning
picture.
with five elimination contests and
ending with selection from among
daily
winners, was conducted in
store windows of the sponsor which
were designed to present a replica
of a set from Paramount's "Barrier."
tied
up
beauties
business district, and
for benefit of listeners who couldn't

Cinema-minded

traffic

in

the

see them, told in thirty words "Why
I
Want to Be in the Movies." Winner of event was picked by Producer Harry W. Sherman, in town with
stars Jean Parker and James Ellison
for world premiere of the picture.
To station went concrete plaques,

presented by the movie people in appreciation for success of the promo-

PEC/CNALITICX

If
One

•

A
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of a Series of Who's

EARL

H.

Who

•

in the Industry

GAMMONS

of radio's pioneer executives. Earl H. Gammons has been with
The son of a Methodist
station WCCO, Minneapolis, since 1924.
minister, he was born in northeastern Iowa on July 23, 1893, attended
public school and was graduated from Cresco, Iowa High School in 1911.
He was graduated from Cornell College in
Mount Vemon, Iowa, in 1915 with an A.B. de-

ONE

He

participated in baseball, basketball,
and for two years was the editor of the
"Cornellian." the college newspaper.
Upon graduating from college. Gammons
went to work as a reporter for the Cedar
Rapids Republican and Times, and later became associated with the Minneapolis Tribune.
Gammons served in the World War in the
8th Machine Gun Battalion. 3rd Division, of
the regular army.
After the signing of the
Armistice, he was a member of the Army of
Occupation on the Rhine for eight months,
spending most of his time as editor of the
"Watch on the Rhine." the weekly newspaper
Pioneer executive, 13
of the 3rd division.
years at one station
On his return to the U. S. in the fall of 1919.
he returned to the Minneapolis Tribune. Two months later, he joined Washburn-Crosby Co. to start a house organ for the employees.
In 1924, when Washburn-Crosby bought radio station WLAG, and changed
the call letters to WCCO, Gammons joined the staff to handle publicity, in
addition to his work for Washburn-Crosby.
In 1925, he discontinued his
work at the milling firm to devote his entire time to radio. Gammons has
served as sales manager, vice-president and assistant general manager,
and he was made general manager in 1933.
gree.

tion.

ST.

LOUIS

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Benedict Gimbel Jr., president of
WIP, has been appointed to the Radio
Committee of the President's Birthday Ball.

George Lilley is tentatively radio
The Record, following death

editor of
of

Joe Grafton.

Jane Froman will appear on WIP's
"Melody Express" while in town.

Horace Feyhl, production manager
WCAU, back at his job after sixweeks illness, is also receiving congratulations on becoming a grandof

father.

Lester Joy, manager of KYW, was
a member of the Orpheus

elected
Club.
to

Joan Barrie is the newest addition
WIP's vocal roster.

KYW

Bill Lane,
announcer, is doing a new newscast called "Spotlight
of the World."

Murray Arnold, WIP's director of
had to cancel his "Tom
Rodcap" program because of illness.
Ben Alley, WCAU tenor, is doubling on two other shows.
Dave Tyson inaugurates a new serpublicity

ies
over
News."

WFIL

called

"Headline

WFIL features Ken Ardley in a
Five Pappy Cheshire hillbillies are
WHIO Loose Leaf File
Maxine Clark promoted to front
Market information, coverage maps, doing their stuff in a new KMOX desk information evenings and Billie new series called "Hollywood Snoopinformation on the station's various morning show, "Melody Spinners," Speed presiding at information desk er."
on Sunday for WKY.
Dick Thomas is now heard over
departments and services, and an for Altorfer Furriers of Peoria.
Miss Clark Harris of WEW obNeal Barrett, KOMA g.m., has been WIP.
assortment of promotion pieces are
contained in a folder being sent out tained Paul Lukas, film star, for an elected a vice-president of the OklaMartha Lane is now conducting
by WHIO, Dayton, O. Entire con- interview while he was appearing homa City Kiwanis club. Barrett the WFIL women's club.
here.
previously
turned
down
nomination
in
loose
form,
tents of the folder are
Rodger Williams, heard nightly
Al Sarli and his KWK "Jam Ses- for the presidency stating the necesso they can be taken out separately
over KYW, is in the hospital with
for reference. Folder is of the filing sion" is expected to be on a network sity of his taking frequent trips out
basis soon.
of town would prevent his giving appendicitis.
type.
Ralph Schaeffer is now a member
Ray Schmidt, after a year of the office adequate service.
sports-eventing on KWK, is taking
Sybil Wharton, traffic department of the KYW staff band.
a rest, with Johnny O'Hara subbing KOMA, on temporary sick list.
A. T. Hild is now being starred in
KLZ Broadside
for him. On Ray's return, John will
Wilbur S. Lukenbill, production a romantic serial over WFIL.
colorful
broadside
just
A flashy and
visit New York.
manager KOMA, married Marjorie
Leonard Matt is celebrating his 5th
issued by KLZ, Denver, emphasizes
Bob Convey, KWK boss, is gettting Eslick last week.
anniversary as commentator over
the "box-office" attractions of the stain some hunting.
Neal
Barrett, KOMA g.m., told WDAS.
tion, listing 29 of the best bets from
journalism students at Oklahoma
the 400 weekly shows and giving
James Allen, WIP program direcCity University all about radio adWESG, Elmira, N. Y.
lists of current network sponsored
vertising in a talk before them as tor, has taken on the added chore of
programs, national spot accounts,
emcee on "Answer Me This
Program Director Hal Wagner has guest speaker.
sponsored local programs and spon- included a fem voice on his "News
Ted White is scheduled to return
sored local announcements. It makes and Notes" program, which gives
to KYW next week with his songs.
quite an impressive presentation.
info of radio and movies, biographical
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of
sketches, reviews, etc. Wagner reads
Floyd Farr, announcer, active in WFIL, was re-appointed to the State
headlines, Florence Lundgren reads Junior Chamber of Commerce, is
Banking Board by Governor Earle.
news.
Both read commercials in- high man in Community Chest drive.
Deep River Boys Signed
cluded.
Station staff signed 100 per cent
Rex Ingram's Deep River Boys
Bill Pope's Rotozol (gasoline) conon Chest campaign.
quartet has been signed under the test (pick the football winners) reUNIVERSAL PORTABLE
Gregson,
announcer,
and
Jack
management of Columbia Artists Inc. sulted in slightly less than 10,000
salesman,
sporting
Myron
Fox,
new
RECORDING
MACHINE
and are scheduled to make their pieces of mail in six weeks. ConRecords in either dicars.
radio debut the week of Dec. 5 over test with weekly prize of 50 gals, of
rection at 33 1/3
or
Interviews with sportsmen from
CBS. Ingram was signed to four- gasoline for first, closed last week.
78 RPM. 90. 110 or
Mullett-Kelly Co. store is a new 5130 lines per inch. 110
year contract by Columbia Artists
Clara Shaw, fem voice on com- minute commercial remote, titled
AO.
Leatherette
last week.
mercials,
suffered
painful
scalp "Knotty Pine Sportsroom."
carrying case.
wounds recently when attacked by
would-be robber. Five stitches closed
gashes and Clara is back doing Ford
v.

JOAN BROOKS
SINGS TONITE
AND EVERY WEDNESDAY
10:15 P.M.

WJZ-NBC

Blue

Management

CONSOLIDATED
30 Rockefeller Plaza

RADIO

ARTISTS

New York

City

locals.

Special events department took a
word's-eye view of the opening day
at the Elmira Auto Show.
Fifteen
minute program by Glenn Williams
and John Newhouse was sponsored
by local auto association.

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
OF THE AIR
Monday

thru Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

BOSTON

Recording

Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane

Inglewood, Cal., U

S.

A.
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Atlantic Refining, Socony
Bid for N.Y.-Pa. Games

Radio Execs

(Continued from Page 1)

WOODY

were

history.
Paid
customers
173,285 greater in 1937 than
year.
It was also stated that

last

more women attended games than

"women

heretofore and
porters make male fans."
that

MPPA Opposed

sup-

Deal
on Rights

to

With SESAC

(Continued from Page

Wireless feature.

chestra

(Continued from Page 1)

Offender" program

is

now

net.

New Haven WICC

manager,

appeared as vocalist at
Hillhouse High School dance in that
city.

Grace Donovan,

New

Haven,

starts

a series of song recitals today.

Fay Merlin
ork

Barton's

singing with Jimmi
from Belmont Show-

is

boat.

All-Canada House Organ
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
under Calgary dateline, has issued
Vol. 1 No. 1 of "All-Canada Radio
News," tabloid sheet devoted to the

Milligan,
chairman, Women's Nadella Chiesa and Joseph
Grace and Eddie Albert yesterday tional Radio Committee; Lambdin
and WAGA,
Bentonelli will be heard in the lead started a new Tuesday and Thurs- Kay, director
Ga.;
Philip
L.
Barbour,
roles of "Faust" when the last act of day series titled "Rain and Sun- Atlanta,
specialist in short wave program conthat opera is aired from Chicago Civic shine" over
at 12:45-1 p.m.
Opera House on Dec. 2 at 11:15 p.m. for R. B. Davis Baking Powder. struction; Arthur G. Crane, presiCharles Facer made the deal for dent, U. of Wyoming, and chairman,
National Committee on Education by
Artists Service.
Radio; Irving Reis, director, CBS
Jean Ellyn. for three years in

Vivian

WSB

WEAF

NBC

that

studio

can't

accommodate

crowds arriving for second half
the program.

of

& Co.

is

WEED

"The commercial announcement
best

when

it

stands out alone

and unattached to the entertain
ment side of the program. Advertising lines injected into the action
of

a dramatic program

often

cause

something's
being put over on him. And the
the prime factor to be
listener
pleased in radio must always feel
that he's being looked up to and
the listener to feel as

—

not slighted."

—

if

Workshop; Raymond Gram Swing,
radio commentator;
and Commissioner George Henry Payne of the
FCC. George F. Zook, president of
American Council on Education, is
chairman, and Lyman Bryson of

corded

game

the

between

Song

Another

RCA

experimental

tele-

vision demonstration will be given
tonight for members of the Ameri-

all

dis-

Writers, Publishers

Still

Apart on Contract

(Continued from Paof

1)

agreement are a few publishers who

—

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
is

re-

—

by

J.

Mo.,

can Radio Relay League by NBC. seek individual assignments from
using both a film and actual studio
the writers, rather than a blanket
Ronald Dawson, dramatic director presentation. The League also at- waiver from the Song Writers Proand script writer at WOL, Washing- tended a demonstration last night.
tective Association
members. Anton, on going through his files the
other angle unsettled is what to do
other day, found that he had a netSongstress Ruth Carhart, a protege about a television clause, one thsL
work of his own some 30 stations
will hold during the 12 years of the
that have either bought or are buy- of the late Roxy and Mme. Schumann-Heink, is now being heard term of the contract, without hurting
ing his scripts.
four times weekly via CBS. She is the rights of either side.
heard on a thrice weekly morning
Frank Parker, according to word series with Lyn Murray's orchestra
Oboler Quits Irene Rich Show
from Boston, is getting a big fan turn- and also on the Tuesday night
Chicago
Arch Oboler, who has
'series.
"Songtime'
out for his personal appearance there.
been writing the Irene Rich scripts

All-Canada.
Weed
Bide Dudley, radio drama reviewer
the U. S. rep for the group. and author or co-author of eight
Broadway plays and musical comedies, is turning his attention to
writing for the films in his spare
time. Among other things Darryl F.
Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox is considering a Dudley original about oldtime minstrel shows, and Grand
National has a Dudley play, "Meet
JOSEPH

Canada

KFVS. Cape Girardeau,

Walter Linthicum at WBAL, Baltimore, has grown to such proportions

interests of the stations represented
in

Colonial

recent
championship
Southeast Missouri
Teachers College of that city and
Northwest of Maryville, in which
there is keen sectional interest, and Teachers' College will lead
gave a rebroadcast on the night of cussions.
The Saturday night Scavenger
the game, thus gaining a lot of favorHunt conducted by Garry Morfit and
able comment.

carried by WINS and several other
N. Y. state outlets besides Colonial

Parker,

over

14.

Broadcasting, to be held here Nov.
29-Dec. 1, in the Drake Hotel. Conference has support of 104 organizations, representing almost all phases
of social and educational life.
Among radio leaders who will
attend as speakers, or participants
in discussion groups, are: William S.
Paley, president of CBS; Sterling
Fisher, CBS director of radio talks
and education; Franklin Dunham of
NBC; H. W. McCarty, president of
National Association of Educational
Broadcasters and manager of WHA,
U. of Wisconsin; Paul F. Lazarsfeld,
in charge of Princeton Radio Research
net- Project; Frank N. Stanton, CBS research
manager; Mrs. Harold V.

1)

WICC, Bridgeport

Mack

concert

work on Dec.

WMCA's stock company featured in
queried Harry Fox, MPPA general "Five Star
Final," is now playing in
manager, about also clearing for its the Broadway
stage comedy, "Havcopyright owners.
ing Wonderful Time," but continues
MPPA has decided that it would her
radio work.
not align itself or represent a performing rights society, but will sti?k
to publishers exclusively.
"First

Speak

At Educational Parley

which will be discussed at the Milwaukee meeting on Dec. 1.
Atlantic had the rights to the 1937
league play-off and is supposed to
WOODS, publicity direc- the Kid," submitted with Jimmy
have a first option on the 1938 games,
tor of WHO, the Des Moines Cagney in mind.
but the Albany management refuses 50,000-watter, rises to call attention
to be a part of the agreement. They to the fact that Governors of Iowa
A Thanksgiving Letter is being
have a deal with General Mills for have indulged in weekly fireside sent out tomorrow by Major Edney
the 1938 games with Doc Rand at chats to their constituencies for many Ridge, director of WBIG, Greensboro,
the mike.
years. Gov. Clyde L. Herring, now N. C, pointing out that his station
Reports emanating from the execu- U. S. Senator, used the facilities dur- is thankful because it's located in the
tive session indicated that six of the ing his regime. Same courtesy is now tobacco section, which is well-nigh
clubs favored broadcasting, with two extended to Gov. Nelson G. Kraschel. depression proof.
Radio broadcasting was Broadcasts originate in the Goveropposed.
credited with attracting the largest nor's office and are carried by other
Nino Martini will be the soloist
attendance at the games in the stations in the state. It's a Corn Belt with the Hartford Symphony Orleague's

to

24. 1937

WFBM,

Indianapolis

for Welch the past two years, quits
Betty Roberge Weir, concert pian- in three weeks. He's now in Hollywriting for both films and
ist and wife of Sneeden Weir, studio wood
manager of WOKO, Albany, has been radio. H. W. Kaston & Sons is the
signed for a series of Saturday even- agency for Welch.
ing recitals.

Phelps Phelps and his "Editorially
Speaking" will hereafter be heard
Tuesdays at 6:45 and Sundays at
8:15 p.m. over WBIL.

KSL, Salt Lake City

Sid Jerome is on the air mornings
Lee Neff Taylor, KSL engineer,
and afternoons as Santa Claus for recently admitted to Utah Bar, has
fifth consecutive year.
won his first major Federal Court
Mrs. Dell Sharbutt (Mari Bell) re- Criminal Case.
turns to scene of earlier vocal
Barbara Ross, discovered by Protriumphs, visiting friends in local gram Director Gene Halliday in a
studios.
talent audition for a successor to DorStation grads Ken Ellington, Dur- othy Kimball, who is now in the
ward Kirby and John Holtman com- east studying, shows potential radio
ing from Chicago to visit families timber. She sang in the L.D.S. Tabernacle programs on CBS.
and friends over Thanksgiving.

Greetings from Radio Daily
November 24
Remsen

Alice

Joan Brooks
Barton

Eileen

Don McLaughlin

Guy Bonham
Vee Lawnhurst
Ireene Wicker
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Radio Probe Being Put Off
looking
On
•••AND

t

LISTENING

AT RANDOM

Musical tastes

JOHN IRACI

John Iraci, president and general
manager of WOV, and general manager of WBIL, both in New York,
and president and owner of WPEN,

have been dewhere a sufficient
number of persons would like to hear Philadelphia, died of a heart attack
He was 52 years old.
classical works in their entirety instead Wednesday.
Iraci began his radio activities with
This inof just excerpts and selections.
(Continued on Page 3)
cludes both symphonic compositions and
listeners

veloped

to

the point

operas.

New

The 46 per cent increase in traffic resulting from a bus line's test campaign

WCLO,

over

that radio ought to get

a

suggests
more business

Wis.,

lanesville.

lot

Immune
Philadelphia— Pat Stanton,

Christmas
a heavy schedule

chandising

for mertoys resulted
of announce-

Straighten

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington That any probing

—

boss

of the WDAS "Merry-Go-Round"
program for five years, can't even
hum its theme song.

CAMPBELL CEREAL CO.

Milwaukee —-A new idea

to

Things Out Before Inquiry

WTMJ Load of Biz

it
does from transportation compan- in
There should be a campaign among ments for WTMJ.
carriers,
hotels and resorts to induce
John Jessup, staff salesman, recommore people to "go places."
mended addressing advertising to

than

McNinch Chance

Sales Plan on Toys

Gets

FCC Chairman

Congress Favors Giving

DEAD

OF A HEART ATTACK

IN

of radio

IS

IS

READYING NEW

Frank

until

R.

(Continued on Page 3)

CHEVROLET CHANGING

—

Chicago Campbell Cereal Co. has
switched its Malto-Meal account from
parents for a change, instead of to Mitchell-Faust agency to Ruthrauff
LIVE
TALENT
(Continued on Page 3)
& Ryan, which is readying a new
juvenile serial, "Jack Westaway UnChevrolet is understood to be
Rev.
is Elected
der the Sea."
Previous show was dropping Seymour Simons' orchestra,
the MBS "Rube Appleberry," which Sally Nelson and Basil Ruysdael from
of Wisconsin Chain folded.
CBS show when the 13-week
its
"Westaway" will be released in a cycle is completed next month.
Green Bay Rev. James A. Wagner, dozen cities shortly after first of Time is expected to be retained with
managing director of WHBY Inc., year. These include Chicago, Kan- another line-up to be announced
Green Bay, owner and operator of
(Conlinucd on Page 3)
soon.
WHBY and WTAQ, was named presIt is also said that General Motors
ident of the League of Wisconsin
will not renew its Sunday, 8-9 p.m.
Radio Stations at a special meeting Sale of Sets in
symphony concerts on the NBC-Blue

SHOW

ON

good comics. Now that the subject
has been brought up, the same complaint
is for

exists

among

of the

compass.

stations in all other points

Watch for a trend toward some kind of
music and entertainment other than dancing stuff in the late night hours.
There
is a public demand for it, and this demand is beginning to voice itself.

Wagner
Head
—

Canada

(Continued on Page 3)

Already Tops 1929 Peak

Rumford Renews
Radio

As

the radio
legal side
more important.

the

that

This phase, in language
anyone can readily understand, will

be among the

{Continued on Page 3)

Improved Radio Antenna

Rumford baking powder has

just ness this year is rep0 rted already
completed the mailing of renewals over the 1929 pea k. B. A. Trestrail,
Is Patented by Collins
to its 26 stations airing spot an- vice-president in charge of sales and
nouncements, weather reports and advertising for the Canadian Radio
Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Washington— Collins Radio Co. of
Renewals run until Corp., states that while total radio
time signals.
mid-June. Atherton & Currier Inc sales for 1936 exceeded the 1927 rec- Cedar Rapids, la., has been granted
grows in age and stature,
U. S. Patent No. 2.099.671, for Antenhas the account.
(Continucd on Page 2)
of the industry becomes
na System. The invention, already

as a class, are a very
conscientious bunch; and this despite the
abuses and discouragements that they
encounter in their chosen profession.
artists,

many

subjects covered in

the forthcoming Radio Annual.

D. C. G.

Adam Hat Stores Buy
NBC Fight Broadcasts

in use at KOVC. Valley City, N. D.,
has proven highly efficient in broad-

— Speaking

scripters, Lillian

dio

June

who
Mrs.

quency energy

(Continued on Page 6)

Far Cry

Gordoni, local ra-

has a little artist.
Hansen, just 13 years old,
has been writing scripts for

Enlisting Aid of "Hams"
In Television Activity

producer,

Gordoni's

since she

was

is
a
and plays
shows.

also

young

of

"Junior

Players"

12 years old.

June
talented blues singer
leading parts in her

High freoperation.
radiated
is directly

station

cast

Writing Since 12
Chicago

FCC

McNinch, new

chairman, has had a chance to see
what can be done about straightening out matters at the Commission
is
the predominant sentiment on
Capitol Hill, a check-up shows.
Even Senator Wallace H. White,

SHOW

ies.

Radio stations down in the southwest
complain that their great need at present

of

the radio industry should be delayed

—

West Hartford, Conn.
James J.
Lamb, technical editor of QST,
American Radio Relay League publication,

reports

thousands

of

li-

censed amateur radio operators are
being enrolled by the League for participation in a planned program of
technical cooperation in the field of
television.

Adam

Hat Stores, Inc., in 21 cities
will sponsor the remaining 13 championship boxing matches recently
signed by NBC in a contract with
Twentieth Century Sporting Club.
Three of the fights already have been
broadcast.
Sam Taub, veteran announcer of the Adam Hat broadcasts,
will do the blow-by-blow accounts.
The fights will be broadcast from
Madison Square Garden in New
York over the NBC-Blue network.

the
of

—

Radio was put to use
week by Chief Goulais
Garden Village, near North

Montreal
past

Bay, Ontario,
gathering of

to issue

the

a

a
and

call for

chieftains

members

of

Indians.

They were wanted to atfuneral of George Cock-

tend the

the

Nipissing tribe of

burne. former agent for Indian
fairs

at

af-

Sturgeon Falls. Ontario.

2

-a-

Programs That Have Made History
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DR. JAMES ROWLAND ANCELL, NBC edu"Pepper Uppers," largest vari- hailed with great fanfare by news- cation counsel, arrived back in town yesterday
aboard the Manhattan. Angell has been studyety program in the South, heard papers, trade journals, magazines and ing European educational broadcasting methods
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
industry.
for the network.
the
radio
Pepper-Dixie
over
Dr.
Network,
the
Manager
Business
MARVIN KIRSCH
JUSSI
EUOERLING,
EYINO LAHOLM and
The Pepper Uppers. are heard evlargest independent commercial netADOLF
BUSCH, concert talent, also arrived on
world, not only has made ery Sunday afternoon at 5:30 CST, the Manhattan.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays work in the
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, radio history, but is still riding acrest a particularly valuable time in that
SIDNEY STROTZ, NBC program and arti
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, the airwaves.
it heads the big parade of hit shows
service manager in Chicago, is in New Yi
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merserto be heard on Sunday evening. Dur- for a two-week vacation.
The
program
originated
in
Dallas
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
is comC. L. MENSER, NBC production manager
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. over WFAA for the Texas Quality ing the half-hour period there
Secretary
M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor Network in April, 1935, where it was edy, modern and semi-classical mu- Chicago, was in New York for a short stay.
AL ROTH, NBC conductor, returns tod.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of an immediate success. Having proved sic, and old and new songs by Ludi
from St. Louis after spending the holidays witi
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher

:

:

:

:

:

THE

;

year, $10.

Subscriber should remit with order

RADIO
communications
to
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338.
7-6337,
7-6336,
Wisconsin
Phone
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Address

all

Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
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the show's listener appeal, the problem, then, was to carry it to the Dr.
Pepper states clear across the South
and to find a spot on the dials and
in the time-table that would give
the program a "ready-made"audience.
Neither NBC or CBS offered acceptable facilities permitting origination
of the program in Dallas, so Tracy-

Maisen, contralto singing star; Loti his family.
Loftin, soprano; Ruth Salter, whistHENRIETTE K. HARRISON, national radio
ler; the trio, quartet and singing en- advisor for YMCA, leaves Sunday for Chicago,
where she will represent her organization at
the
South's
Jefferies,
semble. Jimmie
the Second National Conference on Radio in
popular comedian, is master of cere- Education.
monies and Roy Cowan is the anTOM BELVISO of NBC's music department

nouncer who

is famous for his dia- planed out Tuesday from the Coast for Denver,
then to Chicago for a few days, then to New
Leading luminaries of York.
the stage, screen and radio have apPHIL COHAN, CBS producer on the ChesterLocke - Dawson Advertising Agency peared on the program as guest field show in Hollywood, is in Chicago discussing with Paul Whiteman details for the
attempted an unprecedented expedi- stars.
The show is produced by Tracy- latter's new Chesterfield series.
ent
in
building
independent
an
BILLY and ELSA NEWELL are en route to
Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas. The pub- Chicago
hook-up.
from Hollywood for a guest appearCrystal
the
from
performance
lic
ance
The Dr. Pepper-Dixie Network was
on NBC's National Barn Dance tomorrow
and
Dec.
4.
has
a
Hotel
Baker
the
Ballroom
of
originally composed of 18 major radio
JAMES W. BALDWIN, NAB managing director,
stations, virtually all NBC affiliates, weekly audience of approximately
returned this week from Havana, spent
Surveys indicate that who
with 5 others being added at a later 800 people.
Wednesday in Baltimore conferring with John
date.
The network was inaugurated people of the South rate the program Elmer, NAB president.
EMILY HOLT, executive secretary of the
on the anniversary date of the Texas among the leaders in radio enter-

lect

stories.

Quality Network program and was tainment.

AFRA,

Sale of Sets in Canada
WRJN, Racine, Opening
New Studios and Offices Already Tops 1929 Peak

Toronto
Canadian Broadcasting
Commission, through George Taggart,

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

.

.

143/4

15

.

+

15

%

1

.

%

1

Va

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

2GB

Asked

Bid
7

Staff

8

—

and

production

temporary

Evelyn Bennett
staff,
Fred Daniell

director

of

2GB

— Complete

of
is

until

H. B. Horner, formerly of Australian
Broadcasting Commission, takes over
the post Dec. 20. Dennison Estates,
of which Sir Hugh Dennison is president, own the station along with

2UE. Don Service, solicitor for Dennison, is en route to Los Angeles to
confer with Grace Gibson, head of
2GB transcription department, and
Dr. R. L. Power, American rep.

new

(Continued from Page

studi-

the heart of the

With construction work nearly
completed, there are three studios,
one being large enough to accommodate a studio audience of over 100.
In addition to the studios, there will
be a control room with full vision of
all three studios, client's room, audition studio, reception room, news
room and nine offices for the staff.
Decorations will be in the modern
trend and indirect lighting will be
used throughout.
Special attention
was given to the studios where latest type insulation has been installed.
Present studios and offices
of
WRJN are in the Hotel Racine, a
block distant from the new quarters.

the 1929 total,
record year's total.

Canada Stations
— Associated Broadcasting

Signs 21
Toronto

Toronto and Montreal,
has completed agreements with 21
Canadian stations to represent them
for a period of two years. These staCo., Limited,

tions
tions

in strategic
to coast.

are located

from coast

WCNW

to Fete

Chris

CBC

St.

on

the

Toronto Additions

—

CRCT,

of

follows:

CKOC,

T.

reports

new

Toronto staff
Wiklund, from

O.

Hamilton;

Raymond Mack-

CRCV,

from

Vancouver; G.
Earle Whittaker, from CFGH, North
Bay, and William J. O'Reilly, from
Ottawa. Personnel here also will include Charles Jennings, chief announcer; Herbert May, from Ottawa,
and Herbert Walker. Ernest Morness,

gan and George Temple have been
placed in charge of the daytime programs originating in the Toronto
studios.

TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING

SPECIALISTS

James

WCNW,

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-7

activities and member of the studio
staff, in observance of his fifth year
with the station.

Zomar Adds 42 Accounts

—

Springfield, Mo. Karl Zomar, who
conducts a script service and supplies
weekly questions for vox pop and
quiz shows, added 42 accounts in the
past week.
Zomar says he has at
least one station in every state and
three in Canada using his material.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A.

M

6

TO

7:30

P.

M

P.

& G. Cancels Two

CBS Options "Nero Wolfe"

Procter & Gamble is cancelling two
CBS has taken a 90-day option on
of its disk shows off WOR, effective
the "Nero Wolfe" stories from DonDec. 3.
Programs concerned are ald Peterson, radio producer, who
"The Gospel Singer" and "Judy and has the rights.
Jane."
Both are heard Mondays
through Fridays.
P. & G. has no
plans for replacing these shows.

Holland Furnace Dickering
Chicago

—

Holland

Furnace

Co.,

Holland, Mich., reported on verge of
buying a Hollywood
transcribed
show. RuthraufT & Ryan is the agency.

mm

an-

CBC

nouncers on the
as

Coast.

posi-

Brooklyn, tonight will give a testimonial dinner
to Chris St. James, director of sports

Personnel of

arrived

manager
1)

ord by more than 27,000 sets, he exos and offices will be opened by
that the present year would
WRJN shortly after Dec. 1. The new pected
show sales totalling close to 300,000
quarters will be located on the ensets; which not only would surpass
tire third floor of a large bank and
but exceed the 1927
office building in
business district.

Changes

Sydney, Australia Following resignation of A. E. Bennett, managing
director, George Bennett, assistant

manager,

Racine, Wis.

has

NEW

EQUIPMENT...

MEW PUNCH!

BURT SQUIRE
SAYS: Pick your own New York
City station and crack "A" lines
to reach 16,000,000 people in the
primary coverage area of

MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
29

W.

57th

Telephone:

Street,

New

PLAZA

5-3269.

York

—

Friday,

November

26, 1937
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Wagner Is Elected
Head of Wisconsin Chain

Rev.

NEW PROGRAMS -IDEA/

(Continued from Page 1)
sas City, Minneapolis, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

(Continued from Page 1)

held

Milwaukee.

in

Other

Campbell Cereal Co.
Is Readying New Show

officers

Republican editors rotating on the
Round-Table"
Round-Table," aired on series, which is conducted by KSTP's
Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia,
KSTP, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Mr. Editor, Val Bjornson.
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.
CoinciHiram Born, WHBL, Sheboygan, each Friday night, with rural editors
Audience Takes Over
treasurer.
dent with the launching of the show,
from all parts of the state participat"Everybody's Invited" is the title. R. & R. will place sound trucks with
Stations affiliated with the League ing, has resulted in good, statewide
a man in diving outfit in streets of
Wisconsin Radio Stations are: publicity for the station, for each And "everybody" runs the show
"HBY and WTAQ, Green Bay; editor presented "goes to town" in which is to say, the audience. Pro- various cities ballyhooing the show.
gram,
creation
of
WFBC,
Greena
In addition,
RJN, Racine; WCLO, Janesville; his own publication.
'EMP, Milwaukee; WHBL, Sheboy- metropolitan political editors have ville, S. C, packs 'em in the studio
an;
WOMT, Manitowoc; WSAU, found kernels for their columns in every Monday night at 9:30. They
Sales Plan
Toys
Wausau; KFIZ, Fond du Lac; WIBU, the words of the small-town scribes, consent to interviews by Eber LineH. S. Mann, WRJN,
vice-president;
Wayne T.
WSAU, Wausau, secretary;

named include
Racine,
Cribb,

KSTP

"Editor's

"Editor's

New

Poynette;

WKBH, La

Crosse;

WEAU,

Eau Claire.
The next meeting

is scheduled for
Dec. 14 in Madison, Wis.

Delaying Radio Probe
To Give McNinch Chance
(Continued from Pane

who

1)

introduced the bill for a sweeping investigation of the radio industry, says he feels it would be
doing McNinch an injustice to demand that the probe be conducted
immediately. White will confer with
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler of the

Senate

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mittee with a view to further delay
on the measure.

John

Iraci Is

Dead

long considered the sages of Ameri- berger, and make up the cast of a
One particularly hair-raising mellerdrama which tops
can journalism.
well chosen was J. R. Landy, re- every broadcast. A laugh, mail, and
cently ousted as internal revenue telephone call producer, according
collector for Minnesota, who as vet- to Program Director Frank Blair.
eran editor of the Olivia Times was
invited in for one broadcast and
Window Shopping by Airwaves
loosed a blast or two on party leadAs a goodwill gesture to KFOX
ership.
Purpose of the program is to weld commercial accounts, Hal Nichols
thrice-weekly
inaugurated a
rural and urban audiences into a has

in
Shopping" program,
unified whole by bringing to "Window
attention of the Metropolitan which gossip and bargains of the
listeners the problems of the coun- Long Beach, Cal., business district
try.
different editor is heard each are brought to value-seeking shopFriday night, commenting not only pers. Continuity takes the form of
on basic local problems but national conversation, with Roily Wray, staff
issues as they affect his community. pianist, offering vocal and piano inThe broadcasts are non-political, terludes. Particular notice is given
with Farmer-Labor, Democratic and to items for sale by sponsors.

On

Gets

WTMJ

Load

(Continued from Page

of Biz

I)

and promise substantial discounts in view of business recession.
With the theme, "Christmas toys

children,

at discounts

of 20 to 40 per cent,"
the campaign caught on quickly for
Kunzelmann-Esser, furniture dealers,
with a toy inventory covering an
entire floor.

more
the

A

Columbia

Sam

Of a Heart Attack

Chevrolet Changing
Represent
Talent on Live
Jaffe Productions

WOV

Weekly

LOUIS

the

first seven
days that Frances
Langford has already been set to
remain for a third week with pos-

of a fourth. The songstress,
to skip her "Hollywood
Hotel" broadcast last week, will rejoin
the program tonight, being
piped in from CBS Playhouse No. 1,
sibility

who had

to

(Continued from Page 1)
Sam Jaffe Radio Productions, Holthe purchase of
in 1928.
The lywood, has closed contract with Cothree stations in the present group,
lumbia Artists Inc. whereby latter
known as International Broadcast- will handle the direct sale of Jaffe
ing Corp., specialize in covering the
accounts for radio in the east. The
Italian foreign language market.
Hollywood organization now has unIraci was active in civic affairs, and
der contract not only radio and film
overwork in connection with the restars but also writers and producers.
cent campaign of Mayor La Guardia
Jaffe has already turned five comis said to have impaired his health.
pleted radio programs over to CoFuneral arrangements were being
lumbia Artists for selling purposes.
completed yesterday.
Shows are "Hollywood
News," "Candid Camera of the Air,"
"Radio Fashion Prevues," "Behind
ST.
Jane West has returned to her reg- the Date Line" and "After Such
Pleasures."
Stars to be offered inular stint with Pappy Cheshire's
clude Richard Arlen, Dorothy Parkhillbillies after a few weeks'
er, Mischa Auer, Fay Bainter, Talluabsence.
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS v.p., and his lah Bankhead, Joan Bennett, Jackie

Frances Langford Holds Over
Originally booked for one week
in person at the New York Paramount Theater, business was so big

Show

(Continued from Page

1)
expires accompanied by Bunny Berigan's
running op- orchestra which is appearing with
her at the Paramount.
posite the Charlie McCarthy-Chase
& Sanborn program which has the
top rating of all hour shows.

when
Dec.

the

26.

present

Program

contract
is

Martha and Hal

Form Equipment Firm

—

for

Humphrey's

Martha and Hal with Andy Sanel-

Tacoma
Radio Communication & la's orchestra are set for the HumMotion Picture Engineers Inc. has phrey's MBS show which begins Sunbeen formed here by Morley Brot- day over eight stations, 11-11:15 p.m.
man, Arthur O. Ostenson and Ed- The Wednesday and Friday program
ward Olswang to deal in all kinds of will be heard at 9:45 a.m. The Biow
radio equipment.
Co. is agency.

KMOX

aide, J. L. Van Volkenburg, both Coogan and others.
from Chicago, and Howard Meighan
of Radio Sales in New York were
2 CBS Shows Winding Up
here the other day for a party given
Two CBS seasonal accounts, J. B.
Merle S. Jones, new KMOX head.
Ford Sales Co. and Chesterfield footSyl Binkin, WEW's "Nite Watchball broadcasts, will terminate Dec.
man," is now a member of the sales
staff under Ray Fleming.
Jimmy 9 and 11, respectively. The last AleSims took over Binkin's office duties. mite show, which switches to NBC,
Backstage interviews on opening will be heard Dec. 20.
nights of legit shows here are provL. B. Wilson to Florida
ing a popular KMOX feature.
It's
Cincinnati L. B. Wilson, president
the idea of Jerry Hoekstra and The

—

Playgoers Ass'n, with Josephine Hal- of WCKY, leaves next week for his
pin and Marvin E. Mueller handling usual winter siesta in Florida.
broadcasts.

At surprisingly low cost

(just

ask us about details) you're

Expand Femme Program

GIVES INTELLIGENT

able to reach

the

"Let's Talk It Over," woman's program, will get under way in expanded form Nov. 30 over NBC-Blue,

MERCHANDISING SERVICE

market

world with

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
2:15-2:30
p.m.,
with June Hynd,
Alma Kitchell and Lisa Sergio presiding on the respective nights.

IN

WBIG
Craig

N.C

it

J

the

richest

your message. And WHN s
famed showmanship bangs

GREENSBORO

& Hollingbery. Inc. rft/Z/jfeps

in

over for extra sales!

4

November

Friday,
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AGENCIES

MUSIC
JACK KAPP

has signed the

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, Chicago,
has opened a new Radio Sales department, bringing its radio divisions

Roy

Campbell Royalists, a choral group
seven

of

vocalists,

for

a

series

airing over KYW,
Jack DeMar
Philadelphia, from the LaCase Ballis

room.
Six bands are now remoting over
from the Harlem Hot spots
of Philadelphia. They are Clarence
Harman, Lonnie Slappey, Jimmie
Saxe. Les Randolph, Frankie Fairfax
and Bill Daggett.

WDAS

Billy Arnold's Henry Grady Hotel
is airing dinner hour dance music over WATL, Atlanta.

ork

Lanny Ross has included the song
"Heavenly." written by pianists Al
and Lee Reiser, in his "Sone Treasure Book." whirm is being published
by the Stasny Lang Music Co. The
Reisers have used this song as a
theme on several of their programs.

Rhythm

Kings, an instrumental and vocal trio, are providing
entertainment and music for
the

The

dancing at Jack Stutz's

Game Cock

Cafe.

A

the music publishing
business takes place next Thursday
when the "song pluggers," the boys
1
who are largely responsible for ing hits, are given a party in their
honor by Jerry Blaine in celebration
of his first year at the Cocoanut
Grove atop the Park Central Hotel.
rarity

•

•

Shots About Big Shots: Harry Hershiield phoned

Little

Mayor

La Guardia at City Hall on Wednesday to be a guest at the HershfieldMcCosker Cardiac Foundation dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria, Dec. 5
Hizzoner listened to Harry and said that he would be only too happy to
.

come, especially because

— but

.

.

.

La Guardia's doctor's
permission must be obtained first .... He then gave Harry the MD's phone
number and told him to proceed in acquiring the necessary O.K. Hershfield
oi

Louis Nizer

that

called the doctor, inviting the doc to also appear.

..

.The doctor, however,

refused to commit himself on the grounds that on that particular nite he

may have

to

be

wired the Mayor:

you

aren't able to

•

•

your doctor can go

come

Down

•

Boston .... Hershfield

in
"If

in

to

took

to

cue and immediately

the

Boston you can't be so sick that

our affair!"

New

WWL

crew

are
now broadcasting from the Parisian
Room of the Hotel Bristol over
Bristol,

his

Va.-Tenn.

prevailed upon the

Navy

Henry Dupre

to give a

in

is

re-

deep sea diving

demonstration which was done after the station set up loudspeakers
on the ship's deck to describe the happenings to the spectators....
Also, the diver down at bottom of the Mississippi, spoke with WWL's
announcer through a mike he had in his helmet. .WTMJ, Milwaukee, recently showed a good account of itself and radio in general
when Leslie J. Dietz, prominent automobile dealer, was killed
in an auto-train crash. Survivors sought vainly to reach his sister,
traveling through Florida by trailer. Station got on the air with
announcements, which were picked up in Jacksonville, thus enabling
her to arrive in time for the funeral services.
.

.

—

—

—

relations
Foreign
Washington
committee of the Senate has reported

favorably on international copyright
signed in Rome in 1928,
guaranteeing American writers the
same copyright protection in foreign
countries afforded to foreign writers
in this country.

treaty,

• • • Haven MacQuarrie's "Do You Want To Be An Actor," which
was sponsored last year from the coast by Chase & Sanborn, having replaced

A.

L.

Alexander's

"Good Will

Alex Gray in Opera

Court,"

returns

to

the

airwaves

Rosa
Sunday nite via NBC-Red at 10:30 p.m. as a sustainer from N. Y
show on MBS for Rolls Razor fades Sunday so she'll repeat her grand
arrangement of "Star Dust" .... Terry Lawlor will be feted at Leon & Eddie's
on Sunday .... Famous Door on 52nd Street won't open until Tuesday with
Louis Prima's crew .... Buddy ("I definitely don't sing like Crosby") Clark
Did you hear about the radio execugoes into the Paramount on Dec. 8
tive who became practical the other day? He's using the skeleton in his
closet as a COAT-HANGER!
.

.

.

• • • A committee representing 20 charitable organizations
stormed into Bobby Feldman's office at WMCA the other dawning and
insisted on giving him a testimonial dinner at the Astor on Jan. 9
for having been the instigator for obtaining talent for some 1000

show business. He will
Feldman was reluctant for a

benefits in the past 20 years of his career in
also celebrate his 15th year in radio.

.

.

— because

he thought he'd be asked to
BRING guestars. .Vice Pres. John Nance Garner, the Nation's Forgotten Man, may be the toastmaster.

while about having this affair
.

—

last

night in "Pagliacci."

PHOTOS— SOLVE THAT
XMAS PROBLEM

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIOS "4

man

in new department.
Several
others to be added shortly. Now 23
persons in radio department. Three

years ago there were only two. Total
billings of radio dept. last month
equal to those of the entire year of
1935.

BEAUMONT

HOLMAN

&

INC.,
cutting transcriptions for use in the advertising
Office,

is

now

Strongheart Dog Food prepared
by the Doyle Packing Company of
Newark, Momence, Kansas City and
Los Angeles.

GUEST-ING
BASIL RATHBONE and LOUISE
FAZENDA, on "Seein' Stars," Nov.
28

(NBC-Blue, 7:30 p.m.)

LAWRENCE
Hour, Dec.

5.

TIBBETT, on

Ford

(CBS, 9 p.m.)

ARTHUR CREMIN,
People," Dec. 2

on "We, the
(CBS, 7:30 p.m.)

MARJORIE WEAVER,

with Tyrone

•

•

•

Leslie

Lieber of

CBS

publicity

department had

just

do work on "Saturday Night Swing Session." His
ment was to publicize next week's guestars and heading the

signed

to

—

is

in "Singing in His Cell", Nov.
(NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

28

FLORA

CAMPBELL, lead in
Mansions",
on
"Theater
Guide", Nov. 27 (WINS, 12:15 noon).
"Many

—

Rio's

.

Chicago Alexander Gray, baritone
now appearing at Palmer House,
made his debut with Chicago Opera

production,

Ros Metzger is
radio director. Ward Webb, formerly
associated with Air Adventures of
Jimmy Allen in Kansas City, sales-

Power

.

Copyright Treaty Approved
Washington Bureau, RA-DIO DAILY

being

facilities.

of

USS Mallard

Orleans, where the

port acting as chaperon to four navy submarines,
ports that

and

script

Chicago

in

Buddy Harris and

WOPI,

•

others

four,

to

of

Decca recordings. The first of the
waxings is a two-sider of "When
the Organ Played Oh Promise Me"
and "Once In Awhile."

"Leslie Lieber,

Swing

Gary

Flutist"! ... .Sid

dinner at his dad's house prior to going

Henry Armstrong bouts.
food

down

why

the rush, to

in his

He was

Without batting an eyelash and
ber, Sidney,

DONT MIX

IN!"

as-

assign-

of names
was having

ger,

H. Flaten, commercial manacovering New York and Chi-

cago on station business.
Sam Levitan, publicity and special
events director, taking a postman's
holiday over the Thanksgiving weekend. Went down to the Twin Cities
with the frau and heir, spending the
time visiting around the St. PaulMinneapolis stations.

Everybody in town had a chance
see the huge birthday cake that
was prepared for KDAL, when the
station celebrated the end of its first

to

year of operation.

The four-foot cake, topped by a
two-foot radio tower made of fancy
icing, was displayed in a downtown
store window for several days prior
to the birthday celebration. In addition, there was a large panel with
photos of all staff members.

list

Madison Sq. Garden

for

the

For Those Vacations from 55

On

— Make

Reservations

Now!

rushing through his meal, gulping the

usual hurried manner.

which Sidney

to

Friday nite

last

been

first

KDAL, Duluth
A.

replied:

..

.Gary

Sr.

asked his Sonny Boy

"Papa, I'm going

in all earnestness,

Gary

to the fights".
Sr. said:

.

.

"Remem-

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

NEW YORK

—

Friday.

November

26, 1937

PROGRflm REVICUIS

RADIO PERSONALITIES
Who
One

•

Here is an ex-newspaperman who
appears to have forgotten the who,
when, where and

why

angles of a

WMCA

Steel is heard on
every Thursday. 8:45-9 p.m., under
the title of "The Truth Behind the
Scenes, As I See It."
Last
Thursday's
program dealt
with
the
nine-power conference,
Belgian neutrality, "inside story" on
story.

why the Duke of Windsor went to
Germany and an item about Italy
taking

larger merchant ships out

its

of service to be converted into troop
ships.

Steel has a decided accent which
makes some of his words difficult
catch.
But when he fails to
round out a story by telling all the

to

dope, that
about the

is

inexcusable.

Duke
Germany was

The "why"

Windsor's trip
to
vague. Steel said
that the Duchess wanted to go to
Germany but that still doesn't
answer the question which Steel
himself asks.
All items in the broadcast had
been discussed in the press days
before.

Script

is

of a Series of Who's

in the Industry

of

over-written.

"Big Town"
The

stuff being aired on this Tuesnight CBS program lately is
rather outlandish melodrama, pretty

day

gruesome and weird at times. Though
an attempt is made, in a curtain
speech, to justify the heavy drama-

Studio Display
for the

just

the

Swallow was born

of

field

in

San Diego. Feb.

19,

Western

newspaper

the

1899.

His

first

he had completed high school and junior college, was covering
a beat for the San Diego Union, later becom-

job. after

ing sports editor. He moved to Los Angeles,
joined the old L. A. Express, and soon became one of the first radio editors in the west.
For two years he conducted the radio column
of the Express, studying the subject to keep

page

his

interesting.

The

knowledge

he

through that section he soon put
to use in developing radio programs.
In 1928, after leaving his editorship to join
an advertising agency. Swallow planned and

gained

Planning

A

pioneer in movie star

make

radio his sole activity.
radio -programs.
Swallow deserted the advertising field, and for more than two years he
managed KFAC in Los Angeles for E. L. Cord.
When Don E. Gilman, vice-president in charge of the Western Division
to

a manager for NBC's Hollywood studios, he
Swallow. In his position as studio manager. Swallow built up
staff, staged new programs, and created a spirit of co-operation
motion pictures and radio that has had important effects. He is
has a son, Charles; plays golf and handball, and is a Shriner.
at

NBC, looked

for

stations

ol

BIG

SISTER

HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"
P.

0.

Box

84,

Manhasset,

L.

I.,

D

'

A R T E G A
AND
ORCHESTRA

GRACE MOORE'S OPEN HOUSE

N.

Y.

who

on dog training is
drawing plenty of response from kid
listeners to nightly "Bad Pennies"
program over KFOX, Long Beach,
Cal. Book, written by Captain Harold
Brooks, famous trainer of canine
movie stars, is given to each youngsends in letter about his
Best letters are read over the

dog.
air.

Reward

News

for

Tips

WHO, Des

Moines

Lem

King

and his Royal Revellers
being sponsored by Royal 400 Oil
Co. of Fort Dodge, la.
Al Clauser, manager of Oklahoma
Outlaws, has sent another composito song publishers. It's titled

tion

"The Land of the Joshua Trees."
Dutch Conn is traveling in the
south,

has

so

moved

his
to

wife, Louisiana Lou.
an apartment near the

studios.

LUCILLE

& LANNY

LINWOOD

GREY

"2 voices and a pianny"
Six

NBC

Television Broadcasts this

Arrangements

Management

by

NBC

Lanny
Artists

week

Grey
Service

—attention:
agencies — sponsors

GARNETT MARKS

HIS

DANGEROUS PARADISE
CLUB ROMANCE

ster

Dog Book

book

Until-Christmas offer of free Packmarried;
ard Lektro Shaver to person submitting best news tip of the week,
has pepped up listener interest besides providing station with news
vocal
imcharacter
and
instrumental, this hour beats,
Dale Jackson, versatile
in
Packard program over
will
prove
a late-hour lift.
personator.
KCMO, Kansas City. Newscaster
Tom Kelly reports that in first week
Florence Henry as "Aunt Martha";
of offer, thirty tips resulting in spotBud Neyhart as "John," the husband; Carhart and Perry
news stories, were submitted by lisOlivia Kelly as "Joan," the niece;
Ruth Carhart, contralto, and Bill teners.
Charles Webster as "Smithers" and Perry, tenor, are
a couple of radio

WMC,

Creator,
author,
director
or
producer
successful
network
radio
programs

free

between

—

CARL BIXBY

A

selected
the NBC

with the explanation that it is John Shiliano as the fight manager regulars
who need no introduction.
an expose of widely practiced rack- comprise a formidable cast, just Their
vocal efforts have provided
ets, we
fear many listeners don't about the best to be assembled for plenty
of joyful moments for radio
wait to hear the explanation be- a Pittsburgh radio production.
listeners,
particularly those dialers
cause their jangled nerves cause
The plot is good, too. Why this who like music in its genuine form
them to turn the dial before that.
production goes along unsponsored instead of mangled with over-arSeems a shame that with a couple
rangement or mutilated by swing.
is beyond your humble reviewer.
of sterling headliners like Edward
A check-up on the team in their
G. Robinson and Claire Trevor, plus
"Songtime" program over CBS at
the upper bracket writers who are "Harlem Hi Jinks"
6:45-7 p.m. last Tuesday brought the
authoring these scripts, there must
All-colored show from stage of customary pleasure.
be a resort to such trite and rough
New
West End Theater in Harlem
theatrical devices.
features a good band and mostly
amateur vocal talent. Show is to
Memphis
"Aunt Martha"
be a regular Tuesday night program
Station established another local
11-12
on
WNEW,
p.m.
Handling
the
Producer Charles Urquhart of the
precedent when it staged a backKDKA staff really ,has something dy- proceedings is one "Pigmeat," who stage
broadcast of the "Ziegfeld
namic in the cast of "Aunt Martha," is ably assisted by other emcees. Follies"
during its engagement here.
a play written by Alex McLaughlin, First prize is a week's engagement
John Cleghorn, program director,
Pittsburgher, and currently being at the theater, under a $40 miniaired quite an interesting interview
aired Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- mum, with several lesser prizes.
day at 10:30 p.m. over KDKA. Aunt
Although the opening spiel was with Lucia Chase, premier ballerina
Martha does a lot of worrying about rather long, the subsequent enter- of the Mordkin Ballet.
her niece and her niece's husband tainment was mostly good singing.
who, out of work, has secretly turned Theater patrons who took a
bow
to pugilism to earn a living.
The and spoke a few words before the
niece's husband is guided in his mike included W.
C. Handy, famed
training by his former high school composer of "St. Louis
Blues." For
coach, a Scotsman, well played by listeners who like a
lot of varied
amateur entertainment with the usual natural abundance of negro talent.
tics

complete display of Esso products, tying-in with Esso broadcasts
over WBZ-WBZA, has been installed
by sponsor in Studio D of WBZ,
Boston. It features two Esso gasoline
pumps on opposite sides of the entrance, a cardboard cutout, life size,
of the Esso Reporter at the mike,
and two small displays of Esso Motor
Oil in
quart cans.
Studio background of black velvet and Esso color
scheme of red, white and blue, make
nice looking for studio visitors.

Free

developed the Dodge hour, a transcontinental
show which attracted the attention of national
Motion picture stars were
radio executives.
presented on that show in a manner never
before attempted.

by Sponsor

A

appointed program manager
JOHN W. SWALLOW,
NBC, entered
radio
by way
Division of
profession.

PRCMCTICN

•

JOHN W. SWALLOW

Johannes Steel

news

5

RADIO DAILY

Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
MBS— WOR
Booking Direct
1440 B'way, New York
CH 4-5155

Announcer and Popular Ace News and Sportscastn

How

TwelaHcUity

Sponsored for Three Years on Two of New York's Leading Stations
Write Box A-119, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York City
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DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Pierson-DeLance Inc.
Making Receiver Sets
West Coast Bureau,

—

A. T.

Improvements

Station

RADIO DAILY

—

vard.

to

The new firm

Karl Pierson,

who

headed by

is

operates amateur

W6BGH

as his hobby,
and who designed the PR-15 while
connected with the Patterson company. W. B. Delaplain and L. B.
Abbott are associated with Pierson
in the new firm, with Delaplain actCharles
ing as general manager.

transmitter

Weinberg has been appointed sales
manager, also coming from the Patterson organization.

also planned to

move

transmitter from Walton Bldg.,

Main

It is

and Esplanade
Lexington, and

Streets,

N-W

to

of

studio from same
building to Short and Walnut Streets.

—

York

stations,

WEVD

and

WFAB

will

use the new control as central office
for piping programs to out-of-town
The teletype system will
stations.
function between central office and
all affiliated stations, as well as serving publicity department in notifying

newspapers

of special

news

events.

Richmond, Va.

—WRNL

is

new
'

51st

and

52nd

The

Streets.

( II

MCI, I S

Formerly

ROSS,

Motion

Is

Patented by Collins

(Continued from Page

1)

structure, which is
completely isolated from all power
line circuits normally required for
feeding incandescent lamps for lighting the antenna in accordance with
the requirements of the Department
of Commerce for avoiding hazards
The new anto aircraft navigation.
has been aptenna as used at
proved by the Department of Commerce. The antenna carries light re-

from the antenna

San Antonio, Texas

— KONO has ap-

and

WE FURNISH
Equipment
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

Electrical

New York

City

Lighting

Tel

Circle

6-5470-1

Though

officials

were

reticent

about making predictions on practical

application of the cable, results obto FCC for permit to make
changes in transmitting equipment, tained thus far were regarded as
encouraging, especially with respect
install new vertical antenna, increase

plied

Credit NBC Engineers
In Symphony Success

NBC
for

Two other series of television
demonstrations were given this week
by NBC for amateurs, with a view
to encouraging the "hams" to try
engineers are given full credit their hand at the visual broadcasting

remarkable success of new

Symphony Orchestra
hailed

by music

utmost in
Oscar Thomp-

critics as

broadcast technique.
son of

NBC

New York Sun

art.

transmissions,

Changes

in

Mike Models

West Coast Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

reported that

Los Angeles—Universal Microphone
program sounded better through Co., Inglewood, announces that after
KOVC
loudspeaker than in the great studio. Dec. 1 all microphone models listing
at more than $10 will be manufacTechnicians, in developing broad- tured with a plug instead of connectflecting devices at various levels. casts, also proved helpful to orches- ing cable. The new device is a speThese light reflecting devices are ren- tra, it was reported. Program re- cial locking plug developed for the
dered
luminous by flood lights quired long experiments in tonal bal- purpose.
trained upon the light reflecting devices from remote positions about the
radiator.
At night and in fog the

Radiator can be manufactured and
erected less expensively than heretofore as the structure may be of lighter weight material since it is no
longer necessary to support the
weight of a man in climbing the radiator to replace burned out incandescent lamps. John B. Brady was the
patent attorney.

KXL Ready

Inc.

Picture
Lighting
Equipment Corp.

by

Permit to install new power from 100 watts to 100 watts to the adaptability of coaxial cables
to long distance transmission.
transmitter and directional an- night, 250 watts day, and move transtenna for night use is now pending mitter from Milan Bldg., Travis and
Pictures of 240 lines were shown,
Station
also
seeks Soledad Sts., to 317 Arden Grove, on a small screen, although tele
before
FCC.
broadcast via ether has developed
change in frequency from 1370 kilo- this city.
to the 441 -line stage.

Birmingham

glass

walls will be used in reception room
of executive offices to assure adequate daylight and for ornamental
The doors are designed to
effect.
sound, and though almost
isolate
three times the average person's
weight, respond easily and quietly to
They are made of panthe touch.
eled wood.

the co-

year

planning demonstration witnessed at the Philadelphia end.

transmitter and changes in antenna.

ance, microphone placement, etc., and
extensive studies were made of rehearsal recordings. Engineers workGlass brick walls and doors which antenna is rendered brilliantly lumi- ed under direction of
O. B. Hanson,
nous
and
is readily observable by
connew
weigh 365 pounds are two
time
that
all pow- chief engineer, and Robert M. Morris,
piolots
at
the
same
struction features set for the new
John Kulik,
entirely re- development engineer.
streamlined studios of WMCA, now er supply circuits are
moved
from
the
radio
frequency
cir- former member of famous Russian
being built on Broadway between
Cathedral Choir, was control engicuits of the transmitter.

Glass-Walled Offices

of

last

WAPI

Network Demands Bring
WOV-WBIL Expansion Improved Radio Antenna
Expanding network operations have
necessitated the addition of a master control room and teletype communication system for WOV-WBIL,
it is announced by the International
Broadcasting Corporation. The control room is now being constructed
and probably will be ready for operation on January 1. Two other New

installed

cycles to 900 kilocycles, and power A. T. & T. between New York and
boost from 100 watts night, 200 watts
Philadelphia was given this week at
day, to 500 watts night, 1 kilowatt
the Bell Telephone Laboratories in
day.
New York, supplementing the recent

night use; and increase power from
100 watts night, 250 watts day, to 1
kilowatt.

cable

axial

Lexington, Ky. WLAP has applied
thousands of radio
to the FCC for permission to change
amateurs all over the world, has
frequency from 1420 kilocycles to
been taken over by Pierson-DeLance
1270 kilocycles; install a new transInc., 2345 West Washington Boulemitter and directional antenna for

known

Coaxial Cable
Again Demonstrated
T.

Another demonstration

Los Angeles Manufacture of the
PR-15 rePatterson Radio
Co.'s
ceivers,

Is

&

Move

to

SW

its

IS

f We

Mobile Unit Gets Test

—

Wheeling, W. Va. New mobile unit
undergoes real test of its
today in this city's annual
Unit, christened
Christmas parade.
"Little WWVA" and carrying trans-

WWVA

of
utility

mitters W8XKB and WAAH, will
have prominent place at head of parade, from which announcers will de-

can reproduce

your ad with the realism

and

lustre that

good engraving
step

in

makes

the final

the creation

of

convincing advertising.

expects to scribe proceedings. Part of demonnew quarters stration will be aired from stationary

11th Avenue and Washington
First floor, mezzanine and
Street.
balcony will be used for three studios, and further plans call for fourth
studio on second floor of building.

at

ANSWER

neer.

— KXL

Portland, Ore.
move shortly into

THE

position on line of march. Event is
expected to take several hours, but
station has arranged for several 15minute rebroadcasts, so as not to interfere with commercial schedule.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone ..... COIumbui 5-6741
250
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College Radio Activities
Educational Program of
Indiana State Teachers College and

SPERRY, whose generous
ALmade
through RADIO DAILY

offer

supply

By DR. CLARENCE M.

to

stations or adverdetails of his complete

Director

inquiring

of

Radio

Broadcasting,

Indiana

State

Chicaner

WBOW

MORGAN

Whiteman is to make the
of 10 statuettes for best local radio performances of the year
at the Radio Artist Fund Costume
Paul

Teachers College, Terre Haute,

Ind.

awards

with
the past four years, in co- ments of the course and the daily
"Pen-Goo Day" campaign, which he
operation with WBOW, Indiana college programs published in peri- Ball
originated for a department store acState Teachers College has conducted odicals and special bulletins, and night.
tisers

count in New Orleans in 1934, reports
that he already has given complete
information to 60-odd inquirers, and
hardly realized what he was letting
himself in for. However, the genial

mimeographing 250 copies of
the plan and will continue to make
Al

is

good on his promise while these hold
out any way.
Jeanette MacDonald will be absent
from the Vick's CBS program for the
third week
film work.

on Sunday, due to her
Nadine Conner and Wil-

bur Evans will again do the vocalizing, backed by Josef Pasternack's
orchestra and the chorus.
emcee of "Seein'
Feg Murray
Stars" heard over NBC-Blue on Sundays, with Ozzie Nelson's orchestra,
has a son, John Frederic, who at the
age of nine writes, edits and publishes a school newspaper.
Bill
Hay has been signed by
F. Wallis Armstrong agency to do
the announcing for the new Amos
'n' Andy series for Campbell.
Joe Quillan and Izzy Ilinson have
been signed to work on scripts for
Eddie Cantor. Irving Lazar represents both writers and set the deal.
Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson will be song writing guests on
Ted Fio Rito's "Hollywood Melody
Shop" over KNX and CBS Pacific
,

FOR

series of radio broadcasts prefor the purpose of supplementing the work of teachers in the
secondary schools of Indiana. W. W.
Behrman, director of
realizing the opportunity for education
presented by the station, has placed
the time and facilities of
at
the disposal of Indiana State Teachers College absolutely free of any
financial responsibility on the part
of the College. This cooperation on
the part of the radio station has
made it possible for Indiana State
Teachers College to:
(1)
offer a
course in Radio Broadcasting as a
part of its regular curriculum, (2)

a

sented

WBOW,

WBOW

construct a

modern

studio and audi-

torium room in the Administration
Building of the College, (3) organize
a Studio Orchestra to stand by at
all broadcasts, and
(4) carry on a
widespread publicity program with
reference to the College educational
broadcasts.

The course in Radio Broadcasting,
under the direction of the writer,
consists of a study of the history and
objectives

of

educational

broadcast-

microphone techniques, script
writing,
and program production.
The classroom is the radio studio on
the campus where the class conducts
a series of daily programs to be discussed later. This course is one of
ing,

Coast Sunday night.
the first regularly scheduled college
Phil Baker's show goes into the courses in educational broadcasting.
The radio studios located on the
CBS Playhouse with this Sunday's
broadcast, moving from the KEHE campus represent the finest in radio
architecture and engineering, being
auditorium.
Gene and Glenn add a new KFI modern in design and lighting. A
commercial Nov. 29 for Helm's large audition room adjoining the
Monday through Friday studio can seat over one hundred
Bakery,
people
and
amply accommodate
afternoons.
those college classes which make obbaritone,
has
Roberts,
Bradley
servation of educational broadcasts a
been assigned a regular spot on part of their work.
KFAC Monday and Wednesday eve- The Studio Orchestra consists of
nings.

15 carefully selected college students,

Medinah club Saturday
Charlie Gaylord, a Whiteman
special features concerning the radio alumnus, and Fletcher Butler will
work issued by the Director of Pub- provide the music. Jack Fulton Jr.,
lic
Relations of the College, John another alumnus, is a member of
Sembower.
the committee on arrangements.
As a special feature of the educaEarle Ferris in town looking after
tional radio programs, the College
Director of Radio Broadcasting con- Frank Black and Household Finance
ducts an annual Radio Clinic. Ap- interests.
proximately two hundred teachers,
Frank Black, director of Carnation
radio specialists, and patrons attend hour, flew to Hollywood Monday
this Clinic.
At the meeting, prob- evening after broadcast to inspect
lems facing educational broadcasts NBC's plant there; will return for
and suitable techniques for programs next Monday's show.
of an educational type are discussed
E. William Young, electrical tran-

and demonstrations
of
approved scription salesman, has returned to
methods in educational broadcasting the employ of NBC.
are presented. Through the cooperaJack Baker has replaced Clark Dention of WBOW, a special broadcast
nis as singer on NBC Breakfast club.
features the guests of the Clinic.
Allan Grant, NBC pianist, has writThe broadcasts of Indiana State
Teachers College over WBOW are ten the Grand March for the Radio
known as the Teachers College Hour Ball at Medinah Athletic club for toand are divided into four series: (1) morrow.
Jim Ameche is a mighty proud
the Adventures in Literature Series,
He got a call from
(2) the American Yesterdays Series, lad these days.
(3)
the Music Appreciation Series, brother Don in Hollywood in which
and (4) the Wabash Valley High the elder Ameche said "You're some
actor, kid.
I didn't realize you were
School Series.
The
Adventures
in
Literature so good." Comment was evoked by
Series of the Teachers College Hour his performance in Campana's "Grand
Hotel" in which he has played two
is broadcast each Tuesday afternoon
at 2:00 o'clock from the campus weeks now.
studios. The purpose of this Series
is to supplement the work of teachSeries of the Teachers College Hour
ers in the field of English. During

the Fall of 1937, students enrolled in represents the effort of Indiana State
to asthe radio course presented the fol- Teachers College and
lowing shows: "The Gold Bug," "The sist in the further development of
Hoosier Schoolmaster," "The Taming the speech and music departments in
of the
Shrew," "The Legend of high schools throughout western InSleepy Hollow," "Silas Marner," and diana and eastern Illinois. Each year
'The Courtship of Miles Standish." invitations to participate in half hour
programs
broadcast
over
The American Yesterdays Series radio
from the College studios are
of the Teachers College Hour, heard
each
Wednesday afternoon over sent to the high schools. For the

WBOW

WBOW

WBOW,

seeks to assist the teachers
of social studies in their work. The
broadcasts presented on this Series
during the Fall of 1937 included:

Pinky Tomlin broke his arm when many of them scholarship students. "George Washington, the Farmer,"
he was dismounted by his mount All theme and transition music by "Braddock's Defeat," "The Declarawhile riding at a Hollywood tan- the daily broadcasts is provided by tion of Independence," "The Constibark ring. Pinky's from Oklahoma, this organization in addition to their tution," "Fulton's Folly," and "The
too.
participation in the Music Apprecia- Capture of Vincennes."
Mark Kelly, sportscasting ex- tion Series of broadcasts heard each
The Music Appreciation Series of
sportswriter, has sold his football
yarn, "Mr. Doodle Kicks Off", to

RKO.
Thomas Conrad Sawyer, CBS commentator, has received the amazing
total of 7,500 requests for printed
copies of his Armistice Day broadcast.

DON KERR
Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
Six Star

Fox-Fabian

Hour

Revue

Professional

Parade

Friday afternoon.
Publicity
for
the
educational
broadcasts
presented
by Indiana
State Teachers College over
includes a weekly bulletin listing
daily broadcasts which is sent to
high schools and colleges throughout the State, eight thousand printed
programs indicating the schedule of
broadcasts on the Wabash Valley
High Schol Series of the Teachers
College Hour for the entire year
which are distributed throughout In-

WBOW

at

the Teachers College Hour features
the
Studio
Orchestra,
mentioned
above. Its members are under the
personal supervision of Prof. W. H.
Bryant of the Music Department of
Ind iana State Teachers College. This
Series, consisting of dramatizations
prepared by members of the class in
Radio Broadcasting, offered, during
the Fall of 1937, such features as:
"Selections
from
Light
Opera,"

"Compositions

by

French

Compos-

ers," "The A Capella Choir," "Violin
diana and Illinois, articles covering and Piano," "The High School Orregular and special broadcasts which chestra, Its Place in Radio" and
are printed at intervals in the city "The Glee Club."
and campus newspapers, advertiseThe Wabash Valley High School

year

1937-1938,

forty-five
high
scheduled to appear on
this series. They will send over two
thousand pupils to the College campus.
The broadcasts presented by
these pupils will reach over eight
thousand high school pupils as they
are gathered twice weekly in high
school
auditoriums.
Variety
programs featuring the work of various
departments in the visiting schools
constitute the general classification
of their presentations.
The value
of this series in the motivation of
studies,
education of the general
public, and accomplishments resulting from program participation cannot be over-estimated.

schools are

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

8

RADIO DAILY
f . C. C.

ft

ft

C<Mst-ta-Caast *

ACTIVITIES
HEARINGS SCHEDULED

WQDM,

Albans, Vt. CP to
hours of operation to
1
KW., unlimited. 1390 kc.
Odessa Broadcasting Co., Odessa, Mo.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts,
Dec. 7:

increase

power

St.

and

daytime.
William F. Huffman, Wisconsin
Dec. 8:
Rapids, Wise.
CP for new station. 580
kc. 250 watts, unlimited.
W. H. Kindig, Hollywood, Cal. CP for
new station. 710 kc, 500 watts, limited.
WRBC, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Dec. 9:
CP for new station. 890 kc, 1 KW., un-

EDUCATORS

and parents in about
20 states have shown such an interest in the "Adventures That Made
America" series aired over WSM.
Memphis, that the time of the pro-

by Frederick

&

Nelson, the
& Co.

Seattle unit of Marshall Field

Program

is

a pre-Christmas special

for children.

WBNX

tomorrow night will air a
dramatization on the late Harry
Houdini, presented by the
6:30 p.m. CST so that children
school age may hear the program Federal Theater radio division in its
without having to sit up beyond their "Makers of America" series. Program is on at 8: 15 p.m. Vernon
regular bedtime.

gram

will

be

changed Monday

to
of

WPA

Radcliffe directs.

limited.

Roberts-McNab
for

KRSC

new

CP

Bozeman, Mont.

Co.,

1420

station.

kc,

100

watts,

250

watts LS., unlimited.

Radio Forum,
Gallatin
CP for new station. 1420
daytime.
Dec. 10:
increase

WMBG.

power

to

Bozeman,
kc,

250

Richmond, Va.
1

KW.

1350

Mont.

Benay Venuta on Monday
Vic Irwin "Musical
gram over MBS.

joins the

Cartoons"

pro-

watts,

CP

kc,

to

WMBS,

un-

Hartford,

limited.

Uniontown,
Conn.,

and WTIC,
one of
"Chandu, the

Pa.,

are

airing

radio's oldest favorites,

In addition to her regular broadcasting schedule via CBS, songstress
Ruth Carhart may appear in a Broadway musical comedy early next year.
Inasmuch as Miss Carhart's broadcasts are in the morning and early
evening, they will not conflict with
the show.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS Magician," ET series, for respective
WBZA, Springfield, Mass. CP to change
Charles Michelson, eastfrequency, and hours of operation, be denied. sponsors.
ern
representative
for
Earnshaw
Radio Productions, set the deals.
Dr. C. A. J. Parmentier, noted
Rocke Sues 20th-Fox
church, concert and radio organist,
Rocke Productions filed suit WedKRSC, Seattle, and KVI, Tacoma, played the studio recital on the elecnesday in N. Y. Supreme Court
20th
Century-Fox, claimagainst
ing damages for breach of contract.
Rocke set forth that it entered into
an agreement with the film com-

pany

to

yesterday started airing "The Cinna- tric organ last night over WQXR.
mon Bear," sponsored each after- Program is sponsored by Hammond
noon on KVI and each evening on Organ Co.

NEW ORLEANS

supply five minutes of sound

track from films as released by Fox.

WBNO

SAN FRANCISCO

Leo Cleary and Ken Gillum, on
The sound track, intended to cir- ensemble this week consisting of H. NBC several months ago as "Nuts
cumvent transcription reproduction, L. Wess, M. R. Wetzel, M. E. Wolden and Bolts," reunited and took the airwas to be part of a series of 26-week and Ernie Kolstad.
lanes Monday over the Pacific Red
half-hour broadcast commercial proThere's everything but the kitchen web in another partnership go.
grams.
sink in the new announcers' period
"Ricardo," who is really Harvey
of 15 minutes which WWL, New Or- Peterson of NBC, and his Caballeros,
Workshop's "First Violin"
leans, is running daily.
The idea is augmented to 30 pieces, has begun a
Columbia Workshop on Sunday for the announcers each to produce new t. c. series of Latin melodies.
will
present
"The First Violin," their own program while the other
Ben Alexander, emcee of the Sigadapted for radio by Sally Kussel announcers heckle and do everything nal Oil show, back to Hollywood affrom a short story by Norman Davey. to bust it up. The first program had ter a visit here. Ben was guest of
Program the helpful sidelines showing Jim- Sydney Dixon, sales manager of
at 8-8:30 p.m. over CBS.
in
Chicago
from mie Willson how to sing "Vieni,
will
originate
western division, at Bohemian
WBBM studios. Irving Reis, Work- Vieni, Vieni," till the whole cast was NBC
Club dinner.
shop director, had originally planned in stitches. Others to present proLeon Livingston agency, which has
to do "Ninth Avenue L" next Sun- grams are: Clark Alexander, Lionel
Amateur Hour,
Bennie
Walker's
day, but had to change plans due Ricau, Cleve Kirby, Henry Dupre.
planning a big one-hour show soon
accepting an invitation to speak
the annual radio education conference in Chicago.

to
at

debuted with

a

new swing

of all the winners of Walker's show.
Portsmouth, O.
Winner will be sent to New York
"For You," featuring the Romance by plane for a look-see.
Singer, sponsored thrice-weekly by
Thanksgiving was a double holiRoberts & Co., jewelers, becomes a day for Laurance L. Cross, whose

WPAY,

feature until Christmas. The
Singer has pulled a station record in
telephone requests.
Don Wakefield of City Coal Co. has
switched from sponsored football
broadcasts to wrestling matches.
Minralin Health Tonic is airing
"Minralin Mascots" (Min, Ray and
Linn, hillbillies) daily except Sundaily

Greetings from Radio Daily
November 25

,

folly

Steinke

Bill

Mrs. Paul

Will Osborne

Whiteman Kate McComb
F. Coe

Charles

November 26
Fred Astaire
Frank Simon

Howard

Igor Gorin
Michael Loring

Schreiber

November 27
Mark Woods
William Miller
Ted Husing
Jack Smart
Mary Livingstone
Gladys Rice

day.

KOAM,

Pittsburg, Kan.

Spencer Allen, program director,
back on the job after marrying Deane
Steger in

St.

electric

Keith Kirby is announcing the new
Palace Hotel String ensemble
heard each Sunday night 8 to 8:30

KSFO
p.m.

Still expanding, KFRC shoved another interesting local feature on its
air band Monday night called "The
Country Editor," featuring Oscar R.
Morgan, veteran newsman, who discusses current happenings.

Romelle Fay,
both NBC and
CBS networks and was personal organist for Smiling Ed McConnell for
Station's organist

is

who appeared on

three years.

Earl Bickel in Cincinnati
Cincinnati Earl Bickel, chairman
of the Scripps-Howard Radio board,
was here this week inspecting WCPO.

—

WBT,

organ has

installed.

November 28
Helen Jepson
Frank Black
William Lundell
John O. Hewitt
Lowell Patton

25.

Louis.

New Hammond
been

"Crosscuts from the Log O' the Day"
started its ninth year on the air Nov.

Charlotte

(Old Shepherd)
Shadwell
Clair
and the Mrs. on a Thanksgiving
cruise to Florida.
Reginald Allen, announcer, voted
third best dressed man in Charlotte
in a newspaper poll.
Program Director Charles Crutchfield also got
a

mention.

Howard Meighan, Radio
cialist,
Jr.,

is

g.m.

Sales spea guest of W. A. Schudt
of station, for a few days.

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

105

YORK,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

N. Y.,

FIVE CENTS
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Hanson, Hedges, Woods Made V.P.'s
WWW,

Knows

LAWRENCE, MASS.

NBC s

Chief Engineer, Head of Station
Relations and Treasurer Are Added
!

His Groceries

—

Okmulgee, Okla.
Johnnie of
Johnnie's Food Palace here knows

MAKES DEBUT NEXT MONTH
Lawrence,

his

groceries,

according to

T.

R.

manager of KHBG. He
knows the value of radio ad-

Putnam,

Mass. — WLAW,

1,000-

also

watt station on 680 kilocycles, owned
by the Hildreth & Rogers Co., publishers of the Lawrence Daily Eagle
and The Evening Tribune, is expected
to go on the air about the middle
of December. Erection of a 300-foot
tower has been completed, and work
of constructing a transmitting plant
and broadcasting studios is rapidly

vertising.

In

Johnnie

fact,

to

sold on radio that he installed his
own broadcast studio in his store,
where he airs a Kiddies' Hour each
Saturday morning.
Kids visiting
store, accompanied by adult, get a
free gift. Business is swell.

EARNSHAW RAPS RADIO
TOR LEANING ON FILMS
West Coast Bureau,

MORE THAN 150 STATIONS

Atlas Radio Sales Meet

Way

in

have been

set to

broadcast the spot programs written,
produced and distributed by East-

Chicago

—

Chicago
First annual sales convention of Atlas Radio Corp. is under way here, with 24 sales executives from four zones meeting at
the Hotel Stevens, Chicago. Herbert
R. Ebenstein, Atlas prexy, heads the
New York contingent, which includes
Lou Winston, production chief in

Camera

Clubs,"

E. L.

tions

Corp.

signed

a

contract

last

stations.

Donald Peterson

is

Repine rushed

to the sidelines

with

He

radio.

also

Chicago— Charles L. Garland, commercial manager of WHIP, has rejoined CBS as member of Radio
Sales, Inc. sales staff. O. E. Richardson,

of

v.p.

Hammond-Calumet

O. B. Hanson, William S. Hedges
and Mark Woods, NBC departmental
heads, were made vice-presidents at
the regular monthly meeting Friday,
President Lenox R. Lohr announced
after the session. Appointments are
effective immediately. Hanson is the
network's chief engineer, Hedges has
charge of station relations, and Woods
is treasurer.

ALBERT A. CORMIER
JOINS HEARST RADIO
Albert A. Cormier, who recently
resigned as vice-president and general manager of WIP, Philadelphia,
and before that was general manager
of WOR, joins Hearst Radio Inc. on
Dec. 6, assuming post of general manager of WINS as his first assignment,
it is announced by J. V.
Connolly,
president of Hearst Radio.
Bradley Kelly, who has been acting manager of WINS for the past
two months, returns to his duties as
associate editor of King Features
Syndicate.

KXBY

Will Rebroadcast

WLW and WHN Programs
—

WHIP

THE WEEK
.

his mike.

over

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

*
—

of Officers

WBBM

the pro-

Richmond In airing the U. of
Richmond vs. William & Mary
game, Burt Repine, traffic manager
of WRVA, carried a mike right
into the Richmond huddle. It was
the fourth down and goal to go
for a touchdown. Radio audience
heard the signals, then as the team
broke up and went into formation.

List

Broadcasting Corp., owners of WHIP
Kansas City Starting about Dec.
and WWAE, supplants Garland, who 6, KXBY will rebroadcast programs
vana, is hopeful of successful results will serve WHIP in advisory capacoriginating at WLW, Cincinnati, and
from the parley, he told Radio Daily ity. Garland left
last spring
WHN, New York, according to Sid Q.
on Saturday.
He added, however, to join Ralph Atlass at WIND and Noel, president of First National Telethat it is too early to predict anything WJJD, then switched to the new
vision. KXBY will take about four

ducer.

Air Grid Huddle

taking

in

Garland Returns to CBS;
James Baldwin Hopeful
Richardson in WHIP Post
Of Results at Havana

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY Staff Correspondent
Maria Hour" Disks
Washington — James W. Baldwin,
managing director, who reGoing on 100 Stations NAB
turned last week from the InterBresson of Sound Reproduc- American Radio Conference in Ha-

week with the Reverend Father Patrick McCarthy of the Franciscan
Friars of Atonement for a series of
half-hour transcriptions of the "Ave
Maria Hour" to be used by over 100

try

increased to almost twice its present
size after first of year.

(Continued on Page 8)

"Ave

it

to find the

Program, entitled "Rais prepared
at of film studios to produce their own
Eastman headquarters in Rochester, radio shows, as already started by
and is heard from coast-to-coast on M-G-M and Warners, with RKO soon
a dealer-manufacturer co-operative to follow, and said that these are
basis.
Station list is expected to be just the first steps of the movie indusdio

Under

150 stations

it

entertainment side of broadcasting
exclusively in the hands of motion
picture producers, Fenton W. Earnshaw, in his "Hollywood Nite-Letter"
on Friday, took radio severely to task
for permitting itself to become so
dependent on Hollywood.
Earnshaw pointed out the tendency

man Kodak.

(.Continued on Page 8)

Is

wakes up some morning

GETTING EASTMAN SPOTS
Over

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles— Warning radio that
will have only itself to blame if

progressing.

Transmitting plant and tower are
located in West Andover, about four
and a half miles from the center
of Lawrence. All the latest equipment will be installed in the plant,
which will include a large control
room, workshop and quarters for
operators on duty. A small studio
will also be included. Basement will

Company' s

so

is

.

—
CAPITOL

.

sentiment
last
week indicated that FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch would be
given an opportunity to straighten
out the FCC situation, alleged and
otherwise, before the long-heralded
probe of the industry would be
pressed in Congress
Senators interested in the probe favor this pol.

Hammond.

EADIC

IN

Holding Congress Off
By M. H. SHAPIRO

HILL

.

in

.

icy.

*
—

appears that there is no rush yet
as to contracts being placed in esconsiderable resentment
crow
it

.

.

.

of the IRNA
Special Advisory Committee when
a group of Philly broadcasters argued against certain clauses as being against the convention mandates
and yet the Philly network affiliates have agreed to sign up as

came from members

.

.

.

AFM

locals,

Moral

.

Obvious

Morrell & Co.,
packers, operated at a loss of
$700,000 last year, when the company was off the air. Morrell had
previously used radio and had
shown profits each year since
1911, according to T. Henry Foster,

—

president.

Firm goes back on the
a coast-to-coast NBC

air Jan. 9 with

program

.

(Continucd on Page 6)

is

Chicago — John

.

Mohawk
Although the independent radio per Plan of Settlement
network affiliates are busily going Valley Broadcasting System got unover contracts with the

hours' time daily. Both commercials
and sustaining shows will be available, but not news periods. No cash
is involved.

writer

featuring
Bob
expert.

and dog

Becker,

Monday, November

RADIO DAILY:
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Encouragement for Radio Playwrights

comma

—

Price 5 Cts.

Mon., Nov. 29, 1937

Vol. 2, No. 105

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH

Chicago One reason for the standard of excellence maintained in Campana's "Grand Hotel" and "First Nighter" dramatic programs on NBC is
credited to the assistance and encouragement extended to authors by the
agency handling the account. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.
Both half-hour programs present a complete playlet each week, which
means there is a steady demand for scripts, and the agency is always on
the lookout for new writers with talent.
Plays submitted are not merely

Publisher

:

Editor
:
:
:
Business Manager

Phone Granite

Blvd.

6607.

Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
3, 1879.

under the act of March

(Saturday, Nov. 273
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of

to the late
silent for two

respect

WOV

was

as the site of

its

new

235-foot
of expected

FCC

authority to increase power to
1,000 watts. Station now operates on
500 watts day and 250 watts night.
Plans are to start the new tower before severe weather sets in.

noon. Iraci was head of both stations.
presented a program in
honor of Iraci at 11-11:15 a.m. Satwith Picture
urday.
Among the notables who Agency
Picture Magazine Inc., the new
attended the funeral were Mayor LaGuardia, Judge Cotillo and many corporation in which William Benton,
ex-Benton & Bowles, and J. Stirling
radio people.
Getchell of the agency which bears
his name, are directors and stockMcGrady on
Mfg. Board
holders, will make its debut Dec. 28.

WHOM

Men

RCA
J—

N.
Edward F. McGrady, who recently joined
as
director of labor relations, has been
elected a director of
Manufacturing Co.

Camden,

RCA

RCA

Mag

registry

comes

Jewish Commentator
Brown, member of the
out Jewish Morning Journal editorial
staff, is being heard each Sunday at
5:30 p.m. over WBNX as Jewish news
commentator. Public National Bank
is

WOPI

"The
the

BRISTOL """

Voice

TENNESSEE

VIRGINIA

—

in

New

York after

JACK BENNY

goes to Chicago from the coast
headline the Chicago's Own Christmas Benon Dec. 15.

to
efit

BOB KAUFMAN of WLS, Chicago, returns to
that city from New York by motor, visiting
Pittsburgh and Cleveland on the way.
He was
in New York for interview with Edward Klauber
of

CBS.

K.
TRAUTWEIN, president-treasurer of
Mirror Record Corp., is on a trip to Philadelphia and Baltimore and is expected back toP.

morrow.

ADELE GIRARD, swing harpist with Joe
Marsala's band, left for Hollywood yesterday to
begin a career in pictures at MGM.

ner

on the WHN "Music Box" program
sails back to England this week.

manager.

is

Molly Dean

KFWB,

— Molly

WJBK

at

DONALD WITHYCOMB,

Dean, formerly of
Hollywood, is inaugurating a

Detroit

was

in

manager
and out of town on Friday.

last

Friday,

of

WFIL.

250 Buy "Supplement"
"Hollywood Spotlights,"
at 11:15 a.m. Monday,
Standard Radio's "Popular SuppleWednesday and Friday. Miss Dean's ment," introduced in July, reports

new

feature,

over

WJBK

who are connected with
the major studios, will wire the latest
Hollywood gossip and news direct to
associates,

WJBK.
Marks
F. X.

Program

sponsored

is

by

sales in excess of 250 subscribers dur-

ing the past four months.
Newest
subscribers are, WGNY, WKY, KLZ,
Teleflash
(N.Y.)
WJAC, KSFO,
,

WLAW

Furs.

Bushman Back

to

—

Chicago

Radio

and KFIZ. Other Standard
have been sold to
WGNY, KOY and KTMS.

services

WLAW,

—

entered

New York

via

WOR

yester-

day and will be heard on the eastern
station each Sunday except Dec. 5
at 3-4 p.m.
Program is staged by
Harold Stokes and uses about 70

Sixth Year for Jan Peerce
Jan Peerce, tenor, has signed for
his sixth consecutive season of exclusive stage appearances at the
Radio City Music Hall.

AND

people.

SIX

MARKETS

*

LEE GRANT

sponsoring.

of

Appalachians"

Celebrates 10th

expected

is

the first of the year to talk radio deal.

WOR

WBNX

the

WIBM

FIELDS

C.

month's honeymoon.

Chicago Francis X. Bushman, oldtime movie star, has returned to Chicago and joined dramatic staff of
Ken White at WIBM
WGN. He will be featured in "CurJackson, Mich.
Ken White, anMag, known as "Picture," will be tain Time" and other dramatic shows. nouncer on a number of southern
Formerly
was
associated
with
First
monthly.
Other officers are J.
stations in the past few years, has
a
joined WIBM. His parents have rePaschall Davis, president; John V. Nighter here.
sided in Jackson for a number of
Tarleton, vice-president and editor;
"Sunday Afternoon" on
years.
Frank L. Sharpe, general manager
"On a Sunday Afternoon," Mutual
and J. G. Barth, treasurer. Albert
L. Cole is another director and stock- show originating at WGN, Chicago,

Stratton Joins Radio Registry
holder.
Chester M. Stratton, formerly of
RKO and NBC, has become associated
with National Radio Registry in the
Michael
capacity of managing director. Fourth
issue
of
shortly.

now

orchestra leader, and his
are coming east from

BETTY FURNESS,

coast for a

New WDEL Tower

city

a.m. to 1 p.m. WPEN, Philadelphia,
also was off the air from 11 a.m. to 12

75,000 schools in the
radio-equipped, according to "Radio in the Classroom,"
new book by Margaret Harrison, to
be published this month by PrenticeHall Inc., New York. The volume is
devoted to effective use of radio in
the classroom.

are

S.

of

Paul

St.

Jackson, Mich.
WIBM has just MRS. SAM LYONS, wife of the agent, left
celebrated its tenth anniversary here. Hollywood Friday enroute to New York.
Grauer handling commercials and Station went on the air Nov. 20,
SHIRLEY ROSS arrives in New York tomorrow
color.
Celebration pro- from Hollywood aboard the Santa Paula.
1927, as a portable.
Adam Hat Stores plan to increase gram included a greeting from for- CHARLES A. NOBLES of NBC in New York
network following first few broad- mer Manager Dale Robertson, now spent the Thanksgiving Day holiday with his
family in South Hadley, Mass.
casts, but sustaining feature will re- in
Utica, N.
Y.
Chief Engineer
BILLY and ALSA NEWELL, oldtime vaude
main for all NBC-Blue stations that Charles W. Wirtanen has been with
team, are in Chicago
the west coast.
request fights.
the station the full ten years, while They appeared Saturday from
on Alka-Seltzer "NaWalter H. Johnson, engineer, an- tional Barn Dance" and will repeat next Satnouncer and publicity director, has urday.
Site
nine years to his credit. Roy RadEDDIE GARRON, BBC soloist who appeared

John transmitter upon receipt

hours
during funeral services Saturday, 11
Iraci,

Approximately

U.

will be in another corner doing the
same fight for Adam, with Ben

Wilmington, Del.—WDEL has acquired 3.6 acres of city-owned land
on the northeastern boundary of the

Tribute to Iraci
Out

will broadcast the remaining
championship boxing matches recently signed in a contract with the
Twentieth Century Sporting Club
over 45 stations on a sustaining basis,
while Adam Hat Stores sponsor the

same fights in 21 cities.
Clem McCarthy will do sustaining
blow - by - blow description, with
George Hix doing color. Sam Taub

FINANCIAL

JOHNNY GREEN,
bride,

W.

NBC

and

WOR

the

13

Minneapolis

A. J. McCOSKER, president of
and J.
POPPELE, chief engineer and secretary of
the same station, left last night for Chicago to
attend the educational conference.

Fights
75,000 Schools in U. S.
Also to Air Sustaining
Now Equipped for Radio

all

HOWARD ME ICH AN

SMITH and

R.

NBC Sponsored

Subscriber should remit with order

RADIO
communications
to
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338
7-6337,
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336,
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Address

KELLY

Radio Sales Inc. to
contacting accounts.

—

;

year, $10.

EDWARD PETRY flew to the coast after conference with Ed Voynow, his Chicago chief.

read, but are studied for the writer's benefit, and often the agency makes
suggestions which turn unaccepable material into usable plays.
Printed
instructions also have been issued for guidance of authors.
Quite a few radio playwrights have been developed in this way by
Aubrey. Moore & Wallace, and several of them are now in top-ranking jobs
in Hollywood and elsewhere.
Authors get name mention on programs and
in news releases
and $100 each is paid for scripts.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chestci
B. Bahn, Vice-President Charles A. Alicoate
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside o
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign

GOinG

and
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MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT

LOUDSPEAKER
ALBANY, N.Y.
Yliujlq Equipped forSupsrPowir

DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

CHARM
LINGERS ON

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT

PHIL SPITALNYPARK

Residing at

CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

Monday, November
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CCCtiESTCAS

PCCMCTICN

MUSIC

Radio Tour

Howard Woods and his orchestra
have been engaged by the Frank Seiden management to play in the Mir-

Benay Venuta will introduce a
Tahitian song which has never been
broadcast before when she makes her
first

WOR

appearance on
p.m.

after

a

CRA

bookings: Jack Denny's ork
Metropolitan, Boston, week of

Harold Stern, Astor
Dec. 2.
Theater, Nov. 25-27; Mike Riley
doubling into Orpheum Theater from
Claridge Hotel in Memphis.
Phil
D'Arcy at Hotel St. George, Brooklyn.
Stuff Smith goes into Silver Grill,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

this

Buffalo,

week-end

and

closes

going to Famous Door, HollyFletcher
wood, for 30 weeks.
Henderson set by Bob Sanders of
Hollywood office for Vogue Ballroom,
Los Angeles, starting Dec. 11.

Dec.

5,

.

.

Eugene Jelesnik and
playing

at

the

Hotel

.

his orchestra,
Taft,
New

Haven, are now heard
WMCA-Intercity, WATR,

on

WELI,

WBRY

and

WNBC.
Vincent Lopez left Chicago on
Thanksgiving
night
Stanley
for
theater at Pittsburgh; then he goes to
the Earle at Washington; thereupon
to the Gibson at Cincinnati where he
will have a Mutual wire.

Anson Weeks opens at the Aragon
in Chicago with a Mutual wire Dec.
3, following Freddy Martin, who goes
the
Cocoanut Grove in Los
to
Angeles.

mind

& Ryan

has Herbie

for a sponsored

Kay

program pro-

vided he can shift scene of activities
to the west coast.

from Philadelphia

-a

NAT BRUSILOFF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New

York's

Own

Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

0-

Saturday

end between covers

... lust to

be different

an attempt

in

to

26th

we

combat

decide

la grippe.

spend the week-

to
.

.

has gone

off

the gold standard

— replacing

WMPS, Memphis,

white molars .... Also that

move, how-

.This

ever, doesn't prevent our learning that Russ Brinkley of
Pa.,

WHDL,

two gold

front

Bradford.
teeth

with

aired a real weddin' between

Verne Morgan, guitar player with the Rhythm Rangers, and Martha Mattox, a fan of the "Mid-South Dinner Time" show.

• Sunday .... While our sick room is exactly three rooms
away from the radio set (bragging again) Mom switches the dials
as the day's best shows take the air.
.After Jack Benny we fall into
slumber to awaken to "Good Will Hour" just after reading Mr.
Winchell's pillar regarding A. L. Alexander and Mom says maybe
A.L. should go to Mr. John Anthony for some advice after A.L. created that type of show?
•

their impressions to listeners.
Interviews with company's home-service director followed, and next was
the broadcast of dedication ceremonies. Musical programs provided additional high spots. Newspaper advertising directed attention to the

broadcasts.

BROADWAY

Gift Offer

•

.

.

—
—

—

•

•

CI 6-2200

•

Monday .... Back

French Casino folding.

..

to the

grindstone where the big

news

who

.To lunch with CBS' lames Appell.

the

is

us

tells

between Rudy Vallee and Will Osborne, also
W.W.'s start on the airwaves plus the fine work being done by V.P. Bill
Lewis and how Herbert Rosenthal will do wonders with the Artists Bureau
the inside story of the fight

—

when he takes over. .Estelle Taylor, in the midst of talking "turkey" with
NBC, receives a wire from the coast to come west and screen-test for the
part of Belle in "Gone With The Wind."
.

.

• • • Tuesday ... .To dinner where we get change and discover a lead quarter among the coins which we attempt to pass off at
a theater but are embarrassed at the discovery
.At Leon & Eddie's,
Eddie Davis doesn't appear for the show he had gone out to view
.

.

.

—

the flicker "52?id Street."

by

Planters'

Planters' Peanuts is sending a 32page educational painting book on
"America's Famous Men" to listeners
of the company's "Mac 'n' Moore"
program over WBZ, Boston. String
is
ten five-cent peanut wrappers,
ten Jumbo wrappers, or 50 pennybag wrappers.

KVOR, Colorado

Springs

Zelle Wade of program staff is doing a 30-minute Christmas Lady show
each Monday at 5 o'clock, interspersing chats for children about how
Christmas is spent in other lands,
with transcribed music to fit the
occasion.

Ann Russell, home economist, is
doing a 30-minute 6-weekly "Good
Morning Neighbor" program with
recipes, beauty hints, "penny stretchers" and housekeeping aids.
Household Magazine, Capper publication, is using two weeks of 15minute programs plugging a recipe
contest.

•

•

•

around on

Wednesday.

Dave's

At

...

Leon Janney

his rounds.

that

yawning, Bobby Feldman

is

about the play that did a brodie

talks

Loew's State manager Al Rosen relates that he has been approached

Five new C. P. McGregor shows
made their debuts here to celebrate
KVOR's "New Show Season." They

air his trials

are "Thrill Hunters," "The House of
Peter MacGregor," "Eb and Zeb," "Do
You Believe in Ghosts" and 'Talking

rounds with him.

Drums."
Three half-hour request programs
per week, using transcription library
numbers, have been inaugurated to
take care of growing requests. So

....

to

and tribulations as a Broadway theater manager and is now
looking for an agent.
How about his own brother, Matty? .... Earlier in
the day Buddy Clark wants to bet 8-to-5 that a columnist wouldn't last 2

•

•

His challenge

is

accepted.

Thursday .... For the

•

first

time

we hear Tommy

Riggs on

show and enjoy the act, though not caring particularly for
what John Barrymore claimed was funny! ... .From Muncie, Ind.,
word arrives that The Old Ranger on WLBC received an old alley
cat in a bag during his show and the cat dissembled the entire
the Vallee

—

program.

•

Ruthrauf]
in

•

today at

radio absence of
four months. The song, which she
learned from the natives during her
stay in Tahiti last summer, hasn't
even got a title.

for

Week ending Nov.
•

•

Room

of the Laurel-in-the-Pines,
Lakewood, N. J. There will be a direct wire from the Mirror Room and
Woods and his orchestra will be heard
every Sunday at 4: 15 p.m. via WOR.
Radio guest stars will appear weekly.

9:30

the layout, marked opening day
Wyandotte County Gas Co.'s new
building.
As starter, Owen Balch
and Ralph V. Nelson, announcers,
went through the place, describing

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

month with

WOR

Office

of
of

picture assignments and personal appearances, will return to the air next
his "Rippling Rhythm"
orchestra in a sustaining series to be
and the Mutual
piped in by
network from Chicago, where he will
be fulfilling theater and hotel enBroadcasts will begin
gagements.
Dec. 14.

New

of

Six special broadcasts over KCKN,
Kansas City, highlighting a radio tour

SHEP FIELDS, who arrived in New
York on Saturday from motion

ror

29, 1937

•

In

hot dcgs.
to

her

is

Flamm

Friday .... Lunch with Eddie Wolpin. Henry Spitzer and Jerry

one booth

in

An

is

Mrs. lack Pearl entertaining her two

nephews with

She hides the 14 karat ring Jack gave her for her birthday. Next
Donald Flamm lunching with Harry Hershfield and Bill Weisman.

definitely denies

French Casino
....

re

official of

a few months

having any financial

opening.

CBS

.

.

(or

.Hershfield adds:

tips off that

Barry

Wood

otherwise) interest in the

"It's

will

a

lie

be

— up

to

$25,000!"

their biggest asset

after the build-up.

25 cents— which was composed of lead!
TOTAL EXPENSE:
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied! I'll pay your Social Security
with

Station put on a "Program of the
for the International DX'ers
Alliance. Arbor Fuller, musical di-

Week"

rector, was emcee and introduced
talks by Hugh B. Terry, station man-

•

Kruger.

Gene Austin sings, anything Art Tatum plays, and "Vieni
Vieni' lead the request lists.

far anything

it

—

that'll

just

cover

it!

tax

ager, and Wauhillau
director.

LaHay, program

Paul Hughes, new news announcer,
has been sold on a twice-a-week commentary of "Twenty Years Ago."

.

Monday, November
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REVIEWS

"Do You Know?"
This new show is an informative
and entertaining quarter-hour, sustaining on WNEW, Thursdays 1:45-2
p.m. Items are culled from newspaper
headlines and other authoritative
sources and each is prefaced with,

W

IE

IB

U Jf N
II

KFRC,

San Francisco: Chas. E. Fougera
through Small & Seiffer Inc.; Peter
Shoe Co. of St. Louis, through Long Adv.
Service;
Smith Bros., through Brown &
Tarcher, Inc.; Gas Appliance Society, through
Jean Scott Frickelton.

&

Co.,

KGGC,

San

Francisco:

Alka

Seltzer

Co.

eWEJT-ING

IE Jf Jf

Broadcasting Co. Ltd.; Blatchford Calf Meal
weather forecasts, through Industrial
Co.,
Advertising Agency; Longworth Milling Co
programs.

OCTAVUS ROY COHEN,
by Lobby," Dec.

1

on "Hob(CBS, 7:15 p.m.).

ANDRE KOS-

EZIO PINZA, with

TELANETZ
KFI, Los Angeles: Quaker Oats,
Tracy" ETs; Remington-Rand, news.

"Dick

Dec.

1

on Chesterfield program,
(CBS, 9 p.m.).

SENATOR ARTHUR CAPPER,

on
KGER, Los Angeles: Currier's Tablets,
one of
Drackett
Co.,
KGO, San Francisco:
ETs, through Walter Biddick Co.; Gardner "Between War and Peace" series,
Railway
Exthrough
Ralph
Co.;
H.
Jones
the list was the biggest turkey dinNursery of Seattle, ETs, through Northwest
press Agency, through The Caples Co.; E.
Advertising Agency; Remington Ra.id, spots, Nov. 30 (WMCA. 9:45 p.m.).
ner, one running 19 hours. Audience
Fougera & Co., through Small & Seiffer, through Howard Wilson Co.
CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADis left to ponder on this one and anInc.
swer is given toward the close, and
WGY, Schenectady: American Oil Co., MAN, on Philharmonic-Symphony
Signal
Oil
Co.,
Francisco:
KPO,
San
announcements, through Joseph Katz; Dairy
of course not a few have an opporthrough Logan & Stebbins.
(CBS, 3
Association, announcements, through Hayes Orchestra program, Dec. 5

"Did You

Know?"

The

first

tunity to arrive at their own conclusion by then. It develops that this
is the turkey eaten by the enlisted
men of the U. S. Army, beginning at
an American army post in China,
actually on Wednesday our time,
and following the clock around to
Honolulu. Subsequent info touched
on the huge attendance at National
Parks, Horatio Alger characters still
on tap, Dionne quins' earnings, locomotive named after Lily Pons, etc.
It is the kind of entertainment that
requires no special effort on the part
of the listener to take in, and the vast
possibilities as to the variety of items
gives every possibility for color and

WHN, New

York: Remington Rand, U.P.
through Leeford Advertising Agency;
Winkelman Shoe Co., spots, through Lewis
news,

Associates.

WLW.

Sayman Soap Co.,
Morning", program, through
Dall;
Household
Magazine,
Benson
and
"Top O' the Morning", program, through
Pre^ba, Fellers & Presba; State Automobile
Mutual Insurance Co., "Unbroken Melodie^",
(Boscul
William S. Scull Co.
program;
"Top

Cincinnati:

O'

the

"Newspaper

Coffee),

program,

Grant,

with Peter
Wallis Arm-

of the Air",

through

F.

Agency;

Domino

Citrus

Association,

an-

nouncements, through DeRouville; General
Mills,
"Betty
and
Bob"
ETs,
renewal,
through Blackett - Sample - Hummert, and
"Hymns of all Churches" and "Betty Crocker," through Knox-Reeves; Madonna Tomato
Paste, participation, through Sternfield Godley, N. Y.; Cranberry Canners Inc. (Ocean
Spray Cranberry Sauce), through Harry M.
Frost; Railway Express Co., announcements,
through Caples Co.; Wasey Products (Musterole
and
Zemo), ETs, through Irwin,

Wasey &

Co.;

RCA

p.m.)

JOSEPH
berger
Dec. 3

LHEVINNE, on BamSymphony Orchestra program,
(WOR-Mutual,

Daughter

for

10:15 p.m.).

Joseph Lang

Joseph Lang, part owner of
Jersey City,

Victor, recordings.

is

WHOM,

the father of a

girl.

strong.

WHO, Des Moines: Health Research
Foundation (Vimm), "Viram Melody Time,"
Advertising
Andrews
program,
through
Agency.
WGN,

mmn wmmm

consouuRTEQ

mm

of

vork, mi,

Fougera Co., through
Small & Seiffer Inc., on Jan. 7 expands its
"Let's Play Games" MBS program to WGN.

spice.

Joan Brooks
The Wednesday night 10:15-10:30
spot on WJZ-NBC Blue is being
pleasantly filled these days by Joan

who

deserves beton radio schedules.
positions
ter
With the efficient Norman Cloutier
piloting the orchestra, Miss Brooks'
Brooks, a vocalist

Chicago:

E.

CKNX, Wingham, Ont. Templeton's Ltd.,
ETs, through Associated Broadcasting, Ltd.;
Bayer-Semesan Co., announcements, through
Thompson-Koch Co.; Bulova Watch Co.,
time signals; W. K. Buckley Ltd., spots;
Ogilvie Flour Mills, ETs, through Associated

NEW YORK ON PARADE

:

.

,

.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

WOAI, San Antonio

George M. Slocum, president of the
program last week offered a selection
of numbers that have not been done Advertising Federation of America,
interviewed by Ken McClure,
to death, including "Last Night When was
newscaster, while the AFA was in
I Held You," "Good for Nothing Joe,"
"Now They Call It Swing," a Cloutier convention in San Antonio.
During the Tenth District Advercomposition, and a medley of "Rose"
numbers. Miss Brooks not only has tising Federation of America Conthe ability to sell a song, but she vention in San Antonio, WOAI played
dispenses with vocal affectations and host to the radio representatives in
sings so you can understand what it's a suite at the St. Anthony Hotel.
about.

Briefly
Ralph

Brewster's

"Make-Believe"

on

vocalizing
last

of

Thursday

variety show origiCincinnati, and
Line,
via the
heard over
was a real choice bit of vocalizing,
in an ingratiating style.
afternoon's
nating at

little

WSAI,

WHN

WLW

Station staged a musical revue for
the dinner dance which highlighted
the convention.
WOAI recently began a new early
morning transcription program which
runs from 6:30 to 7:45 a.m. Special
features are being introduced and a
contest to name the program is now

being conducted.
emcee.

Lew

Valentine

is

WNBC, New Britain, Conn.
"Good News of 1938,"M-G-M*s show
Millie King of continuity staff is
Maxwell House on NBC-Red last
Thursday night again was a disap- recuperating after an operation.
for

"Man Without a Sponsor" almost
nabbed one the other day, and now
he's added the following line to the
show:
"You should have seen the
It was a rather silly comedy sketch
that John Barrymore and Elaine Bar- one that got away."
Jerry Beaupre's organ playing and
rie were required to perform on last
Thursday night's Rudy Vallee hour Al DAmato's steel guitar will enliven
over NBC-Red. Tommy Riggs and the Sunday morning schedule.
"Adventures of Jungle Jim" and
"Betty Lou" also had pointless mate"Front Page Dramas," both Hearst
rial.
features, are being sponsored by local
George McCall, Old Gold's Holly- stores.
Jack Lacy's pop tune program on
wood gossiper on CBS, emphasizes
the claim that he hands out "exclu- Sunday mornings has met with fan
pointment.

script

It

cried out loud

for

a

and comedy.

sive" stuff, but he reels off an awful
lot of material
that has appeared

elsewhere.

FEATURING

JOHN

KENNEDY

.

.

.

£Ji»oi

W C«MMt«to>

THE CONSOLIDATED EDISON ORCHESTRA

AND CHORUS
tmd

GUEST ARTISTS
EVERY MONDAY • 7 10 P M STATION WEAf

MARK W A R N O W

approval.

Hal Goodwin will again do the
Christmas Tree program twice daily.

B.

TMI

L

COlUMalA AtllSTS NM

•

NBC
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1)

way under the management of Chevrolet transcription series on 352
Burt Squire
the stations includ- stations, but it appears that its live
ing six in upper New ifork state, two talent shows are in for a halt
in Vermont, with the N. Y. City out- WFBL, Syracuse, chalked up a fast
let remaining optional with the time beat on the capture of escaped kidder

.

FROST, executive

S.

assistant to

L. Don

.

.

.

.

supervision had become necessary at headquarters here due to
burden of transcontinental originative

tions.

.

filed strong exceptions to the recent temporary injunction granted Ascap against the

state

who

officials

from enforcing
Ascap statute
.

Frederick Stark, KHJ musical conductor, has a new Sunday afternoon
orchestral program, "Matinee Promenade," on KHJ.
Norman Spencer's "Can You Write
a Song" has been temporarily put in
mothballs by Harry Maizlish, KFWB
general manager, to conserve supply
of good material in manuscript while
a commercial deal is being worked

Canada Radio

Facilities,

Cal-

Alberta, has taken Earnshaw
Radio Productions' transcription series,

CBS

public affairs department, has gone native
with a vengeance and acquired a 30acre orange grove in Orange county.
Jimmy Vandiveer, KFI-KECA special events specialist, is doing a 24hour-a-day death watch to catch that
Elysian Park million-ton landslide.
Frank DeLeet, NBC Western Division auditor, has moved his office
and functions to Hollywood and will
have his headquarters here perof

enjoined

.

change

its

mind

about using radio
Bill Bacher resigned as producer of the MGM-Maxwell House show, with Louis K. SidLater Georgie
ney taking over
Jessel
joined Sidney in advisory
.

.

.

.

.

year

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

scription or other
but will stick to
lishers
Havana
upon a shortwave
.

.

licenses for Sesac,

representing pubconference agreed
study plan.
"hams" being en-

.

.

Thousands of
rolled in a planned program
cooperation

nical

the

in

.

.

of tech-

television

and coincidentally, RCA-NBC
invited hundreds of members of the
Rubber Co. com- American Radio Relay League to
field,

.

CBS early next witness a tele demonstration
General Motors renewed its courage such experiments.
.

.

OKLAHOMA

BOSTON

.

to en.

CITY

Nada, XERA mystic, is appearing
Casey Stengel, veteran of the Big
Leagues and new manager of the at state theaters, vowing 'em in the
Boston Bees will be a "faculty" mem- smaller burgs.
general manEdgar T. Bell,
ber of Jack Onslow's Baseball School
Jack's interview with ager, has returned from a two-week
of the Air.
Stengel, to be aired over WAAB on vacation in San Francisco.
Patent Pending, WKY broadcast of
Tuesday at 5: 15, will be the first of
Inci- local inventors brain - children, has
a long line of such airchats.
dentally, Jack has found out from his received a half dozen offers of backing for the inventors from listeners.
mail that not all the fans are boys
Perry Ward, chief announcer for
about 30 per cent are girls in their
WKY, is abed with laryngitis.
teens.
Bill Phillips is now broadcasting
A score of prominent Boston and
New England business men, nation- Dailey's Credit Clothiers program
KFXR.
ally known in the grocery field, will over
Misteltone Express Company is
take part in the inaugural program
planning a series of 15 minute shows
of the new series of "New England
dramatizGrocery Commentator" broadcasts to to run 15 weeks on
be heard over Yankee network start- ing the acts of heroism and adventures of men on the Oklahoma State
ing Tuesday at 2:45 p.m.

manently.
Ed Verdier contributes the script
for the Dec. 7 "Big Town" dramatization with Edward G. Robinson.
Highway Patrol.
Metropolitan Theater will feature
Lays bare all the angles of the
"produce racket." The Ruthrauff & a "Battle of Swing" between the
Ryan office reveals, incidentally, that bands of Jack Denny and Lucky MilStudents in Serial on
the show will continue in its present lender during the stage show of the
Memphis As part of their course,
format, with Robinson in the leading week of Dec. 2.
of the Speech Department
role, for at least 39 weeks.
WEEI made a survey to demon- students
at West Tennessee Teacher's College
strate to prospective sponsors the
in Memphis are presenting a serial
value of E. B. Rideout's late weather
mystery drama of eight episodes over
reports at 11 p.m., and the HeraldFive Newscasts Daily
each Tuesday and Tnursday at
Traveler news reports which follow
Sponsor at 11:05-11:15 p.m. In 12 successive 3:45 p.m. The sketch is an original
For
F.
H.
Professor
of
composition
announcements the station offered
Muncie, Ind. Lawson's credit jew- listeners a copy of "The Microphone," Hincks, head of college speech deand producelers has increased its news schedule local weekly fan magazine, contain- partment. Sound effects
on WLBC to five periods daily in- ing Rideout's forecast of this winter. tion are done by students themselves
under the supervision of John ClegAnother account
cluding Sunday.

WKY

WMC

—

WMC

One WLBC
—

taking a big ride is Keller Clothing
Co. with three five-minute Christmas
Carol programs daily. Stillman store's

"Kindly Deed Club" for Christmas
also back daily for fourth

season
year.

They received

WIBX

6,500 letters.

Safety Results

Utica—The five-minute traffic accident scare series conducted by Dan T.
Burke with the cooperation of Kiwanis club since last summer has had
After 50 programs,
results.
fine

WIBX made

a survey, which showed
that traffic accidents here had dropped
7.2 per cent whereas New York State

H

showed
Greetings from Radio Daily
November 29
Alan Courtney
Florence Lake

a rise of 14 per cent.

Owen

Lou Irwin

Balch Promoted

City, Kan.— Owen Balch,
special events announcer, has

horn,

WMC

program

director.

Canada Makes More
Montreal

— Production

Sets

of radio re-

sets in Canada numbered
71,237 in the second quarter of 1937,
an increase of 74 per cent over same
quarter last year.

ceiving

the U. S.
spent $78,729 on radio sets

Canadians traveling
last

month

in

which they brought back with them
under duty-free regulations.

CJIC Coverage Increased
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.— CJIC's cov-

erage has been substantially increased
by the recent installation of a new
KCKN
been made commercial manager by program amplifier, according to J. G.
Ellis Atteberry, head of the station. Hyland, business manager.

Kansas

JIM AMECHE

does his third week
on "Grand Hotel" tonight. He has
napers, giving the first exclusive evoked many telephone calls from
flash in five minutes after the cap- fans asking whether the leading male
ture
MPAA will not clear tran- voice on "Grand Hotel" was not that

capacity
U. S.
ing back to radio via
.

.

WKY

"Crazy Quilt."

Fox Case, head

.

were

the so-called antiU. S. Chamber of

may

Commerce

out.

All
gary,

.

.

Gilman, vice-president in
charge of the Western Division of buyer.
NBC, has been transferred to HollyState of Nebraska
wood permanently. Increasing execu-

Don Ameche, his brother.
WGN-Mutual
Attilio
Baggiore,
tenor, plans a week's deer hunting in
upper Michigan after a concert at
of

Ishpeming on Dec.

1.

Virginia Payne (Ma Perkins) has
a badly infected tooth but unlike
President Roosevelt has managed to
keep her engagements every day.
Marge Kerr, head of local Tom
Fizdale office, met her husband, Phil

WLW

Davis of

musical staff in Indion Thanksgiving day and
then they went on to Evansville to
anapolis

visit friends.
is new announcer
WIND. He came from WKY, Oklahoma City, and has also worked on

Martin Jacobsen

at

WDAF,

Kansas

City.

WGN

Hazel Hopkins, formerly of
promotion department, in town from
Kansas City, where she is now on
of
R.

staff

H.

WDAP.
Makelim,

salesmanager

of

WIND, had a housewarming at his
home in Evanston for studio associates.

It

was

also his wife's birth-

day.

Frank
official

T. Bell,

Bureau

of Fisheries,

guest of Ralph Atlass at

WJJD

and WIND.

NBC tenor, engaged
sing at Swedish Choral club's
presentation of The Messiah on Sunday, Dec. 19 at Orchestra Hall.
Ray Johnson and wife Betty Caine,
headliners of Princess Pat's "A Tale
of
Today," flew to Detroit over
Charles Sears,

to

Thanksgiving.
Merritt R. Schoenfeld of NBC sales
for"e is on a combined business and
vacation trip until Dec. 1.
Walter Blaufuss, NBC orchestra
conductor and composer, got a royally check from Sweden the other day.
He's had them from England, France

and Italy.
Father of Pat Barrett (Uncle Ezra)
died last week.
Another death was the father of
Al Byd. WLS production director.
Kitty O'Neill, wife of Bob Hafter
of
production staff, getting a
screen test through Columbia Artists.
Burridge
Butler,
president
of
Prairie Farmer and WLS, has gone
to Arizona for the winter at KOY,
which his company also owns.
Glenn Snyder, manager of WLS,

WBBM

went to Lawrence, Kan., for the
Missouri-Kansas football game. Missouri

is

his

alma mater.

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls Playing Modern Music
in a Modern Manner

MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Monday. November

New

Short
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Wave

Series

NEW PCOeCAMS-IDEAJT

Added by Westinghouse

—

Boston
A new series of short
wave programs, titled "Radio Around
the Clock", has been launched by
W1XK, the Westinghouse short wave
station here, with John K. Gowen

New programs are
3rd directing.
international in aspect, designed to
appeal to listeners who are interested
in new developments in radio as
well as in the technical end. Information about foreign short wave
stations, schedules, best time to listen
to them, etc., will be given.
WlXK's daily broadcasts of stock
market quotations, as well as the
Christian Science Monitor news programs aired for several years, have
become very popular with

DX

fans.

KIUL Gains Continue
City, Kan— KIUL, which

Garden

has been setting new business records
almost regularly this year, reports
October was its biggest month in the
two and a half years that the station
has been on the air. Cox & Tanz
have been appointed representatives
of the station.

WFBL
WFBL,

Christmas Program

Syracuse,

is

again present-

program featuring
Santa Claus for the children and
During
their pre-holiday interests.
this program, which has been feaing a twice-weekly

tured during many holiday seasons
over this station, Santa reads and answers letters from youngsters. Series
is sponsored this year by Household
Outfitting Co.

FORT WORTH

E.

—

KWTOKGBX,

Mo.

Howard E. Campbell,
Louisville
chief engineer for WHAS, was
found dead beside his automobile
last Tuesday on the grounds of the
transmitter plant. Heart disease was
ascribed as the cause. After connections with WWJ, Detroit, and WLS,
Chicago, Campbell came to Louisville
in 1932 from the Bell Laboratories in

playing host these week-ends at his

New

new Ozarks

York.

Sponsor on

— Fred

Spr'f'ld,

George Earle Wilson, emcee of the

Sunday afternoon "Community

Sing,"

back on the job after a three-week
absence. Music Director Al Stone
staged a "George Earle Day" in honor
is

of the occasion.

Ralph Foster, station manager,

Tom

is

lodge.

Prophet of the business

staff

the father of a girl. Mother is the
former Verna Belle Elwood.
Ralph Nelms, continuity editor,

Own Show

WMT Headquarters
Are Given Big Sendoff

New

Cedar Rapids, la.—More than 8,000
persons visited the new offices and
studios of
in the Paramount
Theater building during the recent

WMT

"Open House" week which marked
opening of the new headquarters.
Specially
instructed
guides,
with
regular station personnel assisting
where needed, conducted the studio
tours.

Event was preceded by heavy pubcampaign. Full page ads were
taken in the Des Moines Sunday
Register
and the Cedar Rapids
Tribune.
In addition, every home
in Cedar Rapids received copy of
licity

Tuesday evening amateur contests illustrated 12-page tabloid, describing
all-Mexican artists and new set-up, personnel, and station
featuring
sponsored by H. & H. Coffee Co. is features.
New home is furnished throughout
drawing great interest among local
with latest in equipment. There are
Latin - American speaking public.
Contestants vote by cards, letters and five studios, all of "floating" conOver 800,000 votes struction, two control rooms, eighteen
tea wrappers.
offices, and a large lobby.
have been received to date.
Godfrey ("Fritz") Kuler is doing
UBC's Fast Work on Fire
the "Voice of the Crowd" for KABC
Cleveland
Fifteen minutes after
from in front of the Majestic TheaSt. Ann's Maternity Hospital burst
ter daily at noon.
into flames Friday, United Broadcasting Co. had its mobile unit on the
scene with a special fire crew giving
WNBX, Springfield, Vt.
Charles Denny, former manager an air description of the blaze over
here but now in Syracuse office, made WCLE. Engineers had to use 300
good on bonus offered to salesmen feet of lines to pipe Announcer Carl
under his regime. Three salesmen Mark's description to the mobile unit
made quota and took present Man- on the outskirts of the crowd.
ager Bill Hoffman along to SyracuseWATL, Atlanta
Colgate game, at Denny's expense.
Station broadcast a part of the
Bess Field, auditor, spent Thanksgiving with home folks in James- Thornwell Orphanage Benefit Program. The WATL Scholarship Contown, N. Y.

—
•

Campbell Dead

51,

Listeners Make Up Program
Early morning listeners to the
"Wake Up and Swing" show, over
WCLE, Cleveland, under sponsorship
of Burts, Inc., are given free rein
in displaying their musical tastes.
They are invited to submit list of
18 recordings in order they wish
Lists
to
hear them played.
are
judged for balance, variety, and interest, and best one each day draws
gold watch award.

SAN ANTONIO

Country Editor" is a new
early morning program on KTAT.
It features A. H. Wheeler, editor of a
country paper, with a string band
The "homey" rural
and quartet.
touch is conveyed, with good reaction from listeners.
"Black Night" mystery series on
WBAP, featuring Nelson Olmsted,
announcer, with a supporting cast,
has moved to 11 p.m. Mondays.
Bob McGrew and his orchestra at
Texas Hotel's "Den" are airing over

"The

KTAT.

Howard

7
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is

New program amplifier now in
operation has greatly improved cov-

test

is

now

in

the semi-final stage

with the competition becoming keener. First three boys and girls receive
prizes to
be used towards their
Freshman year tuition.

erage.
Turby ville, local
Families of Phil Hoffman and Lancommenta- married DeLacy Hunt on Thankssing
Lindquist,
program director,
A new local sustaining show that
tor, who conducts an unusual type of giving.
both from Iowa, ate turkey together. has become a favorite with the young
trophy shop here, has launched his
Jim Simmons, former staff anDick Bath, salesman and former folks of Atlanta is the "Roll Up The
own program on WCBM. He spon- nouncer, was a recent visitor.
sors program himself and does the
Lonnie McAdams, recent addition sheriff of Alstead, N. H., nearly had Rugs" musical program.
sports comments, with Newell War- to the announcing staff and formerly to peddle time from behind bars in

Baltimore

sports columnist and radio

ner handling commercials.

WAIR, Winston-Salem, N.

C.

Anita Hayworth, contralto, recently
started a new program, "Melodies
from the Sky."
Alice Blue, soprano, is being sponsored by Anchor Co. in "Moments of
Melody."
Betty Blake in "Melodies We All
Love," vocal and organ program, is
being sponsored by D. G. Craven Co.,
which also has a news period.
Jasper Dean is back singing hymns
for Brown Rogers Dixson. Don Gardiner announces.
Skipper George Walker is back at
the helm after a tussle with the flu.
Helen Garber and her "Music Appreciation

Hour" recently moved up

Saturday morning so more school
children could hear the program.
to

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

with NBC in New York, is being featured in a song and patter program
for Skinner's Macaroni.

Keen. N. H, when he played good
smaritan to a fellow huntsman by
transporting the latter's deer in his
car

WHBF, Rock

Island, III.
Contest sponsored by station to
pick ten best bowlers in Rock Island,
Moline and Davenport is still causing much talk. Latest wrinkle to the
bowling tournament, to be held in
February and March, is a big dance
on Dec. 11 at Danceland, Davenport.
East Moline Parent-Teacher Assn.
presented its last entertainment program in the form of a broadcast over
WHBF. It was a surprise to Ivan
Street, station production manager,
who attended the meet to give a talk.

KGER, Long

Beach, Cal.

A. Belden Gilbert

is conducting a
civic broadcast from the Hearing Room of the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors. Program includes interviews, highlights of important hearings and discussions of

new

governmental functions.
Transradio Press Teletype
put to a
ter-hour
called

new

is

— and

the

game

authorities had to

be convinced.

WGAR,

Cleveland

Ga.

sive telephone survey to cover certain hours for both day and night
programs. Later on, personal visit
survey will be made for the station
a prominent
tion. Results will

by

Parr, former announcer at
WCAE, Pittsburgh, and key announcer of the Michigan Network
through WJIM, is the most recent
program department addition here.
Parr's addition gives
two of
the youngest regular announcers in
the industry.
Both Parr and Bob
Kelley are 20 years old.

Jack

WGAR

research organizathen be correlated
with a promotion piece to be issued
telling of the findings.

KJR,

Seattle

Dick Sharp, noted northwest boxing
authority and assistant sports editor
Post-Intelligencer,
has
of
Seattle
started a weekly series called "Between Rounds," sponsored by Pacific
Outfitting Co. and handled by Ann
Newman advertising agency. Sharp
is
a veteran fight announcer, well

"News Comes to Life," sponsored
by R. G. Dun Cigars (Detroit), is fed
to WGAR in addition to WJR, Detroit. Headline news of the past week
is dramatized in 30-minute program.
known
Brace Beemer, Detroit, is the agency.
Franklin Lewis, sports editor, is
handling all public address announcing at the Arena, new million dollar
all-sports building just completed in
Cleveland. Lewis also handles com-

to

KJR-KOMO

listeners.

WALT FRAMER

being plete air accounts of InternationalAmerican League Cleveland Barons'
home games, an exclusive
broadcast, seeking sponsorship.

use, for a nightly quarnews broadcast in Italian,
"The Italian Radio Journal."

WRBL, Columbus,

Jim W. Woodruff, Jr., manager, is
making arrangements for an exten-

WGAR

Freelance originator of

D
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WLAW,

Earnshaw Raps Radio
For Leaning on Films

Lawrence, Mass.

Makes Debut Next Month
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

house an auxiliary power plant to
be used in emergencies.
Broadcasting studios will be located
the heart of the business district
Lawrence, directly across the
city's main thoroughfare from the
Eagle-Tribune's publishing plant. Included in the arrangement will be
control
studios,
individual
three
room, reception room and executive
in

of

offices.

One

of the features of the studios

a three manual Wurlitzer
organ, the largest in any New England studio and constructed especially for radio broadcasting.
will

be

Opening

of

WLAW

month

next

mark

the latest and one of the
most important steps in the history
of Hildreth & Rogers, whose newspapers, the Lawrence Daily Eagle
established in 1868. and The Evening
will

Tribune which made its debut in
1890, enjoy a combined public service
extending 16 years beyond a century.
will be under the direc-

WLAW

STAPP,

JACK

CBS

produc- Alfred Wallenstein, is being heard
enjoy over the three major networks.
his Thanksgiving turkey, having re- Other two are "New York on Parade,"
turned to the job after coming out NBC, and "Johnny Presents," CBS.
winner in a long battle with pneumonia.
"Adventures of Ace Williams," adventure series, has been added to
Lee Wiley is the guest vocal star the schedule at KGBX, Springfield,
on the current week's De Soto disk Mo., thrice weekly.
releases starring George Jessel, with
Will Osborne's orchestra.
KIRO, Seattle, is getting a good
response to its "Meet the Editor" proThe Mojud Singer, monthly magagram.
Speaker last Saturday was
zine for employees of the Mock- JudChapin Collins, editor of Montesano
son,
Voehringer Co., Greensboro,
Vidette.
N. C, in its November issue devoted
a two-page spread to WBIG typical
Bob Carter and Willie Rattner are
program listings, plus a feature article on the CBS "Brave New World" doing the announcing for WMCA's
airing of the Six-Day Bicycle Races
series.
which started yesterday in Madison
Kevin Foley, formerly on the Square Garden.
WICC, Bridgeport, dramatic staff, is
now connected with the New York
Perry Mason, the lawyer-sleuth
University radio education school.
made popular in several books, serials and motion pictures, may soon
Alice Hill has joined the cast of perform some of his unusual feats of
the CBS serial, "Jenny Peabody," detection over the air, according to
with Karl Way, Marie Nelson and Allan M. Wilson, production direcof the

tion department,

was able

to

tor of

Conquest Alliance Co.

Jessica Dragonette's debut in the
"Songs by George Griffin," heard
program director, and George R.
Luckey has already started duties concert field in Philadelphia last week on the NBC-Blue network exclusive
as radio engineer. The national rep- was something of a triumph jor the of New York for over a year, has anresentatives of WLAW will be Weed popular soprano, according to notices nexed the local station and will be
heard on WJZ every Tuesday night
& Company, New York. WLAW is she received in local papers.
as

a

member

of the Inter-City network.

James Baldwin Hopeful
Of Results at Havana
1)

yet. Most of the meetings are strictly secret, but the conference is expected to issue a formal report of
proceedings prior to its final plenary
within
several
session
the
next

weeks.

night

WOR

of a

series with

Paul

E.

Lowe

has been promoted

engineer at
R. Glingher

WCOL.
was appointed

legislative representative for Ohio
Ass'n of Broadcasters at the recent
meeting, and will maintain permanent offices at 33 High St.
J.
H.
Ryan, WSPD, Toledo, is new president of the association, succeeding
John F. Patt,
Cleveland, who

WGAR,

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
PERCY WESTMORE
"Eventually television will have
its
own staff of makeup experts
working hand in glove with the
iconoscope cameramen. Too many
people think of make-up solely as

a corrective measure

—

to

make

noses look shorter or eyes bigger.
As a matter of fact, we proceed in
a very scientific manner to assist
technicians themselves.
The Hollywood make-up man uses the
camera as a microscope and the
motion picture screen as a slide
on which to examine his work. He
is not only interested in glamour
but in helping to solve technical
problems. He will serve television
in a similar fashion, once the medium itself has reached the necessary degree of perfection."

resigned.

Jo Moran, Radio Center's popular
"hello girl," resigned to marry Bob
Daniels.
Henrietta
Brown,
formerly
of
Chicago, has joined the pro-

WBBM,

gram department

of

WBNS.

Rose Kaye, "Society Editor of the
Air," at WHKC, has switched to
WBNS where she will carry on with
the same program.
The Broad Street Presbyterian
Church, recently remodeled, also installed a broadcast control room for
the convenience of local stations.
new partition just constructed
at Radio Center, in the center of the
entrance foyer, cuts off
and
into two separate units.

A

WCOL

WBNS

This

shows

weekly.

COLUMBUS
James
to chief

(Continued from Page

7:30 beginning tomorrow.
gives Griffin three network

at

Genevieve Rowe, on starting

new Sunday

1)

RKO

the forthcoming
musical
film, "Radio City Revels," which will
use a dozen radio names.

cited

of the officers of Hildreth &
H.
including
Alexander
Rogers,
Rogers, publisher; Irving E. Rogers,
associate publisher; and George A.
Mellen, secretary. David M. Kimel
has been appointed advertising man- others.
ager; Stanley N. Schultz is serving
tion
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KANSAS CITY

Radio sponsors and advertising
agencies have gone completely berserk in their scramble for film names,
said Earnshaw.
"Movie producers
have been taking it on the chin for
a long time, and with remarkable
patience, too, when you consider
radio by its very nature is a competitor of the motion picture. Obviously

you can't stay home and listen to
your favorite film stars and go to the
theater to see them at one and the
same time. Therefore, it seems to
me that now, if the picture people
reach out and grab the whole radio
business lock, stock and barrel—
their action would be not only natu-

—

ral

but appropriate.

"In the beginning, and until the
past few years, radio relied upon its
own initiative. It found and trained
writers
and producers, developed
actors, singers and directors; originated radio ideas, and studied advertising

and merchandising.

sense

of

It

felt

pioneer on an unbroken trail. It created or discovered a thousand new
ways of educating, stimulating and
entertaining the world in its livingroom. In the past few years it seems
to have lost its vision, courage, showmanship and salesmanship. It has
become pathetically dependent on the
stage and screen and concert platform. It is leaning on the motion picture. Perhaps instead of 'leaning' I
should use the word 'tottering.'

Arthur

B. Church, president of
has been confined to his home
this week because of illness.
Margaret Heckle, who collaborates Atlas Radio Sales
with Neal Keehn in the writing and
Is
in Chicago
producing of KMBC's "Across The
Breakfast Table," is visiting in Wash(Continued from Page 1)
ington and New York.
from Hollywood, and Dave Davidson.
E.
Salzer, chief engineer at
C.
Central zone is represented by L.
KXBY, has returned to the studios Daniel Blank,
central
zone sales
after an illness.
KXBY has installed a new West- head, with Sam Halperin in from
ern Electric 110A program amplifier. Minneapolis. Claude C. Ezell heads
Frank Bailey of KXBY's account- the group from Southern zone. Hal
ing department has resigned to de- Norfleet coming in from Dallas. Westvote his tme to orchestra work.
ern zone brings Ray Coffin from
has
signed
the
Cochran Los Angeles.
School of Music for a 30-minute Sunday afternoon program featuring
pupils of the school. Show is being
produced by Norvell Slater.
Rose Ann Carr, soprano, has rejoined the
vocal staff.
has inaugurated a quarter

KMBC,

Meet

Under

Way

WHB

WDAF

WDAF

hour weekly program called "With
the Poets," conducted by Ernest R.
Brown, devoted to the works of local poets.

Major's "Red Schoolhouse"

Al Schaub Married

— Al

Schaub, veteran engineer of WXYZ and Michigan Radio
Network married this week to Miss
Mary Zientek. Couple left for Northern Michigan honeymoon.
Detroit

a

responsibility to the merwho used the air to sell goods
and create good will. It had no history or precedents; it had to be a

chant

on his CBS
tomorrow, will do
"Little
Red Schoolhouse," with
a
Freddie Rich, Jack Shannon, Nan
Wynne, Buddy Sheppard, Joe Sodja,
Jean Roy, the Dalton Boys and John
Allen Wolf heading the cast.
Colonel

program

Jack

Major,

at 3 p.m.

Five wives of the Horace Heidt
Brigadiers
are on the payroll.
They fill jobs ranging from steno
to vocalist.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.
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Radio Leadership Urged
looking
On
••AND

t

LISTENING

IN

Educational Parley Tells Broadcasters
to Raise Program Quality
Paley
2 MORE 50^00-WATTERS
Stresses Non-Partisanship
Westinghouse Electric & ManufacWESTINGHOUSE

SEEKING

—

The
York turing Co., which already has two
in PittsParamount
Thea- 50,000-watt stations,
burgh and WBZ in Boston, has apter currently presents a typical and convincing instance of results that are possi- plied to the FCC for permission to
power of WOWO, Fort
ble when movies and theaters cooperate increase
Wayne, Ind., and KYW, Philadelphia,
with radio instead of trying to fight it.
Frances Langford, in person, is the the- to 50,000 watts. Both are now 10,000-

New

CO-OP RESULTS

star

ater's

attraction,

applause

and

the

KDKA

audience

plus box-office receipts attest
to her popularity
a popularity that was
made via radio.

Some

—

years ago. Miss Langford
went west to divide her time between
radio and films mostly radio.
She developed quickly, helping the
drawing power of her films through her
radio popularity, and now she re-visits
Broadway at ten times the salary she
received when here before and the theater is glad to pay it.
four

—

—

CBS Extends Time
CBS, effective immediately, will
extend
its
daily
broadcasting
schedule 45 minutes. Network will
now be on the air 6:45 a.m.-l a.m.

watters.

Other stations owned and operated
by Westinghouse include WBZA,
Springfield,

Mass.,

1,000-watter

syn-

WBZ, and WGL, Fort
Wayne, 100 watts. Company also has
two short wave transmitters.
chronized with

MUSTEROLE RECORDINGS
GOING

Wave

Short

Patent Suit

STATIONS

0NJ4

Chicago The radio industry must
begin providing its own leaders to
save itself from the blight of incompetency and inefficiency, declared
Merrill Denison, author-critic and
spokesman for the 86,000,000 radio
listeners, in addressing yesterday's
opening session of the National Conference on Educational Broadcasting
at the Drake Hotel.
The listening
public wants the industry to quit

blaming dialers for low quality airand to start a search for crea-

fare

(Continucd on Page 3)

Musterole

on Dec. 13 will place
Is Filed Against
recordings of the Carson Robinson
and his Buckaroos-Mutual show on
Wilmington, Del. Mrs. Reginald A. 24 south and mid-west stations. AFM GRANTS EXTENSION
Fessenden, widow of the one-time Quarter-hour disks made by WOR
(Continued on Page 2)
Radio builds up personalities into box- chief chemist of Edison's laboratory,
DEADLINE EOR STRIKE
office attractions for movies and theaters has filed suit in U. S. District Court
more than the movies and theaters make here against RCA charging infringe- Revive So. Calif. Ass'n
American Federation of Musicians
drawing cards for radio and the reason ment of patents developed by her
With Leo Tyson as
husband involving short wave radio
has granted the IRNA a four-day
is obvious.

RCA

—

—

ON

—

Head

Listeners only HEAR radio artists, and
if they like the voice they'll have curiosity to see the entertainer in person, whereas in the theater they get both an eyeful and an earful at the same time.
That is why popular radio stars have
more value for movies and theaters than
film or stage stars have for radio.

Accordingly, radio can do other branches of show business a lot of good if it
gets cooperation instead of opposition.

And

needs pointing out. the
very successful engagement of Miss Langford at the Paramount also illustrates the
in

case

it

wisdom

of letting the public have an occasional look at some of its favorites in
person.
It

is

artists

good for
and good

the

fans,

good

for business.

— D.

for the
C. G.

Statues Talk
Milwaukee

West Coast Bureau,

CBS Board

On
CBS

Acts Today

Dividend and Bonus

—

RADIO DAILY

AFM

(Continued on Page 2)

board of directors will meet

afternoon to declare a special
Pond's Returning to Air
dividend.
William S. Paley, CBS
Pond's is understood to be prepresident, is scheduled to return from
Chicago today in time to attend the paring to return to the air in January
with a half-hour script show to be
meeting.
by Agnes Ridgeway.
J.
It
is
possible that the directors written
Walter Thompson Co. has the account.
(Continued on Page 2)

Majority of Auto Firms
Continuing Radio Shoivs
KWKH-KTBS
Sets

New

"Charlie

Shreveport, La.

High Record

— Spot

KWKH

and

advertising

KTBS

topped
previous records during October

volume on
all

Spot Biz

first half of November, station management reports. Simultaneously, this territory has received new
stimulus in the discovery of a new
oil area in South Arkansas and in-

and the

Of the 13 shows on the national
networks, only two shows to date
have indicated that they will cancel
because of the recent slump in the
automotive field. The CBS-Chevrolet
and the NBC-Blue General Motors
Symphony programs are the two
shows which are cancelled. Former
terminates

Dec.

19,

the

latter

A RADIO DAILY

Dec.

survey of the
agencies handling the other automobile radio accounts follows:
Packard, according to Young &
creased construction in Shreveport.
KWKH's two-hour Saturday night Rubicam, plans to continue the NBC
(Continued on Page 3)

extension of the strike deadline to
Dec. 5, at the request of Samuel

The practically de- R. Rosenbaum of WFIL, chairman
Los Angeles
funct Southern California Ass'n of of the Special Advisory Committee
Broadcasters has been revived and of the IRNA. Rosenbaum as well as
rejuvenated by the incorporation of AFM locals have advised Pres. Jos.

this

— As

an outgrowth of
McCarthy" popularity, WTMJ has launched a semieducational series in which the
city's famous statues are made to
talk.
Bob Heiss is taking his
"Around the Town" short wave
truck to various monuments, where
he "interviews" the illustrious personages of another era.
the

(Continued on Page 2)

26.

(Continued on Page 3)

that considerN. Weber of the
able activity is prevalent on the
contracts to be signed between the
(.Continued on Page 6)

A. E. Mickel to Manage
New Station in Winona

—

Winona, Minn. A. E. Mickel, who
has been manager of KFJB, Marshalltown, la., the past four years, will
manage the new local station, KWNO.
which goes on the air about Jan. 1.

News To Theater
—

Kansas City Radio news flashes
of local happenings will be piped
four times daily by KCMO into the

Newman

Theater, to be broadcast
via loudspeaker in conjunction with
running of the regular screen newsA special
reel, starting Dec. G.
trailer

Kelly
cast.

KCMO

of

will

news
accompany

Bob Levy,

director,

made

editor

the

KCMO

the tieup.

Tom

broad-

program

2

Tuesday. November
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Musterole Recordings

Going on 24
(Continued from Page
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spots.

Stations

on the

list

are

WHAM,

started to

make

the disks yesterday.

Erwin, Wasey & Co. has the account.

Wave

Short

Is

to
RADIO
all
communications
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif. Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
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OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Stromberg Carlson

CBS Board

On

IV*

Asked
814

transmission. Mrs. Fessenden alleges
that her husband was the first man
to show the radio industry that short
radio waves could be used successThree patfully for long distance.
ents are involved in the complaint,
which is before Judge John P. Nields,
and it is claimed the patents had
been valued by RCA and a group of
other organizations at $1,500,000 in

Broadcast from KTFI Tower
Twin Falls, Idaho To bring to its

—

Idaho radio audience details of its expansion now under way,
KTFI recently staged a novel remote
southern

broadcast from atop its new 437foot vertical self-supporting radiator
located four miles west of here.
Franklyn Cox, chief technician, did
the announcing from the top of the
tower, interviewing the steel workers while they tightened up the last
bolts.
Jay Spracher, chief announcer, was at the studio end in a two-

way

Acts Today

conversation between tower and

studio, all of

which was

aired.

Dividend and Bonus
1)

St.

will also discuss the possibility of a
bonus for
employees.
Christmas

For the past two years a week's pay
has been given all employees who
have been with the company a year.
CBS has no established policy on the
bonus, but in view of the record
earnings this year it is very possible
that

the

directors

may

Christmas check for the

sanction
staff.

a

managers

on

GLADE, managing director of KSL,
J.
City, and EUGENE PACK, the stachief engineer, are in New York for a
few days.
TED ALLEN, of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.,
has arrived in town and will remain for a
couple of weeks.
JACK ALICOATE, publisher of RADIO DAILY,
is
back from a Florida jaunt.
PURNELL COULD, commercial manager of
WFBR, Baltimore, is in New York for business
conferences with Edward Fetry & Co., station
reps.

ALICE KINC of the King Sisters, recently
of Horace Heidt programs, has arrived in California after a stop-over in Salt Lake City.
REVERE, radio head of Benton
Bowles agency, gets in New York this week

TOM

from

Lucky

Strike
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles — On Lucky Strike's
for

Coast,

Radio
Newsfeatures

Powell as emcee,
orchestra.
Tom

and Leo Forbstein's
McAvity, Lord &

Thomas production

chief

here,

got

East yesterday.

"Good Will" Twice Weekly
WMCA's "Good Will Hour", sponsored by Macfadden Publications for
True Story Magazine, is now being
heard twice weekly, Sundays and
Tuesdays.
has been feeding
the show to ten other stations, including three Mutual outlets taking
half of the show, on Sundays at 10-11
p.m. WORK, which has been using
recordings of the show on Tuesdays,
will pick up the original show starting next Sunday.
continues
recordings at 8:30-9:30 p.m. on Tues-

GROWING

Represented

Stephen
250 Park

exclusively

STATION

by

Slesinger,
Inc.
Avenue
New York

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

the

AFM,

—

WDEL

Pressings of the productions released by Atlas will be delivered
from and collected by each branch,
and each branch will be a complete
and independent unit of service to
station within its territory. Field organization will be controlled from
the New York home office, where
sales management, exploitation, service and other departments are located.

Engleman

RCA Victor, RCA CommuniRCA Radiotron and E. T.

Cunningham Tubes

WAIM,

replacing
Hall is

Wilton

Program Chief

—

Another
the

Tell

Fletcher.

owner.

station

Way

to

KU00 Story!

KVOO,
Tulsa,

is

the

most powerful

sta-

between St. Louis,
Dallas and Denver, covering^
tion

heart of the Triangle. More
population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any
the

motion for a dismissal.

N.B.C.

is

Graeme

E.

Inc. for alleged
share of profits in the sale of equipment suggested by plaintiff, was ordered to trial yesterday when Federal
Judge John Knox denied defendants'

asking $250,000.

WAIM

James Bulleitt
Anderson, S. C.
has been made program director of

Arden Show

Plaintiff

transcription

company.

Bulleitt

J.

of

distributors

shows, were disclosed yesterday by
Herbert J. Ebenstein, president, at
the first annual sales meeting of the

tomorrow.
Understood the show, which has

cations,

Details on Request

of

Chicago Branch operation methods of Atlas Radio Corp., producers

okay on set-up and cast from and
sponsor and agency heads in the

against

FASTEST

president

Washington to attend an
for
thence to Tampa
conference and
business.
on
additional
several days
BILL HAWORTH is back after four-day business trip to Philadelphia, where he handled
opening of Jimmy Melton at Earle Theater.

AFL

final

by

NEW YORK'S

returned yesterday from the
spent the past two weeks

Methods
Chicago Meet

Les Tremayne, "First Eddy Duchin's orchestra, will sign
Chicago
Nighter" leading man, is in Passavant off Dec. 22, which is the end of the
Hospital with a gunshot wound in first 13-week cycle.
his left hand, the result of a target
practice accident Sunday. He may
Order Trial of RCA Suit
be out of next Friday's broadcast.
Suit filed
Abram

Available to only one radio
station in each city

he

business.
WEBER,
JOS.
N.
leaves Thursday for

tive

—

LAVIN
where

on

"Hit Parade" tomorrow night, Dick
Powell will officially announce the
forthcoming Warner - Lucky Strike
"Your Hollywood Parade" and the
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS flies to Hollywood
cast for the initialer on Dec. 8. Defi- on Friday night and will appear as guest on
nitely set for this date are: Bette Vick's Open House Sunday night.
HARRY ELLIOTT, CBS San Francisco pubDavis, Olivia DeHaviland, Patrick
licity representative, is in New York.
Knowles, Basil Rathbone and Eric
JUDGE KENDALL, radio attorney for a numStanley in a tabloid dramatization of ber of stations, is a New York visitor.
CERALD WHITE, commercial manager of
"It's
Love I'm After," and Gary WGBI,
Scranton, is doing a little contact work
Cooper in a specially prepared bit. around town.
Regulars in the cast include: Rufe
Davis, Rosemary Lane, the Dudley
Chambers choir, the Lucky Seven Atlas Operation
choral group, and, of course, Dick Disclosed at

Felix Knight, tenor, and Lyle Van,
events of major calibre. Unit, in announcer, have been signed for the
operation now for several years, is Elizabeth Arden show on the NBCthe only one in the area.
Blue, Wednesdays, 8:8:30 p.m., effec-

Les Tremayne in Hospital

&

Coast, followed by CHESTER Mcbusiness manager of the Los Angeles

the

CRACKEN,

WMCA

—

Lake

tion's

JACK

Lineup

gomg

office.

Dept. on Wheels
Paul In order to put its news
department "on wheels" and make
complete on-the-scene coverage of
news events and news features posthroughout the metropolitan
sible
area of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
KSTP has installed two more receiving locations and will put in at
least two more for its mobile short- days.
wave unit and pack transmitter.
Station is equipped for almost inChanges in
stantaneous coverage of spot news

KSTP News

(Continued from Paye

and

and

EARL

Salt

1)

Net

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

owners

the directorate. Original parent organization was formed in 1928 and
Tyson promises that the new organization will agressively function
in future in full cooperation with
Northern California and National
associations.

(Continued from Page

1924.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

California
Broadcasters
a non-profit corporation

with Leo B. Tyson, general manager
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, as presi-

stations,

comma

1)

WSOC, WJAX, WSB, WHAS, WSM, dent; Lawrence McDowell, commerWMC, WTMJ, WEBC, WWL, WFAA, cial manager of KFOX, Long Beach
KVOO, KPRC, KSL, WFBM, WOAI, as vice-president; Calvin Smith,
WWVA, KWKH, WDRC, WIBA, manager of KFAC, Los Angeles, as
WGY, WMBD, WPTF and WIS. WOR secretary - treasurer, and member

DAILY,
Phone

Revive So. Calif. Ass'n
With Leo Tyson as Head

transcription
department will be Southern
aired three times weekly in daytime Ass'n as

Subscriber should remit with order

year, $10.

Stations

30, 1937

other

Oklahoma
Edward

station! 25,000 watts.

Petry

and

Co., Hep.

Tuesday, November

30, 1937
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NEW PCCeCAMS-ICEAX

RADIO LEADERSHIP URGED

MAJORITY OF AUTO FIRMS

AT EDUCATIONAL PARLEY
Vocations
(Continued from Pane

KNOW,

1)

minds to improve it, Denison
said.
Of 17,000 daily programs, 75
per cent are regarded by listeners
as tripe and only two dozen daily
done as well as they should be.
Improvement would not be accomplished by eliminating advertising,
Denison declared, as that would only
tive

eliminate the best performers. What
needed, he said, is better writers,

is

producers and performers with adequate pay instead of the present dime
a dozen type.
William S. Paley, CBS president
pointing out that the power of the
radio has caused all sorts of persons
to want to use it for all sorts of pur
poses, declared that "broadcasting as
an instrument of American democ
racy must forever be wholly, honestly and militantly non-partisan, not
only in politics but in the whole
realm of arguable social ideas."
"We must never have an editorial
page, we must never seek to main
tain views of our own, on any public
question except broadcasting itself,'
said Paley.
He denned freedom of
the air as the right of a speaker to
express any views he may hold on
any question of general interest, re
gardless of how the station operator
feels on the subject, so long as the
speaker is not libelous, indecent, provocative of religious or social hatred.
Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor of New York University, defended the American system and opposed movements to get the government into broadcasting. He said it
is just as important to preserve freedom of the air as freedom of the
press and universities, and that radio

for

Austin,

WHBQ,

Women

has

inaugurated

CONTINUING RADIO
Memphis, and

attracting
considerable interest. Burlesque slant

(Continued from Page

1)
by building pseudo- nour show as scheduled. Walter O'Keefe
has
already
between
been signed to
the
motorman,
Altrusa
Club,
discussing
occupa- rivalry
tional
opportunities
for
women. Coston F. Whitaker, and F. W. Brist, join the show in January.
Pontiac's
agency, MacManus, John
Arrangements have been made with official meteorologist. In special mornfeature,
supplementing
the & Adams, Detroit, declared that modiAustin
public
schools,
municipal ing
library and the University of Texas Whitaker airing, the predictions of fications of the Ponfiac general buddept. of education, for special facili- both are put on the airwaves, giving get were under consideration but
a chance to choose and that no decision had been reached.
ties to enable school children, teach- listeners
Pontiac has shows on NBC and CBs!
ers, and other interested persons to check for themselves.
hear the broadcasts. Printed copies
Ford apparently will continue both
of the talks also will be available.
the Sunday Evening Hour and the Al
"Little Theater" Playlets
Program was originated by Carolyn
Two sponsors are now reported Pearce CBS programs, though trade
Lane, creator of station's "Meet the angling
for weekly half-hour play- gossip insists the Sunday program
Lady" airings.
Pearce has been
lets, written and produced by mem- will be cancelled.
bers of the "Little Theater of the re-signed for another year and a
Unscientific "Science"
Air," WROK, Rockford, 111.
Miss new 13-week contract effective Jan.
Scorning the extravagant apparatus Kaye Kreamer of the station's staff 2 has been signed with CBS for the
employed by meteorological experts directs, and is the only "outsider." Tuesday half-hour spot.
and no doubt most of their rules, a
Hudson "Hobby Lobby" will constreet car motorman has taken to
tinue on CBS. Agency, Brook, Smith
Market
Air"
"Meat
of
the
the airwaves with a series of weather
WIND, Chicago, has new com- & French, says plans already are
predictions almost as accurate as they
mercial,
sponsored by the Butcher's being made for 1938.
are unorthodox.
He throws in a
Chrysler will have to stay on the
Bulletin
and featuring tips and inlittle astrology also,
and a bit of
air.
Major Bowes has a 52-week
harmonica.
Program
airs
over terviews on meat buying.
non-cancellable contract with Chrysler which makes it cheaper to keep
Radio Exports Rise
Spot Biz
the show on the air. Program is an
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
High Record Washington Exports of radio ap- hour show on CBS. Ruthrauff &
Sets
paratus for the first ten months of Ryan has the account.
Nash has renewed "Prof. Quiz" on
this year totaled $26,920,000, com(Continued from Page 1)
dance program has been bought by pared to $22,717,000 in the corre- CBS. Inquiry of Nash's advertising
Gulf Brewing Co.
(Grand Prize sponding period of 1936, the Depart- agents, Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
Beer) through Rogers-Gano Adver- ment of Commerce revealed yester- brought the response that they had
no plans for suspending the show.
tising Agency, Houston.
Ted An- day.
drews is emcee of the show.
Bulova has increased from one to
five time signals daily on KWKH,

new

under auspices

series,

of

the

is

heightened

KWKH-KTBS

New

—

and other national business includes
Buick, Baume Bengue, Chevrolet,
Hudson, Camay soap, Quaker Oats,
Plymouth, Monarch Foods, P. & G.

<J5

Naphtha

soap,
Musterole, Chilean
Nitrate, Chesebrough, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Pet Milk, Gardner Nur-

\

must resist all efforts to regiment it.
sery and Old Golds.
George F. Zook, president of American Council on Education, presided.
Prof. Lyman Bryson of Columbia led
Monday night
group discussions.
speakers included Lambdin Kay of
WSB-WAGA, Atlanta; Dr. Walter Dill
Scott, Northwestern University; Prof.
T. V. Smith, University of Illinois;
Philip L. Barbour, short wave program expert, and others.
Barbour reported that listeners in
other lands are tired of propaganda

and

welcome

American

KTBS

has Chevrolet, Plymouth, P.

& G. Naphtha, Gruen, National Ice,
Maxwell House Coffee, Brown &
Williamson and other accounts.

TUNE
Series
Is

on Foreign Lands

WTHT

Inaugurated by

MUTUAL
NETWORK

IN

WOR
Monday

to

Friday

6-6:15

4:30-4:45

Hartford, Conn.
broadcasts timely program

— An
was

unusual and
started over

EST

EST

WTHT

on Sunday when station aired
the the first in a series of 12 interviews
parley, which runs through tomorrow. with foreign students or instructors
at the Hartford Seminary Foundation.
The half-hour broadcasts will
present informative pictures of China,
Fred McGhee at KBTM
Fred McGhee, Japan, Manchuokuo, Africa, Near
Ark.
Jonesboro,
formerly at KWTO, Springfield, Mo., East, Tunis, Egyptian Sudan, Ukraine,
has joined KBTM here in charge of Dutch East Indies, India and Philippines.
local news department.

when they can understand them.
More than 350 are attending

—

Colonel
Jack Major
"School Days"
Today 3-3:30 p.m. EST
WABC-CBS Network

SHOWS

is

1

The Colonel From Kentucky

DOES YOUR

"MAN ON THE

JIMMY AND
SCRIBNER
HIS

"JOHNSON FAMILY"
Jimmy Scribner

writes his own script, does all the
twenty-two characters including male and female, and
supervises the entire production including sound effects.

STREET"

quizzer need something to pep up his broadcast?
50 different questions each week cost
you only $1
exclusively in your territory.
Audition gladly sent.

WILSON. POWELL and

—

KARL ZOMAR SCRIPT SERVICE
P.

0.

BOX 150

SPRINGFIELD. MISSOURI

HAYWARD

JAS. V. PEPPE, Gen. Mgr.

444 Madison

Avenue

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES

—

New

York City

RADIO PRODUCERS

Tuesday, November

RADIO DAILY:

AGENCIES

GUEJT-ING
A.

IAN HAY,
"As

I

See

It,"

BUSCHAGEN

M.

named

author-playwright, on
Dec. 7 (NBC-Blue, 4:20

manager

of

the

has been
National

Advertising
Agency,
to succeed Leo J. Nurrenbrock, who resigned effective Dec.
to accept an executive position
1,
with the Pittsburgh Institute of
Aeronautics.
Buschagen has been
treasurer and secretary of the agency since it was formed over three
years ago.

Classified

Youngstown,

p.m.)

JOE RINES,

interviewed by Nellie

Revell, Dee. 7

(NBC-Red,

FRANCES

FARMER,

Eigen's "Broadway
night (WMCA, 6:45).

5 p.m.).

on
Jack
Newsreel," to-

SHEILA BARRETT, on
zine of the Air," Dec. 2
p.m.)

the "Maga(CBS, 3:30

AL SHEAN, interviewed by Myra
Kingsley, Dec. 8 (CBS, 11:30 a.m.).

NORMA TALMADGE, BEN BLUE

•

•

•

Jimmy Durante won't appear on "Town Hall" tomorrow

nite

as scheduled .... Walt Disney will do a turn next month on Lux Radio
Theater. .. .Rose Marie Brancato repeats on the lean Hersholt-CBS "Dr.

show. ... Because the Warner Bros, show moves in on the
Parade" schedule with Leo Reisman on NBC before his time, Reisman
will follow Harry Salter on the CBShow until expiration of termer, with
Richard Himber set to follow.
.Maxine Sullivan gets the coveted vocal
Christian"

"Hit

.

spot with the

"Swing Session"

Noble

follow the

Sissle

week

.

at

Loew's State Dec.

after.

.

.Judy

.

Starr

9.

Shaw and Lee

will

return

to

with

her old

and GEORGE RAFT, on 30 Minutes
in Hollywood", Dec. 5 (MBS, 6 p.m.).
CLARK GABLE in "Detour to
Love", on "Silver Theater", Dec. 5

haunts within two weeks .... Paul Conlon has been set to write the scripts
for Rufe Davis on the WB-Lucky Strike siesta.
.Frank Black's "mysterious"
trip to the west coast last week was to complete negotiations for taking

(CBS, 5 p.m.).

up

New WQXR
A

30, 1937

new

RKO .... Phil

saw

the rushes of

"Goldwyn

Follies"

in to

him with the

notation: "I

want

and yelled

to talk

Baker says

Sam Gold wy n

send Charlie McCarthy
with him!"
to

vocal

Filippi,

tenor,

Friday during December over

WQXR.
Other new series on the station include "String Classics," devoted to
rare music, Sunday and Wednesday
evenings; concerts of the N. Y.
Women's Symphony Orchestra conducted by Antonia Brico, with first
program to be heard at 8:45-10:30
pianist,
Ruvinska,
Paulina
p.m.;
Saturdays at 6-6:25 p.m.; Frances
Shapiro, violinist, Fridays at 9:3010 p.m.,

the musical head-man's post at

.

Series

group including
Emile Renan,
bass-baritone, and Sonia Essin, contralto, plus string ensemble, will be
heard at 6-6:25 p.m. Monday through

Arthur

.

and daily programs

of Christ-

mas music during December.

Quick Work

for

KBTM

—

Jonesboro, Ark. Though an order
was placed in the usual manner by
KBTM for installation of telephone
lines for coverage of the annual

Jonesboro - Paragould football game
in Paragould on Thanksgiving, 45
minutes before start of game it
developed that the telephone official
to whom order was given had "forgotten" to order the lines set up. By
fast work, a 400-yard line was put in
within 20 minutes.

Herschel Williams

to

Speak

Herschel Williams of Ruthrauff &
Ryan producing staff will address
the Speech Club of Columbia University at 4 p.m. today on "Broadcasting Technique."

Greetings from Radio Daily
November

30

Larry Nixon
Frederick William Wile

& Eddie's Sunday yawning, where Eddie DowSidney Piermont of Loew's and Monie Hellinger
of Lord & Thomas were helping Teddy Powell celebrate and to
view Eddie Davis and Iris Adrian in their howling satire of "Gone
With the Wind," it remained for the sedate and aged W. C. Handy to
tie up the proceedings with a trumpet solo of his "St. Louis Blues"
.Lou Martin's crew there, apt at picking up cues for guestars,
.KVOR, Colorado Springs, celehave an organ with the outfit now.
brated its first anniversary under the management of the Out West
Broadcasting Corp. last week with a staff show entitled "Suppressed
Desires" using the welled-up ambitions of the help on the half-hour
show.... Show began with a serious talk by Hugh B. Terry, station
manager. He was interrupted by Wauhillau La Hay, program director,
who insisted that the show belonged to the staff and from then on
it did. Gilbert Hodges, yiewscaster, read poetry backed by "Twilight
in Turkey" music. Leon Marshall, salesman, did a Crosby. Fred C.
Mueller Jr., commercial manager, told of his life—20 years hence
and other zanies. Station was flooded with wires, letters and calls
Leon

•

ling of the Shuberts,

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

to repeat stunt

more

BURNS LEE, publicity head of the
Benton & Bowles office, Los Angeles,
is taking a belated two weeks vacation at Palm Springs. Pat Patterson,
assistant, is sitting in the swivel chair

during Lee's absence.

THE GILLHAM CO., Salt Lake
City advertising agency, is releasing
the Mertens and Price "American
Kitchen" series in inter-mountain
territory for the American Packing
and Provision Co., Ogden, Utah. Program is a transcribed version of
KFI's "California Kitchen," featuring
Agnes White, nationally-known home
economics expert, as "Martha Lane."

CLARENCE ANDERS
Ayer agency

of the N. W.
in Philadelphia has re-

signed

as of Dec. 11.
Arthur G.
White has been named to executive
position in the Ayer Toronto office.
White was formerly with McConnell,
Baxter & Eastman agency.

JOHN

BENSON,

president

of

American Association of Advertisers,
will address the Poor Richard Advertising Club, Philadelphia, Dec.

7,

followed by William A. Thompson,
director of the Bureau of Advertising.

WILLIAM ESTY & CO. INC. is
handling the account of the Tea Bureau, which is currently conducting a
"Turn

to

Tea" sales week

in various

types of publications.

WALKER

&

DOWNING

INC., Pitts-

burgh, will place the advertising for
American Fruit Growers Inc., producers of Blue Goose fruits and

often.

vegetables.

•

•

•

Leighton Noble

succeeds Herbie Kay (Dot Lamour's spouse)

Arcadia on Thurs.

—

weeks there .... Weekend romance in our own backyard: Beulah (Boots) Oppenheim. the sweet
voice you hear when calling RADIO DAILY, was engaged to Charles
Edward Gettleman, who has a mink farm in Jersey. She quits this weak
to wed during Xmas.
We know plenty of guys who'll stop calling US now.
into the

Philly

after

only two

SCHWIMMER & SCOTT, Chicago,
has been appointed by Lea & Perrins
Inc. to direct its advertising.

MAURICE NEEDHAM,

TOM REVERE,
Telling Santa Claus what to say, when to say it and how
became the job of staffmen at KSTP, St. Paul, last week
when the station was picked to broadcast and emcee the arrival of

•

•

to say

•

it

Santa Claus, carried out there each year by a leading dept. store
as a civic event. .. .While carpenters, electricians, tile setters and
plumbers pound, drill and hammer behind false partitions during the
process of building new studios and remodeling the WJBK (Detroit)
lay-out, announcers there must talk above the rebuilding noises
Jimmy Hendrix, announcer at WCOA, Pensacola, has a fan in Ohio
who is bedridden with tuberculosis. She wrote requesting a song
from Jimmy, saying she always listened to him because she can't
go to sleep early. Jimmy not only did her request, but, with station
manager Henry Wells and staff, got up a collection for oranges which
they sent the

girl.

prexy

of

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
and of western council of AAAA,
went to Minneapolis over Thanksgiving weekend.
Benton & Bowles

radio head, and Chester McCracken,
business manager in the Los Angeles office, have headed for New
York.
McCracken's former duties
will be assumed by William Baker
and Betty Buckler, production assistant.

Annuities Have Saved
liner
From Being

Many a Heada

Breadliner

'-INSURANCE—/BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK

Tuesday, November

30, 1937

F. C. C.

PROGRflm REVIEWS

W ABC-CBS,

1938"

Sustaining

Sundays, 8:30-9 p.m.

PROGRAM OFF TO WEAK START DUE
TO NEED FOR GOOD COMEDIAN.
The new Harry Conn show, offered by CBS in an effort to pull some
of the listening power of the Chase
& Sanborn Hour to that web, made
poor showing in its initial airing
Conn is one of the best
last Sunday.
gag writers in the business, but he
assumed too much when he tried to
also be the show's star comedian.
a

of his lines were excellent, others not so good failed to
register at all, due to poor delivery.
Program, a musical variety, has a
slim thread of story interwoven, but
is essentially written for a good comMusical end of the performedian.

Though some

Nov. 29:
la.

CP

W.

for

H. Hartman

new

station.

Co.,

1400

for

Waterloo,
kc, 500

watts, daytime.

CP to
Winston-Salem, N. C.
change frequency and increase power to 900
kc, 1 KW., 5 KW. LS., unlimited.
Nov. 30: Arlington Radio Service, Inc.,
1140 kc, 1 KW., daytime.
Arlington, Va.
Food Terminal Broadcasting Co.,
Dec. 2
Cleveland.
CP for new station. 1500 kc,
WSJS,

:

C.

Hughes,

Phenix

City,

Ala.

sketch without interruptions, was
ployed in the shorter version.

CP

1310

station.

kc,

100 watts,

day-

Young People's Assn. for the
Dec. 3:
Propagation of the Gospel, Philadelphia. CP
for new station.
1220 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Cumberland Broadcasting Co., Fayetteville,
N. C.
CP for new station. 1340 kc, 250
watts, daytime.
Sherman V. Coultas, Milton Edge, Hobart
Stephenson, Jacksonville, 111.
CP for new
station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

WBOW,

CP to change
Terre Haut, Ind.
frequency and increase power to 1290 kc,
500 watts, 1 KW. LS., unlimited.
CP for
Glenn E. Webster, Decatur, 111.
new station. 1290 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. CP to change
frequency and increase power to 880 kc, 5
KW., daytime.

new

time.

100 watts, daytime.

John

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

ACTIVITIES

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

"EARACHES OF

s

RADIO DAILY

Star-Times Publishing
for

new

Co.,
station.

facsimile

Louis. CP
31600,
35600,

St.

38600, 41000 kc, 100 watts.

EXAMINER'S REPORT
Smith
for

new

& Mace,
station.

Saranac Lake, N. Y.
CP
1290 kc, 100 watts, day-

time, be granted.

em- "Golden

Age

of Song"

ERNO

RAPEE

will conduct the RaCity Music Hall Symphony
Orchestra in a gala radio celebra-

dio

honor of Jean Sibelius' 72nd
birthday next Sunday at 12:30 p.m.
over NBC-Blue.
tion in

Vincent Lopez, playing at the StanTheater, Pittsburgh, was special
guest of Evelyn Gardiner on her
"Home Forum" yesterday.
ley

KDKA

Wayne King and Bert Bivens, his
sax playet, have pitched up the new
tune "Just Josephine."

Voices of scores of the greatest opIsham Jones, one of the first comThe performers were all New York- eratic and concert stars of the past
posers to turn maestro, gave a musiers, this being the only varying point 50 years, many of whom have
passed
from the old show. However, cut on, are being brought to the mike cal salute to Jerry Livingston, youngto a half hour, program moves faster via a valued phonograph record col- est and latest composer to become a
band leader, by introducing Jerry's
ance is handled by Mark Warnow, and permits relaxation for both perlection by
on Sunday at 11:30- new tune, "Sweet Stranger."
who gave his usual fine performance former and audience.
12 midnight.
Collection
and
biodespite the fact that there was poor
Ed Herlihy handled the announce- graphical data, anecdotes, etc., bebalance when program came over ments which introduced and conHorace Heidt and his Brigadiers
long to Edward Hill, actor, who acts
the air. This, however, was the fault cluded the show, plus MacQuarrie's
have just recorded, for Brunswick,
as
narrator
on
the
show.
Initial
proof the production man, and not War- invite to listeners throughout the
gram included Caruso, Tetrazzini, Nick Kenny's latest song success,
now. In the vocal end, Barry Wood vicinity of New York to participate
Schumann-Heink, McCormack and "There's a Gold Mine in the Sky",
didn't get a fair chance in the setup. in the program.
and "Rosalie" from the forthcoming
others.
Beatrice Kay was good in vocal and
movie of the same name. "Rosalie"
"Golden Age of Song" as put forth features
comedy business; also Billy Jones, a "Epic of America"
the
voices
of
Lysbeth
by Hill is 1880-1910. During the lat- Hughes, Larry Cotton, Bob McCoy
comedian on the Judge Hugo Straight
Dr. James Truslow Adams some ter part of this period, many
announcer.
of
the
Parks
was
Bert
order.
time ago granted the radio rights singers, now dead or in retirement, and the entire vocal ensemble.
All-in-all, program is in need of
to "Epic of America" to the Federal were considered at their
best.
As
plenty of work.
Victor Lombardo of the Lombardo
Radio Theater and last Sunday the announced by WBNX, there is no
band is the father of a boy, born
series was started on WOR-Mutual. ulterior motives
or "stunt" proposi- Sunday at Doctors'
Hospital.
This
Premiere covered the period when tion in back of the broadcasts, beHumphrey Co. (home remedies)
is the second child, both boys.
being
settled
by
first
America
was
yond the fact that most present day
WOR-Mutual, Sundays, 11-11:15 a.m.
white man. Majority of half -hour listeners are being given an opporBiow Co.
story
of
the
the
First guests
tunity to hear for the first time, or ranks of show people.
PLEASING QUARTER-HOUR OF MUSICAL was devoted to
Pilgrims sailing from Holland on the once again, authoritative perform- were actors, and presented a short
CHATTER.
BITS AND
Martha and Hal, who have been Mayflower and landing at Cape Cod. ances without the trick and modern one-act play. Program is a welcome
Carver arrangements so prevalent now. Pro- newcomer to regular Sunday fare.
doing their cheery chatter and vo- Miles Standish and Master
gram makes for fine entertainment.
calizing as a team for sometime were alive once again.
Whole program was well cast and
past, have the support of Andy San"Ave Maria Hour"
ella and his orchestra in this new the script was paced nicely. History
"On a Sunday Afternoon"
Though the new setup of the "Ave
Pattern of the program is without a doubt adapts itself most
series.
New Mutual full-hour musical Maria Hour", heard Sundays at 6:30
much the same as the gay and in- readily to radio dramatizations.
show,
originating
at WGN, made its p.m. via WMCA, is not as elaborate
Program is a natural for grammar
formal stuff dispensed in the past by
last Sunday at 3-4 as the recent productions, program
Martha and Hal. with Sanella adding school children and it is a mistake debut over
a good deal to the entertainment in to place the program opposite the p.m. and proved to be fast moving continues to have a certain inspirathe musical end, including some of "Charlie McCarthy" hour, another with good audience appeal. Program tional quality. Last Sunday a new
is
staged and under the direction policy of dramatizing lives of major
favorite with the kids.
his excellent guitar playing.
American Legion Women's Auxil- of Harold Stokes, who has the facul- biblical prophets was started, with
"Do You Want to be an Actor?" iary is sponsoring a contest in con- ty of concocting a well-rounded mu- Isaiah as the first. Cast was good,
sical offering that appeals to all types with James Kirkwood, veteran stage
Haven MacQuarrie's show which junction with the program.
of listeners.
and screen star, heading the group.
succeeded "Good Will Court" under
Jess Kirkpatrick is a smooth emStarting
next
week, broadcasts
Chase & Sanborn sponsorship last Linton Wells
cee and works easily with the rest will originate in the
studios,
year, and which then gave way to
In his solo quarter-hour last Sat- of the cast, which includes Arthur
instead of St. Christopher's Inn at
the present Sunday C. & S. series,
urday
at 8:30-8:45 pm. over NBC- Wright, tenor; Edna O'Dell, contralreturned to the ether Sunday night
Commentator Linton Wells to; Three Graces; a quartet called Garrison.
Blue,
via WEAF-NBC-Red at 10:30-11 p.m.
a graphic and highly interesting Three Men and a Maid and a glee
gave
as a sustaining program from New
account of restrictions and suppres- club. All told cast numbers approxYork, giving a half hour presentasions practiced on foreign newspaper imately 70 persons, but there is no
tion in place of its hour predecessor.
SQUIRE
correspondents by dictatorial nations
The same formula, that of rehearsing abroad. The proscription applies even confusion or unnecessary motion.
One
portion
of
the
show,
entitled
sketches,
aided
short
in
folks
young
to radio in some countries, which
About the MOHAWK VALLEY
and abetted by MacQuarrie's tom- carefully plan programs and prop- "Opportunity Knocks," features guest
stars
recruited
from professional
BROADCASTING SYSTEM which,
and
then
tongue,
quick
foolery via a
populace,
who
are
aganda fed to the
having the applicants perform the
with
New York City, has in
told only what the dictator wants
its primary coverage area
them to hear, Wells declared. His
expose of the censorship tactics were
very illuminating.
3,406,700 radio equipped homes.
GREY
LINWOOD
America's distinguished school of
Sunday, on the "Magic Key of
singers,
actors,
broadcasting for
"2 voices and a pianny"
Select your own New York staRCA," Wells did a two-way talk with
announcers.
speakers,
writers,
Jack O'Brine, correspondent of the
our
Recordings
in
Western
Electric
Six NBC Television Broadcasts this week
tion.
studios
proorams taken off the air
N. Y. Herald Tribune, on conditions
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
Call PLaza 5 3269
George Marshall Durante. Dir.
in Cuba. O'Brine gave a pleasant reManagement NBC Artists Service
R.K.0. Bldg.. Radio City. New York
port about the island.

WBNX

"MARTHA AND HAL"

WOR

WMCA

ASK BURT
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A. F. Schliecker,

KCMO

sales manNeal to the

ager, has added Jack
sales staff to replace Jimmie Johnson, resigned.

N

SAN ANTONIO

W

IE

IB It Jf 1

N

KTSA

is

now

last to sign off

IE Jf Jf

first

on the

among

Schedule is 6 a.m.
cept Sundays.

WHB

Marjorie Jean
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air and
local stations.

to midnight, ex-

Turner,
voTed and Bill, troubadours, with Paul
Mrs. Bruce Parker
WOR: De Forest Training, ETs, through
WMCA: First Federal Savings and Loan Girard at the mike, are now being
Hull. She will continue radio work. Presba,
Fellers
& Presba; International Ass'n, announcements, through Grant, Wads- fed to KNOW, Austin, through KTSA.
Vitamin Corp. (I.V.C. Pearls), "Uncle Don" worth and Casmir.
Les Jarvies and Dick Smith,
Their mail is setting a station record.
announcements, through Bisberne Adverannouncers, were signed by local and
tising Co.; Ironized Yeast, through Ruthrauff
Elliott Roosevelt of Hearst Radio
Oldsmobile distributors to handle & Ryan.
WHO, Des Moines: Morton Salt Co., was a recent visitor. He goes on
"Musical Clock," through Wade Advertistheir exhibit at the auto show.
WNEW: Consolidated Drug Trade Prod- ing Agency; Horse & Mule Ass'n of America, the air as a commentator after
manager, ucts,
Larry Sherwood,
"Make Believe Ballroom", through the announcements, through Rogers & Smith; Christmas.
back from Pittsburgh, Kan., where McCord Co.
Union Pacific Railroad, through The Caples
Wrestling matches at the WalkaCo.; Earl Ferris Nursery, through Lessing
program dehe assisted the
CKTB,
St. Catharines, Ont.
Robin Hood Advertising Co.
Arena are being aired over
Pfaff Baking Co., news, thon
partment.
Milling
Co.,
"Magic Island," programs; through R. J. Potts & Co.; Idaho Fruit & KABC, with Guy Savage, special
continuity Maple Leaf Milling Co., "The Plainsman", Vegetable Advertising Commission, announceHazel Hopkins,
writer and producer of several pro- programs; Wells Garage & Motor Co. ments, through Botsford, Constantine & events commentator, and Charley
Belfi, program director, at the mike.
grams, back from two-week visit in (General Motors agents), wrestling matches. Gardner.
Tom Dickey's ork is on
Chicage.
Grants Extension
to Seek Outlets
nightly.
Leonard Brann, KCKN chief engineer, was recruited for mike duty to
Walton K. Blanton, announcer, is
Deadline for Strike
For Winter
describe the mechanical features of
a benedict.
new cars at the auto show.
(.Continued from Page 1)
Waterbury, Vt. Several series of
locals and affiliates in the respective special winter
sports programs are beKSL, Salt Lake City
jurisdictions,
but due to the short ing prepared by
St. Louis
for prospecTed Rosvall, heard on song sesMartin Bowin has been in Cleve- time allotted and the numerous de- tive tieup with other stations or netsions, is marrying in California. His
land for a week as star witness in tails to be ironed out no contracts works.
Programs, all remotes, will father, longtime staff member, leaves
an auto accident that happened a have been placed in escrow as yet. come from the base of the Nose Dive
for the event.
It is expected, however, that between
year ago.
ski trail on Mt. Mansfield, the mamJane Cook, songstress, takes a
Bill Cook is now reading funnies now and Dec. 5 an appreciable num- moth ski
jump in Stowe and the ski movie test at Universal in Hollywood
ber of contracts will be forwarded
to the kiddies on Sundays.
tow
the
on
last
pitch
of
Mt.
Mansthis week. Bob Saunders still trying
by the locals and
Station will broadcast a program to both the
field's toll road.
Special events to to fill her spot with his ork.
of old melodramas from the Show- to Ernst & Ernst, accountants for
be aired during the winter include
Sunday Variety Show, produced by
boat Golden Rod over Mutual net- IRNA.
Contracts are scheduled to be defi- National Down Mountain Ski Champ- Francis Osborne, pianist, with staff
work on Thursday, but will not air
ionships, a National Ski Ass'n of talent selected by Gene Halliday,
Harry Owens of special nitely signed today between
it locally.
music head, has returned, bucking
and the key stations of the net- America event.
events department is handling.
part of Chase & Sanborn Hour.
"Candid Camera of Radio" is to works. Situation regarding the tranFirst Search for Talent show, with
Mutual's
Year Show
get a feminine touch with Allen scription and phonograph disk manMutual has set its New Year's Eve Desert News promotion tieup, goes
Anthony assisting Meredith Mason. ufacturers will be held in abeyance
on air Dec. 4.
Ray Schmidt is back on the air for at least a week or 10 days.
broadcast schedule, to run 11:30
Gordon Owen, former staff man,
Delay on the disk situation is p.m.-3:45 a.m.
Excelsior
rest
at
after a week's
Pick-ups will be now of KYA, San Francisco,
a
aided by the fact that Weber has
Springs.
made from New York, Chicago, Los visitor. Also Alice King of King
been suddenly called to Washington Angeles,
London and Hawaii. Dance Sisters, en route to California.
by William Green, president of
East St. Louis
bands set for the broadcast include
American
Federation
of
Labor.
Irene Miller, staff actress, is back
Weber plans to leave Thursday Horace Heidt, Benny Goodman, Guy
on the job after becoming Mrs. afternoon
Lombardo, Tommy Dorsey, George
Richmond
to take part in the conMyron Atwood.
ference at the capital involving the Olson, Shep Fields, Leo Reisman,
Station has installed permanent
Wedding bells also are in the AFL and
CIO peace parley. From Anson Weeks, Kay Kyser, Vincent facilities in the auditorium of Thomas
offing for Belva Altman, hello girl,
Washington, Weber will go to Tampa Lopez and others.
Jefferson High School for weekly
Texas.
resigned
to
go
to
who has
broadcasts of the school band.
on
business for about three
and
Thomas
William H. West, g.m.,
Dorothy Warner, 8-year-old radio
days.
Martin
Block's
Ork
Poll
MacLean, chief engineer, are
R.
commentator, interviewed Edith LinMartin
Block,
conductor
of
WNEW's
back from Atchison, Kan., where
New Orleans Demand for a six- "Make-Believe Ballroom," has start- deman, movie critic, and Jean Carter,
they acted as pallbearers for the
day week, which does not exist in ed his annual poll to determine most Children's Club editor, on her weekly
late Fred Liggett, chief engineer.
last Tuesday.
other fields using music here, has popular band leader.
Poll, which program over
been made upon radio stations by is considered one of the most signifiKALE Rackets Expose
the musicians' union in its confer- cant and one of the most popular of
Weekly broadcast ences with managers of WWL,
Portland, Ore.
Frankie Basch Lecturing
its type, is handled entirely by Block
each Wednesday evening over KALE and
over employment of mu- and his listeners are asked to cast
Frankie
Basch, featured as
by Portland Better Business Bureau, sicians under the national network votes daily.
WMCA's sob sister, is now being enwarning business men and house- agreements and the AFM. Union is
gaged for a series of personal appearbeing also demanding closed shop on dilatest
"rackets"
wives of
ances at women's club functions unConverted to Radio
worked in the city, is estimated to rects and remotes where anything
der the direction of Charles Wilshin,
sold
the
thousands
of
dolKan.—
KCKN
commercial is concerned and would
Kansas City,
be saving citizens
director of the
Artist Bureau.
Program has been bar non-union dance combos from Wyandotte County Gas Co. on the Miss Basch's series is being billed on
lars annually.
highly lauded here.
the air.
idea of using radio to publicize a new these appearances as "Inside of RaThe union once forced the principle location for the gas company's busi- dio."
of a six-day week through on the- ness offices.
This is the first time
Bright News on
aters here, despite managerial oppo- any part of the Gas Service Co., a
Detroit— "The Brighter Side of the
Stanley Lomas Joins CBS
sition, only to have it break down Cities Service subsidiary, has used
News" is a new 15-minute Sunday as the members
Stanley Lomas, ex-N. W. Ayer,
themselves found radio in this territory. Attendance
of
unusual
happenings
program
Philadelphia, yesterday joined the
reasons to circumvent it.
calist,

is

now

WHB

KCMO
KOAM
WDAF

:

;

AFM

KMAC

WDEV

On

Programs

—

KWK,

WDEV

AFM

AFM

New

WTMV,

WRTD,

AFM

—

WRTD

—

WSMB

WDSU

WMCA

WWJ

week on WWJ. C. C.
Bradner, newscaster well known for
his humorous style, is featured, with
China Kiln as sponsor. Food Advertising Inc. is the agency.

exceeded expectations, company re-

started this

More

Stations for Devine
WHBI, Newark, and WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss., have been added to
the stations being represented by
Another
J. J. Devine & Associates.
recent addition was WMAZ, Macon.

ported.

Dawson Handling
Washington Bureau,

—

WRC

Show

RADIO DAILY

Washington
By special arrangement, Ronald Dawson, dramatic director of WOL, Mutual outlet, will
produce the "March of the Washington Post" over WRC, NBC station,
on Saturday at 9 p.m. This is one of
Washington's biggest script undertakings. Dawson is writing the script.

CBS sales
assistant to

promotion department as

Edwin

S.

Reynolds, sales

promotion head for CBS
and operated stations.

Carolyn Urbanek Gets Prize

managed

Carolyn Urbanek, lyric soprano, on

Sunday night won the

$500 award
as the outstanding professional artist
chosen from vocalists and instru-

mentalists appearing in the second
cycle of "Rising Musical Stars," Sealtest

program, heard Sundays

p.m. over

NBC-Red.

at

10

Silver

Dropping Canada

International Silver on Dec. 26
will discontinue all Canadian outlets
on its CBS "Silver Theater" program. Sponsor was using the stations
to catch the Christmas trade.
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*
New
FROST, assistant to Don GilLEW
back
man, NBC vice-president,
is

from

New York and

ensconced in his

quarters at NBC.
Bert Horton, every-so-often member of "One Man's Family" cast, flies
down from San Francisco each time
the character he portrays, gentlemanfarmer husband of Hazel, joins the
family group.

new
m

7

RADIO DAILY

PRCHCTICN
Fashion Feature

Special promotion, producing new
business from seasonal or spot advertisers from Milwaukee's specialty
shops, sends Nancy Grey, fashion
over
WTMJ, Milcommentator
waukee, on a flying tour of Arizona's
smart resorts and dude ranches. Six
Milwaukee firms and American Air
Lines are cooperating. Merchandising tie-ins include daily letter to
sponsors by Mrs. Grey, and a daily
diary, for use on her program which

*

new development by local
combined interview and
dramatic media. Announcers toured
terest of a

builder

neighborhood, asking residents
they liked it. Then came dramatic sketch from newly-built model
house. Perry Ward, chief announcer,
and Eleanor Naylor Caughron, put
the

how

on a

skit

as

"The Honeymooners",

looking for a home.

Merchant Cooperation

Bing Crosby and Connie Boswell is conducted in her absence by Anheard with Bob Crosby's or- nouncer George Comte. Upon her
chestra from the Palomar over KNX return, Mrs. Grey will present her
and CBS tomorrow night. Farewell impressions in more elaborate form
tribute to Bob on the occasion of
programs called "Sun
in
special
completing his highly successful Pal- Country News."
omar engagement.
Billy Artzt, whose Rose Room or-

Stunt to stimulate Christmas buying in Muncie, Ind., is now being
broadcast over WLBC in cooperation
with local merchants. Series of announcements informs public of 22
per cent gain in area's retail sales
during reported declines elsewhere.
Model House Promotion
Surveys conducted by station and
chestra at the old Waldorf-Astoria
A building promotion aired over School of Business Administration,
will be remembered by BroadwayWKY, Oklahoma City, in the in- Indiana U, provided the figures.
ites, will re-create the music and
will be

.

mood of that day for Mertens and
Price transcribed "Dining with Dad"
show, which features Ward Lane
and Leone le Doux, musical comedy
Scores
troupers of a decade ago.
will be musical montage of all the
Artzt has
years from 1915 to '30.
supplied the music for "The Gold-

.

-

i

OKLAHOMA

PITTSBURGH

CITY

Recent poll of the Pittsburgh SymW. E. Robitsek, former commercial
manager KTOK, Oklahoma City now phony revealed that a third of the
commercial manager, KVSO, Ard- musicians are swing-minded. When
more.
Perry Ward,

WKY

chief announcmike after throat

"Myrt and Marge," "House of er, back at the
and many other transconti- trouble.
nentals, as well as compositions heard
Lloyd and Thelma (Mr. and Mrs.
on Philco, Royal Gelatin, Lux and
Lloyd Brodgen)
celebrated
their
others, and is in Hollywood to set
1,000th daily program for Shawnee
the music on a new network proMilling Co. on KGFF, Shawnee.
bergs,"

not occupied with their classical conwork, these boys "swing out"
with local bands!

cert

Glass"
t

f.
,

-

'

-

'

Paula Kelly, studying drama under
Stephanie Diamond at WCAE, often
gets special permission from her boss,
Dick Stabile, to skip to William Penn
luncheon sessions early to take in
gram.
Nixon Theater matinees.
Pat Perrin, late of WBAP, Fort
Wilbur Evans, baritone of Vick's
Jimmy Joy playing one nighters in
Worth,
announcing
staff
of
added
to
"Open House," will make concert
this territory.
appearances
at
Mormon College, KVSO, Ardmore.
Ken Martin appointed director of
Provo, Utah, on Dec. 1; Ponca City,
staff band at WWSW.
Ken led first
Oklahoma, Dec. 7, and Port Arthur,
WJR, Detroit
danceband on WCAE while still a
Texas, Dec. 9, with other dates now
"Household Musical Clock," with kid in knee breeches.
being set.
Gene Fowler will do a guest rou- Ralph Patt as emcee, has been reHarold Lund of Ross Federal Sertine with Mark Kelly on his "Man newed for fifth consecutive year by vice was Dick Powell's counsellor on
Corp. through many matters during the star's reto Man" CBS Pacific Coast sportscast, Household Finance
"Bud" Guest Jr., son of cent visit in Cleveland.
Dec. 1, and will lead with his chin BBD&O.
by picking an all-time Ail-American Edgar A. Guest, does a 20-minute
news shot on the one-hour program
eleven.
Arvin Dale, former vocalist with six days weekly.
Milwaukee
Jimmy Stevenson, news reporter,
Larry Kent's orchestra, now has a
Russ Winnie, sportscaster, did a
program of his own over KEHE, is completing his second year on direct-from-the-field job on crucial
Tuesdays 6:30 p.m., with musical di- the "Rival Dog Food" program, just Bears-Lions football game in Detroit
rector Claude Sweeten and orchestra renewed for 1938 through Charles Thanksgiving Day.
supplying the musical accompani- Silver & Co. Show is three-a-week.
Bill Evans, emcee on the new show,
Three other days taken by Health
ment.
"Top O' The Morning," is father of
KFAC furnished an all-feminine Research Foundation (Vim).
Crowley-Milner Co., large depart- an 8-pound boy.
slant on football with Nova Lee,
Frank Behrens, former station star,
femme gridiron authority, comment- ment store, has renewed its sixing on the U.C.L. A. -Missouri game at weekly program for third year and now acting on webs in Chicago,
will observe second anniversary Dec. spent Thanksgiving Day in Milwauthe Coliseum.
"Modern Miracles," Don Lee-Mu- 4 with gala show. Mary Gray and kee.
tual feature originating at KOL, Se- Gordon Castle handle program.
Eddie Thompson announces Uncle
attle, now is heard on Friday evenEzra and Lulu Belle as forthcoming
ings over KHJ at 8-8:15.
guests on his "Behind the Mike"
WIOD, Miami
Both got their start on
Frank Malone, daddy of the sta- series.

WTMJ,

"

I-

-

,

—

WHO, Des

Norman Moon,
A

New York
and
ork.

J<

t

to

be

He

for

Moines

returns to
network broadcasts
tenor,

with Ernie Holtst's
will also appear at the El
soloist

Morocco night spot.
Program schedule has been extended an hour to 1 a.m.
H. R. Goss, news editor, is airing
a new thrice-weekly news program
sponsored by PfafT Baking Co., Ft.
Dodge.

tion's daily

programs, has completed

WTMJ.

Heinie and His Grenadiers are busy
preparing for annual Christmas party which raises money to bring Santa
to underprivileged youngsters.
Clarence Berlin, leader man on
Johnny Olson's "Rhythm Rascals"
shows, looks for the stork in time for
area are taking turns producing a Christmas.
weekly children's program on SatA national client is angling for
urday mornings, sponsored by Palmer Billy Sixty, sports authority of naShoe Store.
tional bowling fame.

two years

of service with his "News
Is on the Air."
S.
W. Matthews, city editor of
Daily News, is presenting a program
of local news and comment as a new
Sunday noon feature.
Different dancing schools in this

Throughout 1938
you will find

ANNUAL

RADIO

on the desks of

busy

executives

everytvhere. A
ready reference
covering
tv o r k
radio completely.
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distributed
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Daily
part

to
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PHILADELPHIA

LOUISVILLE
Bobby Hutzell

WHAS

Hal

director of
replacing Harry

ork,

staff

Simonds, WFIL sports commentator, has been renewed by
Brown & Williamson for 52 weeks.
Martha Lane's half-hour daily
"Woman's Club" on WFIL will be
sponsored exclusively by Quaker
Catherines, Ont, recent- Oats, through Arthur Kudner Agency,

new

is

Currie.

"Stumpus" program, after brief vafrom WAVE air lanes, has resumed.
Mr. Fixit, who has been helping
cation

folks

way over WAVE,

various
Fridays

in

adding

broadcast

his

to

schedule.

MASON

TAYLOR,

who

Utica, N. Y., in September to vitalize the local news service, has built the feature up to the
point where the city's news-hungry
listeners are now radio-minded.
On
important stories, such as a recent

,

daily schedule.

Skeets Morris' Band making first
Sam Stiefel office reports that its
in several years at local Savoy,
new script department has already
with Lucile Hodges, vocalist. Band
signed more than 25 independent stais now airing over WHAS.
tions for weekly script service.
A
Strietman Biscuits sponsoring Joe new series, "Musical Court," is being
thrice
Man,"
Wheeler as the "Street
added to the library for release toweekly from Oertel Radio Theater morrow.
lobby over WHAS.
Leonard Warren, baritone, tomorBoth WHAS and WAVE aired
row joins the "Brokenshire Varieties"
Army-Navy game.
Joan Merrill
at 12 noon.
O. B. Carpenter, local "man of on
many voices," playing Santa Claus and Leo Freudberg's orchestra also
role in behalf of leading department are in the program.
store for sixth season over WAVE.
Martin Gabel will be starred in
Friday's "Grand Central Station" on
NBC-Blue at 8 p.m. Rosaline Green,
Missoula, Mont.
Alice Frost, Richard Gordon, Ray
Texas Oil Co. is now sponsoring the
Collins and Charlie Cantor also are
12:15-12:30 newscast period six times
in the cast.
weekly. Station also carries network
show, "Texaco Town."
Vyola Vonn, the young "Mad"Sport Slants," five-minute feature,
emoiselle Fifi" of Eddie Cantor's prohas become very popular with the
Western Montana. gram, is the latest to be picked by
of
youngsters
He has
for future stardom.
Show is locally sponsored by Yandt's Cantor
placed her under two-year contract.
p. a.

WOR

KGVO,

Clothing.
In its policy of promoting greater
presents
Community Service,
"Club Calendar," which gives publicity to all local organization activi-

KGVO

ties.

"KGVO

Barn Dance"

response

—

is

getting big

is

heard

seven

in

states.

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
SAM TOWNSEND
Manager

"The public
tures with
tertainment,

know

WJW

ready

isn't

its

favorite

and

the

How many

it.

for

pic-

parlor

en-

engineers
people are

going to darken their living rooms
for hours at a stretch to look at a
The modern
screen?
television
tempo won't allow it. The radio

now

listener

takes

his

along with

tainment

newspaper and other
ing on
time.

air

his

enter-

evening

activities go-

the same
He can wander away to
in

the

home

at

of the house and still
hear it. With television, it would
be a matter of doing nothing else.
I don't believe the public wants to
darken its homes for a continual
movie performance."

any part

CKTB,

joined

WIBX,

Sam. Gil and Louie, for six years
on WHAS, guesting on air programs
in Cincinnati and Chicago.
jury trial, many people call the staNew ork setup at WHAS has Bob- tion for latest info.
of
full
orchesby Hutzell in charge
tral combination and brass groups,
Robert E. White and his bride
while Chuck Hurta will take over
(Josephine E. Tierney) both formerPlan is to break staff
string units.
ly of WBZA, will live in Boston afork into smaller units, and use oftenter their wedding trip.
White has
er under various names throughout
been transferred to WBZ, Boston.

mail

30, 1937

St.

ly pulled 4,847 letters as a result of
only three spot announcements in
one day, according to J. B. Mitchell,
program director.

The "Makers

WBNX

of

America"

series

on

WPA

N. Y.

Though no agreements have been
signed yet, WFIL and the ACA are
understood to have come to terms
on engineers.

WCAU

plans to open its own New
in the CBS building in

put on by the local
radio division, not the Federal Theater radio group.

January.

Cap, Andy and Flip, singers of
oldtime music and hymns, were given a big farewell party in the WCHS
Auditorium, Charleston, W. Va., on
the occasion of their departure after
a successful year of daily appearances

WPEN, which until recently carried mostly foreign language shows,
is expanding in other types of programs. The "920 Club", starting soon
at 2:30-4 p.m. daily, with Angelo
Palange handling it, will have no
foreign material.

on

is

York

office

WCHS.

Paul Carley,
9:15 a.m. each
now broadcasts

formerly

heard

morning on
at

4:45 p.m.,

KVl, Seattle

at

WNEW,
heard

Tuesday through Saturday.

Mrs. Vernice Boulianne, president
and manager, is en route to New
York via Panama Canal. During her
absence, Dorothy Doernbecher, her
sister, is managing the station.

Fahey Flynn and Lynn Fairbanks,
sports announcer and station
Complete remote facilities have
manager, respectively, were roughed
been installed in the offices of
by Rowdy Pocan, wrestler, when the Tacoma News Tribune, allowing
latter
took exception to Flynn's
Len Higgins, Tribune newscaster, to
broadcasting description of a match
avail himself of late news flashes.
over the Fond du Lac, Wis., station. A weekly fashion column, "Sue's
Pocan has aired matches himself on Style Silhouettes", also has been

KFIZ

various occasions
cine, Wis.

over

WRJN, Ra- added from

Donald Weeks, a leading Chicago
juvenile actor, has had regular parts
in more than 20 serials, but has kept
up his school work and now at 15
Last year
is a junior in high school.
he won a place on the honor roll.
Donald has been in the NBC-Blue
"Sunbrite Junior Nurse Corps" since

show

that end.
Station's "Interview Corner", catching prominent visitors in the famed
Olympic Hotel, has developed strong
listener interest.

"The Cinnamon Bear", ET series,
has been placed on station for holiday season by Frederick & Nelson
store (Marshall Field management).

started.

WCKY,

Cincinnati
Riggs and his phantom
Elmer H. Dressman, continuity
Betty Lou will be cut into the Ohio
Dorothy Barstow, now producing
State University Alumni program in the "Dr. Christian" show, with Jean mief, married Sidney Christie on
Columbus on Friday over Mutual at Hersholt, heard Sunday afternoons Saturday. They met several years
9:30 p.m.
on CBS, has quite a radio record. ago at an International Radio Club
She produced "Real Folks," which meeting, and will spend their honeyBrian Michie, giant BBC variety ran five years, and "Death Valley moon attending this year's Radio
director, has resigned to take up a Days," which started seven years Club trip to Havana.
Station has acquired space in Cinstage career.
ago and is still going.
cinnati's Hotel Gibson for sales and
promotion staff headed by Lloyd G.
Venard. Besides its building in CoJean Abbey, the Woman's Home
KFAB-KFOR
manaReg Martin,
vington, where studio and transCompanion shopping guide, begins a
10 station hookup on the mitter are located, station also has
new series of programs over WFBR ger, had a
Was assisted studios in the Netherland Plaza,
as she enters her seventh year of Nebraska-Iowa game.
Cincy.
broadcasting in Baltimore. Presenta- by Gene Shumate of Iowa net.
tion, which has a tie-up with the
Link Lyman, of KFAB and
city's four major department stores, for Standard Oil with football chats,
is getting plenty of local ballyhoo as
had a neat change of pace the other
WFBR acquaints listeners with Miss night when he lured Ruth Etting to
Abbey's switchover from WCAO.
the mike with him.
Lydia Todd, who has conducted a
woman's participating program on
WBAL for almost three years, anWSPR, Springfield, Mass.
nounces her temporary retirement
Irma Serra, song stylist, has recovfrom radio because of ill health.
ered from an attack of the grippe.
It caused her to break a record of
KYA, San Francisco
over two years without missing a
Nan Goforth Hamilton, who was show.
for seven years a member of the

Tommy

BALTIMORE

LINCOLN

WOW

Milt
sec
to
Batchelder,
Ruth
the mother of a boy. Papa
Stoughton, station manager, has reHamilton doing nicely.
Agatha Turley, soprano, recently turned after an illness.
Political time is all sold out for the
chosen to record for the movies, is
back in town for a rest between forthcoming elections in neighboring
towns and cities.
films.
staff,

is

WHN

Russell

of

has broadcast more rounds
boxing than any other station

around.

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

107

YORK,

N. Y.,
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FIVE CENTS
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FCC Rapped atChi Parley
FURTHER PROGRESS MADE

Freedom of Broadcasting from Political

Mike

Little

—

AT HAVANA CONFERENCE
Havana

—Acceptance

by Brazil

of

agreements of the rest of the
Americas represented at the Pan
American Radio conference here on
disposition of the frequencies between
1600 and 4000 kilocycles, in which
maximum use in conformity with
the

common

allowed, has
brought the nations of the western
interests

hemisphere into
what they plan

is

common

accord on

to present

in these
frequencies when they gather at
Cairo in February, 1938, for the
world conference.
Southern and central zones are in

Chicago
Speaking at the National Conference on Educational
Broadcasting, Prof. T. V. Smith of
the University of Illinois apostrophized radio thus:
"Little mike, you are mankind's
mightiest mentor.
Relieving our
hunger to be heard, you fulfill
those who hunger to hear. You
are the telling testament to the
that

truth

the

the

in

word, and

in

beginning

was

the middle

and

end. You enable us also
to serve who only stand and talk.
Little
mike, we honor you, we
love you and leave you to carry
on your double mission of mercy
at

the

and misery

to

mankind."

(Continued on Page 8)

—

—

Chicago Continuing the inquiry
"What's Wrong With Radio,"
EDDIE
the National Conference of Educational Broadcasting yesterday heard
Tyson, president MuhlenHEADS EAST IN JANUARY Levering
berg College and former director of
National Advisory Council on Radio
Eddie Cantor and the entire cast in Education,
demand that the broadof the Texaco program will leave
casting industry
into

CANTOR PROGRAM

Hollywood following the broadcast of
Dec. 29 and will spend approximately the next eight weeks in New York.
No definite broadcast spots set as yet,
but the Jan. 5 airing will definitely

NBC

Thomas Cook & Son on Dec. 12
will bring Malcolm La Prade back
to the air with his travel talks over
11 NBC-Red stations, 2:15-2:30 p.m.
Split network runs through the west
as far as Chicago and down into the
south. L. D. Wertheimer & Co. placed
the account.

FCC

Sykes Assigned by

On Emergency

Matters

program

organization
and performance.
Unless industry
does this, redress by further regulation

is

inevitable,

he

Dr. Tyson further

said.

demanded

that

(Continued on Page 3)

MCNINCHWILLlTATE
COMMISSIONERS

—

ECC
Boston Widespread protests against
blood-and-thunder type of juvenile
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
programs are having some effect,
Washington Under his plan of rewith the head of at least one big
network already giving orders to organization for the FCC, Chairman
abolish this kind of thriller in favor Frank R. McNinch said at his press
conference yesterday that a system
of intelligent and interesting stories,
of rotation* for Commissioners would
it was stated by Commissioner George
Henry Payne of the FCC in a talk on be put into effect today. Each member will be given an opportunity to
(Continued on Page 2)
handle for one month matters of

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Camel Dropping Oakie

The "Camel Caravan" CBS program
50-Cent Special Dividend
will be reduced to a half-hour period,
RADIO DAILY
effective
Jan.
4.
Jack
Oakie
portion
Washington Commissioner Eugene
Declared by CBS Board
O. Sykes has been assigned by the of the broadcast will be dropped.
CBS board of directors yesterday
FCC to handle all emergency radio Benny Goodman and his swing band

—

services,

(.Continued

such

as

those

will

continue

on

CBS,

using

the

(Continued on Page 2)

on Page 3)

—

Binghamton, N. Y.
WNBF has
completed negotiations with the musicians' local and contracts will be

minimum

establish

to
of

Washington Bureau,

broadcast

Signs With Union

on Kid Shows
Being Heeded, Says Payne

Protests

up regulatory

set

authority
standards

(Continued on Page 2)

CRA, ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Two Weeks

Feen-A-Mint will launch its spot
advertising campaign within the next
Preliminary talks have been started
two weeks. Sponsor will use either between Charles E. Green, head of
one or five-minute announcements Consolidated
Radio Artists Inc., and
on a nationwide list of stations. Wil- Tommy
Rockwell, head of Rockwellliam Esty & Co. has the account.
O'Keefe Inc., relative to the possibility of merging the two talent management and booking agencies.
Thomas Cook Returning
Rockwell-O'Keefe
considered
is
Over 11
Stations
{Continued on Page 3)

WNBF

Parley

emanate from New York. Theater
dates may be played by the troupe

Feen-A-Mint Campaign
Starting in

Demanded at Educational
Program Standards Urged

Interference

More Sponsors Going After

signed immediately.

declared a special dividend of 50
cents a share on the present Class A
and B stock of $2.50 par value. Dividend is payable on Dec. 13 to stockholders of record at the close of
business Dec. 6.
CBa dividends to
date total $1.95 a share.

Baseball for Next Season
Fan Mail
Albany

in Braille

—Johnny

Lee, announcer,

who conducts WABY's "Down
Memory Lane" music program in
which
guesing
received

are

listeners
titles

a

list

written in Braille.

the

translated the song

was

on

played,

other

day

Neldon Vanden-

berg, blind baritone

list

tested

songs

of

and
titles

violinist,

— and

entirely correct.

the

Haraden

Pratt Elected

Head

of

Institute

of

Radio Engineers
Radio

Engineers

has

elected Haraden Pratt, vice-president
and chief engineer of Mackay Radio
& Telegraph Co., as president to succeed Harold H. Beverage. E. T. Fiske,
Australia, was elected vice-president.
F. W. Cunningham, O. B. Hanson and
C. M. Janski were elected directors
for 3-year period.
All new officers
assume duties Jan. 5, 1938.

General Mills' attempts to double
its station list on play-by-play basebroadcasts for 1938 season will
be opposed by at least three other
sponsors, with a fourth at present
giving serious consideration to baseball on a general scale.
Among sponsors who have already placed their bids for next
year are Walgreen Drug Stores, who
have been active in Chicago but
now plan to broaden scope. With
stores nationally, it is believed that
ball

(Continued on Page 3)

Too Many Santas
St.

Louis

— Kids

who

listen

to

more than one radio station hereabouts are in a quandary about
Santa Claus. Four stations are
airing
programs in which the
mythical whiskered gent appears,

and many youngsters are asking
their

parents

ferent

guys

different

if

Santa

is

four

an impersonator
characters or what?
or

—

dif-

of

2
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under the act of March

FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Nov. 30)

It's

where

Times Played

Publisher

The Last Thing

I

Do (Crawford Music

Once In A While (Miller Music Co.)
Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Co.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell &

Co.)

Want

.

Make Rhythm

(Stanley Bros. Joy)
Mission by the Sea (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.)
Have You Ever Been to Heaven (Stanley Bros.-Joy)
I

to

Net

&

Tel.

High Low Close
149
149
149
20
20
20

Tel

A

8y2

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

43

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
RCA $5 Pfd. B

53y4

Stewart Warner

10%

7y2
98

Westinghouse

103

Radio

20

Zenith

8V2
41 1/4
7l/4

8'/2

42'/4
7l/4
52'/4

52l/4
98
98
10'/4
10%
99'/2 101

19%

20

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
1434

Corp

Hazeltine

1

4'/2

143/4

OVER THE COUNTER

+

+ "'/«

+ 1%
+ Vs
+ 'A
+ Vs
+ 2
+ %
+ 'A

Bid

Stromberg Carlson

FCC

Chg.
2

Asked

71/4

8V4

ACTIVITIES

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

WROK,

111.
Authority to transfrom Lloyd C. Thomas
Rockford Consolidated Newspapers, Inc.,
be granted. 1410 kc, 500 watts, 1 KW. LS.,

fer
to

Rockford,

control

of

corp.

Camel Dropping Oakie
(Continued from Page 1)

Wilp.m., Tuesday period.
liam Esty & Co. is the agency.
Savington Crampton, head of the
Esty office in Hollywood, is reported
seeking time on NBC-Red for the

9:30-10

Oakie

half-hour.

John

B.

Kennedy Renewed

John B. Kennedy's NBC program,
"New York on Parade," has been renewed for an additional 13 weeks by
Lord &
Consolidated Edison Co.

Thomas

is

arrives

Queen Mary trom

Europe.

the

ROVENTINI,

to-

The

"Johnny

Call

ALPERT

MICKEY
from

is

vacation

holiday

a

expected back today
with his family in

WALKER

LEONARD

DR.

of

Los

Angeles

today aboard the Manhattan to conduct
symphony orchestra in London and then go
on to Egypt where he'll conduct an opera.
sails

a

ESTELLE TAYLOR has returned from
day

19
19
18
18
18
18
16
16
16
15

with her parents

visit

E.

S.

ROGERS

in

CFRB, Toronto,

of

a

holi-

Wilmington, Del.
is

in

New

York.

CEORCE

HALLEY,

E.

director

of

national

program sales for KMBC, Kansas City, is back
in
spending Thanksgiving
after
in
Chicago
K.C.

FRED

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
cover
the
to
Chicago
in
Expo for CBC.

JAMES,

commentator,

is

Livestock

International

RCA

MULLEN,

FRANK

press

chief,

is

Oats

is

terminating

the

NBC-Red "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten" after a year's run on the network. Last program will be aired
Dec. 25.

WNEW

International Radio Club, announces
plans have been completed for the
eighth annual International Radio
Party, starting here Dec. 4 and closing Dec. 12 in Havana. Bernarr Macfadden and this city will be host to
the party, and later Havana officials
will escort the group to Cuba. Various other dignitaries will accompany
the party, including last year's Radio
Queen from Nova Scotia and prospects for the new title of Queen.
List of activities has been arranged
for the entire eight-day meet, with
stations WIOD,
and
broadcasting most of the proceedings.
Other member stations throughout
the country will offer salutes.

WKAT

announcers for commercials,

tion paid

retaining

only

basic

the

minimum

New

ruling
of $40 a week.
came as a complete surprise to the
staff, who at present are engaged in
negotiations with Milton Biow to
figure

A

recognize AGRAP.
tween a committee

AGRAP

(Continued from Page

1)

"The Home vs. the Radio" at Sacred
Heart Convent here.
Payne pointed out, however, that
another

threat

to

the

home

has

meeting becropped up in the form of high presof seven from
deleterious
of
salesmanship

and Biow was held

last night

in an attempt to gain recognition, but
after hours of arguing, temporary
status set was that the station agreed
to negotiate with announcers not under contract to station's artists bureau.

Committee has placed the matter before executive board of AGRAP, and

sure

drugs and foods.
against too

much

He also warned
sophistication being

permitted in programs.

Eddie Cantor Program
Heads East in January

will attempt to determine if the
(Continued from Page 1)
union contract should have priority
over artists bureau contract. Every while east. Program returns to Holis now lywood around March 1.
eligible announcer at
Seattle Taverns to Use
The Cantor show is one of several
a member of AGRAP.
Entertainment via Radio WMCA, whose announcing staff is big programs returning east from
almost wholly in the AGRAP fold, is Hollywood.
Seattle Following demands of the understood to be effecting a new
musicians' union for increased wages, basic salary rate plus semi-annual
some 55 taverns and similar estab- bonuses for commercials after Jan. 1.
lishments in King County have no- Announcers are now paid weekly for
tified the union that starting Dec. 6 each commercial, plus basic weekly
they will dispense with musicians and salary. AGRAP is expected to take
use radio entertainment instead.
a stand in the matter.

WNEW

—

wimovm B00MRM

Network Show for Heatter
Pacific Coast Borax Renews
Gabriel Heatter is about to obtain
Pacific Coast Borax on Dec. 31 will
his first nationwide commercial pro"Death Valley Days" on 23
gram it was made known yesterday. renew
network stations, Fridays,
Show will start on Mutual about NBC-Blue
McCann-Erickson Inc.
8:30-9 p.m.
Feb. 1 with recordings of the show
has the account.
other
be
placed
on
a
number
of
to
stations.
Client is not Philco.
Artists Bureau within the
A
past few weeks picked up the op-

WOR

First in local

in

accounts

Chicago

WGES
(In the heart of Chicago)

in

Chicago to make the 4-H Club awards in the
contests sponsored by RCA in connection with
Livestock show.

agency.

Quaker Oats Terminating
Quaker

CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

aboard

Announcers Lose
Radio Club Completes
Plans for Annual Party Payment for Commercials Protests on Kid Shows
WNEW has abolished all remunera- Being Heeded, Says Payne
Miami — Jack Rice, president of the

WQAM

unlimited.

Montreal,

Boston.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am.
CBS

leaves tomorrow for
the week-end.

on the Phillip Morris program, arrives
Boston today for the Food Show there
and will stay until Friday.
He will be accompanied by CHARLES O'CONNOR, NBC announcer.

22

.

GOinG

in

22

Co.).

and

Boy"

23
23
23
23

Roses In December (Irving Berlin, Inc.)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music Co.)
Bob White (Remick Music Co.)
Rosalie (Chappell & Co.)
A Strange Loneliness (Donaldson, Gumble & Douglass)
Blossoms on Broadway (Famous Music Co.)
When the Organ Played Oh. Promise Me (Joe Morris Music
You and I Know (Robbins Music Corp.)
Everything You Said Came True (Remick Music Co.)

MRS.
day

spend

he'll

JOHNNY

34
32
29
29
26
25

Corp.)

Farewell, My Love (Harms. Inc.)
Vieni, Vieni (Witmark & Son)
Foggy Day (Chappell & Co.)
I Still Love to Kiss You Good Night (Leo Feist)
Remember Me (Witmark & Son)
True Confession (Famous Music Co.)

Mama,

JEAN SABLON

RADIO DAILY.

Selection

:

:

comiriG

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Nov. 27, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular weekly

1937

1,

tion in Heatter's contract and he will
remain under the bureau's management for at least another two years.
Rogers-Peet, which holds an exclusive contract on Heatter, has granted

him permission
coast program.

to take the coast to

NOW YOU CAN BUY
COMPLETE PRESTO
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$ 1 4 9°°
FOR ONLY
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.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

•

N. Y.
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NEW PCCeCAMS-IDCA/

FCC RADIO REGULATION

|

RAPPED AT CHI PARLEY
Window

Airing from Store
(.Continued from Page

Thrice-weekly quarter-hour talent

1)

broadcasting in all phases be freed
now and irrevocably from political
interference and control.
Branding
the old radio commission a dismal
failure, he said conditions had become infinitely worse under the new

show over KCKN, Kansas

City, Kan.,
originates in store window of spon-

Atlanta, said while it's fashionable to attack, the record doesn't
warrant it and that under as intricate and discretionary an assignment as any agency ever tackled it
had made American broadcasing the
best in the world.

John W. Studebaker, Commissioner, U. S. Office of Education, reported on government's record in broadcasting programs.
Frank E. Gill, author of "Listen
and Learn," declared public regards
educational broadcasts as dull because educators have failed to put
any imagination in offerings and
broadcasters have disclaimed responsibility for this type of programming.
Other speakers included Irving
Reis of Columbia Workshop, George

V. Denny of American Town Meeting of the Air; Robert Brown,

WBBM

program director; Raymond
Swing, Commentator; Allen

Gram
Miller,

Broadcasting
University
Director
Council, and C. B. Hershey, Rocky
Mountain Radio Council. Dr. Robert
Maynard Hutchins, President University of Chicago, presided at general
session.

Among

speakers today will be Dr.
NBC educa-

James Rowland Angell,
counsellor,
discussion on

tional

the

who

will

join

"What Shall

Do

Radio?"
With
George Henry Payne

in

We

Commissioner
of the

FCC

also

will talk.

KFI, Los Angeles, seems to have
found that elusive "something different" in Robert Ziegler's "Musical
Horoscopes," presented Mondays and
Fridays at 3 p.m. Names are chosen
to be "horoscoped," and from them
letters having musical note-equivalent are arranged in order, providing
motif of melodic "personality" description
which Ziegler then develops. For example, the name Alice

FCC

Commissioners

(Continued from Page

1)

broadcast applications, telegraph and
telephone. The FCC formerly operated as three divisions.

Congressman W. D. McFarlane of
Texas yesterday made public a letter
sent to

McNinch demanding

replies

various questions, including dis-

qualification of

gives, in order, the musicalthe window display. Receiver is in note equivalent of A-C-E F-A-E,
foyer of store so that passersby out- which is made basis of composition.
side may hear, and back drop of Norman Paige shares honors with
window is removed so that persons Ziegler in handling the broadcasts.
inside the store may watch broadcast.
"Speed Incorporated"
Account was placed for one year by
In cooperation with Oregon SecCarter-Owens Advertising Agency.
retary of State's office, KOIN, Portland, is presenting weekly fifteen"Best of the Week"
Appropriately logged as "Best of minute program in the interest of
Logged as "Speed
the Week," new twice-weekly starter safer driving.
for Globe Mills over KDYL, Salt Incorporated", show gives first ten
Lake City, spots the best in movies, minutes to dramatized reenactment
news, recipes, books, beauty-hints, of some fatal auto crash, prepared
etc., with a handwriting chart given from official reports. Talk by traffic
safety expert follows.
free to listeners upon request.

CRA, Rockwell-O'Keefe
New Orleans AFM Unit
Rejects Stations' Plan
In Merger Negotiations

(Continued from Page 1)

the firm will attempt to move into
New York if the major league clubs

agree to allow broadcasting, which
has been taboo to date.
Kellogg Co., which has gone in for
football on a large scale during past

few

is also eyeing middle west
and has placed a few feelers

years,

clubs,

out in an attempt to fight
tion,
Wheaties,
during

its

Commissioner George

Henry Payne from

sitting

in

the
has

Segal-Smith case.
McFarlane
been demanding an FCC probe for

some time.

and is also closely watching the
major league situation in New York,
pending any future action.
P. Lorrillard & Co.
(Old Gold
cigarets) is also keeping close tabs
on
baseball
situation
nationally.

Company

last attempted to move
into Chicago with play-by-play description of National League games

over WGN,
Walgreen.

but

was

out-bid

COVERS THE

ill—
ALBANY, NY.

by

Major and minor leagues are
scheduled to hold their annual confabs early next month, and radio
is to be settled shortly
(Continued from Page 1)
New Orleans Musicians' local here sponsorship
among the first few large organiza- yesterday reported as having rejected after conclusion of the meetings.
tions of its kind and has a strong a compromise offer made by WWL,
list of radio and other artists as well WSMB and WDSU acting together
as a string of name bands. Holdings in effort to have an open shop prein the concern are believed to lie vail.
Union officials stated that nesolely in the hands of Tommy Rock- gotiations for new two-year contracts
well, with 40 per cent of the stock, as provided by the IRNA Plan of
and F. C. (Cork) O.'Keefe and Mike Settlement would proceed only if sta••• • •••
Nidorf, 30 per cent each.
tions accepted a closed shop uncon•.
CRA has all of the managerial band ditionally. Also intimated that an
contracts formerly held by NBC. impasse was inevitable unless each
When the AFM decided about two station acted separately.
years ago that band buyers and bookers could not be combined in one
person or one office, it automatically Sykes Assigned
eliminated the networks from bookMatters
ing.
The matter of remote lines being promised with hotel and cafe
••• ••
(Continued from Page 1)
bookings was one of the major reainvolving
temporary
additional sersons.
CBS made a deal with Music
Corp. of America with the latter vice, curtailment or cessation of serpaying CBS $50,000 annually through vice, safety of life or property.
Commissioner Brown has been asthe medium of buying a certain number of hours of time to be used as signed to handle emergency applicasustaining outlets for the MCA bands. tions in wire and radio telephone and
Somewhat similar deal was made telegraph services, including authorwith CRA, which Green organized izations to radio operators.
for the purpose.
•••••••
Understood that NBC Artist Service is in accord with Green making
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
a deal with Rockwell-O'Keefe.
OFFERS

—

STATION
r. t

by FCC

T.V

•••••

•v

\\

CKX

to

Celebrate

—

Brandon, Ont. First anniversary
of the opening of its new transmitter
and studios here will be celebrated
by CKX tomorrow night. Manager
Bill Seller and his staff have lined
up a special program.

Lewin Supervising

CAPITAL DISTRIC1

opposi-

summer

months.
Atlantic Refining, which
has handled the major football
sponsored broadcasts in the east,
aims to follow along with Kellogg,

On Emergency

McNinch Will Rotate

to

BASEBALL NEXT SEASON

Musical Horoscopes

soring Anderson Furniture Company.
Garbed in smocks and berets, Ruth
Royal and Joe Boen of station staff,
contribute harmony with piano and
Communications Commission.
Ex- guitar accompaniment, in background
cept for certain technical aspects, of complete room outfit, which is
record of federal radio control had changed for each broadcast. Combeen patently unsatisfactory, he said. mercials, swung by store employes
Lambdin Kay, director of WSB and and station's Owen Balch, describe Faye

WAGA,

MORE SPONSORS AFTER

New

Bedford, Mass.

—

WNBH

Charles J.
Lewin, former managing editor of
the Standard Times, has assumed
supervision of WNBH, owned by the
Standard Times and Mercury.

\

VV

\

\

LIFELIKE

KSTPI RECEPTION
NEW
\

\

\

,25,000

\

V

\

WATTS

TRANSMITTER

NEW YORK
Serving New York
and New Jersey

INCREASED
•••

•

HOURS A DAY
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AGENCIES
ELIZABETH SHAVER

MRS.

Chicago has joined the copy
J. M. Mathes, New York.

ARTHUR CRAMER
Chicago
in

office of

has

of

(NBC-Blue,

the
served

tinues president.

N. W. AYER & SON, which will
handle the Halo and Vel products
for Colgate - Palmolive - Peet, advise
that national advertising of these
products is not planned for the near
future.

ADVERTISING

added Baxter
Pickering to its staff. He will act
as consultant and radio director.
yesterday

•

9

Thinking

Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

of

turn):

A

situation regarding remote band pick-ups has been a
some time. We mean the airings of bands like Ozzie Nelson.
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Joe Rines, Guy Lombardo, Wayne King,
.Besides their sponsored
and others who have commercial sponsorship.
shows, it's customary to feature the bands a few times weekly in half-

pre dominating

puzzler for

.

Such

hour coast-to-coasters.

practice

definitely

.

cheats

their

sponsors

of

—

something they're paying pahlenty for!.... Use the remotes
up newer band names or let's have some more of those Wednesday
Out" thrillers on NBC-Red! ... .Mehrtens & Price of Los
nite "Lights
Angeles are sending around nice photostatic copies of a recent RADIO
DAILY page containing a "Programs That Have Made History" writeup on
M. & P.'s "Sunday Players," which has made history ....

exclusiveness
to build

from KMBC,
has joined Needham,

PAUL HENNING
Kansas

City,

Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as assistant
to Don Quinn, who writes Fibber
McGee show.
WALLACE MYER, v.p. of Reincke,
Younggreen & Finn agency,
Ellis,
Chicago, spending some time on his
Wisconsin farm.
WESSEL CO., Chicago, within the
next two weeks will start a series of
WBS recordings entitled "Boots and
Saddles" to be used by local and
regional sponsors. George W. Davis
is

the originator of the idea and

was sponsored on
Idea
cash

sketch

race

with

of $10,000, $5,000 and
Script for the quarter-hour

awards

$2,000.

disk

WGN for two years.

horse

a

is

it

is

with Tyrone Pow"Afternoon of a Faun," on
"Hollywood Playhouse," Dec. 5
(NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).
JOE E. BROWN, on "Hollywood
er

in

Mardi Gras," Dec.

on "Magic Key of
(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).
TOM RICHLY and the SYMPHONETTES, on Buddy Clark program,
Dec. 2 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
AL SHEAN, interviewed by Charlotte Buchwald on "Playgoer," Dec.

RCA," Dec.

3

Celebrates
Ore.

Portland,

Its

10th

— KOIN's

Year
"News-

paper of the Air", conducted by Art
Kirkham, daily except Sunday, this

week

celebrates

its

tenth year.

It

one of the oldest news broadcasts
now in existence and has put out
more than 2,500 "editions" to date.
is

Program was
started

it

in

"News
name and
Kirkham

originally called

Matinee", but has changed
format considerably since
1928.

(WOR,

•

•

•

Lake

KSL's far reaching signal served a novel
purpose on the 50,000 watt broadcast the other Saturday when it
saluted the R.M.S. Niagara en route to New Zealand. Show was produced by Ralph Hardy with Stan Reese handling the technical
arrangements .... A new dance craze to succeed the "Big Apple"
is around called the "Little Peach" which the Three Marshalls will
Salt

6:45 p.m.).

COUNTESS OLGA ALBANI,

City's

December
Harry W. Conn
Ted Hammerstein
[ohnnie Johnston

1st

Ryan
Mary Martin

Patricia

Ethel Shutta

Jean Paul King

on

Lucky Strike "Hit Parade," Jan. 8
(CBS, 10 p.m.).
Booked by John
Babb of NBC Artists Service.

EDWARD ARNOLD, BARBARA
WEEKS,

JOSEPH

KNITZER,

on

(NBC-

"Kraft Music Hall", Dec. 2
Red, 10 p.m.).

introduce via a vaudeville tour
Personally we don't care because
we just learned the "Charleston," with "Black Bottom," "Truckin',"
"Suzi-Q," "Shag" and "Big Apple" to follow in the years to come

JOHN SEAGLE, baritone, and
JEAN MacLACHLAN, contralto, on

.May Singhi Breen possesses the Benjulele Banjo on which Alvin
Keech taught the Duke of Windsor to strum a few hot licks!

Air," Dec. 5

.

.

.

"Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the

(NBC-Blue,

JIMMY SHIELDS,
"Schaefer
7:30

Revue",

•

•

Casino

•

Monday

in 15

minutes

nite
of

we

heard CBS present

song.

its

romantic singer, Del

Aided by the theme song especially written

him by Sam Coslow, this boy delivered a show that must have made
fair young maidens swoon in ecstasy. He has everything that spells
"Romance in Big Time" yet isn't sponsored .... CBS has ordered its wire
from the International Casino yanked pronto. .. .The network has also
ruled that its announcers covering remotes must appear in dress clothes
besides refusing to accept food offered by the management. This came
about when one announcer at a nite club had a party of six with him
ordered steaks for the mob and then complained to the management
they weren't GOOD and sent them back! ... .Incidentally, there are more
guys reported in on the deal to run the French Casino than there are
for

many

—

—

—

people running the French Government.

.

.

.

5 p.m.).

tenor, repeat on

Dec.

(WEAF,

2

p.m.).

EAGLETON,
law

prof.

of

and
JAMES S. CARSON, v.p., American
& Foreign Power Co., on "World
Peaceways Forum", Dec. 6 (WQXR,
International

—

Greetings from Radio Daily

Myra

of

Kingsley, Dec. 2 (WOR-Mutual, 11:45

JON HALL, star of "Hurricane,"
interviewed by Radie Harris, today

—

Rogers-Pickford for Chi
Chicago Buddy Rogers with Mary
Pickford open at the College Inn of
the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Dec.
Rogers will have a CBS wire.
25.

5

(WMCA, 1:15 p.m.).
NATALIE HALL, guest

CLYDE
of Air"

(NBC-Red and

7

WHN, 9:30 p.m.).
GINA CIGNA,

a.m.)

being written by Herb Futran.

KOIL "Newspaper

5 p.m.).

SALLY BLANE,

•

WOODMAN-STEWART agency of
Chicago has changed its name to J.
L. Stewart & Co. J. L. Stewart con-

CHELTENHAM

BOWE, on "Metropolitan Auditions of the Air," Dec. 12

left

BBD&O. He

media department.

AGENCY

MORTON

staff of

9

N.Y.U.,

at

p.m.).

MAXINE SULLIVAN,
Club," Dec. 11

(CBS,

on "Swing

7 p.m.).

ALEXANDER KIRKLAND, ABBY
MITCHELL, JOSEPH MACAULAY
and HELEN JANE BEHLKE, on
"Hammerstein Music

Hall,"

Dec.

10

(CBS, 8 p.m.).

BARBARA STANWYCK, ERROL
MARY ASTOR, ALMA
KRUGER, MARCIA MAY JONES
and CONSTANCE COLLIER, in

FLYNN,

"These Three," on "Lux Radio TheaDec. 6 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

ter,"

• • • We witnessed the Walter Winchell airing the other
Sabbath and saw the rapid-fire reporter go thru his routine with
an ailing molar ... .Just an actor at heart: "The show must go on"
....Now that George W. Smith, managing director of WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va., has his new office, which is done in knotty pine,
the boys there have dubbed the edifice "Cabin of Pine" with the
route from the elevator to office, "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
... .Chesterfield has ruled that ALL their shows MUST come from
New York and the Paul Whiteman shindig comes east after the fifth
shot.
.Rudy Vallee will also come back for a permanent stay after
his flicker commitments .... Fred Allen likewise .... Another show
will return here after Jan. I.... Some one must have put up this
.

.

notification:" Come

Back— All

Is

Forgiven!"

WALLACE BEERY, FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW, MICKEY ROONEY, FANNIE BRICE, FRANK MORGAN and ALLEN JONES, on "Good
News

of 1938," Dec. 2

(NBC-Red,

9

p.m.)

LEE LORILORD and his South
Sea Islanders, on "To the Ladies,"
Dec. 2

(WHN,

2:30 p.m.).

THE MAGIC KITCHEN
OF THE AIR
Monday

thru Friday

Available for Food Accounts

WCOP

BOSTON
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Arden Signs

10

Arrangers

CCCtiC§TCA$

Victor Arden has added ten arrangers to his staff to handle the

HI SI<

music for his new Chevrolet "Musical

Moments"

series,

which

starts

Dec. 5 and will be heard over stations from coast to coast, including
The arrangers
in New York.
are Phil Wall, Harry Barnhart, C.
Van Cleve, George Leeman, Herb
Quigley, Bill Challis, Jean Van Halberg, Claude Thornhill, Paul Sprostur and Ernie Watson.

Seattle, has an unusual new
musical feature now on the air.
To the haunting strains of "Blue
Four Men
Prelude" the "Esquires
and Fifteen Instruments!" slide
smoothly into a quarter hour period
Top-notchers, all
of popular music.
four change from one instrument to
Fall River
another without losing a beat of the
Various phases of current intermusic!
This effortless shifting for
national problems are being discussed
instance, in "Caravan" one player
recently inaugurated "Radio
moves from occarina to violin to in the
Veritas Forums" under auspices of
French horn to viola to bass fiddle
Fall River Alumni Club of Providence
makes possible limitless unusual
College.
arrangements. The change in instruAnother series on "Highway Safety"
ment is made so deftly that listeners has been started
by Special Officer
cannot detect the moment of shift exJohn W. Higginson of the Fall River
cept for the different quality of the
Police Dept.
music. First put on as a sustaining,
within a week they became so pop- tual broadcast featuring Ted Weems.
ular that they are now on a par- Place was opened by Paul Whiteman.

WOR

KVI,

—

5

RADIO DAILY

TOMORROW
AMPA Takes the Air-By Storm!

WSAR,

—

—

C.B.OAY

ticipating basis.

Eddie Fitzpatrick and his west
coast ork have opened at the Saint
Anthony Hotel, San Antonio, with a
WOAI wire. They followed Jack
Denny.

The B. Y. U. (College) All String
Orchestra, one of the largest musical
organizations of its kind, made its
bow recently over KSL, Salt Lake
City. Membership is all student, consisting of 50 violins, violas, cellos and
Program was produced
bass viols.

Richard Evans, KSL's CBS TabBobby Breen waxed six numbers by
ernacle Choir announcer.
from his current Principal picture,
"Hawaii Calls," for Victor.
Douglas Craig and Ted Claire of
the Escorts and Betty, NBC harmony
Fletcher Henderson and his orchesunit, have written
I Betcha," new
tra will make a first appearance in
song inspired by Molly McGee's
Los Angeles with an engagement at
"Sis," the little I Betcha Girl on the
Vogue, opening Dec.
the

downtown

Fibber

11.
is

the

heard over

who

KYW

from the La Casa

just finished a limited

WGN

Harold Stokes,
dance orchesare playing their sixth date in a year tra leader, has a farm down in Nokoat Howard Theater, Washington. Sam mis, 111. But what has him all excited
is that they are bringing in oil and
Stiefel office handles the band.

engagement

at

Harlem Uproar House,

gas wells.
is

the subject of a
out by Mills

put

Artists Inc.

Records

in

either

di-

Trianon

AND EVERY WEDNESDAY

WJZ-NBC

Blue
Recording

Management

CONSOLIDATED
30 Rockefeller Plaza

RADIO
New

and

THE EXECUTIVE STAFF

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
with

W.
v.

p.

charge

in

in

B.
of

Relation

IT!

LEWIS
programs speaking on
to Motion Pictures"

International Casino
B'way at 45th Street
12:45 p.m.

^-OO

to

members
non-members

CBS DAY at A.M.P.A.

SINGS TOfVITE
10:15 P.M.

ARLINE HARRIS
THE SYMPHONETTES

$1.25 to

JOAN BROOKS

GANG

KAY THOMPSON
BUDDY CLARK

EVERYBODY
WELCOME!

ballroom, Chicago,
brates fifteenth anniversary of opening next Friday with a special Mu-

cele-

Ceremonies

KATE SMITH
AL PEARCE and HIS
DEL CASINO

DON'T MISS

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE
RECORDING MACHINE

of

MARK WARNOW

"Radio

Morton Gould, conductor, composer and arranger,
promotion piece

TED HUSING
Master

first

Ace Harris and the Sunset Royal Ballroom.
Orchestra,

Guests of Honor

McGee show.

The Concert String Trio is now bedance band
ing featured in the Jeno Bartal orspotted in the new Huntington Park
chestra in the Georgian Room of
(Los Angeles) nitery, Topsy's, openthe Hotel Piccadilly.
ing New Year's Eve. Set by Music
Corp. of America.
Jan Savitt and his Top Hatters wilt
disk the Mask and Wig tunes for VicTommy Tucker and his orchestra tor.
have recorded seven numbers for
Brunswick.
Leo Zollo and crew from the "El
Patio" of the Ben Franklin Hotel and
Paul Tremaine and his ork from Art Jasper and band are the latest
Lonely Acres play repeat dates additions to WIP's dance roster.
through Pennsylvania and Ohio the
first two weeks in December.
Jack DeMar and his band are now

Red Nichols

AMPA

Division

ARTISTS

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.

York City

424 Warren Lane

Inglewood, Cal., U.

S.

A.

6
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guesting editor.
Val Bjornson, in
Football Contest Gets Results
Three sponsors joined over Salt charge of the program, contrives to

Lake

KSL

a
pro"Help Thy Neighmotion in the form of football conits option lifted by
test.
Twelve game selections were
Iris Coffee for another 13-week peri- offered
weekly, with usual dopester
During the initial 13 weeks for broadcasts. Weekly awards were givod.
the sponsor the KHJ program has en, and grand prize was
two-way
found more than 1,000 jobless peo- plane trip to Rose Bowl game, with
Erwin - Wasey tickets and movie presentation. More
ple employment.
agency handles the account.
than 40,000 entries

TTAL STYLES'
XX bor" has had

Rudolph Polk,

personal

Rogers, CBS continuity
been signed to do script
work on Jack Haley's "Log Cabin"

Roswell

writer, has
series.

Claude Sweetens "Sweeten Music"
hour on KEHE Monday nights has
been temporarily discontinued due
to crowded holiday schedules. Sweeten is musical director of the Hearst
station and has too many musical
chores at the moment to permit of
devoting the necessary time to his
own program. Will be resumed afthe

first

nouncement

of

the

year,

in

resultful

the

an-

states.

Deseret News, and
Furmbilt Clothes.

Morris

Rosen

Editor Airing Gets Publicity
high in space-getting is the
weekly "Editors' Roundtable" on
KSTP, St. Paul and Minneapolis.
Spot brings editors to the microphone, talking or blasting on favorite
issues.
One surprise outburst made
200 papers, but usual broadcast at
least wins notice in paper of the

ST.
"Tiny"
director,

LOUIS
KMOX

Renier,
is

off

to

program
the southwest on

a search for new hillbilly talent. He
wants the real thing.
In an effort to establish microphone personalities, the
schedule has seen considerable shifting
of staff members.
Continuity and
mike man Hugh Sanders has been
made "Nite Watchman." Bill Macintosh has been made exclusive
newscaster and editor, with Bill Dur-

WEW

WRC-WMAL,
neering

Washington

of the

staff left last

lywood to help build

political faiths.

Advertising for Talent

New

slant on interest build-up before start of dramatic series was
spotted with unusually good results
by Bliss Syrup Co., over KCKN,
Kansas City.
Spot announcements

NBC

engi-

week for Holthe new coast

were used
leading lady. Folks
naturally got curious to learn final
selection and how she would handle
the dramatic fare.
classifieds

to advertise for

New

Eleanor Hansen, Warner player,
has been signed for vocal spot with
Ozzie Nelson at the Victor Hugo.
Bill Rubens, former radio editor of
Orchestra World and more recently
feature writer with Irving Hoffman
and the Marion Baldwin agency, now
agency contact for Earle Ferris
is
Rubens also conRadio Features.
tributes feature stories from time to bin, Ed Gunther, Arthur Jones and
George Sutherland carrying the rest
time.
Edith Todesco, CBS program de- of the schedule. The special events
partment, is taking a two-week re- staff is composed of WEW's woman's
Harris,
Alex
Clarke
spite and resting up for the long sea- columnist,
Buchan and Arthur D. Jones.
son ahead.
Ben Sweetland, KHJ's "Friendly
Counsellor," has a new weekly proKSL, Salt Lake City
gram, Thursdays 7:30 to 8 p.m., over
Parley Baer of the dramatic staff
Don Lee-Mutual. Designed to aid may leave soon to join the Al G.
and encourage budding inventors, it's Barnes-Sells-Floto circus, doing publogged as "What's New Under the licity.
Sun."
The KSL-ZCMI Food Forum broadComegys, KFAC technical casts are resulting in new record
Bill
staff, was married recently to Mary food sales each week, according to
Louise Stack.
sponsors. Clarissa Chapman, luncheon
Amy Alexander and Robert Joseph hostess of the program, entertains
have joined the George D. Lottman over 250 women each Wednesday.
Ex- Show is produced by Lennox Murpublicity offices in Hollywood.
panding business, according to Jerry doch with talent from KSL Artists
Olenick and Murray Weintraub, who Bureau.
are in charge of the Lottman coast
American Fur Co., consistent user
interests, necessitated the addition of KSL time, now has three weekly
of the new members.
quarter hours and, since the KSL

Gordon Strang

bring in the studio editors of various

were received.
manager Sponsors were Paramount
Theater, and newspaper

for Jascha Heifetz for years, has been
appointed assistant to Art Rush of
Columbia Artists.

ter

City's

Coverage

An

Map and

Figures

two-color job, reout by KDAL, Duluth,
is a folder with coverage map
and statistics. Copy angles up-trend
of business in the area, with accomcently
Minn.,

attractive

put

panying station

story.

"SEATTLE
Maurie Rider,

KIRO

studio super-

visor, recently inspected facilities of
Portland, while visiting
there.

KGW-KEX,
Ted Bell
hour "Man

is

handling a

new

lunch-

in the Street" over KRSC.
Norman Nesbitt, formerly director
of continuity at KHQ, Spokane, has
joined the writing staff of KHJ-Mu-

Los Angeles.
Harriet Malstrom, singer, is back
from a trip to Alaska.
The Crockett family, favorites
over
in Los Angeles for three
years, are appearing in the floor
tual,

WFBM,

Wednesday at Board of Trade building with U. A. Sanabria, television
pioneer, as chief speaker.
New theme song at Larry Wolters'
household
(radio
editor
of
The
Tribune) is Bess Flynn's "We Are
Four." Second child born Saturday
in St. Francis hospital, Evanston, was
also a girl, who has been named
Karen Leah Wolters.
WLS staff received a batch of (Big)
Apples from an admirer in Washingeach one especially monogram-

ton,

med for individual entertainers.
Don McNeill, NBC announcer,
livers the annual
ture at his alma

de-

Father Copus lecmater, Marquette

University, Milwaukee, today.

Joe Dumond, Josh Higgins of
Finchville, called back to Waterloo,
la., Friday because of death of his
father.
John Van Cronkhite, boss of Van
Cronkhite Associates, has returned
from a several thousand mile motor
tour of the south and eastern seaboard during which he visited more
than 60 stations, mostly clients.
Mae-Floyd Sinex, former actress
and continuity writer at KRNT, and
KSO, Des Moines, is free lancing in

appearing on the Chicago
Motor club's dramas.
With Acme White Lead program
on NBC-Blue cut to 15 minutes and
KNX
Robert
Trendler's
orchestra
and
chorus dropped, Irma Glen is acshow at The Ranch, local nitery.
companying Ed McConnell at piano.
Frank A. Dunnigan, radio engineer,
Varady of Vienna, off Mutual with
is opening a radio school for men
its Ted Weems music, is due back
and women at Spokane Telegraph in six weeks. Henry
Busse's Mar-OSchool, Spokane.

Chicago,

Oil

show

is

off

NBC

similar

for

stretch.

KSTP,

St.

Paul

Guest-star policy has invaded even
the
"Household Forum" program.
Saturday show has been expanded to
half an hour to allow for appearance
of prominent musicians, artists, writers of the Twin City area. Bee Baxter, conductor of the daily Forum
on KSTP, emcees the show. Program
includes interviews with local celebs,
music by Leonard Leigh and the
Knights of Note, and an interview
with some prominent local businesssignal is a constant visitor in the man who has cooking as his hobby.
frozen north, takes time on each
Quackdoodle, imaginary duck creaprogram to contact the raw fur mar- tion of station's Uncle Tom, used
ket.
Byron Ray handles the pro- heretofore on children's programs, is
duction.
now dishing out household hints on

studios.

Chicago Area Radio Club Council
holding a special fall meeting next

"Household Forum."

Indianapolis

Len Riley, sportscaster, headed list
Carleton Smith, Presidential announcer, left for Florida by motor of speakers at Butler University's
WJSV, Washington
annual banquet for grid warriors.
on a belated vacation.
A broadcast of Santa's arrival by Hugh Conover, champ announcer,
William Crago, who joined the announcing staff recently from Ohio, plane was aired the other day under yesterday began a new program titled
department "Melody Man", featuring John Salb,
of
Block
6 feet 4 inches tall and sponsorship
is nearly

WGY, Schenectady
Healey, news commentator,
recently celebrated his fourth anniversary as the Sun Oil commentator.
Billy Harris, Rochester musician,
joined the Selby and Sullivan vocal-

Jim

musical

act.

Bernard

Cruger

and

Howard

engineers, have won national laurels at their hobbies, model
building and photography, respec-

Wheeler,

tively.

Work is being speeded on
new studio building.

WSOC,

station's

Charlotte

Station is among those recently
receiving citations from U. S. Junior

Chamber of Commerce and Charlotte Junior C. of C. in recognition
of civic and social work.

Dewey Drum,

the Castleberry Rid-

dle Man, has started a daily series
for Castleberry products.
The "Extra, Extra" series waxed
in Hollywood has been added to the
schedule, also Grace and Eddie Al-

pianist. Piano firm sponsors.
Art Godfrey also started his new
Pete French, who conducts "Block's
ing at the console for a new six- Scholarship Hour", had out-of-town program to WABC in New York
weekly program sponsored by Lans- students exclusively on his program yesterday, with Johnny Salb assist- bert, NBC's Honeymooners, latter
sponsored by Charlotte Laundry.
ing.
Saturday.
burgh & Bros.

handsome enough for television.
Bob Callahan, organist, is officiat-

store.
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One

•

WIFE.
Eleanor Howe, the home economics
authority who conducts this program
which made its debut out to the

WEAF

end of the NBC-Red network
yesterday, sounds like a woman who
not only knows her business thoroughly but has the knack of making
it entertaining as well as instructive.

for

In

of

the

Goble Agency.
During Irving Reis' absence in Europe last summer, Robson handled
Columbia Workshop.
Right now he is doing the Federal Theater Radio Division's production
of "Tish," "Broadway Matinee" over CBS-BBC and usually handles a few
other programs a week for CBS since he is known as a trouble-shooter.
He is married, has a vast wandering mustache, and talk around Columbia
indicates that he is slated to handle the "Columbia Workshop" when Reis
goes to Hollywood.

Beverly Brown as Santa
took the air over
WWL, New Orleans, and will be on
it five days a week till Christmas as
Beverly Brown enters the eighth consecutive year of his 15-minute broadcasts designed to interest children in

Santa

Claus

the toys of a local department store.
Brown, who writes the continuity
and plays Chris Kringle, opened with
a rapid fire skit in which the booming voice of Santa comes on to be
greeted by the children and a heckling stooge played by Henry Dupre.

Helped by an assortment of kids,
Brown went into a song, "Ain't We
Got Fun," brought in a plug for the
"Store with the Christmas Spirit,"
had the kids back to sing "When
Santa Claus Comes to Town," told
some stories, culminating with a
of
"The Night Before
recitation
Christmas," and faded off with all
singing

single

"Jingle

Bells."

The

commercials are adroitly worked inIncidental music by
to the action.
Mrs. Paul Jacobs. Program, in disk
form, will start over WSB, Atlanta,
on Nov. 29.

by Colonel Jack Major in
his Tuesday 3 p.m. variety show on
CBS. Yesterday's broadcast was a
"Little Red Schoolhouse" affair, with
plenty of excellent comedy material,
ployed

touch of human interest, lively
musical
background directed by
Freddie Rich, and entertaining antics
by Jack Shannon, Nan Wynne, Buddy
Sheppard, Joe Sodja, Jean Roy, the
Dalton Boys and Announcer John
Allen Wolf. In a night-time spot, a
show of this type would attract a
a

sizeable audience.

Phil Cook
Though it now goes on the

air an
hour earlier each morning, namely
7 a.m., which is an ungodly hour

George

System.

Point, Montana, assignor,
to Collins Radio Co.

Bair-

B.

mesne

by

2,099,719— Preselective Tuning for Radio Reception and the Like.
Thomas A. Banning, Jr.,
Evanston, III., assignor to RCA.
2.099.733
Tuning Apparatus for Radio Receivers.
Harold D. Gregory. Haddon Heights.
N. J., assignor to RCA.

—

2,099,749— Electron Tube.
Richard T. Orth,
J., assignor to RCA.
2,099,764— Method of and Means for Control-

Orange, N.

Electric Apparatus.
N. Y.

Enrique

Touceda,

G.

2,099,787
Radio Broadcasting System. Joseph
L.
Wright, Forest Hills, N. Y.; Ellen H.
Wright, executrix of said Joseph L. Wright,
deceased, assignor, by mesne assignments to

C

RCA.
2,099,818— Static Limiting Device.
McCaa, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to
Mann, as trustee.

David
Alan

—

G.

N.

2,099,846 Thermionic Oscillograph.
Philo
Farnsworth, San Francisco, Calif., assignor
Farnsworth Television Inc.

T.
to

2,099,923— Method and Means for MeasurDynamic Characteristics. Edward L. Bowles,

ing

Wellesley Farms,

Mass.

2,099,971— Automatic Controller

for a Radio
Receiving Set.
Jay F. Dailey, Hillside, N. J.,
assignor of one-fourth to Raymond Schroeder,
Essex County, N. J., and one-half to Martin T.
Fisher and Aksel M. Pedersen.

2,099,994— Electron Tube.
Arlington,

N.

J.,

assignor

Chicago,

James
RCA.

to

2,100,042—Tube Holder.

T.

Frederick

Wilson,
Travis,

J.

III.

—

2,100,156
Phase Modulation.
Werner Buschbeck, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken
Cesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.

— Magnetron

2,100,163

Tube

Discharge

Ap-

paratus.

Karl Fritz, Berlin, Germany, assignor
Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
2,100,180 Electrical Communication Circuit.
to

Own

Ernest Schilling Incapacitated
Warners To Do
Warning
Ernest Schilling because of an inWest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
jury to an eye has been forced to
Los Angeles Recent warning to
cancel his scheduled appearances as radio commentators issued by a film
conductor of the 15th Annual Season company executive was not made
of the Young People's Concerts play- on behalf of the Motion Picture Proed by the Philharmonic Society or- ducers Ass'n or Warner Bros., it
chestra.
John Barbirolli will con- was stated yesterday by H. M. Warduct the first children's performance, ner, president of Warner Bros.
"If
with Rudolph Ganz to take over the it ever becomes necessary for this
company to issue any opinions, we
baton for the remaining concerts.
will do so on our own behalf," said
Warner.
Gruen Watch Signing Off
In response to a question put by
"The Time of Your Life" sponsored
by Gruen watch will sign off the air Regis Toomey, who appears in War"Submarine
D-l,"
Warren
after Dec. 26.
Program, heard on ners'
the NBC-Red, Sundays, 5:30-6 p.m., Stokes, air commentator on movie
was designed to appeal to the Christ- affairs, on Sunday night offered his

—

—

Stuart

Ballantine,

signor,

by mesne assignments to RCA.

Mountain

Lakes,

N.

J.,

as-

2,100,193— Linear Amplifier with Extra Wide
Band Pass Characteristics.
Nils E. Lindenblad,
Port Jefferson, N. Y., assignor to RCA.

—

2,100,195
Electric Discharge Apparatus.
ErF.
Lowry, Forest Hills, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

win

2,000,196

—

Electron

Discharge

win F. Lowry, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
2,100,236
Reynolds D.
signor

to

—

Intercarrier

Brown,

Jr.,

Philadelphia

2,100,306

— Filament

Device.
Erassignor to

Noise
Suppressor.
Philadelphia, Pa., asBattery Co.

Storage

Support for

Radio Tubes

and

the Like.
Henry J. McCarthy. Danvers,
Mass., assignor to Hygrade Sylvania Corp.

F.

2,100,308

— Electron

Miller,

Emporium,

Discharge
Pa.,

Device.
Carl
assignor to Hygrade

Sylvania Corp.

broadcasting facilities to screen celebrities who feel they have been inCrashes Sports Pages
jured by gossip airings. Stokes said
Baltimore With newspaper oppoFibber McGee Adds Stations
that any players so offended are welChicago Five stations will be add- come to appear on his program and sition plenty tough in the monumental city, WFBR has been exed to the NBC-Red group carrying defend themselves.
tremely fortunate in cracking the
Fibber McGee on Monday nights.
sport pages of the dailies. Station
One station is WBRC, Birmingham;
sponsors a crack bowling team that
Lou Little Concluding
others are in California: KFKB, Sacramento;
KWG, Stockton; KMJ,
The Lou Little-American Chicle has been bringing plenty of menand which last week soundly
Fresno; KERN, Bakersfield.
MBS program will be discontinued tion
drubbed the major league leaders.
after Friday's broadcast.
For his The match— with
WFBR plugging—
Sun Oil Hears "Nero Wolfe" finale, Little will pick his All Ameri- drew the largest crowd ever to atcan team in conjunction with Pathe
tend
the Recreation
Sun Oil Co. yesterday auditioned News.
Center,
the
world's largest bowling academy.
"Nero Wolfe" at CBS. Craig McDonnell, Wallace Ford and orchestra took
part.
Roche, Williams & CunnyngEddie Dooley Winds Up
Stars for NBC Opera
ham is the agency.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. will
Vina Bovy, Nino Martini and John
drop the Eddie Dooley football fore- Charles Thomas head the cast of "La
for a variety program, Phil Cook and casts following the Dec. 11 airing. Traviata", which NBC will broadhis CBS "Morning Almanac" is as Program, heard weekly over 53 CBS cast in its entirety
on Dec. 11 startlively and entertaining as it was in stations at 6:30-6:45 p.m., will prob- ing at 1:55 p.m. from the
Metroits former 8-9 a.m. spot.
ably be resumed next fall.
politan Opera House.

mas

Colonel Jack Major
More of a script idea is being em-

Wolf

assignments,

—

rf

program.

Brady, Attorney

— Antenna

2,099,671
ey,

ling

Europe. Robson was on the same bill
with Freddie Rich with whom he now collaborates in CBS's production of "Broadway Matinee" for CBS and BBC.
Five of late G. P. Baker's 47 workshop
Trouble-shooter for radio
pupils at Yale signed by Walter Wanger
programs needing aid
for Paramount included Robson. Was in Hollywood four years; assistant
associate producer for Paramount for three years; at Universal as a writer;
then into radio in 1932.
Brought east by William B. Lewis, vice-president of CBS, in charge of
programs. Sent by Lewis to Chicago to handle the $250,000 Sears. Roebuck
Golden Jubilee Campaign program, "Sears, Then and Now" for Stack-

originated

part

Bill

B.

Washington. D. C.

Albany,

a

three-week vacation,
Robson and his Yale Music went
during

and Television
Compiled by

John

to

by either Miss Howe or her listeners
and tested in Miss Howe's experimental kitchen before being presented
on the air.
is

"Tish."
1927,

again

The Homemakers' Exchange is just
what its title implies, a clearing
house for recipes, kitchen ideas and

tie-up

lladio

ROBSON

—

and Ice Refrigerator Companies
WEAF— NBC-Red Network,
Tues. and Thurs., 11:30-11:45 a.m.
ENTERTAININGLY CONDUCTED AND
HELPFUL PROGRAM FOR THE HOUSE-

contest

in the Industry

WILLIAM

Ice

A

N.

Who

•

N. ROBSON was born Oct. 8. 1906. near Pittsburgh. During
High School days he worked in steel mill after school and during
summers. One summer went to Europe as deck-walloper on U. S.
Lines attended university of Pittsburgh 2 years, during which he was
full-time reporter on the Pittsburgh GazetteTimes.
At Yale. Bill Robson and his Yale Music,
his own orchestra, held forth in 1926. Whole
band went to Europe on the lie de France's
maiden voyage. Lanny Ross was a classmate
of Robson. Also. Paul Starrett. who collaborates with Leith Stevens in writing the music

Howe

all

of a Series of Who's

WILLIAM

"HOMEMAKERS'
EXCHANGE"

other household hints,

NEW PATENTS

CADIC DEC/CNALITICX

PROGRDm REVIEWS

with Eleanor

7

RADIO DAILY

trade.

WFBR

—

—

3
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SAN FRANCISCO

KGGC

Sacramento.

Mel Venter, KFRC announcer,
making affiliations with a writer to
obtain exclusive broadcast rights to
Jack London stories never heard before on the air.

A

group of more than a dozen television engineers under the leadership of Alfred W. Harris have formed
American Television Engineers Association for the purpose of study and
to eventually organize into a national group.
Sam Moore, genial gentleman of
the Old South, presents his own 15-

Gene

Boston Blue Law Fatality
First toll taken by the
Boston
Boston blue law now being enforced
occurred Sunday, when broadcast of
Harvard's
Pierian
Sodality,
the
orchestra, which planned
classical

—

a concert
cancelled.

give

was

in

a

local

cafe,

WFIL

WALTER
The

CASSEL,

baritone,

and

Quartet

are

Norsemen

Moves

National Transcription Features is
located at 2 East 45th St. The
firm at present is recording several
drashort
series
of
diversified
matic programs for the jewelry,

now

clothing, loan, furniture, optical
bakery trades.

and

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
L.

POWER

'Today's radio counsellor must
be an oracle, for he must have
at his finger tips the market price
of time and talent, the value of
transcriptions and station coverthe duties of agencies and
station representatives; as well as

age,

a thorough knowledge of the sponsor and his product, the changing
trends of program format and audience reaction, and a keen grasp
No school
of budget limitations.
or college can train for a counselOnly actual experience
ling job.
can provide the background. Only
everlastingly keeping on the job
can keep a counsellor abreast of
Ihe changing times in which we
are living."

Falconer Furniture Co., Kansas
City, Kan., which devotes over half
of its advertising budget to use of
time on KCKN, reports October sales

scheduled to make a series of recordings for Rexall United Drug Co.
Cassel also is booked to appear at were higher than any month in the
the Roxy Theater in New York for 48-year history of the store. Falconer
has used KCKN exclusively for radio
the week of Dec. 3.
for over five years.
Patricia Ryan,

scheduled to
ture

shorts

NBC

make
for

songstress, is
three motion pic-

Warner

Brothers.

Franklyn Robertson made the deal
for

NBC

Artists Service.

Felix Knight, tenor, also has been
sold to Warner Brothers by FrankArtists Serlyn Robertson of
vice. He will appear in a motion picture short which is, as yet, untitled.

NBC

Barry McKinley, baritone,
to

make

is signed
recordings for Alka-Seltzer.

Bert Swor and Lou Lubin, the
blackface comedians, have been resigned for an additional eight weeks
of transcriptions by Alka-Seltzer.

Lyn Murray is now directing the
"Modern Male Chorus" heard on Sundays via CBS immediately following
the Philharmonic concerts. Murray
also directs an orchestra, two other
choruses,
quartet.

and the "Four Clubmen"

Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
president, has been appointed chairman
of the radio publicity committee for
United Campaign charity drive.
Gilbert Condit,

who

airs

"News and

Views" over WDAS, will be
air for some time because of

Hugh Walton,
starts

a

WCAU

off

the

illness.

announcer,

series of special broadcasts

"Behind the Scenes."
Robert Ellmore resumes his organ
recitals on KYW.
WIOD, Miami, put its mobile transWIP's Production Director Ed Walmitter to work for a complete account of the arrival of President lis and wife celebrate their birthdays same day.
Roosevelt in that city on Monday.
David Del Rossi, concert pianist,
now has his own program over
Pianists Al and Lee Reiser have WDAS.
been given another NBC spot and
Joseph Fisher, baritone, who last
will not be heard regularly via that year headed his own band, has been
network on Tuesday nights.
added to KYW's "Melody Arcade."
WFIL announcer Vernon Crawford,
who speaks six languages, is called
As a vote of thanks to the hun- the walking dictionary by his codreds of disabled veterans being workers.
treated in the Army's Fitzsimmons
Kay Allen, song stylist, heard last
General Hospital, KLZ in Denver re- year over KYW, returns to the air,
cently provided a three-hour variety featured on KYW's "Command Pershow and soldier amateur hour. Af- formance."
ter the KLZ artists and staff members
John Hayes, former program manhad presented a 30-minute air show, ager of WIP and at present at WOR,
the entertainment assumed highly had just had a book published by
informal proportions, with the cli- Lippincott.
max reached when Howard R. ChamMajor Thomas Coulson, returns to
berlain, production manager, con- the air over WCAU within the next
ducted an amateur contest among the few weeks with a new series of proassembled guests. Through foresight grams written by himself.
of T. A. McClelland, KLZ chief engiRodger Williams, featured singer
neer, entire program was "piped" in- on KYW's "Melody Arcade," switchShow es to "Tavern in the Town" as soloto the hospital's many wards.
proved so successful that KLZ plans ist.
Stuart Williams, commentator, is
to install it as a regular once-a-month
feature.
back on WFIL, after a three-month
called

layoff.

Transcription Firm

RALPH

WCAU

music arranggo to Chicago to do a similar
chore for Jimmy Dorsey.
Irwin,

er, will

Milton Kaye of WHN's program department prepares the "Music to Read
minute novelty music from here to- By" show. This is the station's new
morrow in a new series over the midnight feature of one hour of unNBC Red Pacific web.
interrupted classical music.

to

1937

PHILADELPHIA

Sterling Young, Palace Hotel dance
maestro, began a Sunday night coastto-coast program through KSFO. This
is the third series Young has played
and supplements his record and
transcription work.
He leaves in
February for Chicago and the east.
Don Thompson, NBC special events
boss here is back from spending
Turkey Day with his folks in Eugene,
Ore.
Due to a cracked condenser tube,
KSFO was off the air the other day
for an hour and 15 minutes.
Ernie Underwood, chief engineer
of KFRC-Don Lee, celebrating his
tenth year with the web.
'Scotty and Sleepy" is the tab of a
doing a
new hillbilly act at
6-a-week stint at 7:30 p.m. Team
formerly of KGB, San Diego, and

KROY,

1.

Further Progress Made
At Havana Conference

tention

experiments designed to

to

Arthur Q. Bryan, former announcdetermine if shipping actually is er and continuity writer at WIP, has
using all of the channels assigned left his director of continuity job at
Delegates hope through KHJ, Los Angeles, for free lance
to them.
intense study to formulate plans for movie writing.
{Continued from Page 1)
accord on the disposition of the beneficial changes to present in
and Jack
violinist,
Lois
Baer,
frequencies from 550 to 1600 kilo- Cairo.
Schwartz, cellist, now have their own
cycles in which north and south
The obvious but presently imprac- 15 minute program over WDAS.
find little interference but additional tical solution for crowded conditions
Bob Gill will continue to announce
work remains for sub-committees between 4000 and 25000 kilocycles, the Curtis Institute of Music program
northern
before the nations of the
experts at the conference agree, is over WCAU though he was recently
zone reach an agreement in these refinements in radio engineering. named asst. production manager.
They contend that the usefulness of
bands.
Amelia Brooks is now conducting
The technical committee now is this portion of the bands could be KYW's "Farm and Fireside."
tackling what apparently is presently increased a hundredfold through the
Dave Tyson returns to WFIL after
an insoluble problem the demands use of refined equipment now avail- a two-year layoff in his characterizaof various interests in the spectrum able.
tion of "Daddy Dave."
The drawback lies in the fact that
between 4000 and 25000 kilocycles.
Engineers are troubled over the ships could not possibly be expected
expanding demands of broadcasting to change their present equipment
interests, the growing needs of avia- for radio plants costing in the neightion, and the present apparent im- borhood of $50,000 and experts here
possibility to find further room for pessimistically regard it as a probthem to expand because of the neces- lem with which they must contend
of shipping, point to point for at least another twenty years.
sities
communications and the care of

—

amateurs, of which there are 46,000
in the U. S. alone.
It has been pointed out that expansions in this portion of the spectrum by broadcasting and aviation
can be done only at the expense of
lanes devoted to shipping where different frequencies are needed for
varying distances.
However, delegates to the conference are studying all angles of
the problem, paying particular at-

Oxydol Disks Stay on

WOR

Procter & Gamble (Oxydol) will
leave the transcribed Goldberg series
when the live show
as is on
shifts from NBC to CBS beginning
Jan.

3.

WOR
WOR show

is

aired

Monday

through Friday, 9:30-9:45 a.m., while
live show will be heard at 4:30-4:45
p.m. Series is one of the five Procter

CBS

& Gamble shows switching
Jan.

3.

to

Each

electrical

impulse registered

the microphone is magnified
100.000.000.000.000 times before it
antenna.
reaches the

on

WABC
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Wrigley Adding Sunday Program
looking
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•
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FROZEN STICK MAPPING

CAMPAIGN FOR NEXT YEAR

Half-Hour Show With Shaw and Lee as
Headliners Starts Dec. 26 in CBS
Spot Vacated by Chevrolet

The Frozen Stick Confection DiviOf all the many styles of sion of the Joe Lowe Corp. is makhandling news on the air, not ing plans for the promotion of its
Chicago William Wrigley Co. supone case within the recollection of these products, Popsicle, Fudgicle and asplements its "Poetic Melodies" with
ears has succeeded in improving on the sociated items during the coming
a new half-hour Sunday evening
year, with a nationwide radio prostraight and simple statement of fact.
show, "Double or Nothing", featurOutside of the handful of commentator gram as principal medium.
Final
ing Al Shaw and Stan Lee, starting
personalities, such as H. V. Kaltenborn, plans will be announced to some
Dec. 26 on CBS in the spot being
Lowell Thomas, Edwin C. Hill, Gabriel 1,500 licensees shortly after the first
vacated by Chevrolet.
Show also
New
syndicated
dramatized
news will have Jack Brooks
Heatter and a very few others who have of the year.
Blackett-Sample-Humand Paul
show,
already
sold in several printhe background and keenness of mind mert Inc. has been retained as adSmall, singing duo; Betty and Jean,
cipal cities and offered to local spongive human color to vertising agents.
to interpret and
girl
singers;
Sutton
and
Bliss,
sors as low as $7.50 per program,
events, the majority of editorially-inclined
pianist, and Carl Hohengarten's orstarts Dec. 14 over Mutual.
Origconfuse
the
chestra,
newscasters only distort and
plus
double
announcers.
inated and produced by Rocke ProPromotions at
William Morris agency set deal.
issue when they try to give the "lowductions, it will go on
for
down" or "inside" of a big story or

NEWS

—

SECOND REGIONAL SHOW

SET BY ROGKE ON MBS

WLW;

Four

Bob Dunville

Joins Staff

headline figure.

—

comparable to the
Cincinnati Four promotions were
case of music, where many a tune that effected this
week at
by James
and wholly enjoyable in its D. Shouse, vice-president
is perfect
of Crosley
original form is turned into a blaring
Radio Corp. and general manager of
annoyance by over-arranqement, jazz, the station.
swing or other acts of mutilation.
E. C. Krautters became assistant
For sheer interest, nothing beats the sales
manager; Eldon A. Park, asstraight, unadulterated news.
(Continued on Page

The

situation

is

WLW

2)

HEADLINES

Speaking of news, have
you noticed the tendency

daily papers to curtail the use of
flashy streamer headlines?
The radio is responsible.
Some papers call the change "streamlining," but that's just a cover-up.
The fact is that, when a hot story
breaks, the radio gives it to the people
anywhere from an hour to half a day
before the newspapers can do it.
So the papers no longer need scareheads to advertise extras and boost

NBC Moves
Short

of

to

Expand

Wave

Division

Large-scale expansion of NBC's
staff of foreign language radio specialists in new quarters at Radio
City was announced by the network
yesterday as the latest move to meet
Pane

(Continued on

Renewing

—

WMAQ

—

— D.

C. G.

Song Signature
Listeners

They
title

So

can't
if

it's

WHN.

have poor memories.
remember a musical
given before a song.

instead

of

giving

titles

songs before playing, is reversing the usual practice on all sustaining programs and announcing
of

the

names

of

the

numbers

after

Idea followed
are played.
some research by the station's program department.
they

cigars,

through

(Continued on Page 3)

146 STATION HRS. WEEKLY
'Aunt Jemima" Action
Settled Out of Court
The General Foods-Tess Gardella
(Aunt Jemima)
suit
which was
scheduled to come up for retrial
yesterday in the Brooklyn Federal
Court has been settled out of court
for an unannounced sum, it was
revealed yesterday by Federal Judge
Grover M. Moscowitz before whom
the case was to be tried.
Litigation has been in the courts
for the past two years. Miss Gar(Continued on Page 2)

Willys
Princess Pat

Princess Pat Ltd., through McJunThe stimulation is provided free by the kin Advertising Co., Chicago, on Dec.
19 will renew "A Tale of Today" for
radio which necessarily gives listeners
52 weeks on eight NBC-Red stations
only the brief essential facts, creating a
(WEAF, WJAR, KYW, WRC, WGY,
desire to learn more by reading the
and WOW), Sunpapers
and the rise in circulation WTAM,
days, 6:30-7 p.m.
figures proves the point.
publishers

Muriel

SETUP ON CBS

Gamble

will use a total
of 585 station quarter-hours weekly,
totaling 146 V4 hours of time, for the
five
programs which make their

CBS

debut on
will
be
Fridays.

Jan.

All programs

3.

Mondays

heard

through

"Kitty Keene" will take the air
Dreft over 17 western stations
and "The Goldbergs" on 12 eastern
stations, 4:30-4:45 p.m.
"The O'Neills" will be heard on

for

(Continued on

Page

,i)

ET

Series

Games

Company Renews

Finance

Walter Brooks, long associated with
23 NBC-Blue Stations
Eddie Dowling in radio, film and theater activity, is handling radio proChicago
Household Finance's "It
gram preparation for Willys-Overland
Motors Inc., through United States Can be Done" has been renewed
Advertising Corp., with the first of a effective Jan. 4 on 23 basic NBCEdgar A. Guest.
new series of transcriptions to be Blue stations.
Frankie Masters' music and success
waxed
NBC.

On

—

by

Payne Blames Broadcasters
For Muddled State of Radio
Airing Football

P&G

FOR

Procter &

3)

sales.

Which should make both
and broadcasters happy.

WOR

Lorrillard's

interviews

story

new

Educational Broadcasting, educators
heard commercial broadcasters and
the FCC blamed for the muddled
Lincoln All opposition to airing situation in radio. Reading the adof football games by the University dress of Commissioner George Henry

—

retained,

but

lineup.

on Ice

ilia 11

—

Chicago At yesterday's final session of the National Conference on

Hiked Attendance 25%

are

Doring Sisters, Wayne Van Dyne
and Masters' voices will not be in

Chicago

—

Latest man-on-street

interview

twist

"Man on

Ice,"

is

WIND's

new

sponsored by Al
ired Johnson Skate Co. through
Baggaley. Horton 4 Hoyt agency.
It

features

Buell

Patterson

inter

of

Nebraska athletic department Payne, who was ill, S. Howard Evans
seemed due to fade this year, what of the National Committee on Educawith the Husker team's income going tion by Radio, demanded periodic

viewing skaters at Chicago Arena.
Other WIND novelties include "Lis-

slightly over $252,000 for the sea- accounting of broadcasters' stewardson. That's $50,00 higher than any ship.
year in history, and the broadcasts
"If the broadcaster has not met
were 100 per cent.
(Continued on Page 3)

Mill."

ten

and

to

Yourself."

"Man

at

the

"Trading Post Floorwalker"
"Traffic

Court."

2
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RADIO DAILY
Leon Blum

Now

With

Radio & Film Methods

Expect Facsimile Action
After Havana Conference

COmmG

Leon Blum, formerly general

Facsimile via wireless, now more
dithe Chicago CBS or less a non-existent but proposed
Price 5 Cts.
Thurs., Dec. 2,1937
outlet, and more recently radio con- form
Vol. 2, No. 108
of
transmitting photos and
sultant to advertising agencies, has reading matter through the ether,
Publisher
JOHN W.-ALICOATE
been appointed director in charge is expected to get a start in the
Editor of radio sales promotion and produc- way of actual experimental broadDON CARLE GILLETTE
tion for Radio & Film Methods Corp., casting when the FCC technical staff,
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH
New York, it is announced by Ralph now attending the Havana interSteinberg, president.
American conference, returns to
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
Blum has had considerable experi- Washington. Understood that among
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, ence in the entertainment field, hav- the first duties to be taken up by
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merserthe engineering staff upon its return
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester ing been a director for Paramount,
13. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
United Artists and Fox. At one time to the Capital is the matter of issuM. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. he was musical director of NBC in ing the experimental licenses to the
Secretary
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
12 applicants which have applied to
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, Chicago. He also authored ten books
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
on the art and technique of broad- the FCC for such sanction. CurrentRADIO casting.
to
communications
all
Address
ly facsimile transmission is confined
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
to telephone and other wired serv7-6338.
7-6337,
7-6336,
Wisconsin
Phone
His duties at Radio & Film Methods
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly- will be to direct the presentations of ice.
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Several broadcasting stations
radio shows both "live" and tranBlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
throughout the country which have
Entered as second class matter April 5. scribed
for
advertising
agencies.
application for experimental
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., Several dramatic and musical pro- made
under the act of March 3, 1879.
licenses have assigned their chief
ductions are being prepared.
engineers to make a complete study
of facsimile so that the station would
be in a position to proceed upon be'Aunt
Action
ing licensed by the FCC.
J.
R.
Settled
of Court Poppele, chief engineer of WOR,
rector of

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

Jemima"
Out

FINANCIAL

only station in
{Wednesday, Dec.

1)
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American Tobacco Co. has signed
on five stations for Hearst Radio's
weekly "Treasure Hunt," originated

WBAL,

at

Cremo

Baltimore.

cigars,

Pittsburgh;

will

air

Show, for
on WCAE,

KOMA, Oklahoma

City;

Angeles; KYA, San Franand WBAL all Hearst stations.
Lawrence Gumbinner is the agency.

KEHE, Los

—

cisco,

KDYL,
kid

talent

Salt

BUSINESS

Lake City:

W.

T. Grant Co.

programs.

New York

which has

Four Promotions

WLW;

Bob

New

in

York

according

present

to

plans,

comes east after the first of the year to
his
program "Sing Time".

air

FORD BILLINGS, former head of Hearst
Radio on the Coast, left Hollywood for New
York on several radio deals he has in mind.

BUD GRAY, advance man for Major Bowes
and former advertising manager for the Metropolitan Theater in Boston, is now there visiting
friends and making arrangements for "Lowell
Night" on the Bowes' hour.
MRS. JOHN BROWNLEE, wife of the baritone
the Metropolitan
Europe.

of

TITO SCHIPA,
today

from

arrives

and

tenor,

today from

family

his

arrive

Europe.

CHARLES

PENMAN,

director
of
dramatic
WJR, Detroit, is in New York
to study production methods in
NBC studios. Penman and his wife,
Currie, have been at
for eight

production
for

Opera,

at

week

a

CBS and
Donelda

WJR

years.

C. V. McLAUCHLIN, sales manager of
returns to Cleveland today after a short
ness trip to New York.

W. PATE, manager

J.

tinos,

on

WACO

Hearst

of

KNOW,

and

is

in

WHK,
busi-

owned

sta-

New

York

business.

Proposed
Excludes Radio

—

Washington Radio stations, newsprogram manager; Lee House,
from production to head of contin- papers, common carriers and pubuity, the post vacated by Krautters, lishers of magazines and books are
and Bob Franken to handle traffic, not included in the bill introduced
by Senators Borah and O'Mahoney
previously Park's assignment.
Bob Dunville, assistant manager of seeking to regulate large corporations
KMOX, joined the staff of
in engaged in interstate commerce by
E. Waterbury for the defendants.
an executive capacity yesterday. For requiring them to take out a federal
the past five years Dunville was on license.
the executive staff of KMOX, which
Reported Sold
Shouse managed before joining the Quaker Oats Launching
Omaha—Sale of
to Central Crosley organization last month.
Monday-Friday Serial
States Broadcasting Co. by Omaha
Grain Exchange was reported here
Godfrey
for Barbasol
Chicago Quaker Oats Co., which
yesterday.
Officials of both comBarbasol program, heard every Fri- drops "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten"
panies declined to comment, but announcement is expected today. Cen- day over a Mutual network of 38 after Dec. 25, will replace it with a
stations at 8-8: 15 p.m., will undergo Monday-to-Friday 15-minute serial,
tral States operates KOIL, KFOR and
a change of cast tomorrow when Ar- "Margot of Castlewood," with BarKFAB.
thur Godfrey and organist replace bara Luddy, star of "First Nighter."
Mary Jane Walsh and Nat Brusiloff's "Aunt Jemima's Cabin at the CrossAgricultural Director
orchestra. Godfrey will do a routine Roads" will be continued.
Lord &
Rockford, 111.
Appointment of along the lines of the former Sing- Thomas handles.
Miss
Withdrawal
of
show.
ing
Sam
Charles H. Keltner, county farm
advisor here for Winnebago county Walsh is said to be due to the insistant

WLW

WAAW

WAAW

—

—

for the past 17 years, as director of
agricultural service for WROK, is

LUCILLE

A R T E G A

Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
MBS— WOR
1441 B'way, New York
CH 4-5155

LOWRY,

ED

arrives

Hollywood.

NBC

creased importance of her role in the
Broadway musical hit, "I'd Rather
KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo.: Chevrolet, announced by Lloyd C. Thomas, Be Right," making it difficult for her
"Musical Moments," renewal, through World president of Rockford Broadcasters to shuttle between theater and radio
Broadcasting; Smith Bros. Mfg. Co., news,
studio for the 8 p.m. airing and again
Inc.
through R. J. Potts & Co.
Keltner, in his new post, will be for the 11:15 p.m. rebroadcast. Eris the agency.
in direct charge of all program and win, Wasey & Co.
sales activities for the station as
Booking Direct
they relate to the rural audience.
'
WROK's primary area includes 14
GREY
LINWOOD
counties of northern Illinois and
AND HIS
"2 voices and a pianny"
southern
Wisconsin, embracing a
ORCHESTRA
rural population of 275,471 persons.
6timesw'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. EST

D

PRIMA

MRS. LOUIS
tomorrow from

NBC

WROK

NEW

G0MG

and

(.Continued from Paye 1)
a
(wireless)
facsimile application
DAVE DAVIDSON, advertising manager of
della originally sued General Foods, pending, is presently looking over Atlas, returned to New York yesterday from
Chicago.
Log Cabin Syrup, a GF subsidiary, the entire situation in Chicago and
H. ALLEN CAMPBELL, general manager of
and
for $200,000 alleging that from there will visit other cities
WXYZ, Detroit, is in New York.
they used the name and character of where such experimentation and acVERNICE D. BOULIANNE, president
"Aunt Jemima" on an
program tual transmission by wire is being andMRS.
general manager of KVI, Tacoma, is in
without her permission. Miss Gar- operated.
from the west.
della was slated to get the assignment on the show as "Aunt Jemima"
at
Licensing Bill
and do a routine similar to one she
Dunville Joins Staff
has done on the stage for years.
Stations
Final result was that another actress
Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
was obtained to play the role.
(Continued from Page 1)

In the first trial the jury awarded
Miss Gardella $115,000 damages, but
Asked this was reversed by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals and a new
trial
ordered.
Samuel Weltz appeared for the plaintiff and Lester

"Treasure Hunt" Signed
By American Tobacco Co.

1937

WBBM,

:

:

2,

With

Keltner

on

its

staff,

WROK

plans a greatly enlarged service to
this rural audience.

Arrangements

Management

& LANIW

by

NBC

Lanny
Artists

Grey
Service

TIME
Time

is

When
where

money
you know
.

to

.

.

buy your time.

Pick a good regional

network

.

.

.

Telephone:

THE MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
29 West 57th Street,

New York

Telephone: PLaza 5-3269

Thursday. December
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146 STATION HRS. WEEKLY

FOR

P&G

CAMS -IDEA/

NEW

EOR MUDDLE

SETUP ON CBS

(Continued from Page

the largest network of
2:15-2:30
p.m.,
tions,
Ivory products.

1)

Radio Visits to Newspaper
As part of the "Cincinnati, Your

40 sta- City" series, WSAI is planning five
advertising
broadcasts from the plant of the
Cincinnati Times-Star, designed to

all,

"The Road of Life" will have 19
stations, 9:30-9:45 a.m., and will promote Chipso.

acquaint listeners with the work involved in putting out a newspaper.
Programs will originate from various

"Ma Perkins" will plug Oxydol floors of the newspaper building,
over 29 stations, 10:45-11 a.m.
and sound effects will be the actual
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chi- sounds heard in the paper's editorial,
cago, will handle the Dreft and composing, press and mailing rooms.
Oxydol shows; Compton Advertising Robert G. Jennings, station program
the Ivory program, and Pedlar & manager, George Fries, general manRyan will have the Chipso quarter- ager of the paper, and Lew Heck, editorial promotion manager, arranged
hour.
shows.

(Continued from Page

Southern Atmosphere
Emanating from the levee

of

the

River in New Orleans,
new "Deep South" program over
WWL, featuring Gibbs Spiritual Singers, offers something new in SouthIdea is that Neern atmosphere.
groes, after hard-day's work, congregate on the levee for singing,
yarn-spinning, and general relaxaMississippi

1)

Lennen & Mitchell, with possibility
that sponsor will add other cities.
live
talent show, logged as
"Headlines", it will feature U.P. news
flashes,
with short dramatizations
following, written and produced by
Ernest E. Chappell of the Rocke
office.
Show will air Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7:30-7:45 p.m., with repeat for midwest and coast at 10:30.
Ben Rocke indicated yesterday that
30 local sponsors may be signed for
the program within ten days. Cities
already signed or optioned include
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Buffalo, Baltimore and St. Louis, in addition to
New York and the Don Lee stations
on the coast.

A

Setup will be the same as in the
syndicated George Jessel program,
also originated by Rocke, with breaks
for local commercials.
Price per
city is based on population and primary station coverage, and low cost
is held to make the feature an important factor, not only for small
local advertisers, but national sponsors as well, anxious to reach market
of five or six cities. Plan ultimately
is to develop program into Monday-

tion.

NBC Moves
Short

to

Expand

Wave

Division

(Continued from Page

1)

the increasing competition in the international short wave radio field.

NBC's growing activities
wave broadcasts, which are

in

short

aired in

the regular session,
nitely stated yesterday
J.

was defiby Chairman
it

his orchestra
Rolfe on CBS
"Heinz Magazine of the Air" today.
Maxon has the account.

replace

Weekly

digest of the news, written
Phipps of station news staff,
with Dick Keplinger as narrator and
a cast of dramatic players, is new
commercial over KJR, Seattle, sponsored by Bon Marche department
store. Reports are departmentalized,
with background and interpretation
"This generation faces an opporprovided. Show is logged: "So Goes
tunity to conserve resources of air
the World."
as preceding generations faced and
largely lost opportunity to conserve
Congress of Inventors
timber and mineral resources," he
Being Aired Over
declared.
"Commercial objectives
should not forever supersede those
They don't need to.
Everything from soluble bathing of education.
There is air enough for everybody
suits,
expanding
wedding
rings,
sponge-lined
bathtubs
and snore if properly used."
Dykstra demanded classification of
eliminators to such genuinely practical
products as model airplanes all radio stations, and use of porand spun-glass dresses will be re- tion of broadcast spectrum for disviewed for the Columbia network in cussions of debatable questions and
a special events broadcast from the to provide unhampered facilities for
Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel Ball- experiment in public school and
room, scene of the annual meeting adult educational ventures.
and exhibit of the National InvenDr. James R. Angell of NBC in-

by

Bill

CBS

6:

15-

MacMillan

for

Ford Hour

Sir Ernest

dicated that use of television for
instruction in schools is nearer than
we think. He pointed out problems
of networks airing programs at times
suitable for various zones across nation, and suggested that local stations could best serve these day to
day needs. He called on educators
to encourage preparation of firstclass transcriptions on many subjects for use in schools at times

MacMillan, director of
the Toronto Symphony orchestra, has
been signed by Ford to direct the to suit them.
Sunday Evening Hour broadcast from
Raymond Gram Swing pointed out
Feb. 27 to March 27. N. W. Ayer & perils of poisonous propaganda now
Son has the account.
deluging country and abroad.

stations

—attention:
agencies — sponsors

GARNETT MARKS

Call

how

TwelatocUity

Replaces Rolfe

Mark Warnow and

will

Dr. Clarence A. Dykstra, new
president of Wisconsin University,
argued for re-examination of the
Communications Act and, pending
that, calling attention of FCC to its
duties.
He urged united front on
part of broadcasters, educators and
public for improving radio programs
and conserving resources.

Announcer and Popular Ace News and Sportscaster

O'Connor.

Warnow

News

Digest

KNX

—

RADIO

worth mentioning."

Radio

6:30 p.m. EST, the program will
ian and British listeners also are beoriginate at
with Gary Brecking served.
ner handling the "mike."

WMCA

to

9.

six languages via W3XAL, Bound
Brook, N. J., are reflected in the total
of 564 such programs broadcast in
September compared with 403 in
August and 173 in July. Chief em- tors Congress.
phasis has been on Latin-American
Scheduled for next Tuesday,
programs, but French, German, Ital-

through-Saturday strip, with half"Five Star Final" Sponsored
hour weekly news review on SunStar Final" radio's veteran
"Five
Show would thus be made
day.
which has been
available to more than one sponsor news dramatization
and the Intercity
in each city.
At present, local spon- featured on
years, resumes
sors must sign for twice weekly System for many
under a new sponsorunder 13-week contract.
Develop- broadcasting
ment of the syndicated shows is ship this Sunday with Community
being worked out by Rocke in co- Opticians handling the series. Conoperation with Fred Weber, Mutual tract is for 13 weeks, placed by
Commonwealth Advertising Agency
exec.
Program is heard Monin Boston.
days through Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m.,
and Sundays from 9-9:30 p.m., under
Agree on Probe Delay
direction of Philip Barrison, with
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Nat Brusiloff's orchestra supplying
Washington Consideration of radio musical background.
or similar measures now before the
House Rules Committee will go over

IN

Hillbilly Song "Contest"
(Continued from Page 1)
Claiming a repertoire of some 5,000
cowboy and hillbilly tunes, 17-year- the standards set, the frequency he
old Mary Louise Wesnitzer ("Susie") enjoys should be thrown back into
has won a regular 15-minute spot on public domain and made available
WTMV, East St. Louis, in a turn with to those who can and will," said
announcer Fred Moegle rigged up Payne. "Program standards must be
Show is raised even if further legislation is
as a hillbilly "contest."
provocatively titled "Can You Stump necessary to accomplish this.
Leave
Susie?" and idea is for listeners to
this matter to broadcasters and you
try it by suggesting numbers the girl
Her failure scores a will have more and more entertaincan't deliver.
point for the listeners, and vice ver- ment of lower order that appeals to
sa, with all requests coming in by masses counted in millions; and you
telephone while the program is in will have less and less entertainprogress. Records show "Susie" will ment that appeals to the intelligent,
sing at least a few bars of about 30 more and more of blare of adverdifferent songs, falling down on an tising
and no educational programs

average of

Second Regional Show
Set by Rocke on MBS

John

3

RADIO DAILY

B.

A.

for

^
29

W.

RECORDINGS
57th

St.

PL 3-3015

Sponsored for Three Years on Two of New York's Leading Stations
Write Box A-119, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York City
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AGENCIES
BASIL LOUGHRANE of Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, spending most of
his time listening to Walt Disney

SALLY EILERS, JOSEPH SCHILDNEIL HAMILTON and
MARCIA MAY JONES, in "The Lady
KRAUT,

him by Herb Butteron coast lining up the

recordings sent

who

field,

is

Misbehaves," on "Hollywood Hotel,"
Dec. 10 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

Mickey Mouse-Pepsodent show.

SCHWIMMER,

WALTER

Schwimmer &

Scott

agency,

of

Chi-

an over Christmas
trip to Cuba and Central America.
He sails from New Orleans on Dec.
planning

cago,

22.

RUTHRAUFF

& RYAN, Chicago,
programs

for

Hyde Park Brewing on Missouri
tions:
"Half Hour Serenade"

sta-

has

several

started

on
France Laux, news, on same
station; George Jessel's Mutual show
on KWK; Johnny O'Hara, sports, and
Ray Schmidt, news, on same station; sports news on WIL and quarter
hour news programs on KFRU.

KMOX;

ROBERT BROWN,

executive of F.
Wallis Armstrong agency, is in Los
Angeles from Philadelphia to confer
with Diana Bourbon, head of the coast

•

New

•

•

Universal Pictures

reported awaiting the final results

is

on the MGM-Maxwell and WB-Lucky shows before moving into the radio
field with a show starring Deanna Durbin and other studio stars .... Gruen

"Time

of

Life" starring Joe Rines

Your

and Sheila

26 returns March 21 with the same setup.
is

engaged

.Andre Baruch, the CBSlinger,

Wain, the vocalist on the RCA- Victor show.

— spending

six

months

in

.

.

New

each place .... Lynn Martin has been optioned

by 20th Century-Fox and Bob Kerr was screen-tested the other day by
Paramount .... The Alice Faye-Ken Murray flicker. "Young Man's Fancy,"
has been retitled to "You're A Sweetheart" because of the smasheroo songhit.... Doris Rhodes and not Bernice Parks will be with Russ Morgan's
band at the Paramount Dec. 15. .. .Raymond Paige will take his chorus to
the Bing Crosby show for a guest shot .... Phil Kornheiser and Dave Kent

"Blood of the Martyrs," by Perci-

on a story by Stephen Vincent Benet, will be the premiere production by the WPA Federal Theater Radio Division in the
"Contemporary Theater" series presented over WQXR, next Tuesday
at 9:30-10 p.m. Works by Ernst Toller, Alfred Kreymborg, A. A. Milne,
val Wilde, based

Albert

Maltz, Philip Stevenson,
Charles Vildrac, Langston Hughes
and William Kozlenko also are among
the many one-act plays scheduled.
Donald Macfarlane is adapting and
directing the plays.

"Plane" Programs Popular
The increasing popuSt. Louis

—

of

WBT,

Charlotte

Fire Dept. glee club,
band and other musical units are
in a newly started program in connection with collecting old toys for
underprivileged kids.
Lee Kirby and Bill Bivens, announcers on the "Midnight Dancing
Party," are unable to fill all the demands for photos of themselves.
Charlotte

Frank Katzentine, former Mayor of Miami Beach and
and up-and-going WKAT, has what looks
like a winner in an intimate musical group called "The Serenaders"
.... They're a cross between Bali, the South Seas and Hawaii and
.Five minutes after bandits robbed the Citizens
are on the way up.
Bank, Springfield, Mo., of $13,500, KWTO was on the air with a
complete description of the two robbers, their car, license number
R. E. Barringer, program
and the direction in which they fled
with the local
co-operating
is
Alaska,
Juneau,
KINY,
manager of

•

• •
owner

9 Girls

Playing Modern Music

in a

Modern Manner
MANAGEMENT

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE

Sanborn

Hour,

.

5

Chase &
(NBC-Red,

p.m.)

8

STOOPNAGLE AND BUDD,

on Al

Jolson show, Dec. 7 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)

GEORGE RAFT,
In Hollywood,"
p.m.)

"30

on

Dec.

5

GALLIANO MASINI,
Scala, Milan, on
(CBS, 9 p.m.)

Minutes

(Mutual,

6

tenor of La

Ford hour, Dec.

on

"Sunday

Swing

(WNEW,

11 a.m.).

Martin
Concert",

12

Block's
Dec. 5

Boost Charity Football
Taking a lead role

.

Commerce to give the businessmen there a Xmas proown in which to extend holiday greetings—feeling
mail might be delayed in the rush, W. L. Paul, assistant man-

Chamber
gram all
that

on

Dec.

of the progressive

of

their

ager of Northwest Radio Advertising Co., is assisting on the show
sportscaster, finished the
Gene O'Haire,
with the merchants
pigskin season with an average of .722, while Bob Newhall of

WGY

WLW

picked 165 winners against 41

losers.

in the

promo-

tion of a two-state charity football
game for the benefit of Shriners'
Hospital
for
Crippled
Children,
Greenville, S. C,
and WSOC,
Charlotte, N. C, worked in close
cooperation in a drive to sell tickets.
put on a special program, lasting an hour-and-a-half and presenting the station's most popular talent.

WBT

WBT

Grady

philosopher-commenemcee duties with
Mayor Ben E. Douglas, and it was
announced that any person buying
tator,

Cole,

shared

many

as

as ten tickets to the

game

might have them delivered free by
Postal Telegraph. Gridiron contest,

©

Monday

•

•

night stanzas on the networks, particularly the 9-10

what program to stick
to, especially on the last half-hour when the General Electric "Hour of
Charm" eases in. Yet the entertainment is varied enough for all. CBS has
the "Lux Theater"; NBC-Blue has the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the
NBC-Red has Phil Spitalny's G. E. show. The G. E. all-femme choir doing
"There's a Gold Mine in the Sky" and like arrangements last Monday night
was choice stuff calculated to keep ears tuned to that station .... At the
Bill Robinson opening the other yawning which had the usual Klieg lights,
celebrities, etc., every one got up to do something including Helen Morgan,
Jack La Rue, Tony Canzoneri, Mitzi Green, Louis Prima, Dan Healy, Stephin
Fetchit, Eddie Garr, Billy Rose (without Eleanor Holm), Benny OMargie) Davis
with J. Fred Coots but it remained for Bill himself to tie up the proceedings
p.m. hour gives a listener

—

with his

Walk"

talk,

will

dancing

much

to

worry about as

to

— and singing with Cab Calloway.

His "Bill Robinson

be the next dance sensation.

for Saturday, pits best high
school players of two states against
slated

each other.

Series About Station
Interviews with station staff members, news of programs, and technical broadcast information make up

new program on KVSO, Ardmore,
Oklahoma, designed to inform listeners on station activities. Station
manager James Griffith does the
spieling, and program has been built
into regular weekly feature, logged
as "At 1210 Kilocycles", and airing
in Monday morning spot.
Typical
program found mike in control room
for
T.

•

•

•

Because of his click on the Fred Allen show

last

is

interview with engineer Robert
MacFarland.

week,

being considered to become Charlie McCarthy's play-mate on the Chase & Sanborn Hour ... .Ted Hammerstein has finally got a play for Broadway production called "Satan's

Ned Sparks

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS

(CBS, 10 p.m.).

GINGER ROGERS,

LANGFORD,

WEW's

"Airplane Flights"
has necessitated the addition of sevThese
eral new "plane" programs.
novel broadcasts from Missouri and
Illinois towns in WEW's coverage
area now average two each day,
each scheduled for 30 minutes. Pilot
Arthur Jones and Co-Pilot Alex
Buchan handle control duty. Brothers
H. J. and F. J. McCollister bring in
the contracts. The McCollisters have
copyrighted the feature.
larity

Dec. 11

BENNY GOODMAN and FRANCES

are leaving Hollywood Songs.

office.

One-Act Play Series

with Harry
on "Hit Parade,"

orchestra

which fades Dec.

Rockwell plans dividing his time between Hollywood and

Tommy
York

Beatrice

to

..

Barrett

EVERETT MARSHALL,
Salter's

seriously

by a 24-t/ear-oId Washington newspaperman.... Al Lewis and Hank Garson have been signed by CBS as
writers and will do the James Melton-Oliver Wakefield show if it's
sold.
.Leon & Eddie will fete Comic Eddie Garr this Sabbath with

Your financial progress, your family's safety, depend upon the planning you do now.

in the Pantry," written

—

.

.

a radio party.

-INSURANCE—/BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK
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CCCHESTC4S - MUSIC
HORACE

HEIDT and

His

Briga-

BILL GOODWIN
Buddy Rogers
Music

has

succeeded

emcee of the
America - Mutual

as

Corp.
of
"Tune Twisters" show. Rogers goes
into the College Inn, Chicago.
Building up live talent shows and
adding staff musicians, Leo Tyson,
general manager, announces
a daily musical program at 2:30 p.m.
utilizing Oliver Alberti, musical director,
and Mona Content, staff
pianist, to head an instrumental ensemble of frequently-varying instrumentation.

KMPC

Levin, Chicago agent, is
scout talent for midwestern radio programs. Will headquarter at the Walter Batchellor office for the next month or so, though
not connected with that agency.
George Roberts, on the directorate
of Associated Cinema Studios, planed
in from San Francisco for a stay of
ten days or so. Virginia Barber has
been added to script and continuity
department at Associated.
Earnshaw Radio Productions reports the sale of its "Radio Short
"Biggie"

town

in

to

ET

Moments"

WOR

series

which

starts

Miss King
holiday week-end at the Bowman used to sing solos and also with the
Room of the Hotel Biltmore. Heidt four King Sisters, now reduced to
has introduced a new idea in his three, featured with Heidt.
CBS broadcasts on Monday nights
Tommy Dorsey and his gang will
All dance numbers are preat 8.
ceded by the sound of tapping feet be guests of honor on the CBS "Swing
dancing in time to the rhythm of Club" this Saturday night. Art Tatum, pianist, and Joe Sodja, snappy
the music. It's very effective.
guitarist, also will be on hand. Leith
In his "Rhyme Night" show over Stevens leads the regular ork for
Mutual network on Tuesday night, the program.
listeners
included
Walter
Heidt's
Jimmy Walsh's Orchestra, heard
Winchell, who heard the Brigadiers
regale the airwaves with "Sweet over KIRO, Seattle, from the TriaSomeone" from Winchell's new 20th non in that city, was given a CBS
Pacific Coast network airing Monday
Century -Fox movie.
diers broke all records the past

on

next Monday.

been set for a series of 13 Sunday
Vol Gielgud to Visit U.S.
programs on KECA at 9: 15 a.m.,
London Val Gielgud, BBC drama
with Wesley Tourtellotte furnishing director and brother of John Gielgud,
organ accompaniment.
actor, is visiting America, going by
The Richfield-Olsen and Johnson boat via Panama Canal to Hollywood
Dr. Ralph L. Power, American repshow is muted. Originally contracted and returning to New York by motor.
resentative of Broadcasting Service
for 26 weeks, the comics actually
Association Ltd., Sydney, Australia,
completed 27 broadcasts and staged
has taken 26 quarter hour disks of
program in all the larger Coast
"Swamp Caesar," featuring negro their
A few of the lasting stars
cities.
Understood that Richfield is
spirituals, from Titan Radio Producwho were coached, directed
retrenching in advertising expendi-

San

Inc.,

Francisco,

for

his

Australian client.

Mildred

known

Marsh,

concert

internationally
now has a

pianist,

Tuesday evening program on KECA.
Robert Swan, KFAC's program di-

—

billboards and
other
media suffering as well as radio.
However, the "Richfield Reporter",

with

tures,

commentary program with comparatively
tinue.

little

nut involved, will con-

Comedians are reported conde- sidering
two offers of coast-to-

rector-writer-actor, is in such
for speaking dates at various
affairs that he is thinking seriously
of setting up a personal booking

mand

office.

In

future,

"when you

hear

the

coasters.

NBC again has the exclusive on
the Rose Bowl football classic New
Year's Day. Ken Carpenter, Buddy
Twiss and Joe Parker will handle
the parade spectacle downtown as
well as the gridiron struggle.

knock on the door" during the Jack
Benny program .... you'll know that
the persistent interrupter is no less
Ted Steele's "Swing Club" bea person than Harry Baldwin Jack's comes a regular KMPC feature Frisecretary-assistant-righthand.
day nights from 11:30 to midnite.
"Newstime" Sam Hayes concludes
his Bank of America contract toNew Commentator on WFBR
morrow, with CBS sales execs negoBaltimore
Franklyn Roudybush,
tiating
with
several
prospective commentator on foreign affairs and
sponsors for the rapid-fire com- editorial associate of World Digest,

—

—

mentator.
Jack Hasty, scripter of the "Dr.
Christian" program and producer of
"Time of Your Life", is dickering
with a sponsor for a coast-to-coast
release of the Eb and Zeb series to

grams at 7:30 tonight for Remington-Rand and over WFBR. Roudybush has won national prominence
as a lecturer, newspaper man and
expert on foreign affairs. He speaks

start Jan.

eight languages, including Japanese.

1.

Bob Wright and Chet Forrest are
doing a swing parody on the sextet
from "Lucia" which will be used on
the MGM-Maxwell House show of
Dec. 9.
Judy Garland will be featured in the number.
The same
team, in collaboration with Eddie
Ward,
wrote
the
"Always and
Always" theme for the show.

Blythe Taylor Burns, vocalist, has

press chief,

Minneapolis and

went

Paul to
make a round of the radio editors and
NBC folks there. Will also visit Al
Williamson, his former chief, now engaged in newspaper work there.
Rosary college is sponsoring a new
program on WJJD titled "College
1938."
Maurice Lowell is handling
production on the show.
Bret Morrison and Barbara Luddy,
garbed as Romeo and Juliet, won the
first
prize for the best costumed
night.
couple at the Radio Ball.
Freddy Martin and his ork, curLes Tremayne recovering from
Bandsman Ernie Hoist has signed
rently at the Aragon ballroom in
gunshot wounds in hand and now
a new vocalist, Norman Moon. Hoist's
Chicago, start their stint at the Ritzorchestra will continue to be heard expected back on "First Nighter"
Carlton Hotel in New York on Dec.
show tomorrow night.
at El Morocco for the rest of the
7, with a WOR-Mutual wire.
Ken Fry, special events director
current season.
here for NBC, and crew of engineers
Joan Brooks, NBCanary, has writ- to Milwaukee for special broadcast
Victor Arden snared Alice King
for her first commercial appearance ten her first song, "Another Night, from bottom of Lake Michigan by
She wanted an Max Gene Nohl, young diving exsince she quit Horace Heidt's band Another Dream."
She is a original theme for her NBC broad- pert, on Wednesday.
to go out for herself.
guest star on Arden's new "Musical casts.

Stories" to KOL, Spokane, and KHQ,
Seattle, as well as 104 "Chandu"
transcriptions to WMBS, Uniontown,
Pa., and WTIC, Hartford, Conn.

tions

RAY, NBC

BILL

begins

a

series

MORE THAN
are

using

of

100

15-minute

STATIONS

Karl Zomar's material for
questions a week cost you
for details and samples.

quiz.

50

week!

Send

pro-

street

$1

KARL ZOMAR SCRIPT SERVICE
P.

0.

BOX 150

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

a

to

St.

Al Mitchell Renewed
Provident Loan Society, through
McCann-Erickson Inc., has renewed
Al Mitchell, "The Answer Man" on

WOR

until Dec.

9,

1938.

Program

p.m.

and helped up the "ladder

NED WAYBURN'S

fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law

DANCING, SINGING

of

Al Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor

Mae West
Will Rogers
Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W.

C. Fields

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Creenwood
Clifton

Webb

Marion Davies
Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina Claire
Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris

Hal LeRoy
Cilda Cray
Jack Whiting
Gertrude Niessen
Nick Long, Jr.
Lina Basquette

George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia Ellis

Ceorgie Tapps
Crace Bradley

Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason
Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley
Virginia MacNaughton
Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young

The Five

Reillys

Paulctte Coddard

and
Hundreds of Others

is

heard three times weekly. 7:30-7:45

and

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

Private

or

Preparing

Adults

Instruction

and

Children

For
For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men

and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing Acting
Singing
Opportunities to appear in
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses Mondays to Fridays.

—

.

.

—

.

—

CHILDREN

(Boys and

girls ages 3 to 16).
Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after-school week

days.

under the personal supervision
world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Ziegfeld
Follies and
over 600 successful Broadway
productions.
See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
for part of his brilliant record.
Facilities
at
the
school
include
10 beautiful
modern
studios,
completely
equipped
model
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.
All instruction is
of Mr. Wayburn,

CDCr
^mfcfc

tion
and
obligation.

AUDITIONS

and

TRYOUTS

will

gladly be arranged. Free consultacourses individually planned without

Open

9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
Studio

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone WIckersham 2-4300

G
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KCKN

KCKN

known

make

Christmas
wants. Featuring Ralph Nelson and
Gertrude Wilkerson in scripts by
Alene Hoyt, the live talent show is
written around ET's of the voice
their

of Santa.

Margaret

KMBC's

Heckle,
featured
on
The
Breakfast
"Across

is back from a
York and Chicago.

visit to

Table",

KCMO

New

using a pack transmitter
in connection with Auto Show broadcasts, with Tom Kelly at the mike.
is

ACTIVITIES

F. C. C.

technical staff as control

has inaugurated a Christmas
feature called Letters to Santa Claus
in which juvenile listeners are urged
to

1937

OKLAHOMA

KANSAS CITY
Walter Osborn has been added to
the
operator.

2.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

13: WJNC, West Palm Beach, Fla.
change frequency and increase power
1330 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
WMPS, Memphis, ""enn. Authority to

Dec.

CP
to

to

Station to
share time.
Dec. 16:

WSBC,

"Tune Tusslers," five-piece

1360 kc, 500 watts,

Inc.

Press-Union Publishing Co., Atlantic City.
CP for new station. 1200 kc,
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co. Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich. CP for new station. 1550 kc,

string

band, has returned to KVSO, Ardmore.
Formerly with station but
more recently touring with show in
Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona.

short-wave

WKY's

W5XAU,

station,

Weslaco,
Auth. to transfer
control of corp. from M. S. Niles to O. L.
Taylor, Gene Howe and T. E. Snowden.
1260 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Dec. 14:
National Life and Accident Insurance Co., Inc., Nashville.
CP for new
station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

carrying weekly meetings
of
Oklahoma City Radio Service
Ass'n, which has 500 members scatKW., unlimited.
tered over the state. Members are
Summit Radio Corp., Akron. CP for new
building high-frequency equipment
station.
1430 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Geo. W. Taylor Co., Inc., Williamson, and installing on their local school
W. Va. CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100 sets which in addition to their own
watts, daytime.
Lake Region Broadcasting Co., Lakeland. sets is building a big audience for
Fla.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 WKY's short-wave experimental sta-

unlimited.

watts,

transfer

control of corp. to
Scimitar Co., 1430 kc, 500
LS.. unlimited.

Memphis
watts,

Press1

KW.

1

KRGV,

WGES,
trol

of

Chicago.

corp.

is

Auth. to transfer confrom Oak Leaves Broadcasting

250 watts LS., unlimited.
Dec. 17:
Nashville.
CP to increase power to 50 KW. 1470 kc, unlimited.

WLAC,

tion.

Maomi Kumalae and Her
Paradise"
newest program.
in

NEW HAVEN

PITTSBURGH

"Isle

of

Islanders

KOMA's

is

"The Cooking Circus," for cooks
KDYL, Salt Lake City
The WBRY studios, under Jack
Red Raven Corp., (Billy Baxter
Frank Austin, sports commentator, Henry, are now putting on the air ginger ale), has contracted for a ser- under 12 years of age, put on by
24
hours weekly of local programs, ies of operas on WWSW. Transcrip- Christine Holland is new WNAD
back from Denver visit.
tions will be used with Program Man- (Norman) feature.
Charles Stockdale, technician, on exclusive of news releases.
Schools in 12 Connecticut cities al- ager Walter Sickles supplying any
Ben Bezoff WKY announcer, studybrief trip to home town, Colorado
V-2.

,

Springs.

Elwynn Quinn, announcer, taking
his first solo flight. Qualified in only
three months of training.

Floyd Farr, announcer, taking up
skiing with a vengeance. Spending
week-ends at Brighton, one of Salt
Lake's great ski resorts.
R. T. Harris, production director,
acting as judge of "Announcer's
Court," himself getting letters on
"Boners" just as do the announcers
he arraigns.
Barbara Perkins, the "Shophound",
is spieling for 12 different accounts

on

her
show.

Shophound

Opening

Extraordinary

at Salt Lake City's Christlast Friday was elabor-

mas season

ately aired by KDYL. With cooperation of Junior Chamber of Com-

merce and ZCMI department

store,

the big parade, arrival
Claus, etc., were aired.

Santa

of

Ted Kimball, KDYL announcer,
received official thanks for his participation in the late Constitution
broadcasts
over
Sesquicentennial
NBC. Kimball, at the time special
events man for NBC's Washington

ready are listening in special assemblies to the WBRY daily Music Appreciation programs, 1:30-2 p.m., under the direction of Perry Lafferty,
station music director.
WELI will feed to Intercity Net-

handled

Sesquicentennial.

key

Official

a.m. Sundays.

Program

is

known

as

—

Its

Scher of

WKY's

staff.

Paul Land, who was instrumental
a weekly Wednesday 12:30 p.m.
Swope Sold CBS Stock
"Poetry and an Organ" program, fea- in handling this country's first netWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
turing Don Raphael at the console work broadcast (six stations for the
Washington— Sale of 1,000 shares
organ and vocals by Vera Cruse and A. & P. in 1926) may land the job of of CBS "A" stock by Herbert Bayard
Kenny LaMont.
program manager at KQV when that Swope, leaving him a month-end
station gets its increased power and total of 10,000 shares, is shown in
unlimited time operation. Land was the Securities & Exchange CommisSt. Louis
the first manager of WCAE.
sion semi-monthly report. Isaac D.
Clarke Harris, talented and attracLevy gave away 310 shares of the
tive femme commentator, is attractWELI,
Haven
"A" stock and Jacob Paley acquired
ing the interest of several sponsors.
Manager Jimmy Milne will sun 500 shares for a total of 25,458. Ralph
"Daybreak Sports Parade", aired himself in Havana while he acts as F. Colin, who became a director, reby Sportscaster Alex Buchan at the emcee at the crowning of the Radio ported 1,044 shares of "A" as of
early hour of 7: 15 a.m. under spon- Party queen.
Oct. 6.

WEW,

New

sorship of Saf-T-Shav

(Hamlin

Co.,

Phil

Buxbaum

Jr.,

sportscaster,

is

Chicago) has gathered many women completing plans for airing football
Breen With Cantor in East
as well as men listeners.
games.
In a tieup with Loew's State TheBobby Breen will rejoin Eddie
ater, the "Loew's Movie News" is
Cantor's program during the New
WICC, Bridgeport
Addibeing aired weekdays.
Fred L. Rowe, sales manager, is York visit of the comedian.
Lorraine Loring, songstress, is be- in the hospital for a minor opera- tion of Breen is for the eight-week
twice weekly with tion.
ing featured
eastern trip only. Deanna Durbin,
of the cast will miss
Ralph Stein at the piano.
Louis Weiss' Rose Room Ensemble regular member
Jack Norder, new comedian, takes shifts to a Thursday 6:45 p.m. spot. at least two and possibly three of
broadcasts due to
the feature spot on the "Afternoon
Virginia Miller is getting a lot the New York
He does of "Shopping Parade" mail these film commitments.
Varieties" at 2:30 daily.
,

WNYC

"Star Dust".

Tuesday on "Commercial Radio
Phases and Opportunities."

work

programs for
thanks
came in form of large engraved any dialects requested.
Larry Kent, emcee, and Ruth Raye,
President
signed
by
certificate,
vocalist, are a two-some.
Roosevelt and host of dignitaries.
James Stevison had to miss a
broadcast due to a tooth infection.
Star Gazer on
George A. Ward, The Star Gazer, Maureen Morgan, his soprano partwho has been doing a program of ner, appeared alone on "Our Song"
dramatic readings with musical back- last Sunday.
F. J. McCollister of the sales staff
ground for many years on various
hails from Hollywood and has the
stations, is now on WNYC at 8-8:30
outlet,

necessary narration.
ing at the Oklahoma City Law School
Darrell Martin, radio editor of to become a radio lawyer.
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, will speak
Invention Magazine in its Decemto Grove City College students next ber issue carries an article by Hal

The

St.

the way from
Judy O'Gradys'.

WXYZ,
Alvin
the

New

"6-Star Revue" Sponsor
Community Opticians has signed

Detroit

Hamer on Sunday

200th

Colonels'

sponsor one of the six half-hour
periods on WMCA's daily "Six-Star
Revue", originally underwritten by
General Mills, which is permitting
other firms to participate in sponsorship of the three-hour afternoon
to

presents

broadcast of his literary

review program, "Books of Today
and Yesterday," over this station
and the Michigan Radio Network.
"The Junior Matinee", juvenile show.
on the Michigan network,
Scholastics show

clothes habit.
Louis Jesuit
will contribute largely to the Christmas music schedule.
tropical

days, all
ladies to

moves

to a

Sunday

WWL, New

4:45 p.m. spot.

Bob Edge Wedding

Bob Edge,

Orleans

WOR

sports

commenta-

be married today to Lilljan
Station scored two important fea- Larson. Edge, just back from huntNorfolk
ture broadcasts this week when it ing trip with Babe Ruth, will have
Campbell Arnoux, g.m., and Ralph got nurse Yvonne Leroux, who was the latter as guest of honor at the
Hatcher, promotional director, will the first to take care of the Dionne nuptials.
represent WTAR at the International Quintuplets, on the air for an interview and followed this up with
Radio Club meeting in Florida.
Hutchinson Trio, five small negro two interviews of a Wild West surgirls with their own brand of sing- vivor, Capt. Jack Lloyd, who claims
Master of Ceremonies
swing, are the latest addition to he was adopted as a kid by Calamity
WMCA
Jane. Lloyd turned in two good insustaining schedule.
Fox-Fabian Amateur Hour
John New, sales manager, and terviews on how he saw "Wild Bill"
Six Star Revue
Mrs. New and Randolph Anderson Hicock killed and how he shot 68
during his lifetime without
Zeke Manners' Cang
of Texas Co. went to Philly for the men
stretching a length of lariat.
Army-Navy game.
tor, will

WTAR,

Greetings from Radio Daily
December 2nd
Glade

Jesse Crawford

Earl

Alfred Hall

Bernice Judis
Bill

Perry

I.

DON KERR

The GOVERNMENT and EVERY branch of
RADIO is enthusiastically COOPERATING
with RADIO DAILY in the preparation of

an UNUSUAL book

GREAT

of reference

covering a

industry.

The 1938

RADIO
ANNUAL

Covering Radio Completely
.

.

.

1,000 pages

reference

.

subscribers

after

the

.

.

.

.

first

.

.

Cloth Bound for permanent

Complimentary

.

.

Ready for

Radio Daily

to

distribution shortly

of the year

.

.

.

An

annual

informative and statistical guide that no executive in radio can afford to

be without.

Radio Daily Service

as

.

.

.

Usual
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BOSTON

has started a morning series of programs known as "For Men
Only," sponsored by Merrimac Mills,
makers of men's suits. Show, emceed by Jim Donovan, is comprised
of sporting news, morning's headfashion notes for men, and
other items in the news- of interest

lines,

male

listeners.

"The Cinnamon Bear", a new
of children's programs,

sored

over

WAAB

is

1937

ALBANY

WCOP

to

2,

series

being spon-

WOLFF, German baritone,
who accompanies himself at the
piano, will be presented over CBS

ERNST

at 10:45 p.m. on Dec. 7 in the first
of three weekly recitals titled "A
Little Night Music."

Cushman

by

Bakery.

Jim

Uebelhart,

started a

announcer,

has

Sunday evening "Quiz Bee"

Regan-Kipp, Boston jewelers, are over WSPD, Toledo, with cash prizes
sponsoring 15 minutes of Trans- jor contestants.
Radio
news every morning on
WCOP.
"Trading Post of the Air," started
King,
Art
WEEI
announcer, Nov. 22 on KFEL, Denver. Announcer, with Fred Graham, as the
operated on for appendicitis, is now
trader, has caught on big. A jewelry
resting comfortably in St. Elizabeth's
firm sponsors it.
Hospital.

Harry Ridgley, formerly of WEAN,
Lou Wirebaugh of the variety team
Providence, is now in the produc- known as Hank
and Lou is playing
department of the Kasper- the role of Santa Claus in the
tion
third
Gordon Studios. His first program successive year of Yuletide sidewalk
assignment is the Jordan Marsh de- broadcasts over WJW, Akron,
sponpartment store Christmas series on sored by the local Kresge stores.

WAAB.

Standard Furniture Co. starting
next Sunday will be local sponsor
for the George Jessel-Mutual program, "30 Minutes in Hollywood,"
with WABY as local outlet.
Marion Frank Leslie, heard on
and Ransom Sherman, author and WOKO for Devoe paints, will appear
emcee, who doubles as "Spike Mc- as narrator and commentator with
Bullet."
Percy Grainger, pianist, in a recital
in Detroit Art Institute today.
Hollace Shaw will appear at Radio
Billy Rose, WOKO announcer, is
City Music Hall the week of Dec. 9. being sponsored in a Hollywood gossip program.
Six of the world famous Rockettes
Harry Hults, WOKO engineer, is
of the Radio City Music Hall, to- on a new schedule, handling 7 a.m.
gether with their captain, Emelia Musical Clock.
Sherman, will appear as guest stars
John Lloyd, native of Troy, has
on the Kate Smith Broadcast over been signed for a weekly musical reCBS tonight at 8.
cital from WABY's Troy studios.
Walter Hampden, noted stage star,
Mack Williams, 18-year-old jour- did a guest shot on Socony-Vacuum
nalist, who was formerly "mayor" show over WOKO while here last
of the Boys' Brotherhood Republic, week.
Sherb Herrick, announcer, escaped
a boys' citizenship organization on
New York's lower east side, will with minor bruises in a motor crash
speak over WQXR today at 6:30 that demolished his car.
Billy Rose and Johnny Lee have
p.m. as the guest of Robert Emmet
MacAlarney. WQXR's news com- been signed for a 15-minute song program for Righter Coal Co. over
mentator.
WOKO, Sunday mornings.

MacDonald. though still
with film-making and
not
scheduled to return to the "Vick's
Open House" program on CBS until
Jan. 2, will make a yuletide appearance on the program Dec. 19 on
permission of M-G-M. John Charles
Thomas will be on next Sunday's
show with Nadine Conner.
Jeanette

There will be a telegraphic playby-play description of the Boston
Bruins vs. Canadiens hockey game
on WAAB tomorrow night with
Frank Ryan at the mike.

Arthur Boran, the

Full-Hour

CBS mimic and busy

comedian, defends the "old" jokes.
He contends that they are just as

much entitled to repetition as the
re-playing of songs, re-reading of
Sybil Jane Morse and Carleton H. books, seeing a movie several times
Dickerman were married last week. or hanging paintings on walls so they
Sybil plays one of the two pianos can be viewed over and over.
on WEEI's "After Dinner Revue"
and "Dick" is the "dean of an"The Hermit's Cave," thriller writnouncers" at the same station.
ten by Geraldine Elliott and proWCOP has started a new shopping duced by Charles Penman, has been
service, 'Shopping With Jane Ford," renewed by Carter Coal Co. over
WJR, Detroit, starting Dec. 12. The
daily at 1:45 p.m.

Symphony

Entire hour of the American banks
program on the NBC-Blue next Monday, 9-10 p.m. will be devoted to one

symphonic number. Leopold Stokowski
will conduct the orchestra
through Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony in E Minor, Opus 64.

John Herrick and Barry McKinley, seen on many trips
and Morton Bowe and N. J., but he refuses
Felix Knight, tenors, are making re- attraction.
baritones,

cordings

this

week

for

to Union City,
to divulge the

Chevrolet,

under deals made by Ethel Gilbert
Sunday night's dinner-dance and
script show is backed by newspaper of NBC Artists Service. Knight and entertainment at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Van. announcer, also signed launching a drive by the McCoskerC. Herbert Masse, formerly with and street car ads and dealer window Lyle
Yankee Network, is now affiliated posters. Agency is Rlaph H. Jones for the Elizabeth Arden program Hershfield Cardiac Foundation to
with Eddie Duchin and his ork, establish a home and provide care
with the NBC sales department here. Co., Cincinnati.
through Bob Smith of NBC Artists for cardiac sufferers, will be aired
He replaces Jameson S. Slocum, who
Service.
over WOR at 10:30-11 p.m.
resigned to take the New England
"The Psychology of Telepathy"
representative's job for Photoplay

WNYC

Magazine.

Kasper-Gordon Studios has placed
its ET series, "Life and Adventures
of Santa Claus," on WCOP six days

will be discussed over
at 2:45
Sam Hammer's "Your Invention"
p.m. Sunday when Mrs. Frank I.
Cobb will be interviewed in the dia- program, heard Sundays at 1:30 p.m.
has resulted in the marlogue program of the "Observer of on
keting of several inventions. Ideas
Good Will."

WMCA,

presented on the program must
be patented.

week.

a

Frances Langford,

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
KEN SISSON
"It's

a great pity the

way

the

never-ceasing tension among naLook at
tions holds up progress.
example.
radio,
for
If
nations
weren't so suspicious and mistrusting of one another, broadcasting

would probably be on a permanent
world basis. I can think of nothing which would cement interna-

still

first

New

subscribers

to

the

NBC

Thesaurus are WHBL and YV5RS.
Renewals have been received from
10

stations— KOBH,

WRAK, WAPL,

WTJS, CRCT, CKOV, CFCF, WKOK,
KFRV and KFEQ.

singing at

Paramount Theater, will not join
"Hollywood Hotel" again this Friday
night. Last week she was piped in
from one of the Columbia playhouses. She will probably rejoin the
program again next week in Hollywood. Loretta Lee will again sing
the

Peggy Morris, secretary to J. R.
prominent Boston and
business men, nation- Poppele, WOR, is recovering from
ally known in the grocery field, took an appendectomy performed earlier
part in the inaugural program of this week in the Long Island Hosthe new series of "New England pital.
Grocery
Commentator" broadcasts
over WTAG, Worcester. Harold F.
in her stead on this week's broadWoodward, editor of the New Engcast.
land Grocery and Market Magazine,
official organ of the New England
"Club Matinee" NBC daily variety Independent
Grocers
Association,
show from Chicago, will celebrate was emcee.
its

A score of
New England

200th consecutive broadcast Sat-

urday at 1:30-1:55 p.m. over NBCMartin Starr, the demon WMCA
Blue Network.
Program possesses "Gangplank"
interviewer,
talked
tnimber of attractions such as Broadway producer Guthrie McCharles Lyon, announcer, who wan- Chntic into talking into the mike
ders afield into the realms of science; yesterday and got McClintic to talk
Harry Kogen and his orchestra, with about his wife, Katharine Cornell,
Harry acting as foil for many quips; who was standing right beside him
Jack Baker, tenor; Johnny Johnston, but who has consistently refused to
baritone; the Escorts and Betty; the give radio a nod.
Cadets, Bennett and Wolverton, The
Vagabonds, the Hollywood High HatColonel Jack Major, the CBS vaters,
Annette King, Fran Allison, riety entertainer, has recently been
;i

tional good-fellowship as

much as

a common, world-wide, co-operative

t

broadcasting

system.

But

jealousies
and lust for power
stand in the way. All we can do
Is sigh and hope that things will
be different after the next world

war."

—

Mauey and

her Wntirasongs to
the delight o( Western audiences
before reversing the procedure.
Louise

•n»

used

to sing Eastern

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

109
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CBS Nov. Billings Up 9.2%
Supplement Opera

LABOR GROUPS

NBC

ON BROADCASTING PLANS
Labor organizations are still up in
the air as far as broadcasting plans
are concerned, it was learned yesterday.
Despite the ardent need for
broadcasting time by at least one
of the two parties, it is expected that
radio will not be used until after
the first of the year, with a possibility of a concentrated drive via
broadcasting getting under way at
that time now very likely.
Despite previous predictions of an
(Continued on Page 2)

Series on Rackets
Part of National Drive

— As

ed by a series

entitled

Gross for Last Month Was $2,654,473,
Second Highest Monthly Figure
in Network's History

"Opera-

logues" to be presented Wednesdays, 3:45-4 p.m., over the same
New airing
NBC-Red network.
will discuss opera to be heard following Saturdays.

CBS November

JOIN IN STATE

PROGRAM

—

Minneapolis Minnesota businesses
and industries are cooperating in

IS

presenting the story of the state to
its citizens in a new series of weekly
radio broadcasts known as "The
March of Minnesota" which is being
inaugurated Sunday at 6: 30 p.m. over
ratenjoys
Though
it
top
Chicago
and fed to a state-wide hookbeing
"Today's Children" is
ing,
up of stations including KDAL,
shelved by Pillsbury on Dec. 15 in
(Continued on Page 5)
favor of another Irna Phillips script
titled "Women in White," which will
Radio-Film Cooperation
use the same NBC-Red network at

second in
WTMJ's promised campaign of semicrusading efforts,
station
is
cooperating with the Better Business
Bureau in a "War on Rackets",
exposing schemes to defraud the
public.
Dramas are being prepared
the

—

monthly receipt

figure since the organization of the network.
Cumulative receipts for the first 11
months are $25,935,500, up 25.1 per
cent over the same 1936 period. Network will close the year with billings
totaling around $28,500,000, as pre(Continued on

Page

3)

WCCO

Is

10:45 a.m. EST.

Urged by W.

B.

Lewis

"Today's Children" has led the day-

Film companies need not fear the

(Continued on Page 2)

inroads of either radio or television

Coast Television Service
Promised for Next Year

(Continued on Pane 2)

billings totaled §2.-

an increase of

9.2 per cent
over the corresponding month last
year.
This is the second highest

654,473,

NBC "TODAY'S CHILDREN"

WTMJ

Milwaukee

broadcasts of the Metropolitan opera, under the sponsorship
of RCA for the second year beginning tomorrow, will be supplement-

KEY STATION CONTRACTS
ARE SIGNED BY WEBER
Key
AFM,

contracts with the
station
to run for two years, were
signed yesterday by Jos. N. Weber,
president of the AFM, and forwarded
to the respective web officials. Allocations for musician expenditures as
per contract terms will total $513,000

on theater attendance, W. B. Lewis
of CBS said yesterday at the weekly
170 Stations Using
luncheon meeting of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers. Just as
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Zeke Manners Disks
Los Angeles Lewis Allen Weiss, actual broadcasts of tennis and foot- annually among the key outlets.
ball matches produced record at- Stations so designated are: WEAF.
The thrice-weekly transcribed ser- Don Lee web's general manager, tendance at the games this year, radio WJZ, WABC and WOR in New York:
promises
series of regular televia
ies featuring Zeke Manners and his
from the network's entertainment has accelerated movie- WMAQ, WENR, WBBM and WGN.
Gang is now sponsored locally over sion broadcasts
going, he said, creating new stars, in Chicago; KNX, KHJ and what(Continued on Page 3)

—

170 stations, it was stated yesterday
E. L. Bresson of Sound Reproductions Corp.
Series has been set on
all 170 stations on a 52-week basis

(Continued on Page 4)

by

with options every 13 weeks. Klingrr Advertising Corp. handles the series nationally.

Recording

is

handled

exclusively by Sound Reproductions.

94 for U. S.

Rubber

United States Rubber will use 94
stations for its CBS show which be
gins Jan.

12,

9:30-10 p.m.

Classic
Chicago
will

builder

is

"The

best

Symphonic

All efforts to cut

take

it

off

its

count.

Shoe Firm Testing
Chicago— Burton-Keith Agency has
spotted five-minute programs daily
for Shoe Customizer Co. (Heal-locks)
of Danville, 111., on WDZ, Tuscola,
111.
If test is satisfactory, other stations in Illinois and Indiana will be
used.

Back on Air

(Continued on Page

Television Sent 400 Miles
By Land Line in England

—

Germany's 300-mile disLondon
tance record for transmitting television by land line has been broken in
recent British experiments which
showed that pictures of superior
quality to the German results can
be sent and received over 400 miles
of wire.

MacFadden Publications yesterday
announced that the "True Story
Court of Human Relations," heard
over NBC -Red network of 32 stations on Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m., will
undergo a complete change of format
New setup will feaimmediately.
ture A. L. Alexander, former conductor of the "Good Will Court," a
dramatization of a True Story, and
a discussion of dramatization led by
(Continued on Page 2)

.!)

License Being Demanded
For Playing of Records
Philadelphia

—National

•

Association

of Performing Artists, through general counsel Maurice Speiser, has officially notified all stations that licenses will be required before any
records can be played of members of
(Continued on Page 3)

Iteaeliiii!>'

Milwaukee

length

have been opposed

by listeners. In a recent one-time
giveaway offer (program is sponsored on Sunday). 900 letters were
received.

After Jan. 2 the Joe Penner show
on CBS will have a repeat show for
listeners in Denver, Salt Lake City
and the Pacific coast, 11-11:30 p.m.
Heretofore program has been heard
across the country at 6-6:30 p.m.
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. has the ac-

good-

full hour of classical music
presented at noon for the past six

or

Penner

95
Heading "True Story Court

Hour."
years.

for

A. L. Alexander

Draw

—WAAF's

Repeat

— The

Out

Gamble

Stores.

Wisconsin chain, though it has no
outlets in Milwaukee, took a heavy
schedule of announcements over
WTMJ here, through BBD&O. Result: guota of anti-freeze solution
sales, set at 200.000 gallons,

was

topped by SO per cent. So William F. Dittman. WTMJ sales manager, has a new talking point.

2

*''"•'
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WHILE

JANE PICKENS
morrow

home

out of Philadelphia at the culmination of one of her six successful

economist, Anice Ives, well-known
radio personality, beloved by thouSundays sands for her simple but solid phil-

seasons.
Miss Ives established and has maintained a confidence with her public

was

Editor
:
:
Business Manager

Published daily except Saturdays,
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
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ago,

pinch-hitting, seven
for
a
well-known

years

A.

to

for Reading, Pa.,
theater engagement.

leaves
a

NELSON, manager

E.

of

KDKA,

to-

Pittsburgh,

and out of town yesterday.

in

WILF.
to

visit

fulfill

CARTER
Canada,

(Montana Slim)
on
is
where he plans to buy

a
a

her which has enabled her to hold her
unu- listeners year after year and interJIMMY MILNE, president of WELI, New
com- est them in her many sponsors and Haven, and MRS. MILNE have left for the
Radio Club party in Florida and Havana, with
that their products which have included Vera Cruse and Mildred Rosenbaum as the
their everything from coal to candy, from WELI talent-beauty hunt winners who will
instructions as to how to better con- real estate to paints. Miss Ives is compete in the contest for queen.
ditions in their home along the cook- the possessor of a voice considered
CUS G. EDWARDS is in New York from
communications
to
RADIO ery line as well as interior decorat- one of the finest on the air and she Chicago.
all
Address
1501
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y.
DAILY,
ing, was a bit of fun.
So she or- is listed with the agencies as "There's
FRED WARINC has left for a two-week
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
vacation in Florida.
ganized, with the initial membership nothing she can't sell."
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollv
Miss Ives is now in her seventh
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood of about 135 women, the first social
RAY KEATING and his band leave for the
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
club of the air; a club that at the successful year on the air and al- Coast in January.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
though
close
numbered
many
radio
social
clubs
of
the
1936
season
have
BILL CARTLAND, sales manager for Star
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
over 27,000 members. Miss Ives' vis- since been organized, Anice Ives has Radio, has just returned from a business trip
under the act of March 3, 1879.
through the New England states.
ible audiences alone at monthly get- the distinction of having really origCRACE MOORE arrived in New York yestertogethers numbered upward of 3,500 inated and successfully established
day from a concert tour through the mid-west.
women and she set a precedent the first social club of the air.
ROY CAMPBELL AMBASSADORS, choral group
Miss Ives is heard daily except
never yet broken of having taken
of eight vocalists,
leave for Sharon, Pa., to
the largest flotilla of busses filled Saturday and Sunday, over
play a return engagement at the Grey Wolf.
with women on a picnic excursion at 11:15-11:45 a.m.
;

her friendliness and
worthwhile advice, as well as
sual manner in putting over
mercials, conceived the idea
what her audience needed, with

cattle

osophies,

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Dec.

WMCA

2)

WTMJ
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Labor Groups Undecided
Series on Rackets
On Broadcasting Plans
Part of National Drive

1%

%
(Continued from Page
Vb
% under supervision of the National
% Better Business Bureau and are beSpecial
ing transcribed by NBC.
% announcements
localize
the
will
'A

(Continued from Page

1

Zenith

19i/

Radio

2

1053/4

193/8

6

%

stories,

RCA

Dealers Sponsoring
Stubby Gordon on WTAM

1>

early entrance into the broadcasting
field by the CIO, that body now finds

— Stubby

Cleveland

Gordon's

20-

piece orchestra, which played the
stage show the entire summer at
AFL
Billy Rose's Aquacade in the Great
Lakes Exposition, has been signed
be ironed out before end of the for a weekly radio program over
by the RCA dealers of northyear, now very unlikely, CIO radio
campaign will be started, with plans, eastern Ohio.
in an unending web of interlabor battles, with the
still
attempting to produce some type of
affiliation.
Should present difficulties
itself

and WTMJ plans to further
supplement the ETs with specially
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
prepared local dramas of spectacular
Hazeltine Corp
15% 15% 15%
%
Nat. Union Radio
% 13-16 13-16 — 3-16 fraud cases in Milwaukee.
The series is being merchandised
OVER THE COUNTER
Asked with Milwaukee business houses by as
Bid
105^4

Westinghouse

ranch.

WTAM

Program, featuring unusual oryet in the elementary stages,
8V4 means of letters enlisting their co- calling for a drive via spot broad- chestrations by Gordon and Tommy
operation, cards in store windows casts on local stations throughout Carter, will be heard every Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m. and has Dorothea
at
and special announcements by WTMJ the country.
Not Buying Time
Included among radio plans for Beckloff as soloist. Vernon H. Pribble,
advertisers.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington Golden Gate Exposithe future by both the CIO and AFL manager of WTAM, organized the
are definite campaigns during local orchestra last spring especially for
tion getting set in San Francisco is
elections in key cities throughout the sale to the Aquacade management.
not buying any radio time, accord- A. L. Alexander
country.
First serious attempt of
ing to information given out by the
"Goodwill Court" on
this nature took place during recent
NAB here. NAB advises that a comelections in Detroit and New York.
munication from Arthur Linkletter
Henry and Jerome on
(.Continued from Page 1)

7%

Stromberg Carlson

Expo

—

Heads

NBC

the Exposition, says that so far Alexander in which subject of story
all time used has been granted gratis will
be on hand to defend story
and the exposition officials cannot against sociologists who will be in
see their way clear to spend any studio.
Station setup and time remoney for radio programs.
main as is under new setup.
of

Releases Canadian

Show

Universal Radio Programs Inc. has
Cavalcade," a
released "Canadian

one-man scripts
the story of Canada from

series of 52

that

is

Pillsbury

NBC

tell

its
beginnings to the present day. This
is the first time an American script
syndicate has attempted to build a
show exclusively for Canadian stations
and agencies, according to
L. N. Marks, Universal vice-presi-

dent.

Is Replacing
"Today's Children"

known

that the parties are now
deeply interested in both local and
national politics, and will use radio
to aid their respective candidates.
Set-back suffered by CIO in Detroit
elections will in no way interfere
with future plans, it was learned.
It

(Continued from Page

WHN
A new

1)

time parade of script shows for years,
but Miss Phillips is said to feel that,
despite its rating, program has been
squeezed pretty dry. New show is a
tale of nurses, being produced by
Carl Wester & Co. here. Hutchinson
Advertising Co., Minneapolis, handles

Problem Program

WIBW

—

Topeka, Kan. Henry and Jerome,
winners of Radio Digest's medal as
the most popular singing team in the
middle west, are now on WIBW here
in a thrice-weekly program called
"The Checkerboard Boys", sponsored
by Purina Mills of St. Louis. The
boys recently celebrated their ninth
year as a team.

"problem" program with

audience participation will make
bow over
on Monday night

WHN

its

at

Titled "It Is The Law," it is
based on authentic civil cases involving domestic and similar dif-

8:30-9.

ficulties.

PICK

DIAMONDS
"There may be gold
there are diamonds

Pillsbury.

says Burt Squire.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

II

A

M.

6

Martin Block, creator of

"Make Believe Ballroom",
duct a Sunday afternoon
"Swing

TO

7:30

P.

M

share

Block at Savoy Ballroom

room.
screen

to

the

in

The way

the

hills

but

valley,"

to get your

buy time over

THE MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

WNEW's

will conseries of
Sessions" at the Savoy BallStars of radio, stage and
will appear.

is

in

* POPULARITY
'/leuilu

Equipped for Super Power

29 West 57th Street, New York
Telephone: PLaza 5-3269
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3,
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CBS NOVEMBER BILLINGS

Wo

NEW PCCGCAMS-I DCA/

AHEAD OF LAST YEAR
(Continued from Page

dieted by
the year.

NBC

RADIO DAILY

billings

1)

earlier in

were not ready for

release yesterday, but it is generally
understood the billings will be down
Noas compared with a year ago.
/ember, 1936, billings totaled $3,438,600, which was the second highest

month

Key

last year.

Station Contracts

Are Signed by Weber
(Continued from Page 1)
is used by
Angeles (now KFI).
Before leaving for

ever outlet

Weber

NBC

in

Los

Washington,

RADIO DAILY

Music and Sports Mix
That music mixes with sports has
been tried and proven by WJJD,
When Herb Sherman,
Chicago.
WJJD's young sales director, sold one
of the largest local programs ever
sold in Chicago a 52 week 5-days-aweek, 2-hours-daily program to the
it
Brown-Williamson Tobacco Co.
looked like a hard program to put
over with the fans. But in the capable hands of Joe Allabaugh, program director, they built a two-hour
show, the "Sports Newspaper of the

—

—

Air."

news done by
Brown, newspaper writer.
Sports

Warren

Divided
into various departments, Brown's
news is all current, keyed-to-the-moment stuff but for variation Allabaugh and Sherman added Standard
The
Radio's "Popular Supplement."
sports news is flavored with 56 minutes of currently popular music that

—

that
at present it appeared that on Dec.
the new deadline, or shortly
15,
thereafter the Plan of Settlement
with the IRNA, would be declared the fans like.
transcriptions
Standard
Library
operative.
sheaf of contracts beprovide the musical entertainment.
tween stations and locals of the
have already arrived and more are
"Family Counselor"
coming in daily. These are executed
"The Family Counselor", a new
only with the signature of one party,
but in duplicate. One contract in program featuring Allan D. Grigsby
each case, with one signature, goes in the role of advisor on economic,
to Ernst & Ernst, IRNA accountants, social and psychological problems,
and the other copy to the
has been set over WTAM, Sundays
headquarters. These are being held at 4-4:30 p.m.
in escrow until such time as the
Sponsored by the City Loan Co.,
declares the plan operative the program is supported by an
and at which time the contracts will orchestra and the songs of Jerry
be exchanged and signed by both Brannon, tenor.
Letters from lislocal
union officials and station teners will be answered by Grigsby
executives.
in dramatic presentation by the use
Schedule A, which is the trade of actors.
Grigsby, in a straight
agreement, is attached to the con- interview type program, was heard
tracts.
over
last winter.
stated to

A

AFM

WTAM's

AFM

AFM

WOR

"Ex Libris"

License Being Demanded
For Playing of Records
(Continued from Page

association.

the

The power

to

li-

states.

Coast Television Service
Promised for Next Year

Made Steady

Excellent reaction
bookish program has

Series

to Kay Lee's
won permanent

KELO's "Umbrella Court"
KELO, the Sioux Falls, S. D. Broadcast
Association's new 100-watter,
wasted no time in program building
after its establishment as the sister
in
station
to
September.

KSOO

Among

the most successful programs
which this station has originated is
the "Umbrella Court," presented on
the stage of the Granada Theater.
"Umbrella Court," which features
Mark Question, has built a very large
air audience and consistently packs
the Granada Theater every Tuesday

evening at 9 o'clock.
Six witnesses are given four questions each, usually of
Mark
state interest.

for

the

airing

C.

Santa came

in

.

HOWL
.

all

1]

K

S

they have been "pulled"
walks of life! 13 Five Minute Scripts

Boners

as

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS,
250 PARK

AVENUE

NEW

Inc.
YORK CITY

to

Cape Girardeau by

*

*

starring Cornelia Otis Skinner.
In less than an hour after final curtain,
Starr is on the air with his critical review of the play. 4 bells denote an excellent show, 3 bells say it's good, 2,

tors are $5 for first prize; $3 for second prize, and $2 for third prize.

instead!

All those whose questions are used
on the program receive a free ticket
At the inception of
to the theater.
the program, the station called witnesses and arranged for their appearance at the theater. Now, in its
sixth week, requests to serve as witnesses flood the station, and questions
pour in from the entire territory.

The hearty approval

both air
and theater audiences, together with
their acceptance of the program have
made it an outstanding favorite.
of

—
—and when

one

bell,

—

*

*

a

*

Watching a 6-Day Bike
Race we'll admit is a

^
^^WtrjA
(jft*?v\

—

Starr gives a show
well, better take in a movie

goofy pastime.
thousands of New
Yorkers fairly eat up
pretty
Still,

/Ty>

(Vrw|lv&\

XsWflk

this sport.

\})

at

mike

The

WMCA

Madison

Square Garden brings
listeners a lap-by-lap description of the
afternoon sprints, as viewed by that

dyed

-

in

-

the

wool

-

bike

fan,

Willie

Rattner.

Super-Salesmen Day at the N. Y. Ad
has inaugu- Club on Thursday will present sucli
rated new thrice-weekly quarter- persuasion experts as Dale Carnegie,
hour period sponsored by Hilliard Vash Young and Edward L. Bernays.
Motor Co. under title "Anything Can If you can't attend this interesting sesat
Happen." To prove it can, show fea- sion, tune your office set to
*
*
*
tures tricky broadcasts of recordings, 1 :15 p.m.
such as the simultaneous playing of "Escape To The Prestwo song records by same singer, ent," the
autobiog-

"Anything Can Happen"

WHB, Kansas

City,

170 RADIO

COAST-TO-COAST

a

£ ARE USING OUR TRANSCRIPTIONS

And

Let us

show you why

%
u

ment

SRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSS

SOUND REPRODUCTIONS CORP.
17

W. 46th

St.,

N. Y. C.

WMCA

raphy
Steel,

of

Johanno

WMCA

foreign

news commentator,

is

now being published
in French and German
response
to
thel
world interest gener-|
ated
by this "best J
in

seller."

Steel's

sensa-|

news program,
"The Truth Behind the News As
See It," is on the air Tuesdays, Tlun
days and Fridays at 8:45 p.m.
tional

STATIONS

behind him and an ever-ready microphone, provided an exciting opener for his fifteen-minute series over
KFVS in the Missouri town. Program is sponsored by a local departstore.

*

just fair,

touring through the
city, with a mobile transmitter close
fire truck.

WMCA

1935.

mercial Announcer, George Hahn.
Prizes for those whose ability enables them to triumph over competi-

up transcription programs comes
from WELI, New Haven. Listeners SSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCS

Santa Tours Town

.

Question,

correct answer, the well-known razzberry and a big laugh.
Ulmer is
assisted by score keepers and Com-

W6XAO

*

or
the

Chevrolet renew their "MUSICAL MOfor another 13-week run on
WMCA. This makes the tenth 13-week
cycle for this grand series, broadcast
continuously over
since April,

MENTS"

Broadway premieres to be reviewed this
Judge, ably handled by Roch Ulmer, week by Martin Starr, WMCA theater
special events announcer, asks the critic, include Irwin Shaw's new play,
questions. A correct answer draws "Siege," "Right This Way," "Something
the siren and much applause; an in- for Nothing," and "Edna, His Wife,"

are invited to send in age, address,
(Continued from Page 1)
car registration, or any other pershort wave
beginning early
important number. Similarin 1938.
KHJ has been active in sonally
ly
numbered record is broadcast
research and practical television for
many years, under the direction of from transcription library.
Harry R. Lubke.

new;

community

on WDNC in
Miss Lee, head of
the station's continuity department
and a former librarian, well-versed
in literary matters, inaugurated the
show several weeks ago, logged as etc. Dick Smith in charge.
"Ex-Libris."
Interviews and comSchool Band Concerts
ment make up the program, and
A series of nine concerts, featuring
Miss Lee has invited the radio audiAlbany district,
ence to suggest the titles they would school bands in the
is a new starter on WABY, sponlike to hear about.
sored by the Knickerbocker News,
Gannett paper in Albany. Boys' band
Dialers Choose Records
provided
Institute
Vincentian
of
Another smart entry for pepping- initialer.
place

Durham, N.

1)

cense stations grows out of the recent decision of the Penna. Supreme
Court which upheld the contention
of Fred Waring in his suit against
WDAS. Although the court decision
affects only Pennsylvania, Speiser believes it will be upheld in other

*
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GUE/T-ING
MRS. FRANKLIN

D.

ROOSEVELT

on Kate Smith program, Dec. 9 (CBS,

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD, on Andre
(CBS,

Kostelanetz program, Dec. 8
9 p.m.).

ETHEL COLT and BEVERLY
SILLS, child soprano, on Bide Dudley
program, today (WOR-Mutual, 11:30
a.m.)

BEN BLUE, on "30 Minutes in Hollywood", Dec. 12 (Mutual, 6 p.m.).
LEO CARRILLO and OLYMPE
BRADNA, on Bakers' Broadcast, Dec.
5

(NBC-Blue, 7:30 p.m.).

Urged by W.

B.

ing on WTMJ's daily "Sidewalk Reporter" shows for Quality Biscuit Co.
was surprised with an enormous

—

• • Little Shots About Big Shots: Haven MacQuarrie. whose "Do
You Want To Be An Actor?" show returned to the NBC Red net last Sunday,
nearly fainted when he learned that his program was to be conducted in
•

because he suffers
an eighth floor studio .... Haven can't ride
from claustrophobia (had to look it up) and heights scare him to death so
elevators

—

he reached the studio on the eighth floor via the stairway WALKING! ....
Some years ago Zeke Manners, the hillbilly, was inveigled into buying
some stock a( $4.65 per share. You guess it they went down to four cents
in a short time and Zeke gave the bundle to his dad who wallpapered the

—

bar in their California home .... However, the firm re organized and the
other day Manners received a notification that the present value of the
thafs why those on the coast are complaining that
stock is $40 per share

—

Radio-Film Cooperation
Is

SCCg

PL'

9 p.m.).

Samples for Guests
The five-thousandth person appear-

Lewis

a house
wall

is

His

being wrecked.

— without

bothering

pappy

remove the

to

is

cutting

the certificates

off

plaster!

Lewis

that where
required, radio will

added

talent is
tinue to call

on Hollywood.

name
con-

On

its

radio is more than
willing to contribute its own stars
He urged close coto the movies.
operation between the industries.
part,

he

said,

Classical Broadcasts
Daily broadcasts throughout December of most of the world's greatest and best-loved music, based on
listener selections, have been arranged by WQXR. Live talent and
recordings

will present
of symphonic

the

great

and choral
music, piano concertos and violin
concertos, opera, chamber music and
lieder.
The programs will be heard
during the station's regular symphonic periods, 4 to 5 p.m., and 7 to 9 p.m.
literature

B

• Jack Light, ass't manager of WTAR, Norfolk, was in
e
apartment with the lights turned out listening to the "Lights
Out" NBC thriller when a burst of light streaked through the
house as flames shot out of the wall caused by lightning. He was
uninjured though the apartment was greatly damaged. .. An cooperation with local merchants advertising over KFRO, Longview,
Tex., that station offered a "Turkey throwaway" contest. Every ten
minutes throughout the day, a large live turkey was thrown from
•

his

—

—

the roof of some advertiser's place of business. Result necessitated
the calling of police to handle crowds. Prexy James R. Curtis said:
"Never again. There's such a thing as TOO much 'pulling power'."

.Arthur Boran was set by Bernie Foyer for a shorts series at
Educational .... Garnett Marks, one of the better newscasters in our
midst, says: "A certain crooner, who gets a big salary, spends all his
money on foolish things but they MUST be young and beautiful!"
.

.

.

—

Slater

•

•

•

At yesterday's CBS Day

at the

Ampa

luncheon in the

December 4
Helen Bayliss
Elsie

Mae Gordon

December

5

Grace Moore
Lyn Murray

Archer Gibson

ser-Meyerhoff's Milwaukee office, cooperates with Winnie in handling the
broadcasts from a densely populated

downtown

spot.

Reception

Room Give-Away

Aircasters Inc. has just completed
a
reception
room give-away for
WJR, Detroit. A 12-page folder in
colors takes the visitor to the microphone and follows through in picture and script to control room,
master control, transmitter and antenna to the receiving set at home.
The story is in non-technical terms
for the layman. The folder also contains pictures of well known WJR

Stanley S.
dent of Aircasters,
art work.
artists.

Boynton,

presi-

made layout and

"Feminine Viewpoints"
The familiar "Man on the Street"
becomes a woman in new sponsored
series over KDYL, Salt Lake City.
Only women are interviewed, with
object of getting "Feminine Viewpoints," which is title of the show.
Sponsor is Mode O'Day Shops, fixed

Inter-

where V. P. Bill Lewis delivered a swell digest of the
relationship between radio and the picture industry, Ted Husing emceed
the show gotten up by Ed Cashman, CBS' "vice president in charge of
Al Pearce took over for Ted when the latter discovered that
benefits."
Oliver Wakefield's take-off on
there were a FEW Harvard men present.
Lewis' forthcoming talk was a gem .... Arline Harris did her chatter-box
routine. Three Syncopafers offered "So Rare," and Buddy Clark sang ....
Mutual was well represented with Fred Weber, Lester Gottlieb, Ted
Streibert, C. A. McLaughlin, visiting from WHK- WCLE, Cleveland .... From
CBS we spotted James Appell, Mack Davis, V. P. Lawrence Lowman,
Hugh C. Boice, Fred Willis, Paul White, and Ed Suppel, with David Ross,
Guy Lombardo and Andre Baruch getting up for bows .... The place was so
radio people
to

find

a

—that

we

spotted a president of a picture com-

seat.

WHK,

Cleveland

Cleveland Railway Co. has signed
for a commercial series on
Wednesdays which will bring "graduate amateurs" to the microphone
each week.
The series is tagged
"New Names" and aims to provide

WHK

professional opportunities for talented
individuals who have had some stage
experience.

The
mixed

TJBC

Modernaires,

made

novelty

debut on
WCLE and the Mutual Network on
Thursday. The Modernaires will be
a regular feature of
and WCLE.
There are three men and three wosextet,

its

air

WHK

men

the group, including Jimmy
West, Dick O'Heren,
Dolly Davis, Rea Matey, and Grace
Williams.
in
Bettis,

3

Rosaline Greene
Kathleen Stewart

have been given tremendous sales
impetus by the radio programs.
George Grabin, in charge of Neis-

national Casino,

Greetings from Radio Daily

Bill

Every person who appears on the
show is "sampled" by letter with a
box of Keebs, new crackers which

Saturday a.m. fifteen-minutes.
Special gift from store goes for best
answer to selected question of the
day.

—

Connie Boswell

cake presented by Russ Winnie
conducts the feature.

for a

jammed with
pany trying
December

who

the

{Continued from Page 1)

popularizing others, and also improving film production.
CBS time sales, Lewis
Citing
pointed out that film companies are
not among the advertisers. This, he
reminded, is "because radio and radio advertisers do your advertising
for you in the one major medium
best suited to your needs."
Radio has raised the entertainment
level, he maintained, by popularizing classical music and artists, not
offered on the screen until the airwaves established their acceptability.

fruit

Floyd Farr, inquiring reporter for KDYL, Salt Lake
an unusual radio romance as a direct
result of his program .... During one street interview a nurse from
a local hospital was asked which of her patients she remembered
She described the patient male who was now recovered
best.
and out of the hospital and listening. Finding that he had made so
good an impression, he looked up the nurse and now the two are
engaged.
•

•

•

Wayne

City, reports the fruition of

—

—

Photographs by

HAROLD STEIN

—

The

Ideal

Xmas

Solution

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIOS!
145
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C CCH EST CAS - MUSIC
NICHOLS and
RED
play at the second
benefit dances

"MAGAZINE OF THE AIR"
H. J. Heinz Co.
W ABC-CBS, Thursdays, 3:30-4 p.m.
Maxon Inc.
GOOD AFTERNOON VARIETY SHOW
WITH SEVERAL DISTINGUISHING FEA-

ork will

Auditorium, Newark.

Rose and

are believed to have first
developed the technique of concertizing on two pianos and for whom the

the closing years of the nineteenth
century, will make their radio debut
over CBS on Dec. 10 at 3-3:30 p.m.,
EST. Three of the five numbers on
their program were written especiala ly for them by famous composers.

Arpad

Sandor,

pianist,
recital series over

starts

WQXR

at

ing the baton, Sheila Barrett con- at 8:30 p.m. during December, with
tributing some of her mimicry and programs originating from the Skin-

Morton Bowe vocalizing, makes an ner organ studios.
show for afternoon listenEmil Coleman's son, Harry, who reers. Pollock has an ingratiating manner and his philosophical observa- cently was graduated from Bucknell
excellent

with "Happiness."
Miss Barrett did an entertaining
impression of W. C. Fields in Shakespearian roles. Warnow's music was
right up to his well known high
standard, and the same goes for

sisters,

who

Johnny Johnson and his crew are
airing from the Village Barn on
Tuesday and Wednesday at 1 a.m.
over WOR-Mutual.

now

New edition of "Magazine of the 6:45 p.m. on Monday. Ashley B. MilAir," with Channing Pollock as genial ler, young organist, will be heard
commentator, Mark Warnow wield- over the same station on Mondays

His hightions are likeable stuff.
light talk on opening program dealt

The talented Sutro
Ottilie,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
George

term "piano duo" was coined during new

weekly

TUBES.

Sunday

his

in a series of
at Krueger's

University,

is

writing

musical

ar-

rangements for his dad's orchestra

B.

station.

Peeler, Taylor, Tex.
CP for
1310 kc, 100 watts, daytime.

APPLICATION RETURNED
Woodrow Wilson Walker &

Oliver Kenneth

Mixon, Brunswick, Ga. CP for new
1310 kc, 100 watts, daytime.

station.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION
CP

Nathan N. Bauer, Miami.
kc,

1420
granted.
tion.

100

watts,

new

sta-

unlimited,

be

for

Milton Rettenberg, accompanist and
Minnesota Industries
musical director for the Kellogg
Singing Lady, has been appointed a
Join in State
receiver in supplementary proceed(Continued from Page 1)
ings by the N. Y. State Supreme
Rettenberg is a lawyer as Duluth; WMFG, Hibbing; WHLB.
Court.
well as one of the best known mu- Virginia, and KROC, Rochester.
Three-column headlines on the
sicians along Radio Row.
front pages of local papers greeted

Program

first announcement of the series
which features 85 members of the

the

at

Shandor, romantic violinist, has
the Iridium Room
been engaged to play in the Bar of
Music of the Hotel Buckingham.
Billy Swanson, heard from the Ed- Shandor played for NBC via WEAF
ison via Mutual, has completed a six days each week at midnight durlibrary of all of George Gershwin's ing the last year and is expected to
published music.
return to the networks within the
of the St. Regis.

Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra,
with Daniele Amfitheatrof as conductor, and Cedric Adams, columnist
of the Minneapolis Star. Adams will
interview citizens in leading cities
of the state.

The object

of the full-

mo7ith.
hour broadcasts is to develop a betBowe's singing.
Bob Crosby and his crew off to
ter understanding and appreciation
Heinz also continues "Carol Kendate at Alamos Ballroom, San
fill
of the state's resources by the public
mornings Antonio, and then on to Houston.
Romance"
five
nedy's
Neil York, baritone, has joined the
weekly.
Music Corporation of America is Emery Deutsch orchestra as vocalist. at large.
The program is being handled
handling.
through the Minneapolis office of
"Melly Drammers"
Ray Block gets an average of 300 B.B.D.&O. In town to assist with
Del Courtney and band moves into
Al Barrie writes, produces, acts and
the
first
broadcast were Arthur
Wilshire Bowl, Los Angeles, Dec. 5. nominations a day for his "Six Swell
sings well in a satirical modern verTunes" request program on WABC. Pryor Jr., vice-president and head
Set by Rockwell-O'Keefe.
sion of those villainous dramas of
of the agency's radio department,
yesteryear which he calls "MellyJohn Driscoll and Kenneth Fickett.
WGPC, Albany, Ga.
Atlanta
WATL,
drammers" via WNEW on WednesA new nightly feature is the sus The latter will remain in Minneapolis
imagconducts
an
Brock
Para
Lee
days at 8:45-9 p.m. (but will switch
program which originates for several weeks, working with the
taining
to Sat. at 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 11). Pro- inary Journey Through Bookland on from
the Savoy Ballroom, where WCCO production department.
gram heard this week was a take- her
"The March of Minnesota" series
in
Literature," name bands on tour do one-night
"Adventures
is
being promoted with advertiseoff on the present day situations such
stands.
which
is meeting with much favoras a silk salesman who has designs
Music lovers of Albany are now ments in all of the daily and weekly
on a fair maiden who is saved at the able comment.
enjoying the new program "Classic papers throughout the state. In adlast moment by the hero who solves
B-B Headache Powder, sponsoring Moods" presented by the WPA Con dition, special letters have been sent
to high schools, churches, Rotary.
the case and saves the girl because
the "Dance 'Till Dawn," six-hour cert Orchestra.
Kiwanis and Lions clubs, calling athe is studying to be a "Junior Gthe
many
co-operation
with
In
Other
Man" and this experience will aid show, is giving away a free radio to Church Missions in Albany, station tention to the broadcasts.
him in his test. It was a very amus- the person who writes the best sen- is presenting "Morning Devotional special publicity tieups will be used
later in the series.
ing and entertaining 15 minutes. tence of no more than 25 words on Services" daily.
Barrie sang "Don't You Know or
morning
feature,
A new Sunday
"why to buy the product."
Don't You Care" rather well in a
"Mirrors on Manhattan"
fast becoming a favorite with kids,
baritone delivery as an added extra
Mary C. Tinney. WPA director for
is "Uncle Tom Reads the Funnies,
attraction.
Show is an Comics in the Sunday papers are the City of New York, will inauguty advice for the kids.
rate a series of dramatic true life
all-live affair, sans the recordings dramatized.
stories on Sunday over WOV, enwith which Godfrey has been so long
Arthur Godfrey
titled. "Mirrors of Manhattan", inidentified, and he is assisted by an
"Music To Read By"
Latest stint to be started by Arthur organist. Program is heard Tuesdays,
timate glimpses of people uncovered
Title expresses the thought of this
Godfrey, in the 8-8: 15 a.m. spot over Wednesdays and Thursdays.
program.
If
music can lend at- from thousands of authentic records
WABC on behalf of Musterole and
mosphere to the movie why not to assembled by the WPA. Program will
Zemo, is an amiable potpourri of singMilton Kaye of be heard every Sunday at 5:45 p.m.
a book at home?
ing, chatter, organ and ukelele playString Quartet
WHN's program department provides
ing, and commercials handled in an
For those listeners who have culti- the answer to this question in a new
intimate and friendly manner. Godvated musical tastes, this new Wed- full-hour of classical music opening
Imperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
frey is very adept at this sort of
regularly at midnight. No announceOF CANADA
thing.
He refers to his products as nesday night, 9-9:30, program of ments are made during broadcast
WJZ-NBC-Blue,
ofstring
music
on
Musterole"
"Auntie
and "Cousin
fers a pleasing half-hour of musical perhaps to avoid interruption of a
Zemo."
Between singing and gagrelaxation in a different vein. Quar- mood.
ging, he also hands out a bit of safetet is composed of Mischa MischakofT
and Edwin Bachmann, violins; Carlton Cooley, viola, and Oswaldo MazDirector, "Canada, 1937"
zuchi, cello. Lisa Sergio is the comTRANSCRIPTION & R E C R DING
producer ol
director or
Creator,
author,
mentator, and a very suitable one,
programs
successful
network
radio
With a 30-piccc orchestra
feminine
something
of
a
doing
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
DANGEROUS PARADISE
16-voicc choir and soloists

WOV

—

—

NBC

CARL BIXBY

KEN SISSON

SPECIALISTS

33

W. 60th

St.,

N.Y.C.

COI. 5-7366-7

Deems

Taylor.

Initial

program was

devoted to works of Brahms and
Haydn.
Show is in a tough spot,
bucking Fred Allen and Andre Kostelanetz.

CLUB ROMANCE
GRACE MOORE'S OPEN HOUSE
BIG

Over

SISTER

P.

0.

Box

84,

Manhasset,

a

coast-to-coast network of

Canadian

HELEN MENKEN'S "SECOND HUSBAND"
L.

I.,

N.

Y.

Fridays,

10

to

Stations

10:45

P.

M.,

EST.

Friday.
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DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television

KDKA

Is Installing

N

Unit for Emergencies
Pittsburgh

— On

recommendation

a

install

new power

unit,

JOHN

Compiled by

—

Bridgeport, Conn. Work has been
on the new WICC studios,
and the layout will be ready for
occupancy early in January, it is

BRADY. Attorney

B.

started

Washington, D. C.

to

serve in case of flood or other emer2.100.702 Arrangement
2,100,348
Light Beam Transmission System.
for
Producing
ReUnit consists of a four- Alexander McLean Nicolson. New York, assignor laxation Oscillations. Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin,
gency.
to
Germany.
Communications
Patents
Inc.
cylinder, 25-horsepower Diesel en2.100.703— Braun Tube and Method of Pro2,100,367
Electric
Discharge Device.
Frank
gine, driving a 10 KVA, 110-220-volt
Kurt Schlesinger,
Berlin,
generator, capable of furnishing suf- E. Ward, Williston Park, N. Y., assignor to ducing the Same.
Germany.
Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.
ficient power to light 100 100-watt
2,100,723
Electron
Discharge Device.
2,100,394
BerReception
of
Frequency
Modulamps and run the control room, lated Waves and Circuits Therefor. Raymond nard Salzberg. East Orange, N. J., assignor, by
and the air-conditioning fans. Fully A. Heising. Summit, N. J., assignor to Bell mesne assignments to RCA.
2,100,733
Automatic Frequency Control. Nelautomatic, it will start operation the Telephone Laboratories Inc.

—

—

—

—

—
—

instant

power

Wal-

2,100,402— Multiband Inductance

fails.

ter

Lyon,

N.

Flushing,

Unit.
assignor to Hazel-

Y.,

tine Corp.

Cathode Ray Book

—

Upper Montclair, N. J. "The Low
Voltage Cathode Ray Tube and Its
Applications," a new book by G.
Parr, Radio Division, The Edison

Swan Electric Co. of England, is
now available through Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., who have
been granted exclusive U. S.
the company has announced.

The

rights,

Halske, Aktiengesellschaft.

—

2,100,460
Electric
Gauge and Method for
Controlling the Current Output of Grid Controlled Glow Discharge Tubes.
James E. Specht,
Orrville, 0., assignor to John M. Hopwood.

2.100.605— Radio
A.

public
development of two new cathode ray
tubes especially for television reception.
The 54-10-T has a 5-inch diameter screen and a maximum third
anode rating of 3,000 volts. The 14410-T has a 6,000 volt rating and a 12inch diameter screen. Both employ
unique design which prevents defocusing of the spot when the video
signal modulates the tube.

Television Cell Patented
Irvington, N. J. Kolorama Laboratories Inc. has obtained a patent on
a Light Modulating Cell for high

—

London,

Linsell,

Receiving System.
Alfred
England, assignor to RCA.

—

Frank A. Mitchell,
2,100,609 Control Means.
London, England, assignor to Electrical & Musical

made

laboratories also

2.100.746

2,100,458— Electrical Circuit with Modulating
or
Rectifying Devices.
Hans Walter, BerlinSiemenstadt, Germany, assignor to Siemens &

Industries

2.100.606
Percival D.
to RCA.

2,100,618
Urtel,

Ltd.

— Superheterodyne
Lowell,

Ray
—Cathode
Germany,

Berlin,

Cesellschaft

2,100,643

Chevy

Receiving System.
Chase, Md., assignor

fur

Apparatus.

— Radio

Antenna

Geyer, Dayton,
General Motors Corp.

Harvey

Rudolf

assignor to Telefunken
Drahtlose Telegraphic m.b.H.

D.

— Radio

for

Ohio,

Apparatus.

2,100,659

Automobiles.
assignor

Leslie A.

Gould,

Conn., assignor, by mesne assignColumbia Phonograph Co. Inc.
2,100,697
Braun Tube and Method of ProSiegmund Loewe, Berlin,
ducing Braun Tubes.
Germany.
to

—
—

Oscillation
2.100.700
Relaxation
Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin, Germany.

2.100.701— Braun
Germany.

Tube.

Kurt

Miller,

New

Generator.

York,

Rutherford, N.
signments, to RCA.

Jr.,

assignor

Y.,

J.,

by

mesne assignments,

Water Jacket.

J.,

assignor,

Ilia

assignor

to

E.

to

Shepard,

H.

by

mesne

as-

—

2.100.756 Alternating Current Control. FranH. Shepard, Rutherford, N. J., assignor, by

cis

mesne assignments,

to

—

RCA.

2,100,765
["hoto-Sensitive
D.
Knowles,
Wilkinsburg,

Apparatus.
Pa.,

Dewey

assignor

to

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
2,100,769 Tuning
Indicator
Circuits.
Rudolph H
Siemens, Richmond Hill, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to RCA.

—

—

2,100.797
Electric Discharge Apparatus. WalDallenbach, Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany.

ter

2.100.841— Image
Farnsworth, San
worth Television

Analysis Tube.
Francisco, assignor

2,100,863— Electric Valve
Lord, Schenectady, N. Y.,
Electric Co.

— Radio

Mitchell,

to

D.

Farns-

Inc.

2.100.842— Charge Storage Tube.
Farnsworth, San Francisco, assignor
worth Television Inc.

H.

Philo

Tuning

Chicago,

III.,

Circuit.
assignor

Philo
T.
to
Farns-

Harold W.
General

to

Donald

Apparatus.
assignor

to

Calvin

Mfg. Corp.

Berlin,

This type cell
in the
Engineer as Auto Expert
Gets MobUe Unit
Kolorama television system. The inFor years,
Kansas City, Kan.
Oklahoma City New mobile transventors are Stewart L. Clothier and
will be ready Leonard Brann, assistant chief enHarold C. Hogencamp, who assigned mitter unit for
for use Jan. 7, according to chief gineer at KCKN, has made a hobby
the device to Kolorama.
Unit includes of automotive engineering, watching
engineer Earl Hull.
several original ideas and embodies and studying the latest developments.
Station Studios Combine
The knowledge served him in good
all latest design technique.
Springfield,
Mo.
stead recently at the Automobile
will combine their studios in one
Show. Taking the role of "KCKN
building within the next few weeks,
Organizes Distributing Co.
Master Mechanic", Brann undertook
it is announced by C. Arthur JohnIndianapolis
Tom Hall has or- to answer questions on the auto
son, business manager of the stations.
ganized the Allied Distributing Co., gadgets, directed to him by laymen
Work on the
Building is to handle servicemen's supplies and visitors, providing a unique broadprogressing rapidly, he said.
No amateur equipment. He was for- cast angle for the widely covered
other concerns will be in it, making merly with Kruse Radio Co. and the event.
Owen Balch, special events
the building 100 per cent radio.
director, emceed the job.
State Distributing Co.
definition
is

an

announced.
Street,

Location

New

is 1110 Chapel
Haven, and completely

modern renovation

is

planned, both

inside and out. There will be two
studios, one of two-story height; a
transcription room; circular observation room; audition room; operators'

room; business offices, and inner and
outer reception rooms.

to

Vacuum Tube. Henry J.
and Elmer W. Schafer,

Gettering

assignors,

N.

Mouromtseff,
Wilkinsburg,
Pa.,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Francis
2.100.755— Photometer.

2,101,009
Schlesinger,

—

Maplewood, N.

RCA.
2.100.747— Recircling

to

Bridgeport,

ments,

Neck,

son P. Case, Great
Hazeltine Corp.

Studios Started
WICC, Bridgeport

For

Radio and Television

of

Walter C. Evans, manager of radio
Electric,
KDKA
for Westinghouse
will

New

PATENT/

\S

I

Complete Master Control Desk

—

Norfolk
Chief Engineer J.
L.
Grether of WTAR has announced
completion of new master control
desk at the transmitting station.
Only one of its kind ever built, it
provides facilities for switching to
either of two antennae in non-directional system, or for operating on
all three antennae in directional setup.
It also gives fingertip control
to turning on and off both main
and auxiliary transmitter, and can
be used to switch the antennae lead
to either.

KFVS Moves
Cape Girardeau,

move

into

its

in 3

Weeks

Mo— KFVS

will
in about
location, a two-

new home

three weeks. New
story building adjacent to present
headquarters, will house two large
studios, reception halls, and news
room.
It
is
of
American Colonial architecture.
Plan is to hold
annual Christmas Studio Party in
the new building.

television.

important

component

WKY

—

—

WKY

0"

— KWTO KGBX

—

KWTO

C

S

IUISS,

I
Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

Inc.
and

WE FURNISH
lilectiical

Liffhting

liquipment

Ttl.

Circle

6-5470

Actors Get
Salt Lake City

1

Own

— To

Studio

as you want
facilities

make

it.

it

.

.

Our

service

facilitate

Announce Audio
in-

creased production and auditions,
KSL dramatic artists have a new
studio "E" designed exclusively for
dramatic work, with sound effects
equipment and new piano added.

—

of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET

244-250

New York City

when you want

a matter of routine.

ll\IM
Formerly

job

You'll get your

—

—

Limiter
Gates Radio & Supply

Quincy, 111.
has announced its new Model
17-B Audio Compressor, a device for
limiting the audio output of the
broadcast signal above the given
Co.

level

desired.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

COIumbui

5 -6741

—

December
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RADIO PERSONALITIES
•

One

of a Series of Who's

GEORGE
GEORGE
the Prairie
C.

NORMAN

NESBITT,

brother

of

John Nesbitt
fame,

of "Passing Parade"
debut as a news com-

will

mentator on

KHJ

real

with three daily

Farmer

The son

jm«Ha

I

HL

Coast,

KNX

Pioneer in folk music
and simple drama....

CBS and

gar joined the

work

spotted

opposite

Chase & Sanborn hour.

KNX

the

NBC

"Hollywood

Matinee", another
feature, also
steps out over CBS Pacific Coast
on Dec. 8, with orchestral effects
by Lud Gluskin.
KEHE presents a great parade of
dance bands on its Saturday night
schedule, leading off with Jan Garber
at 9 p.m., followed by Larry Kent,
Tommy Tucker, Bernie Kane, Billy
McDonald and Chuck Fody.
Don Wilson, who stepped out of
the announcer's spot on Packard's
"Mardi Gras" following last night's
show and will function in that
capacity in future only with Jack

over

the

vacated

a pioneer mother and

was born on a farm near

S.

in

D.,

1899.

After

father.

Brookings.
completing his early

was that of assistant publicity director
the Illinois Agricultural Association, where
he remained until the spring of 1924.

With the opening of WLS. then the Sears
Roebuck Agricultural Foundation Station. Bigas Farm and Market editor.

staff

summer

of 1925 until July of 1929, he spent varying periods of
time in charge of Sears Roebuck Farm and Home programs over
in Dallas, WSB in Atlanta and KMBC in Kansas City.
Returning to WLS in midsummer. 1930, Biggar was continuity editor for
number of the unit coma year, then program director for five years.
mercial programs of the WLS National Barn Dance were originated by
Biggar and a good part of the phenomenal success of the Alka-Seltzer Barn

From

the

WFAA

A

Dance Hour

is the result of his constant planning.
Mrs. Biggar the childhood sweetheart from South Dakota whom Biggar
married in 1923 and their three children are Biggar's chief interests
even above farming. He is a Methodist, a Mason, a Legionnaire and a
member of the Board of Directors of the Chicago Boy's Club Inc.

—

—

VIEWPOINTS
Will Always

Top

in

Radio

tertainers.
light

They're

all

exploiters of

Sponsors will
out that type of

entertainment.

continue

to dish
"Granted that the finer artistic
Next two expose-of-rackets scripts products deserve a greater represen- stuff in spoonfuls, much to the enfor Edward G. Robinson "Big Town"
joyment of the listeners. It is the
tation in the radio horizon, but it
series will be Paul Schofield's inside
lifeblood of radio. It seems to fit the
on racetrack rackets, Dec. 14, and must be admitted that radio's lustiBuffum's
Ray
lowdown on dance ness and health, have and always environment of the radio. Regardless of the torch that many of us
hall hostesses on Dec. 21.
will depend on the light frothy type
carry for the more serious thing, we
of entertainment.
The reasons are
must all shake our heads, and say
Murray to Leave "Hotel"
multiple. Interwoven in the carpet
aye, to the statement —-that radio is
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
of listeners that lend an ear to an
Los Angeles Ken Murray and his
principally a medium for light entroupe are reported stepping out of ordinary radio show are as varied a
tertainment and can never hope to
"Hollywood Hotel" by the end of group of humans as you'll find on
be anything but that." Johnny Messthe year, with Ken about set for a the
globe.
The butcher, baker,
ner.
network show of his own for a lawyer, grandpappy
and grandson,
refrigerator account. The long-lived
Campbell show may undergo some people of all ages, sizes, and derevision and change of format at scriptions must be catered to and Report Sales Weakness
Tired men, mothers who
the same time, it is said, with defi- pleased.
In U. S. Foreign Airings
nite leanings at the moment toward are subject to the ordinary annoy"European
programs place emphainjecting a "name" emcee. Conver- ances and distractions of household
sations along this line were held life, youngsters who want to smile sis on national propaganda rather
between Diana Bourbon, producer, and dance, all these constitute the than commercial advertising. Proand F. Ward Wheelock, head of the radio audience that controls the dials grams from the United
States are not
F. Wallis Armstrong agency, during of the nation. Very few of them have

berth.

—

Wheelock's recent

visit.

the time, patience, or inclination to
concentrate on radio.
They want
something that pats their spirits.

"Big News" Sketches on NBC They want something light, breezy
Ten biggest news stories of 1937. —they're getting it. Jack Benny, Edas
selected
by Associated Press die Cantor, Joe Penner, Burns and
editors, will be aired in dramatized Allen. Major Bowes, Edgar Bergen,
form by NBC in a full-hour broad- and the popular bands like Leo Reiscast Christmas night, Dec. 25, at 9 man, Lombardo, Goodman, and Lyp.m.
man, are the cream of the radio en-

CREIGHTON,

for

two

WAAF
WAAF

years
sports editor, has
just joined the
staff as fulltime announcer. He fills the vacancy left when Virgil Irvin, announcer,
departed for Hollywood after a successful screen test.

I

joined
as
July, is now filling
the post of continuity editor. In addition to his new duties. Silver has
been editing and announcing news
for several months.

Studio

1

a fracture
;

I

WAAF

who

Joe Silver,

announcer

job

for Jell-O, under a new arHolds Light Entertainment
rangement with General Foods. Ken

takes

of

Biggar

Benny

Carpenter

HARRY

of

"Listeners'
Digest",
Charles Vanda's "pick of the week"
program, now goes coast-to-coast on

has been hooked up with
Harry Conn's "Earaches of 1938" to
make a sustaining hour on the net-

WLS, Chicago,

education he attended South Dakota State
College, serving the college annual as business manager and editing the school's weekly
publication, and getting a Master of Science
degree in 1922.
Early the following year he went into the
newspaper business as a reporter. His next

Saturday.

The

of

the soul of the nation's rural communities.

writer, last

Eddie Lyon, newcomer to the West
has been added to the announcing staff at KHJ.

director

more nearly responsible than

is

any other man in the radio field for the present-day popularity of
American folk music and simple, straightway dramatizations of the
everyday incidents and events that interpret

on a commercial. Nesbitt only
recently joined KHJ in a combination writing-producing capacity.
John Boylan, KFI-KECA continuity
writer,
was married to

mag

•

Industry

BIGGAR

probably

Station,

KNX

fan

in the

BIGGAR, program promotional

news periods previously handled by
Knox Manning who moves over to

Rowena Devine,

C.

Who

last

at

WBBM-CBS

ward

looks like

in a hospital

what

with Margarette Shanna. leading lady
of "Arnold Grimm's Daughter," hobbling about with an injured knee, result of a fall; and announcer Jay Sims
with his arm in a sling he broke his
shoulder blade in an auto accident.
It's a boy at announcer Phil Libby's household. Phil is at WCFL.

—

M. H. Peterson, vice president of
Associates, and Laurel
DuFour, secretary of the WBBM-Ra-

Van Cronkhite
dio Sales Inc.
paraiso, Ind.

eloped to Val-

staff,

Frank Moore. CBS

WBBM

WAAF

paused

architect,

WCCO, Minne-

at
en route to
apolis, where he is to
station's quarters.

has

added

remodel the
United

Press

news service, and Don Bolt has been
added to the staff as news editor and
commentator.
Red Grange, former football ace,
will broadcast
sports gossip over
at 5:45 Saturdays in the interests of mineral water for Hinckley &
Schmitt
effective
13
for
weeks.
Through Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt

WGN

agency.

With the view
ting

noon

sponsorship

of possibly permitof its transcribed

day symphonic

hour

WAAF.

1000-watter, recently called for mail.
More than 600 letters were received
as result of single announcement.

Marek Weber's orchestra,
from the Stevens, moves into

NBC-Blue

spot

aired
10 p.m.

Sunday being vacated

by Zenith telepathy series, which goes
to CBS this weekend.
Weber takes
over Contented Hour on Jan. 3.
The Verne, Lee and Mary Trio,
minus Lee who is ill. making a personal appearance tour. Sophie Germanich is filling in.

NBC Xmas
With Christmas

Airings
a few weeks

still

off,
NBC has already slated more
commercially than 20 Yule broadcasts.
Among
for several reasons: merchandise is
them are an exclusive program from,
frequently mentioned which is not the Vatican; an exchange of greetoffered locally for sale or is little ings between the MacGregor and
known; and listeners might not con- Holden expeditions, and airings of
community sings, church services
nect the program with the product
and Christmas dramas. Arturo Tosbeing advertised." Report on short- canini begins his series of ten conwave radio by Bureau of Foreign & certs as conductor of the NBC
Domestic Commerce.
Symphony on Christmas night.

particularly

effective

—

8
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BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

Kenneth L. Jaquith, known on the
air as Kenneth Lorimer, has joined
the WMEX music staff.
Jerry Harrison and Roland Winters
will be at the mikes for the eastern

Chauncey McKeever, recently engaged by KYA to announce the program "Symphony Under the Stars",
has been permanently retained by
Program Director Reiland Quinn.
Six male applicants for a recent
radio role here were rejected because they tripped on the word

finals of the Diamond Belt boxing
bouts being aired from Boston Garden
on Dec. 9 and 13 by
for Colonial and Mutual webs.
Jack Knell will handle mike for
WEEI at airing of ceremonies attending historical "Northwest Passage" celebration at Hamilton, Mass.,

WAAB

RUSS

PERKINS, Barry Becker and
who make up the
"Remember with Joy" program heard
Estelle Barnes,

Sundays on

WAAF,

cent of the replies contained
quests for such information.

re-

have
Claire Sherman, Barry Wood and
given away over 190 pounds of candy
in the past eight months or so.
The Ray Heatherton are set for Chevrotranscribed
series.
Bookings
trio guarantee to give a box of the let
today.
sponsor's candy to any listener send- handled by Walter Smith, Columbia
WAAB will feed Harvard Universi- ing in a song that Russ and Estelle Artists, Inc. Victor Arden's orchesty Victory Dinner to Colonial and can't sing and play.
Becker is the tra will be used with all three vocalMutual.

Chicago,

ists.

announcer.

PITTSBURGH
Gracie Barrie

is

expected

in Pitts-

around Thursday, December
23, for her marriage Dec. 26 to Dick
Stabile, orchestra leader. There will
be a reception in Hotel William

Frost.

Jackson

last

Sunday's "On Broad-

program

will be on next SunSalt show over NBC-

peared on
ivay"
day's

Diamond

Blue

at 3 p.m.

Tucker or Herbie
The success of its "Howlers" feaplays the Stanley here
starting today, will succeed Dick ture has led Star Radio to conclude
Stabile at Hotel William Penn on that the five-minute program is the
answer to the spot announcement
New Year's Day.
Jimmie Joy departs soon for Ho- situation. "Howlers" is a series of
tel Claridge, Memphis
Hotel Web- 13 scripts made up of all kinds of
ster Hall uses name bands on Satur- boners from every walk of life.
days, local bands through the week,
in its new Imperial Room, not yet on
Jane and John Hemingway in "The
the air but contemplated.
Affairs of the Hemingways" are back
on the WICC-Yankee network schedule at 1:30 p.m. Saturdays.
Orrin

who

.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA

Though Pennsylvania's 44-hourweek law has been postponed until
all local stations are now
those provisions.
The only
real change that had to be made was
in
office and clerical departments.

Jan.

3,

within

However, much leeway was allowed
by the law, as it defined anyone getting $25 a
tive.

No

week or more as an execuPhilly stations protested the

law.

Anthony Candelori and his WFIL
orchestra are now being carried over
Mutual network.
Grace Purcell starts
citals over WCAU.

a series of re-

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
YOLANDE

LANGWORTHY
it

Drive.

WMCA

is

inaugurating an all-star

sports guest period

Either

"Any make-believe should make
possible io live some much-to-

KYA

Twin

near

Peaks.
Yoder, Milt
Hall, Bob Anderson,
Riverside
Eddie Murphey and Dick Holman.

Beck,

Penn.

Kaye,

KGW

Benay Venuta has rented a three- at his home
John room
apartment in the castle-like Present were
Brewster and several others who apSamuel, Bob
four-story building at 107
Alice

burgh

"inalienable."
Cliff Engle, free lance announcer,
who broadcasts the "Treasure Island"
program over NBC, back from Portland, where he conducted a vox pop
program over
to check listener
reaction there to S. F.'s 1939 International Exposition.
Clarence Myers,
publicity
chief, threw his annual poker party

on Dick Fishell's
programs heard

WSPA,

Lloyd

Spartanburg, S. C.

owner and general
Resume"
Mondays through Saturdays at 6:30- manager, recently back from New
York and Washington, has a batch
6:45 p.m., and Sundays at 7:15-7:30.
of new ideas up his sleeves and many
Personalities in the sports world or
of them will be seeing light soon.
celebrities who have at one time been
Johnny
O'Moore,
formerly
of
active in sports are interviewed by
"Sports

Fishell

on the

series.

Virgil V. Evans,

WGAR,

Cleveland,

is

a

new

staff

member.

Bill Melia left recently to become
Douglas Le Seuer, traffic manager program director of the new 100of CKLW, Windsor, Ont., has been watter owned by Lee Stone in Flormissing since Tuesday.
Last trace ence, S. C.
of him was in a Detroit garage, where
Jimmy Mugford is Santa Claus this
he obtained a car and drove off.
year on one department store program, and finds it hard to read all
Norma Talmadge, following an ill"Health Wealth," lecture series, will his fan mail and still manage to
ness, is scheduled to return to the be resumed Dec. 14 at WPG, Atlantic do a little program director-ing.
Mrs. Robert Wallace, wife of the
George Jessel program on Mutual City, with Dr. James Logue, lectureris
vacationing in
author, speaking on "Watch Your chief engineer,
next Sunday.

Step" at the first broadcast. Charles Moorehead City, N. C.
"Reds" Dooin, singing athlete, also
Col. (Hello World) Henderson was
Marcella Hendricks, singer, will be booked as soloist.
a recent visitor.
heard in two WOR-MBS programs,
George Andrews and Elbert Sherthe Pat Barnes show at 8 p.m. on
man are latest additions to the engiSaturdays and, starting next week in
L. C. Paul, manager of WestingNorman Brokenshire's variety pro- house radio stations press bureau, neering staff.
Grady Newman, who tells kiddies
gram each Monday and Friday at was a recent visitor in Fort Wayne,
12:30 p.m.
Ind., where WGL expects to inaugu- Bible stories on Sunday afternoons,
rate its boost to 250 watts in a few offered prizes for right answers to
three questions.
He had to buy so
weeks.
A mail survey of the response to
many prizes that he is now hunting
Dr. Shirley W. Wynne's Laboratory
harder questions.
of
the
Air,
presented
Mondays
Golly the Roving Reporter starts
through Fridays on
from Sunday for Conn. Refining Co.
9:30-9:45 a.m., reveals an average of (Benzoline) over WELI, New Haven.
Ross Resuming "Poet's Gold"
1,000 letters per week, according to
David Ross will resume his popua compilation announced by WMCA.
Analysis of the letters indicates that
Gretchen Davidson and Carleton lar "Poet's Gold" series, now in its
the radio public is interested in in- Young, leads in CBS "Carol Ken- sixth year, over the CBS on Sundays
formation concerning food and drug nedy's Romance", have been screen at 1:45-2 p.m., beginning Dec. 5.

WMCA

products,

it

was

stated.

Sixty per tested by 20th Century Fox.

We

be-desired life vicariously.
are living, in radio, for the most
part, in to-day and we need to
get away, at least some of the
time, from the man and woman
who think and live like the family
next door.
Sensational best sell
ers have usually been 'release'
SRO plays in the theater
stories.
have been, more often than not,
in
the 'escapist' category.
That
broadcasting isn't at present using this factor of mass likes and
dislikes,
means that emotionally
dramatically,
we haven't
and
reached the richest vein in our
entertainment minds."

KTOK, Oklahoma

City

KFRO,

Longview, Tex.

Paul Wilson, formerly at KRBC,
Simpson is a new announcer.
Formerly worked with KNOW and Abilene, has joined here, working
afternoon announcing shifts and writKABC.
Lester C. Harlow added to the en- ing continuity.
A new Gates remote amplifier has
gineering staff.
Came from KUOA.
Dutch Smith recording a transcrip- been installed.
A broadcast of the "Red Devil
tion show for daily broadcasts at 3
p.m.
Program is a comic feature Drivers," who came to Longview to
"Professor Gustave Don Spiegel Gar- put on their stunts at the baseball
park, ended abruptly when Announcfinkle."
Full United Press radio news ser- ers Wally Ford and John MacDonvice has been acquired, according to ald got too close to the oncoming
Joseph W. Lee, general manager, and "Devil" and had to duck quickly,
station will begin Dec. 13 with six leaving KFRO's control box to be
Bill

to eight

broadcasts daily.

turned into mincemeat.

Sam
caster,

Taub, WHN's light broadhas given blow-by-blow de-

scriptions of more than 6,000 bouts,
which he claims is the country'*

record.

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

110

YORK.

N. Y.,

MONDAY, DECEMBER

6.

FIVE CENTS

1937

Agency Appoints Drama Advisor
Success Story

GOV'T AND INSTITUTIONS

MAKING LISTENER SURVEY
Chicago

— Dr.

Paul

F.

Lazarsfeld,

director of the Princeton Research
project and of the University of Newark Research center, revealed in a
meeting of the American Marketing
Association that a "Radio Middletown
Survey" is to be made under auspices
of the U. S. Department of Education,
headed by John W. Studebaker, the

Rockefeller - Foundation and other
contributing organizations. Dr. Lazarsfeld has been retained to supervise
the project.

—

Tulsa Nine weeks on the air
with an all time high in sales
following each broadcast and the
necessity of two changes to larger
locations due to increased business is story of Trippett's Piped
Piper Shoe Store here. Firm sponsors 15-minute kids amateur show
on KTUL every Saturday. Station
now also has two other programs
advertising kids' shoes.

Ruthrauff & Ryan Names Prof. Stevens
of Northwestern as Psychological
Censor With Carte Blanche
—

Chicago
While educators grumbled here last week over low quality
of radio programs, Ruthrauff & Ryan
took a step designed to check criticism, particularly of juvenile programs,
by naming Dr.
Samuel
dean
of
Northwestern's
Chicago
Fairbanks - Morse Home Stevens,
Appliances (Conservator refrigera- downtown university college, also
tors)
through Henri, Hurst & Mc- professor of psychology and chairDonald agency, will soon start plac- man institution's radio committee, as

FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.

—

PALEY'S TALK IS PLACED

,

objectives

Page

(.Continued on

CONGRESSIONAL BOOK

ing transcribed dramatic commercials
is to determine
IN
prepared by Arthur W. (Tiny) Stowe
composition of listening
on a group of stations. Cuttings are
Dr. Lazarsfeld expressed
Bureau,
RADIO
Washington
DAILY
by RCA.
his doubt as to the merits of teleWashington In order that Congphonic surveys in giving an accurate ress and Washington observers genpicture of the entire listening audi- erally may have the benefit of ex-

Among

2)

the true
audience.

—

ence's preferences.

opinion on "freedom
"freedom of the press,"
"censorship."
"editorial
and radio
judgment" and similar vital probindustry

pert

CIO Taking

of the air,"

Johns-Mctnville Signs
Hecttter for ET Series
Gabriel Heatter has been signed by
Johns-Manville Corp. for a series of
five-minute transcriptions to take the
air in February on a small list of
stations.

J.

Thompson

Walter

(Continued on Page 7)

CBS

Press Department
Undergoes Revamping

Co.

has the account.

to

In Jersey City Fight

WMMN,

WWL

list.

S.R.O. at

WSPR

—

Springfield, Mass.
For the
time in the year and a half

WSPR

first

that

has been on the air, the
S. R. O. went up Sunday.
Every
available spot has been sold out.

(Continued on Page

CIO

to

is

stated by William P. Carney, CIO
director for New Jersey, in an inter-

THE WEEK
.

Safety Results
Portland.

Ore.

— Crediting

radio
with playing an important part in
arousing public sentiment for safer
driving. Earl Snell, secretary of
state, in a letter to KOIN, reports
that

traffic

Oregon durmonths showed a

deaths

ing the past six

in

sharp decrease over the corresponding period of 1936.
Station
has aired a weekly safety show.

.

.

the account.

IN

Educational Field
By M. H. SHAPIRO

per cent over

l

\l

months

last

of 1936.
totaled

NAB

Compiling Report
Covering Cash Discounts
RADIO DAILY

Washington The NAB is compiling a report on the statement on cash
discounts recently distributed by the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies. NAB states that the matter is of great importance to the
broadcasting industry and that broadcasters should not take any action
in this matter until the question has
been thoroughly investigated and a
comprehensive report made to all
stations.

14

^=^=

Day

Drama opium
— In response charges
I

Conference on Educa- audience, while some of the ideas
tional
Broadcasting,
held
in proposed by the educational factions
Chicago last week, brought forth would bankrupt the strongest stathe usual squawks. .the attendance tion if the programs in question
was a good one, however, with the weren't sponsored.
broadcasting
industry
being well
Fears were felt for renewals due
represented
Practical experience to the recession, but it appears that
along the so-called educational lines only two automotive accounts are
is well known to the leading broadtaking leave of the networks, both
casters who know full well that a being General Motors shows
fully equipped and staffed station Westinghouse
seeking to increase
turned over to the "educators" would power of
and
to 50,000
probably never have any sizeable
{Continued on Page 2)
.

.

first 11

billings
(Continued on Page 2)

NATIONAL

.

billings

Mutual November

—

Willard Tablet to Start
for White House
Eddy Duchin and his orchestra will
Chicago—Willard Tablet Co. (Wilplay at the White House on Dec. 30 lard's Messenger) plans to swing into
at the dinner in honor of John Roose- action shortly after first of the year.
velt and his fiance. Mrs. Franklin D. First United Broadcasters Agency has

*

under No-

cent

NBC

Washington Bureau,

Duchin

Roosevelt extended the invitation.

per

2.5

1.2 per cent over OcPrevented from hiring halls or distober, against the usual trend, total
tributing circulars to carry on its orfor November being $3,381,346. Elevganizing activities in Jersey City, the
en-month total is $35,012,200, up 13.1
taking
the radio, it was

tention.

7)

Though

GAIN IN BILLINGS

vember, 1936,
month gained

CBS press department undergoes a view Friday night on Richard Brooks'
program, "Little Things in
widespread revamping effective today. Although still unofficial, Luther Life." A half hour later Carney proReid now handling the reins in place pounded his cause over WEVD. The
of Don Higgins, recently resigned, fight of the CIO with Mayor Hague
has assigned Bruce Fouche to head of Jersey City has attracted wide at-

—

Chicago Scott's Powders, through
United Broadcasters Inc., has
added KOAM, WDJB,
KFEQ,
and KFJB to its spot
First

SHOW

Radio

WNEW

Powders Adds
Six Stations on Spots

Scott's

NBC, MUTUAL NETWORKS

Chicago

of
for

.

.

WOWO

KYW

.

to

the educational conference here that radio drama is
addressed to the moron mind.
Robert N. Brown, program director

hurled

to

at

WBBM.

has called a meeting

Wednesday evening at WBBM
discuss "What Can We Do to

Improve

gram

Radio

stations
editors

Dramatics?"

Pro-

production men of
agencies and radio

directors,

.

and
have been

discussion.

invited

to

Join

2
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Educational Field
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6,

watts
Southern Cal. Broadcasters
Ass*n gets a new lease of life, with
Hal Tyson at the head
"Aunt
Jemima" suit for infringement over
use of the name for artists on the
air was settled out of court
last
decision was won by Log Cabin
.
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Syrup Co.

AFM

extended strike deadline to
Dec. 15, with the contracts now
coming in and being held in escrow
Secretary
M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside of by both AFM and accountants for
foreign
IRNA ... it appears that the AFM
Greater New York, one year, $5
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
may declare the Plan of Settlement
RADIO operative
communications
to
all
Address
on that date or soon thereDAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338 after, provided a suitable number
;

;

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Dec.

contracts

covering

with network key

.

.

.

mean-

AFM

signed the

the

agreement

stations.

CBS November

gross billings were
up 9.2 per cent, the $2,645,473 figure
being the second largest month in
the web's history
CBS also de.

FINANCIAL
(Saturday,

of contracts are in hand
time Pres. Weber of

.

.
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Hazeltine Corp

Chg.

9/2
44V,

2

i/

4

l/

4

V2

.

.

.
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.

.

$230,274, up
same month

1.2

per

cent

over

the

Cumulative
months, how-

receipts for the first 11
ever, are down 2.5 per cent, totaling
$1,648,781 against $1,691,467 for the
tame period in 1936. Loss of Presidential campaign and world series
revenue accounted for the decrease.

2

nation-

Morrell's Activities
Chicago
John Morrell & Co.,
which resumes radio advertising
next month, was handicapped this
year by the acute shortage of hogs,
causing firm to suspend slaughter
operations and thereby resulting in

—

wide program on CBS sponsored by
General Foods (minute tapioca) will
expand its schedule to five times
weekly effective Jan. 4. Program is
now heard Mondays. Wednesdays and the loss
reported, officials point out.
Fridays. New Tuesday and ThursThe company was on the air with
day shows will plug two other Gen"Tea Time at Morrell" in the first
eral Foods products, Satina and La
half of the year and has been a conFrance.
sistent user of time on the recommendation of its agency, Henri, Hurst
New VCA Feature
& McDonald Inc. Sales of Morrell's
Chicago A daily sports broadcast, Red Heart dog food are reported
intended to solve the annual program 40 per cent ahead of last year though
of what to do after football is over company has been off the air since
and before baseball begins, has been end of June.
prepared by Van Cronkhite Associates, Inc.
It is titled "The Radio

—

WBZ

.

PONS

LILY
christen

goes to Boston
Boston and Maine

a

named

is

being

to

JACKIE
make

after

next Saturday to
locomotive which

her.

.

theater

HELLER

goes to Boston this
personal appearance at the

a

week

RKO

there.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank Mason and Mark Woods
Al Cormier joins the Hearst radio
organization as general manager of
WINS. New York outlet.
.

.

.

SEYMOUR

DR.

returned
waters.

of

cruise

a

Gene

WNYC,
southern

of

Furgason

back in Chicago today, after
York offices.

a

Co.

short trip

C. MILLS of Ascap is
Nassau for three-week

E.

to

Florida,

in

en route

rest.

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, general manager of
Don Lee Network on the coast, left Los Angelast week
for Washington,
D. C, on a

les

week's

Said

trip.

be personal

to

business.

JOHN ROYAL, NBC
gram head,

vice-president
left Saturday for a coast

DR. JOSEPH E. MADDY is
Chicago to put on his "Fun
from Radio City tomorrow.

MURRAY

in
in

and

pro-

trip.

New York from
Music" program

BROPHY,

business
manager for
Los Angeles attending to
at the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove.

Paul

Whiteman,
of

details

the

is

in

Whiteman opening
arrives

guitarist,

in

New York

ing the

broadcasting centers here.

ALFRED

Vermilya Managing

New

pointment at WNBH
Lewin, new editor-in-chief
J.
The Standard-Times, Mercury,

NBC
is

manager
in

end.

WALT FRAMER
Freelance originator of

that
of the

RADIO SWAPS

r»S

Pittsburgh, Pa.

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

stalled.

SIX

WOPI
BRISTOL

the

of

Appalachians"

TENNESSEE
"

VIRGINIA

S.

O.

of N.

J.

Renews

Standard Oil of N. J., through
Marschalk & Pratt, has signed 52wcek renewals for the UP news reports on six NBC owned stations
(WJZ, WRC. WGY, KDKA. WBZ-

WBZA).

mm

-STAR REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE

IT

NEW

EQUIPMENT...

'EW PUNCH;

of

Philadelphia

A. A. SCHECHTER, NBC director of news and
special events, was in Boston over the week-

had

It

Lewin was named supervisor

stations,

of
as

supervisor of the station's news department, while Irving Vermilya re-

mains as station manager.
reported
inadvertently
been

MORTON,

today.

— Recent

applaces Charles

Bedford, Mass.

H.

owned and operated

WNBH

WBBM

Voice

to-

day for NBC.

psychological advisor to the agency
JOAN BLAINE goes to Chicago from New
with carte blanche to blue-pencil all York for another audition under William Morscripts. First one passing under scru- ris auspices.
tiny will be new "Jack Westaway
L.
W. JACOBY, Universal Radio sales head,
Under Sea" series for Campbell's back in New York from a Chicago business trip.
WALTER SCHWIMMER of Schwimmer &
Malto-Meal Cereal.
Scott agency, Chicago, arrived in New York
By launching a positive, effective over weekend.
offensive, agency hopes to counteract
DR. JAMES ROWLAND ANGELL, NBC edudetractions which have so often put cational counselor, is visiting midwest educabroadcasting
projects,
including
tional
Madsponsors and agencies on spot. Idea ison, Detroit, Cleveland and Columbus.
is that Stevens' standing as an eduEMILY HOLT, executive secretary of the
cator, executive, research expert and AFRA, returns today from the coast, where she
business and family man, plus his conferred with prer Eddie Cantor.
LINCOLN DELLAR, CBS station relations, is
radio experience, starts agency off
due back in town today after an extended trip
with a definite plus which critics throughout the south.
cannot undermine. Ros Metzger is
COUNT CARL A. MOLTKE, of the advertisradio director of R. & R.
ing magazine Avertering, Copenhagen, is visit-

Freeman Joins Goreck Firm
station.
Grandstand", with "Sport Thrills"
on Monday, "Hot Stove League" on
Jerry A. Freeman, formerly public
Tuesday, "Weekly Sports Review relations counsel for Alfred W. McHeatherington Joins Agency
and Preview" on Wednesday, "Turf Cann Laboratories, also associated
Topics" on Thursday and "Sports with the legit theater, recording
Chicago— Chist Heatherington, forPersonalities" on Friday.
field and with Nick Kenny in his merly with
sales staff and
radio shows, has been appointed sales Radio Sales Inc., today joins Ruthdirector for Commercial Recording rauff & Ryan as radio time buyer.
KTSM Joins NBC Sooner
KTSM, El Paso, will join NBC on Studios Inc., of which Stanley Goreck He came from KMOX, St. Louis,
Jan. 1 instead of April as previously is president. The studios have been two years ago.
enlarged and modern equipment inannounced by the web.

"The

to

New

GOMEZ,
1)

SIEGEL, director of

N.

week from

this

CENE FURGASON
is

.

(Continued from Page

a year ago.

M. M. BOYD of NBC sales in New York
has been in Boston visiting
studios for
several days checking over the accounts.

.

.

.

come

and

1

dividends this year total $1.95 a
share
More sponsors going after
baseball this coming season
.Programs treking East to some extent,
A. L.
with Eddie Cantor due here
Alexander back on the air with a
new version of his "Good Will Court"
NAPA as a result of recent decision in Penn. high court has decided to seek licenses from stations
which play records of its artists
originally it semed that the NAPA
didn't want its disks to be played
and apparently has had a
at all
and will now
change of heart
seek a little cash.
Three more vice-presidents are ensconced at NBC, in Bill Hedges,

1)

i/

Mary McBride Expanding
Mary Margaret McBride

cominG

Agency Names Advisor
NBC, Mutual Networks
On Dramatic Programs
Show Gain in Billings

4)

Low

*

clared a special 50-cent dividend

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

RADIO
Day

IN

1937

6,

DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT LINGERS

PHIL SPITALNY PARK

CHARM
ON

Residing at

CENTRAL HOTEL. NEW YORK

197 days
Not

till

summer
years advertising

too soon (with next

budgets coming up)

to

Remember what happened

last

think of

summer! Automobile

Q uadrupled their investment

in

record-breaking 1936 / Soaps

&

Toilet

radio!

advertisers

cbs summer-time,

oi^er

summer -time, 1937

Goods on cbs

last

Cigarette cbh

The

largest

are

making

advertising.

summer

advertising went

over

summer went

up 3V,\ / Gasoline cbs summer advertising went up
>

a

& Household Supplies more

than tri pled their investment in cbs
1936 / Cosmetics

summer

up 63%

44'

\

in 1937.

and most careful buyers of advertising in the world
radio's

And

summer-curve the

this

swiftest-rising curve in all

summer, more millions

will listen to

more

radios at home, in automobiles and on vacation than ever before.

So — if you want

C

L

II

MB

I

a

A

Merry Summer

B R

A

in

1938,

start

DCASTIN G

planning now

S

Y

S

!

T E M
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W74L

Radie

Harris,

Dec.

interviewed by

(WOR,

8

p.m.)

JOE RINES, on
gram, Dec.

Nellie Revell pro-

(NBC-Red,

7

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

5 p.m.).

HENRIETTA SCHUMANN,

Week ending

pianist,

Dec. 3rd

on Radio City Music Hall Symphony
program. Dec. 12 (NBC-Blue, 12:30

9

9®

ikin

games, wcrd arrives Bud Swseney, sportscaster

p.m.)

picked

ZASU

PITTS, on Al Jolson show,

(CBS. 8:30 p.m.).
ROSE BAMPTON, on Chesterfield
show, Dec. 15 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
RALPH BELLAMY, on Elza Schalprogram, Dec. 9 (NBC-Blue.
lert
Dec.

14

11:15

p.m.).

JACK BENNY, invited on Fred
Allen show, Dec. 22 (NBC-Red, 9
p.m.)

WCOL's

Saturday .... While everyone
winners and C6

596

newscasler, also

out

ties

concerned about the

is

725

of

for

last piq-

Columbus,

predictions. ... while

Columbus, keeps a daily

of

WHKC,

listing

the Lord & Thomas-American Tobacco radio division where he is assistant
to T. D. Wells, the department's head.
While at BBDO, Vandel was a radio
producer on Coronet and other programs.

® 9 9 Sunday .... After watching the W. W. and Haven MacQuarrie airings ... to Jack White's Club 18 where Helen Morgan
watches and listens entranced to Jerry Kruger's swinging .... At
5 a.m. to a Harlem place called the "Uptown" where Louis Prima
mainly Anna Robinson.
is also watching a coupla good swingsters

—

9

9

Minday. .From Sioux Falls, S. D„ comes word that Roch
Llmer, announcer and prcduciion man at KSOO-KELO, believes in being
in lha a'r as well as on the air
because he has taken up flying at a
local a'.rport and solced within the month.
He hopes fo lie in airplanes
and airwaves together cne of these days for a news coverage stunt.
.

.

department from 34th floor to second
at 221 North La Salle St. Lavish new
recording studios of the agency are
located on that floor.
LEO McGIVENA has resigned from
Lennen & Mit?hell and is joining another agency.

place.

BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT,
moved

Thomas

vs.

its

entire radio

Bye Again

.

.

Q

©

.

©

.

Wsdnesday

.

around figuring some

the baseball battlefield last summer,
will fight it out in a Paul Wing
spelling bee Dec. 12 in the Little

ere drinking milk in the

near Pawling. N. Y., with
over NBC-Blue at 1:30 p.m.

airing

Wood

— Morrison

Chicago

to

Wood,

a senior

Rate Card

West Palm Beach, Fla— New rate
card has been issued and is currently being distributed by WJNO.

Playing Modern Music

in a

.Jean

Kight,

wae

Chesterfield

He

angles.

is

of the

— and

man,

production

Modern Manner
MANAGEMENT

ROCKWELL-0 KEEFE

of

Nilo

on Friday
11:30

via

network.
his
this

and Saturday nights at
and the Yankee
The famed Soccaraz and

WMCA

"Magic Flute" are also heard on
program.

Paul Whiteman will play one nightwhile traveling westward after
he leaves the Drake Hotel in Chicago on Dec. 16 prior to opening at
Cocoanut Grove on New Year's Eve.

ers

Three quarter-hour programs of
recorded Duke Ellington music were
used over WCOA, Pensacola, during
the course of a week to announce a
dance by the Ellington Orchestra.
"Mood Indigo" was the theme used
on all programs. The dance was a
big success but the pay-off came
when the "Duke" played "Mood
Indigo".

.

.

The crowd started out

.

en masse, thinking the dance was
over; proving the effectiveness of
radio advertising or something.

—

Davis

Davis, thinking that

for

it

—so

sits

of

Mersereau pays

CBS

check

the"

off....

WGY,

Schenectady,

with

letters,

wires and calls for a repeat on the recording

swamped

the late Knute K. Rcckne's voice

Army

Noire

s:udio

offi;ials

which was waxed

Dame game

in

announce,

in

being

is

of

room

the dressing

•

.

.

—

.

9

9

—where

dise

Bulletin

Reggie Childs and his crew draw
the coveted Sugar

ment

in

New

Bowl

ball assign31, set

Orleans on Dec.

by Stan Zucker of CRA. Childs was
heard by the Sugar Bowl committee
over NBC from the Beverly Hills
Country Club, Newport, Ky.

1929.

Thursday ... .Ted Collins feels sick because the Rose
Ball invitation went to Alabama instead of his Fordham.
.At the
Louis Prima-Famous Door opening. We see the mother of Ira and
the late George Gershwin, Jack La Rue and Frances Faye ... .After
a bit of Prima's and Art Tatum's work — we are forced to leave
because of the closeness in the room. To Isham Jones' at the Blue
Room where we hear the leader's new tune, "More Than Ever",
which will be the plug-tune following "Once in a While" at Millar.
Buddy Green wrote the vocal for this too. .Word comes that Ruth
Denning at the Hollywood is a song -sensation to be watched.

•

•

Lang Thompson and his ork, heard
over NBC from the Commodore
Perry Hotel, Toledo, have had their
contract renewed until middle of
January. It's a CRA unit.

cleverest persons in

cf

Eolley

j_eo

one

RADIO DAILY, and Mack

hours

go on cur "voucher" cut-Iumbles us

will

9

HELENA BLUE'S
NOVELTY STRINGS
9 Girls

.

Hollywood

production director at WGN, leaves
for Hollywood today for combined
He will be
radio and movie work.
associated with Willis Cooper, who
writes for 20th-century Fox as well
as producing "Hollywood Hotel."

New WJNO

.

new

radio.... Don Mersereau. g.m. of

before the

Morrison

music

the

(

Lowell Thomas and his "Nine Old
Men" and George Bye's "Prehistoric
Sluggers", who faced each other on

Red Schoolhouse on Thomas' farm

replaced

Menendez and whence they are heard

O 9 9 Tuesday ... .With Jack Robbins, Bill Pierce, ass't to
Charles Rogers at Universal Pictures, Eddie Garr and the J. Fred
Coots, Bill Robinson's return to Broadway is viewed. Pierce finds
that the late hours are loo much and departs at 2 a.m. while Robbins
and Garr go to the Onyx Club to hear Maxine Sullivan swing....
Leaving the club as they enter are Russ Morgan, Jonie Taps with
his fiancee, Doris Rhodes.... Up front sits Robert Benchley with
John O'Hara, the author. Across the room are Benny Goodman
listening to swing) his piano-pounder, Teddy Wilson with Jack
Eregman
At six a.m. Leon Navara goes looking for a Chinese

Chicago, has

Don Gilberlo and his orchestra are
now at the Havana Madrid, where
they

—

GEORGE VANDEL has resigned
from BBDO radio department to join

String Choir and Male Glee Club,
now playing their fourth engagement
from the Rainbow Room, have had
their option taken up and will remain at the swank nitery throughout
the holiday season and into midJanuary.

David,

—

score

traffic

ih2 day's injured, killed, etc.

9

AGENCIES

DONAHUE and his orchestra,
ALwith
Durelle
Alexander,
the

Of scp5

6:45

1937

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

GUEJT-ING
ROLAND YOUNG,

6.

.

When Ernie Hoist's orchestra returns to the air next month, it will
be an 11 -piece organization. Norman
Moon and Hoist himself will handle
the vocal chores.

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

Friday .... To Rudy Vallee's sensational opening at the Para-

he proved

says

Carlton

that

he was

KaDell

of

still

L.A.

top-man .... Vol.

chapter

is

trying

1

No.
to

1

sign

of

AFRA
Ten

McCarthy.

TOTAL EXPENSE:

.$1.50

—

year

thrilling

for tip al the Paradise.

AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request DENIED. What are you trying
promote us for douqh to qet in on the French Casino "deal"?

MANAGEMENT

ARTISTS

Charlie

old

Jeanne

at every

Ellis

Whiteman

show.

to

do
t7

EAST 45th

ST.,

New

York

MU

2-1888

Monday, December

PROGRAM

6,

1937

"COURT OF HUMAN
RELATIONS"
with A. L. Alexander
Macfadden (True Story Magazine)
Fridays,

9:30-10 p.m.

Arthur Kudner Agency

ALEXANDER

IN

COMEBACK

TOP PROGRAM OF

NEW PCCeRAHS-IDEAX

REVICUIS

WE AF— NBC-Blue,

ITS

KIND

The Coral
Bettye Lee Taylor.
Gables station has inaugurated a
music period, starting at midnight
feit of dramatic and speech programs
and lasting until dialers stop phonin the afternoons, WJW, Akron, is
Dance or vocal numundertaking a new experiment in ing requests.
From 1:15 to bers are provided, with the instruprogram planning.
mentations coming from an orches4:30 p.m. daily, the station will pretra, or the organ over which Miss
with
musical
program,
straight
sent a
Taylor presides.
comcommercial
of
exception
tor

Jump Musical Time

On

the theory that radio has a sur-

the

Program department reports that housewives have requested
the change, and big listener buildup

MAKES mitments.

ON

AIR.

When it comes to conducting human relations programs, A. L. Alexander is in a class by himself. His
handling of such presentations, as exemplified in his return to the air
Friday, tops all of them in the mat-

Revamping

KOBH,

WBNO,

shift.

WEW Sponsor Doubles

new station. 940 kc, 1 KW., unlimited,
be granted.
World Publishing Co., Tulsa.
CP for
new station. 940 kc, 1 KW., 5 KW. LS.,
unlimited, be granted.
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex. CP to change
frequency and increase power to 940 kc, 1
KW., 5 KW. LS., unlimited, be denied.
for

Placed
In Congressional Book

Paley's Talk

is

(Continued from Page 1)
lems, Senator Wallace H. White has
entered in the Congressional Record
the complete text of the address delivered by William S. Paley, CBS
president, at last week's educational
broadcasting parley in Chicago.

The Tribune
station.
limited,

Jules J.
station.

Tampa.

Co.,

940 kc,

1

KW.,

5

CP

KW.

for

new

LS., un-

be granted.

Rubens, Aurora, 111.
1040 kc, 250 watts,

CP

for

new

daytime,

be

denied.

WJBW, New

La.
Application
1200 kc, 100 watts,

Orleans,

renewal of license,
be granted.

for

share time,

Lowell Thomas

Renewed

Sun Oil Co. has renewed Lowell
Thomas and his 6:45-7 p.m. period
on the NBC-Blue network for an-

Broward Broadcasting

Co., Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.
CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be dismissed.
Richmond. CP to increase power
and change hours of operation to 1 KW.,
unlimited.
880 kc, be granted.

WRNL,

other year. Roche, Williams & CunHEARINGS SCHEDULED
nyngham Inc., Philadelphia, has the
Dec.
Allen B. Dumont Laboratories,
6:
Louis
Vitamix
St.
Mills, which account.
Inc., Upper Montclair, N. J.
CP for new
already was carrying two spots daily
television.
46000, 56000 kc, 50 watts, unon WEW, has met with such good
limited.
Firestone Adds 3 Stations
Dec. 7: Odessa Broadcasting Co., Odessa,
results that it doubled its allotment
1310 kc, 100
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., spon- Tex. CP for new station.
and signed a new contract for a full
watts, daytime.
sor of "Voice of Firestone" over NBCyear.
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.,
Red network, has added three sta- Inc.. Nashville. CP for new station. 1370
in Fargo; KFYR, Bis- kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
tions,
"Varsity Show" Adds Week
Dec. 8:
Wm. F. Huffman, Wisconsin
WSGN, Birmingham, Rapids,
mark,
and
Wis.
CP for new station. 580 kc.
Pontiac motors has extended "Varbringing the total to 74. Agency is 250 watts, unlimited.
sity Show" on NBC for one week,
Kindig,
Hollywood.
W.
H.
CP for new
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.

—

helpful advice.
tied in with the story
of Miss Hallin appearing in current
is

True Story Magazine, but commercial
matter was not plugged too strongly.
Announcements were ably handled
by Nelson Case.
Alexander and Hallin were in Cincinnati yesterday to lead the cast in
the live repeat show which is aired

each week on

"Guess Who?"

Keystone Broadcasting Co., New Castle,
Pa.
CP for new station. 1250 kc, 2S0
watts, daytime, be granted.
Rapid City, S. D.
Authority to
assign station license to Black Hills Broadcasting Co.
1370 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts
LS., unlimited, be denied.
Southern Broadcasting Corp., New Orleans.
CP for new station. "l200 kc, 100
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be dismissed.
New Orleans, La. CP to change
frequency, hours of operation and increase
power to 1420 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited, and renewal of license be denied.

—

CBS

en Alexander interpolating his observations and finally crystallizing the
consensus of opinion and offering

Historical

EXAMINERS' RECOMMENDATIONS

"Guess Who?" a series of dramatic
is expected.
charades based on lives of famous
Ellwood
Lippencott, Inc., Bend, Ore.
persons, with identities so skillfully CP for newW.
station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unconcealed that the audience will have limited, be denied.
Music Indefinitely
Airfan Radio Corp., Ltd., San Diego. CP
As long as they want good music, some difficulty identifying them,
new station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, unWKAT listeners can get it in a show starts Dec. 12 at 9-9:15 p.m. over for
limited, be dismissed.
under the guidance of program direc- WOR-Mutual.
El Paso Broadcasting Co., El Paso.
CP

good taste without sacrificing
anything in the way of intense inPress Department
He avoids the maudlin and
terest.
the ultra-sob stuff, yet maintaining
Undergoes
a strong human and dramatic note.
(Continued from Page 1)
First subject to come before Alexander in this series was Isabelle Hal- the desk, with Wallace West, former
institutional publicist, also shifted
lin, the Saugus high school teacher
who was expelled for putting too over to replace Holly Noble. Noble
Jack
modern ideas in the minds of her takes over special features.
students. Miss Hallin first was asked Skinner has been assigned the institutional publicity, and Jack Slocum
to tell her own factual story, which
was presented in a series of drama- has been shifted from night to day
crew to take over in place of Fouche.
tized episodes. Then the mixed jury
gave its reactions, pro and con, with Robert Baral, former journalist, has
been hired to step in on the night
the nimble-minded and smooth-spokter of

Program

7
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WLW.

WDAY

making the sign off date Dec. 31.
station.
710 kc, 500 watts, limited.
CP for
Dec. 9: WBRC, Inc., Cleveland.
The Pontiac CBS show featuring
new station. 880 kc,
KW., unlimited.
Pugh
Linton
Joins
Kathryn Cravens in "News Through
Roberts-McNab Co., Bozeman, Mont. CP
Jean Paul King
a Woman's Eyes" has an option clause
Chicago Ray Linton, heading ra- for new station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250
LS., unlimited.
A news commentator who should coming up Jan. 8. If show is taken dio rep firm bearing his name, has watts
Gallatin Radio Forim, Bozeman.
CP for
have more air time, in solo spots, is off the air, Miss Cravens plans to appointed William Pugh, formerly new station. 1420 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
Jean Paul King, who does the news taken up the movie contract offered with Howard H. Wilson Co. to his
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
staff.
Pugh, formerly with
sales
stint on the daily "Hecker Informa- her.
CP for
C. Head, Lawton, Okla.
John
Hollywood,
is
son
over
WOR-Mutual
at
United
Artists
in
tion Service"
1

—

11:45 a.m. Besides the interesting selection of items which he dispenses,
King has one of the best commentating voices on the air it has brightness, color and variety, as distin-

—

Rewarded

Bill Griffiths
Akron
Bill
Griffiths,

—

of Jess

Pugh, radio actor.

station.
1420 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
LiStar-Times Publishing Co., St. Louis.

cense to cover

veteran

sports commentator and Wheaties
baseball announcer for WJW, the
other day received a check for $100
from Knox-Reeves agency for "outstanding showing" in the contest between announcers for General Mills

new

Signed by

NBC

CP

for

new

facsimile station.

Artists

CFCY, Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Hal Gordon, tenor, and Nancy
Transradio news is now being airSwanson, "Hometown Girl," have
been placed under management of ed thrice daily, with the 1 p.m. periNBC Artists Service. Miss Swanson od sponsored by Salada Tea for a
will be billed as Amanda Snow, "The year.
"The Plainsman," ET series, is beVoice in the Old Village Choir."
ing sponsored by Maple Leaf Milling
Co. through Cockfield, Brown & Co.
WTMJ, Milwaukee

guished from the monotone or semishrieking of a good many newscasters, and the general personality that
he conveys over the airways is most and Socony-Vacuum Oil.
King's adeptness and verlikeable.
satility also are displayed in the
Petry Adds KSTP
Hearst Metrotone newsreel, for which
Chicago
Edward Petry Co. has
Enroute to Hollywood where she thrice weekly.
he has been the voice a good many
Latest type RCA record turntables
added KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, has a contract with 20th Century-Fox,
other
things
years, and among
he
are included in recent modernization
to the list of stations it represents.
off
MilwauLynn
Martin
stopped
in
also is quite a scribe.
kee long enough to appear on Eddie of station's equipment.
Denver
Thompson's "Behind the Mike." Hon- 0El
"The Jewel Club", request pro- eymooning, she brought her New
ATTENTION VOX-POPPERS!
gram
of
sweet
music
and
laughs
York
husband
back
to
see
the
studios
Would you (jive a dollar a week for 50 real
questions and oags? 107 leading broadcasters
featuring Willie Hartzell and his ork, of WTMJ where she got her start on
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
are using them.
You get exclusive rights in
being
aired
twice
weekly, with the air.
your territory. May we send audition? Thanks.
York's Own Station
Neve
Archie Hall handling.
A Hollywood wire from Stanley
WMCA
SCRIPT SERVICE
Jimmy Lunceford and his ork, Morner, another star "cradled" in
AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
Karl Zomar, director
appearing
in
Denver last week, these studios, tells of the arrival of
Springfield, Missouri.
CI 6-2200
1697 BROADWAY
broadcast two nights over KVOD. a baby girl.
[•]
S

—

KVOD,

NAT BRUSIL0FF

8
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THE

DOUG FAIRBANKS JR.

ARISTOCRATIC PIGS,

enter-

tainers on the Balentine Packing
rumored
programs, have been
airing
set in the proposed "name em- Co.
cee" spot on "Hollywood Hotel" as twice daily for three years over
a first step in re-shaping the pro- WFBC, Greenville, S. C, and are
gram following departure of Ken still going strong. Fisher Handley
Murray on Jan. 1, and to get away is the Master Pig, and others in the
from a now more or less stereotyped troupe include Sam Poplin, Dixon
format.
Jerry Cooper and Anne Stewart, Hampton Bradley and Ezra
Jamison, however, were given con- Roper. Broadcasts are at noon and
is

p.m. Monday through Saturday,
with capacity studio audiences and
heavy fan mail.
4

tract renewals.

Elizabeth Wilbur, prominent stage
of San Francisco,
has joined the daily-lengthening list
of experienced and competent radio
performers available locally by moving bag and baggage to Hollywood.

and radio actress

WOR's "Answer Man," Al Mitchell,
new time coinci-

will be heard at a

dent with the renewal of his contract for the coming year.
CurrentKFVD, sharing wave length with ly aired over
Tuesdays, ThursWHO, Des Moines, goes off the air days and Saturdays at 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
temporarily between 10 and 11 p.m. program changes to Monday, WednesPST to permit of facsimile broad- day and Friday at 7:15-7:30 p.m. becasting by the Iowa station, recently ginning Dec. 13.
given authorization by the FCC to
conduct experiment in that field.
"Backstage Interviews," under the
Harry Maizlish, KFWB general direction of Harry Goldsmith of the
manager, announces that the Walter
Federal Theater Radio DiviBiddick Co. has been appointed ex- sion, which has been heard sporadi-

WOR

WPA

sales representatives in
Francisco and Seattle territory.

clusive

cally over

Carr, lecturer
will inaugurate

and

literary

WQXR's

first

book review program, "Books in the
News," at 3:45-4 p.m. on Wednesday.

WOKO

Sherburne Herrick,
announcer, heads the committee in
charge of the Notre Dame Club of
Albany Christmas Dance, outstanding
social event in this sector.
Herrick
will secure a "name radio band" for
the dance, to be held in the Ten
Eyck Hotel on Dec. 26.
Herrick
was graduated from Notre Dame in
1934.

Eleanor Bowers, a Roy Campbell
has opened at the Mayflower
Gardens Club, Washington.

soloist,

Royalists.

BOSTON

SAN ANTONIO

WMT

—

novelty nowadays attracts
I
note that
for a time.
Bob Burns' bazooka. Edgar Bergen's Charlie McCarthy, Tommy
Riggs' Betty Lou, and other makebelieve characters are holding attention and getting big salaries for
However, with the hu
so doing.
man element, any novelty must be
good to hold attention. Some people have described my all girl
orchestra as a novelty, but this is
wrong. It is a group of exceptionally high calibre musicians who
have reached a stage of emancipa-

"Any

attention

tion
all

that

is

listeners

novelty."

making itself
and not as

felt

just

by
a

produc-

to join

him

in his

new

radio

production concern. May join if arrangement can be worked out so
that he can still handle some of the
shows he has, which include "A Tale
of Today," "Girl Alone," "Guiding
Light," "It Can Be Done" and "Lights
Out."
General Mills Co., Minneapolis, has
been listening to an adaptation of
"Granddaddy Longlegs" done by
Morrison Wood.
Century Finance Co. has launched
a program titled Rhythm Revue over
WCFL at 11 a.m. Sundays through
Schwimmer & Scott agency.
Wayne King, after closing at Palmer House, Dec. 12, plans to confine
himself to his radio commercial un-

Rea Reynalds has been signed by til after the holidays.
Roy Campbell as acWAAF has launched a new trancompanist for the Roy Campbell scribed serial, "Last of the Mohicans,"

Frank Purkett, vice-president and
Priscilla Fortescue, young Boston
Carolina Panza, KABC staff organgeneral manager of Associated Cinema Studios, is back in town after radio announcer and writer, asso- ist, also playing Sunday concerts on
a two-week flying trip to Chicago ciated with WAAB for the past sev- the Plaza Hotel consol, is a former
and New York, where he made eral years, left Friday for Holly- theater musician.
Tom Dickey's Show Boys, hill-billy
preliminary arrangements for establishment of Associated offices in both wood as the guest of Marie Stoddard, ork, are a new feature heard regularcities immediately after the first of former member of the "Gossipers," ly over KMAC.
Jerry Morgan, KONO program dithe year.
who has settled in the film colony.
Dave Torbett, music arranger, has While in Hollywood, Miss Fortescue rector, has christened his new daughter, Mildred.
settled down here permanently and
will write the adventures of a "New
Sidney
Pearlman,
impersonator,
has had his name added to the talent
England Girl in Hollywood", for back from Hollywood where he had
list of the Harty-Kelton agency.
Mutual.
a bit in Warner's "Hollywood Hotel."
Smith Ballew just completed waxJohnny Long and his orchestra are Syd also did some radio work while
ing six sides for Decca at Recordings
leaving the Copley Plaza Hotel's on the Coast.
He will return to
Inc.
Sheraton Room.
Michael Zarrin's California in the Spring.
crew will take over the berth.
Steve Wilhelm of Wilhelm Adv.
Chauncey Fay at
Bette Baker is the new addition Agency not only announces "The Boy
Cedar Rapids, la. Chauncey Fay, to the WBZ press department, re- Reporter" programs via KTSA Friformerly of WIAS, Ottumwa, is a placing Evelyn Billett, resigned.
day evenings but does a series of
new member of the WMT announcdialect gags as well.
Scott Furriers have taken to the air
ing staff.
through WEEI with "The Woman
Speaks", in which problems subKLZ, Denver
mitted by women listeners will be
"Campus Review", featuring stuanswered over the air, and the donor dents in Colorado educational inof the question will receive a five stitutions, has wound up its series
dollar merchandise reward.
but will be back next year for same

PHIL SPITALNY

Webster

KEEGAN, NBC

man, has been asked by Carl

choral director

San

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

HOWARD
tion

Page

1937

WHN

during the past six
weeks, is now a regular weekly series
every Saturday at 5-5:15 p.m.

critic,

6,

based on the book.
Russ Hodges, WIND sportscaster,
journeyed down to Goshen, Ind., to
speak at annual football banquet
there.

Harold Swanson,

WJJD

engineer,

almost killed in motorcycle crash,
has regained consciousness and has

moved from hospital to his
home for further recovery.
Norman W. Gregg has been named
to handle publicity for the new Morrell show featuring Bob Becker on
NBC starting after first of year. He
been

Contented account.
Old Heidelberg inn has
Herr Louie and Weasel and Armand
Buisseret's ensemble on WCFL and
the latter also on WIND.
Lee Gebhardt, who has been writalso handles
Eitel's

ing Oxydol's "Ma Perkins" for years,
has been assigned to turn out the
Skelly
"Court
Missing Heir"
of
scripts.

"Ma Perkins" has gone

into its
year, and P. & G. celebrated the
occasion with a party last week. Virginia Payne, Charles Eggleston and
Dick Wells head the cast.
fifth

George Besse, head of local Joseph
Hershey McGillvra rep office, has
improved sufficiently to be taken
WKRC, Cincinnati
from Ravenswood Hospital to home.
He has been receiving X-ray treatRuth Lyons, program director and
commentator, doing a new "Woman farm show, "Rocky Mountain Round- ments for injuries to leg.
Views the News" thrice weekly for up", station offered cash prizes for
(Fairbanks-Morse best letters on why listeners like the
Appliances Inc.
refrigerators)
program. Replies came from far and
sponsor.
Bob Bradley, KLZ tenor;
the Melody Maids, Melody Men and
studio ork directed by Pete Smythe
appeared in the big final show.
To test drawing power of its 6 a.m.

"Personalities on Parade," presenting persons with unusual stories to
Marsha
tell,
being aired by
is
Wheeler thrice weekly for Cincin-

wide.

man

"Col."
of the

Bob Buchanan

is

fore-

"Roundup".

WEW,

St. Louis
Works.
Station news staff under direction
Herbert Carlborg of the Detroit of Bill Mackintosh is now supplying
office of Radio Sales was a recent complete
local
coverage and has
visitor.
scooped the papers several times.
Al Bland of "Dow's Dawn Patrol"
Announcers' book was officially
claims he; has done 190 consecutive doubled last week over the book of
hours on the show without repeating last week, and it's not all Christmas
nati Oil

a joke.

accounts.

Greetings from Radio Daily
December 6
Gershwin
Agnes Moorehead
Ira

John Ravencroft
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FCC

Segal Suspended by
looking
On
AND
mm

LISTENING

IN

MUSICIAN JAM UPSETS

Barred From Practice Before
Commission for Next Two Months
Dismiss Smith Charges

Lawyer

SPONSORSHIP OF OPERA
RCA of the Metrobroadcasts Saturday
afternoons ran into the annual snag,
with the result that the first broadcast went out as a sustaining.
Understood that Local 802 of the
AFM demanded that the musicians
in the pit at the Met. be paid $12
an hour over the usual opera scale,

—

Sponsorship by

EDUCATION

The
their

week

had

educators

say about the

ra-

Chicago, and the remarks ior the most part were neither
kind nor complimentary.
dio

last

Nobody
But

it's

deny

will

the educators

in

that the objective oi

praiseworthy.

is

and ideas on the

impose

its

and

with the edu-

of the chief faults is

cators themselves.

They do

not approach their task with
sufficient tolerance and an appreciation
of the fact that it takes a century to raise
the mass
inch.

mental level a fraction

an

of

Nor have they shown imagination or
showmanship in making educational matter on the radio more palatable than
school studies which most kids would
shun if they could.
There is much room for improvement
in radio programs.
But orators always make the case
sound a lot worse than it really is.

TURNABOUT

Maybe

this

was

that extra glass of

ner, but

anyway

was tuned

in to

it

one

Gragnano

seems

at dinthat the radio

of those spieler pro-

grams which are prefaced by the alibi
line to the effect that "the views expressed by Mr. Bloke McWhoozis are entirely his own and not those of the sponsor."

the final commercial about the
glowing qualities of Doc Whizz's 10-in-l
liniment, the announcer got tangled up
and finished with "These are the sponsor's own claims and not those of the

After

—D.C.G.

speaker."

Service in Crisis

—

When

unemployment
relief here was cut off last week.
Manager Sam Townsend of WJW
Akron

devoted

facilities

and

of his

station to

together needy families
willing
givers,
calling
for

bringing

—

of both clients and
then making assignments
to each giver by phone and over
me air. Over 80 per cent of appeals were answered.

registrations

donors,

Philco Radio Mysteries
Set for Foreign Market

—

Philadelphia
Philco's "Phyl Coe
Radio Mysteries" contest, which has
been a big success in the U. S., will
step into the international field with
the starting of the ET series in Mexico under sponsorship of Philco radio and tube dealers. Plans also are
being formulated to air the campaign
in Cuba, Venezuela, Peru, Argentine

and South Africa.

WJR

—WJR
1922

to

funds

raise

children.

g.m.

for

Fitz

WJR

of

director of
for

now

here,

v.p.

WGAR,

and

Tomy

is

publicity

air.

new

—

APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS

OE ECC

Washington Bureau,

is

RA'DIO DAILY

Washington—The U.
has

affirmed

S. Court of
decisions by
for ra-

RADIO DAILY
FCC concerning applications
Occupancy of the dio facilities in five cases.

CBS

and studio
for early in
March, with construction work progressing right on schedule, according
five-story

building

office

planned

(Continued on Page 2)

was seen in the
Commission's order was
not issued with the regular Saturday
significance

schedules and releases, not appearing until late afternoon.

West Coast Bureau,

Angeles

Some

FCC

FIVE DECISIONS

Los

DAILY

the first decision of
issued a week-end

kind, the FCC
order in the Segal-Smith case, suspending Paul M. Segal, widely known
radio attorney, charged with setting
up dummy broadcasting corporations
for the purpose of "deceit and concealment," from practice for the next
two months before the FCC, while
similar charges against his associate,
George S. Smith, were ordered dis-

fact that the

known

— In

its

among

New CBS

Coast Plant
Ready by Next March

Washington

missed.

the best

DENNETT

Washington Bureau, RA'DIO

Fifteen years ago
years thereafter their

WJR.

10

voices were

on the

needy
and

Detroit's

is

Cleveland, while

and

By PRESCOTT

Turns Back

turns
back the
on Dec. 17 when
Leo Fitzpatrick, "Merry Old Chief"
of the Kansas City Nighthawks, and
Neal Tomy, "Chief" of the Red
Apple club of WCX nights, revive
those two features of radio's infancy for the annual WJR party to
Detroit

dials

Appeals
just

a nightmare induced

by

(Continued on Page 5)

wishes

privileged

less

generally unwilling masses.

One

Opera

politan

the eternal case of the intellec-

tual minority trying to

is

Two

cases represented appeals by
opposed to the granting of
an application by Star Times Publishing Co. for permission to construct a broadcasting station in St.
interests

(Continued on Page 5)

The FCC handed down a lengthy
opinion pointing out that the case
was the first in which it had been
called upon "to enunciate certain
principles relating to the truthfulness
of answers contained in applications."
Segal's suspension from practice before the FCC will extend to Feb. 6.
The Commission tempered

its

own

order and announcement of suspension by the declaration that Segal's
"standing, character and integrity as
a lawyer has been of the highest"
for the past decade. The FCC pointed to the numerous Capital attorneys
testifying to this as character witnesses at the recent hearing into the
charges.

Standard Brands Renews

The Commission further explained
Skelly Adds 3 Stations
Standard
Brands has
renewed
that the case has brought forth "wide
"One Man's Family" on NBC-Red for
Skelly Oil, on switching "Skelly publicity for a period of more than
a year.
J. Walter Thompson is the
Court of Missing Heirs" to Sunday, six months and that necessarily duragency. Routine renewals on other 10:30-11 p.m., over
CBS midwest sta- ing this time the respondent, Segal,
Standard Brands shows will be sign- tions, added KLZ, WMBD and
KVOR, has been more or less under a cloud
ed in the next few weeks.
bringing total network to 19.
(Continued on Page 2)

Two

WLLH

Transmitters
Successfully Synchronized
—

Lowell, Mass. New fields for in
creased use of existing frequencies
on the broadcast spectrum have been
opened up by
here, in the
opinion of A. S. Moffat, president of
Merrimac Broadcasting Co., following
successful launching last week of
synchronized transmission on 1370
kcs. from the
transmitters in

WLLH

WLLH

both Lowell and Lawrence, only
about 10 miles apart. Joint operation, started Dec. 1, has been markedly successful, with no objectionable
interference of "mush area", according to Moffat. The step has added a
market of a quarter of a million
(Continued on Page 6)

Sneaked Signal
Utica

—A

local

bus

on
each

driver,

his last run before dinner-time

day. stops his bus a few feet
from WIBX's street broadcast at
noon. If his wife, home preparing

background blasts
bus horn during program,
hubby '11 be on time. It she doesn't,
bus is behind schedule and she
slows dinner accordingly.
lunch, hears two
of

a
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Rollin'
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Crosley

Cen.

Close
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Bid
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8%

Mutual Gets

9%

Game

The East-West football game at
San Francisco on New Year's Day
over
exclusively
aired
be
Mutual. Web is trying to sell the
game commercially on a cooperative
will

basis.

because of these charges, and

band, with GAIL
a week's perMetropolitan Theater

make

Miami

in

New

on

Year's Day to announce the Orange Bowl game.

H.

QUILLIAN, manager

i.

KIRO,

of

Seattle,

is
in Hollywood on business with Donald W.
Thornburg, CBS vice-president in charge of
West Coast operations.
He also visited Phil
Lasky, KSFO manager, San Francisco.

EDWARD KLAUBER,
of

CBS,

First

KNX

quired

executive vice-president
on network affairs.
since the chain ac-

Hollywood

in

is

visit

to the Coast
as the local

outlet.

BARBOUR,

connected with BBC in
England, is in Hollywood scouting talent and
looking
over
the
situation
generally.
Has
signed Joe Reichman, "Pagliacci of the Piano",
and his band for a London engagement.

ROSS

17
16
16
16
15

W.
in

is

O. PAPE,
town.

president

New CBS

of

WALA,

Mobile,

Coast Plant

Ready by Next March

15

KNX

must have ment, and Congress has delegated
Bowe Trying for Opera
this duty to this Commission.
The
Morton Bowe, tenor, will try for
The case created a virtual furore law prescribes that these facilities opera in the Metropolitan auditions
may be granted only in the public
in the FCC. Charges were originally
on Dec. 12 over NBC-Blue at 5 p.m.
interest, that is to say, so that the
soprano,
and Earl
preferred by Commissioner George public may be served by the grant. Jean Merrill,
Henry Payne, who was disqualified The licensee is a trustee of the Fed- Lippy, baritone, also will be heard.
by Chairman Frank R. McNinch from eral Government to perform a pubparticipating in the hearings. Payne lic duty.
For these reasons there
ORIGINAL SCRIPTS
has since bitingly criticized what he must be no concealment, so far as
AT AMAZING PRICES!
this
Commission
is
concerned,
the
of
a
of
Three
Minute
Shots to Complete Half-Hour
activities
characterizes as the
With
Shows.
Strengthen
Your
Programs
"powerful radio lobby" in Washing- real applicants who desire to exerSure Fire Material! Fifty Cents to Two
cise this public franchise; and a lawDollars.
Write for Catalogue:
ton.
necessarily

practice

his

is

—

San Francisco.

yer

who

actively participates in con-

from

*

your
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INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

.

HOWLERS

.

In
.

ivew:

.

all
.

.

Boners

walks of

as

been "pulled"
13 Five Minute Scripts

they

life!

*

have

$10.

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS,
250 PARK

AVENUE

NEW YORK

Inc.
CITY

H. STIEFEL ENTERPRISES, INC.
NEW YORK CITY
SCRIPT SERVICE DEPARTMENT

this

mission is guilty of unethical conduct
in deceiving the licensing authority
of the Federal Government."
Chief Attorney for the prosecution
was FCC Special Counsel Samuel
Kaufman while the defendants were
represented by Attorneys Lawrence

1619 BROADWAY,

1DITHCIT

/

NEW YORK
i

SAK FRANCISCO

Koenigsberger and Paul Monsky.

SQUIRE DECLARES:
POCKET ROOKS
are

ripe

State.

MORE

SAM

Commission the
real party in interest and in making
untrue and misleading answers to
questions prescribed by this Comcealing

through

all

They're

New

bursting

York

open

in

fact.

for

for

been adversely affected."

Segal and Smith were charged with
making misrepresentations as to ownership and stock holdings in applicaStations are selling the tions for Palmer Broadcasting SyndiChildren.
radio rights for twice the station's cate Inc., for stations at Portland and
time charge. Half of the proceeds Lewiston, Me., and Cheyenne, Wyo.;
will be forwarded to the hospital for Commercial Broadcasters Inc.,
fund.
and for Great Western Broadcasting
Association Inc., for a station at MoorKFI-KECA Staff Additions
head, Minn.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Segal also was accused of changHarrison Holliway ing records in a file of the CommisLos Angeles
has added Eve Stanley to the KFI- sion's office, with the aid of a clerk.
KECA staff in a combination proThe Commission further found that
duction-sales capacity. John C. Jen- Smith was not guilty of any of the
sen, formerly on the Illustrated Daily charges except in the Casto matter
News, and Harry H. Comer, from "for which he has already been repthe Times, also join the sales force. rimanded by the Commission."
Miss Stanley was formerly with NBC
The FCC opinion also contained a
and the J. Walter Thompson office
highly significant paragraph which
in

Corp.) ....

York

"Hollywood

his

be

will

on

(Continued from Page 1)
clearly shows the McNinch "clean- to Donald W. Thornburg, CBS viceup" influence and sets down a rule president.
Electrical equipment for the new
for future application filing.
transmitter has been shipped
"The grant to an applicant to erect
from the east and is due here by
and operate a broadcasting station is first of the
year.
that regulated by the Federal Govern-

being played under the
auspices of the Shrine committee for
the Shriners Hospital for Crippled

Game

and
go to Boston to
appearance at the
beginning Thursday.

17
17

Plains (Schuster-Miller Inc.)

Vs
4

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

BUNNY BERICAN

REESE,

HUSINC

New

leaves

appear

to

sonal

19
18

Lifetime (Mario Music Corp.)

FRANCES LANCFORD
Hollywood in time
Hotel" Friday.

TED

are

concert appearance.

Detroit for a

Chg.
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—
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—
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A
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Smith Is Acquitted
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Radio

Hazeltine

7'/8

7

51

Westinghouse
Zenith

Low
1493/8

Of

Foggy Day (Chappell and Co.)
Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Took The Words Out Of My Heart (Paramount Music
Everything You Said Came True (Remick Music Corp.)
Mama, I Wanna Make Rhythm (Santly Bros. -Joy Inc.)
Mission By The Sea (Shapiro Bernstein Inc.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE
High

Co.) ....

and Co.)
From Dreaming (Remick Music Corp.)
Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
I've Got My Heart Set On You (Robblns Music Corp.)
I Want A New Romance (Famous Music Corp.)

FINANCIAL
150V4

Work

It's

Rosalie (Chappell
You Can't Stop Me

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

Berlin Inc.)

In

If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)
The Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music Corp.)
I Still Love To Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
Vieni, Vieni (Witmark and Son)
Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Corp.)
True Confession (Famous Music Co.)
When The Organ Played O Promise Me (Joe Morris Music

Nice

RADIO
to
communications
all
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.

Address

Times Played

Publisher

There's

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order.

Phone

in

GOino

and

PONS and ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

LILY

RADIO DAILY.

Selection

:

:

cominc

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Dec. 4, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

1937
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THE ITALIAN MARKET
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A BILLION DOLLAR
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HE ITALIAN MARKET
arouno tne
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Now
new

concentrated one hundred miles
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own buying habits, its own wholesale and retail outlets and its
own advertising mediums. There are 2,300,000 talo- Americans
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We

New

Jersey, Connecticut,

reach this market every hour of

and every day
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through
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WPEN,

yyuy, WBIL,
WOV,
yydil,

and

broadcasting programs especially designed and produced

to entertain and

sell

the Italo-American listeners.

We

have done

so for the past five years coming to the conclusion that the only

way to

sell

the Italian Market

is

the

Italian

way.

We will

be glad

to place at your disposal, with no obligation on your part, whatever

knowledge we possess of the
INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORP.,
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MUSIC

ACTIVITIES

101 Ranch Swingsters, broadTHE
casting from the 101 Ranch Cab-

and the Top Hat Orchestra from
the Top Hat, have been added to the
bands heard on the WNEW "Dance

SET FOR HEARING
W.

More than 30 orchestras
Parade."
are heard in this program. Ray Parker is the leader of the 101 Swingsters,
with Dan Bonetti, leader of the Top
Hatters.

Fletcher Henderson and his orchessigned to play at the Vogue Ballroom in Los Angeles starting Dec. 11,
will be heard over NBC networks
The first broadcast is set
nightly.
for the Pacific Coast NBC-Red netnight.

•

•

to the

•

Seediest

fold with

is

their

will

take

Joe

Louis on a p.a.

tour

Kennedy was renewed

add
in

to his

Benny Goodman and

swing music
Carnegie Hall on Sunday evening,
Jan. 16, marking the first time that
a swing band will be heard at that
institution. The event will be held
under the auspices of S. Hurok.
at

who

Webb and his Orchestra,
are back at the Savoy Ballroom,

will

air

Chick

WEAF

and NBC-Red

Network on Wednesdays
1

a.m.,

an-

"empire" .... Clarence
with the

conjunction

latter's

weeks on his "New York
on Parade"-NBC show. ... "Death Valley Days" was renewed yesterday
effective Dec. 31 on NBC... Billy Kent is looking for a femme vocalist to
go into Jack Dempsey's in Florida with a band.
.Sid Schwartz-Harry Essex
play. "Something for Nothing." debuts Thursday nite at the revamped 48th
St.
Theater .... NBC mikeman Abbott Tessman overslept recently and
rushed to KGO. Frisco, in time to put Rosie and Her Guitar on the air.
Under his overcoat was nothing but a pair of loud pajamas!.
.Merle Pitt
auditioning vocal trios for his swing session
is
Col. Moie Snyder's
mother died in Chicago the other day .... Though Eleanor Roosevelt will
guestar by remote on the Kate Smith show Thursday nite another "Eleanor
Roosevelt" debuts with a series that day on NBC-Blue. She is Teddy, Jr/s
frau and her name's also Eleanor.
.

.

.John B.

for

13

.

.

.

—

his orchestra

will offer a concert of

over

to return

may purchase

previous set-up .... lack Robbins

other music firm before the week's over to

Muse

and lames Melton

talking to Robert Dolan

.

Day

with a Smile,"
theme song of Alan Courtney's "Joymakers" on WNEW, has been published by Red Star Music Co. Song
was composed by Lanny Gray and
Alan Courtney.
the

"Start

at 12:30 to

and

Thursdays 6-6:30 p.m.

Fridays 12-12:30.

A new departure in the operation of a station was put
in effect by Donald A. Burton, owner of WLBC, Muncie, Ind., with
the title changed to "the test tube station of the nation" ... .Under
new policy all departments and activities are so coordinated that
they function on a "laboratory" basis everything working as a
single unit in handl'ng local, regional and network accounts ... .The
boys walked into the office of Frank Nagel, bookkeeper at KLZ,
Denver and saw a lone candle burning on his desk and in broad
daylight too!.... On investigation it was discovered that it was his
and this was the way he was
first anniversary with the station

©

«

•

—

—

—

—

celebrating.

Lou Adrian has been signed to
wield the baton on a new show being
readied by Zenith in Chicago by
"Biggie" Levin, Chicago agent out
here scouting talent.

Dec. 10 at 9:30-10 p.m. in "Studies
Sylvia Froos and a
in Contrast."
chorus also will take part in the
weekly series, from the WOR-Mutual
Playhouse.

House the nite he plays there .... Phil Spitalny's "Hour of Charm" has
.Professional Music Men meet at the Astor Friday nite
been renewed.
and they'll plan their benefit for the 2nd week in April .... Mrs. Buddy
Clark is registering at Polyclinic for an operation .... NBC, after the first
and permit recordings until 9 a.m.
of the year, will start the day at 6 a.m.
.... Sunoco Gas is auditioning the script show called "Nero Wolfe" with
.

—

McDonald and Wallace Ford .... Eddie Garr auditions today for
Choir auditions for Kate Smith this week ... Borden
show, which faded Friday as an Erwin, Wasey account, goes to BBD&O.
Eddie Cantor's N. Y. broadcasts may come from Carnegie Hall because
Craig

.

Mardi Gras," Dec.

"Hollywood
(NBC-Red, 9:30

on
14

p.m.)

ADOLPHE MENJOU, VERREE
TEASDALE and JOSEPHINE TUMMINIA, on Bing Crosby show, Dec. 9
(NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
PAT ROONEY, on "20 Years Ago
and Today", Dec. 10 (WOR-Mutual,
10

p.m.).

"^COMMERCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS^
80

live

minute announcements every week

one

covering

24

different

sold

one

station

to

lines
in

a

of

business

.

.

city.

The low cost of "Universal Service" deserves
write for samples now!
your attention

—

UNIVERSAL RADIO PROGRAMS,
545

Fifth

Ave.

.

.

—

GUESTING

INC.

New York

C.
watts,

CP

S.

Kc, 250

day-

Gastonia, N. C.
CP for new
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

station.

Roberts-McNab Co., Livingstone, Mont.
for new station.
1310 kc, 100 watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited.
S. B. Quigley, Mobile.
CP for new station.
1200 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Harry M. Ayers, Anniston, Ala.
CP for
new station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Kathryn B. Gosselin, Aurora, 111. CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
WRTD, Richmond. Vol. assignment of
license to Times-Dispatch Radio Corp., 1500
kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
WCLS, Joliet, 111. Application for transfer of control from R. W. Hoffman to L. W.
Wood. 1310 kc, 100 watts, specified.
Anne Jay Levine, Palm Springs, Cal. CP
for new station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Michael J. Mingo, Tacoma.
CP for new
station.
1400 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
N. B. Egelund, Fort Dodge, la.
CP for
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Clinton Broadcasting Corp., Clinton, la.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited.
WGAN, Portland, Me. Auth. to transfer
control of corp. to William N. Campbell &
Lloyd C. Greene. 640 kc, 500 watts, limited.
KRQA, Santa Fe. Vol. assignment of license to I. E. Lambert.
1310 kc, 100 watts,

CP

unlimited.

Garden Island Publishing Co., Ltd., Lihue,
Kauai, T. H. CP for new station. 1500 kc
100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
WAYX, Waycross, Ga. Vol. assignment
of license to Jack Williams.
1200 kc. 100
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
WBLY, Lima, Ohio. Vol. assignment of
license to the Fort Industry Co.
1210 kc,
100 watts, daytime.
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. Vol. assignment of license to John P. Scripps.
1310
kc, 250 watts, daytime.
'

APPLICATIONS GRANTED
KTMS,

all

Santa Barbara.
to cover

and

tion

CP

for

new

sta-

license

same.
1220 kc,
500 watts, unlimited.
Crosley Corp. (WLW), extension of special authorization for 500 kw. from Feb
1
1938,

Vallee .... Vatican

CARY GRANT,

610

unlimited.

Aug.

to

• • • Eddy Duchin's show for Elizabeth Arden on NBC switches to
MBS Dec. 28 —in a late spot. Duchin will be a dinner guest at the White
.

Ernie Fiorito and his ork will be
heard over WOR-Mutual starting

Greenwood,

Barnette,
station.

time.
F. C. Todd,

flicker.

tra,

A.

new

for

aret,

work on Saturday

1937

7,

1,

1938.

NEW
WEAF,

BUSINESS

N. Y.
Vocational Service Inc.
(aviation and air conditioning training), "Dr.
Dollar",
Tuesdays
7:45-8
p.m.,
through
Kritchfield & Co., Chicago. Also on WMAQ,
:

Chicago.

WIBA, Madison, Wis.: Calcium Carbonate Co. (Hen-Dine Poultry Food), ETs,
through K. E. Sheppard Advertising Co.
(Also on WTAQ, Green Bay.)
CFCY, Charlottetown, P.
& Gamble. "Ma Perkins";

E.

I.:

Procter

Phillips

Milk of
Bayer

Magnesia;

Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder;
Aspirin; Ironized Yeast; Salada Tea.

other playhouses are occupied that nite .... Latest reports are that Billy

Rose

is

in

on the French Casino exclusively, with

Max

Edison)

(Hotel

Kramer et al out
Del Casino will bring his smile and voice
Leon & Eddie's Sunday nite for a party in his honor.

into

KSFO, San Francisco: Bayuk Cigars, announcements,
through
McKee-Albright
&
Ivey, Inc.; Coca Cola, "Singin' Sam," ETs,
through D'Arcy Co.; Lever Bros. (Spry),
announcements, through Ruthrauff & Ryan;
Ford Motor, announcements, through McCann
Erickson.

•

•

•

WSGN, Birmingham,

offers a 15-minute

—

weekly program

Association of the Blind with only active
members of the ass'n appearing on the show featuring instrumental
music ... .WMT, Cedar Rapids, steps forward to lay claim on the

sponsored by the

city's

man the
way whereby he can make
will before he makes his

Life Insurance offers a

only
his

money.

Man" title with Art Shepherd, conductor of the "CurbForum" going into his 6th year of street-questioning
.Aaron
Beckwith of WSYR's sales force in Syracuse recently sold a con-

"Question
stone

.

tract to a 5-and-10

—

.

store— who had never used radio before. Not
forcible measures to
he, therefore, earned the title of "tycoon."

knowing whether he used mirrors or more
clinch the account

.

INSURANCE
JOhn 4-2800
<<0

JOHN

BEekman 3-037S
ST..

NEW YORK
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"Trading Post Floorwalker"
Seventh consecutive year of the
Met. operas on NBC got under way
Saturday on the NBC-Blue network
with Massenet's
1:55-5:15
p.m.,
"Manon." Richard Crooks, tenor, had
the role of Chevalier des Grieux and
Bidu Sayao, Brazilian soprano, was
Rest of
heard as Manon Lescaut.
the cast was equally fine and as usual the pickup from the Metropolitan
Opera House was quite perfect. Milton Cross acted as narrator and between acts gave resumes of the story
and considerable background on the
origin of the three "Manon" versions,
particularly Massenet's. RCA scheduled to sponsor the operas for the
second year, has not undertaken it
as yet, the current season's debut
being heard as a sustaining. Subsequent airing will be each Saturday
matinee, and of course short waved
also via W3XAL.

"the People's Choice"
This

new CBS program

in the 8-

8:30 p.m. spot on Sunday embodies
a good idea, but the execution last

Show,
missed its mark.
originating in Hollywood, is a revue

Sunday

the "best programs of
the week" as selected through fan
mail.
In the program caught, Joe
Penner, Hal Kemp, and vocalists Bob

including

Allen and "Sugar Cane" appeared in
person, while impersonations were
Boake Carter, Gladys
of
given
Swarthout and "Johnny Presents" in
a Charles Martin dramatic presentation.

Penner wasn't as good as on his
own half-hour program which aired
over same web only a couple of
hours before, and the same may be
said for the offerings as a whole.

Briefly
Harry Conn is one of radio's ace
comedy writers, but as a radio actor
he'll

be the death of himself, profes-

He kills his own
lines because he hasn't the mike
voice to put them over. As long as
this is allowed to go on, Charlie McCarthy will not fear competition from
the CBS "Earaches of 1938."

sionally speaking.

good

AGENCIES

NEW PROGRAMS -IDEA/

REVI6UJS

Metropolitan Opera

5

RADIO DAILY

A new

of "Musicales.

Burnett-Kuhn

is

the

remote series, originating at,
and sponsored by, Chicago's "Trading
Post" at 8200 South Chicago Avenue,
started recently over WIND, slated
Titled the "Trading
for 52 weeks.
Post Floorwalker", it presents Brooks
Connally in the role of shopping
advisor, wandering from counter to
counter with helpful hints to shoppers
on how to get their money's worth.
Show was created and sold by H. R.
Makelin, station sales manager, who

will

also

sponsor

a

series

Appeals Court Upholds
Five Decisions
(Continued from Page

of

FCC

1)

Publishing
Co.,
owner of St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
which operates KSD, protested that
its pending application for increased
facilities should have been disposed
of prior to granting a permit to the
Court of Appeals said,
Star-Times.
however, there was no reason why
an established station should be preferred, for that cause alone, to a
Louis.

new

Pulitzer

application.

Farm Show on

WTMJ

tion to his editorial experience.

Musician Jam Upsets
Sponsorship of Opera

They perin a single opinion.
tained to appeals from orders by
the Commission denying applications
by Great Western Broadcasting Ass'n
for permits for local stations in

f om Page 1)
extra for each commercial broadcast of the opera. This
$36 average will have to be paid by
RCA directly to the musicians,
through NBC, due to the operas
averaging three hours.
Since the pit crews at the Met.
run 70 to 105 men, according to the
score to be played, the item could
not be readily settled in time for
RCA to sponsor the first program.

$36 a

man

15

YeorslorCKAC

Montreal

— CKAC,

one of the oldest
radio stations in North America, celebrates
its
15th anniversary this
week with a special series of shows.
Logan and Provo, Utah, and from an Jacques N. Cartier, first director of
order granting a permit to Utah the station, will be emcee on today's
Broadcasting Co. for a local station program. Saturday will feature Benin Salt Lake City.
ny Goodman and his ork from New
York, with CBS paying tribute to
Dept. Buildup CKAC as the first Canadian station
Detroit
WJBK has been putting to carry American broadcasts and
the first to air from Canada to the
its biggest efforts on sports and news.
With its sports reputation established, U. S.
station has set out on a campaign to
Two Signing Off CBS
build its news service into a topWJBK now carries Beneficial Management and Internotch feature.
20 hourly newscasts of 5 minutes national Silver, both CBS accounts,
duration known as "News of the will sign off Jan. 1 and Dec. 26,
Hour on the Hour." Ed MacKenzie, respectively. Former sponsors "Your
Charlie Sterritt and Bob Longwell Unseen Friend" and latter has the
are the newscasters. Transradio ser- "Silver Theater."
vice is employed.
Foreign students
from local universities are engaged
as instructors to the announcers to

Though he occasionally uses some names.

pronunciations of foreign
Frank Perkins, copy chief,

hokum tactics, George Jessel is edits all news and a strict policy premaking his Sunday night Mutual pro- vails in which all news items considgram a very enjoyable affair. And ered to be in bad taste or offensive
last Sunday's sly comedy skit aimed to home listeners are eliminated.
at radio's scandal commentators was
both pointed and amusing.
Translating "Charlie Chan"
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette have
Los Angeles — The "Charlie Chan"

LUCILLE

& LANNY

City,

mie Allen" series

to Campbell-TagBakery Co., for use on WHO,
and to Western Bakeries, Los Angeles.

HARRY

A. FEIGENBAUM agency,
Philadelphia, is now handling the
account of Radbill Oil Co.

McKEE, ALBRIGHT & IVEY,
been

has

adelphia,

Phil-

appointed

to

handle Bayuk Cigar account.

BROMLEY HOUSE,

account exec-

utive of Brace Beemer Inc., also is a
baritone soloist.
He was in New
York recently and did some ET guesting at World Broadcasting studios

Hanshaw and Vic Ar-

with Annette

den's orchestra for Chevrolet.

Larus Merges Departments
Advertising and sales departments
of Larus & Brother Co., tobacco manufacturers,
consolidated.

Richmond,

have

been

All advertising matters
will be handled under the direction

of Robert C. Carden Jr., general
sales manager. Calvin T. Lucy, heretofore in charge of advertising for
the firm, will now devote his entire
time to the Edgeworth Tobacco station,
of which he is general

WRVA,

manager.

"HIGH FIDELITY"

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
Highest Quality Recording
attained

~k

by

Most expensive modern

in-

stantaneous recording equip-

ment.

*

Expert Electrical Transcription wax recording
Personnel

(graduate

and

licensed engineers).

old

been maintaining a high average in transcription series, foreign rights to
comedy lately on their Sunday show which are held by Irving Fogel Radio Productions, have been sold in
script
form to Radio Programs
Service, Paris, and will be translated
into French, German, Spanish and
GREY
LIN WOOD
the Scandinavian.
"2 voices and a Tpianny"
times
WJZ-NBC
Blue
8:45
A.M.
EST
6
w'kly
over Mutual, helped considerably by
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
their unctuous deadpan stooge. And
Management NBC Artists Service
the D'Artega music on the show is
always swell.

secretary of Rus-

gart

WJBK News
—

correct

COOKSEY,

Comer agency, Kansas

(Continued

or

Three other cases were disposed
of

B.
C.

reports sale of 650 episodes of "Jim-

For the benefit of farmers throughout Wisconsin and Upper Michigan,
WTMJ. Milwaukee, is launching a
new farm program titled "WTMJ
Farm Roundup," featuring F. B.
Swingle, editor of the Wisconsin
Agriculturist and Farmer. The shows
will be presented every other Saturday. Mr. Swingle is an authority on
farm questions and has been active
in advancing legislation helpful to
He has a broad backhas introduced many new features agriculture.
The ground of practical farming in addisince coming to the station.
account

M.
sell

agency.

REMOTE CONTROL

by

permanent

lines

OFF THE AIR

by

special

filtered

antennae

STUDIO
broadcast

with 60 x30' double ceiling
studio

Dynamic

micro-

phones.

Instant Service

ujeed £ compflnu

ADVERTISERS

RECORDING

SERVICE,
113

WEST

57th ST..

Phone Clr 7-6982

INC.

NEW YORK
Established 1930

6
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*
Script

BROEKMAN, long
KHJ as musical

DAVE
fied

with

identi-

direc-

severs his Don Lee connection
with the muting of his General Elector,

program

tric

in

two weeks.

Still

has

the Union Oil "Thrills" program on
NBC, and is mentioned quite frequently in connection with one or
two other commercials on which
deals are pending.

Carnival" has been renewed for another full year. Originally an NBC Pacific Coast sustainer, the program was taken over five
years ago by Signal Oil, and only recently moved from San Francisco to
Hollywood.
Tussy Cosmetic's "Hawaiian Moon"
on CBS has been switched from a
three-times-weekly daytime schedule
"Signal

to Tuesday and Thursday nights at
Heard on Pacific Coast only.
9:45.

The Jack Haley show
in will continue for

for

Log Cab-

another thirteen

weeks following expiration
series in four weeks.

of initial
Featured cast

members with Haley, Wendy Barrie,
Virginia Verrill, Warren Hull and
Ted Fio Rito orchestra,

all

renewed

Aid from Audience

Listeners contribute the commercials for eight sponsors participating
in the "WMT Christmas Party," produced by WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Show, airing until Christmas in halfhour spot, features eight daily merchandise awards for best spot announcements submitted by the audience, each provided by a sponsor.
Pulling power of stunt is attested by
the station's mail department, al-

ready swamped with entries although
is only a few days old.

show

WLLH

Dual Operation

Successfully

(Continued f om Page
the primary
to

1)

tion.

WLLH

has operated here for three
a 250-100 watt full-time
Construction
was begun
station.
Oct. 20 on a new transmitter in
Lawrence, 10 miles down the Merrimac River and one of the great
woolen textile centers of the world.
Lawrence was previously without a
years

local

as

station.

new series.
The new Western Electric 310-A
John Royal, NBC vice-president, is transmitter is located on the eighth
in town huddling with Don Gilman floor of the Cregg Building, where
and John Swallow, recently-appoint- studios and offices are situated. A
150-foot tubular steel antenna on the
ed Western program manager.
Phil Baker and his entire cast in- roof of the same building serves as
Oscar radiator. The Lawrence transmitter
"Bottle,"
"Beetle,"
cluding
Bradley, Lucille Ball and Harry Von operates full time on 100 watts, while
for the

will do a guest routine at the
Cocoanut Grove tomorrow night.
Bing Crosby holds still for phoAt last
tographers once a year.
week's Kraft Music Hall rehearsal
Zell,

the cameramen shot to their heart's
content. There's a similar clause in
Bing's picture contracts.
Harry Saz, NBC sound effects wiz.,
will tell Bell High School students
all about it today.

News-Tip Tieup Scoop

—

Kansas City Offer of a free Lektro
Shaver for good news tip brought

KCMO

a story so exclusive that it
beat both the police and the coroner.
Station reporter, rushing to scene,
found man slumped dead in his car
from a heart attack. Newscaster Tom
Kelly had story on the air immediately.

Show,

airing

Lektro

Shaver, has
as steady feature.

for

Packard

news-tip

prize

Greetings from Radio Daily
December
Bob Brown
Viola Philo

7th

Ginger lones
Mack Davis

*

Thanksgiving Contest
Thanksgiving turkey was
awarded by KFRO, Longview, Texas,
Free

to listener sending in best criticism
of the station's service. Letters from
all parts of East Texas were sub-

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD, Lauritz
Gertrud

Melchior,

and

Wetritz

Emanuel

List will be heard in "Tristan and Isolde," to be broadcast Dec.
13 at 11:30 p.m. over NBC-Red from
the stage of the Chicago Civic Opera

mitted.

Word-Building Contest

A

word-building contest, with House.
prizes offered each week to winning
Sidney Strotz, program and artists
listeners, is new commercial over
service manager
has returned
WSGN, Birmingham, sponsored by a from a vacation ofto NBC,
the west coast.
local bottler.
Lynn Chalmers,
torch singer, is warbling with Henry Busse
Elaborate Local
while he is on tour in the east. She

WGN

Shows

WHK

Being Stressed by

Launched

area of
WLLH and will probably be followed
by other stations with similar loca-

persons

1937

7,

will

— WHK

Cleveland
is placing emphasis on elaborate local productions
in night spots. A series of half-hours
running across the slate at 7:30 nightly has been started.
They include
"Melodic Whispers," with Louis Rich
string quartet, poetry, etc.;
ca's

Music,"

somewhat

for

station

to

when

staff

cast.

"Ameri-

Dave

historical;

"New Names," commercial

return

Busse comes back to the Chez Paree
at Christmas time.
Harriette Widmer, feminine emcee
of the Aunt Jemima show, will hear
her own song, "The Moon Swings
Low," as performed by Noble Cain's
a capella choir on Tuesday broadBacal, Chicago electric organ

has been in New York
most of the season, is back here and
appearing on the Dodge motors
"Rhythm at Noon" show Sundays on

who

stylist

de-

serving talent; "Tony's Revue," with
Tony Cabooch and Pinky Hunter's
ork;
"Quiz-Bee," commercial conducted by Gene LaValle, and "Today's Tribute," honoring civic fig-

WBBM.
Bill

ures.

Terry Back at

—

Gainesville, Fla.
ace announcer,

WRUF

Bill

Terry,

WRUF

returned to
work here last week following a successful season of University of AlaChristmas
bama football broadcasting for KelDes Moines Twelve non-competi- logg. Terry has handled the games
tive firms are sponsoring "Gwen's since the opening of the gridiron
the Lowell transmitter uses 250 watts Christmas Tree" written and pro- season for the Crimson Tide over a
until local sunset and 100 watts there- duced by Gwen McCleary over KSO. network
of
five
stations:
WSGN,
Synchronization is achieved Miss McCleary is woman's director WJRD, WALA,
after.
and WSFA.
through Bell Laboratories equipment of Iowa Network.
A contest on Terry returns to Birmingham in
built especially to meet the peculiar "What Prize I'd Like and Why", April to handle the baseball games
requirements of the situation. Paul with 12 daily prizes, is part of the for Kellogg and takes the mike again
next year on the Alabama grid
A. Demars served as technical ad- campaign.
visor on the experiments, together
battles.
with Paul Godley and Dr. G. H. KIRO School Music Experiment
Brown. William MacDonald, chief
WISN, Milwaukee
Seattle An experimental program
engineer of WLLH, was in charge which may revolutionize the teachThe recently launched Sunday
of the construction work. Studio or ing of music in the public schools "Treasure Hunt" has created quite
nemo programs from Lowell or will be broadcast over KIRO today a furore. Howard Peck conducts it.
Lawrence, as well as Mutual, Yankee at 1:45 p.m., PST, under direction At 2:30 p.m. he airs list of items to
and Colonial network features, are of the State Department of Educa- be collected, and at 4 p.m. the winavailable to both transmitters.
and go on
tion. Advance bulletins sent to the ners come to the studio
A new Lawrence station, WLAW, schools within the state will pro- the air, with cash prizes for first aris
being opened about Dec. 15 by vide an audience consisting of every rivals.
Hildreth
Rogers,
newspaper school child in the area. The proAlan Hale, sportscaster, will emcee
&
owners.
gram, a half-hour, will present the two banquets this week.

12 Accounts Sponsor

KSO

Show

—

WAAB

—

I

and some of the music of the
opera "Hansel and Gretel". Objectives being aimed at include a systematic course of music appreciation, to be made available to all
schools in the state through the mestory

Caswell on CBS Coast Net

—

San Francisco
"Caswell Party
Jureau," new CBS Pacific network
commercial program, debuts Jan. 4
under sponsorship of Geo. W. Caswell & Co. (coffee and tea), San
Francisco. Elma Latta Hackett, head
of Columbia's S. F. Home Science
Bureau, will divide the speaking assignment with Sally O'Neill. Contract, for one year, was placed by
Long Advertising Service here.

dium

of radio broadcast.

musical facilities
donated by KIRO.
other

Ads

for

WQXR

Colonel
Jack Major
"The Country Radio

Time and
are

Station"

being

Today,

3-3:30 P.M. EST
Network

WABC-C BS

]

Monthly Program

Rapid growth in sales of WQXR's
advance programs listing a whole
month's programs, sold to listeners
Install Landing System
for $1 a year or 10 cents a copy, has
First installation of a radio instru- induced station to accept advertising
ment landing system for daily use in for the publication, according to
airline operation was completed Sat- Elliott M. Sanger, v. p. and g.m. of
urday at Pittsburgh for use by Penn- station. December issue carries copy
sylvania Central Airlines.
for two WQXR sponsors.

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available to only one radio
station in each city
Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN

SLESINGER,

250 Park Avenue

INC.

New

York

400

*
Radio

Editors

and

representing the

*
Writers

foremost

Newspapers and Periodicals
in

the United

States are

NOW VOTING
ON THE

TEN BEST
Programs

Artists
Orchestras
Spor tcasters
Commentators

OF

*

1937
FOR

*
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RADIO DAILY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

Geberts
Cooking School,
KTOK, being sponsored five days a
week by Sterling Milk Co.
Hal Scher announcing Piano Moods
on WKY.
Program daily features
Snaps Elliott, former pianist with

Joe Villella's sponsor, S. H. DeRoy,
has donated a silver trophy for the
winner of this season's Radio Bowl-

Frank and Milt Britton Orchestra.
TWENTY county newspapers are
Allan Smith, former KTOK annow cooperating with WLBC,
nouncer in Tulsa, working on a thea- Muncie, Ind., in furnishing news for
ter project.
the "Around the Counties" program.
Joseph W. Lee, g.m. of KTOK and
Alistair
Cooke's "A
Okla. Network, has been suffering
Critic
on
Broadway" over NBC-Red has been
from bad cold.
KVSO (Ardmore) continuing fort- moved to an earlier spot, 7:30 p.m.
nightly "Goodwill Shows" in coopColonel Jack Major will have Ted
eration with Daily Ardmoreite in surrounding towns, consolidated schools, Malone and The Eaton Boys among
etc.
"Wonderful results," says sta- his guests on the variety show over
CBS at 3 p.m. today. Malone, for
tion manager James Griffith.
Lee Norton, WKY
(Oklahoma this broadcast, will be known as "Ted
City)
heart-warbler,
has femmes Balone" in a program called "This
is the End," a travesty on his "Becrowding studio to hear him.
Four new technical staff members tween the Book Ends."
of WNAD (Norman) include: John
WPFT, Raleigh, on Friday will preTiley, Cecil Gray, Earl Coston and
sent a streamlined "Romeo and JuliJohn Nelson.
Clifford Easum from KTOK to et" under direction of Harry Davis,
member of the Playmakers Theater
KFXR as engineer.
Bill Cunningham new announcer of University of North Carolina.
at WBBZ (Ponca City).
Formerly
Terri Franconi, NBC's Latin tenor,
with KFXR (Oklahoma City) and
is making a movie short for Warner
relief announcing with KOMA.

WSGN, Birmingham

WQAM, Miami
sports writer, returns to the air for
Kellogg's.

of a series of ten broadcasts over a

Crime Commentator", con- state network of WJRD, WJBY and
ducted by Edgar Dudley, former WSGN.
Station has completed its broadcast
G-Man, is a new program on the
of 10 football games in which it
station.
Jack Snook, the fishin' fool (Charles formed the first network in Alabama,
Haywood) is getting a lot of listeners feeding WJRD, WHBB. WSFA and
WALA, sponsored by Kellogg.
to his fishing program.

Promotes

—

Jefferies

ing League which got under way
Saturday. Each station in town has
a team entered.
Bros.
Bernice Claire is the leading
"Treasure Hunt" began on WCAE
lady.
Saturday night with Carl Dozer and
Bob McKee calling for ten objects
George Jessel was appointed to the which listeners were to take to DuNew York World's Fair Entertain- quesne Garden to collect cash prizes
ment Committee yesterday by Grover of $15, $10 and $5, plus theater tickets.
One of the objects called for was a
Whelan.
"73 street car transfer." At 9 o'clock
Annual lighting of the White Saturday night, the winners were
American
House Christmas Tree will again be interviewed on WCAE.
aired over the combined facilities Cigar Co. sponsor.
Johnny Duffy, organist, has reof NBC, CBS and Mutual at 5-5:30
p.m., Dec. 24.
President Roosevelt turned to KQV.
Ed Harvey, formerly with WCAE,
will be heard in the broadcast.
visiting old friends here.
Polly Malone has induced a man,
The Kidoodlers, novelty instrumental quartet, are making a per- Bill Bell, to advise women shoppers
sonal appearance at the New York what their husbands would like to
Paramount Theater. Jack Von Til- have for Christmas on her "Polly
zer arranged the booking for NBC Entertains" program.
has taken another step toArtists Service.
ward putting newly discovered talRecently scores of
ent on the air.
Evelyn Kay, who, with her Magic auditions have produced a number
Violin, is featured with Phil Spitalof survivors in various classifications
ny and his "Hour of Charm" orches- of radio entertainment. Names of 12
tra, was forced to turn down one of
of the singers have been turned over
the leading roles in the "Big Broad- to Glenn Riggs, emcee of the
cast" because she couldn't go to the "Strollers Matinee" programs. Glenn
Coast.
will call the lucky dozen in for supplementary auditions to test their fitThe Four Inkspots, NBC quartet ness for Strollers broadcasts.
runs line into Downtown
return to the Hotel Bennett, Binghamton, opening Dec. 10 for a four- Y. M. C. A. for exercises and lectures,
next week.
week engagement.

KDKA

KDKA

Dean Farrah of U. of Ala. law
school was heard Thursday in first

"The

WHDL

WWSW

More than 7.000 persons pack the
Municipal Auditorium for monthly

Bradford, Pa. David W. Jefferies, get-together of Rev. C. C. Wilcutt,
formerly program director of WHDL, who appears daily over station and
which has studios in Olean, N. Y. uses no other medium to announce
and here, has been promoted to the these assemblies.
Saturday night is hillbilly night on
office as manager of the Bradford
studios, effective immediately, it is the News Age Herald station, which
announced by Station Director L. L. olays host to all hillbilly bands in
the county.

Hofmann.

Following half-hour show, there is
Bailey's Rube Mountaineers and
Option of Stroud Twins on Chase a remote of the Barn Dance from the
& Sanborn show has been taken up Auditorium.
Recent model airplane meet was
and they'll continue for another 13
a big success and sponsor plans to
weeks at least.
air a similar event monthly.

Stroud Twins

Renewed

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
"When

us who write commercial broadcasting copy stop and
realize that our words must be
BOTH copy and illustration, then
and then only, will we be able to

do a real

all

of

selling job.

often think of the

We

all

too

program as beand the layout,
only a 'circula-

ing the illustration
when instead it is
tion begetting device'.

We

might

liken broadcasting stations to printing presses and the programs to
newspaper and magazines printed
by the presses. That leaves the
Belling job right up to the writers
of

commercial copy where

longs."

It

Red

In contrast to other sections, industrial employment here is 32.44
per cent ahead of a year ago, due to
construction projects.

Crosley

JOSEPH M. KOEHLER

be-

1937

PITTSBURGH

Mom

Dinty Dennis, radio columnist and

7.

WLW

representative.
James D. Shouse,
Radio
vice-president
of
Crosley
Corp., stated that the new arrange-

ment was

effective immediately, but
concerned sales on the
Line and the station itself and
does not conflict with
affiliations.

course

WLW

NBC

Schmeling on

NBC

will
by-blow of
fight

on

air

Monday

to

Friday

6-6:15

EST

4:30-4:45

EST

the

NBC

13

HIS

"JOHNSON FAMILY"
Jimmy Scribner writes

starting

at

10:15

his

own

script,

p.m.
will

does

all

the

twenty-two characters including male and female, and
supervises the entire production including sound

WILSON, POWELL and

Schmeling-Thomas

Sam Taub and Brooke Temple
be at the mike.

SCRIBNER
JIMMY AND

an exclusive blow-

from Madison Square Garden

Dec.

MUTUAL
NETWORK

IN

WOR

Names Transamerican

Cincinnati—
and WSAI. Crosley stations, have appointed Transamerican exclusive national sales

of

TUNE

effects.

HAYWARD

JAS. V. PEPPE, Gen. Mgr.

444 Madison Avenue

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES

New

—

York City

RADIO PRODUCERS

.

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

112

YORK,

N. Y.,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

8.

FIVE CENTS

1937

Songwriters' Ultimatum
GENERAL SHOE CO. SERIES

SPA

Page Penner

—

Rock. Ark. Second Annual National Duck Calling Contest aired over KARK drew more
than 50 entries, with six finals reLittle

ON 12 MUTUAL STATIONS
Co., through Badger
Browning & Hersey, will start
"Famous Fortunes" on 12 Mutual sta-

General Shoe

maining
when
went on the air

&

(CKLW, KSO, WSM, WLW,
KWK, WMT, KTAT, WGN, KTOK,
KFEL, WCAE and WOR) Feb. 8 at
tions

week.

New Agreement

Sign

or Face Suit
—Report Composers Resigning

windup

contest
last

to

Gives Music Publishers Until Today

Duck-

and quartets were

calling

duets

among

novelties in the broadcast.

FRANK GILLMORE QUITS

,

7:45-8 p.m.

Program will dramatize the lives
American millionaires. Mar-

of great

AS EQUITY PRESIDENT
DELAY AFM-ET LICENSING

(Continucd on Page 3)

AFRA Signing Agreement
With WCFL in Chicago
Chicago— AFRA, which has passed
the 400 mark in enrollment here,
lined up a
collective
bargaining

agreement
group of

this

UNTIL IRNA DfAL IS SET
Transcription and phonograph rec
ord manufacturers will not be li
censed by AFM until all business
has been concluded with the IRNA
at least, according to Jos. N. Weber,

week with WCFL's

artists.
John Fitzpatrick,
station president, notified Ray Jones,
secretary,
that
agreement
would be signed.
One immediate
result is a pay boost for staff an-

AFRA

nouncers.

(Continued on Page 3)

Construction

On
Pittsfield's

resignation with regret and asked
Gillmore to continue in office until

Pittsfield Station

Mass.

Pittsfield,

new

— Construction

station, to

of

be owned

is

Named

—

directors of the National Association
of Performing Artists, of which Fred
Waring is president.

Spitalny's

New

Mary-Ann Bock,

Gulf on Florida Stations
Gulf Refining Co., through Young
& Rubicam, will inaugurate a weather

report

January

the first
four Florida

series

on

week

in
stations

Find

N. J., leads engineers of the lab to
predict that television for public
use will be ready within a few

10-year-old Pitts-

months.

sensation,
has been
signed as a member of Phil Spitalny's all-girl "Hour of Charm" orchestra, heard Mondays at 9:30 p.m. over

showed

burgh

vocal

NBC-Red.

Demonstrations

marked

by

RCA

of

the

first

mobile television unit built in the
U.S. to NBC will be celebrated
over the air on next Sunday's
"Magic Key of RCA" broadcast
on NBC-Blue network at 2-3 p.m
Another unusual item on same
program will be Dr. Frank Black
playing a piano concerto assisted

by

his

own "Magic Key"

orchestra.

—

Detroit Father Charles E. Coughlin
returns to the air on or about Jan. 29

over an independent network of 27
stations from Denver to Portland,
Efforts are now being made to
clear a 4-4:30 p.m. spot on Sunday

Me.

afternoons.

Announcement of Father Coughlin's
new plans was made jointly by the
priest

and

in

and clarity over pictures
summer.
Emil A. Kern, executive v.p. of

definition
shown in

(Continued on Page 3)

Paul Raymer to Represent
Michigan Radio Network
Johnson's

Wax

Stations

Adding
in the West

Johnson (floor wax) on Feb. 7
will extend the "Fibber McGee and
Molly" program to the McClatchy
chain and KTAR. Program is on
the NBC-Red, Mondays. 9-9:30 p.m.
S. C.

with repeat at 12 midnight. Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago, has
the

account.

Paul H. Raymer Company has been
appointed representatives for WXYZ,
Detroit,

WOOD, Grand

Rapids, and

the Michigan Radio Network, effective Jan. 15. Understood that Raymer
obtained the contract with the understanding that the sales staff would

be

augmented

in

New York and

Chicago, with Raymer at the same
time realizing that the new contract
is a major proposition, and the staff
is
being enlarged forthwith.
George Diefenderfer is joining the
(Continued on Page 3)

Leo

Fitzpatrick,

vice-

(Continued on Page 2)

Anti-Ascap Measure
Introduced in Georgia
Savannah

— An

anti-Ascap bill was
the Georgia
state
legislature
yesterday.
Measure is
patterned after similar bills and
laws in nearly a score of states
throughout the country.
introduced

Tele Ceremony
Delivery

ON 27JNDIE STATIONS

yesterday

improvement

fWJAX, WDAE, WQAM, WBDO)
Reports will be aired four times
daily, seven days a week, and will
promote Good Gulf gasoline.

FATHER COUGHLIN BACK

obtained. A
special meeting will be held December 17 to begin consideration of a
new president.
a suitable successor

and operated by Harold Thomas,
owner of WATR, Waterbury, Conn., Kolorama Television
By Performing Artists has been started and is expected to
Soon Ready to Market
be finished by March 1. A 170-ft.
Rudy Vallee, Harold Kemp, Benny steel tower is part of the equipment.
Newark, N. J. New improvements
Goodman and Efrem Zimbalist have Thomas is understood to be affiliating in transmission achieved recently by
just been elected to the board of with CBS in about a year.
Kolorama Laboratories, Irvington,

Four Directors

(Continued on Page 3)

post.

The Equity Council accepted the

Begun

is

Frank Gillmore, for nine years
president of Actor's Equity and for
20 years its chief executive officer,
resigned yesterday. Condition of his
health
and increasing duties as
president of A.A.A.A., the parent
unit of all unions in the theatrical
g e"fd, "com P eTled"him to~ relinquish
the arduous duties of the Equity

In effort to halt the impasse existing between song writers and music
publishers on the question of new
contracts which are mainly intended
to give the writers a better break
on electrical transcription, film synchronization and other mechanical
rights,
the Songwriters Protective
Ass'n yesterday sent lengthy wires
to all publishers giving them until
1 p.m. today to sign a new pact or
face a court action to acquire a
clarification judgment on all small
rights including those of Ascap.
Also scheduled for today is the

in

Bergen's Rise

—

Los Angeles Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy, who, before radio made them famous, played the
Orpheum here a year ago for
$275 a week, will net around
$15,000 for this week's appearance
at Paramount Theater. House took
in $15,000 over week-end alone.

Ken Murray and Oswald also on
bill.

2
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Father Coughlin Back

On

La. Stations

On

27 Indie Stations

8,

1937

Price 5 Cts.

WJR.

Father Coughlin's superior, who sevPublisher eral weeks ago caused the priest to
JOHN W. ALICOATE
cancel a radio series that had been
Editor arranged,
DON CARLE GILLETTE
is
now in accord with
Business Manager Father Coughlin's new plans. Points
MARVIN KIRSCH
in dispute are understood to have
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays been cleared up.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserMartin Block's Mail Record
eau. Treasurer and General Manager
Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President Charles A. Alicoate,
Martin Block set what he believes
Secretary
M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside of is the record for single day's mail
for his
"Make-Believe BallGreater New York, one year, $5; foreign
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
room" on Dec. 2 when the count was
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

WNEW

all
communications
to
RADIO
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.

Address

DAILY,
Phone

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
under the act of March 3, 1879.

letters and cards, plus 1,108
wires.
Requests included 3,917 for
sponsors' product, 1,108 for tickets
5,648

to Sunday swing show, 1,687 votes in
orchestra popularity contest, and 44
miscellaneous.

Grazielle Parraga in Series

FINANCIAL

Graziella Parraga, Cuban composer-songstress heard on ETs in Span-

(Tuesday, Dec. 7)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
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8
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Cen. Electric

Stewart
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Chg.

1/2

44

7
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1/4
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4'/2

Vi

+
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OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

Bid

Stromberg Carlson

CKNX

8 'A

71/4

—

considering uniting to face musicians'
Union heads refused to
make a statement. Conferences between union here and WWL, WDSU
and
resumed yesterday, with
progress reported.

demands.

WSMB

Willys 15-Min. Disks
Willys-Overland disks now being
made by the NBC transcription service will be quarter-hour musical
programs, entitled "Willys Orchestra

supper club,

is

Campaign will take the air shortly
after the first of the year under the
sponsorship of the 3,000 local dealers.
United
States
Advertising
Corp.,
Toledo, has the account with Walter
Brooks supervising for Willys.

James Alden Barber
Missoula, Mont.
ber,

former

at

KGVO

series.

for

director

of
Jonesboro, Ark., returns to
here as program mentor after

KGVO

program

His plans

policies include

more accent on dramatic productions.

"House Undivided" Signing Off
"House Undivided" on the Don Lee
network,

by

sponsored

Foods, will sign

General

the air late this
plugs La France
extension of the

off

month.
Program
and Satina. The
Mary Margaret McBride series on
CBS to include these products is the
reason for the cancellation.
series goes to the coast.
Rubicam is the agency.

McBride

Young &

2 Join

Toronto Office

—

Toronto Local staff of Associated
Broadcasting Co. Ltd. has been aug-

U. S. Program for Canada
Montreal
Canadian Broadcasting
Co. will present on alternate Fridays at 8:45 p.m. a program entitled
"The United States," consisting of a
commentary by Steven Cartwright,
managing editor of "Current History," on U. S. affairs as they affect
Canada.
Cartwright, a Canadian,
was formerly editor of the "Canadian
Forum."

—

New

WMAS

Transmitter

Warner Show from

Lot

On

at

—

singing
chestra

WBT

—

vocalist

with

Frankie

in

Chicago,

who

has been

Masters'
joins

Hotel Charles.

nouncer

NBC

Roberts Joins

W. Donald Roberts has joined

the

Caldwell Cline deeply in
the red with one of the local jewelers.
Wedding is tentatively set for
Jan. 21.

NBC

sales department in the local
sales division.
He is from the station representative field.

M49°°
FOR ONIY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

•

N. Y.

Jan.

TARKER

JAMES STREET,
dian, Miss.,
funeral.

PAUL
days

radio

holidays
in
shortly after

writer, left for Merito attend his father's

night

last

RAYMER,

H.

head of station
out of town for

name,

bearing his
on business

firm

spend

will

returning to New York
prepare for radio work.

to

1

Maupin

WOR— MUTUAL
Is

Proud

to

Present

of the H.S.G. Agency renext week from Chicago, where he
an office, and also from a visit

to open
Detroit.

to

WALTER
Dubuque,

is

E.

KLAUER,

in

town

RAYMOND SCOTT
from

president of
few days.

WKBB,

for a

back

is

New

in

York

Hollywood.

WALLER

FATS

Hollywood

returns

to

New York from

next week.

ROBERT L. RIPLEY goes to Kansas City on
Dec. 15 for a lecture at the Music Hall there.
SHEP FIELDS leaves for Chicago to begin
an engagement at the Palmer House there next
week.

ARDE BULOVA
mandie

today

sails

MURRAY HANCOCK
the

Dominican

MARIE

aboard

the

Nor-

returned

from

Europe.

for

of

CBS

Republic.

KEITH,

vocal

companist, returns
Iowa visit.

to

coach

and

New York

soon

radio

P.

M.

EST.

Thursdays

COAST-TO-COAST

ac-

from an

WILL YOLIN,
H.

Lord,

where

he

"Gangbuster" show.

future

DR.

publicity director for Phillips
has returned from Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
signed six people to appear on a

CHARLES COURBOIN
which

where he
he

will

leaves Thursday for
the WFIL

dedicate

designed.

Basil

Fomeen Back on

Air

Basil Fomeen, with his accordion
and orchestra, will return to the air
tomorrow at 11:15 p.m. in a twiceweekly schedule over
from the
Restaurant de la Paix of Hotel St.
Moritz.
Second broadcast will be
Saturday, 7:45 p.m.

WOR

or-

WMOMN&OOMmitG

NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION

BACK WITH A RETURH SAIi^
FOR

use

YOUR

SALES RETURNS

™e#oo £

fy

"The Musical
8

10

GOODMAN

H. S.
turns early

CHERNIAVSKY
Cameraman"

rep.

trip.

A BOOMERANG ALWAYS COME

JOSEF

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER

FRANK
Havana,

Chi-

in

Fred

went on the air Monday
Charlotte, N. C. Katherine Brown, Waring's crew at the New York
from Pynchon Park. Dedication pro- secretary to the WBT program di- Paramount Theater starting Dec. 29.
night.
Statomorrow
gram will be
rector, is wearing a big diamond
tion's new studios are located in the ring that is reported to have put antransmitter

orchestra leader
visit, while Rex

West Coast Bureau,

Dona Dae With Waring

Romance

vice-president and general
Cleveland, is in

and WCLE.

HARRY KOCEN, NBC

Thiladelphia

Donna Dae,

— New WMAS

Mass.

Springfield,

WHK

cago, is on a New York
pinch-hits for him.

organ

RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Warner-Lucky Strike
mented by two new members. They show, "Hollywood Parade", which
are J. G. Acker, former station man- debuts on NBC-Red tonight, will
ager of CFRB (CBS outlet here) come from Stage 9 on Warner-First
and more recently national adver- National movie lot at Burbank, with
in its verdict. CFCO, Chatham, had tising manager for London Adver- audience capacity of 500.
a link with CKNX for coverage of tiser, and Edwin H. Baker, formerly
advertising manager
of
Canadian
the trial.
Magazine.

CARPENTER,

K.

ALEXANDER GRAY, who has been headlining
the floor show at the Palmer House. Chicago,
returns to New York on Dec. 13 and will audition for several national accounts.
Ralph Wonders of Rockwell-O'Keefe office
is
arranging
auditions.

— James Alden Bar-

program

and G0II1G

town.

went

preparing to start a author of several plays.

network sustaining

H.

manager of

of Soloists."

ish and English songs over Pan- KBTM,
American stations under Bristol-My- KGVO
ers sponsorship, and who is now in a seven-year absence. Barber is an
New York appearing at LaRue's, accomplished pianist, organist and

Scoops Murder Verdict

Wingham. Ont. CKNX scored a
scoop on the verdict in the Walter
Turner murder case a few days ago
when Harry J. Boyle, station's news
editor, climaxing a week of outstanding coverage of the sensational
trial, flashed the news of acquittal
15 minutes after the jury brought

COmiflG

—

1)
New Orleans Network affiliates in
and general manager of Shreveport, Baton Rouge and New
Archbishop Edward Mooney, Orleans yesterday were reported

(Continued from Paijc
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"Beano" Goes Radio
(Continued from Page 1)
"Beano," the sublimated game
meeting of the SPA member- lottoes which had won its spurs

general
ship at the Hotel Astor for the purpose of determining whether the SPA
should make changes in its by-laws

a carnival feature even before

it

of
as

was

adapted for movie theaters, has gone

radio in a new commercially-sponsored version over WAAB, Boston.
(particularly Article IX) which is
Kay Jewelry Co. is the sponsor, and
the chief objection of the publishers the game accordingly is titled "The
who are against signing the new Kay Plan." Listeners have a squared
proposed form of contract. Mean- game board, similar to that used in
lottoes, except that each square is
while a more or less serious strike
blank. They are asked to write the
has been in effect for several months, name of the game in the 7 squares
with the independent writers not across the top, affording excellent
Next they
turning over any songs to publishers. spot for a commercial.
write the first three letters of their
On the other hand the so-called coast respective
telephone exchanges and
writers who have film contracts, as the four figures of their telephone
well as the music houses affiliated numbers
in
the
second row of
with film companies, feel that they squares. Announcer then reads off
do not have the same things in com- other letters or figures, each called
mon with the non-affiliated writers for a certain square. Listener getor publishers.
ting all right letters and figures proOn the strength of the latter situa- duces a combination representing his
tion, it is reported that important phone number.
He calls station, and

composers such as Jerome Kern and is declared the winner in an air anSigmund Romberg are leading whole- nouncement.
sale
resignations
from the SPA.
Romberg has been an official of the
"Sports Spelldown"
SPA ever since it was organized.
Sam Levy, dean of Milwaukee
Other important writers reported as
sports writers and baseball expert
having
resigned include Irving Ber-

lin,

Dorothy

Fields,

Gus Kahn, Dave

Franklin, Cliff Friend, Oscar
merstein 2nd and others.

Kolorama Television
Soon Ready to Market
(Continued from Page

for

The Milwaukee Journal,

ing
a
Ham- WTMJ.

1)

invited

"Christmas Tree Lady"
Marking third consecutive year on Chicago

step in the expansion program. Wm.
G. Rambeau Co. contract for the
Michigan stations is not being renewed upon expiration Jan. 1.

Girardeau, Mo.

Rambeau represented

WTMJ's

studios for the
quarter-hour broadcast.
Levy will
shoot at the contestants sports queries
based on his long experience as sports
authority.
Typical questions: "What prominent football star began his career
on an ice wagon?" "Who was the

Virginia Bahn, pro-

talk about Christmas. Kids may become members of Christmas Tree
Club by phoning station and later
bringing toys to the studio, which are
turned over to charitable organiza-

Several demonstrations daily
are continuing through the week for
engineers and the press.
sible.

man

WMBH

News Magazine

A

midafternoon news period, titled
the "WMBH News Magazine," has
been started by WMBH, Joplin,
Missouri.
than spot

Human

rather
stuff, is featured, including
local news reported by staff, Hollywood and fashion items, and editorial-type stories on movements such
as the Red Cross. Station has placed
a news-bulletin board on its building,
interest,

near busy bus stop.

City Club Program

Though

little more than a month
Tuesday evening City Club

old, the

Club members, their friends, and a
limited
ply for

number
tickets,

of outsiders who apairs in 8:30-9 p.m.

(Continued from Page
1)

ports that 23,000 "cadets" are enrolled in the primary area of KSL,
which airs the show.
Thoroughly

with results, long term renewal by sponsor has been made, according to Ed Broman, account' executive.
Recent promotion
gave
cast-photos to more than 10,000 club
members. Gillman Agency produces
satisfied

the feature.

Crime Dramatizations
Prohibited by Argentine

"THE

SONCBIRD OF THE

SOUTH™

KATE

trols broadcasting in this country,
has placed a ban on transmission of
radio
programs dramatizing any
scene or development of a criminal,
"hair raising" matter or anything of

ALBANY, NY.
Powir

WMCA
feature

almost

was
a

started and
decade by the

aired
late

THURSDAYS
CBS

EXCL

NETWORK

8 9

P.M..

EST.

MANAGEMENT TED COLLINS-

for

Tom

Noonan.
Pilot Society Luncheon
Pilot Radio Award Society will
celebrate its first year with a luncheon Dec. 15 in the Waldorf-Astoria.
Recipients of the awards made weekly for distinguished radio work will
attend.

STATION
••• • •••
••

•

1/
•••

••_ •
• •• •

•••

•

T.V
•••••

• • • •

VV

and New Jersey

SMITH

WNEW

Jaeger Chief
Announcer
John Jaeger has been made chief
announcer at WNEW. He has been
a member of the staff for some years.

"Cathedral of the Underworld," afa two-year absence, returns to
on Sunday at 4-4:30 p.m. The

ter

NEW YORK
Serving New York

THE KATE SMITH HOUR

LOUDSPEAKER

"Underworld Cathedral" Back

1)

the musicians' union.
transcription and record
license forms had been printed by
the AFM, but these were destroyed
as being inadequate from both the
AFM and disk maker angles. Various
items,
however,
are
being
straightened out.

Buenos Aires The Argentine Post
Telegraph Department, which con-

MARKET'S

cy.

of

an immoral nature.

/He PERFECT

Yliwl<i Squippto' for Super

president
Tentative

—

3i

Lowenfels

Forum over WNEW, New York, has
already attracted a considerable following.
Forum, made up of City

General Shoe Co. Series
Delay AFM-ET Licensing
Until IRNA Deal Is Set
On 12 Mutual Stations
(Continued from Page

the King-Trendle radio interests, set
the Raymer deal.

WOR

to

23.000 in Youth Club
jorie DeMott will write the script,
Royal Baking Co. of Salt Lake and with Mark Hawley serving as narOgden, participating in youth club
rator.
Program will originate from
activities of the "Jimmy Allen Adventures" serial, five weekly, re- the WOR studios.

Michigan

& Son on 2 Stations
Frederick F. Lowenfels & Son (Hotions. Night before Christmas, organ- tel Bar Butter) is sponsoring Transizations tell what they've done with radio News every Sunday at 10 a.m.
them.
over
and announcements over
WQXR. Neff-Rogow Inc. is the agen-

spots, and presents general discusknock Jack Dempsey sion on city, national and international topics.
out of a ring?"
Many pominent civic
ly altering present methods. A large
Winners will get season passes to figures have already taken part. The
screen is used, with a mechanical
rather than the usual electronic games of the Milwaukee Brewers program was originated by, and is
under the direction of, Baxter Picksystem, and images of good quality American Association baseball club
ering.
up to 5x6 feet have been shown, for 1938.
though even larger projection is pos-

Kolorama, predicted "a reasonable
degree of perfection" without radical- only

the

gram director, is the title character, network for the past five years. H.
and she fills the spot with informal Allen Campbell, general manager of

"Sports

to

(Continued from Page 1)
offices of Raymer as the first

the "Christmas Tree Lady," quarter-hour kid show, has returned for
pre-holiday season to KFVS, Cape

air,

is start-

Spelldown" over
Sports-minded folks will be

NETWORK

••:

.•:

.••
•••

•

HOURS A DAY
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AGENCIES
ROBERT

E.

POTTER,

national ad-

manager of Chicago Journal
of Commerce, is resigning to become
vice-president and general manager
vertising

of

new MacDonald-Potter

the

LAURITZ MELCHIOR,

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD, same

Inc.

gram, Jan.

agency, 230 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. Arthur R. MacDonald con-

•

tinues president.

the past

MASON BARLOW, Advertising,
Chicago, has been organized as a
general agency with headquarters
at 201 N. Wells St.
E. J. POWERS, who has been western manager of Cooley & Cortes Inc.,
Chicago, has taken over quarters formerly occupied by that organization
and launched a special representative
firm under the name E. J. Powers &
Co.
PAUL MARKMAN,

formerly with

Beaumont & Hohman

Chicago,
Advertising
Agency at Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Inc.,

Ward Hicks

has joined

LORIN COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
have landed Illinois Condenser Co.
account, Chicago manufacturers of
radio condensers.

EVANS

Chicago,
have been appointed advertising
counsel for E. C. Atkins & Co. and
Creamery Package Mfg. Co., Chicago.

MARIAN CHURCHILL, formerly
with Lord & Thomas, Chicago, and
prior to that with Blackett-SampleHummert
tor

here, is assistant to direcof advertising at B. T. Babbitt

Co.,

New

York.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Polly Tollison, on Meyers Motor
program, daughter of an
Co.
A. T. & S. F. executive, had the train
held for her until she finished her
program; then for a visit home.
announcer studyBen Bezoff,
ing radio law, has been elected president of his law class at the Oklahoma City Law School.
"Eddie McKee at the Keys" is new
15-minute KTOK program, vocal and
piano, Monday through Friday.
decided Earl
The boys at
Hull, chief engineer, didn't know how

WKY

WKY

WKY

he was smoking. An
actual count by the staff revealed

many

cigars

Earl consumed 84 cigars in a single
week. Now he likes the record so
well he's trying to better it every
day.

Stamps, former KFPW
(Fort Smith) staff announcer, now
occupying same position at KTOK.

Weldon

KFEL, Denver
Manager Gene O'Fallon has completed plans for the 1937 Radio Auctions of the Goodfellow Club, which
with Rocky Mountain
cooperates

News
needy.

in

on behalf of the
the 14th year of the

activity

This

is

series.

Station's new recording equipment
will be used to transcribe the weekly program of the Gospel Broadcast-

ing Ass'n from the Don Lee Network
so that the program may be released
At
at a suitable time in Denver.
present, the program is released over
when
Mutual at 8:30-9:30 p.m.

MST

KFEL

is off

the air.

•

•

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

week

or so Jack Robbins

years

in all the

oi

he's taken us ....

any

reporting we've never visited

As one

of

—For
—and

turn):

has had us on the rounds with him

places to which

of the

the outstanding music publishers, he doesn't

of

—

spend his time in spots which have broadcasting facilities so that he might
have one of his songs plugged but goes to "joints" which have four- or fivepiece bands in the hope of making a discovery. Like every newspaperman is supposed to have a plot for that "Great American Novel." Robbins
believes that every bandleader or musician has some tune in the back of
his mind
and it'll be "written some day." It's his desire to have it done
now and possess it first .... He goes to these dives with that thought and
encourages the musicians to play as they please knowing that a publisher
.Some 18 years ago he
and opportunity is knocking.
is in the house
walked into Reisenweber's at 4 a.m. and picked up a song called "La
Veda" which only sold a million and a half copies. Since then, he's been
working under the illusion of repeating this feat and has on "Smiles" and
other tunes .... Last week he grabbed Stuff Smith and Mike Parrish playing

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

He

ditty.

under the

liked

title

it,

of "It's

—

toyed around with it -and now it's
Wonderful" .... The near future will

to

be published

tell.

JEAN ELLINGTON,
stein
p.m.).

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

•

•

•

Up

"Buddy Clarks"

Now

mail confusion,

Mr. Raridon of Cleveland

is

very happy!

day we didn't know that there were TWO
and the bandleader and the two have had
phone complications and introduction embarrassment. But
until the other

—the

—

singer

—

the bandman saying he used it first though
more famous .... However, here's the distressing part of the entire thing: Neither has legal claim to the tag because the
singer's real handle is "Samuel Goldberg" while the other's mother called
him "Herbert Kristberg" but let them fite about it themselves .... Another
name-confusion we encountered the other day was while listening to Jack
Eigen's informing and snappy daily chatter on WMCA sponsored by Madison Loan Co., with Nat Brusiloff's band. The wordslinger on the show we
thought was very poor and amateurish only to discover that the "Bert
Lee" announcing is Bertram Lebhar, one of the country's finest salesmen and

neither will "give" to the other
the singer

made

the monicker

—

of

WMCA-Intercity!

• The haughty mien of four WGAR, Cleveland, executives
John F.
accounted
may be
for by extra-radio offices held by them
Patt, station general manager, is president of Kansas University
Gene Carr, assistant manager, holds the
alumni in Northern Ohio
Propresidency of the Westminster College grads in Cleveland
•

•

duction manager Carl George is now president of Muskingum ColSales promotion director Graves Taylor
lege alumni in Cleveland
is the only Ohio alumnus of Washington College and hence claims
the

same number one rating among "them"!

WALTER CASSEL,

same pro-

31.

TED FETTER

and

NELL O'DAY,

appearing in "Many Mansions," on
Charlotte
Buchwald's
"Playgoer,"
Dec. 10

(WMCA,

1:15 p.m.).

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
DREA LEEDS, on "Silver

and ANTheater,"

Dec. 12 (CBS, 5 p.m.).

JACKIE
GRABLE,

COOGAN
on

and BETTY
George Jessel show,

Dec. 12 (Mutual, 6 p.m.).

ANN DVORAK,

with Tyrone Pow-

er in "Never See Snow Again," Dec.
12 (NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

CLARK GABLE, MYRNA
LEWIS

LOY,

FANNIE BRICE,
MICKEY ROONEY, ALLAN JONES,
JUDY GARLAND, HELEN TROY
and BETTY JAYNES, on "Good
STONE,

of 1938," Dec. 9

(NBC-Red and

WHN, 9 p.m.).
DEL CASINO,

on "Hello Peggy,"
Dec. 12 (NBC, Red, 11:45 a.m.).

SHEILA BARRETT, return appearance on "Magazine of the Air,"
Dec. 9 (CBS, 3:30 p.m.).
CLYDE
BARRIE on same program Dec. 16.

JOSEPH BENTONELLI and NADINE CONNER, on

"Vicks Open
House," Dec. 12 (CBS, 7 p.m.).

PITTSBURGH
Herbie Kay definitely set to succeed Dick Stabile at Hotel William
Penn, New Year's. Stabile goes west.
Two Pittsburghers in Kay's band:
Charley, Probert and Ralph De Stephano.

Ray Pearl's new tune, "I Happened
to Look in Her Eyes," has a prospective publisher. Pearl to remain over
the winter at Bill Green's (Mutual).
Milk Fund on KDKA, sponsored by
Variety Club, raised $4,000 in pledges
Saturday night. Johnny Harris trying to get Fibber McGee and Molly
for next Saturday's appeal.
Mrs. Frederick G. Rodgers died
Sunday. Husband for years was pro-

gram manager

of

KDKA.

WNEW, New

—

commercial generalissimos

on "HammerMusic Hall," Jan. 7 (CBS, 8

gram, Dec.

News
• • • Lee Chadwick, continuity director for WTAR, Norfolk,
says what with all the talk about mental telepathy and the current
interest in it, especially highbrow, there is a demand for a new word
.How some radio
and offers this suggestion "mental teloopathy"
fans will wear one down is displayed by the letter recently received
by Leo Fitzpatrick, general manager of WJR, Detroit. S. R. Raridon
of Cleveland heard a trumpet solo on WJR 10 YEARS ago and just
Being the "Goodwill
got around to writing asking for info on it.
Station" (but there's such a thing as going too far) Fitz went to
work on filling the questions asked such as how high a note was
blown, how to find it on the piano by counting down from the extreme right, etc. Leo discovered that it was the Elks Band long
disbanded that it was "I Love You Truly" being played, etc. and
the note struck.

pro-

2.

.

—

a

ASSOCIATES,

on "Magic
(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).

Key," Dec. 12

Ray

York

Hamilton, singing organist,
will be heard in a new series weekdays at 7: 15 p.m.
Thornton Fisher, noted radio sports
Tuesdays,
commentator,
will
air
Thursdays and Saturdays at 7 p.m.
starting tomorrow.
Douglas Arthur, emcee, has a new
2-2:30 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday series, with Libby Hall, Johnny
McKeever, Slim Gaillard and Jimmy
Rich among the talent.
Martin Block's "Make-Believe Ballroom" has been extended for 15
minutes more each morning, starting
at 9:15 a.m.

—
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Reviews

BLACK will
DR.theFRANK
new NBC Symphony
tra

when

it

makes

its

first

conduct Grady Hotel on Dec. 10 for an enOrches- gagement during the winter season
appear- in Florida.

an assisting group in the
Ernie Mathias and Lois Still de"It's The Law"
American concert debut of Heinz and
parted Vincent Lopez's Orchestra afof
the
Scholz,
duo-pianists
Robert
Dramatization of an actual caseter Lopez finished his week at the
history, plus the arguments presented Mozarteum and the Salzburg FestiStanley, Pittsburgh.
Now vacation9Dec.
16
at
NBC-Blue
on
val,
over
in court to the presiding justice,
ing at their home in Monongahela,
bowed in Monday on WHN, 8:30-9 9:30 p.m.
Pa., they plan to organize a band in
p.m., and gave an entertaining acCRA has set Jack Denny and his California after January.
count of itself. Prefaced with the
remarks that similar cases should ork jor a repeat at the Drake Hotel,
Vincent Lopez, whose orchestra is
not be judged by the decision ren- Chicago, starting Dec. 17, with a appearing at the Earle Theater in
dered in the problem dramatized, WGN-Mutual wire; also Stuff Smith Washington this week, has called
program told the story of a marriage in a return to the Onyx Club, New upon educators in this country to
which ceased in its third day and York, starting Dec. 9, before going educationalize American popular muasked if the man was entitled to an to the Famous Door on the coast.
sic.
Educators who tune their ears
annulment of his vows which he
only to selections of foreign comBritish Broadcasting Corp. Orchesasked. Persons in the audience were
posers, he said, are neglecting a pointerviewed on their opinions and tra will be heard over WOR-Mutual tential unifying and patriotic force
preferences, with the actual court from London at 2 p.m. Saturday in in our national life.
interpretations held for the fadeout. the first of two international exchange
It was very entertaining outside of broadcasts through shortwave faciliSoccaraz and his "Magic Flute" are
ties of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
the replies given by the audience
now heard on WMCA, broadcasting
who sounded like "plants."
from the Havana Madrid on Friday
Cyril Manson field has joined the
Saturday nights at 11:30. Don
Johnny Johnson orchestra as vocalist and
Gilberto and his rumba orchestra
Symphony Orchestra
at the Village Barn, and will be heard
are heard on the same program.
NBC's recently formed symphony with Johnson on his twice-weekly
orchestra is really going places, and airings from this spot.
Presque Isle, Me.
the performance given last Saturday
Irvine Gammon, county editor of
Howard Warren Sprague, comnight over the Red and Blue netPortland Press-Herald, is the new
works under direction of Artur poser and publisher, Jacksonville, announcer on the evening Transradio
Rodzinski, guest conductor, who will Fla., who recently put out "Just News, which also has a new sponsor,
hold forth until Christmas night Someone to Call My Own," will re- L. D. Bearce Co., Caribou (Tydol
when Toscanini arrives on the write this number in February for distributors).
podium, was an impressive affair. swingtime dance music in a differTed Coffin, program director, has
Program included a tone poem by ent key. Sprague also will soon pub- taken on duties as editor of Arooslish his new dance waltz number,
Sibelius,
Handel's "Water Music",
took Radio News Service, the potato
"Nocturnes",
Albeniz's "Would You Care If I Loved You." empire's daily county news service.
Debussy's
"Trina" and Beethoven's Fifth SymHarmon Sisters are the new talent
Bill Arnold, whose orchestra is feaphony. The tone effects elicited by tured nightly over WATL, Atlanta, for Pillsbury, which for past two
the conductor in the Sibelius and leaves the Spanish Room
of the Henry months has used Bert Robertson and
Debussy selections marks the NBC
Lewie Boys, swingtimers.
orchestra as one of the ranking
Richmond, Va.
Lewis Hersey, former
manmusic -of -the - immortals makers on
Walter R. Selden, operated on for ager, has taken over duties of manance

as

—

NBC

WAGM,

WAGM

WRNL,

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Orrin A. Senzel, Rochester, N. Y., CP for
new station, 1500 kcs., 100 watts night, 250
watts day.
McComb Broadcasting Co., McComb.
Miss., CP for new station, 1200 kcs., 100
watts,

day.

APPLICATION RETURNED
Herald

Publishing

Rock

pres.,

Hill.

S.

W.

A.

Co.,

C, CP

new

for

Huckle,
station

form and incomplete).

(old

NEW

BUSINESS

WCOP,

Boston: Riverbank
Manners." ETs.

"Zeke

WIP,

Wood

Gar

Philadelphia:

Canning

Co.

Industries,

spots.

WBAL,

Baltimore:

WWVA,

Wheeling, W. Va.
William Wrigley.

Musterole;

KCKN,
"Musical

Ford Motor Company.
:

Chevrolet;

Kansas City, Kan.: Chevrolet
Moments." ETs, through Camp

bell-Ewald.

WHN, New York: Street Railways Ad
vertising Co., "The Voice of the City," program, placed direct for 13 weeks.
KWK, St. Louis: Musterole, "Carson
Robeson and his Buckaroos." ETs, througli
Erwin, Wasey.
WESG, Elmira: Peter Schuyler Cigars:
Skrudland Photo Service; Compagne Parisienne (perfume); Procter & Gamble; SevenUp (soda water); Gardner Nurseries; RotaZol

(gasoline).

KSL,

Salt Lake City: Alka Seltzer, renewal, through Ed Petry Agency; DeSoto.
renewal; Saylor's Chocolates through Dore-

mus Agency.

Jingles for Sponsors
Jingles on advertisers, set to any
rhyme or meter, and pertaining to
sponsors of the daily Pet Unlimited
Club, draw daily and weekly cash
prizes for listeners over
in

the airwaves.

appendicitis at Stuart Circle Hospital, is expected out in six weeks.

"Rain and Sunshine"

commercial manMemphis. First day brought in jinfrom New York
gle on Paul Hodges, but it didn't
where he closed several commercial
count because Hodges is the emcee.
accounts including Chevrolet "MusiNow station is trying to sell him time
WHO, Des Moines
cal Moments" and Carter's spot anLyman Cooley, travel-talker, is in order to qualify the rhymester.
nouncements.
back on the Sunday schedule.
The Bill Dalton Byrd Theater orSign-off time has been extended to
gan program starts Dec. 23, three
a.m., against 12 midnight formerly.
times weekly.
Woody Woods attended the educa-

Sponsored by R. B. Davis Baking
Powder, through Charles W. Hoyt
agency, this

Inc.

new quarter-hour

WEAF, Tuesdays and Thursdays

on

at 12:45-1 p.m., is a generally pleas-

mixture of vocalizing, answers
listeners' questions, and a bit of
chatter to tie things together. Proing
to

C. Alden Baker,
ager, has returned

ager and publicity director of Fort
Fairfield Winter Carnival and plans
pickups to be aired during Carnival
in Feb.

1

New studios being built in the tional broadcasting parley in Chigram is served by a mixed team.
The male member does the singing News Leader Arcade will be com- cago.
Harold Fair, program director, now
and asks the questions, with the lady pleted by Feb. 1. FCC examiner has
The questions, which okayed application for boost to 1 kw., on a vacation in Florida and Cuba,
answering.
plans for directional also hopes to do some fishing in the
listeners are invited to send, cover unlimited, and

with a product plug antenna are going forward immediworked in occasionally. Routine is ately, according to Earl Sowers, manmore or less informal and easy to aging director.

anything at

all,

take.

WKAT, Miami Beach

John Folsom of station staff marWini Shaw Married
ried Sonia Hartman yesterday.
The Streamlined Melodiers, girls'
Wini Shaw, singer, and Fred Hofberg, broker, were married Monday trio, now appearing regularly on the
in

Fort Lee, N.

First in local

in

accounts

Chicago

WGES
{In

the heart of Chicago)

breathless action; flawless acting.

School

Complete

<J

and

College

Beach
Hour" twice weekly.

RE-

cast with a host of celebs in connection with southern premiere of the
film "Victoria the Great" at Colony

<J

Simple

t

o

operate.

Results guaranteed.

Radio's most thrilling dramatic serial,
superbly recorded in 130 quarter-hour
programs, is now available for local

and regional sponsorship. A truly great
production by the finest, largest cast
ever used in a transcription serial.
Hundreds of unique sound effects;

UNIVERSAL

society
Topics, is pre-

Ted Coughlan has started airing
book reviews.
Harry Richman will emcee a broad-

Theater.

CJ

Gulf.

Maude Kimball Massengale,
editor of Miami
senting "Society

THE COUNT OF"
MONTE CRISTO

CORDER.

station.

J.

WMPS

program has been a smashing
success wherever broadcast throughout
English-speaking
world.
the
This

Write or wire for exclusive territory still
open, full history and synopsis, and
audition samples.

Earnshaw Radio Productions
6423

Hollywood Blvd.

E.it.™ Offico:

Recording Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif..

Owl

Hollywood, Colifemi.

MicMwii,

1

14 lro*d Strwt, N. Y.

Authon and Producers of "Hock And Km,"

Ltd.
U.S.A.

"ClMftdll." "Hollywood Nita-LoHor,"

"Radio Short StorrM,"

ate.,

ofc

6
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AMERICA

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

S.

Radio Stations

WJW—Akron
has a
KNX
program

Wednesdays

new CBS

1210 Kilocijcles— 250 Watts Day, 100 Watts Night.

Pacific Coast

in "Hollywood Matinee,"
at 3-3:30 p.m., on which

JOHN

WEIMER. President
SAM W. TOWNSEND, General Manager
ARTHUR W. GRAHAM, Program Director.

announcers will be alternated.
Gary Breckner draws the assignment first, with Clark Ross, baritone:
Judy and Her Jesters; Chiquito, and
staff

Lud

Gluskin's orchestra featured.
has given Meredith Willson eight choristers and ten musicians to add to his present Maxwell
House orchestra of 35. The "William
Tell" contribution of the musical director on last week's program was a

M-G-M

thoroughly musical job, incidentally.
Bob Baker, conductor of CBS

"Hollywood

Person," is confined
to his home with a touch of flu.
KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska, has
taken 222 episodes of Earnshaw Radio Productions' transcribed classic,
"Detectives Black and Blue."
in

PROPERLY,

it began
in 1909.
And a hard beginning it was, too, back in Mansfield.
Equipment was high, funds scarce. But the bug had bitten John F. Weimer. So he
started.
He built his first microphone himself a time-honored-two-button contraption,
the designs for which are still a treasured possession.
The war interrupted Weimer's activities, but he was back on the job soon after, and
The call letters then were WLBV, changed in
in 1925, obtained a broadcast license.

—

1927

to

WJW.

a

KFI

contract for 313

In

1928, the station became the
himself ground the crystals.

country's

first

100-watter

to

use

er,

dashed over

it to a preacher.
"Skelly Court of Missing Heirs" is
now presented before an audience
in the
Air Theater.

told

WBBM

Vanna is scheduled for a
third week on the Contented hour
looks like she may get the coveted
soloist berth vacated recently when
Vivian della Chiesa's contract expired.
Gina

occupies a well-earned place as a radio pioneer.
to

KANSAS CITY

BOSTON

Merchants of Harvard Square,
Fred Edwards, new KMBC announcements on Happy Jack Kay's
participating in spon- nouncer, and Doris Stauffer of New
"Breakfast
Club" program. Cambridge, are
pre-Christmas program, York are Mr. and Mrs.
Sponsorship of the show is on a par- sorship of a
"Shop Harvard Square First," over
Don Davis, WHB president; Earle
ticipating basis.
WCOP.
Smith, KMBC newscaster, and Walt
Irma Brady Boyle has inaugurated
Ruth Chilton, the WEEI songstress Lochman, former KXBY sports man,
a series of monthly musical programs
now at WSYR, Syracuse, writes that are on the Mayor's Christmas Tree
featuring the Mereblum String Encommercial sponsored publicity committee.
semble over KFWB. Juvenile per- she's on a new
M. F. "Chick" Allison, KMBC pubby American Stores, in addition to
sonnel of the group ranges in age
licity head, went on the air the other
her sustainings.
from 8 to 18 years.
Edward Hall, WBZ news commen- day, putting the bee on one of his
Janet Scott, Henry Anthony and
former profs from Kansas State Coltator, reversed the procedure and
Virginia Bassett are three recent adinterviewed Jerry Belcher, the "Our lege.
ditions to the cast of May Robson's
Helen Sorrells of WDAF drama"Lady of Millions" transcriptions Neighbors" interviewer.
tized the Dickens "Christmas Carol"
RCA Victor Dealers, who sponsor for airing in six episodes.
now in work at Associated Cinema.
his rhythm over WBZJohn Wahlstedt Male Choir of 16
Broadway Bill, ace race track Rakov and giving
three minutes of voices
WBZA, are
has returned to WHB for
commentator, is back on the air with
each program to the Community weekly Sunday programs.
Roland
a weekly, Saturday-7: 30 p.m. proFund.
Pound and Lowery Kochler are feagram over KFI. These are just the
tured soloists.
"work outs" for a daily gallop with
the opening of Santa Anita on Christdaily

Tom Fizdale
New York.

KEHE

Bruce

Nicoll,

radio

editor

of

the

Sunday Journal and Star, is promoting a radio program popularity contest, offering a radio set as the prize.

Jack Hanssen and

KFOR, conduct

J.

Gunnar Back,

nightly "Mr. Yes
and No" program during the dinner
hour rush. It's a man on the street
a

variation.

Chamber of Commerce has started
a salute to the trade territory weekly
on

KFAB, with an honor town

night.

each

BALTIMORE

WRC-WMAL,

—

back from a

trip

ered from gunshot wound.
Dick Jurgens takes over Dec. 14
at Trianon Ballroom for a fortnight,
when he moves to the Aragon. Bill
Carlsen then goes into Trianon. Ted
Weems, who was at the Trianon, is
to make a tour of one nighters.
A daughter was born to Mrs. John
Mitchell (Helen King) who was Em
of the
at

Em,

famed team

of Clara,

Lu

'n'

Evanston Hospital.

Gale Page,
lined in a
cert series

NBC

contralto,

new Saturday

is

head-

p.m. con-

over NBC red network
with Bill Krenz's orchestra.
Francis X. Bushman has joined
cast of "Skelly Court of Missing
Heirs."

KGVO,

Missoula, Mont.
a new and

"Our Public Speaks,"

novel daily feature, gives the listenWBAL's "Treasure Hunt," spon- ers opportunity to express opinion
sored by Cremo cigars, has gone over
on the topics of the day. Speakers
so big that prizes have been increased
are selected on the merits of their
and broadcast moved to Ridgely Hall, letters sent to the
station.
Odd Fellows Temple, seating over
Station is carrying 12 CBS com500.
Garry Morfit continues as head
huntsman, assisted by Walter Linthi- mercials weekly with Thursday as
cum, with John Wilbourn handling the banner day of the week.
Problems of the Farmers in Westproduction.
WFBR has been so busy that it for- ern Montana are aired on the weekgot about announcing its annual ly program "The Farm Clinic."
Christmas party for clients. The adUncle Jerry, whose "Fairy Story
vertisers didn't forget, however, and Tellinfi" is a favorite of the kiddies
upon being reminded the station im- of Western Montana, has written
mediately set date, Dec. 18.
countless numbers of stories for chil-

night "Scavenger Hunt," modeled
along the same lines as the goofy
Memphis
game as played by New York social
Francis Chamberlin of the comregisterites under the tutelage of
Elsa Maxwell.
Al Poska, "Head mercial department is the father of
Huntsman," gives listeners a list of a girl, his fourth.
Washington
ten articles at 8 p.m., which they are
Hiram Higsby has added a SaturCommercial Manager John Dodge
supposed to turn in to the station at day night show, "The Taffy Pull", was abed last week due to grippe re9:30.
It's new, anyway.
with talent including Herb Summer- sulting from ping pong exertion.
field's ork, Dave
and his Rhythm Kenneth H. Berkeley, sympathetic
Rangers, Igor Ivan, Dixie Redheads, g.m., sent him an autographed pad15 Minutes
15 Features
"Quickies," a new commercial pre- Oklahoma Cowgirl and Sweetheart dle with ball attached.
senting 15 features in as many min- of the South.
Local engineers will soon review
utes, is now airing over WAAF, ChiPaul Hodges and Fred Vosse did the Red Cross standard course in
cago, originated, written, and an- quite a job in conducting a three- first aid to the injured which they
nounced by Program Director Jack point pickup of the annual "Spirit completed last year. Engineers Bob
Odell.
Program includes news, mu- of Christmas" parade which drew Terrell and Keith Williams are consic, fashion data.
out some 200,000 Memphians.
ducting the review.

WMPS,

is

Les Tremayne, headliner of "First
Nighter," was discharged from Passavant Hospital Monday, fairly recov-

LINCOLN

mas Day.

special orchestration of the young
writer's "Yellow Jackets" over the air
for the first time on KHJ last Sunday.
has inaugurated a Saturday

of Rockford
to Valparaiso, Ind., and

Weimer

an-

Peter Potter, CBS producer of
"Western Home" and "Hollywood
Barn Dance," is doubling in a role as
a funny newspaper reporter in Grand
National's "The Shadow Speaks."
Frederick Stark gave a young Los
Angeles composer, John Spaulding
Blake, a break when he presented a

ERICKSON, WIND announcand Marie Fox

Marion Jordan (Molly) is still
Its expansion soon demanded
From that time on, the station progressed rapidly.
confined to Sacred Heart Sanitarium,
more room, and in 1932, Akron became the new location. At the same time a corpora- Milwaukee. Jim Jordan (Fibber McFive years in Akron and still growing, the Gee) visited her over weekend and
tion was formed, with Weimer as president.
Well-managed and modernly equipped, it reported her much improved.
station is now a byword in public service.
crystal control.

Schwabacher-Frey, stationers, have
signed

CARL

F.

dren.

WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
Formal opening of the new studios,
transmitter and tower will be held
Thursday night.
Jeffry Marlin, infant son

(and one

of a pair of twins) of Al Marlin, station manager, died Friday.

Turner Cooke, program director,
wants to do a b.c. from the top of
the new tower, 350 feet up, tallest
self-supporting tower in New England.

Wednesday. December
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PRCMCTI€N
Promotion

Work Plugged

Slant on a new promotion piece
distributed by WISN, Milwaukee, is
the station's promotion activity, designed to show advertisers what station is doing toward audience build-

Done in two colors, first peek
announces that station is building
"Milwaukee's best mousetraps." But
up.

it

isn't

the

waiting for listeners to beat
path to its door, the

familiar

second fold informs.

Inside, the acare listed.
These include:
display
advertising in Milwaukee
papers; window posters and blotters
supplied to advertisers: airing of program previews, providing listeners
with a radio index of broadcasts;
outdoor advertising; and heavy pubtivities

licity releases.

RADIO DAILY:
SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

With elaborate ceremonies, and Dr.
Frank Oxarart, veteran radio exec
and formerly mgr. here for Allied Charles Courboin at the console,
Advertising Agencies, has joined the WFIL will christen its new $22,000
specially built Kilgen organ on ThursKYA staff as account exec.
day.

Charley Gerrard, NBC "villain" acAmerican Communications Ass'n,
is back from Cinema City and
representing some 90 per cent of WIP
appears in next "I Want a Divorce" engineers, has had a series of confabs
show Thursday.
with Ben Gimbel, station prexy, reKYA Station Manager Bob Rob- garding a new contract.
A local station for religious broaderts trained out Friday night for Fort
Worth to attend a meet of Hearst casts only is sought by Rev. Percy
radio execs of the Pacific and South- Crawford.
Marie La Tell is now being heard
west divisions, called by Elliott
Will be gone over WIP in her blues songs.
Roosevelt, vice prez.
Mill Spooner is the organist of the
ten days.
WFIL Kilgen organ.
Two pix studios dickering for film new
announcer, is the
Bill Lang,
tor,

rights to

"I

Want

a Divorce,"

dramatic series sponsored by

S.

NBC

& W.

Food Products.

KYW

father of a boy.
J. Lewis starts a new series
programs over WIP called "Meet

Louis
of

Louis Graf of the Titan TranscripCo. has gone south for a few
days in connection with station
XELO, Tia Juana, which he repretion

Yourself."

W.

Richard

Weatherill

returns

KYW.

again over

William J. Butler is the newest
Station Visits by Dealers
sents nationally.
commentator on the staff of WIP.
Jack Stewart, WFIL sales manager,
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, sponsorIrving Parker, head of Radio Feaing a news program over WFIL, ture Service, the Earle Ferris coast leaves for the coast shortly to look
Philadelphia, has arranged nightly office, up from L. A. last week on a over the ground for opening of a
to the studios by its dealers
and retailers in a buildup of company relations. Working closely with
visits

the station, tours are conducted, the
technique of the program is explained, and as finale, the visitors
watch the Canada Dry broadcast.
Idea is designed to make the dealers
radio-conscious and to implant the
thought that program is theirs.

Sponsors Swap Boosts
Kid winners of the "Children's
Hour" amateur program over KLZ
in Denver are slated for guest appearances in another KLZ broadcast,
thus providing sponsors of both programs with an extra build-up, each
drawing mention on the other's show.
Tie-up brings together dinger's,
sponsor of the kid show, and the
Public Service Co. of Colorado, on
the air with "Hospitality House."

Sponsor

Political

Program

WFIL

visit.

Crystallac Laboratories (auto polish)
signed the show for 52 weeks, starring an instrumental trio, Clarence
Hayes and Grayce Joyce, vocalists.

local store, and listeners were
asked to tabulate the election results
as aired by Announcer Ruhle.
Lis-

the

"Football Roundup" at WIP to a new
program called Curiosity Court.

Harold "Buzz" Davis is now coverthe boxing matches from the
Olympia Club for WDAS.
Janet Baird, NBC's young comAllen Scott started a "Groan Colmentator and interviewer, has startumn" accidentally on his aircast over
ed a new program designed for
WFIL and now can't let go if he

young people

titled
"Story Store"
over the Pacific Coast Blue network.
Hal Burdick is recording "Night

NBC

Editor," his
net feature, for
Max Graf. Will be aired on KSTP,
St. Paul.

"Play Politics," a two-day contesttied-in with the recent
local election under sponsorship of
"Listen," authored by Pat Kelly.
Roger's Jewelry Co., is reported as
KFRC press head, and narrated by
the most thorough campaign of its
Herb Allen, changed its time Sunday,
kind ever aired by WCMI, Ashland,
Dec. 5, to 3:30, a half-hour earlier.
Ky. Tally sheets were distributed by
Show is being groomed and boomed

game which

coast office.

William Ware. WCAU announcer,
Her colleagues at NBC presented was married the other day to Lois
Helen Kleeb, actress, and new bride Davies of Austin, Tex.
of Newspaperman John Prendergast,
Jerry Stone, WDAS director of pubwith an elaborate hospitality tray.
licity, eloped with Virginia Long.
Rupert George returns to WIP's
Merton Bories, accompanist for the
Minstrels.
late Maurice Gunsky, in town and
James "Tophat" Allen, WIP provisiting friends at NBC. He's a prodoing theatrical
gram manager for a northwest sta- gram director, is now
commentating.
tion.
Leroy Miller is the conductor of
Milt Samuel, NBC press chief, home KYW's Musical Clock program.
with throat infection.
WCAU's Robert Street and wife
New NBC show, "Musical Cock- leave for a short vacation in Havana.
John Facenda switches from his
tails," bowed in last week over KPO.

—

for sponsorship.

ing

wanted to.
Powers Gouraud.

Boake

Carter,

Larry Vincent, all heard over WCAU
will appear at the Variety Club banquet Dec.

If

concerns

it

find

it

fl

Greetings from Radio Daily
December

8th

Frankie Basch
Howard Meighan
Elaine Melchior

celluloid.

in the

will

com-

RADIO

ing 1938

A1WMUAL—

mom? in

11.

going to

work and ready

formerly heard over
over the network
under contract to Vaughn DeLeith.
Norris West is back at WCAU after a short stay in New York.

for distribution

KYW's Norman

Sickles

is

Hollywood.
Irving

Phil

KYW

is

now heard

shortly after the
first of

Monty Margetts, latest addition to
tener who submitted the neatest and NBC's acting staff, appears in her
WELl, New Haven
most accurate sheet was awarded a first starring vehicle Thursday in the
Kenny Lamont's Sunday noon orgold watch, with several other prizes S. & W. "I Want a Divorce" drama gan recitals from Dreamland Theater
penned by Peter B. Kyne, author.
added.
Walter Kelsey, NBC swing fiddler,
started a Saturday 1:30-2 p.m. coastto-coast series Saturday with a novelty band of a dozen.
Kelsey has
been heard recently on t. c.'s with
the Johnny O'Brien Harmonica High
Hat group.
Agatha Turley, KYA singer back
from Hollywood, swears the Hollywood studio production pace is too
great for her. Recuperating from a
nervous breakdown, she won't return
for about six months. When she does,
contracts will put her soprano on the

you

Radio

the year.

€)

are being fed to Intercity network.

Adam

Genet and his Roaming
Minstrels and the Branford Croatian
Tamboritz ork are back on the air,
while Guy Masella. Rhythm Rogues
and Theater News are off.
Rocky Mountaineers are being fed
to WSPR, WNBC and WATR.
Jimmy Peppe of Ohio is new manager for

Sammy Kaye

ork.

Ralph Dellaselva. formerly here, is
now bringing notables to the mike
at

WBRY.

leader,

Zembruski,
Polish
ork
soon celebrates his 250th

week

WATR.

Victor
at

.

.

.

distributed

plimentary
Daily
part

to

comRadio

subscribers
of

service.

Radio

as

Daily

8
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COLUMBUS
Thomas

Eagleson,

now appearing over
new rival of Jimmy

Larry Lawrence, "Rhyming Rambler," returns over WHKC with his
broadcast

news

of

presented

in

rhyme.

WCOL

is making a special effort to
build up its local program schedule,
concentrating on remotes. To facilitate this, the station will sign off at
midnight, instead of 1 a.m., thus al-

1937

SAN ANTONIO

OSU student,
WHKC, is the

Scribner and
other multi-voiced radio actors. But
he has some distance to go to catch
up with Scribner, as Eagleson does
only 10 different voices in his show.

8,

George Johnson, KTSA salesman,
has been promoted to assistant to
Manager H. C. Burke. Johnson also
is commercial manager.
Fred Neidert, formerly of KTRH,
Houston,

is

new

control operator at

THE

Iowa Network, which has been connection with President Roose- KABC.
broadcasting
Alamo Broadcasting Co. (KABC)
weekly "fireside" velt's fishing trip down that way.
chats by Iowa governors for the past Stations' mobile units were used to will move to the second floor of the
five years, is continuing the series good advantage. Special daily news- Milam Bldg. about Jan. 1, according
with the talks of Gov. Nelson G. casts were aired daily for the Presi- to report, and after the shift the staKraschel.

In addition, U. S. Senators

Clyde L. Herring and Guy M. Gillette are resuming their transcription broadcasts made in Washington
and aired regularly on the Iowa Netlowing engineers to devote more time
work. To further inform Iowans of
to their duties on the daylight and
Washington legislation that affects
evening hours.
them, weekly transcriptions by Richard Wilson, Des Moines Register

joins NBC-Blue network, bea unit of Frontier Broadcasting Co.
Pat Flaherty,
sportscaster,
also vocalizes.

dent.

tion

coming
Chief

WJBK,

Engineer

Paul Frinke of
been up to his

WOAI

Detroit, has

neck in work, moving all the equipment in the control room. Not such
a feat ordinarily, but WJBK stays on
WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
the air 24 hours daily, and all work
Cap, Any and Flip, singers of
must be done while the station is on
Washington correspondent, are the air. Without the help of dual sacred and sentimental songs, have
rushed to IBS for regular broadcasts. equipment it turns out to be quite a joined the staff.
Slim Fortier has brought his "Smile
task.
Club" here from the coast.
With the Harrison print shop conLew Stubman, announcer and
tributing the printing, WBIG has
Martha Tilton, the "Sweetheart of
distributed placards urging the good Swing" with Benny Goodman's or- pianist, is now a benedict. Wife says
folks of Greensboro, N. C, to "join chestra, has completed her first mov- only trouble is he wakes her up in
the Goodfellows' Club, tune to WBIG ie short, for Columbia pictures, titled the night reading time spots.
Paul Holton, engineer, formerly at
at 1 p.m. daily, and help the Salva- "Brokers' Follies."
WPAY, has joined technical departtion Army help the helpless."

CINCINNATI

Robert G. Jennings of Crosley's
WSAI has scheduled Mayor Russell
Wilson as emcee of initial Christmas
Fund show series, "Miles O'Dimes,"
in cooperation with Cincinnati Post.
Paul Kenney, Post radio editor, will
emcee the next day.
Paul Sullivan, WLW's ace news
commentator, is handling the second
ment here.
current Remington - Rand program.
Herbert MacEwen has resigned as
Additional series runs through Jan.
Dave Nowinson, publicity director manager of the Bradford office of
when spot will be occupied by and continuity writer of the Iowa WHDL. David W. Jeffries is suc1,
Mario Braggiotti to Marry
North American Insurance Co., Chi- Network. Des Moines, landed an
Engagement of Mario
Chicago
cago.
article on Schubert's Serenade in the
Braggiotti, radio pianist, and Mary
December issue of World Digest.
Polling a new high of 4,000 votes Melville (Baby) Clow, Chicago soKFOX, Long Beach, Cal.
Marriage is
for one production, the new "Are cialite, is announced.
Don Alderman, commercial repreWWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., again You a Writer" program passed its to take place Jan. 15. A honeymoon
sentative, has motored north for a
has Stone & Thomas store, for the eighth week on KJR, Seattle, by in the southwest where Braggiotti
week of hunting.
Christmas car- bringing the total number of listen- will be playing for concerts, is to folHal Nichols, owner, received an fifth year, sponsoring
low.
daily from Dec. er ballots for that time to 20,000.
award from Mt. Sinai Hospital, Los ols over the station
15 until Christmas.
Angeles, for assistance on the hospital's recent screen star ball game.

—

Norman Masterson. actor, bears a
striking resemblance to Jack Benny
and even talks like him.
Iola Josephson, actress, does most
of the little boy parts in station's

The Pepperettes, girl trio, will appear as guests on the Dr. PepperDixie Network next Sunday at 5:30
CST.

Mutual on Dec. 26 will air a 45minute program from London via
BBC. His Grace the Archbishop of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
Canterbury will be heard during the
George Dean, formerly of KVOS, special Christmas program which will

dramas.

Bellingham,

announcing

is

a

new member

of the

A

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
MEREDITH WILLSON
"This era of experimentation in
music, which has produced new
rhythmic approaches in orchestration
new sounds in instrumentation
to make
is, I believe, soon
way for a new period of serious
development, during which time
certain gaudy novelties will disappear, leaving new musical Americanisms of substance. These will
bo legitimatized, so to speak, by
the composers of this new period,

—
—

and

the

trend in

general result will be a
musical presentation along

the lines of

a

new

simplicity."

Ali

Introduces

i©mj mm'*

Arthur Boran will emcee at the
American Greater Dentist's convention in Hotel

Pennsylvania today.

After a tryout, Salco Oil Co. has
signed a full-year contract with
WBRY, New Haven, for the two-aweek street interview conducted by

Jack Henry and Bill Blatchley.
Bill

Ben

Royal
Magician

Puppet Parade

start at 3 p.m.

staff here.

chorus of 75 voices under direction of Owen Williams is presenting
a series of Christmas carol programs
over KJR for Bon Marche store. All
members of chorus are store employees.

TEDDY BERGMAN

AN INNOVATION IN THE JUVENILE RADIO PROGRAM FIELD

King Peter
The Perfects
Terrible

An

original fantasy with music
composed especially for child
appreciation, and sound effects
the like of which have never

been

heard

on

the

airwaves.

Trapeze

The Thinker

announcer, was

Pope, sports

emcee Sunday on the

first of a serfeatures being
aired by WESG, Elmira, in the interests of the local "Arctic League,"
charity organization.

ies

of

three

special

The Merry Macs

last

night

Featuring

TONY SARG

made

in Every Broadcast
THE GREATEST RADIO PROGRAM
EVER DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN

their second appearance in two weeks
on the Al Pearce show over CBS.

WOR

Forum Hour,

conducted by

S.

originated and
Theodore Granik,

season Sunday at
7-7:30 p.m.
Program, originating at
WOL, Washington, will be heard over
Mutual network.
begins

its

ninth

WIOD and WQAM down in Miami
had an interesting week or so in

Sensational Promotional Tie-Up

A

Recorded Audition Ready

for

Your Approval

Produced by

SOUND MASTERS,
TEDDY BERGMAN, Program Director
1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Tel.:

BRyant 9-2463

INC.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.
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113
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Court Suit by Songwriters
king On

AND

LISTENING

IN

MOORE PAINT CAMPAIGN
ON 33 NBC-RED STATIONS
Benjamin Moore & Co.

GOSSIPERS

In

Tuesday

his

night

broadcast
over the
NBC-Red network, Jimmy Fidler presented quite a case in defense of the
Hollywood gossip dispensers who are
currently under fire.
Fidler chided the movie moguls and
stars for apparently not being able to
stand criticism, and declared that he
himself takes more than he gives.
Perhaps he deserves more, who can

annual spring radio campaign on Jan. 3 over 33 NBC-Red
start

ing

at

it's

hardly a

fair

way

of look-

it.

Fellows like Fidler have far-reaching
for their spoutings, while the injured
ones who answer back are
scarcely heard anywhere.

outlets

Fidler

speaks

"criticism,"

of

what

but that
about.

the complaint is all
the sometimes prejudiced editorializing, the often semi-false revelations of
private lives and the generally wrong
impression given out with respect to
public personalities that are the big rub.
Such remarks as "This is Tommy
isn't

its

Human Nature
Chicago — Due
the popularity

stations, 11:45 a.m. to 12 noon.
Program will offer interior

to

decorating advice with "Betty Moore"
serving as the decorator.
Contract
was placed direct.

Bristol-Myers

Brooks Connolly's "Man at the
Mill" interviews on WIND because
of

he supplies
workers he

for

NBC
WLW

an

NBC-Red

network,

Mondays,

Pedlar & Ryan

soloists.

is

RADIO EDUCATION GROUP
WILL TAKE UP PROBLEMS
By GEORGE W.

where

coming
movie

to

you from Hollywood,

get married often
but not for long," and similar slandering
of the movie capital for the sake of a
wisecrack to start off or finish up a
radio program, deserve their rebukes.
stars

The top man in news-gossiping. Walter
Winchell, gets by very nicely by reporting straight facts only, giving a wide
diversity of items, avoiding presumptuous comment, keeping within good
taste and topping off with an uplift line
instead of a slur.
But perhaps it is the exasperation of
not being able to compete with Winchell
along his own lines that causes other
chatterers to go sensational in order to
get attention.
D. C. G.

—

Good Deeds

—

Long Beach, Cal. An unusual
method of doing good at Christmas
time is being followed by Mrs.
noted evangelist who
on KGER. Instead of
soliciting funds for holiday benefactions, she requests needy families to write her, then turns letters over to more fortunate individuals who volunteer to assist
Essie Locy,
airs daily

the poor.

Washington Bureau,

CBS

Show

Is

(Continued on Page 3)

the

agency.

Heinz

and motion

transcription

synchronization rights and
Ascap, the performing rights.
Irving Caesar, president of SPA,
stated after the meeting that despite
the resignations on the coast, which
picture

10:30-11 p.m., beginning Jan. 10. Contract calls for 52 weeks. Program is
musical variety and features band

and

As a result of the meeting held
yesterday at the Hotel Astor by the
Songwriters Protective Ass'n, court
action will be taken immediately in
an effort to get a decision on who
actually owns the rights to compositions as administered by the Music
Publishers Protective Ass'n and the
American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers. Former organization has been issuing licenses for
electrical

Bristol-Myers, which recently canceled "For Men Only" over the
Line, will present same show over

It's

Tattler

hot coffee to all
quizzes, station has

free

increased his "operating budget"
so that he can now include doughnuts! And some of the men are
now arguing for ham sandwiches.

"Men Only"

Being Revived

say?

Anyway,

(paints) will

Legal Action Against Publishers Decided
Upon to Determine Rights of Writers
in Their Compositions

Taking Over

"Silver Theater" Spot

—

MEHRTENS

RADIO DAILY

Washington
"Radio is becoming
more and more an important factor
in the American Educational system,"
says Secretary of Interior Ickes in

AMERICAN LEAGUE PREFERS
SINGLE SPONSOR FOR 1938

his annual report, "but the most
J. Heinz Co. will shift the Chansuccessful use of it by educators
ning Pollock-Mark Warnow CBS
Chicago Plans to grant exclusive
(Continued on Page 3)
show to Sundays, 5-5:30 p.m., effecbroadcast rights to one sponsor, covtive Jan. 2.
Spot is now being used
ering all cities except New York and
by the "Silver Theater" which signs Radio Manufacturers
Washington, which do not permit airoff Dec. 26.
ing of home games, were announced
Discussing
Pollock program currently is using
here yseterday by the American
the Thursday 3:30-4 p.m. spot on
Representatives of all leading radio Baseball League. General Mills and
CBS. Maxon Inc. has the account.
(Continued on Page 3)
manufacturing and
merchandising

H.

—

Campaign

companies are

"Dr. Dollar" for

Network

Chicago — Vocational

Training In-

stitute,

in

a

Los Angeles, which recently

started "Dr. Dollar" on
and is now also using

WMAQ

now meeting

series of discussions
Page 2)
( Continued on

Wrigley's 64 on

here

secretly

on mer-

CBS

NAB Committee

Meets;
Carrying Through Plan

Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Wrigley will use 64 CBS stations
NAB reorganization
Washington
York, is expected to extend the series for the "Shaw and Lee" show which committee held a strictly confidential
debuts Dec. 26 at 6:30-7 p.m.
to a basic NBC-Red network.
meeting behind closed doors here
yesterday. The committee is carry-

WEAF, New

Adding 23 Canadian

Stations

(Continued on Page 2)

Gives Jell-0 Network of 108

Bowled Over
St.

Television
Starts

News

Service

Operation Today

First commercial operation of television news service will be demonstrated today by Peck Television
Corp. Transmission will take place
in the Hotel Lincoln, with receiving

equipment

at

General Foods Corp. will add 23
stations in

Canada

work

Jan.

on

brings total

to the Jell-O net-

2.

number

Latest

addition

of stations car-

rying the Jack Benny program to
108, the largest commercial network

Program is heard weekly
Jack Dempsey's Res- over NBC, Red network at 7-7:30

taurant five blocks away.

in

radio.

p.m.

— While

Louis

KMOX was

being eulogized as "favorite radio

by

station"
British

Edward

explorer,

in

Shackleton.

a lecture

at

a local high school, the station
went off the air for a full hour due
to

transmitter trouble.

'The equipment
flattery,"

Graham

said
Tevis.

stand
Engineer

just can't

Chief

2

Thursday. December

RADIO DAILY
ft
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Programs That Have Made History

9,

1937

GOMG

COfllinG and

KDYL's "The Kangaroo Club"
Thurs., Dec. 9, 1937

Vol. 2, No. 113

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Price 5 Cts.

Publisher

ITS form

changing as fashions in
broadcasting have changed down
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager the years, "The Kangaroo Club" of
MARVIN KIRSCH
KDYL, Salt Lake City, claims to be
one of the oldest children's programs
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
In the course of its deand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, on the air.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, velopment "The Kangaroo Club" has
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merserexchanged sponsors many times, cureau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate, rently being used by the W. T. Grant
Secretary
M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. Co. as a Christmas-business builder.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Terms (Post

United States outside of
York, one year, _$5; foreign,

free)

New

Greater

Subscriber should remit with order.

year, $10.

communications
to
RADIO
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
Filmday, New York. HollyCable address
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Address

all

DAILY,

1501

:

Blvd.

Phone Granite 6607.

as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
3, 1879.

Entered

under the act of March

in the 10 years of
istence, part of that
come inactive.

the

JEAN HERSHOLT will come to New York
ex- from the Coast for the Christmas holidays,
and at least two of his Sunday broadcasts will
has be- originate here.

club's

number

During the summer months the
show is conducted in the Liberty
Park Outdoor Theater, with specially trained talent, under the supervision of Carol Hall.

For over three years KDYL mainits own expense a "Kanga-

WERNER JANSSEN and MRS. JANSSEN (Ann
Harding) are in Baltimore, where Janssen will
conduct the symphony orchestra for the season.
JULIE BENELL and CARL GLICK leave
Hartford, Conn., where they will be
of honor at the performance of "Cold
Hills" or "The
Dead Sister's Secret"
given by the Hartford Masquers.
for

tained at
roo Club

STANLEY WESSEL

was in 1928 that the idea of usBand" of 45 pieces which New York.
ing Kangaroo as an unusual symbol was used not only on the air but in
DALE ROBERTSON,
It

energy, thrift and intelligence
occurred to Bennett Larsen, then
(Larsen
a staff member at KDYL.
since has formed connections with
Ruthrauff & Ryan's radio production
The name "Uncle
department.)
Ben" was chosen, and the "Kangaroo Club" went on the air as a
of

first

the interest of many civic affairs and
entertainments.

is

a

New York

the

of

Wessel

Friday
guests
the
to be

in

Co.

manager of WIBX,

in

is

Utica,

visitor.

STEPHEN P. WILLIS,
WPRO, Providence, is in
In five seasons the Club conducted
Saturday matinees from the stage of
various downtown theaters. Among
11th Inter-City
graduates of the "Kangaroo
the
Club," in addition to Larsen, are the

Goes on

manager

general

of

town.

Link
Air Dec. 19

one hour Bryan Sisters, working in Hollywood
children's talent show,
musicals, Shirnew station built by
daily except Sunday. Within a year and starred in many
the club had a roster of over 30,000 ley Davis, vocalist with Bob Young's Hildreth & Rogers, newspaper ownsigned membership cards and spon- Orchestra, Gordy Gudmunson, now ers, in Lawrence, Mass., makes its
It will be the 11th
sorship was on a participating basis. with Fred Waring, and many others. debut Dec. 19.
At present the show is a tri-week- link in the Inter-City Network.
When Larsen left, the name "Uncle
Ben" was taken over by various of ly quarter-hour stanza, musically Station will be fed through WMEX,
is
the New York
his successors, the current Uncle Ben supervised by Carol Hall, presented Boston.
being George Snell. Total member- in semi-formal style and called "The station in the web.
ship probably runs well over 50,000; Kangaroo Artists' Revue," a far cry
although, since many of the original from the catch-as-catch-can manner
"Kangaroos" have come to maturity of the early days.

WLAW,

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Dec. 8)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

150% 149

Tel

Close

Chg.

+

150%

2

18% 18% 18%
17% 17% 17%

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
RCA $5 Pfd. B

8%

8'/4

8%

4434

43%

43y4

11/2

53

51

% —
+ 1% Radio Manufacturers
Vi
Discussing Campaign
+ %
+ Vi

96% 96 Vi
Stewart Warner
10% 10% 10%
Westinghouse
114% HOV4 111%
Zenith Radio
19% 19
19
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Majestic
1%
1%
1%
OVER THE COUNTER
97

(Continued from Page

Asked

Bid

7%

Stromberg Carlson

8%

FCC ACTIVITIES
EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
John S. Allen and G. W. Covington, Jr.,
Montgomery, Ala.
CP for new station.
1210 kc,

100 watts, daytime, be granted.

Mervel M. Valentine, Laredo, Tex. CP for
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts

new

LS.,

unlimited,

be

granted.

Wheeling

Steel

—

Network

Chicago
Wheeling Steel
Wheeling, W. Va., will air its

Corp.,
variety-

from WWVA
and WGN,
Mutual stations. Program, featuring
orchestra, chorus and semi-pro talent
from among workers, is set for 26

show

starting Jan.
studios over WLW,

weeks,

through

2

WOR

Critchfield

&

Co.,

Chicago.

Cliff

Carl at

Des Moines— Cliff

Carl,

confidence, it is known that membership includes representatives from
RCA, Philco, General Electric and
other leading concerns.

ing through plans adopted at the re-

cent meeting in

New

York, and will

present proposals and recommendations at the

New York

meeting to be

own offices, in this city. Bachman
was with Gene Furgason & Co. until
his

his resignation this

week.

Oldsmobile Buys

—

Game

Chicago
Oldsmobile dealers of
Chicago area will sponsor the nachampionship pro football
tional
game between Chicago Bears and
Washington Redskins over Ralph
Atlass'
WJJD and WIND next
Sunday. Jimmy Dudley will be at
the mike.

Renews

FCC Gag
—

Seen

through Friday, 11:15-11:30

staff.

series.

theNews!

tfc«v
4b///fep.

(Continued from Page 1)

held after first of the year.
Sessions continued late into the
night and will probably run through
Purpose of sessions is to reformulate present advertising and mer- Friday. Phillip G. Loucks, committee
chandising campaigns conducted by chairman,
caught
by a RADIO
individual members of the industry, DAILY representative during "time
with a more or less combined front
out", intimated that excellent progDon Johnson to Write
to be presented. All results of the
Don Johnson ("Professor Figgsdiscussions will be made public at ress was being made in drafting a
bottle")
has been engaged as a
the time the session submits its re- preliminary report.
writer
for
the
"On Broadway"
commendations to the trade.
dramatic
program which immediately precedes his "Fishface and
Sterling Products
Figgsbottle" show over NBC-Blue
Sterling
Products has renewed network on Sundays. The first perRule
three NBC-Red shows for 52 weeks formance on which Johnson has
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
effective Jan. 3. They are: "How To collaborated will be broadcast on
Washington Sources close to the Be Charming," Monday, Wednesday
FCC say that an order will soon be and Friday, 11:30-11:45 a.m., rebroad- Dec. 19.
issued making it necessary for all cast for coast at 2:30-2:45 p.m., 44
regular press releases to pass through stations; "Lorenzo Jones," Monday
the legal division before being avail- through Friday, 4-4: 15 p.m., 22 staable to the press.
tions;
"Backstage Wife," Monday
stations.

Hampton Moves Radio
of artists

Dept.
Hampton, representative
and writers, has opened new

quarters

at

David

Craig & Hollingbery Inc

Committee Meets;
Carrying Through Plan

1)

chandising and advertising methods
in the radio industry at the Astor.
Although sessions are held in strict

character

WHO

NAB

Earl Bachman, effective today, becomes exclusive representative for
WIND, Gary, Ind., and has opened

YOU MUST TALK

WHO

comedian, has joined the
He is appearing in three

Bachman as WIND Rep

'/4

7%

7

71/4

53%

3/g

—
+ %
—

WMCA

25

to

Blackett-Sample-Hummert

—

a.m.,

the agency.

is

the people of
or else

richest

—you

market

New

York State

are passing up the
in

the

world.

B.

Fifth Ave. for the
radio and theatrical
activities of his organization. Kenn
Randall will have charge of casting
problems at the new address. Office
is
now interviewing people for a

handling of

425
all

new Repertory Company
for early spring opening.

scheduled

*
.

.

new:

HOWLERS
.

in all
.

.

.

Boners

walks of

as

been "pulled"
13 Five Minute Scripts

they

life!

*

have

$10.

THE MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
29 West 57th Street,

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS,
250 PARK

Reach Them Through

AVENUE

NEW

Inc.
YORK CITY

New

York

Telephone: PLaza 5-3269

.

Thursday, December

COURT SUIT

1937

9,

New WICA

PLANNED

IS

Ashtabula.

BY SPA AGAINST MPPA
(Continued from Page

3

RADIO DAILY
which went on

local station

air

Nov. 22,
Mail has

fast, it is indicated by fan letters received.
east as Newark, N. J., and as far west as Milwaukee
Station is a 250-watter on 940 kcs. C. A. Rowley is
owner; R. B. Rowley, manager; Harrison Bailey, program director, formerly with KMOX; George Gautney, chief engineer, formerly at WRBL;
Robert Marvin, commercial manager. Howard Wilson, Chicago, is national
representative.
Station has three studios, a 220-foot Truscon shunt excited tower, and
Western Electric and RCA equipment. Transmitter is located three and a
half miles from the studios.

getting around

is

come from as far
and Topeka, Kan.

1)

was an "out and out double cross"
to the other writers, SPA would go
ahead and once and for all have legal
adjudication and clarification of the
writers'
status
and ownership in
songs after having placed them with
a publisher. Whether or not the publishers agreed to a pact, or definitely
decided to stick with Ascap at least
until 1950, one important publisher

Around

in Ashtabula Getting

O.— WICA. new

American League Prefers Big-Screen Television

RADIO EDUCATION GROUP

Will

TAKEUP PROBLEMS
(Continued from Page 1)

continues to
periment."

Agreement

be a challenging exas

what

to

common problems

of

are the
broadcasters

and educators has been reached in
considerable measure in meetings
during the year of the sub-committees of the Federal Radio Education Committee, and comprehensive
studies of these common problems
are to be taken up within the next
few months, it was pointed out.
For many years school officials
and local broadcasters have been
searching for scripts which are both
significant and entertaining. To sup-

would be served today through John
Single Sponsor for 1938
For British Theaters
Schulman of the Arthur Garfield
Hays offices. This will be the first
(Continued from Page 1)
London (By Cable)
Clear and
suit, and among the items in the Kellogg both were reported bidding
brilliant
television
pictures on a
complaint will be the request that for rights. Protests by Chicago basescreen 8x6 feet are being shown
the 10 per cent deducted by the ball broadcasters and others, howBaird Television, while Scophony
MPPA be returned on a retroactive ever, were said to have put new by
is exhibiting equally good reception ply this need, the radio project, in
basis on all transcription and movie angle on the situation, and probably
on a 6x5 screen. Gaumont-British cooperation with the NAB, estab-

—

synchronization license fees.
Also a part of the open break between writers and publishers is the
intention of the writers not to cooperate with the publishers on copyright matters, but from now on to
seek a copyright measure of their
own or back one that is intended for
their sole interest. Writers were told
at the meeting that they can now
place songs with publishers, but in
each case to get the best contract

will be considered before final action

is considering putting television
in
Baseball headquarters an- some halls.
Scophony is having

—

WJJD

Atlass'

locally last season with
"Parade of

Harrington and
Baseball Immortals."

John

possible.

General Mills Renews
3-Hour WMCA Program

lished the Educational Radio Script

Exchange, which has filled requests
nounced that word might be forth- equipment made ready for newsreel for 54,000 scripts, produced in 42
coming today.
theaters and small cinemas in three states, over 114 radio stations. In
addition, the exchange prepared and
Plan is said to be league radio co- months.
distributed aids to school groups
ordinator J. Carle McEvoy's. With
wishing to go on the air. These aids
could
restrict
sponsor
exclusive,
KOIN "Rainbow's End" Back include Manual of Suggestions
league airings to one outlet in each
for
Portland, Ore. "Rainbow's End," a producing radio programs and
Kellogg used Ralph
cities.
of 6
a
taken.

is

musical production formerly released glossary of terms used in the radio
each Sunday afternoon from KOIN industry.
here to CBS Pacific network, is being presented again locally Monday
More Hollywood Aspirants
evenings.
Highlights on this halfChicago
Truman Bradley, comhour of soft music are vocal nummentator, and Gale Page, NBC song
bers by Dorothy Rolfsness, contralto,

—

KSD—Variety Show

Alpine Inn",
musical
six-a-week
elaborate
an
stylist, are latest to get a movie call.
and the KOIN male quartet. The
variety show, is being readied to
Bradley goes to New York on Dec.
musical ensemble is directed by
start Monday at 6:45 p.m. over KSD.
15 for an M-G-M. He will fly to New
General Mills yesterday signed re- Russ David, musical director, is Joseph Sampietro.
York and commute to Detroit to anprogram supervising the orchestra, which will
newal for 3-hour
nounce Ford Sunday night series.
for an additional eight weeks. Spon- play nightly in the Swiss tavern
New Victor Bay Series
Gale Page has left for Hollywood
sor has agreed to underwrite entire setting where the show originates.
Victor Bay starts a new "Essays for a second test with Warner
sale
additional
period pending
to
William Shubert, Nancy Fitzgerald in Music" series on Dec. 10 at 6-6:30 Brothers. Florence George and Betty
Program, effective Mon- and June Curran will be among p.m. over CBS. Theo Karle, tenor, Jaynes are other Chicago singers
sponsors.
day, will also undergo a change of talent.
will be assisting artist with David who have crashed Hollywood in the
talent.
A new band, to be directed
Ross as narrator.
past six months.
by Lee Grant, has already been set,
KTOK Expands on Events
St.

Louis

"Yodel's

WMCA

and

station

is

now

auditioning

new

Oklahoma City

—

A new

special

department has been established at KTOK to broaden special
event activities of the station which
Luckies on
has already promoted numerous re(Lucky mote events of interest. Specials are
American Tobacco Co.
Strikes) has renewed its NBC-Red to be played up more, states gennetwork of 75 stations for an addi- eral manager Joseph W. Lee. Harold
tional 13 weeks, effective Dec. 29. Smith and Leslie Beck have been asPeriod, 10-11 p.m. Wednesdays, is signed to take charge of the departtalent.

events

NBC

Renew

KNABE

I
r'

Acknowledged the
World's Best Piano!

by the new Warner Bros, ment.
show, "Hollywood Parade," which
Dick Powell.
features
Lord &
Worthington Miner's Debut

now

filled

Thomas

is

the agency.

Basketball on

—

Worthington Miner, director of numerous Broadway successes, will

WCBS

make

Springfield, 111. John J. Corrigan,
program director of WCBS, has lined
up quite an interesting basketball

schedule

including

both

Muny

League games and those

of the four
local high schools. Services of Coach
Don Anderson also were acquired
for the games.

"Peggy" Using Vocalists
"Hello, Peggy", Drackett Co. pro-

gram heard Wednesdays and Fridays
on NBC-Red, starts Dec. 17 using
guest vocalists. Arthur Kass of Kass-

Tohrner is lining up talent, with
Del Casino as first to be signed.
Agency for the advertiser is Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.

his first radio speech today at

5:45-6

p.m.

"What's

over

WQXR,

Wrong With

discussing
the Theater?"

Harry Campbell Joins KFRU
Harry Campbell
Columbia, Mo.
("Dynamite Jim") has joined the
KFRU announcing and entertaining

(Dial

lOlO)

—

staff.

NEW

RADIO SCRIPT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
"MUSICAL COURT OF APPEALS''
A

sock

comedy

SAM

show combining
musical
half
hour
House
hits.
For
current
with
sono
Orchestras or Recordings.
INC.
H. STIEFEL ENTERPRISES
1619 Broadway, N. Y.
Radio Script Service Department

ACKNOWLEDGED

J

WHN

NEW YORK'S BEST
15 4
BROADWAY

The most effective and economical
medium for covering the New York
market

— the

richest in the world.

•
Affiliated

with

Loew's

Theatres and the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios.

SHOWMANSHIP
STATION.. Chosen
.

by Variety— approved
by wise advertisers...
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AGENCIES
ZASU

THOMAS D'A. BROPHY, first vicepresident of Kenyon & Eckhardt, has
been elected president. Henry Eckhardt becomes chairman.

PITTS, on Al Jolson pro(CBS, 8:30 p.m.)

gram, Dec. 14

BERT LYTELL, LEE SULLIVAN

FRED SMITH,

and ALICE MARION, on "Hammer(CBS,
stein Music Hall," Dec. 17
8 p.m.)

FATS WALLER and LIONEL
HAMPTON, on "Swing Club," Dec.
(CBS,

18

7

p.m.)

LAURITZ MELCHIOR on "Your
(CBS, 10 p.m.)

Hit Parade," Dec. 18

JOHN and ELAINE BARRYMORE,
in

"Bulldog Drummond's Revenge,"
17 (CBS,

on "Hollywood Hotel," Dec.
9

p.m.)

and
on "Lux
(CBS, 9

in "39 Steps"
Theater," Dec. 13

Radio

.

check on the Gulf show because he leaves

Roger White

undergo
is

p.m.)

for

drastic

a

for N.

.

Y. with Fred Allen....

—

go westward to build a show and the N. Y. office will
changes .... Joe Rines, who is not affiliated with any agent,

will

looking around for a

show

MONTGOMERY

ROBERT
IDA LUPINO,

• • • The George White air show has reached this point: Arguments are on regarding cutting the show from an hour to half.
.George
Beatty is again being groomed for an air spot all his very own .... Auditions are in progress on the coast for the Harry Von Zell wordslinging pay-

manager .... Milton Roemer

ciggie sponsor called "The

Charge

of the

is

a

building

script

Night Brigade," with

Arthur Boran as emcee and Bernice Claire. Rodney McCellen, Deauville

and Isham Jones' band .... Options were picked up for Al Garr. Earl
Towner singers and Oscar Bradley's crew on the Phil Baker show.

Trio

.

.

p.m.)

ERNEST McCHESNEY,
Musical

Dec.

Stars,"

on "Rising
(NBC-Red,

12

10 p.m.)

WALLACE FORD

RICK CRAWFORD

BRODE-

and

scene

in

from

ROBINSON and RENE CARROLL, on Rudy
Vallee show, tonight (NBC-Red 8
"Of Mice and Men," BILL

p.m.)

CHARLES KULLMAN,
Dec.

of Firestone,"
8:30 p.m.)

13

on "Voice
(NBC-Red,

Teddy Bergman, program director of Sound Masters Inc.,
new kids' show which features Tony Sarg
and some of his fainous speaking puppets ... .Show, which looks
like a natural for a sponsor, is unique in the fact that all blood and
thunder has been eliminated, leaving good, wholesome entertainment, with an interesting story and remarkable sound effects. Show
has several sponsors angling now
The Boston Traveler took an
editorial rap at FCC Commissioner George Henry Payne for his
remarks that average radio programs are addressed to 12-year-old
intelligence. Without asking directly what has the gov't done for
radio, The Traveler points out that in England, where radio is
gov't-run, programs can't touch ours for quality.

•

has developed a startling

GLENDA

and

on Bakers' Broadcast,
(NBC-Blue, 7:30 p.m.)

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS,

re-

turn appearance on "Vick's Open
House," Dec. 26 (CBS, 7 p.m.)

YEHUDI and HEPHZIBAH MENFord Sunday Evening
Hour, Dec. 19 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
GEN. HUGH S. JOHNSON and

UHIN,

on

SENATOR
of
of

SCHWELLENBACH

L. B.

Washington,
the

Air",
9:30 p.m.).

on "Town Meeting
(NBC-Blue,
16

Dec.

MAXINE SULLIVAN, RAYMOND
CHAUNCEY MOORHOUSE,
JOHNNY CALLI and TONY

SCOTT,

• • • Edith Dick, who succeeded Alice Marion as vocalist on the
Lucky Strike-WOR-"Melody Puzzler" show, will next Tues. be succeeded
by Freddie Gibson who sings on

"Hit

Parade" .... Phillips H. Lord's

appearance before the mike (and with "Gangbusters")
first

show

in

WB

Jan

are

definitely

financially

will

be

after

interested

in

last

the
the

Lombardos-Olman Music firm .... "Swing Session" goes into a playhouse
Willie and Eugene Howard yesterday signed exclusive radio
next Sat
contracts with Wilson, Powell & Hay ward
Tommy Riggs signed a
deal yesterday for a "Betty Lou" doll to be out before Xmas .... Three
commercials were turned down for Sammy "Swing and Sway" Kaye because
of disapproval in type of show .... Norman Campbell resigned from Radio
No successor
Orchestra Corp. and will go into business for himself.

named

yet.

GATUSO,

on "Swing Club", Dec. 11
fCBS, 7 p.m.).
JOAN EDWARDS, on "Magic Key",

Dec. 19

(NBC-Red,

2

p.m.).

WMCA

Pilot Luncheon on
First annual luncheon of the Pilot

Radio Awards Society at the WaldorfAstoria on Dec. 15 will be aired
over WMCA. Lowell Thomas and

Guy Lombardo

are

among

the Pilot

awards winners who already have
accepted

invitations

LUCILLE
LINWOOD
"2 voices

to

attend.

& LANNY
GREY

and a planny"

6 times w'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. EST
Arrangements by Lanny Grey

Management

Is

in

NBC

Artists

Service

— Utilizing

the faculties of
colleges and universities
area,
state
officials
from

many
the

Governor Elmer A. Benson on down,
and leading industrialists of the Twin

KSTP, Twin City independent, has inaugurated its own
round-table discussion series, which
Cities area,

will spotlight particularly local and
state problems.
Participating in the inaugural address on unemployment problems in

were

Minnesota

Victor Christgau,
administrator; Dr. G. A.
Lundquist, head of the sociology
department at Hamline University,
and Ray Wentz, regional vice-president for the Minnesota State Federa-

WPA

tion of Labor.

Broadcasts are conducted for half
an hour on Sunday mornings and
alternately
by Thomas D. Rishworth, educational director, and Val
commentator.
editorial
Bjornson,
Although state and municipal problems will be spotlighted, the national and international situations
will not be overlooked.

Boake Carter Deal Confirmed
General Foods yesterday, for the
time, officially confirmed the
first
will come
in February. What
product Carter will advertise is still

reports that

under

• • Down at WGTM, Wilson, N. C, where the three youngmembers of the staff, Jimmie Riser, formerly of WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., and WBIG, Greensboro, N. C; Billy Steadman, formerly

•

est

WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, and "Dizzy Liles" studio controlman, present the "Early Risers" show at 7 a.m. Jimmie took a mike
over in a chair the other day and accidentally ivent to sleep.
"Dizzy," however, opened the mike and aired Jimmie's snoring, but
Billy soon woke him up.
The sleeper wanted to catch some more
shut-eye and felt that others had the same idea, so the mike was
taken down to the street where they interviewed people en route to
work on "whether or not they would have preferred sleeping a
little longer," and it wasn't the least bit surprising to the interviewers that the answers all favored more sleep SO Jimmie went
back upstairs and to bed. .. ."that's the life of an early riser"....
Howard Jones, announcer down at WIP, Philly, sent two tickets for
a roller skating ring to some one ill in the hospital and is his face
red! ... ."Apple Center Gossip," a sketch similar to "Uncle Ezra" on
.

.

—

.

its

Boake Carter

banner

undecided, declared a spokesman.
Program begins on CBS, Feb. 28.

with

.

Jr.,

Round-Table Series
Inaugurated by KSTP

Paul

St.

the

state

EDMUND LOWE

succeeding

Inc.,

recently elected
vice-president of that agency.
FLETCHER & ELLIS INC., which
now occupies the 55th and 56th floors
at 500 Madison Ave., has leased additional space in the same building
on the fifty-fourth floor.
AIRCASTERS INC., Detroit, is
again handling the Father Coughlin
account, which returns to the air
on an independent network the early
part of January, very likely Jan. 9.

•

•

Getchell

Harry Bercovich,

Own

FARRELL,
Dec. 12

pointed
Stirling

.

MARY EASTMAN,

on "Between
the Bookends," Dec. 10 (CBS, 4 p.m.)
SIMON BARER, pianist, on Bing
Crosby show, Dec. 16 (NBC-Red, 10

formerly publicity

of BBD&O, has been apto the same position at J.

director

Roecker Re-Signed
Edward Roecker, baritone,

now

heard with Pick and Pat over CBS,
yesterday signed a renewal of his
contract for one year. This keeps
him with Pick and Pat until March
1,

1939.

I

gladly

will

insurance

problems

discuss

— no

youi

obligation

—

WWSW,

Pittsburgh,

is

scripted by three 15-year-old students.

BEekman 3-0375

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

NEW YORK
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©ECU EST CAS - MUSIC
A. SIMON has been commissioned to write the libretto for
the opera of 29 minutes' length
that Vittorio Giannini is to compose
as one of six composers named to
write music for radio by the second
Columbia Composers Commission.

ROBERT

What

Local Stations Are Doing

"New

Voices of 1938"

Air auditions of new singers in a
search for good vocal talent are being conducted over WTMJ, Milwaukee, in a new series of Sunday programs aptly titled "New Voices of
1938."

William

J.

cal director

Benning,

who

WTMJ

musi-

father of the idea,
makes it plain that these shows are
in no sense amateur shows as such.
All talent appearing on each show
is qualified by preliminary auditions
before singing into the ether, and
they
must conform to a high
standard.
is

The auditions are open

mount

My

NBC

to both
with one of each
Tevia Gorodetsky and his Russian
appearing on a program, and all Gypsies are now heard nightly from
vocalists who win favor with the the Russian Kretchma
over WDAS,
air audience will be rewarded with Philadelphia.
sustaining or commercial engagements, or both, over WTMJ during
Charlotte Kay, formerly heard with
the coming year.
Jack Delamars' La Casans, will soon
be with Jan Savitts Top Hatters in

—For Jewelry

feature

in the forthcoming ParaBoosters Club
picture, "Big Broadcast of
Tested for nearly a year, Boosters
1938." On the other side of the platter Club of
CKTB, St. Catherines, Onwill be "You Took the Words Right tario, has been
found of practical
Out of
Heart" from the same benefit to both station and all who
picture. Fields, who leaves for Chi- use it.
Listeners desiring to join
cago this weekend, made six other must state their willingness
to boost
Simon is music critic for the New recordings for future release. He will all products advertised over the staYorker and is connected with J. be back on the air next Tuesday on tion, and in return they are given
Mutual, seven times a week, from the membership cards and a small
Walter Thompson.
souvePalmer House.
nir. Membership qualifies dialers for
ten local theater tickets, given daily
Pianists Al and Lee Reiser have
Joseph Littau,
staff conduc- to five selected members.
written two new songs which will
Selections
be published by Stansy-Lang Music tor, will direct the Hartford Sym- are announced over the radio, so memCo., the same company which pub- phony Orchestra in a specially ar- bers wishing the tickets must be conlished "Heavenly," the last song writ- ranged concert over the Colonial net- sistent tuners-in to the station. Since
work on Dec. 14 at 8:30 p.m. The 95 per cent of the winners have reten by the Reisers.
program will originate in Hartford ported for their tickets, inference is
through facilities of WTHT.
that
same percentage
of
huge
Henry Busse and band will be
Boosters Club membership is listenheard from the stage of the Earle
Chappell Music Co., handling Eng- ing regularly to CKTB.
theater, Philadelphia, next week.
lish rights to "Let's Pitch
Little

men and women,

Vox Pop

PPCMCTICN

Philadelphia.

A

Woo," had a cable that the song is
catching on and that they're planning to exploit it over there because
it
promises to become the No. 1
song of England. Writers Sam Mineo
and Sid Prussin have received offers
to work for musical productions in

London.

George Hall and

his

Musical

Gag

Seattle radio fans were puzzled last
week by a contest gag advertising
Seattle Recording Studios Inc.
The
winners were to name correctly the
instrument used to play the theme

music.
like a

Hotel Taft piano.
The
celebrating

Though

it

banjo,

sounded exactly

actually

it

was

a

—

secret first recordings were
orchestra are currently
one-hundredth consecutive made at a slow speed, then played
Barry, the tenor star oj their
pop
comback at a higher speed. Naturally
many of the "Blackbird" revues, has month in the Taft Grill. This is no
mercial over KCKN, Kansas City,
one guessed the correct name,
been
signed by Jack Stutz to vocalize the longest run enjoyed by any
provides awards of costume jewelry
so prizes were given to the first
with The Rhythm Kings at the Game band in a New York night spot.
to willing microphone subjects at
ten who phoned.
Cock Cafe.
the jewelry counter of a Katz Drug
Billy
Swanson,
whose
dance
proStore. Title is "Meet Me at the Katz
Making It Easy to Order
Phil Catena and his orchestra re- grams are heard via WOR, is resting
Jewelry Counter," where specialUniversal Radio Programs Inc. has
comfortably
at
the
Medical
Arts
eventer Owen Balch is on hand with placed the Jack Wright aggregation
devised a novel promotion stunt for
his questions. Those who speak may at Nick Toce's Village Brewery. Ca- Hospital, where he underwent an its
Christmas
feature,
"Holiday
He is
select their own awards from stock. tena, who has been popular on the emergency nose operation.
Greetings." Each station receives a
West coast, is making his New York expected to be well enough to direct
Telegraph blank that orders the
his orchestra for his Monday broaddebut at this restaurant.
show, and all that is necessary for
cast.
Limerick Contest
them to do is give the blank to their
Shirley Rust, a blues singing proLimericks about Irma Serra, song
local telegraph office.
It
is
then
tege of Rudy Vallee, is the latest adstylist,
and her accompanist, Lee
Salt Lake City
forwarded to Universal, collect.
dition to the revue at the Village
Authier, both airing over WSPR,
Floyd Farr, announcer, seeing 'how
Barn. Miss Rust will shortly offer
Springfield, draw dollar cash prizes
her repertoire of song material on it's done' at recent Pontiac Varsity
for winning listeners. Limericks are
the
Johnny
Johnson
orchestra's Show, broadcast from local Brigham
written by Ed Tacy, emcee of the
Woodrow Magnuson, WIRE anWOR-Mutual airings from this night Young University.
show, with last line dropped. Dialers
George
Provol,
formerly
with nouncer, will be married Jan. 1 in
club.
in good number attempt to finish
KFKA, Greeley, recently joined sales his home town, Rock Island, 111.
them.
Russ Rennaker, chief studio enAddison Bailey, pianist for Eddie staff here.
Newest member of technical staff gineer at WFBM, forsakes control
Davis, is introducing an innovation
at Leon and Eddie's where he is be- is Art Munker, from Prescott, Ariz. room dials long enough to write a
Crime Quiz
hind the console and offers an elecJack Gregson writing and produc- short story, "Guest Artist," for "UnAll five of station's trunk lines
der Control," radio technicians' mag.
were heavily overtaxed by listeners tric organ for dance music. The elec- ing new show, "Swing 'n' Stuff," 15WIRE will air bulletins on extreme
phoning in "crime" solutions in new tric organ is in addition to Lou minute stanza of the new music, with weather
conditions in Indiana during
Martin and his Music Makers, and commentary on the 'swing' manner.
contest started over KDYL, Salt Lake
it is the first time in the history of
Harriet Page, 'heart talk' spieler, winter, in cooperation with state deCity. Program is divided into two
night life entertainment that an elec- off for month's vacation in Honolulu. partment of safety.
sections. First five-minute spiel oftric organ is used solely for dance
John Baldwin, chief engineer, perfers details of mythical crime. Lis*
fecting new three-way remote con- i
teners are then given an hour in music.
trol tuning system for Transradio
which to phone in whodunnit. SoluHELENA BLUE'S
Ted Weems is to play the Chicago shortwave pickup.
tion comes in second spiel, and wintheater
the
week
Jan.
he
goes
of
7;
Florence
Huntzinger
of
traffic
deners get classy neckwear, contributed by sponsoring Firmage cloth- to Detroit Jan. 14; Pittsburgh Jan. partment busy getting out 'complete
21; Washington Jan. 28 and Philadel- availability' sheets, a weekly service
ing store.
An all girl orchestra playing
phia, Feb. 4.
to agencies and clients.

Airing

its

title,

with

new

more
vox

snap

than

-

Eddie

KDYL,

INDIANAPOLIS

NOVELTY STRINGS

h
ERHOFF
BRINCK-

in

Leith Stevens and his

"Sat-

urday Night Swing Club" ork open
today at Loew's State Theater on
Broadway.

Shep

records Rhythm"

makes good
29 W. 57th St PL 3-3015

CBS

Bluebird recording of "This Little
Ripple Had Rhythm," which they

distinctive

style

AVAILABLE
FOR

Master of Ceremonies

Fox-Fabian Amateur

modern,

NOW

DON KERR

RADIO
HOTELS
THEATRES

WMCA
Fields and his "Rippling
orchestra have made a

a

Hour

Revue
Zeke Manners' Gang
Six Star

Circle 7-4124

*

New

York
1!

6
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One

•

of a Series of Who's

R.

|

AT

GORDON, the Jenny Peabody
DON
announcer, taking rabies preventives after

being

bitten

by

Snodgress doesn't care

much

for the

Weatherby character.
Cupid had a busy weekend at
WIND, Gary. The Rev. William L.
Clark, who broadcasts on the sta-

removed from that
no longer has the shiny
badge, but he does have the laurels of distinguished radio research contributions, and is

palmy

chief engineer at

Was

a police captain
the age of just 22

resigned to accept the
only to leave within a
and remained as chief

Notable

among

Louis

France Laux, chief announcer, on

two-week vacation in Oklahoma.
Lenna Thomas has been added

to

promotion department, handling art work.
Merle Jones, g.m., and Ken Church,
commercial manager, were in Cincinsales

nati lining

Pappy
sario,

is

up new

business.

Cheshire, hillbilly impreresting a few days for his

Louis Shumate pinch-hitting.
Sid Saunders, announcer, is father
of a boy.
Paul Wilson of the Radio Sales
offices in Chicago, was here for a
couple of days.
Hyde Park Brewing has switched
health.

its

show from Sunday

to

Monday

night.

December 9th
Eddie Dowling
lorry

Lesser

Bob Murray
Rosine Tremmer

WGAR,

Cleveland.

WWVA,

many

contributions to broadcasting are his collaboration with Harold Gray, chief engineer of American Airlines, in perfection of a practical grid bias modulation system in 1927; and more recently,
his design for the uniform cross section 5 8 wavelength vertical antenna, the
first of which type was erected at WGAR, and which has given Cleveland's
Friendly Station one of the highest field strength measurements in the
country.

Pierce

is

Pierce's

an avid fan

swims and plays

WOKO-WABY,

Harry Golder, the genial "chef" of
"Sunrise Breakfast Club," completes
his 1,000th broadcast next Monday.
All stations of Michigan Radio Network will carry the one-hour presentation of Handel's "The Messiah"
originating in Flint on Dec. 16. Combined
Flint
and Owosso choral
unions of 250 voices with Flint Symphony orchestra of 100 pieces will
be featured.

now becomes em-

the KHJ-Music Corp. of
America "Tunetwisters," heard Tuesday nights at 8. Sustainer previously
had Benny Rubin and Buddy Rogers.
Lou Bring's orchestra, Frances Hunt,
Kenny Allen and The Playboys continue on the program.
cee

of

Oscar and Elmer are back on the
with a KFWB mid-afternoon program, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 3:30.
air

KHJ
gram

initials

a

new

safety

pro-

"Stepping on the Gas"
today under auspices of Los Angeles
Traffic Bureau.
Los Angeles Radio Oldtimers Club
will hold its first 1938 meeting the
first week in January. Unique organization has no by-laws, no officers,
no dues, and tolerates no speeches at
meetings, according to Walter Bidcalled

dick and "Doc" Power, founders.
Bradley Roberts, KFAC baritone,
has been switched from a 6:30 spot

on Wednesday and Friday to an 8:45
groove on the same evenings because of listeners requesting a later
time for the young singer.

golf.

WHO,

Detroit

BILL GOODWIN

Dorothy Lamour, Mary Astor and
Jon Hall, stars of the film "Hurricane," were obtained as guests of
Bernie Kane, orchestra leader, when
he made his bow on KEHE last
KSL, Salt Lake City
night
10.
Murray Grabhorn,
at
Union Pacific R.R. picked KSL KEHE manager, and Howard Esary,
for third time to air its winter sports production manager, also officiated.
season program.
Kane's music will be heard nightly,
Latest evidence of distant recep- except Tuesday, on KEHE at 10:15
tion of KSL's 50,000-watt signal was p.m.
reported by S. S. Michigan from
KFWB has a new Monday night

of all sports; rides,

Players Guild, including Ardis Long,
Dorothy Irvin, Robert Carey, Ethel
Gibson, Ed Mitchell, Melvin John- 6,050 miles at sea.
son, Ruth Wolfson and Jack Fenn,
Earl J. Glade, managing director,
appear in the shows.
on his return from eastern business
Helene Smith, staff organist, has trip,, was given family dinner rebeen presented with a musical brace- union on birthday.
let
by an admirer. Actually it's
Ralph Hardy, continuity editor,
Turkish dancer's bracelet.
chosen emcee at U. of Utah annual
With A. Belden Gilbert as emcee, varsity play assembly.
activities of the L.
A. board of
Gene Halliday, producer of "Search
supervisors are being aired from the for Talent," Deseret News amateur
hearing room each Tuesday.
hunt production, auditioned 200 for
performance.
first
He expects to
Des Moines
pick 10 acts.
new
"Fireside
Barbara
Ross,
Dalton Norman, singing cowboy, is
being featured on three weekly pro- Reveries" songster for Independent
Coal, is giving show a semi-classical
grams.
Stuart Steelman and Carlos Fes- theme.
members of The Songfellows
sler,
Albany
quartet, are recovering from an auto
accident last week.
Jan Williams
concert
Weir,
Betty
Roberge
and Richard Neher, the other two pianist and wife of studio manager
members of the group, had to duet Snedden Weir, did a Mendelssohn
for a while.
the other night.
group over
Straiid Theater is using live talent

WXYZ,

Greetings from Radio Daily

years

Pierce left Cornell University in 1926 to
join the engineering staff of WJAZ in Chicago
which he left within the year to be assistant
chief of the newly constructed WJAY in Cleveland. From Cleveland he went to WXYZ, Detroit, to hold a similar post; thence to WJR in
the same city, which he left to supervise construction of WRBH, Cleveland.
This station
on the air. Pierce returned to WJAY as general
at
manager and chief engineer. But management interfered with engineering and Pierce
post of chief engineer at
Wheeling, W. Va.,
short time to handle construction of WGAR, Cleveland
engineer.

KGER,

St.

seven

period. Pierce

tied the knot for Engineer
tion,
Daniel Munroe and Lucille Noyes of
Chesterton, Ind. Pianist Henry YoLong Beach, Cal.
hannan and Mable Peters of Enid,
"News Laughs," written and proOkla., and Announcer Carl Erick- duced by Barbara Owens and Paul
son and Marie Fox of Rockford were Masterson,
is
being
aired
each
other romantic casualties.
Wednesday. Members of Long Beach

KMOX,

•

MORRIS PIERCE

Today,

George H. Gallup, head of refor Young & Rubicam and
sampler of public opinion, here over
the weekend.
Jack Fulton, Wrigley "Poetic Melodies" tenor, sick Monday and missed
his first broadcast, first one in more

Weatherby he didn't know
there was a singer in Nobel Cain's
chorus, which appears on the show,
by the name of Homer Q. Snodgrass.

in the Industry

he supervised.

search

Q.

Who

held the rank of Captain in the Cleveland
Police Department. No rookie who had fought his way up to promotion from the pavement. Pierce was accorded the captaincy in his
position of chief engineer of Police Radio WRBH, the construction of which

own

than 330 consecutive performances.
Beth Bodenweiser is now using her
own name in her "Art of Living"
broadcasts over WJJD instead of the
nom de radio, Bette Lee.
Verne Carter of the Alka-seltzer
"Barn Dance" trio (Verne, Lee and
Mary) is enrolling in Northwestern's
Medill School of Journalism.
When Les Weinrott, who writes
"Aunt Jemima's Cabin at the Cross
Roads," invented the character Ho-

NAEIEIFJ

R. Morris Pierce

22,

dog.
Dr.

mer

TEH

I

1937
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WOKO
for its WABY spots.
Forrest Willis, WOKO

show

at 8:30 called "The Stars Return," written and produced by Arthur Q. Bryan. Film stars of yesteryear are featured.

Jacques Renard is giving a dinner
Stoopnagle and Budd, the Jimmy
Wallingtons and other friends in raand
dio at his home tonight
promises to cook the entire dinner
to

.

.

.

himself.

Robert Clemens offers "Hollywood
Scrapbook" over KEHE each Tuesday
night at 8. Warren Stoker mutes his
"Hollywood Newsreel" on the same
station, and moves his "Hollywood
Question Box" from the Saturday
spot formerly occupied to a new
groove on Friday at 8:45 p.m., but
continues his "Pick of the Pictures"
as

is.

Harriet

Lee,

KFI

contralto, and
Griffith and
had their 15-min-

The Two Keys, Edythe
Helen White, have

ute Monday musical program switchannouncer, ed from 5: 15 to 5 o'clock.
Lai Chand Mera inaugurates a new
adds a new twice-weekly vocal sustaining, on which he'll include some series, "Story of India," over KECA
on Wednesday nights at 7:15-7:30.
of his own compositions.
is The American educated Hindu philosNew control room at
being completed under supervision opher also has a weekly program on
KFAC called "Lai Chand Mera at
of Harold E. Smith, g.m.
Billy Rose, who succeeded Forrest Home," on which he discusses timeWillis as emcee of WABY amateur ly topics with distinguished visitors
unrehearsed,
extemporaneous,
shows from Fabian Grand Theater, i n
scriptless, across-the-table style.
is doing a good job.

WOKO
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BOSTON

PROGRAM

Williams, WBZ-WBZA commentator, will do a Sunday evening
series of news programs for Remington-Rand.
Billy Payne, after an absence of
several months from local airwaves,
is
back with a Sunday afternoon

"YOUR HOLLYWOOD
PARADE"
American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strikes)
WEAF— NBC-Red, Wed., 10-11 p.m.
Lord & Thomas
REAL VARIETY SHOW BUILT FOR
RADIO CLICKS NICELY IN DEBUT.
Lucky Strike's new variety hour,
originating on the Warner Bros,

KANSAS CITY
WDAF

Webb Witmer,

Coming Events

staff
anthe father of a boy.
will air thrice daily weather
reports and highway conditions durDec. 8-12: Eighth Annual International
ing winter.
Lowell Lawrance, K. C. Journal- Radio Club Party, Havana.
Dec. 20-31: Ohio's Third Annual High
Post movie and drama editor, has
program over WMEX.
gone on
with a thrice weekly School Radio Festival, in cooperation with
Hanley's Ale has expanded from "Behind the Footlights". He also is WOSU, Columbus.
five-minute
spots
15-minutes, readying a movie gossip program for
to
Feb.
1938:
International Telecom1,
thrice weekly, over WBZ-WBZA.
a local sponsor.
munications Conference, arrangements being made by General Manager of Egyptian

Bill

REVICUJS

7

RADIO DAILY

KFRU,

Columbia, Mo.

nouncer,

is

KCKN

WHB

WBAL,

Baltimore

State

&

Telegraphs

Railways,

Telephones,

Cairo, Egypt.

More than 1,200 turned out to see
Chet Thomas, g.m., invited to speak
at next banquet of Alpha Delta Sig- the first airing of "Cremo Treasure
Hunt" (formerly station's "Scavenger
film lot, is a genuine radio show, ma at U. of Mo. School of Journalism.
Mrs. Harry Campbell added to of- Hunt") from Ridgely Hall.
produced with first consideration for
"In Town Tonight," handled by
the ear, and consequently it got off fice staff.
Walter Weiler, sales manager, to Garry Morfit, has moved from Sunlast night to a very favorable start.
day to Wednesday.
If there were any weak spots, they Chicago to close contracts.
George Guyan, program manager,
didn't amount to much by compariProcter & Gamble Shifts
and Chet Thomas visited K. C. and
son.
Procter & Gamble on Jan. 3 will
Of substantial help in giving the St. Joseph recently.
KFRU and WGBF of Evansville, realign a number of its NBC proshow a personality and in linking
grams.
Time shifts occur in four
the various specialties was Dick Ind., have arranged new night broadcases with a shift from the Blue to
Powell's presence as emcee. Powell casting periods that extends the
earned his radio spurs some time KFRU Monday night sign-off to 9 Red network concerned in one case.
"Life of Mary Marlin" on the Blue
ago, and he makes a welcome re- o'clock, Tuesday night to 9:30, and
11-11: 15 a.m. spot. Now
turn here as singer as well as emcee. instead of signing off at midnight switches to
There is an easy-going and disarm- on Saturdays, KFRU leaves the air heard at 10 a.m. The same show on
the Red network at 4:30-4:45 p.m.
ing geniality about the way he at 8 o'clock but stays on the air right
handles himself and the way he through its late afternoon sunset sign goes to the 4:15 p.m. spot on the
same web.
pilots
things around that makes off time at 4:45, broadcasting con"The O'Neills" now on the Blue
Powell a valued asset to a program. tinuously from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. The
Variety entertainers on the pro- new schedule allows WGBF to cover goes to the Red, 12:15-12:30 p.m.,
gram also included Rufe Davis with the Indiana University basketball period.
"Pepper Young's Family" shifts
his imitations and sound effects, and season of 1937-38.
from the 10:30-10:45 a.m. period to
Rosemary Lane, who graduated from
Fred Waring's crew into film star- tainment portion of the show dra- the 11:15 a.m. spot on the Blue.
"Guiding Light" on the Red netdom, and who warbled "Roses in matized the success stories of the
December"
very
neatly.
Gary 24-hour phone answering service and work at 4:15-4:30 p.m. shifts to an
Cooper appeared in a western piece the Hunter Chinchilla Farm in Cali- earlier spot, 3:45 p.m.
that was chiefly monologue, plus fornia.
musical background, and also served
Script is very rough in spots, but
A few of the lasting stars
for the product testimonial that is a
the person to whom this program is
who were coached, directed
familiar part of Lucky programs.
directed
probably
will
notice
it.
not
An insight into the Central Casting
and helped up the "ladder
Bureau, where Hollywood extras get A mythical character, "Dr. Dollar,"
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law
jobs when and if there are any; a serves as the emcee throughout the
Al Jolson
tribute to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor program.

June
gress

,

Seventh

10-15:

Radio

of

Con-

International

the

Inventors,

Sorbonne,

Paris.

June 12-15: Advertising Federation
America's annual convention, Detroit.

Janssen With Baltimore Ork

—

Baltimore Werner Janssen is here
to conduct the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra for the season. He replaces Ernest Schelling, who is laid
up by poor health. Mrs. Janssen
(Ann Harding) is with the conductor.

CARL
BIXBY
producer of
programs.

Creator, writer, director or
successful network radio
P.

Box 84,

0.

Manhasset,

L.

I.,

N.

Y.

NED WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING

Program is offering free booklets
a couple who typify Hollywood
and show business as its domestic on the mentioned industries, with
best,
with Powell singing "Ida"; follow-ups made by mail.
vocal work by a group called the
Lucky Seven, and scenes from the
film "It's Love
I'm After", with Ernst Wolff
Bette Davis, Olivia De Haviland,
In a program entitled "A Little
Basil
Rathbone, Eric Blore and Night Music," Ernst Wolff, German
Patric Knowles were other items on baritone was heard in a group of
the bill.
Schubert
songs
on
WABC - CBS
The orchestra under Leo Forbstein network, 10:45-11 p.m., Tuesday.
did grand service, displaying ample Wolff played his own accompanipep and tunefulness and contributing ments on the piano, while David
largely to the snappy manner in Ross acted as narrator.
All of the
which the program moved along. selections were in German, but this
Bob Sherwood handled the announce- did not detract from a very enterments in his able fashion.
taining quarter-hour of songs. Wolff
as

has an extremely fine voice of even
quality, has the diction to bring out
"DR.
the value of the lyrics, and incidenVocational Service Inc.
tally is not a slouch at the piano.
WEAF-WMAQ, Tuesdays, 7:45-8 p.m. Songs, of course, were short and
rendered in lively manner. If Wolff
Critchfield & Co.
can sing in English, he is a safe bet
INFERIOR DRAMATIZED SUCCESS for
a program using vocals.
STORIES WILL DO THE TRICK FOR THIS

DOLLAR"

SPONSOR.
In

this

of

Mae West
Will

Rogers

Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W.

C. Fields

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Creenwood
Clifton

Webb

Marion Davies
Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina Claire
Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris

Hal LeRoy

Gray
Jack Whiting
Gertrude Niessen
Nick Long, Jr.
Lina Basquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Cilda

Carl Randall
Patricia Ellis

Georgie Tapps
Grace Bradley

Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason
Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley

day when

all best sellers
vocational guidance or
"how I made my success" type, this
new series built along the same lines
will do a job.
Program is offering
vocational guidance in three new
fields,
airplane construction, Diesel
motors and air conditioning. Enter-

are

Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor

the

Booking Direct

D

'

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
MBS—WOR
1441 B'way, New York
CH 4-5155

MacNaughton
Buddy Raymond

Virginia

Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young
The Five Reillys
Paulctte Coddard

and
Hundreds of Others

and

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class or
Private
Instruction
Preparing Adults and Children

For

For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men and women

over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing Acting
Singing
Opportunities to appear in
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses Mondays to Fridays.
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to 16).

—

.

.

—

.

—

Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
meet Saturdays and after-school week

Classes
days.

All instruction is under the personal supervision
of Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Zlegfeld
Follies and
over 600 successful Broadway

productions.
See "Who's Who In
for part of his brilliant record.
Facilities
at
the
school
include

modern
theatre

studios,
radio

and

rptr

tion
°

of

and

completely
Broadcasting

AUDITIONS

and

the

Theatre"

10 beautiful
equipped
model

studio,

TRYOUTS

will

gladly be arranged. Free consultacourses
individually
planned without

OpeT'g.OO A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON

AVE.,

NEW YORK

Studio

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone WIckersham 2-4300

8
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RADIO DAILY
OKLAHOMA
KGFF

(Shawnee) on

its

Joe Ford, WSGN mikester, is now
emceeing at Pickwick Nite Spot.
Frank Israel, cousin of Columbia's
Melvin Allen, joins WAPI staff.

seventh

anniversary.
KTUL (Tulsa), for "Fun Bug"
Sunday show, is advertising in newspapers presenting free ticket of admittance for broadcast from huge
Akdar Temple. Featured will be a
cast of 100, Michael Cooles and ork,
Tulsans Male Chorus, Nine Singing
Girls and comedy skit by Billy Franz
before the broadcast. Program director Eddie Coontz is emcee.
Cain's Coffee has started a 15-minute musical five-weekly on KTUL
featuring Marty and the
(Tulsa)
boys.

FIVE

new

courses in radio training,
including speaking, writing, music,
management and broadcasting,
are being added at Ohio State University.
The
university
station,
WOSU, and Ohio Educational Ass'n
are sponsoring the state's third annual high school radio festival. Dec.
20-31, in

Columbus.

Janice Lifson, metropolitan diving

champ, makes her debut as a singer
on tomorrow night's "Pontiac Varsity

Show" over NBC-Blue

at 9 p.m.

WESG, Elmira
Florence
visited

recent

Rowan,

station's

CBS and NBC
New York trip.

stylist,

studios on a

"Woody" Ott suffering from a
severe attack of the grippe, but managing to appear for most of his
shows.
One - year - old
Sandra
Taylor,
daughter of Manager Dale and Mrs.
Taylor, successfully effected a one-

Larry Thomas, young vocalist at
Glenside, Pa., and Peggy
Gale, accompanist, are now heard

WIBG,

Fridays at

1:45.

The Buddy Clark series on CBS
every Thursday night will be off the
air for the next two weeks to make
time for a series of speeches by ExPresident Herbert Hoover. The program will return Dec. 23 and until
act performance recently, throwing
the Taylor household into pande- that time Clark will be heard via
monium by swallowing a safety pin. CBS on Mondays at 6 p.m.
Ernest Oliver, local sales manager,
Hockey games of the Cleveland
went back to announcer's staff for a
10-min. skit on recent charity show. Barons in the International AmeriErnie played "Jergen" to John T. can League are beine aired over
as well as WGAR.
Calkins' "Charlie McStarchey."
Norman Meservey, featured pianist
At the suggestion of Herb Kenney.
and vocalist on a two-a-week commercial, leads his own 10-piece band radio editor of the Indianapolis News.
Tim and Irene will satire the NBC
at a local night spot.
"Grand Hotel" next Sunday on MBS.

WHK

John Connolly, manager of WBRC,
returned to old announcing job reAlso in the cast are
Frank Provo, Ed Jerome and Adele cently to do commercials on AuburnGeorgia Football game, which was
Ronson.
aired from Columbus, Ga.
Bill Edwards, WBRC special events
Curt Parker, 65-year-old humorist
featured for the past four years by announcer, scooped all Alabama on
WHAM-Rochester, has just com- news of Alabama's invitation and
pleted four sample recordings of his acceptance of Rose Bowl bid. Bill
five-minute
monologues, according flashed the news at 8:30 Tuesday nite.
to Allan Wilson of Conquest Alli- Other stations and newspapers folance Co.. A sponsor is being sought lowed suit.
Bill Terry, WSGN's ace sports anin New York.
nouncer, finished season with AlaFeg Murray is working on a book Vandy game on Thanksgiving Day
compilation of his "Seein' Stars" car- at Nashville, Tenn.
Lionell Baxter, WAPI veteran antoons to be published with a Hollywood commentary by Edwin G. nouncer, leaves station for parts unGrandy, book reviewer, song com- known, and is succeeded by Frank
poser and feature writer.
"Seein' Israel from WJRD, Tuscaloosa's new
Stars" airs over NBC-Blue at 7:30 station.
p.m. Sundays.
Blue

at 3 p.m.

WADC, Akron
Welcome Lewis, John Herrick and
Howard Phillips have been signed
for guest appearances on the
Arden "Musical
rolet-Victor

ments" series, heard
over WOR.

and Allan Wilson

of

Conquest

Alli-

ance Co.

VICTOR ARDEN
"Whether the networks have
been getting the most out of the
possibilities of radio has long been
a topic of discussion. There can
be only one answer yes. Every
conceivable phase of educational
and musical endeavor has been
undertaken. The ablest and most
recognized authorities and experts
go into the making of the radio industry and general radio fare.

—

Choice nuggets of quality are being mined, and presented to the
public in a cavalcade of excelRadio is only as good as
lence.
the men behind it, and it will be
a long time before better ones than
those who hold the reins at pres
ent

come along."

in

in two
his recently

purchased

Reg. M.

Dagg

of

Western Broad-

Canadian northwest

is complete without the use of CKWX. Vancouver is
Canada's third market.

"Ayer on the Air" is a program
that is creating plenty of comment.
A great satirist, Fred E. Ayer, dean
of engineering at Akron University,
goes before the mike every Sunday
evening and talks about affairs in
general. He doesn't mince words.

advertising agencies
hear audition recordings of

cordially

invites

to

TOMJ SAGA'S
Puppet Parade
AN INNOVATION

IN

THE JUVE-

NILE RADIO PROGRAM FIELD

King Peter
The Perfectlj
Terrible

An

original fantasy with music
especially for child
appreciation, and sound effects
the like of which have never

composed
the new emcee on
Don't Say." word conreplaces Sidney Walton.

Carl Frank

is

WMCA's "You
He

minutes

of his re-

which he
hours and ten

TEDDY BERGMAN

WICC. Bridgeport, for the third
Nancy Grey, commentator, back
from two-week sojourn at Arizona's successive season, will conduct its
smart resorts and dude ranches, is jail rehabilitation broadcasts from
Joseph
relating her experiences in a new the Fairfield County Jail.
program idea, "Sun Country News." Looez and Edward A. Piatt will
Sunday concerts of Heinie and His supervise.
Grenadiers have been renewed for
"Judd and J. P.," a new script
another 52 weeks by Alka-Seltzer.
Clyde Lucas and his band come show with rural locale, is being preto Hotel Schroeder for the holidays, r>ar»d for audition by Dan Siaworth.
author-director of "Dan and Sylvia."
with the usual WTMJ wire.

test.

An example is one
to New York

points.

Mo- cent flights
New York completed

casting Co. Ltd., operators of CKWX,
Vancouver, B. C, wants the world
to know that no coverage of the

6:30-7 p.m.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

in

Chev-

Allen T. Simmons, owner-manager,
is cutting his time in the air between

cabin plane.

WTMJ, Milwaukee

;

1937

BIRMINGHAM

All eight stations of the Oklahoma
Network will carry a special evening program December 15 dedicated
to

9,

Alice Frost, one of radio's busiest
actresses, will again be heard in "On

been

heard

on

the

airwaves

Trapeze

The Thinker

Broadway" next Sunday over NBC-

WHBC, Canton
"The Adventure Reporter," series
for boys heard Monday through Saturday, is being conducted by Ced
White, former newspaper man.

Featuring

TONY SARG

"Stratosphere Club," new presentation written by Dale Mayers, becoming popular.

Tiny Tigges, emcee on Timken
Roller Bearing hour, recently came
through and sang for the audience.
Fred Freeland, announcer, back on
the job after a visit with homefolks
in Indiana.
Vic
Decker,
sports
announcer,
picked the all-county football team
from letters and cards sent in by
listeners.

in Every Broadcast
THE GREATEST RADIO PROGRAM
EVER DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN
Sensational Promotional Tie-Up

A

Recorded Audition Ready

for

Your Approval

Produced by

SOUND MASTERS,
TEDDY BERGMAN, Program Director
1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Tel.:

BRyant 9-2463

I

N C

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

114

YORK,

N. Y..

off

Commercial Radio and Television

FRIDAY. DECEMBER

FIVE CENTS

1937

10,

Music Code Tentatively Approved
KGAR

TUCSON, ARIZ.

IN

JOINS CBS
KGAR,

Q.

ON DEC. 24

Tucson, Ariz., on Dec. 24

join the CBS network as a
bonus station for all CBS adverwill

using KOY, Phoenix.
Station is owned by Tucson Motor
Service and operates on full time
with 250 watts daytime and 100 at
night.
Frank Z. Howe is president
and general manager of the new
tisers

CBS

and A. Dept.

—

Waterloo, la. Michael McElroy,
who conducts a daily question
man stint from here over WMT,
got a new slant on a biblical
character this week. Questions for
the day were based on incidents
in the Bible. "Who was Ezekiel?"
Elroy asked a bewhiskered gent.
"Don't know," was the reply, "unless

he's

Valley

one

of

on Fair Practice Rules
Washington Bureau,

VADSCO TAKING "COURT"

ON 18 MUTUAL STATIONS

60 to 70

per cent of Zenith Radio's business
is now provided by small towns and
rural districts, E. F. McDonald, president, reveals. The reversal is due
largely to introduction by Zenith a
of farm set consuming
power, the battery for which
is charged by a Wincharger, similar
to the windmills used for pumping

few years ago
little

More

recently the company
has extended this principle for the
generation of electric power for home
lighting plant use.

water.

More Success
Okmulgee.
Food Palace,
print

just

Okla.

which

recently

—

when

prevent

to

ON NAB REORGANIZATION

—

& McDonald

Makes

—

Chicago Henri, Hurst & McDonald ization committee.
Only the NAB reorganization subagency has appointed Frank Ferrin,
for past five years v.p. of Midwest ject is being taken up at the meet(Continued on Page 3)
Recordings Inc., Minneapolis, as radio
director.
Since Edward Weiss resigned two months ago to join new
Clients
MacDonald & Weiss agency, Nate 200 Tele
General Electric on Jan. 10 will Pumpian has been radio director as
Expected
in
Six
Months
renew the "Hour of Charm" with well as director of media. Ferrin curPhil Spitalny and his all girl or- rently is handling national campaign
Peck Television Corp. yesterday
chestra for 26 weeks on 56 NBC-Red for Ralston Purina, St. Louis, featurnetwork stations, Mondays, 9:30-10 ing Chick Martin's "Sing, Neighbors, inaugurated the first commercial
television transmission in this counp.m. Maxon Inc. is the agency.
Sing".
try when its news service began

its

own

accommodate trade. Studio also
has been enlarged. Johnnie airs
over KHBG, managed by T. R.

to

Putnam.

News

Announcement was made

operation.

Radio Royalty to Turn Out
At Pilot Awards Luncheon
Before Nat'l Labor Board

in-

broadcasting studio
mention again by
being forced to double capacity of
its store and add clerks in order
stalled

(Continued on Page 3)

Smith from

CKLW

into

in its shop, rates

Kate

FURTHER PROCRESS MADE

WORC Prexy Must Appear
it

mission has tentatively approved the
popular music publishers' code of
fair trade practices and will make
its
formal report by Monday, according* to George McCorkle, chief
of the Trade Practice Section of the

using the phrase in connection with
Vadsco Sales Corp. (Quinlax cough any branch of the entertainment
remedy) on Jan. 9 will sponsor the field in which she is now appearing
"Court of Human Relations" on 18 or may appear. Attorney Reuben
Mutual stations
(WCAE, WDGY, Caidin, representing Miss De Leath,
WHB, WOR, WGN, WLW, WGR, received the necessary paper from
WOL, WHK,
and 8 Don Lee) Supreme Court Justice William Har(Continucd on Page 3)
Sundays, 4-4:30 p.m.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Vadsco has bought the radio rights
Washington
Further progress in
of the Macfadden True Story show
drafting a preliminary report on recurrently heard on NBC. NBC show Henri, Hurst
organization of the NAB was inwill be changed shortly.
Albert M.
Ferrin
Radio
Dir. dicated last night after the second
Ross is the agency for Vadsco.
day of deliberations by the reorgan-

Johnnie's

broke

RADIO DAILY
Trade Com-

— Federal

The title of "First Lady of Radio"
yesterday became subject of a court
FTC.
action whereby Vaughn De Leath
Chief rules in the code drawn up
applied to the Supreme Court for a
"show cause order" as a first step pertain to bribery of artists in radio
toward seeking a temporary injunc- and other entertainment fields where-

Rural Radio Set Sales
Topping City Business Gen. Electric Renewing
For Another 26 Weeks
Chicago — With farm purchasing
power on the up-grade, from

Washington

OF RADIO'S 'FIRST LADY'

tion

Standard Brands on Jan. 2 will renew the Chase & Sanborn show with
Charlie McCarthy, Edgar Bergen,
Nelson Eddy, Don Ameche, Stroud
Twins, Dorothy Lamour and Robert Armbruster's orchestra for another 52-week run on 60 stations.
Renewals on the other Standard
Brand shows, namely, the Feg Murray program and the Rudy Vallee
Hour, will be signed today. J. Walter
Thompson Co. has the account.

ACTION OVER TITLE

FILE

them thar Cedar

hillbillies."

affiliate.

Standard Brands Renews
3 More Network Shows

Federal Trade Commission Expected To
Make Formal Report by Next Week

Worcester

— Alfred

F.

Kleindienst,

of WORC, has been summoned
appear before the National Labor
Board on Monday on
Relations
charges of intimidation and coercion
of union employes as the outgrowth
of alleged discharge of an announcer
and a transmitter engineer last
August.
The discharged employes are Albert

owner

to

(Continued on Pagt 3)

at initial transmission that service
will have 200 clients within six
months. Transmission of news bulletins will be directed to public and
(Continued on Page 3)

Utile Coincidents

Radio

royalty will turn out in
Dec. 15 for the first annual
luncheon of the Pilot Radio Award
Society to be held in the Jade and
Basildon Rooms of the WaldorfAstoria at 12:30 p.m. Roster of the

Kansas

force

award

society group

is

composed

of

leading radio stars who, in the course
of the past year, have won the Pilot
Radio Award of Merit for outstanding
performances. The awards are made
weekly.
Among the leading radio artists
(Continued on Page 3)

City

Sons,

er's

program over

daily
turing

is

chapel,

with

has

WDAF,

the

guartet

a

fea-

Quartet.

aired from the funeral

crematory

on

and embalming room on

other.
of

W. Newcomhome,

Newcomer

the

Program
side

— D.

funeral

On a

one
the

recent program, one

numbers warbled by the
was "I Love Life."
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Who

in the

Frost was born in Denver, Aug. 1, 1899.
job was with Continental Oil Co.
By
day be balanced the books; by night he took
an active part in amateur theatricals, studying,
writing, producing and directing.
When he
left the company after 14 years Frost was assistant chief accountant, and also had won
for himself no mean reputation as a showman.
Coming to San Francisco in 1929, Frost
joined RCA as advertising manager.
When
that company sponsored a program on NBC
theatricals
he became interested in radio, and immediatewhile balancing books.
ly selected that as his future work.
How well he carried out his determination is best illustrated by his record
with NBC. Joining the network in April, 1930, in charge of program traffic,
he was made assistant production manager in December, 1931. In May.

Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Studied

FINANCIAL

1932, he was promoted to
named western program manager.

Net
High

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B
Crosley

Cen.

150y2

Tel.

18
173/4

8%

Radio

44

Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

53

113
19

Radio

Zenith

18

171/2

17i/2

i/

8

5/g

1
51

2

/4

1/4

IIO1/4

Carlson

i

l/

143-4

2

is

legitimate

Asked
8

stage

producer

who

also

Lew White

profits

on waxes already distributed.

Writers for Bernie

Show

White, organist, has been
Parke Levy, Allen Lipscott and Al
signed for the sixth successive year
Miller, writers, have been signed to
N. J. Dropping Disks
on the Thomas Cook & Sons prodo the new United States Rubber Co.,
State of New Jersey, which has show
gram which begins over NBC-Red
on CBS, headed by Ben Bernie.
been sponsoring ET programs on New
network Dec. 12 at 2:15-2:30 p.m.
York and New Jersey stations for
the exploitation of the state, will
discontinue the transcriptions immeMARTIN BLOCK'S
diately.
Radio, however, is scheduled to play a large part in the ad"Make-Believe Ballroom"
vertising campaign of the state during 1938, with present indications
A WNEW FEATURE
calling for a live show on a network.
1250 Kc.

M

6

BARNEY RAPP and
New York for a few

his

to appear
23.

Dec.

vocalist-wife

days visiting

his

are in
brother,

Wood.

Barry

LARRY KELLY
United

today for Cleveland via

leaves
Lines.

Air

CLADYS SWARTHOUT

arrived

New

in

York

yesterday from the south.
She'll
spend ten
days shopping and then return to the coast.

JANE FROMAN
pear

RKO

an

in

HERMAN

arrived
picture.

in

Hollywood

BESS, sales manager for

to

ap-

WNEW,

is

back from a tour of midwestern agencies.

DAVE RUBINOFF

returns to town today after
engagement in Cleveland.
DAVE
Rubinoff's advance
man, arrived in
York yesterday after a five month road

week's

a

GREEN,

New
trip.
F.

RIPLEY,
vice-president
in
town.

R.

Syracuse,

WALTER
&

WSYR,

of

is

SCHIMMER,

Chicago,

Scott,

is

a

partner

New

Schimmer

in

York

visitor.

JULES STEIN, president of Music Corporation
of

America,

is

the coast and
next week.

expected in New York from
Chicago about the middle of

TO

7:30

P.

ARTHUR
radio

and

players,

NORMA

visiting

PETERSON,

New York

this

Chicago
week-end.

M

Caidin Admitted by FCC
Reuben Caidin, New York attorney,

Patri,

Lew

A.

Hollywood

to

beginning

there

stated that he planned to make his
noted authority on headquarters in Washington shortly
child guidance, supervises the pro- and specialize in a new angle before
gram, designed to be interesting, the FCC.

Angelo

—

11

club

nite

a

VirVa., visited New
wife, calling on

has been admitted to practice before
the FCC in Washington. Caidin, who
agency, Chicago, which handles achas a theatrical and radio clientele,

Thorndike, scheduled to open Dec.
Heidt Scoops "Newsreels"
entertaining and inspirational for
Horace Heidt, leader of The Briga- 31.
girls of school age.
is
main
interest
his
Grombach
says
displayed
some
alert
showdiers,
manship this week when he scooped to learn two-dimensional entertainthe radio's "newsreel" programs by ment for future television use.
AFRA Board Meeting Off
interviewing Captain Eyston, who
National board meeting scheduled
recently broke all land speed records
for yesterday afternoon was called
Burns Sues to Stop Disks
on the salt beds near Salt Lake City.
off by the American Federation of
DAILY
Coast
Bureau,
RADIO
West
Captain Eyston, who is a shy, retirRadio Artistes, due to a prolonged
Transcription
Radio
Angeles
Los
ing gentleman, was spotted at a
session of the Associated Actors and
America,
operated
by
of
Company
supper party in the Biltmore Hotel,
Artistes of America board meeting
where Heidt supplies music for the C. C. Pyle, must file an answer to which held forth well into the eveLos
suit
filed
in
injunction
an
The maestro made his acnight.
ning.
Officials of the AFRA in atquaintance and gained the Captain's Angeles Superior Court by Bob tendance at the AAAA included Mrs.
comrestrain
the
defendant
Burns
to
permission to put him on the air
Emily Holt, executive secretary, who
weekly
WOR-Mutual pany from dubbing records made by planned to take up important matHeidt's
in
programs
withtranscribed
him into
"Rhyme Night".
ters as a result of her visit to the
out his authorization or knowledge.
coast.
She returned on Monday.
Petition
also
asks accounting of

TO

RED NICHOLS goes
at

W.
his

has done a bit in radio, in a new
Their count.
Broadway producing team.
offering will be J. B. Priestley's
"Time and the Conways". with Sybil

10

ginia network, Charleston,
Orleans last week with
Vince Callahan.

8

1/2

'/2

first

for

C.

i/

1

7

Year

MORTIMER

8

Bid

Sixth

New Year.
WATTERS of the West

motional plans for the

8

14%
4
OVER THE COUNTER

Hazeltine Corp

July,

4934

18i/2

NEW YORK CURB

Stromberg

Chg.

In

He's a six-footer and married.
— %
—Va
_
85/
8%
Membership of 350,000
Grombach Joins Gaige
—
43
43
— Vg
6%
In Junior Nurse Corps
Firm
Producing
Stage
In
— 2V
103 —
10V
—
109
"Sunbrite Junior Nurse Corps" netJean V. Grombach, radio program
I8V2 —
work program now has a memberpast
eight years,
for
the
producer
EXCHANGE
ship enrollment of more than 350,000
joining forces with Crosby Gaige,
—
143/
girls,
according
to
Stack - Goble
1

18

51

11

Westinghouse

Close

1/8

7V8

Stewart Warner

Low
149V4

was
Gilman made

1936, Don E.
Frost his assistant, and recently he was transferred from San Francisco to
Hollywood to accept increased responsibilities at Gilman's headquarters.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

GOMG

W. 0. PAPE, president of WALA, Mobile,
Ala., returns to his desk tomorrow after spending several days in New York discussing pro-

production manager; in October. 1932, he

(Thursday, Dec. 9)

and

1937

10,

FROST

FORMER

First

Blvd.

COmmG

•

Industry

radio productions.

to
RADIO
communications
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Address

of a Series of Who's

Denver boy who pored over office ledgers in the daytime
and studied amateur theatricals when night fell is Lewis S. Frost,
executive assistant to the v. p. in charge of Western Division of NBC.
As a result of his dual efforts he is fortified to carry out his duties in the
second most important position in the web's
western division by a knowledge of sound
business tactics, coupled with a flair for writing, producing and directing theatrical and

Publisher

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH

H PERSONALITIES

AI

December

Purpose of program will be to attract tourists to state during coming
year.

COVERS THE

CAPITAL DISTRIC1

MM

A LB ANY, NY. m,

New WFAS German

Program

Y—

White Plains, N.
The latest advance of the German Broadcast Hours
over WFAS, directed by Bruno Klohoker, is the institution of a weekly
evening broadcast by Jackel Beckmann and his well-known Bavarian
Ensemble from the Bavarian Gardens, Scarsdale, Thursdays at 9 p.m.
Klohoker, as usual, presides at the
microphone. The program is available for participating sponsorship by
advertisers interested in the

American

populace

of

German-

Westchester

County.

THE

SONGBIRD

OF

THE

SOUTH

KATE
SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR

THURSDAYS
CBS
EXCL.

NETWORK

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

MANAGEMENT TED

COLLINS

December

Friday,

10,

1937
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RADIO DAILY
Ciney Post's "Save 'Holy Night' " Campaign

MUSIC PUBLISHERS' CODE

AIR ROYALTY

TO ATTEND

—

IS

Cincinnati
A one-man campaign to save the Christmas hymn, "Holy
Night," from extinction through too many performances via radio, has been
begun by Paul Kennedy, radio editor of The Cincinnati Post. Explaining
in his column that "very soon radio will reduce this grandest of Christmas
songs to the state of 'Music Goes 'Round'," Kennedy is offering a $5 first
prize to the listener submitting the longest list of times the song has been

TENTATIVELY APPROVED
{Continued from Page

1)

inducements are offered to plug
songs.
Adoption of the code will
in

make

it

File Action

Over

(Continued from Page

Title

When

cast

Lowell

NEW PCCeCAMS-ILEA/

Monday morning.
Defendants in the action are Kate
Smith, CBS, Columbia Artists Inc.
and Ted Collins. In her affidavits
able

Christmas Festival

A

choral assembly of more than
10,000 persons will participate in the
first of an annual series of old-time
Christmas carol festivals, originating
December 23 at WHK, Cleveland,
and airing over the coast-to-coast
NBC-Blue network. The group will
be composed of all organized singing
groups in Cleveland, including school
groups, special choruses, nationality
singing societies, and church choirs,
brought together through the combined efforts of the Come-to-Cleve-

land Committee and WHK.
The show will go on at 7:30-8 p.m.,
EST, from the Cleveland Public
Auditorium. The general public has
been invited to attend and participate. With the trained choral group
and selected vocalists, who will take
the lead in special arrangements, the
event is expected to mark the performance of the largest singing group
ever heard on a national network.
The three Cleveland daily papers are
cooperating in promotion of the festival, which will be under the super-

letters daily at

Program

KCKN, Kansas

City.

simply of reading
the letters over the air, with the
name and address of each sender.
Apart from the usual parent interest,
consists

the letters usually are
elders,
teners.

composed by

adding appeal for adult

lis-

News

200 Tele

Clients
Expected in Six Months
(Continued from Page

1)

semi-public meeting places such as
hotels, bars and eating places.
At the same time it was also
learned that Peck Television will
place a 441 -line television receiving
set on the market within six months
to

retail

at

approximately

$250,

staff

luncheon

the

at

WMCA

will be broadcast over
at
1:15-1:45.
T. Thompson, viceS.
president of Pilot Radio Corp., will
officiate as emcee, with Henny Youngman as toastmaster. Guest speakers
on the program will include Dr.
Rollo Reynolds, professor of Education at Teachers' College, Columbia
University, whose topic will be "The
Educational Aspects of Radio," and
Helen Menken, who will touch on

schools.

"Under the Christmas Tree"
Adding

to their daily three-minute
announcer, succeeding interviews with department heads,
Al Harding, who went to WCCO.
Mullett Kelly Co., clothiers, have
Lew Gogerty's ork, currently fea- started weekly 15-minute stanza on
tured at Washington Duke Hotel, is their Christmas program schedule
playing Monday through Saturday over KDYL, Salt Lake City. Idea is
over the station.
distribution of gift ideas, titled "Under the Christmas Tree." Suggested
gifts, of course, are all at sponsoring
dramatic
Orchestra
and
store.
TRANSCRIPTION & RECORDING
Christmas skits round out program.
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
COI. 5-7366-7
Airing Xmas Letters
33 W. 60th St., N.Y.C.
Little more than a week old, new
kid Christmas program, in which
youngsters detail gift preferences to
Santa, is already drawing about 75

new

CBS, and others.
The proceedings

public in this country. Sets will be the winners of the Pilot Award who
are presently in Hollywood or other
equipped with 14 x 16-inch screen.
News service is capable of being parts of the country outside of New
transmitted over either coaxial cable York. These greetings, commenting
or leased lines. At present Peck is upon the work of the Pilot Radio
vision of Russell Morgan, music su- using lines, and power of 50 to 30,000
Award Society, will be read at the
pervisor of the Cleveland public cycles.
Peck will apply for short- luncheon.

—

a

—

marking the first time such a set "Radio and the Theater." Messages
has been placed before the listening of greeting have been received from

wave channel shortly, and when accepted, will be able to send bulletins
Bests of the Week
72 miles.
Radio shortly is due to get a "Court
Reception witnessed yesterday was
of Critics".
New program idea is still far from perfect. Attempts to
brainchild
of
Emanuel
Manheim
the
(Continued from Page 1)
use colors other than black and
ings, and no discussions are being and G. Carlton Brown, former Syra- white were not successful.
newspapermen
locuse,
N.
Y.,
now
held on the prospective congressional
Lyons, Mcprobe of the radio industry and the cated in Hollywood.
"20 Years Ago" on Network
FCC, according to Phillip G. Loucks, Cormick & Lyons agency is setting a
"Twenty Years Ago and Today,"
plan
sponsorship
deal.
Copyright
chairman of the committee. Other
WOR by
sponsored
locally
on
committeemen in conference include calls for a "best of the week" pro- Hearn's department store, will be
John Shepard 3rd, Boston; Edwin gram, with competent, established fed to the MBS network as a susM. Craig, Nashville; Ed Craney, critics picking the week's outstand- tainer beginning tonight, 10-10:30
Mark Ethridge, Louisville, ing play, film, book, magazine story, p.m.
Butte;
Program is produced by
tune, performances in all fields, etc.
and Walter J. Damm, Milwaukee.
Fanchon & Marco.

is

Helen

Rubinoff,

represent this organization.
In addition to the winners of the
Pilot Radio Award of Merit, representatives of every field of radio will
be present- as well as figures of
public importance, and newspaper
columnists.
These include:
Nick
Kenny, Bide Dudley, Bert Lebhar of
WMCA, G. W. Johnstone of WOR,
Ben Grauer of NBC, Fred A. Willis
of

Further Progress Made
On NAB Reorganization

WDNC, Durham

of Time,

Professor Quiz,
Thomas, the cast

of "True
Court of Human Relations,"
Benay Venuta, Mark Warnow, Henny
Youngman, and others. Maurice Van
Praag, personnel manager of the
Philharmonic Symphony Society, will

(Continued from Page 1)

Erwin Darlington from Greensboro

The March

Story

Black, said paper being return-

attached to the show cause order
granted by Justice Black, Miss De
Leath set forth that she has been
on the radio since 1919 and since
1932, has used the term "First Lady
Also, that
of Radio" continuously.
CBS artist bureau, in its billing and
advertising of her appearances, used
this particular phrase. Various exhibits, photostats and wires from
prominent artists also were attached
to the complaint.
According to attorney Caidin, defendants had not been served with
any papers until late yesterday afternoon but he had advised CBS of the
situation in order to allow time for
the defendants to desist from using
the name and in effort to break the
proposed tie-up for last night's program with the appearance of Mrs.
F. D. Roosevelt, who talked on the
show by long distance from Washington. Miss Smith, he quoted from
the complaint, has been using the
phrase for the past few weeks.
Ted Collins, Kate Smith's manager, said yesterday afternoon that
she did not plan to use the phrase
again, under the circumstances, until
the matter was adjudicated.

of

Menken,

Of Radio's "First Lady'
man

1)

already have signified they will
be present are: Benny Goodman,
Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth (Vox Pop), Guy Lombardo,

of the contest will be brought to the
they see the overwhelming number of
times the song has been massacred by orchestras, baritones, sopranos,
and piccolo players, they will be more judicious in giving permission to
admit it to various programs.

attention of radio producers.

AWARDS LUNCHEON

who

performed by midnight, Dec. 26.
Underlying idea is that the result

unfair to discriminate
in price in any respect contrary to
Section 2 of the Clayton Act.
also

PILOT

Lyman for French Casino
Abe Lyman and his orchestra were
signed last night by Billy Rose to
open at the French Casino in a new
show scheduled for the latter part
of the month. Another orchestra
still to be signed.

The group present will be a crosssection of the top layer of radio today, assembling leading artists, studio
executives, announcers, technicians,
newspaper writers and publication
representatives.

WORC Prexy Must Appear
Before Nat'l Labor Board
(Continued from Page 1)
J.

Handlin

Jr.,

HAROLD STEIN

SPECIALISTS

on a photograph
is like

Sterling

on Silver

COSMOPOLITAN
145

WEST 4Sth

^T.

STUDIOS'- 1
NEW

Y f"1 R K

of

who is a
AGRAP.

transmitter

APPEAL TO
THE RICH!

is

New

York

market

The name

announcer,

representative
and Herman Gruzin,
engineer and operator.
national

Reach

in

its

State

is

the

richest

the World.

people

through

THE MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
New York
29 West 57th Street
Telephone: PLara 5-3269

Friday.

RADIO DAILY:
PROGRRm Reviews

I .

Eve Veverka, whose "Let's Talk
Over" stint is heard in the Thursday editions of Hecker's "Information Service" program over WORof

Mutual, along with

Myra

Kingsley's
interesting
astrological
interpretations and Jean Paul King's news
parade.
There is a nice feminine
charm in Miss Veverka's voice, plus
clarity of speech, and her material

shows good judgment.

afternoon's performance, with Sheila
Barrett, Morton Bowe and Mark
Warnow conducting the orchestra,
was a very enjoyable affair.

Another Roosevelt, this time Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt Jr., was heard
on the air yesterday afternoon over
NBC-Blue in the "Let's Talk It Over"
program with Lisa Sergio as emcee.
Mrs. Roosevelt told some stories about
big-game hunting in the Far East
and Africa. She talked very well,
though her script was a bit stilted.
Larry Burke, backed by the Jerry
orchestra,
did
some very
Sears
agreeable tenor vocalizing on NBCBlue yesterday afternoon.

Dec.

•

•

•

Little

Shots About Big Shots: Sid

saints that this tale

the

is

Gary swears by

all

CLYDE BARRIE,

on "Magazine of
(CBS, 3:30 p.m.).

the Air," Dec. 16

MERRY MACS,
appearance on
Dec. 14 (CBS,

Al

third consecutive

Pearce program,

pearing in San Antonio, and one nite decided on having a home-cooked
meal.
girls

to

The boys went out and bought two
prepare the meal, after which they

show .... The young
went

ladies didn't

a local drug

into

store, got

then plucked the feathers off....
(the

girls

know how
some

ether

chickens and got two

live

for

left

to

kill

Bob Newhall, sports commentator,
made quite a record in forecasting

He

gridiron results the past season.

had 148 winners to 41
tie games disregarded.
Betty Burns, dancer,

is

losers,

a

the theater to do

the chickens, so they

and etherized

the poultry

When Gary and

Burns returned

had

left

for

to

business), turned

on the

Before

commentator, will

lights.

the

—who

had just come out of the
Fox Movietone newsreel's comic
be Ben Bernie's heckler on his U. S. Rubber series.

pranced two nekkid birds

eyes

ether .... Rumor has

it

that

Lew

Lehr, the

• • • KHJ-MBS has made application for rain insurance from
Lloyds covering broadcast of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Parade on New Year's Day. Policy will pay off on one-sixteenth of
an inch of moisture within four hours preceding the two-hour
spectacle.
.If you could hiss a radio program, which program would
you choose to hiss most, was asked by Hank Marks on his "Man on
the Street" program via WLBC, Muncie, Ind. A man said "The Old
Ranger" and several minutes later was fighting his way into the
studio to watch the "Old Ranger" broadcast. .. .The Goodyear program on WADC, Akron, O., interviewed a deaf mute the other day.
He is Park Myers, who was a winner in some contest. Bob Wilson,
who conducts the show used an interpreter for the man.
.

being given
"Mid-

:

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WIBW, Topeka. Auth. to transfer
of corp. from
Publications, Inc.

—

—

•

•

•

Eddie Cantor will definitely arrive

in N. Y. for his Jan. 5 air-

—

Bobby Breen will rejoin the troupe during this sojourn here replacing Deanna Durbin. The entire company have been assured eight weeks
of personals .... March of Time is filming the NBC mail section for a section in their next issue

been given two
his

of his

devoted

own

to

radio broadcasting .... Barry

Wood

CBS (Mon. and Wed.)
Show .... Richard Himber,

spots weekly on

vocal chores on the Harry Conn

bought that lovely sign space and had his picture painted on
most

who
to

dazzling

handles

get

Famous Door

liquor

sign.

Wing Mannone,

—

.Helpful

with

it's

— which

besides
himself,

George

must be some

to the Swing Club— instead
Wingy he wrote a tune along

of

the

has

— beneath

press-agent:

there

customers

— so

than the club

..

figured

'Round" idea called "Where's the Waiter"

196 shares

con-

Capper

to

common

stock.
Auth. to

Kansas City, Kan.
transfer control of corp. from Arthur Capper
to Capper Publications, Inc.
95 shares common stock.
KICA, Clovis, N. Mex.
Authority to
transfer control of corp. from J. L. Nunn to
Charles C. Alsup, 25 shares common stock.

Louis

•

1

1010 kc, unlimited.
Evanston Broadcasting Co., Evanston, 111.
CP for new station. 1020 kc, 250 watts,
daytime, be denied.

KDKA,

Pittsburgh

The

Strollers will be pretty busy
next week. In addition to their two
regular broadcasts, the entire unit,
Glenn Riggs, Al Egizi and his ork,
and a group of entertainers will
appear at the Charity Ball in William

Penn Hotel on Thursday evening.
Jean Galbraith, Bill Gibson, Dale
Jackson, Freda Lazier, Paul Gannon
and Bob Keller are among the members of the troupe.
Bill Beal,
announcer, is pretty
proud of the fact that a piece of
mail addressed merely "Bill Beal,

Pittsburgh,"

was delivered

to

him.

Prima's

George Nobbs a Father
CBS program

"Music Goes

may make more dough

that swingy!

—

lotte,

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
KQW, San Jose, Cal. CP to increase
to
KW., 5 KW. LS. be granted.

power

at-

• Charles Crutchfield, program director for WBT, Charhad so much fun airplane riding last Sunday he almost didn't
get back to town. The plane "hesitated a moment" over Charlotte
and continued on to Washington not landing because the visibility
was poor and the pilot couldn't find the airport. .. .Last week our
editor handed us a note with the news that the Al Donahues became
parents and he wanted us to discover the weight and sex.... We
called the bandleader's mentor who said he didn't know about the
•

KCKN,

Marco Morrow

.

with

a chance as a singer Dec. 14 on
western Stars."

:

trol

traction

Cincinnati

20
Colonial
Broadcasters,
Inc.,
CP for new station. 1310 kc,
100 watts, unlimited.
Seaboard Broadcasting Corp., Savannah.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited.
Dec. 21: Santo Sottile, Charleston, S. C.
CP for new station. 1200 kc. 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Jan. 6
Warren B. Worcester, San Diego.
CP for new station. 1400 kc, 250 watts 1
KW. LS., unlimited.
Philadelphia Radio Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia.
CP for new station. 1570 kc, 1
KW., unlimited.
Abraham Plotkin, Chicago.
CP for new
station.
1570 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Jan. 7
Tri-City Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Schenectady.
CP for new station. 950 kc,
KW., unlimited.
1
Thum Broadcasting Co., Sandusky. CP
for new station.
950 kc, 500 watts, 1 KW.
LS., unlimited.
:

apartment

Lottman,

WLW,

hi-

vaudeville act with George Burns (without Gracie Allen), they were ap-

Fraudway's

9 p.m.).

the

McCoy .... Some years back when he was a

ing.

GUESTING

-fr

Savannah.

their

Briefly
Channing Pollock is doing a swell
job as emcee of the Heinz "Magazine
of the Air" on CBS.
Yesterday

C. C.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

Among

in

It

1937

10.

ACTIVITIES

Eve Veverka
the more pleasant voices
the field of feminine commentators,
beauty and fashion experts,
health advisors, and other women
who discourse on the radio is that

December

George Nobbs,

producer, yesterday became the father
of a boy. Nobbs was notified of the
birth during the airing of the Emily
Post program which he produces,
and Miss Post was forced to apologize
to listening audience for commotion
in studio.

—

BARRY
McKINLEY
IN

"CHEVROLET
MUSICAL MOMENTS"
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

event yet.

His press agent said he was holding it for Winchell.
However, we discovered the hospital (gosh, this is a "sickening"
column) she was in and phoned asking for Mrs. Donahue. The
nurse asked our identity, switched our call to the floor she occupied
and then spoke to what sounded like an elderly woman. "We'd like
to speak with Mrs. Donahue," we said. "You can't!" came the reply.
Assuming that she was still in ether, we asked the sex of the child.
"Don't know yet," was the further information. "She went out to
the movies!"

HELENA BLUE'S

NOVELTY STRINGS
An
in

all

a

orchestra

girl

modern,

NOW

playing

distinctive

style

AVAILABLE
FOR

RADIO
HOTELS
THEATRES
Circle 7-4124

New

York

Friday,

December

10,

1937
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RADIO DAILY

ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC
MAREK

WEBER

will play for the gained popularity in the West, is makEli Bates House benefit ball at ing its New York debut at the VilStevens Hotel, Chicago, on Dec. 20. lage Brewery.
Ball is a salute to the Princeton TriTurnabout: Bandsman Oscar Bradconductor of anglers, who will be in that city to
ley, who last year scored musical
the KHJ-Don Lee "Presenting put on their show.
pictures for three film firms, has
David Broekman" series, will feature
Eugene Jelesnik's ork at the Hotel just been offered roles in pictures
highlights of his past 13 programs on
the concluding broadcast of the ser- Taft, New Haven, ends its engage- being produced by these same companies.
ies, tonight at 7. The popular maestro ment today in favor of Sy Byers and
his crew.
is leaving
to devote his entire
nomination for the successor to
time to NBC's "Thrills" and other
Paul Whiteman is designated as the Big Apple dance will be introcommercials which he has comingHis Rhythmic Highness in a full- duced by Mark Warnow on the "New
up after the first of the year.
page layout of Drake-A-Day, Hotel York on Parade" program over
Ben Sweetland, KHJ's "Friendly Drake mag in Chicago. Other memon Monday. It is called the
Counsellor,"
recently
in- bers of the Whiteman aggregation Alligator Dance, and was written by
who
augurated a new one, "What's New also have suitable titles as members Ben Baron, student at New York UniUnder the Sun," over the same Lee of the King's Court. Marian Man- versity, and Ralph Wilkinson, 23, one
net, will have Albert G. Burns, pres- ners is Duchess of Tone, Jeanne El- of Warnow's arrangers.
ident of the National Inventors' Con- lis is Princess of Song, Jimmy Briergress, on the program Thursday at ly is Count of Charm, Jack and
Maurice Spitalny, brother of Phil
7:30.
Charlie Teagarden are Sultans of ("Hour
Charm") and of H.
of
Adolph Busch, violin soloist with Swing, Roy Bargy is Earl of Ivory, Leopold, also a radio personality,

DAVID BROEKMAN,

KHJ

A

WEAF

the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Or- Bob

chestra, will be the guest of Alfred
Leonard on his
"Concert Previews" at 12:45 Thursday.

KMPC

Lawrence is Baron Baritone, goes to Pittsburgh from Cleveland
Mike Pingatore is Prince of Pick, and after first of the year to conduct the
KDKA studio orchestra.
the Bad Habits are the Jesters.

Eddie Barry, tenor star of many of
"Doc" Hall, veteran radio emcee the "Blackbird" revues, has joined
who recently stepped into the spot- The Rhythm Kings at Jack Stutz's
light again with his "Discoveries of Game Cock.
1938" on KFWB, is doing a worthwhile job in providing professionals
Phil Catena and his orchestra rea show window for their talents. placed the Jack Wright aggregation
Many former vaudevillians who real- at Nick Toce's Village Brewery Resly have something to offer radio nev- taurant. The Catena orchestra, which
er have had a proper opportunity to
display their wares heretofore. Doc
is currently conducting a contest on
Vincent Sorey and his CBS orthe show, with Warner screen tests
and contracts as rewards to the win- chestra were obtained to provide mu-

MIAMI

ners.

Don Wilson and Ken Carpenter
will double at the

NBC

mike for the

annual Rose Bowl gridiron classic on
New Year's Day. Wilson thus returns to his first chore on the air,
football, on which he used to do an
outstanding job not so many years
ago.

Edward

Klauber,

executive

ork will

aid Jimmy Cannon, former member
of Ray Noble's orchestra, now convalescing in a New York sanitarium.

OKLAHOMA
WKY

WNAD

WKY

WQAM

vice

of

—

Imperial Sugar.
Compagne Parisienne (perfume)
Olsen and Johnson continue their has started an ET series.
itinerant broadcasting with a proAs a Christmas season program,
gram from Long Beach Municipal short wave broadcasts from downAuditorium on Dec. 22, the penulti- town section, describing window dismate for Richfield.
plays and sights, are being aired.

gram.

his

York. Will return to coast at Christmas time where his family is now
living.

Barney

Charles
promotion

Cory,

handling
Erickson
agency, laid low by bronchitis while
visiting Canada.
Has been in bed
for several days at home.

McCann

for

-

Bob Brown has supplanted Don
McGibeny as master of ceremonies
on the Salerno-McGowen QuestionAir program on

WMAQ.

Arthur Peterson and his wife, Norma, are taking a belated honeymoon
to New York this week-end.
They
were married six months ago but
have been too busy with "First
Nighter," "Guiding Light," "There
Was a Woman" and other shows.

a part of their Dec. 12 benefit
swing concert from Congress Casino,
Nate Pumpian, radio director of
Chicago, over NBC-Red network. Henri-Hurst & McDonald, and Bob
Concert, at 4 p.m., is sponsored by Boneel of the Edward Petry staff are
Down Beat, musical magazine, to planning a Florida vacation to start
air

Lester Tucker,
control room
engineer, marooned from his home
sic for the ball topping off the Inter- for more than three weeks.
Daughnational Radio Club party here be- ters caught scarlet fever and he
fore moving on to Havana.
found himself locked out.
WIOD's vagabond mike goes sightJack Wilson, former
singing
seeing
on Sunday afternoons to star, is now on
(Norman) in
places of interest in this area.
"Thoughts to Music," poetry readings,
Leslie Harris of
special with Ruth Verne Davis at the organ.
events department claims three
Glenn A. Williams now doing two
scoops in the past week.
15-minute news broadcasts daily for
KCRC, Enid.

CBS, out here from
WESG, Elmira, N. Y.
New York, answered questions of
Eddie Pettingill of the WESG enlocal newspaper men at a Vendome
party at which Donald W. Thorn- gineering staff leads his own band
burg and other CBS execs played nightly at a local night spot. Eddie
host.
John Royal, NBC vice-presi- is an accomplished violinist.
The show must go on So Glenn
dent in charge of programs, also
out from New York for a few days, Williams and Hal Wagner continue
to quiz pedestrians at the city's busimade his a morning session.
est corner in spite of blizzards and
The Board of Supervisors of Los sub-zero temperatures. The "Quik
Angeles County has renamed historic Quizz" is a quarter-hour, five times
"poverty row" at Sunset and Gower. weekly commercial.
Because of the new CBS studios and
Frances "Junior" Broich of the enColumbia Pictures, the corner here- gineering department brought home
after will be "Columbia Square" of- his limit of rabbits and birds while
ficially.
on a recent hunting trip to northern
"Six Hits and a Miss" is another New York.
name that was fastened to the "Lucky
Seven" chorus of six boys and one
KTUL, Tulsa
girl which made its debut WednesMilton
Slosser,
organist, just back
day night on the Warner Bros. -Lucky
Strike show. The group is under the from Hollywood engagements, and
Jack
Hoffman, tenor, will be featured
direction of Dudley Chambers and
in a new thrice-weekly program for
will appear regularly on the propresident

Jimmy Dorsey and

STEIN, president of MCA,
coming to Chicago next Sunday
from Los Angeles for two-day stay
and then plans to go on to New

JULES

WICC, Bridgeport

at

Christmas time.

Owen

Ethel

of the "It Can Be
trebling as president
of a dog biscuit company and the
proprietor of a Milwaukee dog and

Done" show

is

cat hospital.

WLBC, Muncie
Pierre de Miller,

news editor,
Ottis Roush, chief announcer,
latest to catch the candid camera
craze.
E.

and

Francis

"Jake"

Higgins,

WLBC

special events and sports announcer,
very secretive about new type of
sports program he is developing.

Jimmy

Fidler,

Weatherman,

at last

has a sponsor.

Mack Parker plans a Christmas
Henry "Hank" Marks, WLBC mikevacation "back home" in Plattsburgh,
man, wearing double pair of socks
N. Y.
while handling Man-On-The-Street
Dolores Hanford returns from outbroadcasts.
of-town broadcasts and will be on
Don Russell, local salesman, over
next Thursday's Toy-Fund-Campaign
cold.
program.
Portion of the 25th annual concert
C. X. Castle, WLBC engineer, has
of Carol Society of New Haven will
nearly completed new ham transbe fed by WICC facilities to Mutual mitter.
and Colonial webs.

Wesley Burke

to

Coast

—

Chicago Wesley Burke, who has
been playing leading character roles
on WLS in "Big City Parade," has
received an offer from Los Angeles,
and will be heard from the coast in
the near future.

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759

Imperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
OF CANADA

KEN SISSON
Director,
With

a

"Canada, 1937"
30-piece orchestra

16-voice choir and soloists

Over

a

coast-to-coast network of
Stations

Canadian
Fridays,

10

to

10:45

P.

M.,

E.S.T.

Friday,

RADIO DAILY:
STATION-STUDIO
and

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

December

1937

10,

DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Tests Prove Efficiency

Is Photographed
With Electric Camera

Sound

system, the producing of a gunshot
slapstick only imitated
the impact but did not retain the
reverberation that is necessary to
make the sound natural to the ear.

by using a

using the shadowgraph method,
Winget and Young took pictures at
one-ten-millionth of a second, photographing bullets in various stages.
When the collection of films was
developed, Winget and Young found
they had recorded the complete
sound of gunshots.
Removing the initial impact and
retaining the reverberation of one
shot may sound impossible, Winget
explained, but his department has
accomplished the feat by constructing a mechanical filter which absorbs
the initial impact but leaves the reverberation unimpaired.
The electric camera has been used

By

photographing

in

sound

waves

various other devices and will
that radio sound technicians at

Stockton,

changes by
al

Cal.

— The

WTAW

approval:

new

following
await Feder-

now

location for trans-

installation of new equipment; change in frequency from
1100 kc. to 1150 kc; power increase
to 5 KW., and change in hours to
limited time.

mitter;

Lancaster, Pa.--WGAL application,
shortly to be heard by FCC, asks installation of

new equipment and

Boston

FCC

— W1XAL has

di-

approval, with other changes.

East

St.

Louis

— Installation

of

new

equipment and directional antenna
system are sought by WTMV in an
application to the FCC. Other changes
asked are: frequency shift from 1500
kc. to 1501 kc; increase in power

Lawton,

Okla.

make changes

in

England

For Television Receivers

—

Application

to

equipment and increase power from 100 watts to 100
watts night, 250 watts day, has been
sent to the FCC by KLAH here.
in

Push Plans for CBS
Power Unit in Hollywood

—

Demand

for

television

Hollywood

— With

new

KNX

trans-

proving a mitter for CBS' new layout here
It Happened One Night
disappointment, it was brought out expected before Jan. 1, CBS ViceSyracuse
At midnight, WSYR at the annual meeting of Electrical President Donald W. Thornburgh
And the engineers got
signed off.
Small announced that building plans are
Musical Industries Ltd.
busy. A minute and a quarter before &
to
the 6 o'clock sign-on, they had: sales are blamed on the still poor being perfected for structure
changed complete control facilities entertainment quality of most pro- house the RCA 50,000-watt electrical
equipment, model 500. Arrangements
of the station to a 14-channel mixer
in

Great Britain

is

—

grams.

New

to deliver power to
site at 190th St. and

W2XAE

consistently
disclosed that
showed a greater increase at Brussels

when

new

it

switched from South Amer-

ican to European antennas than did
any other station cooperating. The
tests were arranged at a session in
Bucharest early this year of the
Technical Committee of the U.I.R.
in order to provide the Cairo Conference next February with more
detailed information on high frequency transmitters. Results will be
used to determine whether the efficiency of directional antennas is now
great enough to permit more than

short-wave

one

same

transmitter

Police Radio

—

System

estimates for construction are being
received. New
transmitter is
expected to augment present signal
strength where
programs now
are heard throughout the eleven
western states, Alaska, Hawaii and
Australia, and greatly increase reception
efficiency
south
of
Los

KNX
KNX

...

WE FURNISH
FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET

244-250

New Vort

City

Til.

Circle

expertly

—

Equipment Corp.

6-5470-1

between the transmitter and ten cars tion of an airport land station
and two motorcycles equipped with dynamic-microphone finished with an
attractive
chrome stand, and an
receivers
tuned
headquarters.
to
aluminum microphone case mounted
Application to FCC seeks authority at telephone height. Instrument will
for 250 watts power.
be manufactured in 33 ohms.

is

a perfect

engraving

New

Electncat Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind

occupy

to

THE CLIMAX OF A

blood-curdling groan in the world,"
Lou Huston, sound-effect artist of cially constructed vault-like building Angeles and to all seaboard points.
KFOX, ofrers this one: play a baby- on the campus of the new high
cry 78 RPM record at 33 1 /3 RPMs.
school.
Hundred - watt transmitter
Mike Perfected
operates on frequency of 2414 kiloInglewood,
Cal.
Universal MicroInc. cycles under call letters WPFI. OneFormerly Motion Picture Lighting and
way communication is maintained phone Co. here has started produc-

CHARLES ROSS,

station

adjacent frequencies
while broadcasting in different direcIf such proves to be the case,
tions.
present congestion and interference
area
should be greatly
in
this
diminished.
or

Hawthorne Blvd.
are being completed and bids and

Columbus, Ga. Designed and built
first shot!
by Westinghouse, new police radio
system just completed here has reTip to Sound Men
mote control transmitter located two
Long Beach, Cal. For the "most miles from headquarters in a spe-

—

short-wave stations when they
switched to and from antennas directed toward Europe and other
points of the world while employing
the same frequency band. According
to Cohan, graphs of signal intensity

the

London

ing machines and associated equipEverything worked, too

The tests were conducted by expert radio technicians to determine
relative
increase
or
decrease of
signal intensities of a large number
of

—

KONO

sets

ment.

six

rector of engineering.

applied to the

for permission to make changes
in equipment and increase power
from 20 kilowatts to 50.

San Antonio Boost in power from
rectional antenna system; change in
frequency from 1500 to 1510 kc; pow- 100 watts to 100 watts night, 250 watts
here.
er increase from 100 watts night, 250 day is being sought by
watts day to 1 KW. unlimited time, Station also plans changes in transusing directional antenna system for mitting equipment and installation
Station also seeks of new vertical antenna. Transmitnight operation.
to move transmitter to Marietta Pike, ter-move, from Milan Building to
317 Arden Grove waits Washington
Lancaster.

WLW Poor Demand

of their own design; installed a system of relays and warning lights for
studio speakers; put in two record-

Short-Wave

months' series of exhaustive
completed by the Union
and time of operation from 100 w. Internationale de Radiodiffusion in
Brussels has established the superior
night, 250 w. day, unlimited, to 1
efficiency of directional antenna sysKW. night, 5 KW. day, employing tems employed by W2XAE, CBS
directional antenna for both day and international short-wave station in
New York, according to reports just
night use.
received by E. K. Cohan, CBS di-

of

be able, by analysis, to reproduce naturally on the air virtually
every sound.

in

tests recently

mean

will

W2XAE

of

A

—

A sound recording
camera, which makes it possible to
reproduce natural effects, has been
developed at WLW by Don Winget
Jr. and his corps of experts in association with Arthur Young of Crosley
Radio laboratories. Under the old
Cincinnati

Improvements

Station

.

.

.

made and

promptly delivered.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET,

NEW YORK

CO lumbui

5 -6741

Critical America
is

NOW

VOTING

ON THE

Ten Best of 1937
PROGRAMS
STARS

»

COMMENTATORS

ORCHESTRAS

•

SPORTCASTERS

FOR
1

I

I*

8

Friday,

RADIO DAILY

over
WHAS, Thursdays; WAVE,
Tuesdays, and WGRC, Tuesdays.
Thixton Sprenger, who formerly
sang over both WHAS and WAVE,
back in town after absence of a
year and a half, as emcee with

Revue

International Ice

at Jefferson

County Armory.

WMT, Cedar

Rapids

Art Shepherd, conductor of "Curbstone Forum," is completing his sixth
year of street corner broadcasting,
six days weekly, which he thinks is
about the record.
Allan McKee, who does the "Did

You Know?" program

daily for Leibsohn's store, finds he has to spend
a lot of time researching for items.

"Gift Councillor" is a special daily
feature up to and including Dec. 24.
Connecticut
Refining
has
Co.
scheduled a two-week tryout for the
Sunday "All in Fun" featuring WELI
choral group directed by Arthur
Hoyt. Golly, the Roving Reporter,
produces and emcees the program,
which is also fed to WATR.

WBRY, New Haven
Henry

is

Programs That Have Made History
KHJ's "Help

GOOD Neighborliness

is

crowing about

#

Thy Neighbor.'

the keynote

of a Pacific Coast one-station radio program that currently produces
jobs for the unemployed at the rate
of 100 or more per week. "Help Thy

Neighbor," inaugurated last January,
presented on Sundays at 4 p.m. over
whom
KHJ, Los Angeles, has to date placed no work has yet been found. During
more than 3,000 people in remunera- the broadcast a bank of telephones
tive positions at a cost to employer is busy accepting offers of work for
or employee of only a postage stamp. the different interviewees who, of
Hal Styles, originator of the pro- course, get first selection of them.
gram and air mediator for the job- The balance are handed out to those
less, conceived the idea that a work in the audience qualified to accept
seeker might sell his or her services them, or are later filled from office
via radio to several hundred thou- files listing approximately 20,000 presand potential employers as easily vious applicants.
"Help Thy Neighbor" has gained
as he could talk a single individual
out of a job.
The first broadcast top rating in Southern California
brought 35 jobs to five people in- over all programs local or transconterviewed on the air. The remaining tinental for its air period.
It has
30 were parceled out to those who generated a definite "good neighbor"
didn't get to the mike.
That aver- spirit among the listeners as reflected
age of jobs still holds on the actual in the steadily increasing offers of
broadcasts, with a steady stream of jobs, and in the friendly cooperation
follow-ups during the ensuing week. with the service given by state, civic
The format is simple. Applicants and social organizations.
Baring the needs of the unemwrite stating type of work sought,
together with qualifications and a ployed by air bulletin to "neighbors"
brief biography of background and in every community from coast-toexperience. Letters are graded ac- coast may someday be instrumental
cording to employability and the ap- in solving the national re-employplicant's need.
Auditions are held ment problem.

—

a

comedian discovery, Peter
Bomba, who panics even fans who

understand Polish.
Peter is
sponsored and fan mail is big.
Italian scrambled words are the
latest feature of "L'Ora Italiana,"
sponsored by Italian food dealers who
don't

Again Heard

in

— Following

Havana

STEEL, WMCA's

inter-

national commentator who discusses world events, will inaugurate
in his broadcasts a group of interviews with foreign consular offices.
The date of the series has not yet
been announced, but among those
to be heard are the Czechoslovakian.
Spanish, English, French, Chinese
and Soviet embassies.

a change in
frequency by Station CMBL, Havana
listeners again are enjoying programs
from
in Cincinnati, according
to an article by Rene Canizares in
"Advance."
The radio columnist
pointed out that the frequency shift
was brought about through the comUniversal Radio Programs Inc. replaints of dialers that they were unable to hear the American station. ports it has signed 43 stations for its
The radio commission finally took Commercial Announcement Service.

WLW

action.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
HELEN MENKEN
"Long overshadowed by personand production details in
motion pictures and on the stage,
alities

lines of the actual

come

into their

own

dramatic script
in radio.

The

we have

to work with on the
Through our voices we can
place each word in its proper emotional setting and so make it live,
but it is to writers that radio must

tools
air.

maintain its position
look if
as one of the vital branches of
it

is to

the living theater."

Louella Richards, daughter of E. V.
Richards, theater owner and head of
WSMB, will be married Jan. 3 to
Elwood Roger Clay.
took to singing after making good on
an amateur hour.
First vocalizing
job was with Roy Campbell's Continentals at the Roxy. Then with Paul
Ash at French Casino.

A new

string

makes

quartet

its

debut over WOR-Mutual on Sunday
at 1:30-2:15 p.m., known as the Gotham Quartet, composed of Joseph Coleman, Harry Farbman, Milton Katims
and Ossip Giskin. Floyd Neale will
act as announcer.

General Electric's two internationstations in Schenectady, W2XAD
and W2XAF, both will be on the air
for 40 hours from 9 a.m. on Dec. 31
to 1 a.m. on Jan. 2, so short wave
fans all over the world may enjoy
special New Year's programs.
al

KFIZ, Fond du Lac, and KAND.
have bought "Organ
Treasures" from Standard Radio.
Corsicana,

Evans Fur Co., large user of local
time in Chicago, bought the Radio
Features series, "Donald Novis Sings,"
for use on WMAQ, three times weekly.
Sale was handled through Auspitz & Lee and Standard Radio Chicago office.
of WOPI,
his time
equally by spending mornings at the
Bristol Studios and afternoons at the
Kingsport place, alternating his sched-

Tenn.-Va.,

WOR

divides

dated Edison, also is heard on
Sunday nights with Alfred Wallenstein and on both the NBC and CBS
editions of the "Johnny Presents" ule weekly.
airshows.

Knight,

Felix

Each

Tuesday

p.m. over
WBNX, the New York Association
for the Blind presents gifted students
from the organization in a series of
amazing recitals. Program is preat

3:

15

McKinley

Morton

Bowe and

for Chevrolet
Victor Arden's
recordings Dec. 20.
orchestra will be used with all three
NBC Artists Bureau set the
artists.

Barry

set

deal.

sented strictly on its merits with no
attempt to create sympathy.

Maurice C. Coleman, manager of
Atlanta, will speak this eveStations receive 80 announcements
We See It
A. M. Sullivan, vice-president of ning on "Optimism As
per week, covering 24 lines of busi- the Poetry Society
the Optimist Creed
of America, will Today" before
ness.
begin his sixth annual series of Society.
Big Jim Thorpe, one time athletic
stormed into Indian politics via
radio this week in Shawnee, Okla.,
like he once did on the gridiron. In
a broadcast over KGFF, the former
all-American and decathlon champ
talked against adoption of the Thomas-Rogers bill and the adoption of a
separate constitution by the Sac and
Fox tribe, of which he is a member.
star,

words the author gives us

are, in
the last analysis, the only concrete

for
also

W. A. Wilson, Manager

JOHANNES

Havana

"Jack" Pipitone, business agent
of musicians' union, has no opposition for renomination to that post.

Bristol.

market baskets and other

prizes.

G

—

Polish

distribute

1937

But Leo Broekhoven will run
president, which office Pipitone
holds now.

at the studio on one day each week
to sift the microphone wheat from
the chaff, since a faltering or boring
speaker might easily cause thousands
of potential employers to dial out.
The Sunday visual audience is restricted to those job seekers for

—

WELI, New Haven

Jack

&

j

10,

NEW ORLEANS

LOUISVILLE
Harry Lukens, WAVE announcer
and actor, is directing a Christmas
play to be given by the Young
People's Commission, religious group.
Curtis Rhodes, tenor, airing under
Goodwill industries auspices, is heard

December

Elliott

M. Sanger, general manager

WATL,

poetry broadcasts over

on Sunday

WOR-Mutual

at 2:30-3 p.m.

WWL

WBT,
and WHIO are among
the batch of stations which last week
became accounts for the script service offered by Karl Zomar, Springfield,

Mo.

The Roy Campbell Royalists, currently featured on NBC's "Time of
Your Life" show, will make a vaudeville tour immediately after the program leaves the airwaves.

WQXR, will go to Bridgeport,
Conn., and be the guest of Jud LaHaye of WICC at the study meeting
Ted Collins, producer of the Kate
of the local Musical Research Club
Smith Thursday night shows, is exon Dec. 13.
perimenting with a new lighting efGenevieve Rowe, featured soprano fect for television broadcasts.
of the "New York on Parade" proBob Murray,
vocalist, is a
grams, who has been renewed for
He
an additional 13 weeks by Consoli- radio and electrical engineer.
of

WHN

Greetings from Radio Daily
December

Lew Brown
Morton Gould
Dorothy Lamour
Claire

10

lean Dickenson
Lawrence Jacoby

Adele Rosenberg

Sherman William Weisman
December

11

Donald Flamm
Allen

December
Massey

12

Martin Starr

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

115

YORK.

N. Y..

Commercial Radii

of

MONDAY. DECEMBER

13,

FIVE CENTS

1937

Warners Buying Muzak
NEW

EXECUTIVE SETUP

Radio Limitless

RECOMMENDED FOR NAB

Comparing radio with the stage
and screen in presentation of
drama. Percival Wilde, whose

By GEORGE W.

MEHRTENS

RADIO DAILY
Washington — Recommending that
NAB hold its 16th annual memberWashington Bureau,

meeting

Willard Hotel
here
and asking that the
membership pay into the association
$250,000 annually in lieu of the present $125,000, the committee on reorganization of the National Associaship

at
Feb. 14-16,

the

(Continued on Page 8)

—

WPA

107 one-act80 per cent

and more than
them have been broadcast

ers,

SUITS ARE TILED

BY SONGWRITERS ASS'N

becomes co-author and cohe says. Wilde is author of

plays, including

116

Television

Control of Muzak, heretofore a
subsidiary of Wired Radio Inc., supplying direct wired radio music to
places of business, homes, etc., is being acquired by Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., which plans to launch the
Song Writers Protective Ass'n filed entertainment service shortly on a
two suits against publishers on Fri- national scale. Preliminary formaliday as the first step toward obtain- ties have been completed between
ing a court decision as to what rights H. M. Warner, president of the film
an author and composer retains in company, and Waddill Catchings,
his composition after turning it over head of Muzak, although the final

TWO

listener
actor,

Toward

as Step

"Blood of the Martyrs" was given
its premiere in the
Federal
Theater
Radio
Division
"Contemporary Theater" series over
WQXR last week, said radio offers
the greater scope of the three mediums. One reason is that the radio

of

John Royal Concerned
About Future Talent

Expansion of Wired Radio Music Service
Planned by Film Company Seen

in

various parts of the world.
His
"Finger of God" was done three
times on the Rudy Vallee program.

(Continued on Page 2)

a publisher whose practice it is
to vest the copyright ownership
in himself.
Papers were served on Irving Berlin Inc. and Jack Mills Inc., but it
is understood that actual complaints
to

now

West Coast Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles Concern over future
supply of radio talent, now that
vaudeville, burlesque and other theatrical sources of development have
dwindled away, was expressed by
John Royal, NBC v.p. in charge of
{Continued on Page 8)

New Armco Band

Series

Will Originate at

WLW

GENERAL MILLS PLANS

NEW DRAMATIC SERIES
Chicago — General Mills has signed
Joan Blaine for a new five-weekly
dramatic series, probably to take
over one of the present periods in
"Gold Medal Hour" shortly after
of

first

show

—

Cincinnati American Rolling Mills,
which returns to the air Jan. 2 for
the ninth season with a series of 13
Sunday afternoon concerts by the
50-piece Armco band conducted by
Frank Simon, will definitely key the

is

Ford Billings

in

Chi

Though present

year.

West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles

handled by Blackett-Sample-

(Continued on Page 6)

Schedule

On

or

Revised
Chevrolet Disks

Slight revision in guest star schedule of the new series of Chevrolet"Musical Moments" disk re-

WBS

*

THE WEEK
SPA

use television when the
of a series of advertisements
transmitted over the new Peck

sponsor
first

was

commercial

to

Television news service. Utilizing
the
facilities
inaugurated
last
Thursday, Calvert advertising copy
was interspersed with news bulletins
throughout the day and

evening.

Union Pacific Railroad next month
will start a large disk spot campaign
in Union Pacific territory. John Hix
("Strange As It Seems") has been
signed for the series. Stations on the
list include WCCO,
and KSFO.

KNX

not

Hollywood would continue

AFRA

Boston Mikers in

—

IN

I

U

11

Washington Bureau, RAiDIO

—

=

(Continued on Page 6)

*

la<«

break between the majority tion judgment which will also cover
Songand the pop rights vested in Ascap
music publishers may ultimately de- writers Protective Ass'n also goes on
velop into some fancy court pro- record as believing its copyright interests and those of the publisher
ceedings brought by the writers
with the potential ramifications of are now inimical
extreme interest to all music users,
NAB Reorganization Committee, in
radio especially
Precipitated over sessions
started
late
last
week,
the question of so-called small rights, thrashed out the many proposals put
such as transcription licenses and forth and the ideas of the committee
movie synchronizations, the contem- as well, plus those of Phil Loucks, et
.

plated court action

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

to get a clarifica-

DAILY

Something

of the song writers

.

Radio

Shows Marked Increase

OPEN

.

of

Washington Use of radio broadBoston
Announcers of WBZ, casting as an advertising medium in
WNAC and WAAB have been en- Brazil has increased greatly in the
rolled in American Federation of Ra- last three years, it is shown in a
dio Artistes, following a meeting pre- survey of advertising in that country
sided
over by Ben Grauer and by Secretary of Commerce Daniel
George Hicks from New York. The C. Roper. Brazil has 63 broadcasting
WEEI and WHDH mikers are signed stations, of which at least 55 sell
advertising time. There are 15 stawith AGRAP.
tions in Rio de Janeiro and 11 in
Sao Paulo. Effective chain broadcast-

By M. H. SHAPIRO

.

Use

(Continued on Page 6)

Starts

First Tele Sponsor
first

RADIO DAILY
Hollywood date-

Is

—

Calvert Distillers Corp. on Sat-

—A

line of itself is perhaps a presently
over-rated factor, declared Edward

leases, on a two-a-week basis, makes
Chicago Ford Billings, formerly of the lineup now as follows:
This week's guests are: Virginia
Hearst Radio on the coast, has been
(Continued on Page 2)
here for the past week, and report
has it that he is talking a deal to
join Van Cronkhite Associates Inc.

urday became the

STARTING DISK SERIES

Klauber Sees Over-Stress
On Hollywood Date-Line

Hummert and Russel Seeds agency, Klauber, CBS v.p., here last week
new item will be handled direct, with for a look-around. He declined to
production in New York. Ed Smith, commit himself, however, on whether Brazil's

show from WLW. It will be heard
over NBC-Blue at 3:30-4 p.m. Program will feature outstanding instru(Continued on Page 5)

the

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 2)

.

-or

Earlv

—

on

Chicago Kay Kyser, who puts
a post-midnight "Prof. Quix"

type of sustainer. "Kollege of
Musical Knowledge," over MBS on
Tuesdays at 2 a.m. from the Blackhawk, is getting more than 2.000
fan letters weekly from listeners
at that hour who contribute ques-

—

tions and solutions for the
five musical queries.

week's

2

Monday, December
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*

THE WECL
SPA

IN
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al,

in preparation for drafting a pre-

excellent progreported.
One thing off a great many minds
Editor
Business Manager is the fact that the Segal-Smith case
with the former
is finally over
suspended for two months
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays being
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, while the latter had his charges disN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp- J- W. Alicoate, missed by the FCC.
U. S. Court of
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merseraffirmed five decisions by the
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester Appeals
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate, FCC concerning applications for raSecretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. dio facilities
RCA ran into difTerms (Post free) United States outside of ficulties with the musicians' union
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
over its proposed sponsorship of the
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
RADIO Met. Opera, when the local sought
to
communications
all
Address
N.
Y.
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
full commercial rate over the grand
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.

JOHN W. ALICOATE
DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH

Publisher

liminary report
ress

:

:

.

.

.

is

.

.

:

:

:

.

.

Cable address: Filraday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
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Orrin Towner Named
Chief Engineer

WHAS
—

Louisville Orrin W. Towner, for
11 years with Bell Laboratories, has
succeeded the late Howard E. Campbell as chief engineer of WHAS.
Towner won his degree in electrical engineering at U. of Kan. in
He was chief engineer of
1927.
Towner Mfg. Co., Kansas City, and
served as operator of KFKU and
chief engineer of WREN.

Two-Hour Musical Show
Signed for Run on WCAO

Stuart Churchill; Jan.

man and Howard

30,

.

RICHARD
WSPA,

York

homes

also

have had

it

installed.

KFWB

System as

station

relations

WBS. Hoppes

Deutsch, president of
will

stations for program production Dec.
Neil Collins, secretary of the
15.

Middle West

director

publicity
of
plans a New

Spartanburg, S. C,
the holidays.

WILFRED
wife

PELLETIER,

the

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

Voice

of

Appalachians"

WCN

HENRY WEBER,

musical director and
conductor, and MARION CLAIRE, his
planning a Caribbean cruise shortly after
Christmas.

TENNESSEE
"

VIRGINIA

of WLWWLW, re-

JAMES SHOUSE, general manager
WSAI, and ROBERT JENNINGS, of
turned

Cincinnati on

to

Friday.

M. SMITH, general manager of WBBM,
in New York over the week-end.

HARRY

Chicago, was

CLENN SNYDER,

WLS,

of

vice-president

is

town.

in

JOHN
tions,

C. GLIDE,
off on a

is

CBS manager of station relatwo-week trip through the

mid-west.

AUL WHITE, CBS
in

iron

dinner.

DR.

DELLINGER,

H.

J.

the

of

director of public affairs,
to attend the Grid-

Washington Friday

was

U.

Bureau

S.

of

engineer
returned

chief radio
Standards,

WILSON,

K.

J.

of

director

returned from

Wasey &

Erwin,

Europe on Saturday.

be assistant to D. C.

Collins,

v.p.

Hollywood.

in

DON STAUFFER of Young & Rubicam is back
New York office after attending to
his

Coast

business.

AL PEARCE and DINTY DOYLE
evening

Chicago, and
Will return to

for

evening.

Mass.,
family.

his

visiting

W.

WCN,

charge of
business.

RUFFNER

TINY

to confer
execs in N. Y.

JACK VAN

VOLKENBURG,
CBS

Leslie Atlass,

Hollywood over the
with Ruthrauff & Ryan

left

week-end

v.

Chicago

is

HELEN CLEASON, singing star,
N. Y. from a western vacation.

H.
N. Y.

to

in

is

back

personal

Hollywood to
and concerts.

Saturday for
left
appearances,
her time between movies

divide

to

attend

the

in

Albany over the

dinner

to

Si

Fabian,

theater operator.

— Conferences

week by Harry

held here
Aitken, veteran

film man, and John Van Cronkhite
of Van Cronkhite Associates Inc.,
has given rise to rumors that radio
rights to "Birth of a Nation," famous silent film, are being acquired

/He PERFECT

*

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT

MARKET'S

LOUDSPEAKER^
ALBANY, NY
Yluulu Equipped for Super Pou/ir

in

JESSICA DRAGONETTE, who has been making

HENNY YOUNCMAN was

"Birth of Nation" for Air?

assistant

Chicago,

in

p.

on business.

week-end

last

president of Mutual and
Chicago, to Washing-

MacFARLANE,

E.

in

tomorrow.

returned today from Worwhere he spent the week-end

chester,

ton on

left Friday
Detroit last

to

ROBBINS

JACK

v.p.

then

New York

Heidt

With his switch Dec. 28 from CBS
NBC-Blue, Horace Heidt and his
Brigadiers get a new 52-week contract from Stewart-Warner on the
air, and a similar agreement with
Brunswick to continue making disks.
to

and
week.

wife,

SIX -STAR

for

last

opera

Cleveland Community Fund radio
bureau, joins the publicity staff replacing Milton Hill, who goes in the
WHK-WCLE continuity department. by VCA.

Renewals

conductor,

Chicago for couple of days

in

Muzak service, available via either
JOHN MORRIS PERRY, director of the Mettelephone or electric light wires, has ropolitan Opera Co., arrived Saturday aboard the
Washington with MRS. PERRY.
been used by New York hotels and
restaurants for some time.
A few JOHN ROYAL is back east from his trip to

casting

Dean,

PATTISON,

CRA,

of

to

trip

after

visit

Co.,

Victor Arden's orchestra and the manager, returns to Erpi the
first
Songsmiths Quartet appear through- of the year, it is announced by P. L.

—

for in Baltimore.

at

consum-

Annette television by wire. Development of
6, wired radio programs for various inMorris and Hal Gordon, dustries, where "occupational and
Willie
Josephine Huston and Ray Heather- recreational music" may be used to
ton; Feb. 13, Lois Ravel and Robert advantage, also is being considered.
Steele, Patti Chapin and John Herrick; Feb. 20, Welcome Lewis and
Hoppes Returns to Erpi
Phil Duey, Arlene Jackson and Ross
W. L. Hoppes, who has been on
Graham; Feb. 27, Walter Cassel and leave
from Electrical Research ProdNola Day, Helen Morgan and Leonard
ucts for a year to serve World BroadWarren.

former
McCarthy - Hicks Inc.
Baltimore
publicity director and
WHK-WCLE
twofor
a
WCAO
with
signed
has
chief, becomes jointly rehour Saturday night program for an continuity
with Gene LaValle at the
period. Show is a musical sponsible

and runs from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. It
without commercial announceis
ment and is said to be the first program of this character and that
length that has ever been contracted

agreement had not been
mated up to Saturday.

This new move by Warners, who
already control Transamerican Radio
& Television and own
in Hollywood, besides being producers of
the new Lucky Strike network hour,
Jane Fro- is regarded as a likely step toward

Promotions

manager

general

Saturday aboard the Washington from a London
conference.

1)

Phillips,

Cleveland— Beverly

indefinite

(Continued from Page

Hanshaw and Bromley House; Feb.

WHK-WCLE

ZUCKER,

STAN

is
back at his desk after
and South to Atlanta.

.

1)

out the series.

in

.

Revised
Warner Bros. Acquire
Chevrolet Disks
Wired Radio Service

Rea and Ross Graham, and Lucy
Monroe and Barry Wood; Dec. 26,
Phil Duey and Shirley Howard,
Ruth Carhart and Walter Cassel;
Jan. 2, Alice King and Ralph Kirbery, Lois Bennett and Morton Bowe;
Jan. 9, Doris Kerr and Walter Cassel,
Dorothy Dreslin and Jan Peerce;
Jan. 16, Josephine Antoine and Larry
Taylor, Helen Morgan and Howard
Price; Jan. 23, Evelyn Case and
Robert Weede, Marion Shelby and

of

.

Is

(Continued from Page

head of Chicago office
week
for
leaves
today
Radio,
firm's Toronto branch.

Canada at the

.

Chg.

—
MVz
—

2

.

MILTON BLINK,
Standard

r

Schedule

SVi
43 Vz
7

.

.

11)

Low Close
149V2 1493/4

.

.

Net
Tel.... 150
17i/

.

.

.

GOIDG

and

1

.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Tel. &
CBS A

COminG

plans to open its new coast
plant early next March
synchronized its two
successfully
miles apart, ap10
transmitters,
parently opening new fields for
increased use of existing facilities
General Foods for Jell-O will add
23 Canadian stations after the first University its official drama advisor
particularly on child programs.
of the year, making the show the

CBS

.

FINANCIAL

*

II

largest commercial hook-up with 108
outlets
Tele organization in New
York gave a demonstration of televising news items, a service which
is to be sold like news ticker stuff.
Music publishers' code of fair trade
practice received tentative approval
of the FTC and will probably be
okayed shortly
KGAR, Tucson,
joins CBS as a bonus station to
users
Paul H. Raymer Co. appointed to represent the Michigan
Network, effective Jan. 15, with
Raymer expanding his organization
as a result
Anti-Ascap measure
is introduced in Georgia legislature
will not license the disk
makers until the IRNA biz is settled
the IRNA contracts are beginning to arrive each day
and
held in escrow
Father Coughlin
returning about Jan. 9 on 27 independent outlets
Ruthrauff & Ryan
named Prof. Stevens of Northwestern
.

.

41

I

Something

Starts

1937

13,

DAILY

WMCA

2:30-5:30

THE HOUR OF
MUSIC THAT LINGERS

PHIL SPITALNY PARK

CHARM
ON

Residing at

CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

Monday, December

RADIO DAILY:

©UEJT-ING
Hall," Dec.

ANSON

WEEKS, now playing at
the Trianon Ballroom, Chicago,
is ballyhooing a new baritone, Jack
Wells of Irving, Kan., for whom he
sees a good future.

17

(CBS, 8 p.m.).

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

EDWINA EUSTIS, on Radio City
Music Hall program, Dec. 19 (NBCBlue, 12:30 p.m.).

Week ending
•

MORITZ ROSENTHAL,

on "Magic

Key," Dec. 19 (NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).

JEANNE MADDEN, JOHN SEAGLE and FLORA NEILSEN, on "Met-

•

•

Dec. 10th

Saturday .... From KSFO, Frisco, comes the exclusive note that

wine from a sponsor because, during

a bottle of
a Thanksgiving Day show of the sponsor's, a turkey was the guest of
honor and forgot to behave —-so the wine was to settle the "ruffled" nerves
the janitor there received

of the janitor.

ropolitan Auditions of the Air," Dec.
19

(NBC-Blue,

VERA

BRODSKY,

on

pianist,

(NBC-

•

•

•

basketball

Sunday .... A visit to the Hipp, where Kate Smith's
team is inspected for the first time and as a "surprise"

—

—the

for us

DAVE RUBINOFF, and FRANCES
FARMER and LUTHER ADLER of
"Golden Boy," on Rudy Vallee program, Dec. 16 (NBC-Red, 8 p.m.)

PAT O'BRIEN, HENRY FONDA,
WAYNE MORRIS and JANE BRY"Submarine D-l," on "Your
Hollywood Parade," Dec. 15 (NBCin

Red, 10 p.m.)

Taplinger wants

How
•

WIN

Celtics
to

game

Sylvan
of the season.
season-pass figuring we're luck.

their first

give

us a

—

"Fun in
Music," Dec. 14 (NBC-Red, 2 p.m.)
GEORGE GRIFFIN, interviewed by
Nellie Revell, Dec. 21
(NBC-Red,

•

•

H. G. WELLS, on "As I See
Dec. 21 (NBC-Blue, 4:20 p.m.)

ALAN HALE,

It,"

interviewed by Elza

(NBC-Blue, 11:15

16

Radie

Monday .... From

U.S.A.'s "forgotten state," Vermont, word
program director of WNBX, Springfield, aired
the ceremonies of a station opening in which Gov. Aiken tossed a football
containing the station's key to the capt. of the Dartmouth football team

—signifying

who

kicked the pigskin into the Conn. River

that

the

doors

• • Tuesday ... .At the Park Central, Jerry Blaine shows off
watch presented him by the music boys
In the Swing Club
Wingy Mannone is entertaining Cafe Society plus Mickey Alpert,
Geo. Lottman and boys from the Dorsey and hombardo crews....
hater to the Famous Door, where Louis Prima is holding court,
Jack Eigen is there with his wife and Bert Lebhar. Also Mirror ed.
George Clark waiting for his wife, Kay Parsons, who arrives with
•

his

word

that she's signed a contract for

Miami opening Xmas

Dec.

15

(WOR,

6:45

AL DONOHUE

and JOHNNY MERCER, interviewed by Powell Clark,
on "Six Star Revue," today (WMCA,
2:30 p.m.)

LILY PONS, with Andre
Dec. 22

(CBS,

Kosteprogram,

Chesterfield
9 p.m.

LEO CARRILLO,

)

(CBS, 8:30 p.m.)
on "30 Minutes In
Hollywood," Dec. 19 (MBS, 6 p.m.)

POLLY MORAN,

News

Washington Bureau,

Idea
RADIO DAILY

Washington— Robert

(Bob) Hurone-time attache RKO25,
Keith's, now a star newscaster at
WFBR, Baltimore, is producing a
new idea for a program a causeeffect
angle to outstanding news
F.

leigh,

•

•

•

Wednesday .... Though

and Jack Robbins
attorney,

it's

is

Belle Baker's songplugging brother

Martin's

opening at the Ritz-Carlton

throwing a party entertaining Bernie Wolfson, coast

Everyone's

etc.

it's

also Freddy

there

with

their

wives

—because

stories.

ARTISTS

—

—

Hearts,

Drake

all

•

•

at the Capitol.

Deutsch's contract at DeBook-Cadillac has been extended again, this time past the New
Year. This marks the third time
Deutsch's original booking has been
advanced at the Detroit hotel.
Phil Harris is set to follow Jan
Garber into the Palomar on Jan. 15.
Incidentally, if the Garber business
at this spot continues as at present,
the mark set by Benny Goodman

may

1

Hotel,

New York MU

be shattered.

bookings Lee Allen and his
Trianon Ballroom, Cleveland, Dec. 14, with
and NBC
Mike Riley crew into Raywire
mor Ballroom, Boston, Jan. 2, folCarvel
lowed by Harold Stern
Craig and ork at College Inn, San
ork

into

WTAM

1

2-1888

• • • Friday .... During lunch Al Pearce gets "I hope, etc." flung at
him a dozen times. Johnny Augustine is talking to some execs as lames
Peppe walks in with an agent. .. .It's been so cold on account of this

we

bought a hot-water-bottle

to

Diego,

Cal.,

steam heated

—

flat

or get married!

doncha move

.

.

starting Dec. 20
at Half Moon

Steubenville,

O.,

opening

.

.

Harry Candullo

Dec.

16.

and his orchestra
Nick Toce's Village Brewery, as a last minute replacement for
the Phil Catena aggregation.
at

0-

warm

"0

NAT BRUSIL0FF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
York's Own Station

New

WMCA
into

.

Inn,

Carroll

opened

98 cents for a hot-water-bottle.

Why

.

.

the tootsies home.

TOTAL EXPENSE:

^

.

.

Lou

AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied.
ST.,

p.m.

1

Chicago.

EAST 45th

now

is

heard Mondays- 6:35-6:45; Tuesdays,
6:35-6:45 and Saturdays, 12:30-1:00

CRA

Thursday ... .KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., pulled a neat
trick the other day, when Ralph Nelson and Russ Davis of the
special events staff donned hip boots, slickers and sou-westers,
borrowed from the Fire Dept., in order to air a play-by-play report
En route to view the
of the city's first MUD-wrestling match
Sid Schwartz play, "Something for Nothing," which we truly enjoyed, we see Harry Hershfield walking in to see "Last Gangster"

•

"unusual California weather" that

MANAGEMENT

Bob Lawrence wins

17

The orchestra

his other spots.

"dress"

ifs

and women look so stately walking down the grand staircase showing off
their furs and stuff .... Later to Bill's Gay '90's. where Charles King sings
in grand voice
and brings tears to the eyes of many because he isn't
on top .... Baker's wife chides him that he lied about his age because
he remembers so many OLD songs!

—

1

George Hall's Hotel Taft orchestra
been given additional time on
CBS, adding Wednesday, 6:15-6:40 to
has

Al Jolson show,

Dec. 21

Hurleigh's

chestra on two additional nights a
week for its local audience, broadcasting direct from the resort which
is eight miles north of the city limits.

troit's

Murray's birthday,

the

Del Milne's orchestra at the Ranch,
near Seattle, will play to a coast-wide
audience today over KIRO and
CBS. KIRO will also carry the or-

day.

by

interviewed

p.m.)

lanetz on

editor.

Emery

HODGES
Harris,

Jack Winstone, band leader at the
Bal Tabarin, S. F. and heard over

arrives that Lansing Lindquist,

p.m.)

JOY

near Pittsburgh.

network on the coast, gives
singing lessons on the side. One of
his prize pupils is a California radio

on

5 p.m.)

Schallert, Dec.

Ted Weems plays the Stanley ThePittsburgh, week of Jan. 21.
Perry Como, Weems singer, was born

NBC

silly!

would always be open.

ANNETTE KING,

Herbie Kay, who was to have followed Dick Stabile at the Wm. Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh, on New Year's,
will not do so after all. He follows
Whiteman at the Drake, Chicago.

ater,

5 p.m.).

"Voice of Firestone" today.
Red, 8:30 p.m.).

AN,

1937

MUSIC

ERIN O'BRIEN MOORE, LEE SULLIVAN and ALICE MARION, on
"Hammerstein Music

13,

"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"

a
1697

0-

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

Monday, December

13,

1937

RADIO DAILY:
New Armco Band

Series

Will Originate at
(.Continued from Page

WLW

ELZA

sustainer

was exercised

two months

in advance of expiration
of current contract.

Rosalindi Morini, soprano of the
Chicago Civic Opera Co., was guest
with Frederick Stark on his "Matin
Promenade" program Sunday, over
Don Lee-Mutual. First time a singer has appeared on the hitherto entirely orchestral program.
Jimmy Doyle, formerly of KIRO,
Eugene, Ore., has been added to the
announcing staff at KHJ.
"What Would You Have Done?",
Walter Johnson production for Music
Corporation of America, written by
Joe Hoffman, and heard over KNX
and CBS Pacific Coast on Friday
nights at 10:15-10:45 from the CBS
Playhouse, will employ an "applause
meter" to determine winning contestants offering best solutions to the
dramatic, humorous and tragic situations dramatized.
Delmar Edmund-

former commentator on "Magaof the Air," will handle the
show, and Wilbur Hatch will supply
son,
zine

the music.

kcs.

at Home
Springfield, Vt.
City dads here
were warned that
was going
to sell Santa's programs cooperatively in the 45 towns in which they
sell local time.
To keep it exclusive

Keep Santa

—

WNBX

Springfield, local Chamber of
Commerce bought Santa and a half

for

hour nightly for three weeks.
Full page in local newspaper announcing Santa's official arrival in
town attracted less than a dozen kids.
Santa's own radio buildup from the
North Pole giving correct arrival on
train as 4: 15 attracted over 4,000 kids
and parents.
Show going over big with over
3,000 letters thus far and WNBX has
found it necessary to refuse admittance to kids without parents. Nick

—

staff.

Manning Hall, forPhiladelphia
in the newspaper and theatrical
fields, has been signed by George
Lasker, managing director of WPEN,
merly

PITTSBURGH
When Maurice

Spitalny takes over
orchesas conductor of the
tras, Umberto and Al Egizi return to
the ranks as musicians.

KDKA

Leonard

Kapner, manager of
WCAE, and Dorothy Yellig, formerly an employe of the station, married
recently,

WWSW

loses
If leports are true,
the Pirate baseball broadcasts next
summer. William Benswanger, President of the Pittsburgh Baseball Club,
said to have sold exclusive rights for
recreation of Pirate games to GenAtlantic Refineral Foods, WJAS.
ing has for years sponsored games on

WWSW.

as director of publicity

Freelance originator of

RADIO SWAPS

omVwsw

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Continued from Page

have not yet been

filed

1)

in the

Su-

preme Court. Whether or not the
suits just begun will seek only a
clarification judgment on the small
rights, or will include the demand
for

transcription and other licenses. SPA
declares this should be paid by the
publishers, and it is estimated that
since 1931 the
has collected
some $1,200,000, part of which has
gone to the writers, but from which
gross the 10 per cent has been deducted.
Irving Caesar, president of the
SPA, stated that the organization
intended to bring its test cases without undue hullabaloo and that it
would be conducted in dignified and
methodical
fashion.
Meantime a
meeting
is
scheduled
for
next

MPPA

Wednesday between John Schulman
of the

law

KNX Again

Leads

West Coast Bureau,

in L.A.
RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles—KNX, the

CBS

outlet

here, again led in popularity with
listeners last month, according to
findings of the W. R. Penney Market
Research Corp. Rating for November

representing number of
235,
quarter-hour periods in which station had the greatest audience, compared with 116 for its nearest competitor, KFI. First 11 months' figures
give KNX 2,050; KFI, 1,233; KHJ, 266.

was

More Response on Kid Shows
St. Louis — Among the many spon-

Chief Eng. sors and others who are joining the
of move for better children's programs
is Falstaff Brewing Corp., which has
J. Clinton Norman as chief engineer
1" on NBC-Red
of KTHS is announced by the Cham- "Public Hero No.
ber of Commerce, owners and op- every Monday night. Alvin Grieseerators of the 10,000 watt station. dieck, v.p. and g.m. of Falstaff, has
Norman replaces J. M. Moran, re- wired Commissioner George Henry
Payne of the FCC endorsing his
signed.
views on kid shows and calling attention to "Public Hero" as in line

Norman Made KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.

WCAO,

— Appointment

Baltimore

William Paulgroves, formerly in
Hagerstown, has been added to the
announcing staff. He has specialized
newscasts.
Kenneth Fertig Jr., another of the
latest additions to the announcing
is
putting on an interesting
staff,

with the Commissioner's ideas.

Commissioner Payne Satisfied
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
Washington Bureau,

—

RYAN, manager of WGN, has
acquired a rowing machine and
gymnasium bicycle with a view of
cutting down at the chin and elsewhere.
Stephen Rouch and Mary Ann De
who play Buddy and Ginger,
due here for personal appearance
party at Eighth Street Theater at
300th consecutive broadcast on WGN.
Vay,

Program is a transcribed feature.
Harry Lawrence, who writes "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten," has presented Bruce Kamman, the professor,
a set of artificial fingernails. Bruce
is a fingernail biter and usually consumes one or two during each broadcast.

Clark Dennis is subbing for Gale
Page on her singing programs while
she is in Hollywood being tested by
Warner Bros.
Ireene Wicker arrived here Friday
and was written into "Today's Children" in her old role as Eileen Moran
one day.

for

in

the case.

ment of the Famous Foods program
of Martha Crane and Helen Joyce on
WGN, is being revived. Feature was
discontinued through the summer
months.
An unusual item of last
spring was a request from an Indiana
woman who wanted to adopt a baby.
A baby was secured for her.
Attilio Baggiore is singing a concert at Michigan City on Dec. 16.

BOSTON
WBZ-WBZA

Clock" has

'Musical

been renewed for another
by Spencer Shoe Co.

52

weeks

National finals of the Diamond Belt
competitions, the Hearst Ail-American Championship Bouts from the
Boston Garden, will be aired over
and the Colonial and Mutual

WAAB

networks. Gerry Harrison will do
blow-by-blow, with Bill O'Connell
handling color.

Hurst Buys in Frey

Agency

Hurst, former president of
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne
Inc.,
Chicago, and later associated
with Lord & Thomas, Chicago, has
acquired a partnership in the Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
R.

L.

RADIO DAILY

Washington Reported to be satisfied that he had won a moral victory
three-times-weekly Hollywood chat. regarding his disqualification from
Station's news room has installed a the Segal-Smith case, Commissioner
short wave receiver that is tuned George Henry Payne, is said here toconstantly to local police calls. All day to have abandoned his plan to
calls giving promise of news stories rile an answer to the FCC's decision
are followed up.

QUIN

Hays, St. John,
Charlie Lyon, NBC announcer, has
Abramson & Schulman, representing presented Mrs. Lyon a new dachsthe SPA, and Howard E. Reinheimer hund labelled Mr. Snifter on
the ocand Abe Berman, representing dif- casion of her birthday.
ferent factions of the writer ranks.
Bob Zuppke, Illinois football coach,
Meeting will endeavor to arrange a here to introduce midwestern playby-law setup of the SPA which will ers chosen by All American Football
be satisfactory to every type of Board in a special broadcast over
member, including those who re- CBS.
signed the past week.
The Rummage Exchange, a departoffices of

and promo-

tion.

in

WALT FRAMER

Are Filed

the return of the 10 per cent
deducted from the writers on royalty
statements for collection of electrical
transcription and motion picture liCall Letters Assigned
censes, apparently has not yet been
St. Louis— Call letters KXOX have decided.
The 10 per cent re-distribeen assigned to the new station to bution sought is the fee taken by the
be operated here by St. Louis Star- Music Publishers Protective Ass'n
Times.
It's a 1,000-watter on
1,250 for clearing
and administering the

Lee Cooley, air reporter for CBS Carter, recent newcomer
to WNBX
"Hollywood in Person," now has cre- from WSYR, Syracuse, is the Santa.
dentials as radio reporter No. 1 from
the Motion Picture Producers and
Mac Davis Joins Universal
Distributors, issued by Tom Pettey
of the local Hays office.
Mac Davis, author of the current
National Labor Relations Board in volume, "They All Are Jews" has
Washington has certified the ARTA, joined the writing staff of Universal
Local No. 15, as the exclusive collec- Radio Programs Inc. Davis has been
tive bargaining representative of the writing
sport material for
comemployees of Los Angeles Broadcast- mentators and columnists, and will
ing Co.
take over writing and supervision
Roderick Mays, former continuity of new sports scripts to be released
chief at KYA, San Francisco, and by Universal in the near future.
Paul Pierce, formerly at KFWB, have
been added to the KNX-CBS scriptManning Hall Joins WPEN
ing

Suits

By Songwriters Ass'n

1)

mental students from various sections
of the country to be selected by a
special board of music school teachers.
Bennett Chappie, Armco v.p.,
SCHALLERT has a brand will be the "Ironmaster" on the
new NBC ticket for one year broadcasts. N. W. Ayer & Son is
from Feb. 7, 1938. Option on Mrs. the agency.
Schallert's

Two

ATTENTION VOX-POPPERS!
give a dollar a week for SO real
questions and pans? 107 leading broadcasters
You get exclusive rights in
are using them.
your territory. May we send audition? Thanks.

Would you

SCRIPT SERVICE
Karl

Zomar,

Springfield,

director
Missouri.

Monday, December
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Accurate listening

This commentator,
heard three
times weekly on WHN, has a pleasing vocal delivery and a crisp style,
but he makes the mistake of getting
flowery and oratorical as he warms

Give Schools Radio Sets
Radio is now in daily use in MontKOIN, Portland, Ore., has started
gomery, Ala., public schools, a rea series of Sunday evening programs called "Oregon on Parade," sult of the combined efforts of WSFA
presented to advertise the natural and the Montgomery Rotary Club.
beauties and commercial possibilities With Montgomery merchants coopto be found in Oregon. Offered in
erating, the two organizations preco-operation
with
the
Portland

Oregon on Parade

'Tot of Gold"

Combs, Jr.

test, calling

upon

dialers to draw up list repeating with
much exactitude as possible
as
phraseology of special
announce-

drawing big response over
Portsmouth, Ohio. Program
up to his stint. Program is called goes on Monday through Friday at
"Editorial Slant on the News," but, 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m. It's a prize
Chamber of Commerce, the new proafter an opening summary of the late contest, titled "Pot of Gold."
gram features short dramas based on
headlines, it goes in more for human
the desirability of living in Oregon.
interest sidelights than for editorialQuizzing the Quizzer
izing.
This, however, is quite all
Contestants on the Salerno-Megowright, because he makes some interTake-Off On Book Show
en "Question-Air" over WMAQ, Chiesting observations.
It's
only the
cago, are given a chance to get even
Margaret Hillias, continuity writer
declamatory pitch that sounds offwith the quizzer. Toward close of for KXBY, Kansas City, is airing a
key.
program, they step up to the micro- new quarter-hr. burlesquing "Bephone, and shoot some questions at tween the Book Ends." Broadcast
"Good News of 1938"
Brown, the interrogator. Show thrice weekly, show offers nonsense
A creeping improvement is noted Bob
handled by Cecil Widdifield for verse against usual background of
is
in the MGM-Maxwell House program
Schwimmer & Scott.
organ music.
over NBC on Thursday nights. But
the show is still too much a kaleidoGeneral Mills Plans
scope of "names" and flash that don't Klauber Sees Over-Stress
prove sufficiently satisfying to the
Dramatic Series
Hollywood Date-Line
ear. A novelty last Thursday was the
(.Continued from Page 1)
assigning of little Freddie Bartholo(Continued from Page 1)
mew as emcee. The youngster gave to be important as an origination radio director of G. M., is in New
a noble account of himself. Fannie point for bigger network shows, York ironing out details.
A name
Brice and her popular "Baby Snooks" though he pointed out that emana- writer will be used for new show.
sequences,
tions
necessarily
be
from
points
must
were brought in for two
William Morris agency set Miss
both good. Lewis Stone, grand old where talent and production facilities Blaine deal and also has a half-hour
character actor, was a joy to the ear are greatest.
night spot with another sponsor in
Commercial television, in Klauber's view for her.
in his short bit.
opinion, is still a long way around
ments,

is

WPAY,

New

On

Arthur Godfrey

the corner.

The

prolific Arthur Godfrey, in
series for
his latest quarter-hour
Barbasol on Fridays at 8-8: 15 p.m.

over

much

Brazil's

More Human
In 1938

WOR-Mutual, puts on pretty
the same kind of a show as he

Interest

WMCA

Shows

on human inplanned by WMCA
gan accompaniment, and commercials for next year, according to Donald
interpolated more or less informally, Flamm, president. Two such shows
now in production are "The People's
make the routine easy to take.
Forum", in which the radio audience
will be invited to discuss problems
Briefly

does at 8 a.m. over WABC. Cheery
chatter, singing and strumming, or-

Additional

terest

stress

programs

is

Music," of national interest, and
dealing
with
Friday at 6-6:30 p.m. on CBS, are Town",
really what the title implies. The points in Manhattan.
music is of "essay" quality, rich and
Victor

full,

Bay's

smooth and

"Essays

restful.

in

"Home-

Ida Bailey Allen and her

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
ETHEL SHUTTA
'The surest sign that radio
a young and growing industry
the

iact

that

it

sguawling stage.

ways given

is

still

Progress

in
is

is

is

the
al-

the incentive of nearsighted criticism, and, amazing as
it
may seem, there still exists a
strong faction which is opposed
to the progress of the industry.
These sguawlers, because of their
inability to understand what the
future has in store for radio, point
the finger of criticism at it and
succeed only in goading it on to
greater achievements."

Use

of

interesting

A

nationwide contest for the best
15-minute broadcast planned and
produced entirely by high school
students is being launched immediately by NBC. Drama, music, talks
or variety entertainment may be
offered in the shows. After local and
zone eliminations, finals will be aired
over the network next May.

radio receiving sets to the
twenty-six schools, both white
and negro, as a Rotary community
city's

service project.
for success

John

B.

of

Much of the credit
the venture goes to

DeMotte and Joe Petranka

of the station's staff.

Eager for Brioschi Calendar
Nearly 22,000 requests have come
in thus far for the calendar offered

in connection

gram over

with the Brioschi pro-

WOV

at 4-4:15,

Monday

through Saturday. Armondo Rossi is
the news commentator and Charles
Berry is the announcer and also

The calendar
being distributed from Nov. 23 to

writes the continuity.
is

Dec.

8.

28 Quarter-Hours Weekly
Sold on WNBX Xmas Show

— WNBX

has sold
quarter-hours
weekly on its
"Christmas Express." The club car
(Continued from Page 1)
for a stage show with
is utilized
ing is a comparatively recent de- proper atmosphere and settings. The
velopment in that country, but it conductor is the emcee and the
promises to become more important. butcher boy is the salesman for the
Scarcity of studio talent has led to various advertisers bankrolling the
extensive use of transcriptions for individual trip. Show runs for one
hour with each sponsor taking an
programs.

Testimonial to
Bobby Feldman,

Feldman
WMCA and

v.p. of

well known for his charity work,
will be given a testimonial dinner
Jan. 9 at the Hotel Astor. Dan Healy
chairman of the committee for
is
dinner,
which will be atthe
tended by celebrities of radio, stage,
screen and other fields, also by representatives of numerous welfare
organizations in whose behalf Feld-

man

has been active.

Springfield, Vt.

28

individual trip via train sound effects.
S.R.O. sign out on this show.
Station giving a turkey away daily
for best letter answering the ques-

"What do you want most for
Xmas?" Sponsors selling large items
tion,

are taking advantage of letters for
"sales leads."

WFAS Installs Amplifier
White Plains, N. Y.— Chief Engineer Harry C. Laubenstein has completed installing a Western Electric
110-A Program Amplifier at WFAS.
tests show that an effective
signal strength increase of nearly one
hundred per cent has resulted from
Initial

New WOR-Mutual Series
makers" sail merrily along these
mornings over the WHN airwaves
"Famous Fortunes," tracing the
as one of the best programs of the lives of great American tycoons, will
kind on the air. Dramatized house- be heard over WOR-Mutual starting
hold incidents with a human interest Feb. 8 at 7:45-8 p.m. Mark Hawley
touch, Charles Premmac in vocals will do the narrating.
and French definitions, ET musical
Another new WOR series, "Headbackground, and plenty of useful and lines," dramatized reenactments of
helpful information in the domestic the day's news, starts tomorrow at
science line make the program both 7:30-7:45 p.m., sponsored by P. Lorilhelpful and very entertaining.
lard (Muriel cigars). Program also
will be heard Thursdays.
There is still no quiz program that
comes anywhere near the CBS "Professor Quiz." He has a knack for Mrs. Buddy Clark Convalescing
this sort of thing that isn't possessed

sented

Radio

Shows Marked Increase

"New York

High School Contest

Theo Karle

did some fine tenor vocalizing last
Friday. David Ross is the appropriate narrator.

1937

NEW PCCeC4M$ IDEA/

PROGRlim REVIEWS
G. H.

13,

The
this new technical addition.
station recently installed a 190-foot
vertical antenna, and this, together
with the newest forward step in
engineering, provides the station with a dominant signal in the

WFAS

entire Westchester, lower Connecticut and Rockland County area.

CBC 50.000-Wotter's Debut
CBL, the new 50,000Montreal
watter of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. at Hornby, Ont, will make its
Mrs. Louise Clark, wife of Buddy debut Christmas Day.

—

The new CBS 50,000-watter
by other question-askers. And the Clark, radio singer, is convalescing
program is given a dash of freshness after an appendicitis operation at Vercheres, Quebec, went on the
Saturday.
Polyclinic Hospital last week-end.
by occasional innovations.

at
air

Monday, December

1937

13,
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NEW PATENTS

F. C« C.

fr

and Television

Ilatlio

#

ACTIVITIES

Compiled by

John B. Brady, Attorney
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

APPLICATIONS GRANTED

SULLIVAN, newscaster

over Heart Dog Food) account on its list
Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Kansas
WSAI, Cincinnati, has been re- continuously since Oct. 14, 1935, de- City. CP for new high frequency station.
2,101,068— Method of and Means for Conserves
31600,
some
of
the
credit
for
35600, 38600, 41000 kc, 250 watts.
the
insponsor,
Capitol-Barg
trolling the Flow of Electric Current.
Merion newed by his
J.
Huggins, Upper Saddle River, N. J.
Philco Radio & Television Corp., PhilaDry Cleaning Co., for 100 more creased sales of the dog food this
CP for new television station.
broadcasts, daily except Saturday at year despite the fact that sponsor last delphia.
2,101,137— Wave
Modulation.
Karl
fritz,
20400-210000 kc, 15 watts.
Berlin, Cermany, assignor to Telefunken Gesell6:30 p.m. This will make 300 broad- June discontinued program which
schaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H.
SET FOR HEARING
casts in the series.
Frederic W. Ziv came out of Chicago.
2,101,139— Visible Detector of Invisible Ra- Inc. is the agency.
Frank Ray, Dickinson, N. D. CP for new
N.

W.

Clarence

diation.

assignor

Y.,

Rocky

Hansell,

Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telem.b.H.

to

graphie

—

Berlin,

Directive Signaling.
August Leib,
Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesell-

schaft

fur

2,101,436

Telegraphie

Drahtlose

Garnett Marks,

WOR

E.

RCA.
2,101,440— Short

Apparatus.

Parade"

Radio
Transmitting
Linsell, London, England,

assignor

Francisco, Calif.,
vision Inc.

Russell
Varian,
San
H.
assignor to Farnsworth Tele-

—

2,101,520 Oscillator for Use with Kinescope
Deflecting Circuits.
William A. Tolson and
Justin R. Duncan, Camden, N. J., assignors to

RCA.
Berlin,

Amplifier
Circuit.
Hans
Germany, assignor to Telefunken
Drahtlose Telegraphie

fur

—

2,101,529 Radio Transmission
Harry B. Breedlove, Memphis.

m.b.H.

and Reception.

King George VI will be heard over
CBS, NBC and Mutual networks on
Dec. 25 at approximately 10 a.m. in a
Christmas message, addressed to his
subjects throughout the world.

unlimited.

Jonas Weiland, New Bern, N. C. CP for
new station. 1370 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
Larry Rhine, San Francisco. CP for new
station.
1150 kc, 1 KW., daytime.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Saturday evening.

WQDM,

has supplied a

new

police radio sys-

completed at Columbus, Ga.
One-way communication is mainjust

tained between transmitter and ten
cars and two motorcycles.

Albans, Vt.

St.

Vol. assignment

Al Bernard, the Minstrel Man, of license from Regan and Bostwick to F.
has lined up quite an array of radio Arthur Bostwick.
Jonas Weiland, Goldsboro, N. C.
CP for
and other talent with which he is new
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
producing and coaching minstrel
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
shows for theaters, banquets, clubs
Dec 13: WMPS, Memphis.
Auth. to
and churches, as well as radio pro- transfer
control of corp. to Memphis Pressgrams.
Scimitar Co., 1430 kc, 500 watts, 1 KW.
LS., unlimited.

Arthur Boran, CBS mimic-comedibeen signed by Educational

an, has

Pictures to

make

a series of radio

Shooting on Boran's first
film "Air Parade" begins this week
at the Educational Studios in Astoria,
shorts.

— Linear

2,101,525
Barrels,

Gesellschaft

last

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

tem

Wave

Alfred A.

to RCA.
2,101,462— Grid.

sportscastwas sports

er of
and WMCA,
guest of honor of Jocko Maxwell,
sportscaster of WLTH, on his "Sports

—

to

Gotham

m.b.H.

2,101,438
Neutralized Coupling Circuit. Nils
Lindenblad, Port Jefferson, N. Y., assignor

1310 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,

station.

Point,

RCA.

to

2,101,153— Electrical Condenser. Herbert Muth
and Wilhelm Runge, Berlin, Cermany, assignors

L.

I.

KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. Auth. to transfer
All three major networks will carry
control of corp. to O. L. Taylor, Gene Howe
play-by-play
accounts
leading and T. E. Snowden.
of
1260 kc, 500 watts,
football games New Year's day. NBC unlimited.
Dec.
16:
Press-Union Publishing Co., Atwill have an exclusive account of the
Rose Bowl game and parade from lantic City. CP for new station. 1200 kc,
California.

CBS

Orange Bowl

MBS

is set to describe the
classic from Miami and

will present description of the

100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

Ann Arbor Broadcasting
CP
new station.

bor.
for
unlimited.

Co. Inc.,
1550 kc,

Ann Ar1
KW.,

Jane Pickens will headline a spe- East-West game, which is the annual
Summit Radio Corp., Akron.
CP for
holiday show at the Brooklyn
game played for charity and spon- new station. 1530 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.
Strand Theater, Dec. 25-26.
George
W. Taylor Co. Inc., Williamson,
sored by the Shriners. Ted Husing
W. Va. CP for new station. 1370 kc, 100
set to announce for CBS and Don watts, daytime.
Yves Rocard, Paris, France, assignor to ComJean Ellington, NBC songstress, Wilson for NBC.
pagnie Cenerale de Telegraphie Sans Fil.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
featured in a new Sunday program
2,101,610— Electric Discharge Tube.
Walter
John W. Haigis, Greenfield, Mass. WHAI.
with Norman Cloutier and his orDallenbach, Berlin-Charlotrenburg, Germany, asNed Wayburn, Ziegfeld Follies prosignor to
Machinerieenen-Apparaten Fabrieken chestra at 4:30-4:45 p.m. over the
"Meaf."
Blue network. Program started yes- ducer, whose hobby is astrology and
2,101,549— Silencing Circuits for Radio ReJames J. Lamb, West Hartford, Conn.,
by mesne assignments, to Alan N.
Mann, Trustee.
2,101,563— Triode Oscillator and the like.

ceiver.
assignor,

2,101,633— Antenna
Washington,

D.

Gomer

L.

Pa.,

Belt.

C, Frank
Davies,

Sidney

G. Kear,
Cleveland,

Mashbir,

F.

Ohio,

and

2.101.668

— Radio

Communication System. John
William M. Knott,

Bishop, Bloomfield, and
Fairlawn,
N. J., assignors
Laboratories Inc.

Bell

to

Telephone

—

2.101.669 Device for the Deflection of ElecErnst Bruche and Walter Hennetron Beams.
Germany, asBerlin-Reinickendorf-Ost,
berg,
signors to General Electric Co.

—

—

new series of Jules Verne dramatizations of "A Trip to the Center of
the Earth" started over
last

—

Control
Device.
Rudolf
2,101,688 Tone
Rechnitzer, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie
m.b.H.

—

Receiver.
Murassignor to

Phase Modulation
2,101,703
G. Crosby, Riverhead, N.

RCA.
2,101,785

Sudende,

— Apparatus

Waves.
Cermany,

Wilckens,
to

Julius

Berlin-

Pintsch

Martin Starr in New Program
drama critic
Martin Starr,
who is heard daily at midnight,
starts a new 15-minute series Dec.
15 devoted to a resume of highlights
in the legit theater and gossip of
Broadway.

WMCA

12 Best Stories

WMCA.

on CBS

Twelve leading stories of the year,
as selected by a poll of the country's
be aired in the third

has written a musical play
called the "Year 'Round," which has
astrology as its theme, will be interviewed by Myra Kingsley, astrologer,
on the daily service program over
on Dec. 17 at 11:45 a.m.

John

WSPR,

WHN

Saturday evening at 6. WPA Federal Theater actors and actresses take

still

around the cor-

Springfield,

Mass.,

with

has

Forrest

Willis,

announcer

Cornett

missed

Friday's

"Song Shop" broadcast on CBS, due
to

being indisposed, but she
this

is

ex-

week.

Marlin was emcee, assisted by Program Director F. Turner Cooke, and

Martha Deane, whose WOR pro- announcers Warren Greenwood and
"Twelve
Crowded
gram has had the Morrell & Co. (Red Carl Raymond.
Months" on Dec. 24 at 9-10 p.m.
annual

CBS

Philadelphia:

Procter

& Gamble
Italian

pro-

& Hummert.

WHN, New

York: Savings Banks of
I., S. I., news, through
Walter Thompson Co.; Washington State
Apples, Inc., spots, through J. Walter ThompBrooklyn, Queens, L.

J.

WNEW, New

York: Peruna, "Make BeBallroom"; Frank H. Lee Co., "ThornSports," through Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, Inc.; Frank Special
Cleansing Cream, "Make Believe Ballroom,"

lieve

Fisher

ton

gitis.

Alice

WPEN,

(Oxydol), "Album of Love,"
gram, through Blackett, Sample

at

Albany, has been confined to
his home for a few days with laryn-

teen"
A preview of the film "Tom
the entire year of 1938 on the twiceweekly "Johnny Presents" programs Sawyer" on the special "Hollywood
Hotel" broadcast at 4-5 p.m., and anvia NBC and CBS.
other appearance of Lionel BarryPaul Foucreau, favorite of the Ca- more as Scrooge at 5-5:45, will be
nadian radio listeners who recently part
of
the
CBS schedule on
concluded a five-year commercial for Christmas Day.
the Leduc Drug Stores on CKAC in
Montreal, had inaugurated a new
WMAS, Springfield, Mass., dediseries over New York's newest 5,000- cated its new studios, transmitter and
watter, WBIL, every Thursday at tower in a special hour broadcast
6:30-6:45 p.m. Foucreau presents a Friday night, when many noted guests
program of Parisian and English were present. Station Manager Al
songs.

Chicago: E. Fougera & Co., "Let's
Play Games," ETs, through Small & Seiffer.

re-

WOKO,

Ray Block received his pres- pected back
week when his "Swing Foursinging group was renewed for

ner, but
ent this

salesman

signed to manage a chain of auto
agencies for Mayor Anthony Stonina
of Chicopee.

part in the productions.
is

Broderick,

BUSINESS

WGN,

WOR

A

Christmas
with

Signalling

for

Ernst
assignor

Aktiengesellchaft.

city rooms, will

5:30-5:45 p.m. over

at

Y.,

ray

Ultrashort

Col. Hubert Fauntelroy Julian, the
colorful "Black Eagle" who flew for
Haile Selassie early in the defense of
Ethiopia and who is remembered for
his attempts to promote a good will
tour from Harlem to Africa, will be
the first guest on the "Tales of Harlem" series which inaugurates its

weekly broadcasts next Saturday

Mau2.101.670 Radio Frequency Amplifier.
Byk and Jehan de Mare, Paris, France,
rice
assignors to General Electric Co.
Antenna. Robert B. Dome, Schen2,101,674
ectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Co.

NEW

who

terday.

Minersville,

William H. Orton, Washington, D. C, assignors
to Washington Institute of Technology.
B.

cial

the

—

McCord Co.

KFRC,

San Francisco: E. Fougera Co.
ETs, through Small & Seiffer;
Parisienne,
Inc.,
ETs, through
Northwest Radio Adv.; Bayuk Cigar, Inc..
announcements, through McKee Albright &
(Vapex),

Campagnie
Ives.

Greetings from Radio Daily
December

13

Florence Baker
Phil

Mayer

8

Monday, December
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New

Executive Setup

Recommended

for

NAB

WBT, Charlotte
Dewey Long, ad mgr., on

WHKC,
return

The Guild

Columbus, O.

Players, a

John Royal Concerned
About Future Talent
Bob
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

programs, while here last week. Most
of radio's top names came from the
theater, where they learned the entertaining trade thoroughly, Royal
pointed out.
"Belly laughs don't come simply
by holding up an 'applause' card in
front of an audience," Royal observed.

Because of big demand for writers
and talent, Royal said there would
be no lessening of programs originating here.

of directors has contracted until next
June for that office, and the committee recommends that the incoming
board fulfill the financial requirements of this contract. Baldwin, it
is understood, will take over one of
the offices of the new board.

and directors
be terminated, the report
states. The board of directors is empowered to select an executive committee from its membership.

Terms

also

of all officers

will

It is

further

recommended

that the

board assign immediately to the executive committee all copyright matThe committee is of the opinters.
ion that the Bureau of Copyrights be
divorced from the Association, and
that the Association, should in future refrain from engaging in any
business enterprise
nature whatsoever.
private

of

any

Another recommendation of the
board would cause the Copyright

Going

tion received throughout the duration

of the trip... And, while 2500 miles
north of metropolitan New York,
was received at good program
level in broad daylight.

WOR

'

Places/

to issue stock for all of the
money so far advanced and that said
stock be issued to a board of trustees
to be held in trust for the members
of the Association in such proportions
and their dues payments during the
period of the bureau's existence bears

amount advanced.
Management of the Association

the whole

is

concentrated in a board of directors
of not less than 21 members, 15 of
whom shall be from the districts created by Article 111 of the by-laws.
The six additional directors are to
be elected at large by the membership. Terms of all directors shall
for one year.

The

proposed

plan

be

contemplates

the creation of the following standProgram, Labor,
ing committees:
Sales, Law and Technical. Each district shall have the right to appoint
one member to each of these committees and should any district fail
to do so within 60 days following
any annual meeting the president is

empowered

to

WHK-WCLE
Cleveland

—

make appointments.

Scoop on Accident

United
Broadcasting
and WCLE scored
another news beat Friday when both
Co. stations

WHK

news of a street car accident
few minutes after it happened. The
car was filled with persons going to
work and they were trapped when

i WOR's Ed
of northern

Fitzgerald holds 41%
Jersey listeners at

New

9 a.m. and on one day niblicks his
total to 54%. Second competing starates only

tion

20%

of audience at

Fitzgerald' s time.

2
Cm

Nation

'

s greatest dance

bands lined

"swing in" the year 1938 over
IVOR. Beginning New Year's Eve at
11:30 p.m., Benny Goodman, Shep
Fields, Guy Lombardo, Ozzie Nelson,
Leo Reisman and a score more will
carry on till 3:45 a.m., when in
comes music from Honolulu.
up

WOR listeners pack WOR-

Mutual Playhouse during month of
November and an average of 600 re-

n

week

roll in

for

tickets to

sustaining shows.

WOR

set to establish new record
for "musical styling" as Josef Cherniavsky and his "Musical Camera,"
Vic Irwin and his "Musical Car-

L)

toons," and Ernie Fiorito's new revue step into line with WOR's illustrious Morton Gould.

to

3 WOR

letter-to-station

mail passes

1,000,000 mark.

a

WHK-WCLE

12,405

WOR

flashed

car overturned after getting out of
control on a downhill run. Through
a standing arrangement with the
Cleveland Fire and Police departofficials are inments,
stantly notified of all such accidents.

d

quests per

Bureau

Bartlett Expedition to arctic dubs
IVOR's signal "...the strongest and

most consistent of any broadcast

sta-

1937

new dramatic

from Birmingham and Atlanta, laid group being formed at WHKC by
up a few days by flu. Ditto Dottie French, production chief, will pretion of Broadcasters closed its pre- McAllister, secretary to W. A. Schudt sent
outstanding plays especially
liminary meeting Saturday.
adapted for radio. The group is comJr., g.m.
The committee also suggested that
Governor Olind Johnston of S.C. posed of staff members and promithe board extend invitations to Sennent members of the city's leading
ator Wheeler of Montana, chairman will air another "Fireside Chat" on dramatic school.
of Interstate Commerce Commission; Dec. 16.
Abram Ruvinsky, musical director,
Chairman Frank R. McNinch of FCC,
D. E. Henderson, local attorney, is
and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven doing a twice-weekly series on the has been selected to direct a 16-piece
orchestra and weekly guest soloists
of FCC to speak at the meeting.
federal government tax program.
on a series of transcribed programs
The recommendations of the comCharles Crutchfield, program di- for a Ft. Wayne cosmetic company.
mittee released here by Philip G. rector, will handle the newly signed Fred Sample, head of continuity
Loucks, counsel, contain a provision series of 10-minute programs, five dept. will go there to plot the music
abolishing the office of managing di- weekly, for Astor Coffee.
and commercials for the show.
rector now held by James W. Baldwin.
However, the present board
(Continued from Page

13,

7 With

three

complete

the

new

weeks

year,

remaining

WOR

top in total time sold.

strikes

to

a
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looking
^ ....AND On
RADIO POLL

Fort Worth Plans for expansion
of the Hearst Radio group, improvement of programs and development
of greater public service were discussed at the two-day conference

IN

For the past ten days

or
ether authorities

so,

radio

editors

—

on newspapers and
magazines throughout the country have
been casting their votes in the inaugural
held here last week, with Southwest
of Radio Daily's annual Radio Poll.
and Pacific Coast managers attendThe response is enthusiastic.
ing.
Within another fortnight the complete
Among those present were Joseph
returns will be in and soon thereafter the
V. Connolly, New York, president
industry will know what the critical apof Hearst Radio; Elliott Roosevelt,
praisers of air entertainment regard as

and

the outstanding programs, performers,
sports announcers and commentators.
As in the case of Film Daily's "Ten
Best Films" poll, which for years has
been the recognized consensus on the
best in artistic and entertainment value
among films, the radio poll will reflect
national opinion as viewed through the
eyes of trained observers who collectively speak for practically the entire army
of dial fans.

Yearly check-ups of this kind are an invaluable service not only for their crystalinformation on tastes and trends,
the recognition they give to worthy
achievement, but also because they provide inspiration and incentive to strive
for continually higher standards.

West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles

trying to

to Spend
More Time on West Coast

John A. Schultz

of

make

radio entertain-

ment out of a prodigal parade
ized movie stars.

of trailer-

108 for CBS
CBS added

21 stations the past
year, bringing its total to 108, a
summary of the network's 1937
activities shows.
In the broad-

casting end, gains were recorded
in education, music and public
affairs.

RADIO DAILY

Fanchon & Marco

A. Schultz, v.p.
Inc.

wood and New York
ing six

months on each

the other hand, the new WarnerStrike program last week demonstrated the efficacy of employing a radio

(Special to

Havana

PLANNING

and

list

even

Christie, executive editor of CRP,
said that he would cooperate in

who

transmitting

but on the air the script
poor
more definitely the thing.
D. C. G.

Xnias Idea
A move

encourage giving of
radio sets as Christmas gifts has
been launched by Radio Today,

offices,

spend-

coast. Schultz

(Continued on Page 5)

Adding Second Program
For Pall Mall Cigarets

in.

the deals.

(Continued on Page 3)

Kellogg Gets Lion's Share
In American League Games

to

whose editor, Orestes H. Caldwell,
former radio commissioner, will
urge the issue over NBC-Blue network tomorrow at 6:15 p.m. Caldwell also will suggest donating old
radios to the needy instead of
trading

is

recommendations, in-

LICENSED ON PHONO-DISKS

two 15-minute periods

this

story,

of

cluding the problems of voting, press
transmissions to multiple destinations, allocation of frequencies, tolerances and spurious transmissions,
bands for amateurs, the designation
of radio waves in kilocycles, frequencies for aviation in the bands

Continental Radio Press Inc., sup- from 6,000 to 30,000 kilocycles and
suppression
of
interference
plementary news service recently or- the
ganized, will enter into an experi- caused by electrical apparatus, was
(Continued
on
Page
3)
ment with Press Wireless Inc. on
Dec. 15 to demonstrate the practicability of transmitting news by radio
telephony.
This will be the first 2 PHILADELPHIA STATIONS
such experiment, according to T. L.

Bernie Talent Signed
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.
Lew Lehr, Nicholas Brothers, Jane (Pall Mall cigarets), sponsor of Dorprogram could
Clark have been othy Thompson on Fridays over 29
have dispensed with a few of the at- Pickens and Buddy
definitely signed for the Ben Bernie- NBC-Red stations at 10:45-11 p.m.,
mospheric "names."
U. S. Rubber program which debuts will add a second show Jan. 4. New
In the theater or on the screen, a
Herman Bernie set series, also to feature Miss Thompson,
glamorous star may be able to save a Jan. 12 on CBS.

—though

RADIO DAILY)

nations of North,
Central America will
present a united front when they
reach the world radio conference in
Cairo, Feb. 1, 1937, it was revealed
here in the closing sessions of the
First Inter-American Radio conference which has been convened for
the past six weeks.

South

—

local outlets,

WDAS

and

WPEN,

transcriptions

for

phonograph

rec-

(Continued on Page 5)

Glass Container Starting
Half-Hour Drama Series
Glass Container Ass'n of America
(bottled milk) begins a new series
of half-hour dramatic programs over
seven NBC-Blue stations Jan. 9. at
(Continued on Page 2)

First Lad.v
After appearing in

Drama Recommendations
Made By Chicago Forum
Chicago — A drama-improvement
forum, held last week by program
directors, production men and others,
made a number of recommendations,
including:

Less sponsor interference, more efby broadcasters to stimulate dra-

fort

(Continued on Page 2)

— Leo

Carle McEvoy, baseball coordinator for American League,
yesterday revealed League has sold
exclusive baseball rights in four
cities, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia
and Detroit, to Kellogg. In St. Louis,
rights are sold to Kellogg and GenMills, former
using KMOX;
eral
latter, KWK. Washington road games
extending
Mills,
sold to General

Chicago

{Continued on Page 3)

to

play disks made by its members,
with two other stations negotiating
for licenses and others substituting

Lucky

format

— The

Philadelphia
National Ass'n of
with head- of news daily, Monday through Friday, 9-9: 15 a.m. and 5-5: 15 p.m., over Performing Artists has licensed two

(Continued on Page 3)

On

IS

RADIO DAILY

The first few MGMin New York, arrived here
Maxwell
House quarters
last week with intention of dividing
shows were classic examples of the fu- his time in future between Hollyof

—
—

— Probably due to fears TELEPHONY NEWS SERVICE

—John

Havana

The

of eventual curbs on permitting film
stars on the air, and also to the rising demand for talent, movie names
are being booked for radio guest appearances as much as three months
(.Continued on Page 2)

Los Angeles

tility

at

Americas to Present Solid Front at Cairo
Meet 10 Channels Added to Waveband Border Stations to be Curbed

Book Film Guest Stars
Three Months in Advance RADIO PRESS

West Coast Bureau,

STAR SPLURGE

FIVE CENTS

1937

(Continued on Page 6)

lized

and

14,

Agreed Upon

is

HEARST GROUP DISCUSSES

LISTENING

Commercial Radio and Television

a telephone
interview from Washington on last
week's Kate Smith program on
CBS, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
wrote in her syndicated and popular

newspaper

instinctively

Smith
tunity

column

that

she

took a liking to Miss

and hoped for the opporof
a better acquaintance

than a radio connection.

2
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MARVIN KIRSCH
:

:
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:

Once

Blossoms

25
25

Co.)

25
24
23
23
22

Inc.)

Corp.)

O' Promise Me (Joe Morris Music Co.)
Mission By the Sea (Shapiro, Bernstein Inc.)
Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc.)
Thrill of a Life Time (Mario Music Inc.)
Vieni Vieni (Witmark & Son)
If It's the Last Thing I Do (Crawford Music
Mama, That Moon Is Here Again (Famous
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick
You Took The Words Right Out of My Heart

as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postofBce at New York, N. Y..
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Entered

FINANCIAL

Roses

in

December

(Monday, Dec. 13)

Persons approached are requested to communicate with RADIO
DAILY, so that proper action may
be taken.

21
21

20

Corp.)

Music Co.)
Music Corp.)
(Paramount Music Corp.)

(Irving Berlin Inc.)

Rollin' Plains (Schuster, Miller Inc.)

Cachita (Southern Music Co.)
In the Still of the Night (Chappell & Co.)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE

RADIO DAILY has not authorized the firm to use its name, nor
does it condone the practice. Picture requests from RADIO DAILY
are sent direct to your station.

25

Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Corp.)
Mama, I Wanna Make Rhythm (Sanily Bros.-Joy Inc.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
I Still Love To Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
Everything You Said Came True When the Organ Played

Phone Granite 6607.

Blvd.

On Broadway (Famous Music

associations.

40

In

Rosalie (Chappell & Co.)
True Confession (Famous Music Corp.)
There's A Gold Mine in the Sky (Irving Berlin

RADIO
communications
to
Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly wooall

1501

Times Played

Publisher

Awhile (Miller Music Inc.)
Farewell, My Love (Harms Inc.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell &

Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, _$5; foreign
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order

DAILY,

RADIO DAILY.

Selection

M. H.

Address

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Dec. 11, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
feature in

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
Secretary;

WARNING!
Radio executives visiting New
York are being approached by a
photographic service which claims
it
is assigned by RADIO DAILY.
Company operates under a name
similar to one of the large press

Editor

Business Manager

:

NETWORK SONG FAVORITES
Price 5 Cts.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
17
16
15
15

cominG
ARTURO

Low

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

148V4

149'/4

17'/g

17Vs

175/g

175/g

Radio

8V4

Electric

43 '/4

41%

8
41 Vi

6Vs
50 '/8

6Vi
49

6Vi
49

Crosley

Cen.

149'/2
173/8
175/8

Tel

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warner

....

Westinghouse
Zenith

8

10'/4
10'/4
10!/4
107'/2 104'/8 106
17'A 17

Vl
Vs

g

4

15/8

Vs

RAYMOND CRAM SWINC. MBS

15!/4

15V4

+

Vl

15'/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Stromberg Carlson

7V*

Asked
8i/4

Glass Container Starting
Half-Hour Drama Series
(Continued from Page

1:30-2 p.m.

Advertiser

1)

is

starting off

radio campaign in key
program will be heard as

far west as

cities,

1

stations

even

if

they don't

sell right

Associates Inc.,
York today.

50,000-Watters

Canada

in

—

Montreal
In addition to CBF,
which opened Friday in Vercheres,
35 miles east of here, and the companion

opening

station

and

Chicago at the beginning. U. S. Advertising Corp., Toledo, has the account.

Pepsodent Sets Time
Pepsodent will take the 5:30-6 p.m.
period on NBC-Red for its "Mickey

Christmas

more experimentation like morning in Hornby, Ont., four more
Columbia Workshop, higher pay for 50,000-watters are understood to be
writers so Hollywood won't take planned by Canadian Broadcasting
them away, educating salesmen to Corp. The chain will stretch clear
sell ideas and talent instead of just across Canada.

man, Dick Lawrence, Ted McMurray,
Hal Burnett, Frank Rand and Dick
Walliser,
Russ
Chindblom,
Blair
Young, Myrtle Stahl, Judith Waller,
Miles Reed, Joe Allabough.
From agencies and others: Jack
Hurdle, Jack Mathae, Ed Morse,
George Fogel, Joe Ainley, Lou
Jackobsen, Cecil Widdifleld, Arthur
Meyerhoff, Harold W. Kent, Albert
Crews, and Read Wight.

WWL-AFM
New

Orleans

Agreement

— With

collapse of
united station front to musicians' de-

embracing 40-hour week and wage
increases has been drawn up for
negotiations upon expiration of sta-

WSMB

present deal. The IBEW unit
aligned with AFL. It recently was
selected by majority vote at WEVD.
is

Emlyn Owen

—

to

Marry

Green Bay Emlyn Owen, production manager and staff organist of

WTAQ, CBS outlet, joins the ranks
of the benedicts, Dec. 28. The bride
will be Gladys Wangen of Superior,
where ceremony is to take place.

,

is

in

New

Van

expected
York,

Cronkhite
in

New

accompanied

by MURRAY CRABHORN, manager of KEHE,
on a deal to set Elliott Roosevelt on NBC
Program will come
with a weekly commentary.
from Fort Worth, where Roosevelt functions as
head of the Hearst stations.

HERBERT ROSENTHAL, in charge of CBS
bureau, returned frorri Hollywood yesterday with ARTHUR RUSH, in charge of the
Coast branch.

artists

BILL LEWIS, v.p. of CBS in charge of programs, returned to his desk after a week's
conference away from the office.

WDSU

More Names for Pilot Party
David Ross, Andre Baruch, John
S. Young and Ben Gross yesterday
were added to the list of names who
have accepted invitations to attend
the Pilot Radio Award Society luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow.

to

West

Indies.

REIS, CBS program supervisor, leaves
on Friday to join Paramount
for Hollywood
Pictures.

IRVING

Book Film Guest Stars
Three Months in Advance
(Continued from Page 1)
in advance. J. Walter Thompson office has just signed Adolphe Menjou

and Verree Teasdale for March

Many

jx/yRADIO TECHNIQUE
distinguished school of
actors,
singers,
broadcasting for
announcers.
speakers,
writers,
our
in
Recordinos
Electric
Western

America's

I

studios

.

.

.

nrourams taken

off

the air

George Marshall Durante, Dir.
R.K.0. Bldo., Radio City, New York

6.

similar instances are reported.

WWVA

silent.

WATL

IRVING FOGEL

of

is

tion's

WWVA

.

Chicago,

MRS. MACK MILLAR leaves for Hollywood
heavier exploitation of protomorrow to take charge of her husband's office
grams, awards for excellent achieve- IBEW Signs WINS Technicians on
the Coast for six months.
ments.
IBEW Local 913, Radio Engineers P. J. HENNESSEY, NBC legal counsel in
Among those attending session & Technicians, recently formed in Washington,
returns from the Havana conferwere: Bobby Brown, Stan Thompson, New York, stated yesterday that it ence late this week.
Walter Preston, Kaye Brinker, Orrin had signed the WINS technicians
JAMES SHATTUCK, CBS program service diviTovrov, Stuart Dawson, Phil Bow- 100 per cent, and a new contract sion, returned yesterday from an 18-day cruise

WWL

In Atlanta
THtY LISTtN TO

commentator

time,

series which begins Jan. 2.
yesterday approved
Availability Sheet
Original order called for the 3:30-4 mands,
agreement embodying closed shop
p.m. spot.
Wheeling, W. Va.—
is now
with modifications protecting staBasil Loughrane of Lord & Thomas tion's special events and civic broad- issuing a weekly complete availability sheet to facilitate work of
is now on the coast arranging the
casts.
The united conferences broke agencies in planning
schedules. John
details.
down as
rejected modified
Blair & Co. is station's rep.
closed shop and
remained

Mouse"

York

ness Cycles."

away,

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine Corp

More

Are Planned

i/

17—1

Radio

4

New

arrived
in
Savoia.

di

JOHN VAN CRONKHITE

—
Drama Recommendations
—
Made By Chicago Forum
+
— V
—
(Continued from Page
— % matic enterprise, promotion of good
—2 dramatic programs by networks and
+
—3

T05CANINI

goim

on Foreign Affairs, in Washington to deliver an
address today at the Carlton Hotel before the
Woman's National Party on "Women and Busi-

Chg.

Close

and

yesterday on the Conte

Net
High

1937

14,

TELL YOUR STORY
people

to

the

to

spend.

the Union

Reach

The
is

who have money
state

richest

New

York.

Them Through

THE MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
29 West 57th

Street,

New

York

Telephone: FLaza 5-3269

in
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NEW EJECGCAMS-IDEAE

AGREED UPON

AT

3

KELLOGG GETS BIG SHARE

E
(Continued from Page 1)

approved by almost unanimous ac
cord and
approved in principle
unanimously.
Of primary interest, however, were
the
agreements
on
broadcasting
among the nations of the North
American region, consisting of the
United States, Canada, Mexico, Cuba,
Haiti and Santo Domingo.
Treaty
becomes valid when all these countries have signed.
The present broadcast bands between 550 and 1,500 kcs. were increased by at least ten channels, now
extending from 550 to 1,600 kcs, and
34 new high-power stations are made

IN
"Umbrella Court" Origin
Origination of "Umbrella Court" is
claimed by The Minneapolis Journal,
which has presented the program
over KSTP, St. Paul-Minneapolis, for
60 consecutive weeks.
The Journal
has the program fully covered by
copyrights, according to R. S. Barclay, promotion manager.
Success of the feature has won for
it various awards as the best program

of the northwest, and has created a
demand for the program in other
sections.
The Washington Post is

using it over WMAL, and the
Granada Theater, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
has bought it.
Program is sold by the Journal
on the basis of 10 per cent per week
of the highest published half-hour
rate of the station, with a minimum
charge of $10 weekly.

now

Adding Second Program
to Spend
More Time on West Coast
For Pall Mall Cigarets

John A. Schultz

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

AMER.JEAGUE GAMES
(Continued from Page 1)

Home games

present contract.

not

broadcast.

In Chicago, Kellogg will be restricted to two stations on broadcast
of White Sox games, Heretofore aired

on commercial basis on five stations
by six commercial sponsors. Chicago choices of sponsor not revealed.
In Boston, Philadelphia and Detroit,
Kellogg may elect two outlets. Situation in Cleveland is in doubt, local
club not having made known its attitude.
Amount Kellogg will pay is
detail to be arranged between firm

has been commuting back and forth will be aired weekly over following and local clubs.
possible. The net result is the U. S., regularly during the past two years,
NBC-Blue stations:
WJZ, WBZ,
when the agreements and allocations but now states that increasing radio WBZA, WBAL, WSYR, WHAM,
Heinie's Christmas Party
are ratified, will have 63 stations of activities of the firm, coupled with
WENR. Program will be transcribed Milwaukee A capacity crowd of
class 1 (50 kw. or more) on clear increasing
Hollywood originations, and aired over
on Sundays be- some 18,000 packed the Milwaukee
channels,
Mexico will have 15, have necessitated longer stays at this ginning Jan. 9. Both shows will be Auditorium on Saturday night
for
Canada 14, Cuba 5, and Newfound- end of the line.
entitled "People in the News." Comp- the fifth annual Christmas benefit
land, Santo Domingo and Haiti one
Long identified with theatrical pro- ton is the agency.
party of Heinie and His Grenadiers,
each.
duction and nationally known for
WTMJ
star act. Proceeds went to
Allocations for Class 1 and Class 2 their movie theater presentation of
Milwaukee Journal Goodfellow Fund
stations has been so arranged that Fanchon & Marco "Ideas," the orRemote from Ship
to aid underprivileged children. Orwith ratification and engineering ganization now is agressively enterassisting
Heinie included
interesting remote chestra
Miami
An
adjustments not one of the 700 sta- ing the radio field, both as an agency
broadcast from a ship at sea was Clyde Lucas, Lee Roth, Stan Jacobtions in the U. S. will have to dis- for talent representation and in the
aired over WIOD in connection with sen, Frank Werth and Gregg Mancontinue operation or be materially production of air shows. Schultz only
the International Radio Club party nors.
curtailed, yet the bugaboo of inter- recently re-signed Al Pearce under
last week.
Program came from the
ference is expected to be practically F. & M. management for several
Buddy Manners Married
S.S. Florida en route to Havana. John
eliminated within the next two years. years to continue on CBS for Ford,
Buddy Manners,
vocalist,
Reese of
acted as host for the
Mexico has indirectly agreed to and has a coast-to-coaster on the broadcast.
Blanca Estrella, Latin- was married Sunday to Bernard
discontinue the troublesome border fire at the moment for Olsen and
American commentator on WIOD, al- Citron, non - professional.
Couple
stations which have caused serious Johnson, who just completed a 26leave for Havana on Dec. 27.
so appeared.
interference.
week series on the NBC Coast Red
Elaborate provisions are made, for Richfield Oil. Pinky Tomlin and
setting up technical standards with many other top-ranking radio perwhich the countries will comply to formers also are under F. & M.
insure good broadcasting service and banner.
Film Recording
*
•
Transcriptions
Commercial and Theatrical Pictures
to avoid interference. These standards were worked out by the engiKate Smith Will Fight
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
neering department of the FCC.
An international radio office for
"First
Title Claim
the exchange of technical informa33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C.
COIumbus 5-7366-7
tion is to be established here.
Attorneys for Kate Smith, Vaughn
One of the recommendations to be De Leath and CBS appeared before
made at Cairo is that the greatest Justice McCook of the Supreme
facilities be extended for news broadMr. Donald S. Shaw
Court yesterday and argued about
casts.
the use of the title "First Lady of
McCann
Erickson, Inc.
The second Inter-American Radio
Radio," with the final result that
Conference will be held in Santiago,
285 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C.
counsel for Miss Smith agreed to
Chile, in 1940.
file papers within five days in order
My dear Mr. Shaw:
to hasten a decision.

—

WWJ

WIOD

—

WHN

WLW

AN OPEN LETTER

—

Lady"

Directing U. P. Disks

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles— Cyril Armbrister will
direct the new "Strange As It Seems"
series being produced by the Raymond R. Morgan Co. for the Union
Pacific Railroad, and starting Jan. 2
on 15 CBS stations in the territory
served by the U. P. Felix Mills gets
the musical assignment, and the
Caples Co. of Chicago is placing the
disks in varying Sunday afternoon
spots on each station.

NBC Moving Day
NBC

executives in Radio City
yesterday held a moving day. Clay
Morgan moved down to the fourth
floor, Alfred H. Morton moved up
to Morgan's former office and William S. Hedges moved into Morton's
office.

Shifts were made to place the executives in closer contact with their
respective departments.

Early in the argument Kate Smith
it would exchange letters
which Miss Smith would concede

side stated
in

that

Miss

De

Leath,

in

have, no doubt, found

charge of radio for

many occasions

McCann

Erickson, you

to use a recording studio.

who brought

was the first lady to broadbut would not concede that it

action,
cast,

As vice-president

For this reason, through the medium of advertising, we are calling
your attention to the International Production Studios, one of the
most up-to-date and completely equipped in the East.

as a title to Miss De
present status as compared
to Kate Smith.
Attorney Reuben
Caidin, for Miss De Leath explained
that the title was now considered his
client's trade mark. Sidney Kaye ap-

We

peared for CBS. Engelman & Rosenberg represented Kate Smith and

to turn out the best in recordings.

Ted

A telephone call from your office will bring a free sample of our
work, with no obligation to you.

was applicable
Leath's

Collins.

BETTER
BROADCASTS

use high fidelity recording and low noise level within two airconditioned studios, where each job gets the personal attention
of highly qualified

Why

not give us a

engineers and technicians, which

enables us

trial?

Very truly yours,

for

BETTER BUYERS
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave., New York

KWH/amh

Saht Manager.

Tuesday, December
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AGENCIES
GIL GIBBONS has resigned from
WHKC, Columbus, to accept the post
manager

production

assistant

of

SPENCER TRACY, JAMES STEWFANNY BRICE, FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW, FRANK MOR-

in

the Radio Division of Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.

LOUGHRANE,

BASIL

Lord

&

Thomas Chicago exec, is in Hollywood for conferences with Jack Runyon and Tom McAvity on the forthcoming Mickey Mouse show for Pepsodent. Supposedly set for a Sunday
afternoon spot on NBC Red starting
early

January,

in

agency

understood

the

trying to find a hole later
in the day.
is

ASSOCIATION
ADVERTISERS

NATIONAL

OF

INC. has elected
American Tobacco Co. to membership.
Sherwood E. Silliman will
represent the

company

in the

ANA.

THORNLEY

& JONES INC., Chihandling the Stewart- Warner
Alemite account, will place part of
the increased advertising budget in
cooperating with motor car manufacturers to educate the public on need
cago,

of correct lubrication of special mechanisms in new type autos. Alemite

division holds
at

its

annual convention

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,

Dec. 15-16.

M.

H.

DANCER, former

(MIX)

p. of Henri, Hurst and McDonald,
Chicago, has joined Blackett-Samplev.

Hummert in that city.
R. L. (BUCK) HURST, new-business manager for Lord & Thomas the
past two years, has resigned and
joined Charles Daniel Frey Agency,
Chicago, where he will have an executive post in connection with agency's

expansion program.

SMALL

&

ART,

•

•

and Irene with Hal Gordon have been notified that
Admiracion shampoo cancels their MBShow Jan. 9 but D'Artega's band
hasn't received word yet ... Charles Martin has been renewed for 52
weeks on the Phillip Morris CBS-NBC shows
Contract renewals have
been awarded the entire cast of the Jolson show. .. .Betty Winkler of
"Girl Alone" has been renewed for another year with the show set to go
Tim

—

.

Mary Margaret McBride

coast-to-coast after Jan

Florida after Dec. 22

— and

series on CBS in Jan
Sunday weighing eight

goes on one-niters

Abe Lyman's
returns

will

return

time

in

will

to

do

fold

shows from

six

begin her five-weekly

"Nancy Marie" bowed in at the Al Donahues on
Mother and father doing well.
.George Olsen
month .... Frankie Parrish and Marie Sardi will be

lbs.

.

vocalists at the French Casino .... Charles

the

to

this

will

.

"Mousie" Warren

Friday after a nasal operation at Mt. Sinai .... Blue

Barron goes into the Edison Green

Room

Dec. 30.

• • • At Del Casino's testimonial party in Leon & Eddie's on
Sunday, Jean Ellington, Jesse Block and Eve Sully, Patricia Norman,
Judy Starr, James (CBS) Appell, Neila Goodelle, Jerry Blaine,
Benny and Margie Davis, Jack Bregman, Milton Pickman with
Maria Vale, Sidney Piermont and a million music publishers (but
Shapiro, Bernstein) turned out
Speaking of early morning sports
programs
KFAB, Omaha-Lincoln, had a "Sports Across the
Breakfast Table" featuring Harry Johnson at 7:30 a.m. six days a
week, sponsored for six months
Catherine Chaloner, latest addition to the cast of Ronald Dawson's "The Yarnspinner" show on
WOL, Washington, got mike-fright when the mikes were opened
on the show this despite the fact that she's been a Broadway star
for the past two decades.
.Dawson had to hold her up for the performance and she did a grand job in the end.
.

West

•

•

CANADA

tract

Mercer McLeod, CBC program difrom Vancouver, is in Winnipeg with his wife to direct some fea-

four

rector
tures.

BBC
CBC

Christmas programs.
An hour of the weekly NBC symphony concerts conducted by Toscanini will be aired over CBC starting Christmas night.
CBC will air "Die Walkure" from
New York via NBC on Dec. 18.

Pat Goode, New Haven postmaster
and executive at WELI, was a WBRY
speaker on the local notables pro-

gram.

week

bandleaders

petrol

after

company

(not

Fame"

(a sort of "Hall of

show

in

into

the

coast's

a 52-week

tenor,

married

PADUCAH TO NEW
YORK IOn the train)
Today, 3-3:30 P.M.

WABC CBS

EST

Network

con-

go into the Hollywood....
Cocoanut Grove June 28.... Fred
.

.

.

Why? .... Mack

.

Rubinoff goes to the coast
Millar

is

doing

Billy

Rose's

now.... Benny Goodman's contract with the Penn. is until May
15
but he may leave for a few weeks' siesta .... Blue Drake, a swing
singer, goes into the Hickory House Friday .... Jean Grombach will not
publicity

—

give up his recording business

Arthur Rush of the coast's

back east

for

CBS

when he goes

artists

into

the

set-up.

legit

.

]

.

Sol Lesser had to go to a radio station (KGMB, Honolulu) for the title of Bobby Breen's next flicker, "Hawaii Calls,"
and the screen credits will include "Title inspired by Station
KGMB" ... .Station is represented by Conquest Alliance ... .Lou
Irwin is looking for talent to take to the coast with him.
.Girls on

•

•

.

KDKA,

Pittsburgh, are completing plans for their Xmas
party to be held in the studios. Each gal places her name on a slip
of paper listing three gifts she'd prefer then there'll be a drawing
the staff of

p.m.).

MRS.
Talk

—

who gives what to whom with the donor's identity a secret
packages are opened.
.The men will supply the refreshments
for the shindig ... .John L. Horgan, w.k. hotel manager, who Ripley
said remembers 1,000,000 names and faces, will be Nick Kenny's
guest tonite on his WMCA show and will give a success spiel.
Jane Withers, 20th Century-Fox juvenile star, reported being signed
by Gen. Mills for 26 weeks at $76,000 for period.
until

.

F. D.

It

ROOSEVELT

on "Let's
(NBC-Blue,

Over," Dec. 16

2:15 p.m.).

BETTY JANE ATKINSON,

violin-

on "Magazine of the Air," Dec.
23 (CBS, 3:30 p.m.).
PAULIST CHOIR, on Kate Smith
show, Dec. 23 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
ist,

OMAHA
Jack

romantic singer on
has joined Anson

Wells,

KOIL and KFOR,

Weeks' orchestra.
Larry Krell has been assigned to
read "Wig-Waggin' with Wag," new
sports program on
prepared
by Ralph Wagner.
Edward L. Brant of Chicago, United
Press radio man, came to
re-

WOW

WOW

cently to aid in new plans for the
"streamlining" station's news casts.

Echo Guiou, former KOIL dramais now in Hollywood carrying

tist,

a role in the Irene Rich program.

Norval Schneringer, who has been
doing continuity for an Omaha
agency, has rejoined KOIL and KFAB

news

writer.

KFAB

Kemmer,

Cruise

Harriet

vocalist,

now

is

featured
singing from

the coast studios of CBS.

WSOC,

Charlotte

Williams is a newly appointed
announcer, succeeding Dick Faulkner,
Cliff

who went
assistant

to

WAPI, Birmingham,

program

as

director.

The national anthem has been
adopted as the nightly sign-off.
Four colleges, one high school, two
Parent-Teachers organizations and
several

intra-school

organizations

now

air on a regular schedule over
the station.

Caswell on CBS Coast Duet

—

San Francisco

George W. Caswell
on Jan. 4 will start
"Party Bureau" with Mrs. Elsa Latta
on two CBS Pacific coast stations
(KNX and KSFO), Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 2:30-2:45 p.m.
(PST).
Long Advertising Service placed
Co.

(coffee)

account.

—

Give Your Loved Ones a Life
Policy for

.

.

Th« Cofoncl Prom Kentucky

.

bureau, accompanied Herb Rosenthal

a once-over.

to see

Colonel
Jack Major

FRED E. BAER of Ghostwriters
Bureau, on Edgar A. Guest's "It Can
Be Done," Jan. 11 (NBC-Blue, 8:30

as
air

country's leading

the

.

Garguilo,
Clara Gianini.

Red, 9 p.m.).

to

N. Y. will be Jan. 5

a Vallee turn Thursday.

of

idea) with the maestros appearing

weeks each .... Belle Baker refused
first

close

will

Shell)

calling for the life-dramatization

Freddy Martin goes

•

WEL1, New Haven

A

•

this

Allen's

Gillian, program producer for
in London, has been
loaned to
for six months. Among
his main assignments will be special

Laurence

GAN, CORA WITHERSPOON,
DOUGLAS McPHAIL, JUDY GARLAND and BETTY JAYNES, on
"Good News of 1938," Dec. 16 (NBC-

—

.

SEIFFER

INC.,
move to larger quarters at 24
Fortieth Street about Jan. 31.

Frank

•

Xmas

.

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

BEekman
ST..

NEW YORK

3 0375
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2 Philadelphia Stations

PROGRAM! REVIEWS

Licensed on Phono-Disks
(Continued from Page

WPEN
WDAS has a
ords.

"Voice of the City"

WHN

Under this O. Henry title,
at
8:30-8:45 a.m. yesterday started a
new daily series of visits to interesting places around town.
Idea is to
give New Yorkers aural glimpses of
their own city which most of them
never see, and listeners are invited
to write in and suggest places for
future visits.
First excursion was to police headquarters, where the workings were
described from the training of cops
to the making of arrests with the
help of department's radio system.

Program

was

interesting,

fairly

1)

signed for a year, while

it

(.Continued from Page 1)
a frequency of 8.655 megocycles

WCAU

Nashville Stations See

—

Campus Radio Workshop
N.

Y.

— Both

Syracuse

98%

of Buffalo

WFBL and WSYR, are cooperating with Syracuse University
Radios
in the construction of a campus radio workshop where all future uniCompleting a survey of
Buffalo
versity broadcasts will originate. The
radio set ownership and daily listenlayout will include two studios,
five years,
observation room, control room, re- ing hours for the past
Buffalo
Broadcasting
of
ception room and an office for Prof. officials
Kenneth G. Bartlett, director of uni- Corp. disclose that of the 139,860
homes here, 137,000 have radios, an
versity radio activities.
average of 98 per cent and an increase of 33.1 per cent over the 1932
Al Metcalf Laid Up
mark. An average of 4.1 listening
Pensacola, Fla.
Al Metcalf, who hours daily in 1932 has risen one
was in charge of continuity and pro- hour to a point of 5.1, an increase
duction for WCOA, has resigned and of 22.4 per cent.
will spend the next few weeks at
Officials also have predicted a sechis home in Denver recuperating ond 10 per cent broadcasting rate
elusive
ailment
from an
that prevents increase since 1932 to be effective
him from working.
Jan. 1.
This will place rates at
20 per cent above the level of eight
years ago. More modern broadcastKGFF Birthday Party
Shawnee, Okla. Elaborate prepara- ing equipment and increased contions are under way for seventh an- sumer coverage were reasons for the
niversary party of KGFF on Dec. 15. increase, they said.
Celebration will be observed all
stations,

CRA

Equipped With

—

—

—

week.

Harvard Declines Sponsorship
Cambridge, Mass.

PROGRAM DIRECTORS!
Strengthen your programs with sure-fire

comedy
Fifty cents

Syndication
Exclusive

SAM

scripts.

to

two

makes these
rights

in

dollars!

prices

your

possible.

territory.

ENTERPRISES, INC.
H. STIEFEL
1619 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Radio Script Service Department

—

Harvard Uni-

versity has declined to allow sponsorship of its 1938 home football
games although the athletic commitin
favor of the move.
tee was
'Against university policy" is said to
be the reason for the decision.

Yale-Harvard games played
Cambridge are always aired as a
tainer by the networks.

Manage

Larry Allen to

Homes

at
sus-

San Francisco

in

—

Abandonment of
San Francisco
NBC's local Artists Service some
weeks ago has led to a further extension of Consolidated Radio Artists
activities in Northern California, it
is announced by Don E. Gilman, v.p.
in charge of Western Division of

NBC.
By arrangement with Charles E.
Green, national head of CRA, Larry

Allen, formerly in charge of NBC
Artists Service here, becomes local
manager of Consolidated. Allen will
arrange and contract for radio artists

and bands

casting and public appearances.
assumes his new duties Jan. 1.

original

WCNW

Texas Ramblers,
hayloft gang, have
appear at the Patio
his

been booked to
Theater, Brooklyn, Dec.
prospective

sponsors

18.

will

Several
the

see

show.

LUCILLE
LINWOOD
"2 voices

& LANNY
GREY

and a pianny"

6 times w'kly WJZ-NBC Blue 8:45 A.M. EST
Arrangements by Lanny Grey

Management

NBC

Artists

in,

and two with Barry Wood.

Glenn Lee's orchestra is playing a
short engagement at the Texas Hotel "Den," in Fort Worth, between
the leaving of Bob McGrew's orchestra for Bermuda for a dance assignment, and the arriving of Dick Barrie's orchestra which comes in for
the holidays.
All orchestras at the
"Den" broadcast over KTAT.
Lloyd Snyder, whose orchestra airs
several times weekly over
from the Ringside Club, near Fort
Worth, has set a new long-time record for engagements at this place.
Snyder's ork has been playing at
Ringside for three months. Snyder
leaves Jan. 1, for assignments in San
Antonio and Shreveport, but is slated
to return to Ringside in the spring.

Abe Lyman's

signing to direct the
Billy
Rose's French
Casino will mark his return to night
club work after a year's absence.

orchestra

Lyman

at

continues his radio work.

Ray Block, CBS orchestra leader
and vocal coach, is rehearsing still
another choral group for a forthcoming

refrigerator

commercial.

His

"Swing Fourteen" is heard currently
on both major networks.
Larry Clinton, composer, arranger
and leader, whose new orchestra has
been a "best seller" on Victor records, yesterday signed a

management

with Consolidated Radio
Artists Inc. Prior to organizing his
own orchestra, Clinton arranged for
Casa Loma, the original Dorsey
Brothers band, Isham Jones and
Ferde Grofe. He is currently broadcasting each Thursday for Victor over
WEAF at 11:00-11:30 p.m. and on
WJZ each Saturday evening at an
contract

earlier hour.

Service

Merle

leader,

He

Tex Baker's Ramblers Booked
Tex Baker and

orchestra is now
eight times weekly
via CBS. He has three morning programs and five evening broadcasts.
These programs include three with
Ruth Carhart, three with Patti Chap-

Pitt, WNEW swing bandhad two offers to play Miami
Beach hotel engagements this winter,
but had to turn them down because
broad- of previous network commitments.

be used in

to

MURRAY'S
LYN
being heard

WBAP

NAB

had already advised the Philly
Better Publicity Break
Jack Benny had so many big laughs outlets and others not to sign agreeon his last Sunday night program that ments with NAPA.
Outfit on the
local
Nashville Change
in
the
the finish had to be chopped off some.
coast, called American Society of
newspaper situation, following forRecording Artists, has also sought to
Mae West was quite good in her license stations, but this is said to mation last week of Newspaper Printskit on Sunday night's Chase & San- be an organization for profit, where- ing Corp., will result in WSM, WLAC
born hour, but it took a lot of strain as NAPA has set itself up as a volun- and WSIX getting a better publicity
on the imagination to enjoy her even tary organization for non-profit. AFM break. Up to now, local press has
done little on radio news aside from
a third as much as seeing her on the
is also said to be in back of NAPA
screen. This despite some very neatlisting daily schedules and brief proand opposed to the ASRA.
ly fitted lines in the Arch Oboler
According to Herbert Speiser of gram notes on Sunday.
script.
Under new setup, with Nashville
the Maurice J. Speiser offices, atTennessean becoming just a morntorneys for NAPA, license for staLots of folks are beginning to look tions to play records of its members ing paper and the Banner dropping
forward eagerly to those Saturday is based on station wattage and its its Sunday edition, a daily column on
night quarter-hour chats by Linton
radio affairs, chiefly WSM's local procard rate.
personalities, will appear
Wells on CBS. He is a very satisfyhas one suit pending in grams and
NAPA
ing commentator, in speech as well
paper, while the BanFederal Court against one station, in the former
as in subject matter.
big Saturday edition
brought in the name of Paul White- ner will have a
with a radio page.
man.
Syracuse,

CCCHESTCAS
MUSIC

from

WDAS

ing sale of the disks.

Briefly

Radio Press Is Planning
Telephony News Service

the Press Wireless transmitter at
tentative agreement for
Hicksville, L. I.
three months, for fear of further
Christie emphasized that the translitigation with the NAPA. Although
mission will be purely for test pura high Penn. state court decision has
poses and will be staged under an exupheld the NAPA,
expects
perimental
license
granted
Press
that other suits pending in other
Radio by the FCC. If successful, the
states may result in a decision favorFCC will be asked to issue a permaable to radio and so adjust the sitnent license for the purpose of transuation.
mitting a new and cheaper method
WIP and WHAT, which have not of
transmitting news.
Press Wireyet signed with NAPA, have replaced
less, which has been experimenting
records with transcriptions for the
for several months with radio telepresent.
WFIL,
and KYW,
phony claims excellent results and
which do not use records, were not
that it is superior to telegraphic code
approached. KYW, however, is using
because it does not require a trained
a special series of
Victor Red
operator on the receiving end, and
Seal records on a commercial prois approximately three times as fast.

RCA
seems like a pretty early spot
to get the kind of attentiveness regram sponsored by RCA, but NAPA
quired for such features.
held that this program was promotbut

5
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Another Way to
Tell

the

KU00 Story!

6
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NEW
BRENEMAN, best known for
TOM
his "Western Home" and "Good
KNX-CBS,
new duties
as CBS pro-

Afternoon, Neighbors" on
has been transferred to

KSFO, San

at

Francisco,

ducer at that point. First chore will
be "My Secret Ambition" over CBS
Pacific Coast at 7:30-8 p.m., with the
producer also acting as emcee.

The Ritz Brothers and Ethel Mer-

man have waxed some

U Jf N

KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.: Skrudland
Photo
Service,
ETs;
Glamor Permanent
Waves, spot announcements; both through
Northwest Radio Advertising Co.

al.

Harry Fields, ex-vaudevillian who
has been active in local radio for
some time, has joined Associated Cinin a production berth.

WIP, Philadelphia: John B. Stetson (hats),
spots;
General Electric &
Supply Corp.
(radios), spots.

KYW,

Philadelphia: Procter & Gamble
music, through Blackett-Sample-

Philadelphia: Refrigeration
Sales
Training
Corp.,

&

Conditioning

Air

ETs,

Hearst Group Discusses

KHJ

has switched to International
News Service from Transradio Press.
General Manager Lewis Allen Weiss
cleared KHJ's schedule after midnight Saturday to permit of carrying
the annual DX program of the Newark News Radio Club, Newark, N. J.
The program came, however, from
WFMD, Frederick, Md., which station is on a wave-band very close to

KHJ.
Warner started a serquarter-hours last Saturday and will be heard each week on
Warner sang
that day at 7:45 p.m.
the "longest song in the world" on
the "Gilmore Circus" previously.
Harry Savoy has been added to
the regular cast of Ed Lowry's "Singtime," heard on KHJ Tuesday nights
at 7 for Fox-West Coast. Savoy takes
the vocal spot formerly held down
by Elaine Arden, who has gone East.
chief announcer,
Don Forbes,
lectured to the drama class at L. A.
Junior College last week, while Gary
Breckner spoke to the students of
Leuzinger High School.
Stanley Smith, radio emcee and
picture actor, is the new master of
ceremonies on KHJ-Music Corp. of
America "Tunetwisters."
Clarence Muse left over the weekend for personal appearances in
Sioux City, Omaha and Chicago,
booked by M. D. (Doc) Howe.
Mertens and Price Inc. report their
"Sunday Players" taken for 52 weeks
by WKRC, Cincinnati, for the Fischer
Baking Co.

WNEW, New

York:

Ferguson, Inc.

Nostane

Products

(Minervite), "The Joymakers", spots, through
Schillin Advertising Corp.
Alkine Laboratories (Flemolyn), "Make Believe Ballroom",
through Schillin Advertising Corp.

WLW,

Cincinnati:
Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning
Institute,
program
renewal,
through James R. Lunke & Associates;
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, "Myrt and Marge"
and "Hilltop House", ETs, through Benton
& Bowles.

CBS Coast Cornerstone
Will Be Laid on Jan. 11
West Coast Bureau,

1)

vice-president and managing director
of southwest and pacific coast opera-

formation about the tragedy. Jesse
Melinger of
commercial department and Paul Forchheimer of
the production staff were in the
studio at the time of the crash and
were tipped off by a friend who
notified
station and police headquarters simultaneously.

KNOW

THREE ROMEOS
THE
ing,

(Sam Cowl-

Louis Perkins and Gilbert
Jones), heard several years ago as
the Old Apple Trio over WLW, and
elsewhere, make their bow Dec. 17
on NBC's "Club Matinee." They also
will appear in other NBC programs.
Alice Hill and Madeline Morgan
have joined the cast of "Jenny Peabody." Aline Neff writes the show.
It's a girl at the Carl Wester household. Wester heads the radio production agency bearing his name.
Val Sherman,
announcer,
also is a proud pappy. He drew a

WBBM

girl,

too.

Milton
at the

Douglas

be

will

featured

Palmer House along with Shep

KSD

Los Angeles

new CBS

—

RADIO DAILY

Cornerstone of the
studios will be set in place

M. W. Wood,

NBC

sound

effects

supervisor, has resigned to join Jam
Handy Picture Corp., Detroit, as director of recording. Tommy Horan
has been named acting supervisor
here.
Bob Graham, formerly with

appropriate
ceremonies and
and civic dignitaries saying a
few words on Jan. 11, Donald W.
Thornburgh, CBS v.p. in charge of WSUI, has been added to sound
West Coast operations, announces. It effects force.
is
probable that the Sunset-Gower
Don McNeill, Annette King and
corner will receive at the same time
Jack Baker of NBC to Fargo, N. Dak.
its official designation as "Columbia
next week for a personal appearance.
Square," recently given it by resolution of the Board of Supervisors in
a two-way complimentary gesture to
WISN, Milwaukee
Columbia Broadcasting and ColumA
new
series of 39 programs makes
bia Pictures.
its debut Dec. 25 at 9 a.m. under
sponsorship of Warner-Saxe Uptown
Theater.
Titled "Robinson Crusoe
Hampton Handling Scripts
Jr.," and featuring the Mauch Twins,
"Marco Polo, the Venetian," by program will have a tieup wherein
Catherine Turney of the M-G-M each theater in the circuit will run

with

state

"One More Genius," trailers advising audience to tune in
same author, and on the WISN broadcasts.
"The
by Dorothy LawMary Ann LeMay of the dramatic
son, are among new radio scripts
continuity
departments
and
and
being handled by the David B.
Donald Weller, chief engineer, rewriting

staff;

Broadway

play, by
Black Pearl,"

Hampton

office.

cently starred in the play, "The
been signed Late Christopher Bean," presented by
through Hampton to appear in "Stella Shorewood Opportunity School.
with BBC in London, is now on the Dallas," NBC series.
KSD continuity staff here as special Kenn Randall handles the Hamp- For the eighth consecutive year,
station will exclusively air one of
feature writer.
He is writing and ton radio department.
Milwaukee's most sacred events, the
producing "Yodel's Alpine Inn."
Christmas Eve Mass at St. John's

Wright Esser at

St.

KNX

Advertising

Fields starting Tuesday.
(Continued from Page

—

KFI

music, through Courtland D.

Expansion and Programs

Robert Hollinshead, back in town tions; Neal Barrett, KOMA, Oklafrom an extended concert tour, has homa City; H. C. Burke, KTSA, San
resumed conducting the KEHE "Con- Antonio; James Pate, KNOW, Austin
heard
Monday and WACO, Waco; Bob Roberts,
Miniatures,"
cert
nights at 8.
KYA, San Francisco, and Murray
The anonymous "Little Counsellor," Grabhorn, KEHE, Los Angeles.
femme philosopher and advice-giver,
is back on KEHE with a Wednesday
KNOW's Scoop
and Friday program at 11:45 a.m.
Austin, Tex. Scooping other local
Ruth Miller Chamlee (Mme. Mario
news agencies in reporting last week's
Chamlee), lyric soprano, is making
Army airplane crash, KNOW reher West Coast radio debut over
hundreds of phone calls from
KMPC and will be heard over that ceived
appreciative listeners anxious for instation at 4 p.m. each Monday.

"Little Joe"

Classified

audition plat-

which already are on their way
East for agency and sponsor approv-

ies of

National

Agency; Chevrolet, ETs, through CampbellEwald; Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. (Super
Suds), spots, through Benton & Bowles;
Beaumont Laboratories, ETs, through H. W.
Kastor & Sons; F. A. North (Lester pianos),

;

ters

ema Studio

through

1937

IE Jf Jf

II

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C: Musterole,
"Carson Robison and his Buckaroos", ETs,
through Erwin, Wasey; Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Co., "Ginger and the Buffalo Boys," swinghillbilly
program; Seven-Up Bottling Co.,
"Adventures of Sonny and Buddy", ETs.

Gale Page, NBC artist who has
WPEN,
been heard over the network from (Oxydol),
Chicago, is out here for a screen Hummert.
test.

IB

14,

Louis

—Wright

Julie

Benell

has

Esser, formerly

WOAI, San Antonio

WREC, Memphis

Cathedral. Several other highlights
are included in the WISN program
schedule for Christmas.

Eugenia McGee, Tupelo, Miss., lyric
Hugh A. L. Halff, president, back
soprano whom WREC discovered, has from Washington on business.
moved to KMOX, St. Louis, and has
3 Shows for Jim Ameche
Lew Valentine, production manadvised friends here that she will be
Chicago
Jim Ameche, signed to
ager, also emcee of "Morning Revue,"
given two CBS spots as well as a
passed out cigars recently. It's a boy. headline the new Johnson's Wax serlocal, and likely will sing in
Carl A. Doty, promotion and mer- ies, "Attorney at Law," now has three
the St. Louis Municipal Opera. Miss
chandising manager, has returned shows. Others are "Jack Armstrong"
McGee sang on WREC's "Cheer

—

KMOX

Up
and "Grand Hotel."
Time" with Robert Sanders, baritone. from a business trip to Nashville.
Fran Carlon will be feminine lead
recently
Yvonne
Leona
Bender
had
She has been replaced by Mary
in "Attorney," with Fred Sullivan
her
nurse,
on
Leroux,
the
Quints'
Frances Keenan.
and Grace Lockwood also in it. It's
a Carl Wester production.
Ernie Nevers, football star, and "Woman's Page".
George Bolles of KMBC, Kansas
Leo Fisher, Chicago American sports
writer, spoke over station last week.

City, visited

Beeman

Fisher, station

Maughan, manager.
WREC publicity man, renewed ac- Howard Smith and Charles Boyer
quaintance after 18 years. They were of the Rogers-Smith ad agency in
on the famous Great Lakes Bulle- Chicago and Dallas, were in town
Fisher

and

tin in the

WREC

Charles

Navy.

H.

for

the deer hunting season.

will
start
Atlas Radio's
Pat Flaherty, sportscaster, inter"Ports of Call" on Jan. 2 with Mem- viewed Moon Mullins, former Notre
phis Power & Light Co. as sponsor. Dame star and new coach of Loyola.

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available to only one radio
station in each city
Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN

SLESINGER,

250 Park Avenue

INC.

New

York

lOl

STATION EXPLOITATION IDEAS
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1001

ADDITION TO

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST
#V

1000 PA4;ES of

THE

radio annual

Throughout 1938 you will find RADIO ANNUAL
on the desks of busy executives everywhere. A
ready reference worh covering radio completely.
.

.

.

distributed complimentary

Radio Daily subscribers as
part of Radio Daily Service.
to

READY SHORTLY AFTER the FIRST of the YEAR

8

Tuesday. December

RADIO DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA
Hall, new director of puband promotion at WPEN, has
organized an artists bureau and
licity

worked out plans for switching to all
English broadcasts.
has verified reports that it

days.

Jack Moyles, KSFO announcer-acSPANGENBURG and Altor, has returned from Los Angeles,
len
Timm, long time vocal
where he went on a business and favorites on WTMJ, Milwaukee, start
pleasure trip.
a
tri-weekly,
quarter-hour series,
George Magnes, former ad agency "Myrtle and Allen," on Jan. 3 for
man, has joined the sales staff of Nelson Brothers, air-minded furniture merchants of Milwaukee and
KJBS.
Chicago.
The firm's new programs
Mort Werner, KJBS singing an- are in addition to their popular "Benouncer, plans to fly to N. Y. on Dec. hind the Mike" series five times a
20 to confer with the Hot Record week.
Exchange on their acquisition of his
stock of 8100 popular recordings.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt Jr. and
Mort values his collection at 10G.

MYRTLE

One

Dr. James E. West, National Boy
includes Ted Lewis,
Benny Goodman, Jack Scout Executive, will appear together

platter

WABC

on Dec. 17 at 6:35. Negotiations for Colonel Roosevelt's network appearance as a radio commentator being carried on through
Allan Wilson of Conquest Alliance.

Teagarden, Joe Venuti, Eddie Lang, over

and

others.

KSFO

adds three half-hour live
talent shows weekly to its schedule
for Lagendorf United Bakeries in
January. Program is a combination
Byron Keath played the role of
man-in-street
and vox-pop, with Carrodo in "Death Takes
a Holiday,"
Dean Maddux at the mike and Marcia
Miller assisting on the femme angle.
Plan is to have a special mobile
truck and pick up the broadcasts
Dan Paul will air an interview with
from different grocery markets. Leon
Robert L. Ripley over WDAF on
Livingston is the agency.

KANSAS

Don

Allen, the

Dec.

15,

"Hollywood Report- man

Now
a new time.
spieling personality news via KPO
between 9:30 and 9:45 p.m. on Thursdays.
changed

er,"

1937

Manning

Janet Baird, NBC commentator and
interviewer, doing a children's program entitled "Story Store" twice
weekly over Coast Blue web on Mon-

"Fats" Waller,

14,

when

WCAU

on Saturday will open a New York office on Jan. 3,
direction of Ted located in CBS building.
Helynn Larsen, former stylist on

WNYC

presented over
afternoon under
Cott.

Cycle

Buddy Clark resumes
Thursday night

CBS

He was heard on
at 6 p.m.

his regular
series this week.

the

of

America,

joins
of the Air",

"Women's Club

replacing

Ethel

Foster.

WIP will receive
web yesterday from
Penna. Art &

a signed scroll
Science Society

in recognition of service in fostering
Pianists Al and Lee Reiser are soon the arts.
Feud between
and
slated to do a coast-to-coast series
now planning
for one of their former sponsors. continues, with
They will feature one of their own another hour of Italian and Jewish
programs, plus a special events depiano compositions each week.
partment in both foreign tongues.
Collette Lyons, Warner Bros, ac- Stations also have various other comtress and a good comedienne, is re- petitive programs.

WDAS
WDAS

ported being quietly groomed for the
She's
material.
air.

now

in

New York

WPEN

WOKO, Albany

getting

announcer, signed by
Righter & Son Coal Co. for a Sunday
morning song series. Johnny Lee is
Rose,

Billy

Willard Robison, back from vacabe heard over NBC.

pianist.

tion, will

Douglas McMullen

Walt Disney's "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" will have an air premiere on Chase & Sanborn show Dec.
19, with the various voices of the animated characters appearing "in per-

the artist on
Stories" sponsored by Dearstyne Bros.
Mary O'Neill will have 9-year-old

a series of "Let's

is

Swap

Sonny Michon on her Dec.

21

"Column

of the Air."

the believe-it-or-not son."

KTAT, Fort Worth

here for a lecture.

is

to

Trades

WCAU

KCKN

Atteberry,
general
Roy George, program director, is
Julie Benell and Noel Mills apmanager, has added Harry Kelly to peared on "Your Unseen Friend," di- laid up by a bad cold.
his sales staff. Station also has sold rected by M. H. H. Joachim, over
Len Finger, announcer, is back on
time on its "Crack o' Dawn Patrol" CBS last Saturday night.
Deal the job after being out several weeks
KJBS has started a weekly pro- to four more participating sponsors. handled by David B. Hampton office.
also due to a cold.
gram of skiing news Thursdays at
for the fourth year will
p.m.
with Clinton Bidwell feed the Stone Church Choir's "Mes8:30
speaking on snow conditions, etc. siah" to CBS on Dec. 19 under superTEDDY BERGMAN
has Oliver Kehrlein, chairman vision of P. Hans Flath,
musiof the Junior Chamber of Commerce cal director.
cordially invites advertising agencies to
winter sports committee, also Thurssent Bob Coldwell, announchear audition recordings of
days at 7: 15 p.m.
er, to Weston, Mo., with a mobile
Hal Burdick, "Night Editor" on recording unit to disk the 25th anniNBC for Cardinet Candy Co. of Oak- versary of the opening of Missouri's
land, will emcee the charity mid- first tobacco market.
Kay Irving (Gertrude Wilkerson of
night frolic for the Seattle "Times"
staff) has started a news
on December 18. He'll do his regu- the
planned exclular city room news drama the next feature over
Ellis

—

KMBC

KYA

KMBC

WHB

\muy mum

KCKN

Both
Arthur

KPO

to

work

will

have

Hal used

night from there.
on "Times."

and

KGO

Clippinger plugging his
"Better English" course with 15 minS.

ute spots after

New

Year's.

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
DOROTHEA LAWRENCE
"The mere entertainment value
a radio program is not enough.
Radio must be directed to the
growing generation of future tuner-

sively for

KCKN

women.

WCAE,

Pittsburgh

Leonard Kapner, manager, now
honeymooning with the former Dorothy Yellig of Pittsburgh. Will be
back at his desk tomorrow.
Station has introduced narrator to
interpret Roman Catholic services

from Sacred Heart Church. The role
is being handled by Clifton Daniel,
former chief announcer and now pro-

gram

A

)Puppet Parade
Ian innovation in the juve'nile radio program field

King Peter
The Perfect^
Terrible

An

original fantasy with music
especially for child
} appreciation,
and sound effects
the like of which have never
I

composed

I

been

heard

on

the

airwaves.

Trapeze

The Thinker

director.
series for the

layman is being plotted under the auspices of the
Allegheny County Bar Association.
law

Featuring

TONY SARG

of

inners, too.

opinion

the

humble
program
way for a

In this artist's

outstanding

which does pave the
greater intelligent and
tive

generation

of

appreciaradio listeners

and furnishes the finest entertainment is the priceless music-appreciation radio course under the direction of Dr. Walter Damrosch."

WBAL,

Baltimore

in Every Broadcast
THE GREATEST RADIO PROGRAM
EVER DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN

A

weekly Camera Club program,
handled by John S. Rowan and Carl
Emery, has been set in a Sunday
spot.

Katherine Dierken spoke on "How
to

Write for Radio" before American

Penwomen.

Two

insurance companies, a book
shop, a meat concern and a charitable organization have taken time
on "Plaza 4900."

Sensational Promotional Tie-Up

A

Recorded Audition Ready

for

Your Approval

Produced by

SOUND MASTERS,

TEDDY BERGMAN, Program Director
1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Tel.:

BRyant 9-2463

I

N C

The National Daily Newspaper
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NO.
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Gardner Nursery on 246 Stations
looking
On
AND

H

•

••

LISTENING

LATITUDE

Though

it

seems

Much
for

New

Spring Drive to Include 15-Minute
Programs and Daily 5-Minute Spots
Through Northwest Agency

G. M.

Miss Hyla Kiczales has been made
and WBIL
have general manager of
anemic in New York and WPEN, Phila-

WOV

to

mummery
by

WOV-WBIL-WPEN

IN

aroused a bit of
controversy here and there, this department cannot imagine anyone who has
reached the age of reason, in the lively
world of today, being in any way offended by the Mae West performance on
last Sunday's Chase & Sanborn Hour.
While a little leeway obviously was
granted Miss West, there was nothing
objectionable in her
listener supplied it
imagination.

HYLA KICZALES NAMED

unless the
exerting his own

delphia, to fill the vacancy resulting
from the recent death of John Iraci.
Miss Kiczales entered radio in 1928

with
later

when he bought WGL,
renamed WOV. Change in manIraci

will
not interfere with
of the stations, which specialize in Italian language programs.

policy

WOW

has been poked at radio
catering down to a 12-year-old in-

May Ask
J.

Gillin

Jr.,

tainment.
But radio must be allowed to
The industry should not have

beclouded and

its

Foster May, newscaster, Paul Mcgrow up. Donald and Joe Herold,
engineers,
its

vision

were fined $10 and costs each on
courage nipped by the Dec. 8 at Miami, Mo.
They were
little
teapots that are arrested on charges which
developed

tempests in
started by chronic crusaders.
big

(Continued on Page 3)

—

—

With the AFM-IRNA deadline
reached today, the former organization will allow at least two days'
grace before taking any action on an
extension of time on the strike issue,
declaring the Plan of Settlement in

Co.,

of

this

Osage,
its

city,

la.,

new

will

spring

campaign starting Jan. 17. Fifteenminute programs and daily fiveminute spots will be used for 13
weeks, with 26-week contracts being
signed on a few stations where
weather conditions are particularly
favorable, according to Edwin A.
Kraft,
general
manager of the

agency.

BRISTOL-MYERS BOOSTING

1938 ADVERTIS1NCBUDGET

making any

definite arrangement whatever. President Jos.
stated that
N. Weber of the
150 contracts were now held in escrow, with approximately 50 en route
offices and Ernst &
to both the
Ernst. Out of 93 telegrams sent out
asking locals and stations how they

operation, or

AFM

AFM

Bristol-Myers Co. yesterday revealed a 5 per cent increase in 1938
advertising budget which will be devoted to additional radio programs.
First new show under increased budget is "For Men Only" which begins
over NBC on Jan. 10.

(.Continued on Parte 3)

J.

B.

Williams

to Start

New Show Over

Dick

McBroom

Mutual

J. B. Williams Co. (shaving preparations) through J. Walter Thompson, on Jan. 3, will start "True or
False"
on three Mutual stations
(WOR. WGN, WLW). 10-10:30 p.m.
Program will consist of two teams
of eight which will endeavor to outquiz each other.

D. C. G.

tators.

Northwest Radio

Inc.

use 246 stations for

2-DAY GRACE ON STRIKE

House

By comparison with published literaLohr at White
ture, including both books and magaWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
zines, to say nothing of newspapers and
even the cleaned-up movies, radio is so president, was dinner guest of Presispick-and-span that millions of listeners dent and Mrs. Roosevelt at the White
already want to scream at so much House last night.
Lohr, here for a
goody-goody hoke.
three-day visit with network and
Although the professional moralists, government officials, will confer with
like poor relations, are always on the FCC
Chairman Frank R. McNinch
doorstep, radio can take a good deal today or tomorrow, and will be host
more elbow room without overstepping to 82 WRC-WMAL employees at
the bounds of propriety
and it should Wardman Park Hotel tomorrow night.
do so regardless of narrow-minded agi-

Co.

minute

AFM WILL ALLOW IRNA

man-

ager of WOW, owned by Woodmen
of the World Life Insurance Society,
If that level is to be raised, more latitold RADIO DAILY his station probtude must be granted in broadcasting
ably would appeal to FCC for a
adult material.
ruling on the "free air" issue. WOW's
This is not an argument for use of
action depends on outcome of a disstrong or indecent language on the air,
trict court hearing in January at
nor for subjects that are clearly in bad
Marshall, Mo., in which an appeal
taste.
will be heard on the fining of three
On the contrary. Radio Daily definitely station
employes
on
trespassing
wholesome
enteradvocates clean and
charges.

—Through

Gardner Nursery

line for air time.

telligence.

Seattle

Advertising

The Los Angeles Times goes on
KNX with a 13-week series of 15-

Ruling

Issue of "Free Air'

Omaha — John

Paper Buys Time

dramatizations,
starring
First time on record for a
Jan. 7.
L. A. newspaper to lay it on the

agement

On

ridicule

L. A.

to

Head

Blair Seattle Office
Chicago

— John

Blair,

head of rep

firm bearing his name, has appointed
Dick McBroom to head new office being opened Jan. 1 in Seattle.
Mc-

Broom

has handled sales and sales
promotion here. Kay Beckman takes
over inside promotional activities,
while Dave Wilburn, formerly with
WLS, will handle outside contacts

National Biscuit Expanding
Program from

Jail

—

Chicago WJJD yesterday started a daily series titled "Sentenced
Men" from the warden's office in
the Cook County Jail. A psychologist

will participate,

and selected

be interviewed to
bring out the causes for their getting into
difficulties.
A round
table on crime also will be part of
program.
prisoners

will

On

Coast-to-Coast Network

International Broadcasts
Register Sharp Increase

—

Chicago
National
Biscuit
Co.,
through McCann-Erickson, is expanding "Dan Harding's Wife" serial,
International broadcasts increased which has run on
here for a
sharply the past year, with NBC year, to 13 NBC-Red stations from
sending 1,434 programs abroad and

WMAQ

the east to Denver and down into
receiving 472 from other parts of
the world in the first 10 months of Texas starting Jan. 3 at 9:45 a.m. A
1937, while CBS aired 290.
In 1936, transcribed version also will go on
NBC sent only 184 programs abroad.
(Continued on Page 3)

South Mountain Group
Three NBC stations. KTSM, El
KOB, Albuquerque, and
Paso;
KGHF, Pueblo, effective Jan. 3
will be known as the south mountain group.
KOB will no longer
be available to Pacific coast NBC
webs. Line from Los Angeles has
New group Is
been taken out.
KTSM
being fed out of Denver.
joins NBC on Jan. 1.

Wednesday, December

RADIO DAILY:
New

Dramatic Program
Into Pond Spot

WABC, WBNX Technicians

Going

Get

AGRAP

Closed Shop

cominG

j

Pond's on Jan. 4 will start a new
series of dramatic programs in its
Vol. 2. No. 117
Wed., Dec. 15, 1937 Price 5 Cts. Tuesday 8-8:30 p.m. spot on the NBCBlue network.
Program, entitled
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
"Those We Love," a serial on modern
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Editor American life, will take the place of
show, "Husbands and
MARVIN KIRSCH
Business Manager the current
Wives."
:

:

:

:

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York.
X. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order

communications
to
RADIO
Broadway. Xew York, N. Y.
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336. 7-6337, 7-6338.
Cable address: Filmdav, New York. Hollv
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Address

all
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday. Dec. 14)

Net

Low

Close

1465/8 1453A
173/8
17
425/8
413/8

145%

High

Gen.

Electric

6%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart

Warner

Westinghouse
Zenith

17

48%

10V8

10

6%
49

16V2

15

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg

Carlson

WCLE

'A
l/

1

'/4

'/2

Indians

— WCLE yesterday

exclusive

contract
Cleveland Indians'

home games

in

signed
broadcast the

to

American League
with General
Jack Graney will

1938,

Mills as sponsor.

be at mike. If commercial'; confli"t,
Sames can be switched to WHK, sister station.

WKY

Had

Its

Best

station

PURNELL COULD, commercial manager of
sound techni- WFBR,
Baltimore, to Chicago for executive comaccording to Pres. Roy Lang- mittee meeting of Sales Managers' Association

of
Oct.

AGRAP.

all

to

Pact

is

retroactive

Coulter and Lawrence Lowman.
Sound effects men will receive threeweek vacation under the agreement
with sick leave pay and preferential
lass

No complaint

has been filed yet by re-employment in case of discharge.
the Song Writers Protective Ass'n in Similar privileges of the standard
connection with the two suits brought Guild agreement are in effect.
against Irving Berlin Inc. and Jack
Contract was also closed by AGRAP
Mills Inc. The two subpoenas were with
for its announcers. Minserved last week through the SPA imum scale is $35 weekly, with inattorney, John Schulman of the Hays, crease this year up to 16 xk per cent
St. John, Abramson & Schulman of- and 14 per cent next year.
Other
Conference was held last night provisions include 40-hour week, arfices.
by attorneys representing different bitration in case of discharge, closed
factions and members of the SPA shop, and other items.
in effort to bring about a common
Meeting of the national represenground for reorganization basis suit- tatives of AGRAP, which was schedSuits uled for last Friday, was postponed
able to all types of writers.
pending are to seek a clarification on until Friday Jan. 10, due to many
copyright angles.
members being on sick leave.

Utah Power ET Series

Year

WKY

radio advertising.

Local production of live shows has
increased fully 50 per cent with
WKY. Independent surveys by the
station also revealed radio buying
power in this area on the increase.

Signs

WNEW

Communications

American

Johnny

W

\

\

WNEW

Salb,

WLW

1§_

OFFERS
I

I

KSfP

BUDDY ROGERS, now
Chicago

in

from

a

New

the

arrives

Florida

York

New York

in

Theater

BOOMERANG ALWAYS COMES
BACK WITH A RETURN SAIL
A

FOR

YOUR

use

Mf At os

SALES RETURNS

FRED
and

WEBER,

then

on

MBS

affiliates

will

be

there.

0.
Tex.,

L.

is

in

aboard
DR.

TAYLOR,

III.

president of

Queen

Mary

KGNC,

Symphony Orchestra,

WONS

wife

his

for

sails

in

WGES
(In the heart of Chicago)

WBNX
IGD0

NEW
YORK

WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

Ike. Station tluU

SpeaJu 1/ouA £anaua<fe.

today

sail

Europe.
of the Toronto

Europe

for

today.

spend the holidays
Chicago with his family and will broadcast
Dec. 24 program from WBBM.
will

HAROLD FELLOWS, manager

of

WEEI,

is

in

his

in

town.

David Ross Married
CBS

Marriage of David Ross,
nouncer,

to

Beatrice

Pons,

anradio

a few weeks ago, was revealed yesterday.
actress,

STATION
••• • •••
• •

\i

••_

•••
•

•••

•

•••••
•••

•••••••V

NEW YORK
Serving New York
and New Jersey

accounts

Chicago

Amarillo,

few days.

a

HEINZ UNGER, conductor

TONY

the

Year

the Yankee

president of

in

the

New

town.

New York for
RICHARD TAUBER and
is

Mutual,
Chi-

for

visit

California.

in

JOHN SHEPARD

of

town today
west coast to
Christmas and

left

the

to

observed

network,

manager

general

WEBER

MRS.

cago,

.•:
First in local

Dec.
at
four

CHARLES KULLMAN goes to New Haven to
sing at Woolsey Hall on the Yale campus with
the University Clee Club on Dec. 20.

1/

RECEPTION V

on
for

weeks.

• • • •

LIFELIKE

for

He opens Dec. 29

trip.

Paramount

•••••

MMOwAoOMRMG

leaves

open next week-end

to

Inn.

FRED WARING,
26

the east,

in

few days

a

the College

at

Ass'n

(formerly ARTA) has signed with
giving technicians a closed
shop, wage increases of 15 to 55 per
cent, 40-hour five-day week, vacaKSL Players, under direction of tions and holidays with pay, sick
Louise Hill Howe, are in production, leave with pay, insurance and 7 cents
Glenn Shaw announces. Wax cut by a mile on use of car while on comJames Keysor Sound of Salt Lake. pany business, establishment of a
writing by Kimball Jack. grievance committee, and other conScript
Series titled "Adventures of Reddy cessions. Agreement runs to Oct. 1,
Kilowatt" ties in with electrical ser- 1938.
vice and merchandising campaign.
A somewhat similar contract, except for increases and a 40-hour sixday week, is expected to be signed
Godfrey Signs Johnny Salb
swing organist heard today with WOV-WBIL.

with Arthur Godfrey, who airs for
closing year Barbasol over WOR-Mutual. WHNwas the best season in the history of
and WABC, has been signed
officials state.
In as a permanent feature of the shows.
the station,
past six months, station has added
10 new large accounts who never
used radio before and each has thorNORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
oughly endorsed the effectiveness of

Oklahoma City — The

ACA

—

Salt

NAB.

of the

1

discussions on the matter. CBS was
represented by M. R. Runyon, Doug-

Lake City For contemplated
use over stations in its service area,
Utah Power & Light Co., consistent
radio user over KSL, is engaged in
a large spot transcription promotion.
Inc. Series of 64 one-minute shots with
8

For General Mills
Cleveland

1

-j-

7

to Air

8

Asked

16'/?

15%

i/

15

104'/,,

163,4

Corp

1%

Bid

106'/2
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covering

and affecting
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A

cians,

ham

CBS

with

tract

WABC

understood will originate in Holly- tional substantial blanket increases
wood.
If
this happens J. Walter to the staff during the life of the
Thompson will have all its large agreement.
Closed shop will prevail and this
shows originating from the coast.
Vallee show goes west after the Jan. is considered a feature concession by
AGRAP which held long bargaining
6 broadcast.

By Song Writers Ass'n

Gome

and

American Guild of Radio Announcers & Producers has signed a con-

and runs to May, 1939.
Terms of the agreement include: a
Agnes Ridgway will write the 40-hour five-day week, minimum
script for the new show, which it is scale of $50 and provision for addi-

Complaint Not Yet Filed

1937
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1)

the matter, 90 replied that
they were negotiating.
At this rate, Weber was of the
opinion that progress was fairly satisfactory considering the comparatively short time allotted in which
to complete these negotiations. However, he said that the only thing that
would hold up the deal with IRNA
would be a vast difference in the
iii

—Everybody

developing a sweet tooth
as a result of "The Christmas Candy Program" launched over KELO the
past week. Handled by Roch Ulmer, special events announcer, the show
picks names from city directory and listeners hearing their names on
program get a five-pound box of candy by calling at sponsor's place of
Sioux Falls,

stood

NAT'L BISCUIT EXPANDING

KELO's Christmas Specials

AFM WILL ALLOW 1RNA
2-DAY GRACE ON STRIKE

3

RADIO DAILY
S. D.

in the city is

ON COAST-TO-COAST WEB
(Continued from Page

Results

see Santa Claus

was

so

person at the store on Saturday. At 10 a.m. the store
that Santa could hardly get in.

in

1)

other stations until time can be
cleared for them.
Ken Robinson, NBC continuity
editor, writes the show, featuring
Isabel Randolph, Loretta Poynton
and Merrill Fugit. Local results have
27

have far exceeded expectations.
Another program that had the local folks "in the aisles" was a onetime Friday announcement for Kresge Dollar Store stating that kids could
business.

packed with youngsters

been excellent.

WOW

May Ask

More Weekly Shows
Added By Zeke Manners

Ruling

Six

Rising Star to Get Award
Eugene List, 18-year-old pianist,
Thus if
$1,500,000 to be expended.
will receive a $500 cash award next
the sum fell short by several hun(Continued from Page 1)
Community Opticians, sponsoring Sunday night on the "Rising Musical
dred thousand dollars, it would not during a national cornhusking con"Five-Star Final" on WMCA, signed Stars" program over NBC at 10 p.m.
be declared operative.
Marshall.
The three men Zeke Manners and his Gang of hill- as winner of the last three-week
Contracts sent in to the AFM will test at
cycle. Florence Easton will present
billies for six half-hours a week,
be taken home and studied by Weber drove their mobile unit near scene
the award. Guest performer of the
5:45-6:15
p.m.,
bringing
Manners'
memwith
meeting
before he holds a
of contest to test equipment. They
will
be Eudice Shapiro,
total
of sponsored shows to 17^ evening
bers of the IRNA Special Advisory were ordered off and were told WIBM
violinist, pupil of Efrem Zimbalist.
hours
weekly
on
WMCA
and
Interare
Committee. Many stations who
had all broadcast rights. May "cov- City, exclusive of his Sunday 15not IRNA members have negotiated
"Ports of Call" for WJAR
ered" the contest from a nearby minute spot on WNEW and his three
with the AFM locals, Weber said.
Another Morris Plan sponsorship
15-minute transcriptions heard on
farm.
Some stations which failed to fill out
Other sponsors of "Ports of Call", ET series produced
contends this contest was over 170 stations.
the IRNA questionnaire and received
include Consolidated Drugs, Madison by Atlas Radio Distributing Corp.,
an allocation of expenditures based of widespread public interest and it Personal Loan,
Madonna Tomato has been placed on WJAR, Provion their spot card rate have discov- was a violation of public policy for paste and Journal of Living.
dence, to start in February. Kasperany
one
station to "sew up" the
the
triple
sometimes
is
this
ered that
Gordon, Boston, who represent the
broadcast right.
gross
of
of
allocation
5V
2
proposed
Atlas eastern sales outlet, Criterion

On

Issue of "Free Air'

WOW

!

receipts less commissions. These outlets have requested the usual alloca-

Radio Productions, set the deal.
Theater for Toscanini
Brighten Up Early Hours
tion as worked out by IRNA.
NBC will rent the Center Theater
Ardmore, Okla. KVSO is concenWestern Electric Dividend
trating on early morning audiences, for at least the first two Toscanini
A dividend of 90 cents a share on
Pickering Organizes Forum
with "The Tune Tusslers" moved in- broadcasts, which start Dec. 25. Heavy the common stock was declared yes"The Citizens' Forum", for the dis- to opening spot at 7 a.m. in place demand for tickets makes it impos- terday by Western Electric, payable
cussion of problems dealing with the of Bible Class for a half-hour hill- sible to use the 1,200 seat studio 8H.
Dec. 28 to holders of record Dec. 24.
life and laws of New York and the billy
variety show. "Musical Clock"
organized
been
has
whole,
a
as
nation
follows with popular music, time sigby Baxter Pickering of Rockefeller nals, news, weather forecasts, etc.,
CRP
committee
advisory
an
With
Plaza.
7:30-8:30 a.m.
Preliminary surveys
the
women,
and
men
of prominent
show reaction good.
forum will hold weekly gatherings,
be
to
proceedings
with part of the

—

YOU'RE

available for broadcast.

Mid-West Recordings Expands
Minneapolis—With appointment of
Louis M. Knopp as general manager
in complete charge of sales, MidWest Recordings Inc. launches an
expansion program. President Harold
Field continues as production head
under new setup.

—

UNLESS YOU BOAST SPECIAL COVERAGE
IN

above previous periods with available time between 6 p.m. and 10 p.m.
at only an hour and a half per week.
Morning spots are jammed with most
open time in afternoon periods.

NEW YORK
CONTINENTAL RADIO PRESS.

INC.
"The Supplementary News Service"

Additional facilities are being installed for

making

along with other

new equipment and

additional floor

space.

ACTS AS YOUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
NEWS CAPITAL OF THE NATION

acetate recordings,

including air checks,

LISTEN

Success of the idea-creating

department is prompting company to
form a Hollywood production unit
and to open sales offices in Chicago.

"B" Stock Retired
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington— Another 2,260 shares

9 to 9:15

RCA

RCA

TRANS

c

MITTING

NEWS BY RADIO TELEPHONY

R

NOW

CHRISTIE

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
There's

PUNCH!

P
THRU' FRIDAY

EASTERN STANDARD TIME

A.M.

WIRE

IE IV

•
FIRST EXPERIMENT IN

—

8.655

5 to 5:15

Some

New

WHB

Company

Hat

Been Advertising On
— For

in,,.

I,-

,r

.

I,,,!,,

I,

data, teli-phnr,lo Hurrlaon UU1, collect, or wiro

DON DAVIS

President,

KANSAS

^/""""N

I

to

576 FIFTH AVE.

yCRPy
CH
THE PERFECT SUPPLEMENT
TO THE PERFECT NEWSCAST

information,

—

CITY, MISSOURI

CITY.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

WHB"

• • Kansas City's Dominant Daytime
Station affiliated with Mutual, hRH the
Andlenoe, but no nutionnl Kpnuntetlra.

P.M.

MEGACYCLES

IS EXCLUSIVE TO ONE STATION IN A
MODERATE MONTHLY RETAINER FEES.

T. L.

EQUIPMENT..

THE

THIS SERVICE

discloses.

NEW

IN

TO THE

THE FREQUENCY

"B" stock has been either
retired by purchase or exchanged
for $3.50 preferred shares and comto the
mon, a special report by

SEC

—

MONDAY

RCA

of old

IT COMING THE NEWS

KOMA

Business Good at
Oklahoma City Business at KOMA
during past six months has been

CRP

4-5800
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GWEJT-BNG
E.

T.

CAMPBELL

department

tion

Detroit,

Inc.,

of the produc-

Brace

of

is

the

Beemer

Notice of
daughter.
rived during the program,
Comes to Life," over WJR.

"News

CHARLES DANIEL FREY

agency,

Chicago, has landed the Blatz Brewing account of Milwaukee effective
Spots now being used
Jan. 1, 1938.
in southwest.

ALMON BROOKS WILDER,

for-

merly executive v. p. of Simmonds
& Simmonds, has joined Chicago office of L. W. Ramsey Co.

CHARLES REYNOLDS, formerly
with Prettyman Publishing Co. and
Certain-teed Products, has joined
Burnet-Kuhn Advertising Co., Chicago, as copywriter and contact man.
NATE PUMPIAN of Henri, Hurst
& McDonald will concentrate on account executive work now that Frank
Ferrin has become radio director.
Pumpian, who is director of media,
also temporarily was director of radio.

WASEY

ERWIN,

AL SHEAN in scene from "Father
Malachy's Miracle," on Kate Smith
program, Dec. 16 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

father of a
the birth ar-

& CO., Chicago,

will handle the advertising for Trix,
new corn food of New Foods Inc.,

•

•

•

Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out

some unknown reason
us

New

Yorkers

the wavelengths this past semester

romantic

the

of

voice

of

have deprived

—who

Al Shayne

of

seasons has had the local femme hearts throbbing on the

theme song .... Never a network

For

turn):

many

for

first

note of

Shayne, sponsored by a fur
shoppe, had a larger local public than many a network show .... When
his

he bowed

for

off

sponsor

the

—the

star,

show never returned

—

—leaving

many

wondering what had happened including this pillar! If he is
able to attract so large a public to a local outlet imagine what he'd
do if heard in 48 states and the Dominion. Al may be a "little off the cob"
as a singer but if that's what the public wants, who are the entertainment suppliers of the networks to say no?.... From the west coast (and
by way of United Airlines) comes this anecdote which is apropos of the
listeners

—

—

Solly Volinsky

nation's present status:
his

mania

"You're

A

and said

A

song

short

for

titles,

Sweetheart", "Once In

that

Soldier"

if

was

was

A

While",

Robbins were around when
submitted

—Jack

and

discussing Jack Robbins

such as "Smiles", "More Than Ever",
etc.,

to

"I Didn't

a group
Raise

Boy

title

to

to

Be
just

BELLMAN JONES,

publicist

for

boy.

FRANK SHARPE

has resigned
the radio department of J.
Stirling Getchell Inc. to join the new
magazine "Picture" as general man-

from

ager.

GERTH KNOLLEN

agency, Los
Angeles, will handle account of SoilOff Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal. (cleaning
-

Radio will be used in five
fluid).
western states next year, but details
are not set.
KENYON & ECKHARDT INC. has
leased the entire fifth floor of building at 247 Park Ave., increasing their
present floor space.

• • • Leon F. Drews, local organist, who does a daily 15minute show on KOIN, Portland, Ore., will broadcast his l,000t/i
program for the sponsor next month having spent 250 hours or
more than 10 days at the console. .. .Jack Harris of WSM looks
forward to getting some real radio publicity in Nashville now that
the newspaper setup in that city has changed and more space will
be given radio news
William P. Moloney has resigned from the
WOR press dept. to become director of publicity for Kated Inc.,
the Kate Smith and Ted Collins radio firm
Bill was with WOR
for 18 months, coming from the old Bob Taplinger office
No
successor has been appointed
Harold Stein, fotografer to Radio's
Royalty, was renewed on his MBShow for the fourth consecutive

—

On his "Color Camera" show he'll bring Benay Venuta,
Eleanor Sherry, Ann Grady, Mary Jane Walsh and many others.
year.

Ad Club

•

•

Discovered

Broadway

— that

Richard Himber didn't pay

— because

Himber" .... Why Eddie Cantor

if

he had,

still

it'd

that sign of

for

read thusly: "MR. Richard

On his past two shows
many of the laughs for this
than when he was heard before

rates

we've heard a
program though

sky scheduled to be guest speakers.
Walter Winchell is also set to speak

program regardless who says the punch-lines .... Banjo-Eyes lifted Parkyakarkus from oblivion to stardom among others, and will shortly do the
same for Gordon using the method he is now.

other commitments permit.

Slight Exaggeration
a recent item about the birth
girl to Francis Chamberlin of
of
department
the
commercial
WMPS, Memphis, it was stated that
In

of

a

makes his fourth daughter.
The
Fact is, it's only his first.
other three Chamberlin girls belong
to Francis' brother, Mallory, also
The Chamberlin
of the radio fold.
freres insist they are not trying to
compete unfairly as a team with
Eddie Cantor.
this

LORD, on "We,

new

comic

who has

gotten

his lines weren't funnier

on the Milton Berle show. However, his speeches were longer and Cantor
permitted Bert ("Count Mischa Moody") to bask in the applause and
laughs that followed.

...

Cantor knows Bert

is

funnier

and

is

helping the

—

•

•

Warren Sweeney, WJSV, Washington announcer, who

•

handles remote dance shows, has discovered a

way

to

take the

starch out of a dignified dance crowd. With bandleader Paul Kane,
he announced a "musical comb" contest and wound up with "spin
the bottle" to the delight of the audience

manager

WNBX,

of

NORTON BROTHERTON,

who

—

As his dad's face turned purple and the studio audience exploded,
the kid answered "I 'pee-pee'd' in daddy's car"!

—

editor of

Rising Tide, on Vivian Shirley program, today (WNEW, 2:30 p.m.).

HENRY FONDA,
wood

Parade,"

on "Your Holly-

(NBC-Red,

tonight

10 p.m.).

HELEN JEPSON and
BJOERLING on General

JUSSI
Motors

hour, Dec. 19 (NBC-Blue, 8 p.m.).

GENEVIEVE TAGGARD,

poet,

and

seven others in Edgar Lee Masters'
"Spoon River Anthology", tonight

American

hockey

EDDIE WISEMAN,

team,

star

player,

and
on

Dick Fishell's "Sports Resume", today

(WMCA,

6:30 p.m.).

Arrested for Interference
RADIO DAILY
Washington
Thirty-nine business
men and other citizens have been
Washington Bureau,

—

summoned

appear

to

in police court

Winchester, Virginia to answer
charges of creating a nuisance by operating electrical devices which, it is
in

produce electrical interference with radio reception.

alleged,

Two Shows Add

Station

Cities Service on Friday will add
program. Lucky
WIRE to its
to its
Strike today will add
NBC-Warner Bros. show. Both ac-

counts

are

KARK

handled

by

Lord

&

Thomas.

KCKN Adding
Kansas

City,

Educationals

Kan.

— Experiments

in

educational broadcasts (produced by
Wyandotte High School) over KCKN
for the last three and a half months
have been so successful that station
will add two more schools, according
to Ellis Atteberry, g.m.

UNIVERSAL
School

Complete
and

College

RE-

CORDER.

Phil Hoffman, station

Springfield, Vt., submits this "Radio Classic":

plays Santa on the station, has a magic machine
that rings if a child has been good and buzzes if the brat's been
naughty. The other day Nick put a letter from a IVz-year-old thru
the machine and when the bell didn't ring, Nick asked the kid why.

Nick Carter,

the

(CBS, 7:30 p.m.).
GLENDA FARRELL with Tyrone
Power in "Vanity and Some Sables,"
Dec. 19 (NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

tops:

The Advertising Club will celebrate "Commentator's Day" at their
tomorrow with Lowell
luncheon
Thomas, John B. Kennedy, Boake
Carter, Gabriel Heatter, Upton Close,
Johannes Steel and George E. Sokol-

if

on George Jessel

(Mutual, 6 p.m.).

NBC

himself on

at

PHILLIPS H.
People," Dec. 16

of

•

Commentator Day

POLLY MORAN,
program, Dec. 19

(WQXR, 9:45 p.m.).
RED DUTTON, coach and manager

"Don't Go!".

Chicago.

Reincke, Ellis, Youngreen & Finn
agency, Chicago, is the father of a

Dec. 23 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).

of listeners,

My

would have shortened the

MADGE EVANS and BASIL
RATHBONE, on Bing Crosby show,

Simple

t

o

operate.

Results guaranteed.

Recording Division

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood,

Calif.,

Ltd
U.S.A.
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Al If
One

•

PEEJDNALITIEJ

of a Series of Who's

Who

•

Industry

in the

MEREDITH WILLSON
MEREDITH
HAY, announcer, who has introduced Amos 'n' Andy since

vision,

BILL

they started on the air more than
eight years ago, will go along with
them when the blackface team starts

work

for their

new

Soup, on Jan.

bell

sponsor,

Camp-

3.

The Union Oil "Thrills" has been
renewed for another 52 weeks on

NBC
18.

Pacific Coast Red, effective Jan.
David Broekman continues to

supply the music, and Carlton KaDell and Gayne Whitman remain as

announcer and narrator, respectiveLord & Thomas account, with
the thrills and scripts supplied by
American Radio Features.

ly.

The Roma Wine Co. "Toast of the
Town," Sundays at 9-9:30 on CBS
Pacific Coast, made an almost unannounced switch from San Francis-

to KNX here with
Sunday's airing.
Built around
an orchestra, emcee, and femme vocalist, Charles Vanda, CBS program
chief, learned Friday night that he
had it on his Sunday schedule.
Gene Inge has inaugurated a policy of interviewing radio executives
on his Monday night "Take the Air"
reviews on KFWB. Charles Vanda,
CBS western program head, led off
for Gene, who gave his citation for
noteworthy performance of the week
to Leo Forbstein for his outstanding
musical contribution to the initial
Warner "Your Hollywood Parade"

co

origination

last

WILLSON. General Music Director of NBC's Western Diis a musician by training and a showman by instinct. From

his headquarters in the NBC Hollywood studios, he directs musical
Western Division, arranges programs, writes music, lyrics

activities in the

and sometimes whole acts, directs his orchestra, and still has time to plan serious orchestral

was a budding

went east at
Then he studied the flute,
spent three years learning composition and
harmony. John Philip Sousa hired him as a
flute soloist, and he traveled with the famous
band for three seasons. After his experience
with Sousa, and a short period in the Rialto
Theater orchestra, directed by Hugo Riesen
feld, he joined the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra, playing under Toscanini, Damrosch.
age

of

Lord & Thomas

is

in

esman Wythe Walker of WIND
vt over some fast salesmanship over
e weekend.
Slightly more than 12
hours before Austin High-Memphis
''ational High School football chamoionship game was to be aired as
5a

pianist until he

is

of

WGN

14.

and

is doing the Lady
commercials while Basil

Hollywood.
Jack Burnett.
sports writer
and publicist, is vacationing at home.
Salesmanager H. R. Makelim and

:ustainer they sold
of Chicago.
Russ
play by play.
Prolific

and

versatile

in the musical field...
Furtwaengler and others.
Willson visited Seattle, and remained to direct a broadcasting system
there. Next the movies interested him.
When he returned to radio, he combined his orchestra, radio and movie experience, and became known for
his development of coast radio shows.
Five years ago he was first heard
on the "Carefree Carnival." His direction and arrangements were features
of "Show Boat" for 18 weeks.
Now his orchestra is heard on the Maxwell
House's "Good News of 1938" and on "Signal Carnival."
Willson builds a show just as an author writes a story. He uses lyrics,
music, action and dialogue to tell a complete story. He is the author of a
bock. "What Every Young Musician Should Know," has composed a symphony, is equally at home in planning topical and comedy numbers, stands
six feet tall

Esther

Loughrane

works.
Willson was born May 18. 1902.
Twelve
years later he was a full-fledged conductor,
leading the Mason City, la., orchestra.
He
the

PHIL STEWART

married.

to Willys

it

Co.

Hodges did the

Dick Wells, announcer-actor, who
a candid camera bug, is giving all
acquaintances a Christmas card
which contains an unposed snap of
the person to whom card is adis

dressed.
Forrest Lewis, free lance actor, to

Knightstown,
trade a

Ind.,

where he

home he now owns

is
to
for the

which he was born.
is
making several pickups
during its Dinner Bell program from
the American Farm Bureau convention at Hotel Sherman this weekend.
one

in

WLS

Everett Mitchell, senior NBC announcer, confined to home with an

NEW ORLEANS

OKLAHOMA

attack of laryngitis.

CITY
Fort Pearson, NBC announcer, ill
Paul Buenning, KTOK program di- for a week at home, removed to
J.
D. Bloom, chief engineer of
rector,
is
also
doing a noon announc- Mercy Hospital for observation.
WWL, thinks he's made a record of
some sort. One of the big tubes blew ing stretch.
for Lucky Strike.
Wendell Hall and family plan to
United Press radio news teletype motor to Florida for Christmas.
Caswell Coffee becomes a KNX and he claims he got it replaced in
service started yesterday at KTOK,
Ransom Sherman, pinch-hitting for
and KSFO account with a new pro- four minutes and 45 seconds.
with 10 newscasts daily.
Don McNeill on "Breakfast Club"
gram set for 2:30-2:45 Tuesdays,
Eugene Katz, station national adErville C. Sutton Jr., son of the
while McNeill is on personal apstarting January 24.
continuity and publicity man, pearance
vertising representative, was in town,
tour.
C. B. DeMille will be cut into his
appointed a second lieut. in army inLux Theater program from New Or- looking the situation over.
fantry reserve.
leans on Jan. 10.
Producer will be
KSL, Salt Lake City
in the Southern city on that date in
Marty Husbands, player, who leaves
Plattsburgh, N. Y.
KTSA,
San
Antonio
connection with the opening of his
Les Box, formerly at Corpus Chris- for Boston to spend Christmas, was
Goodwin Henry, graduate of Nacurrent Paramount picture, "Bucgiven an all-femme staff party by
caneer."
De Mille, together with tional Radio School, L. A., is a new ti, is a new announcer here.
Tom Dicky's "Show Boys" are now Gladys Pinney and Louis Hill Howe.
Akim Tamiroff, Margot Grahame member of the technical staff.
Hy Davis and Jane Cook of the
Descriptions of winter sports from playing sustainings five days a week. Bob Saunders ork have taken reand Evelyn Keyes of the cast, will
Frances Scarborough has joined
appear with the picture's opening in Lake Placid will be prominent on
department,
succeeding spective marriage vows.
New Orleans, Washington, Atlanta, the station's winter schedule. Newly continuity
Dorice Daly, newcomer who clicked
Boston, New York and Kansas City, acquired Fairchild-Proctor recording Mrs. Bee Reynolds, resigned.
H. C. Burke, station manager, back in an audition, is a new sponsored
and the producer repeats his radio equipment will be used.
commentator on the station. JoseA Santa Claus program for Merk- from a Fort Worth meeting.
remote on Lux again from New York
Program amplifier has been in- phine Goff produces the program.
on Jan. 17 before returning to the el's store, where Santa takes a portLenny Strong and Wally Sandack
able mike around the toy department stalled and is giving fine results.
Coast.
have given American Popcorn such
and
interviews
kids,
describes
toys,
Associated Broadcasting Co. Ltd.
good results that they have an addiDurham, N. C.
has taken the May Robson transcribed etc., has been very successful.
tional period now.
Merchants
of
Durham and vicinity
"Lady of Millions" from Associated
have
again bought three one-hour
^"THE SONCBIRD OF THE SOUTHS
Cinema for placement on Canadian of "The Chosen Three," as well as
periods over station for airing of
stations for Sheriff's, manufacturers
100 of the "Lucky Breaks" series.
their personal greetings to patrons
*
*
of jellies and jams, and Broadcasting
With Eddie Cantor as godfather, on Christmas Day.
Service Assn. Ltd., Sydney, Australia, and Deanna
Durbin and Glenda Far"Harmony Road," with Tommy
has taken Paramount Radio Produc- rell as godmothers, four-months-old
Loeb as announcer, is being switched
tions 52 quarter-hour transcriptions
Barbara Jane Wallington will be
by sponsor to 6:30 p.m. on Dec. 26.

WKY

WMFF,

WDNC,

100
Clossy

POSTCARDS

on heavy wciuhl
stock from your original; complete ('Million anil 75-Wd. mrssage,

LOO

finish

ready

to

7c

mail.

foi

Without messaoe

"P-*-

— $2.50

'

J

PHOTO DUPLICATES — Any
size, style and quantity.
C-S PHOTO SERVICE
1922 Linwood Ave.

Toledo,

christened in the Wee Kirk of the
Heather on Dec. 26. The entire Texaco Town cast will be in attendance
on the Wallington heiress.

The special broadcast of the
Pacific Coast "White Fires" next

CBS
Mon-

day, Dec. 20, before an audience of
Los Angeles school teachers has been
switched from the CBS Vin Street
Theater to the Hollywood Woman's
Club, 7078 Hollywood Boulevard.

KATE

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER
$ 149°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

•

SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR
T H U RSDAYS
CBS

NETWORK

8 9

P.M.,

E

ST.

N. Y.

H EXCL. MANAGEMENT

TED

COLLINS.
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C. C.

ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Reading

Broadcasting Co., Reading, Pa.
CP for new experimental relay station. 31100,
.4600, 37600, 40600 kc, 100 watts.
Voice of South Carolina. Spartanburg, S. C.
CP for new facsimile station. 2012 kc, 250
watts.

Banks
ana.

of

CP

Wabash, Inc., Vigo County, Indinew relay station. 31100, 34600,

ttock.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION
WMAZ. Macon, Ga. CP to increase power

to

1

WFAS

KW„

5

KW.

LS. be granted. 1180

kc, limited.

LINCOLN
"Bill" Edholm, formerly with
the ad staff of WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.,
has been brought to Central States
Broadcasting studios here in same capacity.
John Bentley, Journal sports ediduring the
tor who was on
football season for Clark's clothes,
has been okayed to run on until
March with options.
Jim Cox, a second lieutenant in
the reserve, has authored a script

W. O.

NEW BUSINESS

*

Welsh, singer, the McKay Sisters,
dance team, the Dexter Duo, an elec-

Sponsorship Splurge

1937

Signed by Stations
KGER, Long Beach and Los Angeles:
Neutral Thousands, ETs, through Lockwood-

Shackleford; "I Am" Reading Room (books)
Peggy Ann Shoppe, purveyor of tric organ, and others.
ETs, through Allied Advertising Agency;
women's fashions in Yonkers, N. Y.,
In conjunction with the live show, Compagnie
Parisienne
(perfume),
ETs,
through
motion
pictures
Northwest
are
to
be
shown.
Advertising
Agency;
has instituted a comprehensive broadNational as well as local attention Skrudland Studios (photos), ETs, through
cast campaign in connection with its
Northwest
Advertising
Agency;
Gardner
is being

holiday merchandising
Millicent Tralle, director of

annual pre

for

37600. 40600 kc, 35 watts.
WGRC. New Albany, Ind. Vol. transfer
Harris
of control of corp. from Arthur L.
to Charles Lee Harris, 900 shares common

PROMOTION

*

15.

event.

-

in sales

women's programs on WFAS, White

Shell Publicity Drive
heavy publicity and merchandising campaign has been instituted by
WIP, Philadelphia, and Shell Union

A

presented at the shop each
Monday evening at 8 and, in the
homelike Peggy Ann atmosphere, entertains one of the prominent women
occupied with social, educational or
civic functions in Westchester communities within the Yonkers trading
Plains,

centered on this unusual idea Nursery, ETs, through Northwest
promotion.
Agency.

is

Oil, as

a send

the latter's new
station, logged as

off for

program over the

"Shell's Curiosity Court"
in weekly half-hour spot.

Ads
Philly

area.

and airing

Advertising

WEN

R,
Chicago:
Allegheny Steel Co.,
weather reports, through Walker & Downing;
Volupte Compacts, announcements, through
Abbott-Kimball.

WMAQ,
perature
ing

Chicago: Dixie Route Co., temthrough Gardner Advertis-

reports,

Agency.

WBT, Charlotte: National
x 3 were placed in two
morning papers, with larger "Dan Harding's Wife", ETs.

100

Biscuit

Co.,

space in local fan mags. In addition,
all Shell dealers were sent letters adKGMB, Honolulu: Wrigley (Double Mint),
vising them of new series, and 20 "Double or Nothing", starting Dec 26 on
oil trucks were equipped with large CBS.
banners announcing the program.
Show is question-and-answer type
feature, and drew capacity studio auYork
Auditorium, acdience first night.
The new hit "Bi Mir Bist Du Shon"
commodating 1200, will be used. Contestants obtain entry blanks from which is already receiving considerable applause from network and local
Shell dealers.
audience,
is
the
composition of
Sholem Secunda, station's musical
Brochure
director. The song premiered in YidBrochure compiled by manager dish over WLTH.
T. R. Putnam has just been issued
Norman H. Warembud, program
by KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., pro- director, rides the Grand Street and
viding statistical comparisons of "ear Avenue B bus lines free of charge.
versus eye" and a compilation of He has a season pass for the lines,
material on radio and newspaper issued to him by his friend M.

Tea and snacks are served as the
informal chat goes on. The program
proceedings are "piped" to White
Plains, where they are transcribed.
The actual "on the air" broadcast is
KFOR
from the transcription and takes
place Thursday nights at 10.
The radio schedule is intensified
programs
with
three
five-minute
weekly, also designed, written and
tagged "Bob Daring" which has been presented by Miss Tralle, with the
okayed for broadcasting under the cooperation of Photoplay Magazine.
official sanction of the U. S. Army. The five-minute spots are centered
Cox is a KFOR-KFAB continuity around Hollywood fashions and their
man.
application to Peggy Ann, and schedR. H. Pauley, who used to handle uled Mondays and Wednesdays at
all the name bands and have a line 3: 15 p.m. during the popular "All
in from KFOR for their broadcasts Request Club" feature and on Saturfrom the Turnpike Casino, is re- day mornings at 10 directly precedbuilding. Old Turnpike was burned. ing Miss Tralle's established program,
Lyle DeMoss, KFAB program di- "Home Decoration."
The Thursday night broadcasts
rector and man on the street, is
doing double duty with personal originate in the WFAS new Yonkers
Leads charity com- studios in the First National Bank
appearances.
munity sings in the KFAB listening Building before an invited audience.

WLTH, New

KHBG

usage.

Bernard

Greenberg,

prexy

Avenue B & East Broadway

Card Players Respond

of the
Transit

Co.

"Midday Reveries" has added the
pack of playing
cards, made over WBBM by Chicago tenor voice of Lulling Williams. The
Motor Club to check on its "On to program now includes Clara Wander,
area.
Adventure" drama, brought more coloratura soprano, and the WLTH
Auto Dealer Promotion
The agency, Concert Trio under the direction of
than 25,000 requests.
The WCCO Artist Bureau, under McJunkin, had figured on only 1,000 Sonia Eidus. Program is heard MonWJSV, Washington
Al
Sheesupervision
of
the
personal
days at 3 p.m.
Elinor Lee, director of home ecopacks.
nomics for Westinghouse Mfg. Co., han, has been selected to provide live
Twin
City
the
entertainment
for
has joined the staff. She will conChevrolet Dealers "grease pit cirCar Card Advertising
duct the home economics program
The WCCO performers are
CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
produced by Larry Elliott, chief an- cuit."
In an advertising campaign to diappearances all
making
personal
nouncer.
Douglass, sports reporter, conReg
listeners
to
rect
attention
of
the
Chevroshowrooms
of
month
the
at
Jimmy Hurlbut, news editor, has let dealers
fined to his home by fractured ankle,
in Minneapolis, St. Paul programs featured on WHN, the stahoping
for
years
chasing
fires
been
and vicinity.
A second series of tion has begun advertising in the has been doing his nightly broadcast
to find one big and long enough
"grease pit shows" has also been set surface and subway cars, placed via a bedside mike.
for a flame-by-flame broadcast. The
through Street Railways Advertising
Ukelele Bill's Hillbillies, while on
for February.
other day such a fire occurred, and
Co., New York. Advertising, consist- personal appearance tour 75 miles
Assembly
Mass
Chevrolet
WCCO's
most of Washington's population
ing of 1600 car cards, will be changed north of here last week, were snowed
turned out but it was Jimmy's day Dealers Shows will feature Glyde monthly.
in at a village, but finally managed
Dorothy
emcee,
with
Snyder
as
off and he was out in the country.
to get through in time for their
Saturday commercial.

An

offer of a free

WHN

—

INDIANAPOLIS

COLUMBUS

Issuance of new rate card, effective
Better Business Bureau is sponsorQuiz in Yiddish
Jan. 1, 1938, scurries sales departing a new program over
"Questions in the Air" is the title
based on actual incidents in B.B.B. ment into field to add to WFBM's
commercial roster before increase be- of WLTH's new question quiz in
files, exposing fraudulent schemes.
comes effective.
Yiddish. Participants receive tickets
launching out with a
is
Chicago, radio to a Yiddish theater, and the winner
Crossley,
Alfred
regular studio orchestra and a trio
consultant and engineer was the prin- receives a $5 cash prize. Questions
called "Buell's Bonny Airs."
cipal speaker at the regular monthly are submitted by listeners who renewscaster, meeting of the Indianapolis section ceive a pair of theater tickets for
Jim Cooper,
will be emcee for the WBNS-RKO of the Radio Institute of Radio Engi- each question used. The entire program is produced and conducted by
Christmas charity party Dec. 17. neers.
Edward B. Passow has been ap- Victor Packer, Jewish program diCanada Dry has signed for a 13-week
engineer for rector of WLTH. Although only in
chief radio
series of daily 5-minute UP news- pointed
He has its fourth week, "Questions in the
with Charles V. Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
casts over
announcer, as served three years as assistant chief Air" already holds the record for
staff
Lutz,
mail response.
commentator.
radio engineer for the company.

WBNS

WCOL

Greetings from Radio Daily
December 14
Morey Amsterdam
December

IS

Marion Barney

Bob

Hawk

WBNS

I

I

WHKC
WHKC

I
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PROGRRfll Reviews

"Truth or Consequence"
"March of Time"
The "truth" is what sounds like an
"Harlem on the Prairie," all-ne- honest answer to Ozzie Nelson's quesThe "consequence" of trying
gro western film, was the highlight tions.
of last week's "March of Time." Sa- to get away with it is an impromptu
pole
radio performance. Nelson uses the
bin Carr, the former collegiate
vaulter, who directed the picture,
was a witness to the broadcast.

The "Time" sound effects are okay
now. When show switched to NBC

novelty in his broadcasts over KHJ,
Los Angeles, and the Western division of the Mutual network, from
Victor Hugo's in Beverly Hills. The
questions are addressed to guests,
who are presumed to have talent.
Since Hugo's is a popular haunt of

from CBS the sound effects boys
were unprepared. New equipment
has been installed and the drill of
previous programs has ironed out the screen
At

NBC

the studio

CBS

so live
ing used. Cast

at

is

Last

week cast totaled 30, with 20 more in
the orchestra under Howard Barlow.
News items covered in the broadcast were the Roosevelt phone in
New York which was assigned to
newlyweds; Shanghai; Chicago hospital

many well-known

baby epidemic; death

of

Rudy

National Ass'n of Manufacturers' conclave and the negro picHomer Fickett directed the
ture.
show.

"Listen"

Start Travel

was

conceived last
has been on

summer by Kelly and
the air nine weeks.

"Listen" differs from other radiocolumn-of-the-air shows in that it
plays no favorites and pulls no punchThe "Dept. of Applause and
es.
Hisses" points out bad programs in
no uncertain terms, even MutualDon Lee shows, and gives praise
A biographical
where it is due.
sketch is included, as is news of bands
and pop music.
Other shows of this nature have
failed because they inevitably developed into pure ballyhoo for the station airing them— or network.
Program being boomed for commercial setup with RCA interested
because the show might be used to
plug radios and records and because
of the tie-in with the "Listen" section in "Life" mag.

"News Testers"
New angle on the

9-9: 15

p.m.,

is

is

the

title

new Sunday quarter-hour over

WNYC,

in

which letters from listen- ber McGee show when Ted Weems
Handled by Dr. Sey- goes on tour.

mour

N. Siegel, Director of the Staidea is to draw forth suggestions on type of stuff the dialers like.
Heavy response already reported, and
staff of clerks is reported busy sorting and classifying the returns. Dr.
Siegel announced that every consideration will be given to the criticisms
and suggestions made.

tion,

High School Night
Tuesday night
at

WMBH,

program

is

is

high school night

Mo. A 45-minute
presented by students, unJoplin,

somewhat

differ-

Although
ent from the usual run.
the usual "quiz man" is on hand to
ask the questions, the correct answer,
if not forthcoming from the audience
members, is authoritatively and decisively announced by a "Star Reporter," speaking as through a tele-

phone.

A typical question may inquire of
the contestant whether the Spanish
rebels or loyalists have taken the
town of "coryza," whether it is the

Joaquin Grill and his ork open today at the Plaza Hotel Roof, San Antonio.

Jimmie

Lunceford,

after

playing

Penn.

Athletic Club on Christmas
Night, Loew's State Theater the week
of Dec. 30, Howard Theater in Washington the week of Jan. 7 and Duke
University on Jan. 14-15, will do onenighters to Houston, opening on Interstate Circuit for four weeks, then
into Chicago.

der the supervision of the school
Les Hartman and his German Band,
dramatics coach and Ray Sollars, heard
daily
over
WMT, Cedar
staff production man.
Show consists Rapids-Waterloo, and on Wednesdays
of a one-act play, high school news, over Mutual, has gained quite a
foland musical offerings by school mu- lowing.
Broadcasts
originate
in
sic department.
WMT's Waterloo studios.

Dentistry Problems
Ski School of the Air
Instruction on the art of skiing will
Friday afternoon dramatic
series of WGN, Chicago, offers edu- be given in a new weekly feature
cational problems in dentistry. Show over WSPR, Springfield, Mass., unis a presentation of Chicago Dental
der the auspices of Massachusetts

New

State College.

WPEN

will shortly remote 4 bands
follows viz. Bobby Morro from
Frankie Palumbo's, LeRoy McCoy
from the Ubangi Club, Johnny Graff
from the Anchorage and Pedro Blanc
and his Rhumbo Orchestra from the
as

Embassy.

DES MOINEST

^LOUISVILLE

Richard Wilson, Iowa Network's
Harry and Irene, singing team
Washington commentator, whose which has been airing over WGRC
transcriptions are airmailed weekly for the past six months, leaving to
to KSO-KMA-WMT, has been elected join WBBM, Chicago.
With them
a member of the Gridiron Club in will also go Sammy Silverstein, forthe capital.
merly in the WGRC Sales DepartKSO fed Mutual, including Hawaii ment.
and Alaska, in a special 104-station
Sam, Gil and Louie, singing trio,
hook-up of the hour broadcast by the for the past six years with WHAS.
Rev. Charles E. Fuller's Old-Fash- 3~e now in Chicago with NBC.
ioned Revival Hour from the Shrine
WHAS' new transmitter at EastAuditorium. Station also will orig- wood, Ky., was inspected by the
inate "The Messiah" for Mutual from American Institute of Electrical EnDrake University on Dec. 20.
gineers. O. W. Towner, erection enPriscille Wayne, author-columnist, gineer for Bell Laboratories, New
is
aiding Program Director Ranny York, conducted the tour.
Daly of KSO-KRNT in the stations'
Big National Fiddlers Contest held
fifth annual "Christmas Road" drive
at Memorial Auditorium on Sunday,
for the poor.

name

KYSER and Anson Weeks are
KAY
under consideration for the Fib-

ers are read.

of a statesman or a cold in
the head, etc. Similar items are arranged to keep both the contestants
and listeners on their toes. On each
broadcast five members of the audience are chosen to compete for a first
prize of $5. Audience is invited to
write in for tickets to the broadcast.

included in the talent line-up Clayton McMichen's Georgia Wildcats

from

WAVE, and

Fox Hunters,

Curly Fox and His

Johnny Negra and

his

be heard on remote over
the Rendezvous Cafe.

band

WIP

will

from

Leighton Noble and band will join

CBS "Dance Parade" New
Eve

via

Year's

WCAU.

Oscar Bradley's orchestra will rein Hollywood with the Phil
series until March.
While on
the coast, Bradley will make several
guest appearances without his orches-

main
Baker

tra.

Erskine Hawkins and his crew play
week of Dec.

the Savov Ballroom the
24.

The Village Brewery.
Street,

is

using

WINS

186 West 4th
for spot an-

nouncements, daily.

in addition to hillbilly

from the WSM Grand Ole Opry.
The Village Barn Cowboys are
The Kentucky Mountaineers, with broadcasting daily over the WORBob Drake and his Jackson Family, Mutual network, at 5:15.
acts

made

a

personal appearance at the

Savoy Theater.
Earl Keller, former ork leader at
local theaters, auditioned a

quiz type of program tests the audience's memory on
personalities and important items of
news that have appeared the past
week. Presentation, on WOR, Sun-

day

of a

Program

travel program, to be produced
for public school pupils, will be a
new year's daily starter over WSPR,
Springfield. Mass., with program director Wayne Henry Latham at the
mike. Each day a different country
will be treated in the fifteen-minute
spot.
Schools will have classroom
receivers for the program.

Society.
This 15-minute commentary on ra-

dio programs and personalities is
written by Pat Kelly, KFRC press
head, and narrated by Herb Allen,
sportscaster. Heard Sundays at 3:30

program

Airing Fan Mail
"Write, World, Write"

A

Kling;

p.m.,

MUSIC

larger than

sound effects are bemarches in the studio

give the effects of troops.

to

stars,

personalities are heard.

the "bugs."

all

7

RADIO DAILY

new

in-

strumental combination for WAVE,
"Studies in Contrast"
which has been conducting tests for
This particular program of the ser- several weeks to select a staff band.
ies marks the debut on WOR-Mutual,
Bill Sherman is now conducting inFridays at 9:30-10 p.m., of Ernie Fio- terviews daily at 12: 15 p.m. from
rito and his orchestra.
Also on the Loew's Theater lobby, over WGRC.
show are Sylvia Froos and a chorus.
Program is a soft, tuneful half-hour
Fort Wayne
of music and songs, and as the title
June Bradley is back after a year's
indicates the selections are completeNow commentating for a
ly varied for the "contrast."
Fiorito absence.
has an excellent combination and Jadies' wear shop.
Dorothy Moeller pinch-hitting for
symphonic style of arrangements for
the most part.
Strings and wood- Jane Weston, who's been ill.
wards are stressed rather than brass.
John Hackett, sports commentator,
As usual Miss Froos did a first rate is a worried gentleman these days
job with her blues and other num- his whole family has flu. John has
bers.
three kids.

WOW,

Fred Allen, whose real name is
John F. Sullivan, started his professional career as a juggler, performing tricks he learned from a
book found in the Boston Public
Library.

8
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PHILADELPHIA
The "Gloom Chaser" program over
WPEN is now being conducted by

SOUND MASTERS, INC.

Angelo Palange.
WCAU's Taylor Grant is receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Peggy Madison, featured vocalist
on WIP is organizing her own allmale band.
Hal Simonds will conduct a basketball guessing contest on his WFIL

Present

sportscast.

RADIO

Script Service Department
H. Stiefel Enterprises
Inc., dealing in scripts for indie stations, has enlarged quarters and staff
to meet demands for material.
Latest release is "The Musical Court of
Appeals," half-hour show combining

Sam

of

Harold Davis, program director of
has taken on another chore, comedy with current song
that of conductor of newest program several novelty scripts are

WDAS,

of the station, "Breakfast Express."

Henry Potter

is emcee on the "JewCaravan" over WPEN.
Murray Arnold, WIP's publicity director, after working very hard on
a show sponsored by Shell Union
Oil, was heard to remark "I'm Shell
shocked and no kidding."
Lanse McCurdey will handle the
mike on WDAS airings of the boxing
and wrestling matches from the
Arena and Olympia Clubs.
WPEN's Night Club of the Air is
being conducted by Joe Dillon.

ish

and

now

WMCA

—

—

KYW

turne.

KYW

"Motor Log"

a

is

new

of interest to motorists.

tures William Berry.

chief (honorary) in

WSPR

now

auditioning for its
studio orch. under the plans worked
The plan is to
pro- out with the AFM.
Fea- have a concert orch. to do a halfhour a week, probably on Sunday
is

WCAU

WBT,

KYW
WCAU

showed

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

that in dropping his gun
while climbing a tree he knocked his
telescopic sight out of line.
Grady Cole, commentator-philosopher, adds the title of "radio sleuth"
since he helped recover a stolen
accordion by airing a description.

"The

night

clubs

have played

KMAC,

an

important part in the history
radio with their late hour sustaining spots.
It
is
my opinion
that more people listen to night
club and hotel room orchestra programs than to any other sustaining shows on the air.
They
almost have a monopoly of the
late hours, and the networks, since
the
beginning of broadcasting,
have come to depend on them. In
addition, the night spots brought
swing to the airways."
of

San Antonio

KCMC, Texarkana, is a new announcer, succeeding
Walton K. Blanton, who goes to
KRGV in the Rio Grande Valley.
E. D. Hensley and His Possum
Hunters now featuring a new girl
vocalist, Lillian Lambert.
Wild Bill Strego is back on the
station with his patter, singing and
Tee Casper, from

guitar.

Station Manager Howard Davis is
also publicity chairman for Chamber
of

Commerce.

JOE PALOOKA
A RADIO VERSION OF

AMERICA'S MOST WIDELY
CIRCULATED COMIC STRIP

HAM FISHER

The Ben Rocke-Mutual"Headlines"
show has added WKBW, Buffalo.

RICHMOND, VA.

with

time in Richmond's
radio history a Christmas Mother's
program, originating in studio of
WRVA, was sent out over all four

For the

first

TEDDY BERGMAN

local stations simultaneously.

Manager Jack Maxey

of

WRTD

has appointed William H. Vidal as
Vidal has been
account executive.
in the radio and amusement field for
the past eleven years, having been
affiliated

with

a

number

of

North

Carolina stations.

Bernard H. Dabney
L.

Jr.

lovable, laughable, naive

and Gilbert

and announcer, respectively,
WRTD, have been transferred to the

PALOOKA

JOE

Newsome, formerly program man-

ager

sales staff.

and

clem McCarthy,

"Lessons in Living" conducted by
Dr. Douglas Freeman, returns to the
air this week, over WRNL, after an
absence of several months.
''The Friendly Freemans" on
WRTD every Tuesday, depicting the
adventures of a small Richmond family, is attracting considerable attention.
Ellen Graves writes the script

and

LOUIS PRIMA

J.

for
many years a regular musical feature on NBC, will celebrate its 25th
Jubilee with a special concert Dec.
27 at Carnegie Hall.

A new

broadcast featuring Bob p.m.'s.
Golden and the orchestra is preMassachusetts State College will
and features the shortly inaugurate a new series
sented over
rehearsal of a musical revue before called "Novels" over WSPR. It will
broadcasting.
be a review of the best novels as
Dixie Lee, feature writer and au- they are published.
thority on parental problems, will be
heard every Monday on KYW.
Arthur Hinett inaugurates a new
Charlotte
program over
to be known as
Beloungy,
chief engineer and
J. J.
the "Melody Man."
Leitch,
technical chief deer hunter, missed a target
Jack
supervisor, went swimming in Ha- on his latest hunting excursion. He
vana one afternoon, and the next day couldn't figure it out, as he's usually
an accurate mark, until inspection
was deer hunting in Pa.

Park Ridge, N.

The Russian Symphonic Choir,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Leonard Matt, WDAS news comis having guest commenta-

gram

WMCA-Inter-City and
WOR-Mutual, has been made a fire
Will Hour" on

KYW
KYW

tors.

on "World Affairs," will be
heard at a new time on Fridays,
beginning this week, at 6:45-7 p.m.,
over WOR - Mutual.
He formerly
aired on Sunday evenings.

Fred Feibel, CBS organist, has
be- signed to make a series of recordings
ing prepared.
Associated
for
Music Publishers.
Columbia Artists Inc., handled the
Sam Hammer's "Your Inventions" deal.
program over
on Sundays is
"Country Church of Hollywood,"
now going over the Inter-City netsponsored by Worcester Co-operative
work to WIP, Philadelphia.
Federal Savings and Loan Association, will make its bow over WTAG,
Arthur Boran's first movie short Worcester, Mass., on Sunday at 4:45
for Educational gets under way this
p.m.
week at the Paramount studios in
Astoria. It's titled "Air Parade."
John J. Anthony, director of "Good
hits,

Radio Events Inc. has arranged
Frances Carroll,
song stylist, with Yolande Langworthy to permit
has been given a new show of her the Fort Wayne Morris Plan to give
orchestra.
own backed by the
away copies of the "Arabesque" openMorris Braun, violinist in WIP ing theme poem
"Drifting Sands
studio band, was elected to the execu- and a Caravan" the poem that paved
tive board of AFM Local 77.
the way for David Ross' fame. This
Vito La Monaca is the newest or- test is increasing the membership in
ganist to be heard over WDAS. He the "Bring 'Arabesque' Back To The
succeeds Will Klaiss.
Net-Works Club." Morris Plan is
Joseph Lewis will inaugurate a sponsoring the revival over WOWO.
called Nocnew program over

mentator,

Raymond Gram Swing, commentator,

is

one of the players.

WPAY,

Portsmouth, O.

Jim and Gene,

in ballads, are be-

ing sponsored each week day morning by Certified Crystals Co.
Getting lots of mail.
"Man on the Square" program has
two sponsors, Walker's Family Shoe

Store of Portsmouth and Mootz Baking Co. of Huntington, W. Va. Each
person interviewed gets a loaf of
bread, and the one who happens to
be talking at time the alarm clock
goes off is presented with a pair of
silk hose.

Describing Toe's Mythical Battles for
the
World's Heavyweight Crown

j

A TREMENDOUS
AUDIENCE

IS

WAITING

for

JOE PALOOKA
Produced by

SOUND MASTERS, INC'
1560

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Phone BRyant 9-2463

CITYrf

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW
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YORK.

N. Y.,
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16,

3 Cig Firms Renewing
SPOT SERIES BY THE CIO

Passes Credit
Tulsa

MAY START NEXT MONTH
Following his talk over two local
a short time ago, William
P.
Carney, CIO director in New
Jersey, has confirmed previous restations

—Ken

KVOO

newscaster, who recently conducted a
listener
test
on newscasts and
was surprised with a total of
some 16,000 letters, is modestly
passing the credit along chiefly to
Miller.

INS,

whose news

tion

uses.

says

he

airs

IRNA COMMITTEE CONFERS

WITH WEBER ON DEADLINE

I

Board

Shows

Expanding

Philadelphia

—With

WFIL

ready.

new

studios

has formed a produc-

board composed of
John Clark, Margret Schaeffer, Jack
Steck and Joe Connolly to put on as
tion

planning

would allow

—

service the sta-

Miller

nearly all items as received, and
ports in RADIO DAILY to the effect
believes
most
stations
that the CIO will definitely take to
burden
themselves unduly with rewriting.
the air on a national spot campaign
as soon as arrangements can be completed.
Original step in campaign
will take place in New Jersey, with
plans now calling for a widespread
increase in stations beginning with
the first of the year.
Confirmation
of
earlier
reports
came after a series of meetings between various state executives of the
Several members of the IRNA SpeCIO who had been reluctant to enter
radio until the necessity arose. With cial Advisory Committee met yesterthe New Jersey group determined day with Joseph N. Weber, president
of the AFM, relative to the deadline
Continued on Page 2)
which had been established for Dec.
15 and also sought to iron out minor
Production
details holding up some of the contracts.
As stated in RADIO DAILY
Local
yesterday, Weber intimated that he

WFIL

Camel, Chesterfield and Lucky Strike
Sign Over on CBS Jack Oakie
Program Will Continue

at least

two days and

possibly another week for additional
contracts to arrive, since many are
in process of negotiation.
After the conference, a wire was

MUSIC CODE

IN

EFFECT

SOON AFTER NEW YEAR
Washington Bureau,

RADIO DAILY

days, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Renewal on
trade prac- the series is effective Jan.
4.
Camel
popular music pub- had previously planned to cut
the
lishing code, tentatively approved by
show to a half-hour and drop the
the FTC, will probably go into effect
Oakie program. William Esty is the
shortly after the first of the year, agency.
with interested parties being notified
Chesterfield on Dec. 29 will renew
to present their final views, sugges- Andre Kostelanetz's
orchestra over
tions or objections to the FTC not 94 stations, 9-9:30 p.m.
On this date
later than Jan. 4, 1938.
Lawrence Tibbett will become the
Also on Jan. 4 an opportunity for featured soloist. Tibbett, unless he

Washington

—Proposed

tice rules for the

oral hearing will be given at 10 a.m.
in the main hearing room of the FTC,
to such persons as may desire to ap(Continued on Page 6)

Are Closed

in

—

As

—

WEW

WBBM

—

Movie Exhibs Send Protest
Against Fidler to Sponsor

(Continued on Page 6)

Two-way
London

made
able

for

the

when viewers were
first

time

to

watch

a two-way vision and sound conversation between Elstree

Alexandra Palace.
Television's
talking

to

and

the

Gerald Cock,
was seen

director,

Walter

Mycroft,

the

former being at Alexandra Palace

and

—

Cincinnati Morton Downey, here
for a nitery engagement, has been
signed for a series of Chevrolet commercials starting in January. Show
will

with broadcast emanat-

travel,

ing from different

the latter at Elstree.

Chance

Seen
For Georgia Ascap

—

Cincinnati Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied States Ass'n
Bill of Motion Picture Exhibitors, with
headquarters
in
Washington, has
Atlanta Consensus of opinion re- written to the president of Procter &
garding passage of the anti-Ascap bill Gamble here protesting against the
pending in the legislature is that the system of rating pictures employed
measure will fail due to lack of by Jimmy Fidler on his radio prosponsorship by leading radio stations grams sponsored by P. & G. for
and motion picture exhibitors. Bill Drene.
was written by J. N. Peacock Jr.,
Myers contends the system is
an attorney of Albany, Ga., who grossly unfair because it is just one

Slight

Is

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

cities, it is stated.

FCC Calls Conference
On Higher Frequencies
Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington For purpose of discussing changes in rules and regulations which may be necessary to
provide for occupancy of frequencies
above 30,000 kilocycles recently al(Coniinued on Page 2>

Television

— An odd experiment was

recently

FOR CHEVROLET SERIES

Chicago

Chicago Kellogg, which this week
signed for American League games in
many local productions as possible.
four cities
including White Sox
Eight shows are now ready to air,
games here, has contracted with
Success
Commercial,
will
shape
after
take
and 12 more
WJJD to renew baseball sponsorship
Donald Withycomb,
first of the year.
Planning Expansion for 1938. Deal with League provides
g.m., is strong for the local interest.
one other local station must be used
St. Louis
Having clicked as a com- by Kellogg for Sox games unless
mercial station, with more than 400 sold to another sponsor.
Louisiana Broadcasters
customers in the first three months
General Mills (Wheaties) and SoPact since it started accepting advertising, cony - Vacuum have re-engaged
Refuse to Sign
is taking the first step in an ulfacilities for baseball, altertimate $70,000 expansion program, nating on sponsorship.
Cub home
meeting
beBaton Rouge After a
games will be aired.
(Continued on Page 2)
hind closed doors, Louisiana broadcasters emerged from the Heidelberg
Hotel with the statement that they

AFM

(Continued on Page 2)

More Baseball Contracts

(Continued on Page 2)

WEW

The three top ranking cigarets,
Camel, Chesterfield and Lucky Strike,
have signed 13-week renewals for
time on nationwide CBS networks.
Camel has decided to continue the
Jack Oakie and Benny Goodman fullhour period over 84 stations, Tues-

Exelnsivc
NBC

tearing

is

down

walls and

removing a couple of men's rooms
to make a private entrance and
elevator for Arturo Toscanini, who
arrived this week from abroad to

conduct

a

concerts

for

Christmas

A

series

the

of

symphony

network starting

night.

private kitchen also

given the maestro.

is

being

2
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OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg

Bid
7

Carlson

Asked

Success As Commercial,

WEW Planning Expansion
1)

Offices, studios, theater and mechanical units will be grouped and remodeled on the first floor of the St.

Cleveland.

WAAI.
delphia.

Radio

&

Television

Co.,

Phila-

W3XP.

RECORDINGS
Call

BRINCKERHOFF

—

—

PLaza
3-3015

Buffalo,

town yesterday.

in

CBS

producer,

due

is

in

next week to take over production
new Paul Whiteman-Chesterfield series,
which takes the place of the current Hal KempAlice Faye show, handled by CBS producer Phil

Hollywood
on

the

Cohan.

JEANNE COHEN

leaves

tomorrow

Holly-

for

wood.

IRVING
from

STROUSE

back

is

New

in

York

Chicago.

RENA CRAIG is
CANTOR

EDDIE

on

a

trip

and

his

Denver.

to

program troupe,
originally scheduled to leave the Coast at the
end of the month for New York to air from
the east for
east for two

Durbin

having

RUSS
plans
plane

to

a while, are delaying the trek
or three months due to Deanna
film commitments.

BRINKLEY
fly down

after

the

of
to

holiday

WHDL, Olean,
New York in
rush

N.
his

Y.,

own

over.

is

WSB

"On Broadway" Show

Ernest A. Arnold and Walter W.
Frese, stock brokers operating under
the firm name of Arnold & Frese, today will file a motion before Judge
William H. Black of the N. Y. Supreme Court to examine David Sarpresident of RCA; Clarence
noff,
Francis, president of General Foods,
and A. Hopler of Benton & Bowles
learn the number of stations
carrying the Diamond Crystal Salt
program of Nov. 7 and other details
prior to starting suit for libel against
Frese, in his affithe defendants.
davit, stated that program, known
as "On Broadway," had certain de-

office of Artists Management Bureau, leaves tomorrow to
join the Paul Whitemans in Hollywood. She will aid them in represent-

FCC ACTIVITIES

Philco

one, two, three or four bells. Myers
says that very often a picture getting only two bells which is enough
to make loads of people stay away
from the box-office
has elements
that would entertain and satisfy these

Bismarck,

LOUNSBERRY. manager of WCR-WKBW.
and KOLIN HAGER. manager of WCY.

R.

I.

KFYR,

of

town.

in

is

Seen
Georgia Ascap

ing the motion picture interests of
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
National Broadcasting Co., Inc., Bellmorc, members of their musical organizaN. Y. Mobile unit. WAOB.
tion during their stay at the Coconut
Co.,

COSCH,

J.

D.,

Chance

New York

years.

Broadcasting

were

MARTIN

1)

Louis University law building. The
theater, seating 1,200, will be equipped
famatory remarks.
for a series of shows.
Before going commercial, the St.
Jeanne Cohen to the Coast
Louis University station was strictly
Jeanne Cohen, in charge of the
a public service institution for 16

WGAR

Schenectady,

P.

Slight
Is
TOMMY DORSEY returns tomorrow from a
located to special emergency stations,
week's cruise to Bermuda.
FCC has sent out invitations to liBill
For
PROF. QUIZ leaves today for a lecture in
censees of stations operating emerBirmingham, and will return in time for his
(Continued from Page 1)
gency stations together with other
broadcast Saturday from New York.
interested parties to attend an in- claims the backing of "eight small
JOHN TAYNE, head of Electrical Division of
exhibitors
and
small
two
radio
staformal conference on Jan. 6. Changes
U. S. Department of Commerce, in New York
until
tomorrow on business.
tions."
Large
radio
outlets
are
of
are necessary because of rapid growth
taking place in service and desires the opinion that passage of the bill
CHARLES STARK, WHN sales department,
of commission to improve service by would complicate the copyright situa- leaves today for a one-month vacation.
CHESTER RACKEY, NBC audio engineer, went
providing for most efficient use of tion to a point where it would be
impractical.
Among the larger sta- to Cleveland yesterday to inspect the new
frequencies.
WTAM
studios which are under construction.
tions against the bill is
which
ARTHUR "STREET SINGER" TRACY returns
is further backed up by its affiliate,
to New York on Dec. 20 after a 20-month stay
Is Alleged
The Atlanta Journal.
in England.

Inc., to

(Continued from Page

according to Albert S. Foster, g.m.

president

critics who give details
of story, acting, etc., whereas Fidler
"merely voices a lordly judgment"
in a brief statement and a clang of

newspaper

FCC
On

In

— %
—
%
—1-16

MEYER,

N.

%
+
+ %
— % Defamation
+ Vs
1

16'/2
16%
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
15
Hazeltine Corp
14% 14%

Zenith

— Chg.%
+
—
%

1)

man's opinion and does not correspond to the reviews of pictures by

persons if they were given an adequate description of the film.
Pointing out the damage being
26 week contract by The Biow Co.,
done to exhibitors, who must conPhilip Morris advertising agents.
tract for pictures in advance, Myers
asks how the sponsor would regard
it if exhibitors took time on the air
Calls Conference
to rate Ivory as a "one-bell soap" or
Higher Frequencies Crisco as a "two-bell shortening", etc.
(Continued from Page

come

and

TO PIDLER'S SPONSOR

1)

can drop some of his previous commitments, will be on the show only
Frank Parker may
Editor for 13 weeks.
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager follow. Newell-Emmett is the agency.
MARVIN KIRSCH
Lucky Strike on Feb. 5 will renew
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays "Your Hit Parade" on 96 stations,
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, 10-10:45 p.m. Program will continue
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- to air the top tunes of the week
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester played by guest orchestras.
Lord &
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. Thomas has the account.
Secretary
M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Philip Morris is another cigaret
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, account that plans to continue on the
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
communications
Address
all
to
RADTO air. The featured orchestra, Russ
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Morgan's, has just been signed to a

JOHN W. ALICOATE

1937

16,

—

Omaha Since the recent decision
granting Ascap a temporary injunction restraining the state and other
officials from enforcing the so-called
anti-Ascap law, the performing rights
society resumed business in this state
and has collected license fees retroactive for the past five months. Total
sum involved is placed at approxi-

Drake Hotel, to take
charge of the Chesterfield campaign
which will emanate from New York.
Arrangements were made for Barney
McDeavitt of the Rockwell-O'Keefe
Hollywood office to represent Whiteman's

at the

press

interests

month on the coast.

during

his

(Continued from Page

1)

go on the air, other state leaders
have now expressed a desire to follow suit, and will begin to formulate radio shows as soon as possible.
mately $50,000.
It
is
understood that entire radio
situation has been sore spot in the
Three federal judges organization's exploitation plans, with
Lincoln
signed an order yesterday in Ascap's various attempts to broadcast stopped
Now, however,
suit against the Nebraska secretary by radio stations.
of state, giving latter leave to file with time available, leaders have exto

—

The four plaintiffs, pressed desire to utilize radio
interrogatories.
Gene Buck, Walter S. Fischer, Gus gantic membership drives.

in

gi-

Schirmer, and Saul Bernstein, music
publishers, were ordered to answer
Worth to Sing at White House
with information requested, includStanley Worth, NBC baritone, has
annually
ing Nebraska gross business
been engaged to sing at the White
since 1920.
House party to celebrate the engagement of James Roosevelt on Dec. 30.

IRNA Committee Confers
With Weber on Deadline
(Continued from Page

drafted by the

1)

IRNA which

it is

pre-

sumed will hurry up some of the
Grove. Miss Cohen will stop at the members and also inform them of
Ambassador Hotel.
Another conthe present status.
Irving Strouse has returned from ference will be held today.
Chicago, where he was in charge of
publicity for Paul Whiteman's engagement

Spot Series by the CIO
May Start Next Month

SPECIAL HOLIDAY

This

— three

OFFER

to five minute sure-fire
$3.50 ! !
comedy scripts
offer only good until December 24th.

TEN

SAM H. STIEFEL ENTERPRISES. INC.
New York, N.
1619 Broadway
Radio Script Service Department

Y.

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

WIZ-NBC BLUE NETWORK
• THURSDAY
• SUNDAY

12:15 P.M. EST

9 A.M. EST

II
Management NBC

Artists

Service

Thursday, December

16,

1937
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SOUND MASTERS, INC. (

NEW PKCI5CAMS-I LEA/
'Tepper Cadets" Kid

Show

Already reaching the general audience with its late Sunday afternoon
apbeen
KELSEY
has
CARLTON
half-hour "Pepper Uppers" over a
pointed musical director of KHJDon Lee by Willett Brown, assistant special network of 23 Southern staKelsey formerly tions covering its distribution terrigeneral manager.
was at WBBM, Chicago, and held tory, Dr. Pepper Company, Dallas,
the post of musical director of west- six months ago started testing a new
ern CBS, handling such shows as
Dodge, Wrigley's "Poetic Melodies" wrinkle in children's appeal in a
and Sears-Roebuck. Prior to radio, late afternoon serial titled "Pepper
he was well known as a director of Cadets" heard over WFAA, Dallas.
stage musicals. Appointment fills the The results of the program were so
post created by the resignation of phenomenal that the contract has
David Broekman, who leaves the sta- been renewed for another six-months
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
tion to devote his time entirely to period.
Dallas-New York agency, handles the
commercial work.
David McCosker, KFWB's super- Dr. Pepper account from the Dallas
salesman, has returned from a four- office.
week trip to New York, where he
As a happy compromise between
placing several the prevalent types of children's prowas
KFWB-CRS shows for national cov- grams the gangster thriller on the
erage. New deals are not effective one hand and the overly childish
until after first of the year, at which type on the other the "Pepper Catime formal announcement will be dets" endeavors to help children unmade. On a former trip East, Mc- derstand and solve their own probClairol show lems. The serial keeps the flare of
Cosker set the
for coast-to-coast release, effective adventure through trips to Story
Book Land, thereby stimulating the
Jan. 15.
Norman Fields has resigned as youngsters' imaginations without having a demoralizing effect.
executive secretary of the AFRA. The
actor was a prime mover in the iniThere are three central characters
tial organization plans, which finally in the show
Captain Dunn, Sarjint
culminated in AFRA with a mem- Jimmie, the typical boy, and Sunbership of 800 locally, and now feels shine, the little girl who suffers all
that he should be able to rest on his the handicaps of trying to tag along
laurels and devote a little time to with boys.
In conjunction with the
his personal affairs.
serial, simple nursery songs are sung
"Judy and Her Jesters" now have and there are trips to story-book15-minute program on land with Mother Goose in person.
their own
KNX-CBS Pacific Coast each Thurs- Easy contests, held on an average
day at 5:30-5:45 p.m.
of every other week, pull about 6,000
successful

in

—

—

KLZ
One

At a special meeting

of the

newly

organized Southern California Broadcasting Ass'n last week, plans were
laid for the first of a proposed series
of get-together meetings of station

agency executives,
meeting scheduled for
early in January, according to Leo
Tyson, KMPC general manager, who

and

advertising

with the

first

president of the organization.
C. Dahlquist, president
of American Radio Features, is back
is

Frederick

at his desk after a
of illness.

three-week siege

Kaylor, onetime KEHE
has formed Mayfield Kaylor Productions, with offices
at 1041 North Las Palmas, to produce
waxed programs.
When a new unit of the White
Memorial Hospital was dedicated last
week transcriptions of speeches made
by prominent physicians and surgeons were sealed up in the cornerAssociated Cinema did the
stone.
recording.

Mayfield
production

chief,

CARL
BIXBY
Creator, writer, director or
successful network radio
P.

0.

Box 84,

Manhasset,

producer of
programs.
L.

N.

Y.

Revue"

the most successful programs being aired by KLZ in Denver
is "The Kiddies' Revue," a half-hour
variety show starring talented youngOriginated at
sters under sixteen.
KLZ, the programs, sponsored by a
large wholesale bakery, are piped to
KVOR, KLZ affiliate located at
Colorado Springs.
The entire show is put on by the
youngsters, with a 12-year-old, Lenny
Lee, acting as master of ceremonies.
The youngest member of the
troupe, Shirley Mae Brady, six-yearold mimic and dancer, has taken the
"Kiddies' Revue" audience by storm
and far outranks her fellow performers in fan mail count.
The show is built about these
two stars, and four others, with two
guest artists invited to participate
of

each week.

each.

nature from

bers
of

New Vox Pop

in

the

Mon-

days through Saturdays. Twelve persons are selected for interviews daily
in busy lunch-hour spot; three prepared questions supplement the personal interrogation.
At conclusion,
each subject gets coupon good for
two theater tickets when presented
at jewelry sponsor's store.
Jeweler
also adds gift of his own. Show is
advertised

on

Advertising in the show is subtly
into the script, making a definite play for children to drink Dr.
Pepper's at 10, 2 and 4. At no time
do the commercials become offensive,
boresome or silly to the youthful lis-

display

May

Outstanding Fort

week

selected each

comes before the

Wayne woman

LUCILLE
LINWOOD

Now

& LANNY
GREY

WJZ-NBC

Blue 8:45 A.M. EST

Available for Tersonal Appearances

Arrangements

Management

JOE

PALOOKA
and

clem McCarthy,

is

WGL

"2 voices and a pianny"
o times w'kly

lovable, laughable, naive

for this spot, and
mike for an

interview on her accomplishments.
made for notable
are
Selections
achievement. Title trick comes in at
end of broadcast, when the distinguished lady is presented with a
dozen roses. Bob Wilson does the
teners. Tracy-Locke-Dawson believes
with J. Howard Ackthe popularity of the "Pepper Cadets" commentating,
may be attributed to its playing to ley as announcer.
the children, not in playing up or
down to them.

crosses the street."

TEDDY BERGMAN

boards.

woven

Mothers, teachers and clubs have
expressed their approval of the fine
influence, upstanding ideals and ambitious purpose of the Dr. Pepper
"Cadets" program. "Now," they say,
"Betty is saying her prayers at night"
and "Johnnie is watching when he

with

from theater screen and

sidewalk

The

primary listening area

by

HAM FISHER

Program

Seattle, in fifteen-minute shots,

filling in

WFAA.

A RADIO VERSION OF

AMERICA'S MOST WIDELY
CIRCULATED COMIC STRIP,

Local credit jeweler and the Hamrick Evergreen Theaters are behind
new vox-pop feature over KRSC,

contests vary in
"You
Be Next"
the last line of
Idea of this new half-hour starter
a limerick, favorite jokes, drawing
over KJR, Seattle, is to inform pubpictures of Sarjint Jimmie's dog and
lic
of confidence deals and other
dog house and the magic giant red
shady activities. Show opens with
boot.
a dramatic episode depicting workMerchandising angles worked out ings of some racket. Interview with
with the 28 cooperating Texas Dr. one of the victims takes place, and
Pepper bottlers include parties at finally, B. Gray Warner, prosecutor
the Pan American Exposition at of Kings County, in which Seattle is
which 8,000 "Pepper Cadets" and located, tells story of an actual case
their mothers attended, special visit- from his files. Northern Federal Saving days at bottling plants, get-to- ings and Loan is sponsor.
gethers at county fairs, and reams of
newspaper and trade journal public"Roses to the Ladies"
There are now 45,000 memity, etc.
letters

JOE PALOOKA
I

program features a
twenty-voice choir, organized by Les
Weelans, KLZ's music director.
In addition, the

KFWB

—

"Kiddies'

Present

FOR AUDITION

by

NBC

Lanny
Artists

Grey
Service

Describing Joe's Mythical Battles for'
World's Heavyweight Crown
the
f

A TREMENDOUS
AUDIENCE

IS

WAITING

for

JOE PALOOKA
Produced by

SOUND MASTERS. INC.
1560

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Phone BRyant 9-2463

CITY

Thursday. December
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16.

MUSIC
GERTRUDE

RUSS MORGAN

has been signed
by Philip Morris for another 26
run on the CBS and NBC programs.
This will make 75 weeks he has been
under the cigarette manufacturer's

The Biow

exclusive sponsorship.
is the agency.

Co.

•

•

himself. Next Sunday, D'Artega

will
present as his orchestral specialty
one of his own compositions entitled
"Forbidden Paradise." This will be
its debut on the networks or any-

where.

•

Gabriel

Heatter

— having

"Gangbuster" show under

the

Hal

and

His

Harmonica

"bouncing
a
an up and coming harmonica outfit being heard over
on Saturdays at 5:15 p.m.
Like the Cappy Barra ensemble, they
featuring

Playboys,

rhythm,"

is

WNEW

music. They also
have a chord harmonica consisting of
12 harmonicas on a paddle wheel,
with 48 chords.

read

of

all

Swanson, whose program of
Modern Rhythms is heard from the
Edison Green Room via WOR, has
left the Medical Arts Hospital after
spending a week there following an
emergency nose operation. He will
resume his twice weekly broadcasts
for Mutual this week.
Cornelius Codolban, whose two orchestras are appearing nightly at La
Maisonette Russe of the St. Regis
Hotel, has had his engagement there

extended for an indefinite period.
Codolban, who is rounding out his
third season at the Maisonette Russe,
appears twice nightly as a violin
in

addition

directing

to

his

Tzigane orchestra for dinner. Codolmodern dance band plays
ban's
nightly for supper dancing.

terminate the year-contract by

Lord,

P.

her

tender

will

Joe Hill, formerly with Federal

before Jan

agency and

resignation

director of the

has been drafted by CBS to take over the reins on the
Harry Conn "Earaches" program .... Pete Barnum, radio genius at Ruthrauff & Ryan, is in the hospital .... Larry (Playboy) Daniels is now with
Crawford Music .... Prof. Quiz will travel 48 hours to Birmingham and

TITO SCHIPA,

Hauck's crew, from Cincinnati, is a new band being heard
in New York over WHN on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Merle Pitt moves
Swing Concert" band

his

"Sunday

the Hotel
Pennsylvania on New Year's Night
to provide the rhythms for the all
star show and ball sponsored by the
Odd Fellows. Swing artists Sammy
Weiss, Sammy Spergel, Don Richand other members of the
ards,
orchestra will do specialto

to spend exactly two hours and 20 minutes in the city .... Songwriter
Johnny Mercer has been placed under CBS management and will do a

back

from N. Y. Dec. 26

for

2

Hersholt's

"Dr.

Christian"

airing

will

start

Chicago production

shots only.... Bob Hafter,

WBBM, will produce the Shaw and Lee-Wrigley show .... Pepsowhich sponsors "Hilltop House" starring Bess Johnson, will buy
minutes daily on WLW for one year beginning Jan. 10 to air transcrip-

man

for

dent.
15

—

tions of the

show.

GENTRY,

MARLENE
FAIRBANKS

BEekman

JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

3

NEW YORK

/-

0375

DOUG

DIETRICH,
JR. and

LIONEL AT-

WILL,

in "Song of Songs" on Lux
Radio Theater, Dec. 20. Walt Disney
will be interviewed between acts by
Cecil B. deMille (CBS, 9 p.m.)
BING CROSBY, on Paul Whiteman-Chesterfield opening program,
Dec. 29 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)
JOE WILLIAMS, on Bill Stern's
sports program, Dec. 19 (NBC-Blue,

•

•

•

Firemen,

who were

LER, on World Peaceways program,
called to extinguish a blaze in a

securely locked car parked in front of the studios of WMFF, Pittsburgh, N. Y., had to break a window to get in.... The station
description — and

number and car
friend who remembered

flashed the license
located

was

by a

the

tag

the

man was

numbers.

will repeat

the two-hour transmission of messages from relatives
beyond the reach of ordinary communica-

to residents in the Arctic

on

tion

Xmas

Eve.

Those wishing

to

send

the

messages

Dec. 18

were

instructed to be present in the studios of CBC that nite and personally deliver their words of good cheer.

(WQXR,

9 p.m.)

FRANCES FARMER,
by

Bide Dudley,
Mutual, 11 a.m.)

Victim

in court paying a fine for illegal parking! ... .CBC, Montreal,

interviewed

Dec.

(WOR-

17

LEON "CHU" BERRY,

on "Swing

Club," Dec. 25 (CBS, 7 p.m.)

MAY ROBSON, VICTOR JORY,
HOLT, TOMMY KELLY,
DONALD MEEK, MARCIA MAY

DAVID

JONES, in "Tom Sawyer," on
wood Hotel," Dec. 25 (CBS,

"Holly4 p.m.)

LAURITZ MELCHIOR and LUCY

—

• • • Del Casino hocked the family jewels and raised $600 the
.The Edward
sum he paid Henry Dagend for a release of all bounds.
G. Robinson-Claire Trevor "Big Town" program has been renewed for
26 weeks more .... Despite the sore throat, Rudy Vallee will croon on
his show tonite .... Buddy Clark may double between the Ben Bernie
show (which will come from the New Amsterdam Roof WOR's studios)
.

—

and

his half-hour sustainer

—

or

it

will

be given

to

Barry

MONROE

on the American
program, Dec. 27 (NBC-Blue,

.

VERA BRODSKY

for

pay as high as $5,000 for a customer-drawing attraction there .... Paul
Whiteman is reported as having discovered an unpublished composition
by the late George Gershwin which he'll dub the "2nd Rhapsody in Blue"
....Helen Morgan will be feted at Leon & Eddie's Sunday. ... Singer
Peter Higgins will lead a band.... Lou Breese and Arthur Murray are
auditioning a dance teaching air show .... Benny Davis takes a "Star
Dust" unit to Washington Jan. 14.... Herb Rosenthal, head of the CBS
artists bureau, moved into his new office yesterday but sat in the outer
working

office

at

the secretary's

desk

—because

there

WLW,

•

Ray Hamilton, singing

Cincinnati

Latest to leave staff are Mary Paxton, featured vocalist, and Ian Keith,
dramatic player.
"Hello, Peggy" will probably have
to be re-routed through Fort WayneLouisville to cover WLS's territory

when
it

Procter & Gamble strip ousts
from two-a-week spot to make way

for serial across the board.

HELENA BLUE'S

NOVELTY STRINGS

weeks on WWJ.
Detroit, is now at WNEW ... .Robert Morris, announcer of WAGM,
Presque Isle, Maine, reports that a visitor entered the studio and
asked if it was the "studio". Informed that it was, the visitor asked
.KSL, Salt
if he might make prints of the negatives in his hand.
Lake City, had 30 full-blooded Waskik youngsters of Maland, Idaho,
swing out on radio's first All Indian Song Session. .. .NBC artists
service employees will hold their 2nd annual Xmas party at the
Hotel Lexington Dec. 22 promoted by Frank Murtha of the dept.
•

THE CHAR-

Red, 8:30 p.m.).

wasn't one in his

private sanctum for himself!

and

banks
9 p.m.)

IOTEERS, with Richard Crooks on
"Voice of Firestone," Dec. 20 (NBC-

Wood .... Doris

head of the continuity dept. of World Broadcasting, resigns today
a Hollywood film writing berth .... Nicky Blair of the Paradise will

organist, after 26

.

(J- INSURANCE—

(CBS, 8 p.m.)

CONGRESSMAN EMANUEL CEL-

•

Xmas

"Hammerstein Music

on

Hall," Dec. 24

11:45 a.m.)

WNEW

Policy for

"Your

on

tenor,

LUCY MONROE, VIENNA BOYS
ART

Sinclair Minstrels,

ties.

Give Your Loved Ones a Life

25

CHOIR, JOHN GRIFFIN and

Gilbert,

Carlton

on

Dec.

Hit Parade," Dec. 25 (CBS, 10 p.m.)

their

Billy

soloist

to

MBS newscast

his

notified

completed 26 weeks then....Gwen Jones, the braintruster

Whiteman broadcast .... Jean

Duchin

yesterday

late

sponsor (Rogers Peel) that he desired

lor

Last Night's Dream," D'Artega's signature on the Tim and Irene
show, was composed by the maestro

soprano,

broadcast,

(CBS, 7:30 p.m.)

Feb. 28

"My

LUTZI,

Carborundum

.

An
in

all

a

girl

modern,

NOW

orchestra playing
distinctive style

AVAILABLE
FOR

HOTELS
RADIO
THEATRES
Circle 7-4124

New

York

Thursday. December

16,
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Talent Quest Statewide

"HEADLINES"
P.

Lorrillard Co.

(Muriel cigar)

WTMJ, Milwaukee: Musterole, "Carson
Robison and His Buckaroos", ETs.

WOR-Mutual, Tues. and

Thurs.,
7:30-7:45 p.m.
Lennen & Mitchell

FANFARE. SOUND EFFECTS. SHOUTING
AND VOICE IMPERSONATIONS REHASH
DAY'S
This

WOR

NEWS EVENTS.
new show is commercial on

WGN, with the balance
carrying it as a sustainer
pending pick-up sponsorship along
the route. Program dramatizes news
events in "March of Time" formula,
stressing personality impersonations
It starts off with a Winchellian news
ticker,
roar of planes, newsboys
shouts, wireless sounds and at least
a dozen announcers screaming at the
top of their lungs that "Headlines"
is on the air and that it is able to
lead the headlines and then dramatize the headlines with voices.
The Congressional viewpoints aired
by senators regarding the Jap matter,
Schmeling-Thomas bout, Pope Pius
talking in Vatican City, plus a muchheralded "exclusive" a statement by
the wife of a U. S. captain and
flashes of "Did You Know" took up
the major portion of the opening
show, with Tom Slater handling the
commercials. Ernest Chappel, editor
of "Headlines," told of the program's
aim and unbiased policy. Not one
voice on the show was distinctive in
Pope Pius was
the many offered.
made to sound like a Nippon minister
of

—

—

like a man from
so forth.
Outside of the sound effects, shouting of all the wordslingers, program
was just routine stuff that has been
handled better in the past by an or-

who

also

sounded

and

dinary single newscaster

news

in

reading

flashes.

"The Running of the Deer"

WHN-New York University Literary Forum on Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m.,
discussed and dramatized the best
seller, "The Running of the Deer,"
by Dan Wickenden.

Program

conjuncis broadcast in
with the Federal Radio Theater
whose members did the dramatized
portions of the book. Wickenden was
formerly with CBS, but resigned a
few months ago. In the preliminary
discussion of the book with Dr. B.
tion

J. A. Folgers & Co.,
through Blackett-Sample-

Des Moines:

and

Jane",

Hummert;

Compagnie

Parisienne,

Inc.,

through Northwest Radio Advertising; Murphy Products Co., "Sunset Corners Frolic",
through Wade Advertising Agency; Skrudland Photo Service, through Northwest Radio
Advertising; Bulova Watch Co., announcements, through Biow Company.

and

MBS

Italy,

WHO,
"Judy

WBZ-WBZA,
Co.,

Boston: Reid Murdock &
time signals, through Rogers & Smith;

Bayuk
Cigars,
announcements,
through
McKee, Albright & Ivey; Kellogg Sales Co.,
through Chambers & Wiswell; The Sun
Rayed Co., Home Forum announcements,
Remingtonthrough
Caldwell-Baker
Co.;
Rand, Inc., through Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp.; Doyle Packing Co., announcements, through Beaumont & Hohman; The
Bosco Co., announcements, through Kenyon
& Eckhardt; Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Training Corp., programs, through NaAgency; Ford
tional Classified Advertising

A newcomer to the American networks, Carmen Del Rio, an Argentineborn English girl who specializes in
songs with a Latin flavor, made her
"Continental
debut on
Varieties"
over NBC-Blue at 3 p.m. yesterday,
with the Honti orchestra. In a rich
and full voice with ample flexibility,
Miss Del Rio sang a new number,

announcements, through McCann-

WNAC,

Humphrey's

Boston:

Home

Medicine, programs, through Biow Co. (also
National Biscuit Co.. ETs, through

WSPR);

McCann-Erickson
programs,

;

through

The
J.

Fleischmann
Co.,
Walter Thompson Co.

teresting

other Yankee net stations); American Popcorn Co., programs, through Schmitt
& Co.; Coca Cola, programs, through D'Arcy
Advertising Co.
Dodge Brothers Corp., an(also

14

;

nouncements, through
N. Y.; Tide Water

Ruthrauff
Associated

ticipations in Yankee net
Lennen & Mitchell.

&

Ryan,

WAAB, Boston: Lydia Pinkham Co., programs, through Erwin Wasey & Co. (al o
on 11 other Colonial net stations); Radbill
Oil Co., programs, through Harry A. Feigenbaum Gospel Broadcasting Association, renewal, programs from Mutual, through R. H.
Alber;
Katro-Lek
Laboratories,
programs,
through Chambers & Wiswell (also on
and WICC).

compete

teurs

for "Hit

on

ama-

of

Deseret

for Talent. Contestants
nearly 2,000 votes average.

gather
Russel

are not adequate.

WDZ's Weekly Paper
One-page weekly paper

WEAN

Leo Reisman and

weekly

An

bill.

number

News Search

;

Reisman

"Symphonic Moods"
A very choice dinnertime

Saturday

local

auditioned reduced

Stewart has been assigned
announcing duties, Gene Halliday
produces. Audience assemblage indicates show may have to be moved
to KSL Concert Hall, as main studios

Oil,
parservice, through

news

Tuscola,

of

WDZ,

advertiser to
make distribution; back of sheet has
latter's full-page ad.
Paper is published every Friday and contains
news and gossip of programs and
artists. Ten thousand listeners get it.

Paree", followed later by to NBC-Blue on Wednesdays at 2
"Siboney" and finally another French p.m., hand out some very delightful
piece.
She was at her best in rhythm.
"Siboney", though also displaying
plenty of feeling in the final French
Correction: Linton Wells is an NBC
number.
Honti supplied his usual commentator, not CBS.
fine musical background.

enlists

111.,

New Script Service
Marcuse and Baer Kraut
have been appointed general manager and script editor, respectively,
Join

Irving

Parade"

his orchestra will

concert appear on the Lucky Strike "Hit of the Script Shop, a new radio
provided in WBIL's "Symphonic Parade" broadcasts over CBS for script library service at 10 West 47th
Moods," a program employing se- three weeks beginning Dec. 25. Pro- St. Both Marcuse and Kraut were
lected transcribed numbers and pre- gram is aired at 10-10:45 p.m. Lord formerly associated with Transcribed
sented six nights weekly. Much has & Thomas is the agency.
Radio Shows Inc.
been heard about the popularity of
is

the program and the amount of
appreciative fan mail that it receives,

and the reasons are

easily

found by

Tuesday's program,
typical of the series, started with a
Schubert symphony and went along
tuning in to

it.

into Ravel selections, a ballet number and finally a gay and colorful
Spanish festival. Suppression of annoying talk is one of the welcome
aspects of the program, aside from
the excellence of the recordings and
judicious selection.

Briefly
The Lanny Ross "Hollywood Mardi
Gras" show on NBC-Red, Tuesday
nights,
holds steadily to a high
Charles Butterworth has
standard.
become a standard ace as a radio
comedian, and his "Grandpa" stooge
helps greatly. Raymond Paige's ork,

"Swingtime

Carmen Del Rio

Co..

Erickson.

"Paree,

with vocalist Jane Rhodes, and of
course the singing and emceeing of
McCullough of N. Y. U., Wickenden Ross, all are tops.
displayed excellent microphone qualThe Merry Macs have been a big
His regular speaking voice is
ities.
rather low but the microphone lifts help, in a musical harmony way, on
full throated registers. the last three Al Pearce programs
it up to the
versions
were
Dramatized
well over CBS on Tuesdays at 9.
handled.

.

Motor

Utah's 4 major cities, Salt Lake,
Ogden, Provo, and Logan now allow
listening voters to cast talent tallies
in their respective cities through local
telephones. The 3:30 p.m. Saturday
spot on KSL has become most in-

originating

at

Boston

Trio,"

WBZ

girls

and being fed

A

few

of

the lasting stars
directed

who were coached,

and helped up the "ladder
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law
Al Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor

Mae West
Will Rogers
Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W.

Fields

C.

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb
Marion Davies

Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina

Claire

Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris

Hal LeRoy
Gilda Gray
Jack Whiting
Gertrude Niessen
Nick Long, Jr.
Lina Basquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia

Ellis

Georgie Tapps
Grace Bradley

Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason
Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley

DON KERR
Master of Ceremonies

WMCA
Fox-Fabian Amateur
Six Star

Virginia

MacNaughton

Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young

The Five
Hour

Revue

Zeke Manners' Gang

Reillys

Paulette Coddard

and
Hundreds of Others

NED WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING
and

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

or

Adults

For

Instruction

Private

Preparing

and

Children

For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men

Every
and women over 16)
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing Acting
Singing
Opportunities to appear in

—

.

.

:

—

.

Morning, afternoon and
evening courses Mondays to Fridays.
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to lo)
Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after-school week
public performances.

—

days.

under the personal supervision
world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Ziegfeld
Follies and
over 600 successful Broadway
productions.
See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
for part of his brilliant record.
Facilities
at
the
school
include
10 beautiful
modern
studios,
completely
equipped
model
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.
All instruction is
of Mr. Wayburn,

rprC

rimfcfc
tion

and

AUDITIONS

and

TRYOUTS

will

gladly be arranged. Free consultaindividually
planned without

courses

°6pcn\oO

A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON

AVE.,

NEW YORK

Studio

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone Wlckersham 2-4300
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PHILADELPHIA
WCAU

building

is

its

Newspaper- Radio Tieup

new W3XIR

transmitter, to be completed in February and designed eventually for

"The Carrier Salesman's Radio Party"
By DAVID NOWINSON

television.

WDAS

searching local colleges

is

and auditioning announcer prospects.
Night Supervisor John Facenda of

WIP

will inaugurate a new series of
his "Poets' Corner" programs.
Philly's

newest

hillbilly

revue,

heard over
WIP featuring Jack Barry as emcee.
WIP's Clarence Fuhrman is working on some new arrangements for
his house band which he promises
will be startling.
"Cornhuskers,"

will

Music Code in

Soon

be

Effect

After

New

(Continued from Page

Year

1)

pear and who shall have made prior
written or telegraphic requests to be
heard orally. After this hearing the

FTC

will give final consideration to
the proposed code of fair trade practice.

FTC points out that there is a combined capitalization of the pop music
industry of between $35,000,000 and
$40,000,000 and does an estimated annual business of between $7,500,000
and

$8,000,000.

1, any form of "push
money*' by a music employe with
or without the knowledge of the employer, or any type of so-called bribery in radio or other fields of entertainment, is a violation of the code.

Under Rule

R. R.

Using Hour on KSL

Lake City—For the extravaof Sun Valley Winter
Sports, Union Pacific officials will
use a full hour for the presentation
Salt

gant prevue

Director of Publicity, Iowa Broadcasting System

for

R.

will be
station di-

assignment

the

Lennox Murdoch,

KSL

Sandack, staff announcer, handling production; Eugene
Pack, chief of engineering staff, and
two more engineers. Job will be a
275-mile remote affair.
rector;

Wally

Condie

in

Choir Post

Salt Lake City— Richard P. Condie,
KSL tenor, has been named assistant
conductor of L.D.S. Tabernacle Choir.
The 300 Voice Choral group is heard

Greetings trom Radio Daily
December
Jessie

16

Block

Daniel C. Studin

telephone for

WSMB

and doubles as
one of the four who

staff pianist, is

AFM

AFM
AFM

WMT

A

WMT

mediately manifest. It adds to their
sense of importance, permits them to
favor their subscribers and to establish closer contact with them.
Written

Jaffe,

chorus

of

the R.

of

15

carrier

boys,

a

girl

Rosemary Begley, 16-year-old
popular singer; a boy vocalist, Frank
Tovrea, 15-year-old R. & T. carrier;
Bobby Clark, 15-year-old ventrilosoloist,

quist and Oscar, his dummy; a harmonica octet of carrier salesmen; a
19-piece symphonic swing band un-

der the direction of Orville Foster,
a group of varied novelty acts and a
16-year-old announcer, Carter Reynolds, besides a regular dramatic
cast of boys.

"Of Thee

I

got its 5,000-watt okay from
the FCC and is ordering a transmitter to match.
Yvonne LeBaron, who answers the

THE

I

Sing,"

"Band Wagon,"

"Rio Rita" and "Desert Song."
18 19 20 21 22 23
25 26 27| 28 29 30

NEW ORLEANS
WSMB

Bach concerto for four
pianos at Sunday's concert of the
Civic Symphony.
Des Moines Register & Tribune, Feller, youthful Cleveland Indians
Mrs. Myrtle Ewing Moreno, 25parent organization of Iowa Broad- pitcher.
year old bride of six months, and
casting System, and for years a
Each week the program salutes the daughter of WDSU's general manstaunch believer in radio and an Iowa town from which special carrier ager, P. K. Ewing, died of burns
adroit user of radio promotion, has talent originates.
Such talent fea- in a hospital here.
launched its first large scale variety tures actors, novelty acts, tap dancers,
show, "The Carrier Salesman's Radio vocalists and instrumentalists. Many
Party." Within one month after be- of the boys have proved surprisingly Louisiana Broadcasters
ing established, the half-hour weekly good and several have already reRefuse to Sign
Pact
show has become Iowa's second ceived offers for club and theatrical
largest radio show and the largest engagements.
(Continued from Page 1
amateur air performance in the state.
Telegrams congratulating the car- are readying a wire to NBC, CBS
informing them of their
Staged in the main ballroom of rier salesmen on their achievements and the
the Hotel Fort Des Moines before a are read on each program.
These refusal to sign contracts with varilocals in accordance with
visual audience of a capacity of 600 congratulatory wires come from all ous
every Sunday afternoon at 5, the over the nation. A recent one, for Schedule A of the proposed Plan of
•'Carrier Salesman's Radio Party" is example, came from Dick Powell, Settlement worked out by the IRNA.
broadcast over Iowa Network sta- himself a former carrier salesman. Chief objections are closed shop and
tions KSO,
and KMA.
cast
There are no commercial announce- arbitrary stand of the musicians'
of 55 is employed, mainly garnered ments
on the show which was union. Meeting, intended to be secfrom the ranks of the R. & T. carrier launched with the most elaborate tional, was attended only by Louisiboys themselves.
It is their show, promotion
campaign ever under- ana broadcasters.
they take pride in presenting it and taken for an R. & T. promotion
aiding in promoting it and it has program. Two-color broadsides were
Rena Craig to Denver
commanded widespread attention al- mailed to 5,000 carrier salesmen
Rena Craig of Peterson Radio Proready as a program of unusual merit throughout the state, special mailductions, who plays the leading roles
and production.
ings were sent to various R. & T.
on the "Junior G Men," "Saint AnAdmission to the broadcast is by agencies, spot announcements are
thony" and "Ave Maria" programs,
ticket only.
Tickets are given to regularly scheduled on stations KSO,
has left for Denver, where she will
carriers who present them to cusand KMA, regular advertisetomers on their routes. Tickets are ments are scheduled in The Des be presented in a one shot guest
also obtainable from leading Des Moines
Sunday Register, and its appearance on "The Light of the
Moines hotels. The wisdom of car- radio columns have devoted con- West" program over KOA. Ruth
rier boys distributing tickets is im- siderable space to the show.
The Travers, script writer, is substituting

outstanding musical comedy attractions are featured. During the first
four weeks these included music from

17

1937

will play a

A typical show includes several
Sundays over CBS. Condie, longtime
station performer, will be under J. chorus selections, the girl soloist, boy
Spencer Cornwall. He will continue soloist, duet, whistling chorus, and
"Sunday Evening on Temple a serious dramatic sketch relating
his
graphically of a carrier boy's heroic
Square" assignment for KSL.
Each week selections from
deed.

Mi

16.

"The Carrier Salesman's Radio Party"

and produced by Frank
& T. radio promooriginating through KSL on the eve tion department, and under the muof North American ski capital's open- sical direction of Orville Foster, IBS
Staff crew selected by musical chief, the show includes a
ing Dec. 21.
R.

Thursday, December

Every show presents notables including governmental dignitaries and
leaders in education and athletics.
Among the notables who have already appeared are Governor Nelson
G. Kraschel, Iowa Secretary of State,
Dr. Robert O'Brian; Agnes Samuelson, head of the Department of Public
Instruction;

University

Pug
football

Manders,
star

and

for her.
is mentioned on 41 R. & T.
promotion programs heard over IBS
Dr. Levy Sold Some CBS
weekly. In addition, a different department of the Register and Tribune
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
is
invited to attend the show as
Dr. Leon Levy of
Washington
special guests each week.
WCAU, Philadelphia, and a CBS
Statewide auditions are being con- director, disposed of 310 shares of
ducted for carrier boys who wish CBS "A" stock, bringing his holdings
to appear on the program. Several to 38,131 shares at the month end,
hundred applications have already the SEC reports. He also holds
been made by talent.
It is hoped 44,924 shares of CBS "B" stock.
to take the show from time to time
Waterloo,
Cedar Rapids and
to
CBS Artists Bookings
Shenandoah. And if the increasing
yesterday
Artists
Inc.
Columbia
audience at the Fort Des Moines
ballroom continues, the show may signed a 32-voice choral group to
appear on the Al Pearce program
soon be housed in a local theater.
Group is composed of school
Now, why all this time, energy Dec. 21.Also set at the same time was
and expense devoted to building and boys.
schedule for Fred Uttal,
promoting a program which amaz- recording
who will cut a series of disks for
ingly lacks even a commercial antoday.
nouncement? What is the objective Ford Slide Films beginning
deals.
and how well is it being attained? Mack Davis handled both
The "Carrier Salesman's Radio
Edith Mason for ET Series
Party" has been created to enhance
the good-will and prestige of the
Edith Evanson, west coast comIt mentator and philosopher, has been
carrier organization.
R. & T.
solidifies the various carrier sales- signed for a series of programs to be
men groups, adds to their loyalty, produced by Sound Masters Inc.
gives each boy a sense of counting, Teddy Bergman is building a show
of being an integral part of the or- for her aimed at an all-female audiThis carrier salesman ence.
ganization.
promotion also attracts new boys and
sells them on the idea of joining

program

—

It also impresses
the organization.
the parents of carrier boys with the
importance the R. & T. places on the
carrier organization.
That these objectives are being
speedily gained is recognized by executives of The Des Moines Register
Drake and Tribune. The show is doing a

Bob

jobl

STATIONS!
The

.

.

.

Morning

Bulletin

Board

America's Perfect Morning
Variety Show

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS,
250 Park Avenue

New

INC.

York City

Thursday, December

16.

1937
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AGENCIES
CHARLES W. HOYT

CO. INC.,
American advertising of Peek Frean English Biscuits. Renken & Yates Smith
Corp., New York, are American disstarting Jan.

WSFA's "Minute Man."
LISTENERS to WSFA, Montgomery,

formerly

.

on

staff of Dr. Daniel Starch, consultant,
has been elected vice-president of
Chester H. McCall Co., Inc., adver-

MIAMI
promoting a new pro-

is

gram of German folk songs sponsored
by Old Heidelberg restaurant.
Harry Richman, for the second
year,

will

be

host

From the

Postoffice

for Christmas" was
this one. and to lend

of
to the

title

reality

children's

Early

"Mail
the

a

at

Miami Beach home.

party in his

time-honored

plea,

broadcast came from Salt Lake City
Post Office, showing workings of the
mailing room in special airing over
KDYL. Announcer Ted Kimball took
a
walk through the department,
verbally following fate of a package
from mail chute to truck en route
to train and final destination. Postmaster I. A. Smoot cooperated to
bring the message to the public.

.

.

of

Missing Persons

.

New

"Bureau of Missing Persons"
program has started on KXBY,
Kansas City, Mo., sponsored by the
Union Clothing Co. in Sunday quarShow, dramatizing cases
ter-hour.
from local missing persons' bureau
of police department, is scripted by
Margaret Hillias.

.

.

Highway Safety Series
New series of highway safety

programs, under sponsorship of local
Elks Lodge, will open shortly on
WBT. Charlotte, slated for onceweekly quarter-hour spot. All aspects of the traffic problem will be
treated, from pedestrian and driver
standpoint.
F.

W. Meyer

to

at

.

—

.

.

Hawaii

Denver— F. W. Meyer, manager of
KLZ. and Mrs. Meyer have left for
vacation in Hawaii.
Staff gave
them a sendoff jamboree at the aira

.

.

.

.

.

Bureau

firm,

—

tising.

WKAT

which

that time was
broadcasting three half -hours a week.

ware

This same hardware firm now runs
Ala., don't stand much of a chance
the heaviest schedule of any local
to over-sleep in the mornings
advertiser 25 programs every week,
for beginning promptly at 7: 15 in- including the six early morning halfsistent time warnings are given evhours.
ery five minutes for the following
The unparalleled success of the
half-hour by Old Faithful, the alarm
clock, as a feature of the "Minute "Minute Man" program is credited
Man" program, which has been a to the underlying purpose of the fearegular presentation on WSFA for ture service to the entire WSFA lisfive and a half years.
To be more tening area.
definite, Dec. 15 marked the 1700th
consecutive weekday broadcast of
WOPI's "Breakfast Club"
this novel program, which has been
Maintaining
morning
cheer
is
developed and is produced and
handled by "Uncle Jack," whose the sole purpose of the WOPI
complete identity has never been re- "Breakfast Club" of Bristol, Tennessee-Virginia, broadcast every mornvealed on the program.
The time signals every five min- ing except Sunday from eight to
utes form the backbone of the pro- nine. The program is now celebratgram, but the half-hour is built ing its second year on the air.
around the music of the "Minute
Lilting melodies provided by the
Man" at the piano and his canaries. "Thesaurus" and "World" Libraries,
Caldwell Stewart has been the "Min- humorous tid-bits, interesting reute Man" since the start of the pro- views of the theater, movies, news
gram, and the canaries have learned events, and time announcements,
to recognize his touch at the piano tend to make the hour a delightful
for on those rare occasions when morning "pickup."
someone else has taken over the piThe requirement for membership
ano, the songs of the birds have been is the promise of each member to
less spontaneous and less continuous. listen at least 30 minutes weekly to
Stewart also handles "Uncle Jack's" the program. Members of the Club
part of the program whenever "Uncle are presented with a certificate of
Jack" is not present.
membership together with a WOPI
The program features a birthday "Breakfast Club" button. Suggestions,
and anniversary party
weather special requests and original humorpredictions for the day
thermom- ous and philosophical "quips" subeter reading
bulletin board of mitted by the members have proven
announcements for such organiza- quite helpful and are heartily weltions as the P.-T. A., Boy and Girl comed by the Station.
Scouts, and various civic organizaThe club idea was started by W.
tions
and ten minutes of the first A. Wilson, vice-president and generINS news of the day.
al manager of WOPI, two years ago
In celebration of the program's and today there are clubs within
1700th anniversary, a Christmas card clubs.
That is, neighborhood clubs
shower was planned for Mrs. E. E. have branched out from the main
Brewer, who has furnished the canar- WOPI "Breakfast Club," which boasts
ies heard on the program for over of
approximately 10,000 members
five years.
Mrs. Brewer has recently who are from a territory as far west
moved from Montgomery to Nash- as Hazard, Ky., as far east as Bonne,
ville, but her canaries remain to "car- N. C, and from Grundy, Va., on the
ry on" for their many fans. Thou- north, to Newport, Tenn., on the
sands of Christmas cards will be sent south.
to Mrs. Brewer by listeners to the
At present the program is spon"Minute Man" program.
sored by several local concerns on
The program was originally broad- a participating basis, but merchancast by a local photographer seven dising plans are being worked out
years ago. A year and a half later so that the show will be a "natural"
the program was taken over by its for any national or sectional food
present sponsor, a wholesale hard- concern promotion.

tributors.

LEONARD DREW,

20-31:

Dec.

will place the

1,

.

.

.

.

School

Radio

WOSU,

Ohio's
Festival,

Third
in

Annual

High

cooperation

with

Columbus.

Feb.

1938:

1,

munications

made by General Manager

ing

State

Telecom-

International

Conference, arrangements beof

&

Telegraphs

Railways,

Egyptian

Telephones,

Cairo. Egypt.

June
gress

Seventh

10-15:

Radio

of

Con-

International

Inventors,

the

Sorbonne.

Paris.

June

12-15:

America's

Advertising

annual

Federation

convention,

of

Detroit.

Trip-to-Paris Contest
"Trip-to-Paris" contest over WMPS.
Memphis, still has them talking in
that city. Lucky winner was local
waitress, who got the tickets to
Paris for identifying radio stars,
whose pictures were published in
Memphis Press-Scimitar. Tips on the
pictures were aired on the station's
"Pep Unlimited Club." morning pro-

gram with Paul Hodges

as emcee.
Waitress guessed every one of the
pictures, including baby photos of

Amos
letter

she

'n' Andy and Ben Bernie.
In
which was part of the contest,

Tommy

picked

show on Fridays
Off

Dorsey's

NBC

as her station

Paris

fa-

February,
winner has already made personal
appearance on local Orpheum stage
with Mike Reilly's band. Second and
vorite.

to

in

third prizes in the contest
to

New York

Health Talks on

KSTP,

were

trips

and Chicago.

KSTP

Paul. Minn., has scheduled a series of informal chats by
Dr. F. E. Harrington. City Health
Commissioner, on "Your Health."
St.

Sponsored by Glenwood - Inglewood
pure spring water, talks will emanate
from health department offices, and
Dr. Harrington will undertake to
answer questions from listeners during broadcast. Sponsor has announced
that "We shall have no control over
what he says. .Dr. Harrington must
be free to express himself as he sees
.

.

fit
if these broadcasts are to serve
the big purpose for which they are
intended."

Bud Sguires Joins WFBL
Syracuse
Enoch "Bud" Squires,
former man-in-the-street interviewer

—

for WSYR, has joined the staff of
Dec. 29 this program will be origiWFBL. handling publicity and speNorth
Bay.
nated
by
CFCH,
Don Bassett, manager of Montreal
On Christmas Day, CKGB will cial events broadcasts.
office of Northern Broadcasting Co.,
originate a five-minute pick up for

port.

Northern Broadcasting Co.

Mho West Reaction
Though NBC

in

New

York

i

re-

ceived practically no complaints
against the Mae West performance
on Chase & Sanborn Hour last
Sunday, the Federation of Women's
Clubs in Battle Creek. Mich., yesterday sent a protest to Chase &

Sanborn and
lesquing

of

was
a Sunday

story

NBC that the burthe Adam and Eve

improper, especially on

hour. Chicago offices
of NBC and radio editors there
also received complaints.

Femme Inventors' Day
has returned from a week's business the CBC Christmas Day broadcast.
Next Sunday's "Your Invention"
The Northern Broadcasting Co. stavisit in New York.
program presented by Sam Hammer
Northern Broadcasting Co., with tions are now basic on the CBC comover
at 1:30 p.m. will feature
mercial network.
stations at North Bay, Kirkland Lake
women inventors.

WMCA

i

j

and Timmins,
itself

in

is

making

a place for

WHKC,

the national network of the

CBC.

Last

tion,

CKGB,

week

the

Timmins

sta-

originated part of the

Columbus,

().

The Edward Fisher Funeral Homo
is

sponsoring a

"Home

new ET series titled
with Wade Lane.

Folks,"
Station
recently

arcompleted
show,
rangements with Ohio State Univer"Canada 1937."
Yesterday CKGB
sity station, WOSU, for one hour and
.originated Canada's "National Sing 15 minutes of educational broadcasts
Song" over the CBC network and each week.

Imperial

Tobacco's

network

Booking Direct

D

'

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoc
MBS— WOR
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
CH 4-5155
1441 B'way, New York

8

Thursday, December

RADIO DAILY
BOSTON

ST.

Art King, WEEI announcer, back
on the air after an appendix removal.
Joseph B. Groce, once director of

WEEI, died

Marvin

been laid up

a

has

miker,

few days with an

in-

1937

LOUIS

Mueller of

KMOX

has

been voted best all-around announcer
in this area. Jimm Daugherty Agency
Inc. sponsored the contest, with 40
mikers competing.

recently.

Ken Ovenden, WEEI

E.

16,

JAMES R. ANGELL, NBC eduDR.
cational counselor, is among the

two

ing.
In
knotted!

minutes

was

traffic

WEW

Tom Miles,
70 miles from his

baritone, drives

Farmington home
to St. Louis every Thursday to do
WBZ is feeding the NBC-Blue net- list of prominent persons who have
his ballad program.
work a new program. "The Four of been suggested to head the RepubliWGY, Schenectady, is airing speBill
MacKintosh's news staff at
Us," novel-instrumental group, also can Party's committee of 100 which
cial Christmas music sponsored by WEW is doing a swell job of local
"Swingtime Trio," both dispensing will draft new party principles.
fected foot.

very pleasing stuff.
"Request Serenade", featuring the
Eleanor Bowers, a Roy Campbell
organ solos and baritone John Kiley, soloist, has been re-signed for an
now sponsored over
on Sun- additional four week period at the
day evenings at 9:45 by Morton's Mayflower Gardens Club, WashingApparel Shop.
ton.

WMEX

WAGM,

Presque

Me.

Isle,

R. W. Macintosh, general manager,
will visit
York next week.

New

L

Hughes, commercial manager
recently
returned
from
Bangor,
where he signed a new contract with
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. for quarterhour-program promoting its bus ser-

Marie-Louise Quevli. mezzo
prano, has just been signed by

"Let's Dance," conducted and announced by Bill Davis, has become
station's most popular sustaining feature.

NBC

Service.

Artists

John Kelvin,
heard

tenor, will be
series of pro-

WTAR,

g.m..

promotional

Hatcher,

and Ralph
are

director,

back from the International
Club convention.

ceived

a

Owl,"

gift

respectively,

week.

this

re-

WHN's new Saturday

afternoon

tributing Corp.. in
the east, has
closed another Morris Plan sponsorship of "Ports of Call," over WTAR,
Norfolk, to go on the air January
5,

talent

staff.

Bud Springgate
is

KMOC

salesman,

in the Baptist Hospital recovering

WBT

WBT

of

KMOX

came from

It

starts tomorrow at 4:30-4:45 a cocoanut and sent it to the
p.m. Don Albert and his orchestra Owls.
is
sending pictures of
will be feaUired on the show.
the two announcers, garbed as owls,
on special postcards to listeners on
"A Voice and a Piano" is the name request.

will

Norfolk

Night

Eugenia Blair McGee, formerly of
is
now on the

WREC, Memphis,

a tonsilectomy.

called

presented by two young
remain on lads known as Stevens and Irving.
it changes time
They play and sing popular and
to an early evening period.
classical melodies and are heard at
commentator, 5:15 to 5:30 p.m.
sports
Sid
Cook,
signed by Armour to air basketball,
with comments and commercials by
Criterion Radio Productions Inc.,
Ted Coffin, staff announcer.
the sales outlet for Atlas Radio Dis-

Campbell Arnoux,

Lee Kirby and Bill Bivens, conductors of WBT's "Midnight Dancing Party," and known to their listeners as the "Dixie Hoot Owl" and

new WHN
from a Florida listener who had
"Any Mother's Son" carved a wise-looking old owl out of

a

in

grams
which

Irish

program

The Harmony Trio
Pillsbury show when

KWK

"Old

E.

vice.

so-

local Chamber of Commerce. Talent coverage.
includes John Dandurand, Robert
for the eighth year is conWilbur, James McDonald and Chester ducting its "Around the Corner Club"
Vedder, who make up a quartet, Christmas program to aid the needy.
while John Finke is director and or- Idea was started by the late Thomas
ganist.
Patrick and is being continued by
Bob Convey, present station owner.

1938.

WOKO-WABY,

Albany

Harold E. Smith, g.m., has distributed a litter of six Scotties as
Christmas presents. He's a dog lover,
and one of his canine menage had a

blessed event.
starred in
WOKO's new control room in Hotel
leading singing roles of Gilbert and Ten Eyck is completed and new stuSullivan revivals as well as many dio will start service next week.
other musical shows in America and
organist, is a
Floyd Walter,
abroad, will be heard on
when she begins a new engagement busy man. He presents an organ recital in the morning, rushes to City
with the Wivel Club. She will be
Hall and plays the Carillons, then
heard Sundays at midnight and Monfor a musical
hurries back to
days at 11 p.m. accompanied by Bob
matinee.
Asen's Orchestra.
Billy Rose pinch-hit for Wilbur
Socony newscaster on
Morrison,

Mildred Windelle,

who

WOKO

WMCA

WOKO

Cleveland employees of the United WOKO, while latter visited PittsBroadcasting Co. stations,
and burgh.
WCLE, will celebrate the Christmas
season at a party to be held in the
Memphis
studios on Dec. 23 at 7:30 p.m. Eninaugurated
a new type of
Station
tertainment will be provided, with
cards, movies and dancing featuring promotion when it broadcast an inthe diversions and luncheon will be terview between Jack Carley, managing editor of The Commercial
served.
Appeal, and Glenn Ramsey, New
Representative of Associated
York
Charles H. Crutchfield, program
Interview dealt with the
Press.

WHK

Radio

Teddy Bergman caused

a

whale

of

Sun- a lot of excitement early the other
WMC,
by 12 morning. Looking out of his office
window in the Bond Building on
Norfolk and Portsmouth florists.
Broadway he noticed painters reStation staff will hold its annual
Christmas party on the air Dac. 24. moving the "Firefly" sign and substituting one for "Rosalie." A painter
More studio room has been neces- had added "staring Nelson Eddie."
sitated by increased local programs.
Teddy spied the mistake and yelled
Sears-Roebuck's Santa Claus fea- across. In the street people looked director of WBT, Charlotte, comof
ture, over the halfway mark of its up and not knowing what the shout- menting on recent report that sta- workings of AP and the history
mail ing was for thought Teddy was try- tion had subscribed to a script ser- The Commercial Appeal, which will
13 programs, has broken all
celebrate its 100th Anniversary in
records. Shirley Hosier, program di- ing to prevent a suicide from jump- vice, says "tain't so."
Other interviews along the
1939.
rector, does the scripts.
Eileen Davis. "Little

shine,"

being

is

Ray

of

sponsored

KDYL,

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
GEORGE OLSEN
"Broadcasting makes terrific dethe music business. Not
only must songs be ground out
with a heretofore unheard of speed,
because of the way the networks
gobble them up. but they must
lend themselves to all kinds of
arranging.
The really successful

one which can be played

is

sweet, swing or indeterminate. In
fact,
song pluggers now urge
conductors to put in as many of
their own variations as possible.
In

this

longer

way,

life."

the

song

ager,

acting as prosecuting attor-

is

ney on "Announcer's Court."
Salt Lake Symphonic Choir,
rected by Frederick Davis, is a

has

a

di-

new

WHO, Des
Slim

Moines

fiddler

Phillips,

with

same line are scheduled in the future.
John Cleghorn, director of special
had Yvonne Leroux, the
events,
Al Dionne quints' nurse, as interviewee

Clauser's Oklahoma Outlaws, back on recently.
the job after a tussle with scarlet
fever.

Tabor College is airing a series the
cooperating with Elks second Saturday in each month.
and Moose lodges on Christmas fund
Bob Ballantine, harmonica virtuoso
and traffic safety drives.
formerly on "Sunset Corners Opry"
but not with "National Barn Dance"
in Chicago, was a recent visitor.

Thursday

mands on

song

Salt Lake City
Walter Wagstaff, commercial man-

series.

Station

is

WDZ,

Tuscola,

III.

Dick Johnson, who had been on
daily programs here since March,
Washington
1936, resigned to join KOY, Phoenix.
A new program in connection with
Earl
Goodwin,
commentator
and
high schools and chambers of comWhite House correspondent, has been
merce will be started in January.

WRC-WMAL,

Station

is

now

putting out a weekly

signed by Remington-Rand for a six-

one-page tabloid house organ, giving weekly series over WMAL.
NBC boys scooped CBS on the big
news of programs and personalities.
George Losey is editor, and Manager downtown fire this week. Bud Barry
Clair Hull

is

featured columnist.

was

at the

mike

for

WRC.

Sanderson and Frank Cramcollection of more than
12.000 old American songs. Iha
earliest dating back to 1883.
Julia

it

have a

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2.

NO.

NEW

119

YORK,

N. Y.,

of

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

looking
On
AND
LISTENING

Mmt

AGENCY ASSUMES BLAME
FOR MAE WEST EPISODE

IN

In a letter to President Lenox R.
Radio has a iar big- Lohr of NBC, made public last night,
ger audience than J. Walter Thompson Co., agency for

AT RANDOM

movies or the legitimate theater, and Chase & Sanborn, assumed responsipresumably more persons interested in bility for last Sunday night's Mae
it,
yet radio fan news is comparatively West skit which has kicked up a
neglected by daily newspapers.
Pub- rumpus. The agency's letter read:
lishers should wake up to the march of
"On behalf of our client, Chase &
progress.
Sanborn, we wish to express our
(Continued on Page 3)

Announcements of "new steps forward" in television are becoming more
frequent.
Though the demonstrations
don't always bear out the claims, each
fraction of progress adds something toward eventual realization of the goal.

Warn

parrot"

And

Traveling Bands
Non-Union Talent

Full Control of

G. L. Price of Mertens & Price offers a
thought on why sustaining shows are
hard to sell. He says that listeners, after taking a fancy to a sustaining program, resent a sponsor who gets aboard
the wagon, and look upon him as an
interloper.

WCOL

the poor when the
new one.

donating old sets

more

CLAIROL INC. EXTENDING

COAST-TO-COAST
Clairol

Inc.,

which now has its
Go Hollywood" pro-

control

WCOL.

Foods

(Minute

Tapioca)

will increase Mary Margaret McBride
program to five-a-week effective Jan.

6,000,000 in 9

al

to that

movement

get stations to sign off with the nation-

anthem?
D. C. G.

Deadline on Musicians
Is Extended to Dec. 22

Stop-Over
Springfield,

Mo.

—

Phil

the

local

stations,

KGBX, liked them
were so well liked,
decided

to

stay.

so

IN

1937

NBC

station relations added 41
stations to the Blue and Red networks in the past 12 months, a summary of the year's activities reveals.
Network now totals 143 stations.

On

Eight Coast Stations

—

San
Francisco Durkee
Famous
Foods Ltd. on Dec. 26 will start "My
Secret Ambition" on eight Pacific

(KNX, KSFO. KOIN.
KIRO, KFPY, KVI, KSL, KOY) 7: 30coast stations

,

(PST).
Sponsor will sign

8 p.m.

off

Tuesday and Thursday

the present
series

after

the Dec. 23 broadcast. Botsford, Constantine & Gardner is the agency.

Singing in the Rain
Brown

and Ed Long ("Phil and Ed"), formerly of KTUL, Tulsa, were on
their way to a Kansas City station
for an audition when car trouble
sidetracked them here. They visited

STATIONS

41

Months

With third quarter radio receiving
Program, heard Monday, Wednes- set sales amounting
The search for good dramatic material,
to 2,604,000, up
day and Friday, will add Tuesday and 274,000 as compared
written specially for radio, is gaining
with same period
Thursday.
It airs over 44 stations
momentum.
last year, total for first nine months
of CBS network.
(Continued on Page 3)

What ever happened

NBC NETWORKS ADDED

Durkee Foods Program
Sales of Receiving Sets

3.

to

stations with Feg Murray and Ozzie
Nelson's orchestra, Sundays, 7:30-8
(Continued on Page 3)

count executive.

Tapioca Expands
General

to hold its 1937
shows, sponsored by
were signatured for
renewals yesterday. Standard Brands,
Kellogg, General Foods, Household
Finance, Philip Morris and Standard
Oil of California are the clients
signed up.
Standard Brands has signed 52 week
renewals for the Rudy Vallee hour
on 59 Red network stations, Thurs-

NBC

IN JAN.

and management of Bros, station in Hollywood.
Although stock of the comAgency is William H. Rankin Co.,
pany has always been in his name, with William H. Rankin Jr. as ac-

full

Radio continues

lead. Nine
six advertisers,

days, 9-10 p.m., effective Jan. 6 and
the "Bakers' broadcast" on 61 Blue

—

to

well-to-do get a

—

half-hour "Let's
gram airing on Friday evenings over
a California network, plans to extend the show coast-to-coast after
Columbus, O. Kenneth B. John- Jan. 1.
The show is directed by
ston, local attorney, will take over Harry Maizlish of KFWB, the Warner

(Continued on Page 3)

—also

Frank Fay Back
West Coast Bur., RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Frank Fay returns
to radio Sunday at 5:50-6 p.m. PST
over KHJ-Mutual in a new variety
show including star KHJ talent.
Probably a feeler on format for
show being readied for Fay as
regular Mutual feature after first
of year.

Taken Over by Johnston

Everybody should join in the move to
encourage giving of radio sets for Christpresents

Standard Brands, Kellogg, Gen. Foods,
Household Finance, Philip Morris,
S. O. of Cal. Signed Up

(Continued on Page 3)

with so
worth while things that could be
contest.

done!

mas

FIVE CENTS

1937

On

Widespread publicity in the daily
papers anent a reported order from
As if the "singing mice" tourney was- the AFM that all vocalists on radio,
n't a big enough joke to radio listeners,
sustaining or commercial, must join
somebody has to promote a coast-to-coast the American Federation of Actors

many

17,

NBC Shows Renewed

9

"talking

Commercial Radio and Television

KWTO-

well,

that they

and
have

May

Joseph N. Weber, president of the
AFM, yesterday stated that he had
Bands
Out of
extended the IRNA deadline to Dec.
22 after a talk with members of the
Chicago Unless remote orchestras IRNA Special Advisory Committee.
pay the $100 weekly to be charged Weber believed that excellent progby network stations starting Jan. 15 ress was being made and agreed
to help cover cost of airing these that the time extensions heretofore
sustainers, stations may turn to New given were probably much too short
York, Los Angeles and other points for stations and locals to properly
and pipe in music just as good at negotiate.
Committee and Weber
no extra cost. Stations feel that the went over majority of the contracts

Chi. Stations

Pipe

From

Town

—

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

Oklahoma
must

go

held at

on"

WKY

City

—

The

tradition

the other

"show

was upday when

a water pipe burst on top of
Marty Hall and the orchestra
during the Cains Coffee Co. program. Marty kept warbling and
guitar,
while the
playing
his
orchestra continued its playing
throughout the drenching.

2

KGFF

7th Anniversary

Observed With Ceremony

,

Heckle

Century
30,000,000 Ears

Had

!

cominG

—

:

:

:

—

16)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close
147V4 1453/4 146
17V8
17V4 17

Crosley

Cen.

Radio

Electric

8

Stewart

65/a

65/s

495/8

50

Warner

103/4

495/8
103/4

103/s

106 1/4

106

108

16V4 16V4 163/8
YORK CURB EXCHANCE

NEW
Hareltine

8

6%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

Corp.

Chg.

+ %
17
17
17
+ Va
7% 7% 7% — Vs
427/
431/4 +
437/
v5

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

.

143/4

171/s

.

171/8

—

3/8

+
+

—

1V4

+

27/8

Vi
V4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Asked

7

8

Stromberg Carlson

Set

Station Lists

Campbell soup

will

use 44

NBC-

Red stations for the Amos 'n' Andy
series Mondays through Fridays, 77:15 p.m. which comes under its
sponsorship on Jan. 3.
For the Mickey Mouse program,
Pepsodent will use 54 NBC-Red stations, Sundays, 5:30-6 p.m. Program
debuts Jan. 2. F. Wallis Armstrong
has the soup account and Lord &
Thomas has Pepsodent.

Catholics Protest
Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Father Maurice S.
Washington
Sheehy, head of the department of
religion of Catholic University, has
written the FCC members protesting
against the Garden of Eden take-off

on Sunday's Chase & Sanborn Hour.

WMCA

Federation of Sales Executives, addressed the club on the "Advertising
History and Policies of Dr. Pepper
Co." Representatives of the "Pepper
Uppers," Dr. Pepper-Dixie Network
Sunday radio program, who rounded
out the entertainment were Jimmie
Jefferies, Ludi Maisen, Ruth Salter
and the Pepper Trio. The program
was broadcast over KTAT. Miss
Ishmael Grant represented TracyLocke-Dawson, advertising agents for
Dr. Pepper.
Special guests of the Advertising
League were members of the Rotary
Club and Sales Managers Club of

Party

for

—May

Chicago
tertained

at

WNEW

Monday

TO

11

A. M.

6

7:30

P.

M

years,

MORTIMER
W.

ton,

New

in

is

JOHNNY GREEN
NESS,

of

WCHS,

Charles-

York.

and

returned

have

Gome

and

WATTERS,

C.

Va.,

to

his

BETTY FUR-

bride,

Hollywood

from

New

York.

BURYL LOTTRIDCE,
KTUL, Tulsa,
to

director of advertising at
a ten-day business trip
City.

making

is

Omaha and Kansas

Chicago,

JOHN VAN CRONKHITE
Associates
yesterday.

Chicago,

Inc.,

of
arrived

Van

Cronkhite
York

New

in

EMILY HOLT, executive secretary of the
AFRA, has arrived on the Coast from New
York;

second

visit

KATE SMITH

past

in

month.

Dec. 24 for Washington
to spend Christmas with her family and will
return to New York the following Tuesday.
leaves

KAY and BUDDY ARNOLD leave Dec. 24 for
their first vacation in two and a half years.
They'll
spend it in Lakewood, N. J., until
after the first of the year.

WMCA

Show
Molly PiconFor Maxwell House Coffee

"Uncle

is

to

be en-

a pre-Christmas party
as guest of her spon-

he will decide future Contract is for 13 weeks. Miss Picon's
Second Avenue Theater company will
appear in the cast of the show.

Pillsbury's New Show Cast
Chicago Cast for Pillsbury's new
"Woman in White," shortly to replace "Today's Children" on NBC, is
to be headed by Luise Barklie, who
has changed her name to Luise Barclay.
Others in lineup will be Toni
Gilman, 17-year-old sister of Lucy,
13-year-old star of Sunbrite's "Junior

—

KGFX

Daily Crime Bulletin
KGFX recently made

D—

Pierre, S.

a deal with the Attorney-General of
South Dakota for the broadcasting
of a daily crime bulletin. The information, aired at 11:30 a.m., is intended primarily for all law enforce-

ment officers in South Dakota. A
remote has been installed in the
Nurses," Bill Farnum and MacDonoffice of Attorney-General Roddewig,
ald Carey. Show is written by Irna
who does his own broadcasting. Mrs.
Phillips and produced by Carl Wester
Ida A. McNeil is owner of KGFX.
agency. Switch takes place Jan. 3

Bankers

on Red network.

to

Carol on

WMCA

Undertakers in Duet Program
St. Paul — Welander Quist Co. and
Listoe & Wold, Minneapolis and St.

There's a group of bank employees Paul undertaking firms, respectively,
in Brooklyn, who have formed a share a 15-minute Sunday night spot

WMCA

mas

on KSTP, called "Beauty That EnRecently they placed their
dures."
Handling
account with an agency.
the funeral show from now on will
be Ivan Graves.

will
carols.
This year,
broadcast the carol singers when they
Harold E. Smith Laid Up
before ChristAlbany Harold E. Smith, g.m. of
give their an- WOKO-WABY, has been laid up
over CBS network Dec. 26 at 6-6:30 nual Yuletide concert.
again due to recurrence of effects
p.m. will be titled "Double Everyof injuries received in an auto crash
thing".
last summer. He expects to be back
Cormier Changes Break
his desk before Christmas.
newly
ap- at
Albert A. Cormier,
on Short
pointed manager of WINS, yesterday
Community announced the first of a series of
Buffalo's
Buffalo
Christmas Sing on WBEN, with 300 changes in station policies to be inImperial Tobacco Co. Ltd.
voices, will be short waved tomorrow jected
as part of his re-organization
OF CANADA
at 9-10 p.m. via W8XH and the two plans.
Effective today, WINS will

Wrigley Titles New Show
assemble on the day
Wrigley's new show which begins mas at 1:15-2 p.m. to

WBEN

—

Wave

—

stations in Schenec-

use a new station break, namely:
"Station WINS Wins New York".

Atlantic City

"Daily Birthday Party", conducted
by Ethel Rattay and dedicating various features to listeners on their
birthdays, has replaced the Steel Pier
Imhoff, singing announcer
the Hotel Morton, has arranged
daily
Christmas features for the
luncheon broadcasts from the hotel.
for

TO

in six
plans.

the city's kids

sor,

Frank

1250 Kc.
10

Robson

Robson

"Tea Time Topics".

FEATURE

to

Glee Club and each year at ChristBauer & Black. Her transcribed mas time, gather around a large
show, "Lady of Millions," is aired lighted tree outside the Dime Savlocally through WGN. Blackett-Sam- ings Bank Building on De Kalb
Avenue in Brooklyn to sing Christple-Hummert handles.
here

WPG,

"Make-Believe Ballroom"
A

May

WMCA,

MARTIN BLOCK'S

known

at 10:45 a.m.

Worth.

Ft.

"Rhyme Doctor" on
"The Rhyme Doctor", inspirational General Electric
series featuring Peter Maxwell, starts tady.
Dec. 20 at 8:30-8:45 a.m. over
daily except Sunday.

1937

as
Dallas—The Ft. Worth Advertising
WIP", has resigned from WIP, efMolly Picon, Yiddish comedienne,
League held a Dr. Pepper Day on
Wednesday and celebrated the occa- fective Jan. 2. He has held the job will be starred in a new half-hour
for over six years and has built up variety show starting Jan. 13 on
sion at its weekly luncheon. W. V.
a big following with his daily pro- WMCA at 7:30-8 p.m. under sponBallew, sales manager of Dr. Pepper
gram. After taking his first vacation sorship of Maxwell House Coffee.
Co. and president of the National

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, 'Dec.

17,

of the

Shawnee, Okla. Seventh anniverYoung & Rubicam yesterday resary of KGFF was celebrated Wednes- vealed that there were over 30,000,Price 5 Cts.
Fri., Dec. 17, 1937
day with open house all day and 000 listeners to the Jack Benny-Fred
Vol. 2, No. 119
three special broadcasts. The Mayor Allen broadcast early this year which
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the
Benny-Allen
feud.
and other notables were interviewed climaxed
Editor by Ross Porter, station manager, in Check was made by phone calls.
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Benny and Allen will meet again
Business Manager one of the programs, while another
MARVIN KIRSCH
brought KGFF advertisers to the on Dec. 22.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays mike and they told of the station's
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. service and results.
"Candle in Forest" on Magic Key
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoatc.
In the evening a 30-minute pro"The Candle in the Forest", Temple
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester gram was fed* to the eight stations of Bailey's
story
famous
Christmas
B. P.ahn. Vice-President j Charles A. Alicoate. the
Oklahoma Network, of which which first appeared in Good HouseSecretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Program re- keeping and since has been included
Terms (Post free) United States outside of Porter is president.
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, viewed outstanding events in KGFF's in a number of story anthologies,
order
remit
with
should
year, $10. Subscriber
RADIO history and saluted former staff mem- will be presented in a dramatized
communications
to
all
Address
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. bers now working at other O-N sta- version on the Magic Key of RCA
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. tions. Leroy Moses wrote the script. program this Sunday afternoon. WilCable address: Filmday, New York. HollyWOR, New York, and WGN, Chi- liam C. Lengel, Miss Bailey's literary
wood. Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
cago, sister stations in the Mutual representative, negotiated the sale.
matter
April
class
5,
as
second
Entered
web, also saluted KGFF.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
under the act of March 3, 1879.
"Uncle WIP" Quits
Philadelphia James A. Willard Jr.,
Ad Club Honors Dr. Pepper
:

December

Friday,

RADIO DAILY

KEN SISS0N
Director, "Canada,
With

* POWER
* MARKET
*POPUlARITY
'etu/u

Equipped for Super Power

30-piece orchestra

a

16 voice

Over
Fridays,

a

1937"

choir and soloists

coast-to-coast network of
Canadian Stations
10

to

10:45

P.

M.,

E.S.T.

Friday,

December

NINE NBC

17.

1937
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NEW PECCRAMS-IDEA/

E

Music
(.Continued from Page 1)

for

Dance music

Xmas

Holiday Parties
to furnish

background

James

Nickelodeon
(Continued from Page 1)
in quite a few cases adjustments
remain to be made.

KVSO, Ardmore, and

Griffith,

Walter for Christmas parties in homes will Okla., has a different Christmas
J.
Jan. 2.
Thompson Co. is the agency.
be aired almost continuously over charity program idea, that is "ringing
Kellogg has signed a renewal efon both Christmas Eve and the bell". Transcribed music aired
fective Jan. 3, for the Ireene Wicker New Year's Eve from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m. daily in cooperation with Salvation
show on 14 Blue stations, Mondays The innovation is expected to be Army which gets the money for Xmas
through Thursdays, 5:30-5:45 p.m. welcome in view of the numerous work. Music comes from an imaginary nickelodeon. Nickels dropped
Also the "Girl Alone" program Jan. choral programs usually offered.
10 on the Red network, Mondays
Next Thursday the station will air in with characteristic ring start
Audience respondthrough Fridays, 12 noon to 12:15 a half -hour of Christmas Carols from record playing.
p.m. N. W. Ayer placed the account. the open air building lot at 74th St. ing generously with money to keep
the machine going.
Household Finance, through Bat- and New York Ave.
effective

p.m.,

Although optimistic on the final
outcome, Weber reiterated that the
one standard upon which the IRNA
deal would be judged and declared

WNEW

ten,

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, on

Bands
Warn
On Non-Union

Jan. 4 renews "It Can Be Done" with
Traveling
Edgar A. Guest for a year on 23
Talent
Blue, Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
General Foods has signed a 39(Continued from Page 1)
week renewal for the Robert (Beaffiliates, was termed a
lieve It or Not) Ripley show on 57 or one of its
Red stations, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m., misconstruction by Jos. N. Weber,
president, who pointed out that
show on
effective Jan. 15. The
question was sent solely
72 Red stations, Thursdays, 9-10 p.m., the letter in
has had its time contract extended to traveling bands, calling their atBen- tention to a Standing Resolution of
to the first week in February.
the AFM. Letter which is strictly an
ton & Bowles has both accounts.
Philip Morris on Feb. 1 will re- AFA proposition and jurisdiction, in
new the Russ Morgan show for an- no way concerns the American FedExact
other 52 week run on 50 Red sta- eration of Radio Artistes.
The wording of the letter, to "traveling
Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
tions,
bands," and signed by Weber is as
Biow Co. is the agency.
Standard Oil of Calif, will con- follows:
"Kindly be advised that if actors,
tinue the "Standard School Broadcasts" through the 1938 school year. singers or other entertainers are carProgram is heard over six Pacific ried by your orchestra, they must
Red stations, Thursdays, 11-11:45 a.m. be members of the American FederaRenewal is effective Jan. tion of Actors. If they are not, they
(PST).
6 and runs until April 21 signing off must immediately become such if
It will return on they desire to continue to perform
for the summer.
15. with your orchestra.
Sept. 29 and run until Dec.
"Union orchestras cannot carry or
April 14 and Nov. 24 are holidays,
hence no broadcasts will be aired. play with non-union entertainers.
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, has
"This order conforms to Standing
Resolution No. 13 of the American
the account.
Within the next few days more re- Federation of Musicians. The matnewals will be announced by NBC ter is very important, therefore your
and CBS. Contracts have been ap- attention is called to same."
proved but must await the formal
signature.

AFM

MGM

Sales of Receiving Sets
6.000,000 in 9

Months

(Continued from Page

1)

approximately 6,000,000
is
according to December issue of
Twelve-month sales
Radio Today.
1937

of

sets,

be slightly under
though current prices are 8

will

8,000,000,
to 10 per

cent higher.

Tube sales for the first nine months
of this year are 9.4 per cent ahead
of 1936.
Principal importers of U. S. sets,
the

publication

states,

are the fol-

Agency Assumes Blame
For Mae West Episode
(Continued from Page

1)

deepest regret that the program
broadcast Sunday night, Dec. 12,
gave offense to anyone. Obviously,
the whole purpose of these broadcasts is to afford wholesome entertainment.
These programs, over a
period of eight years, are evidence
of this.
The script of this feature
of the broadcast was our responsibility.
It was a mistake, and we
can assure the public at large that
the same mistake will not be made
again."

Lohr

replied:

"We appreciate your expression of
lowing countries, in order: Mexico,
United
Kingdom, Canada, South concern about the broadcast of Dec.
Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Cuba, New 12, against which criticism has been
directed.
We share with you the
Zealand and France.
regret you express as we share also

POSITION WANTED
Cultured, versatile young lady, knows
radio thoroughly, excellent stenographerexperienced radio author's astypist,
sistant,

wishes position.

Write Box A-121,
1501

Broadway

RADIO DAILY
New York City

EXTENDED TO DEC. 22

IS

RENEWED BY CLIENTS

the responsibility in this incident.
"Our interests are entirely mutual
in striving to give to the American
public the type of wholesome entertainment which it wants, and which
it
has every right to expect. The
National Broadcasting Company can
be counted upon to intensify its
efforts to this end."

Chi. Stations

May

operative

money

of

(Continued from Page

amount

total

of

of actual negotiation.

Pipe

Bands From Out

the

is

be expended for musicians.
The main thing, he said, was that
the total sum be not too far behind
the amount agreed upon, or at least
the sum lacking should be in process
to

Town

Full Control of

WCOL

Taken Over by Johnston

1)

remote airings are almost commer(Continued from Page 1)
cial, while hotel men reply that they
station has been operated in concannot pay the fee and will have
junction with WBNS, owned and
lines removed if the rule is put in
by the Wolfe interests.
effect.
WBBM, WMAQ, WENR, WLS operated
In taking over full control of the
and WGN are involved.
station, Johnston says all connections
with WBNS will be severed. WCOL
now has its own switchboard, and
KFYR, Bismarck
Fay Brown, veteran sports com- the two stations are separated by a
mentator, has resumed his popular newly-constructed partition.
Ernest Lowe has been promoted to
"Sports Review" every Thursday.
Brown has been doing sports for acting chief engineer. Neal Smith
is in charge of advertising, with Jack
the past eight years over KFYR.
Latest addition to announcing staff Kelly handling national advertising.
George C. Banning, a former radio
is Wayne Griffin, formerly of WMIN,
Minneapolis. Griffin plans a holiday man now associated with Johnston's
vacation trip to his home in Wood- real estate activities, may shortly be
ville, Wis., about Jan. 1.
connected with the station.

a

tested daytime program formula

FEATURING

IDA BAILEY
Women!

...for 12,000,000
TWELVE

million is a whole bunch of anything
but twelve million food buying, meal-planning
housewives is a rich market any alert advertiser might
covet
whether he's vending victuals, vitamins
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

or vehicles!

TWELVE

housewives

million

consult

daily

BAILEY ALLEN'S famous Cook Books

IDA

guidance
in food selection
meal-planning and economy.
She has earned the confidence of these millions of
home-makers
and by radio can sway their opinions
.

.

in

favor of

.

product.

records

premacy

.

.

.

YOUR

ACTUAL

for

reveal

Mrs.

Allen's

radio

su-

be unchallenged!
She can sell
YOUR goods economically in a tested daytime program formula tailored to meet YOUR marketing
problems.
to

.

.

.

INFORMATION ADDRESS EARL THOMAS

FOR

HENRY SCDVAINE
/

30

NEW YORK

;/

c o

r

j>

o

r

a

t

r

,/

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
Circle

7-5666

Friday.

RADIO DAILY:
I •

&

c. c.

A

Floyd A. Parton, San Jose, Cal.
new station. 1170 kc, 250 watts,

10:

for

George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal. CP for
new station. 1440 kc, 500 watts, unlimited.
Carl Latenser, Atchison, Kan.
CP for
new station. 1420 kc, 100 watts, daytime.
Jan. 11: J. T. Griffen, Fort Smith, Ark.
CP for new station. 880 kc, 1 KW., daytime.

Colonial Broadcasting Corp., Norfolk.
CP
new station. 1370 kc, 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Jan. 13: Earle Yates, Las Cruces, N. Mex.
CP for new station. 930 kc, 500 watts, day-

for

time.

Valley Broadcasting Co., Youngstown. CP
new station. 1350 kc, 1 KW., unlimited.

for

Genesee Radio Corp., Flint, Mich. CP for
station.
1200 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts

new

LS., specified.
Jan. 14: Conn. State College, Storrs, Conn.
CP for special station. 100000, 110000, 200000,
300000 kc, 250 watts, unlimited.

Broadcasting

CP

N. C.

for

new

Corp.,

Salisbury,

1500 kc,

station.

100

250 watts LS., unlimited.

watts,

APPLICATION RETURNED
Cascade Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Wash. CP for new station. 1420
watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

NEW
KFDM,

to show him around if he ever got into town ... Mr. Dealer called
CBS and was told to call Fanchon & Marco, who in turn switched him to
some other firm who switched him back to CBS. Here he was told to call
the local Ford office and there he was told to call the Hotel Astor. which
switched him to the Hotel Lexington .... By this time he was frantic
especially when he gave his hotel operator this number: "Wi. 2-4400" ....
"But you are at that number now," replied the wrong-number-giver at the
"Well, I want to talk to Al Pearce," he replied in disgust. His call
hotel.
was switched elsewhere and a voice said that Al Pearce should be reached
which he had tried a few times before.
."Oh, no, you
at a CBS number
and at the top of his voice shouted "I want
don't give me that again!"
told
to talk to Al Pearce!". .. .Al got on, asked the man where he was
."I'm in 1219" came the Southern's reply.
the Lexington what room.
"And," said Pearce, "I'm in 1220" which is next door-

be glad

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

Everett,

Ostensibly from the northern home of Santa Claus came
a phone call to 2Vz year old Joan Glade, granddaughter, of the manQueried on her wishes,
aging director of KSL, Salt Lake City

•

•

Mrs. Tucker's

Shortening.

WJJD, Chicago: Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Co., "Daily Sports Edition", through
BBD&O; Western Union, spots; Volupte,
spot announcements on Women's Exchange,
through Abbott Kimball, Inc.
Procter &
Gamble, (Camay), ETs, through Pedlar &
Ryan; Neura Soap, announcements, through
John Barnes, Inc.; American Popcorn Co.,
through
Coolidge Advertising
Co.
Scott
Products, hillbilly program, through First
United Broadcasters.
;

•

Joan replied she wanted

this

and

that,

was a good

girl,

thought Santa

a swell feller ... .When the phone conversation ended, young Joan
hung up, and to her mother's question, "Who was that?" replied:
"Aw, it was just Gwanpa Glade, but 1 had to be p'lite over the
phone!" .... Kelvin Keech will be emcee tomorrow nite at the

Women's Advertising Club

affair.

;

WIND,

Chicago:
Western
Union Vick Chemical, through Morse International,
Inc.;
Alfred Johnson Skate Co.,
"The Man on the Ice"; Hartz Mountain
Products,
through
George H.
Hartmann
agency.

Gary

and

;

WNEW, New

York: A.

W.

Pickett,

Inc.

(autos), announcements.

WMCA, New

York:

Chevrolet,

"Musical

Moments."

Cup

Jack Benny
First annual award of merit by
Pilot Radio Award Society, which
makes weekly presentations, goes to
Jack Benny. The silver cup was
Pilot

for

presented to Alvin Austin, on behalf of Benny, who is on the coast,
at the Pilot Awards Society luncheon
this

week.

•

THE

OF

SOUTH

A

few weeks ago,

in the

wee hours

morning, Rudy Val-

of the

Reubens when word reached him that
Jack Whiting had taken sick on the eve of the opening of Ed Wynn's show
....Though it was 'way past an ordinary person's bedtime, the crooner
offered to remain up all night learning Jack's lines and songs
to go on in
Whiting's place, thus saving a much postponed show. He offered to do
this service gratis, but for some unknown reason his gesture was rejected
.The past week Rudy, doing a p.a. at the Paradise, was suffering from
an ailment in his throat. Though not singing, he has appeared at every
show, knowing that people came to the cafe to see him due to the advertising and also because his not appearing might deprive work to members
However, so as not to cheat the management and the
of his company.
public, Vallee has had some prominent personality get up on the floor and
do a routine. On nite we were there, Rubinoff tore the place down with a
few solo renditions.

was snatching a sandwich

at

.

.

.

—

Lee, youngest member of the announcing
Cleveland, will never again try to adjust a
velocity mike during a show.
During a recent airing Lee got a
signal from Bert Koeblitz, engineer, to lower the mike he was using.

•

•

at

Robert

EXCL

NETWORK

•

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

MANAGEMENT

TED

COLLINS

at

p.m.

6:

15

heard thrice
airwaves
Flying the banner of
vehicle

WBZ-WBZA

Hanley's Ale, Bill as narrator turns
back the clock to events of yesterday that remain indelibly impressed

upon the minds

of sports devotees.
Figuratively, he takes his microphone to the point of action, and
reports the re-enactment in a vivid
and picturesque manner, typical of
all of Williams' airings.

On

show reviewed

the

(Wednes-

day) Bill recalled the sensational
reverse run, made by the badly bewildered Roy Reigals in the Rose
Bowl game played by Southern California and Georgia Tech several seasons ago. The program has definite
appeal to the male listener, which
to

be

just

what the

sponsor ordered.

Don Albert Orchestra

WLW

WHN

Line at
Over
and the
2:30 p.m. yesterday, the Don Albert
Orchestra offered something of a
novelty by using two male vocalists
whose voices were pretty much alike.
Singers were Bob Murray and Joe
Martin. Murray was heard in "Santa
Claus is Coming to Town", "Thrill
of a Lifetime" and some other pieces,
all of which he put over very nicely,
while Martin sang some "Heaven"
numbers among others. Both boys
have stuff. The orchestra is an efficient staff unit.

OKLAHOMA
Irwin "Drake" Bingham, newscaster on KWKY, recovering from minor
operation.

Ralph Webster and his orch, newat Blossom Heath niterie, to be
carried by KTOK fifteen minutes

est

each nite except Sunday when aired
Monday-Friday-Sunday
30 minutes.
spots go to Oklahoma Network.

E.

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
CBS

over

"It

Wil-

WHK-WCLE,

—

THURSDAYS

latest

weekly

Bill

Eugene
Potes
newscasting
(Norman).

—

SMITH

liams'

entitled
is

WNAD

There are two screws on the mike which he wasn't able to play with
so instead of lowering the mike, which he couldn't do, Lee raised
it, hoping to loosen the screw-hold.
By this time the program had
ended but the mike was two feet above Bob's head so he had to
stand on a chair to make the closing announcement.

KATE

decade,

—

•

SONCBIRD

•

•

lee

staff

THE

past

Happened Yesterday,"

would seem

kc, 100

BUSINESS

Beaumont, Texas:

• • • Little Shots About Big Shots: Last Friday a Ford dealer irom
down south came up to N. Y. for a few days visit and decided to look up
Al Pearce because the latter, while down yonder, told the former that he'd

series of dramatized sports events

the

of

daytime.

Piedmont

1937

Happened Yesterday"

"It

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
CP

17,

PROGRfMl REVIEWS

ACTIVITIES
Jan.

December

•

•

At the

Pilot

luncheon aired over

WMCA

the other

day

—

—CBS

was mentioned four times. NBC twice, WOR five times Bayer Aspirin
CBS prexy Bill Paley three times BUT no WMCA!.... Our blunder

—

Crediting

Pepsodent as sponsor

instead of Colgate-Palmolive!

of

How

House"
phone DID ring!

"Hilltop

the

in

yest'y's

BARRY
Mckinley
IN

"CHEVROLET
ROMANTIC RHYTHM''

once,
dept.:

pillar

SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

on

December

Friday.

17,

1937

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC
MANNONE,

WINGY

one

-

*

armed

trumpeter, headlines the Martin

WNEW

Block-Merle Pitt
Concert" this Sunday

"Swing

a.m.
at 11
Midge Williams, torch singer, and the
Slim Gaylord brothers, latest swing
sensations, will also be heard, in addition to Pitt's popular swing band.

A rare occurrence in radio transpired this week when Carl Hoff
signed a contract to continue directing
the music for the Al Pearce CBS
broadcasts for the next 52 weeks, or
one whole year continuously. Hoff's
contract is unique among bandleaders in that it does not contain the
customary 13-week or 26-week option claxises. The batoneer will continue to banter comic dialogue with
Pearce,
who recently discovered
latent ability

Hoff's

to read

lines.

Station Plugs During Breaks
KFRO in Longview, Tex., is using
station breaks as a means of publicizing the facilities of the station. For
example, such announcements as
"This is KFRO in Longview, the
Shopping Center of East Texas";
"This is KFRO in Longview, Texas,
giving wings to words the eyes might
miss"; "This is KFRO in Longview,
covering the rich East Texas area as
no other single medium can"; and
"This is KFRO in Longview, Texas,
the

station

saves you money
shopping."
With the

that

when you go
same idea

ing of
patent

age.
that

realize

its

must divorce

a

fresh

For

it

before
fullest
its

note

in dance
to extract

has long been
swing could
possibilities,

it

excessive noise.

promotion in
mind, KFRO presents the "Concert
Hall of the Air" each Sunday evening, a program which reminds adverof

station

DENVER

—

Tulsa's col-

by auditions from the
amateurs, and to attract
these amateurs prizes are offered. The
first show featured the deep, rich,
colorful bass voice of one of the shoe
shine boys at the Ambassador.

are

selected

ranks

of

George H. Field Recovered
George H.
National

back

Field, sales

Transcription

manager

of

Features,

is

—Aid

WKY, Oklahoma

City,
efforts

of
finding their

out-of-way
are
to help sponsors in putting on shows
are paying dividends. Station policy
is to make every effort to give the

sponsor of a show as many newspaper breaks as possible, promotion
in the station's regular newspaper
advertising, display cards and posters
for merchants' use and ballyhooing
the programs in every way possible.
Actual tests made by the station
management have shown that sponsors appreciate and are much quicker
to

renew

options.

PITTSBURGH

Herman Middleman's Band

angling

—
—
N.
assignor
2,101.976 — Television

2,101,891
Tuning Meter.
Ceorge L. Beers.
Collingswood, N. J., assignor to RCA.
2,101.896 Capacitor.
Leslie G.
Burlingame.
Erlton,

J.,

Plandome,

well,

Westfield,

phone

N.

N.

to

RCA.

System.

and

Y.,

assignors
Telegraph Co.

Or

J.,

to

Otto
Joseph

B.

that the information desired has already been obtained and status of
the case is not affected.

desk after having been
Merry Macs al Roxy
out for almost a week. Field and his
daughter were injured when the car
The Merry Macs, NBC vocal group,
in which they were riding struck an- will double between radio spots and
other vehicle on the new Express Roxy Theater for one week beginning
today.

Black-

Herman.
American Tele-

2.101,985— Electrical Condenser.
Stanley S.
Cramer, Haddon Heights, N. J., assignor to
Radio Condenser Co.
2,102,045— Electron Discharge Tube.
Alfred
G. Thomas, Lynchburg, Va.
2,102,070— Remote Control System.
Floyd M.
Merchantville, N. J.
2,102,145
Automatic Regulator.

Harris,

—

Montrouge,

lou.

France,

assignor

to

Jean

Fal-

Compagnie

pour la Fabrication des Compteurs & Material
d'Usines a Caz.
2,102,165
Radio Circuits.
Klaas Posthumus.
Eindhoven. Netherlands, assignor to RCA.
2.102.168— Radio Receiving Set.
Stuart W.
Seeley and Carrard Mountjcy. Jackson, Mich.,
assignors, by mesne assignments to RCA.
2.102,401
Superheterodyne
Receiver.
Jon
Joseph Yolles, also known as Jack Yolles or
Jacob Yolles, Paris, France, assignor to RCA.
2.102,410 Antenna System.
Ceorge W. Fyler,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General
Electric Co.
2,102,419 Oscillation Generator. Fritz Klutke,

—

—
—
—

Cermany, assignor to AlGesellschaf t.
Hans
2,102,421
Cathode Ray Oscillograph.
P. Kuehni. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Co.
Nils E.
Lin2,102.426
Frequency Control.
Jefferson,
N.
Y.,
assignor
to
denblad.
Port
Berlin-Johannisthal,

for Bluebird records.

legemeine

All radio organists in this city hired
by local department stores to play
Lois Miller at
Christmas hymns.

Rosenbaum's, Bernie Armstrong at
Kaufmann's, Joe DeOtto at Mellor's.

Electricitats

—

—

RCA.

WBIL, New York

Frederick B. Robinson, noted
educator and president of City College, will appear on Sunday's "Public
Service Forum" at 4-4:30 p.m. Charles
Henry Busse, Herbie Kaye, Dick Henry Ingersoll will introduce him.
Stabile— "The Three Musketeers"—
Uncle Robert will be guest of
wined and dined together the last F. N. T. at 2:15 p.m. today. They'll
talk over old times of radio.
two days.
Dr.

W

defamatory remarks made on one of
the "On Broadway" programs, did not
materialize in a motion to have certain defendants examined yesterday
in
Supreme Court before Justice
William Harman Black. Attorneys
for the stock brokers, Dwight, Harris,
Kagle & Kaski, withdrew the motion
to examine in court the heads of
RCA, General Foods and Benton &
Bowles.
Program is sponsored by
Diamond Crystal Salt, Sundays on
the NBC-Blue network. Understood

at his

Highway.

Washington. D. C.

Sponsor
Officials

John B. Brady, Attorney

value of radio advertis-

Lawrence Welke, now in St. Paul,
succeeds Dick Stabile at Hotel WilNormal School on WMFF
liam Penn on New Year's Day.
Pittsburgh, N. Y.—The State Normal School here is finding a new me- Welke has style similar to Orrin
Tucker.

Negro Show on KTUL

negro bands are
participating, the emcee is a negro
and the commercials are read by a
negro announcer.
The entertainers

Compiled by

KLZ.

dium of expression via WMFF, which
has installed a line directly to the
school from its broadcasting studios.
Through the remote facilities of
Plattsburgh Broadcasting Corp., the
Normal School now brings to the
listeners
of
northern New York
such events as basketball games, assembly programs and other entertainment.
The school assembly program every Wednesday, with music by the
ly stationed.
girls' glee club, the P.S.N.S. Symphony orchestra under direction of
Prof. L. R. Street and soloists from
All
the student body, has become a regTulsa The Ambassador Shoe Re- ular feature of WMFF.
builders & Dyers is sponsoring an
all-negro show over KTUL titled
No "Broadway" Exam
"Dixie Land Jamboree" which is
Libel suit filed by Arnold & Frese,
broadcast from the Crystal Palace
stock brokers, on grounds of alleged
Ballroom in Greenwood,

Two

tisers of the
ing.

and Television

lt.nl iu

Students from the five Denver high
Charles Urquhart, production manschools are taking to the air daily ager of KDKA, again confined to his
in
fifteen-minute
broadcasts over home by illness.

Fifty-second Street's never-ending
search for a novelty song to follow
the "Fse a Muggin' " and "Music Goes
'Round" of other seasons has resulted in the composition of "Where's
the Waiter?" by Wingy Mannone.
Robbins Music is publishing the veteran trumpeter's piece, while the latter is attempting to popularize at
the Swing Club, where he is current-

ored section.

NEW PATENTS

PROMOTION

The programs are directed and
music, Vincent Lopez aims
produced by the students and cenit from his new "Suave Swing" band,
ter on the problems which face the
which opens at the Gibson Hotel, high school graduate.
Cincinnati, tomorrow with a MuThe fourteenth annual series of
tual wire.
Lopez is attempting to Good Fellows Club auctions has startrefine swing, give the public a more ed over station KFEL, with more
polished form of the swing technique. than $1,500 already donated in goods
It may be a step toward swing com- and services by Denver merchants.
there's

If

s
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DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television

WGY

Porcelain Insulator
Tested to Destruction

one of the most unusual

In

Station

Improvements
A

tests

ever conducted at the Bureau of
Uniontown, Pa.
Application
of
Standards at Washington, a huge
of
here for modification
1600-pound porcelain insulator, built
for General Electric's radio station license to increase power and time
at Schenectady, was tested to of operation from 250 watts daytime
only to 100 watts night, 250 watts
destruction by compression.
day, unlimited time, has been set
Insulator
Manufactured by Locke
for hearing by the FCC.
Corp. as the base support for the

—

WMBS

WGY

new
the

Engineers to Operate
NBC's Mobile Tele Unit

10

625-foot antenna tower for WGY,
mammoth insulator was designed
a maximum permanent load of

—

hours from Share-KEEN to unlimited
time.

Twin Falls, Idaho— KTFI has asked
extension of special experimental
authorization to operate with power
of 1 kilowatt night from Jan. 1 to
March 1, 1938, pending completion
of tower.

crew

of 10 engineers will opertelevision unit
soon to be used by
in televised
pickups of outdoor news events. Unit,
first in this country, consists of two
motor vans, each the size of a large
bus.
One contains complete pickup

ate

new mobile

the

NBC

apparatus, including cameras, for
picture
and accompanying
sound. A picture, or "video," transmitter to operate on frequency of
177,000 kilocycles is mounted in the
other. A special directional antenna,
to be raised on the scene of operations, is used.
In the Metropolitan

both

Everett, Washington
Following
changes are being sought by KRKO:
Thomasville, Ga. Permit to make
approximately 500,000 pounds with a frequency shift from 1370 kilocycles changes in equipment, change power
factor of safety of four. A duplicate to 1420; installation of new trans- from 100 watts to 100 watts night
insulator had been proof-tested to mitter and vertical antenna; power 250 watts day and hours of operation
area, where steel framework of many
800,000 pounds prior to the destruc- boost from 50 watts to 100 watts from day to unlimited time, is sought
skyscrapers impedes ultra-high fretion test. This insulator will be used night, 250 watts day; and shift in by WPAX here.
quency transmission, normal workto support the tower.
ing range of the unit is expected to
KSL Adds Equipment
O.K. KDYL Transmitter
The four - foot high insulator,
be about 25 miles.
dwarfed in size by the gigantic 10,Pickup van is equivalent of a
Salt Lake City— KSL has added to
Salt Lake City— Final O.K. has been
000,000-pound hydraulic testing ma- its laboratory facilities equipment given KDYL for new transmitter site complete television studio.
Control
chine, successfully withstood continu- capable of determining audio ampli- with power boost from one kilowatt room is also there, and engineers, in
the
pressure
up
past
increasing
ously
fier and transmitter equipment per- to One-Five.
According to g.m. S. S. semi-darkness, are able to see pictwo-million-pound mark until at 2,- formance to a high degree of accu- Fox, this irons out all obstacles in ture as it is actually being trans180,000 pounds it exploded with a racy. Equipment consists of an audio way of construction program, held mitted, and also image picked up by
crack like a cannon. The hollow por- frequency oscillator and a distortion up for past year by objections to new second camera prior to transmission.
celain shell was completely shattered. meter.
The performance of each of 400-foot vertical radiator. Construc- Control engineers may switch at will
As a part of the complete program the radio frequency amplifier stages tion starts within two weeks on from one camera to the other. Two
determined
independently
is
by plant to house new transmitter. Job Iconoscope cameras are connected
of insulator tests prior to the conmeans of a concentric line brought is under direction of chief engineer with vehicle by several hundred feet
struction of the tower, guy insulators
from a pickup coil in each of the J. M. Baldwin.
of coaxial cable.
were proof -tested at the General Elecunits.
These transmission lines are
tric Laboratories and one of each
connected to a radial switch in transtype to be used on the tower was
New Chimes for CBS
for

destruction in the Russell
laboratory of the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute at Troy. These
units, of an entirely different construction from that of the base insulator, were tension-tested in the
Institute's large Olsen machine.
tested to

Sage

WGY's new antenna, which is expected to make a great improvement
in the station's signal, will be guyed
by two sets of guys, four attached at
the 250-foot mark and four at a
height of 500 feet. The upper guys
will be broken up by eight insulators,
seven small units and one of greater
insulating capacity to be placed near

—

room where the monStudio Enlargement
equipment
can
also
be
switched to an oscilloscope. By this
Salt Lake City— KDYL has already
arrangement, symmetry of modula- started construction on new setup of
tion as well as frequency response studio and commercial office facilican be determined for each unit, ac- ties, to facilitate increased local promitter control
itoring

cording to Gene Pack, chief engineer.

Formerly

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH
Equipment
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

Electrical

New York

City

Lighting

Til.

Circle 6-5470-1

new

installing

schedule, it is announced.
auxiliary control room, new rehearsal studio and six new offices
will be ready for use early in January.

An
Hicks Joins Export Co.
Another Philco field engineer has
been acquired by the American Steel
Export Co. Inc. for Central and
South America. He is John DeTarr
Hicks, of Tampa, graduate of Georgia

Service

Inc.

present

at

gramming

Engineers Meet

—

San Francisco San Francisco InSchool of Technology, who spent
stitute of Radio Engineers concluded
some years in South America serving its bi-monthly dinner-meeting Wedbroadcasting orthe tower where the greatest elec- various radio and
nesday with a visit to the new KYA
ganizations.
trical stress will be encountered. The
tower and transmitter on CandleHicks
sailed recently for Bermuda,
lower guys will be broken up by
stick Point, near the Bay Shore Highthe first stop in an itinerary which
seven insulators, making a total of
way. Paul Schulz, chief engineer of
the
will include 24 countries
in
KYA, who supervised transmitter in00 units in addition to the base
Western Hemisphere.
stallation,
was one of principal
support.
speakers at session.

CHARLES ROSS,

CBS

chimes in all studios which will be
used beginning Jan. 1. New set will
sound standard musical A, and will
be used exclusively by the network.

—

Men

Organize

in servicing radio sets, was formed
at a meeting in Hotel Sherman this
week. Headquarters will be at 500
S.

Dearborn

St.

Thomas Hoban

president; Felix Sutkin,
W. Hinson, secretary.

v. p.;

is

Marcus

Construct
San Antonio

New Antenna

—

IS

VtA—
# We

can reproduce

your ad with the realism

and

lustre that

good engraving
step

American Radio Ass'n,
Chicago
designed to eliminate evil practices

ANSWER

THE

in

makes

the final

the creation

of

convincing advertising.

Construction of a

new

425-foot vertical radiator antenna has been started at WOAI. It is
designed to increase the primary area
of this 50,000- watter and to give best
possible signal in southwest.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250

WEST

Telephone

54th STREET.

NEW YORK

CO lumbut

5

-

6741

f

In

the opinion of critical America

WHO

WILL BE

the outstanding

RADIO STAR
COMMENTATOR
SPORTSCASTER
and what

will

be

the outstanding

Radio Critics and writers
representing

newspapers

and magazines from every
state

in

sending

the Union are
in

now

their ballots to

8
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ALICE CORNETT

has recovered the News," has a new time schedule.
from her attack of laryngitis and Beginning next week. Combs will be GEORGE JESSEL has been apCONDITION of the sale of exclu- will be heard on the "Song Shop" heard on Mondays at 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
pointed radio chairman of the
Thursdays at 7:45-8 and Saturdays at
sive rights to Kellogg's to broad- program over CBS tonight.
Happy New Year Dinner Club, of
7-7:15.
cast the American League games
which Benjamin E. Neal is founder
Don Kerr, the WMCA emcee, took
from Chicago provides that if it does
and president. This unique organnot choose to use two outlets here it a drama reading test with Paramount
Jay C. Flippen's "Amateur Hour" ization accepts no donations, has no
may find a co-sponsor, subject to the the other day, and now has his fin- on WHN will have 5,000 toys and dues or assessments,
pays no rent and
approval of the league officials. But gers crossed.
500 pounds of candy, contributed by no salaries.
To become a member is
two stations must be used.
listeners, to distribute to underpriv"Santa Claus Comes Back," a ileged children at Christmas. Flip- a very simple matter. All one must
do is to provide a meal on Jan. 1
Glenn Snyder, manager of WLS, Christmas play by Morrow Krum, pen, incidentally, is being
given a
was elected president of A Company, will be presented by the cast of the dinner at Hotel Edison tomorrow for some needy person either as a
personal guest or through some rec365th Infantry, at recent annual re- NBC dramatic serial, "Girl Alone," night
in recognition of his contribuunion held at St. Joseph, Mo.
during the broadcast of Dec. 22 at tions to the Nordacs, Broadway char- ognized charity.
Roma Wine Co. (grape juice) last
12 noon over NBC-Red network. The itable organization.
Annual WLS - Prairie Farmer author
Sunday began a half-hour show on
is
the brother of Fayette
Christmas Party at Stevens Hotel toJocko Maxwell, sports commentator two CBS Pacific coast stations, KNX
Krum, creator
regular script
morrow morning, which attracts writer of "Girl and
Alone."
former of WLTH, will have Morton Moss, and KSFO, at 9-9:30 p.m. (PST).
A
about 4,000 each year, will provide a
newspaper man, Krum is now associ- sports poet and scribe of the New Program is entitled "The Toast of
lot of food and other needed items
ated with
Chicago advertising York Post, as his guest of honor on the Town."
a
James Houlihan Inc.,
for the poor.
agency. This is his first effort at writ- tomorrow's "WLTH Sports Parade" San Francisco, placed the account.

A

It's

a

George

named David,

boy,

Cook household.

assistant treasurer of

Fran Allison is
Gale Page, who
screen testing.

at

the

Cook

at 6 p.m.

ing for radio.

is

Helen Morgan, who will soon be

WLS.

starred in a musical production enpinch-warbling for titled "Hollywood Revels," will be
is
in Hollywood the guest of honor at a gala party
that Leon and Eddie, the famous Gold

Dust Twins of West 52nd Street, will
comedienne, set tender in her behalf on Sunday evenfor week at Michigan Theater, De- ing at their rendezvous.
troit starting Christmas eve.
Universal Radio Programs Inc. has
Harry Kogen, NBC orchestra leadengaged the services of M. J. Sacks,
er, back from a trip to New York.
Sylvia Clark,

NBC

B.S., M.A., research specialist, to comMarian Crutcher. who played in plete the research on its program serCBS Shakespeare series in Holly- ies. "Canadian Cavalcade," which is
wood last summer, now headlining the story of Canada from its early
the "Skelly Court of Missing Heirs" beginnings to the present day.
on Sunday evenings. She was forSid Gary is the star vocalist on the
merly on staff of WDAF, Kansas City.
new "Console and Keyboard" series
Harry Creighton. ace WAAF sports being heard over WOR every Thurscommentator, has been scoring quite day at 10:15-10:30 p.m. Pauline Ala few scoops on his sports interviews. pert, "the whirlwind pianist," and
Louise Wilcher at the organ, com-

Joe Silver, WAAF continuity ediand Jack Odell, program director,
are jointly broadcasting a Sunday
morning half-hour show for Raab
Tailors.
Production is known as
"Vaudeville Theater of the Air," featuring unusual musical novelties as
well as current hit songs, and includes dramatized commercials.

plete the melodic lineup.

tor,

"Fifteen Minutes of High Life,"
sponsored by Herbert J. Wegge, Burlington, Wis. distributor for Miller's
High Life beer, will be aired each
Saturday night from the sidewalk in
front of WRJN's Burlington studio

Linda Lee has been screen-tested
Springfield, Mo.
the role of Scarlett O'Hara in
"Five O'Clock Final," recent addi"Gone With the Wind,'" and the test
tion to the KGBX daily schedule,
is now on its way to Hollywood. Herhas the distinction of being one proman Bernie arranged it.
gram written, directed, and produced
The quarter final play-off football by members of the continuity degame for Texas high school cham- partment. Continuity Editor Ralph
pionship was played between Long- Nelms, with assistants Lloyd Clay
view and Temple High Schools, and and Jerry Thrailkill, take care of
was broadcast by KFRO, Longview, the entire program. It is rapidly
which originated the description for gaining popularity.
11 Texas stations. The remote facili"Organocturne", a night organ proties of KFRO were used at the sta- gram, is now holding a featured place
dium, and the game fed through the on the schedule. The name for the
KFRO equipment at the studios via program was originated by KWTO
direct wire to the stadium. Besides Program Director George Earle WilKFRO in Longview, the description son. Charlotte Wood, staff organist;
was fed to KTEM, Temple; KNET, Al Stone, narrator; Merriam DufflePalestine;
San
Antonio,
KTSA; meyer, cellist, and Mary Jane Payne,
Austin,
KNOW; Kilgore, KOCA; soloist, are featured. Lee George
Waco, WACO; Tyler, KGKB, Hous- writes continuity and assists in proton, KTRH, Corpus Christi, KRIS duction.
and KGRV, Weslaco. Game was
"Man About Town", known to his
sponsored by Magnolia Petroleum intimates
as Charles Glenn, is keepwith headquarters in Dallas. ing townspeople on their
Co.
toes listenThis is the second time that KFRO ing to see if their
names are to be
has fed a large network of Texas mentioned
on the new twice-weekly
stations.
gossip review. Program is heard at
9 o'clock each Tuesday and Friday
Musketeers Quartet will appear on evening.
Anice Ives' "Every Woman's Hour"

KWTO-KGBX,

for

during next June, July and August. today over
The broadcast will be in the form of
a sidewalk interview.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
"Announcers were strictly that
the olden days of radio, but today they have become a part of
In fact, in many radio
the show.
programs the announcer is almost
as much of an attraction as the
main comedian, singer or the
batoneer.
after

the

sure,

for

Just

what

announcer
there is no

the next step
is,

set

I

am

not

schedule

my own

case, however. I'm studying voice and hope
In

to

follow.

to

become a concert

baritone."

WBRY, New Haven

580

F.

Huffman,
newspaper

kilocycle,

250-u;att

time radio station.

in

11:15 a.m.

Thornton Wilder and Isabel Wilder,
Rapids, Wis.,
publisher, novelists, with the aid of an unrehas applied for permission to operate vealed radio and stage actor in the
William

a

DELL SHARBUTT

WMCA,

Wisconsin

unlimited part of Scrooge, will give excerpts
from Dickens' "Christmas Carol" on
Christmas Eve.

Si Byers and his orchestra, newlyJack Hasty, actor, writer, director
and /or producer of dozens of radio appointed to the Hotel Taft, succeedshows during the last ten odd years ing Eugene Jelesnik, will start dance
will make a double debut on Sunday broadcasting on Monday.
Hull Brewing is sponsoring a conas a song writer.
"Swinging a Nursery Rhyme" on the Sheila Barrett- test in conjunction with broadcasting
Joe Rines show will be debut No. 1, of wrestling from the Arena.
and "Riding the Rainbow" on the
"On Broadway" show will finish up
Rosa Linda in Series
the double feature.
Rosa Linda, pianist who gained
fame as a child prodigy, starts her
George H. Combs Jr., commentator own series over NBC-Blue on Dec.
heard regularly via WHN on a broad- 23 at 3-3:15 p.m., titled "Today's
cast

known

as

"Editorial

Slant

of

Piano Impressions".

Greetings from Radio Daily
December

17

Jack Kofoed

December

Sam

Berger Dr.
Lud Gluskin
Jocko Maxwell

L.

J.

18

Parkes

Cadman

Harry Kogen
Anthony Smythe

Donald Stuart

December 19
Ray Noble
David Niles
Tom Shirley
Jack Rubin

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

2,

NO.

NEW

120

YORK,
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MONDAY. DECEMBER

N. Y..

1938 Brings Batch
EX-LAX IS RETURNING

—

WITH SPOT CAMPAIGN
Ex-Lax contemplates returning
campaign

to

air with a test
being off the ether for some
Queries through the Joseph Katz
Co. agency of Baltimore indicate
that an extensive series of chainbreak and one minute transcription
announcements will be used in the
South and on the West Coast. Several
fpots daily, at least three times weekly, will probably be used on each
station used. Starting date is set at

the

Jan.

after
time.

General

Electric

16.072
the comPaypany's profit-sharing plan.
ment, the largest since the plan
went into effect in April of 1934,
represents the workers' share in
profits for the last six months of
the year.

here

NEW COMMERCIALS

Film Gossip
West Coast Bui can,

NETWORK

SET FOR MUTUAL

to Stations gins Dec.

RADIO DAILY

—

Los Angeles Starting early next
month. Warner Bros, film studio will
supply a semi-weekly gossip, news
and feature service to 160 stations
throughout the country. The plan
was developed under supervision of

Bob Taplinger.

WHAI,

Expected

to Join

Network

—

Greenfield. Mass. New station being built here by John W. Haigis,
with headquarters at the Mansion
House, will probably join one of the
networks after it opens early next
year.
Call letters are WHAI, and

work

of

ment,

including

modern equipprovision for television, is under way.
Station will
operate from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. John
W. Haigis Jr., now a junior at
Amherst, will be associated in operation of the station and will assume
full charge on graduation.
installing

— John

Schilling.

WHB

g.m., is puzzled over how to
get rid of iast accumulating daily

prize

money on "Bank

of the Air."

Daily prize of S3 goes to listener

whose phone number
provided he calls

is

drawn

WHB

within two
minutes.
But some other listener
always calls the lucky person and
ties

up

call

station.

his

line

until

too

late

to

GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
RADIO DAILY

the U. S. delegation to the International Radio Conference which convenes Feb. 1 in Cairo has been approved by President Roosevelt. White
is one of the sponsors of radio-probe

FCC

Mass.
Makes Debut in February

recent opening of
CBF, the 50,000-watter at Vercheres,
and the Christmas Day opening of
the CBC sister station at Hornby,
dialers in New England states are
in for steady programs in both French
and English from this side of the
border.

Santa Claus on Air
Santa Claus,

Ind.

— The

Remailing

Corp. of this Indiana hamlet is using
WIRE, Indianapolis, to ballyhoo business of remailing Christmas mail
postmarked from Santa Claus.

*

THE WEEK
Web

THE

.

—

Household Finance. Kellogg, Philip
Morris. Standard Brands and Standard Oil of California, while three

ATLANTIC CITY APPROVES

Atlantic
report by

Norman Reed, Manager of
Mass.— WBRK, now un- WPG, city-owned station, the City
der construction, plans to be on the Commission has okayed sale of the
air about Feb. 1 as a CBS affiliate. outlet to Arde Bulova for $75,000.
Pittsfield,

station, a 250-watter daytime Station is a 5.000-watter on
and 100 watts night, on 1310 kcs., is
owned by Harold Thomas, president
of WATR, Waterbury, Conn., and Sponsors Get Free
will be known as the "Voice of the

New

Berkshires". Studios are in the Pittsfield Coal Gas Bldg.. with an auditorium seating 500. Western Electric

equipment

is

being installed through-

with a 170-ft. vertical radiator.
Sears & Ayer has been appointed
out,

national

rep.

IN E IE IC *

By M. H. SHAPIRO

.

.

.

.

Ride

Boise, Ida.— A "Sunday Salute to
Sponsors", half-hour variety show
including summary of sponsors' programs, products and the fact that
they use time on the station, is
clicking over KIDO. Program is departmentalized
"Did
into
You
Know?"; "Today's Editorial", gen(CoHfitixt'd on

Page 2)

—

legacy of shows to the ball line-up for the next season apcoming year will be no slump pears to be the largest commercial
over the year before, all things con- set-up yet in this field.
NAB reorganization plans were
sidered, the renewals being in order
for the vast number of shows that gone over by the committee chosen
usually want to retain their time to handle the preliminary work and
and discounts ... as a matter of fact the new executive set-up as recomthe current season holds a strong mended will be taken up by the
apart 16th annual membership meeting to
lead over its predecessor
from the renewals, expansion of such be held Feb. 14-16 in Washington.
accounts as National Biscuit and inWarner Bros, buying into Muzak
creased
1938
budget by Bristol- (wired radio) finally materialized,
Myers helps
and again the base(.Continued on Page 2)
.

1,100 kcs.

On KIDO Promotion Show

Sunday Television

1937

.

WPG TO BULOVA
City — Following favorable

SALE OF

Pittsfield,

Renewals Hold Up

.

NBC

(Continued on Page 2)

States

— With

set for revival.
last week had
In addition,
renewals on 12 programs by six advertisers, including General Foods,

Continued on Page 2)

Get Canadian Shows WBRK,

Montreal

New

to

vestigation.

<

New England

revivals and shifting of networks in
several instances.

—

Other delegates approved by the
President include Captain Stanford C.
Hooper, U. S. Navy; E. K. Jett, acting chief engineer of FCC, and Fran-

(Continued on Facte 2)

After several weeks of low activthe year-end will see a spurt in
the launching of new major network
commercial programs, in addition to
ity,

sponsored shows already set
open between this week-end and
Washington Appointment of Sen- Feb. 8 total 12. Nine programs are
ator Wallace White of Maine to head switching and at least a couple are
By

the agency.
General Shoe, '"Famous Fortunes,"
signed last week on limited network,

Stymie
City

AND CANADA NAME

legislation, and his appointment is
inexpected to help put off the

.

Kansas

U. S.

and Switchings

28 at 10-10:30 for 26 weeks
over coast-to-coast network of 31 stations.
Cecil, Warwick & Legler is

studio publicity chief.

Greenfield, Mass.

Revivals

Washington Bureau,

Five accounts are included in new
national business signed by Mutual
to start between Dec. 28 and Feb. 8.
(cosmetics) beElizabeth Arden

Supply

Bros, to

Over the Year- End, Plus

DELEGATIONS TO CAIRO
FIVE

Will

under

10.

Warner

Start

will distribute $1,050,000 to

employees

New Shows

of

Numerous Network Commercials

Melon

G. E. Cuts
Schenectady

FIVE CENTS

20. 1937

—

London
Next
opment will be

television

devel-

Sunday

shows.
BBC states. At present broadcasts
are confined to a couple of hours
on weekdays.
Recent spurt in
receiving set sales places the
tal

owners now

at

about

to-

9.000.

Transmission in color also has
achieved by John Logie
Baird. using a Popeye cartoon for
experiment.

been

2
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ing the matter of sending out news
TOMMY DORSEY returned Friday from a BerHearst Radio discussed muda cruise.
cheaper
IRNA and the AFM appear to be expansion plans at a Fort Worth
FRED ALLEN and his entire radio company
Editor making fairly good progress
DON CARLE GILLETTE
with conference
The Philly outlets leave Hollywood after their Dec. 29 broadcast
for
New York and will arrive in time for the
Business Manager over 200 contracts now being held in took licenses from the NAPA for the
MARVIN KIRSCH
escrow and the deadline extended to purpose of playing its phonograph Jan. 5 show from Radio City.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
JOHN MAJESKI, publisher of Musical America,
closed shop angle does records, due to the recent court de- leaves Wednesday on cruise to
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. Dec. 22
West Indies,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate. not seem to go so good with numer- cision upholding the NAPA in the returning Jan. 3.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
ous broadcasters, especially those in state of Penn.
Neb. court orders
PERRY LAFFERTY, WBRY music director, has
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
been granted a two weeks' leave, to spend the
deep south around Louisiana Ascap to answer some questions.
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. the
with his family in Davenport, la.
NBC added 41 stations the Mae West-Charlie McCarthy show- holidays
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
way
ALVIN AUSTIN, head of the advertising agenTerms (Post free) United States outside of past year according to its report., down and the biblical travesty ran
cy of that name, handling Pilot Radio
foreign,
Greater New York, one year, $5
CBS took on 21 in the same period afoul of a few legitimate squawks other accounts, flew to the coast late and
last
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
week.
He will be gone about two weeks.
professional
agiChicago
stations
great
many
communications
may
have
and
a
all
to
RADIO
to
Address
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. take most of their late hour remotes tator squeaks
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT of Hearst Radio arPopular music
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
from out-of-town if the local AFM publishing code will have another rived in New York last week for conferences.
Cable address: Filmday, New York. HollyE. C. MILLS, chairman of ASCAP administrascale after Jan. 15 actually goes to hearing on Jan. 4 at FTC offices and tion
wood. Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
committee, is expected back today from
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
fair trade practice pact will soon a Nassau trip.
$100 per week.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
Treaty at
Song Writers Protective Ass'n after become law
HOWARD E. REINHEIMER, attorney, has left
1937. at the postoffice at New York, N. V.
brought two suits in its effort to Havana was agreed upon and the for the coast on SPA matters.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
EDWARD KLAUBER, CBS executive v. p., who
get a ruling from the courts on Americas will present a solid front
has
been looking things over in Hollywood,
list of recomcopyright matters ... no complaint at Cairo, Feb. 1
went to Del Monte last week for a rest befiled as yet
continental Radio mendations will be acted upon
fore spending a couple of days in San Francisco,
Jimmy then back to New York.
yelled
to
exhibs
Press started a series of experiments Movie
CECIL B. DE MILLE will be in Boston on
by radio telephony by way of test- Fidler's sponsor.
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8
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and Canada Name Sponsors Get Free Ride
Delegations to Cairo On KIDO Promotion Show

1

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Colt de Wolf, Treaty Division,
State Department.
RCA Common
1/2
Also from the FCC will be E. M.
RCA First Pfd
Webster, acting assistant chief engiZenith
...
Radio
NEW YORK
neer; Gerald C. Gross, chief of inHazeltine Corp.
ternational section; Marion H. WoodOVER THE COUNTER
Asked ward, senior telegraph engineer and
Bid
Stromberg Carlson
....
71/4
8 y4
William G. Butts, chief of tariff section.
Secretary-general of the delegation will be Joseph C. SatterthSale Set
in waite, second secretary of the AmerSale of
Lincoln,
Omaha to Central States Broadcast- ican Legation at Bagdad, and secreArthur
ing Co., owned 50-50 by Sidles Co. tary to the delegation will be
and Journal-Star here, was confirmed L. Richards, American Vice-Consul,
Cairo.
last week, pending FCC approval.
Technical advisers include LieutenStation, operating on 600 kcs. with
500 watts, was formerly sold to ant-Colonel David M. Crawford, SigOmaha World-Herald, but deal col- nal Corps, War Department; ComCrosley Radio
Cen. Electric

•

WAAW

WAAW

Neb—

lapsed.

cis

Price then was $155,000,
present sale involves $55,000.

mander Joseph

R.

Redman, Navy De-

radio promotion,
Our Advertisers."

eral
to

1)

and

"Salute

according
reaction,
to
C. G. Phillips, indicates that
apparently does not feel

Listener

audience

exploited by the painless but obvious
local-sponsor promotion.

Batch

of

Commercials
Over Year-End

Starting

(Continued from Page

1)

partment; Commander J. F. Farley, major cigaret accounts, Chesterfield,
while
Lucky Strike and Camel were among
CSBC owns KFAB-KFOR here and Chief Communication Officer, U. S. the advertisers signing over on CBS.
Guard;
L.
communCoast
H.
Simson,
KOIL, Omaha.
will conTabulated list of coming network
tinue rural policy.
It
is
daytime ications specialist, Radio Develop- programs will be found on page 7.
ment
Section
Department
of
Comoperated and will make outlet for
merce.
CBS and Mutual programs.

WAAW

Du Mont

—

Montreal
Laurent Beaudry, asunder-secretary of state for
external affairs, will head Canada's
sistant

delegation
Cairo.
W. A.
J.
A.

He

to

the

will

radio

parley

in

be accompanied by

Rush, G. C. W. Browne and
Holmes of the radio branch,
Department of Transport; Col. P.

for Broadcasting SerSydney, Australia, is due in on
the S.S. Monterey next Monday.
He will remain here .1 month or so dividing time between
N. Y. and Hollywood.

—

Rev.

at

KASA

Rand Dead

Earnshaw, Signals Branch, DepartThe Rev. Nelson Royden Rand, rament of National Defense; Augstin dio commentator for WOKO, died
Don Haynes in Hospital
San Francisco Don Haynes, CRA Frigon, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Friday night of a heart attack. Rev.
executive, was rushed to St. Francis and J. H. Thompson, Canadian Mar- Rand had been associated with radio
for the past five years.
Hospital last week for an appendix coni Co.

SANDRA GALE arrived from Europe on Saturday aboard the Champlain.
MAURICE EISENBERG,
are back from

WOPI
BRISTOL

the

Appalachians"

'

VIRGINIA

TENNESSEE

To promote the motor boat show,
the National Ass'n of Engine & Boat
Mfrs. have bought a quarter-hour
spot on WJZ, Jan. 7, 7:45-8 p.m., for
a one-time shot.
On WEAF, the
6:15-6:30 p.m. period will be used
on Jan. 10, 11, 12, 13.
Charles J.
Cutajar is the agency.

Allen returned from

and

cellist,

his

wife,

Europe.

LORAND.

EDITH

Hungarian

violinist,

is

in

KATHRYN CRAVENS

flew to Chicago on Friday to gather material for two shows.
COLLETTE LYONS left for Boston yesterday
to holiday with her folks.

Five

New

Set for

Commercials
Mutual Network

(Continued from Page

1)

added Don Lee network stations to
network Saturday, bringing total
number of outlets to 24. Program
begins Feb. 8 at 7:45-8 p.m.
Vadsco takes over sponsorship of
"Court of Human Relations" Jan. 9
and will use coast-to-coast network
of 21 stations.

Program heard

at 4-

4:30 p.m.

Musical

*

LEE GRANT
AND

Motor Boat Show Shots
of

&

town.

removal.

Voice

of Curtis

Europe on Saturday.

—

"The

Ltd.,

Wheeling Steel Corp. offers "The
Steel
Makers" beginning
Elk City, Okla. F. E. "Tiny" May- Jan. 2 at 5-5:30 p.m. on five stations.
hew has resumed managership of
J. B. Williams Shaving Cream, beKASA after an eleven months so- ginning Jan. 3 at 10-10:30 p.m., prejourn in California, where he was sents a quiz program over WOR.
connected with several radio sta- WGN and WLW.
tions.
Mayhew replaces John Esau.

Mayhew Back

—

Television Sets

Montclair, N. J. Du Mont Laboratories, which has applied for an experimental television broadcast license, also plans to put out a receiving set costing about a third as much
as present tele receivers, according to
Allen B. Du Mont.

SERVICE, attorney

Assn.

vice

JACK CURTIS

Dose is sweetened with tales of
KIDO's showmanship from old station files, plus success stories and
tall ones that really happened. Nothing laborious, and continuity rolls
along with dance and vocal music.

Manager

11.

DON

HIS

ORCHESTRA

SIX -STAR

Hills'.

REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
COVERS THE

DAILY

CAPITAL DISTRIC1

ALBANY, NY.

WMCA

2:30-5:30

THE

OF CHARM
HOUR
MUSIC THAT LINGERS ON

PHIL SPITALNY PARK

Residing at

CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

Monday, December

RADIO DAILY:

GUEJT-ING

PROGRAM REVIEWS

GEORGES ENESCO, violinist, and
MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

"Hello, Peggy"
The Ralph H. Jones agency of Cincinnati, advocate of added emphasis
on daytime script shows through the
medium of having the same guest
star appear on the program several
times as a part of the script, started
a policy of this kind last Friday with
"Hello, Peggy" over NBC-Red at
11:45 a.m., when Del Casino, tenor,
appeared in the show. The idea is
okay, and Casino acquitted himself
very nicely. Having won his spurs
as a singer, Casino now is showing
ability in the handling of spoken
lines, aided by a generally likeable
personality.

interviewed by Linton Wells from
York, on "Magic Key of RCA",

New

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week ending Dec. 17th

•

•

•

hear the Andrews
rave

Tommy

to

On

Saturday ....

Sisters'

Martin

Du Shan" and

recording of "Bei Mir Bist

Dorsey about

it

just

before he sails for Bermuda.

to

— and

worry

one

of his

15

hours

for

snakes went astray

apart

etc.,

.Lee

Falls.

causing every one

in the studio

a hunt, tearing pianos,

in

we
later

..

Nungesser, Mass. snake lecturer, did a show over at KTFI. Twin

Idaho

—

until

was

it

• • Sunday ... Of course we listened to Mae West. Later
at Leon & Eddie's and jar into the dawn at Reubens with Benny
Davis, Milton Pickman and Jesse Block and Eve Sully the dis-

—

cussion centers on this appearance with dividing factions.

•

©

WHN

with no interruptions.

M-G-M's show for Maxwell House,
over NBC-Red, showed some slight
improvement

further

last

Thursday

night. Fannie Brice and Hanley Stafford, in the "Baby Snooks" bits, are
doing swell work in the comedy end.

"Old

New York

Town," half-hour

song hits of the 1890-1930
vintage, heard Fridays at 8-8:30 p.m.
over WHN, is an exceptionally enjoyable affair. Not only the quality
and sentimental interest of the musical selections, but also the colorful
though simple manner in which the
is

presented.

to Test

—

Chicago
General Mills to start
testing a new serial on
tentatively
titled
"Magnificent
Lady"
starting Jan. 3.
Show is written by
Sandra Michael, wife of Ed Giebisch.

WGN

Milwaukee agency man.

the

to

for

dinner with Harry Link, coins are

Schmeling-Thomas

•

Cheri

McKay

Bob Prescolt

Marion Talley

so

their

and doesn't get a

Tuesday.

•

.

.This

.

.

.

.

•

Wednesday .... We examine Herb Rosenthal's new offices after
Ed Cashman tells us a cute story.
.That midnite

•

©

the Pilot luncheon while
to the surprise
of

WMCA

28

(NBC-Red, 9:30

p.m.)

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS,
Open House," Dec.

26

on
(CBS,

7 p.m.).

RICHARD BONELLI, on Ford Sunday Hour, Dec. 26 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
NOLA DAY, interviewed by Nellie
Revell, Dec. 28 (NBC-Red, 5 p.m.).
BILL ROBINSON, interviewed by
Radie Harris, Dec. 22 (WOR, 6:45
p.m.)

PAULIST CHOIR, BETTY GARDE

RAY COLLINS, on Kate Smith
program, Dec. 23 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

and

Won

Ruling

by

WNEW

In Barney's Inc. Suit
In the first radio suit testing the
right of a sponsor to use records
of announcers on commercial pro-

WNEW

last week was awardgrams,
ed ruling in Supreme Court by Judge
Valente in the action against Barney's
Clothes Inc. to recover $147,000 for
use of records and transcriptions of
announcements by Martin Block,
who is in the exclusive employ of
Emil
Artists Bureau Inc.
K. Ellis was counsel for WNEW.

WNEW

Fizdale's office.

.

stag which the boys in Lee Grant's

because they were renewed on

Zeke Manners

tickles

the

.

band tender

show.

their

and Dick

ciggis case; Nat Brusilofl gets a hot-foot

Lebhar

Bert

Bert gets a beautiful

Richman

Fishell imitates

ivories.

• • • Thursday ... .For a final hearing of Mitzi Green singing
"Lady's a Tramp" in her show and find about 150 people in the
orck besides James Cagney and Frank McHugh.
W. Winchell starts
pumping Abe Lyman on a news lead later that nite but we hear
To the
that Morton Downey will go into the French Casino..
Famous Door with Barry Wood where the crooner goes wild over
Louis Prima and so are Georgie Price, Eddie (Hudson) DeLange,
who admits he'll never be as good, Russ Morgan, and Andre Baruch
and his fiancee, Beatrice Wain, who admit not having set a date
yet. The place is so jammed that the check-room ruins our hat!
.

.

.

—

ARTA-WQXR
American

to Resume Talks
Radio Telegraphists

expected to resume negotiasome time this
with
One conference has already
week.
been held with the station executives.
Ass'n

is

WQXR

tions

WOV and WBIL last week signed
with the ARTA for a 40-hour sixday week with the lunch hour included in the day's working time.
Contract calls for a closed shop.

.

in

Joseph Littau
Patli Pickens

there

fighting

.

©

•

December 20
Ted Fiorilo
Andre Kostelanetz

is

heads win,

start

amusing incident at WDGY, Minn., supwas being switched from an old transmitter to a new one and MBShows were being piped in for the work
to be done. However, some one forgot to tell Kate Clelland, who
does an a.m. show there, about the cancellation. She arrived at the
studio for her stint, was announced in the usual manner by Dick Day
and proceeded to work via a dead mike ... Ralph Borgan, account
exec, walked in whistling a song, which distressed Kate, who read
a line from her script, "his brain should be examined," which
prompted Ralph to loudly reply "Yours should be examined, too"
Bill Maloney will act as contact man between Kate Smith and Tom

•

Mardi Gras", Dec.

plied us with a howl: Service

•

Friday.

.

.

.Hear that Larry Clinton was signed

Robbins Music -arrangements only .... Patsy

Greetings from Radio Daily

and

bout

Harry (MPPA) Fox and Mickey Alperf

Garden for seats. Robert Taylor
tumble, while Eddy Duchin does.

while

General Mills

going

Goodman

and depart.

into the debate

into the

of oldtime

program

become drawn

Monday .... At Dave's
to

Robbins.

Jack

way
Folks who
up late to read or
indulge in any other activity of a
relaxed nature will find very conducive accompaniment in the "Music
for
to Read By" aired over
an hour at midnight throughout the
week. Classical selections are played,
sit

®
as

tossed

to

p.m.).

on "Daily
Information Service", today (WORMutual, 11:45 a.m.).
LUM and ABNER, on "Hollywood

"Vick's

found sleeping beneath a sofa!

and Jane Ace refuse

3

CHARLES MacARTHUR,

"Make-Believe-Ballroom"

Block's

(NBC-Blue,

Dec. 26

•

Briefly
It was good to hear Shep Fields
and his Rippling Rhythm again last
Thursday night at 8:30 over WORMutual in the first of a series of halfhour sustainings from a Chicago hotel.
The distinctive Fields music
was never better, and pleasing numbers were contributed by vocalists.

20. 1937

town

after

completing 13 picture-writings

Benny and lack Oakie shows.

Wonder

if

Flick,

for

WB. appearing on

for

Ted Collins would

him sometime?

TOTAL EXPENSE:
I

lose)

(

Might as well ask for a new hat

AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied.
just

like

is

Elman

Peterson has resigned
Laurette
from the Dave Elman-"Hobby Lobby"
Miss Peterson resigned from
staff.

WOR

press department some
to join Elman as his executive secretary.
She plans to spend the holidays in
Detroit returning here around Jan. 1.
the

months ago

the Jack
to

— what

meet

can

WALT FRAMER
Freelance originator of

$1.15 for hat.

a hat on your head

you

a year with

a very funny guy.

Laurette Peterson Quits

heard

is

is

like

You

putting earrings

a pig sqwacking

— on

don't

need a

on a pig!

account

of

hat.

Putting

(That sqweeking

the comparison!)

RADIO SWAPS

Sv^wwiw

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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s

RADIO DAILY

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

NEW PEC© CAMS -IDEA/
"Shopping Via Radio"
activities of Malcolm Brock
Bakersfield,
department
Cal.,
Co.,
store, received heavy play recently
in one of store's series of editorialized
advertisements in the Bakersfield

Radio

newspaper. Piece was
"Shopping via Radio" and

Californian,

headed

how store was using the airwaves over Station KPMC. Included
were pictures of Lois Burke, KPMC,
told

air
personality who conducts the
store's daily "Women in the News,"
and of "Uncle Mel" Dreyfus, skipper

of the "Kid's Club", airing weekly
for the same sponsor.
Guiding light of stunt was James
Stevens, store ad manager, who is
keenly interested in radio. At one
time he handled his own program
for the outfit.

"Around

the Dial"

Something different

in station info-

spot by Earl Hodgson of North
News for Passengers
Illinois
Central Dakota Agricultural College.
Passengers
on
HEIDT, leader of the
Train No. 27, Chicago to Waterloo,
Brigadiers, is back at the old
Stunt
Traffic
Safety
la., are now being furnished with a
stand in the Hotel Biltmore after a
Cooperating with the Cleveland week's sojourn in the
special newscast by WROK, Rocksouth.
The
Police
Automobile
Club
and
the
Deford, 111. The news is edited especialhard-wondng Horace, who has a
campaign
eliminate
rollpartment
to
ly for train travelers bound for Iowa
weekly CBS commercial besides
and is included in the 10 a.m. news- ing wrecks from the streets of Cleve- three weekly sustainings on Mutual,
Mark
the
land,
WCLE
sent
Carl
in
cast, when the train is approaching
was prevailed upon by sponsor and
Rockford some fifty miles away. Ar- United Broadcasting Co. mobile unit hotel to take a week's holiday to
witness
description
of
rangements also are being made to to give an eye
-onserve his health. He had intended
supply a similar special newscast for a parade of ancient automobiles and to spend the time at Sea Island, Ga.,
passengers
on the Burlington's their subsequent burning on a vacant but on the way down he met Ben
Zephyrs between Chicago and Minne- lot.
Bernie, en route to Miami for golf
During the noon rush hour period doings, so Horace cut his Sea Island
apolis.
the cars were driven through the visit short and
joined his fellow
downtown section of Cleveland to maestro in Florida.
Piano Moods
a vacant lot at 18th and Superior
A popular 15-minute piano shot, where they were burned. Deputy
Dorothy Byton's Girls have been
aired daily over WAAF, Chicago, traffic commissioner Martin A. Blecke
set by CRA to open at Stevens Hotel
features Estelle Barnes at the keyand Captain John L. Weiss of the on Dec. 25.
board under title, "Soliloquy" The traffic department explained to the
Melody-Musing of Estelle Barnes." WCLE audience the effort being
Hollywood Songs Inc. has been seAll
numbers are played uninter- made to pass laws regulating the
lected to publish the musical numruptedly, and attempt is made to
age, mechanical condition and sale bers featured in 20th Century-Fox's
convey a definite mood. Unusual of "junk" used cards. This is part 01
super film, "In Old Chicago." Songs
arrangements and technique have a plan to lessen Cleveland's traffic
include "I've Taken a Fancy to You,"
won this airing considerable com- toll which stands at 238 for this year. "I'll
Never Let You Cry" and "Take
ment.

HORACE

—

dispensers has just been issued by
WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul. New
mailing piece measures 31/2x8 and
has sixteen pages. "Around the Dial
with WDGY" is the title, and at top
of each page is a small clock, each
Agricultural News
set at half-hour intervals of day.
"Agriculture in the News" is provUnder the clocks, type of program
airing at that time is listed, plus ing one of the most popular farm
dope on sponsor, mail-pull, etc. Last programs on KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
page has clock without hands, where Show is aired Monday through Frispecial programs can be shown. Job day in early morning fifteen-minute
enables time prospects to tell instantly type of stuff station is airing,
and when.
Reprints every three
Eloise McDonald succeeds Paula
weeks are planned, according to
Edward P. Shurick, ass't gen'l m'gr (Prissy) Fraser, who is to be married Jan. 1, on the Cosden Oil Co.
who devised the mailing piece.
program on WBAP.
Advertising
Business Co. is the agency.

over

Supplies

KIDO,

Column

The Pepper-Uppers Radio Show
from Dallas sent over the Pepper
Trio, Jimmie Jeffries, emcee; Lou
leading news- Salter, and Ludi Maisen to entertain

Boise, Idaho, has produced
Peekin" who writes a weekly

"Ben
column

in the state's

KCMO,

Kansas

City,

is

devoted

entirely to torch tunes requested by

Produced and announced
Larry
Sims,
thirty-minutes
by
weekly.

listeners.

OKLAHOMA

FORT WORTH

KIDO

Cremo Treasure Hunt,
talent show,
spots over

KOMA

local

live

two 15-minute

taking

on Saturdays.

"Your Sunday Serenade" is a new
WKY program sponsored by Local
Federal Savings & Loan Association,
Feafirst time on air for sponsor.
tures Ken Wright at organ and Polly
Tollison and Josephine Albes on pianos, Lee Norton singing and Ben
Bezoff reading poetry. Perry Ward,

—

—

ments.
High spots in week's dials
are condensed into "Cheering Section" which praises in terse vignette.
Large space given to major urograms, which are rotated through
the weeks. "Thru the Kiddo Keyhole" is written by a member of

KIDO's promotion

staff.

Gen. Elec. Appointments
Charles E. Wilson has been elected
executive vice-president of General
Electric.
assistant

Philip
the
to

D. Reed
president,

becomes
Gerard

Swope.

a dollar a week
gags? 107 leading

give

questions and
are using them.

your territory.

You

May we

get

director

Missouri.

CKLW

rights

in

W8XK

Resumes Short Waving

Saxonburg, Pa.

rhombic
short

—

Following com-

work on new

pletion of

antennas,

wave

directional

Westinghouse's

station here,

siderable gains in

U. S.

Award

to Phil Spitalny
Phil Spitalny adds to his laurels today when he will be given the Radio
of merit

on his "Hour

W8XK,

to-

power

Ray Noble, maestro on the Burns
and Allen show, had a birthday FriOscar Bradley celebrates his
anniversary on the Phil Baker
series this week.

first

CBS

George Duffy and his orch have
proven so popular at the Marine room
in the Mayo Hotel, Tulsa, that they
are to be held over for an extended

engagement.

Blanche

LaBow

is

fea-

tured vocalist.

Mark Warnow has
mond electric organ
at

80

installed a
in his new

Beverly Road,

He is using
when he is

it

to

Kew

Hamhome

Gardens.
chords
arrange-

illustrate

writing

new

ments.

Ken Sisson is featuring the entire
score from "Love and Hisses" on the
"Canada 1937" program which he
directs over the Canadian Broadcasting System tonight at 10 p.m., EST.
Sisson is dedicating the medley to
Ben Bernie, whom he helped organize his first orcliestra. Sisson was
Bernie's right hand man for five

will result

Weatherman on WTMJ

Milwaukee
with

Emil Coleman's brother, Gregory,

who

F. H.

— WTMJ

Coleman, U.

has arranged
S. meteorolo-

plays guitar in his St. Regis
Hotel orchestra, was quietly married
to Muriel Wechsler. of uptown Manhattan, last Thursday.

give daily weather talks
starting today at 1:05 p.m.
gist here, to

Charm" broadcast over NBC-Red

at 9:30-10 p.m.

in

day resumes international broadcasts
over all four frequencies, namely
6140, 21540, 11870 and 15210 kcs. Con- years.

Norton and others. Account handled from the new antennas.
by Harry Ackermann.

of
real

send audition? Thanks.

Zomar,

Springfield,

50

broadcasters

exclusive

SCRIPT SERVICE
Karl

for

WGN

Guide award

ATTENTION VOX-POPPERS!
Would you

took over account, planning one-hour
Carol of All Nations and Christmas
music program over Mutual, 2-3,
Dec. 25 from
studios.
Also
goes to WOR,
and others.
Show is goodwill gesture with no
commercial copy. Will feature recording of Schumann-Heink singing
"Holy Night"; songs by Gunther
Decker, her protege; Bob Trendler's
ensemble, Wayne Van Dine, Phyliss

Dip

day.

CITY

The Statesman. Column is at Fort Worth Advertising Club's
slugged "Thru the Kiddo Keyhole." luncheon last week.
Program was
"Kiddo" is nickname for KIDO in given 45-minutes on KTAT.
chief announcer, doing commercial.
Boise as well as for manager C. G.
Pat Perrin doing Uncle Cy — Hi-lo
Phillips and column title clicks.
and Paul Duncan doing Sam the JanSilver Cup Xmas Show
National network as well as local
itor, blackface, as well as emcee in
Chicago Silver Cup Bread, through natural voices on Texas Tune Tusssponsors are given healthy plugs
under cover of Ben Peekin's" com- Young & Rubicam, which recently lers program over KVSO tArdmore)
paper,

the Sea," all by Lew PolMitchell, and sung
Nationwide plans
have already been set to exploit the
tunes prior to the roadshow release
of picture in January.
a

"Carrying the Torch"
lack and Sidney
This
new transcribed sustainer by Alice Faye.

Van Loon Adds Program

Hendrik Willem Van Loon, who
RCA Christmas Party
does a Tuesday program at 7:30RCA Christmas Party will be held 7:45 p.m. over NBC-Red, will add a
Thursday at 3-7 p.m. in the Rainbow Friday show at same time and on
Lounge, 67th floor of RCA Bldg.
same network starting Dec. 31.

NAT BRUSIL0FF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Niiv York's

Own

Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

6
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NEW EUSINESS

Programs That Have Made History
WRKO's "Man on

Signed by Stations

the Street.

KSFO,

APPLICATIONS GRANTED

Program at
on the air August 26, 1933, on the Street" here.
KVOS, Ardmore, Okla. Granted CP to
during the Illinois state conven- present is handled by Bill Traum,
install new equipment and increase day power
Kreamtion of the American Legion, Leath's with the assistance of Kaye
to 250 watts.
SET FOR HEARING
"Man on the Street" program of er, and the program actually has beMollin Investment Co., Huntington Park.
come the Couple on the Street.
Cal.
CP for new station. 1160 kc, 100 WROK, Rockford, 111., on Dec. 16 was Traum also handles the Leath Musipresented for the 1,000th time under
watts, daytime.
Broadcasting
Grand the same sponsor, A. Leath & Co., cal Clock program.
King-Trendle
Co.,
Rapids.
The program is a series of interCP for new station. 1010 kc, 250 which Lloyd C. Thomas, general
watts, unlimited.
manager of WROK, claims is some views with passersby on Rockford's
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
busiest downtown corner, with brain
sort of a record.
Broadcasters,
Inc.,
20:
Colonial
Dec.
twisters and sometimes merely inThe Leath store in Rockford, signed teresting chats, thrown in. Traum
Savannah.
CP for new station. 1310 kc,
100 watts, unlimited.
for the program on October 1, 1934 questions
women and Miss
the
Seaboard Broadcasting Corp., Savannah.
CP for new station. 1310 kc, 100 watts, and is still the sponsor. In addition, Kreamer the men.
the Leath store, one of a chain of
250 watts LS.. unlimited.
Incidentally Leath's in Rockford
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. Vol. 32 in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and spend 90 per cent of their advertising
Dec. 21
assignment of license to Ashbacker Radio
Michigan,
sponsors
one
Musia
hour
budget in radio.
Corp.
1500 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
cal Clock program daily.
unlimited.
{EDITOR'S NOTE: KTRH, Houston,
claims to have started the "man-in-theLynn Brandt, now NBC announcer street" idea with its Vox Pop program
in Chicago, handled the first "Man in 1932.)
Jim Ameche Signed
Chicago
Jim Ameche has been
given a long-term contract by Campana Sales, making him permanent
Jack Mitchell, former KTSA baseFrank K. Lott, treasurer and past
head man of "Grand Hotel." Jim president of the K.C. Musicians' ball mikester, has gone to KOMA,
also will play in the new S. C. JohnAss'n, has been elected president of Oklahoma City, in a production cason show, "Attorney at Law," with
the group for a year, succeeding pacity.
June Meredith, Grace Lockwood and
Bernie Cummings' ork has sucFloyd D. Zook.
Lucy Gilman.
Larry Proctor, KCMO announcer, ceeded Bob Crosby at Olmos Night
Club. Band remotes through KABC.
is back at his duties after an apTom Dickey's Show Boys are now
CRA Signs Lizzy Hoy
pendectomy.
Lizzy Hoy, Pennsylvania Dutch
A 30-minute Saturday morning kid playing over both KMAC and KTSA.
Phil Alexander is back from Dalcharacter comedienne who was in revue has been sold by KCMO to
las readying a new backstage drama
New York for auditions at the three the Jones Store Co.
networks last week and made several
Zeke Manners' ET's are on KCKN soon to go on a local station.
personal appearances, has been signed for Isia Shoe Co.
by CRA. She is regarded as a comGetting the Bird
edy find.
Three listeners will "get the bird"
WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
for a change, in a promotion by
E. Pierre deMiller, WLBC news
ET's for Utica Brewing
editor, now riding in a hearse as po- WAAF, Chicago. What's more, they're
Utica Club Brewing Co. has signed
actually competing for it.
lice ambulance has been hauled in
13-week contract for "Radio Short
Idea is a "canary contest", in which
for repairs.
Stories" ET series over WIBX, Utica.
Ottis Roush, chief announcer, an- listeners of station's "Breakfast Exwith additional stations in New York
farm bulletin ser- press" morning program attempt to
and Pennsylvania probably being nouncing a new
name Announcer Ken Nelson's canvice for rural listeners.
added later. Charles Michelson, who
Donald
A. Burton, station owner, ary. The bird is of the same variety
placed the disks, also has set "Chanplay-by-play as the six songsters who furnish
du" on WTIC, Hartford, and "Count handled six basketball
background for the program. Prize
accounts last week.
of Monte Christo" on WNBH, New
Kirk, singing auditor, now to each of the three listeners who
Earl
Bedford.
practicing his whistling proclivities. submit best list of names is a canary.
for name-choices must be
C. X. Castle, engineer, has become Reason
Jumping Interest
given, with limit of twenty words
a rabid basketball fan.
When it comes to jumping listener
Don Russell, salesman, acting as of- to the letters.
interest,
Mexican jumping beans ficial scorer for the station this seahave an argument. They're used as son at all basketball games.
WELI, New Haven
giveaways on Col. Irving "Speed"
Craig, commercial manager,
Bill
Newcomers
on the lists include the
Wallace's "Dakota Maid" flour pro- busily engaged in lining up several
popular Bigelow twins, Mary Morgram, fed twice weekly by KFYR, new accounts.
rissey, Dargan Brothers, and Mrs.
Bismarck, N. D., to the six-station
Hank Marks, announcer, has develweb of the Dakota Broadcasting oped character known as Cactus Pete William Philips with a new children's program.
System.
So far, it is estimated, on Bordertown Barberque.
Vera Cruse, long headlining at
150,000 beans have been given, with
Ken Williams, announcer, and Hap- WELI, won first place in the national
requests from listeners still pouring
py Apple, the Old Ranger, receiving beauty-talent contest in Havana,
in.
Original supply was quickly de- rabid fan mail from listeners.
Cuba, and was crowned "Queen of
pleted, and several extra shipments
Francis "Jake" Higgins, sports an- the Radio Party."
were needed.
nouncer, parading basketball players
WELI now signs off at 5: 15 p.m.,
of yesteryear before the mike on his taking on 45 additional minutes of
"Sports of Today" program.
air time, in accordance with its sunFred Packhorse Ayer, merchandis- set permit.
tch light
ing director, suffered fall few days
Neil Norman and Bill
St. Louis
ago, but is recovering nicely.
Cincinnati
Durney. WIL mikers. are nursing
a couple of badly burned thumbs.
Francis Pettay, announcer, back on
Pilot Award for "Shadow"
They were airing a soccer game
the job after a minor operation.
when darkness fell. In order to
"Smiles" Davis, wife of "Singin'
Cast of "The Shadow", Mutual netread commercial copy for sponsor,
work serial, was presented yesterday Sam" (Harry Frankel) and former
Hyde Park Brewery, they alterwith the Pilot Award for "excellence vaude headliner, was special guest
nated in lighting matches and
in
thrilling
drama presentation", on a three-hour jamboree staged
holding them for each other.
Orson Welles and Agnes Moorehead Saturday for the Cincinnati Enquirer's needy families fund.
head the cast.

FIRST
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Apples

San

Francisco: Washington State
through J. Walter Thomp-

Inc., spots,

son.

WBT,

N. C: Comet Rice Co.,
coffee, and commentary for
through Freitag Advertising
Agency; Bulova Watch, time signals, through
The Biow Co.; Standard Oil Co. of N. J.,
(Esso Products), "Esso Reporter," through
Marschalk & Pratt, Inc.; National Biscuit
Co., "Dan Harding's Wife," ETs, through
McCann-Erickson.

ETs

Charlotte,

Astor

for

Comet

Rice,

WJZ, New York:
Pa.,

(kitchen

Griswold Mfg. Co., Erie,

utensils),

starting

Jan.

musical program, 9:30-9:45 a.m.,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn.

23,

through

WEVD, New York: Winkelman Shoe, six
15-min. news periods weekly, through Jay
Lewis Associates.

WLW,

Cincinnati: Groves Bromo Quinine,
program, twice weekly, through H. W. Kastor
& Sons; American Book Mart, "Barton Rees
Pogue's Scrap Book," program, through E.
H. Brown Advertising Agency.

WLW,

Cincinnati

Peter Grant, newscaster, set for another year by North American Insurance Co. through Franklin Bruck
Adv'g Corp., N. Y.

Pa and Ma McCormick, the Brown
County Revelers, the Drifting Pioneers and other talent will appear in
an
additional
Consolidated
Drug
Trades Products series, giving sponsor six hours weekly on station. Benson & Dall, Chicago, is the agency.
Marlin Maine and his ork, Five
Novelty Aces and Lynn Cole are the
talent on twice-weekly Groves Bromo
Quinine show, through H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Barton Rees Pogue, Hoosier poet,
starts an evening stint Jan. 7 for
American Book Mart. An ork is being auditioned.

The new Horace Heidt (Alemite),
Elizabeth Arden (Eddy Duchin) and
Vitalis ("For Men Only") programs
are set for the station.

WCBS,

Springfield,

III.

Excitement was rampant here last
week. Having promised to carry all
of the local high school basketball
games, station found itself with all
four teams playing at same time on
same night. Engineers solved problem by placing a mike at all gyms,
with sportscasters giving alternate
descriptions.

building last
control
men from their posts, but not until
Program Director John J. Corrigan's
boys had transferred broadcast to
the transmitter located on other side
of the city.
Fire

in

adjoining

week chased announcers and

WKRC,

I

JIMMY ALDIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

JUST COMPLETED

100 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT
BEN 6-4759
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New Network Shows Ahead
BILL BACHER

bobs into the news
again in connection with a persistent Boulevard rumor to the effect
that a new "big show" to be headed
by the Three Marx Brothers and produced by Bacher is in the offing.

Donald W. Thornburg, CBS vicepresident, off to San Francisco last
week for a few days on network af-

SATURDAY, DEC. 25
Arturo Toscanini and
NBC Symphony
Orchestra (sustaining), NBC Red and Blue
networks, weekly, 10-11:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, DEC. 26
Wrigley Co., "Double Everything," CBS,
weekly, 6:30-7 p.m.
TUESDAY, DEC. 28
Stewart-Warner (Alemite), Horace Heidt
Brigadiers, NBC-Blue, weekly, 9-9:30 p.m.
Elizabeth Arden (cosmetics), Eddy Duchin,
Mutual, weekly, 10-10:30 p.m.
DEC. 29
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield cigarets),
Lawrence Tibbett, CBS, weekly 9-9:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, DEC.

31
(Chesterfield),

Liggett
& Myers
Resignation of Norman Field as Whiteman, CBS, weekly, 8:30-9 p.m.
SUNDAY, JAN. 2
executive secretary of the local
Wheeling
Steel
Corp.,
"Musical

Paul

in

week

was

establishing the unit here.

Jimmy
Gibson,

Grier's orchestra and Julie
vocalist, get new 13-week

tickets with Joe Penner.

Don Wilson has been cast as a radio announcer in RKO's "Radio City

TUESDAY, JAN.
Pond's,
"Those
weekly, 8-8:30 p.m.

Steel-

CBS, weekly, 5-5:30 p.m.
Pepsodent, Walt Disney's "Mickey Mouse,"
NBC-Red. weekly, 5:30-6 p.m.

MONDAY,
Pillsbury,

"Woman

Monday through
Procter

JAN.

in

3

White,"

NBC-Red.

Friday, 10:45 a.m.
brings its five

& Gamble,

We

4

Love,"

SUNDAY, JAN.

NBC-Blue,

9

Vadsco Sales Corp., takes over "Court of
Relations."
Mutual weekly, 4-4:30

Human

p.m.
Glass

Container

dramatic

Ass'n,

program,

NBC-Blue, weekly, 1:30-2 p.m.

withdrawn makers." Mutual, weekly, 5-5:30 p.m.
American Rolling Mill, Frank Simon and
after the arrival of Emily Holt,
national executive secretary, from Armco Band. NBC-Blue, weekly, 3:30-4 p.m.
H. J. Heinz Co., "Magazine of the Air,"
New York. Field was a prime force shifts
Thursday afternoon edition to Sunday,
last

Perkins,"
"The Goldbergs," "Kitty
Keene," "Road to Life" and "The O'Neills"
CBS, Monday through Friday.
Benjamin Moore & Co. (paints), "Betty
Moore," NBC-Red, weekly, 11:45 a.m.
Campbell Soup, "Amos 'n' Andy," NBC.
Red, Monday through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m.
J. B. Williams Co. (shaving cream), "True
or False?" Mutual, weekly, 10-10:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,

fairs.

AFRA

"Ma

to

shows.

MONDAY,
Bristol-Myers

JAN.

NBC-Red,

WEDNESDAY.
U.
S.
Rubber Co.,
weekly, 9:30-10 p.m.

10

"For Men Only,"

(Vitalis),
to

revived and switched
10:30-11 p.m.

weekly,

JAN.

Ben

12
Bernie,

CBS.

SUNDAY, JAN. 16
W. Marrow Mfg. Co., Henry Busse.
J.
NBC-Red, weekly, 1:15-1:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEB. 8
General Shoe Co.,
"Famous Fortunes,"
Mutual, weekly, 6:45-7 p.m.

H.

W.MCA,

STEIN, vice president

of

suffered several attacks of
appendicitis, and is under scrutiny of
physicians.

Morey Lipsey of MCA radio department, recovering from a stomach
ailment, is back at work part of
each day.
Dick McBroom will motor west
starting Wednesday to take over new
post as director of new John Blair
office in Seattle.
Harriette Widmer (Aunt Jemima)
and her two comedians, Buck and
Wheat (Vance McCune and Forrest
Lewis) are giving a benefit program
at the Chicago Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium on Dec. 22.
Franklyn MacCormack, Poetic Melodies verse reader, is recovering from
,

a session of reading a 40-page fan
letter from Texas. Message required
Nola Luxford and a stellar radio
Hazel Johnson, popular songstress, 36 cents postage.
Uncle Nick of WJBK's popular
cast will participate in a Goodwill "Children's Hour" is now conducting receives many fan pictures as well
Kurt Kupfer has joined "Romance
Christmas show from KFI on Dec. the "Teen Age Amateur Hour" from as fan letters. So that she can be- of Helen Trent" in the role of Direc22 to be broadcast throughout Can- the stages of neighborhood
Alice Hill has also
theaters. come better acquainted with her tor Steinblock.
ada and short-waved to Europe and The half hour shows are broadcast listeners she asks that they send joined this cast.
Australia.
Tuesday and Friday at 8:30 p.m. Sally their pictures to her. In return the
Ben Kanter, musical director WJJD
picture sender receives a likeness of
Harry Maizlish, general manager Furs is sponsoring.
and WIND, to Springfield over weekMiss Johnson, who now has several end to get his certificate entitling
of KFWB, has set Wednesday as the
Bill Sawyer, free lance announcer,
large books filled with fan pictures.
date of the annual Christmas party
him to hang out a lawyer's shingle.
has inaugurated a new program he
for all Warner Bros, employes.
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5 p.m.,
calls "Shoppin," a cooperate quarter
Philadelphia orchestra under EuAll Canada Radio Facilities, Cal- hour
program with six sponsors. KFYR feeds "Dakota Maid" flour gene Ormandy due here for concert
gary, has taken all Canadian rights Stunt includes
informal style of read- program to the six-station network at Opera House on Jan. 5.
of the Dakota Broadcasting System.
to Earnshaw Radio Productions' ET i
n g advertising messages,
interRonnie Kogen, son of Harry Ko"Crazy Quilt" series.
spersed with news oddities.
Heard Program features Colonel Irving gen, NBC orchestra leader, makes
James R. Fouch, president of Uni- at 5:30 p.m. Monday through Satur- "Speed" Wallace explorer, lecturer, his bow as a fiddle player on his fifth
athlete,
and author of "Mexico
versal Microphone, will spend Christ- day.
birthday Dec. 20. Papa Kogen will
Today."
mas at his Palm Springs hacienda.
give him daily lessons on his new
Don Wille is heard each Friday

WJBK,

Revels."

Manning Ostroff, production manager at KFWB, off to San Francisco
on a brief business trip.
Willis Parker, San Francisco writer-producer formerly connected with
KSFO KYA and KFRA, has been

KFIunder the direction of John
Harrison
Boylan,
Holliway
an-

added

to the scripting staff at

KECA

nounces.

KFWB

has started feeding several
additional shows to the stations of
the California Radio System. Among
them are "Amateur Authors," "Stars
Return," "Sing Back the Clock,"
"Popular Theater," "The Lamplighter," and orchestra remotes from Hawaiian Paradise.
I.
O. Witte, formerly with Fitra
Productions Inc. but now a free-lance
transcription producer, is recovering
from a threatened attack of pneu-

Manager Frank Fitzsimonds

has

entered into agreements with Hazeltine Corp. whereby it has acquired simple non-exclusive licenses in all radio fields
under the Hazeltine patents applying to receiving sets.
These
agreements effect termination of
long pending litigation between
the

parties.

back Mittenwald.

Ken

New

...

WJBK.

will be

around and about

again in a couple of weeks.

RCA

is

at 9:30 in "Reviews of the
from New York, where he held conFilms." Wille sees all new first fabs with several
NBC officials and
runs at previews and then tells air representatives of leading agencies.
audience exactly what he thinks of
Dick Burris, program director, now
them
no holds barred.
His
"Breadwinners"
every
theme song is "You Can't Pull the presenting
Wool Over My Eyes." On occasions Thursday at 1. Burris brings somehe interviews local newspaper movie one in a different job or profession
critics on the air.
His latest visitor every week before the mike for an
was Jimmie Pooler of the Free Press. informal interview to reveal the little
known and human interest angles of
Pet Milk Co. has renewed for 26 the occupations.
weeks its 15-minute daily program
Amateur Show craze has not yet
on "Polish Varieties" at 10 a.m., Mon- hit the skids in Bismarck. Local show
day, Thursday and Saturday.
This which has a radio tie-up with KFYR
is the
second renewal for Herbert is promoted by Sam Kontos and is
Mertz and String Ensemble on the staged every Saturday in Bismarck's
Pet program. Gardner Agency places World War Memorial Building,
seatthe business.
"Polish Varieties" are ing
One hour of amateur acts
2,500.
now beginning their sixth year on is followed by three-hour Barn

evening

monia and

RCA-Hazcltine Deal

KFYR, Bismarck

Detroit

Thirteen of the "Gospel Songs and
transcribed by Homer Rodeheaver, singing evangelist long associated with Billy Sunday, have been
taken for his Australian clients by

Hymns"

Dr. Ralph L. Power.

to

Ellington and Hal Burnett off
to transcribe a salute for
city to be broadcast later on

Kenosha

that

WBBM.
Pliner and Earle, duo-pianists, and
band now on CBS from Tallyhoo Room of Medinah Athletic Club.
their

Thomas J. Horan, who rose from
page boy to member of the junior
production dept. at NBC, has been
appointed supervisor, replacing M.
W. Wood, who resigned. Robert J.
Graham has moved up to fill Horan's
vacancy.

When Roy Brower

failed to

show

Cabin of the Crossroads broadcasts
because of illness Forrest Lewis, who
Dance plays another part in same show,
to music by Maestro Kontos' band. doubled for him and neatly, too.
KFYR does a remote pick-up of the Janice Porter, young soprano of
the Chicago City Opera Co., has
dance music, 10:30-11 p.m.
joined floor show at Edgewater Beach
and is singing with Orrin Tucker's
orchestra, heard nightly over CBS.
Jack and Loretta Six Weekly
Beginning this week Jack and
Loretta Clemens will be presented
six times weekly by NBC. The singARTISTS MANAGEMENT
ing brother and sister team start a

new

at

—

series of 8:45 a.m. broadcasts via

Walter Biddick, president of the WJZ tomorrow morning which will
Walter Biddick Co., station represent- be heard every Tuesday, Thursday
atives, will spend the holiday season and Saturday. Jack and Loretta will
at his Palm Springs rancho, commut- have to clear, prepare and sing 90
tunes each week.
ing daily.

SEASON'S

GREETINGS
17

EAST 45th

ST.,

New York

MU

1

2-1888

8
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BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

Sykes has joined
NBC sales department here.
Bradley Kincaid, hillbilly heard
Christopher

B.

WBZ-WBZA,

daily over

WTAM,

Cleveland.
Jackie Heller did his
from the WBZ studios
a phone book.
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has

left for

NBC

airings

Dean

perched on

PRESTIGE of twice-a-week safety
campaign over KIDO, Boise, has
Mayfair
songLynnc
attracted public officials to air their
weekly
halfstress, is now doing a
views on motor vehicle problems.
hour show with Rakov's Orchestra There is now a three week waiting
to the NBC-Blue network on Wed- list (that's six programs) of state and
nesday.
city officials who crave a chance.
Nice thing about it—been sponsored
from the start by Campbell-Simpson
Minneapolis
George W. Young, owner and g.m., Motor Co., who find value in public
has recovered from accident while service angle.
deer hunting in N. D.
A special New Year's program feaStation has sold Mutual's New Year
broadcast on East - West football turing the traditional Watch Night
Service from London will be heard
game to Chevrolet dealers.
New Western Electric high fidelity over WOR-Mutual on Dec. 31 at 6:45Program will come via
wide range transmitter was completed 7:01 p.m.
recently, greatly increasing the sta- BBC and CBC.
Sherman,

WDGY,

tion's signal.

WDGY

programs are being received
clearly in the Texas Panhandle, fan

The CBS "Buddy Clark Entertains"

WHBQ

school champions,
in Memphis selected an All Radio highschool eleven, based upon observance
of games broadcast, interviewing the
final all-star eleven in the
studios after concluding game of
high school season, and presenting
each member of the team with gold
footballs awarded by Coca Cola, sponsors of the football broadcast.
Bob
Alburty,
manager and sports
announcer who voiced the play of all
games for Coca Cola, made the selections on the star eleven, conducted
presentation interviews with the gridders, and awarded the prize footballs.

WHBQ

WHBQ

Nila Mack, CBS writer-directress,
will repeat for the fifth time by listener demand her own Christmas fantasy, "The House of the World," when

(Budda) Maddux, amateur
hour pilot of Marin Dell Creamery's
amateur program Saturdays at KFRC,
also has signed with the Leon Livingston agency to start a vox pop
program the first of the year for
Langendorf United Bakeries' "Holsum Bread." He'll be assisted by
Marcia Miller. KSFO will also originate the new Durkee-Famous Foods
program, "My Secret Ambition."
Norman Sper, Hollywood sportcaster and football game predictor,
visiting here.

"Tales of California" authored by
gets another 13-week
extension.

Sam Dickson
al

Hal Burdick's "Dr. Kate"
has faded.

Tom Breneman, who
here

connection with
to return production to
in

is

NBC

seri-

returning
plans

CBS

KSFO,

will

arrive after emceeing his last Durkee
show over
on Dec. 26. Durkee's

KNX

new show and Roma Wine's "A Toast
to the Town" will be his first assign-

time and date toments.
becomes a Monday, 8- "Let's Pretend" is heard over CBS
Joe Hernandez, who recreates Tanrep 8:30 p.m. feature. The program was on Dec. 25 at 10:30-11 a.m.
foran races nightly over KYA, got a
formerly heard on Thursday nights
letter signed by 200 Calgary, Canada,
at 10.
Jean Ellington's NBC-Red network dialers of the show.
Boston
The 75-voice children's choir of the spot at 1:00 p.m. on Thursdays has
Bob Dumm, KSFO special events
John E. Reilly, program director,
Mormon
Church in Portland Ore., re- been moved to Mondays at the same producer, back at work after being
"Dance
tomorrow starts the first
time
and
same
network.
bed-ridden for a week.
Parade" of continuous music from peated over KOIN yesterday the
Music cantata. "King of Christmas," prelocal hotels and night clubs.
Dick Deasy. KYA announcer, in
More than 100 world champions, bed with flu.
Other
of Jimmy McHale. Marshall Morrill. sented successfully last year.
sports,
every
field
of
representing
Christmas
programs
KOIN
include
Perley Stevens and Don Julio will be
Milt Samuel, NBC press chief, back
series

shifts

day when

mail shows.
Howard Wilson, head of the
firm, was a recent visitor.

its

it

WMEX,

heard.
Starting
Inter-City
its

own,

today,

station

feed

pome of
the new WLAW, Law-

programs,
to

will

plus

rence, which opened yesterday. Various orchestras, the Murray Twins.
Federal Theater directed by Kendall

and

Weston,

other

items

will

be

piped.

WTAQ, Green Bay
Em Owen is
Sam De Signe

at the console and
does the announcing
in a novel and popular organ program being aired direct from Baum's
department store at 4 each afternoon.
Christmas Eve midnight mass from
National Shrine of St. Joseph, West
De Pere, Wis., will be aired.
Farmhands,
Wilkinson's
Lornie
comedy orchestra, plans to entertain
the inmates of Hickory Grove sanitarium on Thursday.

carols
by University of Portland
Choral Club, and Portland Elementary School orchestra.

Concluding a broadcast schedule of
local

gridiron

affairs

consisting

of

Southwestern
University's
games,
West Tennessee Teachers College
contests, all local high and prep
school games, and intersectional tilts
between Ole Miss and University of
Arkansas. University of Tennessee
and Ole Miss, and the championship
tussle between Chicago's Austin High
and The Golden Bears of Jackson,
Tennessee,
West Tennessee high

WQAM, Miami

will give their predictions of athletics
1938 and review achievements of
1937 when the annual Los Angeles
Times' "Sports Headliners of 1937"
program is broadcast Dec. 29 at 9
in

p.m. EST. over

NBC-Blue network.

~ Ed Smalle's seven voice chorus,
recently renewed on the Leo ReisThursday night beer
man
series, is being considered for two

WEAF

new commercial programs.

The

first

these will feature Oscar Strauss
and a semi-symphonic orchestra, the
of

second

will
orchestra.

offer

BERNIE

CUMMINS

"Orchestras which play popular
tunes are primarily interested in
playing music for dancing. That

why

there will always be bands
feature waltzes and slow
fox trots.
Swing bands cater to
another type of dance, the 'Suzie
Q', Truckin' '. etc. which are also
popular. There is, and there always will be, room for both types
is

which

of bands, sweet and swing.
The
types of dances that can be invented to go with certain musical
styles are what dictate musical

fashions."

and one other member of the
go south with the show
when it moves Dec. 27. Switch came
when Langendorf Bakeries' went
from McCann-Erickson to Young &
Rubicam.
A new, small studio for news broadcasts exclusively has been built for

serial,

the

will

NBC-INS news

airings handled

Arnold Johnson's by Berton Bennett and Hal Gibney.
Lee Strahorne produces.

KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo.
director,

WQAM

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

Howard Duff, lead actor of "The
Phantom Pilot," five-a-week Mutual
cast

Jerry Thrailkill, who syndicates
begins a junior amateur hour from the popular odd-fact program, the
of
stage
Cinema Casino, Miami "Answer Man," is getting real cooperation from her Ozarks listeners.
Beach.
Miami Biltmore $10,000 golf open Hugh Parsons of Jefferson City, Mo.,
covered for
audience by not only sent in information conDinty Dennis, Johnny Farrell former cerning record time for harvesting
wheat, making it into flour, and
P.G.A. champ, and Leslie Harris.
baking it into bread, but also sent
Jack Thurston has been appointed in photostatic proof. Incidentally, the
musical director in charge of all mu- time was 4 minutes, 55 seconds.
sical activities.
Jim Simmons, recently of KWK,
Station has
inaugurated a new St. Louis, is back on the KWTOtype traffic safety program with Lt.
announcing staff after an
Dan Reynolds of the Miami Police absence of 18 months. Intervening
department and Leslie Harris, the time was spent with KCMO, Kansas
special
events
director,
cruising City, and KWK.
around the city in the station's mo"Odie and Sue", otherwise Mr. and
bile unit and shortwaving their ob- Mrs. Odie Thompson are the parents
servations of traffic violations as they of a bouncing baby boy.
occur, to the audience. Serious offenders are given tickets by Lt. ReyDallas
nolds and the conversation broadcast.
Alderman, announcer and

Nurman MacKay, program

at work with his throat trouble nearly cleared up.

WINS, New York
"Ice Follies of 1938" will be broadcast over WINS direct from Madison

Square Garden, Dec. 22-24.
Don
Dunphy, sports announcer, at mike.

A poetry contest is now being conducted in conjunction with the recently inaugurated series known as
"Early American Poets" over WINS.

KGBX

WFAA,

James
a news commentator,

Fred Fowles, announcer, did
recently comguest short as emcee for the Empty pleted dialogue on a 15-minute comStocking Fund show in Miami.
mercial film for Dixie Cultivator Co.
The Brazell Sisters, harmony trio,
Raymond Le Pere. well-known
formerly with WMBR, have joined southwest organist, tomorrow becomes staff organist.
the warbling staff.

More than half of all auto radios sold in Canada during the
past 12 months were Philcos.
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FCC Scans West
looking
On
AND

k>

-

•

LISTENING

•

IN

Skit

IMcNinch Asks NBC for Transcription
an d Complete Information on
ALREADY IN ESCROW'
Chase & Sanborn Show
IRNA contracts representing more

250 IRNA CONTRACTS

The year just closing has than $1,000,000 in additional musician
been the best in history for salaries are now being held in esbroadcasting, from a billings standpoint. crow by the AFM and the IRNA acEven the recent decline in general in- countants, Ernst & Ernst. Over 200
dustrial activity has had only a slight contracts have been returned as newith locals of the AFM.
effect on air advertising, and now that gotiated
the skies are beginning to clear there is with approximately 40 more en route
This makes
every indication that new highs in time that have been set.
(Continued on Page 5)
sales are ahead.

BUSINESS

The products that make up the bulk
of radio

sponsorship are necessities that

meet with about the same volume year
in and year out.

Eastern League

Pennsylvania)

broadcasting

General Mills Readying

New Transcribed
Chicago— General Mills

is

Serial
getting

a line of credit for it, but let it make just ready to air a new serial, "Those
one little slip and the anti-radio forces Happy Gilmans," for its Corn-Kix.
will be on its neck quicker than you
and
already are set.
can say Charlie McCarthy.
Show will be transcribed here, with
Blackett-Sample-Hummert handling.
So far, radio has kept its nose so

WTAD

WTMJ

cast,

20NITE PRODUCTS PLANS

RADIO DAILY

Washington At the request of
Chairman Frank R. McNinch of the
FCC, in a communication sent Saturday night to Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president,
the
network yesterday
sent a transcription of the Mae West
"Adam and Eve" script on the Chase
& Sanborn program of Dec. 12, plus
detailed information on the broadcontract with Mae West, etc.
resulted from protests reat the FCC, principally from

Action
ceived

(Continued on Page 2)

SPRING SPOT CAMPAIGN

rights,

For that reason, companies who cur- will air
circuit contests in seven of
advertising are bound to lose out to
its cities next season, it is learned.
the more enterprising sponsors who are Albany
is
the lone club scheduled
shrewd enough to allow no interruption
(Continued on Page 2)
in their sales stimulation as well as goodtail

INJUSTICE

—

Marek Weber, GerChicago
maestro who takes over Carnation hour Jan. 3, has taken out
first
citizenship
papers and is
learning
to
play
"The Star
Spangled Banner" on his violin.

man

Games

—

Radio can do a thousand
good deeds and never get

—

Atlantic Refining Gets

Albany
Atlantic
Refining Co.,
People must eat, drink, wear clothes,
smoke, drive cars and use liniment in which recently bid $20,000 for Eastern League (formerly New Yorkgood times as well as bad.

will building.

Washington Bureau,

Qualifying

Zonite Products Corp. (Larvex) in

March

will start a series of

one-min-

EMILE

J.

COUGH RESIGNS

ute spot announcements over 37 sta-

many markets. Sponsor
programs
participation
use
McCannthroughout, if possible.
Erickson Inc. has the account.
tions in as

will

FROM HEARST RADIO

INC.

Emile J. Gough has resigned as
vice-president and general manager

Radio Inc., it was learned
His future plans will be
announced shortly. Gough, who was
connected with Hearst for 25 years
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
in editorial and other capacities, will
Washington Praising accomplish- continue on the IRNA committee.
ments of Inter-American radio conference at Havana as having great

America
Offering Best Market

Craven Sees

S.

of Hearst

yesterday.

—

another new
Lady," Jan. 3 significance, Commissioner T. A. M.
Chicago Baseball
over WGN.
Craven of the FCC, at a press conWrigley
Is Started
ference yesterday, declared that, in
That's why they hopped so heavily on
Kroger
view
of the far Eastern trouble,
Series
the Mae West skit.
Chicago P. K. Wrigley, president
Chicago
Kroger store chain, South America offers the best marThe number of listeners who saw noth- through
Ralph Jones agency, is ket today for broadcasters. Craven of Chicago National League club
ing wrong in the West performance may readying a new show to supplement urged Pan-American broadcasting as (Cubs) and friend of broadcasting,
have outnumbered the "offended" ones its present "Linda's First Love," necessary in view of foreign propa- baseball and otherwise, has started
a
private
war between baseball
by ten to one.
which plugs coffee.
ganda broadcasts.
broadcasting interests here. He opBut it looked the other way around beposes American League sale of excause only the squawkers got into print.
clusive rights to sponsor providing
clean that the inimical interests have had

a tough time finding anything
very much of a fuss about.

to

make

G.M. also
serial,

starts testing

by

—

D. C. G.

Baiting the Males
Portland, Ore.

wear shop

is

—A

women's
very good

Adding

—

Ford and Colgate Renew
Three CBS Shows to 1939

local

getting

results from
a "for men only"
Christmas
shopping
broadcast
over KOIN.
Originally tried last
year, the show is presented in
the evening and has an announcer
wandering about the shop and
describing
dainty
feminine
gift
suggestions as seen through mas-

culine eyes.

War

"Magnificent

Ford

and

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
two large exclusive CBS clients, yesterday renewed three CBS programs.
Renewals run until January, 1939.
Ford is continuing "Al Pearce and
New Orleans Reversing the sentence and conviction of a Texas dis- His Gang" on 95 stations, Tuesdays,
trict court, the fifth U. S. Circuit 9-9:30 p.m., with repeat at 12 midCourt of Appeals here found that night.
Norman Baker, manager of XENT,
C-P-P is renewing "Myrt and
Nueva Laredo, Mexico, and E. R. Marge" on 61 stations, Mondays
Rood were not guilty of conspiring through Fridays, 10:15-10:30 a.m.,

Appeals Court Reverses
Texas Border Convictions

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Radios for Blind
Los Angeles
radio editor of

— Dale

Armstrong,
A. Times, has
started a one-man campaign here
to put a radio In the home of
every blind person in Los Angeles
county who at present has no set.
The newspaper's trucks are busy
picking up sets donated by readers
who phone In. The idea is expected to be adopted in other
cities.

L.
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Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Dec. 18, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
feature in

Editor
:
Business Manager
:

Selection

one year,

Once

communications
to
RADIO
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
all

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. V
under the act of March 3, 1879.

FINANCIAL
(Monday, Dec. 20)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

Tel

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart

Warner

Westinghouse
Zenith

Radio

171/4

171/g

171/g

17
8

17
8

17
8

45 Vg

433 4

6 34

447',

6 3/g

6V2
50
50 4
10 14
10
10
1117g 10834 llOVg
16V 8 15V4 15V4

49V4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
Hazeltine

Corp

I6V4

I6V4

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

16V4
Bid
7

+

Awhile

(Miller

Music

Inc.)

Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc.)
There's a Goldmine in the Sky (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Double Dare You (Shapiro Bernstein Inc.)
I
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
I Still Love to Kiss You Good-Night (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Took the Words Right Out of My Heart (Paramount Music Corp.)
Dipsy Doodle (Lincoln Music Corp.)
Ebb Tide (Paramount Music Corp.)
Farewell, My Love (Harms Inc.)
I Wanna Be in Winchell's Column (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Music Corp.)
Blossoms on Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
In the Still of the Night (Chappell and Co.)
Roses in December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Sweet Stranger (Ager, Yellen and Bornstein)
When the Organ Played Oh Promise Me (Joe Morris Music Co.). ...

foreign,

High Low Close
14834 147'/2 148V2

in

You're a Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp.)

DAILY,
Phone

Josephine (Leo Feist

Chg.
1 V4

21
20
20
19
19
19
18

_

i

Eastern

Va

'/4

—

3/4

Asked
8

1)

to use other sponsorship. Local outfit had tentatively tied up again with
General Mills prior to the bid submitted by Les Qualey of N. W. Ayer

& Son.
Atlantic is said to have upped its
original bid, with Trenton, Hazelton,
Scranton, Binghamton, Elmira and
Williamsport reported to have signed
at a reputed $4,000 apiece. WilkesBarre will have a separate contract,
presumably at a better price.

War

by Wrigley

F.C.C. ACTIVITIES

Report has

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

it

that

if

Sox stand by

plan

Fredericksburg Broadcasting Corp.,
ericksburg, Va.
CP for new station.
kc. 250 watts, daytime.

Fred1200

Oklahoma

City.

1622, 2058, 2150,

Jaeger-Hassemer Wedding

to cut local outlets of their
games to two, Wrigley will permit
road game broadcasts of Cubs' games,
bringing them into direct conflict
with broadcast of Sox home games.

WOR

Honors

Champ Salesman

(Continued from Page

film

JOHN and ELAINE
York for the holidays.

15

BARRYMORE

DAVE RUBINOFF is
ABNER SILVER sails
FRANCES FOSTER

Jan.

en

route

are

in

the

to

Europe

for

radio

for

New

Coast.

today.

of the Stiefel office

leaves

Panama.
FRED ROBBINS, sales manager of the Stiefel
office, returned yesterday from a business trip
to Canada.
DORIS CILBERT, daughter of L. Wolfe Gilbert, is en route to Hollywood for screen and
today for

cruise to

a

assignments.

writing

radio

MARY MARGARET McBRIDE

BENTLEY of Betty
New York Jan. 13 for a
PHIL RUBINOFF to Chicago

SPENCER
flies

to

flies

Florida

Will broadcast from

on Thursday for one week.
CBS studios in Miami.
to

& Bob cast
short vacation.
night

last

on

business.

IRVINC

CAESAR,

of
the
a 10-day

president

SPA,

18

leaves

17

"FATHER JAMES A. WACNER, managing director of WHBY, Green Bay, is in town.
ARTHUR CILMORE, CBS announcer, and
DOROTHY BARSTOW, producer, are eastbound

16
16

FCC Chairman Scans
League Games
Mae West C&S Script

(Continued from Page

on the Coast
assignments.

back

due

Miami tomorrow

for

for

rest.

with JEAN HERSHOLT, who
next two "Dr. Christian" programs
York.

Hollywood

from

air

his

New

Hauser as Promotion Counsel
Bert Hauser, assistant manager of
the

Vg
5*

associated with Jerry King
leaves his Chicago office
Hollywood after Jan. 1.

Radio,

to

trip

AL GOODMAN, orchestra leader, left Hollyfor New York to spend the holidays and

is

from

—
+ %
—
+ 2
—

GOMG

wood

will

Chicago Baseball

Co.,
CP for new relay station.
2790 kc, 40 watts.

21

15

Inc.)

(Continued from Page 1)
to violate the FCC law. Baker had
been fined $2,000 and sentenced to
four months in jail. Rood had been
The government confined $500.
tended that both had shipped disks,
which were put on the air by a
Is Started
station that was heard in the U. S.
In ruling, the court held that the
(Continued from Page 1)
shipping of records for broadcasts
would not be any more of a viola- for only two outlets for White Sox
tion than the shipping of radio games here because it might in effect tend to limit the Cubs' broadscripts.
casts to two sponsors also.
Wrigley
prefers five as there were last year.

Radiophone

47
33
27
27
25
25
24
24
22
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Appeals Court Reverses
Texas Border Convictions
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NBC

promotion

sales

division,

has been assigned to act as sales proCatholics, to the effect that the skit motion counsel for all the NBC owned
was indecent and profane.
and operated station promotion.
The FCC has no power to censor
broadcasts, but is charged with enforcing the law against obscenity or
,^,o^
profanity.
Violation would provide
grounds for revocation of license of
a station.
Representative Lawrence Connery
of Mass. yesterday sent a letter to
1)

THE

BEST

CHEAPEST!

McNinch demanding

cancellation of
of the station where the
Mae West skit originated. Representative O'Toole of New York also
filed protest with McNinch.
On last Sunday night's broadcast,
license

A

show is no better than its recordHere are the "quality" methods

ing!

we

use:

wax

Chase & Sanborn made a complete
apology for "any unintended offense"
on the previous week's show and
pledged itself to greater care in

Standard

noiseless

pressings,

for

future.

purposes

matching

maximum

machines

Ford and Colgate Renew
3

CBS Shows

Until 1939

Factory

serve).

"High

of

recordings on

(double

safety

ton
re-

l

processed,

Fidelity"

assignments

surface-

rebroadcast

radio

best pick ups and speakers

All

/i

wax

range

stations,

on market.

from

guaranteed

recording to delivery to station with

(Continued from Page

1)

with repeat at 4 p.m., "and "Gangbusters" on 57 stations, Wednesdays,
10-10:30

p.m.

Col.

H.

all

necessary

A

F of M, MPPA, FCC

releases.

Norman

Schwartzkopf will be commentator
on Phillips H. Lord's "Gangbusters"

Remote Control

starting Jan.

Studio

12.

John Jaeger, chief announcer at
At the regular weekly
meetBenton & Bowles places the C-P-P
WNEW, was married Sunday to ing held by the WOR staffsales
yesterday
Evelyn Hassemer, also of the station. morning, George A. Schmidt, sales- business, N. W. Ayer has the Ford
account.
man, was presented a Longine watch
for having written a million dollars'
NEW RADIO SCRIPT
worth of advertising in the three and
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
one-half years he has been with the
"MUSICAL COURT OF APPEALS" station. Actual figure was $1,004,337
for your
A sock musical half hour show combining
and is held to be a record for noncomedy with current song hits.
For House
RADIO DOLLAR
Orchestras or Recordings.
network contracts. Presentation was
SAM H. STIEFEL ENTERPRISES INC.
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
made by Theodore C. Streibert, vice1619 Broadway, N. Y.
730 Fifth Ave., New York
president and general manager of
Radio Script Service Department

—

—permanent

Latest

lines.

double ceiling

Acoustically adjustable

—

—

Numer-

ous dynamic microphone channels.
Studio, Control and Recording En-

gineers

(3)

to

each

job.

MORE

WOR.

JEAN
113

V.

West

GROMBACH,

57th

St.

New

Established 1930

Phone Circle 7-6980

INC.
York

discover
complete,

ITALO AMERICANS

wov

NEW YORK, IOOO

Watts

LIVING

ONE HUNDRED MILES AROUND
THE CITY OF NEW YORK:

New York

1,200,000

.

82,000
261,000
507,000
350,000

Westchester
Connecticut

WBIL

NEW YORK, 5000

PHILADELPHIA, IOOO Watts

Jersey

Philadelphia
•

121,000

TOTAL

2,521,000

Delaware

Watts

WPEN
-a

New

We

know

how

to sell your product to the Italo American

consumer.
write or

this

market and we think we know

For further detailed information,

call,

with no obligation on your part.

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORP.
132

West 43rd

Street

-

WW iA

Tel.

BRyant 9-6080

-

New

York, N. Y.

Maijfet
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AGENCIES

PROGRAM REVIEWS

WILLIAM H. RANKIN CO. has
added several new accounts, includ-

"The Rhyme Doctor"

ing

Falling into the category of inbroadcasts,
this
new
spirational
daily-except-Sunday feature
at 8:30-8:45 a.m. follows a somewhat
different style by giving advice in
is
the
Maxwell
Peter
rhyme.
He invites lis"Rhyme Doctor".
teners to write in and state their
problems. Reading of the letters is

WMCA

given an emotional touch to bring
out the feeling behind them as intended by the writers, whose names
are withheld. Maxwell then gives
a little discussion, followed by the
poetic advice, which doubtless will
prove a lift to the troubled writers.
Initial program yesterday had the
disadvantage of following a religious
talk.

• • • Macfadden
Human Relations," to a
nite

show "A.

L.

to Air

In "Silent Night" Plea

—

Cincinnati
Paul Kennedy, radio
editor of Cincinnati Post, will carry
his campaign to save "Silent Night"
to the vast radio audience of
tonight in response to an invitation
from Peter Grant to appear on
Review" program,
"Press
Grant's
7:30-7:45 p.m.

sold the

WOR

title

True Story-NBC show. "Court

of

sponsor and hereafter will

Alexander's True Story Hour"

.

.

.

call their

of

Friday

.Henny Youngman does

two more appearances on the Kate Smith show and then gets the emcee

"Melody Puzzles" show which switches to NBC
C. Flippen (who will also
are selected before.
.Mary Jane Walsh succeeds

spot on the Lucky Strike

Jack Douglas and Jay

unless Fred Keating,
audition for the spot)

.

.

Ethel Shutta into the Glass Hat in N. Y., Jan. 5

Harry Conn "Earaches" show

and

in

.

two weeks

.

.

to

.

Mark Warnow leaves

"Home News"

Fri..

the

do a Sunday commercial

be replaced by Freddie Rich .... New Borden show on

will

be aired on Thurs. and

9-9:30 a.m., starting in Jan.

and

WEAF

will

will

be called

instead of "Special Edition," with Gabriel Heatter and

Buddy Rogers

a

a former vocalist of Vallee's,
Pat Lee, at the College Inn, Chicago .... Jimmy Shields, who repeats on
the Leo Reisman-Schaefer Beer show this Thursday, won't be on tonite's
WOR-Lucky Strike-"Melody Puzzles" show the job going to the "unknown
singer" of the "Hit Parade" .... His many friends will be glad to know
that Pete Barnum is recuperating at New York Hospital .... Joe Gallichio
and his five musicians who've played the Amos 'n' Andy theme song for
years won't be on their new series because an organ will be used.
menu-giver-outer

Radio Ed. Takes

will feature

—

his daily column,
nationwide interest in
the favorite Christmas caroi. ColNight"
"Silent
contends
umnist
at
restricted
to
use
should be
Christmas time, else the number will
die within the next five years. He

Kennedy, through
created

programs
literally
"butchering" the carol and believes
pressure should be brought to limit
number of airings each season. Grant
resents

some

give Kennedy the opportunity
to present his side of campaign.
will

Doc Rand Dead
Albany

—

Royden

Nelson

(Doc)

Rand, continuity director of WOKO
and WABY, died Friday and was
buried yesterday. Rand was one of
the few clergymen engaged in active
broadcasting for sponsors. He originally did a Biblical series over WGY,
Schenectady, but for the past two
years had been doing a noon quiz,
roles,
writing
character
playing
scripts and airing baseball games.
Widow and three children survive.
One son, Grenfell, will carry on the
radio work.

•

•

Neb.,

.All formalities of worship were carin the church.
.Another religious item comes from WLBC, Muncie. hid.,
where Rev. and Mrs. Applegate, vocalists on "Singers' Hymn Time,"
got a letter from a farmer with a photograph of himself and his
cow looking at a radio in the barn. Farmer says it helps with his
.

.

.

.

milking and bossy always gives a

moo

at the

end of the broadcast.

• Metro will cancel after 26 shows. Louis K. Sidney returns to
Terri
York next month. Ed Wynn may go on for Maxwell House
La Franconi and Walter Cassel have asked for and received their release
from NBC .... Admiracion Shampoo has now decided to remain on with
George
but Tim and Irene haven't accepted the deal yet
their MBShow
Olsen succeeds Dick Gasparre into La Conga Jan. 6 with Dick opening

•

•

New

—

that nite at the

Pennsylvania

—

Ambassador, following

Jan.

15

six

for

weeks,

Bob Crosby opens

Scotti

with

B.

Goodman

at the

returning....

Crawford Music, died yesterday. Services
Though Nicky Blair said he'd pay $5,000 weekly

Frankie Marvin, former g.m.
will

be held tomorrow

for

—

a Paradise attraction last week he offered Kate Smith $30,000 for
Nat Brusiloff-Bert Lee-Madison
THREE weeks but Ted Collins said nix
Harry Hershfield resumes
Loan show was renewed Sun for 13 weeks
Fri
thru
Joe Penner, Julie
Mon.
3,
his WMCAirings at midnite Jan.
Gibson and Jimmy Griers band renewed on their show.
for

• • (Baby) Rose Marie is now being handled by Moe Gale.
.A brick was thrown into a window of the Scoville Machine Shop
in Ohio and the thieves removed eight old and valuable firearms.
WICA, Ashtabula, aired a description— and it so happened that a
pawnbroker in Cleveland was tuned into the program. The next
day two men entered his shop and laid the eight guns on his counter.
He called the police, who arrested the men and returned the guns
...

December

21

Xavier Cugat

Bea Churchill
Pat Rossi

HARRY ACKERMAN,

Packard

ac-

count executive for Young & Rubicam, visiting Chicago office.
He
headquarters in Detroit.
BROOKS BEITLER, former Chicago Daily News news editor and latpublicity director of StackGoble, has resigned to become proterly

motion

WENDEL MUENCH

MITCHELL

-

FAUST

agency, Chi-

Co.

HARRY

O'NEILL, manager

of

Con-

solidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago, to coast to check on radio activities there.

HSG

ADVERTISING

AGENCY,

headed by Harry S. Goodman, has
opened Chicago office at 134 N. LaSalle St. with H. Knuth in charge.
Among the accounts being handled
locally are the L. Fish Furniture
stores which uses radio extensively;

Aren Beverage & Spring Water
and Pilley Dairy Co.

Co.,

BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT,
has

Chicago,
sicle

been given the Pop-

(frozen sucker)

HOWARD SMITH

account.
of the Rogers-

Smith agency, Chicago, has been deer
hunting in Texas.

CHARLES DALLAS REACH, president of the Newark agency, left today on a motor trip to Sarasota, Fla.,
where he will spend the holidays
with his parents. Reach was accompanied by Mrs. Reach and their son
and daughter.
Lombardo Renewed
Guy Lombardo and his orchestra

•

Greetings from Radio Daily

producer.

cago, has been appointed advertising
counsel for the Consolidated Biscuit

to radio, the

service in

up and aired
ried out.

Nassau,

Congregational church in Bertrand,

its first

Connell of

Hotel,

Colonial

more than a year when Rev. Ray McLincoln aired his sermon via KFAB, which was picked

Thanks

•
had

British

Bahamas, using newspapers, with
Robert H. Rankin, v. p., as account executive; Parker Herbex Corp., using
women's publications, and Red Star
Line, with Robert H. and Charles W.
Rankin as account executives.
SAVINGTON CRAMPTON, head of
the William Esty office in Hollywood,
trained out for New York over weekend to huddle with agency execs on
future Oakie College shows, just renewed by Camel. Crampton will be
East two weeks, and during his absence Ashmead Scott and Bill Goodwin will supervise the program. Mrs.
Crampton accompanied the agency

director for Audit Bureau
Circulations, Chicago.
& CO., ChiC.
cago, has landed the Savory Foods
account.

WLW

has

21, 1937

to

the original

owner

WIOD, Miami,

It

power

of

WIOD.

gram

A

Give Your Loved Ones a Life
Policy for

Xmas

Sm4 M smOhfiif

happened

when Emcee Bob Nolan, playing Santa Claus with two brownies,
gave the cue to cut lights denoting end of skit. The electrician also
cut off the amplifier's

It is understood that the prowill continue to air over CBS.
time renewal will be signed later.

1938.

claims the doubtful dis-

tinction of being the first station to air a "blackout."

—

have had contract extended through

'-INSURANCE—/JOhn 4-2800
80

JOHN

ST..

BEekman 3-0375

NEW YORK
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IRNA

250

PROGRAM

Contracts

Already

in

Local Stations

Are Doing

Christmas Specials
Christmas activities suggested two

community

opportunities

service

to

Ralph Nelson, program director of

KCKN.
Nelson first arranged a special studio interview broadcast with the Kansas City, Kansas, postmaster, A. H.
inform listeners concerning

Gillis, to

the correct way to
gifts for mailing.

wrap and address

Nelson then engineered a talk with
Captain Roy Moulton of the K.C.K.
Fire Department, on avoiding the
danger of fire from Christmas lights

and decorations.

WISN

to Air '38 Prospects
Jan. 2, WISN in Milwill present, during its reg-

On Sunday,

waukee
ular Sunday Morning Breakfast Club
program, "Prospects for 1938 Day."
During the round table discussion
Mayor Daniel W. Hoan will speak on
the prospects for 1938 in the city of
Milwaukee. Members of the Common Council will also attend the
meeting and will give their thoughts
on the prospects of 1938.

Escrow

Immediate Action Urged
On N. J. Radio Campaign

GUEJT-ING

Immediate action on a projected
total returns to date about 250 con- $150,000 advertising program to protracts, which does not include key mote the State of New Jersey has
ALICE FAYE and TONY MARbeen urged by Walter Kiddie, presi- TIN, on Eddie Cantor program, Dec.
station contracts set.
According to Jos. N. Weber, AFM dent of N. J. Chamber of Commerce, 29 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
president, the difficulties surround- and James Kerney Jr., Press AssoCONNIE BOSWELL and LOUIS
ing those contracts which are being ciation leader. Pleas for the project, ARMSTRONG, on Bing Crosby show.
monies
spent
which
call
for
to
be
enmatter
of
held up are mostly a
Dec. 30 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
press promotion, were
tertainer status on commercial pro- on radio and
ARMANDO PALACIOS, pianist,
George
Warren
Jr.,
forwarded
to
C.
believed that if the
grams.
It
is
and MISHEL PIASTRO, violinist,
chairman
of
N.
J. Council.
total sum involved in the contracts
Action by Kiddie and Kerney with Helen Jepson and Donald Dickreaches within $200,000 of the IRNA
follows closely the suspension of son on General Motors program, Dec.
allocation of $1,500,000, the Plan of
radio activities by the council last 26 (NBC-Blue, 8 p.m.).
Settlement will be declared operaweek. Radio plans for 1938, though
FRANCHOT TONE, on Kate Smith
tive, provided the major portion of
still in the formative stages, are said program, Dec. 30 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
is
process
in
the remaining $200,000
to include broadcasts either nationally
MADELEINE
and
Present deadline is or as far west as Illinois.
of negotiation.
BRIAN AHERNE in "Beloved Entomorrow and a definite move by
emy," on Lux Radio Theater, Dec.
the AFM is expected again on either
a further extension or an under- Sarg and Palooka for Live Shows 27 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
FERNAND GRAVET and FLORTeddy Bergman, program director
standing on the contracts still to be
signed. Statement of policy may also of Sound Masters Inc., has been ENCE RICE, on final "Silver Theater"
be issued tomorrow, or a position swamped with letters from radio sta- Broadcast, Dec. 26 (CBS, 5 p.m.).
taken on the stations not in the fold tions all over the country requesting
audition records of his two programs,
nor in process of negotiation.
Staff Switches
"Tony Sarg's Puppet Parade" and
(Continued from Page

What

5

RADIO DAILY
1)

CARROLL

WPEN

—

"Joe Palooka," for possible local
Philadelphia
Preparatory to goEdwina Eustis Gets Award
sponsorship. Bergman is working on ing in for more English broadcasts.
Edwina Eustis, contralto, only New deals to present both programs as WPEN, member of the WOV-WBIL
Yorker selected as a "rising musical live network shows and will only hook-up, has named Thomas Smith
star," won the $500 award presented set them up as electrical transcripgeneral program director, with the
Sunday night to the most talented in- tions should the live shows not jell. following assistants on foreign lanstrumentalist or vocalist heard in
guage shows: Oscar Goren, Jewish;
each three-week cycle on the "Rising
Ralph Borelli, Italian; George GerBig Contract for
Musical Stars" program over NBChardi, German, and Ralph Moderski.
Red. Florence Easton presented the
Muncie, Ind. One of the largest Polish.
award, which makes the singer eligi- contracts on a non-cancellable basis
George Lasker, g.m., reports good
ble for the grand award of $1,000 to was landed by Bill Craig, commercial results
from tests to determine
be presented next month. Competi- manager of WLBC, when he signed amount of English audience.
tors include Eugene List, pianist, who The Keller Co., men's clothing store,
won in the first three-week cycle, for three five-minute periods daily
and Carolyn Urbanek, soprano win- except Sunday for sixty-one consecuHiggins Joins Fizdale
ner in the second cycle.
Keller signed the contive weeks.
Don Higgins, former publicity ditract after using the facilities of the rector
of CBS, has been appointed
station for only a period of four
vice-president and news director of
Everett Henry as Inspector
weeks.
Tom Fizdale Inc. Higgins takes up
Portland, Ore.
Everett Henry,
member of KOIN's engineering staff
new duties immediately at Fizdale
since July 1936, was successful candi"Jimmie Allen" for 3 Stations headquarters in New York.
date for FCC post as radio inspector
Kansas City
Russell C. Comer
at Baltimore.
Henry wrote a civil agency has sold 650 episodes of
Appoints Devine
service examination for the position "Jimmie Allen" to Campbell-Taggart
Charlottesville, Va.
rein Portland last March.
He assumes Associated Bakeries Inc. for use on
new duties on Jan. 3.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.; KVOO, cently appointed J. J. Devine & AsTulsa, and WKY. Oklahoma City, sociates as its national advertising

WLBC

—

KOA, Denver
Harris, announcer, beaming
and willing to talk at moment's notice
about his newly arrived son. Will be
named after its proud father.
Joe Rohrer, engineer, appointed
ass't control supervisor, succeeding
Walt Morrisey, who recently became
supervisor.

Bob

A. E. Nelson, manager of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, coming to Denver for
Christmas holiday visit. Left here

manage KDKA.

last fall to

Preparations under way for huge
Christmas party in clients' audition

room Dec.

24.

KOA

staff will
for gifts,

attend

coffee
Drawing
en toto.
and cakes. Broadcasting will go on
as usual.

—

—

WCHV

Penner Scripters Renewed

starting Jan.

— WCHV

representatives.

3.

RADIO DAILY
Latham Ovens and

West Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles —
KUMA Aviation-Minded
made Syd Cornell, scripters on the Joe
Yuma,
Ariz. — KUMA has gone airpersonal appearance at McMurtry Co. Penner show, have had options lifted
in more ways than broadcastParty held at Cosmopolitan Hotel, for an additional 13 weeks.
Don minded
ing.
E. N. Sturdivant, manager, is
Denver.
Prindle, also writing for Penner, has
taking flying instruction from Bud
a contract running to March
1938.

Ward &

"Girls of

Sorenson, piano team, and

The West",

girl trio,

1,

Detective Dramatizing Cases
Cantor Renews Talent
Eisenberg,
Daniel M.
Detective
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
head of Skip Tracers Co., is having
Eddie Cantor has
Los Angeles
material from cases handled by his lifted options for another 13 weeks
organization prepared in radio scripts
on Jimmy Wallington, Pinky Tomwith a view to placing them on the lin, Jacques Renard and Vyola Vonn
The N. Y. World-Telegram is for his "Texaco" program.
air.
running a series of articles on Eisenberg and his activities in locating
Engles Resting Easy
missing persons.
George Engles, v.p. of NBC in

Wilson of local flying school, and
Ted Kieling, engineer, is taking flying instruction from Denny Wraske.

—

MANAGER WANTED

SALES

1,000,000 shopping area
5,000

WATT CHAIN STATION

Write
ISO)

Box

Broadway

A

122,

Radio

New

Daily

York City

charge of Artists Service, was reported resting fairly comfortable yesterday, following an operation for
appendicitis and gall bladder trouble.

Bingham Owned

WHAS

Robert W. Bingham, U. S. ambassador to Great Britain, who died Saturday, was owner of
ville.

WHAS,

Louis-

Ronald Dawson
Washington Bureau,

Washington

s

9th

Year

RADIO DAILY

— With

the production
tonight of "Spirit of Love," his own

WOL

play, Ronald Dawson,
dramatic
director, celebrates his ninth year on
the air here.

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED
OFFICES

5 SEASONED

MANNED

BY

RADIO MEN

have studied intimately the radio
represented by this firm and are
prepared to make expert recommendations
concerning spot campaigns in their important markets.

who

/^^\

Radio
Newsfeatures

Available to only one radio
station in each city
Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN SLESINGER,
250 Park Avenue
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John
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Blair
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC
LUCIO AGOSTINO,

one of Cana- crew leave for a 10-day tour of one-

da's outstanding orchestra leadders, has joined the musical staff of
"Canada 1937," broadcast Friday

LOCAL AFRA

group has been as- evenings over the

CBC

network.

sured a larger voice in national
Johnny Olson, long-time WTMJ
affairs, following the board meeting
last week, attended by Emily Holt, favorite, invades the orchestra businational executive secretary, and pre- ness Christmas day when his new
sided over by Carleton KaDell, pres- band opens an engagement at the
ident of the local. Norman Field, lo- Futuristic Ballroom, Milwaukee. Olcal executive secretary, who with- son follows Bill Carlsen's band which
drew his resignation, was tendered goes for a run at the Trianon, ChiSupporting Olson will be 16
cago.
a vote of confidence.
CharMeredith Willson. NBC music head people, including the three

here

who

has been conducting the

the
MGM-Maxwell
"Good News of 1938" under a Benton
& Bowles contract expiring Jan. 1,
has been given a new ticket for 13
weeks by M-G-M at a reported boost

orchestra

mayne

sisters.

on

Jerry Livingston, maestro-compospicked up his baton for the first
time as a maestro in a leading hotel
spot last night at Laurel in the Pines,
The musical assignment Lakewood, N. J. The band will be
in salary.
times weekly on Muthus comes directly under Louis K. featured three
Sidney and the Metro production tual.
James Stewart
staff on the show.
Bunny Berigan, the trumpet-playwill emcee this week's show, on
which Louis B. Mayer plays host to ing "Miracle Man of Swing," leaves
he will apthe cast at a "Christmas Party," and soon for the coast where
Albertina Rasch, dance director, and pear at the Club Palomar.
Dolly Tree, costume designer, have
been added to the cast previously announced.
Carlton Kelsey, newly - appointed
musical director at KHJ, inaugurates
a new half -hour musical program this
week to take the place of "Tune
Twisters," MCA-Don Lee production,
which has been temporarily suspended while under sponsor consideration.

er,

Bob Stanley, who supplies the orchestral background for WOR's "Jazz
Nocturne," "Continental Varieties"
and "Pat Barnes Opera," gets a new
commercial next month.

nighters.

Paul Tremaine continues one-nighttime down into Georgia.

ing, this

WAAF

George Kern,

Ethyl Barrett, featured soloist on

to

Amos

'n'

Andy when

they switch

Campbell sponsorship on Jan.

assistant

to

Larry

Milligan at Blackett-Sample-HumWGY's "Modern Melodies" program
Bill Carlsen and his orchestra hop
with Gordie Randall's band, is now aboard the Mutual network Band- mert leaving the agency to take a
singing for Herb Gordon and his wagon on Saturday when they will job with an outfit in Mexico City.

Gaylor Carter, organist, gets the band at the Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany. be heard
nod to supply the musical background Latter program is aired thrice weekly Ballroom.
for

HERBIE KAY

expects Dorothy LaFess Williams has been routed by
mour, his missus, to visit him
Frances Foster of the Stiefel office here some time over holidays. Kay
into Penna. and Ohio through the opened at Drake Hotel via Mutual
holidays.
on Friday.
Margaret Fry, wife of Ken Fry, in
Ace Harris and the Sunset Royal charge of NBC's special events dept.,
Orchestra, recently of the Harlem authored "Alice in Radioland," last
Uproar House and now playing their night's vehicle for "Grand Hotel."
fifth date at the Apollo Theater, will
Marge Kerr, vice president of Tom
start one-nighters on Dec. 31.
Fizdale, Inc., in charge of the Chicago office, is laid up at home.
Harry Reser and his crew, who
Jim Jordan (Fibber McGee) went
opened Friday at the New Penn Club,
Pittsburgh, have a KDKA-NBC wire. to Milwaukee to spend weekend with
Marion (Molly) his wife who is conDon Bestor and Clyde McCoy, two valescing in a sanitarium there.
CRA bands, will play the Circle The- Estelle Barnes,
pianist, has
ater, Indianapolis, starting Jan. 7.
a new 15 minute shot titled "Soliloquy." All numbers are played withEnoch Light and his orchestra will out interruption.
open at the Village Barn on ThursSales managers' division of the
day, for a one week guest appear- National Association of Broadcasters
ance. The Johnny Johnson aggrega- held an all day session at Hotel Shertion will return to this spot Dec. 31 man last Thursday.
to continue their musical chores and
Purity Bakeries has dropped "Hope
broadcasting activities.
Alden's Romance," serial it was using in transcribed form on a number
Felix Ferdinando and his orches- of stations.
Luise Barclay who had
tra, playing at the Club Palorama,
the lead now goes into the new PillsSchenectady, air on Wednesdays and bury's "Woman in White" series.
Saturdays over WGY.

over

WOKO.

from Chicago's Trianon
They will air several

times weekly.

3.

Nash-Underwood sandwich spread
participating on WBBM's Pantry
Party series. George Hartman agency has the account.
John Gillis is new on the sales staff
of WLS.
He was formerly with
Marshall Field's.
Ed Bowers, head of the Paul H.
Raymer office, fractured his knee
cap and has his leg in a cast. He is
a brother of Virginia Clark, the radio
is

Erno Rapee conducting the "Music
Aerogram Corp. has completed reAndre Bodo, former Continental
cordings by Salvatore Santaella and Hall of the Air" broadcast next Sun- maestro at the Ritz Hotel in Budathe
great
request,
will
repeat,
by
day
orchestra of six themes and transipest, has been engaged as violin
tion music for forthcoming produc- Fifth Symphony by Sibelius. Program soloist by Jeno Bartal, and is now bep.m.
12:30
over
NBC-Blue
at
heard
is
ing featured nightly in the latter's
tions.
Georgian Room orchestra at the HoDonald Wilson, announcer on
J.
Teddy Hili and his Swanee Rhythm tel Piccadilly.
Bodo's engagement
the "Charlie Chan," "Strange As It
Seems" and other transcribed pro- go into the Savoy Ballroom tomorrow at the Piccadilly Hotel is his first actress.
grams of the Raymond Morgan Co., with an NBC wire. Chick Webb and American appearance.
Hoyt W. Mallinson has joined the
has changed his name to "Norman"
Paul H. Raymer office.
Wilson to avoid confusion with Jack fashions, and Buddy Twiss and Joe ager, and Lud Gluskin, head of the
Edwin Shomo, formerly with MacWilson formerly Parker supplying descriptive high- musical department, joined Don W. Fadden publications, has joined the
Benny's "Don."
transposed the name into Wilson Don- lights. Will be on the air at 3:35 to Thornburgh, CBS vice-president, in staff of Radio Sales.
didn't jell 4 p.m., but whether Red or Blue as San Francisco over the weekend for
ald, but that moniker
somehow.
huddles on network affairs in the
yet undecided.
NBC will carry the Christmas Day North American Accident & In- North.
Fifth Mutual Show on WIP
handicap from Santa Anita track, surance Co. is sponsoring 26 fifteen
List of possible emcees for "Hollywith Joe Hernandez calling 'em; Hed- minute newscasts on KFI on a twiceda Hopper reporting the feminine weekly basis. Pat Bishop will handle wood Hotel" has been narrowed down
to Adolphe Menjou and Douglas Fairat 8:30 a.m.
Local Willys automobile agencies banks Jr., with Menjou likely to get
have bought nine spot announcements the nod and step into the show with
F.D.R. Celebration
next week's broadcast, according to
daily on KMPC.
available.
Ken
information
Details of the Joe Penner-Cocomalt best
Three major networks are at
re-broadcast for the Coast have been Murray, Oswald and Marilyn Stuart
present engaged in lining up speironed out, with the comic to be stepped out after last week's show.
cial programs ior Ian. 30 to celeheard at 8 p.m. in future on San
56th
President
Roosevelt's
brate
Premiere of the long-awaited Walt
Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Tacoma,
The Dionne Quintuplets
birthday.
Disney feature-length "Snow White
Salt
Lake
City
CBS
stations, and in
are to be heard, and an attempt
and the Seven Dwarfs" will be aired
Denver at 7 p.m. Mountain Time.
will be made to run wires into the
over NBC-Blue tonight from the
Walter Monroe, manager of the
Hollywood Bowl to broadcast show
Carthay Circle at 8:45 PST.
Don
Francisco office of Walter BidSan
Wilson and Buddy Twiss will officiate
that will be held there featuring
dick Co., Los Angeles station reps,
at the mike.
Shirley Temple and Edgar Bergen
and John Kiewal, Seattle manager,
Proceeds
with Charlie McCarthy.
have returned to their respective ofMayor Shaw enlisted Joe Penner in
of special parties will go to Warm
fices after a week of conferences a Safety Drive appealing to children.
Springs Foundation.
Hal Raynor wrote a special song for
here with Walter Biddick.
Charles Vanda, CBS program man- Joe's use in this connection.

—

Philadelphia WIP has taken the
Elizabeth Arden program (Eddy
Duchin orchestra), making the fifth

new

Mutual show for this station, due to
WFIL's claim that it cannot clear
time because of

NBC-Blue

and

NBC ties. Besides
Mutual, WFIL is
Line and Quaker
WIP has only the

WLW

linked with
State Network.
Inter-City Line.

Colonel
Jack Major
Dear Santa:
Please
sponsor.

bring

Jack

J

"Preparing For
Television Broadcasting"
By DR. ALFRED

V GOLDSMITH

Consulting Industrial Engineer and Authority on Television

A

Feature in the Television Section of the Coming

RADIO DAILY:
I am attaching hereto article on "Preparing For Television Broadcasting" for
"Radio Annual." In this article, which has been carefully "boiled down" to a minimum,
I have made what I hope will be helpful suggestions to the present broadcasters. I believe they have the opportunity at minimum trouble and expense to prepare for the
advent of television broadcasting in such a way thai television, when it comes, may be
skillfully and economically handled and met with a wide public response (in place of
the apparently restricted appeal which it exerts abroad).
DR. ALFRED IV. GOLDSMITH.

READY SHORTLY AFTER the FIRST of the YEA II
.

.

.

distributed complimentary to Radio Daily subscribers as part of Radio Daily Service.
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"Housewarming," 30-minute variety
show, started over KFRC Friday at
7 p.m. for Spreckels Russell Dairy
Co. Sam Moore, veteran stage personality, is emcee.
Other regular
talent includes Bob Bence in a comedy characterization and Chester

Earl Gordon, staff pianist has been
assigned to regular playing of the
new
Orgatron.
M. R. Williams,
chief engineer, is recovering in St. Vincent's
Hospital from appendectomy.
Woodrow Magnuson, WIRE announcer, has returned from his hon-

WFBM

WFBM

TALENT

now featured on "Canada
Claude Reese, top tenor of Lyn
sponsored by Imperial To- Murray's quartet, is being groomed
former salesman for bacco
Company, Ltd., over the for a CBS commercial.
eymoon.
KROW, now on the KGGC selling Canadian national network Fridays
Otis Winters, WFBM transmitter
staff.
He writes continuity, too.
at 10 p.m., and directed by Ken SisThe Melodeers Quartet's Victor engineer, was seriously injured by
Dick Newton, the "Singing Sales- son, includes Russ Titus, baritone; discs are now being
used over 220 an accidental fall, adding second casman," back on NBC after a half- Pauline Winters, soprano; Leo Le- stations in the United States,
Hawaii ualty to WFBM's technical staff withyear's absence.
sieur and a 16 voice choir, and a 30 and Mexico.
in week.
He is confined to St. VinProgram Manager Reiland Quinn, piece orchestra. The entire personcent's Hospital.
KYA, took a hand at interviewing nel is Canadian, except Sisson, who
WIRE has co-operated with all
A new series of programs will three
the other day, with Micky Morgan, is American.
local newspapers in boosting
start today on WISN, Milwaukee,
daredevil
parachute
jumper,
as
their Christmas Fund drives through
in
connection
with
the
Elks
Club
guest.
The special events department of
street interviews and talks.
Grayce Joyce, vocalist with Fred- WJW arranged a Saturday night Safety Drive. A 15-minute period
will
be
allotted
to
the
Elks
Club
die Nagel's Hotel St. Francis ork, broadcast from the Akron Armory,
Doug Brinkley Back
aired over NBC, recovering from an where the B. F. Goodrich Co. hon- each Tuesday night at 10 o'clock.
During
Just back from a five-month world
the period Vesey Walker will
emergency ear operation performed ored all the old-timers in its employ.
in an Oakland hospital.
Ceremony built around presentations direct the Elks Club Band. At the cruise during which he gathered maJanet Baird, NBC, and Radio Edi- of awards to 137 employees who have end of each program a prominent terial for a new series of travel talks,
Doug Brinkley, former WINS comtor Darrell Donnell (Examiner), re- just completed their 20th consecu- Milwaukee Elk will give a short talk
on "Traffic Safety."
mentator and celebrity interviewer,
covering from flu attacks.
tive year of service with the comgets a show of his own on NBC soon,
pany.
Wayne Sanders, who has been with aside from a guest appearance on
Dave Elman's "Hobby Lobby."
KTOK Victor in Suit
During the Dec. 24 broadcast of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., for the past
Oklahoma City Oklahoma Broad- "Lady of Millions," ET series, May two years, is now program director Brinkley has made 14 trips abroad,
casting Co., operators of KTOK was Robson will celebrate her 54th holi- of "The Friendly Voice from Out of averaging 60,000 miles on each of his
hegiras.
victorious in the suit of Mr. and Mrs. day season as an American star by the Hills of West Virginia."
Avery Harris in district court here stepping out of character to wish her
Earnshaw Foreign Offices
KNOW, Austin, Tex., had Governor
asking $7,500 damages, alleging that many movie and radio friends a
James W. AUred on the schedule for
establishment of the station adjacent Merry Christmas in person.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Earnshaw Radio Prothe airing of the Texas Memorial
to Harris home cut the value of real
Museum dedication program Sunday. ductions has opened a European ofestate $2,500 and that noise from the
"The Golden Age of Song,"
station had damaged them to the Sunday night feature, will devote the The new museum building cost $525,- fice at 12 Rue Abel-Ferry, Paris, in
extent of $5,000.
entire period Dec. 26 to records of 000. Roland Booth handled the pro- the charge of Herbert Rosen, who
Enrico Caruso.
The discs will be gram, with Chief Engineer Paul Shaw also plans an office in London after
the first of the year.
presented in the order in which they on the technical end.
Canadian Song Contest
Toronto Planned especially to en- were recorded, embracing the years
courage new Canadian songs for from 1903 to 1919.
radio and stage use, a competition
WTMJ, Milwaukee, cooperating
in musical composition has been announced by the Canadian Performing with Mayor Daniel Hoan and the
*
*
Transcriptions
Film Recording
Commercial and Theatrical Pictures
Right Society. The competition is Downtown Association, is broadcaststimulating a considerable amount of ing Christmas music throughout the
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
original work among young Canadian downtown shopping section by unique
rebroadcast
through
amplifiers
on
musicians. Contest closes March 1.
COIumbus 5-7366-7
lamp posts. For the special broad33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C
casts, on the air and through these
Biddick's 1938 Lead-Off
outlets so that thousands of shoppers
W est Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles First 1938 transcrip- would hear WTMJ's pre-Christmas
Mr. Tom Revere
programs, the station arranged chortion release from the radio programs
al music from Milwaukee's outstandBenton & Bowles, Inc.
division of the Walter Biddick Co.
ing choral groups. This music is bewill be "Daredevil of Hollywood,"
444 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C.
ing aired daily in half-hour periods
produced by Ted Turner.
Series
until Christmas.
dramatizes the experiences of HollyMy dear Mr. Revere:
Smith's ork.
Al Johns,

1937,"

—

—

WBNX

—

AN OPEN LETTER

—

wood stunt
doubles.

men

and

film

star

WABC

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
JEAN ELLINGTON
"To be a good singer you should
be a good talker. Study public
speaking and acting. Oi course It
is a good idea for a singer to
study music and voice. But that's
not the most important feature of
a singer's art. After all. people
can either sing or they can't.
You must be born with a pleasant

—

to be an artist.
However,
a popular entertainer must have
more than a musical voice. You
must have personality, a feeling
for
words and their meanings.
Diction must be perfect."

voice

Stage Relief Fund resumes broadcasting today over
with Molly
Steinberg acting as commentator for
the fifth year.
Today's broadcast
will be 1,042 in the series.
Phillips H. Lord will concentrate
on writing, directing and supervising "Gangbusters" and "We, the
12, when Col. H.
Norman Schwartzkopf succeeds him

People," after Jan.
as

commentator on the former show.

WHIO

Appoints News-Editor

—

Dayton Richard Cull, a newspaperman of 25 years' experience, has
been appointed managing editor of
WHIO's newsroom. Dick served as
editorial director of the Dayton Daily

As Radio Director
should

Benton

&

Bowles, Inc., we feel that you
splendid recording facilities.

We are taking the liberty of addressing you through an open letter
advertisement to call your attention to the International Production Studios, one of the most up-to-date and completely equipped
recording studios

in

the east.

A sample of our recordings will clearly show the versatility of our
equipment, its high fidelity and life-like reproduction of sound.
This studio and equipment permit direct studio pickup of speech,
orchestra, sound effects, or all three simultaneously.
A

personal visit to our studios, however brief, will reveal many
other features too numerous to mention in this letter.
A telephone call will arrange an appointment for any time convenient to
you.

Very truly yours,

News

for 13 years. He spent 12 years
Cleveland in the newspaper racket.
Since the initial broadcast of WHIO,
Cull has been a daily broadcaster of
news over this station.

of

know something about our

in

KWH/amh

Sales

Monger.

VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW

122

YORK,

N. Y..
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New High Seen
CBS PLANS TO AMPLIFY

g

CBS next year will present the
most thoughtfully planned schedule
of informative broadcasts in its history, declares William S. Paley, president of the network, in a year-end
interview on plans for 1938.
While admitting the importance of
cultural and informative broadcasts,
however, Paley points out that
"entertainment of the highest stand-

ard and widest variety must be pre-

—

THIS being the gladsome
season of the year, RA-

DIO DAILY

regale
its readers with a special Christmas issue tomorrow. For one day, the serious
side of broadcasting will be more
or less subdued in favor of yuletide
lightheartedness
and wellwishing. Watch for your copy.
fj

CBS

for

Billings for December Will Set Record
in Network's History
Year's Gross

Christmas Warning!
\AJ

HVE

FIVE CENTS

22. 1937

will

24 Per Cent Over 1936
66 COMMERCIALS SIGNED

December monthly billings for CBS
will total $2,900,000, the all-time high
for the network, according to an estimate released by the web yesterday.

BY MUTUAL WEB

IN

1937 CBS

figures that

its

$28,828,058, an
cent over 1936.

total

per

1937 receipts will
increase of 24.4

As compared with four commerAssuming the CBS December esticarried by Mutual System in
when the network was formed mate to be fairly accurate, the Janu-

RADIO'S TECHNICIANS

cials
1934,

(Continued on Page 3)

ary billings will reach over
2, in the past year a total of
Addition of
advertisers used all or part of $3,000,000 mark.
(Continued on Page 5)
the 74 stations in the web that now
stretches from Bangor, Me., to Honolulu, it is revealed by the network

on Oct.

New

Barbasol Program

With Godfrey on CBS
Barbasol on Jan. 24 will start another program featuring Arthur Godfrey over 24 CBS stations, Mondays
through Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
A repeat to seven Pacific coast
stations will be aired each Friday
night, in addition to the early rhow.

Godfrey will speak from WJSV,
Washington. Erwin, Wasey & Co. has
the account.

SEVERAL YEARS AHEAD
The past year's consolidation
knowledge gained through NBC's

of
11

years as an entity into standardized

equipment and engineering practices
will meet the most exacting of tests
for several years to come, according
to O. B. Hanson,
vice-president
(Continued on Page 3)

NBC

White Rouge Planning
Radio Campaign in 1938

—

66

in

year-end report.

a

In the beginning, Mutual serviced

Libby, McNeill & Libby
Using Liberty Stories

—"That's

My Story" series,
Liberty magazine short
stories, will be used by Libby, McChicago
based on

WLW

this city

WHN

Adds

—

son

is

Elliott Roosevelt,

agency.

Santa Brings Downey
Cincinnati
the

air

recently

— Morton

for

Downey, off
some time and just

back

from

London,

will

emcee and sing Christmas night
in a special WLW program aired
via Mutual. Devore
The Eight Men and Bill
Stoess with an 18 -piece orchestra
also will be in the show. Downey
is playing a night club here.
coast-to-coast
Sisters,

May Move Up

KELLOGG BUYS SERIAL

(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago The White Rouge Co. of Neill & Libby starting Jan. 24 on
has appointed Kirtland-EnLine, including
and
Chicago Branch Office gel Co. as its advertising counselor, WFIL. Transcriptions to be used
with plans for using radio in 1938. on WLS, KNX and KYA. J. Walter
Concluding the organization of the G. B. McDermott is account execu- Thompson Co. is agency.
four territorial divisions, Atlas Radio tive.
Distributing Corp. yesterday held
Christmas Bonuses
official opening of its Chicago offices
"Popeye" on the Radio
The Christmas bonus checks are
at 333 North Michigan Blvd., with
"Popeye," comic strip, has been beginning to fill the
Dan Blank, director of Central Divi- sold for radio by King Features to the personnel in the pocketbooks of
advertising and
(Continued on Page 3)
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency to station rep field. McCann-Erickson,
be used in the Joe Lowe Corp. (Pop- William Esty & Co., John Blair & Co.
sicle and other frozen stick confec- are
Alsweet
Stations
the latest firms to distribute
Lord & Thomas gave a
Chicago Swift & Co., Chicago, has tions) network program starting in bonuses.
month's salary.
added WDEV, Waterbury, and the spring.
WQDM, St. Alban's, Vt, to its Alsweet Margarine list, bringing the
total to 40 stations. J. Walter Thomp-

Atlas Radio Christens

the
the

Grabhorn

FOR NEW ET CAMPAIGN
Chicago— "Howie Wing," saga of
aviation by Capt. Wilfred G. Moore,
author of "Air Adventures of Jimmie
Allen," has been bought by Kellogg
and is being transcribed by World
Broadcasting System here for distribution in Canada starting Jan. 31
and later in U. S. in spots where
firm is not using baseball.
Moore
will write and produce show, which
features Billie Rose, Audrey McBill
Grath,
Studebaker.

Bouchey

and

Hugh

Kellogg Loses Exclusive
On Chi. Baseball Games

— Because

protests by
Cubs president-owner, American League deal
with Kellogg which would give concern exclusive rights to White Sox
broadcasts to be aired on two local
(Continued on Page 3)

Chicago

of

Phil K. Wrigley, Chicago

in Hearst Setup
Extend to 5 A.M.
Selection

successor to Emile
J. Gough in the Hearst Radio post
Signed
Fizdale here will not be settled until after
the first of the year. J. V. Connolly,
Tom Fizdale Inc. has added eight president of Hearst Radio, declared
accounts for publicity service, it is yesterday that Gough's resignation
announced following the return of had been received but not accepted
Tom Fizdale to New York from Chi- as yet.
Queried on rumors that Elliott
cago.
Business in the agency class in- Roosevelt and Murray Grabhorn were
cludes "Attorney at Law," new John- to move up, Connolly said that no
such official action had been taken.
(Continued on Page 3)

8 Additional

Accounts

by Tom

of

a

NBC's Red and Blue networks
will stay open until 5 a.m. on

New

Year's

A

Eve.

continuous

dance orbe carried from 10
p.m. to midnight, at which time
the Red and Blue networks will
cross-country parade

chestras

of

will

synchronize and continue
cast
in

dance music

the morning.

until

to
5

broado'clock

Wednesday. December

RADIO DAILY:
66 Commercials

ARTA Moves

Used
in '37

Mutual Network
(.Continued from Page

All

22,

1937

to Enlist

Employees

of

Radio

cominc

come

and

American Radio Telegraphists Ass'n

1)

founder-stations with but two yesterday distributed pamphlets to
Price 5 Cts.
broadcasts a week, while this year all CBS employees as they entered
Wed., Dec. 22, 1937
Vol. 2. No. 122
program service to member stations for work. Literature declared that
Publisher increased to 16 hours weekly.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the ARTA is "organizing all those
Program plans for 1938 call for who are employed by radio broadEditor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
companies.
Here in New
Business Manager presenting seasoned performers and casting
MARVIN KIRSCH
new radio personalities blended to- York it will include all the unorganPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays gether in original production ideas,
ized employees of NBC, CBS MBS
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
the network states.
Eddy Duchin, and every independent station."
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
Venuta,
Gabriel
Heatter,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- Benay
Pamphlet included an application
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester Alfred
Wallenstein, George Jessel, blank.
Heretofore the CIO affiliate
IS. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Jean
Paul
King
and
other
standard
has confined its activities to the techSecretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
artists
will
share
the
air
with
of
a
free)
United
States
outside
Terms (Post
nicians' field.
A mass meeting for
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, group of newcomers including Vic
radio personnel is scheduled for the
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order
Erwin,
Ernie
Fiorito,
Marcella
Hennear future according to the hand-out.
communications
to
RADIO
Address
all
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. dricks, the Gotham String Quartet
its

:

:

:

Wisconsin

Phone

7-6336,

:

7-6337,

7-6338.

and others.
The 74 Mutual stations are located
in 28

(Tuesday, Dec. 21)
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OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg

Carlson

Bid

Asked

7

8

Sale

Monday affirming a lower court
decision validating the right of the

Louisville
Herman F. (Pete) board of governors of Hot Springs
Monroe, 29, chief announcer of WHAS Chamber of Commerce to contract to
and known to thousands of radio lis- sell KTHS to Radio Enterprises, the
teners for his famous "send a boat" next step is for FCC approval of apappeals during last January's flood, plications on file.
The applications
died Monday night in the Baptist seek permission to transfer license and
Hospital.
An infected blood stream remove station to Little Rock. Apwas the cause. Funeral services will plication for boost in power to 50
be held today.
kw. also is being filed, according to
G. E. Zimmerman, v. p. and g.m. of
Radio Enterprises and who has
charge of KARK here.
"Goldbergs" Triple in N. Y.
Radio Enterprises is headed by
"The Goldbergs," Procter & Gamble
Col. T. H. Barton, Eldorado oil man,
script show which switches to CBS
on Jan. 3, will be heard via disks who owns KARK.
over WHN beginning the same date.

Addition
three

of

spend Christmas

violinist, will

Lawrenceville, Va.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS and wife returned
from Europe aboard the Manhattan yesterday.

MISCHA ELMAN,

violinist,

was

also

a

passen-

ger on the Manhattan.

COODMAN,

president of the advertisbearing his name, leaves today for
returning to New York on Jan. 3.

H. S.
ing agency

Chicago,

Ascap

to Distribute

$1,296,000 Dividend

FCC

Up

cision

Monroe Dead

—

FINANCIAL

KTHS

in

to
Anticipating its final quarterly diviLittle Rock, Ark.— With the Arkansas Supreme Court handing down de- dend as is the usual custom, Ascap

states.

Pete

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

SHANDOR, NBC

:

:

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

High
149i/4

REC. M. DAGC, assistant manager of CKWX.
Vancouver, B. C, plans a trip to New York
in
January.

early

WHN

New York

gives

outlets, as

program

WOR

is

broadcasting transcribed version daily
at present.
show will be heard
at 7:15-7:30 p.m.
Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, has the account.

WHN

WGY Christmas Sellout
— WGY

Schenectady
have taken advantage
Day regular rates, with

will distribute a record-breaking divi-

dend

of $1,296,000, the proportionate

to be paid
time for Christmas.

shares

mark

$4,500,000
is

to

members

in

This crosses the

for the year 1937, and

an all-time high.
It

estimated that approximately

is

60 per cent of the total
lections the past year

radio

stations.

dividends
lost

to

Ascap

is

About

Ascap colwere from
$200,000

in

believed to have been

Ascap as
legislation.

a

result

of

anti-

STATION

advertisers
of

all

Christmas
time from

••• • •••

11:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. sold for spe-

cial programs.
Leighton & Nelson
Transfer Approved
agency handled deals.
Beaumont, Tex. Voluntary assignSauter on Committee
ment of license of KFDM by MagJames E. Sauter, producer and nolia Petroleum Co., owner, and
Re-Sign Monroe Upton
publicist, has been appointed chair- Sabine Broadcasting Co., licensee, to
Monroe Upton yesterday was reman of the General Events Commit- Beaumont Broadcasting Corp., of
tee for celebration of the President's which C. W. Snider is president, has signed as writer for the Ford-Al
been approved by the FCC examiner. Pearce program for an additional 52
birthday on Jan. 29.
weeks. Program has also just been
renewed over CBS web.
"Big Town" to New York
Writers for Whiteman
Edward G. Robinson, Claire Trevor
Offices Burglarized
Joe Langan, Henry Garson and Al and the entire cast of the "Big Town"
Los Angeles Jerry King's Standard
Lewis have been signed to write the program, will move to New York for
Radio offices were burglarized last
new Paul Whiteman-Chesterfield pro- approximately three weeks the latter week. Only loss
was "petty cash"
gram which is scheduled to get under part of January it was announced and
stamps.
way Dec. 31. Connie Boswell will yesterday. Program, under sponsorappear on the Jan. 7 and 28 broad- ship of Lever Bros., is heard Tuescasts.
Program is definitely set to days, 8-8:30 p.m. over CBS network.

KFDM

—

—

move eastward following
broadcast,
thereafter

and
will

the Jan. 28
Feb. 4 and

shows
emanate from

New

York. Deems Taylor joins cast with
Feb. 4 airing.

WCAE,

Pittsburgh

WCAE is broadcasting midnight
mass on Friday from Sacred Heart
Church, with Clifton Daniel, program

director, again interpreting the
services.
Frank Siedel, special
writer,
has sold a script for use on the net-

WCAE

Jhe PERFECT
MARKET'S

Steahtyec 7?Uan fiction
Infinitely

ing

than

more dramatic and
fiction

are

fascinat-

true

the

stories

surrounding 200,000 cases handled by
the only agency in the country specializing
in
the location of missing
persons.
will

Material for

interest

a

program

everyone.

work.

LOUDSPEAKER^
ALBANY, NY

uwlu iquippd forSupir Pouitr

More than 100 attended station's
annual Christmas party for the staff,
held in the Fort Pitt Hotel.
Jack Wentley of the sales staff is
ailing.
A bad cold.

SKIP

TRACERS COMPANY
515 Madison Avenue

New

•••••
•••
• ••••

• • ••

VV

NEW YORK
Serving New York
and New Jersey

that

•••

•

HOURS A DAY

York City

J
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Radio's Technicians
Several Years Ahead
(Continued from Page

NEW PCCeCAMS-l DEAJ

(Continued from Page

stations

duced

Add Sidewalk
WORL,

1)

number

Novelty

Xmas Shoppers Program
Christmas

Shoppers ETs, sponsored by five merchants over KHBG,
Okmulgee, Oklahoma, has proved so
popular that manager T. R. Putnam
has announced it will be continued
in different form after the holidays.
Each sponsor offers $5 prize to listener writing best letter and telling
a order in which spots have been aired

C

Blank

with

WHB, Kansas

WTCN,

City,

and

Minneapolis;

KSO-KRNT,

Des Moines. Deals involve 28 releases and give stations two-year

example,

is

Tommy Hoxie, production and local
manager, recently became the father
of a boy.

Harry Read, president and g.m. of
Oregon Radio Tnc. owners of the
station, returned recently from an
eastern trip. Hoxie is now acting
as Read's assistant, along witb

pro-

duction management.

Clarice Kolbe, continuity chief, realready airing
sidewalk interview fea- for five days, in addition to naming signed to enter the world of business,
what each advertiser plugs on pro- but didn't like the routine and is
gram.
back at the station.

Boston,
of

business.

charge.
New York, Los tures, has added another under the
Angeles and Dallas offices already
direction of Marshall Shantz, staff
have been in operation. Detroit and announcer. Logged as "Fishing Time
Minneapolis branches are to be next.
at the Repertory," show finds Shantz
Herbert R. Ebenstein, president of
in front of Repertory Theater every
Atlas; Claude
Ezell, director of
weekday in the early afternoon,
southern division, and Ray Coffin,
gathering group of prospective subwestern head attended the Chicago
jects and asking them to produce
opening.
certain unusual articles. Payment of
Additional franchise deals for the
twenty-five cents or forty cents, for
Atlas programs have been signed by
item proin

that

article

C

Radio
Chicago Branch Office

1)

has been amended so

Typical
by the audience.
might be a 1915 penny, a all five stations which aired baseball
pocket dictionary, or, in one case, a last year from both parks will be
blond hair, offered by a male on- given same opportunity this year.
looker directly from his coat lapel. This revision means that
Kellogg will
Pulling power: one woman came all
the way from Lowell for the pro- have to accept new contract with exgram, carrying a suitcase full of clusive feature eliminated in Chicago
articles which she hoped would be area.
Wrigley's fight to maintain
requested.
She sold three of them.
status quo baseball broadcasting here
expected to be debated by 16 club
Governor's Bible Class
owners at next session with Judge
Governor Clyde R. Hoey of North
Carolina is slated to begin a series K. M. Landis.
of bible lessons over WPTF in Raleigh shortly. Show will come from
the Men's Bible Class of the Edenton
KSLM, Salem, Ore.
Street Church each Sunday mornHerb
Johnston, announcer, foring, starting Jan. 2.
On same date,
of
KXL in Portland, has
station's weekly church service will merly
start from the United Church, of joined the KSLM announcing and
which the Rev. Carl Voss, well- production staff, succeeding
"Boots"
known commentator of the local airGrant, who took a job in the jewelry
waves, is pastor.

"Slay Ride" Burlesque

"Radio's best" in the Cleveland
area will be subjected to lethal burlesque in a special one-hour broadcast slated for Friday evening over
WCLE under the title "Slay Ride."
The Louis Rich string quartet provide the No. 1 victim, with H.
Carpenter, v. p. of United Broadcasting Co. directing from the (improved)
Other members of the
string bass.
construction of new plants in Philsquad will be John T. Vorpe, piano;
adelphia, Schenectady, Cleveland and
Mendel Jones, first violin, and C. A.
Hollywood, all providing space for MacLaughlin, viola. Their titles are
future expansion and probable teleproduction manager, program direcvision installations.
tor and sales manager, respectively.
In the television line, advance"Boy Meets Girl" comes next with
ments were made in increasing the Jim Sands as Kosher Kasey and Gene
image of 343 lines to 441 lines, en- LaValle as Miss Oh-Me-Babble-On
larging the receiver to 7V2 x 10 inch- slated to perform the dissection.
changing color of image from "Songland," a program of harmony
es,
green to black-and-white by use of by the Golden Girls and Jimmy
RCA's experimental Kinescope, and Ague, will then be tortured by Don
delivery by RCA to NBC of the first Dewhirst, soprano; Carl Mark, ascomplete mobile television unit for sistant soprano, and Guy Wallace,
outdoor pickups of sports and other contralto, aided by John Garvey of
news events.
the basso profundo.
The end will come peacefully (?)
At the year-end, however, "television is still an unfinished product," when the announcers' cnorus sings
says Hanson.
"We Are the Blah Blah Boys," composed especially for the occasion.
Louis Rich's ork will furnish serious
Atlas
Christens
music during the broadcast.

(Continued from Page

Kellogg Loses Exclusive
On Chi. Baseball Games

1)

and chief engineer, in a year-end
statement on the company's technical accomplishments of 1937.
Various new items of equipment installed during the year are cited by
Hanson.
These include new field
field
transmitters
and
receivers,
amplifiers, directional antenna arrays
and other equipment.
The network also opened new studios in Washington and launched

sion,
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made

CBS Plans

%mmn

1

ferttngH

\

for each

to

Amplify

Informative Programs

exclusive rights in their territories.
(Continued from Page

8 Additional

Accounts

Signed by

Tom

Fizdale

1)

sented to American listeners if vast
and alert audiences are to be won

and held."

"Headlines and Bylines", "World
"Current
Cooperation,"
son's Wax
"Woman
White," Questions Before the House", "CurPillsbury; "Mickey Mouse Theater of rent Questions Before the Senate",
the Air," Pepsodent; "Double Every- "Labor and Industry", and many
thing," Wrigley, and the Dale Car- other
scientific
and
educational,
negie show for Colgate.
spiritual features will be included
Personal accounts added are Jack in some 3,000 broadcasts dealing with
Haley, Phil Baker and Gina Cigna.
news, and national
politics, labor,
A press-sheet service on new shows and public affairs to be aired in the
has been instituted by the Fizdale coming year.
Special attention also will be given
office on behalf of clients.
(Continued from Page 1)
show;
in

Economic

to children's
class music.

NEW ORLEANS
Harold

WSMB,

is

manager
leaving here this week
Wheelahan,

CBS
of
for

Detroit, Chicago and New York, seeking a sponsor for the Sugar Bowl
football classic New Year's Day.

plans to

First in local

in

if

musician

accounts

Chicago

WGES

New

WDSU

broadcast more than

ADMIRACION SHAMPOO

local musicians, will toss out the local boys after the
Year and
bring in name bands, which will also

out over
troubles are settled.

programs and to better
In serious music alone,

600 network programs next year.

Chez Paree, night club owned by

go

i'Artnja

(In

the heart of Chicago)

^
$
$
$
£

Charles Dallas Reach Advertising Agency

SUNDAY

6:30-7 P. M., E.S.T.

WOR-MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
BOOKINC DIRECT
1441

Broadway.

New York

City

CH. 4-5155

^
^
8

vi
.

.*S
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AGENCIES
DICK MARVIN,

radio director

J.

Walter Thompson, Chicago, in charge
of talent for Christmas party of Chicago Federated Advertising Club at
Hotel Sherman today. Proceeds go to
Off the Street Club and vocational
bureau of organization.

ROE FOWLER,

copywriter with
Agency, was
named winner in sales promotion
competition conducted by AdvertisDaniel

Charles

Frey

Managers Club

co-operation
with Chicago Federated Advertising
ing

in

Club.

RUSSEL T. GRAY INC. Chicago
has been named to handle advertising of Diesel Equipment Corp., Chicago.

HARRY
named

BRIDGE CO.

P.

advertising

has been

counsel for Na-

tional Association of Credit Jewelers,

Chicago, which plans to use radio in

HEATHER ANGEL,

with Tyrone
"Beauty and the Bite," on
"Hollywood
Playhouse,"
Dec.
26
(NBC-Blue, 9 p.m.).

Power

• • • Thinking Out Loud (and sometimes talking out of turn)
Monday nite we heard Kay Kyser's sustaining show via MBS for the first
time while waiting on a cold street for a street car. Never have we been
so entertained in the cold as when Prof. Kyser asked his musical queries
in fact, our fellow-lreezers became chummy trying to beat each other with

—

and entertaining enough
.. .This is a different remote
be sponsored! .... Eddie Garr has a grand suggestion for the sale of
Tuberculosis Stamps. Why not leave the glue off envelopes bearing Xmas
cards and in order to seal the envelopes to ascertain some form of
privacy, what could be better than licking a charity stamp for this purthe correct reply.

UPTON CLOSE, journalist, and
CHARLES C. BATCHELDER, former
commercial attache in China, on
"Town Meeting of the Air," Dec. 30
(NBC-Blue, 9:30 p.m.).

DR. ELIAS

to

—

pose? .... A correction

Jimmy Fidler: Last week in your syndicated
column you stated that Mae Murray looked on in contempt as Myrna Loy
was mobbed by autograph hunters on Hollywood Blvd. when she left a
Miss Murray has been in N. Y. appearing daily on WMCA's
bank.
Six Star Revue for the past TEN WEEKS. .. .Rudy Vallee will present
New Yorker's "Education of H-y-m-a-n K-a-p-l-a-n" on his show tomorrow.
...

NBC had

McCarthy

three

skit for

for

separate sets

of

actors

Mae

read the

— but

the

LIEBERMAN

"Poetic

License,"

p.m.).

WALLACE FORD,
ley's

24

on Bide Dud"Theater Club of the Air," Dec.

(WOR-Mutual,

G.

EVERETT,

DOROTHEA

Roche, Williams & Cunnyngagency, Chicago, has joined
Studebaker Corp. at South Bend as
editor of the Studebaker Wheel,
house organ.
INC.,

Min-

now

has the account of Purity Bakeries Inc., Chicago, formerly

handled

by

Blackett-Sample-Hum-

mert.

MATHEWS, who

headed the
agency by that name here, has been
named sales promotion and advertising manager of the American Decalcomania Co., Chicago. He was formerly
with Erwin-Wasey.

W.

RAMSEY CO,

Chicago, has
advertising counselor
for Rolscreen Co. (Venetian blinds)
L.

named

been

LEIGHTON & NELSON AGENCY,
Schenectady, has placed a contract
for six programs for
with
Fitzgerald Brothers Brewing Co. of

WGY

Troy.

Bill

Sheehan

vocalizes.

whose NBC-Blue Sunday
afternoon variety show winds up its
Figsbottle,"

make way
new Armco commercial, may

present series Dec. 26 to

return soon thereafter either under
sponsorship or on a continued susThe boys (Elmore
taining basis.

Vincent and Don Johnson) have built

up quite a following.

NOW YOU CAN BUY A
COMPLETE PRESTO
SOUND RECORDER

$ 149°°
FOR ONLY
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.

135 W. 19th

St.

.

New

.

York

N. Y.

traffic

Patrol", all-nite request

"Dawn

has become so heavy on WIL's

show

in St. Louis, that

Western Union has

necessary to install receiving and sending equipment in
the studio ... .Bob "Skipper" Chase, spieler for the stay -up-late s,
has the teleprinter next to him all night and as the wires come in

found

it

he reads them and plays the request tune with appropriate dedica.Quick service has "upped" the number of wires considerably
tion.
and some 37 states are represented in Bob's collection of telegrams.
.Outside of local messages, New York City leads in total number
of requests by wire.
.

.

.

.

p.m.).

LOTTE LEHMANN,
It

Over,"

Dec.

on "Let's Talk
(NBC-Blue, 2:15

30

LEONARD WARREN and CAROLYN URBANEK, on "Rising Musical
(NBC-Red,

Stars," Dec. 26

ETHEL BARRYMORE
LEY DIGGES in "Ghost

10 p.m.).

and

DUD-

Yankee

of

LOUIS SORIN, ADELAIDE
KLEIN and KENNETH ROBERTS in
"Education of Hyman Kaplan," and
OLIVER WAKEFIELD, on Rudy
Doodle";

Vallee program, Dec. 23

(NBC-Red,

8 p.m.).

LOTTE LEHMANN,
•

•

•

Talking

of all-nite

we were

shows, as

.... This contraption

.... Auto-radio

ta'.nment plus.

much
days
the

plus

who

stay-outers

better
o! the

.

many

has almost as
the

shows

have

many

supplied

reside in the outskirts of the business area with enter.

.Fact of the matter

while driving than

is

that

sitting

in

some awfully bad shows sound
parlor

the

listening.

.

.

air

—week

every day at the same time

were saying

got so that people

"half-past Crosby", etc.
like

W.

it's

their
in

the

.In

build-up of Crosby, Kate Smith, the late Russ Columbo,

networks employed good horse-sense by having

one theme

the auto-radio.

is

users as the cabinet house sets.

recorded

all-nite

we

a paragraph back,

think that the greatest addition to the invention of radio

It

.

Telegram

•

appear on the

Fishface-Figsbottle to Return
"Senator Fishface and Professor

for the

•

•

.

K. L.

on
7:15

p.m.).

delivery.

with

CAMPBELL-MITHUM

LAWRENCE,

formerly

ham

neapolis,

11 a.m.).

"Hobby Lobby," tonight (CBS,

1938.

WALKER

of Poetry

Norman Corwin's
today (WQXR, 9:45

Society, on

West-Charlie

records to prove that the script wasn't at fault

in

etc.,

embryo stars
and week out.

"a quarter past Kate Smith" or

That's consistent advertising, punching

away

at

to your throat". Howby stations today are just used
plugging every gap which presents itself in the program

G.

Hill

plugs "Luckies are kind

ever, sustaining artists being given spots

as

fiiler-inners,

traffic

Parade," Jan.

1

on "Your Hit
(CBS, 10 p.m.).

ANN SOTHERN, GENE RAYMOND, VICTOR MOORE and HELEN BRODERICK, in scenes from
"She's

wood

Got Everything," on "HollyHotel," Dec. 31

(CBS,

9 p.m.).

WALTER CASSEL, ELIZABETH
LENNOX and JOE HOWARD, on
"Hammerstein Music

Hall,"

Dec. 31

(CBS, 8 p.m.).

CECILIA FL. ZUNG, Chinese

ac-

and author, interviewed by Clifford Adams on "Theater Guide," Dec.
23 (WINS, 11 a.m.).
tress

depts.

UNIVERSAL

MODEL "A"
MICROPHONE

KSTP, Twin City, were put at the
woman, Mrs. Anna Armstrong of Savage,
Minn., for a show which she wrote and which was aired Monday,
"A Program for One Listener" .... Bed-ridden, the woman's friends
•

•

•

Entire facilities of

disposal of an 82-year-old

decided to produce her story in flicker-form at a local studio, but
was discovered that she couldn't hear the sound track. Her
friends appealed to the station, which rewrote the scenario and
aired it. Thomas D. Rishworth, continuity writer and educational
director, produced the show, which the woman was able to hear.
It proved a "natural" for the newspapers which gave it pictures
and a lengthy yarn of the woman's reactions.

Single
Button with fully
Furnprotected
diaphragm.
40
ished with two outputs
db. or
45 db. Most highly
scientifically
developed
and
constructed single button microphone.

.

.

.

—

—

it

Microphone Division
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren

Lane,

Inglewood,

Calif.,

U.

S.

A.
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20-31:

Dec.

Regular Newspaper Ads

PHIL SPITALNY, Maxine, Evelyn In a planned promotion effort to
and Her Magic Violin, the Three keep its listening audience constant
Little Words, the startling new 10throughout the daytime hours as it
year-old sensation, Mary-Ann, and is at night, WTMJ, Milwaukee, will
the 32 members of the famous all- ;arry
a regular schedule of newspagirl ensemble begin a new vaudeville
per advertising during 1938.
tour on Jan. 21 when they open for
The advertising will promote spea week's engagement on the stage of
cific daytime shows over periods of
the Chicago Theater, in Chicago. The
i week to ten days, but during the
regular "Hour of Charm" broadcast -ntire year's campaign all features
heard on WEAF-NBC every Monday will receive their share of ballyhoo.
night will emanate from Chicago on
All will be treated indiscriminately,
Jan. 24 at 9:30 p.m.
whether commercial or sustaining.
Advertising will be carried daily,
Jimmy Dorsey winds up at Con- with "radio page requested," begingress Casino, Chicago, Jan. 5 and goes ning Jan. 2.
to

Angelo Palange,

Philadelphia, in a two-hour Sunday
spot for a New York mail order
house, has been averaging 2,500 orders weekly, with sales made right
over the telephone at 50c apiece.
Program is called "The 920 Club,"

j

with

NEW

"Christopher Robin is Saying His
Prayers," a new tune brought back
from London, will be sung by Morton Downey on his special Christmas
night broadcast from WLW, Cincinnati, over Mutual network.
Charlie Barnet, ork leader recent-

back from Hollywood film work,
being booked for dance dates by
CRA, starting Dec. 25 at Arcadia
Ballroom, Providence.
ly
is

HIGH

MARK

1$

for

Dullzell

Failure of this week's Actors Equity meeting to elect a president to
succeed Frank Gillmore, who was
induced to retain the title but was
given a leave of absence until the
next annual meeting in June, leaves
Executive Secretary Paul Dullzell to
handle the executive and office duties
of the association. Dullzell is understood to have stepped out of the
running for the presidency. He has
been in poor health for some time.

is

Martin

of the

Laboratories,

Wade

through

Elkhart,

now handling

the Four

A's activities.

Advertising

Agency,

will use 150 radio stations as part of
the promotional setup for the distribution in the next two weeks of
twenty million Dr. Miles Weather
Calendars. Last year, about 18,500,000 were distributed.

MANAGER WANTED

1,000,000 shopping area
5,000

WATT CHAIN STATION

Box A 122
Broadway

Write
1501

Radio

New

Daily

York City

with

Telecom-

International

Conference, arrangements be-

made by General Manager
Railways,

Telegraphs

of

&

Egyptian

Telephones,

Cairo. Egypt.

14-16:

Feb.

National

Association

of

Washington.

June 8-11:
Show,

June
gress

National

Stevens
10-15:

Hotel,

Seventh

Radio

of

Radio

Parts

Trade

Chicago.
International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

June

12-15:

America's

Advertising

annual

Federation

convention,

of

Detroit.

Dorsey Records for Coupons
Under arrangements just concluded
with the Victor Recording Co., records of the Tommy Dorsey orchestra
Jean Paul King Picks Stories
will be made available to tuners-in
The
ten biggest woman stories of
of the bandsman's cigaret program.
the past year as sized up by Jean
Disks will go for 75 cig coupons
Paul King, radio and newsreel comeach.
mentator, were aired by him on his
Hecker "Information Service" program over WOR-Mutual.

SEEN FOR COLUMBIA BILLINGS

(Continued from Page

Tomorrow King will deliver the
year's ten leading stories culled from
general events.

1)

WLW

82,365
774,010

Radios
Cleaners, Household Supplies
Stationery,
Publishers

.-.

Travel

"Let's Visit" Plays

"Let's Visit" will air

.

113,780
817,520
2,401,237
158,235
37,708

1.308,098
76,060
15,850

38.1
5.6

83.6
108.0
137.9

Santa

half -hour
the home of

its full

Deu'sch on School Board
Emery Deutsch has been appointed
of the admissions board of
School of Radio Technique.
George Marshall Durante and Robert

chairman
the

Hood Bowers are the other members
of the board.

Deutsch's contract at the BookCadillac in Detroit has been extended
until Jan. 15.
He is heard via CBS
Tuesday and Thursday at midnight.

^"THE

stage, screen and radio
comedian, died suddenly yesterday
afternoon following a heart attack.
Healy, who had been heard on the

cently,
only a

re-

became the father of a boy
few days previous to his

sudden death.

WAML

f

Proud

to

Present

SMITH

JOSEF

CHERNIAVSKY
"The Musical

THE KATE SMITH HOUR

Cameraman"

Appoints Devine

— WAML

Laurel, Miss.
recently appointed J. J. Devine & Associates as
national advertising representatives.

8

*

KATE

WOR— MUTUAL
Is

SOUTH^™

SONCBIRD OF THE

*

Ted Healy Dies
Ted Healy,

M-G-M Maxwell House program
SALES

ing

High

Procter & Gamble and United States petroleum products and foods acRubber business next month will do counted for about 80 per cent of the
the trick.
total receipts. All five fields showed
Menkin, Hill with CBS
Industrial
break - down revealed large gains over the 1936 break-down.
Lawrence Menkin, formerly assothat automotive, tobacco, toilet goods,
Resume follows:
ciated
with
WXYZ,
and
1936
1937
/o
WMCA, and Joseph Hill, for the past
Inc.
Automotive
$2,533,971
$3,918,775
54.6 two years radio director of Federal
Tobacco
3,052,924
64.6 Advertising Agency, yesterday were
5,026,376
Confectionery, Soft Drinks
1,191,366
1,490,810
25.1
signed by Columbia Artists, Inc., to
Drugs, Toilet Goods
4,885,770
3.1
5,037,070
Financial, Insurance
recently
inaugurated division
100,009
450,105
350.1 the
Foods, Food Beverages
5,216,744
6,441,120
23.5 known
as Writer-Director departHome Furniture
395,146
422,555
6.9
ment.
Oil and Gas
1,599,034
2,048,354
28.1

Dullzell will probably be provided
with a salaried assistant.
is

1938:

1,

State

lard,

Ind.,

CBS Signs Rockwood
John Rockwood, baritone, has been
tonight on WOR from
signed under management of ColumHarold Troeler in Greenpoint. Family bia Artists Inc. Rockwood, a veteran
of seven was much in the news last of radio, will shortly be heard in his
month when one of the children com- own series over CBS.
mitted suicide "so there would be one
less mouth to feed."
Dave Driscoll, Jerry Danzig, Uncle
Anthonys' Anniversary
Burgess Meredith was elected first Don and Cameron King have bought
John J. Anthony of WMCA's "Good
vice-president, a non-salaried post, plenty of trimmings for a big Christ- Will Hour" and Mrs. Anthony will
to fill the vacancy created by recent mas dinner, tree and all. All four celebrate double on Christmas Day.
will be heard on the program.
death of Osgood Perkins.
It's their wedding anniversary.
Gillmore

Feb.

munications

Annual

cooperation

Third
in

Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Wil-

Weather Calendars
Miles

Machinery

Equity Duties

dubbed "The Gloom

Block variety.

Welcome to Dayton
Hollywood Songs Inc., publishers of
A "Welcome to Dayton" letter is
the musical numbers from the last
Smith Ballew cowboy musical, "Roll received from WHIO by every famAlong Cowboy," will publish and ex- ily that moves to Dayton. This letploit the new tunes from "Hawaiian ter invites them to become memBuckaroo," another Smith Ballew bers of the great family of WHIO's
Also inclosed is a guest
western produced by Principal Pic- listeners.
tures and released by 20th Century- card, personally signed by the manFox.
The two featured songs are ager, extending an invitation to them
Approxi"Hawaiian Memories" by Albert Von to visit WHIO's studios.
Tilzer and Eddie Grant, and "Ridin' mately 30 letters are sent daily.
To The Rhythm Of The Round-Up,"
by Albert Von Tilzer and Harry MacPherson.

Palange

Chaser," and style

Hotel, Minneapolis.

Nicollet

Ohio's

School Radio Festival,
Weekly
airing over WPEN, WOSU, Columbus.

2,500 Orders

P.
M. EST.
Thursdays

COAST-TO-COAST

THURSDAYS
CBS

—

NETWORK

EXCL.

8-9 P.M.,

EST.

MANAGEMENT TED COLLINS^

6
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KSL, Salt Lake City: Musterole, "Carson
Robison", ETs; U. S. Rubber, "Ben Bernie
and the Lads", CBS program; Durke Foods;
Wrigley's Sunday Show; Union Pacific, ETs.

FLANAGAN, WBBM sportsPAT
caster, and wife to New York on

WHBQ,

Memphis:

Coca

Cola,

"Singin'

IE Jf Jf

WPTF,

Raleigh, N. C: Carolina Power
Light Co., "Woman's Forum";
Nat'l
Biscuit Co., "Dan Harding's Wife"; Alemite,
"H orace Heidt"; Pepsodent, "V/alt Disney"
program; Drene, "Jimmy Fidler"; Quaker
Oats, two shows.

&

WMAQ,

Chicago: Quaker Oats,
WIP, Philadelphia: Adams Clothes, sports, Tracy", ETs,
Harrington has taken over
through Fletcher &
Harry Feigenbaum Agency; Eliza- Washington State Apples, ETs.
Headliner newscasts for through
beth Arden (cosmetics), music, through Cecil,
oil Mondays through Satur- Warwick, and Legler, Inc.
KFRC, San Francisco: Lewis-Howe

WBBM

the
Sinclair
days.

Stan Thompson,

WBBM's

WPEN,

Philadelphia:

WMAS,

Springfield,

General Baking
(Bond Bread), Jewish program.

assistant

program director, and announcer
George Watson going to Minneapolis

Slyke
Ladies

over Christmas.

Ted Morse of the National Barn
Dance Novelodeons did his portion
of the Alka-Seltzer show Saturday
night despite fact that mother had

&

Mass.:

Horton, Inc.,
Only", spots.

G.

Co.

W. Van

"Daytime Story

for

KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.: Durkee Atwood
(Frost
Shields),
announcements,
through
Vick's
Chemical
Graves and
Associates;
(cough drops), chain break announcements,
through Morse International, Inc.; Washington
State Apples, announcements, through
Walter Thompson; Lever Bros. (Spry),
J.
chain break announcements, through Ruthlauff and Ryan; Horse and Mule Ass'n of
America, announcements, through Rogers &
Smith; American Tobacco Co. (Roi Tan
Cigars), spots, through Lawrence C. Gurabinner; Gladstone & Karr, Winnipeg, Canada
(shoes), announcements.

just died.

Sally Agnes Smith of "We Are
Four" and other serials and Joseph
E. Bell, Chicago, have announced
their engagement. They plan to mar-

ry in the spring.

Genelle Gibbs and George
will be the double talking
announcers on the new Wrigley
Double Everything show. Leonard
T. Holton has been signed to write
the show.
Hank Richards is back in town
from Chandler, Ariz., and writing
such WLS features as Keystone

Miss

(N-R

announcements,

Tablets).
Stack-Goble.

Annette King,

"Market

Basket,"

through

Sternfield-Godley

Agency.

Radio
at
Jan. 8 at

Standard

NBC

Symphony,

ents.

Arquette is becoming one of
most sought-after supporting
comedians in Hollywood radio. In
addition to his work with the Hollywood Mardi Gras, he appears with
Burns and Allen and Jack Benny
Cliff

WHN, New
spots,
renewal,
Co., Inc.; I. J.

Advertising

York: B. C. Remedy Co.,
through Charles W. Hoyt
Fox, spots, through Schillin

Corp.

the

regularly.

"Your Letter Box" is a new Sunday morning program on KFI at
10:30, conducted by Elizabeth Swallow.

world in general. I believe also that
Radio Opera Auditioning the public and the Sherwin-Williams
dealers, who have been the bene"Looked at from most any angle, ficiaries of operatic accomplishments,
the contribution which the 'Metro- will continue
to profit by the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air' politan's search for
operatic perfecprogram has made and is making to tion as long as good music continues
the social and operatic welfare of
to inspire the world at large
our country is nothing short of re- and it will."—EDWARD JOHNSON,
markable. Every year through the Director Metropolitan Opera Assomedium of this radio program and ciation.
the help of the Sherwin-Williams

of

NBC

.

Jr.,

early in January.

emcee

"lot."

The

.

Edward Johnson Hails Met

contralto, and
assistant state's attorney of Aurora, 111., to be married

Frank R. Reid

to the

Coast Red, will originate from Hollywood for 10 weeks, beginning tomorWGY, Schenectady: Dairy Association Co. row.
Conductor Henri Svedrosky
of Vermont, program, through Hays Advertising
Agency; Jacob Dold Packing Co., will utilize the Los Angeles Philharspots,
through
BBD&O; Domino Citrus monic Orchestra.
Assn., spots, through DeRouville Agency;
"Twenty Five Years Ago Today,"
Charles B. Knox Co. (Gelatine), participatranscription program of Titan Protions in "Market Basket", through Kenyon &
Eckhardt; Lamont Corliss Co., participations ductions, San Francisco, processed in
in "Household Chats", through Cecil, WarHollywood, has been taken by Dr.
wick &
Legler;
Riverbank Canning Co.
(Madonna Tomato Paste), participations in Ralph Power for his Australasian cli-

VIEWPOINTS

"Barn Dance Party," Gillette "Home
Town Memories" and "Voice of the
Feed Lot."
cast

NBC

two

move

NBC
Co.

through

Watson

Bill Bouchey has joined
"Romance of Helen Trent."

FIRST

departments to
Sunset and Vine location are personnel and music, with
Walter Baker and Meredith Willson,
"Dick
respective heads, now quartered in
Ellis;
the Otto K. Olsen building on the

Sam", ETs.

business.

John

IB

22, 1937

Gagster Bob Hawk to be
"A Night in Versailles" ball Paint Company, opera gives renewed
assurance of its extraordinary viCongress Hotel.
tality, its constant search for improvement, no matter what conditions it has to meet.
Springfield, Mass.

WBZA,

Mrs. Helen Lyman, music critic on
the Hampshire Gazette of Northampton, is now manager of the station.
She replaces Miss Josephine Tierney,
who resigned when she married.

"Some years ago, it will be recalled, there was a notion prevalent
that opera was nearing, if it had

.

.

Opera broadcasts.
KHJ's sustainer,

Says Symphony Air Dialers
Have "Serious Music Taste"
"The Philharmonic-Symphony

lis-

teners are people with really serious
taste in music.
I
have no concession to make to them because they
not already reached, a so-called existask none. I merely try to play the
ence of limbo. This was due I presume to the depression, the great best music under the best conditions
and they seem to accept it as that.
inroads that the motion pictures had
"The radio symphony program fulmade into the arts, and the fact that
opera was restricted to a moneyed fills the need in people for somefew. Actually^ we are farther away thing big in their lives. They show
from that edge now than ever be- an enthusiasm and interest and a
fore.
Another notion which the devotion equal to that of the audi"Met" air auditions have confounded ence which comes regularly to CarSeveral listeners in Canis that opera has passed its peak of negie Hall.
spectacular advancement and can be ada have asked me to notify them

Annual Christmas party of the
Westinghouse Co., owners of the station, saw the return of artists formerly connected here. The Rhythm Girls
Claire and Cecile Descoteau and
Frances Lucardi) were present to entertain, and Bob White of the announcing staff of WBZ, Boston, former manager of WBZA, was emcee.
i

ends
with

its

possibility

KNX.

Dramatic

j

In-Laws,"

Don Lee

net,
of
switching to
serial
has been

written and produced by Hal Berger.

Tom Hanlon

will tell

KNX

listen-

about the Union Pacific
streamline train, parked at Exposition Boulevard in University Park,
on Christmas morning at 9:45
but won't Dad be too busy enjoying
the electric model Santa brought
Junior?
Eastern football stars en route to
San Francisco for the East-West footers

all

.

ball

game

Kezar Stadium

at

.

.

New

Year's day will stop off in Sacramento long enough to breakfast with

settle

down and

rest

on far

in

.

December 22
Leon J. Bamberger Eunice Howard
Richard Svihus
Deems Taylor
Mystery Chef

"The

career on the

Governor Merriam.
Coach Andy
Kerr of Colgate, Bernie Bierman of
advance of what my programs
Minnesota, Fred Swan, Pop Warnits laurels of past performances.
It will be so that they will have a
er's assistant at Temple, will all parwas thought that opera had produced chance to study the scores before- ticipate in the festivities, which will
about as well as it ever could and hand.
be broadcast over the CRS from
that such high points of operatic
"If the listener particularizes at KFBK, Sacramento, and carried by
esteem as Caruso, etc., could never all
he discusses the principal work, KFWB here.
be equalled. Yet through the medium
usually a symphony, that has been
If you have an old radio in your
of radio and our hunt for operatic
played in one of our broadcasts. home and want to feel a little of
talent we are finding voices that are
Often this recalls to him perform- that glow which comes from Christsetting on operatic standard higher
call Dale Armstrong,
ances of the particular work by other mas Giving
than ever before.
conductors which he had heard be- radio editor of The Los Angeles
that this method of fore. If he has any request to make,, Times, and donate the unused set to
"I believe
auditioning young singers for the which is infrequent, he asks for the Armstrong's collection for blind resbenefit of the public is one of the older works."— JOHN BARBIROLLI, idents of L. A. who now have no
greatest steps taken by the artistic Conductor Philharmonic - Symphony radio.

expected to

Greetings from Radio Daily

O-M Tablet Co., Pasadena, will
sponsor a twice-weekly 15-minute
program, "King Cowboy Revue," on
KFI for one year. Lou Sterling and
Associates, North Hollywood, handles
the proprietary medicine account.
KMPC has changed the former
daily
except Friday schedule of
"Symphonies of the Stars," conducted by Alfred Leonard, to Monday
through Friday, eliminating Saturday conflict with the Metropolitan

.

.
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Lyman Brown, former newspaper
man, is now program manager for
KASA, Elk City.
Both home and road games of Oklahoma City Indians, Texas League
baseball

club,

will

General

Mills

signing

Oklahoma

be

aired,

over

Syracuse

programs broadcast today by WQXR.
Since February, 1936, when he joined John
V. L. Hogan, the noted radio engineer who
with the idea of featuring
founded
quality broadcasts, Sanger, as general manager, has directed its commercial and prohas
gram policies, with the result that
grown into one of the nation's most unique radio stations, one which specializes in quality
programs in serious music and the other arts.
A promotion ace and
A well known figure in publishing and adan idealist
vertising circles before his entry into the
broadcasting field, Sanger had 19 years of publicity and advertising experience behind him for his work with the station's advertising department.
For its program policies, he had his hobbies and his natural taste.
He was born in New York. Sanger attended local schools and Columbia
University School of Journalism. During World War, he was in Washington
with the Committee on Public Information, later serving with the Naval Intelligence Department and as special aide to the officer in charge of the
Liberty Loan campaigns. After the war, he was called back to the Navy
to assist in the Victory Loan publicity work.
Then he returned to the
business world.
tural

WQXR

WQXR

commercial manager.
A Guernsey bull calf is the prize
in a 100-word letter contest conducted on WFBL's early-morning Farm
Hour. The calf is donated by Roblips,

ert G. Soule, station's vice-president,
from the thoroughbred herd at his
country estate.

DeLine, who
birthday last
get a shaving set

Jimmy

week, hopes

22nd

he'll

for Christmas.

Jack Curran, announcer and singthe annual Christmas party
of Syracuse Trust Co., presented by
er, m.c.'d

WFBL

talent.

High School Contest
History of tomorrow is taking the
air over WJW, Akron, in "Current
History Exams," feature heard every Friday at 8-8:30 p.m.

Union Internationale
Discusses Wavelengths

for

monthly

Communications Receivers

—

Los Angeles Pierson-DeLane, Inc.,
recently formed to take over the manufacture and distribution of the PR
15 communications receiver has announced a new list price for the complete set.
Under the firm's sales
policy, the receivers will be sold only
through the trade, with Charles
Weinberg as general sales and sales

promotion manager.

Company

has

established head2345 West Washington
Blvd., where it occupies entire building. Facilities include research laboratory.

quarters

at

Disks for Christmas
redeemable in instan-

reserve and those allotted to official
government services was one of the
main reasons given for interference
and pirating of wavelengths used
by others. In cooperation with both
North and South American broadcasters, experiments with directional
antennas and synchronization possibilities have made available considerable data to be presented at the
Cairo meet.
Wireless communication bands also came in for a hearing.

NBC and CBS are among the foreign companies who are members of
L'U. I, R. and reports were heard
on progress and experiments made
by the various affiliated organiza-

Completely

Get

New

Station

Donated by a group of radio manunew, modern radio sta-

WOL, Washington
Frank Young and Frank S. Blair
Jr. join the announcing staff on Jan.
Young, who was at the station
1.
a few years ago, also will be staff
pianist. Blair has been program director at

WFBC,

Greenville, S. C.

Frank Burger, announcer, resigned
to return to WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Walter Compton, Mutual's Presidential announcer,
of WFBC.

Compliments
Chicago

WAAF

—

It

also

of the

is

formerly

Weather

blew hot and cold

recently

— as

E.

Alexander will tell you.
ing at six he arrived to start things
going on the air. He discovered that
a huge steam valve had blown up
in front of the Exchange building
in Union Stockyards where transmitter

is

located.

Steam,

drifting

through

tunnel beneath the street,
filled the building and surrounded the
equipment. It was some hot when power company finally shut off the steam
heat in the building. But that didn't end it. As the atmosphere cooled,
steam condensed on the rectifier
units, forcing station off the air a
few minutes. Then it froze on the
floor, wans, stairs. For the remainder
of the operating day, engineers shivered in 30-degree temperature.

facturers, a

tion will shortly be installed at Pitcairn Island, which is inhabited most-

by direct descendants of the mutinous crew of the famous H.M.S.
Bounty.
The island heretofore has
used an antiquated outfit powered by
an old 12-volt storage battery, which,
when discharged, was shipped thouly

ampere hour

batteries, there need be
no delay for recharging since a 12volt Parris-Dunn windcharger will
keep them up to par. The equip-

ment
Model

will
11

also include a Sargent
receiver, covering all

MF

bands between 9.5 and 3750 meters;
unique mechanical band-spreading on
Zealand the shortwaves will provide ease of

sands of miles away to New
for recharging, while the station re- tuning.
mained silent. A Marconi crystal set
The transmitter, designed and built
of 1910 vintage completed the equip- by Coto-Coil Co. has an output of
ment.
The station is used to con- 60 to 80 watts for phone or C.W..
tact ships, and uses the call letters and is crystal-controlled on 20-40 and
PITC.
Andrew Young is the self- 600 meters. Band switching is actaught operator.
complished in the oscillator and final
Equipment for the new station will stages by ganged Ohmite bandcome from the following manufac- switcher
turers:
Aerovox Corp., American
Lava Corp., Amperex Electronic
Products.
Bassett
Research Corp.,
Bliley Electric Co., Allen D. CardAn attractive and fascinating
well Mfg. Corp.. Coto-Coil Co. Inc.,
game called Quizzical Questions is
Eby Mfg. Co., Kenyon Transformer
the Christmas souvenir of Professor
Co., Ohmite Mfg. Co., Par-Metal Steel
Quiz, Nash's quizzer on CBS at
Products Corp., Parris-Dunn Corp.,
The game is
9 p.m. Saturdays.
Pioneer Genemotor Corp.,
Raplayed by turning a dial for each
diotron Corporation, E. F. Sargent
new question, then after contesCo., Shure Bros., Triplett Electrical
tants have had a chance to guess
Instrument Co., and Willard Storage
moving a knob which reveals
Battery Co.
the answer.
There are 500 quesThe outfit will permit the islanders,
in the layout,

Quiz

Game

—

INDIANAPOLIS

at

W.
One morn-

engineer

RCA

Certificates,

taneous acetate type recordings, are
suggested by Advertisers Recording
Service Inc. as Christmas presents.
The certificates are being mailed to
hundreds of friends of the concern
with the suggestion that they, in turn,
present them in any given sum as
Yuletide gifts.
The novelty is already reported to have taken hold.

Pitcairn Islanders

—

Convention held
France
Nice,
Current here for 10 days by L'Union InterHistory, program brings to the mike nationale de Radiodiffusion, resulted
high school students who attempt to in resolutions being adopted preparaanswer questions on world affairs. tory to the internatoinal conference
Winners each week are awarded to be held in Cairo next February.
2-year subscriptions to the periodical, Rapid development of the broadcastand listeners are invited to submit ing industry and the deficiency of
suitable questions.
A free copy of the number of bands allotted to the
magazine given for each query used. standard type of broadcasting was
Series is set for 13 weeks.
one of the principal points of discussion.
The many bands held in
Prepared

KMBC

back from a Chicago trip.
Bob Levy, KCMO program director,
will do a Santa Claus at the station's
Christmas party on Friday. KXBY
also will throw a shindig Thursday.

WQXR

on radio over

"Del" Delaney, who resigned to take
a job outside radio.
Addition of Tom Kelly to sales
force is announced by Charles Phil-

his

SANGER

THE

George Reid, former WMCA mikeman, joins WFBL as announcer and
production man, replacing Charles

Announcer

•

in the Industry

conviction that there is a definite place in the broadcasting picture for a radio station aimed particularly at the civilized and discriminating radio listener led Elliott M. Sanger into the vice presilast year.
dency of New York's
An idealist and, at the same time, a successful promotion and advertising man who
believes that giving good value brings value
in return, Sanger is responsible in large part
for the inauguration and growth of the cul-

WKY.

celebrated

Who

of a Series of Who's

ELLIOTT M.

with

KFXR,

Co., Oklahoma City,
local stores, entering

WFBL,

PER/CNALITIEX

sales, is

City.

use

It
One

•

Veazey Drug

chain of 14
eighth year of

Al

I

Dr. Fred Schumann, assistant studio manager at KMBC, is the father
of a boy.
J. Leslie Fox,
director of

Robert Bausman, WIRE business
manager, back from New York.
WIRE has been scheduled for three not only to contact passing ships, but
more Red network shows, Cities Ser- to reach the outside world via shortAlthough it will receive its
vice concerts; the M-G-M show and waves.
primary power from two Willard 300
"One Man's Family."

—

tions and answers
which comes in an

box.

illustrated red

8
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SAN FRANCISCO

CANADA

Bob Roberts, KYA station manager,
last week was elected secretary of

Augmentation of the staff of artists
required to produce "Canada 1937"

Northern
William

Calif.

has necessitated acquisition of a larger production studio.
Space has
been found in the Associated Screen
News building on Western Avenue,
will be broadcast over
each Montreal, where the production now
Friday evening and each Saturday originates.
Lady Tweedsmuir, wife of the Govnoon during the winter.
ernor-General of Canada, has writDorothy Gordon has been set to ten a Christmas play which, under
head this year's Children's Christmas the title, "Reindeer at Christmas"
Carnival which will be held at the has been adapted for the radio by
Windsor Theater beginning Dec. 27. Rupert Lucas of CBC, who is reMiss Gordon will broadcast from the hearsing a cast for the broadcast over
theater, with the audience being in- CBC's coast-to-coast network Christ-

Broadcasters Ass'n.

Ray of Transamerican,
Howard Lane of CRS, and Manning
Ostroff and Stanley Kops of KFWB,

WNEW

RALPH

FOSTER, station manager
Hollywood, were recent visitors. After a meeting here, they went to
of
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield,
Sacramento.
Mo., and John Pearson, national acJessie Woods, formerly of NBC, counts manager, will enjoy their
has succeeded Evalyn Morrison as Christmas this year
having done
KJBS traffic chief. Latter leaving their good deed in the promotion
to be married.
of 800 gift baskets for the poor. The
Alice Tyler, sec. to NBC Chief En- KWTO - KGBX
Christmas Basket
gineer A. H. Saxton, will go south Drive is the special hobby of Foster.
to join her boss the first of the year. It is now in its fifth year, with the
Clarence T. Stevens, KSFO engi- latest Christmas Party in the Spring- vited to stay in theater for the airneer, honeymooning with the former field Shrine Mosque drawing more ings.
Alice Dillon. Joe Walters, KSFO an- than 5,000 persons.
Admission to
nouncer, was best man.
the party costs a dime or a donation
Hart, national president of
KJBS has five daily sponsored to the basket fund. All goes to the theDorothy
"Sunbrite Junior Nurse Corps"
needy.
newscasts now.
(Lucy Gillman off the radio), is becoming known in Europe through
Jeanette Nolan, radio actress, and
CKY, Winnipeg
short wave broadcasts of the SunUncle Peter, who has a big follow- her husband, John Mclntire, are brite-NBC program.
Her most reing among kids, is back on the air coming all the way from their Mon- cent foreign correspondent is Mrs. A.
tana cabin to New York to appear
with a sponsored show.
Roberts,
Whalley,
Lancastershire,
To make way for many fine extra on the Dec. 29 broadcast of "Caval- England, who picked up the Junior
programs over the Christmas week- cade of America," when Mme. Schu- Nurse Corps broadcast from W8XK
Miss
end, station's "Messages to the North" mami-Heink will be honored.
(KDKA).
will be aired at 2 p.m. the day before Nolan will do the speaking part, Mclntire
will
portray
an
impresario,
and
Christmas.
The WPA Federal Theater Radio
Arrangements have been made Helen Olheim of the Met will do the Division is holding its second anwith Provincial Dept. of Education vocalizing.
nual Christmas Week Radio School
to
broadcast programs to schools
for college and high school students

—

starting early in the

new

Two Denver stations will carry
New Year's day football game

year.

WISN, Milwaukee
Two

outstanding foreign - language
programs will be aired this week.
Tomorrow an entire Christmas feature in Norwegian will be heard at
10 p.m., and on Christmas ^ay there
will be a German broadcast at 11:30
a.m.

Famous

Carolers

Milwaukee

("women's auxiliary of American Legion) will broadcast Dec. 27, and
Milwaukee Festival Singers are
scheduled for Dec. 29.

WHIO, Des Moines
The

the
between Colorado University and Rice
Institute to be played at the Cotton

Bowl in Dallas. The stations,
and KLZ, will broadcast at $500
which goes to the Cotton Bowl

KOA
each,
asso-

ciation.

Along

with

Vera

Cruse

in

first

place in the international beauty-talent hunt in Havana last week, WELI's

second entrant. Mildred Rosenbaum,
won second place. Vera has been auditioned with Horace Heidt's 9 band,
and both girls are receiving commercial offers.

are interested in the various
Microphone techaspects of radio.
nique classes, held for Federal Theater actors who wish to learn radio
technique and so increase their opportunities for returning to private
industry, are taught by William C.
Links, radio mentor of numerous
well - known personages, including
Dale Carnegie. For the students who
are interested in the work of the
radio technician, the script writer,
the director, the production man, etc.,
full facilities are available for study.
Headquarters are at 1697 Broadway,
and all classes are free.

Booking Dept. of the
A poll among radio listeners for
Carlton Warren has been given the
Bureau has increased role of "Star Reporter" and Tommy the five best news stories of the year
personnel and extended its field of Slater has been assigned as "Editor" has been made by Philip Barrison,
Artists

operations,

according

to

Irving

H.

Grossman, manager of the bureau.

More than

30 feature attractions al-

ready are under contract.
Jan Williams, second tenor with
Songfellows Quartet, left recently to
join

KOIN, Portland, Ore.

in

"News Testers," novelty news quiz
Sunday evenings over WOR at

airing
9:30.

of "Five Star Final," who
will present a dramatization of the
on Jan. 2 at
selections over

director

WMCA

9-9:30 p.m.

On his Christmas Eve program Raymond Gram Swing will relate the

industry and government can
story of a spy experience which be- cooperate is the theme of a new sestarting
fell him in 1915 in the Balkan coun- ries of broadcasts on
tries of Europe when he was a cor- today at 8:45 p.m.
The purpose of
respondent with the Central Powers the series is to air the opinion of
for the Chicago Daily News.
both industrial and government leaders on methods of straddling their
The Jules Verne series, produced differences of opinion.
Radio
Federal
Theater
by the

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
"Song writers must change their
methods if modern music is to
prosper and compete with that oi
times.
pre-radio
All
too
often
the themes that are introduced
over the air have a seeming relationship to the movie 'quickies'
method of production. Music, to
be outstanding, must be well
written and lasting. Until the level
of song writing shows a definite
uptrend, the American song writers

have to be satisfied with an
occasional hit tune Instead of a
steady procession of these."
will

Beach, Cal.

Stricklin returned this
week with his radio scrapbook after
an absence of several months. Roily
E.

Wray assists him with songs and
piano interludes.
Willie Winn, handicapper, is giving
daily race selections.
Neil Giannini and his Majestic
Ballroom ork are being aired five
nights weekly for the California

Radio System.
George Redman and his band are
being heard from Omar's Dome in
downtown Los Angeles.

WPTF,
Raymond
"Children's
ing a rest

Raleigh

Cosby

the

of

Birthday Party"

and

Florida

in

popular
is takwill be

back next month.
D. E. Steed has joined the commercial staff to handle local retail
accounts, enabling O. L. Carpenter
to concentrate on out-of-town business.

Sam Pridgen, hillbilly guitarist, was
shanghaied recently by a hitch-hiker
to whom he obligingly gave a lift.

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Manager A. J. Mosby has closed
contracts with Montana Power Co.
for a special one-hour Christmas Day
show with a cast of 15 under direction of James Alden Barber, program director.
Missoula's Park Committee is planning a new "Appreciating Missoula
Parks" program for early airing.

"Ronan

How

WMCA

€NE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

at 8 p.m.

KFOX, Long
Harry

who

Fair

WHO

mas Day

Boosters",

thrice

weekly

sponsored by
Chamber of Commerce at Ronan,
Mont., to extol the merits of that
section. Hot Springs, Mont, is sponsoring a similar program.

program,

is

being

WPA

Division,

having

had

a

checkered

career caused by the sale of election
WOAI, San Antonio
time on the air and change of schedWork is about completed on erecules at the broadcasting station, will
Truscon
definitely begin a regular Sunday tion of new 425-ft. vertical
Line, antenna.
and the
series over
Ken McClure, news editor, has
starting from scratch with a rebroadChristmas gifts
cast of Episode No. 1, on Jan. 2 at already received two
from two convicts at Colo. State Pen.
5:30-6 p.m.

WHN

WLW

Forrest Willis, announcer at
WOKO, emceed the Cluett, Peabody
& Co. Christmas party at the Troy
factory.

Reports on the snow conditions in
the skiing country around New York

Gifts were a hand-fashioned name
plate for Ken's dog and an artistic
picture frame.
Lew Valentine, emcee of the
Safety Department on the "Dial A
Smile" program, is getting congratulatory letters from many organizations on his efforts to promote safety.

Teddy Bergman's "Uncle Happy"
on the Tim and
Irene show is his 50th straight

characterization
original

creation for radio.

proving
popular.
also

|

one

of

his

It

is

most

—

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

123

YORK.

of

—
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Rexall on 200 Stations
*
In

BIBLE STORIES DISKED

and girls of
Radio Daily are

—

"Creation", serial draChicago
matizing highlights of the Bible, has
been transcribed by Electrical Transcription Producers Co. of Chicago

and Hollywood for airing on 50

made

in

Chicago,

United Drug, through Street & Finney, the last week in January will
start a series of five quarter-hour
musical programs over 200 stations.
Disks, placed by Spot Broadcasting,
will promote a Rexall Birthday Sale.
Each station will air five disks. Starting date varies for each station

herewith extending

heartiest
wishes
boys and girls of
the
whole
radio
industry
for
a
Grand Old Christmas
and a New Year that will bring
Good Things to each and every one
This is our first Yuletide
of you.
.
in Radio, and the friends we have made
during the past year fill us with happy
anticipations for the years to come.
And
we hope you feel the same. . For we all are
engaged in the same common purpose, in the same
marvelous industry that has proved one of the
greatest boons to mankind that the world
has ever known.
And this is only the
beginning. .
So, since there are no
fancy words that can convey the
sentiments
in
a
more hearty
and sincere form than the
the

to

sta-

of year by
Recordings are

shortly after
toothpaste concern.

Next Month

boys

the

first

Hollywood. Leo Tendowsky,
is author of scripts.

campaign will end in February.
Jean Paul King, commentator, Walter Cassel, Willie Morris, The Norse-

.

A Merry

Christmas

More Firms Passing Out

.

men
tra

.

Weed &

Co. will distribute Christ-

.

mas bonuses to all its employees today. Time Inc. passed up the recent

WHN

bonus
Music
Music

to

old

fashioned

merely

style,

we

Although the established deadline
for the IRNA arrived yesterday without a definite settlement, Jos. N.
president and Samuel R.
Weber,
Rosenbaum and Emile Gough repre-

repeat

AFM

Xmas

offices across

senting the IRNA were going over
the contracts during the afternoon

and a

Happy

A Merry

New

Christmas

and evening in effort to see whether
enough pacts had been signed or were

Year

Opening Date
Is

(Continued on Page 3)
A Merry Christmas

Set for Jan. 9

Robert Dunville

KWNO

McCurnin

will assume position of
manager.
Maurice Reutter,
formerly chief engineer at KFJB,
Marshalltown, la., will hold the same
post here. A. E. Mickel is manager
sales

of the

new

station.

Santa Clicks Doable
Canton,

O.

—Santa

Claus

pro-

gram put on by Harry Mayn,

local

merchant, over

WHBC

has resulted

not only in extra business ior the

sponsor but
Letters

also

for

the

station.

Cincinnati — Robert
brought

names

kiddies writing

KMOX

Dunville,

by James D.

Shouse, g.m. for Crosley stations, has
been appointed manager of WSAI and
assistant to Shouse. Robert W. Jennings remains on corporation's executive staff.
Chester Herman, assistant
St.
Louis—
has appointed
Toledo— Opening of WTOL, second producer of St. Louis Municipal
Van Woodward as Program Analyst.
He will "preview" every broadcast local station, is now set for Jan. 15, Opera, has been retained as program
and make suggestions for improve- according to M. E. Kent, g.m. Wil- consultant.
ments to Program Director C. G. liam Siegman, formerly of WJR and
Renier.
WXYZ, will be chief engineer.

KMOX

Seasoaal Swap

Sarnoff Sees Television
As a New Art of Its
When

Kansas
staff

new

Own

is developed to a ing, says David Sarnoff, president of
commercial stage, it will RCA, in an article written especially
art of its own, calling for for the forthcoming Radio Annual.

whole new generation of artists,
The exploration of the ultra-high
and supplementing the older arts of frequencies, wherein radio sight will
stage, movies and sound broadcast(Continued on Page 3)

a

City,

believes

Kan.
that

—The

KCKN

thoughts

of

Christmas dinner were responsible

television

practical

be a
in.

from

Toledo's New Station
Will Preview Broadcasts
Sets Debut as Jan. 15

have been coming in at
Mayn had to take

of the

in

KMOX Program Analyst

such a rale that

extra time on the air to read the

Named

Assistant to Shouse

—

Winona, Minn. L. L. McCurnin,
formerly at KGLO, Mason City, la.,
is here to take charge of installing
equipment for KWNO, which debuts
Jan. 9. After
is on the air,

Christmas

IRNA AND AFM SIFTING

.

Merry

the country.

KWNO

-

will

employees of Robbins
and Millar

all

Publishing Co.
Co., including all

A Merry

.

dividend but did not forget the bonus
the staff of Fortune, Life and
gets two weeks' salary
Time.
today from Loew's Inc.
Jack Robbins on Friday will pay a
for

Quartet, Don Voorhees' orcheswith Don Ross as emcee will be

the talent.

.

Christmas Bonus Checks

Campaign

Being Launched

Is

Yule
spirit

FOR 50-STATION SPOTS

tions

Special Disk

the

for

this

illuminating

letter

which

was addressed to the station's
"Swap Shop" program this week:
"Will swap a young singing
canary for a turkey, goose or
hen of equal value."
P. S.
The turkey was found.

—

fat

2
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New Year Show
On Inter-City Network

4-Hour

Elaborate preparations for the departure of 1937 and the ushering in

Utah Broadcasting Co.
Wins Ruling on Station
Salt

Lake City—U.

S. Circuit

Thurs., Dec. 23, 1937

:

Price 5 Cts.

WMCA

:

:

:

:

RADIO
communications
to
Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood, Calif— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
all

DAILY,

1501

Phone Granite 6607.

Blvd.

Entered as second class matter April
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N.
3, 1879.

5

V

Net

Electric

Stewart

17'/8

17

17

45 1/4

44

44
6 1/2

65/8

6%

48V4

471/4

97/8

93/4

93/4

HIV: 108V2

108 1/2

Warner

Chg.

Close

148

471/4

money

will

- Vi
—
— %
1

— v/»
—
— V4

be

Jan. 1.
Pierce

to

public

Plans

shortly

after

Bermingham, Castleman &
is

the agency.

A Merry

Campana
"Little

Christinas

Repeats "Bethlehem"

Town

of

Bethlehem," Christ-

mas

play
of
Campana's
"First
Nighter" programs, will be pre14
Zenith Radio
131/4
13%
sented for the fourth time during
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
the Christmas Eve broadcast at 10
16 1/4
16 1/4
16 1/4 +
Hazeltine
V4
Nat. Union Radio
% 13-16 13-16 —1-16 p.m. over NBC-Red network.
Les Tremayne will be heard in the
OVER THE COUNTER
Westinghouse

Asked

Bid

Stromberg

Carlson

35/8

63/4

73/4

A Merry Christmas

Gabriel Heatter

Renewed

Gabriel Heatter yesterday was renewed by Rogers Peet Co. for another 26 weeks on WOR. Renewal is
effective Feb. 28, making a full year
for Heatter under exclusive Rogers
Peet contract. The new paper calls
for Heatter's exclusive news com-

mentator services. Program is heard
Mondays through Fridays, 9-9: 15 p.m.
Marschalk & Pratt Inc. is the agency.

A Merry

WEW
St.

Promotes Flemming
Louis— Ray Flemming, sales

manager

WEW,

for
has
ed to assistant general

I

ft

ft

K

role of Joseph and Barbara Luddy
will be cast as Mary. Special entr'acte
music will be played by Eric Sagerquist and his orchestra.

thoritative voice
tioned slip up.

when

those

—

NOT DISREGARD ANY ATTRACTIVE
OFFER FROM ANY RELIABLE SPONSOR."
jay.
of r«c f*.

tut

tn

w

r-t ?<t

SCHULER,

A.

Co.,

Europe

arrives

vice-president

of

today from Europe.

SCHILLIN,

head of the Schillin Adfor
Havana with
sails
Jan.
5
Co.,
HY LEVY, of the Levy Agency, WILLIAM
ROBERTS of RCA and HARRY WOLF.

A. B.
vertising

MACK DAVIS
Miami and

will

of CBS leaves Saturday
vacation for two weeks.

for

HERBERT GLOVER, publicity director of Lord
b Thomas, is back in town after a Hollywood

to

begin

BILL

KIRKENDALE, manager

New

on a

is

TONY WONS

of

WCPO.

Cin-

York business and pleasure

for one

goes

to

Chicago today to

visit

week.

JANE PICKENS goes to Cleveland on Dec. 28
Broadcasting to fill theater engagement.
Toronto Associated
Co. Ltd. of Montreal and Toronto anGEORGE OLSEN and his orchestra have left
nounces that it now holds exclusive New York for a series of one-nighters prior
world rights, with the exception of to his La Conga stint next month in New York.
U. S., for broadcast of the transFRANCES STEVENS has left for an engagecribed musical feature, "Beauty That ment at the Dempsey-Vanderbilt Hotel, Miami
Beach.
Endures." Presented in 52 quarterBENNY FIELDS returns to New York from
hour transcriptions, series features a
48-piece orchestra composed of musi- Chicago immediately after the first of the year.
TYRONE POWER comes east for Jan. 2 and
cians of the Chicago Symphony and
Civic Opera Orchestras, under the 7 broadcasts of Woodbury's CBS program over
MANN HOLINER, producer of the show,
CBS.
direction of Palmer Clark, with Jean as well as DARRYL ZANUCK and HARRY

—

Paul King as announcer.

BRAND
him

A

Merry Christmas

Col. Major in Person
Col. Jack Major has been signed
for personal appearances for one
week at the Metropolitan Theater,
Boston, beginning Jan. 20. Paul Ross,

Columbia Artists

Inc., set

A Merry

Christmas

P»£COfcD\/VG.

7 WILL

tm

today from

trip.

ques-

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION

mt mi nc hi

HAROLD

Remington-Rand

cinnati,

o/sc

signed

•

returns

the deal.

of

20th

Century-Fox.

will

accompany

east.

FRED ALLEN and his troupe head back from
Hollywood on Saturday.

A Merry Christmas

Akron Yank Games on
Akron
for the

—Exclusive

WWJ

broadcast rights

Akron Yank games

of

the

Middle Atlantic league for the next
three years have been given to WJW.
A Merry Christmas
Baghdad Broadcast
Bill Griffiths of the announcing staff
First broadcast ever made from the has been retained in that capacity.
WBRY, New Haven
announcing
Jack Skelly is a new addition to ancient city of Baghdad, Iraq, scene In appreciation of his
sponsors (Wheaties)
the sales department. He was for- of the famous Arabian nights tales, last season, his
merly account executive in the will be heard over NBC-Red network presented him with a handsome wrist
watch as a Christmas gift.
Waterbury studios, and has also done on Christmas day at 11 a.m.
agency sales work in New York.
A new twist in the Question Mark
program on WBRY is the "Know-ItAll-Machine". The P. A. system is
used to supply the correct answer
TO PLAY
rMVOrVTC
from the next room in a very au-

Jack Henry, station super, will
been promot- celebrate Christmas with a two-day
manager.
leave.

Resolved

WALTER O'KEEFE

aboard the Normandie.

trek.

expected

is

MY

Christmas

front.

family

be spent in radio.

made

operating a

Grant Wrathall,
Jack
engineer,
and
Washington
Powers and David Smith of Salt Lake

BILL LEWIS, CBS vice-president, leaves today for Hollywood to look over the western

Gets "Beauty" Rights

Conti Products Co. yesterday an-

al

now

station at Price, Utah;

Complete performance of the opera City.
"Aida" in recorded form will be aired
Construction
by WOV on Christmas Day at 2-4:30
soon.
p.m. The singing is by the La Scala
opera company.

nounced an increased advertising
budget for 1938 season, with addition-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANCE

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

of

are Frank Carmen,

"Aida" in Full
Via Disk Christmas Day

Conti Raises Budget

(Wednesday, Dec. 22)

Cen.

by

A Merry Christmas

FINANCIAL
Low
High
14834 148

completed

WOV to Air

under the act of March

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A

been

:

B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United States outside o:
Greater New York, one year, $5 ; foreign
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with orriev

Address

have

1938

of

Goinc

and

Court

Appeals overruled objections by
Broadcasting Co. and
Intermountain
in a four-hour broadcast takPublisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
musical
ing
listeners
on
tours passed favorably on application of
throughout the associated stations of Utah Broadcasting Co. to construct a
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
the Inter-City System. Program will new station here.
New station, to
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH
begin with a salute to the New Year
known as KUTA, received favorPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays at midnight on Dec. 31, to originate be
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. from Times Square.
able consideration two years ago
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
from FCC. Partners in the venture
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
A Merry Christmas
eau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chestei
Vol. 2, No. 123

commc
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SARNOFF SEES TELEVISION

\ Alt Misled, Says Frisco Expo Radio

(Continued from Page

OWN

1)

be added to radio sound, is just beginning, according to Sarnoff. Though
television progress has been slow and
difficult, he states that a number of
definite and promising achievements
have been recorded. New techniques
for writers and directors are being
explored by NBC engineers and program specialists, with the question
of talent looming as the biggest problem.
Sarnoff

out that

points

AND AEM

SIFTING

—

CONTRACTS

International

MacDonald Returns

Cocomalt Change

2

Jan.

ESCROW

these columns, more than $1,000,000
in contracts are being held in escrow.

Cocomalt yesterday set CBS netMacDonald returns to
Vick's Open House as regular soloist work for newly created split broadcast for west coast on Joe Penner
consump- beginning Jan. 2. Wilbur Evans, who program to go into effect Jan. 2. Late

and material by

IN

(Continued from Page 1)
in process of negotiation, to declare
the Plan of Settlement operative.
It is expected that sufficient progress will be shown today to warrant
either another extention of the deadline or the plan declared operative on
the strength of the deals in process
of negotiation.
As already stated in

Jeanette

tele- is also heard regularly on the series,
greater than in any is scheduled to make his return to the
other art, thereby placing a greater program on the same date, following
strain on writers, musicians, actors, a concert tour. Program is aired over
scenic designers and producers. High CBS weekly at 7-7:30 p.m.
cost of the new art also requires
that a big audience be created for it,
so that sponsors can be induced to
underwrite the programs. Present
range of useful television signals is
less than 50 miles, Sarnoff states,
and creation of even limited net-

tion of talent
vision will be

IRNA

Head

Arthur Linkletter. radio director of the Golden Gate
Exposition, declares that someone in the NAB has been
misled into believing that newspapers and magazines are getting paid
NAB recently warned stations not to furnish any
space from the iair.
free time to the fair.
Linkletter pointed out that other large fairs in the past have had
plenty of free radio time and that the Golden Gate fair is a non-profit
corporation sponsored by the government and several states. San Francisco
officials are already aiding commercial radio programs, notably the Owl
Drug Co. "Treasure Island" on the NBC coast network, the director concluded.

San Francisco

AS NEW ARTOF ITS

3

A Merry

Christmas

Gordon Baking Xmas Shots

Gordon Baking Co., through Young
& Rubicam, is taking a one-time shot
over KLZ, KSL, KNX, KOIN, KSFO, on four MBS stations (WOR, CKLW,
KIRO, KVI and KFPY. Earlier airing WGN, WSPD) on Christmas Day,
for east is heard at 6-6:30 p.m. over 2-3 p.m. Program will be the "Silver
37 stations.
Cup Christmas Party."
series will be

heard

at 11-11:30 p.m.

will be an expensive undertaking.
He is confident, however,
that television will eventually reach
the commercial stage and create a
vast new industry.

works

A Merry Christmas

AGENCIES
CHARLES W. HOYT

CO. INC. has
handle the advertising of Westfield Manufacturing Co.,

been appointed

to

take

Westfield, Mass., makers of bicycles.
will be handled through

Account

Hoyt's Hartford

office.

(From "Variety", Dee.

BOB KAHN, formerly with Dade
Epstein agency, has set himself up
in the advertising agency business
Bldg.,
with offices in the new
Chicago.

"WXYZ,

Stamp Program on NBC
All

Detroit,

(won

origination

A Merry Christmas

new NBC

1)

wins the award for program
year by WLW, Cincinnati)
and the merit of that award seems clear. This station
has a unique record via Lone Ranger and half a
dozen other programs. Its success is conspicuous and
undeniable."

MCA

"Calling

a bow

Stamp Collectors,"
makes its debut

last

series,

Jan. 8 at 5:30-5:45 p.m. with Postmaster General Farley reading a message from President Roosevelt. Prominent persons who are stamp collectors will appear as guests on future

programs.

A

.Merry

Christmas

LaTorre with

Wynn

Charles LaTorre, radio-stage-screen
actor, joins the cast of the Ed Wynn
musical production at the Winter
Garden on Monday night.

Silvercup's

WXYZ

LONE RANGER

('Coast to coast Net)

Golden Jersey's
(MRN)

GREEN HORNET

Several good, established programs are waiting for new advertisers right now.
Write!

(MRN)
Hi Speed's

FACT FINDER

(Special Net)

M.S.C.

FOOTBALL
KARNIVAL

and many other features of
similarly outstanding interest.
'

Silvercup sponsorship

WGN

and

WOR

only.

December 23

Vatic Station

NBC

THE PAUL

H.

Representative

NEW YORK

-

Detroit

-:•

CHICAGO

RAYMER CO.

Effective
•

January

1

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

WXYZ.

Greetings from Radio Daily
A. Stretch Jr.
Don McNeill

King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.
300 Madison Bldg.

(MRN)
KIDDIES

i
i
i
i
i

§

THEATER

Colonial's

behalf of the sponsors of these
programs, and the organization which
puts them on the air, we acknowledge
this spontaneous burst of sweet applause, step to the footlights and take

a modest bow.

CHILDREN'S

Farmcrest's

Oldsmobile's

W.

i

On

Originated by

i
i
i
i

BLu<g

WXYZ
%

NtUovik

•

•

Station,

DETROIT
Midi^a^l^Mo

Mmk

v.

i
i

—

a

.
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DAVID SARNOFF

commercial Mellon remembered the

FRANK

television

Want

3H[«j

lyat

Mc- ury.

R.

NINCH — his FPC job back ...
BILL PALEY — just 50 more stations
ALFRED J. McCOSKER—

.

NAB

treas-

far QUjrtBtmas

GLADE— FCC approval
50,000-watter
ALICE REMSEN—a later hour for
that first Sunday a.m. show.
RICHARD BROOKS—bigger little
EARL

J.

new

that

of

.

.

.

HERB GLOVER— note

from Mr.

.

.

—

300 yards Lasker that L. & T. employes can things
LARRY NIXON publiideas for cut down to four packs of Luckies cation date on that new book.
RCA-NBC World's Fair Exhibit in a day
BILL
"Please ELLIS ATTEBERRY—more press
books to fill
1939
PHIL SPITALNY fewer come home" (signed)
marriage proposals for his musical NICK
a 40-week option CRONKHITE— his own airplane
charmers
POWEL CROSLEY on top of list for Martin Alexander DONALD W. THORNBURGH
JR.
continued renewal of those
JACK ROBBINS more chop completion of coast studios ahead of
500,000 watts ... COMMISSIONER suey joints with major outlets.
time
CHARLIE McCARTHY
GEORGE HENRY PAYNE less
cut Tony Wons' voice insurance for Edgar Bergen
gore
in
kid
shows
JIMMY time less commercials to wz'ite.
EDGAR
knee insurSCRIBNER more characters to SYLVAN TAPLINGER
another ance against splinters.
conquer ....
brother like Bob
PAUL MONROE larger hatgears
PHILLIPS
a boat called "Seth
K. BOICE— how to sell
BING CROSBY— a few track win- Parker"
GABRIEL HEATTER the same spot twice ... PAUL KESners
DON E. GILM
how to
fewer commercials ....
TEN a fool-proof plan for new
keep San Francisco contented
studios on Park Ave
DOC MORCHRISTAL Petry made
less budget trouble
JOHN
exclusive rep for NBC and CBS
SHEPARD III less commissions to
ED
an anti-Ascap law
BILL SCHUDT JR.
in every state
DON DAVIS
JAMES APPELL—a commercial Petry
office nearer New York.
name of the guy who busted up his for Del Casino ....
DAVIS—
JAMES W. BALDWIN
how to
room
GENE O'FALLON poli- more air time for Barry Wood.
GENE
tics by the forelock
LEWIS AL- COLE PORTER
horseless car- keep everybody happy
LEN WEISS—the rest of California riages AL JOLSON a winner in BUCK more painless ASCAP revBOB
a boat for a
DICK RICHARDS
WALTER WINCHELL enue
a 50,000 any race
JOHN U. REBER
watter cheap
L. B. WILSON—
at least one big news break every summer home
better
script
writers
DON
500,000
watts
NILES TRAM- Sunday nite .... BEN BERNIE an
an idea for NBC (National
MELL Jimmie Petrillo's retirement option from Zanuck
ZACK
.DON STAUFFER
GLENN SNYDER National BECKER revised CRS contracts Biscuit Co.)
ROCKWELL prohi- less commuting to Hollywood ....
Barn Dance extended to two hours
bition ban spots
RALPH WONSAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM
DERS— a car that hits 150 m.p.h.
a dividend on the IRNA efforts.
GEORGE BOLLING—more time
LAMBDIN
more
peace, quiet and ...... CHARLES E.
to shoot ducks
O. B.
a typewriter
PETE
remote time ....
tenant for present NBC-Hollywood
a little jury duty on the side ....
that average
LENOX R.

golf balls

.

.

LOHR—

.

BACHER—
MGM
KENNY—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SHAW NEWTON—

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

TON—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

—

—

TOMMY

.

—

WARD KLAUBER—
MORGAN —

—

.

.

.

FRANK MASON—
DOROTHY HAAS

—

WARING

—

NAB
HAROLD

—

.

.

.

PAUL

LOUCKS—

HOUGH

—

and

.

—

IRNA

Better

JIM

SHOUSE —a lot of commercials for
WSAI
ARCHIBALD CROSSLEY—less pot-shots at the reports

LAWRENCE LOWMAN— real
from

results

auditions

SMITH — idea

time.

.

.

.

KELLY

.

morning

to sell early

.

—

TOM GOOCH

fewer

visits

by

JAMES TIERNEY and LOUIS
WITTEN
TED STREIBERT

A.

Akerberg
more people

WLW

like

—

MBS— SecondFRED WEBER
JOHN

exclusive with

by

ed

CANTOR —
GEORGE VOS,

EDDIE

CLARK — that
show keeps

DEUTSCH

the Warner-Luckies
clicking

PERCY

—

more

FRANK

Chevy
scriptless

accounts

show.

script

HOWARD— more

like

HUMMERT— a
.

.

JACK

.

S-H owned

sta-

EMILE GOUGH— I.R.N.A.

tions

SAM

success
stories

FUSON — more

by Dinty Doyle

ARD BUSH— P. &
climbing.

.

.

....

LEONkeep

sales

G.

.

.

TONY WONS— a
for

high book shelf

HOLLACE

scrapbooks

SHAW—-to see a snowstorm.
ARDEN— another series of
HANSON— VICTOR
Chevrolet ETs .... BENAY VENU-

GREEN—

—more

JOHN

Bigger

.

.

studios

—

.

TROUT—

.

E. C. MILLS
moratorium on
state
legislation
G
PAINE that music users acknowledge
Ascap's
"beneefits"
EDjust an even
break for poor CBS
CLAY
executives' promise not
to
talk for publication
JACK
LAVIN a home in Pasadena
the Blue sneaked
up on the Red
Al Pearce on tour again.
FRED
an idea that
hasn't
been
copped
VVHITEMAN a few more saddle
horses
PHIL
a foolproof
reorganization package
notice
from the probate court that Andy

.

— —
SHAW—

WASSER—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

—

—

KAY—

.

—

WBT

MACK

.

—

JOE ALLEN

.

ROYAL —
BARRY BINGHAM

.

.

.

top Crossley rating for Fred Allen
JOHN
an original
idea
a

.

—

.

—

.

HUGH

—

—

HANK
CRANEY—

—
—

.

LORD—

AN—

.

10,000,000 requests for Charlie Mc-

Carthy premium.

BERGEN—

.

—

.

JOHN VAN

—

—

1937

23,

.

.

.

— a movie projectionist license
VINCENT CALLAHAN TA
... HAL
NICHOLS—an insomnia
Washington gossip
G. C.

cure
H. K. CARPENTER— BuckROY WILSON— another Tommy PACKARD — less stations wanting eye network additions.
JAMES
Riggs
JAMES SAPHIER— a de- Chevy disks ... JOE WEED— more F. HOPKINS — baseball reports
Canadian
stations
HERB
AKERmand for baritones .... DEANNA
from W.U
LEO FITZPATRICK
DURBIN — more copies of her birth BERG — airplanes that don't get lost
—
a good network for Father Cough—
CLARENCE
WHEELER
—
certificate
VICK KNIGHT
GEORGE W. TRENDLE —
RALPH STARR lin
Cantor's bank book
AL ROTH— more SL&C biz
ARless movie gossip on the air
—
CIO-Boake
Carter
BUTLER
no
a sponsor who appreciates a disTHUR
B. CHURCH— a camera....
quarrels
A.
P.
JONES—
PonW.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tinctive musical

STIRLING —a

program

.

NORA

.

who wants
a novel kid show .... COL. JACK
PROF.
MAJOR—just a sponsor
ARQUIZ
harder questions
sponsor

—

.

THUR GODFREY — an even
MAJOR
dred
sponsors
.

WARD BOWES— more

.

tiac

the No. 1 U. S. car.

.

SID FLAMM — bigger
TINY clay
pigeons

RUFFNER — a good musical show
MEFFORD RUN YON — fewer

.

.

and

better

.

late office hours ....

.

JOE KEELEY— a

hun-

ED-

ED COHAN

and better

—

that

CBS

television

really

JOHNSTONE

candid camera

JOHNNY

works

—a

final

decree

ROY C. WITamateurs
LEO REISMAN—an- transmitter in operation .... FRANK from streptococci
RA- MER -more sponsors like P. & G.
other booking in Paris and the Ri- MASON— time in Florida
HERB ROSENTHAL— another
DIO EDITORS—fewer last minute
BUYRL LOTTRIDGE
viera
GEORGE
corrections
ROBERT GRIGGS— trek to Hollywood
mileage book ....
.

—

.

—

.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

AND A

FROM

HAPPY NEW YEAR

"The Aristocrats of the Turn Table"

HENNY YOUNGMAN

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
I

25 West 45th Street

INC.

New

York City

—

a

Thursday. December

SHER — a

program

good

HELLINGER— a
shoot

that

ING — a new

1937

Not

—

believe in Santa Clans!

golf clubs

straight
TED HUSpair of field glasses

DONALD FLAMM— a
conquer

to

AVlTY — a snowstorm

in

RANDALL—

new

WAYNE

to

Philly

—and

WEBER—

versa
JOS. M.
musician in every station's stocking
LANNY ROSS midnight in
Manhattan
LOUIS K. SIDNEY
a box seat at the world series

vice

—

—

VICTOR RATNER —
JR.
F.

— another
W.

season
skates

a

Ford

that

ARTHUR PRYOR

go faster

will

"March

of

Time"

BORTON— a good Florida
LOMBARDO BOYS —
ANNETTE HANSH AW—

a showboat

.

skates
real

no sign there

No

can see.

is

no Santa Clans.

Santa Claus! Thank God ! he

—Frank

GLEN GRAY— a pair of ice
BILL BURTON — more

sees Santa Clans,

time

spend

to

in

his

office

GEORGE GRIFFIN — February in
December
JOHN B. HATCH—
healthy year
FERDE GROFE—

lives anil he lives

a

Church.

trip

to

the

Grand

Canyon

FRANCES HUNT— a high C
FRANZ TELEWSKI— a successful

EDDIE GARR— French

Ca-

radio year

ADELE PURCELL— a good
FRANK MOSS— more scoops
JULES NASSBERG — an
boss
flHKSR
annuity
DORIS
SHARPE — ELLIOTT SANGER — a yacht
BEN GREEN — a PAUL HEINICKE — more chess
HENNY YOUNGMAN— a colored more clients
LOU IRWIN — more
BILL players
chauffeur
CHARLIE ROSS — course without a green fee
in
stars
his
firmament
SAM
HAWORTH—another Souvaine
bigger and better premieres
the same
MRS. MARBEN LaFRENIERE— a hit song HARRY NORWOOD— a Hollywood LYONS—
FRANK NOVAK — Rain- TIN JOHNSON— a ranch in Arizona
HARRY SALTER — a Hudson office
SUE TOHRNER — a trip to PenH. S. GOODMAN—
automobile
ADOLF bow Room
de. luxe
sacola
ARTHUR KASS — an
SCHMID— a trip to his homeland fewer trips out of town
automatic baby carriage
DON
KEN SISSON — an imperial
VSESE8B.
KERR — box of lozenges
BOB
suite
STEPHEN SLESINGER
KERR—
HARRY
a pinto
MAIZmore features on the air
RAYAL GOODMAN— another PaJm- LISH — more trips into New York
MOND SPECTOR—a serial account olive show
LILLIAN GORDONI
HELEN KING— an epidemic of
BILL GARTLAND— front page — a good press agent
ROSS contests
RALPH KIRBERY —
stories
DAN C. STUDIN— ditto. GRAHAM — three more years of more
recordings
RANDY RYAN
JIMMIE LYONS—a new type- Cities Service
WILLIAM GERnew promotion ideas
BEN
ED STRONG— a studio NANNT — a special postman.... —
writer
LIPSET— a red necktie
WILTON
BILL SWANSON
in New York
I

JACK BENNY— autograph copy of
"Love In Bloom"
FRED FIELDtrains

.Nobody

men

is

—

discovery
the good old days

ING — faster

.

few more
BEN ROCKE
another son
Mc- chaps
sino
sunny Cali- participating show for the kids.

TOM

RUDY VALLEE— a

fornia
sensational

.

The most

forever.

kilocycles

.

things in the world are those which neither children nor

but that

MONIE

ideas
set of

5
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boat and the south
about five

sail

BILL LEWIS

seas

23,

a

.

j

.

.

.

.

—another

LEE GRANT— a

Max Kramer

box of Wheaties

(Continued on Next Page)

BOB HURLEIGH. DAVID NOW-

EVELYN WILLIAMS,
CHARLES H. MAUGHAM, ANDY
SANDACK,
BOB LONGWELL,
BILL BAILEY, JOHN CONRAD,
BART SLATTERY, DWIGHT BURINSON,

C. G.

Sun

PHILLIPS— a week

— tickets

for

"Of Men and Mice"

STANLEY

Hollywood

end at

WILLARD EGOLF

Valley

HUBBARD

tour
blue
a

—

a

WILLIAM

ROUGHS, HARRY ELDRED, SCRIPPS —
ensemble
JACK
HARRIS,
CHARLES THOMAS LEE JR.— Fred
Allen
BERRY — bigger publicity breaks
LUCILLE and LANNY— a television set
BARRY McKINLEY —

a Chevrolet
J. P. McGREGOR
subscribers
JAMES MADIANGELO PALANGE— an Adam more
the old days
ZEKE MANhat
JACK PEARL — a trip SON—
GAR—a new accordion
around the world
JOE PENNER NERS
NETT MARKS— a newsreel con—a good successor to a duck
MERTENS & PRICE— anDONALD PETERSON— Lux Radio tract
Bible
program
JACK
Theater
RALPH POWELL — a other
— more fancy arrangelarger advertising budget
JOE MEAKIN
RAY MIDDLETON — a
ments
KOEHLER— more hours between 7 concert
and 12
RALPH STEINBERG —

more conferences with the President

TWA

WILLIAM

RAMBEAU—

—

JACK MILLER— less

script

and

—

pass
ERNO RAPEE
more music
BURT SQUIRES
some bridge luck
IRVING REIS drums along the Mohawk
unusual Hollywood weather
HARRY KALLER— a news break
CARSON ROBISON a pair of
BILL
another Jol-

—

—

MURRAY—

cJ e a so n &

\Jrcetnn<js

a**

<|oi*

\0-

a

.
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RADIO DAILY:
HALL — a

E.

Beach

vacation

Virginia

in

Christmas

is

coming, the geese are getting

fat,

GAFFNEY—more time to play
AL ROSE— a book
of instructions on ping pong
JIMMIE JAMES—a trip to EngJOE CREAMER—fewer inland

Please to put a penny in the old man's hat;

M.

If you haven't got a penny, a ha'penny will do,

with the baby

.

AL SIMON — a

terruptions
son pass to

the

CAPT. JEAN

GROMBACH—a

If you haven't got a ha'penny,

M.
set of foils
Jewish
tional

KEILSON— a

na-

.

at the state building ....

J.

you!

fit

.

.

.

EDDY DUCHIN
hour
JIMMIE out a telephone
another White House invitation
JIManother B-S-H
BILL ELLSWORTH
a few
MIE ALDIN - another 100-week
more golf dates
DAVE ELcontract
A. L.
a hobby of his own....
LOUIS ARMno more lawyers
JAMES ETHERINGTON a home
STRONG— a lemon sucker in the in
the city
LOU DIAMOND
front row
S.

SAUTER—

work

J.

H. J. BRENNEN— longer days
NORMAN WHITE— a hearing at
TEDDY BERGMAN—less that
WALLACE JORDAN— J. W. T
LOU HOLTZ—an afacting and more producing.
AL a gentleman's farm
STAN LO- firmative answer on audition.
DONAHUE— a stock broker with- MAX — more 28 page plugs
MYRT and MARGE— Myrt to Chi,

JIM
Garden
Strad
REYNOLDS— more CBS shows

new

bless

advertising

— Unknown, Beggar's Rhyme.

.

sea-

God

budget

tion

LAUX — more advertising to place
WALTER FRAMER — lots of
work for 1938
C. G. MOSS— less

.

.

23. 1937

—

.

Marge

.

—

.

-

ALEXANDER— MAN
—

LARRY MARKS— a Santa Claus
PETER ROTUNDO — more
night
hours
JACK MOSES —
Jack Benny
DEL CASINO — a
suit

to California

—

LOS FRANCO

.

.

CAR-

fewer trips to

—

IREENE WICKER

Cleveland
less

home

trouble

getting

.

small

clothes
an ex-

LOWELL THOMAS —
vacation
STEW HAWKscreen test
RED
AARON STEINER INS — a larger organization
BLOOM— six months in Europe
AARON
SHEP — a contract for Frank Hawks
REYNOLDS—
a non-fishing cat and
an easier way to get to New York
FIELDS — another fish bowl ... CHARLEY MICHELSON—
J. KELLY SMITH
easi- more goldfish
TOM FIZDALE — another Kate er way to make a living anGENE
—commutation ticket New York-toSmith
JIMMIE
WADE—
a swim- BRESSON— a freshly stocked Maine Chicago
LESLIE ATLASS—ten
HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN— an ming pool
lake and a month to enjoy it
or twelve more horses ...
ALVIN
o.k. from John Shepard
HELENA BLUE— a musical break
AUSTIN— one more Pilot Radio acB. CHARLES DEAN— a mess
CLYDE BARRIE — an HERMAN BERNIE — another
count
CARL BIXBY — brother like the maestro
MA- of good English dramatic actors on
operatic role
ED CASHMAN— a set of Swing
PAUL Club twins
WHIT- RIO COZZI— a contract for the Met the air under his wing
an automatic typewriter
A. E. PHOENIX—
—
LOUIS
more
classical
programs more studio remodeling
HELEN GLEASON— an operNEY BLAKE— more network plugs
ANICE
IVES
— a few more NICE BOU LI ANNE—anotherVERHORACE HEIDT — more
JOHN BLAIR— an automatic etta
trip
sponsors
...
MORTON debs around the mike TOMMY
renewer
contract
through the canal
ROBERT A.
BOWE —a good connection with Ed- DORSEY — a mess of trombones
BORIES — more food accounts ...
MAY SINGHI REED LAWTON — more sassiety
ward Johnson
HAROLD E. SMITH— more time for
HAROLD STEIN— a bass from his
ROSE MARIE
BREEN and PETER de ROSE— folk in his club
many friends
ROY L. ALJOAN BROOKS BERTSON — an FCC ruling
E.
V. — an official acknowledgment of hav- Rockland Lake
Paramount
date
a
C.
BRINCKERHOFF — a well-earned ing grown up
BERNICE JUDIS —fewer rehearsals and more work D. MASTIN — more station surveys
GEORGE
MARSHALL
—
—
DUself -answering
SEDLEY BROWN
a ditelephones
rest
by J. & B.
HARRY TRENNER
vorce lawyer to settle some of his WALLY DUNCAN— a new joke to RANTE — a few pupils with mature —more lines to sell
GORDON
minds
JESSICA
DRAGONETTE
GEORGE BURNS and tell the space buyers
questions
HERMAN — Russian
WHYTE— a Kentucky colonelcy
wolfhound
a
LEON- JACK ROCHE— an appointment as
GRACIE ALLEN — her missing BESS— more than 24 hours a day
to sell
brother ...
ROBERT SCHMID—big- ARD KAPNER— bigger advertising Mayor of Westport
GERALbudget
from
Hearst
radio
ger and better funny papers.
DINE LENNI — a few free evenings
CLAIR
R. McCULLOUGH— bigger with hubby
IRNA PHILLIPS— a few new dolls
AMORY L. HASWALTER CASSEL — a son
—
MARTIN BLOCK— more areas and better Mason-Dixon group
KELL
continued
relaFRANK CHASE— a new tailer
FRANK MEGARGEE— more listen- tions with all nationspleasant
...
JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY — a client to cover
ers
than
ICS has students
TED COLLINS and KATE
LOUIS K. BALTIMORE— bigger
«K9gKS£i
vacation
in
Alas—
a
longer
SMITH
ALAN COURTNEY—a larger stu- and better trips
ROY
THOMPscore
ka
FELIX COSTE—a golf
dio audience
time
M. J. WEINER— SON— full
for
station
W. C. ALCORN— 5000 watts
of 72 ... J. WILLIAM CODY— a bi- golf course for
FRANK R. SMITH JR.— a publica- SIDNEY W. CAUFIELD— a linguist
Studio "D"
FRANK DORIS SMITH— sponsors who write
one
built
for
cycle
BURKE —more time for his family short sentences
STAN SHAW—
C. H. VENNER— more foreign longer nights
DICK HIMBER—
stations
JERRY COOPER— an- recognition as MISTER Himber

—

.

.

—

tended

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

other polo shirt

SENBERG — revival

MRS.

Co

Slide

HERMAN

CRAIG— a

RO- JACK

Standard

of

NORMAN

trip to Florida

.

ARTHUR— a

BUDDY MORRIS— a

.

.

movie contract
cure for sea-

—

sickness
LLOYD SHAFFER
a contract without options
TED
a pair of shoes

HAMMERSTEIN—

JAMES
hours
curler

R. CURTIS— 160-minute
D'ARTEGA — a mustache

EMERY

A

DEUTSCH — a

RADIO'S

NEWEST GAME

TO THE PERSONNEL OF

PLAYED "OVER THE AIR"—
USING TELEPHONE NUMBERS

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

MERRY

SENSATIONAL!
THRILLING!

AND
OUR MANY OTHER RADIO FRIENDS

SPONSORS ARE WAITING FOR

IT!

STATIONS WILL WELCOME
THIS HUGE AUDIENCE BUILDER!

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

FULLY PROTECTED UNDER UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT

AND A

HAPPY

NEW YEAR

FOR EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS— PHONE

WIRE

Itn

HAROLD STEIN

^oux PRESENTmSFUTURE

U/itlUY NEW
TVDNAyork
1000

WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

*7&e Station tltat Speak*. Ifoun.
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H.
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COSMOPOLITAN STUDIOS^ 1
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WEST
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NEW

YtlRK

K
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S.

AVE.
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WRITE
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EDWARD ERVIN

secretary
110 Piece-Symphony

FRANK

—NAB

at

MURRAY—

to forget Christmas of
ELMORE VIN1918 in France
CENT and DON JOHNSON—three
competing prospective sponsors
SANTA CLAUS— a rest.
A Merry Christmas

Christmases, friendships, great accumulation

of cheerful recollections, affection on earth, and Heaven at
Charles Dickens.
last for all of us.

—

program origination

tional
tion

Many merry

Orchestra
JOHNSON a headache
EDGAR H. TWAMLEY
action... W. DOERR— na-

powder

7

RADIO DAILY
—

.

sta-

HIREM W. DEYO —a new RICE COLEMAN— a straight flush more chances to recite poetry
hobby
A. F. BUSCH—a new car
MAJOR EDNEY RIDGE—high JOAN BLAINE— fewer auditions
....JACK HAMMOND— a quicker tobacco prices and good peach crops in Chicago
DOROTHEA LAWA.
E.
route from home to Phila.
GERALD
SLATTERY—
a break RENCE — more patriotic airs
NELSON — pick up in steel produc- from the FCC
MARGIE ANN KNAPP — a long
LYNDEN MORROW— more other Canada ... JOE WEED—an- dress
tion
EVE VEVERKA — a
CLIFFORD M.
Chicago trips
Baedeker
MARTIN STARR and
CHAFEY — better local programs
FRANKIE BASCH — more celebs
WILLIAM FAY— a new desk
MERRY
FRANK SEITZ—a new studio arriving and sailing
set ....
HOPE BARROLL — an extra MACS — a tour with Al Pearce
.

ARTHUR

—

maker

budget

DONALD WITHYCOMB

JOHN

conferences
a month on

..CLARENCE PATT —
.

.

ROBERT

business
asbestos

up-state

SOULE— an

mobile

G.
unit

liveries

by Farley's boys.

WILDER—

COL. HARRY C.
a few more stations

.

.

from Vancouver

.

.

.

—

MAXWELL

sssssst

MARCUS

H.
ALLEN CAMPBELL — a
NELSON — a trip to Bermuda
northern Mich, hunting trip
TOM LUCKENBILL— another Tex- ANDRE BARUCH—more opportuas trip.
HAL MAKELIN
nities to emote.
...

Christmas
department went
shopping in a big way. He bought
a new car and a new home, recently
cial

completed.

.

.

.

Mackinack

WHEELER—fewer board meetings Island
GENE DYER—a trip to
GUNNAR O. WIIG — another New York
LEW WHITE — a
GORDON
P.
visitors
10,000
transcription contract.
AL CORBROWN —a night time license
MIER — Atlantic City in his back —
bills
KOLIN HAGER—lower phone
yard
SAM HENRY — a budget TRUDE BERG—time for
GEORGE R. NELSON — more
CARL ZOMAR — better de- ing
REG. M. DAGG
.

Salem, Ore.

Earle W. Headrick of the commer-

Barney Kenworthy, another commercial dept. member, was made a
colonel in the Community Chest
drive.
Station business suffered a
TOM VALENTINO— a sound effect little, but the Chest gained much,
order he can't fill
so everybody's satisfied.
Since affiliation with Don Lee-Mutual
system, station business has
considerably, along with betCHARLES E. SEEBECK more gained
programs, staff changes and imsteel furnaces going
RUBINOFF ter
five-room
trailer
GER- proved equipment.
a
.

phone
KELLY— an automatic
fewer

KSLM,

.

LINNEA

launch
to

.

.

film writticket

—

N.

Y.— JOCKO

sports

guests...
a
motor

to

GRIFFIN

—

LINTON WELLS— a

Season's Greetings
FROM
IN

WBIG

trip

SAM HAMMER — an

China

inventor

—

who can

greensboro
N.

C.

invent a sponsor.

.

.

—another expo for Chicago
.

.

COL.

FLIPPEN— major network
LEITH STEVENS—
KEN STAWMAN, EDWARD COgrams
NICK CARTER— 2-month recognition
KELVIN DEL, LEON GOLDSTEIN, WILGEORGE longevity for swing
vacation
European
and Santa, please ^
AL MIT- LIAM H. GREEN, VIRGINIA WILALLEN — a good vacation in the KEECH— a sailboat
HER- SON McKINNEY, NORMAN I bring me the key to that i|
TOM JOYCE — 101 new CHELL—an encyclopedia
woods
WestWALTER BERT MOORE— a daily big news WAREMBUD, ED DUKOFF, SYLDollar
Half-Billion
ways to sell sets
|
VIA PRESS, MURRAY ARNOLD,
KRAUSE— another Magic Key show event ....
»
Chester Market."
DOROTHEA BECKMAN—less blueJACK MULLEN— a Broadway
penciling by editors
FREDERICK KEESEE —
play
(signed) A. Space Buyer.
A.
more local Syracuse business
JEAN PAUL KING—a Christmas
K. REDMOND— an advertising ap- Day assignment
GEORGE A.
SANTA: "Another One! I |
propriation ... RALPH ATLASS — WARD — star-lit
mornings ....
MAURICE SPITALNY— a black
...
business
bigger and better local
hope there'll be enough ^
HOWARD WARWICK— a zipper ivory baton
JEANETTE
MACHENRY SOUVAINE— a honeymoon briefcase
L. L. STRICKLEN JR. DONALD— time to read her Christtime left for him on j§
NICK —a nice persimmons crop
with Gerry in California
ALICE
mail
ESTELLE LEVY—
WFAS!"
ORLANDO— a client for "One Way FROST— a Charlie McCarthy doll mas
1
saxophone
VICTOR ARDEN—
EARL THOMAS — the
Street"
HELEN CLAIRE—a real big another Chevrolet renewal
FEG
friendship and confidence of radio radio
CHARLES LA
role.
TOM STIX— a permanent TORRE — more character parts in
buyers
ARCHIE BRAUN- scripts MR. and MRS. LAWSON
vacation
FELD — a decent drugstore sand- ZERBE—time off for a real honey-

GREG WILLIAMSON— more
.

pro-

JAY

C.

.

'.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wich.

.

.

moon

.

KEITH McLEOD— a

chorus that

TOM TERRISS

trip.

JOHN

in

cation

WEBB ARTZ

home

room

service
house
careful

HOGAN— select

ac-

—

Sends

...NED

From Boston

.

WAYBURN — another Eleanor
MARK WARNOW — a
Powell
.

concert in Carnegie Hall

...

MAU-

Saxes

Brass

Rythm

ARTIE MANNERS

NAT NATOLI
LOYD WILLIAMS

WALTER GROSS
FRANK WORRELL
LOU SHOOBE

TOOTS MONDELLO

HANK ROSS
TUDOR

GEO.

This

May

Be a

Script

|

Stock Arrangement

but

Merry Christmas

GREETINQS

LEITH STEVENS

—

RUDY VALLEE—
guests

SWING SESSION

.

PARKYAKARKUS

MANNY

.

.

V. L.

unison
counts
Cook's contract ....
ROSENBERG— a tuna out of the
JAMES PEPPE—a long vacan

sings
—
a

.

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

BOB SMITH

WYLLIS KELLY
RUSS CASE
JOE VARGAS

Engineering
ROLAND DUPONT
WALTER SCHWITCHENBERG FRANK PROTZMAN

*

*

*

PAUL DOUGLAS
ED CASHMAN

w

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PHIL

sic /&;

*

JACK MILLER

BILLY GUSSAK

COHAN

CBS CHRISTMAS NIGHT AT SEVEN

i
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To our many helpful

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

the

National

making

i
i

QL'

I

A
•

NAT BRUSILOFF

inst.

•

•

FROM

Letter

scc^

.

.

.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

the

of

this

to

16th

say:

and inconsiderate .... Think of the things you've gotten the
past year which couldn't be cramped into Primo Camera's sock and you
didn't ask for it ... How does a push-mobile compare to a personal phone
call from G. W. Hill asking where a certain item emanated
or for that
matter the news from KSL. Salt Lake City, that its employees are having
a shindig today at their place under the supervision of Irma Bitner of the
press dept
You state that you've placed a hole at the toe of the sock
.Would you rate bon-bons
so that I might keep pouring bon-bons galore.
on the same level with word that Gabriel Heatter's son. Buddy, is now
writing for the Old Man or that his daughter. Mada, has written a fashion
show for the air.... Think of last week when Kate Smith, in her dressing
room, related for one hour the thrills she enjoyed talking with Mrs. FDR and

You

for

a

8

.In

—

asking what you want in

such

especially

Company

Santa Claus!

answer to yours
your sock Xmas morn I have

Dear Scoopsie-woopsie:

this

friends,

Broadcasting

1937

23.

are selfish

—

.

—

.

g LUCILLE and
$ LINWOOD
|
"I n
Voice* and
$
t)

&
i"^
J
^

LANNY

K
</

Pianny"

i\

Hfi
^

A
A

£
£
R

MERRY XMAS
and

j

CREY

a

.

NEW

HAPPY

jjl

YEAR

—

when

I
5?

AIR FEATURES,
247

PARK AVE.

1

Inc. g

NEW YORK ^

meet Miss Smith personally
relate this

were

id

A

....

Imagine

how few

You

•

•

Xmas

state that the first

^

[

<afcs

card received by Hal Styles

KHJ, Los Angeles, was jrom Major Albert Tansley Luck, who was
the first guest on Hal's "Help Thy Neighbor" show last Jan. How

of

is the information that KGVO's
by the drawing of names and an
before a mike decorated
gifts by members of the cast
like a tree which will be aired.
.1 am going to file a protest pronto
on your word that Bob Levy, program director of KCMO, Kansas
City, will impersonate me at an employees' party in their studios
today and then go to call on Larry Sherwood, station manager:
Lloyd Sigmon, engineer; Moreland Murphy, special events man and
leave gifts for their youngsters
.Such deception is outrageous
and besides, he'll be cutting into my business.

r

i

interesting ... .For that matter, so

MERRY

Barn Dance
exchange of

CHRISTMAS

|

1

will celebrate

Xmas

—

.

—

1

I

Lee Grant

—

.

I

|

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

.

—

1

WOOD

BARRY

people heard the singer

Chosen Few.

of the

A Merry Christmas
•

»
i

— and you

i

«*•

0^5

the latter in her column, said that she'd enjoy nothing better than to

.

—

.

I

^

i

JOAN BROOKS

I

NBC

1

|
|
|

A Merry Christmas
•

•

•

Reverting to your recommendations

Richard Brooks, one

of

when he makes up

his

my

gestion to send

MERRY XMAS

for

people:

What would

own words anyway ...

latest

song

to lack

Robbins

kinda sorta

I

for

like

a good gag man

getting

But he's

publication.

.

for

— though

him FREE

.

I
personally

I

think

he's

been doing well without one these many years .... Also Gamett Marks.
about getting him on a commercial? .... What's this about Joe Rines?
Giving him a magic book would only be placing him in the same class with

HOTEL EDISON

How

A Merry

•

•

/

like the spirit displayed

but no mistletoe! ... .Can't understand

around

WWL, New

.

I

k
|

why you

?s£> iSfe

iSfe fsii

Sfc

m

—

requested an auto-

.

.

^Sa

.

.

.

?^Sa ?*Sa

f

Orleans.

matic door -closer -inner for Don Shaw. Is it because he's never in
his office?
.Vick Knight is off the diet on the coast and may want
a reducing machine but my load's too heavy to monkey around with
that.
What was that you said about Jerry Cooper?
.Rudy Vallee
has his dog more dignified this year on his Xmas cards, doncha
think?
.Wish you'd see what you can do about getting me a crack
on the Bing Crosby show. I kinda would like to mince words with
Bing and Bob Burns.
More later. SANTA.
.

?^3i

GRIFFIN

Christinas

There's a small tree in every executive's office with wreaths to boot

.

GEORGE

3

NOW
•

|
^

Richard Himber.

TED STRAETER

Merry Xmas
and a
Happy New Year

—

DUKOFF

ALL TOGETHER,

a

the sug-

always complaining about having too many flicker tunes .... How about my
giving Herb Rosenthal a desk unless he has one by now .... Bill (CBS)
Lewis, you say, may be able to use me for a guest shot. Well, get Lester
Lee to handle the deal and I'll pay out the usual 10 per cent.
.It's nice
of you to remember Earle Ferris, one of the country's better press agents
who never asked you for a favor all year. I'll see what I can do about

—
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i
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your best commentators, be doing with a dictionary
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DON KERR
WMCA
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But jest 'fore Christmas I'm
as good as I kin be! James

—

OCCHESTCAS- MUSIC
TtflS Christmas will be no holiday
for Horace Heidt, leader of the
Brigadiers. As a matter of fact, it
will busier for him than most days
during the year. Dec. 28 marks the
end of two and a half years of broadcasting over CBS and the start of a
new series of commercials for the
same sponsor on NBC-Blue. Change
requires

long

preparation,

and the

fact that the change takes place so
close to the holidays makes it busier
than it might ordinarily be, what
with changes to new studios, finding
right set-ups, and all this is coupled
with the usual business of Christmas

shopping that everyone
through at this season.

has

to

9
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go

without his
Hollywood programs.
ances,

Whitcomb

orchestra,

Riley.

on

Cabin Jamboree, has chosen "That
Old Feeling" to head the list of 10

Mar eh Weber, now playing at the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, finds the job
of making records a fascinating experience, but one of the most uncomfortable in the world. The "Toscanini of Dance Music" denies violently
that he's superstitious, but he won't
make a recording unless he's wearing a jacket he wore when he made
his first record, which subsequently
brought him a contract with a gramophone company. Weber's music will
be featured on the new "Contented
Hour" series beginning Jan. 3. Maria
Kuranko, Russian soprano, will be

favorite

songs for 1937. That's the
she introduced in

number which

1938."
Her other nine favorites, in
order of choice are: "September In
the Rain," "All God's Chillun Got

Rhythm," "Where or When," "DanLove at Work," "Cabin of
ger,
Dreams," "The Natural Thing to Do,"
"Let's Call the Whole Thing Off,"
"Bob White," "The Lady Is a Tramp."

A Merry

Christinas

OMAHA

his soloist.

Don Kelley, KOIL announcer, and
Evodia Olsen, KOIL dramatist, will
marry on Dec. 26 sandwiching the
wedding and honeymoon between
shows. They'll be back at the mike
after a two-day honeymoon.

Joe Fransetto and his band will
Richard Himber will sound the
remote over WDAS, Philadelphia,
opening trumpet in the WOR-Mutual
from the Hotel Adelphia.
deluge of melody on New Year's
Besides being heard over CBS on Eve a non-stop flight of rhythm
New Year's Eve, Leighton Noble and that starts at 11:15 p.m. at the Essex
band will go on the air by way of House in New York, pulsates its way
WFIL's Mutual Line later the same across the nation with a score of
crack dance bands, and finally wails
evening.
to a halt at 3:45 a.m. the next mornBill Davies replaces Dave Appol- ing in far-off Honolulu. Heidt, Goodonia at the piano of the W1P studio man, Lombardo, Dorsey, Fields, Nelson, Nicholas, Reisman and Kaye
band of Clarence Fuhrman.
will add their notes of swing and
Willie Bryant and Band will be sweet rhythm.
heard over WDAS hereafter starting
Christmas Eve.
"Found," a new song written by

Gardner Nursery Co. of Osage, la.,
has reserved 5 to 15 minute spots on

WOW

during

all of 1938.

his

orchestra
regularly

Baltimoreans,

member

Woody

of the staff of

|

TED
COLLINS

1
*

"The Jangles," 15-minute
script show written and produced by
Jettabee Ann Hopkins, has been busy
Cast of

with personal appearances during
the holiday season before clubs, conventions and civic groups.

Sandra, 4-year-old daughter of Had
Hughes, KOIL announcer, recognized
her dad's voice over the radio as
are now heard over WHN
Virginia Bridges, was selected and
on Saturday, Sunday and Monday played by Guy Lombardo as "the hit Santa Claus from a local department
evenings. The program originates in of the week," on his coast-to-coast store.
Cincinnati.
John Blair, president, and John
program last Sunday evening. The
maestro made glowing remarks about Boiling, New York manager of John
George Kirk and his Orchestra be- the selection, predicting it will be Blair & Co., radio representatives,
gin a series of pickup broadcasts the best-seller within a very short visited John J. Gillin Jr.,
manager.
from the Mirror Room of the New- time.
house Hotel over KDYL, Salt Lake
Keith Wilson, radio editor of the
City. Schedule is for two broadcasts
Virginia Verrill, rhythm singer of Omaha World-Herald, and Mrs. Wilweekly, MST Fridays and Saturdays. Jack Haley's Saturday night Log son are parents of a baby boy.

two

Lopez and

(EltrtHtmaB

—

—

Vincent

KATE
SMITH

Walter Wanger's picture, "Vogues of

Frisino,

WBAL, and

fm»aBBW

J» £2

J*g J*g J$. 5g

WOW

Lyn Murray's

orchestra

heard on two more

will

BRINCKERHOFF
TRANSCRIPTIONS

be

CBS programs

after the first of the year. He is currently heard on eight CBS shows, in-

cluding four weekly with Ruth Carhart.

yw*» * very
Wvttifrig Xmas
and

a

g^yy

Bandsman Oscar Bradley, who will
remain in Hollywood until March
with the Phil Baker CBS Sunday
show, will do a comical bit in a
musical picture soon. Bradley is also
slated to make two guest appear-

Announcing/^
w/

^Sfy
I

Holiday
Greetings
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KEECH
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HIGHLIGHTS

among the Christmas
broadcasts will be the greetings
of President Roosevelt during the
lighting
the
national
official
of
Christmas Tree on the White House
lawn at 5-5:30 on Christmas Eve,
aired over all networks, and the
of King George VI of
England to the world at 10-10: 10 a.m.
on Christmas Day, also on all networks. Also from London, via BBC
and CBS, will come a Christmas
message from Haile Selassie, Ethiopian emperor, at 12:30-12:45 noon

salutations

Christmas Day.
A Merry Christmas
Additional items of interest culled
from the Holiday Season radio logs
are the following:

CBS

While rich men sigh and poor men fret,
Dear me! we can't spare Christmas yet!

—Edward

S. Martin.

Christmas sketch by Lum and
Abner, tomorrow, 7:30 p.m. Blue net.
"Hansel and Gretel", Metropolitan
Opera production, tomorrow, 2:25
p.m. Blue net.
Edward McHugh (Gospel Singer)
in special program of Yuletide hymns,
tomorrow, 6:45 p.m. Red net.
Christmas service in English from
courtyard of Church of the Nativity,
Bethlehem, tomorrow, 2 p.m. Red net.
25 at 9 a.m.
"Trimming the Human Christmas
"The House of the World", drama- Tree", skit, tomorrow, 7:30 p.m. Red
tization of the spirit of Christmas net.
presented for fifth year by child
Tuskegee Institute Choir in Christactors under direction of Nila Mack, mas carols, tomorrow, 11 p.m. Red
Columbia's Annual Carol Service,
Barlow conducting, with
Margaret Daum and Jules Mattfeld,
tomorrow, 12 midnight.
The English Singers on Coca-Cola
"Songshop", tomorrow, 10 p.m. "Hammerstein Music Hall" Christmas Eve
program with Lucy Monroe, Vienna
Choir Boys, John Griffin and Art
Gentry, tomorrow, 8 p.m.
BBC Singers from London, Dec.

Howard

"Christmas in a Democracy", dinner party at home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Alan Arthur (he's the grandDec. 25 at 10:30 a.m.
net.
son of the 21st U. S. president), with
Polish Christmas music by Genia
"Evergreen and Tinsel", Christmas
Senator Theodore F. Green, Frances
Farmer and Burgess Meredith among Zielinska and Leon Goldman's or- songs, Harold Sanford conducting, tochestra, Dec. 25 at 2:30 p.m.
morrow, 11:05 p.m. Blue net.
guests, 6: 15 p.m.
Coronation Choir from WaldorfDramatization of Holy Night and
Father Finn's Paulist Choir and a
Astoria, Dec. 25 at 3:45 p.m.
playing of original score of "Silent
Yuletide playlet, "Blessed Are They"
Annual presentation of the Dickens Night", tomorrow, midnight. Red net.
with Betty Garde and Ray Collins,
Chimes of Trinity Church, New
on Kate Smith program, today 8 p.m. "Christmas Carol" with Lionel BarEnid Dickens Hawksley, grand- rymore, on special "Hollywood Hotel" York, preceded by Kirsten Flagstad
singing "Stille Nacht," tomorrow,
daughter of Charles Dickens, among program, Dec. 25 at 4 p.m.
Christmas musical program by 11:57 p.m. Red and Blue nets.
guests of Gabriel Heatter on "We,
Columbia Symphony Orchestra under
U. S.-Paris-Honolulu-Alaska Christthe People", today, 7:30 p.m.
mas hookup, Dec. 25 at 4 p.m. Red net.
Eamon de Valera, President of direction of Bernard Herrmann.
Solemn
Pontifical
Mass celebrated
"Heavenly Child," Christmas canIrish Free State, in talk from Dublin,
with Christmas songs by Irish Plain by Cardinal Mundelein, Dec. 25 at tata, Dec. 25 at 8 a.m. Red net.
1 p.m.
"Gift of the Magi," by O. Henry,
Songsters, tomorrow, 6 p.m.
"Cavalcade of America" dramatiza- Dec. 25 at 10:30 a.m. Blue net.
Victor Bay's "Essays in Music"
Christmas service aboard U.S.S.
with Hollace Shaw in a program of tion of Mme. Schumann-Heink and
music about toys, tomorrow, 6:15 her singing of "Silent Night", Dec. Pennsylvania, Dec. 25 at 2 p.m. Red
29 at 8 p.m.

p.m.

From Bethlehem, a description of
"'Twas the Night Before Christmas", dramatization, tomorrow, 7:30 the city and of the Church of the
Nativity, Dec. 26 at 12 noon.

p.m.

Nora Johnston

Christmas music
on the carillon, tomorrow, 11:50 p.m.

$
%

ALBERT MITCHELL

"THE ANSWER MAN"
WOR

v

A
U
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MONDAY'S

— WEDNESDAY'S

A Merry Christmas
NBC
Cleveland Christmas Song

& from
$ day,

7:15 P.M.

SPONSORED BY

PROVIDENT LOAN SOCIETY

Fest

Cleveland's Public Square, toAlso

7:30 p.m., Blue network.

(.Especially to

Prospective Sponsors)

Senator

compnny

(Don Johnson)

CHICAGO

Christmas

Happy

New

Year

25

net.

D'ARTEGA

Christmas

"Salute to the land of the Christof the coco
palms," from Honolulu, today, 8:30
p.m.
"Carols by Candlelight," from St.
James Protestant Episcopal Church,
New York, tomorrow, 5:30 p.m.
"Four American Christmas Eves,"
tomorrow, 11:15 p.m.

mas Trees from the land

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

MERRY

SOUND

CHRISTMAS

REPRODUCTIONS
CORP.

OVER

NBC

TWO

YEARS ON

Blue Network

ANICE IVES
WMCA
]§

EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR

17

West 46th

St.

|
|
I

AND
Professor Figgsbottle

•

George VI

and

(Elmore Vincent)

REPRESEN7/JT/VES
NCW YORK

Red
A Merry

2:30 p.m.

Dec.

Merry

Fishface

/r/?p/asT/?r/0JV\
otrao/r- sam r/vweisco

at

Masquerade,"

Greetings from King
(same as CBS, etc.).

Christmas Day.
Rev. Francis C. Young in original
% Yuletide verses, also small boys'
% choir, on Farm and Home Hour, to£ day, 12:30 p.m. Blue net.
Gene Autry describing a cowboy's
Christmas Eve Pontifical High Mass
Christmas in music and interview, from St. Peter's Cathedral, Cincinon Elza Schallert program, today, nati, tomorrow at midnight.
11:15 p.m. Blue net.
Schwaebischer Saenger Bund of
Christmas greetings and Christmas New Jersey, chorus of 70 male voices,
services of Americans in China, to- tomorrow, 1:30 p.m.
Federal Music Project Christmas
morrow, 6: 15 p.m. Blue net.

S

GREETINGS
(UEED e

"Christmas

Party, including Handel's "Hallelujah
Chorus" and other Yuletide music,
tomorrow, 2: 15 p.m.
Pat Barnes Christmas sketch, Dec.
25 at 8 p.m.
"The Legend of the Christmas
Rose", offered by Ireene Wicker, Dec.
26, 4 p.m.
A Merry Christmas
(CBC) Canada
"Canadian Christmas", produced by
Laurence Gilliam, BBC producer on
loan to CBC, Dec. 25 at 5 p.m.
"The Animals' Christmas", Dec. 25
at 6:30 p.m.
"Reindeer
Christmas",
play
by
Lady Tweedsmuir, Dec. 25 at 8 p.m.
"A Christmas Stocking", juvenile
musical fantasy, Dec. 25 at noon.
"Yuletide Music", directed by Percy
Harvey, Dec. 25 at 8:30 p.m.
Christmas Day program from the
Vatican, in cooperation with NBC,
with Sistine Chapel Choir and Beniamini Gigli, Dec. 25 at 1 p.m.
Opening of CBL, new 50,000-watter
at Hornby, Ont.

MUTUAL

$s

& FRIDAY'S

net.
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New York
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Miens'
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WLS folks and associates
SO onthatPrairie
Farmer can put on a

(SljrtBtmafi

^pmals
weekly over WMCA, will be host to
a special Christmas party for underprivileged
children
on Christmas
Day at 1-2 p.m.

They Should Have Been Numbered

Christmas
party,
Barn
"National
Dance" show on Christmas will be
broadcast from studios, instead of

—

Moorhead, Minn. Manny Marget, manager of KVOX, has been at home
the past days recuperating from a sore throat.
No. it isn't a cold or an
infection, but a broadcast of a basketball game between Moorhead High
School and a quintet from Crosby Ironton. Most of the time during the game

theater, for the first time sjnee 1932.

Louise

11

RADIO DAILY

Hummel Curry and Lou

the lineup for the

Peirce will be heard in a radio version of "The Christmas Carol" over
WIBG, Glenside, Pa., on Dec. 27 at
3: 15 p.m.

Crosby Ironton team was:

Odonovitch, Dobervich. Drazenovich. Blanich. Perpich.
Manny was always about four plays behind because by the time he
said "Drazenovich" three of the other Crosby Ironton players had handled
the ball.
He'll be back on the job by Christmas, according to "His Girl

Every Day."

Mrs. Laura Virginia Douglas, author of the letter, "Is There a Santa
Claus?" which inspired the famous

Transradio wishes you a Merry

WNEW

New York Sun

editorial, will be in- p.m., while earlier in the day, at by other stations in this area,
terviewed by Dr. Seymour N. Siegel, 1:15 p.m., there will be a Christmas will concentrate on dance music on
director of WNYC, at 4: 15 p.m. today. Party from the Dime Savings Bank, both Dec. 24 and Dec. 31.
Tomorrow at 3:45 p.m. the station Brooklyn.
will present Ellen Eddy Shaw talking
Christmas carolers who assemble
on "Christmas Myths and Fables."
Federal Theater of Music will offer in the studio to sing Christmas songs
and are no novelty, but this year KCKN
Christmas Carols over
"The Nativity" will be dramatized WNYC at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
will set up a remote installation to
by the Ave Maria Players over
catch the Kansas City Kansas Comand other stations at 12 midSpecial Christmas Mass from St. munity Singers as they make their
Preceding
this Ann's Church of Highwood in Hamnight
tomorrow.
rounds.
program, Polish Christmas Carols will den, Conn., will be aired by WICC,
be broadcast on
at 11:30 Bridgeport, on Christmas Day at 11
Cooperating with Salt Lake City
a.m.
Junior
Chamber of Commerce's
Christmas Lighting Contest, KDYL
The annual Christmas tree cele- staged
a stunt broadcast wherein
bration from Wall Street will be
shortwave mobile unit and two anbroadcast for the first time this year
nouncers made tour of residential
by WQXR. The ceremonies includ- district,
describing Christmas lights
ing the chimes of Trinity Church,
on homes, then took mike direct to
^liowraansiip.
community singing, choral music and door of
two prize-winning homes
the giving of gifts by "Santa Claus"
Craig X Hollingbery. Inc /lh//#eps
where Gus P. Backman, Chamber of
will be heard over the air at 12: 15
Commerce
secretary,
interviewed

We

Year.

WQXR

in

ing

WMCA

invite

you to keep

tune with the infinite varie-

world events by

ty of

WMCA

New

Happy

and

Christmas

regularly

News

listen-

Transradio

to

broadcasts.

famed

p.m. today.

Transradio Press Service
New

j

1
to

York City

successful contestants.

Charles Dickens' famed "Christmas
Constance D'Arcy Mackay's play,
Carol" relating the adventures of
Scrooge and Tiny Tim will be brought "On Christmas Eve," will be prelisteners on Christmas Day sented by the College of Paterson
to
at 12 noon. The program will orig- Players in their weekly broadcast on
inate in Cincinnati and come to New Christmas Day at 9 p.m. over WNEW.

*

i

WHN

York via the

WLW

Line.

A half hour of Christmas Carols
Dance music to furnish the back- will be broadcast today by WNEW
ground for Christmas parties in from the open air building lot at 74th
homes throughout New York and Street and York Avenue. The broadNew Jersey, will be broadcast almost cast, scheduled for 9 p.m. will run
continuously over WNEW on both for half an hour with several thouChristmas Eve and New Year's Eve, sand neighbors expected to particistarting at 5 p.m.. All possible sus- pate. Broadcast is under auspices of
taining programs have been cancelled the Protestant Episcopal Church of
for these two evenings, the station the Epiphany.
management believing listeners preThe Goody Goody Club, an aggre- 1
fer dance bands to soloists or talk
In view of the large gation of some 20,000 children under
broadcasts.

A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
and

A PROSPEROUS

number of choral and other strictly the leadership of Carrie Lillie who
Christmas type broadcasts scheduled broadcasts their club proceedings

A. L.

ALEXANDER

A

Merry Christmas, Everyone

i

NEW

§
1 8
$

YEAR

CONQUEST ALLIANCE

CO.

INC.

NEW YORK— 515
CHICAGO— 228 N.

I
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La
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I
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PHILADELPHIA
Fitzpatrick Host

—Leo

Detroit

Fitzpatrick,

genius of WJR, likes

Agnes

Oddly enough there were 29 girls
and 29 boys. The party was held
in the Recess club, a few floors
below the WJR studios. The band

Weiss. Immediately after the first of
the year, Weiss, Don Lee g.m., will
pilot Weber around on a tour of
inspection of all 25 of the Don Lee
stations on the Coast.
Fred Allen has finished work in
Century-Fox edition of
the 20th
"Sally, Irene and Mary" and will
head back to New York with his entourage next Saturday, winding up
his Coast broadcasts with Wednes-

was dressed

in

toy

soldier

I

|

ness.

throw parties.
On Wednesday afternoon he
"shot the works" when he entertained 58 boys and girls whose
dads or mothers work at WJR.

WEBER, general manager of
Mutual, and Mrs. Weber are here
to spend the holidays as the house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Allen

daily
over
the air due to ill-

off

(

to

FRED

MERRY CHRISTMAS

heard

Tolle,

WDAS, bows

guiding

A new

weekly

broadcast

makes

debut on WFIL called "Memory
Cavalcade" featuring Florence Bendon and Jack Steck.
Carlotta Dale, Bonnie Stuart, Frances Carroll, Kay Allen, Carlisle and
London arid Arthur Hinnett will be
heard on KYW's special Christmas
its

show

I

JIMMY ALDIN
?i r*S>

% f^A. f*5a

J^ti f^2a "fi£

|

^fi£

NBC-Red.

for

Stanley Moderski, director of Polish programs over WPEN, has a set

uni-

there was a ventriloquist,
a magician, movies, a swell gift
for each kid and enough ice cream
and cake and candy.
Three

forms;

of twins.

Pat

is

producing

a

film

"Dawn Over Ireland."
Ed Roecker former WIP

nurses looked after the kids while
the mothers had something besides
ice cream in an adjoining room.

PL 3-2600

manager

general

Stanton,

WDAS,

of
called

£

baritone,

and featured at present on the Pick
and Pat show, is spending the holidays with his folks in Philly.

Don Withycomb, g.m. of WFIL,
day night's show.
and more than 1000 children, many left for a three week vacation in
Harry Sosnik has had his contract
of whom came in wheel chairs and Florida.
BEekman 3-0375
5 JOhn 4-2800
as musical director of the Tyrone
Adele London will give a series of '/S5»S«80 JOHN ST.. NEW YORK"S5^5^?:
Power show for Woodbury renewed on stretchers, had the time of their special organ recitals over KYW.
young lives. Many local business
for another 13 weeks. Power will
Nat Frank is now being heard
firms
contributed
by
furnishing
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
broadcast from New York on Jan. 2
weekly in a new series on WPEN.
and 7 while East for personal appear- transportation; Otto K. Olsen lighted
Florence Benden has been signed
the tree; volunteer nurses were there
ances at openings of his latest starSEASON'S
from all hospitals; and county and as vocalist for Anthony Candelori's
vehicle,
ring
"In
Old Chicago."
civic dignitaries were present by the WFIL band.
GREETINGS
Darryl Zanuck, Harry Brand and
Taylor Grant. WCAU announcer,
score.
Miss Kerr had provided a
Mann Holiner, producer of the Power miniature
who also writes songs, will have one
three-ring
circus
for
her
air show for the Lennen & Mitchell
17 EAST 45th ST., New York
MU 2-1888
little guests, and Joe E. Brown, Hugh of his tunes introduced by Leighton
agency, also will make the trip, reNoble.
Herbert.
Eddie
Cantor,
Phil
Baker,
turning to Hollywood in time for the
Frances Carroll, WIP songstress, is
opening of the picture here at the Joe Penner and innumerable other
picture and radio favorites of chil- to be married Jan. 9 to George Wolf.
Four Star, Jan. 14.
Charles Bedford, Washington News
dren were on hand to entertain.
Last Saturday afternoon at KFWB,
daily
Josephine
Starr,
seven-year-old commentator, is inaugurating a
Clover Kerr, the amazing girl who
program over WFIL.
by sheer force of personality has Filipino prodigy and protegee of
Charles (Hi), West, former Philly
Creator, writer, director or producer of Je
made of herself a local radio star George Jessel, will sing Christmas newspaper man, joins the staff of
'A
successful network radio programs.
since suffering the loss of both legs carols in her native tongue to her
Carter.
Boake
P.
0. Box 84, Manhasset, L.
N. Y. «
^
and an arm in an automobile acci- countrymen in the Philippines on
Williams Banks of the WIP sales
Wednesday night at 11:30, as a part
tree

which was

set

up on Stage

6,

l

CARL
BIXBY

I..

dent a year or so ago, staged a party
for crippled, hospitalized and underprivileged children which will go
down in radio history as the greatest
ever. General Manager Harry Maizlish had provided a 50-foot Christmas

cruise to Cuba.
of
KFFs
international
Yuletide staff sails for a
Robert Elmore will be heard in a
Greetings to the far corners of the
WFIL.
world. Nola Luxford is arranging series of weekly recitals over
sports comW. Fred Ford,
the program.
KEHE now features five daily news mentator, is recuperating in Bryn

HELENA BLUE'S

WCAU

|

handled by five different Mawr Hospital.
Maurice Spector, drummer in Bob
news commentators. First is at 8 a.m.
Golden's band at WCAU, is to be
and the last at 11 p.m.
Berna Deane, KFI contralto, has married on Jan. 2.
Marie Shaeffer returns to the air
moved her Wednesday 15-minute
program from 5:45 to 4:15 p.m. The over WDAS after a long absence.
Vernon Crawford and Anthony
blues stylist is accompanied by Nell
Candelori's band are to be heard on
Larson, pianist.
Martha Tilton, the "Sweetheart of WFIL with a new program called
Swing" with Benny Goodman's or- "Under a Pampas Moon."
Bob Elmer, assistant to Bill Dyer,
chestra, just completed her first movie
%
sports commentator over WCAU, will
short for Columbia Pictures.
It's
his debut as a guest
make
shortly
called "Broker's Follies."
Van Newkirk, special events head soloist on a local program.
periods

CHEERIO
BENAY VENUTA
Station
7» 3» J» 3»

M

JtSt

tf*

WOR
» T^-^J^ ?i.

S£ !£

OF H 0B6y

WPEN's Manning Hall, publicity
Lee, has set the Eastreputation as a
West football game at Kezar Sta- director, has quite a
dium, San Francisco, New Year's caricaturist.

at

NOVELTY STRINGS
An
in

all

a

orchestra

girl

modern,

NOW

style

&
K

York

j£

playing

distinctive

AVAILABLE
FOR

RADIO
HOTELS
THEATRES
New

Circle 7-4124

Sfa

f*5i

Si*

f^'

KHJ-Don

1

I

A series of comedy skits called 8
Day, for Mutual coast-to-coast. Also
"The Janitor," featuring Al Rae and 3
will carry the Vines-Perry tennis
Henry Mason, starts weekly over
matches from here on Jan. 13.
WFIL.

I

oMerry
Qhristmas

! Season's

£

To My

|

The Merry Macs

Greetings

Extend

Friends and Listeners
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"CASTLES OF ROMANCE" 4th YEAR
"LAND OF MAKE-BELIEVE" 3rd YEAR
"TURN BACK THE CLOCK"— 2nd YEAR

^

OVER NBC

8
*

Season's Greetings

All

Their Friends

{fanagetncni

— Harry
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The radio

BILL

IRVIN,

who

under

name Don

industry, although

extolling

constantly

writes

Campaign

Institutional

the

radio advertising, seldom

seals
is

it

virtues

an

Station threw

of

makes use

— with

unusual

program

called "Sealed Request."
its

entire staff into

a night-time production, and, through

Foster as Radio editor
But KSTP, St. Paul- advance station announcements and
of it itself.
is sponsoring a moveMolly McGee (Mari- Minneapolis station, is doing just this, plugs in the KSTP publicity affiliate,
on Jordan) with Christmas good and is now using available daytime the Minneapolis Journal, told listenwishes at Sacred Heart Sanitarium station breaks to plug its own pro- ers that anything would be offered on
in Milwaukee where she is con- grams.
the air that was requested, provided
valescing. Present dope is that she
The announcements, which run the request was mailed and that the
must remain there from four to six
about 30 words, are used to publicize
weeks longer.
envelope contained a Christmas seal.
forthcoming shows, special features,
Band leader Harry Kogen and NBC talent, and even the regular air shows
Upwards of 3,000 requests were reare to part company as result of a of the day.
ceived, with the result that the show,
reshuffle.
Kogen has been penning
planned for one hour, ran two hours
The plan has met with good i eseveral torch ditties and is getting
and a half. Duplication of requests
sponse, not only from listeners, but
movie offers.
saved the station's and staff's necks;
from advertisers, too, who view the
Bill Weaver, NBC page boy bariotherwise they'd be at it still.
plugs
an
extra
service
them.
as
to
warbling
with
some
tone, is doing
However,
the
plugs
are
planned
exKing's Jesters at LaSalle Hotel.
Ben Kanter, one-time jazz band clusively for the listener's benefit.
of Daily Times,
ment to deluge

-

now musical director ofWJJD,
has been admitted to the bar.
Priscilla Holbrook, former
pianist, has joined WJJD.
Bill
Newcomb, cowboy ballad
singer from South Bend, has landed
a WLS contract and will be used on
the Barn Dance show.
Scriptwriter Pete Lund is turning
out his 226th National Barn Dance
show with January performance. He's
been with the show more than four
leader,

WLW

years.

Season's
Greetings

The system was evolved because it KDYL Exploits NBC Symphony
KDYL, Salt Lake City, is mailing
was felt that the ordinary resume got
NBC-prepared personal postinsufficient attention, except from ar- out
dent dialers.

Result of plugs

intermittent

dialers'

cards, bearing picture of

work.

Xmas Mail Promotion

A new way to promote mail was
Jumbled Geography
introduced on WTMJ, Milwaukee, by
New folder from KSFO, San FranEddie Thompson and George Comte,
who conduct "Behind the Mike" for cisco, features two geographically
jumbled maps, with equivalent disNelson Brothers.
They offered to "exchange" Christ- tance, rather than direction, used
mas cards with listeners. To every to drive home story of station's
primary and secondary coverage.
listener sending them a Christmas
Confusing by self -admission, job is
card they send their own. Theirs conprovocative enough to read further.
sists of a government postal with a
mike in the middle and their re- Distant reception testimonials from
Philco dealers at various California
spective pictures on each side, and
points polish off the story.
appropriate verses underneath each
half-tone.

Matinee theater party, arranged
They expect to continue the "ex- with St. Louis Fox Theater, served
change" after the holidays, and will double use recently of testing proand
simply have new verses as captions gram response over Station

KWK

The verses are plugging local movie attraction. Idea
by George Comte, regarded as poet was to learn drawing power of stafor

their

pictures.

of

good
things
at

this

happy
holiday

domestic dramatic strip "Mrs.
O'Brien's
Boarding House."
Two
thousand theater tickets, one to each

time

and

tion's

laureate of the station.

listener,

were

offered

dialers

who

KSTP's Seal-Selling Stunt
wrote in for them. Supply was exSt. Paul— KSTP took over a job for hausted
after mention on a few
itself
this week — selling Christmas programs.

(gratings

WORLD

Theater Party Draws

drawing the most mail of any daily
feature on WTMJ during December.

TED HAMMERSTEIN

a

NBC Sym-

is that
phony and its guest conductors, to
attention
is
grabbed so they come back for more. entire membership of Salt Lake
Civic Music Association, as a promoShort, punchy copy marks the plugs.
tion for the two-hour program heard
Saturday evenings on the Red Net-

Thompson and Comte have been

Wishing
you
and
yours

all

through

FROM

the

AL CORMIER

Infinitely

more dramatic and

New

fascinat-

ing

than fiction are the true stories
surrounding 200,000 cases handled by
the

I
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PAUL WEIRICK

JOHN M. DOLPH
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ADRIAN JAMES FLANTER
"Showmanship in Promotion"
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SPA

SPA members who
full

recently resigned

complement

of

mem-

bership will again be on tap shortly.
The reorganization plan was worked
out by three attorneys representing
the SPA and two factions and members therein. Howard E. Reinheimer,
attorney for Jerome Kern and other
writers who left the SPA fold, is
now on the coast, where he presented
the new plan.

joyous

Mgel

SPA

by-laws considered objectional have been remFeatures of the

|
*

M

1

Reorganization plan of the Song
Writers Protective Ass'n is declared
to have been favorably received by

and that a

edied, including the life-time membership and other clauses. It is expected that any remaining objectionable features or recent actions
of the SPA will be smoothed out in
order to placate all types of writers.

GENNETT
SOUND
EFFECTS

Dec. 20-31: Ohio's
School Radio Festival,

WOSU,

Third Annual High
cooperation with

in

THOMAS

FIDELITY

Wishes

A

Feb.
1938:
International
1,
Telecommunications Conference, arrangements being made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,

|

g

and His Famous Orchestra

DUKE ELLINGTON

14-16:
Feb.
National
Association
of
Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Wil-

M

and His Cotton Club Orchestra

|

and Her Melodears

4-14: World
Radio Convention,
Sydney, Australia.
0. F. Mingay, convention secretary, 30 Carrington St., Sydney.
April

I
M

HUDSON-DeLANGE
Orchestra

June 8-11: National Radio Parts Trade
Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
June
gress

10-15:

Seventh

Radio

of

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

MILTON BERLE

Sorbonne,

RAYMOND SCOTT

Paris.

June

12-15:

America's

Advertising Federation
annual convention, Detroit.

A

all

and His Quintet

of

BERT

Frank Telewski

GEORGE EVANS
'fa

MM

?£ ?£

M M M M MM M JU m wA

and
$

Kenneth W. Howard
INTERNATIONAL

[

RODUCTION STUDIOS

f
S

|
S

New

BRECHER

SHIRLEY LLOYD

TOMMY MACK
BERT SHEFTER
JOE USIFER

Christmas
and best wishes
for the

S.

GORDON

MORTON GOULD

for

|

^

INA RAY HUTTON

Washington.

lard,

3

CAB CALLOWAY

Cairo, Egypt.

greetings

Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year
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Reorganization

Meets With Approval

NBC— CBS— MBS

9
I

Later that year Dolph went to Los Angeles to accept a position with CBS
as Pacific Coast sales manager and another year found him assistant general manager of the CBS Pacific network.

1

WATTERS

I

Service

$ GREETING^!

In 1932 he became manager of WHAT, the 100 watt station of the Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger, but two years later returned to N. W.
Ayer, where until 1936 he directed such shows as Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians. Ford Sunday Evening Hour, the Hal Kemp show and many others.

BY

cAndre ^aruch

Script

agency

WORDS AND MUSIC

1

STIEFEL ENTERPRISES.
1619 Broadway, N. Y.

1926 he joined the N. W. Ayer advertisPioneer owner of a rein Philadelphia as copy writer
ceiving set
and after succeeding to the positions of copy
supervisor and assistant copy chief, resigned in 1931 as service manager of
the company to do free lance writing.

DO MEAN YOU

BILL

H.

|
I
g

In

ing

New York

GREETINGS

SAM

gon, serving in the World War and managing
a wheat ranch, Dolph entered the advertising
business as a partner in a small agency. He
moved to Los Angeles to establish an agency
in the Southland and during this time he
played a season of stock and vaudeville.

8

1
I

MERRY XMAS^S

known as Jack to his friends, and
be known as John M. Dolph, assistant
general manager of the CBS Pacific network,
was born in Portland on Aug. 11, 1895. After
schooling in Portland and New York, a season with a circus, attending university in Ore-

MOHAWK VALLEY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
St.

MERRY SCRIPTS^
^ MERRY PROGRAMS

This lad,

BURT SQUIRES
29 West 57th

in

later to

jj|

1937

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

1911 there was a 16-year-old lad in Portland, Ore.,
who was able to boast the ownership of one of the few workable
sending and receiving sets in the country. A lad who little dreamed
as he sat up night after night tinkering with this rare possession that he
was some day to become an executive in one
of the largest radio networks of the world.
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Inc.

Irving Mills, President
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Bate GMtrttpr
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WNBX,

WTMJ, Milwaukee

Springfield, Vt.

Wengel. manager of the
Fireside Quartet, directed one of the
1.
Jan.
on
Syracuse,
goes to
choirs in WTMJ's elaborate ChristHe will work in an advisory capacity mas music which went through amwith all three Wilder stations, the plifiers on downstown streets.
Fred E. Eriksen, prominent Milother being WJTN.
waukee advertising executive, rea
has
Manager Phil Hoffman
turns to the air Christmas Eve for
Christmas smile on his face. Reason annual airing of his unusual Christis that
had its biggest Novem- mas story of the Northwoods, which
ber billings in history, while De- has become a classic.
Sam Levy's "Sports Spelldown"
cember will be 25 per cent higher.
was again "sold out" for the second
Station is now doing local business performance.
in 46 cities in Vermont and New
Guests this week on Ed ThompHampshire, and boasts 90 per cent son's "Behind the Mike" include
renewals. Both national and local "Aunt Jemima," Bill Carlsen, band
Claus
from
leader,
and
Santa
business has increased.
Schuster's annual "Billie the BrowLansing Lindquist, program direc- nie" program.
Ed Thompson of "Behind the Mike"
tor, has mapped out a good Yuletide
running
from
carillon and Bob Heiss, chief announcer, have
schedule.
chimes to carols and Santa Claus been chosen to judge the finals in
Hotel Schroeder's "Big Apple" conprograms.
test, with Clyde Lucas' band furnishA Merry Christinas
ing the music.
Moore,

chief

engineer,

William

REVieillS

It is a very entertaining quarterhour of sports chatting that Thornton

WNEW

WNBX

Fisher delivers over
at 7-7: 15
p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays. A fluent and genial talker,
with a newspaper background that
helps him materially in the selection of dressing of items, Fisher talks
both authoritatively and interestingly
on baseball, football, tennis and other
sports, past and present. It's one of
the topnotch programs of its kind.

Eddie Garr
Eddie Garr sprang a surprise on
the Vallee Show last Thursday. Suddenly stepping out of his usual role
of ace mimic, Eddie proved himself
a top-flight comic with a new twist
for the air. He did a satire on a
in
program
sidewalk
interview

KDKA,

A Merry

Pittsburgh

Another wedding, making eight

handled five distinctly
different voices, and finished off with
one of his famed musical impersonations.
The turn, written by Frank
Galen and Abe Burrows, was well
received by the studio audience.
he

recent months,

is

just ahead.

It

in

will

combine Paul* G. Sloane, Westinghouse engineer, and Mildred Reuter,

WOKO-WABY, Albany
Harry Goldman

of

AL PE ARCE'S "WATCH THE FUN GO BY"

1

Have

§

1

Afraid You'll

A MERRY
Hope
I

MARIA STUART, Scottish-American soprano, on Herman Neuman's
"Concerts Royaux," Dec. 26 (WNYC,

WOKO's

sales
staff is expected to be appointed sales
manager within the next few days.
Harold E. Smith, g.m., is progressing on the path to health.
Aaron Kellert, commercial manager of
will address Abigail
Lodge of Temple Beth Emeth, Jan. 2

STANLEY HIGH,
Club program. Dec.

on
28

Town
(WNYC,

Hall
1:15

p.m.)

IREENE WICKER, on "Road
Life," Dec. 24

(NBC-Blue, 11:15

to
a.m.,

and NBC-Red, 4:45 p.m.).

ROSETTA DUNCAN

HAM McNAMEE,

in

and GRA"Topsy and Eva,"

Dec. 24 (NBC-Red. 7:30 p.m.).

GROVER WHALEN, on "Hobby
Lobby," Dec. 29 (CBS, 7:15 p.m.).
COLBY CHESTER,

chairman

of

board, and CLARENCE FRANCIS,
president, of General Foods, on Kate
Smith program, tonight (CBS, 8 p.m.)

|

CHRISTMAS
I

OLIVER WAKEFIELD with Bing
Crosby on Paul Whiteman program,
Dec. 31 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)
RUBY KEELER, on Al Jolson
show, Dec. 28 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)
WILL H. HAYS, on "Story of Industry," Dec. 28 (CBS, 4:30 p.m.)
THE KIDOODLERS, on Al Pearce
program, Dec. 28 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
EDWARD G. ROBINSON and BOB
HOPE, on "Your Hollywood Parade,"
Dec. 29 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
GINGER ROGERS and her mother,
Lela Rogers, on Ozzie Nelson, Harriet
Hilliard and Feg Murray program,
Dec. 26 (NBC-Blue, 7:30 p.m.).

1:30 p.m.).

Christinas

secretary to D. F. Dickson.
Manager A. E. Nelson has completed arrangements for the debut
of Maurice Spitalny as musical diWOKO,
A Merry Christmas
rector next month. A special proBarbasol Twice-Weekly
gram to greet him will be aired Jan. on "Behind the Microphone".
Forest Willis, staff announcer, will
The Barbasol show with Arthur 13, with Phil Spitalny bringing his
Godfrey which starts over CBS on all-girl band here for the occasion, replace the late Royden N. (Doc)
Jan. 24 will be heard on Mondays while a third brother, Leopold, and Rand on the two-a-week bowling
and Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m., not Mon- Dave Rubinoff also will come here broadcast. Grenfell Rand takes his
for the occasion.
father's place on the Quik Quizz.
days through Fridays.

I

GUCJT-ING

WSYR,

Thornton Fisher

which
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THAT GOES DOUBLE FOR US

CARL
HOFF
AND

1

W

STATION

I

N D

GARY, IND.
I

THE

TIP-TOP SPOT

ON THE

ORCHESTRA

i

ME TOO—
and a Scrappy

NEW YEAR
ARLENE HARRIS
"THE

HUMAN CHATTER BOX"

AND US—

I

RALPH

L.

ATLASS,

HAL MAKELIN

Sales

president
Manager

MONROE UPTON
WRITER

AND YOUR ANNOUNCER

KEN ROBERTS

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES
201

505

NORTH WELLS STREET — CHICAGO
FIFTH AVENUE — NEW YORK

DIAL"

1
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CINCINNATI
WLW sportscaster,

Bob Newhall,
leaves this week

ST.

1937

23.

LOUIS
KMOX

Pappy Cheshire,

for Florida to spend

hillbilly
chief, is back on the job after a layoff necessitated by overwork.

Kirkendale, manager of WCPO,
New York on a combination
business and pleasure trip.

H. Leslie Atlass in Chicago, visited

the winter.
Bill

off

J.

to

THEATRICAL tradition and the
and promotion departments
grand trouping spirit of Jeanette
of WCKY in Gibson Hotel were offi- MacDonald and Nadine Conner made
Main of- last Sunday's broadcast of Vick's
cially opened yesterday.
fices and studios still in Covington, Open House one of the dramatic
Christmas programs of the season.
across the river.
Absent from the program because of
Elmer Dressman, WCKY publicity
production on her picture, "Girl of
director, is back from a month's
the Golden West," Miss MacDonald
honeymoon in Miami with the former
had looked forward for weeks to
Sidney Christie.
She had
her Christmas broadcast.
A Merry Christmas
conquered a slight illness earlier in
the week, and was heartbroken when
KDYL, Salt Lake City
a sudden and acute attack of ptoS.
S. Fox, manager, distributing maine poisoning made it impossible
'ustomary Christmas gifts to agen- for her to sing.
It was not until
cies, sponsors, staff, etc.
two hours before the actual broadJack Gregson, announcer, laying cast that she would submit to the
At that late hour, a hurried
off with sore throat, which gives him fact.
chance to revisit home town, Spokane. summons was sent Nadine Conner,
Forrest Hobbs,
technician,
pro- who rushed to the studio. With only
a time rehearsal, she went on the
moted to control op.
By Woodbury, new musical direc- air, singing Miss MacDonald's seSales

tor,

is

plotting series of live shows.

Myron Fox debutting

as wrestling

announcer.

connection with the
O.)

program

WHBC

to raise

(Canton,

funds for local

Barbara Perkins, shophound. flies
home in Great Falls, Mont., for

holidays.

Tinny Tigges, emcee, and Tom McClowry, exploiteer, did good work in

assistant to

recently.

Hotel Chase supplies
Christmas party.

locale

KWK

truckloads of foodstuffs.

Ralph

news

stint

deliver

from

Sisson,

the

over

who does a
WSPD, Toledo,

local

for

James D. Shouse was a visitor several days ago from Cincinnati.

Harriet Edwards will head a new
will
15-minute review department for educational-cultural-

daily

WTOL when

latter station de-

buts the middle of next month.

religious programs at KMOX,
ing in cooperation with Jerry
stra,

WGRN

Ted Kimball assigned Mirror Room fire at a theatrical boarding house
emceeing for air show with in Wheeling, W. Va., this week. He
Due to station commitments the
George Kirk and ork.
died in the hospital. His wife and WPA radio series, "Police Honor
Alan Gunderson promoted to chief Hamilton Fincher (Rawhide) were Men," will not be heard over WHN
controlman.
severely burned.
on Wednesday evenings as previousto

KMOX

Van Volkenburg,

Christmas baskets. Station remained
on the air for five hours with proFrance Laux, KMOX chief anfessional and amateur talent, and nouncer,
returned
recently
from
netted about $2,500 in cash plus Texas vacation.

In an effort to get the surrounding
communities to realize the station
was as much a part of their life as
it is to this city,
of Hattiesburg, Miss., is broadcasting by remote
control once weekly from Charleston
City, Miss. The program goes on for
an hour on Sundays, with the city's
chamber of commerce sponsoring and
lections.
furnishing the local talent. Manager
P. K. Ewing Jr., announced the reGundy Rusciolli, cowboy radio en- mote broadcast plan will be carried
tertainer, was fatally burned in a to other cities.

stanza

L.

workHoek-

public affairs head.

A

Merry Christmas

WHBC,
Tom
"Melody

Canton, O.
McClowry is writing
Parade"

for

local

the

Dodge

distributor.

"Vic" Decker, sports announcer
handling the nightly Bond Bread
sports broadcast, laid up
White is pinch-hitting.

A Merry

by

flu.

Ced

Christmas

Return to "Time" Cast

Jeanette Nolan will take her place
before the "March of Time" microphone tonight after a long absence.
Her husband, John Mclntire, who is
convalescing will be heard on the
ly announced. It will be presented show at a later date. Both are also
Line on on the "Calvacade of America" proover
and the
gram.
Saturdays at 5:30 p.m.

WHN

WLW

or
ROB BINS MUSIC CORPORATION
MILLER MUSIC COMPANY, INC.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.

NO.

2.

NEW YORK,

124

IS

MEN

MADE NEWS

session

that

Listeners Exceed

FRANK

had lasted

R.

Installment of a

McNINCH

midnight the
IRNA committee members and President Joseph N. Weber of the AFM
met again early yesterday morning
and agreed upon a final deadline of
Jan. 3.
To date 156 contracts have
been okayed as negotiated between
the individual affiliated station and
the AFM local which has jurisdiction
over its territory. More than 100
other contracts are actually in nego-

•

Moviegoers

Series)

WILLIAM

•

S.

PALEY

Radio

previous

until

(

Fortune Survey Shows

RADIO

IN

DURING 1937

SET AS JAN. 3

(First

After a
the

FIVE CENTS

24, 1937

is

AFM DEADLINE

NOW

DECEMBER

N. Y., FRIDAY.

Top Recreation
WHO
—
—=

Radio
FINAL

Commercial Radio and Television

of

Continued on Page

A Merry

On
posedly
porary

in

sup-

tem- that
loan prexy

era

1

Power

S.

CBS

WilPaley

fifth;

about

said

,

i

ucational par-

chairman to succeed the late

ley in

Anning

such an
impression on

FCC

3)

Christmas

cago

S.

WJBW Action

in

year

the
made

Prall and to
iron out the

Chi-

late

pastime of the

movies com-

reading newspapers, sixth, and

legitimate theater, seventh, according to the eleventh Quarterly Survey
of Public Opinion by the magazine
Fortune and appearing in the January issue of that publication, out
today.
At the same time, Fortune announces the results of its latest poll
of radio favorites, with Jell-O, Major

the business
Commissio n
Frank R. Mc- of broadcastN n c h was ing at the ed-

appointed

1

public, with

ing second, while reading of magazines and books is third; hunting or
fishing,
fourth;
watching
sports,

Somethi n g

from the Fed- liam

State Court Jurisdiction

Upheld

the No.

is

American

(Continued on Page 2)

Congressmen

A Merry

Christmas

Commission, which has who read it that they had the talk inbeen a target for much brick-throw- serted in the
Congressional Record.
that contracts affecting radio stations ing.
In the few months that he has
E. K. JETT APPOINTED
and approved by FCC are subject to been at the helm, the FCC has gone Diary of the live-wire CBS outfit
state courts' jurisdiction, the Supreme through considerable revising, con- also reveals leadership in expansion
Court here returned suit of Southern structively, reflecting the efficiency
ECC CHIEF ENGINEER
and profits, new Hollywood studios
Broadcasting Co. vs. WJBW-owner and quiet but quick action characterstarted, television tower on Chrysler
{Continued on Page 3)
istic of McNinch.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Bldg. and many other items.
A Merry Christmas
Washington
Lt. E. K. Jett has
*
*
*
been appointed chief engineer of the
Parley Actions
•
•
JOHN ELMER • •
FCC, effective Jan. 1, succeeding
• • DAVID SARNOFF • •
Senate
Are Ratified
He was enCommander T. A. M. Craven, who
joying a cornwas recently made a commissioner.
Agreements
Havana (By Cable)
par a t i v e 1 y
Jett has been acting chief engineer
RCA's presreached at the recent Inter-American
serene life as ident, in adsince Craven's promotion.
Radio Conference here have been
owner of dition to exV Merry Christmas
ratified by the Senate.
small - watter ecuting
his
in
A Merry Christmas
multiple dutCBS,
& Rubicam
Bait i m o r e
ies of keep-

New

Orleans

— Reaffirming

opinion

affairs of the

—

Havana

by

—

WCBM

Young

.

John ing the RCA
Elmer was family co-

Then

Gen. Johnson Curtails
Due
ule,

very heavy writing schedGeneral Johnson has found it
to a

down

necessary to cut

the

number

elected president of the

of

ord

i

na

was

NAB,

t

e d

—

AFM

Paid Show

salary

employ
This

was an unruly

a

new cathode

ray

starting Jan. 8.

KMBC

artists

Jimmie McConnell,
bureau head, and

Fran Heyser, production chief, are
handling show, which will include
amateur and professional talent.

is

of the firm for at least a year.
the third consecutive year

CBS has handed out a bonus at
Christmas time.
Young & Rubicam yesterday delivered bonuses to all the staff.

session, but

—

Kansas City A 25-cent admission will be charged to "Brush
Creek Follies," new KMBC weekly
participating show to be staged in
2.200-seat Ivanhoe Masonic Temple

Bonus Parade

today will distribute a week's
to all the personnel in the

Elmer demonstration on a screen 3x4 feet
handled the chair with commendable but still no assurance that commercial
composure and much tolerance.
television is very near.
It

KMBC

CBS

,

kept
busy

and pretty
airings for Grove Laboratories to
immediately an television
the Tuesday and Wednesday periods
his troubles the past year,
Last Monday and Thursat 10 p.m.
day broadcasts will be heard the began. Exigencies compelled him to the chief demeeting to take velopment in
week of Jan. 20. Stack-Goble is the call a special
up a reorganization plan and inci- this end being
agency.
dentally discuss the
situation.

NAB

Join the

Sponsors Gifted
St. Louis. 111.— WTMV

East

16x12

ft.

Television Screen

Expected Soon
London

—Scophony

in

London

Ltd.,

which has

|

Run

"On Broadway"
Extended Four Weeks
of

vertisers

(Continued on Page 6)

General

Foods has extended

the

"On Broadway" contract four weeks,
making the termination date March
24.
Program is heard on NBC-Blue,
Sundays, 3-3:30 p.m.
Bowles has the account.

Benton

&

get

as a Christmas
tion

gram

successfully demonstrated television
on a 6x5-foot screen as well as a
home receiver with pictures 2-feet
square, expects to have a 16xl2-foot
screen available in three months.
Scophony's new "Cinevision", full-

will

sors

tomorrow
publicly

some

gift

in

a

free

adtime

from the

sta-

special

pro-

thanking

all

who have been on

the
Chief

sponsta-

during the year.
Announcer Fred Moegle will handle
the show.
Other Christmas promotion also is being done by
tion

station.

f

Friday,
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to
communications
all
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338

Address
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Phone

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood. Calif.— Ralph VVilk, 6425 Hollywoo
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tinder

the act of
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3,
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Bowes lead

the

tabulation

orite personalities. Benny has
the list for four years.

(Thursday, Dec. 23)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

The surveys by Fortune are conducted in impartial, news-gathering
style by personal interviewing of
5,000 persons, so selected as to age
and sex, geographical distribution and
density of population, and as to their
economic level and relation to their
communities, that they represent the
U. S. faithfully in microcosm. This
is proven by Fortune's accuracy in
the last Presidential election, when
Fortune predicted Roosevelt's total
majority with an error of less than
1
per cent a much closer estimate
than the Gallup survey.
Fortune's January issue also devotes considerable space to Toscanini and his NBC concert series. Surveying the music tastes of the pub-

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B
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Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric
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7V4
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RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

6Vi
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93/4

Warner

Stewart

...

Westinghouse

109
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106V2 1087/8
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135/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
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Hazeltine
Majestic

l'/s

16
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—
+
—
—
.

+
+
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V4

Don't

m

Benny)

.

Major Bowes

12,000 Miles of Xmas
News broadcasts
Seattle — From the American col- Chase & Sanborn
onies in Honolulu, Alaska and Paris
will come the Yuletide greetings of
expatriated citizens in 12,000 miles
a special broadcast
of Christmas,
released on the NBC-KOMO Network at 1-1:30 p.m. PST tomorrow.
Opening in New York, the pro-

almost immediately

will shift
to the U. S. House at University City,
Paris, where a little group of Amer-

they spend Christis

NBC

to

KGU

in Honolulu, where the
Police Glee Club will be
entertaining at a children's party.
The final third of the unique broadcast will be from the experimental
colony at Matanuska Valley, Alaska,
settled by former farmers of the

station

famous

V

Lum and Abner
Texaco (Eddie Cantor)
Lucky Strike Hit Parade
All others

Use

of

Mae

5.8
4.3
4.2
3.5
3.3
3.0
2.5
2.4
2.3
1.9
1.8

42.8

West's

NBC

yesterday issued an order to

mentator.

use the

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.

TO

11

A

M.

ro »•?«

P

M

22.4%

17.3
13.8
11.0
10.4

11.3
8.6
18.1
16.2
8.6
9.3
4.6
2.4
3.2
2.4

23.5
19.2
3.7

5.3
3.7
3.5
2.5

4.4
5.5
3.8
6.1
5.0
3.8
2.6

yesterday

to

Florida

A

Merry Christmas

UP News

7.1
5.9
5.5
5.4
4.6
4.3
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.7
1.9
1.4
1.3

Major Bowes
Bob Burns
Nelson Eddy
Edwin C. Hill
Charlie McCarthy
President Roosevelt
Gracie Allen
Fred Allen

Edgar Bergen
Lum and Abner
Rudy Vallee

key

1.0
.9

36.8

All others

a

10-day

Theaters

for

—

Kansas City According to A. F.
Schliecker of KCMO, United Press is
seeking to stop the outlet from feeding news to the Newman theater on
the ground that

news

UP

theaters

to

plans to

on

stated that

sell

it

officials in

was doubtful

whether a nationwide theater service

was contemplated at this time. Two
trans-Lux movie houses here have
been showing UP news dispatches on
its
screen by means of a special
paper for the past few weeks. TransLux has two out-of-town houses but
does not plan to extend the news
service to these houses for the time

Understood that the news
two houses in this city
more or less an experiment.

being.

service to the

Permitted to Air

Opening

of

is

Congress

NBC

yesterday was granted perby Representative William
B. Bankhead, speaker of the House,
to broadcast the opening of the 78th
Congress on Jan. 3. Airing will start
at 12 noon, over Blue network.

THE

SONGBIRD

OF

SOUTH

THE

mission

KATE
SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR

THURSDAYS
NEW

CBS

NETWORK

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

EQUIPMENT...

.HLI/nll i n. i.
,

^EW PUNCH

its

nationwide
announcers to
a

United Press radio news

New York

Mae West-Charlie McCarthy

incident as a gag. On the Fred Allen show last Wednesday Benny and
Allen got across some remarks about
the show but did not use Miss West's
name. Understood the Legion of Decency phoned a protest to NBC about
Anyway NBC
the Allen program.
is not taking any chances that others
might try to outdo Benny and Allen
and go off the deep end.

for

In Experimental Stage

basis,
with special
handle
the work.
10.7%

Lowell Thomas
Eddie Cantor

Name NBC

The pick-up
be handled through KINY of
Juneau, with Fred Ordway as comAmerican Dust Bowl.

will

its

Women

7.1
6.6

Banned on NBC Networks
all

Men
15.3%

Bing Crosby

Ford Sunday Evening Hour
One Man's Family
Lux Theater
Kraft Music Hall

Amos
Andy
Gang Busters
Fibber McGee and Molly

Total

18.8%

8.7% Jack Benny
Boake Carter
6.9
6.6

(Charlie McCarthy)

Randall, off
vacation.

Fortune survey follows:

FAVORITE PERSONALITY

stations and owned and
operated stations banning Mae West's
name in any script or the use of her
name in connection with any picture.
Network is afraid that others may

10

Detailed tabulation of the results
in the

know

FAVORITE PROGRAM
Jell-0 (Jack

Christmas

mas Day abroad.
From Paris the jump

I

Playing outdoor games
Playing cards and indoor games
Legitimate theater

Asked

6Vi

how

:

All others

Bid

icans will tell

I

Reading magazines and books
Hunting or fishing
Watching sporting events
Reading newspapers

OVER THE COUNTER

gram

|

Listening to the radio
Going to the movies

1

1

Stromberg Carlson

A Merry

i

146

17
17

17'/8

Chg.

Close

Goinc

and

•

FAVORITE RECREATION

Net
High Low
146
148

I

topped

—

FINANCIAL

\

fav-

of

cominG

1)

Fortune finds that 42.5 per cent
prefer popular music, while only 21.5
per cent prefer classic, and 31.3 per
WILBUR EVANS, baritone vocalist on Vick's
cent like both, while 4.7 per cent "Open House" trained out this week from Los
Angeles
for a concert engagement in Pittsburgh.
care for neither and 60.1 per cent
Evans returns to the show next month, and
never heard of Toscanini.
John Charles Thomas will be heard on the
Fortune finds that 88.1 per cent of program in his stead next Sunday.
This is
all U. S. homes have radios.
FRANK FALKNOR, CBS chief engineer in
higher than the latest Gallup figures, Chicago, has returned to that city from New
York for the holidays, but returns east in
which give only 77 per cent.
about 10 days.
Another question put by Fortune
KELLY SMITH, head of Radio Sales Inc.,
in its survey pertained to the ad
Chicago, is in New York.
vertising matter in radio programs,
IRENE RICH is in New York from Hollywood
with 38.1 per cent replying that they
to spend Christmas with her family.
She will
were not annoyed, while only 15.1 broadcast her next Sunday program from Radio
per cent said they were annoyed by City and the Jan. 2 show from Chicago, returning to Hollywood for her Jan. 9 appearance.
all commercial talks and 44.7 per cent
JIMMY LUNCEFORD arrived in New York
by some.
Commenting on the huge following yesterday from Pittsburgh and Hollywood.
WILLIAM H. GREEN, press representative
of radio news commentators, as comadvance man for Dave Rubinoff, left New
pared to the smaller number of news- and
York last night for Detroit to spend Christmas
paper readers, Fortune says that "this with his folks, after which he will continue
has significant bearing upon journal- toward middle-west in connection with personal appearances booked for Rubinoff.
ism, for it seems to mean that world
WALTER MOORE, ex-NBCite, stopped over in
news edited by the town criers of
town yesterday en route home for Christmas.
the air has a much readier acceptance
LEONARD BRADDOCK, secretary to Wayne
than news in cold print."
lie,

,

:
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RADIO TOP RECREATION, FORTUNE SURVEY
Bowes, news broadcasts, Chase &
Sanborn, Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Price 5 Cts.
Fri., Dec. 24, 1937
Vol. 2, No. 124
and "One Man's Family" heading the
Publisher list of most popular programs, in the
JOHN W. ALICOATE
order named, while Jack Benny,
Editor Boake Carter, Lowell Thomas, Eddie
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager Cantor,
MARVIN KIRSCH
Bing Crosby and Major
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Deadline

Now

Set

As
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NEW PCOeCAMS-ICEAX

Jan. 3

.

Merry Christmas

asks

.

.

what they want for Christmas.
to draw the children

He manages

AGENCIES
FRANK PRESBREY
appointed

CO. has been
handle radio account
W. Allen Co., Detroit, for

A Merry

Christmas

A

—

Gov. Henry Horner of
Chicago
has reserved time on WBBM,

and a special

to

broadcast

a

Merry Christmas

Illinois

net-

special
Jan. 1.

New

Cincinnati

—Vee

Lawnhurst

ied

their parents
which of
an ideal setup for the sale

by

.

course

.

of toys.
And although the commercial merely announces briefly
that the broadcast has originated in
the toy department of MontgomeryWard, orders for toys are even being
sent to Santa, in care of KVI.

WJBW

Shawnee, Okla.— Ross Porter, manKGFF and president of the
Oklahoma network, was married a
few days ago in Ft. Smith, Ark., to
Elizabeth McCord Bradford, Shawnee.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter are now on a
wedding trip in the east and will
return to
New Year.

is

Shawnee soon

1939.

A Merry

opinions.

had

Cage

ruled

twice,
despite
opinion,
that
he
lacked jurisdiction which belonged
to FCC.
Southern is asking injunctions to compel Carlson to adhere
to alleged contracts, FCC approved,
giving it operation of WJBW.

Supreme

Court

A

Merry Christmas

Gross Opens Office

Phil

Phil Gross, former dramatic producer for the Federal Theater, has
opened his own Broadway offices.
Prior to going with the WPA organization, Gross operated a summer resort booking agency and was the
first to produce plays from the pens
of Moss Hart and Eddie Eliscu.
Gross intends specializing in talent
for advertising agencies in connection with radio.
Merry Christmas

O'Haire May Air Games
Albany Gene O'Haire is understood to have the inside track as

—

the

sportscaster

Mills.

O'Haire is now doing a series of
five-minute programs of scrambled
for Peter Schuythe history over

WOKO

Comedian
"Eddie Garr scored with

his

impersonations

December 24
Lucrezia Bori
Tony Labriola (Oswald)

December 25
Bob Ripley
Cab Calloway
Gladys Swarthout
Josef Stopak
Tony Wons

Chicago

— Musebeck

for

BEN GROSS
Daily News.

"Eddie Garr was very good on the Vallee Hour."

DINTY DOYLE
N. Y. Journal-American.

"Eddie Garr sprang a surprise on the Vallee show last
Thursday. Eddie proved himself a top-flight comic with
twist for the air."

Shoe

Co.,

Dan-

111.,

ries for

WJR,

broadcast to

Detroit, for a
run one year.

weekly
Series

produced by Radio Features division of Standard Radio, the deal beis

by the local office of
and the Henry Sehl ad-

ing negotiated

Standard

vertising agency.

Daily

Year

has signed the "Donald
Novis Sings" transcribed program seville,

on the

Valley Hour."

Ritclio

Shoe Co. on WJR

Greetings from Radio Daily

the 1938
for General

air

to

Albany baseball games

ler cigars.

new

2nd Weeh

Judge

proceed with case on
its merits unless he had objections
other than those voiced in previous

EDDIE GARR

a

Christmas

1)

instructing

FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
FOR YOUR NEXT RADIO PROGRAM

the

extension of Nelson's contract, making his sixth year for the Bakers,
carries the program
through the

after

Action

to

A

ager of

be signed
through the Ralph H. Jones Co. agency for guest appearances in "Linda's

Spring of

.

is

The

B

Hugh Cage

mom

latest radio personality to

Day message on
First Love" disk series for Kroger
Governor will speak from Spring- Grocery & Baking Co. Program is
field.
spotted five times weekly on 23 midA Merry Christmas
west stations, and Miss Lawnhurst
becomes a member of the cast for
Sylvia Froos Booked
the week of Jan. 3.
Sylvia Froos has been booked for
A Merry Christmas
one week in the Earle Theater,
Dec.
31.
beginning
Philadelphia,
Ozzie Nelson's Sixth Year
Henry Frankel, WOR Artist Bureau,
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra have
handled the deal.
been signed for their sixth consecutive year for the same sponsor on
the Sunday night Bakers' Broadcast
over NBC-Blue network. The new
Year's

Santa. One enterprising lad phoned
the studio himself (unknown to his
parents) and asked that Santa tell
his
'n' pop over the air how
good he had been all year!
Hundreds of children crowd the
store every day, usually accompan-

Lawnhurst on Kroger Disks

Illinois

work

—

dozens of letters come in mostly
from parents requesting that their
children's names be broadcast by

Carlson,

Ross Porter Married

—

Gov. Horner on Air

KMOX

Charles
out so that listeners feel something
of their naive faith in Santa and
High
the program has real appeal.
point of a recent broadcast was when
one little tot trustingly asked for a
baby brother for Christmas!
Although no bid is made for mail,

More Christmas Cheer

to

Chicago Zenith Radio Corp., which
Mark
2-Drop Hand Lotion. A spot cam- distributed a bonus a month ago to
paign will be instituted early next all employes, passed out another one
this week titled Loyalty Bonus.
year according to present plans.
Stewart-Warner-Alemite yesterday
"TINY" RUFFNER is back at his
Ruthrauff & Ryan vice-presidential distributed a bonus of one week's
desk in Hollywood after his trip to salary to all employes with the firm
New York to confer with agency a year and in addition a management
bonus to all executives.
heads.
McCann - Erickson agency distribPAT WEAVER, Young & Rubicam uted a fortnight's pay to all emradio director in Hollywood, trained
ployes as a Christmas bonus at a
out this week for home office huddles special party.
in New York. Due back Jan. 1 with
NBC gives a Christmas party toO'Keefe
Walter O'Keefe in tow.
day for employes, wives and chilbows on the Packard show of Jan. 4. dren, with gifts for all.
for

in

(Continued from Page

or,

A

Upheld

1)

having already been
Provides Santa for Sponsor
signed by one side or the other and
held in escrow, have been found to
A radio station plays Santa Claus!
be subject to adjustment.
That's what it amounts to, at least,
Communication to the IRNA affilfor KVI of Seattle-Tacoma provides
read
Mutual
and
iates of NBC, CBS
the Santa for a daily remote control
as follows:
program from a local department
"All but a few dozen affiliates have
store.
either signed contracts with musiFor the past five years at Christcian locals or are now actively
negotiating and contracts practically mas time, Montgomery-Ward in Ta:oma has featured a daily 15-minute
assured.
"Owing to the Holiday season, it program at the store with Santa Claus
impossible to expect completion interviewing kiddies. During all that
is
In fairness to the vast time, Elvin Evans, crack KVI salesthis week.
majority of affiliates who are showing man who sold them the program,
good faith, Weber has agreed, at the has played Santa. The part was inrequest of the committee, to close tended to be temporary, but Evans
this matter finally on Jan. 3, 1938. was so successful that each year the
"Please cooperate by completing store has asked him to repeat. Now
contracts before that date if not yet he recognizes many of the youngremarks on their
closed." Wire is signed by Samuel sters coming in
growth since last year (which goes
R. Rosenbaum and E. J. Gough.
over big with visiting parents) and
tiation

State Court Jurisdiction

New York Paramount
Radio Authors

ABE BURROWS

FRANK GALEN
Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

INC.

.

4
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PROGRom Reviews
AMPARO

ITURBI, with Philhar-

monic-Symphony Orchestra, Dec.
(NBC-Blue,
for

Substituting

p.m.).

3

Guiomar Novaes, who

is ill.

GRISHA GOLUBOFF.

blind accordi-

on Robert L. Ripley program.

onist,

(NBC-Red,

Dec. 25

8 p.m.).

quartet, reon Anice Ives "Ev-

(WMCA.

today

11:15 a.m.).

and DAVID
RUBINOFF, on Chase & Sanborn
Hour, Dec. 26 (NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).

MARY PICKFORD
DAVID RUBINOFF,

tor

Dec.

program.

on Eddie Can(CBS. 8:30

29

p.m.).

•

•

•

something

Here's

"Once

of

from Ascap as the

51,250

JOY HODGES,
(WMCA,

on Jack Eigen's
tonight
Newsreel",

6:45

p.m.).

grand

Green?.

of

Rhodes

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER,
2

on
(CBS.

NEW
WMCA, New

for

a

and

co-

check

ior

songwriter
stocking

—a

tune .... Buddy

hit

is

originally wrote the tune but

an Ascap member. Isn't that
wake up tomorrow and find a

isn't

will

went

to

see the

Wm.

would be swell

Esty agency about writing the Jack Oakie

show

both lacks .... Didn't see what you meant about

for

—

it

Hy

Kantor, mid-west rep. for Chappell, getting married yesterday to Lorraine

the

What

portion of this letter

first

that

I

now? .... In
Did you know

could they possibly want

mentioned Jack Robbins.

me a FIVE-year exclusive contract to publish all
Hal Roach pictures as a Xmas gift? .... Yesterday I gave Belle

he received from
for

Baker a contract

to

Ad-

Holders

Council, "The Insurance Counsellor",
through Everite Advertising Agency; I. J.
Fox. announcements, through Schillin AdverRokeach & Sons, "The
I.
Corp.;
tising
Voice of Jerusalem," through Advertisers
Pray For Me Church
You
Co.;
Broadcasting
Rosa Artimus Horn
Harlem, "Elder
in
Revival Meeting."
visory

open

at

Paradise Dec. 28 ... Joe Rines will be

the

.

Why?

• Did you know that in the recent Salvation Army Xmas
•
•
fund campaign over at WCBS, Springfield, III., the station is cooperating by means of a unique public address system over which
"Charlie" speaks and answers the questions of the people and encourages them to make their donations in the kettle ... ."Charlie"
was given away free the other day with the compliments of the
station .... After announcing a party for the girls only at KDKA,
Pittsburgh, plans were altered and today the entire staff partakes in
a special buffet supper.

KGO,
"Strange

San Francisco: Union
As It Seems," ETs.

Pacific R.

through Presba, Fellers
Paper Co., spots, through

&

Presba;

Scott

son Co.; Carter Products, Inc.. ETs, through

McCann-Erickson.

WNBX,
Mangan,

Gudes Pepto
Vt.
Morse-International,
:

Burr & Co., announcements,
Remington Agency; Gregg
through James Fay
announcements,
& Son,
Associates; Ballantine Ale, sports programs,
announceCow-Kare,
through Hays Agency,
ments, through Hays Agency; Ford, Sunday
Evening Hour.
Inc.;

C.

through

WBT,
Co.,

•

•

•

B.

Charlotte:

Benjamin

A Merrj Christmas

and his Rhythm Rangers,
and "Western" singers and
instrumentalists, have been invited
to Hollywood by Republic Picture

Dave

"hillbilly"

studios to make a screen test for
a movie starring Gene Autry. The
invitation was predicated on a transcribed audition sent to Hollywood.
They will leave for the coast Jan. 2.
Members of the group include four
boys and a girl.

Hiram Higsby, well-known "rube"
character and emcee on "Mid-South
Dinner Time" program, likes Memphis so well after only five months'
residence that he has bought a home
and expects to remain permanently.

I

over NBC-Blue at 3-3: 15 p.m. yesterday. Miss Linda is adept at both
popular and classic pieces.

As was

to be expected, the visit
Jack Benny to the Fred Allen
program Wednesday night over NBCRed turned out hilariously. Allen
also had other swell items on this
show.

of

V

Christmas

Merr.v

FCC ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

WHK,

Cleveland:
Special
experimental
authorization
to
operate
facsimile
station.
1-6

a.m.,

1

KOCA,
license
to

KW.

Kilgore, Tex.: Vol. assignment of
Oil Capital Broadcasting Ass'n
Capital Broadcasting Association.

from

Oil

APPLICATION RETURNED
Kammeraad-Smith Broadcasting Co., HolMich. CP for new station. 1200 kc,

in

band

— splitting

asking that

Spitzers,

giving him

of

Links.

I

a few nice

gifts?

Lyman? .... No
men
But what can I do

this year.

Why

don't

who

and Kate Rand sent

of the finer

you speak

Bregmans and Rocco Voccos about him?

ing card Mickey Alpert

into

the music with

give Davie Kent, one

business employment situation at their finger

swell people

A Merry Christmas

hear from you regarding Noble Sissle going

songplugging business, a better deal

outside

to

the

They have

the

tips .... That's
this

a very amus-

year .... Another coupla

deserve a break.

A Merry Christmas
•

•

And now,

•

let's

get back to

your own requests: True, 'tis
is in the air. Everyone

the day before Christmas and a friendly spirit
is

WMPS, Memphis

this

the French Casino with his

Moore Paint

program.

What's

doubt you're sincere

R.

Wm.

piano music will get
enjoyment from the work
of Rosa Linda, young pianist who
started a weekly Thursday program
of

real

100 watts, specified.

in the

Springfield,
spots, through

Lovers

some

A Merry Christmas

Walter Thomp-

J.

Briefly

land,

R.,

Milwaukee: Olson Rug Co., news,

WTMJ.

—

her silk stocking ....

in

A Merry Christmas

BUSINESS
Policy

his

Whereas Patti Chapin, Richard
Maxwell, Doris Kerr and Ray Heatherton, will discover a release from CBS
bounds .... I agree with you regarding Jackie Osterman, who yesterday

contract from

Christmas

York:

who

given a party at Leon & Eddie's Sunday.

5 p.m.).

in

award

quarterly

.Doris

.

.

CBS

Green,

find

will

wouldn't share in this prize since he

music

'Magazine of the Air," Jan.

A Merry

Buddy

that

a While,"

in

Teatom, the pro ad model.

'Broadway

Santa Claus!

(Continued)

composer

A very amiable afternoon entertainment
is
the
"King Arthur's
Court" over
on Tuesday
through Saturday at 2-2:30 p.m. It's
a somewhat easy-going melange of
vocal and instrumental rhythm, unforced and easy to take. Douglas
Arthur is the emcee, with Johnny
McKeever, Libby Hall and Slim
Gaillard as soloists, while Jimmy
Rich officiates at the organ though
he was reported indisposed on yesterday's program.

WNEW

FROM

Letter

sending $625 to Mike Slowitzky in Pa.,

FOUR MUSKETEERS,
peat engagement
ery woman's Hour,"

A

14-year-old

violin prodigy, on George Jessel's
"30 Minutes to Hollywood," Dec. 26
(Mutual. 6 p.m.)

PHIL GOLDFARB,

"King Arthur's Court"

26

greeting his neighbor and there's a spirit of giving all around.

One day in 364 where "Love Thy Neighbor" coincides with "Meet
Thy Neighbor" ... .Why should people place a price-tag on business
relationships and personal feelings? ... .Why can't they be civil, de."Peace
year 'round instead of just this day?
On Earth Good Will Toward Man" is ringing throughout the universe tonite. Just think how grand 'twould be in this business if
Mr. Joe Doakes wanted to see Mr. Joe Executive, say in Feb., because
cent and trusting

all

.

.

.

—

—

—

he had a great idea and the latter would open his doors pronto to
the former just because the idea might be great not because Joe
Doakes might have a gift in his hand for Mr. Executive today ....
Bear that in mind. It's more valuable than a dozen neckties!. .Life

—

—

.

is

so short.

Let's

when
KRINGLE.

present

it

make
got

it

sweet, too

Ted Healy"

.

..

"Heaven got a swell
.Yours until next year,

.

Xmas
KRIS

WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Kenneth Williams, announcer, has
resigned and plans to go to the coast
after the first of the year.
Staff presented Donald Burton, station owner, with a film viewer for

Christmas.
E.
Pierre deMiller, news editor,
busy writing a special Yuletide opus.
Henry Hank Marks, announcer,
now known as Cactus Pete and listeners are calling station to "wow"
the program.
Earl Kirk, auditor, preparing for
his
Second Annual All - Request

Christmas program.
Bill Craig, commercial manager,
hopes to hold housewarming after

New

Year's.
Fidler,

Jimmy

weatherman, leaves

for Indianapolis tomorrow to attend
the sectional meeting of the American Meteorological Society.

A Merry

CBS

Christmas

Signs Doris Rhodes

Doris Rhodes, singer, has been
signed to a management contract

by Columbia Artists Inc. She will
join the "Buddy Clark Entertains"
Miss Rhodes
series next Monday.
has been heard over the networks
with Rudy Vallee, Milton Berle and
others.

Friday.

December

24. 1937

Talks Self Out of Jail Over

broadcast

the

of

New

on NBC's Red and Blue

networks will be the music of Al
Donahue and his orchestra which
Towill be presented at 12:01 a.m.
gether with Durelle Alexander, the
String Choir and Male Glee Club,
Donahue will present a "Cavalcade

Song

of 1937

— KELD added

to its list of

had tried many times, without success, to get this Negro to
In interviewing this Negro,
confess to the burglaries he had committed.
Fletcher Bolls, manager of KELD, who acted as emcee and interviewer, succeeded in getting the Negro confused a bit due to the fact that this was his
first time to broadcast, and very successfully made the Negro confess to the
burglaries he had committed. After the broadcast the prosecuting attorney
took special pains to thank members of KELD for the good job they did in
getting this confession from the Negro. The microphone was placed on the
fourth floor of the Union County Court House in the hall just outside
did their broadcasting from the inside
the bars and the prisoners
looking out.

sheriff's office

Hits."

Cab Calloway and his Orchestra
have recorded the two hit songs from
the forthcoming Mae West film on
Vocalion Records, including the numbers, "Jubilee" and the title song of
the picture, "Everyday's a Holiday."
Calloway does the vocal scatting in
both selections.

PCCHCTICN

KELD

unusual broadcasts and capped
the climax recently by broadcasting from the Negro section of the Union
County Jail. To begin the broadcast, an invocation was rendered by a
Negro preacher who did a good job of preaching himself out of jail. The
prosecuting attorney announced after listening to the broadcast that he was
firmly convinced this Negro preacher was innocent.
A Negro quartet then
furnished a musical program by singing a group of sacred songs.
The
high spot of the program clearly demonstrated the rather uncanny power
of the microphone as one Negro, who had tangled with the law a number
of times before, had been caught the week previous to the broadcast with a
house full of stolen goods. The prosecuting attorney's office and the
El Dorado. Ark.

MUSIC
first
THE
Year

5

RADIO DAILY

The Metropolitan Angle

A

brochure

Angle,"
Advertising
advantages
concentrated

SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

Inc., sets forth the
specialization in a

of

market.

for such concentration are not intended to reflect on
network advertising, however, it is
pointed out by Norman Lessin, director of the agency's radio department. On the contrary, he says, one
of the main points in "The Metropolitan Angle" is predicated upon the

opportunity afforded a national advertiser

interested in radio to test
the program in the Met area and
reap substantial benefits at the same
time before risking the expense of
broadcasting
nationally.
Without

—

—

in

WOR

Co.

out

The arguments

such a
Jerry Livingston and his band are
from
now being heard over
Laurel-in-the-Pines, N. J., taking the
place of Howard Wood.

"The Metropoliby Glickman

titled

put

tan

chances would be slim,
aforementioned

test,

many

cases, of the

advertisers

trying

the

networks

at

all.

Janet Baird, NBC interviewer, will
Agnes McCabe, former secretary
As a case in point is Glickman's
to Jim Aull KYW's press chief, is air an interview with Vicki Baum, Adam Hat account, for
many years
novelist, the night of Jan. 8.
now traffic manager of the station.
a sponsor of local sports programs,
KGO and the Coast Blue web loses now taking its "tried and tested" boxLeighton Noble, heard from the
Arcadia Restaurant via WIP remote, "Meet Your Neighbor" show when it ing broadcasts over the NBC-Blue
Jan. 7.
Sponsored by Local network.
is scheduled to desert the airlanes fades

Will
Hudson has completed a
unique composition titled, "Definition
of Swing," which was recorded by

Loan Co.
Hudson-DeLange Orchestra this this fall to make a picture.
A Merry Christmas
Don Logan, rewrite man on OakA mixed quartet makes its bow
week for Brunswick on a studio date
land
of
Polly
Willis,
"Post-Enquirer,"
over
WFIL,
made
up
succeeds
Bill
WBT
Five
Minutes Earlier
trumtorrid
Novak,
on which Rudy
Johnson,
Jack
Steck,
and Holmes as radio editor of the sheet.
Charlotte To take care of the new
peter who was discovered in one of Clint
Holmes now writing on NBC.
Beeman program, "Your Neighbors
Manhattan's dime - a - dance halls, Florence Benden.
Two new Sunday shows via KGO From Around The Corner," on the
Jack Hutchinson, baritone, is now
makes his debut.
the

—

—

have been originated by NBC Beryl Musical Clock, WBT is now winging
Cameron, songstress, and the Four on the air at 6:25 a.m. instead of
Pages Male Quartet on a 3:30 spot, 6:30.
and Ernest Gill's Concert orchestra
at 3:45 p.m.
Three Cheers, vocal
male trio, also spanning the nation
Helen Kiley, former secretary to on Mondays now
at 4: 15 p.m.
Bob Murray Arnold of WIP, has been
Marcel Willeman. KROW newscastdial promoted to receptionist, with Lor- er, replaced by Guy St.
Clair, former

being spotted on WDAS.
Warren Schutt in "Looking over
spend the holidays before starting Books" is heard weekly over KYW.
Nancy Hill is appearing in a series
his forthcoming concert tour at Denof mystery dramas on WFIL.
ver Jan. 15.

Dave Rubinoff

is

in

Hollywood

to

IMPROVE

A "Toytown Band" will be
Stanley's novel Yule offering to
twisters tonight on the WOR-Mutual
"Pat Barnes Opera." Toy trumpets,
saxes, violins, etc., will replace the
regular instruments of Stanley's augmented band during the special holi-

raine Riley taking her place.
Bill Dyer,
sports commentator, takes on job of giving play
by play description of college basket-

WCAU

ball

day show.
Joe Rines will be honored by radio
including Graham McNamee and Sheila Barrett at a party
given by Leon & Eddie after Rines'
"Time of Your Life" broadcast SunThis Sunday's proday evening.

NBC

conclude this
March, when

will
until

series
will
it

on
be

A Merry Christmas

Party for Hersholt
Robert S. Gill, president of Chesebrough Manufacturing Co. (Vase- wood following
Warners.
will give a cocktail party on at

second

screen

Park Lane for Jean
A Merry Christmas
Hersholt, screen and radio star, who
appears in the Sunday "Dr. ChrisSeattle Friendship Frolic
Hersholt is in
tian" series on CBS.
Seattle
The
city
of
Juneau,
the east for a vacation and will air
Alaska, over 1,000 miles from here,
his next two programs from here.
at the

—

will again be saluted Christmas Day
via the "Seattle Friendship Frolic"
which made quite a hit last year.
The all-day program will be heard

MANAGER WANTED

1,000,000 shopping area
5,000

WATT CHAIN

STATION

Box A-122,

Daily

Write
1501

Broadway

Radio

New

WMPS

York City
I

——

test

line),

SALES

Hutchinson,
former
coast program mgr. for NBC, will
manage the newly-created NBC teleH.

—

resumed.

Monday

Thomas

for Wille-

WFIL's hostess Ruth Allenben sur- vision program department in Radio
prised the folks by getting married. City. John Gihon, ex-continuity edMajor Coulson starts a new pro- itor for NBC, will be his assistant.
Sperry's "Daytime Special," heard
gram over WCAU called "Current
five times in the p.m. via KPO and
Events Forum".
WIP and American Communica- the Pacific Red web, moves up an
hour to a 1:30 spot Jan. 3.
tions Ass'n have come to terms on
A Merry Christmas
an agreement covering engineers.
Salary increases and 44-hour week
Joe Towner to
are included.
Memphis Joe Towner, for the past
Larry Vincent, the Tell sisters and two years located at WNOX, ScrippsBert Balus start a new thrice weekly Howard Radio station in Knoxville,
series on WCAU.
now doing publicity and promotion
Gale Page flew back from Holly- with WMPS here.

celebrities

gram

games.

newsman, who bowed out
man some months ago.

over KINY, the Edwin A. Kraft station in Juneau, and will include
music, comedy, speeches, etc., in a
combination
entertainment
and
Chamber of Commerce good-will
promotion.

YOUR SUNDAY STANDARDS
with the SUNDAY PLAYERS

T
Open

campaign

1938

a

better

for

Sabbath programs with the true story

Adam and

of the

OF MAN"

"THE FALL
and

beautifully

Eve incident

drama-

reverently

by this world-famous

tized

Oberamniergau of the

air

—

I

BARRY
Mckinley

Samples

IN

You can

"CHEVROLET

ROMANTIC RHYTHM"
SUNDAY

6:30-7 P.M. EST

WABC-CBS Network

shipped

refundable,

easily

Sunday

$4.00

C.O.D.,

on receipt of wire.

in

make the

the

New

first

Year

MERTENS AND PRICE
1240
Los
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Angeles

Main

—

Street

California
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STATION-STUDIO
and

NEW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

December

DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Telev

WAVE

Engineers Build
Miniature Transmitter

N

Radio

—A

new midget
Louisville, Ky.
transmitter, so small that it can be

Television

by WAVE'S chief engineer,
Wilbur Hudson and designing engineer Jack Starks. It measures 4% x 4
x2 inches, weighs two pounds, and
has a power output of one-tenth of
built

2,t02,670

— Wave

Telephone
2,102,760
Stilwell,

Translation System.
York, N. Y., assignor
Laboratories, Inc.

New

Black,

S.

— Photoelectric

Plainfield,

—

one watt, or about one-five-hundredth New Rochelle, N. Y.,
of the rating of an ordinary electric ments to Revelation

—

lamp.

Completion of the unit was celebrated with quite a bit of ceremony
by manager Nate Lord, the engineers,
George Patterson, program director,
and Burt Blackwell, news commenThe station chose a former
tator.
Hollywood actress' appearance in the
city with a miniature castle to introduce the invention to the public.

Among

WAVE

in downtown Louisville. Preliminary
tests have fixed the present range at
above one-half mile.
The engineers explained that while
the pack transmitter is novel it also
fills
a need in the radio business.
It can be speedily set up in any
location and can be taken into quarters where the stringing of wires

large microphone and complicated set would not be possible.
to

a

A Merry

Christmas

ft. Television Screen
Expected Soon in London

16x12

(Continued from Page 1)
is said to have advantages over the Baird system,
which Gaumont-British Film Corp.

sized television,

Scophony
installing in theaters.
equipment doesn't require the expensive cathode ray tube, and it is
is

claimed sets will
at $50 to $75.
Baird's
size to

new

8x6

soon be available

screen

George

Tube.
J.,

Bell

assignor

to

B.
Bell

Inc.

Memphis— New

Tube.
Samuel Ruben,
assignor by mesne assignPatents Holding Co.

— Radio

Receiving System
Levy, New York.

2,102,904
planes.

Sol

2,102,951

J.

— Generation

Oscillations.

of

Electric

Edmund Hackenberg,

lottenburg,
Germany,
Aktiengesellschaft.

assignor

to

Aero-

for

Relaxation
Berlin-Char-

Lorenz

C.

IIMtl

I

S

Inc.
and

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS
WEST 49th STREET

244-250

New York

City

Til.

Circle

6-5470-1

— Means

2,103,090
ing

Poland,

2,103,097

— Power

Supply

—
2,103,159—

Plebanski,

System

Receivers.
Benjamin Singer,
signor to Hazeltine Corp.

2,103,135
Radio
drews, Chicago.

Tulsa, Okla.

—A

new and

different

Bronx,

Receiver.

for

N.

Edward

War-

G.

handling

equipment,
a

picture

capable

of

equaling

in

Signal
Y., asF.

An-

—

Chicago
National Radio Parts
Trade show will be held here June
to

Ken Hathaway, managing

S.

N. Shure

A

director.

is president.
Merry Christmas

New Mike Catalog
a newspaper halftone, has
Los Angeles Universal Microphone
been designed and patented by Fred
Co., Inglewood, has issued its 1938
Ragsdale of this city. After six years
trade catalogue of microphones and
of experiment he expects to com- accessories, recording machines and
plete his work within the next year. blank discs, in looseleaf form.
clarity

studios

—

WMPS

Birge

—

Y.
Nathan R.
Birge, assistant to the president of
the General Electric Company since
1927, has been elected a vice-president of the Company, it has been

N.

announced
by President Gerard
Swope. He will remain in Schenectady. Mr. Birge entered the employ
of General Electric in 1900, following
his graduation from Worcester Polytechnic Institute with the degree of
B.S. in electrical engineering.

A Merry

Christmas

Wallace Heads Engineer Club
Seattle— James Wallace, Chief Engineer of KVI, Seattle-Tacoma, has
been elected president of the Tacoma
Engineer's Club for 1938. For the
past year, Wallace has been chairman of the Seattle Section of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.

A

Merry Christmas

Remodel

BOSTON

of

Christmas

E. Elects

Schenectady,

type of television broadcasting and 8-11 at the Stevens Hotel, according
receiving

n

Studios

A Merry

and Method of Generat-

for

Currents.
Josef
assignor to RCA.

Electrical

saw,

o

i

station most modern studio facilities
in the South. New studios will be
located on ground floor of Columbian
Mutual Tower enabling passersby to
look in at program in progress.

2,103,079— Wave Signaling System. John K.
Johnson, Rye, N. Y., assignor to Hazeltine Corp.

Radio Parts Show

WICC

New Haven —With new studios of
WICC scheduled to open here Janu-

LOUISVILLE

George Kuhn, general manager ary 1, work has started on remodelA daughter was born to Alice
O'Leary and Adrian O'Brien. Both WGRC, will hold open house New ing of the outside building.
mother and father are heard over Year's Eve at his station, inviting
Yankee network airwaves.
friends and guests.
Collette Lyons, just returned from
Foster Brooks, WHAS announcer,
a London engagement, is spending in a popularity contest conducted by
the Christmas holidays with her sis- Bill Bryan, radio columnist of the
ter in Dorchester.
Meador
Times, took first place.
Pen Rad Oil Company are sponsor- Lowrey was selected as most popular
ing the telegraphic play-by-play de- news commentator.
scriptions
of
the
Bruins hockey
Much enthusiasm around WGRC
games over WAAB.
Frank Ryan
about a new negro quartet, discovcontinues to do excellent job of
ered singing in a local church. Will
hockeycasting.
make their air debut Christmas Day.
.
we pick up work
Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey are
playing the RKO-Boston Theater for
A Merry Christmas
quickly
a week.
A Merry Christmas
CITY

EMERGENCY-

.

KANSAS

Albert Jacobson

NEW ORLEANS

Leader on

WWL

ROSS,

Emissive Electrode. George
Ohio, assignor to

East Cleveland,
Electric Co.

Designs Tele Equipment

has increased

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

— Electron

Inman,

Electric
Discharge
Device.
Kenneth H. Kingdon, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
to General
Electric Co.

—

feet.

Formerly

2,103,033
E.

2,103,022 Gaseous Discharge Tube. Alexander
Senauke. New York, assignor to Hazeltine Corp.

Radio row went Christmassy with
<

—

2,103,031
Electric Gaseous Discharge Device.
Ted.
E.
Foulke,
Nutley, N. J., assignor to
General Electric Vapor Lamp Co.

General

2,102,779 Thermionic Amplifier.
George L.
Collingswood, N. J., assignor to RCA.

Beers,

broadcasters were

the
the Governor and Louisville's mayor.
The designers hold a complete government license on the little short
wave outfit under the call letters of
W9XSF, and are now experimenting
to determine the maximum distance
will stand for re-broadcasting
it
studios located
through the
first

N.

Telephone Laboratories,
20,602 Vacuum
Re.

Harold
to

s

being rushed to completion with
opening date set around the first of
the year. When completed will give

into a miniature

on the outside of the box, has been

i

Nearing Completion

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington. D. C.

hand while user speaks
microphone mounted

carried in one

New WMPS

M PATENT/
and

I

24, 1937

holly and trees this week.
holds a Christmas party of its own
today, with part of the party going
on the air early in the afternoon.
The Santa Claus of the afternoon is
Vincent Callahan, station manager.
Henry Dupre left Thursday for a
week's vacation to visit his relatives
in

Birmingham.

1934)

WDAF

(Fritz, the

and

died this week.

Luther

Crumbaugh,

KCMO
KCMO

.

...we

Cheer
since

make haste

carefully

staff

engineer, is engaged to Virginia
Jones, staff pianist.
salesman, is
Eddie Dennis,
in Florida and Louisiana on vaca-

.

.

.

we

deliver promptly.

WHB

tion.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.

"The Model Kitchen", co-op program with six sponsors, started this

250

week.

Telephone

WEST

54th STREET,

NEW YORK

CO lumbut

5

-

6741
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AX OUTSTANDING SECTION
one

of

many

in the coining

RADIO ANNUAL

has been a full year in the
making. In this it has had the complete and
enthusiastic co-operation of every branch of
the great radio industry as well as the United
States Government.
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.

.
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CdCcaqcr
JUDY STARR

opens at the Drake
When Ezio Pinza, leading basso of
Hotel in Chicago tonight with an the Metropolitan Opera, sings the
MBS-WOR wire. Miss Starr will also role of Don Juan in the opera "Don
al,
ture on KHJ-Don Lee, moves over to be heard via the networks through Giovanni" on Jan. 1, it will be the
for CBS Pacific Coast release on a series of transcriptions which she first time that the opera is broadcast.
the same Monday through Friday just completed for Chevrolet.
It also happens to be one of the
schedule, starting Dec. 27, in a 3:15many operas that are being revived
Thornton Fisher,
sportsCharles Vanda, CBS
3:30 groove.
this season.
program director, has been coveting caster, will inaugurate a new feature,
"Fights That Made History," next
the Berger opus for a long time.
Robert Hopkins, professor of voice
Ray Paige should be addressed as Tuesday night for his thrice weekly and director of choral work at BayMaestro broadcasts. Fisher, who has been a lor University, will sing "Give A
Captain Page in future
ringsider at virtually every important
Man A Horse He Can Ride" when
was notified this week that he had
ring battle during the past 25 years,
he appears as guest artist with the
been chosen Fleet Captain of the
uses his notebook recordings for data.
Pepper Uppers over the Dr. PepperCalifornia Yacht Club.
Dixie Network this Sunday at 5:30
Ted Snyder, "Daddy of song writAlfred W. McCann Jr.,
food CST. Jimmie Jefferies will be in
ers," will appear on the CBS "Hollywood Song Shop" Sunday night. commentator, celebrates the begin- charge of the pepping-up ritual, aided
Warren Hull emcees, and Irving Ber- ning of his eighth year on the air and abetted by Roy Cowan, Ludi
Jan. 3. McCann is the first of radio's Maisen, Lotie Loftin, Ruth Salter,
lin, Yahbut and Cheerily, and the
second generation,
inheriting
the the Pepper trio, ensemble and AlexRadio Rogues are slated to appear.
four-times weekly broadcast from his ander Keese and the Pepper Upper
Ralph Hansell, xylophone-vibra- late father, Alfred W. McCann Sr..
orchestra.
Program originates in
phone virtuoso who was on Fred the pure food expert.
Dallas.
Allen's show last week, will be guest
artist with the KMPC instrumental
Applause from the studio audience
A two-page spread in current Radio
trio heard daily at 2:30 p.m. for an
will be eliminated and laughter will
Guide
shows
Lawson
Zerbe
and
his
entire week starting Wednesday.
missus in studio love scenes "as lis- be minimized during the Senator
Martin Gosch, producer, and Tom
teners imagine" them and, "as they Fishface and Professor Figgsbottle
Langan, script writer, are here to
program to be heard this Sunday at
really are." The imagined scenes are
ready the first Whiteman broadcast
3:30 p.m. over NBC-Blue network.
in the torrid line, while the actuals
Carleton KaDell,
for Chesterfield.
show the Zerbes at respective mikes In following this procedure, placed
announcer, continues on the show
on trial with successful results in
during Whiteman's stay in Holly- on opposite sides of shidio.
their broadcast of last Sunday, the
wood.
comics are taking a tip from numerous radio editors who have comMrs. Joseph Pasternack has arrived
Babs Savage, 5-year-old model, plained
that radio shows are playto spend the holiday here with the
made her third guest appearance in ing more to the enjoyment of the
Vick's "Open House" batoneer.
a week yesterday in "The O'Neills"
Amos 'n' Andy, who start for Camp- show. She appeared last Friday with studio than to the listening-in audibell on Jan. 3, will do a guest rou- Bess Johnson on the Palmolive show,
tine on the other Campbell airer, and Sunday with Guy Lombardo.
Because of the unusual rush of
"Hollywood Hotel," on Jan. 6. BlackChristmas mail at the Cleveland Post
face duo will do more or less visitstrip dramatic seriHAL BERGER's
"The In-Laws," long a fea-

KNX

WNEW

.

.

ing on the companion air piece,

it

is

said.

The Alabama grid stars here for
the Rose Bowl game New Year's Day
will be guests on KHJ's "Reunion of
the States," naturally saluting Alabama on Sunday. Sportscaster Frank
Bull will review the four previous
appearances of the "Crimson Tide"
in the Bowl— 1926, 1927, 1931 and

WTMV,

Mendel Jones, program

Office,

Doris Dehn, vocalist heard over
WPG, Atlantic City, and Lyman B.
Hall, graduate of U. of Ky. and
Georgia Tech. are engaged.

rector of

WHK-WCLE,

GERTRUDE BERG
they

pay

to

amateurs

is

that

impersonations,
one-man band ideas,
singing and instruments.
Instead
they should devote a lot of time
to developing their natural speaking voices for the air. If they don't
win any prizes they shouldn't be
The experience
discouraged.
less

attention

to

gained will be priceless.
ber

that

easily."

no real

success

of
visiting

Carl Mark to present a description
of the work done by the Post Office
during the holiday season.

Rememcomes

mana-

sales

Cincinnati,

in

town
CBS headquarters.
Merle Jones, manager of KMOX.
Louis,

St.

is

visiting here.

Commander

E. F.

McDonald,

presi-

dent of Zenith Radio Corp., off to
Miami to join wife and daughter on
yacht.

Carol Mountjoy of
tion department,

WBBM

went

promo-

to Detroit for

Christmas.

Eleanor Howe, who conducts the
Pantry Party series on WBBM, fearing that she would have no audience on Christmas morning, invited
all lonely hearts to come and be her
guests at a party. She got so many
responses that now she wonders how
she can handle all of them. Show is
at 9 a.m., too.

Frank Bering and Ernie Byfleld of
the Sherman, giving a party in Governor's suite for Buddy Rogers and
Mary Pickford this afternoon, prior
to opening Christmas night at College Inn.
Douglas Wilson is the new vocalist
on the Evans Fur "Quarter Hour of

Romance."
A Merry Christmas

WXYZ, Detroit
McKay, veteran California
newspaperman and radio commentator, recently at KOIL, Omaha, has
John

WXYZ

joined the editorial staff of
and the Michigan Radio Network
and is being featured in a 15-minute
program each night except Saturday.
Ruth Dean Rickaby, character actress, is recovering nicely in Detroit
Women's Hospital following an operation for gall stones.

WICC, Bridgeport

St. Louis, III.

i

from

to Boston.

F. D. Anderson, operator of "Let's
Go to Town" program, starts an additional half-hour of nightly par-

programs.
A Merry Christmas

KFRU,

Kennedy Ludlam, announcer, back
on the job after a siege of grippe.
Charles Berry, publicity director,
his
Of- completes nine years in radio on

her

"First
a yuletide

29th birthday, Jan. 15.
Madeline Lee, said to be the original

back home only
at

and youngest girl announcer, is
14.
She made her radio debut

the age of four.

Bellman Male Chorus vacationing
for a month.
Ann-Marie Rowe. songstress, is the
mother of a girl.
Yale

sume

Daily

Jan.

Columbia, Mo.

News

broadcasts

re-

3.

A Merry Christmas

"Chet" Thomas, g.m., after playing
host at a special Christmas dinner
to entire personnel, left for his home
in Cincinnati to celebrate holidays.
Hillbilly group under Bill Haley
is
taking yuletide vacation in two
units, half at Christmas and the other

WOV-WBIL, New York

the Christ-

1

ticipating

WKRC,

A Merry Christmas

East

tion.

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

di-

arranged for

The Rhythmettes, girl trio comJeanne Poli vacations
posed of Alma Hollows, Alice Dashke "Commuters Club" over
and Ruby Holly, have been added to mas week-end.
1935.
the talent staff.
Musical Director
Mack Parker deserts
Anne Jamison, "Hollywood Hotel" Paul Godt makes arrangements and fender" productions for
soprano, is considering postponing plays their accompaniments.
holiday.
Cowboy Jake Wigington. formerly
her concert tour planned to begin
Joseph and Mrs. Lopez
at KFJZ and KFRU, is another addiin January until early summer.

advice

ger

.

WOR

"My

BILL WILLIAMSON,

WJSV, Washington
Ward

DuVall, the "Gypsy Minhas a partner, Earline
King, vocalist formerly with Paul
Whiteman. She will use the name
of Giannina for her air work with
half over New Year's.
DuVall.
Dave Frederick, continuity writer,
Warren Sweeney and Ida Clarke
takes over processing of daily news- will do an hour of Christmas stories
casts while Wally Porterfield takes plus music tonight.
Betholine is
a holiday recess.
sponsoring.
strel,"

now

The average electric home radio
consumes only slightly more than
one cent's worth of electricity in
more than Jour hours of continuous
use, according to a national survey.

The National Daily Newspaper
VOL.
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Commercials From Fair
RADIO PROBE

IS

PLEDGED

MEN WHO MADE NEWS
DURING 1937

BY STRONG HOUSE BLOC
Washington

Bureau.

—

(Second

RADIO DAILY

LENOX

Washington A strong radio bloc
in the House recognized the significance of the President's appointment
of Senator Wallace White to the
Cairo
tive

RADIO

IN

R.

Installment

LOHR

•

A good deal
o

traveling

f

was done in
1937 by Ma-

conference when RepresentaRichard B. Wigglesworth, sup-

jor Lohr, the

porting the Connery resolution for a
radio probe, last week pledged to
fight for definite investigatory action
in the House with the opening of the
regular session in January. Wigglesworth said he is prepared to either
cooperate in advocating the old Con-

NBC

prexy.

To the

coast,

where the
web

building new stu-

dios,

is

also

to

of

a

J.

McCOSKER

•

Bamb erger
Broadcasting

Co., owners

WOR, and

chairman

May Be Among Big
Who Will

Sponsors
Air

Holding the
dual post of
president o f

of

Ford

Series)

ALFRED

•

—

From Expo

The City of New York is planning
the largest display of radio and television ever made public during the
World's Fair to be held here in 1939.
Ford Motor Co., largest individual
space renter at the fair grounds, has
been approached, and at present appears receptive, to broadcast both
its

Sunday Evening Hour and Tuesseries direct from the ex-

day night

of

Mutual

position.

Broadcasting
System, A 1 -

Daily

broadcasts

both

nationally

and locally are already in the works,
Europe and fred
J.
Mcand television, depending on its pub(Continucd on Page 3)
one particuCosker can
lic reception in the interim, will be
lar trip to
look back on
shown throughout the day and night.
Washin g t o n
As at the Chicago World's Fair, telePlans Merger
where he dined with President and 1 937 with
First because Mutual vision will be a separate exhibition
double
pride.
Mrs. Roosevelt, no less. New NBC
or
With
big
in
putting
branched out in a
way
(Continued on Page 3)
building activities, ordering an origitself on the map as a national netinal radio opera and signing Dr.
AGRAP will vote within the next James R. Angell as educational coun- work, and secondly because WOR
two weeks on an affiliation move selor were just a few of the other didn't have such a bad year either. Wash'n Circles Scoff
with either ARTA or AFRA, it was items on his calendar during the Incidentally, McCosker was given a
At Radio Czar Idea
degree of LLD by John Marshall
learned late last week by RADIO year.
College of Law last June in recogniDAILY. Move comes after several
tion of his service in radio.
months of discussion between AGRAP
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
committee of seven representatives
Washington Radio circles here decomAFRA
and
ARTA
both
and
EDDIE CANTOR
•
cline to take seriously the Hollymittees.
wood reports that appointment of a
be
expected
to
is
Although voting
radio czar to act in the same capacity
• COMMISSIONER PAYNE
(Continued on Page 3)
as Will H. Hays of the movies would
Town's "mayclimax the Mae West furor. "Our
When it
or" had a
Industry needs no one czar," an NAB
Appoints Sambrook
very active comes to figspokesman stated. "You must re1937, making uring in the

AGRAP

ARTA

AFRA

—

Texaco

WBS

Station Relations Mgr.

A.

B.

Sambrook

has

been

the

station

relations

new

talent discov-

pointed station relations manager for
World Broadcasting System effective
Jan. 1, succeeding W. L. Hoppes, who
returns to Electrical Research Products after a year's leave of absence.
Kenneth M. Donaldson has joined the

WBS

usual

quota of

ap-

elected president of the

missioner

c a

n

tion

poses

(Continued on Page 3)

to

keep ahead of

new

department

stepper

being

eries,

member that for all practical purwe now have seven czars down

headlines, i t
takes a fast-

FCC Com-

Niles-Richman Dropping

Ameri- George HenFederaof Ra-

Station

ry Payne. His
provoca t i v e
utte ranees
gave the in-

d i o Artistes,
celebrating his 25th anniversary in
P. L. Deutsch, president, announced
show business and being fittingly dustry and
the appointments.
honored on the occasion with an the public much good food for men"Eddie Cantor Week," switching his tal exercise. Though his activities as
network broadcast from Sunday to a crusader did get him disbarred
Wednesday, making another feature from FCC's Segal-Smith hearing, he
Teeth
Listeners
film, getting his antique shop busi- also won many friends with his adness going and marrying off one of vocacy of more wholesome programs
Chicago When WBBM announcthose five daughters who are almost for juveniles and better radio shows
er Paul Luther sfumbled over a
as famous as the quints.
in general.
word on the Eddie and Fannie
Cavanaugh "gossip" broadcast the
other day. Eddie twitted him on
25 in
for
having lost a tooth, and hinted
CBS Lux Radio Theater program
that a replacement would be welChristmas bonuses were handed
Within 48 hours listeners
come.
tonight adds 25 Canadian stations to out to all the
personnel late
had sent him 26 complete sets of
its
network, making a total of 85 Thursday afternoon by order of

home

office staff.

Send

—

—

—

Lux Adds

Canada

Bonuses

WMCA

WMCA

false teeth.

stations.

J.

the agency.

Walter Thompson Co.

is

Donald Flamm, president of the
tion.

sta-

Rep

Activities

Niles-Richman

Co., effective Jan.
will discontinue its station representation activities and devote all its
time to general advertising.
1,

WJR 10%
Detroit

—More

than

Bonus
130 employ-

ees of WJR were made happy
Christmas by a bonus of 10 per
cent of their year's salary distributed by Leo Fifzpatrick. vice-presiStadent and general manager.
tion had one of the most prosper-

ous years in its history, and desired to share it with the staff.
Fitzpatrick said.

Va

.

2
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By M. H. SHAPIRO
trend toward the close
of the year continued the recent
Editor spurt, with the networks getting a
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager goodly share of new biz as well
MARVIN KIRSCH
as
.spot
broadcasting took
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays renewals.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. on somewhat of an optimistic turn
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, after many weeks of comparatively
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserCBS revenue for Deeau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester poor fare..
B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate. cember, as estimated, will be an allSecretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. time high, and naturally for the year
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Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, as well....U. S. and Canada named
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Year
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station

its
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GoiriG

Arde Bulova

to

MRS.
GABRIEL
HEATTER and daughter,
.Emile J. Gough resigned his MAIDA leave for a Florida vacation today.
Hearst Radio post, with no successor
MARY MARCARET McBRIDE returns the
chosen as yet.
.Gough's resignation latter
part of the week from Florida.
Aired
has not been officially accepted as from the south over WDBO, the CBS outlet
yet
in
Orlando.
David Sarnoff sees television as a
FRANK HITER, vice-president and general
new art form of its own when de- manager of Stewart-Warner, together with his
veloped to a practical commercial wife, and JOHN BITZELL, sales manager, and
Mrs. Bitzer. are on a holiday cruise aboard the
stage. .. .Appeals Court reversed the
Bremen to the West Indies.
sentence and conviction of Norman
DUNNE of the cast of "The O'Neills"
Baker and E. R. Rood, who had been hasVIOLET
gone to Toronto for a holiday visit.
their delegations to the International found guilty in lower Federal courts
HENRIETTE K. HARRISON, National Radio
Conference to be held in Cairo in of conspiring to violate the FCC law Director for the National Council of Y.M.C.A.'s.
February ....
in
connection with shipping disks leaves today for Cincinnati where she will
Baker supervise the broadcasting of the National
Fortune magazine poll gave radio across the Mexican border
Student Christian Assembly, convening at Oxa break and definitely revealed that is manager of XENT, Nueva Laredo ford, 0.
NBC-Blue network will carry the
the loudspeaker is the favorite form ....FCC Chairman McNinch asked program.
of entertainment, even first over the to get a first hand load of the Mae
FRANK MULLEN. RCA director of publicity,
heretofore uncontested status of the West skit, etc
as a follow up to has gone to Washington for the holidays.
motion picture .... same (Jan.) issue the much maligned program in quesEDWIN S REYNOLDS, CBS sales promotion,
had a story on NBC and Toscanini tion .... but it is expected that the went up to WEEI, Boston, over the week-end.
with the usual art work
Rep. Wm. parties concerned have been punDAVE LIPTON flew to the west coast over
B. Bankhead, speaker of the House, ished enough as it is and that the the week-end to meet the China Clipper which
is
the Universal shots of the sinking
will
die
a
natural of bringing
granted permission to NBC to broad- controversy
the Panay.
Lipton has obtained a leave of
cast the opening of Congress on death.
absence from CBS to do a special job on the
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.

.
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24)

Net
1

Close

147'/4

147"4

173/8

17%

17% +

171/s

167/g

17

47

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

75g

7%

44%

43%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

63g
47

46%

Warner

Stewart

Zenith

14' 8

Radio

— %
%

7% +
44

6%

6 V4

9%

+
—

106% 107%
13% 14%

+

47

S%

95

109

Westinghouse

Chg

Low

2

High
Tel

—

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Asked

6%

Stromberg Carlson

—

.

a

move

enlist

to

all

radio employees when handbills were
passed out to everybody entering the
CBS
building
last
Tuesday
ASCAP final quarterly dividend for
this year totaled $1,296,000 the largest
sum ever distributed to the members
in any quarter of its existence....
total collected for the year is nearly
$4,500,000 of which radio pays about
60 per cent ....

RCA Victor Tightens Ban
Fitch Program Expanded On Selling Disks to Radio

film
for
Universal.
publicity on the CBS

JOSEPH

NBC

sales staff has signed

one

new

Philadelphia

— RCA

doing

WEBER, president of AFM and
have gone to Cincinnati over the

ALBERT SPALDING and
day

aboard

the

HUSTON

JOSEPHINE

his

Normandie

wife, sailed
for Europe.

sailed

Sun-

yesterday

for

Europe.

New

Salt

Lake Agency

Lake City

Salt

—After

in the radio field, R. T.

KDYL

to

nine years
"Dick" Harris

program director

resigns his post as
of

Victor

N.

MRS WEBER

Lipton has been
Major Bowes show.

holidays.

New NBC Commercial

7%

McClatchy Orders Facsimile
San Francisco An order for facsimile equipment has been placed
with RCA by G. C. Hamilton, vicepresident and general manager of
the McClatchy newspaper and radio
The RCA facsimile sets
interests.

AFM

the
are amicably
getting
closer
together,
with the
deadline again moved up, this time
to Jan. 3
.in order not to rush the
affiliates who may want to take time
out for the holidays .... indications
are that another week will see enough
contracts deposited in escrow to have
the plan of settlement declared operative ..
Atlantic City approved sale
.

.

.

ARTA made

3.

IRNA and

.

.

.

Jan.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

.

open his own advertising

phono- agency here. Move

is

effective Jan.

3.

show and doubled the time on an- graph dealers have been informed by
New firm, to be known as R. T.
other NBC program. Both contracts the company not to sell the disks to Harris Advertising Agency, located
are effective next month.
radio stations. Although the records at 1014 First National Bank Building,
Borden, through Young & Rubicam. have long since been labeled "not will be equipped to handle transcripon Jan. 31 will start a Monday licensed for broadcasting purposes," tion and mike auditions to accounts.
through Friday series on the NBC- it is believed the tightening up of the Representation of several leading disc
contain the radio receiver unit as Red network, 4:30-4:45 p.m. Sponsor restriction is a result of the recent
houses for the Intermountain terriwell as the facsimilie recorder. De- has not used a national network since licensing of stations here by the
tory has been arranged.

take place late in the the Beatrice Lillie series of a couple
of years ago.
Fitch will expand the Jerry Belcher
show to a half-hour period sometime
Decca Signs Louis Prima
next month, possibly by Jan. 9. ProLouis Prima, whose swing band is gram is now heard on the NBC-Red,
the current attraction at The Fa- 7:45-8 p.m. The cancellation of the
mous Door on 52nd Street, has just American Radiator quarter-hour dinegotiated with Decca to do a series rectly before the Fitch spot opens up
of swing recordings. Prima has been the additional 15-minutes.
idle in the platter industry for some
months.
Murray Chorus Extended
livery
Spring.

is

to

Abe Lyman

to

Lyn Murray will continue
"Modern Male Chorus"

the

Record

Abe Lyman and his "Californians,"
signed to make a series of Victor records and will make the first set this
week prior to going into Billy Rose's
French Casino.

NAT BRUSIL0FF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New York's Own Station

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697

0-

BROADWAY

CI 6-2200

via

CBS

for another 13 weeks. These broadcasts
will
be heard immediately
after the Sunday Philharmonic concerts.
They will not interfere with
any of Murray's other choral or orchestral assignments.

0

BP

to direct

Sam
Sam

Taylor on

Taylor,

who

WHN

did a movie chat-

ing
tion

of

to

broadcast

records

members, is in the posihaving Victor clamp down
its

3XB Corp. Spot Series
The 3XB Corporation, manufactur-

and claim such rights vested in itself. ers of a specific for "athletes foot,"
NAPA counsel Maurice Speiser is working out a spot announcestated that Victor records would be ment campaign through the Husreplaced with other brands at the band & Thomas agency. First spots
licensed stations, probably Bruns- are being taken in Florida covering
the winter resorts.
wick and Decca.
Victor Disking CBC Shows
Montreal RCA Victor plant here
is recording CBC network programs
for use by other Canadian stations
which are located outside the network

—

New

lines.

week by

plant was inspected last
radio officials of the city.

MANAGER WANTED

SALES

1,000,000 shopping area
5,000

WHN.

Thursdays.

Recording

after issu-

Association

licenses

made by

WOR

ter program over
for a number
of years, is back from Hollywood
and will resume broadcasting tomorrow over
He will do a similar
film gossip stint on Tuesdays and

of

Thus the NAPA,

National
Artists.

WATT CHAIN STATION

Write
1501

Box

Broadway

A 122

Radio

New

Daily

York City

HELENA

BLUE'S

NOVELTY STRINGS
An
in

all

a

orchestra

girl

modern,

NOW

playing

distinctive

style

AVAILABLE
FOR
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Commercial Programs

May Air From

(Continued from Page
if

is

it

not on the

RADIO DECICNAI

N. Y. Fair

market

One

•

1

that

at

of a Series of Who's

Announcement last week that fair
was to remain open 24 hours a day
led networks and local stations to

BESS, sales manager
HERMAN
ated with the station since

WGCP,

from

emanate

come from

yet

be

the

broadcasts
the Fair can not as

determined,

but

tisers using radio will be invited to
air their broadcasts directly from the
grounds, with facilities to be supplied

around

for broadcasting and audience. John
S. Young is to be in charge of radio
for the Fair.

Radio Probe

Is

in

WAAY.

Wash'n

(Continued from Page

1)

legislation,

150 to 165.

(Continued from Page 1)

on Pennsylvania Avenue at the FCC
They adequately regulate our industry."

Spokesman maintained

Meanwhile, Congressman
McFarlane, also sponsor of

W.
a

D.

probe

suggested a strategy program
Educational Novelty
whereby a radio-minded bloc in the
WBT
in Charlotte believes it has
House will be formed to pool ideas tapped a new departure in educaand facts to force a resolution. Mc- tion in a new broadcast it has lined
Farlane
intends
"sound out"
to
up to be aired after the first of the
Wigglesworth, Connery and others.
year.
W. A. Schudt Jr., g.m., says

bill,

Malcolm

Ferris

—

Dead

Orange, N. J. Malcolm Ferris, radio engineer, founder and president
of Ferris Instrument Corp., manufacturers of radio-testing sets, and
developer
of
the
radio-direction
finder, died Thursday and was buried
Sunday. He was 43 years old and
formerly was expert radio aide for
the U. S. Navy.

An
Dayton

Elk's Toast

— Something

"WBT Museum Club of the Air,"
a 15-minute program to be aired
either three or six days a week, is
something new in the field of educational broadcasting.

the

The program will be in the charge
of Mrs. Ethel M. Chapin, who has
for many years taught science and
chemistry in the high schools of the
The club will begin with six
state.
charter members, selected from high
schools in Charlotte.

on Air

To gain

a

membership

in the Club,

school students in North and
South Carolina must send in unusual
specimens such as rare sea shells,
stuffed birds, snake skins and having the finding of the oddity dramatized on the air by the six charter
members. Two or three skits will be
dramatized on each broadcast.
Efforts are being made to have schools
Allen Delays Return East
in the two states give classroom
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles Fred Allen and his credit for those taking part in the
co-workers, originally scheduled to club.
entrain for the East last Saturday,
Buttons will be given those stuare remaining here for another week, dents who send in specimens that
just in case Fred is needed for "re- gain a dramatization over the air.
takes" at 20th Century-Fox. Party
now set to leave New Year's Day.
Christmas in the Dumps

novel in radio
broadcasting was aired the other
night at 11 p.m. over WHIO when
an Elk's toast was given by the
Grand, Exalted, National Potentate.
The Potentate also spoke a few words
concerning the history of the ritual.

high

—

—

—

Duncan Moore, WJR special events
man, took station's mobile unit to Detroit junkyard late at night Christmas
week
and
interviewed
"Human
Mules" men who push junk carts
through Detroit alleys.
Talks re-

—

* POPULARITY
'flewlu Equipped for Super

Power

telephone switchboard clogged for
more than an hour and a flood of
contributions following day, includ
ing one from well-known advertising
executive for $300. The "Mules" had
a real Christmas as a result.

vealed that junkmen prefer to

make

cents to a dollar a day rather
than ask for charity. Result WJR

60

—

Mom— Merry Xmas

Hello,

how easy it is, in a large
city like
York, to lose track
of a friend or relative who may be
living only around the corner,
offered
opportunity
a
novel
to
Realizing

New

that no in-

operating under a Federal
license as does the radio industry
could possibly have a czar.
This
circumstance, he pointed out, makes
the situation entirely different from
the movie industry.

dustry

NOV PCCeCAMS ICEA/

new

or both.

Circles Scoff

At Radio Czar Idea

By Strong House Bloc
nery resolution or introducing

affilia-

ARTA

including engineers, actors, announcoffice employes and all peoples
associated in any manner with the
broadcasting industry. An affiliation
with AGRAP will greatly help while
drive is still in its preliminary stages.
All AGRAP members are now
being acquainted with terms offered
by ARTA, and vote will be held as
soon as is possible.

Personally supervises a great many activihikes to compete on a
ties in connection with programs he has sold,
tough deal
and is thoroughly conversant with all the ramifications of programming
and production on a local station.
He is a member of the Progress Club of Newark.

Pledged

CIO

favor the

ers,

His hobby is getting into competition on a
tough deal. He draws to inside straights, but
has discovered that his golf game is best
when he plays with other chaps who go

adver-

all

and

AGRAP

is
tion. It is also known that
at present engaged in its first serious
drive to tie up the entire industry,

Bess was born in Hoboken and has
been associated with advertising and sales
promotion in New Jersey and New York since
He now
his entry into the business world.
lives in one of the finest homes in New Jersey,
is married and has three children.

commercial

will

with

WNEW. New

WAAM

AFRA

or

kept secret until

Mr.

appearances, and late evening broadcasts of dance music via the networks
definitely

oi

ARTA

(Continued from Page 1)
final tabulations are
definite, it is known that majority of
announcers and producers affiliated

•

in the Industry

York, has been associAs an advertising
it was first projectea.
man, he composed the first piece of commercial copy ever broadcast
by WNEW, placing the order before the station went on the air. He has
been sales manager for over a year. Prior
to his connection with the Bess and Schilling
Advertising Agency, he was associated with

seriously consider the possibilities of
broadcasting remotes from the various night spots that will be featured
on the grounds. Many of the large
orchestras have either been signed,
or will be in the future, for personal

will

ITIEJ

HERMAN BESS

time.

grounds.
Just what

Who

Plans Merger

With

Wins Program Idea Contest
Richard N. Foulk. 19-year-old clerk
in the NBC mail room, won the $25
prize in the best sustaining program
idea contest conducted among members of the mail-messengers and
guide divisions of NBC.
Foulk s suggestion was for a program series entitled "Youth Answers
Age," dealing with the problems of
boys and girls between ages of 18
?

and

21.

David Lipton at Universal
David Lipton, who has been doing
press relations work on the Major
Listeners Bowes unit for CBS, gave up that

WINS

send Christmas greetings.

were invited

to

come

the studio
2: 15 p.m.
friends and

to

on Christmas Day, and at
broadcast

greetings

relatives they
locate, in the

to

had been unable to
hope that the missing

post last week to join Universal Pictures to handle feature publicity on
the Panay film.

WLS

Artist Bureau in Hollywood
Chicago
WLS is setting up a
ones might be listening. Participants
had to be at the studio by 1:30 p.m. Hollywood office of its artists bureau
with their lists of special personal to handle booking for Republic PicChristmas greetings.
The program tures artists and other coast bookings.
was arranged by Martin Weldon. Larry Kurtze and George Furguson
will be in charge. They leave first
of week.
Earl Kurtze, father of
Larry, remains in charge of local
Exercise Program Clicks

An exercise program conducted by
Walter C. Eberhardt, director of a
women's gym class at St. Louis
University, which

owns the

station,

drawing good response over WEW,
St.
Louis.
Sponsored by Quality
Milk, program offer of charts to lisis

—

office.

LEE GRANT
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

teners exhausted complete supply in
three days.
SIX

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The
the

Voice

-STAR REVIEW

of

Appalachians"

MUSIC AS YOU

I.IKE IT

TENNESSEE
-

VIRGINIA

DAILY

WMCA

2

30 5:30

—
4

Monday, December

RADIO DAILY

CCCHE§TC4$
MUSIC

Network Shows
Ahead
TUESDAY, DEC.

28

CHASINS
THE
conducted

MUSIC SERIES,
by Abram Chasins,
talented American composer-pianist,

(Alemite), Horace Heidt
NBC-Blue, weekly, 9-9:30 p.m.
Elizabeth Arden (cosmetics), Eddy Duchin,

Stewart-Warner
Brigadiers,

Mutual, weekly, 10-10:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, DEC.
&

Liggett

Myers

cigarets),

Lawrence Tibbett, CBS, weekly 9-9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, DEC. 31
& Myers (Chesterfield),

Liggett

Paul

Whiteman, CBS, weekly, 8:30-9 p.m.

SUNDAY, JAN.
American Rolling
shifts

2
Steel-

From WPEN,

Saturday

hundreds

comes word that Horace
of the needy as well
years he has given food and aid

Philly,

names

the "organ doctor" solicits
..

.For the past live

MONDAY,

JAN.

3

White," NBC-Red,
Monday through Friday, 10:45 a.m.
Procter & Gamble, brings its five shows,
in

"Ma Perkins," "The Goldbergs," "Kitty
Keene," "Road to Life" and "The O'Neills"
to CBS, Monday through Friday.
Benjamin Moore & Co. (paints), "Betty
Moore,
NBC-Red, weekly, 11:45 a.m.
Campbell Soup, "Amos 'n' Andy," NBCRed, Monday through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m.
J. B. Williams Co. (shaving cream), "True
or False?" Mutual, weekly, 10-10:30 p.m.
(floor wax), "AtS. C. Johnson & Son
torney at Law," with Jim Ameche, NBCBlue, Monday through Friday, 10:30-10:45

A nice quiet day at the Gabriel Heatters'
• • • Sunday
home on L. I. where plans are made for New Year's Eve — and Gabe's
Buddy, says that dad's going

son,

to celebrate that nite

a.m.

Weber

Frank

Black as
conductor of "Carnation Contented" program,
NBC-Red, 10 p.m.
succeeds

TUESDAY, JAN. 4
"Those We Love,"

NBC-Blue,

Pond's,
weekly, 8-8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, JAN.

awake

until midnite!.

.

.

crowd from the

taining a

program,

dramatic

JAN.

NBC-Red,

•
City,

Robbinses —who

Rubber

S.

Co.,

JAN.

Ben

weekly,

walked over to a likely looking sub in the audience and asked her if she'd
mind doing the part for two bucks .... Lady consented, did a bang up job
and later it turned out she was Myrl Justin who has appeared on Drene,
Lady Esther and other shows.

—

W. Marrow

NBC-Red,

weekly,

Mfg.

CBS,

Bernie,

Co.,

16

Henry

Busse.

1:15-1:30 p.m.

MONDAY,

•

•

WMCA's

Tuesday .... Bill Weisman relates a cute story while
press agent, Leon Goldstein, shows us the transparent

bricks to be used in their new building ... .To dinner with Benny
Davis at Gallagher's, where we hear that Benny comes to Loew's
State Feb. 4.
.At the preview of the Winchell-Bernie flicker, which
we think is the duet's best feuding everyone's there but song
plugs. .. .Later, the customary pass-receivers become pall-bearers
and tear the flicker apart while eating herring ... .If you want an
entertaining evening see "Love and Hisses" ably written by Art

JAN.

.

—

12

9:30-10 p.m.

SUNDAY, JAN.
J.

—

—

in a simple, in-

TUESDAY, FEB.

Arthur .... Simone Simon

Titled "Second Swing Sinfonietta," it
combines the purer elements of swing
with the older types of traditional

music.

Connecticut Colonials, new
orch in Bridgeport, today
inaugurate a new broadcast schedule
over WICC and the 14-station Colonial network, Monday through Fri-

The

WICC

staff

Adolph

and Paul Salvatori have

organized Salvatori Music Co. at 36
West Randolph St., Chicago. Current
release is "On the Outside Looking
In" which Johnny Johnstone is giving a plug on NBC's Club Matinee.

Frank Simon, as president of the
American Bandmasters' Association,
was guest of honor last year at a
band concert in one of our better
known penitentiaries. The leader of
the Armco Band, heard on Sundays
over NBC-Blue network at 3:30-4
p.m. starting Jan. 2, declares that the
prison band put on a very creditable
performance indeed, but the players
excelled themselves on the final selection.

Fortunes,"

•

•

sings, too.

Wednesday .... It commences

Husing was

still

a

is

first

Gave

tops.

with a drawing.

chiller. ... Later to

.

—Xmas

.A view

.

Rudy

of

Ted
and cards.
Sam Goldwyn's "Hurricane"
gifts

Vallee's closing at the Paradise.

the cafe's press agent, Joe Russell,

a pen

—

for

He's

nothing but

KALE,
composite
to

1

CP

Portland, Ore.

equipment

and

for

changes

increase

in

&

Jansky

Bailey,

Washington.
CP for
40300 kc, 1000

station.

watts.

South
for

Bend Tribune, South Bend, Ind.
new high frequency station. 26050 kc,

100 watts.

—

and

studios.

WSAI,
to increase

• • • Thursday ... .Lunch with Bill Gernannt, Kelvin Keech,
and Richard Brooks. .. .To the Laborites play, "Pins & Needles,"
with Jack Robbins who hasn't got the music for it. .. .Learn that
Jack's kid Brother, age 10, has made up with Dick Himber because
Himber has a box of toys for him but the kid promises to "brush

—

—

off"

Himber

after the holidays.

.

.

—

.Send out our cards.

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

day power to

5

Mod.

of

license

KW.

SET FOR HEARING

Walmac Co., San Antonio. CP for new
high frequency station.
31600, 35600. 38600,
41000 kc. 50 watts.
KMAC, San Antonio, Tex. Vol. assignment of license to W. W. McAlister and
Howard W. Davis, Walmac Co.

APPLICATION DENIED
Rapids Broadcasting Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unfor new station.

CP

limited.

•

•

•

Friday .... To La Conga and then to Yumuri, where our ears
rumba music and we decide to go to Arthur Murray's for the
dance.
.Inside info gives us the word that rumbas will be the vogue for
college kids within a year just like swing and "Big Apple."
TOTAL EXPENSE: 75 cents for Xmas cards to our friends.
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied!
Don't believe you to have
that many friends
judging from the gifts you got!
ring with

Greetings from Radio Daily
December 27
Charlotte Chain

Frank Munn

in

power

KW.

new high frequency

CP

sentimental reasons.

El Paso, Tex. In preparation for
joining the NBC network on Jan. 3,
KTSM has been undergoing enlargeof offices

We Go

was "Where Do

FCC ACTIVITIES

which

Enlarging

It

From Here?"

APPLICATIONS GRANTED

•

8

General Shoe Co., "Famous
Mutual, weekly, 6:45-7 p.m.

ment and remodeling

Morton Gould, WOR-Mutual conductor-composer, will offer the first
performance of a new composition
over the air on Jan. 3 at 8-8:30 p.m.

24

Barbasol Co., Arthur Godfrey musical program, CBS, Monday and Friday, 7:15-7:30
p.m.

KTSM

are enter-

coast.

• • Monday .... Word arrives oi an emergency at WKY. Oklahoma
when an actress failed to show up for a program and the announcer

.

WEDNESDAY,
U.

10

"For Men Only,"

Bristol-Myers (Vitalis),
revived and switched to
10:30-11 p.m.

weekly,

master composers

of

9

NBC-Blue, weekly, 1:30-2 p.m.

MONDAY,

12:30 p.m. over NBC-Red Network.
Programs will be broadcast weekly.
As in past years, Chasins will endeavor to explain the life and works

day.

•
Container Ass'n,

remain-

.Later to

Lindy's, Billy Rose enters with the Jack

Vadsco Sales Corp., takes over "Court of
Human Relations," Mutual weekly, 4-4:30
p.m.
Glass

— by

Leon & Eddie's for Helen Morgan's -party.
Mack Millar and George Lottman argue who is the
better trumpeteer, Louis Prima and Wingy Mannone, and we become involved. .. .At the Famous Door later Guy Lombardo sits
around listening to some real music
At half -past dawning in
ing

'

Marek

fourth year as a netJan. 8, at 12:00 noon-

teresting manner.

oi families.

weekly, 3:30-4 p.m.

CBS, weekly, 5-5:30 p.m.
Pepsodent, Walt Disney's "Mickey Mouse,"
NBC-Red, weekly, 5:30-6 p.m,

"Woman

•

known as

as good Samaritans.
to

Heinz Co., "Magazine of the Air,"
J.
Thursday afternoon edition to Sunday,

Pillsbury,

•

its

work feature on

Frank Simon and

Mill,

Armco Band, NBC-Blue,
H.

•

Hustler,

"Musical
Wheeling Steel Corp.,
makers," Mutual, weekly, 5-5:30 p.m.

will begin

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week ending Dec. 24th

29

(Chesterfield

27, 1937

.

WALT FRAMER

.

—

—

Freelance originator of

RADIO SWAPS SvTwwlw
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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STATIONS Or AMERICA

PROGRflm REVIEWS

Highlights in the Development of Outstayiding U.

S.

Coming Events

Radio Stations
20-31:

Dec.

Kate Smith Hour
As a Christmas

KMED—Medford, Oregon

the Kate
Thursday night
included "Blessed Are

Smith program

special,

seasonal timeliness.
The big part of the

MRS. W.

OITUATED

in

Feb.

the

fertile

—

valley

Rogue

of

River,

Medford

—county

seat

an industrial city with a population of 11,007.

is

It

Festival,

Third Annual
in

High

cooperation with

Columbus.
1938:

1,

Telecom-

International

munications Conference, arrangements be-

VIRGIN, Owner
BISHOP, Station Manager
GLADYS FINCH, Program Director

County, Oregon

was

little girl

J.

L. P.

Ohio's

Radio

WOSU,

1410 Kilocycles— 250 Watts

last

over CBS
They," playlet about a little blind
girl who has a Christmas Eve dream
about her sight being restored. The
skit was very effectively played and
contained fine human interest entertainment values even aside from its

School

ing

made by General Manager

of Egyptian

&

Telephones,

State

Telegraphs

Railways,

Cairo, Egypt.

of

Jackson

serves as a

14-16:
Feb.
National
Association
of
Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Willard,

Washington.

played by Estelle Levy, young vet- shopping center for the surrounding farm communities. Canning, lumbering, wood-workApril
4-14: World
Radio Convention,
eran of the radio, who turned in a ing and cement works are its chief activities, and KMED is its only radio station.
Sydney, Australia.
O. F. Mingay, convengrand performance. The father and
tion secretary, 30 Carrington St., Sydney.
The Station, established in 1922, became a supplementary outlet of NBC Pacific
mother were played by Ray Collins
June 8-11: National Radio Parts Trade
Red
and
Blue
last
September,
climaxing
Coast
many
years
of
excellent
community
and Betty Garde, both doing swell
Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
jobs.
service.
It is now the only station on any network which covers the Medford territory
June 10-15: Seventh International ConOther portions of the Kate Smith at all times.
show, including music, Henny YoungSpot advertisers who used the station in 1937 included: Associated Oil, Colgate- gress of Radio Inventors, the Sorbonne,
Paris.
man's comedy and the chief vocaliz- Palmolive-Peet, Ford Motor, General Foods, General Motors, Gilmore Oil
Co., Miles
ing of Miss Smith, all were up to Laboratories, Montgomery-Ward, Procter Cr Gamble,
Richfield Oil, Sherwin-Williams,
June 12-15: Advertising Federation of
their usual high standard.
Southern Pacific R. R., and Zenith Radio.
America's

GUEST-ING
HILDEGARDE

Detroit.

and

Room

3:30 p.m.)

MISCHA ELMAN, on PhilharmonicSymphony Orchestra program,

convention,

ular band on the air from the Olympic Hotel's famed Olympic Bowl dur-

HALLIDAY,

on ing the
supper-dance period,
"Magazine of the Air," Dec. 30 (CBS, from the swank Georgian

2

annual

for

dinner dancing.

mm

consouoflTED EQison compnnv of

vork,

inc.

Jan.

(CBS, 3 p.m.)

BEATRICE LILLIE and EDWARD
EVERETT HORTON, on Jack OakieBenny Goodman program, Dec.

28

(CBS, 9:30 p.m.)

Station
Mississippi

Improvements
City,

Miss.

to

install

move

new

station

— WGCM

FCC

for CP
vertical radiator and

here has applied to the
to

NEW YORK
.

,

.

ON' PARADE

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Mobile, Ala., exact

and studio sites to be
determined with Commission's aptransmitter

KVI, Seattle-Tacoma
Kay

Kelly, continuity writer, is
traveling all the way to her home
town, Burlington, Kansas, for Christmas.
Kay is also editor of KVI's
popular daily feature, "The Woman's
Page of the Air."

proval.

Jamestown, N. D.

KRMC

for boost in

changes

is

—Application

by

power and other

expected to be acted on

Dorothy
Doernbecher,
assistant shortly
by FCC.
Station
would
manager, is taking her vacation at change frequency from 1370 kc. to
Christmas time this year.
She is 900 kc. and increase power from
the East to visit New
via the PanCanal, with several days stop-

traveling

to

York and Washington,

ama

100 watts night, 250
500 watts night, 1

KW

watts day, to
day.

over in Havana.
"Tea Time with Archie Loveland,"
Gary, Ind. WIND is awaiting Feda melodic quarter-hour of tea-dance eral approval to make changes in
music by Archie Loveland and his directional antenna system for nightorchestra, is again being featured time operation and increase night
by KVI each Monday. Besides broad- power from 1 to 5 KW.
casting his music as he plays for
Seattle society at these ultra-smart
Monday luncheons, KVI puts the popRutland, Vt.
Unlimited time is
being sought by WSYB in an FCC
application.
Station also plans installation of a new vertical antenna,

—

—

and would move transmitter from 80
West Street to Creek Road here.

VAfW^NfVMVHONN
Radio Gives Instruction
Through Entertainment

France has

15

government

sta-

and 11 private stations. Three
government stations are 120.000watters. Most powerful private stations

tions

(2)

are 60.000 watters.

"The most difficult subject becomes
simple to most children once it has
been dramatized over the radio and
presented as entertainment. The child
mind instinctively responds to the
colorful and spectacular. As the years
go by we find radio carrying more
and more formal instruction dressed
in the

garb of entertainment."

EMERY.

— BOB

FEATURING

* JOHN B. KENNEDY
* THE CONSOLIDATED
.

.

.

EJaor tn d Comm.nUIOr

EDISON ORCHESTRA

AND CHORUS

EVERY

MONDAY

GUEST ARTISTS
STATION WEAF
7 10 P M

•

MARK WARNOW
A...,. J t,
COLUMtl* A«mU Inf.

t.,1., :..!,
THI

•

NBC

6

Monday, December

RADIO DAILY

WORLD RADIO
CONVENTION PROGRAM
will offer four new sustainKNX
ing shows beginning December

Ckiaaqcr

To be held in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, from
Monday, April 4, to Thursday, April 14, 1938, under the auspices CECIL UNDERWOOD,

with a fifth, now produced here of the Institution of Radio Engineers (Australia).
but not heard locally, making a Monday through Friday schedule of susMONDAY. APRIL 4
tainers at the same time each day,
10
a.m.
Civic
Reception
Lord Mayor at Sydney Town Hall.
by
3-3: 15.
Monday's feature will be
"Two Hearts in Three-quarter Time," 11 a.m. Adjourn to Oatlands Golf Club for Luncheon and Golf.
with Lud Gluskin's music and vocal- 8 p.m. Official Dinner at the Hotel Australia, with the Governor, Lord
Wakehurst, as the principal guest.
and Cliff Howell announcing;
ists,
Tuesday brings "Chiquito," billed
TUESDAY, APRIL 5
as the original "Peanut Vendor" also
Lud Gluskin, and Frank 10 a.m. First Business Session at the Great Hall, Sydney University.
with
Graham as announcer. The Wednes(Arrangements to be made for the official opening, per radio, by
day offering will be "Audition," with
prominent overseas personage.)
cast chosen from auditioning talent 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. Second Business Session at University.
of the preceding week, supported by 8 p.m. Opening of Wireless Institute Amateur Federal Conference.
the music of Wilbur Hatch, and Don
Forbes announcing. Production on
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
this one is credited to Bill Moore.
10 a.m.
Third Business Session at University.
Thursday belongs to "City Salute,"
2:15 p.m. Visits to be arranged to several radio places and works.

director

27.

—

—
—
—

—

—

saluting cities of the West Coast, as
the title implies, also with music by
Hatch, produced by Carlisle Stevens

and announced by Maurie Webster.
The Friday show, "Song Time," with
Betty Grable and John Payne and
Hatch music, is the CBS network
show heretofore mute on KNX. The
series will be followed daily by Hal
Berger's "The In-Laws" strip, moving
over to CBS this week from a long
run on KHJ-Don Lee.
NBC's "Signal Carnival," Sunday
at 7:30 p.m. on the Coast Red, will
feature original music by Meredith
Willson based on an "Alice in WonComposition will
derland" theme.
the entire half-hour, with Betty
fill
Kelly and Phil Hanna featured vocalists.

Lew Hearn, younger brother of
Sam "Schlepperman" Hearn has been

—
—
Evening—Free.

THURSDAY, APRIL
10
2:

9

a.m.— Fourth Business Session
15 p.m.— Fifth Business Session
p.m.— I.R.E. Ball at Trocadero.

8 p.m.

7

at University.
at University.

FRIDAY, APRIL
11 a.m.

and SUNDAY, APRIL

10

Country Tours.

MONDAY. APRIL

11

— Seventh Business Session at University.
Afternoon — Motor Tour of beaches and visit to Koala
8 p.m. — Eighth Business Session at University.
10 a.m.

Park.

THURSDAY, APRIL

Colonel Jack Major, one of the
variety headliners on CBS, nearly
lost a social plum last week as the
result of his hillbilly bringing up
his yen to remain a Kentucky
down-homer. The committee of the
annual "Fun and Frolic" party
headed by Mrs. Chauncey Olcott
and other notables extended the
Major a bid to act as toastmaster
at the New Year's Eve charity af-

and

fair in the Silver

Room

of the

Am-

bassador.
He accepted, but said
he wouldn't wear a "monkey suit."
The committee wouldn't permit him
to

come

informal.

They were

at

an impasse, when the Colonel
learned that proceeds of the affair

would go to crippled children. So
the Kentucky hillbilly is now being
double-breasted.
fitted for a tux

—

— Free.
— Final Business

Edgar L. Bill, wife and son, former
manager of WLS and now head of
WMBD at Peoria, in town visiting
various friends.

Harold Turner, WGN pianist, vacaat his home, Pawnee City,
Neb.
Fred Weber, Mutual co-ordinator,
and Ruth Betts (Mrs. W.) return
here
from Hollywood to spend
tioning

To climax the

first season in reyears during which officials
have permitted broadcasts of Rocky
Mountain Conference grid games,
KLZ will remote the Cotton Bowl
classic between the University of
Colorado and Rice Institute from
Dallas on New Year's Day.
The game, sponsored by Chevrolet
dealers of the Mountain region, will
be handled by Warren Williams, with
Jack Fitzpatrick handling the com-

cent

installed atop
buildings throughout Denver's

downtown shopping

district,

station

presenting the city's leading choral
^roups in Christmas hymns and carols.
In addition to its own artists,
KLZ is presenting Denver's best
known church choirs and independent vocal organizations.
is

14

More than 2,500 Denver youngsters
attended station's Christmas Giving
Party, which was presented from

at University.

Afternoon
8 p.m.

personnel received bonus on
Dec. 22 based on length of service
with organization and salary.

With loud speakers

—
—
—

Colonel Goes Formal

also.

WGN

office

—

a.m.— Twelfth Business Session

up

mercials.

TUESDAY. APRIL 12
signed for a permanent spot on the
Joe Penner show. The juvenile Hearn 10 a.m. Ninth Business Session at University.
will play the role of Grandpappy 2: 15 p.m.— Tenth Business Session at University.
old
fussPenner,
cantankerous
budget.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13
Edward G. Robinson and the entire
Free.
Morning
migrate
to
cast of "Big Town" will
Eleventh Business Session at University.
15 p.m.
New York in January, broadcasting 2:
from there Jan. 18 and 25. CBS is Evening Free.
10

"Bachelor's Children," home fighting off a case of flu and caring for
her mother at same time who is laid

KLZ, Denver

Business Session at University.
9,

Molly show, flew to Hollywood to
spend Christmas with his wife. Bruce
Kamman pinch hits tonight.
Patricia
Dunlap,
headliner
of

8

Boat Harbor Trip. Luncheon at and Inspection of Taronga
Park Zoo. Rejoin Show Boat. Finish Harbor Cruise with afternoon
tea on board.

SATURDAY. APRIL

production

McGee and

Fibber

of

Christmas.

— Show

— Sixth

27. 1937

Session and concluding Address with Supper

i

ladies

the stage of a

downtown

theater.

included.)

Technical subjects to be covered at convention include wave propagatelecommunication, broadcast transmission, broadcast receivers, sound

"Tune

tion,

and
Arrangements are being handled by O.
Carrington St., Sydney.

projection, electromedical, television
30

clearing time so that show may be
tied-in with the Jolson half on both
coasts.
Ed Lowry's "Singtime" for FoxWest Coast Theaters takes a new

allied
F.

subjects.

Mingay, convention secretary,

In

—Hear

Yourself"

WTMV

This
new
(Milwaukee)
wrinkle, invites listeners to the studios on Mondays, Wednesdays, or
Fridays to have their voices recorded.
Following day, the records are played
over the radio, building big audience

from the East to participation and interest. Stint
he was switching sponsored by St. Clair Laundry.
from Ruthrauff & Ryan to another
agency are "greatly exaggerated,"
with Ruffner as a matter of record, was
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT 1

groove at 6-6:30 Saturdays,
renewal and the start of a new series
on KHJ-Don Lee.
Gaylord Carter's organ concert on
KNX for American Pop Corn "has
been switched from Friday to a new
spot on Saturdays at 9:45 p.m.
"Tiny" Ruffner insists that the re-

ports

the

filtering

effect

in

only recently elevated to a vicepresidency in the agency.
Fibber McGee and Molly are reported due out here to resume broadcasting

weeks.

is

that

from

Hollywood

in

a

few

SEASON'S

hi
A

17

EAST 45th

GREETINGS
ST.,

New

York

MU

2-1888

^

RADIO
ANNUAL
A GREAT

VOLUME
COVERING

A GREAT
INDUSTRY

Radio Annual
in

February as part

Service.
to

A FULL YEAR
IN PREPARATION

will

It

will

be distributed
of

Radio Daily

be complimentary

Radio Daily Subscribers.

'1
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Ohio Giving Short Course

On Broadcast Engineering
Columbus, O.

—A

*

Programs That Have Made History

v'

course on
broadcast engineering will be conducted by Ohio State university
electrical
engineering
department,
Feb. 7-18. Instructors will include
Harold H. Beverage of RCA; George
M. Nixon, NBC; George H. Brown,
Godley & Brown; William H. Doherty.
Bell
Telephone; Harold L.
Oleson, Weston Electrical Corp.; Herbert N. Hucke and Peter Scandrett,
short

WAAT's "Your Skyways

Reporter"

WAAT

T ISTENERS

to
never know
Beside the scheduled shows
that transmitter will carry the station carries "special event"
shots from the airfield in the event
an interview with some famous perof a "biggie" arriving or some news
sonage. Billy Rose has been on this occurrence.
Notification of such a
Jersey City station at 10 a.m.
thing sometimes comes at the last
and countless stars of the silver minute, with the result that there
is no time to contact Beadle, the enscreen have appeared just before the
gineer. This means nothing to Anclosing time of local sunset. nouncer Becker as he has held a
For a local station to do this requires commercial radio operator's license
lots of "news-sense," initiative, and
since 1930 and rushes to make his
a direct wire to the busiest airport own remote set-up.
.

.

.

when

.

United Airlines.

.

ADVERTISING

.

WAAT
Tim and Irene Status
of
the Tim and IreneDArtega show on Mutual, sponsored

Status

the world

in

.

.

.

Newark Airport
Bob Becker.

Reminiscing a few days ago
by Admiracion, appears to be indefithe boys recalled some unusually
Back in June of 1937, a client of dramatic events during their five
nite,
with the understanding that
Wm. N. Scheer Advertising months of airport radio reporting.
there is only a slim chance of the the
account continuing after Jan. 9. Pro- Agency decided that the only thing There was the time that WAAT's
gram, on 9 Mutual outlets is con- to keep him on the air would be sports commentator was telling of
sidered at the peak of its pulling a "different" program. (How many the game pitched by Lefty Gomez
power, with a Crossley over 5, plus, times have we heard that before.) after getting the sad news that his
a strong showing following a two- Scheer put the problem in the lap of mother had passed away in Caliweek contest. Account is handled by his program director. Bob Walsh fornia. A note was shoved in front
who grinned with a wild look of him telling that Gomez was standthe
Chas.
Dallas
Reach Co. of
in his eye
and immediately ing in front of a mike at the field
Newark.
reached for a box of aspirin. Whether
listening through an earphone.
.

.

.

and a chap

.

.

like

.

RADIO DAILY

RRINGS

.

.

.

.

.

was

the

aspirin
or a pretty
stewardess on an airplane, we know
not
but three days later Walsh
it

Gallup Elected V.P.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jackie Farrell, the sportscaster, put
and gave his
on his earpiece
message of condolence to Gomez who
thanked him from the planeside.
Then there was the day when a
piano had to be rushed from Chicago
to New York for a music convention
.

.

RESULTS

.

Dr. George H. Gallup, director of returned from a trip to Chicago with
An interview proresearch at Young & Rubicam, Inc.. the answer
has been elected vice-president, and gram with "planeside" interviews.
the idea
will become a stockholdar. beginning The sponsor was called
and immediately sold.
Jan. 1. Raymond Rubiram made the submitted
and two seats were removed
Ten days later the program took the from a plane to make room for it.
announcement.
air. The agency selected the Ameri- Talent was arranged for
and a
can Airlines station at Newark Air- musical program was presented di.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

port,

DECAUSE

.

equipment was

installed,

.

.

and rectly from the plane. The one "spe-

and when cial" that stands out in the mind of
the show was ready
Finds Studio Audience
the clock rolled round to the prePerformers' Incentive miere air time the agency had Becker ... is the afternoon when
he was informed that there was a
"I wonder why some radio stars worked out a deal with Paul La
plane to be landed without landing
.

display temperament by refusing to
broadcast to studio audiences? Theatrical atmosphere, I'd always believed, was essential to the poise and
expression of an artist. Before one
can give his best performance there
a more
must be some incentive
responsive audience which can 'feel'
his talents, and can convince the
artist that his work is being 'felt'.
The invisible radio millions form the
coldest audience in the world, and
its representative, the studio mike,
helps little to alleviate the unresponsiveness of its master."— STANLEY

—

WORTH.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
SHELLY

E.

TRACY

Tracy-Locke-Dawson Agency
"Reform (3 needed to forestall
political control of advertising.

cooperation

advertisers,

media

agencies

was necessary

to

the effects of an increasing
advertising
of subversive

defeat

amount
propa-

ganda, a mechanism which is generating some dangerous anti-advertising currents."

.

Stayo, tycoon of the station, whereby
the affair would be staffed and
handled by the Aeency
and
aired through WAAT. To do this.
Art Beadle was engaged as engineer.
.

Bob Becker

announcer

as

.

.

.

.

.

both

working for the ad-outfit. Both these
boys had a good training in aviation
and both knew the airline problem
in addition to the radio side. This
accounts for the fact that in all the
broadcasts
not one plane has
beon delayed due to the holding of
a passenger for interview.
.

.

.

.

reguThis
larly scheduled at 5:00 p.m.
time has been selected because of
the traffic peak at that hour. There
is a 21 passenger Flagship departing
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Buffalo. Detroit, and Chicago
and a few minutes later a giant

.

.

.

.

—

The

WAAT

show

.

.

.

WAAT

.

POWER

.

.

.

.

.

RUYING

.

.

is
now carried as a
feature on a sustaining basis
with the Scheer agency still controlFlagship Skysleeper wings its way ing and staffing it. Only change has
to the West Coast. It is upon this been the addition of Frank Reynolds
plane "The American Mercury" that as production man.
most of the celebs do their HollyAll three, Becker, Beadle and Reywood-New York traveling. As a diclaim that their spot
rect contrast to the Man-on-Street nolds
Becker uses no at the Gateway to the Skyways of
type of show
"stock" questions, preferring to carry America ... is the most interesting
on an interesting chat with the of all remotes to cover. Their batpassengers
their
about
business, ting average in getting the celebs
themselves, and their views on per- to speak into the
mikes is
tinent subjects of the day. In addi- .950. Setup involves three mikes, one
tion to the "names"
there are in the waiting room, one in an office,
many executives, world travelers, and the third on a 700 foot cord for
and others to provide interesting carrying around the field
even
chatter.
into the planes.

for

REACHES THE

.

.

The "Skyways Reporter"

RADIO DAILY

gear.
The emergency trucks were
out on the field ... all precautions
were taken. What to do? Can we
broadcast it? Airline officials cogitated.
Sure in the belief that the
safety factor of the ship was great
they gave permission. Becker
stated that he
went on the air
was about to broadcast a definite
proof that a modern transport could
land safely, even under adverse conditions
and as the 12-ton ship
glided in for a landing ... it was
described
then the passengers
and while there was
interviewed
a certain attitude of drama to the
airing ... it was marked in the log
as "routine all okay."

.

In-

between
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.

.

.

.

.

.
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EDWARD KLAUBER

When New

The execu-

vice-

tive

president o f
CBS,
along
in May of the

year,

past

was made

a

member
of
the
com-

3)

board

pany's
of

directors,

new

and
expan-

i

next week.
"I am going

was

Donald

ized

size

of

A

year.

little

and expansion of the Inter-City network,
to be considering some new radio Mefford Runyon also were made di- of which Flamm also is prexy, and
advertising next year. Except for rectors.
Outside of that, Klauber the launching of occasional program
"Sunbrite" program, firm has been performed his important duties with- novelties also helped to keep him
is

the

Paul

directorate.

the air for a year or more.
out stepping much into the limelight.
*
*
*
Realsilk is reported considering
radio for last half of next year. •
•
ELLIOTT
Kraft-Phoenix is said to be thinking
about a campaign for its new drink.
Climaxing a
year of gradually increasTranscriptions
ing activity
Starting Jan. 10
and responsibility in the
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, has cona nagement
tracted for the first series of tranof radio stascriptions to be aired over WEAF.
tions,
Elliott
Under a recent ruling
Roosevelt
and
WJZ can air recordings up to 9 a.m.
was
disks will be heard three
president and
times weekly, 7:45-8 a.m., beginning
general man(Continued cn Page 3)
a g e r
of
Hearst Radio.
Previous
t o
Current

Olson Rug

WEAF

m

WEAF

LISTENING HABIT GROWS,

KAROL TELLS MARKETERS

GEORGE W. TRENDLE

•

•

One of the
hot controversies of
1937

in

and

was

circles
t

radio

movie

he

protest

against

disof

this

development

late

in

December,

Roosevelt had been handling the
lining up a network series to debut
southwest
and California Hearst
early in 1938, with plans calling for
stations.
There was also some talk
program to feature commentator dis- a while back
of the possibility that
cussing current events.

(Continued on Page 3)

harmful Hol-

lywood

Dale Carnegie Signed
For Colgate Campaign

gos-

sip via radio,

and
W.

George

Trendle,
who is both
a theater man and head of Michigan Radio Network, helped to bring
this issue to a head.
Sale of "Lone
Ranger" serial to the films (Monogram) and appointing Raymer as
rep also were among Trendle's

he would become a network commentator. But he probably will be MRN
too busy for that now.
1937 deals.

Weeding Out Disks
Elk City.
cut

down

Okla.—In an
the

KASA

size

of

its

effort

to

musical

has instituted a
"Save It or Break It" program
every Thursday afternoon. Records
are played and audience is asked
to give the verdict.
If "no" comes
in,
the record is broken with a
snap before the mike.
And it's not a sound effect.
library,

—

Atlantic City The average listening period among radio set owners
has been found to increase with the
length of time that the set is owned,
thereby showing clearly that, once
a convert to radio, the drawing power
increases instead of decreases with
the years, according to John Karol,
director of Market Research for CBS,
in an address before the annual meet-

made pensers

WEAF

Current

Manages WSVA; Commercials to Originate
Other Appointments Made
From WJSV in Wash'n

—

Chicago Dale Carnegie in "How
Win Friends and Influence People"
will go to work for Colgate shaving
to

cream starting Jan. 11 at 10:45 p.m.
Tuesdays over CBS. Benton & Bowles
of

Chicago

—

Harrisonburg, Va. Chas. P. Blackwill succeed
the late Floyd
Williams as general manager of
WSVA. Blackley has been with
WSVA since its establishment in
June, 1935, and for the past two
years has acted as business manager
ley

the

station.

There will

(Continued on Page 3)

be

no

Washington Bureau, RADIO
Washington
First CBS

DAILY
commer-

cial network program to
in Washington, the Arthur

originate

—

GodfreyJohn Salb show for Barbasol starting
Jan. 24, is expected to be followed
by other sponsored shows fed from
here, according to A. D. Willard

WJSV

Jr.,

manager. The Barbasol program is now on Mutual.

is

Who

Blackley

of

measure

occupied.

ROOSEVELT

History Plans
History magazine is now

my

Kesten

off

on

to pattern

after the radio system used by the
British government," Herring told
RADIO DAILY. "Something has to
be done with radio. The resolutions
introduced in both the House and
the Senate have been practically
(Continued cn Page 3)

matters
decided
by
tant

stafollowing an Flamm,
tion owner,
increase
i n
the author- in the past

Swift, Realsilk, Kraft

RADIO DAILY
— Apparently
intended

as a radio bill to end all radio bills,
a measure calling for government
control of the entire radio industry
will be introduced in the Senate by
Senator Clyde Herring of Iowa when
the regular session gets under way

v e studios
one of
the impors

MEHRTENS

By GEORGE W.
Washington Bureau,

Washington

Final selection of a site
for WMCA's

more

Session

Begins in Jan.

DONALD FLAMM

•

•

Measure

Senate to Get

RADIO

(Fifth Installment of a Series)

Chicago
John VanCronkhite,
founder of VanCronkhite Associates
Inc. has resigned as president of that
organization and will join another
company in the radio field on Jan. 1.
VanCronkhite will remain as chairman of VCA's board of directors, but
it is understood he has disposed of
his majority interest.
Current reports have it that William F. Arnold,
prominent Chicago banker and business expert, will have controlling in-

Weigh New Radio Plans
Chicago — Swift Packing Co.
said

IN

DURING 1937

FOR A NEW AFFILIATION

(Continued on Page

Looms

Bill

MEN WHO MADE NEWS

VAN CRONKHIfE QUITS VCA

FIVE CENTS

30. 1937

agency.

Started It?

About 50 announcers have claimed

distinction

the

"man

of

being

going furthest back

is

with

first

in the street" idea.

Claim

that of

Don

now manager of KDB,
Barbara. Cal., who with
Fesler,
now with RKO

Hastings,

Santa
Baily

studios, originated such

WFBM.

a show

Indianapolis, in 1928.

Who's next?

at

2

IfMLMU

LP

A

Thursday, December
I

L.

¥

30, 1937

;

MPPA

Again Warns Stations
On Off-the-Air Recordings

Vol. 2, No. 128

Music Publishers Protective Ass'n,
through Harry Fox, general manager,
Editor acting as agent and trustee for a
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business Manager group
MARVIN KIRSCH
of copyright owners, again
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays sent a letter yesterday to all radio
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, stations on the question of off-theN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, air recordings, any type of which
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester may be construed as an infringement
:

:

:

:

Publisher

:

:

:

:

B. Bahn, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary ; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5 ; foreign,
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with order

RADIO
to
communications
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-6338.
7-6337,
7-6336,
Phone Wisconsin
Cable address: Filmday, New York. HollyHollywood
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425
Address

all

DAILY,

1501

Blvd.

Phone Granite 6607.

Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
3, 1879.

under the act of March

of copyright, and, as pointed out,
the disks need not be broadcast to
constitute a violation of the copyright law. At present the copyright
owners go on record as not requiring
the stations to take out a license
when such disks are not broadcast.
Letter from Fox follows:
"On behalf of my principals, I wish
to call your attention to the fact that
any recording of a radio program you
may make on your own recording equipment constitutes an infringement of the

copyright of every copyrighted musical
composition contained in such recording.
"The mere recording represents the
violation of rights and it is not necessary that the recording be broadcast in
order that you be subjected to the
penalties prescribed by the Copyright

Law.
"At the present time my principals
are not requiring you to obtain licenses
for the mere recording. However, they
prerequisite to
any such record,
broadcasting
you apply for and obtain from me as
agent and trustee licenses covering such
recording, which licenses will be issued
on the same terms and conditions upon
which so-called electrical transcription
licenses are issued.
"Please understand that our failure at
this time to require licenses to cover
recordings which are not broadcast shall
not be construed by you as a consent
to or acquiescence in your unlawful acts
nor as a waiver of any of our rights in
past,
infringements,
connection with
present or future."

are
the

insisting

that

as
of

a

W.

WILLIAMSON JR., president and genWKBN, Youngstown, is in New

P.

manager of

eral

York.

JAMES

SAUTER, president of Air Features
returned from Washington yesterday.

Inc.,

NICK KENNY
EARL

W.

L.

He

Maine.

supervise

to

for

JACOBY,

head,

sales

WNEW

HARPER,

leaves tomorrow
vacation.

5-Minute

Sales

(Wednesday, Dec. 29)

I

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close
144
1423,4 143y4
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Crosley Radio
Cen. Electric
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RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

— Chg.Va
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5%

5%
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Managers to Survey

Local 802 Holds Election
Areas on Problems On One-Job-at-Time Issue

Home
Chicago— The

I

Broadcast Sales Directors, formerly the sales managers'
division of NAB, will hold its next
session in Washington on Feb. 13,
day before NAB session opens there.
BSD, after its session here, an-

44

45

nounced plans for "aiding the

NAB

in

a

southern

Universal

return

will

Radio Programs
with
friends
in
desk in time

his

promotion

the

tenor

of

new

Universal's

from

APPELL

Europe
of

the

Metropolitan

today

in

ROSENTHAL,

head

bureau, will
Massachusetts.

spend

MEL AARONSON,

script

aboard

the

CBS artist bureau
Atlantic City.

the

spend the week-end

HERBERT

of

MITROPOULOS, con-

DIMITRI

and

.arrive

JAMES
will

to

Library.

Co.,

ductor,
Rex.

sports
announcer,
Florida winter

the

of
the
CBS
holidays skiing

writer,

has

returned

from a stay of seven months on the Coast,
where he wrote audition scripts for the Joe E.
Brown Half-and-Half Tobacco program.

MILLS,

chairman of Ascap administraElection held yesterday by Local tive committee, has gone to Washington on
on the resolution business for remainder of the week.
802 of the
pertaining to members being allowed
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE returns Monto hold but one job at a time, is be- day after a visit to her home in Florida and
will begin new schedule over CBS same day.
lieved to have been lost, but the
TERRI LA FRANCONI leaves today for Miami
actual result will not be known until
fill an eight-week engagement at the Roney
sometime today when the majority to
Plaza.
of the ballots have been counted.
C.

E.

AFM

every way possible in connection
Stewart Warner
83/4
7% 8
Vl
with its proposed reorganization." Local has some 16,000 members with
101
Westinghouse
9734 99
+ 1
Zenith Radio
1234
% 12'/2 + % Burryl Lottridge, KTUL, Tulsa, as many voting by mail. Consensus of
spokesman for the group, announced opinion is that not more than a
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANCE
vote
3
16
Hazeltine Corp
15% 15%
/8 that the newly appointed sectional fourth of the membership will
Majestic
Vs
Vs
chairmen would be asked to survey on the question, however.
3/4
Nat. Union Radio
34
3£
Virtually every orchestra group has
home areas on various problems and
to be prepared to make reports at gone on record as being against passage of the resolution on the ground
next session.
Dr. Goldsmith Addresses
Sectional chairmen are: William that it is impractical and would curSyracuse Science Meet Cline, WLS; Les Fox, WMBC; E. Y. tail considerable revenue for the
Flanigan, WSPD; Maurice Coleman, better class musicians and orchestras
Syracuse A talk on television and WATL; Jack Gross, KWKH; Jack that are in demand. Same idea was
KYW; K. W. Husted, tried out in Chicago but later reits relation in the field of electronics Hammond,
was given by Dr. Alfred N. Gold- WCCO; Frank Bishop, KFEL; O. L. scinded.
KGNC; Charles Couche,
smith, RCA technical consultant, be- Taylor,
fore the convention of the New York KOIN; Charles Phillips, WFBL; Fred
Gen. Mills Show Titled
KOY; William Warren,
State Science Teachers here yester- Palmer,
Chicago New General Mills show
WAAB; Purnell Gould, WFBR.
day.
tentatively titled "Magnificent Lady,"
Goldsmith spoke of "the approach
starting Jan. 3 on WGN, has been
of television as a home service" and
Novelears to Audition
definitely named "Valiant Lady." It
urged everyone to acquire an underThe Novelears, composed of Jack features Joan Blaine, Francis X.
standing of at least the fundamental
Allison and the Deutsch Twins, will Bushman, Sally Agnes Smith and
principles of the many technical debe auditioned this week for the Benny Olan Soule. Sandra Michaels is the
vices in daily use.
Goodman-Camel program. Negotia- author. If show clicks here, it will
tions are being handled by Mervin be moved to New York on the Gold
CBS to Salute WAPI
Alexander of Music Corp. of America, Medal Hour.
CBS will salute WAPI on Jan. 1 which has placed the group under
45'/2

for

annual

his

vacationing

is

BRUNO LANDI,
Opera

in

FINANCIAL

yesterday

left

vacation.

artists

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

GOinG

and

Price 5 Cts.
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JOHN W. ALICOATB

commc

WALTER

from

a

CASSEL and
week's vacation

family
in

return

today

Omaha.

1 1

—

1

.

1

Raymond Morgan Opens
Office in Indianapolis

1

.

—

—

when

Unit, which is personally
that station joins the chain. contract.
Esso News on
Special broadcast, at 1:30-2 p.m., will managed by Evelyn Prochaska, is
Standard Oil of N. J., through
feature Gov. Bibb Graves of Ala- currently appearing on the
bama, orchestras and soloists from "Grandstand and Bandstand" pro- Marschalk & Pratt, on Jan. 1 will begin a UP news reports series on KYW,
studios in New gram.
WAPI and
Philadelphia.
"Esso News" will be
York. Addition of WAPI is expected
five-minute shots, four times daily.
to give CBS one million new listeners
Harper Off to Training
in Alabama and surrounding states.
Earl
Harper,
sports
announcer,
heard on
with the play-byplay accounts of the Newark Bears
Call
baseball games, leaves tomorrow for
his annual winter vacation. He will
Master of Ceremonies
take his car aboard the S.S. Shawnee
to
Jacksonville,
driving
through
Florida, and will spend the month of
Fox-Fabian Amateur Hour
January and February in Florida, reSix Star Revue
porting at Sebring, the training camp
Zeke Manners' Cang
PL 3-3015
29 W. 57th St.
of the Newark Bears, early in March.

West Coast Bureau.

Los

Angeles

Morgan

Co.,

RADIO DAILY

— The

Raymond

agency and radio producers, has
opened an office in Indianapolis to
facilitate servicing the account of
Stokely Bros. & Co., whose headquarters are in Indianapolis and for
whom the Morgan company produces
"Charlie Chan."
In "Dick Tracy" Cast
Cast of "Dick Tracy'," new Quaker
Oats serial which starts Jan. 3 at 5
p.m. as a five-weekly on NBC-Red,
will include Ned Wever in title role,
Walter Kinsella, Andy Donnelly, Ed
Jerome, Howard Smith and Lawson
Zerbe. Himan Brown will produce
the series, based on the Chester

Gould comic

strip.

KYW

WMCA

WABC

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

Camp

WNEW

DON KERR
WMCA

RECORDINGS

R.

Hollywood advertising

WEAF-NBC RED NETWORK
• THURSDAY

12:15 P.M. EST

• SUNDAY

9 A.M. EST

11
Management NBC

Artists

Service

Thursday. December

30. 1937

NEW PC€<3CAMS-lt)EA/

GOV'T CONTROL MEASURE

ATNEW

LOOMS

time some action
were taken to straighten the matter
it

is

out."

Herring, who formerly was governor of Iowa, said his bill would
settle the questions of newspaperradio ownership, abolish or revamp
the FCC and completely ban what
he termed "vulgar" advertising on
the air.

Asked if he believed the government would be able to provide programs equal to the present quality

WHK

meeting over the airwaves of
WSVA's "Radio Auction"
The "Radio Auction Sales" launched this week. Studio facilities will be
Nov. 27 over WSVA, Harrisonburg, made available to the organization
Va., has built up into quite a program regularly hereafter under schedule
with a big following. In these auc- soon to be worked out.
Idea is to promote fire prevention
tion sales, the audience is invited to
bid. Valuable items of merchandise, and cut down number of false alarms.
mostly suitable gifts, are offered at Boys and girls from settlement and
auction by the program announcer, community houses throughout city
and the audience send in their bids have been recruited; their principal
by mail. Actual sales are held on duties will be to watch fire boxes in
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at neighborhoods of settlements and re12:45 p.m., while at the same time on port violations. Stint was developed
alternating days, and at 10 a.m. daily, by Marshall Stalley, director of boy's
details regarding the progress of the activity at Goodrich Social Settlesales and brief commercials for par- ment, as result of City Treasurer
ticipating stores are given, together Leonard S. Levy's
"Safety First"
with popular recorded music.
broadcasts over the Cleveland station.
Parnel Thompson, employed espe-

he

cipation

ports

that effect.

to

of the proposed bill is not
available, but the Senator said it
was his intention to get in touch
with "some of the boys" regarding
the subject.

Copy

Blackley

Manages WSVA;

Other Appointments

Made

in the
to the studios.

stores in four
area immediate
Included among those

to

58

this

up

money

auction
to

this

time

to

the latter office for

manager

recently designated

of

the

only.
High
have ranged

from as low as $15

department.

KTUL Marks Anniversary

Listening Habit Grows,

addition to his duties in the sales

By Expanding

— In

Its

KTUL

(Continued from Page

ing of the

1)

American Marketing Ass'n

convention here yesterday.
Karol said that 95 per cent of all
urban sets are kept in working order;
76 per cent are in use sometime daily,
sales and business departments. The
the average set is in use four hours
station already occupies entire 21st
KTUL has applied for 5,000 daily, and the morning market is 65
floor.
in

watts day and 1,000 watts night.

per cent feminine.

Olson Rug Transcriptions
Starting Jan. 10 on WEAF

000

(Continued from Page

\)

With radio homes near the 25,000,mark, around 5,000,000 autos
equipped with radios and 4,000,000
homes having two or more sets, radio
ownership in urban markets has
reached the saturation point, Karol

He listed Charlie McSponsor has also signed for declared.
time on KYW, KOA, WGY, KDKA Carthy (Chase & Sanborn), Major
and a number of other stations. Bowes, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor,
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chi- Bing Crosby, Lux Theater, Fred
Allen, Rudy Vallee, Burns and Allen,
cago, has the account.
Hollywood Hotel, Al Jolson and Phil
Baker as programs leading in popuJan.

10.

Booking Direct

D

'

A R T E G A
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
MBS— WOR
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
CH 4-5155
H41 B'way, New York

WHN

larity.

through Jay
Lewis Associates, is expanding its
radio activities with a 52-week contract for six spots weekly on WAAT.
Shoes,

NEW YORK'S BEST
15 40
BROADWAY

The most effective and economical
medium for covering the New York

Winkelman Shoe Expands
Winkelman

had

make

Karol Tells Marketers

Quarters

celebration of its fourth
here will
Jan. 22,
expand its quarters, leasing half of
the 22nd floor of the National Bank
of Tulsa building, to be occupied by

Tulsa

birthday,

to

WEW

clients.

Junior Fire Fighters
"Junior Fire Fighters," new Cleveland safety organization, held its first

in

no comment

WBNX

the present.

Staunton commercial offices and the
station's program promotion director

New
RADIO DAILY, VanCronkhite

WBNX Program

to a recent high
one for a $12.95 auto heater bringing $715 in Radio Auction Money.
Wendell Siler, Chief Announcer,
Charles Ballou is announcing-auchas been designated program directioneer. The series ends its eighttor, a position also held by Williams,
contracts on Jan. 22. Local acwho was a major stockholder in the week
counts never before "on the air" have
Shenandoah Valley Station.
come in on the promotion, and the
R. L. Stricklen Jr., who joined the
commercial staff of WSVA as sales program is creating wide-spread enrepresentative in March, 1936, was thusiasm both among listeners and

appointment

president

German Colony

gave Radio Auction Money with all
cash
purchases,
and
high
bids
awarded to listeners were payable
in

is slated to be
named
to succeed VanCronkhite.
Reached in
York today by

and

WEW

WSVA

participating were local drug stores,
service stations, jewelers, grocers,
beauty parlors, auto and auto supply dealers. Each of the participants

bids

(Continued from Page 1)

idea

towns

(Continued from Page 1)

terest

other than to
confirm his resignation and the fact
he resigned to accept a new position
concerned with radio news.
Chicago sources revealed that considerable reorganization will be effected immediately in VCA.
M. H.
Petersen is understood to be remaining as executive vice-president, while
Harry Martin will continue to head
VCA Radio News Features.
VanCronkhite resigned from CBS
early this year to form VCA.
He
also founded the Association of Radio
Sell Time for Greetings
Approximately 200 customers in St. News Editors & Writers, of which he
Louis paid
$5 each on Christ- is now chairman of the board.
mas morning to garble their own 50word Christmas Greetings over the
Highlights
air
The customers broadcast from
In
Special
the executive offices of the St. Louis
University station from a special
On New Year's Eve at 8:30, the
mike.
An engineer was stationed
German Hour under the dithere to cut off the mike at the conclusion of each spiel, to keep the rection of Herbert Oettgen will pre"Hello Mom, I'm coming home to sent a novel news radio reel covering
dinner" addicts from tripping up the the last three months of activities
station with the direct communica- in the local German colony.
Starttions laws.
may repeat the ing with the fanfare which opened
the German Day on Oct. 3 in Madirake-in New Year's Day.
son Square Garden, there will be a
few words of the German AmbasLawyers' Club on Air
The Barristers Club, an organiza- sador Dr. Dieckhoff and some humortion of local attorneys, is presenting ous sentences from the address of
an informal quarter-hour of inter- "Pumpernickel Bill" from AUentown.
views and discussions on local and Pa., where Pennsylvania Dutch is still
national legal problems over WHKC, the mayor's official language.
Program also includes the interColumbus, each Sunday. Outstanding
members of the legal profession, each view with Erna Sack, German nightweek, will interpret new laws as ingale, taken on the sun deck of the
they are passed by the local county, liner Bremen when entering New
state and national governments.
York on Oct. 25, and other events.

Herring replied that
thought it would, only there
would be no advertising. Reminded
that perhaps British programs were
not what might be called successful, cially for the purpose, sold the partiHerring says he had heard no reradio fare,

of

VAN CRONKHITE QUITS VCA
FOR A NEW AFFILIATION

SESSION

(Continued from Page 1)

valueless and
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market
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richest in the world.

•
Loew's
Affiliated with
Theatres and the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios.
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.

by Variety— approved
by wise advertisers...

—
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PCCMCTICN

AGENCIES
W. CHURCH, lately with
Wierengo Adv. Agency,
Grand Rapids, has joined W. W. Gar-

WEW

ALLEN

the

J.

A

L.

its

agency.

"Thanks

REACH

DALLAS

CHAS.

CO.,

J., has been appointed
handle the account of Franklin
Savings Institution of Newark. Bryant W. Griffin is account executive.

Newark, N.
to

MORRIS & DAVIDSON,

Chicago,

named to look after the
advertising of Hydro - Tex Corp.
has been

(waterproof

Cosmic

fabrics)

and

Electro-

Inc.

CHARLES

•

•

•

CO.
Gulden

an-

that Charles
(mustard), one of its accounts, not
only declared a two-week bonus to
all employees but also gave additional bonuses to older employees in
proportion to length of service.

nounces

Inc.

for the

Memory"

With 1937 rushing down the homestretch, ready

to

break the

fitting and proper that this pillar go on record thanking
and stuff, who've contributed to make this a memorable
milestone .... Then there's the contributions made by radio in airing the
attempt to vindicate Justice Hugo Black, Amelia Earhart disappearance,

tape for 1938,

people,

it's

things

Ohio Valley Floods, Coronation, Hindenburg
inauguration

American

February,

in

disaster. President Roosevelt's

Legion

World

Convention,

Braddock-Louis fight and the world's greatest air

show

Series,

so far as talent

in

—

the Red Cross benefit from Radio City which was sponsored
by Wrigley .... Market crash also took a toll of listeners who were fearful of
a "repeat" of 1929. .. .Ralph Wonders leaving CBS after seven years....
Charlie McCarthy -W. C. Fields programs .... The Jack Benny -Fred Allen

was concerned

HOYT

W.

Amos
CBS .... George Gershwin's death ....
have become indelible in our minds.

feud over the "Bee" .... Kate Smith switching sponsors .... Same with
'n'

Andy .... Burns and

Allen leaving

These are but a few things that

ROCHE, Wl-LIAMS, CUNNYNGHAM, Chicago, state Studebaker has
no radio plans for

WNEW

male vocalists are aided by
swing arrangements by Bernice Allen, night club and radio pianist.
The outfit formerly was heard over
three

WCAU,

Philadelphia.

Mento

Everitt

111

broadcasts, due to recurrence of a
spinal difficulty. She is the second

Chicago headliner encountering major health difficulties. Marion Jordan
(Molly McGee) also being confined
to a sanitarium.

Elizabeth Reller Quits
the
Reller,
Elizabeth
Chicago
Betty of General Mills "Betty and
After a
Bob," resigned yesterday.

—

vacation at home in Richmond, Ind.,
she plans to accept a stage offer in
New York. Alice Hill replaces her.

WOKO-WABY,

Albany

Richardson,

assistant g.m.,
Harold E. Smith,

laid up by grippe.
g.m., also is still abed.
Johnny Lee will handle the

13-week

song contest sponsored by Gardner's
Wine & Liquor Co. of Troy over

WABY.

Cast Appeals to Public
Immediately before the last airing
of "Fun Bug" over CBS from the
Akdar Theater, Tulsa, the cast and
other individuals involved in the
show's production used five-column
half-page newspaper advertisements
to say:
it good-bye Tulsa?
Next Sunday's
is the last.
Just as
begin to find out our strength and hit
our true stride, the contract with Barns-

"Is

• • • Thrills of 1937! Louis Prima singing and playing "Bei
Mir Bist Du Schoen" and (Leon &) Eddie Davis singing "That Old
Feeling" like it's never been sung before ... .Hearing Morton Dowvoice

ney's

week

last

"Marie" ... .Benny

Goodman

summer

the

.

.

•

•

•

Windsor ... .Rudy Vallee singing "All

of

1937:

of

who had boxes

there so that the

citizens

of

driving a nation slug-nutty over swing.

—James

R.

placed on

..

president of

prominent street corners

KFRO

aid the less fortunates in their community .... How could an hour
an artist's life compare to a fulfillment of an invalid's dream? .... Artists
will spend hours shopping for a hat or talking to people— when part of
this time could be devoted more fittingly to visiting some charitable institution and singing a song or two for the kids or older folks .... And think
effort to

.

.

.How about making

1938 a "visit-a-hospital-

a-week" year?

•

•

rumors.

Annoyances

•
..

of 1937.

..

work.

sical

talent."

brief flashes on "hot"
after it breaks.
airs the flash, but interrupts
Because
sustaining programs only.
of its distinctly local emphasis, the
service is expected to meet with
popular favor.

.

might discard their old razor blades ....

you'd get!.

to find

"Barnsdall deserves your patronage for
putting Tulsa on the air. Thanks to its
sponsorship of chain radio shows during
the past two years, Tulsa has become
known to millions as a city that possesses
the priceless jewels of artistic and mu-

KFRO,

.

makes regular announcements regarding the purpose of these worthless
blades .... Blades are collected and melted into braces which are given
FREE to crippled children .... WH AS helping flood victims and acting as
means of communication .... WSM, Nashville, permitting WHAS, Louisville,
to use its transmitter when the latter's went out of commission during the
floods .... CBC, Montreal, giving two hours to friends and relatives of
persons living in the Arctic, to transmit and communicate Xmas messages
via their facilities .... The many stations and artists devoting time and

of all the publicity

move elsewhere

WRTD Local News Coverage
Richmond — WRTD has inaugurated
a news service that is a welcome innovation for Richmond and vicinity.
The Richmond Times-Dispatch trans-

Curtis,

all

dall ends.
The 97 of us in the cast are
truly greatful to the B-Square outfit.
We are going to miss the pay checks
each week. Some of us will have to

.Max Steuer's
.Gershwin Memorial

.Richard Brooks' covering the floods.

Humantarians

Longview, Tex.,

record

..

Charming" story on Duke
Points West".

Dorsey's

.D'Artega's arrangement of "Where or
Jell-O show ... .Gabriel Heatter's "Prince

....Phil Spitalny's music.

When" on

WLW ... .Tommy

via

in

Duell

a filing case folder giving station
market information, maps, etc.
The various new services instituted
by the station, accounts signed and
success stories that have resulted
since A. S. Foster became manager
also are flashed.
is

data,

we

two-hour radio talk on the Supreme Court.
from Hollywood.

Chicago—Mento Everitt, headliner
of the "Jenny Peabody" series on
CBS, is confined to her bed between

mentioning a new step
and at the footnote of
sheets is a notation "Tear off this
page and throw it away." In center

sheets, each
of progress,

Fun Bug broadcast

1938.

Colored Trio on
Winking, Blinking and Nod, hot
swing vocal trio handled by Cliff
Martinez, have been set in a Saturday
The
7:15 p.m. spot over WNEW.

Progress Folder

unique folder has been issued

depicting progress of WEW, St. Louis,
since it recently became a commercial station.
Outside covering of the
folder is a series of lightweight paper

account executive.
Grand Rapids, has
account to the Garrison

rison, Chicago, as
E. O. Bulman Co.,

handed

30, 1937

.Malicious gossip and unfounded

mits to

WRTD

news immediately

WRTD

WRTD

Promotes Ehrman
— Robert W. Ehrman,

Richmond

who

resigned

from the University

Richmond faculty last summer to
become continuity director and also
of

WRTD, has been
promoted to assistant manager. Jack
Maxey manages the station.
handle publicity at

WJSV, Washington
J.

Eugene Conklin has been added

to the sales staff.

Jimmy Hurlbut, news editor who
recently missed out on a fire, made
up for it the other day with a beat on
a

downtown

blaze.

.Joe Miller jokes revised for the scathy -eighth time....

up at nite clubs for bows and saying they're unprethen singing ten songs. .. ."Big Apple" ... .Richard Himber's sign without "Mr." ... .Picture people on the air ... .Hollywood
broadcasts that lack radio technique. .. .Bill Bacher not producing
a current show ... .California weather gags. .. .Prediction for next
Artists getting

Lowsoh

pared

Lou Diamond has a
For The Memory."
year:

PL 3-2600

— and

hit

over at Famous Music with "Thanks

INSURANCE
Insurance

Specialists

and

Music

JOHN

ST..

Radio

the

BEekman

JOhn 4-2800
80

to

Industries
3
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HEARINGS SCHEDULED

HORACE HEIDT

Feb.

and His Alemite Brigadiers
Stewart-Warner Corp.
WJZ—NBC-Blue Network, Tuesdays,
9-9:30 p.m.

BRIGHT.

&

DIVERSIFIED

SHOW

MUSICAL

IN

Co.,

CP

AND TUNEFUL
IT-

comes

combining genial
jollity and meritorious popular musical selections, with lilting tunefulness, sparkle and a dash of novelty,
Horace Heidt is hard to beat. He
has surrounded himself with a talented

it

to

aggregation

that

carries

new

for

out

this idea perfectly, and even though
listening to him on the radio is not
exactly the equivalent of having a
ringside seat at the Biltmore's Bowman Room and participating in the

CP

Broadcasting Co., Dallas.
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts,

Dallas

daytime.

Oak Cliff-Dallas County Broadcasting Co.,
Dallas.
CP for new station. 1500 kc. 100
watts, daytime.
A. L. Chilton, Dallas. CP for new station.
1

KW„

daytime.

KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.

CP

change
1360 kc, 1
to

new

for

kc,

1210

station.

GUEJT-ING
100

watts,

unlimited.
Louisville Broadcasting Co., Louisville. CP
station.
1210 kc, 250 watts, day-

for new
time.

Southwest

CP

Ariz.
watts,

Broadcasting

new

for

Co.,

1500

station.

Prescott,

Feb.
Cal.

11:

CP

Chase
for

new

Fresno,
500

S. Osborne, Jr.,
station.
1440

kc,

unlimited.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1440 kc, 500
watts, 1 KW. LS. unlimited.
Feb. 17: Louisville Times Co., Louisville
watts,

P.

Stuart,

Prescott.

CP

for

certainly
about as near to second best as
is possible to get.
floor,

it

ADELE MARCUS, pianist, on "Rising Musical Stars," Jan. 2 (NBC-Red,

South, Jackson, Miss.
CP for new station..
1420 kc, 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.
Arthur Lucas, Savannah.
CP for new
station.
1310 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
the

manlike

style.

EDDY DUCHIN
and His Orchestra

Arden (Cosmetics)
Mutual Network, Tuesdays,

Elizabeth

WOR —

10-10:30 p.m.

Minneapolis

—

Series on
George A.

WCCO
Hormel

Duchin

is

chiefly to the dancing element. However, although his tunes are very
conducive to the shuffling of feet,
they also have plenty in them to
satisfy the ear, flowing along in a
soothing
well
as
as
stimulating

tempo.
In keeping with dancing aims, there
are not many vocals in routine, although a male singer did very well
with the warbling of "In the Still of
the Night" and "You're a Sweetheart." Also among the numbers on
the opening program were "Winter
Wonderland," "Santa Lucia," "Bios-

Irish

Hackensack, N.

J.

— Ralph

actor-

interviewed
by Bide
today (WOR-Mutual, 1:15

Dudley,
p.m.).

RIVERS,

C.

SAMUEL TAYLOR MOORE,

Ralph Kirbery Recovering

Kirbery and

WCCO

J.

MAX

FRANK

author,

WEIS, on World Peace-

ways Forum,

(WQXR,

Jan. 3

CRAVEN,

9 p.m.).

Rudy

on

Vallee program, tonight

(NBC-Red.

8 p.m.).

FRITZ REINER and BEVERLEY
LANE, on Ford Sunday Evening
Hour, Jan. 9 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

WSAI

GRACE MOORE

MELVYN

and

DOUGLAS,

in

Lux Theater

Jan. 10 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

"Enter

Madame" on

PATSY KELLY, TOM HOWARD
GEORGE SHELTON, on Camel

and

show, Jan. 4 (CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

heavy.

A

few

the lasting stars
directed
helped up the "ladder
of

"Hollywood Mardi Gras"

who were coached,

The past Tuesday night's "Hollywood Mardi Gras" over NBC-Red at

of fame" by

9:30-10:30 p.m. had a most enjoyable
guest visit from Lum and Abner.
Though it might seem out of place
to put a couple of rural philosopher
characters
on a musical variety
show, Lum and Abner had no trouble
fitting
themselves into the works
and handing out some very neat
chuckles. The boys are real troupers.
Other portions of the show, including the contributions of Lanny Ross,
Charlie Butterworth, Ruby Mercer,
Jane Rhodes and the music of Raymond Paige's orchestra, were all up

Caught Tuesday at 7:30p.m. on NBC-Blue, with NorCloutiers orchestra supplying

Darwin.

music

RALPH CULLINAN,
playwright,

WCCO

Cecil, Warwick & Legler
POPULAR DANCE ORCHESTRA STARTS to snuff.
IN NEW SPOT WITH NIFTY PROGRAM.
Eddy Duchin took his aggregation Glenn Darwin
into a new spot Tuesday night, on
NBC has a new baritone on its
Mutual network, in behalf of Eliza- schedules who ought to go places
beth Arden's cosmetics, and the pro- without much trouble if he gets any
gram is a creditable addition to the kind of a break. His name is Glenn

Mutual lineup.
Appeal of the

10 p.m.).

MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM

Two Hormel

7:30

sta-

Fremont, Neb. CP for new station.
1370 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
Feb. 18: Standard Life Insurance Co. of

WCCO

Bumble Bee"; Lou Bush, pianist,
picking out "Josephine"; Larry Cotton in "Ave Maria," the Three Trumpeteers in
"The Toy Trumpets,"
Yvonne King in "Let's Pitch a Little
Woo," and a finale ensemble in
"Vieni, Vieni."
Heidt calls his music "sweet swing," and the term fits.
Ben Grauer handled the commercial announcements in his work-

(NBC-Blue,

2

new

tion.

Co. of Austin, Minn., has signed with ("Dream Singer") is recovering in
for a new series of late- a private hospital here with a broken
afternoon shows to feature Clellan jaw and lacerations which required
is
announcer, as "Jingling 35 stitches. He was injured ChristCard,
it
This new series of Stewart-Warn- Sam." Programs will plug Hormel's mas Day when his plane crashed
er on the NBC-Blue network got off Spam product and will be aired while he was attempting to land to
Thursdays and Saturdays deliver Christmas presents to friends.
to a smooth and snappy start, with Tuesdays,
Heidt keeping things moving along at 5 p.m. Music will feature Jacob It was his second accident in three
violinist,
and a swing years as a licensed pilot.
at a nice gait and knitting the spe- Heiderich,
Same sponsor carries a
cialties together with his friendly, orchestra.
mornings at 8:30
Dedicatory Feed
amiable emceeing and conducting. show on
WSAI in Cincinnati will feed a
Without waste of time on unneces- a.m. plugging the "Dinty Moore"
sary preliminaries, the show got un- canned goods line. BBD&O, Minne- special program to Mutual on Monday at 9-9:30 p.m., celebrating WSAI's
der way with the Four Kings sing- apolis, is handling both shows.
increase in daytime power to 5,000
ing "Nice Work If You Can Get It"
soms on Broadway" and several
in fine harmony style.
Then a lad more, with Duchin contributing a watts. William Stoess and his ornamed Jerry sang "How Many bit of his expert and always enjoy- chestra, the Smoothies and many
Rhymes" very entertainingly, fol- able piano work.
others will be on the program.
lowed by Alvino Rey and his singCommercials were rather long and
ing guitar doing "Flight of the

merriment on the

Jan.

250 watts LS., unlimited.

W.

Sidner,

Centennial Broadcasting Corp., Dallas. CP
new station. 1500 kc, 100 watts, day-

program,
p.m.).

time.

unlimited.

and BILLY GIL-

100

for

KW.

CLAUDE RAINS

BERT, on Feg Murray-Ozzie Nelson

kc,

1500 kc, 100 watts, unlimited.
Harry Schwartz, Tulsa. CP for new station.
1310 kc, 250 watts, daytime.
Clark Standiford, L. S. Coburn & A. C.

frequency and increase power to

SELF.

When

10:

990 kc,

Chicago

A CLASS BY

ACTIVITIES

F. C. C.

REVI6UJS

Hays MacFarland

5
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7:45

man

the musical background, Darwin displayed a voice that is rich, full and
melodious, and he knows how to use
it.

LUCILLE
LINWOOD

& LANNY
GREY

"2 voices and a pianny"
Monday, Wednesday, Friday

WJZ-NBC

Blue 8 AS A.M.

Arrangeme nts

Management

by

NBC

Lanny
Artists

EST
Grey

Service

and

Ned Wayburn

Evelyn Law
Al Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor

Mae West
Will Rogers
Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W.

Fields

C.

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton

Webb

Marion Davies
Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina Claire
Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris
Hal LeRoy
Cilda Gray

Jack Whiting
Gertrude Niessen
Nick Long, Jr.
Lina Basquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia

Ellis

Georgie Tapps
Crace Bradley

Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason
Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley
Virginia MacNaughton

Buddy

Raymond

Florence Rice
Don Costcllo
Gloria Young
The Five Reillys
Paulette Coddard

and
Hundreds of Others

NED WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING
and

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

Private

or

Preparing

Instruction

Adults and

Children

For
For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men

and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing Acting
Singing
Opportunities to appear in

—

.

.

—

.

Morning, afternoon and
evening courses Mondays to Fridays.
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to 16).
Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after-school week
public performances.

—

days.
instruction is under the personal supervision
ot Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions ot the Ziegfeld
Follies and
over 600 successful Broadway
All

productions.
See "Who's Who In
part of his brilliant record.
Facilities
at
the
school
include

the

Theatre"

10

beautiful

for

modern
theatre

studios,
radio

and

rpCr

*

tion
and
obligation.

completely
Broadcasting

AUDITIONS

and

equipped

model

studio.

TRYOUTS

will

gladly be arranged. Free consultacourses individually planned without

Open

9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON

AVE.,

NEW YORK

Studio

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone Wlckersham 2-4300

6
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CCCHESTCAS - MUSIC
STANLEY, who already
BOB
ducts the "Jazz Nocturne,"

DAVE HOWELL

plays the leading
serial being presented on Jane Arkin's "Miniature
Playhouse" over KMPC, in addition
role in the

new

handling his own "Man About
Town," Friday at 3:45, and his chatter "Radiograms" on Mondays at the
same hour.
to

Angeles families
enjoyed a merrier Christmas because
of the Hal Styles' job-finding "Help
Thy Neighbor" program on KHJ,
through which medium that number
of breadwinners found employment
in the week preceding the holiday.

Los

Eighty-five

KFWB

presents the Aniwa Boys in
a remote from the It Cafe at 11:15
each night except Monday.

The Walter Biddick

Co. has sold
their transcribed
"Sonny and Buddy" series to the
7-Up Bottling Co., Charlotte, N. C,
for use on WSOC, and to the Dr.

episodes

100

of

Pepper Bottling

Co.,

Roanoke,

Va..

WDBJ.

for

"Tapestries in Bronze," featuring
Bertha Powell, soloist of the Hall
Johnson Choir, and Ernest Anderson,
has been set as a weekly feature,

Chicaner

con- The Devil" at the Imperial Theater,

"Con- will be the guest of honor at a gala
tinental Varieties" and "Pat Barnes after-New Year Party that Leon &
Opera" programs over WOR-Mutual, Eddie are tendering to him at their
gets a new commercial Feb. 8 when rendezvous on Sunday evening.
the "Famous Fortunes" series begins
Buddy Rogers' band is to be the
for General Shoes.
first heard over CBS on New Year's
Fritz Reiner, who is to direct seven Eve, coming on at 12:03 a.m. from
consecutive Ford Sunday Evening College Inn.
Hour concerts on CBS starting Jan.
A Birthday Ball in every home is
9, is known as a " drillmaster" among
high ranking symphony orchestra planned by Martin Block as the
WNEW "Make-Believe Ballroom's"
conductors.
contribution to the campaign against
Sammy Kaye, the "Swing and infantile paralysis which is built
Sway" maestro now playing at the around the annual balls given in
Hotel Statler, Cleveland, has signed honor of the birthday of President
Tomorrow,
for an extended engagement at the Franklin D. Roosevelt.
He still retains his CBS and the day before the official balls, the
hotel.
"Ballroom" broadcast will be deMBS wires.
signed to help householders put on
Bunny Bengali is delaying his trip their own Birthday Balls in honor of
Collections in
to the West Coast and an engage- President Roosevelt.
ment at the Palomar, pending com- every home will be urged so that the
pletion of negotiations for a network money can be turned over to the
commercial to originate in Los Ange- Birthday Ball Committee to aid in

BECKER, sports broadcaster,
Florida for a fortnight of deep
sea fishing before returning to start
his NBC and
broadcasts for
John Morrell Co.
Schwimmer & Scott are pitting a

BOB
in

WGN

group of models

vs.

in their

artists

Fox De Luxe Spelling

contest

on

WBBM.
Ador Alt, five year old singer, and
a veteran of three years' work on
the air, is doing some warbling over

WHIP.
Ed Prentiss

is
papering a room
pages from scripts of programs he has worked in.
Dick Wells, counselor on "Court of
Missing Heirs," was grounded on
flight back from St. Louis Christmas
Day and missed broadcast that night.
De Paul University has a series of
the work of the Warm Springs, winter radio debates titled "Let's
les.
Georgia, Foundation, and in other Hear Your Side" to be aired under
Arthur Schwartz, composer, whose work in the campaign against the University broadcasting council ausmusic presently is heard in "Between spread of infantile paralysis.
pices via WBBM.

first

Doris

CANADA
Toronto Star sponsored the
newscast over CBL, Ontario's

with

LOUIS
Jones, KMOX

ST.
first

Merle

S.

and
president,

Keane, manager of WHIP
planning a Florida va-

WWAE,

cation.

Howard Keegan has been named
went on the ager, are back from a Chicago CBS production director for S. C. Johnson's new "Attorney at Law" and for
Wednesdays at 8: 15 p.m., on KHJ- air Christmas morning. Main John- visit.
"Woman in White."
Don Lee.
son was the commentator.
Dan Seyforth, production manager Pillsbury's
Dolores Gillen to be an added starter
of
KWK,
lost
the
coat
of
his
manager
evening
Riley
Harvey,
sales
Oscar
KDB, the Don Lee station in Santa
in the former when it bows in next
Barbara, had a big Christmas party of special products division of North- suit and suffered burns on the hands Monday.
recently
in
putting
out
blazing
died
few
a
Electric
Ltd.,
a
ern
Co.
for under-privileged children of the
Herb Morrison, now with WOR in
dress worn by a girl at the Yale
city, with the distinction of holding days ago.
show in the Municipal Auditorium. New York, has been visiting WLS
the only public Christmas celebraOne half-hour of
the festivities went on the air under
the direction of Bill Skaggs, conductor of the station's "Pep, UnlimLocal business firms
ited" program.
donated toys and candy for KDB's
tion in the county.

50,000-watter,

new and Ken Church, commercial man-

which

WLBC, Muncie, lnd.

Walter C. Eberhardt's exercise prohas built up quite

gram on

WEW

Donald A. Burton, owner, played a following, especially among women.
Santa Claus to the staff this year.
Al Cameron and Joe Karnes, in
Staff received a cash bonus, cigars
songs and patter, are being sponand candy. Earl Kirk, auditor, presored over KMOX by American
sented Burton with a movie filmfifth annual party.
Syrup & Sorghum Co., through Wesviewer from station personnel.
ley Nash agency.
General Grocer
Harry A. Earnshaw, creator of
Entire staff of WLBC worked on Co., time signals, through Ridgeway
"Chandu," is limbering up the fin- a three-hour shift during Christmas agency, and Gasen Drug
Stores,
gers and oiling the trusty typewriter Day.
Mara Carter, fem farm com- amateur show on tournament plan,
preparatory to scripting another oc- mentator, rushed to the hospital just
cult-mystery series after the first of before Christmas for operation.
the year.
Don Burton and Don Russell made
Carleton Kelsey, newly - appointed hurried dash to Akron to broadcast
musical director at KHJ, initiated a basketball game.
new half-hour musical program this
Hank Marks now handling Borderweek featuring orchestral arrange- town Barbeque as Cactus Pete has
ments of his own and vocalist Kenny added Uncle Louieberg Pete to show,
On with Fred Ayer, merchandising diAllen and Carmene Calhoun.
Tuesday nights at 8.
rector, doing the bit.
E. Pierre de Miller, has new candid camera outfit.

are other

new

KMOX

WHO, Des

series.

Moines

B
Stanley High

Arthur Kass

Michael Raiietto

Wilmette.

NBC

associates extending sympathy
Salesman Merritt Schoenfeld,
whose father died Monday in Milwaukee.
RCA Institutes on Saturday night,
Jan. 18 is opening a class in amateur
to

eral Mills for excellent work.

Annual holiday party given by CenBroadcasting Co. for employees
be held Saturday, with Ernie
Sanders and Bobby Griffin in charge
of arrangements.

HELENA BLUE'S

tral

NOVELTY
An
in

Creator, writer, director or
successful network radio
P.

O.

Box 84, Manhasset,

all

a

STRINGS

orchestra

girl

modern,

NOW

CARL
BIXBY

Edgar Bergen were outstanding insofar as radio was concerned. Deanna
Durbin, on Texaco program, was selected as outstanding girl of year.
Selections include every phase of
current events, and are condensed
into nine categories.

for treatments.

Joseph McDonald, NBC legal chief
here, and wife and child went to
New York for a week's vacation. The
McDonalds have taken a house in

Brown, sports announcer, re- week.
ceived a handsome watch from GenBill

will release results
of its poll on outstanding personalities for 1937 next Friday, and will announce that Charlie McCarthy and

December 30
Dr.

wood Hospital

R. A. Kay of W90WF is supervising
the courses which run five nights a

parture of Jan Williams.

Time Magazine

Greetings from Radio Daily

George Besse, local chief for Joseph
Hershey McGillvra, back in Ravens-

Kenneth Black has joined the Song- radio operation to help applicants
fellows, filling vacancy left by de- for Class A and B licenses qualify.

will

Time Magazine Picks 'Em

folks.

playing

distinctive

style

AVAILABLE
FOR

producer of
programs.

HOTELS
RADIO
THEATRES
Circle 7-4124

L.

I.,

N. Y.

New

York

THE BUSINESS SIDE
OF RADIO
Advertising Agencies

—Station

THOROUGHLY

Representatives

—Sponsors—History

and COMPREHENSIVELY

COVERED

as one of the outstanding departments in the eoniing

The RADIO ANNUAL, containing 1000 pages
will be a practical working guide for busy
radio executives everywhere. Complete, accurate and covering completely the radio
industry.

READY EARLY
.

.

IN 1038

distributed complimentary to Radio Daily subscribers as part of Radio Daily Service.
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Thursday. December

RADIO DAILY
BOSTON

will be heard
in a pre-game aircast of the annual
East-West All-Star football game

"Hour of Romance," ET program SEVERAL New York stations, in- nings at 6:35,
cluding WQXR,
and WNYC, four network
sponsored by Elizabeth Arden and
featuring Eddie Duchin and his or- will broadcast today's open meeting is heard each
chestra, will be heard over WNAC of the committeee of the Fight Infantile Paralysis Campaign at the Walon Thursday evenings.
New Year's

WHN

Jack Little and his orchestra
and Eddie Peabody head the stage
revue opening at the Metropolitan
Theater today.
Jay Wesley, WEEI sportscaster,
and Mrs. Wesley, off on a two-week
cruise taking in Nassau and Havana.

"The Hemingways," popular Yankee network married life skit, back
on the air three times weekly.
Neil Wallace, WEEI news commentator, and Evelyn Scott of the
same station, who are to be married
before the next week is out, have
booked passage for a honeymoon in

Bermuda.

WTMJ, Milwaukee
rector,
list of

new

assistant musical di-

WTMJ's

joins

papas.

fast-growing
This time it's a

boy for the Werths.

Bob Heiss takes his "Around the
Town" show onto the avenue via
short wave rebroadcast to pick up

New

Year's eve celebrants and gather

resolutions.

Clyde
Franklyn

Lucas,

bandsman,

the

McCormack of "Poetic
Melodies" and Kaye Brinker, star
of

"Manhattan

Mother," guest

this

week on Eddie Thompson's "Behind
the Mike."

Fresh from triumphs in European
Glen Sherman, young Wisconsin pianist, aired an afternoon
capitals,

concert,
masters.

works

featuring

the

of

CNE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
GEORGE MARSHALL
DURANTE
"The majority

of

people wishing

become radio

singers, actors or
announcers think that all that is
necessary is to stand in front of
a microphone and do the thing
Assuming that
assigned them.
(o

one has a talent for radio, it will
take months of study to develop
a style, repertoire and background
in the particular line the person
may wish to follow. If schools

and their instructors would give
carefully prepared auditions, with
authentic voice recordings, which
would permit an instructor to give
an honest analysis
cant's

possibilities

of

for

an

appli-

commercial
be able to

success, they would
bring to radio some real talent,
and at the same time save money
and disappointment to those who
could never qualify."

•

WBAP

7:30 p.m.

Little

KTAT announcer, is
vacationing in Louisville, where he
was formerly connected with WHAS.
The "Black Night" series, on
for the past several months, is now
using original mysteries and chillers
by Virginia Willten, station's continuity writer. Nelson Olmsted, announcer, continues to head casts, with
music arranged by Morris Steinberg
and played by Gene Baugh's staff
orchestra. Baugh has recovered from
a recent flu attack and is back on
the job.
Joe Pierson,

from San Francisco over WNAC and
the Yankee network tomorrow at

Frank Werth,

1

FORT WORTH

Cunningham

Bill

30, 1937

bringing the total to

shows on which she
week.

Eve will be a double
dorf-Astoria. George M. Cohan will
act as chairman, and others to be holiday for petite Jean Ellington who
heard include Lucy Monroe, Armand will then celebrate the second anniRowland Broiles Co., local agency
Tokatyan, Walter Cassel, Vera Brod- versary of her arrival in New York
handling the Light Crust Doughboy
sky, Xavier Cugat and some more.
City from San Francisco and her first program, heard daily via ET on
Broadcast takes place at 5 p.m.
bid for fame over a nation-wide
and Texas Quality Network,
radio network. But 1936 proved a is scouting for oddities and persons
The
unit in New York will
with unusual experiences.
start a Charles Dickens series over bad year for Jean. She subsisted on
WINS on Saturday, with "Old Curi- rare guest appearances over a small
osity Shop" as the first offering. Due New York City station until an NBC
Arthur Groman, newcomer to the
to length of this piece, it will be aired
audition secured her a one-time apstaff, has been pinch-hitting
in three installments, Saturdays at
pearance on the "Airbreaks" pro- for Bill Blatchley, sportscaster, who
3:30 p.m.
grams in November, 1936. Her suc- was called away by the death of his
mother.
Ray Suber will be replaced on the cessful debut brought a demand for
Worthy Hills and his ork are now
(Lincoln) announcing staff by other appearances on the same proheard on Inter-City web via WELI
Porter Randall of WIBW, Topeka.
gram and these led to her NBC con- from Pavilion Royale.
WBRY's "Dine and Dance" protract which she signed in January,
Harry Hershfield, who returns to
gram, noon-hour disk show presented
on Monday at midnight for 1937 one year after her arrival in during pre-Christmas rush, will be
a daily series of Broadway theater New York.
continued by the restaurant coreviews, will also be heard in his
sponsors.
"One Man's Opinion" broadcasts beNaomi Stevens gave one of her
ginning Wednesday at 8:45-9:00 p.m. dialects
a workout last Sunday when
Salt Lake City
and twice weekly thereafter.
she played the part of Gretchen in
Harriet Page is waxing nine pro"A Kiss for Cinderella" with Mary grams in her Albers Bros. Milling
First broadcast of a Wayne Uni- Pickford and Don Ameche on the Co. series to last for the three weeks
versity basketball game was staged Chase & Sanborn Hour.
she will be away attending the L.D.S.
in
Detroit
Monday night from
church meeting in Honolulu.
Naval Armory by
with Al
A new series of sports broadcasts Station's announcers will have a
Nagler at the microphone. Wayne
on topics of interest to hunters and party this week financed by fines
played Centenary College of Louisicollected in the "Announcers' Court".
fishing enthusiasts is heard each Sunana, it being the first time the DeMyron Fox, salesman and special
11:30-11:45
day at
a.m. over the NBCtroit university has appeared in the
announcer, flies to Pasadena for the
Red network, with Raymond R. Rose Bowl game.
4,000-seat Naval Armory and likeCamp of The New York Times as
Ted Kimball, recent addition to
wise an initial meeting with the
commentator. Camp, member of The
announcing and production staff, has
Louisiana school.
Times' editorial staff for nine years,
popped the question to Elizabeth
and now Wood, Field and Stream
Before launching his own travel- editor, is a nationally known writer Cannon, assistant advertising mantalk series on one of the networks, on sports subjects. Camp has hunted ager of the Z. C.M.I, store, a station
Doug Brinkley, world traveler, com- and fished all over the country from account.
Jack Gregson, special events man,
mentator and writer, will make a Mexico to Canada.
He has fished
visiting his home in Spokane while
guest appearance on Dave Elman's from the Canal Zone to Bimini in is
getting over a throat ailment.
"Hobby Lobby."
the British West Indies and has spent
Some 4,000 persons jammed the
hours with rod and reel in virtually Capitol Theater at 50 cents a head
"Song Time," featuring outstanding all waters throughout the United for the grand finale of the "S. Santa"
young CBS singers, starts its 26th States.
children's show aired for 13 weeks
under sponsorship of Z.C.M.I. store.
consecutive week on the air when

WBAP

WPA

NEW HAVEN

WBRY

KFOR

—

WMCA

KDYL,

WJBK

Hollace Shaw, soprano, and Jack
Shannon, tenor, are heard over the
WABC-Columbia network next Monday at 6:45 to 7:00 p.m., EST. This
program, inaugurated July 12 to
permit the listening audience to become better acquainted with the
work of CBS artists, is heard Mondays through Fridays. Miss Shaw
and Shannon open the week with
heart songs, light classics, famous
ballads of the concert stage and encore numbers. On Tuesdays, Ruth
Carhart, contralto, and Bill Perry,
tenor, offer sentimental solos and
duets.
Dorris Kerr, who describes
herself as a "non-authentic contralto," and Howard Phillips, baritone,
do personality numbers on Wednesdays.

Chanteuse Joan Edwards will be
WEAF Thursday eve-

featured over

Walt Disney, Mickey and Minnie
Mouse and Donald Duck will visit

Amos

'n'

Andy during

their

last

Pepsodent tomorrow
Disney crew will begin a
night.
sponsored series for Pepsodent on
Sunday. Amos 'n' Andy continue on
the air in the same NBC spot under
the sponsorship of Campbell Soup
broadcast

for

Co.

The "March of Time" news dramatization program, now entering its
eighth successive year on the air,
will present its annual review of the
year at 8:30 tonight over NBC-Blue
network. In the review will be the
people,
from
of
widest variety
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Archbishop of Canterbury, to a Memphis
Negro preacher and singing-anddancing Tillie Freidman, Local 22,
Dressmakers.

Czechoslovakia

now has

approx-

imately 1,000.000 licensed radio

re-

ceiving sets, an increase of about
11

per cent in the past year.

I

1
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Broadcasters in Chicago
See 15-20 Per Cent

GLOOM DISPELLED

— Broadcasting leaders here
new year with

enter the

FIVE CENTS

31. 1937

Big -'38 to Top
News Events

of

1937

McNinch Succeeds Late Arming S. Prall as ChairOrders Drastic Changes in Commission.
American Federation of Musicians Forces Broadcasters to
Hire More Musicians.
NAB at Special Meeting Votes Reorganization and Raise in
Frank
of

in

R.

NBC

Unions Launch Organization of Radio Workers, Resulting
Widespread Adoption of 40-Hour Week, Wage Increases,

Etc.

Warner

confidence

predictions
anticipation, with
that 1938 business may run as high
as 15 to 20 per cent ahead of 1937.
The gloom that prevailed several
months ago has been dispelled by
increased billings for December and
similar prospects for January. Statements of various executives follow:
vice-presiNiles Trammell,
(Continued on Page 3)
Happy New Year

and

is

Elected President of

Bros. Pictures

NAB, succeeding

C.

Control of Transarnerican.
Line is Established as Potential Fourth National Net-

WLW

work.
Congressional Probe of Radio Demanded in Several Bills.
Elliott Roosevelt Becomes Head of Hearst Radio.
Paul M. Segal, attorney, suspended for irregular practices
before FCC; charges against George S. Smith dismissed.

Outstanding

Better Music

UNIONS MOVE IN
Television Creeps Along

Radio industry closes 1937 with a
that includes some
consolidation
and
much turmoil, a digest of the year's
headlines in Radio Daily reveals.
filled-up
progress,

Unexpected passage of the Local
802
(AFM) referendum ballot refreelance members from
stricting
playing more than one job a week
paying $54 or more resulted yester(Continucd on Page 4)
Happy New Year

Royal

Penny Joining
As Sales Manager

Attraction
McCarthy" on Chase & San-

Happy New Year

B00K-0F-M0NTH BUYS

Charlotte, N.
sales
joins

manager

E.

WPTF,

WBT

MEN WHO MADE NEWS
-

15,

who

has resigned,

announced

is

it

by William A. Schudt

Jr.,

g.m.

WAPI
Dec.

in

Baxter,

appreciation

services, went to
son, worked there

WJDX

in

Christmas

of

was

K.

SIDNEY

Happv New Year

—

Cleveland H. K. Carpenter, vicepresident of United Broadcasting Co.
and general manager of WHK-WCLE.
has made several major changes in
staff and personnel.
A new unit to

All-around
and

Don

manage rial

Broad-

of

stations,

two weeks on

bonus.

There

LOUIS

•

chief

(Continued on Page 4)

Who Hoke Mrs. F.?
Louis —
order
make sure

these

opments kept

Lew

N

and Bacher

devel-

Weiss, g.m. of the System, hopping around quite regularly. Busy
though he was, he took time to
promise that the Don Lee System
would start television service on the
coast in 1938.

-

House.

the

WEW

a.m. to telephone his crew
rout them out of warm beds.
3

-

It

at

on time during the recent
bad weather. Manager A. S. Foster of
got up every day at

left

production

to

members arrived

station

the big
M G M

weekly

In

St.

that staff

ovembei
North west when Bill

was

station's

•

Pacific

Jack-

recalled to WAPI and
resumed work here Dec. 15 without having been oii payroll and
thereby was able to get In on

pay,

(Continued on Page 4)

Personnel Reorganized
At WHK-WCLE, Cleveland

casting
Sys- WHN, Louis
tem the past K. Sidney
year, mainly stepped
into
the
addition the producanother ing end of
of
dozen or so radio
last

announcer, resigned
received two weeks' ad-

pay

vance

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS

Lee

chiei
1.

IN RADIO

doing showman

Good Trick

—L ionel

In the biggest radio program ever
for
the
advertising
of
books, the Book-of-the-Month Club
Inc. has signed with
for a
full-hour musical program to run
at 10-11 p.m. daily, except Saturday

designed

DURING 1937

a lot
in
the

of

(Continued on Page 3)

Birmingham

HOUR DAILY ON WQXR

Penny,
Raleigh,

here as sales manager
succeeding Dewey H. Long,

Jan.

The Year's Faux Pas
"Adam and Eve" Travesty.

(Sixth Installment of a Series)

C—Royal
of

1

WQXR

E.

WBT

West's

some

(Continued on Page 3)

New Program

Instantaneous Recording of Hindenburg Crash.

Mae

diary

Business
continued
its
upward
march, with new records in billings
being established.
All
three major networks expanded considerably during the year,

Most Remarkable Broadcast

PASSED BY MUSICIANS

—

Hollywood Splurge

W.

Revealed as Having 65 per cent

Edgar Bergen and "Charlie
born Hour.

ANTIHELANCE RULE

Up — Networks
—
Expand More Drama,

FCC and

John Elmer
Myers.

It

Billings

Dues.

Executives Express Their
Views on Outlook
Chicago

Commercial Radio and Television

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

N. Y.,

IO Leading
man

Increase in 1938

YORK,

of

Maxwell
was more than a manfor

sized job, but Sidney is no midget
and the records show that he was
quite equal to the task. The

WLW

(Continued on Page 2)

and
It

is

rumored that Mrs. Foster had to
get up at 2:30 a.m. each morning
to arouse Mr. F.

V

2

—
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WHN

New

as NBC's third
York City
outlet also figured among Sidney's
more important 1937 activities.
•

•

JOHN

*

•
of

ra-

dio's most efficient
.and

best

loved

executives

John

is

F.

Royal,
vicepresident i n

charge
programs

of
at

NBC. He
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Happy New Year

of

ra-

most

erudite
announcers, selected as the
"All - American" in that

%

Asked

63,4

director

of

WEBB ARTZ,

news and

UP

service

has

radio
trip
in-

been

CURT PETERSON,
&

radio director of Marschalk
is
in
Buffalo today conferring with
executives.

Pratt,

• WBEN

PAUL WHITE, CBS
,

""'

director of public affairs,

and TED HUSINC, sports announcer, are in
Miami preparing for the Orange Bowl broadcast on Saturday.
in

JIM AULL, KYW publicity director, will arrive
town today and will remain for a few

days.

WILLIAM
ager,

when Alfred

17-day

J
McCosker
sold
Braucher o n
the idea of
joining
as vice-presi-

CITTINGER,

C.
sailed on
cruise.

Jamaica

the

CBS

sales

yesterday

manfor

a

MURRAY GRABHORN, former manager of
KEHE, Hollywood, went to Palm Springs for a
few days rest before leaving for New York to

.

Frank

take over as
Hearst Radio.

WOR

Elliott

Roosevelt's

assistant

at

BILL LEWIS, CBS program director, is in
Hollywood for the premiere Paul Whiteman

MARK WOODS
I

One

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

gomg

town yesterday after

new UP

where

to
stalled.

*

sales
executive in October of 193 7

•

dio's

.13-16 13-16 13-16 +1-16

Stromberg Carlson

field

top

*

*

1

8V4

....

lar

.'

ABE SCHECHTER, NBC
special events,
and
director, returned to

husband.

her

Net
Chg.

Low

Close
1443/4 143 4 1443/4
17
163/4
17

Electric

popumagazine

and

31. 1937

e n t
in
airing for Chesterfield tonight.
He will remain
the
benefits charge of sales.
Braucher formerly here for two or three weeks and return east
with
PHIL
COHAN.
of his extensive showmanship play a was vice-president and director at
DOROTHY LAMOUR is due in Chicago next
vital part behind the scenes of the Crowell Publishing Co.
Tuesday morning for a visit with Herbie Kay,
NBC show-schedules.

(Thursday, Dec. 30)

Cen.

*

FRANK BRAUCHER

•

appear much in
print, but d

FINANCIAL
Tel

fine job.

The

One

doesn't

f>

as

*

ROYAL

F.

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollv
wood, Calif.— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly woo
Rlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postofnce at New York, N. V
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Am. Tel.
CBS A
CBS B

cominc

a scholar and lecturer as
advertising consultant and
commentator, he is well fit to do a

well

*

1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338

High

RADIO

Line hookup and the designation of formed,

DAILY,
Phone

IN

December

Friday.

n electing

dent

-

and

O.

NBC

filled its

quo-

ta of 11

men

a

gold trophy
presented to

necessary

him

make up a
football

t

for

Hollywood

this

for

next

his

Lake Placid today and will be
Thursday morning.

Happy New Year

WMT

Signs 2-Year Deal
With Musicians' Union

B.

Hanson,

1932

leave
until

No-

vember, along
with William
S. Hedges

line
during
1928-32,
and
possessor
of

in

family

gone

presi-

last

leaves

week-end.

KATE SMITH and TED COLLINS with

Mark Woods
a vice

ROCCO VOCCO

Cedar Rapids, la.— WMT, with stuCedar Rapids and Waterloo,
has completed agreements with musicians' locals in the two cities to
spend $12,500 a year for the next
two years in hiring union musicians,
dios in

o

Broad-

President squad that
according to Sumner D. Quarton,
Hoover, John could play the CBS vice-presidential
S. Young, was honored again late in team.
Occupying the post of treasur general manager for WMT.
Negotiations for the two-year con1937 by being selected as Radio Di- er, Woods is one of the youngest
tract were conducted by Quarton,
rector for the coming New York NBC executives, though he's been
Douglas B. Grant, program director;
World's Fair.
Internationally
in- with the firm since 1926.

casting Co. stations yesterday makes
a total of 182 outlets now carrying

head, and the presidents and secre-

182 Stations Carrying
Toscanini Concert Series
Addition

of

33

Canadian

NBC's Toscanini concert

series

Saturday nights.

on

by

Don

Colgate Series is Set
On Both NBC and

Happy New Year

— Colgate

General Mills Will Test

Inman,

taries of

CBS Happy Gilmans on WTMJ

both

Waterloo

commercial

locals.

Happy New Year

"Lone Ranger" Film Due Soon

WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been chosPalmolive - Peet,
Film version of "The Lone Ranger"
for Colgate Rapid shave cream and en to stage the American premiere of serial, WXYZ-Michigan Radio Netby
"Those Happy Gilmans," a new type work origination, makes
Colgate toothpaste, will start network
its
bow
of daily script show being placed for
serious illness of two members of
about the latter part of next month.
series
next
month
on
both
NBC-Red
Sports Announcer Tom
General Mills by the Blackett-Sam- Republic Pictures, not
the staff.
Monogram as
ple-Hummert agency, Chicago. The inadvertently stated yesterday, is the
Manning spent considerable time in and CBS.
a local hospital suffering from a
Francis X. Bushman will start a new show, opening Jan. 3, has a cast producer of the movie.
that includes Cornelius Peeples, Joan
double mastoid, but has recovered.
daytime serial on 16 CBS stations
Waldo Pooler, production man and
Kay, Bill Bouchay, Edith Adams,
Jan.
17.
The
Dale Carnegie show John Hench and Guila Adams.
creator of the French-Canadian comIt
THE SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH
edy character of "Joe Peno," was will go on the NBC-Red network on is directed by Jack Hurdle, with
suddenly seized by a heart attack Jan. 11 at 10:45-11 p.m. Benton & scripts by Cliff Thomas.
at the studios and also was rushed
Happy New Year
Bowles placed the accounts. These
He will spend several
to a hospital.
weeks recuperating in his Maine are the new agencies first radio
Convention Chairman
efforts.
home.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Happy New Year

WTAM Hit by Illness
Cleveland — WTAM has been hit

Chicago

-

KATE

NAB

Bendy Venuta

MARTIN BLOCK'S
"Make- Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kc.
10

TO

11

A M.

6

TO

7:30 P

M.

New

in
Series
Benay Venuta, singing emcee of
Vic Erwin's "Musical Cartoons", will
be heard in a new Friday program
of her own over WOR-Mutual starting
Jan.
14
10:45-11:15
at
a.m.
Pauline Alpert, Paul Roberts and
Leo Freudberg's orchestra will be
on the show with her.

SMITH

—

Washington President John Elmer
NAB announces Edwin Spence of
WBAL as chairman of the 16th
annual NAB Convention Committee,
while William B. Dolph of WOL will
be chairman of the local convention
committee. Spence has been chairman of most of the conventions held
in recent years. Conclave takes place
of

Feb. 14-16 at

New

Willard Hotel.

THE KATE SMITH HOUR

THURSDAYS
CBS
EXCL.

NETWORK
MANAGEMENT

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

TED

COLLINS

December

Friday.

1937

31,
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were
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WSYR

Bonuses Plus at

1937 DEVELOPMENTS
Two

—WSYR gave a Christmas party

distributed,
of

many

the office staff,

of

them amounting

5 CHICAGO STATIONS PAY

to the staff, at

five

to

and

six

which bonuses
week's salary.

who have been

with the station for some years,
Florida with all expenses paid. And

were each given a two-week trip to
to each employee went a huge turkey.

1)

NBC

more and boosting its total to 108
while Mutual also now can boast of
a network of some 75 stations.
Studio expansion was chiefly in
Hollywood, where both CBS and

NBC

launched

new

and

bigger

projects.

CHICAGO BROADCASTERS
"Business prospects

are very bright.
best

December

We

for

1938

had about the

in the Central Divi-

Hollywood took on greater impor- sion
we ever had.
tance as an origination point, causmajor accounts
ing NBC to shift its coast headquar-

We

have four new
Oats with

that city from San FranAt the same time, the film
companies took a hand in the production of shows for radio.
Either to take advantage of movie
ters

to

capital talent, or because their stars
had film commitments, quite a number of big shows moved west in the
course of the year and some either
have returned or will be back.

—

Dramatic
productions
gained
ground during the year, with Shakespeare and other star dramatists of
the past and present getting quite a
play. There also was a trend toward
music of the quality type, as well

move

to divest children's problood-and-thunder.
International broadcasts showed a big in-

as a

grams

of

crease.

Union activities included AFM's
battle to place more staff orchestras
on stations; formation of
covering talent exclusive of musicians,
and organization of technical staffs

30 stations, Jan. 11."
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vice-president: "We have the biggest volume
of business we've ever had in fact,
we are almost sold out. Don't know
where we will find two hours for
baseball in spring."
Fred Weber, g.m. of Mutual: "We
have reason to anticipate we will
get our share of business in 1938.
Business has booked better since
Dec. 1.
Billings for 1938 should be
up from 15 to 20 per cent."

—

Glenn

Snyder,

Chicago

Broad-

casters Ass'n president and manager
of WLS: "In spite of all pessimistic
reports, prospects for 1938 look ex-

good to us. During fall
months we had a struggle to meet
obligations.
But January business
with resultant 40-hour week, wage will be ahead of last year and therefore is ahead of expectations."
boosts and other concessions from
Ed Wood, WGN commercial manemployers.

AFRA

Equally,

if

not

more,

important

ceedingly

ager:

"Prospects for 1938 are defi-

was the work nitely better than they were during
the fall months."
of American Communications Ass'n
Maynard Marquardt, WCFL man(formerly ARTA)
and American
Guild of Radio Announcers & Pro- manager of Hearst with indications
ducers, both of which did consider- of other big developments ahead for
able organizing of stations' personnel. him was another highlight of the
Protests against movie gossip dis- 1937 radio record.
pensers on the air brought some
There was much fuss in Washingclamping down on this fraternity.
ton about radio probes, none of
Sponsors all but fought each other
which materialized, though a couple
to get rights for baseball, football
and other important sports events, of lawyers were put on the carpet
though the listener estimate for by the FCC.
Radio stocks dropped about 40 per
the last World Series was far under
cent, along with the general market
the figure attracted by Justice Black
decline, which was even greater in
for his talk on the Klan issue, which
many

among union

activities

—

pointment as president and general

PERFECT
MARKET'S
ALBANY, NY
tltwl SjvippeJ forSupsr Pouiir

y

maining $25,000. The 1938 rights are
double the 1937 figure. White Sox
and Cubs will share the proceeds

WWAE:

Blackett-Sample-Hummert: "None of P. K. Wrigley, owner of the Cubs, inour accounts is going to spend less
jected himself into the deal and dein first six months of 1938 than same
period of 1937; several will spend manded that the status quo of last
more."
season be continued.
His intervenEd Aleshire, vice - president of tion caused the White Sox to drop
Benton & Bowles of Chicago: "Busi- the Kellogg deal and sign up with
ness looks good to us.
In addition the five local stations.
to Dale Carnegie on NBC, we are
Kellogg has bought time on
starting a serial, Stepmother', on 16 WJJD
for
its
American League
Columbia stations Jan. 17 for Colgate games, General Mills and Soconytooth powder."
Vacuum is set for WBBM and WGN.
Sterling Peacock, vice-president of P. Lorillard (Old Gold cigarets) is
N. W. Ayer & Son: "Business will negotiating for WGN.
be harder to get next year, but prosWrigley plans to spend the $45,000
pects are decidedly fair."
he receives from the stations to plug
An executive of Lord & Thomas baseball either via spot announceagency said: "The outlook for radio ments or special programs on the
is encouraging
as it has been for same five stations.
some time since the recovery. In
This year's baseball contract bans
addition to renewals for current pro- the weaving together of baseball regrams, one of our clients is currently porting and commercials. The comembarking on a very large radio bination of "There goes another case
In fact, we are of free Wheaties," meaning a home
effort for
1938.
three new coast-to-coast
radio programs this week."

launching

Royal

Penny Joining
As Sales Manager

E.

WBT

(Continued from Page
outlet.
Long

1)

CBS

may open
an advertising agency or join another

the

station.

Happy New Year

Bradley Kincaid at
Cleveland

—

WTAM

Bradley Kincaid, the

Kentucky Mountain minstrel who
has been a featured entertainer over
Marconi, passing of An- WGY, WBZ and the NBC networks,
ning S. Prall and naming of Frank will begin a series of early morning
R. McNinch to succeed him as FCC programs over WTAM on Jan. 4. Kinchairman, election of John Elmer as caid is known as the first singer of
NAB president, reorganization plan mountain ballads and folk songs on
cases.
Death of

for the broadcasters' association, the
instantaneous recording of the Hindenburg tragedy, formation of
Line, radio's great aid in the flood
areas, declaration of first common
dividend by RCA, Warner Bros, radio activities via Transamerican and
the fuss over the Mae West broadcast were among other highlights of
the year.
Among important deaths of the
year, besides that of Marconi, were

WLW

John

LOUDSPEAKER

radio rights to the 1938 White Sox
and Cubs games for $90,000. WBBM
will put up $35,000, WGN $30,000, the

other three stations will split the re1)

ager: "Business has increased slightly
the past month and we expect further gains after Jan. 15."

—

attracted world interest.
Coronation of King George VI was given a
record amount of radio time for
a single event.
Television was much talked about,
as in past years, but the several demonstrations failed to spur hopes of
early commercial service by the visual art.
Elliott Roosevelt's growing importance in the radio picture, culminating late in December with his ap-

15-20% INCREASE

WBBM, WGN, WCFL,
WJJD have bought the

Doris Keane, manager WHIP and equally.
"Our national accounts busiHigher fee was caused by the Kel'Aunt Jemima' going to 50 stations, ness has improved the past six
'Margot of Castlewood' and 'Dick months. Local business is off some- logg - American League exclusive
Tracy'.
Fitch
doubling its time, what because of unemployment in agreement. Kellogg bid $62,500 for
and American Rolling Mills and steel mills."
the exclusive rights to the White
Colgate Shaving Cream coming on
Park Parker, vice - president Sox games on two local stations, but

— Quaker

cisco.

SEE

(Continued from Page

dent:

—

Chicago
and

WIND

adding 41 stations, making
143 for the web; CBS taking on 21
with

$90,000 FOR BASEBALL

Iraci,

Thompson Buchanan, Al

Boasberg, Robert W. Bingham, Cecil
W. Price, Marcellus D. Smith, Frederick Strauss, J. P. Muller, Stanley
M. Soule, Malcolm Ferris, Pete Monroe, Doc Rand.

the air. He refuses to sing the socalled hill-billy songs, which Kincaid refers to as jail and "bum"
songs.

GREETING}

run,

is

out this year.

—

..

Friday,
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December
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PPCHCTICN
and LANNY
ROSS, on "Your Hollywood Parade",
Jan. 5 (NBC-Red, 10 p.m.).
and
CONSTANCE
STERLING HOLLOWAY, on "Kraft
Music Hall," Jan. 6 (NBC-Red, 10

MGM

MGM

MARLENE DIETRICH

BENNETT

.

p.m.)

LOUISE FAZENDA, on Al
program, Jan.

11

Jolson

(CBS, 8:30 p.m)..

MARGARET DAUM

RUTH

and

CARHART,

with Victor Bay's orchestra, Jan. 6 (CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

•

baritone,
pianist,

Jan. 5 (CBS, 3:45 p.m.).

JACK ROBBINS,
and

SAMMY

music publisher,

FAIN, songwriter, on

"New York Town" program,
(WHN, 8 p.m.).

tonight

JOAN EDWARDS,

on "Magic Key
(NBC-Blue, 2 p.m.).
SULLAVAN, on
Chase & Sanborn Hour, Jan. 9 (NBC-

RCA," Jan.

of

9

MARGARET

Red, 8 p.m.).

EDWINA
sical

Star,"

EUSTIS, on "Rising MuJan. 9 (NBC-Red, 10

p.m.)

MAN

MOUNTAIN

DEAN,

George Jessel program, Jan.

2

on
(Mu-

tual, 6 p.m.).

TINY

BRADSHAW,

Martin

on

Block's "Sunday Swing
Jan. 2 (WNEW, 11 a.m.).

Concert,"

Personnel Reorganized
At WHK-WCLE, Cleveland

Resolutions for 1938: George Jessel says he'll keep armistice

I do mean you".... Tim and
have a sponsor .... Carson Robison raises his hand and
promises that his "buckaroos ain't gonna chew no more tobacco in the
studios." .... Dave Driscoll resolves to quit cigar smoking
alter mid-nite ....
Martha and Hal say they'll be married next year but not to each other.
.Josei Cherniavsky, in an effort to beat down his competition of Rudy
Vallee and Kate Smith via his MBShow. will import a lot of Cherniavskys
from Moscow to help bim .... Though Pinky Tomlin has a broken arm
that won't stop him from escorting Toby WING .... Teddy Powell, one of
the country's outstanding tunesmiths, resolves, swears and affirms that in
1938 he'll make Singer Judy Starr love, honor and obey or else!
A Happy New Year

(Continued from Page

station advertising department, headed by Vorpe, will include handling
all special events, publicity, facsimile
development, national and local adpromotion, educavertising,
sales
tional broadcasting, booking office
and lecture bureau.
C. A.

MacLaughlin, sales manager

the stations, has resigned and
A. D. Shambarger assumes the duties

•

Anti-Freelance Rule

—

—

9 • Zeke Manners, the hillbilly, promises faithfully to lay
corn likker and Nurses ... .The Old Ranger of WLBC, Muncie,
Ind., resolves to repeat this feat next year too: He was at the Rifle
Club last week, which was firing at the Muncie Police indoor
range ... .A gun with peep sights was suddenly placed in his hands
with the notification from the cops that they've heard him talk
so darn much on the radio and now they wanted to see him
shoot.... You guessed it, The Old Ranger won the match. .. .Jack
Adams, one of radio's outstanding agency execs who surprised a

—

—

client,

Lydia Pinkham, by placing

it

score indie stations via transcriptions

placing

the

on

made

MBS

network

—

plus a half
himself to the task
Rosenthal promises to

—resolves

NBC!

account on

take up the suggestion
build-up to sustaining

Herb

in last Wed.'s pillar here re:

giving a

—

a definite time spot running
simultaneously week in and week out and put that method into
artists

Lewis returns

via

•

Why

•

the Mirror

Year

someone resolve

who was everybody's

Schwartz

pal

a vacancy

find

to

when he was Nick Kenny's

— and then did such a swell job as publicity director

Allan

.... Dr.

doesn't

—

to the fold in Jan.

A Happy New
•

Roy Dafoe

last

Monday

visited

quins

the

Book-of-Month Buys
1 Hour Daily on
it

WQXR

1)

will be heard at 9-10 p.m.,

on

the

air....

The

prior

to

five

—

—

ing his broadcast. Dr. Dafoe rushed out of the nursery to the howls of
the

disappointed babies, into his car and

minute

made

spare .... Ann Brae sold three scripts

to

be used on the "Aunt Jenny" show, Jan. 5,
didn't the newspapers

Were You" .... Why
reporter,

the

and

6

credit

with the scoop on the inside reason

USA — though

was "aired last
A Happy New Year

they printed

it

his

to

for

study with just a

Ruthrauf f & Ryan, to
7,

called "Suppose

Eigen,

Jack

It

WMCA

Lindbergh's return

nite"

to

by a commentator?

Sportsmanship in broadcasting: When Major Bowes paid
on his CBS show recently, WSAR in Fall River,
which is affiliated with Mutual, did a rather strange thing. .Knowing that the nearest Columbia outlet is in Providence, WSAR wanted
to help in every possible way to promote Fall River so numerous
announcements were made during the day of the program asking
WSAR listeners to remember that it is "Fall River Day" and listen
to Columbia's Providence outlet to hear the program.
.In addition,
there were spots during the local news broadcasts giving the Fall
River number to call for contestant voting ... .Also, a 15-minute
interview was arranged and presented that nite of the program
between the representative of the Major and Francis J. McLaughlin
Jr., WSAR's production manager ... .Bill T. Welch, owner-manager
of WSAR, was more than willing to co-operate, desiring that Fall
River get the publicity which it deserved.

•

•

•

—

—

.

starting Jan. 15.
Deal was closed
for the station by Elliott M. Sanger,

and g.m., with Schwab & Beatty
as the agency placing account.
Program will present fine music,
with concert artists and recorded
symphonic numbers combining to

v.p.

associate "the best in
"the best in books".

on

WNEW?

for

just

.

when

Sid

(Continued from Page 1)

day

bombshell being thrown into
all major network commercials using big orchestras, the respective combinations
now being faced with complete reorganization and line-up of musicians
and possibly instrumentation as well.
Staff musicians will not be allowed
to take a commercial on the side,
while the many highly desirable men
who hop from one big commercial
to another and often are accused of
working as a "clique" will no longer
be able to earn several hundred
dollars weekly.
Original idea was to aid the unemployment situation but the con-

music" with

.

in a

the ranks of nearly

sensus of opinion among musicians
now that the vote has been cast is
that a chaotic condition will arise
as soon as the Executive Board places
the new law into effect.
So-called
name bands and units continuously
working as an organization may take
as many jobs as it can handle. Individual
member, however, is
prohibited from accepting an additional engagement when he has al-

AFM

ready earned $54 in any one week.
In the case of "individuals in unusual
circumstances warranting exception",
such circumstances will have to be
judged and passed on by the Executive Board and a full standby charge
will have to be paid to the local.
Effective date of the new law is now
being set by the Executive Board
of Local 802.
Happy New Year
Sol Chain in

.

—

—

Passed by Musicians

tribute to Fall River

Happy New Year

(Continued from Page

for

ass't

Canadian Sweethearts clustered around
him showing their Xmas toys, and the Doc began to play with the
youngsters just like you, you and you would do.
He forgot everything till Marie showed him her miniature radio set. Suddenly remembergoing

of

of office manager.

WSVA

off

.

1)

Under the new organization the

reported toying with the
idea of a $5,000 motion picture title
contest in connection with the MetroMaxwell "Good News of 1938" airshow. As planned, the contest would
tie-in with exhibitors in a manner
calculated to stimulate box office
grosses, and is seen as a gesture to
mollify theater owners who are militantly airing their own views of
the picture-radio situation.

Presents Dr. Pepper Prize
Staunton, Va. WSVA, which carries the Dr. Pepper commercial, recently had the pleasure of awarding
grand prize of a Packard 4-door
sedan to a winner, who happened to
be a resident of Staunton. Program
Director R. L. Stricklen Jr. had the
ceremonies on the air.
Happy New Year

.

effect after Bill

be known as the station advertising
department has been created. John
T. Vorpe, former production manager,
has been elevated to management
of that department. Russell W. Richmond will be the new program director of both stations. Mendel Jones
has been promoted to program production manager. His former office
of production manager is abolished.

—

—

of

Happy New Year

•

Irene promise to

.

ELWOOD HAWKINS,
and THOMAS INGRAM,

•

with the screen gossip writers "in 1938 and

Considering Contest

is

WNBH
—

New

Post

Bedford, Mass. Sol Chain has
been appointed assistant manager of

WNBH,

it

is

announced by Manager

Irving Vermilya.

Besides his duties

program and advertising
Chain will continue his

as

with several of the
grams. He has been at

director,
activities
station's pro-

WNBH

since

1934.

Happy New Year
Bill
Bill

Ensign on Sick

Ensign,

manager,

is

on

List
assistant sales
the sick list and con-

CBS

to his home.
return to work on

fined

He

expects

Monday.

to

December

Friday,

31. 1937
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OCCHESTCAS - MUSIC
KEMP follows Herbie Kay at
HAL
the Drake, Chicago, probably on
Feb.

ard and Henry Russell will sing the
vocals.

4.

The Debonaires, a sepian

RAY

COFFIN, holder

of the Los
Angeles franchise for distribution

Radio Corp. productions, is
establishing an office in the Equit-

of Atlas

able Building.

KHJ has a new series of transcribed exposes of petty rackets and
unethical business practices collated
and recorded by the National Better
Business Bureau.
KFI has a new series of 36 transcribed 5-minute programs beginning
Jan. 4 for Gude's Pepto-Mangan. Also
Scott towels participating in sponsorship of 78 of "Ann Warner's Chats,"
starting Jan. 17, while sister-station
KECA reports Fox-West Coast Theaters signed for a series of 52 spot an-

nouncements.
Joe Fernandez, ace race announcer,
comments on his own recordings of
his own calling of races at Santa
Anita over KFWB.
Borris Morros, head man of Paramount's music department, will be
interviewed by Pauline Gale on
KECA, Monday night January 3, at
7:45, and tell listeners all about musical scoring of "Wells Fargo."
Fred Weber, general manager of
Mutual, has the signatures of Tommy
Lee and Lewis Allen Weiss, general
manager of the Don Lee chain, on a
renewal contract which assures continuance

hookup

of
until

Mutual-Don

the

March,

1939.

OKLAHOMA
Jack Mitchell
in

Oklahoma

is

not joining

City,

has

been

set
by
of Roses

replacing The

KOMA

program director states, refuting reports from San Antonio.
"It takes just 12 kicks to change a
program,"
Fenton Jeffers, KTUL
(.Tulsa) program director states. "We
estimate one letter or phone call is
equal to 100 like opinions of persons who haven't written."

Kings.

Marsala's

Ed Smalle, whose seven-voice chorus is heard anonymously on the Leo
Reisman Thursday night WEAF beer
series,

is

tions.

Mutual has given Shep

for three of the country's major music publishers.
The music firms are
Robbins, Feist, and Miller.

Lyn Murray's

orchestra

will get
two additional CBS evening spots
before 1938 is very old. Murray's orchestra is currently heard eight times
weekly via CBS.

The musicians

in

Oscar Bradley's

ent.

George Olsen and

Tomorrow" return

his

"Music

to the air Jan.

of
6

with CBS and MBS wires from La
Conga, local supper club. He was
recently heard on the same networks
from the International Casino. Olsen's orchestra boasts an electric organ and an electric guitar. Ed How-

Rhythm

Happy New Year

Ziv Agency Adds Facilities
Cincinnati Complete facilities for
auditioning radio programs have been
incorporated in the new offices of
Frederic W. Ziv Inc., advertising
agency, which recently took over
the entire three floors of the modernized building at 2436 Reading
Road. In addition to audition equipment, the new offices include a tran-

—

library in which double
turntables have been installed. Departmentalization
of
the
agency's
activities was effected in the remodeling of the new location by the construction of artists' studios, laboratory testing kitchens, business and
general offices and client and conference rooms.
About two years ago the Ziv
scription

Agency

dy-

Kaye Brinker, who does "Manhattan Mother" on CBS, is reading the
jommercials on Wrigley's "Poetic
Melodies."
Stan Thompson, assistant program
WBBM-CBS, back from
Minneapolis where he has been laid
up with the flu.
Penn Tobacco, sponsoring Todd
Hunter newscasts on
six
nights a week, is cutting down to
three after this week.
Through the American Recording
Company WLS has put out records
of the Herb Morrison and Charles
Nielsen transcription of the Hindenburg disaster. These are to be sold
at near cost
probably around 25
director of

WBBM

Theodore Streibert, vice

occasional "jam session."

CANADA

CINCINNATI
WLW special

"Canadian Mosaic," a series of 10
events
director, staged a Hawaiian holiday Sunday broadcasts, start Jan. 2 on
in the studios of the Crosley stations
CBC, with J. Murray Gibbon, publast night as an appropriate gesture
to all those who were unable to licity chief of Canadian Pacific Railspend the holidays in the island par- way, as producer. Songs and music
adise.
He snared the native Hawai- of the many races in Canada will be
ians of the "Waikiki Nights" com- illustrated.
pany at the Taft Theater for the ocCBC "goes commercial" next week,
casion.
taking over Rudy Vallee, Bing CrosMoving of the Cuvier Press Club, by, Jack Benny and other programs
rendezvous of local radio and news- formerly carried by CFCF, Montreal.
paper men, was aired by WSAI yes- Amos 'n' Andy also return.
terday, with Gilbert Martyn at the
Happy New Year
mike.
Happy New Year
Nan Grey for Pond's Series
Flaig,

KQV's New Year Party
Pittsburgh

—KGV will celebrate the

New Year by

remaining on the air
until
2
a.m.
Saturday morning,
facilities of the
Line will be
used in providing a parade of name

WLW

-

president

WGN

WEDC now

featuring a
8:30
a.m.
through Saturdays.

program

Herb

—

WOWO

Due

to

at

illness

of

Bohemian
Mondays

George Howard

the King's Jesters pickups from
Hotel LaSalle over NBC are being

of

taken over temporarily by relief orchestras.

The Fair store is airing Frank
Buck's Bring 'Em Back Alive zoo
from toy department of store daily
over WCFL.
Billy Webb and Harold (Speed)
sports
Johnson,
commentators of
WHIP, gave a luncheon for kids who
sent in the best answer to the ques-

"Who is the greatest baseball
player of all time?"
Tom Fizdale publicity staff moves
across town to new quarters in 360

tion

North Michigan Ave.
RADIO DAILY
Nan Grey, Universal
Happy New

West Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

—

contract player, has been signed by
J. Walter Thompson Co. for the lead
in the new dramatic series for Pond's
cosmetics initialing over NBC-Blue
on Jan. 4. Supporting stock company for the half-hour show will be
signed this week.
Show is titled

"The Freshest
Thing in Town" campaign now be- orchestras from around the country,
ing used by bakers in 75 major mar- plus a greeting from Mayor Scully
kets throughout the country.
and other specialties.
"Those
introduced

Hollywood leading man, is male lead
Barbara Lud-

for the show, opposite

Six staff musicians will be em- of Mutual, is in Chicago looking in
and WGL, Fort on WOR's local office.
ployed at
Wayne, following negotiations be- Mutual anVern Hanson,
tween the stations and the local nouncer, has been laid
up at home
musicians' union.
for a fortnight.
Campana is getting ready to. give
Carl Hoff, orchestra leader on the
Ford "Watch the Fun Go By" pro- Betty Lou Gerson, "Grand Hotel"
gram with Al Pearce and His Gang, leading lady, a heavy buildup.
Margarette Shanna, leading lady of
broke into the musical big league by
And as an ar- "Betty and Bob," in Passavant Hospithe arranger route.
ranger he was rated one of the best tal for appendectomy.
Among his clients
in the business.
Ethel Owen has been added to
were Paul Whiteman, Paul Ash, the cast of "Betty and Bob."
Boswell Sisters and numerous other
Otto Roth, owner of Blackhawk
Right now he confines
big timers.
Restaurant, is first cafe man to agree
his efforts to the conductor's podium,
to shell out the $100 a week Chicago
but he can hot lick a saxophone or
stations are asking for remote band
clarinet with the best of them in an
pickups after Jan. 15.

WKY

All employees of
(Oklahoma
City) Were given a new $10 bill on
Christmas by the company.

X. BUSHMAN is an added starter in Quaker Oats' "Margot of Castlewood" series starting on
NBC next Monday. Charles Carroll,

FRANCIS

Fields' Riporchestra a Thursday
8:30 p.m. spot in addition to his four
12:30 a.m. broadcasts from the PalmFields, as is
er House in Chicago.
usually the case, is scoring a great
cents a copy.
triumph in the Windy City.

arranging musical catalogs pling

their affection for the diminutive
maestro by giving him tickets to the
Rose Bowl game as a Christmas pres-

Wayman Ramsay,

Rhythm

music will be fed
Johnny Johnson and his orchestra
by WMCA to London on Jan. 8.
return to the Village Barn on New
Year's Eve, after an absence of one
CBS and Mutual will pick up Abe week. The Johnson aggregation will
Lyman's music from Billy Rose's resume broadcasting activities from
Casa Manana (nee French Casino) this spot on Tuesday.
when it opens on Jan. 1th, deferred
from this week. Marie Sardi and
Lee Grant, musical director of
Frankie Parrish will be his new vo- WMCA's "Grandstand and Bandcalists.
With his four commercials stand" commercial, has allotted his
and his new WABC and WOR sus- Sunday broadcasts to request numtainings, Lyman will be heard seven bers.
Preference is always given to
nights a week.
requests coming from "shut-ins," and
others confined to homes and instituJoe

Lee orchestra, heard regularly on the
Phil Baker series, last week showed

Happy New Year

instru-

mental and vocal trio, are providing
the entertainment and music for
MCA for the Tournament
Ball at Pasadena Civic Auditorium. dancing at Jack Stutz's Game Cock,
Lofner

Carol

We

Love."

Year

WOKO-WABY,

Albany

Forrest Willis will appear on
Valley
Coke program
son

Hudover

WOKO.
Governor Lehman's talk on unemployment insurance Monday night originated at

WOKO.

6
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DEVICES
and

IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Spun Glass Isolates
Sound in WMCA Studios
Spun

an agent in the isolation of sound is one of the innovations

glass as

WMCA's new

at

now

studios,

nearing completion on Broadway be51st and 52nd
of glass fibres,

tween

made

Streets.

woven

It

is

in bat-

and resembles cotton wool, but
held tightly, will leave little crystals of glass in the hands.
The spun glass is highly fireproof
ting,
if

and makes a compact mass through
which sound cannot readily travel.
Packed in a special panel between
it provides the secondary line of defense in sound isolation.
First line is in the studios themselves,

studio walls,

known

as

New Aircraft Mike
Inglewood, Cal. Universal Microphone Co. is manufacturing a new
aircraft microphone, weighing only
eight ounces, including the cable.
Body is of Dural and instrument includes a special press-button switch
for single or double circuit or any
special switching arrangement that
may be required. Universal will
continue to manufacture its recent
Airport Land Station dynamic microphone, as well as its earlier handi-

—

mike model for airplane transmitters
and inter-communication on planes.
Happy New Year
Organizes Supply Co.
Indianapolis
Irwin
Yeagerman
has organized the Mutual Radio Supply Co. to manufacture mechanical
and electrical and radio appliances.
Members of the company are A.
Yeagerman, L. D. Yoemans, and I.
Yeagerman.
Happy New Year

—

Cox

Topeka

New

in

— L.

E.

Station Group
Cox, radio engineer

of Springfield, Mo., is among incorporators listed in application filed

by Capital Broadcasting
which seeks to build a new

here

Co.
local

station.

< II
Formerly

I

S

ItOSS,

Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH
Lighting Equipment
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS
244-250 WEST 49th STREET

Electrical

New York

City

Tel.

Circle

as a record year in construction and station
top accomplishments oi period the complete
rebuilding of its vast master control system in New York. Job took eight
months, with day and night crews of technicians rebuilding 38 huge racks
Some 6,000 circuits
of equipment, without interrupting network operations.
controlling microphones, amplifiers, monitoring devices, and switching and
auxiliary equipment terminate in new master control panels. Engineers
operating the system have before them 111,000 possible switching combinations, involving 15,000 miles of network wire connections.
Year also marked web's most important step in short wave since it
entered the field in 1929. New and highly efficient short wave transmitter
and directional antenna systems were set in operation at Columbia's

Taking stock
improvement, CBS

oi

6-5470-1

Facsimile Saves the Day
When Score Lost in Mail

1937

lists

among

W2XE. Last May, daily program service to Europe
and South America was inaugurated. Transmitter carried over 6,000 broadcasts, especially arranged for foreign audiences, during first eight months
international station,

of operation.

Thanks
ton

to radio facsimile,

Symphony Orchestra

The Bos-

tonight

may

present Jean Sibelius "Ukko, the Fire

Maker"

at a Boston concert.
Part
choral symphonic score was
lost in the mails on the way from
Germany, and Breitkopf & Haertel,
Leipzig music publishers, turned to

of

the

radio for transmission from the sole

remaining

copy

in

From

Europe.

Leipzig, a wire facsimile system carried the music to Berlin, where a

radio

These

"floating studios."

are constructed on a principle that
permits them to bulge with sound,
thus accommodating reverberations
within the room. When the reverberations get too big for the floating studios to handle, the spun glass goes
into action.
Still more resistance is
provided by a third wall of porous
material which also possesses absorption qualities.
Happy New Year

L. E.

CBS Master Control System

channel dashed the
reduced in size pholographically, to New York.
Delivered here
to Ernest R. Voigt, sales manager of
the Associated Music Publishers, the
score was enlarged by photography
to near the original dimensions, and
a special messenger took the sheets
facsimile

pages,

Radio for Blind
Exchange Tele. Notes
touch-tuning model radio
Indianapolis
American and Britequipped with braille symbols was ish television progress was compared
presented by Helen Keller last week at this week's session of the Instito the American Foundation for the tute of Radio Engineers, IndianapoBlind in New York City. The ma- lis section.
The meeting was held
chine, first to be regularly equipped in connection with the science conwith braille, enables the blind to vention here.
tune, not only automatically, but unHarold A. Wheeler, of Hazeltine
erringly to the station they wish to Service Corp., New York, who rehear. The touch tuning system con- cently inspected British television exsists of a series of keys, on each of periments, was one of the principal
one of which appears, in braille let- speakers. Others who spoke were:
tering, the station symbol, which, Prof. R. R. Ramsey, Indiana Uniwhen pressed, does the tuning.
versity; Prof. Charles S. Aiken, PurIn making the presentation, Miss due University; Herbert Hazel, a stuKeller complimented the General dent at Indiana University and Hugh
Electric Co., which built the model. Knowles, chief engineer of the Jen"Radio is one of the few privileges sen Radio Manufacturing Co., Chiwhich the blind share on the same cago.
footing as those who have sight," she
Happy New Year
went on to say. "It brings them the
news, it brings them a widening of
With the WAPI Engineers
educational opportunities, it brings
Clayton Dow, chief engineer at
them recreation. In fact it opens to
WAPI, Birmingham, and Dick Faulkthem a whole new world of experiner, program director, were far from
ence and delight."
Birmingham, picking up for the
The gift was received on behalf NBC-Red a special Christmas Eve
of the foundation by Robert B. Irwin, broadcast of the Tuskegee Institute
executive director, in the Helen Kel- student choir of 100 voices in a proler room at the foundation headquar- gram of Christmas carols.
They arters.
rived home at 3 a.m. on Christmas
Happy New Year
morn only to take off again on Sunday to make the regular Sunday
Install Audio Compressors
broadcast at 1:30 p.m.
Quincy, 111. Gates Radio & Supply
Claude Gray, movie camera enCo. here has announced installation thusiast
engineer,
bemoaning the
of their model 17-B Audio Com- fact that it looked like a white Christpressors at the following stations: mas, hence no Christmassey movies
WJMS, Ironwood, Mich.; WJBL, De- to be recorded by his trusty camera.
catur,
WTAD, Quincy, 111.;
111.;
Happy New Year
WHBU, Anderson, Ind.; WJBC,
Bloomington, 111., and WMPC, AnderRCA- Victor Junket
Ind.
The installations were
son,
made within the past two weeks.
Chicago Ros Howard, president of
The company stated that production RCA-Victor Distributing Corp. here,
has been stepped up so that shipment is host to a trainload of dealers and
of the compressors is now being made their families on a streamline train
in many cases the same day the or- junket to California which will inder is received. WIRE of Indianapo- clude a visit to Boulder Dam, Rose
lis,
Ind., has installed Gates Dyna- Bowl Game, and Hollywood broadmote remote control equipment.
casts.
Braille

—

A new

—

—

to Boston.

At receiving headquarters of RCA
Communications, it was reported that
the music was the first ever transmitted over the transoceanic system.
Happy New Year

Gen.
John

F.

Elec.

Appointment

Cunningham, supervisor

of

production for General Electric since
September, 1931, has been appointed
assistant to the vice president in
charge of manufacturing, succeeding

Myron
it

F. Simmons, who is retiring,
announced by W. R. Burrows,

is

vice-president
facturing.
fective Jan.

in

charge

manu-

of

The appointment

is

ef

1.

0"
You'll get your job

when you want it
as you want it. Our
.

.

facilities

make

service

a matter of routine.
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E. Roosevelt Heads Hearst
MEN WHO MADE NEWS

60 TELEVISION TESTS
BY NBC

RADIO

DURING 1937

PAST YEAR

IN

IN

Becomes President, G.M.,
Of Radio Interests,
Effective Jan. 1

(Third Installment of a Series)

More than

60 television demonstra-

NBC

O.

in
tions have been given by
the past year, while about 300 per-

B.

HANSON

•

A

titular

sons have appeared before the company's television cameras, says Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC president, in a yearend statement on the activities of the

a vital
traction

network.

life

"We have begun

(Continued on Page

New

past year.

Shows

if

,

Worth,
treasur-

er

Eng- V. Hough,
NBC known to

eral

thousands of
added pioneer radio

r

listeners

you don't mind the reverse ture

become

to give a

word

pic-

—

comedy

modern

to

sophisticated

Heading the new firm

WCAU CBS
-

is

whom

(Continued on Page 8)

h

Omaha

Its

Man

— One

year and
a half ago the "Police Department
JoneeboYo,

Ark.

Broadcast" presented daily over
KBTM irom police headquarters
here announced the description of
a man wanted on a bad check
Last week the deputy
charge.
sheriff in Trumann. Ark., who had
remembered the description, caught
the culprit in his community.

is

Leon
is

known
around NAB

gatherings as
one of those

John M. Henry, general

Radio Gots

also

brother

Levy,

manager

of Central States Broadcasting Co. of this city and Lincoln, has
resigned effective Jan. 1.
He will
devote full time to radio script writing, which he has been doing for 10
years.
Don Searle, manager of
WIBW, Topeka, Kan., will succeed
Searle also is part owner of
him.
(Continued on Page 3)

s

Dr.

Searle Succeeds Henry
As Central States G.M.

—

i

so

-

called

"stormy

pet-

when

Ike
Nevertheless,
"storms,"
boys as well as others
are always glad to listen because
there's meat in his words. A defense
of FCC members and a warning to
to stay with Ascap were among
his 1937 pronouncements.
rels."

fices

Los
and

in

among Angeles

Levys,

Archie

NAB

NAB

i

n

Seattle, §

addition of a
flock
tions

continue

in

a

hearing

before

the

better

serve

clients,

were

among

radio business comes from the
states, the company will remove its radio plant from here to
Baltimore, according to Walter C.
Evans, radio division manager. Two
hundred engineers, technicians, salesmen and office workers will be transferred with the plant, and other emCo.

middle

Lucky Strike on Feb. 1 will renew
MBS show, "Melody Puzzles"
for another 13 week run.
Program
the

the 1937 expansion activities of John Blair &
is heard on
and WNBF. SponCo., explaining why the head of the
sor has been mulling over the possirep firm, John Blair himself, was
bility of placing the show on a nationkept on the hop throughout the year.
wide NBC network but nothing set
Blair's 1937 record marks him as a
as yet. Lord & Thomas is the agency.

WOR

go-getter.

DENNETT

Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Washington The beleaguered FCC
was handed another capital slap yesterday when the Commission was
sharply criticized by U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for "arbitrary and

—

FCC, declares S. A. Cisler, general
manager of the Chamber of Commerce station. The Arkansas State
Supreme Court last week handed capricious" action in its denial last
down an opinion in which the right spring of an application for a broadof a board of directors to sign a con- casting station filed by Paul R. Heittract was upheld, thereby clearing meyer of Cheyenne, Wyo.
(Continued on Page 8)

—

Chicopee Falls. Mass.
Because
bulk of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Lucky Strike Renewing
Mutual "Melody Puzzles"

unit

service

By PRESCOTT

—

RADIO END TO BALTIMORE

(Conttnued on Page 3)

U.S. Court Scores
Hot Springs Continuing
FCC on Permit Denial
Fight to Retain KTHS
The fight to
Hot Springs, Ark.
retain KTHS for Hot Springs will

E

sta-

of

and formation of a
p r o d u c tion «
to

come east to
assistant to Mr. Roosevelt.

Holi-

chronology, in June, the doctors sub- ness broadcast each New Year's Night
tracted an appendix from him. If it's and of the Fort Worth Rodeo. His
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
not an even break, maybe he's got NAB resolution against "dollar pubTwentieth Century some tonsils that can be removed.
licity" also was roundly applauded.
Los Angeles
*
*
*
Radio Productions, newest of the
transcription companies to enter the •
•
ISAAC D. LEVY
national field, has completed its first
JOHN BLAIR
Levy •
Ike
include
a
wide
programs,
which
four
Opening of
of the Philafrom
home
scope of subjects ranging
-d e 1 p h i a new coast of-

drama.

KEHE, Murray Grab-

of

as

WBAP's famous Negro

of

manager

horn, present g.m. will

engi-

"The
Hired
November, Hand," finds time

dent of the network in

and

WBAP

Fort

of the
in NAB, Harold

the title of
vice - presi-

Coast ET Producer

Roosevelt, who has been
Hearst Radio interests in
the southwest, and lately also on the
coast, has been appointed president
and g.m. of all Hearst stations, effective Jan. 1.
V. Connolly, now
J.
president of the chain, is expected
to become chairman of the board.
With the arrival of Jack Gross,
former manager of KWKH, Shreveport, La., to take over duties of genElliott
of

head

the

chief
nee

To

it

plain
lish,

of

the and

Hanson

3)

Finishes First 4

B.

of O.

put

HOUGH

sub-

curred in the

accumulate

to

V.

Though he

and has plenty to
do as genoc- eral manager

addition

operating experience against the day
when this art becomes a commercial
actuality," says Lohr in commenting
on the television developments. Experiments with program material, cooperation with RCA on program

HAROLD

•

(Continued on Page 3)

Not Forgot! on
— Radio programs

Minneapolis
are

some

not

as

folks

-

guickly forgotten as
imagine.
Although

"Meadowlarks," produced for two
years by Luther Weaver & Associates for F. C. Hayer Co., has been
off the KSTP airlanes for over a
Luther
year.
Weaver found a
blooming white azalia from a
"Meadowlarks" fan in his Christmas sock last week.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

DON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Dec. 25, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

:

:

:

:

Publisher

feature in
Editor

:

You're A Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp.)
True Coniession (Famous Music Corp.)

Once

Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. V.
under the act of March 3. 1879.

FINANCIAL
27)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

Close

H5V2

High

Crosley

Cen.

Radio

Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Westinghouse
Zenith

95/8

9'/2
101

102V2

12 5

12 3

13%

Radio

On

—

s

Hot Springs. Ark. A unique roundup of Arkansas stars of radio and

4

movies,

16'/8
1

%

+ V

16'/8

16'/8

1

1

%

%

+1-16

OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

Bid

Stromberg Carlson

2

6 3/n

73j

Lever Shows Adding
26

Canadian

noted citizens of the

state

and Hot Springs, and Major Lenox

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

Its

13th Anniversary

6'/s

46
9Vi

Stations

Lever Bros, on Jan. 4 will add 26
Canadian stations on two more of
its CBS shows
the Al Jolson and
Edward G. Robinson half-hours.
Sponsor recently announced the addition of a Canadian web for its
"Lux Radio Theater" hour on CBS.

30
29
24
22

Inc.)

KTHS Rounds Up Alumni

42V8

106

Music

134

7'A
42Vi

43*4
63&
47

Warner

Stewart

(Miller

Chg.
-

17
17

6Vg
46

While

Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc.)
Vieni, Vieni (Wilmark and Son)
I
Double Dare You (Shapiro-Bernstein Inc.)
There's A Gold Mine In The Sky (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
In The Still Of The Night (Chappell and Co.)
Blossoms On Broadway (Famous Music Corp.)
Dipsy Doodle (Lincoln Music Corp.)
Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen (Harms Inc.)
Still Love To Kiss You Goodnight (Leo Feist Inc.)
I
I
Wanna Be In Winchell's Column (Leo Feist Inc.)
Mama, That Moon Is Here Again (Paramount Music Corp.)
Mission By The Sea (Shapiro-Bernstein Inc.)
Santa Claus Is Coming To Town (Leo Feist Inc.)
You Took The Words Right Out Of My Heart (Paramount Music Corp.

Blvd.

147'/2 145V2
1734
17
17
17
7% 7

A

31

Hitched My Wagon To A Star (Harms Inc.)
Rosalie (Chappell and Co.)
Roses In December (Irving Berlin Inc.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)

Subscriber should remit with order

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

In

33

I've

all

(Monday, Dec.

Times Played

Publisher

Selection

communications
to
RADIO
DAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood. Calif.— Ralph VVilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Address

TONY WONS

NBC, featured

R. Lohr, president of

21
21
21

20
20
17
16
16

manner congratulatory

SERVICE,

representative

legal

the

for

Hugh Dennison Estates in Australia, owners
2CB. Sydney, has arrived in Los Angeles.

JACK

CROSS,

of

KWKH.

Los

Angeles

manager

former

Shreveport,
La.,
has
arrived
to take over management of

in

KEHE.

MURRAY GRABHORN, who

has been manHearst Station in Los Angeles,
leaves shortly for the east to become assistant
to Elliott Roosevelt in the new Hearst Radio

KEHE,

aging

set-up.

JOHN
DAILY,

MICKEY
fulfill

ALICOATE

W.
is

an

in

until

Florida

ALPERT

publisher
Jan. 1.

Philadelphia

for
there.

left

engagement

RADIO

of

to

Ruling Against Scripter
Upheld by Appeals Court

IS
15
15

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has unanimously af-

firmed the decision of Referee Daniel
Cohalan dismissing the suit of Carl
L. Bixby, a writer, against Nick Daw15
son, for alleged appropriation of the
15
radio program, "Dangerous Paradise."
Justice Cohalan held that Dawson
had the right to dismiss Bixby and
Year Schedule to continue the program with scripts
Is Extended to 24 Hours written by Dawson and others. Decision
held that Dawson, having
fully paid Bixby for the work done
Cincinnati
Twenty-four hours of
by him, was justified in employing
continuous broadcasting will be ofanother writer when the sponsor of
fered by
in celebration of New
the program requested that he do so.
Year's.
The station regularly is on
the air 20 hours and 15 minutes daily.
Dance bands will be aired exclusive15 Years for Deutsch
ly from 11:15 p.m. New Year's Eve
Emery Deutsch, maestro, celebrates
to 5 a.m. next morning, when a 45- his
15th year in radio in 1938. Deutsch
minute studio program will be put started broadcasting back in 1923 on
15
15

WLW New
—
WLW

—

broadcast.
In a similar

of

18

week's 13th anniversary party of
KTHS. Via transcription special appearances of Bob Burns, Lum and
Abner, alumni of KTHS; Dick Powell of the Lucky Strike NBC program, on.
who also began his radio work on
KTHS, and Ross Graham, Hot
Pipitone Re-elected
Springs baritone now appearing on
NBC, were made during the hour
New Orleans G. Pipitone has been
last

Sir

G0MG

and

returned from Chicago yesterday
Christmas
holidays
with
his

after
spending
family.

DON

Business Manager
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re-elected president and business representative of the musicians' union
here.
Dave Winstein was elected
vice-president; R. L. Chabao, reelected secretary-treasurer, and Pipi-

WAHG,

which

is

now WABC.

His

appearance was as leader of a
four-piece Gypsy ensemble.
Later
he rose to musical director of WABC
and conductor of a 38-piece orchestra.
His present dance orchestra is
aired over CBS on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
first

from Senators Hattie W.
Caraway and John E. Miller of Arkansas, and Representative John McOlsen & Johnson Booked
Clellan were used, although the in- tone,
Hartmann and
Charles
F.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
dividuals were still busy in Wash- Charles Rittner selected as delegates
Major Lohr's message was to the AFM convention.
ington.
Los Angeles Olsen and Johnson
transcribed at Radio City.
will clown up the special New Year's
During the two-day celebration
Eve show at the Paramount for
Kate Smith Recording
Fanchon & Marco, as a preliminary
more than 52 quarter and half-hour
Xmas Exchange at
Kate
Smith
will make a series of
to playing a week at the house startcommercial programs were produced
Baltimore
Santa Claus came by KTHS, setting a new commercial recordings today for RCA-Victor. ing Jan. 13.
Miss Smith for the past six years
quietly and unannounced to WCAO. record for the station.
has refrained from making any rebringing all employes a bonus equivmessages

—

WCAO

—

alent to a week's pay.
The members of the staff, in appreciation of cordial relations existing in the
family, presented

WCAO

President Lewis M. Milbourne and
Executive Vice-President J. Thomas
Lyons with handsome desk sets.

jiUjWD

TECHNIQUE

America's

distinguished school of
broadcasting for
singers,
actors,
speakers,
writers,
announcers.
Electric
Recordings
Western
in
our

It

studios

.

.

—

.

programs taken

off

the air

George Marshall Durante. Dir.
R.K.O. Bldg.. Radio City. New York

cordings.

Rnother Way to

KFEL Anniversaries

Numbers to be recorded are a
will celebrate two swing arrangement of "When the
anniversaries in the next week. To- Moon Comes Over the Mountain''
morrow the station observes the sec- with the "Ambassadors and Jack Milond year of affiliation with Mutual ler's Orchestra," "Gold Mine in the
network, while Jan. 4 is KFEL's 16th Sky," "Your Sweetheart" and the
anniversary of continuous service to new hit, "Bei Mir Bist Du Shein."
radio listeners.
Denver

— KFEL

Polly Willis at
Philadelphia

— Polly

WFIL

service to succeed James Willard Jr.
as "Uncle WIP" at WIP. Miss Willis
will be known as the "Jolly Miss."

the

KU00

Story!
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Willis replaces

Wayne Cody, WFIL's "Jolly Man,"
who has resigned after six years of

MANAGER WANTED

SALES

Tell

1,000,000 shopping area
5,000

WATT CHAIN STATION

Write
1501

Box A 122
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60 TELEVISION TESTS
BV NBC

FCC ON PERMIT DENIAL
KOIN's "Club Croesus"
'Continued from Page 1)

"Club Croesus" is the mythical
an opinion found that setting of a new program released
the applicant did not possess sufficient weekly from KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
financial qualifications to justify it under the title "Night Club on the

The FCC

in

granting his request for a station
construction permit.

in

In an opinion written by Associate
court
the
Justice
Miller,
Justin
termed this action an unreasonable
Censuring
restriction on business.
the Commission also for the failure
to file an adequate finding of fact
following its decision, the court remanded the case to the Commission
for further action.

Asked

for

a

statement

on

the

which occurred before his
appointment as chairman of the
Commission. Frank R. McNinch stated
matter,

he could not make a statement until
he had had ample time to go into

"Julius Caesar", "Cleopatra".
"Christopher Columbus", "Napoleon"
and other famous personages from
all ages of history gather weekly
for witty conversation and sparkling
music.
A recent guest artist was "Nero",
whose presence with his fiddle necessitated lining the walls of "Club
Croesus" with asbestos. The "Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" on another occasion dropped in for vocal
number on their way to attend a
major catastrophe. "Cleopatra" is a
regularly-heard singing star.
The scripts are written by Marc
Bowman, of the KOIN production
department.

Styx".

the matter.

"The matter has of course been

my

Susan

B.

Anthony

Fifteen-minute radio scripts, honMcNinch told
have received oring Susan B. Anthony, pioneer
worker for woman suffrage, will be
no official memorandum as yet."
Heitmever was rerjresented by at- available free to small stations everytorneys James W. Gum and former where, for use on "Susan B. Anthony
Day," Feb. 15, it has been announced.
U. S. Senator Clarence C. Dill.
The scripts have been written by Mrs.
Rheta Childe Dorr, biographer; Mrs.
called to

"but

I

Fred Weber Optimistic
On Mutual 1938 Outlook
Coast Bureau.

Los Angeles

manager

—Fred

of Mutual,

RADIO DAILY
Weber, general

who

is

out here

for the holidays preparatory to making a tour of the Coast to look over
the 25 stations of the Don Lee end
of Mutual with Lewis Allen Weiss,
expresses himself as highly optimistic
about the outlook for his network
in 1938. and believes that the flexibility of Mutual in the matter of regional coverage for advertisers, with
no arbitrary minimum number of
stations to be bought as a network,
together with similar advantages in
programming and sectional originations, are the chief assets of the web.

He cites, also, the regional sponsor plan originated by KHJ for the
George Jessel show and admitted
that
several
other
shows were
planned on the same basis, and predicts that KHJ would supply an increasing number of network originations because of the availability of

Mary Ritter Beard, historian, and
Mrs. Inez Hayes Irwin, author and
Mrs. Robert Adamson of
feminist.
Middletown,

New

Jersey,

is

lady of the Susan B. Anthony
orial

chair-

Mem-

Committee.

Year 'Round Xmas Express
Express," a one-hour
daily show sold in 10 and 15-minute
WNBX, Springparticipations on
field. Vt., proved so successful in the

"Christmas

Westinghouse Transfers
Radio End to Baltimore
(Continued from Page 1)

ployees will be absorbed at an East
Springfield plant of the company.
Control of six Westinghouse stations <WBZ. Boston: WBZA. Springfield;
KDKA. Pittsburgh:
WGL. Fort Wayne, and KYW. Philadelphia) will be centralized in Balti-

carried, as well
special events coverage,
and states that immediately after the
first of the year the chain will inaugurate a Dolicy of releasing an

timely

outstanding European or BBC program on a regular weekly schedule.
"Coast defenders" were somewhat
surprised to learn from Weber that
Mutual had been doing a dual coverage job on Pacific Coast conference
football games during the past season, releasing locally on a sponsored
basis but covering the games with
another set-up to release in the East
as "special events" sans commercial
tie-in.

in the flood region,

Addition of stations, new building
man's audience in mind. Airs three
weekly over KGVO, Missoula, Mon- projects and various improvements
tana, with Anne Dunne as "Your in facilities also are cited.
Thisser," Jimmy Barber, production
mgr..

as

"Your Thatter," and Sam
maestro

as

Searle Succeeds Henry
As Central States G.M.

of

from Page 1)
"University Series"
KMMJ. Clay Center, Neb., and has
Another wrinkle over KGVO. Mis- an interest in several
Kansas stasoula,
Mont., brings presentations tions.
Henry has been with KOIL
from various departments of Uni- six years. CSB also owns KFAB and
versity of Montana to the microphone KFOR in Lincoln
and is buving
in
informative
and entertaining WAAW here.
series. Dramatic society, for example,
offers "The Play of the Week": lanRonald Dawson Sells Play
guage prof, alternates with travelogues and readings in French;
music department presents Montana
Washington Ronald Dawson, draMusic Broadcasts, etc. In addition, matic director of WOL. has sold his
school's sport activities are aired original radio drama on the life of
under special events classification. Henrik Ibsen to the Radio Division
Different departments get separate of the Federal Theater in New York.
Dawson also has a play under contime through the week.
sideration by British Broadcasting
{.Continued

—

Corp.

Bright Sayings
This idea gives listeners free tickets
to theater in return for the best
bright sayings of children submitted
to WHBF. Rock Island. Stint is part
of chief announcer Forrest Cooke's
"His Majesty, the Baby" program
Another feature is announcement of

WFIL Gets

Building Permit

—

Philadelphia The city building department
has
finally
approved
WFIL's plans for a transmitter building and tower, and has issued a
building permit. Work starts immenew arrivals in Rock Island. Daven- diately. Cost of entire project will
port and Moline.
run over S400.000.

WOWO-

more.

Ken Murray on Tour

RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles — Ken Murray will
"names" and talent. Weber is proud
take a vacation from radio for a few
of the percentage of non-commercial,
weeks to make a personal appeareducational programs
as

NEXT YEAR

attention."

RADIO DAILY,

Wet

from home-making to fashions countries, service
and psychiatry, with afternoon wo- etc.
ing

Smith, announcer,
transcribed ork.

Scripts

IN

promotion of Christmas business for
(Continued from Page 1)
the sponsors that several have asked
program be continued problems and the delivery by RCA
the
that
throughout the year. Program con- to NBC of the first mobile unit were
sisted of train trips with listeners among other television events of the
being entertained in the club car on year.
Reviewing NBC's radio highlights
the way to sponsor's place of business.
Nick Carter, conductor, and Ozzie of 1937, Lohr points to improvement
Wade, butcher boy, have made a in music, signing of Toscanini for
year round commercial from the a series of 10 concerts, the enlistment
handling of the four-week holiday of Dr. James Rowland Angell as educational counsellor, advancements in
schedule.
drama, maintai ni ng of an impartial
"This and That"
policy on public questions, increased
Show is of the chatty variety, spot- international programs which are
ting talks on variety of topics rang- promoting better relations with other

West Coast Bureau,

HORACE HEIDT
and

ance tour of Eastern theaters with

Oswald and Marilyn

Stuart.

at the Palace. Chicago. Jan. 14.
followed by dates in
York and

New

Comedian returns here

February

to

in

go into a Universal pic-

AUmiU Bu^adicu

WILL BE HEARD VIA NBC
BEGINNING DECEMBER 28th

Set to

open

Boston.

Uis

TUESDAYS

9-9:30 P.

ture.

WTZ-NBC BLUE

Available

CLASS

BY ITSELF
New York

for

— ART

engagements,

THORSEN
April,

1938

Bookings

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave..

NETWORK

Personal Representative

IN A

M. EST.

I

USIC

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

—
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AGENCIES
ERWIN, WASEY & CO., Chicago,
has been named to handle the account of Battle Creek (Mich.) Food
A. G. Bairnsfather is account
Co.

ANDREA LEEDS,
Power

executive.

STEVE R. WILHELM, head of Wilhelm Adv. Agency, San Antonio, is
the father of a

girl.

SCHWIMMER & SCOTT, Chicago,
has been assigned the entire Lea &
Perrins account.

FRANK

FERRIN, new radio director of Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago, has taken a home in Flossmore and is commuting on the 111.
Central.
The agency is completely
reconstructing its studio and control
room and adding much new equip-

Work on expansion will be
ment.
completed next month.

RUSSELL

COMER

C.

Radio Pro-

ductions of Kansas City has placed
broadcasting and merchandising rights on its "Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen" with Log
Cabin Bakeries, Los Angeles, and
the Cotton Bros. Baking Co., Alexand other Louisiana
La.,
andria,
territorial

•

•

•

Brunswick records

Benny Goodman $100,000

offered

for

a

fhree-year exclusive recording binder .... Sidney Skolsky offered a renewal

on his

series

air

plus

a

substantial

in

tilt

salary,

refused the sponsor's

"kindness" and fades from the airlanes tomorrow nite .... Walter Cassel
may go under CBSustainership .... Jack Pearl's dramatic opus won't be rewritten

and

be marked as

will

Pearl, however, hasn't closed his

"d. o. d."

dramatic ambition .... Phil Baker's Beetle starts a stooge-menacing career

tomorrow

nite

on the Fred Allen show, where he

begin rolling as

will

Comic Hater" and guestar on other comedy shows in the
Ken Murray and gang but decided to keep cool
until the spring
so Ken will do vaudeville .... A soft drink sponsor auditions George Olsen's band and other talent today at CBS.
.Richard
Hudnut auditions an all-string band for a CBSeries .... Tommy Riggs and
Betty Lou have been signatured for the Rudy Vallee hour until next June
a 39 week termer being just delivered. .. ."Never Say Die" will be Jack
"America's No.

1

—

.

Benny's next

flicker

and goes

into the

cans Feb.

1

.

.

.

.

Bob Burns

.

of Schillin Advertising Corp. remembered his employes

with a Christmas bonus.

will

come on

"Good News" show

the

for

a

spell.

• • Doctors will be kept away from RADIO DAILY'S staff
some time. Reason: A big crate of red and Royal Limbertwig
apples sent from North Carolina by Major Edney Ridge of WBIG,
Greensboro. And are they good!.
.Sunday nite at Leon and Eddie's
party for Gruen's "Time of Your Life" show, which faded that nite,
not a music publisher was present though Sheila Barrett, Henny
Youngman, Patricia Norman, Harry Conn, Mickey Alpert, Wallace
Ford, Broderick Crawford, Jerry Kruger, Bert Frohman, J. C.
Flippen, Donald Shaw, Vicki (RKO) Lester and Henry Dunn were
there listening to Jack Waldron "kill" the audience with his comedy
•

Missoula, Mont.

Seventh anniversary of station will
be celebrated Jan. 18. Features of
the special for the event will include
of
the
station's
steel radiator. Several

dedication

Truscon

new
mem-

bers of the original staff will participate, including A. J. Mosby, g.m.;
T.
E.
Atherstone, engineer; Edna
Conlin, vocalist and actress, and
James Alden Barber, program director.

Program Director Barber portrays
as

many

as six characters in the

new

morning show, "The Cross Roads
Store", which he writes and presents.
Station draws its entire announcing staff from among upperclassmen
in
the law and public speaking
Montana. Among
Bob Young, Vernon McGahan and Sam Smith.
courses of
them are

U.

routine.

•

•

NBC
•

has postponed

holidays which prohibits radio appearances
kick in with half to the picture

bosses

Brewers Association reported

to

headed by Lou

"Essays in Music" returns
is

out of the hospital.

Philly impresario,

.

J.

S.

child guidance director

List,

the Heckscher Foundation for
Children, will pass on all the "Dick
Tracy" scripts when the program
starts on the NBC-Red on Jan. 3.

sponsored by Quaker
Fletcher & Ellis is the agency.

Program
Oats.

set

for

.

—though

to its original

is ailing.

Alpert's

Dorsey accidentally closed a door on her

if

6
.

song

stylist, is

to

.

.

.

.

Barnum

Pete

.Charles Goldfine,
for

New

crew with Kathryn Rand

be "Dick Tracy

feet.

seriously ailing

.

.

—

it's

for

because

dummy

tenor,
baritone,

and
on

Opera Auditions of
(NBC-Blue, 5 p.m.).
JOHN TASKER HOWARD, on
"Sunday Morning at Aunt Susan's",
(CBS,

Jan. 2

MISCHA

a.m.).

9

ELMAN,

violinist,
on
Philharmonic - Symphony Orchestra
program, Jan. 2 (CBS, 3 p.m.).

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER,
Heinz "Magazine
(CBS, 5 p.m.).

on

of the Air", Jan. 2

JANE FROMAN, on Al Pearce
show, Jan. 4 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
EZIO PINZA, on Ford Sunday
Evening Hour, Jan. 2 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

WHBF, Rock
A

Island, III.
was presented

$150 Crosley radio

Christmas day to the member of
the
station's
"Ambassadors Club"
(rural correspondents) who did best
job of helping publicize station during past 90 days.
Ralph Childs and Ted Arnold will
handle mikes for 1938 basketball
schedule, which has been sold entirely to Rock Island Lumber Co.
Adolf Jacobsmeyer, Y.M.C.A. athletic director who airs a daily program, became the father of twin
girls, but one of them lived only a
few hours.
Ernie Grey, Ralph Childs, Ted
Arnold and Ivan Streed all went out

town

for holiday visits.

P. & G. Show Switches
Procter & Gamble is switching the
Tuesday night Oxydol "Amateur
and
Hour" heard over
to Fridays at 8-9 p.m. over same
outlets, effective Jan. 7. Reason for
change is sponsor is starting five-aweek transcribed series of "The
Goldbergs" over
on Jan. 3 at

WHN

WOR

WHN

7:15-7:30 p.m.
is the agency.

Young

&

Rubicam

the

Tommy

.Maxine ("Loch Lomond")

—pleurisy .... Joan

Charlie McCarthy ever suffers from a

Year's

beginning Jan. 3 on NBC-

Jr."

Red.... If you see Edythe Wright limping these days

wonders

.

has taken over the Sylvania Hotel Salon

will

willing

a name band .... Victor Bay's

CBSchedule Jan.

.Ted Powell's mother

Eve and has hired Mickey

Sullivan, colored

was

she

her General Mills shots ....

soprano;

KIRK,

"Metropolitan

of

debut Jan. 18 via CBS with a show

Jane Froman and

Holtz,

room .... Andy Donnelly

of

parrot-talking contest.

Jane Withers signed a contract with her studios before the

of

"Dick Tracy" Script Okayer

its

.

of

the Air", Jan. 2

will cele-

for

.

KGVO,

FLORENCE

brate his third year with Bing on Thursday .... There's talk that Charles

Winninger

"Benefit

FRANK HORNADAY,
LEONARD WARREN,

future .... Norge auditioned

cities.

AL SCHILLIN

Tyrone

with

Clergy", on
"Hollywood Playhouse", Jan. 2 (NBCBlue, 9 p.m.).
in

Edwards

ache (Ouch!)

Roosevelt, Farley on

NBC

President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Postmaster General James A.
Farley, speaking at the annual Jackson Day Dinner of the Democratic
party, will be heard over NBC-Red

network Jan.

8 at 9:30-10 p.m.

is

•

•

•

Realizing the tremendous need for local program sponmust depend, Atlas Radio Distribut-

sorship on which local stations

ing Corp. has brought out an impetus called a "work-sheet"

Greetings from Radio Daily

.

.

.

December 28
Cliff

Arguette

Noel

McMahon

Frances Bloom
S. O. Shapiro

—the

kind in radio.
.It's a two-fold, three-page broadside with
the center spread carrying illustrated description of the shows,
The
number of program episodes, time, day of broadcast, etc
schedule page lists the entire 1938 product and is so arranged that
when placed before a potential sponsor the bigness of the 28 shows
become rather selective ... .Work sheets have been made available
.U. of Alabama students petito all stations contracted with Atlas.
tioned NBC to have a former playmate of theirs, Melvin Allen,
broadcast the Rose Bowl fracas but it did no good since Melvin is
a CBS man and NBC is contracted for the event exclusively.
first of its

—

—

Kaltenborn in Buffalo Talk
V. Kaltenborn, CBS commen-

H.

tator, will make a special appearance
before the Buffalo Athletic Club on
Feb. 12. Deal was set by Columbia

Artists Inc.

.

—

Insurance

and
JOhn

4

Specialists

Music

2800
80 JOHN

to

the

BEekman
ST..

Radio

Industries

NEW YORK

3 0375
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NEW

REVI6UJS

"DOUBLE EVERYTHING"
with Shaw and Lee
Wrigley (Double Mint)

IB

U

KWKH,

Shreveport: United States Rubber
"Ben Bernie", through Campbell-Ewald
Tobacco Co., "Edwin C. Hill",
renewal, through Lord & Thomas.
Co.,

Network,
Sundays, 6:30-7 p.m.
Frances Hooper Adv. Agency

VARIETY SHOW ATTEMPTS NOVELTY
WITH DOUBLES OF EACH ITEM EXCEPT

Jf
Lawrence

II

N

IE Jf Jf

Gumbinner;

Sleetmaster,

weather

forecasts, through Schwab Beatty; Magnolia
announcements, through Brucks-Sacks
Oil,

MUSIC
ROGER PRYOR and

orchestra open

Frances Drake in San
Pryor is due
Co.; Mrs. Saylor's Candy, announcements, Francisco on Jan. 20.
through Doremus & Co.; Household Maga- in Hollywood on Jan. 4 to undergo
KTBS, Shreveport: Firestone Tire & Rub- zine, programs, through Presba, Fellers, an operation before starting
the hotel
oer, "Livestock Exposition", one week only,
Presba; Bernard Perfume, announcements.
engagement in the Bay City. Band
through Sweeney & James Co.; American
American

WABC—CBS

5

RADIO DAILY

Tobacco

"Your

Co.,

.hrough Lord

Hollywood

Parade",

& Thomas.

ORK.
WBAF, Fort Worth: J. A. Folger & Co.,
While the idea of having a double ETs, through Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Bros. Corp., announcements, through
of each ingredient, except the or- Dodge
Kjthrauff & Ryan; Bernard Perfumer, prochestra, apparently was a good idea -am Canada Dry Ginger Ale, ETs, through
for a show exploiting Double Mint j. M. Mathes; New Departure Mfg. Co.,
through Lord & Thomas;
Gum, it didn't work out well enough j.inouncements,
Fougera & Co., announcements, through
in the initial program. Al Shaw and ^mall & Seiffer; American Popcorn Co.,
Stan Lee, the double-talk boys who rograms, through Coolidge Co.; The Anderannouncements, through Schwab
oa
Co.,
had a run on the Jack Oakie pro- scatty;
Dr. Salsbury Lab., announcements,
gram, headline the show in their
rough N. A. Winter; Smith Bros. Co.,
familiar line of duplicate chatter. a uiouncements, through Brown & Tarcher;
But this sort of thing, unless material jwift & Co., announcements, through J. W.

WTMJ, Milwaukee: George A. Hormel
Co., "Stan" and "Dinty Moore," programs,
through BBD&O.

WLW, Cincinnati: Vadsco Sales Corp..
"Court of Human Relations," through Albert
M. Ross Inc.

at the Sir

is

now

in Dallas.

Gene Autry

just

finished

waxing

four numbers for American Records

on the

coast.

;

lends

itself

to

the occasion, gets a

Agency.

WOR,

JL\, through Campbell-Ewald; RCA-Victor,
-i.i.iouncements,
through Lord & Thomas;
-<.~i
Tan Cigars, announcements, through

New York: Kirkman & Sons, Inc.
(soap), "Carefree Days," ETs, through N. W.
& Son; Thomas D. Richardson Co.
(U-all-no Mints), "Martha Deane", woman's
program, through N. W. Ayer & Son.

Arnstein-Ascap Action

Education Board

—

monotonous after a while and
some of the dual parodies dispensed
by the boys dated back to their heydey vaudeville days.
In the singing line, there was the
Grenadier Double Quartet, which did
bit

Thompson.

KYW, Philadelphia: F. A. North (Lester
Pianos) music, through Courtland D. Ferguson, Inc.; Chevrolet, ETs, through Campbell-Ewald Co.; Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
(Super Suds), spots, through Benton
&
Bowles; Beaumont Laboratories, ETs, through
Air
H. W. Kastor & Sons; Refrigeration &
Conditioning Sales Training Corp., participations, through National Classified Advertising

KTHS,

Hot

Ark.:

Springs,

Comes Up

Chevrolet,

Ayer

to Start

very nicely with "Sing Hallelujah"
in Court
Radio Service for Schools
and other bits; Jack Brooks and Paul
Small in "Laugh Your Way Through
The case of Ira B. Arnstein vs.
City of New York Board of EducaLife", and the Bailey Twins, girl
Ascap and 22 other defendants will tion on Jan. 10 will begin a weekly
Bliss,
harmony singers. Sutton and
come up in Federal Court today, service consisting of approved radio
pianists, also contributed a selection.
when Ascap will request dismissal broadcasts to be distributed among
The orchestra conducted by Carl
of the suit on the grounds of "insuf- Junior and Senior high schools in
Hohengarten fared better than some
fi: ient cause of action."
greater New York.
Compilation of
of the dualists.
Arnstein is suing Ascap to compel material has already been started at
Announcements also were done in
the association to admit him to mem- NBC, CBS, Mutual, WOR, WHN,
double, with a feminine assistant
parroting George Wilson.
Robert Hafter, chief of the CBS
production staff in Chicago, where
program originates, conceived and
wrote the show.

Today

bership.
Plaintiff claims that Ascap
is licensing 50 songs which were written by the defendant but from which
he receives no royalties.
Arnstein
picketed the Ascap offices earlier this
year.

WMCA

and

ARTURO TOSCANINl

under the direcand a staff will be
bring schedules up to

maintained to
date weekly.

in

WOR

—

WAAT

WTAM

WGAR

tel,

WJAY

SAN ANTONIO

Kemp
to

and his crew have left
open at the Drake Ho-

Chicago, Feb.

3,

after playing a

few one-nighters in the East. Music
Corporation of America handles.
Jacques Singer, conductor of the
Dallas symphoJiy orchestra, and his
violin will be heard with the Pepper
Uppers next Sunday over the Dr.
Pepper-Dixie Network at 5:30 CST.
Singer recently went to Dallas with
high hopes of building a ranking
symphonic organization. He is from
Philadelphia, where he played for
eight years under Leopold Stokowski.

Les Parker, with a newly organband, opened at the Wilshire
Bowl in Los Angeles on Sunday
night, with KEHE picking up for a
half hour at 10:30. Parker formerly
was at the Lido in the Santa Barbara Biltmore Hotel.
ized

WNEW

tion of S. Pred,

Move by Board marks the first
time it has interested itself in broadthe suit are
NBC, CBS, Song Writers' Protective casting. Some 150 schools will receive the service, and programs deNBC-Red and Blue,
Ass'n, Warner Bros., Harms, Witmark,
signed to aid in schoolrooms will be
Saturdays, 10-11:30 p.m.
Remick, Leo Feist, Edward Marks,
stressed.
Special emphasis will also
TOSCANINl CONDUCTING NBC SYM- Broadway Music Publishing Co., Sam
be placed on broadcasts aired via
RAVE
GRAND
AND
Fox
PHONY DOES
JOB
Music Publishing Co., Robbins
short wave from foreign countries.
Music, Irving Berlin Inc., Nathaniel
REVIEWS MAKE NBC PROUD.
Before an audience such as never Shilkret, Emery Deutsch, Gene Buck,
before has been seen in an NBC George Paine, E. C. Mills, Harry Fox
I.
J. Fox Starts ETs
studio, Arturo Toscanini took over and Will Grosz.
Schillin Advertising Corp. has comthe baton and directed the new NBC
pleted a series of transcriptions for
symphony through a most brilliant
I. J. Fox, furrier, made by
"Kaltenmeyer" Sustaining
with
performance Saturday night.
All the metropolitan music critics
Chicago With termination of its production by Louis Tappe. Disks
went "mad" about the program and Quaker Oats sponsorship, "Kalten- are part of the furrier's January
turned in columns of rave copy. New meyer's Kindergarten" moves to a campaign and will be spotted on
in
York Times and Herald Tribune new spot on a sustaining basis over WMCA, WHN, WINS, and
NBC-Red on Saturdays at 7-7:30 p.m. New York. WGAR, WHK,
printed the reviews on page one.
are on the schedule for
To dialers, the program came over starting Jan. 1. Cast remains the and
NBC engineers are same, with Bruce Kamman as the Cleveland. Mr. Fox himself is heard
very clearly.
using a new set-up for the pick-up professor, and Cecil Roy, Billy White, on the transcriptions, and Sid Walton
mikes which was not used earlier in Johnny Wolf, Thor Ericson and Mer- is announcer.
the symphony series. No announce- rill Fugit as the kids.
ments were heard in the studio possibly because of feed-back into the
mikes which were hanging directly
Bonus for
Staff
"Dial A Smile" has been selected
under the speakers.
Cleveland Manager John Patt dis- as the title for WOAI's early mornPrograms were printed on white tributed a 10 per cent bonus and
After the broadcast not a Christmas baskets to all employees ing programs with Lew Valentine
satin.
at the mike.
program was to be found on the
Other defendants

Hal

Hollywood

WNBX,
Station

Springfield, Vt.

gave

Christmas bonuses
year the same as stations and
agencies did in the U. S. Looks as
this

Vermont is a part of the good ol'
U.S.A. at Yuletide, if not at the election booths.
if

Everyone at WNBX enjoyed a
Christmas party on the day before
Christmas. Each employee gave an
inexpensive gift to the person whose
name he had drawn from a hat.
Manager Phil Hoffman, a native of
Iowa, proved to be the brunt of the

which were broadcast. Bob
Kelly, salesman gave Hoffman a gift
of an ear of corn planted in a bowl
labeled "dust bowl".
Springfield's new police chief, a
former Massachusetts state patrolman is taking advantage of the
facilities.
Has arranged for
and is using the station's teletype
machine for police information.
festivities

WNBX

Leon
Portland,

F.

Drews

Ore.

to

— Leon

Wed
F.

Drews,

who

has played a daily organ program for the past three years over
KOIN, and Sue Sefton of this city
will be married Feb. 12.

—

which signifies how the studio
audience enjoyed the performance.
Saturday night was indeed a historical occasion for David Sarnoff and
Lenox R. Lohr.
On the opening program were

of

WGAR.

floor,

Vivaldi's Concerto Grosso in D minor,
Andante of Mozart's G minor

Elizabeth Cranford, warbler, drawing plenty of fan mail on KGKL,
San Angelo.

Dick Richard Harwell, former San
symphony and Brahms' C minor sym- Antonio and Weslaco wordslinger, is
phony.
now with a Dallas station.
the

Colonel
Jack Major
"HAPPY NEW YEAR
Today 3-3:30 p.m., EST
WABC CBS Network

—

1

The Colonol From Kentucky

—
6
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PEEJDNALITIEJ
Who

of a Series of Who's

CfltCOGi

•

in the Industry

HYLA KICZALES
WOV

HYLA KICZALES.
WPEN,
and

DONALD

W.

THORNBURG, CBS

vice-president, will not take the
trowel in hand to lay the mortar for
the cornerstone of the new CBS
studios until Jan. 18, since the ceremonies are to be broadcast over the
network and difficulty was experienced clearing time on the original
Charles Vanda,
date set, Jan. 11.
orosram director, is arranging the
incidental program, which will include an official christening of the
Sunset and Gower corner as "Columbia Square."
All CBS employes who have been
employed by the network for a year
or morp drew a Christmas bonus of

o^e week's pay.
KNX has a new program for the
Durkee Co. called "Secret Ambition"
for which the material is supplied by
'etter-writers not handicapped by inhibitions preventing their revealing
a "secret ambition." Caryl Coleman

and WBIL. New
formerly assistant manager of
Philadelphia, was appointed general manager
York,
of
of the three stations on Dec. 3, taking over the executive duties of the
late John Iraci, president and general manager of the stations under whom
she served in radio since 1928.
The New
York stations are owned by Arde Bulova, New
York watch manufacturer and broadcaster,
while WPEN recently was purchased by Iraci.
with Bulova holding a minority interest.

The California-Alabama Rose Bowl
game will be broadcast by KNX over
the CBS Pacific Coast net by Gary

Tom Hanlon, starting
New Year's Day.

Breckner and
at 1:45 p.m.

Kelsey made his initial
as musical director of
KHJ-Don Lee conducting a one-hour
program of symphonic music on
Christmas Eve, waving the baton in
front of all available KHJ musicians
combined into one group for symphonic instrumentation.
Associated Cinema has started reCarlton

appearance

Ralph Atlass, president of WJJD
and WIND, went to San Antonio to
visit his wife's family.

Mel Wolen's commercial manager
of WCFL, is vacationing with
folks in Texas.

from Our Lady of Sorrows
Church.
Pat Barrett (Uncle Ezra) received
a pair of polo ponies from his wife
mass

Miss Kiczales. on assuming her new duties,
The only woman radio
appointed Ralph Nardella. of the WOV-WBIL
network manager
sales staff, as commercial manager.
WPEN
is managed by George Lasker. who was appointed recently.
The new head of the three stations is a native New Yorker. She had
been associated with Iraci for 13 years.

for Christmas.

CANADA
of
Meditation,"
new
thrice-weekly series on CKY, Winnipeg, is getting a strong mail response.
So is George Fairfield, popular pianist, heard twice weekly on same sta-

"Moments

tion.

CFAC,

Calgary, will

make

The KHJ-Don Lee "Merrymakers"
program has been switched from its

is

the network of

radio facilities maintained by the
Bureau of Air Commerce, according to Aero Digest.

Announcer

Harris.
Stulla will help Joe Meyers,
sportscaster, describe Cotton Bowl
Classic featuring Rice and Colorado
Univ. on New Year's Day.
Betty Stulla returns to IGA Musical Menu program after six-month
Played hostess to stork.
absence.
Father, Bill Stulla, doing nicely by
Bill

And Seal-Tite products
sponsor.
signed for 52 added weeks of participation in "Sunrise Salute."

prise in the U. S.

KOA, Denver

several

of

with John
tized episodes in a safety campaign
announcing and

radio enter-

Nate Pumpian, media director for
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, and Bob
Boneel of Edward Petry staff are
vacationing in Miami.
Erwin-Wasey has severed its agreement with WCFL as program consultant
and
withdrawn
Holland
Engle who acted as program manager.
Miles Reid, station production
manager, has taken over temporarily.

Vicki Vola, KPO dramatic star, vischanges in schedule on Jan. 2 in
order to carry the early Jack Benny iting relatives here over holidays and
saying hello to friends at KOA.
colorful booklet as a Christmas Sou- broadcast from NBC.
Denver is her home town.
venir Recipe Folder.
CBL, the new CBC 50,000-watter at
Sadie Crockett, secretary of SunEd Tacy, announcing chief of Hornby, Ont, was used by Robert day Players Inc., home to see parents
WSPR, emcee'd the Municipal Asso- Simpson Co. Ltd., large department over the holidays. Sunday Players
ciates party at the Hotel Highland. stores of Toronto and Montreal, for a group originated Bible series in DenStation
Featured performers were Irma Ser- Christmas Eve broadcast.
ver and later went to West Coast
did not officially open until next day.
ra and Lee Authier.
and transcribed series for Mertens
CHAB, Moose Jaw, again staged & Price Agency.
Janet Pierce, vocalist with WSPR,
its annual broadcast from the ChilBill Stulla, continuity, played host
is filling an engagement at the Little
dren's Shelter, with a program by to KOA staff at home on Christmas
Dutch Cafe.
the kiddies as well as station talent, Day. Good time had by all.
Norah Adamson, director of WSPR and acknowledgment of donations.
Not so novel but darned useful
children's shows, held a recital of Ninth annual Moose Jaw Service staff members chipped in to start
her dramatic pupils at her Holyoke, Clubs Relief Broadcast also was bank account as present for Robert
aired recently.
Graham Harris Jr., newly born son
Mass., school recently.

lotion,

aircraft

home

Leader Laundry Co. has rounded
out nine years of continuous Sunday
broadcasting on Gene Dyer's WGES.
Laundry's feature is the noonday

operations.

Conte doing the
fostered by the firm.
George Godfrey directing. Account
Don Service, attorney for the Sir
Co.,
Presbry
Frank
the
handled
by
is
Chicago, and the disks are drama- Hugh Dennison Estates, owners of
2GB, Sydney, Australia, is in town
to confer with Grace Gibson, head of
the station's transcription department
already here, and Dr. R. L. Power,
American representative.
Thomas Conrad Sawyer has been
renewed for another 13-week stretch
on KNX by his Sweetheart soap

The largest

WGES,

his mother.

cording a series of five-minute transcriptions for the Mark Allen Co.

"Two Drop" hand

president of

and WSBC, has gone to
Kansas City to spend a week with

WOV

Howard McNear.
with
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Noreen Gammill, Clayton Post and
Rosa Barcelo enacting the dramatizaAllen
R.
Bradley, engineer at
tions: Wilbur Hatch supplies the mu- WSPR, is engaged
to Dorothy D.
sic, and Tom Breneman handles the
Johnson of West Hartford, Conn.
show, which bowed on CBS Pacific
WMAS's staff did themselves proud
Coast net Sunday at 7:30-8 p.m.
Nate Krevitz, former publicity and on an eight foot tree in the reception
advertising head of Music Corpora- room.
tion of America in Chicago, has
Mildred Brunelle, director of cookjoined the George D. Lottman public- ing forums at WSPR has issued a

DYER,

WCBD

Miss Kiczales was secretary to Iraci at the
time he acquired
in 1928 and since then
has served as executive assistant in his radio
operations. Her appointment as general manager was made with the consent of the Iraci
estate and of Bulova.
Horace L. Lohnes.
Washington attorney, is counsel for both the
Iraci
estate
and Bulova in these station

produces

ity staff here.

ft
GENE

former 10:45-11:15 Monday through
Friday schedule to an earlier spot at
8-8: 30 on the same days.
KHJ-Don Lee has Louis Armstrong's band on remote from Frank
Sebastian's Cotton Club on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday nights at 11-

11:30, and on Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday for 15 minutes only at

11:45 to midnight.

The

agency

Hixon-O'Donnell

is

playing host at a big Beverly-Wilshire party for Olsen and Johnson
tomorrow night. Agency handles the

now.

Richfield account.

One

"contact

inventive

man"

.

.

.

full of the

copies of every

Christmas

number

spirit

Langman,

adapter

and

Alan Hale, sports announcer, received an inscribed gold wrist watch
from General Mills, "for outstanding

and baseball broadcasts,"

in the cata-

logue.

Sara

WISN, Milwaukee

for

a song publishing house sent Kenny
Baker a beautiful leather portfolio

di-

as a Christmas

present.

Therese Meyer, organist, after waiting 15 years for a chance to spend

her whole Christmas day at home,
Now
finally got her wish this year.
heard over KFWB, con- she believes in Santa Claus.
classics
The "Dick Tracy" series sponsored
cluded the series with last Friday's
broadcast and will take a rest of a by Quaker Oats will start over the
few weeks before initiating a new station Jan. 3, running five times
weekly.
series late in January.
rector of radio versions of dramatic
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CONNECTICUT
WNLC, New London, worked its
announcers from 1 to 4 a.m. for days
before Christmas in a series of tests
which may help in obtaining full-

*

PC€HCTICN

CINCINNATI

*

Robert
manager,

Dunville,

E.
is

new WSAI

preparing a big dedica-

tory program in honor of the station's boost to 5,000 watts, which went

into effect last week.
Christmas Eve lunchPremiere of two Colgate-PalmSince members were given
eon.
A jump from 2,000 to more than sufficient
olive-Peet shows over WLW, originnotice, they were able to
7,500 in circulation and from 7 to
ally intended for Jan. 10, will take
invite local and out-of-town friends
38 advertisers within the past six
place a week earlier, Jan. 3. Shows
dio orchestras.
to "tune in" for their "radio Christare "Myrt and Marge" and "Hilltop
In his annual "Connecticut's best" weeks, is the record of "WSNJ Radio mas cards."
House," each a five-weekly.
enumeration, Leo Miller, Bridgeport Press," weekly house organ published
Paper
Herald radio ed, deplores the fact by WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J.
Return of "Betty Moore" on Jan.
that the "state's talent field has nar- gives full week of program listings,
Telegrams from Santa
6 marks the tenth consecutive season
broadcasters.
rowed in proportion to the rise in news of broadcasts and
Nearly one thousand telegrams for the Benjamin Moore & Co. paint
network business" and there is a Distributed through the mail, through from Santa Claus delighted the kids program on WLW.
disheartening dearth of vocalists, merchants, and on bread and milk of Richmond, Va., in a promotion
popular and classical, dance bands routes.
stunt by WRTD. The messages conKSL, Salt Lake City
Credit is
and classical ensembles.
firmed receipt by the station's St.
given WICC's Yale work, WTHT'f
W. E. Featherstone, account execuNick of gift requests from the youngBuild-up Shots
notable remotes, and WBRY's wellsters who tuned in to his weekly tive, looks to good business in 1938,
written work sheet.
"Over the Back Fence," chatter and broadcast. The young hopefuls were seeing that he just renewed two immusic period over KGVO, Missoula, assured of Santa's visit and invited portant local commercials daily spot
announcements for American Lady
Mont., is designed especially to plug to write in again in 1938.
Jonesboro, Ark.
Bakers and a series of 52 weekly
both local and CBS programs to be
quarter-hours for Z.C.M.I. New Food
New staff members include Martha heard over the station giving extra
Forum.
Jean Booker, program director, re- stint to sponsors and their offers.
Rubinofi Sales Manual
Dick Evans, engineer, will remain
placing James Alden Barber, now
To insure the success of concert on
the
Sun Valley assignment
production manager with KGVO,
his
engagements
of
Rubinoff
and
throughout the holiday festivities.
Missoula, Mont.; Dick Crane, anAd
Club Broadcast
Violin. Phil Rubinoff, manager, has
KMLB.
He's handling the PA.
with
formerly
nouncer,
Special Christmas Day broadcast compiled a "sales manual," distriRalph Hardy, announcer, started
Monroe, La., replacing Frank Keegan,
over
KGER,
organizations.
Long Beach, put record- buted to sponsoring
a precedent in allowing the entire
and Jewell Warren, formerly at
KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo., replac- ed voices of local ad club members Manual details setup of ticket-sales, Sig Chi Chapter to render its sweetover the airwaves in an effective advertising, promotion, arrangements heart song over the air on the annual
ing J. D. Miller as operator.
"Santa Claus at the North Pole" good-will builder. ETs of each mem- and finance committees within the Fraternity Formal. Now entire Fraternity Row is seeking to enter comproved to be the station's biggest ber's seasonal greeting lines were organization putting on the show.
petition.
feature this season, according to Jay
A daily spot service informing
P. Beard, owner-manager. Announcer
Utah winter enthusiasts about conread letters to Santa, who talked
ditions for skating, skiing, etc., toback to the KBTM audience sup;
gether with road information, has
posedly by short wave through his |
"The Lutheran Hour"
station, XMAS. When Santa talked,
been started.
disturbances were employed
static
Tommy Axelsen and his news buLocal paper
to make it realistic.
reau yesterday began city and tergave the stunt a front-page write-up. BEGINNING in 1935, "The Lutheran the Lutheran Laymen's League, with ritorial coverage angles with indeHour" was carried on a special the cooperation of the Lutheran In- pendent men covering events. Jack
the Eschleman will be in charge of the
network of 10 eastern and mid- ternational Walther League,
western stations. Returning in the Lutheran Hour consists of an address new bureau. Three day and night
St. Louis
fall of 1936 for another series of by Dr. Walter A. Maier, noted the- national wire services already feed
Claire Harrison, head of continuity
ologian, author and lecturer, and six daily news periods on KSL.
department, is recuperating following 26 broadcasts, the network was increased to 27 stations, including ten music by the Lutheran Hour Chorus
appendix
removal.
an
the St. Louis A'Cappella Choir.
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Tommye Birch, wife of Danny stations of the Don Lee group in orThe
nation's only coast-to-coast reCalifornia. With the audience mail
Seyforth, has received offers from
Johnny Maynard is being sponsored
ligious radio enterprise which pays
Hollywood and departs for the coast averaging close to 5,000 letters a
as the "Texaco Troubador" by local
full station rates for its time, "The
Lutheran
throughweek,
and
groups
in about a month for screen tests.
Texaco dealers.
The Range Riders (Guy, Jerry, out the country becoming increas- Lutheran Hour" also is distinguished
"Twenty Years Ago Today" is a
for the fact that Dr. Maier and all
ingly
interested
in
broadcast,
the
Arnold and Roland) after almost a
new series added by Pepsi-Cola.
others participating in the production
"The
Lutheran
Hour"
launched
was
year here, left to spend the holidays
"Dial a Ditty", early morning tranwith their families in Kentucky; the past fall on a larger network of the program refuse any compen- scribed program of music by telefor their services, and the exsation
inextending
from
coast-to-coast
and
then they will journey down to
phone request, recently did a mean
Chattanooga for a visit with Tom cluding many stations not previously tent to which the voluntary contribu- trick when Announcer Roger von
help
of
the
listening
audience
tions
carrying
program.
the
Dailey.
Roth asked listeners to dial 4465.
Broadcast under the auspices of to make the broadcast possible.
Don Gardiner was fast asleep

time permit.
WICC, Bridgeport and New Haven,
well as WTIC, Hartford and
as
WDRC, Hartford, are arranging stu-

made

WSNJ House Organ

at club's

,

—

KBTM,

—

Programs That Have Made History

*

KWK,

,

at that

WRTD, Richmond

COLUMBUS

Jack Ovelton Maxey, manager, has
been elected president of the Richmond Alumni Chapter of Sigma Phi

McNinch Gets West Data

Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Young Joanne French, daughter of
— Chairman Frank R.
program
Washington
Bob
French.
WHKC's
diEpsilon fraternity.
Camilla Smith has been appointed rector, made her radio debut recent- McNinch of the FCC stated yesterhostess of the station. She is a grad- ly by announcing the numbers sung day that the Commission had re-

John Marshall High School by

uate of
and received her business education
at the Pan-American School here.

local

school

children

— and

over

WBNS!
Wallace, chief announcer at
will go into the production
department shortly, but still remain
boss of the announcers. George Mackey, who has done some announcing
over WOSU, fills the void left by
Wallace.
Bill

WCOL,

November Tax
Washington Bureau,

—

Receipts

Up

RADIO DAILY

Washington Tax receipts on radio
and phonograph records jumped $71,515.93 for November over the same

Roc Lee

of the

WHKC

announcing

ceived, in response to its request, a
letter from Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president, transmitting an exact copy
of transcript of "Adam and Eve",
Mae West's skit, the electrical transcription of the skit, a copy of the
contract between Chase & Sanborn
and NBC covering the broadcast, and
a list of the stations over which
feature was broadcast.

according to the staff is something of a composer of
It was announced FCC will give
monthly report released by the U. S. songs. His latest is "Tears in Your further consideration to the matter
Department's
Treasury
Bureau of Eyes." Fred Sample, another staff after considering the script and elecInternal Revenue.
man, collaborated on the lyrics.
trical transcription.
period

last

year,

number.
George Oaks and His Boys, one of
the best bands to hit here, are set
for auditions before several clients.

Bert Gordon's Present
West Coast Bureau,

—

Los

RADIO DAILY

Angeles
Bert Gordon, the
"Mad Russian" of the Texaco show,

drew

a

contract for 26 weeks as a

Christmas present from Eddie Cantor.

Radio
|MEX Newsfeatures
only one
Available
y/

to
radio
station in eaeh city
Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN

SLESINGER,

250 Park Avenue

INC.

New York

8
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New

Coast ET Producer
Finishes First 4
(Continued from Page

Hot Springs Continuing
Fight to Retain KTHS

Shows
1)

for a number of years
active in sales circles of radio and
motion pictures.
"We feel that we bring to the radio
field two things which will go a long

Josephson,

FRANKINCENSE AND MYRRH,"

holiday
playlet
by Heywood
way toward solving the problems Broun, the columnist, will be broadwhich have confronted so many sta- cast at 9:30-10 tonight over
tion owners," states Josephson. "We by the Radio Division of the
have completed arrangements where- Federal Theater.
by we can supply to the local station
Russ Davis, announcer at KCKN,
owner plays which are dramatized
by actors who are heard weekly on Kansas City, Kan., brought Sonja
the coast-to-coast programs, playing Henie to the mike when the skating
stories authored by network writers champ and movie star stepped off a
and directed by men who head net- plane at the Municipal Airport while
work productions. This means en- enroute from the east to Hollywood.
tertainment of network standards at Elaborate plans had been made to
transcription costs, something which bring Miss Henie to the KCKN stuhas been sought by hundreds of sta- dios, via fire chiefs car and with
tion operators. We have also devel- police escort, but in deference to the
oped as one of our features a feasible wishes of the star, who was tired
method for combining a transcribed from her long trip, the interview
program with a participating audi- was aired from the landing field.

WQXR
WPA

ence."

The productions were staged in the
Hollywood studios of Aerogram Corp.
With its Hollywood location making star screen and radio talent availJosephson plans to further insure the quality of his shows through
special musical backgrounds. A large
concert orchestra, whose personnel is
able,

drawn from musicians heard over
coast-to-coast network releases, supplies the musical features, with all
numbers especially composed for
these productions.
Josephson leaves Hollywood shortly on a national tour of stations,
which will end at the convention of
in Washington in February.
the

NAB

INDIANAPOLIS

Wheeling,

W.

Va.,

will

(Continued from Page 1)
a legal point of dispute between the
membership of the Hot Springs
participate Chamber of Commerce and Col. T. H.

the new program,
Steelmakers," over

"The Musical
and the
Mutual Broadcasting System starting
5 p.m. on Jan. 2. "The Musical Steelmakers" presents a new angle in
amateur talent of a widely varied
and carefully selected type. Of the
25,000 or more employees of Wheeling Steel there is no dearth of talent
in

WLW

provide specialty headliners every
week. Regular weekly favorites will
include the Steelmakers 16-piece orchestra directed by Earl Summers;
the Singing Millmen, a male quartet;
Miss Sarah Rehm, 19-year-old soprano; the Old Timer, a steel man
with a penchant for research who
digs up some surprising facts about
steel, its romance and its language.
The Radio City Music Hall Glee Walter S. Patterson, for several years
Club of 30 male voices will present program director at WWVA, is dean outstanding choral work by Jean voting his time to the production of
Sibelius, "The Kalevala," on the "Mu- "The Musical Steelmakers" and consic Hall on the Air" program next ducts all of the employee auditions.
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. over the Blue He also is announcer and, being a
network of NBC.
product of the Cincinnati College of
Music, his tenor voice is a frequent
Doug Brinkley, who recently re- addition to the program. Patterson
turned from a five-months globe- is aided by Maury Longfellow, argirdling jaunt, has made 14 trips ranger with a long record
of musical
abroad averaging 60,000 miles each. successes with popular orchestras of
national repute, dance teams and speEd Smalle's vocal septet, currently cialty groups.
heard on the Leo Reisman-NBC beer
to

—

series, is

WFBM

transcriptions.
also doing

another

provided

rflmmarrinl

Users must

through the
annnonrc

iirst

WHK-WCLE,

are to
support

dual

nAvetr.

Here

we have

the

problem of simultaneously
a cause and an effect;
must create large audiences

order to support costly programs, and we must build costly
in

programs

in order to attract large

audiences."

of

Cisler,

formerly

Springs, as general
station,

began Sept.

KTHS

manager

of Hot
of the

1.

Arkansas' oldest and
largest broadcasting station, having
just observed its 13th anniversary.
Since 1928 it has been owned and
operated by the Chamber of Commerce. KTHS clear channel is 1060
kilocycles

is

and

its

power

10,000 watts.

J\[ew

Cleveland

Dennis,

year

WITH

INTERNATIONAL RECORDINGS

be furnished with

creating

we

ment

State University station
in
presenting a series of programs of
high school dramatic
interest
to
groups.

KOCA,

sufficient circulation to justify their

expenditures.

of the
contract to sell KTHS to Col. Barton
last year, and the majority voted to
repudiate the contract and ask the
FCC to permit the citizens to keep
the station. The board of directors
involved in the contract resigned,
and a new directorate with specific
instructions to resist the Barton application was installed in office. Paul
D. P. Spearman of Washington was
retained as legal counsel, and A. Earl
Cullum Jr., Dallas consulting engineer, for technical research. Employ-

WOSU

DAVID SARNOFF
«f

Hot Springs

cA cfMore ^Prosperous

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW

be

of

disclosure

Mappier and

former artist on
stations,
and Guy Wallace,
WIRE becomes solid Red at night. these
announcer on WHK, will be married
There's not even room for a S.R.O.
tomorrow.
sign at night.
Cleveland college talent may be
used in a series of World Broadcasting System ET's, according to Mendel
Jones, program director, whose "College Jamboree" was a recent popular
program.
WCLE will cooperate with Ohio
programs

followed

c

charge of a concert orchestra being

er system.

television

mass meeting

cA

pianist and
educator, has
been engaged as director of music
of WTIC, Hartford. He will be in

ductor,

Bernie

A

citizens

movie

Ellington,
CBS; added to the staff of Connecticut's
announcers Ken
Durward Kirby and John Holtman, 50,000-watt transmitter.
NBC. Personal greetings from each
Script was
of the three Chicagoans.
Employees from mills, factories and
played for all staff on studio's speak- offices of the Wheeling Steel Corp.,

Earl Gordon, staff pianist, originates a quarter-hour program from
studio of Wilking Music Co.

legislature.

series of electrical
Smalle and his sep-

Moshe Paranov, New England con-

Season's greetings arrived for mempersonnel in the form
bers of
of a quarter hour script program
transcribed by three former station

Barton who has contracted to buy
the station upon FCC approval.
A resolution requesting favorable
FCC approval of the plea to keep
KTHS as a Hot Springs-owned station has been sent by the Arkansas
state legislature. The resolution was
passed at the last session of the

making a

tet are
short.

"If

28. 1937

Kilgore, Tex.

Van

Patrick, sports announcer, set
up something of a record in the
handling of football broadcasts the
past season. He announced a total
of 21 games.
Patrick is a former
Texas Christian University star, and
his colorful and accurate descriptions
of the gridiron schedule won him
quite a following.

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33

W. 60th

St..

N. Y. C.

|j£££ISKf.

COIumbus 5-7366-7

VOL.

NO.

2,

NEW

127

YORK.

N. Y.,

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

FIVE CENTS

29. 1937

More Chi Commercials
AN INCREASE

IN

that Press Radio
News Bureau, Inc., (Publishers' National Radio Committee) will seek to
put into effect an increase in the
pro rata costs that may amount to
as much as 50 per cent above the

(Fourth

Installment

• •
WILLIAM
What with
Vacating a

the spurt in
o1 1 y
ood
o r i g inations
and the ac-

H

Andrew Jergens Co. and John H.
Woodbury Inc. have renewed Walter
Winchell program, heard over NBCBlue network Sundays, 9:30-9:45
p.m., and "Hollywood Playhouse,"
featuring Tyrone Power, over same
network Sundays, 9-9:30 p.m., for an
additional 13 weeks effective Jan.
Lennen & Mitchell is the agency.

Don-

Ad Budget

yesterday announced a 15 per cent increase in adCo.

vertising budget for 1938, with a spot
radio campaign over 37 stations included. Stations are not as yet an-

nounced.

Walter Thompson has

J.

the account.

to a

Rep

telegram by

"Even

at

KVOO.

New

Tulsa. Okla.:
Year's we cannot

relent;

The most we can wish you

is

15 per cent."

The poet laureate of the Petry
outfit is now framing a suitable
reply in verse.

TENTATIVE

WAGE SCALE

APPROVED BY AFRA

IS

WM.

items

A.

SCHUDT

ALBERT
When
WEW, St.

•

JR.

One

•

of the

aggresof
the Louis

sive

CBS

—

field

S.

FOSTER

scale and other
pertaining to the AFRA deto be made shortly upon net-

• mands
work artists, bureaus and

advertising agencies hiring talent has been
submitted and approved by the AFRA
membership, with the result that conferences with radio talent users will
be called within the next 10 days.
Until the demands have actually been
presented, Emily Holt, executive secretary of the AFRA, said that they
could not be discussed due to the

Uni-

versity
station after 16
years
as
a

stations
ace in the

and no non - comin mercial sta-

slouch

other depart- tion, decided
ments, either to go in for
—is
of paid business
(Continued on Page })
C harlotte, in the fall of
with Bill 1937, Albert
Ford Motors Is
S c h u d t as S. Foster was
general man- brought from
Three Stations to List
ager
and incidentally, Dewey H. WWL, New Orleans, to be g.m. SignLong handling the sales end. The ing of some 400 customers in the first
Ford Motors during the week of
station's accomplishments reflect the 12 weeks attests to the wisdom of
Jan. 2 will add three stations (KDAL.
live-wire Schudt management.
the move.
and WHLB) to the "Sunday
Evening Hour" and the Al Pearcc
show on CBS network.
Christian Herald Series
Transcriptions

WBT

Adding

—

WMFG

I

Ode

(Continued on Page 3)

The tentative wage

WBS

Up 20%

For Independent Network
All offices of the Edward Pefry
& Co. station rep organization have
been sent the following holiday

Wil-

rection of the
network's station relations. Less than
two months later, he was elected a
vice-president of company, thus adding another important entry in the
log-book of an executive radio career
that dates back to 1922.

showmanship

Paper

(WLW-

fold in October to take
over the di-

lines.

For Independent Stations

Scott

in

cinnati.

ald W. Thornburg,
vicepresident
in
charge of West Coast operations for
the network marks up 1937 as one
of the busiest years of his career. He
was so busy, in fact, that he hardly
even had time to get in the head-

Herman Bess Sees Boom

Scott Raises

—

Chicago With about a score of new
commercials set to start from here
in the next fortnight or so, business
outlook for 1938 is regarded as bright.
Quaker Oats has bought half-hour
across the NBC board on 50 stations
starting Jan. 3 for its new "Margot
of Castlewood" serial and its present
"Aunt Jemima." The "Margot" show,
written by Les Weinrott, will feature Barbara Luddy, Charles Carroll
and Ethel Owen, with Herb Butterfield handling production.
Campbell Cereal Co., through Ruth-

HEDGES

the new CBS liam S. Hedstudio layout ges returned
in the movie to the NBC

most

(Continued on Page 3)

S.

WSAI), Cin-

of construction
on

2.

Continuing the trend of 1937, the
coming year will be the best in hisindependent stations of
tory for
America, according to Herman Bess,
sales manager of WNEW. Local sta-

Outlook for '38

the
Crosley
Radio organiza-

ing

capital,

Renew NBC Programs

Shows Gives Bright

presi-

-

dency

launch- tion

tual

(Continued on Page 3)

and Woodbury

vice

w

New Sponsored

Series)

a

DONALD W. THORNBURG

present rates. Average now is $12.50
weekly.
Letter feeling out subscribers is
now in the hands of stations which
subscribe to teletype lines not on a
network service and therefore on a

Jergens

of

Score of

IN RADIO

DURING 1937

RATES

are

Indications

—

MEN WHO MADE NEWS

PRESS RADIO SEEKING

Year

in Past

World Broadcasting System reDr. Daniel B. Poling, whose radio
forum on youth has been a network ports a 20 per cent increase over
feature for many years, returns to
the air for a series of Sunday afterbeginnoon broadcasts over
ning this Sunday at 3-3:30 p.m. To
originate from the studios of WIP
in Philadelphia, the broadcasts will
later move to Dr. Poling's Baptist
Church at Broad and Berks Streets
in Philadelphia.
Arrangements are
also being made for extending the
series to other stations on an ind'^-

WMCA

(Continued on Page 2)

1936

use of its transcribed programs the past year, with 120 nain

Bouquet to McNinch
Washington Bur.,

Washington

ceived

valued at approximately
to broadcast ET shows.

Post

$10,000,000,

sharing

WBS

now

of

an orchid
Waltman. head
political

from
of

staff,

Franklyn

Washington

who

in

his

column lauds McNinch
his good sense in the utilities

year-end

Out of 485 U. S. stations
in the increased revenue,
that 405 are

some

the brickbats hurled at FCC lately.
Chairman Frank R. McNlnch re-

and regional advertisers buying over 30,000 hours of station time,
tional

RADIO DAILY

— Offsetting

states

specially equipped
to
reproduce vertical "four-color"
wide range transcriptions.

for

situation and for doing his duty
"irrespective of political Influence."

Wednesday. December

RADIO DAILY:
Amer. Tobacco Cancels
No Anti-Trust Suits
Roi Tan Cigar Spot Time
On File Against Radio
American Tobacco

Co., for

Roi Tan

cominG

RADIO DAILY

Washington Bureau,

—

29,

1937

Gome

and

Washington No broadcasting suits
cigars, is cancelling considerable spot
Wed., Dec. 29, 1937 Price 5 Cts. time, placed through the Lawrence are pending in the Department of
Vol. 2. No. 127
STUART DOYLE, Australian radio and film
C. Gumbinner agency.
According to Justice, it was reported yesterday by executive,
is in
New York for a stay of several
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the agency, the month-to-month in- the Department's anti-trust division. days. He is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Announcement was made on the heels
sertion
orders
did
not
come
through
CEORGE H. FIELD, sales manager of National
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE
of reports that the Justice Dept. Transcription Features, is on a business trip to
Business Manager for January due to the usual postMARVIN KIRSCH
would
extend
its monopolistic inves- Washington, Baltimore and other eastern cities.
holiday cigar biz recession, but the
A CATHERYN KING, personnel service director
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Pacific Coast campaign will continue, tigation into the field of radio.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York.
spokesman for the Department point- at KMO. Tacoma, is in New York to spend the
however.
Some
60
odd
stations
are
Alicoate.
W.
Daily
Corp.
by
Radio
Y.,
N.
J.
ed out that the field of radio is up holidays with her brother, Jean Paul King.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- now in use, with both ET and chain
DICK STABILE and his bride, GRACIE BARRIE.
eau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester break
announcements, some cover- to the FCC.
who were married Monday in Pittsburgh, plan a
B. Balin, Vice-President; Charles A. Alicoate.
age
being
duplicated
by
more
than
10-day honeymoon in Florida, after which they
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor
head for Hollywood.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of one outlet in a locality or town. Cam- Three Accounts
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign, paign will definitely be resumed in
HERBERT PETTEY of WHN will spend the
should remit with order
:

:

:

:

:

:

Renew

Subscriber

year, $10.

communications
to
RADIO
Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Wisconsin 7-63.16, 7-6337, 7-6338
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly
wood. Calif.— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Address

all

DAILY,

1501

Phone Granite 6607.

Blvd.

Entered

second

as

matter April 5.
New York, N. Y.

class

1937. at the postoffice at

under the act of March

1879.

3,

the

spring,
plans.

according

to

Spot Series on

present

WHN

spot

announcements

until

through Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace Inc., Chicago, and Godefroy
Elliott Roosevelt
Manufacturing Co., St. Louis (LarieHeadquarters to
York use Hair Coloring) spot announcements until Jan. 22, through AnElliott Roosevelt, newly appointed fenger Advertising Agency, of St.
president and general manager of Louis.
Hearst Radio, will move to New York
from Fort Worth and make his headquarters here starting shortly after Price of Studio Tour
22,

Moving

New

28)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Am. Tel. &
CBS A
CBS B

High Low
145V2 144y2

Tel

17

16%

413/4
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5%

Warner

40
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Westinghouse
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Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

Stewart

I71/4

Radio

8'/2

97
1

—
+
16% — % first of the year.
6% — Vs
Murray Grabhorn also
due in
40V — 2V
—
6
V New York around Jan.
from the
—1
45
coast to take up his new post as
8V2 —
—
98
to Roosevelt.
— V assistant
Joseph V. Connolly
now chair-

16
1

1/4

8

S

.

.

1

1

12'/4

16

1

%

2

—
+

%—

1 '/s

'/8

Vs

Bid
6'/2

is

man

of the Hearst
rectors.

Radio board of

di-

'/a

OVER THE COUNTER
Stromberg Carlson

is

8

4'/2

2 Vs

16
Vs
Vs

1

ni/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp
Majestic
Nat. Union Radio

Chg.

Close
144'/2

Asked
7'/2

Christian Herald Series

TED STREIBERT

Edward Robinson Show

Wash-

NAT ABRAMSON,
bureau,

WHN

WHN

WLW

— WLW

WOV

WOR

WOV

Ed Dukoff
Ed

Dukoff

KSTP LIFELIKE
I

RECEPTION

Joins WOV-WBIL
has been signed to

WOV-WBIL

handle

publicity for
starting Jan. 1.
In announcing the
appointment, Hyla Kiczales, general
manager of the stations, stated that

Charles Berry,

who

has been looking

after the press work, continues with
the stations and will do announcing
and continuity.

left

last

head of

night

leaves

for

trip.

for

a

the

WOR

cruise

to

artists

Nassau.

MRS. EMILY HOLT, executive secretary of
AFRA, has returned from the Coast with

the
a

stop-over

Chicago.

in

JOHN VAN CRONKHITE,
Cronkhite

Associates,

Jeanette

is

in

president of
York.

Van

New

MacDonald Delayed

by NBC

Lever Bros, will inaugurate a reRadio is being used to advertise a
peat airing on the Edward G. Robinson series Jan. 4 when a second Broadway show through Street &
(Continued from Page 1)
broadcast will be aired at 12:30-1 a.m. Finney agency, with spot announcependent hook-up as far as Chicago,
heralding the
over a CBS network consisting of ments now on
it is stated.
play, "One Thing After Another."
The new series is entitled "Dr. Pol- KNX, KOIN. KSFO, KOL, KFPY, Show opened last night at the Fulton
KVI, KLZ and KSL. Twenty-seven
ing's Radio Hour," and is sponsored
Theater.
by the Christian Herald Magazine. Canadian stations being added to
The agency is Blackett-Sample-Hum- show on same date will be heard on
first airing, 8-8:30 p.m.
Outlets bePepsodent on
mert Inc., in New York.
ing added to Al Jolson program on
Cincinnati
has received a
same date will be split with 16 on
52-week order covering the new
Erwin as Straight Dance Band first airing and 11 on repeat.
Pepsodent show, "Mickey Mouse of
Vic Erwin, whose band has played
the Air", starting Sunday at 5:30-6
the background music for the "PopThe program is a coast-top.m.
eye" and other cartoonland air shows,
coaster on NBC-Red network.
'Tagliacci"
has decided to forego specializing in
this art. Hereafter he will be feaThe complete opera "Pagliacci", in
tured on his
broadcasts, Mon- recorded form, sung by Beniamino
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
day at 9:30-10 p.m., as a straight Gigli and the La Scala grand opera
OFFERS
dance band. Erwin will endeavor to company of Milan, Italy, will be
\\
\J_I
offer something new, however, by broadcast New Year's Day over
backing up dance arrangements with at 3-4:30 p.m. Dr. I. A. Mannecchia
some of the 3,000 different musical will be commentator.
effects he personally created.

COVERS THE

in

Jeanette MacDonald, who has been
Being Boosted
on location for the past several weeks
filming outdoor scenes for "The Girl
NBC on Jan. 1 will boost the price of the Golden West," will not be able
of its studio tours to 55 cents, includ- to make her scheduled return on the
ing tax.
Present rate is 40 cents. "Vick's Open House" program next
More than 2,000,000 persons have Sunday over CBS at 7-7:30 p.m.
taken the tour since the new Radio Nadine Conner, who previously has
City studios were opened about four appeared in her place, again is to
pinch-hit for the star. It is expected
years ago.
Miss MacDonald will resume her
regular broadcasts on the following

Inaugurates Repeat Jan. 4 Broadway Show Is Using
Spot Campaign on

on

WOR-Mutual,

of

Chicago today on business

Sunday.
Jinx Trails Les Tremayne
Chicago Les Tremayne, headliner

—

For Independent Network

CAPITAL DISTRICT

family

his

WHN

,

Dec.

with

holiday

WICKER and her children, NANCY
Understood that, despite the usual
Renewal contract has been received andIREENE
CHARLES, left yesterday on a seven-day
post-holiday layoff, Roi Tan cigars by
from Carter Products Inc., cruise to Bermuda. Milton Cross will head her
bought time this year with the un- for one year, effective Jan. 3, spot show while she's away.
derstanding that the spots were to announcements, through Street and
JACK HIRSCHBERC, radio editor of the
continue right through the winter.
Finney Inc.; Compana Sales Co. of Montreal Monitor, in town on a 10-day visit.
Illinois,

(Tuesday,

Year

ington.

Jan.

FINANCIAL

New

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL

of "First Nighter",

hospital last

month

who was

in the
as a result of a

gunshot wound, is back there again
due to an auto smashup in which
he ruined a new car. He was taken

John B. Murphy Hospital for
emergency treatment, then removed
to Passavant. Suffered broken hands
and cuts about face.
to

Wednesday, December

29,

1937
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RADIO DAILY

NEW PC©e CAMS -IDEA/

MORE NEW COMMERCIALS

AN INCREASE

ARE SET FROM CHICAGO
(Continued from I'age 1)
One of the most unusual traffic
& Ryan, is launching "Jack
programs is the series titled
Westaway Under the Sea" for Malto- safety
"It Might Have Been You" aired by
meal on a thrice-weekly basis startWIOD, Miami. The program consists

rauff

ing Jan.

3

on

WGN, WJR, KFRC,
KNX, KDKA,

WTAM, WDAF

and other

stations.
Fitch, Bill Rauth,

of dramatizations of accidents actually occurring in the Greater Miami
area followed by a brief talk by
Lieutenant Dan Reynolds of the Accident Prevention Bureau of the
Miami Police Department. In his
talks Lieut. Reynolds tells of the
number killed or injured, and of how

Dan Sutter, Louise
Al Halus, Norman Gottschalk, Forrest Lewis and Clair Baum are in the
cast, with Arnold (Buck) Bucholz to
handle production of ETs for World.
Olson Rug is to use "Oddities in the accident might have been prethe News" on 25 stations after first vented.
of year.

Sterling Products will use "Way
Pop Question with Popcorn
the middle of
East" on
Amid the scenes of an old fashioned
January. Station also has new show corn popping bee, WFIL inaugurates
tentatively called "Magnificent Lady" a new series of question and answer
coming up for General Mills, which broadcasts titled "Let's Pop the Quesalso is readying "Those Happy Gil- tion."
Studio is transformed into

WGN

Down

mans,"

ET

I.

series.

Case

Co.

is

RATES

—

—

rustic mart at each broadcast, and
"This opens with a genuine old time cornFarming Business" with Lloyd (Doc) popping as audience and contestants
Burlingame giving news and com- sing and eat fresh popcorn provided
ment thrice weekly over WLS start- by the studio. However, later in
the broadcast questions are substiing Jan. 3.
tuted for kernels in the circular
Sterling Casualty Co. has bought
"Courthouse Reporter" on WJJD for iron corn popper and the real busi- title.
ness begins.
five weekly, with Jack Pyser as reContestants make up two teams
porter.
Stories from Song Titles
of four persons, who will be asked
Libby, McNeill & Libby is readying five questions apiece dealing with
"Tie the Titles," new six-weekly
"That's My Story," drama series for current events.
The winning side over KGVO, Missoula, Mont., offers
Line plus ET's on selected list. gets cash prizes.
theater tickets to listeners submitting
cleverest stories woven around, and
Kroger is readying an ET series to
Poetry Stunt
using verbatim, titles of numbers in
supplement its "Linda's First Love."
WBAL, Baltimore, has started a period of transcribed dance tunes.
Kellogg has bought Howie Wing
for an ET aviation series transcribed new contest on its morning Plaza Mail response reported heavy.
J.

IN

Listeners are asked
program.
(Continued from Page 1)
to submit poems each day. The one
service.
submitting the poem selected to be costlier (to Press Radio)
read is invited to appear as guest James W. Barrett, editor-in-chief of
announcer on that particular pro- PR, said that costs have risen in
gram. Several have appeared so far
and the feature is decidedly popular. supplying this type of service and
he was endeavoring to meet the increased overhead.
If possible,
the
"Around the Fireside"
This new Sunday evening musical increase will be put through next
over KGVO, Missoula, Mont., pre- month. While a few hundred outsents the Evans family Dad, Mother, lets are supplied with
Press Radio
Sally
and Dick as they gather
News,
which
is
mostly
Associated
around their fireside on Sunday evenings to hear their favorite phono- Press and United Press for non-comgraph records. Family wrangles over mercial purposes, this is primarily a
merits of swing and classical with
network proposition to settle the
general chatter on musical material,
Non-netadding much interest to the period. news bulletin situation.
work outlets are also supplied, but
due to the absence of a network afSings the Title
A novel method is used at WIBG, filiation, the teletype method of
Glenside, Pa., to introduce the selec- transmission keeps the overhead on
tions played by Margaret Collins on a higher plane.
the "Piano Moods" program, Monday
NBC and CBS during life of the
through Friday at 2:30 p.m. Larry agreement in force, are bound to unThomas, WIBG staff baritone and an- derwrite expenses of the Press Radio
nouncer, sings the first line of each Bureau although efforts are made
number, instead of announcing the to keep PR on a self-supporting basis.
4900

WIOD's Safety Program

KOMO, WCCO,

PRESS RADIO SEEKING

starting

WLW

Numerous stations subscribing to
other news services for commercial
purposes, also take PR to cover themselves in case of big news breaks
which might escape their other
services.

WBAL

by

WBS

here for Canadian stations,
with later distribution in the U. S.
Morrell Co. brings Bob Becker to

NBC

in a dog drama starting Jan.
with local rebroadcast over WGN.

Pillsbury
launched "Woman in
White," replacing "Today's Children,"
and S. C. Johnson starts "Attorney at
Law" on NBC, both five-weekly, on
3.

WBBM-CBS

Wage

Herman Bess Sees Boom

Scale

Approved by AFRA

Is

9,

Glass Container Corp. moves the
Chicago sustainer, "There Was a Woman," to New York starting Jan. 9,
but Leslie Edgeley will continue to
write it.

Jan.

Tentative

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

that

begins originating "Ma
Perkins" and "Kitty Keene Inc." for high.
Procter & Gamble on Jan. 3.

WMCA
A

Music-Sans-Talk Show
half-hour musical program with-

Named
WHAS. L'ville

Head

of

out interruption for station identification or announcements will be heard

Barry Bingham, son of the late
Sundays over WMCA beginning Sun- Robert W. Bingham, ambassador to
day at 1-1:30 p.m.
Great Britain, has been named in
Entitled "Music As You Like It" the latter's will as head of WHAS,
the program features Lee Grant and owned and operated by the Courierhis orchestra in a group of popular Journal and the Louisville Times,
medleys with special arrangements which are also to be controlled by
by Grant.
the son. Stock in the company is to
be divided between the three surviving children, with Barry BingFirst in local accounts
ham as trustee. The will was filed
for probate Monday.
in Chicago

(In the heart oj Chicago)

1)

service and programs
that interest their particular communities, have been receiving greater
recognition from national advertisers,
says Bess, and the indications are
that they will get even more attention

McCosker on Sick
Alfred
dent,

heavy

is

J.

McCosker,

from sponsors

in 1938.

Arch McDonald Gets Award
Washington Bureau,

—

RADIO DAILY

Washington
Arch McDonald,
commentator for WJSV, has
received General Mills award for ex-

confined to his

cold.

"THE

home by

SONCBIRD OF THE

SOUTHS

*

KATE

•

•••
•••••
•••

•••••

VV
NEW YORK

SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR

THURSDAYS

presi-

•••
•

cellence in baseball broadcasting during 1937.

List

WOR

••• • •••

giving

tions,

sports

Barry Bingham

WGES

For Independent Stations

1)

changes and adjustments
are apt to be made in various instances. Actor commercial wage scale
runs from $25 minimum for 15-minute
night-time program with half-time
for rebroadcasts to $50 a tele show.
According to Mrs. Holt who just
returned from Los Angeles and Chicago, the Coast is nearly 100 per cent
organized and all locals throughout
the country reveal figures almost as
fact

STATION

CBS

NETWORK

8-9 P.M., E ST.

a

H EXCL. MANAGEMENT

TED COLLINS.

• ••

•

HOURS A DAY

\

—

.

4

Wecjnesday, December

RADIO DAILY

GUCfT-ING
LUCY MONROE,
program,

Orchestra

"On Broadway"

(NBC-

3

Among
to

Blue, 9 p.m.).

MORAN

POLLY

SKIPWORTH,
gram,

Dec.

ALISON

and

on Elza Schallert pro30

(NBC-Blue,

11:15

•

•

you

set

a "uniting" day

"Personal" Postcards To: John Clark and Donald Flamm: Have

.

.

WMCA —or

Trans-American and

for
.

.

is

the

deal

Al McCosker: Josef Cherniavsky will leave

MBS-WOR

after Jan. 16 to become musical director at Shea's Theater up in
and will be replaced by Louis Katzman .... Harry Conn: Your
"Earaches" show was cut two and a half minutes last Sunday because an
early concert on CBS had run over on its time .... Bill (CBS) Paley: A star
was born at your domicile Monday nite when Doris Rhodes debuted.
Buddy (Warner music subs.) Morris: Understand that you're pulling the
punches and plugs on "Bei Mir Bist Du Shoen" because it will be sung
by Priscilla Lane in a future flicker .... Songpluggers Association: Beware
of a sudden desire to engage your services by other publishers at higher
wages. A "war" is on among the publishers to raid the personnel of a
few .... Boake Carter: Will you please forward to this desk copies of your

BENNETT,

-Kraft Music Hall," Jan. 6

on
(NBC-Red,

Buffalo

10 p.m.).

MYRNA LOY, WALLACE BEERY,
FRANK MORGAN, LEWIS STONE,
BRUCE CABOT, GUY KIBBEE,
CLIFF EDWARDS, FANNY BRICE,

.

JUDY GARLAND, GILBERT RUSSELL, DENNIS O'KEEFE, FREDA
STARR and JAMES STEWART, on
News

'Good

JACK BUCHANAN,

scripts.

We

.

decipher your verbal innuendoes .... Bill Lewis or

can't

Herb Rosenthal: Johnny Augustine, one

Rudy

at

of the finest conductors, is

around

—when

your place working as a fiddler on some sustaining shows

should be spotted on programs of his own.

(NBC-Red,

hour tomorrow.

Vallee

air

9 p.m.).

on the

.

-

(NBC-

of 1938," Dec. 30

Red and WHN,

he

He makes seven men sound

like 20.

8 p.m.)

MARGO,
Jan. 2

•

pending time availability?

p.m.)

CONSTANCE

on Chase & Sanborn Hour,
(NBC-Red, 8 p.m.).

KAREN FLAGSTAD,

•

•

sister of

Kir-

from "Julius Caesar" with ORSON
WELLES and MARTIN GABLE, on
"Magic Key of RCA." Jan. 2 (NBC-

Clair

The

111.:

Heyer,

staff

.

.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT, FRED
MacMURRAY and WALTER CONNOLLY,

in

"Alice Adams," on

.

—

Blue, 2 p.m.).

.

—

Lux

Theater, Jan. 3 (CBS, 9 p.m.).

ARMAND TOKATYAN, MRS. PAT
CAMPBELL, BOB SCHAEFFER and
JEAN ELLINGTON, on "Hammer-

•

Music Hall," Jan.

7

(CBS,

SINGIN'

SAM

8

repeats on the Cocaj

(CBS. 10

7

Ago Today"

Tom

Just

COUNTESS OLGA ALBANI,
"Your Hit Parade," Jan.

8

on
(CBS, 10

p.m.).

CLAUDETTE COLBERT and
CHARLES BOYER, in "Tovarich," on
"Hollywood Hotel," Jan.

7

(CBS, 9

p.m.).

line

to inform

a sustaining

feature stating that

you

artist

Tom was

that last Sat.'s

Sun

yours, in

"25

of

its

the

—

—

p.m.).

a

Terns,

Broadway rage then
playing Scrooge in Dickens' "Christmas Carol" .... Mr. Gruen Watches: It
doesn't look likely that Sheila Barrett will come back on your pay-roll in
March because she's booked for London engagements .... Jack Robbins:
"You're A Sweetheart" made the No. 1 place this week after only three
weeks making it the second hit tune we "touted" correctly for you
other being "Once In A While". Did you ever hear of "I'm Gonna Picket
Your Heart" we wrote that .... Barry (Crooner) Wood: Have you been
notified of a new show to be given you by CBS yet? .... James L. Saphier:
Boys around town miss your smiling countenance. Come back all is
forgiven .... Irving Berlin: Tommy Dorsey received a wrist watch for Xmas
engraved with your words of appreciation for what he did with "Marie".
Do you know about it or is this another bit of shrewed business on the
Years

p.m.).

Cola "Song Shop," Jan.

Lenox R. Lohr:

carried a drawing of
'

stein

•

•

—

—

—

part of your clever Harry Link?

County Clerk, St. Louis: As 1937 passes to make way
number, we note that the boys around KWK did well
this past semester and contributed to the city's coffers ... .Ernie
Vogel, Herbie Sigmund and Jim Burke of the enigneering staff
there threw away their cloaks of bachelorhood, while Dan Seyforth,
talent director, married a member of his staff, Tommye Birch....
Also John Conrad.
.With but a matter of hours keeping Kid 1938
waiting, Announcers Dick Fischer, Bill Cook and Bill Edmonds are
just about set to make the final leap. .. .Now, then, in view of all
litis bxisiness, couldn't you possibly reduce the rate or arrange a
(those who are still single) to come around
fee for large units
to see you?

•

•

•

for the next

B

.

Greetings trom Radio Daily
December 29
George Field
Clyde McCoy
Pat Padgett

the dramatic series holding
a consistently good level in en-

tertainment value is "On Broadway" sponsored by Diamond Crystal
Shaker Salt over NBC-Blue network
on Sundays at 3-3:30 p.m. Last Sunday's broadcast, with a formidable
cast headed
by Edith Taliaferro,
House Jameson and Adelaide Klein,
was another episode of the Broadway environs, with ample human interest and suspense. Jean Paul King
is the efficient commentator on the
program.

Briefly
"Skyscraper," with Chester Morris

and Florence Rice, winding up the
"Silver Theater" series on CBS last
Sunday, was a typical sample of the
mistaken idea that radio drama must
be noisy and almost hysterically
high-pitched in order to be effective.
Senator

and Professor
Jack Douglas as
emcee, who are being crowded out
Fishface

Figsbottle,

national sales manager of WHBF, Rock
had a grand time with their Xmas Frolic,
which was aired as a half -hour feature last Friday ... .You know,
names were drawn for presents and each person, when he received
his gift, had to put on some kind of an act.
.Well, Maurice Corke,
commercial manager, got a mouse trap so he sang "The Man on
the Flying Trapeze" ... .Ralph Childs, the newscaster, sang "I Wish
I Was Single Again".
.Ted Arnold, special events man, recited the
radio man's version of "The Nite Before Christmas" ... .Ivan Streed.
production manager, got a tie rack that tells the color ties to wear
with certain shirts and he also acted as emcee.

•

Island,

and the "quarrel scene"

sten Flagstad,

1937

PROGRAM REVIEWS

on Philadelphia
Jan.

29,

of their

spot

on

with

Sunday afternoon sustaining
NBC-Blue, are worthy of

some other place on the schedule.
The program is one of the few that
has at least a few touches of individuality instead of following
familiar variety formula.

the

Campbell Soup's special Christmas

Day program on CBS had

a couple of
"tear-jerker" in the
preview of "Tom Sawyer" in the
"Hollywood Hotel" hour, which ran
at 4-5 p.m. on this occasion, and
Lionel Barrymore in another performance of Scrooge at 5-5:45 p.m.
highlights

WMCA

—a

Scoop on Lindy Story

WMCA

A

statement by Jack Eigen,
commentator, that the purpose of Col.
Charles A. Lindbergh's visit to the
United States is to undertake biochemistry experiments at Columbia
University gave
a scoop of
almost 12 hours on the story which
was reprinted yesterday by New
York City papers.
Eigen's statement, declaring that

WMCA

Lindbergh was collaborating
with Professor Magnus Gregerson on
the experiments, was broadcast Monday night and picked up by International News Service with due
credit to
as the source of inCol.

WMCA

formation.

Wallenstein

to

Honor Ravel

Alfred

Wallenstein will dedicate
- Mutual
his Sinfonietta over
tomorrow night at 9: 30 to the memory
of Maurice Ravel, composer, who died
yesterday.
Three compositions by
Ravel will be played.

WOR

.

—

FCC ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla. Involuntary
assignment of license from
Adelaide Carrell.
P.

new

C.

L.

Carrell

to

Spencer, Rock Hill, S. C. CP for
station.
1500 kc, 100 watts, daytime.

W.
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ORCHESTRAS- MUSIC

PPCMCTICN
WOR

SHOLOM SECUNDA, the man who
Results
sold a fortune for thirty dollars,
department
WOR sales promotion
by relinquishing his rights to "Bei
got out a five-page resume of the
Mir Bist Du Shoen" which he wrote
use of the station as a spot to specifive years ago, will be interviewed
fically introduce a product and to
by Frankie Basch on WMCA this
supplement other coverage.
Saturday at 4: 15 p.m. Secunda, noted
Taking Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.'s musical director of the Yiddish Art
Concentrated Supersuds as an ex- Theater composed the melody in 1932
ample, the resume reveals that sales for a Jewish musical comedy. He
increases and expanding distribution
sold the publishing rights for $30
resulted in triple expansion in amount
shortly thereafter, never realizing
conof time used on WOR and a
that some day it would be America's
since.
tinuous series of renewals ever
number one swing tune. Several
Program originally was set on a weeks ago Guy Lombardo introduced
temporary basis, through Benton & the number on the radio and now its
Bowles agency, using five-minute popularity threatens to inundate the
spots Monday through Friday. Pro- one-time high established by "The
gram is now on 15 minutes each Music Goes Round and Round." Howday.
ever, while Secunda's song whirls to
In the piece, WOR shows each stage fame in meteoric fashion, the comof the program series, mail results, poser pounds away at a piano in an
contests, etc., also just what shows obscure corner of his theater on
were in competing positions on other Second Avenue.
networks and stations.
Resume

of

5

RADIO DAILY

Boosts for Community
A. J. Mosby, manager of KGVO,

Coming Events

Mark Warnow concluded

the musiDec. 20-31: Ohio's Third Annual High
"Earaches of 1938" School Radio Festival, in cooperation with
last Sunday week in order to handle
WOSU, Columbus.
his post as conductor of the Heinz
starting
Air,
which,
the
Magazine of
International TelecomFeb.
1938:
1,
this Sunday, will be heard over CBS munications Conference, arrangements beover
Rich
takes
at 5:30 p.m. Freddie
ing made by General Manager of Egyptian
the berth on the Conn show.
cal directorship of

makes

his

New

York debut

Jan.

6

Green Room of the Hotel Edison. During his New York engagement. Blue Barron will be heard five,
possibly six, times weekly over the
NBC Red and Blue Networks.
in the

Lou Breese and his orchestra, who
recently closed at the French Casino,
New York, open for Consolidated
Radio Artists at the Beverly Hills
Country Club, Newport, Ky., on Jan.

6, with a WLW and NBC network
Newest addition to the roster of
W1P remote bands is Billy Hayes
and orchestra, to be heard nightly
Bob Grayson and his orchestra,
from the Hollywood Restaurant in now playing the Atlanta Biltmore

Missoula, Mont., has set new station Philadelphia.
policy of publicizing the community

Telegraphs

Railways,

State

Barron, youthful Cleveland
orchestra leader, who has been heard
on NBC programs from that city,

Blue

&

Telephones,

Cairo, Egypt.

Feb.

Association

National

14-16:

of

Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Willard,

Washington.

World

4-14:

April

Sydney, Australia.

June 8-11:
Show,

June
gress

National

Stevens
10-15:

Hotel,

Mingay, convenSt.,

Sydney.

Radio Parts Trade

Chicago.

Seventh

Radio

of

F.

30 Carrington

secretary,

tion

Convention,

Radio

0.

International

Inventors,

the

Con-

Sorbonne,

Paris.

June

12-15:

America's

Advertising

annual

Federation

convention,

of

Detroit.

Hotel at Atlanta, go into the Commodore Perry Hotel at Toledo on

Jan. 5 for CRA. Grayson will have
LINCOLN
an NBC wire.
NBC-Blue
KFOR - KFAB's Christmas party
—at the crossroads of the Northwest,
featured program director Lyle Dein Missoula; KGVO in Missoula—the Network program of Jan. 4, when
his orchestra
and
Hamp
Johnny
numbers
program
of
shopping center of Western Montana; they will offer a
CRA at the Adolphus Hotel Moss as Santa Claus.

and its advantages in all call letter
announcements. Examples are: KGVO

—

KGVO

in Missoula the
of the Northwest, etc.

Heidt and his
prophets on their

Horace

turn

Brigadiers

garden spot which they predict will be the
big hits of 1938.

Among

first

opens for

the selec- in Dallas on Jan. 5 for four weeks.

Reginald B. Martin, CSBC station
here, spent the holidays
with his wife in Des Moines.
Porter Randall, WIBW, Topeka,
may replace Ray Suber on the KFOR
announcing staff.

manager

to be played are "I Simply
Adore You," "Whistle While You
Tommy Nolan, from Old Vienna in
Work," featuring the 4 Kings, "Half downtown Cincinnati, has the openAgency Moves Branch
Moon on the Hudson," with Larry ing spot on the New Year's Eve
The Kenosha, Wis., branch of Cotton providing the vocal interpola- music from here to be aired over
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., adver- tion, and "Rosalie," with the musical WSAI, the
Line. NBC and
tising agency, will move to Detroit spotlight shining on Lysbeth Hughes, Mutual stations.
liar talents to the weekly session of
on Jan. 3, it was announced yester- Bob McCoy, Larry Cotton and the
the "Saturday Night Swing Club"
day. Branch is following move of Glee Club. The entire company will
The Los Angeles Philharmonic Or- over CBS next Saturday at 7-7:30
Nash-Kelvinator department heads have a chance to show off their
The third soloist of the eveincluding advertising manager, sales talents in the novelty song. "Bei Mir chestra of 108 musicians under the p.m.
baton of Dr. Otto Kleinperer will ning will be tenor saxophonist Hank
manager and sales promotion man- Bist Du Shoen."
lead a salute to the close cooperation Ross, a member of the "Swing Club"
ager, to company's headquarters in
Leith Stevens, regular conwhich exists between radio and cin- band.
Detroit.
The Indianapolis Symphony or- ema in a special broadcast over CBS ductor of the "Swing Club" band,
Fabian
direction
under
the
chestra
of
on Saturday at 6-6:55 p.m. This pro- will put his musicians through their
Joan Brooks at WSAL
Sevitzky will broadcast another exwill also mark the first anni- paces on "Rose Room," "Cat Walk,"
gram
Joan Brooks, NBC singer, has been clusive concert over Mutual on Jem. versary of KNX, Hollywood, as key "If You Were Somebody Else" and
chosen to headline the first regular 8 at 10-11 p.m.
station of the Columbia System's " 'Taint So, Honey, 'Taint So." "Sweet
show of the WSAL, Salisbury, Md.,
Pacific Coast network. It will origi- Sue," an old Swing Session favorite,
sustaining artists New Year's Eve.
Samuel Gardner, composer and nate on scoring stage No. 1 of the is to be Ross' solo offering. Paul
Station first went on the air in conductor, will be the guest director Paramount Studios.
Thomas Free- Douglas, who has been adding apNovember. This program will also of the Bamberger Symphony over bairn-Smith will be the narrator. In propriate and inappropriate comment
Arcade
the
new
opening
of
the
mark
WOR on Jan. 7 at 10:30-11 p.m. Mil- addition to saluting radio and films to the Swing Sessions, will again be
Theater, according to J. Roy McLen- ton Kaye and Sandra Livitski, wellhe will hail the innumerable arts on hand to do his emcee stint.
WSAL.
of
nan, general manager
known pianists, will fill the roles of and industries that make their homes
guest artists.
in Los Angeles and vicinity.

tions

WLW

NEW
WBAL,

BUSINESS
Corkran-Hill

Baltimore:

&

Co.,

meat packers, 156 participations on Mary
Landis program; Scott Paper Co., 78 on the
:ame program; Consolidated Gas & Electric
Co., Alyce Lytle, 52 15-minute programs;
Schreiber Bros., meat dealers, 52 Plaza 4900
RCA, 14 announcements
announcements;
following the Metropolitan Opera programs.

WNEW, New
(Oxydol),

York: Procter & Gamble
announcements, through Blackett-

Sample-Hummert;
(Aspirub),

"Make

WLW,

Cincinnati:
of the Air".

WHK,
of

Cleveland:

Castlewood" and

Pepsodent,

a

number

Quaker Oats, "Margot
"Aunt Jemima".

"Pee

Hunt,

singer of the Casa

Coleman
dates out of town

finish on heavy weight
from your original; comr
plete caption and 7. >-wd. mes-

stock

playing

society
this week. He furnished the music at a party in Baltimore and another at the Pittsburgh
Golf Club.
is

Loma

Glossy

of soloists.

sage,

Emil

"Mickey

Wee"

rotund swing
band, and
1937" program emanating from CFCF
co-worker, "Sonny" Donald, will
and CBM in Montreal. Arrangements his
contribute examples of their pecuhave been made for space in the
Associated Screen News Building.
The program now employs a 30
100 POSTCARDS
piece orchestra, a 16 voice choir and

Haynes & Co.
Justin
Believe Ballroom," through

William Irving Hamilton, Inc.

Mouse

Ken Sisson has been compelled to
use a larger studio for the "Canada

100

ready
for-

tu

mall,

-

<£3 "JC

-pj.l

—$2.50
DUPLICATES—

J

Without message

PHOTO
Any
size, style and quantity.
C-S PHOTO SERVICE
1922 Linwood Ave.

Toledo, 0.

UNIVERSAL

MODEL "A"
MICROPHONE
Single
Button with fully
Furnprotected
diaphragm.
ished with two outputs—40
highly
db. or—45 db. Most
scientifically
developed
and
constructed single button microphone.

Microphone Division
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane. Inglewood,

Calif..

U. S. A.
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O'Cedar Products Buys
Martin Block Swing

Show

tl 14

I

One

•

O'Cedar Products of Chicago will
Martin
Block's
"Sunday
beSwing Concert" over
ginning Jan. 30. Block's show, originating in the Criterion Theater on
Broadway each Sunday morning at
11-12 noon, will be broadcast exclusively over WNEW as in the past.
The policy used in the past to
develop this broadcast will be conOutstanding stars of the
tinued.
"swing music world" will appear as
guests each Sunday morning, with
Merle Pitt's Make Believe Ballroom
Orchestra furnishing the musical
background of the hour long show.
Tie-ups with O'Cedar dealers will

I

JOHN

WNEW

give

them a portion

tickets available

of

the

JOHN
early

GILLIN

Newscast Every Hour

tl it NAI IlltJ

of a Series of Who's

sponsor

J.

Who

in the Industry

GILLIN

New

•

ciation,

Region

JR.

outlet,

the schedule being set as nine five-

minute, two 10-minute and two 15minute periods. Plan, according to
Al Cormier, general manager, is to
avoid the listener having to look up

as well as vice-president of the Sixth
the United States Junior Chamber

of

staggered

schedules

newspapers,

in

and each news broadcast will announce the time of the next period
scheduled.

incidentally, stand for Woodmen of
World, the life insurance association
known throughout the land and which has
assets of around $125.000.000 thereby plenty
letters,

News

—

resources at the station's disposal.
Gillin is married, and has two children.
Joan and John J. Gillin III.

schedule, which will not be

heard on Sundays, will also be sold
to

advertisers

of

continue to be held for the general

periods

hour on the
hour.
INS news will be read by
staff announcers 13 times daily, with

the

larger percentage of the tickets will

when news

will be broadcast every

Commerce.
The station whose activities are managed
by Gillin has had a long and notable career
and on next April 4 will celebrate its 15th
anniversary of broadcasting service. The call

2,000

newscast policy will go into
on Jan. 3 over WINS, local

Hearst

JR. is

of

each week, but the

WINS

Policy for

A new
effect

a pioneer in radio, although he is only in his
thirties.
At one time he was announcer for WHT, Chicago, and
was associated with the National Radio Advertising in Chicago.
Since 1929 he has been associated with WOW.
In 1932 he became
general manager of this station, and as such
he enjoys a nation-wide reputation in radio.
He is a director oi the NAB. and a past
president of the Nebraska Broadcasters AssoI.

29, 1937

in

various

types

of

Each newscaster will be
introduced by another announcer.

packages.
y OU „ g> but a pio .
neer in radio

S£i((

public.

OKLAHOMA

Raymond Gram Swing Urges
Extending U. S. Short Wave

Dickering for Web Spot
Garner Checks Sentiment
Ernest Mobley
On Framer's Radio Swaps
On Newspaper Stations KFXR here, has
Pittsburgh

—Negotiations are under-

American stood to be under way by Walt
democratic civilization to save itself, Framer for placing his "Radio Swaps"
and one of its instruments of self- program in a network spot. The
defense is the radio," declares Ray- show has been on the air over WWSW
mond Gram Swing, commentator on since September, 1936. Idea of the
"World Events" over WOR-Mutual. program is for man-on-street to ask
"It

is

the

of

a present day persons for unusual articles, for
us in America, which payment of certain sum is
going to effect us more and made if produced. Framer claims

"Foreign
force

business

radio

which

is

affects

and is
more as time goes on. What is still copyright on the
more serious, it effects our relations
with other countries," says the authority on foreign affairs, who urges
a wider extension of American shortwave services to present the "American Viewpoint" to world-wide listeners.

"Those other countries are being
told by the fascist countries that we
are on the skids, that we belong to
the past, while fascism has the future
in mortgage. Of course, we don't believe

it.

But others who

listen

to

may not be so quick to
And these other countries

this doctrine

disbelieve.

are being given

news about

carefully interpreted for them,

us,

all

which

bears out the prediction of our decline.

"We may

idea.

CANADA

is

Catheryn King

admirable though it is, still
keep us abreast of the
changing world. It is not depicting
casting,

does

Heidt Records Ballads

interpreting it, in
Horace Heidt and his Brigadiers
the thorough way that it needs to have just recorded for Brunswick,
be recreated, if the American people "Sweet as a Song" and "Half Moon
are to be wise in choosing their on the Hudson," two ballads that ex"The Toy
foreign policy.
emplify "sweet swing."
"We cannot afford our comfortable Trumpet," which gives the three
sense of leisure. Whether we want trumpeteers a chance to display their
In
ability, is a natural for them.
it or not, whether we accept it or
a
challenge has gone forth addition, Heidt has put on wax his
not,
throughout the world to us, and to own "History of Swing" in which he
traces with the aid of the band the
all that we have believed in our
national history.
The challenge is growth of swing from its birth and
already vocal in every house in this introduction by the original Dixiecountry that uses a shortwave re- land Jazz Band, through the styles
ceiving set. It is vocal in far corners of Goodman and Dorsey and the
it,

describing

of the

in

New

York

not

it,

world where such matters have
hardly been given a thought. The
challenge is already a sizeable stream
today. Before we know it, it will
be a flood.
"Radio as a present day force is
one of the chief instruments of that
challenge.
It also must be one of
the chief instruments in meeting the
propaganda in them, and very much challenge. It must meet it abroad
of important and even vital value. wherever the challenge is heard. But
"But this evolution, I feel, is in the it must meet it, above all, at home in
tempo of a sane and rational world, quickening and expressing the whole
whereas the tempo of international of our civilization."

not be aware enough of
din of propaganda. But it will
intrude on us more and more. For
the present, I am sure that a great
many more Americans listen to the
European broadcasts of the networks
than to foreign shortwave programs,
and as these network broadcasts are
planned and selected, there is little
this

—

Chairman Frank R. McNinch of the quota.
in the new mad FCC likewise favors divorcement of
swiftness, which is the true speed of the
two mediums. McNinch recently
world events. International broad- began a study of the situation.
radio propaganda

CITY

formerly of
joined announcing
staff of KASA, Elk City.
Harbour - Longmire Furniture Co.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
now sponsoring daily broadcasts by
Washington
Vice-President GarVirginia Long over KOMA.
ner is understood to be acting as
President's Roosevelt's emissary in
sounding out members of the Senate
on their attitude toward a possible
administration - sponsored
measure
Alfred Sundstrom, assistant traffic
against newspaper-owned radio stations being introduced in the next manager of the beam service of
Canadian Marconi Co., died Sunday
cession of Congress.
The issue was brought up at the in Montreal.
start of this year's session by Senator
Canadians spent $78,729 on radio
Burton K. Wheeler. Senator Wallace receiving sets in the U. S. during
White also expressed himself against October and brought them back to
newspapers owning stations, and Canada under the $100 free import
Jr.,

rest

to

his

own famous brand

Catheryn King, director of the personnel service at KMO, the Mutual
station in Tacoma, is spending the
holiday season in New York with
her brother, Jean Paul King, the
radio and newsreel commentator.

New
A new

30-Second ET Series
series of 30-second dramatic

commercials has been completed by
National Transcription Features and
are being introduced in various eastern cities by George H. Field, sales
manager.

of

"sweet swing."

Bogert Joins Universal
Vincent Bogert has joined the writof Universal Radio Prostaff
grams Inc. His first assignment will
be writing Universal's five - minute
Library feature, "Thrill of a LifeBefore joining Universal,
time."
Bogert was on the staff of the Democratic National Radio Committee, and
for the past year has been free-lancing

ing.

Jan MacRorie on Coast
Janet MacRorie, NBC continuity
acceptance editor, is in Hollywood
looking over the program continuity

department setup.

She

is

trying to

find out the "why" and how the Mae
West script was approved for broadcasting. Understood she will establish a new routine in the continuity
department similar to the Radio City
setup.

—

Brooklyn Eagle
Toledo News Bee
Los Angeles Times

Journal-Gazette

Fort

Bay City Times

Birmingham News

New Brunswick Daily Home News
Shawnee Morning News &

Fort

Evening Star

Tacoma News

Wayne

Mason City Globe-Gazette

Worth Star-Telegram

Plainfield

Courier-News

Bridgeport Herald

Wichita Eagle
Racine Journal-Times

Stamford Advocate

Sacramento Bee

Syracuse Herald

Davenport Daily Times

Paterson Morning Call

Kansas City Journal-Post
Bridgeport Times-Star

Birmingham Post
Topeka

RADIO CRITICS
WRITERS and EDITORS
representing the

State Journal

&

Worcester Telegram

newspapers on

this

Gazette

Boston Evening American
Sunday Advertiser

Washington Evening
The Sunday Star

&

Star

Utica Observer -Dispatch

page
Greenville Piedmont

as well as
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Long Beach Sun

&

Davenport Democrat

MILLIONS

Leader

of

READERS

Houston Post

Oregonian
Evansville Courier

have already
Shreveport Journal
sent in their ballots

Knoxville Journal

Worth

News

News

San Francisco

to

Lincoln Star
Fort

Chicago Daily

Tulsa World
Press

Pittsburgh Post Gazette

Portland Sunday Telegram

VOTING

Columbus Dispatch

&

Chicago Herald

Examiner

Indianapolis

News

Lynn Daily Evening Item

on the
Cincinnati Post

TEN BEST

Macon Evening News
Flint Journal

PROGRAMS

Peoria Journal-Transcript

RADIO
ARTISTS
ORCHESTRAS

Grand Rapids Herald
Chattanooga Free Press

New York

COMMENTATORS

Daily Mirror

Memphis Commercial Appeal
San Antonio Express

Binghamton Sun
San Francisco Call-Bulletin

Spokane Press

SPORTCASTERS
Bakersfield Californian

Albany Knickerbocker News

of

New York

Toledo Blade

1937

Baltimore Evening Sun

Rock

News

Daily

Asheville Citizen and

Detroit Free Press

The Cleveland

Ballots are

Press

still

rolling in. Poll closes midnight,

December

Newark Sunday

31st,

Chicago Tribune

Youngstown Vindicator

Bridgeport Post

Telegram

Newark
Hollywood Citizen-News
Pasadena Star-News

&

Catholic Daily Tribune

Berkeley Daily Gazette

Call

Press

Dubuque

The Times

1937

Tampa Morning Tribune
Long Beach

Island Argus

Post

Ledger,

Island

Wichita

L.

I.

Press, Staten

Advance

Falls

Daily Times

The Oklahoma News

Topeka Capital
Canton Repository

Akron Beacon- Journal

Des Moines Register and Tribune
Lafayette Journal and Courier

—
8
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the newest ad-

is

WIP sales staff, coming
from WHB, Kansas City.
Karl Bonawitz, organist, is featured in a new series from WFIL
dition to the

"Twilight Sonata."

called

WCAU Womens

A

Club of the Air
RECENT Sunday morning radio
Barbara Boyd and Elsie
audience of WIOD, Miami, heard
Carol has had its time extended an unusual eye-witness description
from two 15 minute broadcasts daily of the burning of a small yacht in
to a half-hour.
Biscayne Bay directly in front of
Harry Woods, formerly of the an- WIOD's News Tower studios. The
nouncing staff of WIBG. has joined announcer on duty happened to be
featuring

KYW.

Pat Stanton, g.m. of WDAS, is
turning vocalist for a series of New
Year progams.
Jean Stadler, formerly of the Elkin-Vogel Music Co., joins the pro-

gram

staff of

WIP.

Fuhrman

Clarence

leader of WIP's

studio band is rehearsing his new
type of rhythm behind locked studio
doors.
Larry Vincent, heard daily with
his songs over WCAU, made such a
hit in a personal appearance at one
Philly theater that he has been
booked for another week.

Charles Bedford, WFfL commentakes on another role, that of

tator,

emcee on station's new "Let's Pop
the Question Program."
Horace Hustler starts a new
series called "Organ Doctor."
W. Stanistreet is now being
J.

WPEN

WDAS

heard over

in

"Your Neigh-

bor."

Doris Havens,

was injured

in

WCAU

who

organist

an auto accident some

time ago, returns shortly to play for
Ben Alley on his regular song session.

Manning

Hall,

WPEN

p.a.,

plans a

huge show for inmates of the Eastern
State Penitentiary.
Isadore Eisenberg, sound effects engineer, has left Philly to join WBBM,

Chicago.

The
start

Tell
a

sisters

new

thrice

and Bert Balus
weekly series at

WCAU.

WIBG,

Glenside, Pa.

daily programs for
children will be renewed Jan. 3 on

Uncle

a

Jim's

Monday through Friday

basis.

Frederick of Lansdale is now
featured vocalist with the Bobolinks
swing-string quartet heard every

Dawn

Sunday

at 1:30.

CNC MINUTE
INTERVIEW
KEN SISSON
"Canada has set out to
lish some big radio names
own.
dience
to

estabof

its

Heretofore, the listening auin

Canada has depended

a major extent on programs from

United States for entertainEven the newspapers up
ment.
here devote more publicity to programs in the United States than
they do to their own. Now, howthe

ever, a campaign has been started
to
build home talent.
Canada

would like to give U. S.
a radio treat more often.
Canadian radio in 1938!"
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SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA
Walter T. Evans,

29,

listeners

Watch

i

row afternoon when

new

series over

WHN

Blenda Newlin, KSFO traffic manager, is spending the holidays with
her family in Salt Lake City.
Joe Hernandez, race-caster who
has just completed broadcasting the
Tanforan season, will be heard Tuesthey begin a days through Saturdays over KYA
at 5:45-6 p.m. and the California Radio System from
the Santa Anita track.

Manager Bob Roberts of KYA has
will be
on Friday at 9:30- been advised by the FCC that license
10 p.m., during the
Operetta for an auxiliary transmitter with
program which will originate in Cin- 1,000 watts power has been granted.
looking out of the window when his cinnati. William Stoess and his conattention was attracted by a simul- cert orchestra will be heard during
WBT, Charlotte
taneous flash and explosion aboard the broadcast.
the charter boat Gulfstream anchored
Station will feed the music of
in the City Yacht Basin.
As the
Richard Crooks, tenor star of the Jimmy Livingston and his orchestra
craft burst into flames the announcer
"Voice of Firestone," will return to to the Dixie Network of CBS on
brought a microphone to the window
Tentative
the program in the NBC-Red Net- Saturdays at 7:30-8 p.m.
and dispatched a messenger to the
work broadcast of next Monday at arrangements also have been made
waterfront so that a complete deto air the band on Tuesday nights at
8:30 p.m. In his absence, on Dec. 27,
scription of the tragedy including the
Margaret Speaks, the program's so- the same time.
names of those seriously injured went
Martha Dulin, receptionist, has reprano, was featured.
on the air while the flames still
placed Lina Covington Harrell on
crackled aboard the doomed vessel.
the "Carolina Reporter" program
Mutual stations will be among heard Monday through Friday at
Arline
Blackburn, star of the those airing the Jackson Day Dinner 10:45-11 a.m. Miss Harrell resigned
"Pretty Kitty Kelly" series, will be speeches of President Roosevelt and from the program to take up other
featured in next Sunday afternoon's Postmaster General Farley.
work. Miss Dulin will air the pro"On Broadway" story as a Park Avegram under the name of "Women
nue debutante with an original forMrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, who did Make News."
mula for romance. Program is heard not make her scheduled appearance
Clair Shadwell, rotund maestro of
at 3 p.m. on NBC-Blue Network.
on last Sunday's "Magic Key of RCA"
the morning "Musical Clock," alprogram because she was visiting ready is making plans for his next
Herbie Steiner and Annabelle Lee her daughter in Seattle, will be year's Christmas program. At least,
will return to the airwaves tomor- heard on a future "Magic Key."
he is looking for an ample spot in
which to hold it. Carrying out a
few
transmitters
a
can
cover
the
enSees Public Taking Part
practice of years past, the Old ShepIn Television Development tire nation.
herd invited the public in general to
"That's just a point that will make drop by the WBT studios some time
"The developmental side of tele- television in this country a mighty Christmas morning between 6:30 and
"The one 9 o'clock for the Annual Musical
vision will receive far greater public industry," he explained.
attention than the program side of big wrinkle that remains to be ironed Clock Yuletide program.
"Mama"
the new art when sight broadcasting out is that of obtaining a sufficient Shadwell presided over the coffee
frequencies
around.
number
of
to
go
is launched in the East on a publicand doughnuts, while "Shad" conparticipating
basis,"
according to But the idea of having multiple trans- ducted the program in his most inJoseph J. Weed, head of Weed & mitters with complete talent and pro- formal manner. The public in genCo., station representatives, who is duction staffs means greater employ- eral took Shad at his word and did
continuing his trade survey of video ment, bigger equipment investments drop by the studio for the program,
and, undoubtedly, good profits.
progress.
with the result that WBT studios
"For the time being the experi- were not nearly large enough to
"I am informed that many leading
radio manufacturers will soon mar- mental costs must be borne by the accommodate the crowds.
ket complete television kits for home few manufacturing and broadcasting
construction," he declared. Just as firms conducting field transmissions.
Radio Editor Notes
in sound broadcasting's early days, But they all stand to gain tremendous
Charles Butterfield, AP radio editor,
kitchens, basements and home work- returns from the sale of equipment,
John Lear is
shops will be the settings for amateur license fees and advertising revenue. is on the sick list.
construction of receivers. Already,
"There is every indication that substituting.
Jo Ranson is back at his old job
tube companies are selling great public participation is very near
quantities of cathode ray tubes to that is, for just a few of the bigger of radio editor for the Brooklyn
amateurs who are 'in on the ground cities at the start. New York and Eagle.
floor' even before the public has been Philadelphia will have the stellar
invited to participate in the test spotlight when the art is launched
transmissions.
commercially but other big cities
"Not all of the pioneer look-and- will be quick to follow.
listeners will have home-made sets,
"In all, the new art is definitely
however. Complete models will be ready to break very soon and it is
simultaneously offered the public at to the advantage of everyone in
prices comparable to those of de luxe every
branch of broadcasting to
console sound receivers on the mar- gather complete data on the new
ket today.

The

operetta,

broadcast by

field.

"Patience,"

WHN

WLW

Whether or not broadcasters

"Of course, the programs will even- directly enter the television field, it
tually take leadership in public in- is best that they know what a closely
terest over the receivers themselves. allied industry is all about."
But, at the start, even with the pro-

gram scope
respond

in

limited,

great

the public will

numbers

in

buying

Lanny Grey's
Lanny

Grey,

New Song

NBC

soloist,

Pick

has

and sets."
written a new song, "I'm the One
Weed differs with some radio men Who Loves You", and Brunswick is
who hold that television will be recording it with Freddie Martin's

kits

handicapped in this country on ac- orchestra tomorrow. Song also recount of the huge area to be served corded by Shep Fields, Tommy Doras compared to England where just sey and Reggie Childs.

and

Pat.

team mates

for

than live years, have no
contract with each other, but for
or
against
accident
protection
death each has taken out a good
sized insurance policy in favor of

more

the other.
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|

'
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